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Ali Simsek 
 

Anadolu University, Turkey 

 
 

Emerging Technologies and Social Participation 
 
The field of communication has changed radically in the last several decades. Most of these 
changes are attributed to the unprecedented characteristics of emerging technologies. In general, 
traditional technologies used to present messages in a linear way from a central location to 
millions of users. Messages have been prepared by media professionals and sent to masses of 
various social strata. Taking the advantage of this operational feature, popular technologies of the 
past were used to be controlled by political authorities. Of course, this one-way mechanism based 
on sending messages and ignoring the responses has resulted in constraints for social 
participation. Radio and television, as the most vivid examples, have been blamed for being the 
ideological means of the state for many decades. Emerging technologies of the last several 
decades, however, appear to offer more opportunities for social participation in public spheres. 
Internet, Web, Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, and other similar technologies offer interactive tools 
and multimedia channels for dialogue among users. The users of these technologies enjoy 
freedom of forming and sending their messages of various kinds to even those whom they do not 
know personally. They receive immediate responses from a large number of interactants who 
share their feelings and opinions in participatory manners. This helps creating an effective public 
opinion that can exercise certain amount of power directly in social arena regarding important 
issues in the current agenda of the society. This paper discusses potentials of emerging 
communication technologies for broader and better social participation of individuals, groups, and 
organizations in the contemporary society.  
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The Tremors of Digital Evolution 
 
During the past four decades the computer industry has experienced several tremors of seismic 
proportions. Fortunately these have been “virtual tremors”. Nevertheless the impact has been 
almost as dramatic as the real thing in each case. The response from computer industry has been 
first loud expressions of shock, followed by swift acceptance of changes and finally just as swift 
and dramatic adjustment to these changes as often is the case with the real thing if we are to 
survive. So, what are these so called tremors? Should we be concerned? 
 
First there was the dawning of a new era of miniaturised computers. That was the breathtaking 
downsizing from mainframes to personal computers. Suddenly all that mighty processing power 
in structures that used to occupy large, air-conditioned, particulate-filtered and humidity-
controlled environments shrunk into a box small enough to have a place on our desktops. Those 
dinosaurs that you were not allowed to approach without an arsenal of anti-static measures could 
now be kept in our bedrooms, workshops and basements, places that are far from being dust-free 
and climate-controlled-to-precision environments. The dawning of the Personal Computers era 
started. Soon they were set to surpass the power of mainframes in a device on your lap. This first 
wave of tremors set into motion events with far reaching consequences. 
 
The next occurrence of tremors came soon after the evolution of the personal computers. As the 
number of computers drastically increased brought on by the affordability and availability of by 
now ubiquitous personal computers the need for communications between them also became 
important. In order to be able to cater for this new demand the response of the communications 
industry was a set of protocols that were open to public and commerce alike. There were to be no 
proprietary secrets anymore. The result was the birth of the so called open systems 
interconnection technology swiftly leading to convenient and easy interconnection between 
different types of machines thus hailing the dawning of the new era of the Web and Internet. 
Very quickly new communications hardware and protocols were invented and good old faithful 
and humble operating systems became network-aware overnight. Today Internet is as pervasive 
as the microwave technology in our kitchens. 
 
The third wave of tremors hit us soon after the birth of Internet technology. The apparently 
unavoidable pervasiveness of Internet brought about with it yet another set of new demands and 
opportunities. Demand for entertainment on-demand, demand for on-line services like banking, 
on-line education, different means of on-line expressions, sounds and visualizations, etc. The 
after-effects of these tremors surpassed even the previous ones. They were felt and are being felt 
everywhere. This heralded the birth of the Multimedia era. Suddenly and once again the 
computers were not fast enough, the operating systems were woefully and inadequately equipped 
to deal with the demand and the communications technology was still not advanced enough for 
what was to come. Yet again the response of the industry was swift and brutal; all hands to 
pumps so to speak. So, what were the wide-spread ramifications of these after-effects? Well, to 
start with, the designers of computer architectures responded by adorning their beloved hardware 
with new embellishments: dedicated instructions to process multimedia content much faster than 
before and multi-core processors to do more than one thing at the same time or simply known as 
fast parallel processing. The designers of operating systems added new scheduling methods to 
deal with stored and streaming multimedia content without a hiccup and enabling user favourites 
like stopping, rewinding and fast forwarding video content in real-time. The designers of network 
technology scrambled to invent new pipelined protocols and jitter-free communications 
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technologies on top of the existing and by now weary but faithful TCP/IP protocols that proved 
themselves over the past few decades. Software engineers invented new programming languages 
to create and easily manipulate content-rich multimedia. Now the world of multimedia is as 
pervasive as the Internet and personal computers as well as the everyday and commonplace 
devices that rely on them. Today this is clearly evidenced by the proliferation of multimedia 
enabled wireless mobile devices we often carry in our pockets. 
 
We must embrace ourselves for the arrival of the now customary seismic event, yet another 
ground-breaking tremor. Make no mistake, it will come. The question is when and how big? You 
can be sure that like before it will have something to do with the lasting effects of the previous 
one because that had already sawn the seeds of the dawn of the new age of technology in the 
very near future. Digital technology marches on apparently unabated and we should not be 
unduly concerned at all but instead welcoming it with open arms… 
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Umit Inatci 
 

Eastern Mediterranean University, North Cyprus 

 
 

Truth, Representation, Intent and Deception in Visual Communication 
 
We need to understand, “advertising & marketing” –which are the most effective tools, applied 
from the brand colonialism– through what kind of visual rhetoric tries to communicate with the 
masses using the truth, representation, intent and deception notions. Since the popular culture 
effects the preferences of the masses concerned their lives because we are not anymore utopist; 
we should think properly about the probability of impossibility. To be abstinent in a way, 
ontologically means to be absent; just because we lost the sense of awareness as a project of self 
construction. To be critical against aggressive advertising is a political and ideological manner. As 
a key-not speaker, I would like to draw your attention to the necessity of consciousness that is 
indispensable, nowadays to be guarded against a banal materialist consumption.  
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Rachel Barker 
 

Unisa University, South Africa 

 
 

Is Integrated Marketing Communication an Idealistic Reality? 
A Critical Theoretical Analysis of IMC and Paradigm Shifts  

 
Although the concept of Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC) is not new, limited attempts 
have been made to critically analyse existing viewpoints, the evolution of the concept, and its 
application.  According to Owen and Humphrey (2009, pp. 3-7), it is this limited mind-set that 
created a problem in understanding IMC as a process, mainly because marketers tend to think 
compartmentally about functions that an organisation can control ... and haven’t yet figured out 
just what all it should encompass and just what is the process that leads to IMC.  Against this 
background, the main research problem of this paper is to address the lack of a commonly 
accepted theoretical approach to the main concepts, process and paradigms of IMC.  This is done 
through a critical analysis of the different perspectives and existing theoretical frameworks of IMC 
to suggest a reorientation and rethinking of marketing in the ever increasing competitive market. 
This paper uses a qualitative method by exploring existing literature on IMC from different 
viewpoints and proposes a new marketing paradigm shift which encompasses all current 
approaches into what is termed Strategic Integrated Communication (SIC).  This is done through 
a combined categorical, theoretical and communicative perspective, highlighting the need for a 
paradigm shift to engender dramatically changing expectations and demands across organisations 
for a clear understanding of integrated marketing communication practice and theory.  The paper 
subsequently suggests a reorientated strategic paradigm which enhances strategic, integrated, 
interactive, two-way communication through multimedia strategies based on trust, loyalty and 
integrity to ensure valuable long term relationships. 
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Dimis Michaelides 
 

Cyprus 

 
 

The Art of Innovation 
How to Integrate Creativity in Organizations 

 
Innovation brings substantial value to organizations - in fact, sustainable innovation may be the 
only way for an organization to survive in these challenging times. Fortunately it is possible for 
uncreative organizations to become creative and creative ones to become more so.  
So, how do you make innovation part of an organization’s DNA? 
 
In this presentation, Dimis Michaelides, business speaker, author and magician, will show you 
how this might be done. He will argue that an innovative organization is the outcome of an 
intelligent synthesis of the Sources of efficient creativity and the appropriate organizational 
Structure and Culture.  
 
With a touch of professional magic and using analogies from ancient and contemporary art and 
business references, Dimis will present twelve innovation-drivers required to make creativity 
thrive in any organization: Talent, Energy, Method, Individual, Team, Target, System, 
Ideas, Engagement, Freedom, Humor, Risk. 
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF NATURAL DISASTERS NEWS COVERAGE IN PAKISTAN BY DAWN & THE NEWS 
(THE CASE OF EARTHQUAKE 2005, & FLOODS 2010)  
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(Lecturer, Forman Christian College-A Chartered University Lahore, Pakistan) 
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ABSTRACT 
This study is a comparative study of Earthquake 2005 and Floods 2010 by Selected Press. To assess the difference between the practices 
and trends of news coverage, a comprehensive category system is designed in the light of existing literature and on the conceptual 
groundings of Social Responsibility Theory of Media and Chaos Theory of Natural Disasters. Through Quantitative and Qualitative Content 
Analysis technique, study has investigated the complimentary and contrasting role of media with other institutes of society. The study has 
shown differences and similarities in the patterns of coverage between two different disasters, news organizations, years and two different 
political systems. Results have suggested that equal importance have been given to disaster awareness by selected press in whereas the 
role of state actors has been more appreciated during Earthquake 2005. The News has raised more criticism on government during disaster 
and violated more ethical standards of coverage. The differences have also been noted in covering the role of armed forces, conducting 
need assessment and monitoring the flow of donations.  
 
INTRODUCTION  
Communications is a key to the success of disaster mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery. Accurate information disseminated to 
the general public, to elected officials and community leaders, and to the media reduces risk, saves lives and property, and speeds 
recovery. The ability to communicate is no longer an afterthought or a luxury; timely communication is now as important as logistics or the 
predeployment of materials. Planning and controlling the flow of information before, during and after a disaster will define media 
organization's credibility, trustworthiness, authority, and effectiveness (Haddow, 2008). Disaster Coverage comprises of different aspects 
and dimensions. Natural disasters deal in three different phases; generally anticipatory/warning phase before the disaster in which media 
and other sources warn the people of vulnerable area about the possible catastrophe. Second phase is communicating in disaster in which 
along with the disaster awareness, media organizations are expected to inform about the human loss, property damage, perceived risks and 
threats, relief activities and donation details. In relief and rehabilitation phase media work on aftermath of disasters by communicating 
excessive emotional appeals convincing both national and international donors to help affected people, bring in different institutes and 
organizations to light who take welfare initiative and fulfill their social responsibility. The most important role of media regarding natural 
disasters is to act as“ Watch Dog”, to keep a strict eye on the aids, donations and funds received from local, national and international 
organizations and their the fair utility.  

Along with basic role of media to disseminate information and assess the roles of state actors in disasters, media should also 
impose some ethical limitations on themselves. Ethics in disasters are of considerable importance, especially after the emergence of private 
media in Pakistan and increasing disasters. There is a need to redress media ethics in terms of responsibility and level of involvement 
journalists should have while covering conflict and sensitive situations. This eliminates different ethical violations, issues and considerations 
that arose during disaster coverage. The likely consequences and concerns of ethical violations may have an impact, which is hugely 
psychological and damaging. The most obvious considerations can be strategies to deal with victims, supporting emergency services, 
reporting appropriate figures of damage, what should be the limitations of photographs and graphic representation of victims, to what extent 
the event coverage should be intensified, stating important warnings and indications during coverage, at what angle the sufferings should be 
reported. All these concerns can be tested through content analysis of news coverage of natural disasters. Key ethical issues and concerns 
can be identified and solutions would be proposed in their light, it will also help to understand the role of media as one of the major 
stakeholders in disaster management.  
 
METHODS & PROCEDURES 
In this study researcher is practicing triangulation. Triangulation of method means mixing quantitative and qualitative styles of research 
method and data most of the researchers develop expertise in one style, but the two methods or styles have different, complementary 
strengths; therefore, a study using both in more comprehensive way (Neumann, 2000, p.125). For each disaster, researcher has 
purposively selected one month’s consistent coverage by both Dawn & The News, rationale behind the sampling technique is the “time 
period” news coverage is at the peak for a month immediately after catastrophe happens. “News items” is the unit of analysis.  
 
Research Questions & Hypothesis  
Research Questions and Hypotheses are designed on the basis on categories given below:  
A: Civic Engagement & Social Utility ( A1: Disaster Awareness, A2: Information about Affected People, A3: Information about Affected Area, 
A4: Contributions of Other State Actors, A5: Social Reconstruction after Disaster, A6: Survivor Stories and Eye Witness Accounts) B: 
Rescue & Relief Operation/Efforts(B1: Operations by Government, B2: Operations by Armed Forces, B3: NGOs & Volunteers, B4: 
International Organizations, B5: Other C: Need Assessment (C1: Food, C2: Shelter, C3: Cloths, C4: Medicines & Medical Facilities, C5: 
Requisition for Rehabilitation D: Donation, Aid & Funds (D1: Appeals for Help and Support, D2: Aid Announced/Pledged , D3: Aid received, 
D4: Rehabilitation Efforts) E: Accountability of Donation & Disaster (E1: Trust Deficit, E2: In efficient utility of Aid & Corruption, E3: 
Questioning the People in Power, E4: Mismanagement & Feeble Response, F: Media Ethics in Covering Disasters (F1: Victim Oriented 
Approach, F2: Privacy Invasion, F3: Risk Amplification, F4: Enflaming tone & terminologies, F5: Negative Impact on Donors/ Victims).  

Following are research questions of study: RQ1: Which sub category of Category A (A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6) received more 
coverage during Earthquake 2005 & Floods 2010 by selected press? RQ2: Which sub category of Category B (B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5) 
received more coverage during Earthquake 2005 & Floods 2010 by selected press? RQ3: Which sub category of Category C (C1, C2, C3, 
C4 and C5) received more coverage during Earthquake 2005 & Floods 2010 by selected press? RQ4: Which sub category of Category D 
(D1, D2, D3 and D4) received more coverage during Earthquake 2005 & Floods 2010 by selected press? RQ5: Which sub category of 
Category E (E1, E2, E3 and E4) received more coverage during Earthquake 2005 & Floods 2010 by selected press? RQ6: Which sub 
category of Category F (F1, F2, F3, F4 and F5) received more coverage during Earthquake 2005 & Floods 2010 by selected press?  

Following are the hypotheses of the study: H1: There was more criticism on the government regarding “Disaster & Donation 
Accountability” during Floods 2010 than Earthquake 2005 by selected press. H2: The role of armed forces in rescue and relief efforts has 
received more coverage and prominence during Earthquake 2005 than floods 2010 by selected press. H3: “The News” had given more 
coverage to “LOC issue over relief movement” than Dawn during Earthquake 2005. H4: “Dawn” had given more coverage to “US concerns 
over security of foreign rescue workers” in flood hit areas than The News during Floods 2010? H5: Contributions of other state actors 
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receive more coverage and appreciation during Earthquake than Floods 2010 by selected press. H6: Rehabilitation and Reconstruction 
efforts had given more importance during Floods 2010 than Earthquake 2005 by selected Press.  
 
Tables & Key Findings  
 
Earth Quake Coverage, 2005 (October 9November 9) and Floods Coverage, 2010 (July 29Auguts 29) Newspaper: Dawn & The 
News 
 
Table 1 
Category  Total news items in directions of Sub Categories  
A: Civic Engagement & Social Utility  Earthquake, 2005  
 High level of involvement of media (+): 172 Dawn  

High level of involvement of media (+): 61 The News  
Floods, 2010 
High level of involvement of media (+):151 Dawn  
High level of involvement of media (+): 161 The News  

Sub Category  
A1:Disaster Awareness  
A2: Information about affected people 
A3: Information about affected area  
A4: Information of other state actors 
A5: Social reconstruction after disaster 
A6: Survivor stories & Eye witness accounts  

Earthquake, 2005  
Low level of involvement of media (): 41 Dawn 
Low level of involvement of media (): 38 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Low level of involvement of media (): 17 Dawn  
Low level of involvement of media (): 38 The News  
Earthquake, 2005  
Moderate level of involvement of media (o): 64 Dawn  
Moderate level of involvement of media (o): 88 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Moderate level of involvement of media (o): 94 Dawn  
Moderate level of involvement of media (o): 72 The News  

 
Table 2 
Category  Total news items in directions of Sub Categories  
B: Rescue & Relief Operations  
Sub Category  
B1: Operations by government  
B2: operations by armed forces  
B3: Volunteers & NGOs  
B4: International Organizations  
B5: Others: India Pakistan Perspective  

Earthquake, 2005  
Motivated by Govt. : (+ ) 83 Dawn  
Motivated by the Govt.: 33 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Motivated by the Govt.: 25 Dawn  
Motivated by the Govt.: 28 The News  
Earthquake, 2005 
Self Motivated: () 126 Dawn  
Self motivated: (): 136 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Self motivated: () 70 Dawn  
Self motivated: () 58 The News  
Earthquake, 2005  
Neutral: (o) 0 Dawn  
Neutral: (o) 4 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Neutral: (o) 0 Dawn  
Neutral: (o) 12 The News  

 
Table 3 
Category  Total in directions of Sub Categories  
C: Need Assessment  
Sub Category  
C1: Food  
C2: Shelter  
C3: Cloths  
C4: Medicines and Medical facilities  
C5: Requisition for Rehabilitation  

Earthquake, 2005  
High need assessment: (+) 97 Dawn  
High need assessment :( +) 57 The News  
Floods, 2010  
High need assessment :( +) 41 Dawn  
High need assessment :( +) 46 The News  
Earthquake, 2005 
Low need assessment : () 34 Dawn  
Low need assessment : () 5 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Low need assessment : () 8 Dawn  
Low need assessment : () 8 The News  
Earthquake, 2005  
Moderate need assessment : (o) 43 Dawn  
Moderate need assessment: (o) 8 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Moderate need assessment: (o) 8 Dawn  
Moderate need assessment: (o) 9 The News  
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Table 4 
Category  Total news items in directions of Sub Categories  
D: Donation, Aid & Funds  
D1: Appeals for help/Support  
D2:Aid announced  
D3: Aid Received  
D4: Rehabilitation Effort  

Earthquake, 2005  
International (+): 132 Dawn  
International (+): 42 The News  
Floods, 2010  
International (+): 36  
International (+): 54 The News  
Earthquake, 2005  
National () : 30 Dawn  
National () : 25 The News  
Floods, 2010  
National () :11 Dawn  
National () : 39 The News  
Earthquake, 2005  
Regional (o): 5 Dawn  
Regional (o): 6 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Regional (o): 8 Dawn  
Regional (o): 7 The News  

 
Table 5  
Category  Total news items in Direction of Sub Categories  
E: Accountability of Donation & Disaster  
Sub Categories  
E1: Trust Deficit  
E2: In efficient Utility of Aids & corruption  
E3:Questioning the people in power  
E4: Mismanagement & Feeble response  

Earthquake, 2005  
Favorable (+) 9 Dawn  
Favorable (+) 11 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Favorable (+): 1 Dawn  
Favorable (+): 0 The News  
Earthquake, 2005  
Against () 97 Dawn  
Against () 44 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Against (): 56 Dawn  
Against (): 122 The News  
Earthquake, 2005  
Neutral (o) 2 Dawn  
Neutral (o) 1 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Neutral (o): 0 Dawn  
Neutral (o): 0 The News  

 
Table 6  
Category  Total news items in Direction of Sub Categories  
F: Media Ethics  
Sub Categories:  
F1: Victim oriented approach  
F2: Privacy invasion  
F3: Risk amplification  
F4:Enflaming tone & terminologies  
F5: Negative impact on donors/victims  

Earthquake, 2005  
Ethical: (+) 45 Dawn  
Ethical: (+) 6 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Ethical: (+) 51 Dawn  
Ethical: (+) 4 The News  

Earthquake, 2005  
Unethical: () 84 Dawn  
Unethical: () 100 The News Floods, 2010  
Unethical: () 84 Dawn  
Unethical: ()112 The News  

Earthquake, 2005  
Neutral: (o) 17 Dawn  
Neutral: (o) 5 The News  
Floods, 2010  
Neutral: (o) 26 Dawn  
Neutral: (o)25 The News  

 
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS  
The study in hand focuses on the comparison of two English National Dailies, Dawn & The News, and their respective role in covering two 
major natural disasters, Earthquake 2005 & Floods 2010, in Pakistan. A categorization scheme was developed to study the natural disaster 
news coverage in Pakistan, the scheme was based on six major categories and each category was divided in to further categories.  

Results of the study have suggested that Media’s emphasis is on civic engagement and social utility during disaster. This 
category has received the highest coverage especially disaster awareness, each day after disaster brings the updates regarding warnings, 
alerts, evacuations and other details that spread the awareness regarding disaster among affected people and other public. Media also build 
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a bridge of communication and emotion between victims, survivors, general public and donors by bringing the news about affected people to 
the general masses and national international donors and covering the role and contribution of general masses, effective state actors and 
donors for affected people.  

Results of the second category suggest that most of rescue and relief activities during natural disasters are self motivated. Major 
stakeholders are government, armed forces, volunteers, NGOs and international organizations who carry out rescue activities and provide 
relief on immediate basis.  

Need assessment is also a major dimension during disaster; media help both affectees and donors by mobilizing and prioritizing 
need of different goods and facilities in affected areas. Media effectively assess the need of goods; results suggested that in both disasters 
“Medicines and Medical facilities” has been a top priority and continuous appeals and messages has been communicated by the selected 
press regarding medical facilities in grief stricken areas.  

Monitoring donations, aids, appeals and funds is also an important task for media during disaster. Result of this category show 
that most of the aid is announced from international organizations however, there has been significant difference in announcement and 
reception of aid. News regarding the announcement of aid is way more than news regarding aid received. Role of the regional authorities in 
aid contribution was comparatively less than national and international organizations and authorities. Apart from monitoring the flow of 
donations and funds the role of media is even crucial with respect to accountability of aid utility, results have confirmed that there was lot of 
criticism on the government regarding mismanagement and feeble response of the governing bodies. Collectively most of the criticism was 
regarding mismanagement during disasters.  

Media ethics have also been examined in the study comparison has shown that The News has violated more ethical standards as 
compared to Dawn. Ethical issues included using enflaming tone & terminologies which leaves a negative impact on the donors and victims, 
communicating excessive emotional appeals through message and pictures of disaster. Comparative study of both newspapers has 
suggested that there are certain similarities and certain variations in the coverage practices of selected press. Both newspapers have 
emphasized the importance of disaster awareness and criticized the government for feeble response during disasters equally whereas there 
were significant difference have been seen in reporting need assessment, role of armed forces and other state actors, monitoring the flow of 
donation and ethical standards.  
 
CONCLUSION & FUTURE AGENDA  
Media play a very positive and constructive role in promoting social solidarity before, during and after disaster. According to the basic 
postulates of social responsibility theory, Media has certain obligations toward society these obligations also include the role of media as a 
“watch guard” to keep an eye on the working and efficiency of all other institutes of society. Media is expected to inform citizens with 
accurate and true information and must provide an effective forum for the citizens to initiate exchange of comments, constructive criticism 
and discourses for public good. Researcher seeks to expand the sample of the study in future for more comprehensive qualitative research 
particularly in the area of rehabilitation and social reconstruction phase of disaster to provide better understanding that how media deal with 
post immediate and long term rehabilitation plans in a national development perspective. Every aspect conceptualized and operationalized 
to study overall disaster coverage has a potential to be developed into an individual research study. Current research can facilitate a 
number of research studies in future some of the suggestions regarding future agendas are given below:  
 

• A qualitative analysis of journalists’ ethics in covering disasters in Pakistan  
• A semiotic analysis of Photojournalism in covering disasters in Pakistan  
• Role of social media and civic journalism in meeting challenges of natural disasters  
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Abstract 
A self-idea of this sort seems to have three principal elements: the imagination of our appearance to the other person; the imagination of his 
[sic] judgment of that appearance, and some sort of self-feeling, such as pride or mortification (Cooley, C. H. 1922) 
 
As it is presented in most of the introductory social psychology books, perception of the self by others and also how we are perceived, play 
an important role at the construction of identity; especially social identity. Due to this, during the present study which was based on the 
theory of Cooley, Looking Glass Self (LGS), role of perception of other members of the society at small sized societies was explored. While 
discussing the theory of LGS, its relation with social media such as Facebook and reason of using such a network was figured out. During 
the present study it was assumed that “Young adults, in small societies, are willing to use social networks (Facebook) in order to be isolated 
from the restrictions of the social structure such as embodiment”. For the purpose of the study, online close ended questionnaires was 
conducted to 100 Turkish Cypriot Facebook users and basic reasons of using such a social network was questioned. Through the 
questionnaires, relationship between restrictions of living in a small society, significance of how they are perceived by others and being 
isolated from spatial-temporal factors as well as embodiment was analyzed.  
Key words: Looking Glass Self, social networking, Facebook, identity 
 
Introduction  
People owe their socio-cultural entity to the ability of communication. It enables people to understand and to be understood. Thus it makes 
easier to produce and exchange meanings, and it is more than what Lasswell (1948) explained as "who says what to whom to what effect" 
process. As well as enabling social interaction and integration, communication process plays a significant role at construction of every single 
part of our lives even our 'selves'. It covers the understanding process of who we are and who are not...Due to this, most of the discussions 
in the field of social psychology cannot be done independently from the communication factor. Social psychology, which mostly focuses on 
the ways in which people affect, and are affected by others, attaches importance to every type of communication that influence people both 
directly or indirectly. As Krauss and Fussel (n. d.), also stated “It's difficult to imagine serious discussions of such topics as social influence, 
small group interaction, social perception, attitude change, or interpersonal relations that ignore the role communication plays” (p. 2).  
  

The social identity perspective, which is a social psychological analysis of group processes, inter-group relations, and the self-
concept, was taken for granted during the present study (Hogg & Reid, 2006). However, the rapid development of communication 
technologies and the outcomes that brought with it should be considered as well while dealing with social identity perspective. An especially 
new communication environment which is called virtual environment, we believe, plays an important role at social psychological analysis of 
group processes, inter-group relations, and the self-concept.  
 
Virtual communication vs. traditional communication networks  

Beside the “real” communication an “unreal,” virtual communication is taking place. This is communication in which 
one or more parties are non-real, fictive, or deviates so strongly from the perceived interlocutor that the 
communication becomes imagined or untrue to reality in one or more respects. It is also implicit communication, 
where behaviors and actions communicate intentions, values and beliefs. (Bengtsson, 1999: 14) 
 

Bengtsson (1999) tried to emphasize or underline the 'reality' of the context, in which communication occurs. However, while discussing 
the “reality” of the new type communication, it is necessary to keep in mind that, even the concept of “reality” should be redefined within 
the context of developing communication technologies. Due to this, instead of whether it is ‘real’ or not, it is more significant to deal with 
such an environment as a new sphere of communication where public one is privatised as well as private one became public. 

 
As Ubayasiri (2006) also claimed the internet, which is prefigured as questionably the surprisingly one of the main developments in 
modern communication, has formed a global ‘public sphere’ where, every single user may have direct access to a global forum and able 
to express their ideas and feelings without arbitration, selection or censorship (Ubayasiri, 2006). Therefore it is inevitable, whether 
accepting it as ‘reality’ or ‘deception of reality’, to accept that it is used by ‘real’ people as a mean of communication. Furthermore, if the 
public sphere can be defined and conceptualised as an area in which people can come together and freely discuss their societal 
problems, we would assume Internet as a part of social life and  "a discursive space in which individuals and groups congregate to 
discuss matters of mutual interest and, where possible, to reach a common judgment” (Hauser, 1998: 86). 

 
Before the invention of printing and modern mass media, traditional communication used to refer communication process without using 
any technological mean of communication. However, by the rapid development of communication technologies even the centralised 
mass media is called as traditional media, especially after Internet and internet based communication networks became widespread. It 
would not so possible to claim that it is going to take the place of traditional media or communication but also inevitable to accept it’s 
socio-cultural as well as political influences people at least as much as traditional one. 

 
Some of the main advantages of internet based communication can be listed as being able to communicate faster, being able to reach 
more sources, being able to participate to social networking rather that physical one, being able to be isolated from spatial-temporal 
restrictions etc. For sure as well as advantages, it has some disadvantages like social disconnection, which is also negotiable.  However 
instead of discussing every single probable risks that it might brought with itself, we will focus of new communication networks as a new 
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sphere of communication and its probable influences on social identity construction.  
As it is known, via isolating people from time and space and bringing globe to a single room, Internet based communication 

provides its users opportunity of experiencing different social relations and interactions. Herewith, social factors which influence 
construction of identity vary in virtual environment.  

 
Social Identity construction and some cognitive paradigms  
 
 ‘A man is an enigma to himself’, he is able to distinguish himself from ‘others’ in terms of anatomy and physiology but in terms of 
consciousness, he lacks criteria for self-judgement and self-understanding (Jung, 1958). This criteria develops as one is able to understand 
their position and existence in a social context which is the ‘social identity’ content. The debate regarding whether the self is an individual or 
a collective phenomenon has been researched by social psychologist and in particular psychoanalysts. According to Jung (Hogg & 
Vaughan, 2005) identity formation is based on collective phenomena which bonds humanity in terms of formation of constructs of the self. 
These include language, religion, customs and myth according to Wund (1916; Hogg & Vaughan, 2005). A complimentary argument was 
proposed by McDougall in The Group Mind (Hogg & Vaughan, 2005); interactions of individuals give process to a group mind where reality 
and existence are qualitatively distinct from isolated individuals forming the group.  

 
  The existence of the collective gives rise to social identity formation where the contents of the ego properties are somewhat 
shared and superego content are approved. This experience is sharing of a consciousness, while experiencing on the unconscious level the 
process of wholeness.  
  
William James (1890, 2007) distinguished ‘I’ and ‘Me’ concepts. The ‘I’ is the conscious me (awareness of who I am), which according to 
Jung cannot be fully reached; and ‘Me’, the self as an abject of perception. Question of how conscious one can be of the ‘I’ and how the ‘I’ is 
constructed can it be questioned since the ‘Me’ is a product of the ‘I’. The perceptions one formulate depends on the socially accepted and 
internalised values, whether they are collective irrational or not, which one can argue to be more conscious compared to the real self, 
conscious ‘I’. This is because social identity construction is a compilation of togetherness and collectiveness of individuals values, attributes 
and beliefs which are also explained by the Social Interactionism Theory (Hogg & Vaughan, 2005). According to this theory selfness is 
contrasted via being socially involved in ones’ environment and growth of self-conception which is continually modified by experience.  This 
experience, no matter how complex, leads to a formulation of symbols and images of the self- a prediction as it is perceived by others.  
 

This symbolic Interactionism perspective can explain the cognitive paradigms guiding and accompanying social identity 
construction.  
 

Identity is a process of identification of selves that must always be established, however it makes no sense outside relationships. 
According to implications of Jenkins (2008), individual identification is the basic cognitive mechanism that manages individuals’ social 
interaction with others. In the sense of outside relationships, identification operates through cognitive mechanisms that maintain an 
understanding of the self in the eyes of ‘individual self’ and ‘others’.  

 
Identifying ourselves, or others, means classifying things or persons; and to associate oneself with, or attach oneself to, 

something or someone else (Jenkins, 2008). Besides perception, Jenkins (2008) claimed that identity is linked with classification; however 
positions and categories are important tools for classification.  

 
People in the social environment classify themselves and others according to their perceptions regarding positions and 

categories. In general perspective, the identity can be defined as an object which can be categorized, classified or named according to the 
situation in the society; however categories or groups are bases of social identity perspective and roles of for identity perspective. As 
Jenkins (2008) also claimed “Categorization is as much a part of our subject matter as self-identification” (p. 12). Furthermore, social identity 
is the collection of the each identity roles shaped according to the situation in the society. Hogg and Vaughan proposed that psychologically 
salient categorization provides people depersonalized approach while perceiving themselves and others. Depersonalization approach 
explained as the treatment or perception of self and others as collective individuals in a social group (Hogg & Vaughan, 2005). People make 
self-identification while categorizing themselves in a social context on the basis of social identity perspective.  

 
However, social identity is the psychological basis of self conception as well as a composition of sense of self and associated 

some cognitive processes (Hogg & Vaughan, 2005). This reflect the fact that group identities are often treated as the most powerful forms of 
identification in the perception of shared identifications in the social context (Jenkins, 2008). On the other hand, self is a socially constructed 
entity that social self have multiple selves acting in various groups and associated identities (John, Robins & Pervin, 2008).  

 
The presence of others in the perception of self indicate the interactional self similar to and different from others (Jenkins, 2008) 

while Cooley has imaged this interaction between self and others as ‘Looking-Glass Self’ that refers to shaping of self in the eyes of others 
while other’s perception leaded by the self.  

 
 According to Cooley (1922) as cited in Scheff (2003) as well, the reflexive self-consciousness of our experience is in close relation 
with how we continually monitor our self from the point of view of others. He proposed that self-monitoring as the first step of a dynamic 
social and psychological process by claiming 
 

A self-idea of this sort seems to have three principal elements: the imagination of our appearance to the other 
person; the imagination of his [sic] judgment of that appearance, and some sort of self-feeling, such as pride or 
mortification (Cooley, 1902: l84). 

 
Role of others at construction of the “selves”  
When looking at the concept of ‘others’ in the construction of the self, the ‘other’ may also refer the others within the self (internal) or others 
at the external level. Internal ‘other’ includes relationship with the mind and rationality whereas outer relationship within the self includes 
relationship with the body (Ajana, 2005). It is the inner attributes and the inner relationship which determines ‘who we are’. Further 
discussion is Michel Buber’s I and Thou where it is stated that ‘when one experiences, he is disconnected from the real world. For this 
experience is ‘in him’ and not between him and the world that the experience arises’ (Buber, 1923). ‘In him’ refers to internalisation of 
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selfness and the reality of the self, whereas between him is more on the externals level of existence. The other develops through 
socialisation and encountering of different experiences which one, in particular at childhood develops.  

 
Winncott (1965; Fonagy, 2001) provided a developmental description of origins of the self with reference to infant-caregiver 

relationship. The self begins to form with the unity of mother-infant which facilitates personalisation (autonomy) (Fonagy, 2001). This 
personalisation is in-fact shaped and guided by the parents’ attitudes which is projected onto the infant and leaps into development. These 
form a base of an internal working model guiding relationship with the other and formulation of the ‘selves’.  

 
The selves or rather self-structures may appear real, perform and comply and be true in highly selected aspects or based on 

wholesale identification with the object (Fonagy, 2011) (the other). This is correlated with the ‘Looking- Glass Self’ concept where how an 
individual conceives their selfness and conceives their selfless in terms of how others view and rate them; base of the ‘other self’. This in-
fact is a general procedure experienced at developmental phase in a struggle of identity formation, however in terms of activating the selves 
in a virtual environment and within the framework of disembodiment it takes a hold in a different direction. The main concern will be the 
experience of subjectivity and identity. If the conscious subjectivity attached to the identity and the self is dismembered via the virtual reality, 
through a form of reconstruction of the self, the ‘real’ experience which is experienced consciously can be a form of ‘transcendental 
subjectivity’ (Ajana, 2005). 

 
This also raises the question of conscious experience without self-reference which can be experienced in the virtual environment 

as a result of disembodiment. One consciously experiences while being disconnected from conscious thought in a form of an aesthetic 
experience. The conscious thought as a subjective experience in virtual environment can lead to disembodiment via disconnection of 
thought and body. Body is in-fact existing and experiencing while the thoughts attached are disconnected 
 
Case Study: Exploratory study of the Turkish Cypriot Facebook users , isolation from bodies and “Looking Glass Self” theory 
During the present study Facebook as a new space for communication and Facebook users handled as a new form of citizens were 
investigated to understand the “Looking Glass Self” process in virtual environment, where people are isolated from the restrictions socio-
cultural pressures, enforcements and sanctions.  

 
Due to this, for the purpose of the study 100 Northern Cypriot Facebook users were randomly selected and asked to complete an 

online questionnaire composing of 22 close-ended questions to investigate whether there is a interrelation between changing social 
environment, disembodiment and identifying self. 

 
Correlation of Gender and ‘Looking Glass Self’ in virtual environment 
According to the results of the survey, there are no gender differences amongst participants belief about the impact society has on them. 
Both of the majority of males and females believed the way society influences individuals are very important. 

 
Female participants in the study reported to be less influenced by their 'environment' on how they should live and shape their 

lives, compared to males who reported the 'environment' to have an impact on how they shape their lives and experiences. This question 
was directly linked to the following question which measured how much societal suppression experiences in childhood and adolescence had 
an impact on future experiences. Both genders reported societal suppression in childhood and adolescent years to be influential in 
experience; however female participants reported societal suppression experiences to be more influential. This somewhat contradicts the 
previous finding suggesting that females in Northern Cyprus experience a form of early suppression which as a result leads to a form of 
resistance. This resistance is projected onto the virtual environment where there are no forms of suppression or boundaries of experience. 
Individual is free to express and even create via disconnecting from the perceived self developed as a result of suppression.   
 
Correlation of Age and ‘Looking Glass Self’ in virtual environment 
Consistent with the findings of the research which is conducted; participants aged 27 years and over reported importance of societal 
perceptions. In addition, participants aged 26 and under reported much more environmental influences on selection of friends compared to 
participants aged 27 and above. Therefore it is possible to assume that, age as an independent variable plays an important role at “Looking 
Glass Self” owning to take consideration the environmental influences.  
 

Social, cultural and environmental factors, when taking age into consideration, can be a changeable variable. Respondents aged 
26 or below are able to avoid restrictions experienced in their society through disembodiment in their environment. This way, the individual 
can create a self within the selected environment and identify and experience the ‘self’ which they were permitted from experiencing.   

 
Correlation of Education Level and ‘Looking Glass Self’ in virtual environment 
According to the results of the research which is conducted, ‘society perception of them’ is important factor for the participants whose 
educational status were university or above.  In addition to this, there is a belief that if present in another society their experiences and lives 
could be shaped differently. 
 

However they also claimed that their environment does not have an impact on how they live their lives, their choice of friendships, 
political stance or on sexual choice.  
 

Participants, whose educational status were university or above, reported that their families do not influence their political choice, 
friendship choice and religious choice.  Therefore, regardless of number of these individuals believe their family and environment do not 
have an impact on their own attitudes, individuals with university level or above education believe they could be different individuals if they 
were in another society.  
 

For this reason, it can be suggested that education level as an independent variable plays an important role at “Looking Glass 
Self” owning to taking consideration the environmental influences as well as possible to assume that these individuals are in an attempt to 
experience different social structures in the virtual environment.  

 
‘Looking Glass Self’ in virtual environment 
Since social structure is reported to be important for families, perception of the society about the individual is valued. If families did not think 
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social structure to be of any importance to their experiences and shaping of their lives, the environment will also not have significance on 
these factors also. Since there is no family factor in the virtual environment individuals are more freely experiencing the self. This means 
individuals who attribute importance to what other individuals within the society think about them are applying a form of restriction in their 
experiences, which is reflected in the findings of the present study. This can legitimize the reason for why virtual environments are chosen to 
be experienced which can be linked to Looking Glass Self theory. 

 
Participants while defining themselves and others mostly preferred to identify by emphasizing the geographical position and space 

which they live in and belong to; such as ‘Turkish Cypriot’ and ‘Turkish Turk’. Thus, it is possible to assume that geography and related 
issues are independent variables at during the identification process.  

 
 'what other think about me is important' and I think 'if I was living in another society I would be a different me' 
Majority of the participants who believe 'what other think about me is important' also stated that if they lived in another society they would be 
positive about being a different 'self'. This measure shows that individuals, although are aware of the impact of societal factors in 
development of self, they are still under the influence of braking free from the societal pressure if giving the opportunity which shows 
individuals are in fact in search of the opportunity to re-experience themselves. 

 
Participants who believe 'what others think about me is important' also reported that this is not influential in terms of their political 

stance, choice of friendship and sexual choice. This finding is quite contradictory since valuing what others view of the individual are and 
giving importance to how others see the individual influences their attitude formation, socialisation modes and behaviour. As it can be seen 
in the previous responses individuals believe they are greatly influence by societal pressures and would be able to break free if existing in 
another society,  meaning the acceptance of ‘real self’ contradicts the ‘social self’ which in return influences individuals self concept and self 
confidence. This is an example of the Looking Glass Self in action. 

 
Participants who noted 'if I was living in another society I would be a different me' also takes how they are viewed by others in the 

society into consideration. This shows there is a close relationship between individuals’ concept of self and they believe they are influenced 
by their society. 

 
In addition to this, the survey indicated that approximately half the participants who believed social impact in their 

childhood/adolescent years were very important, also stated that if they lived in another society this influence would have been shaped 
differently. This results legitimates the sanction of social interaction and socialisation process at the self construction, thus at the process of 
‘Looking Glass Self’. 

 
This result also demonstrates that once again that there is a perceived influence and pressure from society which individuals are 

aware exists and has an impact on their shaping of being.  
 

Participants believing that social structure is important for their family also hold the belief that this would be possible to change if existing in 
another society. This states that individuals believe attitudes can be changed but it depends on the society within which one exists. 

 
Conclusion and Further Suggestions 
According to the research which is conducted and through the literature, which is reviewed, it would be easier to assume that virtual 
environment enabled people to be isolated from spatial-temporal restrictions and thus they find opportunity to reflect their real ‘selves’ even 
if they are not able to do in the ‘real’ society that they already exist in. 

 
Two of the main differences between ‘new age media’ and ‘traditional mass media’ are isolation from bodies and from the spatial-

temporal restrictions. As it is known, time and space plays an important role at the communication process. They may influence every single 
stage from sender to coding or decoding the message. Therefore, via bringing globe into a single room, ‘new media age’ or that is to say 
Internet and computerisation, put the selves forward in the process of communication. In the new age, what you look like, the dress that you 
put on, the car you drive, the colour of your skin, your ethnic origin, or the religion that you belong to are not restriction anymore; at least it is 
not as much as in real world. As a result of this, it is possible to claim that via isolating its users from the boundaries of space and time; 
‘Looking Glass Self’ theory loses its significance as it has in real life.  

 
To sum up, the results of the research which is conducted; feeling secure, being interactive, being able to reflect internal ‘self’,   

not to care about what others think about you or to be able to choose the community to be member of  seem as easier in virtual reality (VR) 
than in the ‘real’ world. It would be more possible to claim that in Virtual Reality, individual finds an opportunity to construct independent self 
or dependent but dependent on the system that they prefer to be a part of. Thus virtual communication or social network systems such as 
Facebook enable its users to be freed from ‘the perception by others’ factor at self construction process as mentioned in “Looking Glass 
Self” theory of Cooley. 
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3D GEOMETRIC MODELING 
 

Petra Surynková 
Charles University in Prague 

 
Abstract. This article addresses an application of computer modeling in teaching and learning geometry. Our aim is to increase the interest 
of students in studying of geometry at secondary schools and colleges. One possible approach of improvement studying geometry is the 
integration of the computer software in the teaching process. The main field of our interest is the study of classical geometry and descriptive 
geometry – geometric constructions, projections, geometry of curves and surfaces. In this article we focus on studying geometry of surfaces 
and three dimensional geometry and we show some examples of 3D modeling. The explanation of some three dimensional geometric 
problem can be very difficult so 3D modeling software is very useful for understanding. We use computer software for visualization, for the 
proving of geometric problems or for demonstration of the application of geometry in practice. We show the advantages of 3D modeling 
software based on examples from the research achieved during my PhD studies. Nowadays we have a great collection of the outputs which 
are suitable aid and can be used in some publications and also for home schooling and e-learning not only for our students; see 
http://www.surynkova.info (still under the construction).  
  
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION  
Geometry, the study of properties and relations of geometric figures, is an important and essential branch of mathematics. Geometry can be 
conceived as an independent discipline with many branches – Euclidean geometry, differential geometry, algebraic geometry, topology, no-
Euclidian geometry, computational geometry, applied geometry and so on. Geometry is useful for learning other branches of mathematics 
and it can also be used in a wide range of scientific and technical disciplines. Some scientific branches require direct knowledge of 
geometry.  

The main field of our interest is the study of classical geometry, descriptive geometry and computational geometry. Descriptive 
geometry is a branch of geometry which allows the representation of three dimensional objects in two dimensions. Generally this geometry 
studies geometric constructions in the plane and in the space, projections, geometry of curves and surfaces. Descriptive geometry which 
studies the properties of projections has become the language of designers, engineers and architects. Classical geometry is geometry of the 
Euclidean plane and space. Computational geometry is a branch of computer science devoted to the study of geometric algorithms for 
various practical applications. The subject and scope of my PhD studies are mainly from the field of the computational geometry. It is a great 
advantage to have knowledge of classical geometry because I use it in my research all the time. In this article our aim is to show practical 
uses of geometry. Mainly we will focus on examples of using geometry of surfaces, three dimensional geometry and geometric algorithms in 
computational geometry which I use in my scientific research.  
  Geometry is important for everyone, not only for technicians, designers, architects, builders or civil engineers. We all need good 
visual imagination in our everyday life as well. The two and three dimensional shapes which surround us are originated in geometry. The 
world we live in is influenced by geometry. If we know how to understand and apply the relationship between shapes and sizes we can use 
it more efficiently. Some people think in images and shapes so they need the understanding of geometry to be able to do that.  
  Without the use of geometry the great works of artists, painters and builders would only have stayed in ideas and dreams.  
  According to (Hilbert, 1999) the study of geometry develops logical reasoning and deductive thinking which helps us expand both 
mentally and mathematically. If we learn to use geometry we also learn to think logically. It’s very important in everyday life – many difficult 
problems can be erased and the simple solutions can be found. Students can often solve problems from other fields more easily if they 
represent the problems geometrically.  
  The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the next section “The study of geometry” is devoted to current problems of the 
unpopularity and the difficulty of studying geometry. “How to increase the interest of students in studying classical geometry; use of 
computers in the teaching process”  
is the main subject of the following section. In the section “The examples of 3D modeling” we will demonstrate the advantages of modeling 
computer systems especially Rhinoceros on concrete examples from the field of descriptive geometry and geometry of surfaces. The 
models which illustrate examples of surfaces in building practice, architecture and industrial design will be shown. Finally in the section 
“Geometry in digital surface reconstruction from point clouds” we will explain some results of my research on PhD studies. Geometric 
algorithms and mathematical methods which I use will be exemplified in 3D modeling computer software. In conclusion we will discuss the 
advantages of geometric modeling systems and the responses from our undergraduate students.  
  
THE STUDY OF GEOMETRY  
The study of geometry can be very difficult. This branch of mathematics isn’t popular among students; see for example (Schwartz, 2008a; 
Schwartz, 2008b). Drawings (the results of geometric projections of some three dimensional object) are sometimes very difficult to 
understand. For that reason, geometric problems must be provided with clear examples. Intuitive understanding plays a major role in 
geometry. With the aid of spatial imagination we can illuminate the problems of geometry. In many cases, it is possible to show the 
geometric outline of the methods of investigation and proof without entering needlessly into details. The problem can be more 
understandable without strict definitions and actual calculations. Such intuition has a great value not only for researchers, but also for 
anyone who wishes to study and appreciate the results of research in geometry. Of course, if we understand the main principles of a 
problem then we can use formal definitions.  
  The current predominant view among students and the general public is that classical geometry is not important and useful. 
Drawings of classical geometry can be replaced by the outputs of modern computer software. Of course, computers can help us to solve 
geometric problems and to increase the efficiency of our work but we still have to know the basic principles and rules in geometry. We want 
to demonstrate that good knowledge of geometry can be very useful in scientific research in the area of practice of classical and applied 
geometry.  
  Is it possible to learn geometry? Yes, but it would be easier for students if they had encountered classical geometry, constructions 
and geometric proofs earlier. Sometimes students of technical specializations experience geometry only at college. That is too late. We 
work mainly with undergraduate students, so what can be done to make college geometry more comprehensible? How to increase the 
interest of students in studying classical geometry at secondary schools and colleges? This is the main subject of this article.  
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HOW TO INCREASE THE INTEREST IN STUDYING GEOMETRY; USE OF COMPUTERS IN THE TEACHING PROCESS  
Our aim is to increase the interest of students in studying classical geometry at secondary schools and colleges. One possible approach of 
improving studying geometry is the integration of modern mathematical and modeling computer software in the teaching and learning 
process. This way seems to be interesting, attractive and motivational for students. Indeed the usage of computers in education is 
comparatively new and very current. Computers influence our everyday life including geometry. We have to follow the general trend.  
  Currently, computer-aided design (CAD) is commonly used in the process of design, design documentation, construction and 
manufacturing processes. There exist a wide range of software and environments which provide the user input tools for modeling, drawing, 
documentation and design process. These software and environments can be used to design curves and geometric objects in the plane and 
curves, surfaces and solids in the space. According to the applications more than just shapes can be affected in these software. In modern 
modeling software, we can also work with rotations and other transformations; we can change the view of a designed object. Some software 
provides dynamic modeling. These tools can help for better understanding the geometric situations mainly in the space. We can see spatial 
geometric objects from another view so it can be clearer how it looks like. Technical and engineering drawings must contain material 
information and the methods of construction. Computer-aided design is used in numerous fields: industry, engineering, science and many 
others. The particular use of computer varies according to the profession of the user and the type of software.  
  These modern methods which are widespread in various branches can be useful in the teaching process, too. We should help 
students to improve their skills for their future employment. We do not advocate the usage of computers at any price. If we use computer in 
the teaching and learning process, we still put emphasis on the understanding of the principles used in geometry. Sometimes it is of 
significant importance to work without technical support and use only our own mind. Software can work  
automatically but this is not desirable in the teaching and learning of geometry. Good geometric imagination and perception is very 
important for understanding constructions in geometry. It is not possible to memorize the constructions; we have to understand geometric 
problems.  
  I have experiences teaching classical, descriptive, kinematic, and computational geometry at universities such as Charles 
University in Prague at the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics and Czech Technical University in Prague at the Faculty of Architecture. 
College geometry is very difficult for many students. It is necessary to motivate them and to arouse their interest in geometry. As was 
mentioned above, it is necessary to improve the teaching of geometry at elementary schools and at secondary schools.  

In my lessons I use computer software for visualization, for the proving of geometric problems in the plane and in the space, for 
the demonstration of the application of geometry in practice, for the creations of study materials for home schooling and e-learning or for the 
transformation geometric problems into algebraic form and the other way around. I work mainly with Rhinoceros - NURBS modeling for 
Windows (Rhino), Cabri II Plus, Cabri 3D, MATLAB, Maple and GeoGebra. Use by teachers and students is always free of charge, it is the 
great advantage of GeoGebra. Consequently it can be used by students for home schooling and e-learning. Other software is available for 
teachers and students at our school. Of course, there exist alternative software which are free of charge. Nowadays we have extensive 
database of geometric tasks, images and 3D models – the outputs of these software; see http://www.surynkova.info.  
   
3D GEOMETRIC MODELING  
I use mathematical and 3D modeling computer software for creation of geometric constructions step by step which can help my students 
understand the problem in intuitive and natural way. Moreover I show special constructions applied in descriptive geometry and due to 
included functions and tools in these software students can discover proofs more easily. In this contribution we will demonstrate the 
advantages of the use of geometric modeling systems on examples from the field of descriptive geometry and computational geometry. 
Classical geometry is very useful branch of mathematics in practical applications. Geometry of surfaces is very important in building practice 
and architecture. The models which illustrate examples of the usage of special surfaces in architecture and technical design will be shown.  
  
Geometry in the Space  
How we said the study of geometry, especially descriptive geometry, can be very difficult. Mainly this geometry studies properties of 
projections of three dimensional objects in two dimensions. If we work only with the two dimensional representation of some spatial 
geometric object or situation, the shape, size and another characteristics of this object or situation can be problematic to imagine and 
understand. At this moment 3D modeling computer software seems to be very useful. See figure 1, there is the drawing of the shadow of the 
sphere in linear perspective, the directional light is defined by the arrow, we work only with the results of geometric projection in two 
dimensions. This task is not easy to solve and to create hand-drawn picture is also difficult. Next figure 2 shows the same task in 3D 
modeling computer software – a) front view, b) top view, c) situation in the space, d) situation in the space with the determination of linear 
perspective (S is the center of the projection and is the projection plane) and the projected image. In a), b), d) there are also illustrated 
imaginary cones of perspective sight. Figure 3 shows the rendered image of the same spatial situation. If we work with 3D modeling 
software, we can change the view of a designed object and see spatial geometric objects from another view so it can be clearer how it looks 
like. In this example we created in the 3D modeling software also the determination of linear perspective and demonstrated the main 
principles of this projection. Classical and descriptive geometry is due to suitable computer software more understandable and geometry in 
general becomes modern discipline. 
 These pictures were made in Rhinoceros - NURBS modeling for Windows. Rhinoceros (Rhino) is commercial NURBS-based 3D 
modeling tool. This software is commonly used in the process of design, design documentation or construction. Rhinoceros has many tools 
and functions for graphics designers. Rhinoceros can create, edit, analyze, document, render, animate  NURBS curves, surfaces, and solids 
. Of course, there exist alternative software which are free of charge. We use this software because it is available for students and teachers 
at our school.  
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Figure 1: The shadow of the sphere in linear perspective. The situation in two dimension obtained by projection of the sphere into the plane, 

the picture is hand-made. 
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If we want to work with similar computer modeling software (it is not necessary to work just with Rhinoceros), we have to know 
geometric principles not only the special tools and functions which that software provides. On one hand these software are useful aid in the 
popularization of geometry in general but on the other hand we need to understand geometry if we work with them. Mainly mathematical 
and modeling computer software can motivate our students to discover the beauty of geometry. Of course, then students have to learn 
geometry in classical way. Finally students can create the outputs with some software themselves and apply their knowledge gained from 
studying. The construction of the models is not just a computer amusement. See the figure 4 – next demonstration of the usage of 
Rhinoceros. There is typical example from descriptive geometry, the intersection of two surfaces of revolution. Again this task can be difficult 
to solve only in two dimensional projections.  
  

 
  
Geometry of Surfaces  
The next important branch of descriptive geometry is the study of surfaces. Surfaces arise in a variety of applications, including art, 
architecture, and design. Traditional surface classes are largely based on a simple kinematic generation. They are swept by a profile curve 
undergoing a smooth motion. Descriptive geometry studies the determinations and properties of surfaces. A good knowledge of the basic 
concepts in connection with surfaces is essential for understanding. 3D modeling computer software is very good helper again. Now we can 
also use the animation for illustration the generation of surfaces.  

Figure 5 shows the generation of surface of revolution, figure 6 demonstrates the generation of helical surface and figure 7 
illustrates the generation of ruled surfaces. Theory of these surfaces can be found in (Pottman et al., 2007; Farin, 2002; Gerald et al., 2002).  
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  Surfaces of revolution, helical surfaces, ruled surfaces and other special types of surfaces have been used in art, design, 
architecture, engineering and so on. We should motivate our students with examples of usages of these surfaces in practical applications. 
See the following examples of geometric surfaces used in architecture or technical design.  
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Figure 8 shows practical usage of surfaces of revolution – the one-sheet rotational hyperboloid and the rotational paraboloid in the 
industrial design. Figure 9 demonstrates application of helical surfaces as a spiral staircase – the common helicoid, a water slide – helical 
surface with circular generator and a bulb with the screw.  

Hyperbolic paraboloids are depicted in the figure 10. These surfaces are well established in the area of thin shells in architecture. 
Positive static properties allow the construction of shells of large span width with relatively small thickness. They are easy-to-use elements 
for architectural design and offer many design possibilities.  
 These pictures were also made in Rhinoceros.  
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GEOMETRY IN DIGITAL SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION FROM POINT CLOUDS  
In this section we explain the subject and scope of my PhD studies. Several results from my research achieved during my PhD studies will 
be discussed because the main area of my interest is applied and computational geometry. I use three dimensional geometry and geometric 
algorithms to solving very popular problem of digital surface reconstruction from the point cloud. So we can demonstrate the usage of 
geometry in very modern practical area. This approach can motivate students for studying geometry, too. We can also show that it is a great 
advantage to have knowledge of classical geometry in area such a surface reconstruction because I use it in my research all the time.  

Let us explain briefly the problem area of the surface reconstruction. We explore the steps which are necessary to convert a 
physical model or some real object into a computer model. Of course, good geometric and a solid understanding of the procedure are 
essential to get excellent result. Digital documentation brings the possibility to manipulate with the objects in mathematical and modeling 
computer software. The digital documentation of real objects is important in many branches. For example, in the architectural engineering it 
can help with reconstruction and documentation of historical buildings and sculptures with 3D scanners or restoring of monuments. The 
digital reconstruction is applied in many scientific and engineering applications.  
The input is a finite set of points in the three dimensional space, we know only 3D coordinates. The input set is called point cloud in 
computer graphics. Three dimensional scanners are used to produce measurement data from a real three dimensional object. At first, 
before scanning, we have to think about what we consider as relevant data to be captured. There are many aspects of an object – its 
surface geometry, its appearance, its materiality and its geometric features. For example, a sculptural object might be best captured with a 
scattered set of key edges in space rather than with undifferentiated point cloud from a three-dimensional scanner. Figure 11 shows an 
example of digital reconstruction. You can see the input set of points, triangle mesh and the final computer model.  

The measurement data can consist of a large number of points. Real data may contain over million points. Ideally, these data are 
precise coordinates of points on the surface of the object. But in real applications there will be measurement errors, we have to deal with. 
Only the regions of the surface of the real object directly visible from one position of the scanner will be captured. So that a single scan 
usually contains only measurement data for a part of the real object. We have to produce a number of scans from various positions of the 
three dimensional scanner. Each scan produces a point cloud in different coordinate system. All of these obtained point clouds have to be 
merged into a single point cloud represented in the same coordinate system. This procedure is called registration, see figure 12. In the 
merged point cloud there may be redundant data, some points are useless, don’t contain any new or important information or some points 
are very close to one another. For that reason these redundant data points will be removed. There exist several removal criteria which 
depend on the underlying application, more detailed information are in (Iske, 2004).  

In the subsequent polygon phase, a triangle mesh is computed that approximates the given data points. This procedure is very 
difficult. It doesn’t exist any general solving method. In the polygon phase we obtain a first surface representation of the object. Several 
known algorithms for computing triangle mesh are for example alpha-shapes, crust algorithm, cocone algorithm which are based on spatial 
subdivision (on the dividing of the three dimensional space). It means that the circumscribed box of the input set of points is divided into 
disjoint cells – e.g. tetrahedrization, we obtain a tetrahedral mesh. Then we find those parts of mesh which are connected with the surface 
(Edelsbrunner et al., 2001).  

The final shape phase isn’t necessary for pure visualization but it will be crucial for architecture. We have to convert the triangle 
mesh into a CAD representation of an object that is appropriate for further processing. This phase includes edge and feature line detection 
and decomposition into parts of different nature and geometry – for example planar parts, cylindrical patches, conical patches, freeform 
patches. This process is called segmentation. Then we have to approximate the data regions using surfaces of the correct type which we 
identified in the segmentation. For example, a region identified as being planar in the segmentation phase will be approximated by part of a 
plane. Computing such an approximation plane is simple task. This process is known as surface fitting. More detailed information can be 
found in (Pottman et al., 2007).  

This is very brief introduction to the surface reconstruction. We implement known algorithms for surface reconstruction and 
develop new methods of reconstruction based on the sequential evolution (Surynková, 2010), see figure 13. Every step of the digital 
reconstruction is illustrated. We use three dimensional geometry, geometric algorithms and known mathematical methods for example 
gradient descent optimization. These processes need to be depicted and modeled. You can see examples of the illustrations made in 
Rhinoceros.  
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
We discussed possible approaches how to increase the interest in studying geometry by using computers. The usage of 3D modeling we 
demonstrated on some concrete examples from the field of descriptive geometry mainly geometry of surfaces and computational geometry. 
If we can work with 3D model of the object in modeling software and move with it we understand more its properties. We also demonstrated 
the usage of geometry in very modern practical area – digital surface reconstruction from the point cloud.  I use for solution this problem 
three dimensional geometry and geometric algorithms. This approach can motivate students for studying geometry, too.  

The responses from students to using mathematical and modeling computer software (for example Rhinoceros) in teaching 
geometry are very positive. Students are satisfied because the computer software is very motivational and attractive for them. Classical and 
descriptive geometry are more understandable and geometry in general becomes modern discipline.   

We also have web pages with database of geometric tasks, images and 3D models (Surynková, 2011) – the outputs of various 
software which are suitable teaching aid can be used in publications and also for e-learning not only for our students. In future work we will 
focus on further methods which can improve the teaching process. We plan to extend our gallery of 3D models and geometric tasks.  
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Abstract 
Literal Marks are implied on people’s emotions and opinions by their life sequences and artistic explanations. The literal marks, which carry 
the role of communication tool, are basic sources for showing people a way, preparing life formula and socialising people. The marks, which 
are illustrated by life sequences, carry out communication and also socialization in our life. In life, role models which are such as prejudice, 
monomania, inequity, deception, defection, loyalty, latitude, sincerity, empathy etc., are possible literal marks which reflect on society 
behaviours.  Its obvious to see literal communication activities on an advertisement slogan, a film scenario, or a documentary. The main 
study of literature is being seen in a poem, a fable, a novel, a dictum, a slogan of advertisement, a message of public relations or a headline 
of a newspaper. Eventough  studies are become fact in the scientific studies, behalf of science branches are needed to be enriched. 
Transfer discipline integrates literature and communication and also creates the base of socialization. In this regard, in our examination , we 
use the methods of description, detection, and regression for literal marks, diversity of socio-cultural environments, the norms of lifes, 
statuses,  approaches and expectations between roles, and the usage of language in interpersonal conflicts and harmony. 
Keywords: Communication, Literature, Socialization, Transfer Discipline 

 
Introduction 
People have become united with society and the environment they stay in by the components like beliefs, education, language, feelings, 
expectations, attitudes, goals and values throughout their lives. Socio-Cultural factors are the most important components that affect the 
human behaviours. 

All the relationships come into occur by the inter-personal communication and social nature, are social relationships. When the 
social relations are examined in accordance with the quantity, one to one, one to the group and the relationships between the group and the 
society are also regarded. ( Er,2000,59 ). Every attempt come out with the mutual relations, has a teaching qualification. Regarding the 
mutual relations means expanding and improving the lives by the participation into the social interaction as well. By the time the person 
agrees with the opinions and thoughts of the other or others’, social interaction means to begun. Therefore, the society is an absolute reality 
that occurred on the basis of man to man and man to nature interaction ( Oskay,1990;31 ). That social interaction constitutes the life style of 
the society itself. In the life style, the relationship harmony among the individuals is the main duty of both constitutions and cultural laws. The 
most important and basis source of the culture is learning of the man and sewing up the information on symbolic styles, the supplies and 
transmission skills of the things he learned to the other members as a knowledge. ( Tatlıdil;1992;30 ) That supply exists with the relationship 
among the individuals and that existence provides the inter-personal relationship. The mutual compulsion of the culture and individual 
relationships each other become paradox. Culture is determined and stagnant, but dynamic and various as well. Most probably designates 
our life and living styles. But, we could rarely perceive that qualification consciously. ( Saran; 1993; 267 ). That paradox makes the person 
belonged to the society. A person who is sustained in the depended confidence with the culture, is socialized by the accommodation to the 
outside.   
 Socialization is a progressive process. Man has always sensitive compulsions to the external world. These obligations become 
admission in case of benefit. The admissions harmony procures the vigorous socialization. Many things around us conduct the people and 
societies as well according to Montesquieu: Nature, religion, laws, principle of government, lessons taken from the history, moral and 
prescriptive customs. All of them make up the distinctive features and general spirit of a society ( aktaran Gürkan:1988,12 ). Reflection into 
the literature is the national spirit of societies. The relationship conducted by the man with abstract and concrete substances, some special 
criticism about them, emphasizing some specific behaviours about these objects, begins with the perception of them. On the basis of that 
issue, the organization of the perception with the external interventions, the sense threshold of the person, the sensorial energy about 
perception and many other subjects like that are to be evaluated and researched especially in communicators’ point of view ( İnceoğlu:2011, 
86 ). There are many fields for the communications managers to study with the literature and socialization. Today, the mass communication 
tools like radio, television, cinema, press, the internet are the most important components for the attribution of socialization. The conduction 
and spread of the cultural values produced by the society to the new generations can be achieved by the aids of literature, communication 
and education sciences. 

The social environment which the person lives in, shapes out the necessities, guiding, attitudes and behaviours of him. The socio-
cultural factors are the most important issues affect the human behaviours. The factors characterize as the connections of the social effects 
which determine the goals, aims, expectations and desires of a person are; culture ( universal culture, mass culture, national culture, local 
culture, sub-culture ), social class, referential groups, friendships, school, family and personality ( İnceoğlu: 2011,147 ). The literary works 
like stories, idioms and fairy tales attached in the public memory, constitutes a great importance about the activities in message application 
which would send to the target audiences by mass communication tools. 
 
Communication, Literature and Socialization Interaction 
There are two dimension of the communicative behaviour: The first; the communication between at least two men, the second is; the mass 
communication that is carried on by television, movies, radio and newspaper as well. Media affects the communication process. Message is 
so increased that it reaches most of the audiences and readers. That media fixes the communication process to the audiences’ way from 
the lecturers. Literature takes place in to the second part of communication. Literature can imitate, reflect the whole forms of the 
communication on the first dimension by adopting. On the basis of the secondary education, it cab be seen in the text published as a book. 
The primary style of communication was introduced in the secondary parts and the original of the text become a message inside the 
secondary communication. Thus, we may consider the literature on the primary communication as an expression of communicative and 
applied behaviour and on the secondary communication we may regard it as a first message ( Zimmermann : 2001, 78 ). The language is 
the first medium to contact with the people. The efficiency of the messages in both social, organizational and inter-personal relationships 
depend upon the effective usage of the language. In the language usage, getting benefit from the literary taxes which are the social heritage 
of us, make our messages to the target audiences more effective indeed. 

Advertisers carry out their advertisements in accordance with the cultural and mental substructure of the target audiences in order 
to be understood and comprehended better. Being given the service and the production which are introduced with all of the memorable 
public components, makes the association, memory and permanent effects of the advertisements raise. Therefore, in case of need, it 
enables consumers to demand the service marks and productions memorized in their minds by advertisements. So, the components of the 
old public culture help them on the basis of the easier fulfilment of the functions of the advertisements ( Boyraz: 2001,2 ). 
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According to Mead, man is social only if his movements, experiences and ideas ( namely, he depends upon the people ) and every basis of 
the social interaction is the symbolic and the common share of the meanings by the symbols but especially with the language itself.  Any of 
the subject, neither a chair, house nor a desire, has the meaning except attributed by the people in communication. Neither a man 
interaction nor a society will become exist without symbols and the meanings shared by the people. The social life, the meanings of the 
symbol  and the communication are feasible if only shared extensively with the comment of the view, word or a private action of a symbol, 
named by the members of the society as “taking a part”. Man is an especially social presence and society is world including the process of 
description, negotiation, interpretation, re-creation, perpetual creation and constant running which is produced by the man around himself. 
We are both individuals and social assets. We are both being formulated by the society and formulate it by ourselves. All of us live in a 
different miniature world. On the other hand, these miniature worlds are the components of the more general and shared culture. Each of 
the worlds has a basic structure ( http: //www.e-sosyoloji.com/mead.htm. E.T.29.02.2012 ).  The variety and differences on the basic 
structure has an influence upon the cause and effect. All of them re-organize the socialization scale of the society and individuals’. Besides, 
the narrators rewrite them out on the every new literary work. Except the unrelieved law of moral, current variations like climate, history, 
policy, custum, groove, trade, health and law effect the socialization and literature. The various dimensions of that interaction can be seen 
on the following examples. 
 
The Functions of the Literature about Socialization 
The functions of the literature enable the complicated designs to narrate into the domestic language and translate it to the foreign 
languages. Furthermore, it makes the domestic process of the taxes perpetuate as an own internal process. ( Aydın: 2004, 4 ). In other 
words, literature is an appliance that enables the inner world between the audience-lecturer and reader-writer to be integrated. That 
integration provides the common behaviours in social environment.  

The words of Cemil Meriç, “The world views commingle in the centuries’ land, all of the arts and works of idea become the source 
of inspiration, an idea of the world is the production of the centuries, it can’t be produced in one day, each men constructs a building part by 
part and establishes a splendid masterpiece”, constitutes the basis of the socialization, culture and civilization ideas. That fact emphasizes 
the importance of our literary works. Our literary arts become a guidance to the society in accordance with the analysis of the sample of 
events, types and narrators. That works find out some special accustomed behaviour, opinions, attitudes, customs and conventions belong 
to the society from the birth of the man. The reflection of the criticism like the correctness and the reconditioning according to the developed 
era, becomes more exciting, considerable and easier with the expression of the literary works. Although the other science fields like 
sociology, psychology and communication come into united with literature into the huge subjects, they are not as preferable as the literature 
because of the more theoretical aspects of them. For that reason the mass of the readers are more general as everything in the life is the 
subject of the literature as well. Everybody is integrated with the social life for the healthy way of life without the discrimination like male-
female, scholar-illiterate, old-young and rich-poor. Oğuz Atay also conducts the fact of scholar. Ecevit indicates the matter in mouse of 
library and dialectic structure like, " He is a very creative scholar, he reads a lot, he knows everything but he is unaware of the most ordinary 
plays of the daily life. He is always betrayed. Although he could speak most of the foreign languages with the profession especially in four of 
them and he could read thousands of books, it is not enough for him to cope with the society. When the spiritual qualifications of Oğuz 
Atay's scholar characters become major, the connections with the society diminishes and it means a transition to the inner world, but 
absolute disconnection from the external life. The substantial qualifications of a person mean to decline by the time he focuses on the inner 
world. When the spiritual characteristics of the man reached to the highest point, the person is both removed or died." ( Ecevit: 1989,38 ). 
The subjects like Aydın matter or socialization, are scrutinized by many narrators or scientists.  

  
When we look at the works;       
Lack of these roses and cypresses unless I exist  
Lack of red lips, luscious wines 
Mornings, evenings, anxiety, delight 
World is asset with my counsel, lacking I neither it exist                                                      

Ömer Hayyam connotes that man gives meaning to the life by himself in that rubai. In the universe, objects, substances and 
values are introduced to the people as equal. Men consider the life in different point of views. Objects and activities are identical for 
everybody if there is an exceptional condition appears. The perception, attitude and communication enable people to live distinctively each 
other. The environment, family and education constitute our lives except the genetic qualifications. Literature, family, environment and 
education can be come into united with the most common share.  The poem of Ahmet Edip Cansever “ Table is a splendid table “ 
symbolizes the  burden of the life. According to Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar; 
Neither I am in the life 
Nor excluded in entire 
Scrapped course of the tide 
On the massive wink of wide 
 
He indicates the consistency between the surround and him on the verses.    
Accommodation to the era and people is not very easy indeed. Our feelings and thoughts if only correspond to our expectations and dreams 
on the basis of the present conditions and facilities. The idiom; “ Wispy grass removes the camel from the beloved”, explains the difference 
among the goal and greed. As a flame, the fact seen as if a target of the man, may be competition and cause a controversy. That idiom, 
indicates to be pursued a remarkable course on reaching the goals. 

There are lots of literary types for the people who envy to the others and are not satisfied with the present belongings of 
themselves in the life. The idioms like, “ The bride of the stranger’s seem as a girl, the chicken of the stranger’s seem as a goose.”, “ Once 
you bridle the dog, feels like a horse itself.” and “ the frog hopes to be as an ox” fables are the main examples of that kinds. 

In the work of Namık Kemal named “ İntibah”, while he is telling about his father en mother, his mother takes place in the book as 
a scholar woman awares of everything with her husband’s conversations despite the lack of school or madrasah as well. Today, many fails 
in our marriages, incompatibilities we witness and tremendous divorces, show that how the Turkish family concept has been exposed to the 
corruption. The narrators examine the most helpful way of the marriages in different point of views. Besides, they indicates that marriage 
means a mutual sharing of everything like in the other relationships. So, in the choice of sharing is based on the features like the 
personality, culture, beauty, title, wealth, but absolutely, we see that the marriages founded by the right communication, could be long 
lasting and pleasured, on the other hand the marriages lack of communication are temporary and moody.In the work of " Hep o Şarkı" 
Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoğlu narrated the prejudiced attitude of a father towards his daughter's happiness which caused a seedy marriage. 
As the father regards Mr.Cemil as a snob man without taking his personality and skills into consideration, he made his daughter marry with 
Mr.Rüknettin because of the name of the family and his position despite the perverted character of him. Altough his daughter indicated what 
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a wrong belief is, he didn't turn away from his obstinacy. The narrator indicates the perversity on that matter on the mouth of Münire. " I 
didn't want to think of the intension of my father to become greedy in giving sacrifice his sole daughter on the way of the desire indeed " ( 
Karaosmanoğlu : 2004, 45 ). Prejudice and obstinacy are one of the most serious mistakes of the every period of the human life and events. 
That problem like the example given above is not only revealed on personal and family relations, but appears in every situations concern the 
social point of views also. 

Hüseyin Rahmi Gürpınar's story of " Ecirsabırcılar ", still addresses the spread mistake by us in patient visitation, Although it was 
written a hundred years ago as well. On the patient visitation, first , close neighbour-distant neighbour then close-distant relatives cause a 
tragedy of a family with the condolences become a reception day and rampant visits. Patient visitations are not conducted for the needs of 
the patient but the vision making relief the conscience of the person who visits. As it is seen on " Ecirsabırcılar ", all of the presented offers 
despite the prohibition of the doctor and the waitings near the patient but not for making up the patient's works, are not for help, but for 
making the consciences relief indeed. 

Ruskin, mantions about the status that are aimed in the socialization of a person on his lectures named Susam and Zambaklar. 
He says that people not only desire to be a good captain but for the tltle of it. They aims to be announced as a saint bishop because they 
don't believe that the best and the most sapient person to conduct, rule the field of bishop chamber. The real owners of that chamber are the 
real employees for that duty. There are many literary works prove this matter like that. For example; the idioms like " can't be turned into the 
vinegar without earrings ", the one grasps the honey licks his finger", " honey is not eaten with pronounced honey honey " are the most 
influential messages emphasizes the necessity to gain a something. In the foreign country novels, Refik Halit Karay expresses the 
importance of having a lesson and observation of the society. Karay witnesses the tragic death of a Lebanese boy who was stuck a bee into 
his throat while drinking water from a bottle and when he looked at the surrounding on the same evening of the event he saw that nobody 
had a lesson from that incident and carry on their attitudes despite the pathetic event. That kind of works teach to live rational and provide to 
be socialized by improving the skills like observation and empathy.  
 
Conclusion 
Today, the social culture and social communication are the key mission as the well rounded problems that are hardly overcome. Many-sided 
solutions and the coordination of the well rounded experts' put emphasis of the importance of the discipliner works. These works have been 
increased promptly and taken its place in the education programs and communication applications. On the recent inter-disciplinary works, 
inter-discipline, multi-discipline, transfer-discipline studies under these titles, have been conducted in most of the science fields. Despite the 
lack accomplishment of multi-discipline and inter-disciplines works in education, compulsions and affectations are almost considered. In 
fact, the most natural disciplinary work is the transfer discipline that is not so spread. On that kind of works,, different kind of science fields 
can be stressed in to gather. Besides, it can be possible that the most accurate messages to the target audiences can be given at the most 
suitable time. Communication and literature which are two different disciplines, make the contribution to the concept of being socialized. The 
messages of the literary taxes provide the socialization as a communication medium. The communication and literature come into united 
with mutual complement despite they are considered as the different fields as well. 
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Abstract  
The area of mobile healthcare (mHealth) is a growing field in developing countries (Chib, 2010; Chib & Chen, 2011; Vital Wave Consulting & 
Vodafone Foundation, 2009). This paper examines the implementation of a Family Folder Collector (FFC) healthcare application used on 
the Samsung Galaxy Tab in the province of Ubon Ratchathani, Thailand.   

Using the Extended Technology-Community-Management (TCM) Model (Lee & Chib, 2008), we examine the impact of the 
device. 41 qualitative in-depth interviews were conducted with Community Health Workers (CHW), volunteers, patients and project 
administrators.   

Our research has shown that the tablet PC is sustainable in rural healthcare. Findings revealed that community factors like needs, 
training, and ownership were crucial in CHW’s usage of the FFC, and contributed greatly to the success of the project. Managerial factors 
like finance and partners played a bigger role than regulations in its impact on FFC. Socio-cultural vulnerabilities were observed to not exist 
in this programme. It is shown that even with sustainability; the impact of the initiative is limited and not yet being maximised to its fuller 
potential.   
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INTRODUCTION  
In developing countries and rural areas where the income of the population is generally lower, several health indicators reflect a poor health 
landscape. According to the World Health Organization Annual Report 2011 on global health, the life expectancy of the low-income group is 
significantly lower than the global life expectancy (57 years vs. 68 years). The mortality rate of populations [per 100,000] in the low-income 
group is significantly greater than the global mortality rate due to diseases such as HIV (163 vs. 33), malaria (58 vs. 12) and tuberculosis (49 
vs. 20).  This trend holds true for the infant mortality rate as well (36 vs. 24 per 1000 live births) (World Health Organization, 2011b).   

The state of healthcare can be attributed to the major issues surrounding health in rural areas of developing countries including 
the shortage of healthcare professionals and resources to develop them (Kuehn, 2007; Naicker, Plange-Rhule, Tutt, & Eastwood, 2009); 
difficulties faced in attracting and retaining healthcare workers (Stilwell et al., 2004; Willis-Shattuck et al., 2008; Zollo, Kienzle, Henshaw, 
Crist, & Wakefield, 1994); high costs of transportation and availability of healthcare services (Ivatury, Moore, & Bloch, 2009); the standard of 
quality provided in healthcare facilities (Lehmann, Dieleman, & Martineau, 2008); and the absence of facilities and medicine (Ivatury, et al., 
2009; Lehmann, et al., 2008).  

From these major issues, we can identify two significant problems: Firstly, there is a general lack of resources in rural healthcare. 
In a study conducted in India for example, it was found that 89% of the rural population had to travel about 8km to the nearest health service 
provider and the remaining even further (Bagchi, 2006). Other than physical resources, human resource is also lacking in rural healthcare, 
as insufficient training programmes exist to train them (Anyangwe & Mtonga, 2007; Ivatury, et al., 2009). The imbalance of health personnel 
in urban and rural areas further aggravates these issues as it results in huge differences in the general health situation of the rural and 
urban population. With a severe lack of sufficient healthcare workers especially in rural areas, it is therefore in the most remote areas where 
healthcare is not readily available (Schellenberg et al., 2003) and where health problems are more prominent (Dussault & Franceschini, 
2006).  

Secondly, timely health data must be able to be collected from effective health systems to allow for effective control of the health 
condition of the community through improved and updated surveillance system implemented worldwide (World Health Organization, 2000, 
2010). Many health problems and diseases presented in rural health are hence directly affected by the collection of data. Much of the health 
data collected in rural areas are limited in providing health information in the community because of limitations in the surveillance systems, 
and also because of the fact that communities have limited access to health facilities (Oum, Chandramohan, & Cairncross, 2005).   

An appropriate example apt to illustrate this point would be the case of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 
worldwide epidemic in 2003. After the first case was discovered in Guangdong province, it spread rapidly beyond the control of the health 
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authorities all over China. Because news regarding this was withheld, the international community and the World Health Organization 
(WHO) were unable to determine the extent of the epidemic (Atun, Sittampalam, & Mohan, 2005). It can be seen from this situation the 
importance of better management and handling of data for early measures to be put in place.   

With our study situated in Thailand, it is important to look at the healthcare situation there as well. The limitations to the provision 
of proper medical care to rural areas of Thailand stems from maldistribution, or an insufficient amount of doctors and healthcare workers 
(Wiwanitkit, 2011). There are more doctors and nurses working in urban areas than in rural areas, despite the fact that the 65.7% of the 
population reside in rural areas (Pagaiya & Noree, 2009).   

This maldistribution in Thailand is further aggravated due to several factors. Firstly, there was an increase in demand for 
healthcare in rural areas after the implementation of the universal coverage scheme in 2001(Pagaiya & Noree, 2009). A new health 
insurance scheme that allowed all registered members to get treatment by co-paying 30baht, it provided universal coverage with 
comprehensive benefits (Hughes &  
Leethongdee, 2007). This caused an increased workload for healthcare workers in rural areas and much dissatisfaction (Wiwanitkit, 2011).  

Secondly, the expansion of the private healthcare industry required doctors and healthcare workers resulting in many of them 
moving to the private sector and less staying within the public sector (Pagaiya & Noree, 2009; Pagaiya et al., 2011). In 1997, the loss of 
doctors from the public to the private sector was so severe that 21 district hospitals had to manage without a full time doctor on staff (Suwit 
& Paichit, 2003).  

To improve this discrepancy, the Thailand Mandatory Rural Health Service system was implemented (Wiwanitkit, 2011). Students 
who intend to specialize must complete their residency in rural areas (Suwit & Paichit, 2003). However, forcing them to work in rural areas 
can make them lose their morale. Furthermore, this system is not long term. It does not answer the problem of keeping these doctors in 
these rural parts of Thailand after their bond has ended (Wiwanitkit, 2011) as it is difficult to attract and retain them in the rural areas 
(Pagaiya, et al., 2011).  

However, other measures can produce fruitful outcomes. The introduction of information and communication technologies (ICTs) 
such as mobile technologies may help rectify these issues mentioned. One such programme implemented in Thailand was the Better Border 
Healthcare Programme (BBHP) (Kaewkungwal et al., 2010). The programme’s aim was to develop a smartphone ICT intervention that 
improves the accessibility of health services. The BBHP was successful in getting mothers to come to the clinics at the stipulated time for 
vaccinations through SMS technology, and better detection and management of malaria cases (Kaewkungwal, et al., 2010).There is 
however, a need to investigate mHealth programmes such as the BBHP in terms of success factors and barriers, in order to get a good 
sense of the Thai situation.   
  
LITERATURE REVIEW  
mHealth: Mobile Health  
The rise of mobile technologies has also provided opportunities for increased communication, coordination and partnerships to be 
conducted especially in the healthcare sector (Chib, Lwin, Ang, Lin, & Santoso, 2008; Iluyemi & Briggs, 2008). Through the various 
communication means, mobile communication aims to drastically improve healthcare by utilizing mobile and multimedia technology in 
healthcare systems. This is known as mHealth (Chib, 2010; Istepanian & Lacal, 2003; Mechael, 2009; Vital Wave Consulting & Vodafone 
Foundation, 2009).   

The five main goals of mobile healthcare are: to improve accessibility for patients, especially in rural parts of the world (World 
Health Organization, 2011a); to better worker’s ability to diagnose and manage illnesses (Prgomet, Georgiou, & Westbrook, 2009); to better 
the quality of service provided in a more effective manner (Willis & Miertschin, 2004); to obtain public health data in a more timely and 
actionable manner (Lemaire, 2011); to increase medical education and training for health workers (Mechael et al., 2010; Vital Wave 
Consulting & Vodafone Foundation, 2009).   

With ICTs, the quality of healthcare for rural communities has seen improvement (Chandrasekhar & Ghosh, 2001). In India, for 
example, the Sana programme uses smartphones with camera functions to screen for oral cancer, Diagnosis can be made by a software 
that is installed or can be sent to specialists for advice and treatment options (Bettex, 2010).   

Advancements in telecommunications, together with the quick uptake of mobile communication technologies, have resulted in 
increasing interest in providing healthcare on the go (Caspary & O'Connor, 2003; Istepanian, 2004; Mechael, 2006; Mechael, et al., 2010). 
With a wide range of mobile technologies to support healthcare services, healthcare workers become better equipped to respond to health 
situations (Mechael, 2009). Devices such as laptops, Personal Digital Assistant (PDAs), smart phones, and mobile phones are common 
devices that allow users to work on the move (Bardram, Kjaer, & Nielsen, 2003; Caspary & O'Connor, 2003; Germanakos, Mourlas, & 
Samaras, 2005).   

The CA:SH project in Ballabhgarh India, for example, uses a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) device for electronically recording 
data. It is synchronized with the central database and replaces the need for healthcare workers to physically travel to the central server to 
synchronize and update such data (Anantraman et al., 2002; Chib, 2010). This is a pertinent example of how such mobile technologies are 
able to solve the fundamental problems of accessibility and also improve the effectiveness of health surveillance.  

With mHealth, we can hence hope for the improvement and betterment of the condition of rural healthcare through various 
technologies  
  
Mobile Devices  
The early phases of the mHealth field saw the rise of technologies like VHF radios. By using VHF radio communication solutions at health 
sites, the capacity of health sites was increased, as was the efficacy of the healthcare processes in the EHAS project (Martínez, Villarroel, 
Seoane, & Pozo, 2004). This meant that more people could be serviced at the same given time (Wood, 2004).  

Mobile healthcare today can be achieved through three main forms of mobile devices. (1) Mobile computers like laptops and 
notebooks, (2) palmtop or ‘personal digital assistant’, and smartphones (3) tablet computers.  

Our study is unique and innovative as we examine the most emergent of mHealth technology—Tablet computers. The tablet 
computer is defined as “a type of notebook computer that has an LCD screen on which the user can write using a special-purpose pen, or 
stylus. The handwriting is digitized and can be converted to standard text through handwriting recognition, or it can remain as handwritten 
text” (Webopedia Computer Dictionary, 2004). Usually the size of laptops, they are convenient, portable, efficient and user-friendly (Straker 
et al., 2008). It is also a handheld device that allows users to easily search, organise, analyse information while on the go (Willis & 
Miertschin, 2004). Apart from the advantages of being a computer-based system that is easily carried around, tablet PCs also provide an 
alternative input system via handwriting that provides ease of usage.   
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The reduced size, together with the increased processing power of the tablet pc differentiates it from a personal digital assistant 
(Willis & Miertschin, 2004). In comparison to a laptop, tablet PCs remove the barrier of the screen between the user and the other person 
(Cicchino & Mirliss, 2004). Most data collection is conducted using paper questionnaires followed by manual input, which is tiring; time 
consuming, error-prone and expensive. (Seebregts et al., 2009). The use of tablet PC applications however, allows data collected to be 
immediately monitored, allowing immediate decision making to be done, thus improving quality of patient care (Richter et al., 2008).   

Tablet PCs combines the features of a notepad, a laptop and touch sensitivity device that is a perfect alternative for PDAs (Black 
et al., 2011). Unlike the PDAs and mobile phones, the tablet PCs has a larger screen that is optimal for image viewing. It is capable of 
wireless connections but it is without phone call capabilities (Mirza, 2007).  

However, tablet PCs also face the problem of limited battery life (Martins & Jones, 2005). Tablet PCs are also expensive devices 
that are also fragile. This can however, be overcome by protective cases (Mirza, 2007).  

In view of the benefits and limitation of mobile technologies like the tablet PCs, we situate our study in the context of Ubon 
Ratchathani, Thailand, where the use of the Family Folder Collector (FFC), an ICT based health intervention is being investigated 
(Boonruang, 2011). The FFC programme makes use of the Samsung Galaxy Tab, a form of tablet PC.  
  
Family Folder Collector (FFC)  
Launched in April 2011, the Family Folder Collector (FFC) is a mobile application developed by the National Electronics and Computer 
Technology Center (NECTEC) of Thailand, that can be used on an Android based device. It complements the use of the Java Health Center 
Information System (JHCIS), which is the database of primary care units (Boonruang, 2011; Pornwasin, 2011).   

The purpose of this application is for health workers to collect household information when going out to the villages by allowing 
health care workers to use a tablet personal computer to access patients’ health records instead of lugging around paper records (National 
Electronics and Computer Technology Centre, 2011). The data can be input onto the Android device and synchronized with JHCIS 
database by FFC Autosync 2011 programme on server.   
  The application makes use of Google map and the GPS system to locate and mark households in the village, and is able to 
display genogram of a household unit. Monitoring of diseases is hence possible. The application is capable of collecting data such as 
weight, height, blood pressure and BMI levels. Diagnosis can be made on the application using ICD-10 standards (National Electronics and 
Computer Technology Centre, 2011).   

Data can be obtained from the ground in a timely manner. This will help the government get a clearer understanding of public 
health in close to real time and hence improve their decision making process (Pornwasin, 2011). Through FFC, this helps solve the issue of 
lack of timely health data being collected. This application is currently under testing in 8 of the 25 districts (123 health centres) in Ubon 
Ratchathani (Boonruang, 2011).  

We have based our study in this context where efforts to better manage and handle data is attempted to improve the general 
healthcare in the area. It also shows the benefit of using a tablet device in data collection in rural areas as compared to prior data collection 
methods.  
  
Technology-Communication-Management (TCM) Model  
Our analytical approach to this study would be in the context of the Extended Technology-Community-Management (TCM) Model (Lee & 
Chib, 2008). This model proposes that a successful and sustainable ICTD intervention is possible at the intersection of various dimensions 
including: technological infrastructure comprising of both hardware and software support; financial viability and management of the projects; 
support from various partners and stakeholders involved; regulations surrounding the use of communication technologies in the context of 
ICTD projects; involvement of the community. This model was developed in other studies such as the Revised TCM Model (Chib & Komathi, 
2009; Chib & Zhao, 2009) to include social factors in determining the concept of sustainability (See Figure 1). We will look into the various 
dimensions of the Extended TCM Model.   
 

 
Figure 1. Extended TCM Model 

  
Technology  
The substantial developments in information technology hardware and software capabilities over recent decades create much potential for 
the application in aspects of healthcare provision (Black, et al., 2011). The TCM model (Chib & Lee, 2008; Chib, Wilkin, & Hoefman, 
Forthcoming) proposes that the intersection of ICT characteristics of technology, along with the dimensions of software and hardware, 
project management dimensions of financial requirements, the regulatory environment, and stakeholder involvement, along with local 
community participation, will ultimately lead to sustainable ICTD interventions (Chib & Zhao, 2009).  

Applications in the software should meet the needs and demand of the users and the community rather than existing for the 
reasons from supply side (Blattman, Jensen, & Roman, 2003). It must also be easy to use and it should be customized and adapted to the 
local community (Chib & Lee, 2008). As such, responses and comments from the community are important to the development (Chib, 
2007).  

Software applications such as email, audio or video calls and text messages are great alternatives to fixed line telephony and 
traditional mail in terms of communication (Best & Maclay, 2002). Input and formatting errors are also reduced through data type and range 
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checking at the time of capture and by use of selection lists which restrict data entry to pre-defined options (Seebregts, et al., 2009)  
The choice of hardware is important as well, as it has to be utilized in rural areas where weather and geographical conditions may 

be harsh. Existing infrastructures such as network, electricity and transport are also factors to be considered as they may affect the use of 
the hardware (Mayanja, 2003).  

As compared to fixed-line telephony and other wired form of communication, wireless technologies do not require an elaborate 
physical infrastructure and is dependent on one that is less rigid (Chib & Lee, 2008). By focusing on the scope of the community, projects 
can achieve sustainability by sharing access within the community itself in various sites (Ernburg, 1998).  
 
Management  
There are three major variables that are important in the managerial aspect of wireless projects: finance, partners, and regulation (Chib & 
Lee, 2008; Tierney, Kanter, Fraser, & Bailey, 2010). An ICT initiative opens doorways for multiplicity in partnerships and lowers regulatory 
hurdles in deployment processes (Galperin, 2005).  

Financial sustainability is often regarded as the most critical determining factor for overall sustainability (Chib & Lee, 2008). One 
of the most common challenge and limitation of an ICT initiative is to show that the benefit it brings about justifies the cost of the initiative 
(Mechael, et al., 2010) and/or maintaining a steady funding for the initiative. Many of the ICT programmes are still at a relatively new stage 
of implementation, with insufficient studies to establish their relevance, applicability or cost effectiveness making it difficult for governments 
of developing countries to determine their investment priorities (Callan, Miller, Sithole, Daggett, & Altman, 2011; Chetley, 2006). It also 
makes it hard to identify cost savings because most involve providing additional support and information to healthcare workers or individuals 
rather than replacing existing services.   

Also, the nature of ICT projects involves skilled expertise to develop a successful ICT programme, which contributes to a high 
start up cost (Caspary & O'Connor, 2003; Vital Wave Consulting & Vodafone Foundation, 2009). Other costs include transport, maintenance 
and training of local staff (Mechael, 2006; World Health Organization, 2010). Most ICT initiatives start out with funding from international 
philanthropic organizations or as part of a corporate social responsibility initiative by companies (Tella & Olorunfemi, 2010). Funding is also 
given through government and non-governmental research grants (Vital Wave Consulting & Vodafone Foundation, 2009).  

However, such initial funds are usually used up before it develops to be adequately sustainable and scalable, and the projects are 
forced to come to an end (Rashid & Elder, 2009; Vital Wave Consulting, 2008; Vital Wave Consulting & Vodafone Foundation, 2009)). 
Moreover, it is also possible that a government-funded programme will lose its funding if the political and economic situations change 
(Ivatury, et al., 2009; Tierney, et al., 2010). Conversely, a number of pilot projects have demonstrated improvements such as a 50% 
reduction in mortality or 25-50% increase in productivity within the healthcare system; contributing evidence to the worth of an ICT initiative 
(Callan, et al., 2011).  

As such, there is a need for a business or funding strategy for such initiatives which involves all stakeholders (Gerber, Olazabal, 
Brown, & Pablos-Mendez, 2010). The sustainability of projects is built not only on financial feasibility but also on continued organisational, 
social and political support (Barrington, Wereko-Brobby, & Ziegler, 2010; Chib & Lee, 2008). Stakeholders of an ICT programme can range 
from government organizations to non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and institutions (Mohd Salleh, 2004; Qiang, Yamamichi, 
Hausman, & Altman, 2011); especially with the presence of a  
local organization, the potential sustainability of an ICT initiative can be increased (Aral, Marcela, & Randal, 2001; Patrick, Griswold, Raab, 
& Intille, 2008). It is important that the government supports the mHealth projects and focus on initiatives that can be incorporated into the 
current healthcare system (Patrick, et al., 2008). Following suit, donor funding should align their initiatives with that of the governments 
(Akinsola, Herselman, & Jacobs, 2005). These stakeholders must come together in a coordinated fashion that would contribute to the 
growth of the industry. Telecommunication providers and manufacturers can also support funding, and with their knowledge and expertise, 
make it profitable as well (Etzo & Collender, 2010). It is crucial for a sustainable business model to be developed so that the project may 
eventually become financially independent (Mechael, et al., 2010).  

An example is the Uganda Health Information Network (UHIN) Project. It started as a pilot programme in 2003 and is considered 
self-sustaining as the Ministry of Health covers its operating costs. The overall aim of UHIN project was to complement the Ministry of 
Health of Uganda and help reduce mortality and morbidity rate from chronic diseases with the help of a communication infrastructure that 
can provide accurate information, and also a data collection system that will bring up the national healthcare standards quality (Ladd, 2007; 
Tumwesigy, 2010). The project had positive results were sustainable through various stakeholders working together: Funds for the PDA 
devices comes from International Development Research Centre, Canada (IDRC). Uganda Charted Healthnet, Makerere Medical School 
faculty, and District Health Services dealt with and maintained the database. Satellife provided implementation and training to develop and 
maintain electronic forms and content (Vital Wave Consulting & Vodafone Foundation, 2009).  

Also, the Text To Change (TTC) project was one that provided AIDs awareness through an SMS based quiz to 15000 mobile 
phone subscribers in Uganda (Etzo & Collender, 2010). Mobile carrier Celtel and a local NGO Aids Information Centre (AIC) were involved 
in this project. Other than an increase in patients who tested for HIV/AIDs, the mobile carrier now reaps the benefits from a CSR perspective 
and also the publicity of its SMS services. The increase in number of tests conducted also gives them an edge to receive more funding. 
They also receive a steady funding that allows steady implementation and growth (Vital Wave Consulting & Vodafone Foundation, 2009).  

In the tsunami-affected region of Aceh Besar, Indonesia, mobile phones were distributed to 223 rural midwives and were 
monitored on the quality of their services. The midwives of the rural community would deliver medical information of their patients for 
diagnostic purposes via SMS into a central database. Permitting new ways of bypassing timely constraints, the project received financial 
support from the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), and the implementing agency, 
World Vision (Lee & Chib, 2008). Apart from the above organizations, external support from the local organizations contributes to the 
project’s relevance to the local community.   

Policy implementations can also affect the management of an ICT initiative with the entry barriers, financial bursaries and 
technical constraints (Lee & Chib, 2008). The presence of regulatory systems poses to be a major hurdle during the implementation stage of 
an ICT initiative. The use of unlicensed spectrum for Wi-Fi varies significantly in different countries, licensing rules range from conditional 
license exemption to license-required policies (Best, 2003). Albeit crucial for the implementation of a ICT programme, it is found that in over 
50% of the developing world, there is a lack of rules for license-exempt bands (Lee & Chib, 2008),  

Another issue is the development of international IP traffic that mostly caters to developed nations and differs from the needs of 
the developing world (Galperin, 2005).  Since regulations impact financial conditions, the position of a governmental body is essential for 
creating a suitable environment (Mayanja, 2003).  

A case study in South Africa notes of the Universal access provider (UAP) licenses which significantly lower license fees in 
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underserved areas to “allow barrier- free entry for small entrepreneurs” (Best, 2003). Also, in Latin America, universal service funds are 
sometimes expanded to subsidize community tele-centres (Galperin, 2005). Favorable interconnection pricing policies influence project 
finance. Overall, it is argued that policies supporting pro-poor mechanisms, and providing transparent, market-based subsidies to suppliers 
are important (Lee & Chib, 2008)  
 
Community  
A frequently overlooked factor of a ICTs project’s sustainability is community engagement. Most of the time, initiatives are being developed 
without the end‐user at the table. However this is crucial when developing mHealth initiatives for sustained demand and should be achieved 
by working with local communities in addition to Ministries of Health (Mechael, et al., 2010). Local involvement and commitment at the 
community level significantly affects the introduction and functioning of ICTs, as well as the resultant social transformations that occur (Chib 
& Zhao, 2009). It must be noted that the sustainability of mHealth is heavily dependent on the workforce and the tools they have been given. 
Literacy, language barriers, and perceptions about western medicine are other factors unique to each community that need to be addressed 
during the introduction of mHealth projects (Mechael, et al., 2010).   

A study conducted by the Vital Wave Consulting and Vodafone Foundation (2009) revealed that literacy is an obvious obstacle to 
overcome given the advanced technology and amount of funding pumped into the development of ICTs for mHealth projects around the 
world (Vital Wave Consulting & Vodafone Foundation, 2009). For example, Microsoft developed HealthLine, a speech recognition-based 
information system, to train semi-literate community health workers and let them access critical information (Sherwani et al., 2007).   

Another barrier to improving health outcomes and overall development in developing nations, is the shortage of trained healthcare 
workers (Callan, et al., 2011).  An example of the benefits of training can be seen in the Community Health Information Tracking System 
(CHITS) where the open source community believes such training will provide them with an understanding of the situation where they can 
take the initiative to encourage others to do so similarly. It has shown from this study that such training is effective in improving the health 
situation (Vital Wave Consulting & Vodafone Foundation, 2009). From CHITS, it is evident that “training” the community is equally as 
important as having their cooperation and support; which is important for sustainability.   

Ownership is another crucial aspect of the community end-users. A study conducted in rural Nepal found that “the most powerful 
applications of technology…are those that decentralize ownership of the information and effectively expand the pool of “experts”” (Maru, 
Basu, Andrews, Acharya, & Khoshnood, 2008).  To address the issue of ownership, it is almost inevitable to consider the influence of 
culture. In some African countries, the collectivistic nature of the community influences the culture of sharing; although a mobile phone may 
actually belong to a person, it is regarded as the property of the community (Eaton & Louw, 2000; James & Versteeg, 2007).    

The provision of the ICT device to health workers might also pose another question of ownership as in specific cases; the health 
worker is not seen as a local of the village. In the perspective of these qualified health workers, they do not regard the ICT device to be 
"essential" to their primary task of healthcare provision (Iluyemi, Briggs, & Adams, 2007).  

Apart from healthcare workers’ ownership of a handheld device, we must keep in view the community’s ownership of the ICT 
project in their village. Local participation generates a sense of ownership of the project, creating less dependence and more self-reliance. 
And with this independence, the project will start to evolve and develop specific traits that are applicable to individual rural communities.    

Another important aspect of community factors is to allow an ICT programme to be embraced by the community by ensuring the 
assimilation of the community’s culture into the project. There is no one formula that can be applied to a programme and that can guarantee 
success across all borders. Therefore, both the communal and individual needs shape the development and sustainability of an ICT 
programme.  

For example, China‘s long struggle with healthcare coverage in rural areas went back for decades, when the "barefoot doctors" 
programme became a national policy. The focus was on training paramedics quickly in order to meet pressing rural health needs (Sidel, 
1972). Despite under-developed techniques  
and limited medical instruments, these rural doctors were able to provide timely treatments for sanitation, immunisation, and delivery for 
pregnant women (Chib, Chia, Ng, & Tran, Forthcoming).  

However, the needs of villagers have seen a lateral shift as they no longer demand for health provision but also efficiency. In 
order to maintain standards, the central government introduced a medical licensing system in which village medical practitioners could be 
certified as "rural doctors" (Chib, Chia, et al., Forthcoming).  

There is a constant need for improvement and development of services provided as villagers might start to expect more in the 
quality of healthcare they receive (Kane, 1969). If an ICT project is developed top-down, there is much time wasted on the transmission of 
information between managerial tiers, leading to both a waste of resources and chance of misconstrued information.  

Apart from the community’s demands for healthcare provision, ICTs are capable of supplementing educational content in a 
user-friendly context. In a report from the World Economic Forum, “gaming, entertainment and social communities are viewed as powerful 
forces for change and a fundamentally important way to motivate and engage individuals in pro-health behaviours” (World Economic Forum, 
2010).This is especially so for garnering the attention and trust of the youth in a community. Healthcare workers can use ICT to visually 
educate and entertain youths on healthcare issues.  

A user-friendly interface is needed to make mobile applications as simple to interfere with as possible so that people do not have 
to key vast information in (Mirza, 2007). As medical observations are detailed and repetitive, tick boxes can be used to check the apparent 
symptoms a patient displays.   

Based on the technological, community and managerial factors presented in this model, we develop our first research question:  
  
RQ 1: What are the Community and Managerial factors affecting the impact of the FFC mHealth programme?   
To measure impact of mHealth projects, we can look at how Community and Managerial factors affect these two aspects: the overall 
improvement of the health of the community and the improvement of the healthcare system.   

The improvement of the health of community may come in three forms: (1) better compliance by community members to health 
solutions or recommendations, (2) raised public awareness of health service, and (3) better management and monitoring of diseases. 
Improvement of healthcare system is largely based on improvements in efficiency in the system and redistribution of resources to better 
benefit the community. (Vital Wave Consulting & Vodafone Foundation, 2009)  

For the FFC programme, CHWs were trained to use the tablet for data collection on the FFC application. The training revolved 
around working the basic functions of the device, such as the camera and FFC application, instead of using communication technology such 
as Skype or ooVoo. This could attend to the community’s need for immediate and expert healthcare provision a typical CHW is incapable or 
allowed to practice. However, here comes the consideration of the coordination with doctors at the public hospitals. There, doctors are in the 
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position to impart professional medical advice in an emergency medical situation but project facilitators have to involve and allocate them to 
specific healthcare centres in order for a system to come into place. Therefore, apart from equipping CHWs with more technologically 
relevant skills, we must also consider the coordination between healthcare practitioners to witness the impact of the FFC programme.    

Another factor to consider is the aspect of finance. Although the FFC project receives sufficient funding from the public hospitals 
to launch this pilot initiative, more support is required for the impact to resonate with the community and improve the overall healthcare 
system. As observed in our findings below, CHWs experience wireless connectivity disruptions in rural areas and are unable to exploit the 
full benefits of the tablet. Network connectivity is low in rural areas and this can be overcome by erecting network infrastructure in rural 
areas. However, this brings about the issue of government regulations with  
the extension of wireless connectivity to rural areas. According to Leblois (2003), there is a lack of rules for license-exempt bands in over 
50% of the developing world; and this is evidently a hurdle to overcome to improve rural healthcare provision in rural Thailand (Lee & Chib, 
2008).  
  
RQ 2: What are the barriers affecting the impact of the FFC project?  
The Extended TCM Model establishes vulnerabilities as barriers. The four key extensions are: economic, informational, socio-cultural and 
individual.   

Socio-cultural vulnerabilities refer to vulnerabilities resulting from the relationships between individual in a social environment. 
This can come in the form of social hierarchies that stigmatises individuals based on gender, age, religion, ethnicity and classes. In rural 
India for example, the National Rural Health Mission programme makes sure that one woman from each village serves the community as an 
Accredited Social Health Activist (ASHA). Their job is to persuade pregnant women to make use of health services with the help of mobile 
phones. However, due to low educational level and lack of social status, there is a limit to the effectiveness of the programme.(Garal & 
Ganesan, 2010; Ramachandran, Canny, Das, & Cutrell, 2010)  

Economic vulnerabilities can be seen in Uganda for example, where the need to provide for their children in poverty conditions 
drives many women to undertake sexual businesses that are dangerous and risky(Chib, Wilkin, et al., Forthcoming; Miller et al., 2011)   

Informational vulnerabilities on the other hand, address factors such as accessibility to important health information. In some 
developing countries for example, healthcare systems are not well integrated and in times of emergency, the community may not even have 
an idea about who to contact and how to contact them. (Mechael, et al., 2010)  

Lastly, on the individual level, individual vulnerability addresses cognitive and physiological factors that affect individuals’ 
response to the mHealth initiatives. This largely attributes to differences among individuals that result in different behaviors and attitudes 
towards the projects. In Uganda, the increase in awareness of HIV campaigns brought about by the increase in campaign efforts did not 
translate to actual screenings. Only about one-fifth of the population got screened. (Government of Uganda, 2010)This could be due to 
factors like fear or embarrassment. (Chib, Wilkin, et al., Forthcoming)  

These four vulnerabilities develop a multi-dimensional relational whole where multiple or specific factors influence each other. The 
issues raised in the evaluation of our first research question overlaps with the economical and informational dimensions of the Extended 
TCM Model; therefore, we will discuss the impact of socio-cultural and individual factors, which are more relevant to our second research 
question.   
 
METHODOLOGY  
The nature of our research study is an investigative and exploratory research study as it will be one of the first few studies in this emergent 
field. Guided by the TCM framework, we are investigating the various factors important to this application. In-depth qualitative interviews are 
more suitable as it allows us to explore into possible unknown factors that could affect this project. The interviews use a main interview 
questionnaire as a guide, but are subjected to the interviewer’s elaboration on the response or questions.   

The interview questionnaire would be grouped according to themes that our research is based on i.e., technology, community, 
management etc. In the technology section, we asked interviewees if it was difficult for them to learn to use, and if they faced problems in 
usage. A sample question is “Is the device easy to use?” In the community section, we looked at how the introduction of the device into the 
community was. E.g. “How do you feel when you use the device in front of the patients?” The issue of ownership was also covered, asking 
interviewees “Do you feel the device is yours?” In the management section, we asked interviewees questions about finance, asking them 
“do you have to pay for the device initially? What if it is faulty? What if it is lost?”  

We engaged in one-on-one interviews with our participants for our study. The nature of our RQ puts the health workers at the 
center of our study. Since they are the direct users of the FFC application, observations will be important, and primary data on behavioral 
aspects can be collected.  

We used one-on-one interviews and not focus group discussions because the limitations of language make focus group 
discussions very risky and difficult to conduct. The barrier of language might risk our data being inaccurate due to the lag in what 
respondents may actually respond and how moderators can accurately convey that meaning across to us.  

We interviewed and observed a total of 41 respondents in a 3-week time frame. Out of these respondents, a large proportion of 
them are health workers who are the direct users of the FFC programme device. Other respondents include the volunteers, patients, project 
managers and executives. These four groups are important as they make up the various groups in contact with the implementation of the 
FFC programme device. This provided us with a complete picture of the project and allowed us to understand it from the viewpoints of all 
the stakeholders in the programme.  
  
The breakdown of the respondents is as follows:  
  

   Male Female Total  
Health Workers  10  14  24  
Volunteers  0  3  3  
Project Managers/ Administrators/ Developers 5  1  6  
Members of local community  3  5  8  
         41  

 
These health workers come from 4 different districts of the Ubon Ratchathani Province: Det Udom, Trakan Phuet Phon, Na Yia, and 
Mueang Ubon Ratchathani. Each health worker is from a different sub district in the above-mentioned district. Each subgroup was 
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interviewed based on a different set of questions specific to their interactions with the device.   
A moderator/translator was engaged to assist in conducting the interviews since many of the respondents are not able to speak 

English. The moderator was proficient in Thai and able to proficiently translate Thai responses to English, and convey English meanings in 
Thai to respondents. The moderator was briefed beforehand about the study and also trained to present the questions to the respondents 
as accurately as possible.  

Apart from these considerations, we had limited interactions with Thais and this handicapped our ability to comprehend their body 
language and supposed “socially acceptable” behaviour. Therefore, to counter this limitation, we maximised our three- week stay in Ubon 
Ratchathani and took this opportunity to learn their language and enquire on their culture and behaviourism. Our translator was also briefed 
to insert aside comments on the body language of our interviewees.   

The interviews with health workers, volunteers, and project administrators are conducted at the health centres itself. The average 
length of each interview was one hour and was conducted in English and Thai with the interviewer and the moderator. Audio recording 
devices were used to collect the data that was later translated and transcribed.   

Before each interview/focus group, we explained the purpose of the study and also reassuring their rights to confidentiality. We 
also handed them a consent form, which they had to sign and authorise the interviewer to conduct the interview.  
 
FINDINGS  
From our interviews conducted, we have categorised our findings according to: community factors affecting usage, managerial factors 
affecting usage, the short and long term impact of the FFC project, the barriers affecting the impact of the FFC project.  
  
Community factors   
In general, our findings displayed that community factors were very important in the design of the FFC programme. The programme 
demonstrated that community needs, training programmes, and ownership are important factors contributing to the success of an mHealth 
initiative. However, from our interviews, we were able to gather shortfalls of the FFC programme in fully addressing each community factor 
of the TCM Model.    
 
Needs  
The community factors allow for the FFC programme to have a socially-sustainable usage aspect for CHWs. The needs of health care 
workers have only been accomplished to a partial extent by the FFC programme.  

As suggested by interviewee #21, a 48 year old female CHW, “[the device] is not good enough to benefit our work that much. If for 
example this device has capacity to store information of many villages, it will benefit our project.   

The main benefit that CHW experienced with the implementation of the device is the savings of time. Interviewee #18, a 28 year 
old female CHW, mentioned that the device aided in “transferring information [as] it is quite a time-saving process”. Another factor is 
convenience and portability of patient’s data during house visits. As compared to carrying multiple folders, the device makes it more 
“convenient in collecting data and it is easier.” The 32 year old female CHW, interviewee #24, also commented that “[there is no] need to 
bring out paper folders to the community.” While most acknowledged the benefits of the device, they also stated that they could do without it 
with the previous paper version of FFC. As quoted from interviewee #28, a 28 year old female CHW, whose view echoes many, “Yes we 
can do [health visits] without [the device]. We just use the paper folder”.   

As observed, most of them answered that although there will be a change in the time required to complete the job, it would 
basically, make no difference to their job scope. However, apart from merely using the device for data collection, CHWs relied on the device 
to map out patient’s homes on the map. As interviewee #4, 22 year old female CHW comments, “the mapping system is quite good for 
[their] work” as it “provides a system for [them] to mark the household.” She also adds, “I can see which household has patients who are 
serious and need more care. It is marked with a red house. If the previous person did any change on the mark, the next person who uses 
the device will know that this person has a serious condition.”   

Other benefits of the map application were attributed to planning their route with ease and saving transportation time and 
resources. This is stated by interviewee #13, a 25 year old male CHW, “…in the past when there is no map in the folder, I didn’t know where 
the family is and I have to have another person accompany me in order to find the household.” Interviewee #14, a 34 year old male CHW, 
commented that with “the Google map in the device we can directly go to the patients’ house without consulting the volunteer…And so this 
saves times.”  

Although CHWs frequently faced issues with Internet connectivity that affected the map application, it was still deemed as useful 
and addressed their needs. This leads us into our findings for training and ownership of the device.   
Training   
The presence of a training programme aids the CHWs in maximising the potential of the device.  Especially with a relatively new piece of 
technology, CHWs require information on how to use the FFC application with an Android interface which differed greatly from the folder 
FFC. The training taught  

CHWs the basic functions such as the camera and application use; the floor was also opened to CHWs to ask questions which 
made the training more interactive. From our interviews, it is evident that the training programme was useful as the only thing CHWs wanted 
was more.  

In the training, the trainees were given the manual of the device and were taught how to operate the device. Interviewee #2 told 
us that “the trainer provided us with a manual during the training. It’s the guideline that I use to work on the device.” Interviewee #9 also 
mentioned that they “got a manual book to consult.”  
  
In addition to that, they were also taught how to make use of the FFC application in the device for data collection. They learnt how to collect 
the data within the application itself, and also how to synchronise the collected data with the JHCIS server. “We were trained on the 
installation process, how to use, and how to transfer information” (Interviewee #4). “They [also taught] us how to transfer the information into 
the database and how to use the information in order to visit the family” (Interviewee #6).   

The interactive nature of the trainings allowed for trainees to ask questions and clarify any doubts that they had and this 
reassured the effectiveness of the training programme.    
Yes we can raise our hands and ask questions [during the training]. There will be 4-5 people available at that time and they will come and 
see the situation and show them how to solve the problem and sometimes they ask them can you do this can you do that. (Interviewee #11)  

 “We can raise our hands to ask questions any time during the workshop. Programmer or trainer will come back to answer any 
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questions we have” (Interviewee #17).  
As observed through several CHWs response, the training session had a class size of about 100 people and 4 trainers. As the training 
lasted for only one day, a few health care workers mentioned that there was not enough time for them to fully comprehend the device in the 
training and learn useful information with regards to using the device. Interviewee #21, a 48-year-old female CHW elaborated,   
I was in the training workshop but I still feel that there are some difficulties in using this device. It is easy to use but there are some other 
problems for me to solve as well. The way to solve the problems is to contact the person to know how to cope with the device.  

CHWs were given opportunities to clarify any doubts they had post-training through the contact information that was given to them 
during the session; ensuring that support is available at all times and a learning experience that extends beyond the classroom. By adopting 
this method, CHWs will not feel neglected if they encounter any problems with the device.  “After the training workshop we were provided 
with name list of people who we can contact if we have any problems (hand action: we can call them)” (Interviewee #18). “After the 
workshop I still have some questions. However the IT team from the district level they organised another meeting in order to review what 
they have done before” (Interviewee #13). “When we came back and started to use the device, I had some questions about the programme. 
However I solve[d] the problem by consulting the web boards provided the public health office” (Interviewee #14).  

Aside from the positive feedback from CHWs and the resourcefulness of the trainers, many CHWs suggested for more training 
workshops. They raised the issue that only one healthcare worker attends the training workshop; while the rest are indirectly trained. As 
mentioned by interviewee #22, a 24 year old female CHW,   
It would be better all healthcare workers will be in the training workshop because they would be able to learn how to operate this at the 
same time. It is better…because what they learn in the training workshop may not be same as what others learnt.  

While the healthcare workers were taught how to basically operate the device and also use the FFC application, there were 
minimal traces of efforts to educate them on using other functions of the device including emails, social media platforms like Facebook, 
audio and visual communication tools like Skype and ooVoo, which can be potentially useful to their jobs.   

Interviewee #22 mentioned that in terms of contacting doctors, “I think it’s better by using Skype because using Skype allows us 
to see moving images and sound and it’s better than the phone.” However, she also mentioned, “In our work we don’t use Skype as the 
main form of communication.” Many observed the potential benefits of these communication tools but did not have the skills or knowledge to 
activate it on the device. Interviewee #24 stated, “I was in the training workshop I was not informed on this [Skype’s benefits]. I believe that 
this will help the patient.”  
 
Ownership   
For the FFC programme, only one device is allocated to each healthcare centre to be shared amongst CHWs. There is collective ownership 
of the tablet and this brings about costs and benefits alike. According to Chib and Zhao (2009), ownership at a collective level requires a 
leaders’ involvement to ensure success. However, with respect to the FFC programme, the leadership role is blurred as CHWs attribute 
ownership of the device to the organisation (Chib & Zhao, 2009).  

When asked if the device felt like it belonged to them as an individual, most CHWs had a common understanding that they do not 
own the device. “I feel that it belongs to the organisation” (Interviewee #26). Interviewee #4 also feels the same way, “I don’t feel that it is 
mine…it is the organisation’s and the organisation belongs to the people. But I am supposed to be responsible for the device.” In such a 
scenario, there is no clear string of command from the organisation to CHWs. Therefore, if CHWs experienced difficulty, they were advised 
to post their questions on NECTECs Facebook page where CHWs and NECTEC trainers provided assistance. Many were quick to adapt to 
the digital FFC and there were instances of multiple CHWs sharing one tablet and yet helping one another if anyone experienced difficulties 
with the device. One such instance is described by interviewee #2, “There is only one device in the health centre and we share it among the 
health care workers. When any person got new information about the device we will share the information to one another. For example, how 
to upgrade.”   

However, such collective ownership mind-set is not a default; for most health centres, especially the smaller ones, only one health 
worker uses the device. As such, the individual ownership mind-set takes over in terms of taking care of the device, occasionally keeping 
the device and also personal use of the device. Interviewee #6 is one of them. “I feel it belongs to me. Because I always have it with me. 
Only sometimes that I have this with other people to do the work.” Interviewee #13 also mentioned, “I feel like it is mine and I have to take 
care of it.”   

With a greater degree of individual ownership, CHWs are allowed to spend more time with the device, increasing familiarity and 
knowledge on usage. This is apparent in the statement of interviewee #17, a 25 year old female CHW, “I did not understand how to use it at 
the very first time. After that I tried to use it more often so I became more familiar with the device.” Interviewee #5, 47 year old female CHW, 
has similar views as she states that although the device “is quite new to me… more I used it, the lesser problems we had”.   
  
Managerial factors  
Our findings showed the dynamic relationship between financial factors and partnership factors involved in the FFC programme. It was 
inevitable that these two dimensions of management were interrelated as most of the partners involved in the FFC programme were directly 
and indirectly involved in financing the project or contributed to determining the cost of the programme. We found that regulations played a 
smaller role in impacting the programme in general.   
 
Finance   
From our findings, it was apparent that financial factors were important for the FFC to reach its desired impact. Without the financial support 
from the Ubon Rathchathani Provincial Public Health Office, the FFC programme would cease to exist.   

We noticed from project administrator, interviewee #30 that the entire budget comes from Ubon Ratchathani Provincial Public 
Health Office. As she mentions “All of the funds are from this office.” However, these funds are not allocated from the Ministry of Public 
Health Thailand. Instead, they come from the profits of hospitals in the province. As mentioned by Interviewee #40, “Extra funds…come 
from extra health service[s] in each hospital. Ubon Ratchathani Provincial Health Office doesn’t earn this money…every government 
hospital in province is functioned under Provincial Health Office.”  

Profits from hospitals are managed and allocated to this programme under the institutional office of the Provincial Public Health 
Office. As such, there is a guaranteed source of funding provided for the implementation and sustenance of the FFC programme. Without 
this source of funding, there is a limit to what the FFC can do. Interviewee #39 responded, we understand that the cost of developing the 
FFC programme is “sponsored by Information Technology and Communication Centre, Office of Permanent Secretary Ministry of Public 
Health”  
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While the funds for this programme come from the local district health office, we also understand from Interviewee #29,   
Every year there will be money allocated to this provincial health office by the national health office from Bangkok in order to develop any 
kind of materials or device in order to get information regarding their healthcare service and support this project. We use this money to 
support this project.  

The importance of the Ministry of Public Health Thailand and NECTEC is further emphasised in the next section.   
Partners  
It is imperative to engage several partners in a pilot mHealth initiative to partake in various roles of brainstorming, execution, maintenance 
and assessment (Lee & Chib, 2008). Each role contributes to stimulating development as each have invested a great amount of risk to 
participate in a project. The importance and significance of partnership is illustrated in our findings as we observe the relationship between 
the Ministry of Public Health Thailand, the Ubon Ratchathani Provincial Public Health Office and NECTEC. Our findings suggest that the 
FFC programme is possible due to a few strong partners supporting this project.  

Although the Ubon Ratchathani Provincial Public Health Office enjoys a relatively high level of independence from the Ministry of 
Public Health Thailand, the latter still supports the former. With our interview with Project Administrator, Interviewee #40, it is also 
understood that the Ministry of Public Health Thailand oversees this project on a national level. With an influential partner, this project is 
probably less likely to encounter political restrictions. The Ministry of Public Health Thailand also supports this programme in very practical 
ways:  

Information and Communication Technology Center (ICTC) developed JHCIS (Health Center Information System) for every 
government health center in each sub-district. This application licensed under Thailand‘s Ministry of Public Health and collect[ed] many 
information about health status and situation on each sub-district. So, the FCC’s developer and JHCIS’s developer must share and merge in 
both applications’ data (Interviewee #40).   

Another project administrator, interviewee #29, mentioned the other main organisations involved in the project,   
Firstly, NECTEC centre which belongs to the Ministry of Public Health. Second, NECTEC who developed the programme. Thirdly, it is the 
Ubon Ratchathani Authority organisation. In Ubon Ratchathani we are the main ones responsible for the overall supervision of this project.  

With NECTEC as their partner, the project can ensure constant development and upgrading technologically to suit the needs of 
the programme and the community.   

Although the devices used in this project is the Samsung Galaxy Tab, there were no plans to seek partnership with Samsung for 
cost reduction purposes. One reason given was that there were plans to explore other tablet devices such as Apple’s iPad which was 
mentioned by Project Manager, Interviewee #30. She confidently explains developments of the FFC programme,   

Now we are working on comparing capacity of iPad and this Android tablet to see the strength and weakness on each 
device…We will let the other 15 districts to choose which one they would prefer to use in their work in their house visit.   

The support from the Ministry of Public Health Thailand gives leeway for experimentation as liabilities are minimised. The 
presence of an overriding authority for the rural health centres to report to and a governing force to spearhead the project supports the TCM 
framework: that the involvement of a governmental body and external stakeholders can sustain the project in the long run.   
 
Regulation  
The regulatory environment with regards to the use of the device is also one that enjoys a relatively high degree of freedom. From our 
interviews with the healthcare workers, we understand that there are no regulations concerning the use of the device except that the data 
collected must be kept confidential to only the patients and the healthcare workers. As interviewee #3, a 38 year old male CHW states, 
“There are no rules about how people can use the device”, interviewee #2, a 37 year old male CHW, agrees that there are “no rules or laws 
[are in place for] the use of the device.” This is ensured by security measures such as passwords that are being installed in both the FFC 
programme and the JHCIS database.   
  
Impact  
Our findings revealed that there were more positive short-term impacts that were applicable to the improvement to the health systems and 
were more obvious in the response of our interviewees. Although this could be attributed to the pilot stage of the FFC programme, we have 
to consider why the improvement of the community’s health in general was something that was less perceived in the response of our 
interviewees. If any, the positive impacts on the health of the community can be observed in the long-run where distribution of resources are 
more evident when more data in collected for a particular village. Some examples would be the effect of the mapping system, where 
critically ill patient’s households are easily identifiable amongst the normal households. This would improve follow-up sessions, prioritisation 
of households during health visits and ultimately the distribution of medical resources to specific cluster in each village.   
 
Overall improvement of health of community  
In terms of the health outcome of the patients, we asked the healthcare workers if they were able to see the direct link between the device 
and the patients. However, most of the healthcare workers were not able to respond to this question. Interviewee #21, a 48-year-old female 
CHW, mentioned “it just benefits us [CHWs] in a way that we don’t need to carry the paper folder to visit the families.” She, together with 
many other CHWs, was able to see how the information collected can help the management and monitoring of diseases.   

However, when we asked them how was that different from using the paper folder, they were again unable to see the benefits of it 
with relation to the paper folder. In fact, interviewee #31 commented, “For the patients, it is the same; nothing is the same or is better. The 
implementation of the device is to focus on the work of the health care worker and not the patients.”  

Because the users of the technology are the healthcare workers themselves, compliance to health solutions or recommendations 
are not applicable to the evaluation of impact for this programme. However, a few healthcare workers did mention that the device was 
helpful in helping them to follow-up with the last health status or conditions of the patients. With the help of the volunteers, CHWs are able to 
“follow-up and check if they are taking their medicine regularly”, as mentioned by interviewee #23, a 27 year old female CHW.  This was 
reiterated by interviewee #13, a 25 year old male CHW, who commented that the “information will be used in the database as a long-run 
services to the patient for example, we know how many times a patient have visits with us and also it will beneficial for us to follow up on 
that patient.”  

Lastly, in terms of raised public awareness, the nature of the application makes this criterion less applicable. However, a few 
healthcare workers mentioned that better management of the general health data leads to improved health activities that are being planned 
for the community, and a better understanding and awareness of health. As mentioned by Project Manager, interviewee #30,   
Based on this info [from the database] we will be able to initiate some activities to change their behaviour like eating and exercises. We 
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would like to have the community involvement by getting the budget from them (local authority organisation) to support us with this activity.  
 
Improvement of healthcare system  
In terms of improving the efficiency of the healthcare system, this device has notably improved the distribution of resource. Many health 
workers noted that with the device, less CHWs were required to go on visits and more can stay in the health centres. Interviewee #13 gives 
one such example, “…in the past when there is no map in the folder, I didn’t know where the family is and I have to have another person 
accompany me in order to find the household.”  

The time saved from entering data from the paper folder into the JHCIS system also increases efficacy in the job scope of a 
health worker and allow them to spend more time on other processes. “The device helps to save time because it is very fast when 
transferring information to the JHCIS” (Interviewee #20). “The device is faster because I don’t need to retype the info into JCHIS. But with 
the folder I need to do that... We save paper and save time” (Interviewee #19).   

Also, the picture-taking function of the device allows health workers to be able to identify records of patients immediately, reducing 
any possible errors. As interviewee # 11 puts it, “The benefit of the device is that it has the camera function and can take photo and can 
solve the problem when they can recognise the patient.” And supported by interviewee #4, “This device is better because they will take 
photos of the patient, so it is easier for them to recognise the patient because they have the photo when they visit the patient”   

One of the long-term benefits of the device is that it allows CHWsto have previously collected information readily available for 
further follow up. Interviewee # 39 mentioned that “it will be more convenient for the healthcare workers to make use of the previous 
information regarding the medical records as well as the prescriptions for the next diagnosis.” Another healthcare worker also mentioned 
about the usefulness of the information that is synchronised with the JHCIS database. “The info saved in the JHCIS will be in our database 
for the next visit for us to follow up on a particular patient because we know that we already visited a particular patient for how many times a 
year” (Interviewee #11).  

Next, the mapping function that allows for marking and locating of current and new households immediately with Google maps 
was also useful to the healthcare workers. Interviewee #20 provides an example of how it is useful, “After transferring the information into 
the device, for example…if don’t know the house of the granny. I have to consult the map in the device to get to the granny’s house”. 
Interviewee #28 further compares this benefit with using the paper folder. “We consult the map from the device to see where the house is… 
Also we can consult the map on the device (red house/green house) in order to know which house to go to.” Interviewee #30 also affirms 
that by observing, “The Samsung galaxy is better at presenting the workers with a very clear map. [For] The paper one, the households in 
the map cannot be linked together so they cannot see the overview of map through the traditional method.”   

Another additional benefit related to the mapping function is also the family tree that is being presented in each household. 
Interviewee #30 elaborated on this function;   
By using the tradition method we need to draw the family tree, and we cannot see immediately which one in the family has health 
problems…But for the application the patient in the family tree will be shown with a red face icon so it is easier for us to know immediately.  

Interviewee #5 also mentioned “[the] head of the family is indicated with a star [on the] house and patient with chronic illness [is 
indicated by] a red face.”  

The limitations that are not addressed by this device are still, however, apparent. The device with its excellent communication 
capability is capable of high technology video communication in emergency cases and communication among health workers with its mobile 
technology. It boasts connectivity like a phone but with a screen size that enables visual information to be transmitted at real –time. 
However, many of them are not equipped with the knowledge to make full potential of the device.   

For example, some CHWs use the Internet to search for work-related information. “I use Internet to benefit my work for example I 
use the Internet to search for the information about the condition of the patient when I am not sure after examining the patient” (Interviewee 
#11). Some use the device for audio or visual communication between co-workers through applications like Skype, ooVoo, calling and short 
messaging. However, while health workers like interviewee #8, who mentioned that [ooVoo] is the main method of comm. If there is 
emergency case for any disease, this information will be posted on web board of district office. And we are to use ooVoo to keep us alert 
and get information from one another.  

Many also expressed their lack of knowledge in using such application. “We are not using ooVoo [because] we don’t really know 
how to operate it” (Interviewee #23). In fact, when asked if any other applications are being used on the device, interviewee #22 answered, 
“No nothing else. Only FFC.”  

Interviewee #22, a 27 year old female CHW, suggested that she “hope[s] that we [they] will be able to access to the database 
directly from this device even if we [they] are somewhere else in order to consult the database to benefit the patient”. The JHCIS server is 
not being made online and limits the capability of the device accessing the database online. However, this has to be done only when there is 
improved internet infrastructure, especially in rural areas where connection is low.  
  
Barriers affecting the impact of the FFC programme   
The FFC programme, in its pilot stage, still faces barriers affecting the impact on rural healthcare provision. These barriers are adopted from 
both the TCM and Extended TCM model, where community, managerial, economical, informational, socio-cultural and individual 
vulnerabilities are evaluated against the ICT initiative. Being a new introduction to rural healthcare provision, CHWs enjoyed working with 
the device but are not entirely dependent on it due to several factors. CHWs encountered wireless connectivity issues in rural areas and 
some wanted more use out of the device; especially with respect to the FFC application. If this frustration is neglected by the management, 
the communal support and confidence will be lost in the programme; which will then shake the foundations of the ICT initiative.    

Asked if it would make any difference to their work if the device was taken away tomorrow, majority of CHWs interviewed shared 
the view of our 28 year old male CHW, interviewee #32, “it is the same; there is no difference between the paper and the device.” This can 
be attributed to the poor wireless connectivity in rural areas and storage space on the device. Interviewee #21 mentions, “This is a good 
thing for us but right now we are having a lot of limitations when we are using it in the rural areas and we want to use the Internet access.” 
The management has to conjure more funding to develop network infrastructure in rural areas to address this issue.   
  
This is crucial to improve the provision of rural healthcare as CHWs can contact doctors directly via Skype in the case of a critically ill or 
injured villager seeking immediate medical attention. Interviewee #22, a 27 year old female CHW, mentions her desire to see such network 
improvements, she explains:    

I would like to have the immediate effect. E.g. when I went out to visit the patients and the information is collected in device; I 
hope that other users can access the data immediately…We can save patients life if we have this immediate system.  
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She goes on to cite an example of a chronically ill patient, who might fall prey to the system’s inefficiency,   
If a patient has cancer, they [the hospital] will send the document regarding that patient health condition to us but it’s quite slow. 

We only receive the documents one week after. When we visit the patients we found out the patient is already in hospital and is about to die. 
If we have this system to help us transfer info from hospital to us and vice versa it can help the patients.  

She shares her frustration that with such advanced technology available, why are such systems not put into place to drastically 
improve the provision of rural healthcare. Majority of CHWs, however, also notice that the reach of the programme’s benefits lie closer to the 
CHWs than villagers. The individual vulnerability aspect could be detected from the statement made by interviewee #21; “It just benefits us 
[CHWs] in a way that we don’t need to carry the paper folder to visit the families,” And reiterated by  

interviewee #31, “For the patients, it is the same; nothing is the same or is better. The implementation of the device is to focus on 
the work of the health care worker and not the patients.”  

Here we are also presented with the limitations of technology; in the development stage of the FFC programme, some health 
workers resorted to writing additional information on paper while collecting data because they could not find suitable fields in the application. 
As elaborated by interviewee #1, a 36 year old male CHW, the diagnosis of “pregnant woman has to be jotted down separately and keyed 
into the system as there is no option for us to key in this information in the galaxy tab.” He also noted that post-natal management is another 
field that is not available in the application.  
 
DISCUSSION   
This study is amongst the first to examine the use of tablet PCs to improve rural healthcare provision in developing countries. We found that 
the device improves the efficiency of CHWs and the overall healthcare system, albeit in an indirect manner. Usage of the device as 
compared to previous studies done with mobile phones provides a key benefit, as information can be easily collected, kept and easy 
accessed (Abernethy et al., 2008). Users also get an increased sense of ownership (Sharples, Corlett, & Westmancott, 2002). Our research 
also aims to address and possibly resolve the barriers present in new mHealth programmes with the extension of the TCM theoretical 
framework.   

The introduction of the tablet witnessed several changes in the healthcare system; however, the outcomes of ICT 
implementations never exist as pure benefits or constraints (Chib & Chen, 2011). Although timesaving and convenient, the tablet is a new 
piece of technology and the experiences and preferences of CHWs vary in several aspects. For example, we have found that providing 
comprehensive training is essential to aid the healthcare workers in maximising the potential of their usage of the device. For some of the 
healthcare workers interviewed, the implementation of the device only provides some convenience; they can continue house visits without 
the device. Further studies should take a more in-depth look at how community and management factors affect the implementation of tablet 
devices.   
  
The tablet is digitally and physically compact, addressing CHWs needs to carry around more data without physically bearing the weight of 
bulky paper folders. As compared to the PDA or a smartphone, the screen size of the tablet PC enables CHWs to work with ease. The 
transferring of data is increased and human error reduced giving CHWs more time to assist the medical centre and improving the quality of 
data collected.  

Also, the speed of which data is transmitted to the Provincial Health Office for evaluation is drastically reduced while the quantity 
and quality of data improves. However, transmission of data is still confined to the healthcare centre as CHWs experienced limited wireless 
connectivity.   

In addition, training can be conducted to address the needs of CHWs to use other communication applications like Skype or 
ooVoo to provide immediate healthcare provision during critical emergencies. If this aspect of the programme is not tapped into, the 
potential for this project to impact the community’s health might be stunted. Undeniably sustainable, the management should consider 
tackling the issues at hand, for example, limited wireless connectivity and storage space, before making far-sighted plans to change the 
operating platform to the iOS.  

Our study plans to exhibit the potential successes of the FFC programme to seek sponsorship from public organisations, for 
example, local or international telecommunication network operators. With greater monetary support, together with existing governmental 
support, substantial improvements can be made to the healthcare situation in rural areas. With the inclusion of sponsorship from 
telecommunication network operators, the erection of communication and network infrastructure in rural areas would be a feasible task that 
will solve the issue of poor wireless connectivity.   

The FFC programme has been considered using the three main dimensions of the TCM Model, and we have extended our 
evaluation of barriers according to the socio-cultural and individual vulnerabilities of the Extended TCM Model (Chib, Wilkin, et al., 
Forthcoming).  

In light of the possible socio-cultural vulnerabilities, we observed that no such issue exists in the existent system. The tablet was 
shared amongst CHWs and not specifically allocated to a male or the most senior CHW. The lacking presence of a hierarchal structure 
exhibits communal effort, which will help sustain FFC programme. However, the individual vulnerability brings about an enlightening view 
from the CHWs perspective. Handed a new device, CHWs were instructed and trained for data collection purposes. However, as they were 
not trained to explore other functions and applications, some CHWs were unaware of how much more the device could improve healthcare 
provision. Only aware of the benefits the device brings about to data collection, CHWs must acknowledge that the aim is to better the quality 
of healthcare provision to the community.   
  
CONCLUSION  
With much effort to improve and address the issues of rural healthcare through mobile technology intervention, the problems of 
maldistribution of workers and lack of a reliable data system may be overcome. Our research has shown the sustainability of an emerging 
technology—the tablet PC—in rural healthcare. The TCM model evaluates the project based on the 3 dimensions: Technology, Community 
and Managerial factors while the Extended TCM model addresses the barriers affecting the impact of an ICT initiative. We showed that the 
project was sustainable and also examined the short and long term impacts of the project, an area that is not covered by the TCM model. It 
is shown that even with sustainability; the impact of the initiative is limited and not yet being maximised to its fuller potential. These are due 
to barriers like maximising the use of a mobile device, and also mobile technology infrastructure that hampers the improvement of the health 
system brought about by the technology. However, we also took into considerations the fact that this initiative is still in its pilot stage and is 
still being explored today.   

Our findings for the study have many implications for the healthcare sector in Thailand and other rural areas, especially in Asia. 
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We also added and contributed to the literature of this emerging field of the use of tablet computers for rural healthcare, based on the TCM 
model. While there are limitations to our study, we have provided a stepping-stone for future researchers to study more in depth about the 
use of new mobile technologies in the provision of rural healthcare.    
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Abstract 
This paper examines the 20 largest special-interest magazine sectors in the U.S. and which were most and least affected by the challenges 
of technology and economic recessions between 2001 and 2010.  Ten sectors were “winners”  and ten were “losers.” From a study of 168 
magazines, the biggest gains came from food, gardening, health and fitness magazines.  Newsweeklies, entertainment and general interest 
magazines were the biggest losers.  These results reflect a trend occurring for more than a century:  a decline in general interest magazines 
and an increase in magazines aimed at a narrowly defined group of readers. Americans have turned increasingly towards “escapist” 
interests. They want magazines that personally benefit them—magazines that tell them how to cook, exercise, garden, dress, groom 
themselves, take care of their children, and pursue their hobbies.  They less frequently read magazines that interpret the latest news, 
political and social topics, and latest developments in science or technology. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
“Food and fitness” describe Americans if they are measured by their magazine reading tastes.  In a ten-year circulation trend study of 168 
American magazines, 21 food, health and fitness magazines came out on top with gains averaging 23.9 percent between 2001 and 2010. 

During the decade, these and other magazines catering to leisure personal interests were generally the “winners”  and those 
appealing to general interest, news and intellectual topics were “losers.”  Magazines geared toward women and the special interests of 
women grew slightly, while general interest, newsweeklies, and men’s magazines lost readers. 

The purpose of this study is to determine which of the 20 largest special-interest magazine sectors in the U.S. were most and 
least affected by the challenges of technology and economic recessions that marked the beginning and end of the decade between 2001 
and 2010. Magazines took hits from many sides beginning with the economic effects of September 11, 2001, followed by a two-year 
recession, continuing  competition for readers and ad revenue from the Internet, another recession in 2008, and the introduction of the iPad 
and other digital media devices in 2009. 

 
METHODOLOGY 
A strict methodology was used so that no magazine was arbitrarily chosen for inclusion or exclusion. This study examined the 168 largest 
magazines with audited subscription and single copy sales of more than 300,000. The study was limited to magazines belonging to the 
Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC), which make their circulation figures public. Magazines belonging to ABC pay membership fees to have 
their circulation figures audited so they can attract advertisers and maintain their rate base. The total number of ABC magazines declined 
from 740 in 2001 to 581 in 2010, which limited the number of magazines for which data was available. The magazines that ceased 
publishing during the decade used their 2001 circulation figures if they were greater than 300,000 and “zero” for 2010.  New magazines 
launched during the decade included 2010 circulation if it was greater than 300,000 and “zero” for 2001.  

Circulation data for this study was obtained from ABC figures in its printed annual Magazine Trend Reports, which include five-
year circulation reports for member magazines.  Some ABC data was obtained through the Advertising Age Data Center 
(www.adage.com/datacenter) and Standard Rate and Data Service (SRDS), which sells various types of magazine data to advertising 
agencies and advertisers.  Many academic libraries subscribe to SRDS electronic databases, which were used in this study.   

The 168 magazines were categorized according to the 20 largest SRDS categories or sectors. While there are more than 50 
SRDS sectors, magazines in these 20 have the highest total circulation figures: 

1. Association 
2. Automotive 
3. Business 
4. Entertainment 
5. Epicurean 
6. Fashion 
7. Fishing/hunting 
8. Gardening 
9. General editorial 
10. Health/fitness 
11. Hispanic 
12. Home service 
13. Men's 
14. Music 
15. News 
16. Parenthood 
17. Science 
18. Sports 
19. Travel 
20. Women's 

 
The primary limitation to this study is that it excludes the great majority of magazines that do not appeal to large readerships. 

Smaller-circulation magazines, which represent the majority of American magazines, generally do not join ABC because of its high 
membership costs. Therefore, this study represents only a “snapshot” of 6,000 American consumer magazines. The results, therefore, 
cannot be generalized to the mass market of American magazines with statistical certainty.  However, according to Davis (2012), a 
circulation consultant and former circulation manager for Ziff-Davis Publishing, “Audited [ABC] magazines attract 80 to 85 percent of all 
advertising that goes into magazines.  The thousands of other magazines out there carry relatively little advertising,” he said. 
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RESULTS 
Ten sectors were “winners” and ten were “losers.” The biggest gains came from 13 food and cooking magazines assigned to the 
“Epicurean” category. These 13 magazines registered a net circulation gain of 3.3 million—an increase of 30 percent.  The highest 
percentage circulation change, however, came from three gardening magazines, which gained 1,025,055 readers—a 71 percent increase. 
The epicurean magazines included: Bon Appétit, Cooking Light, Dwell, Every Day with Rachael Ray, Everyday Food, Food & Wine, Food 
Network Magazine, Gourmet, Midwest Living, Saveur, Taste of Home, Taste of Home Healthy Cooking, and Wine Spectator.  The 
gardening magazines included: Birds & Blooms, Gardening How-To, and Organic Gardening. 

These magazines were followed  by eight health or fitness magazines that registered an increase of 1,477,499 readers—a 16 
percent increase.  These magazines included: Arthritis Today, Diabetes Forecast, Fitness, Health, Muscle & Fitness, Prevention, Shape, 
and Women's Health.  

  
 

Table 1 
Ranked magazine sector circulations 2001 to 2010 

(includes single copy and subscription sales) 

Rank SECTOR N= 2001 Circulation  2010 Circulation Change 

1 Gardening  3 1,425,326  2,440,387  71.2% 
2 Epicurean/cooking 13 11,073,593  14,422,768  30.2% 
3 Health and fitness  8 9,109,823  10,587,322  16.2% 
4 Hispanic/Latino 3 1,355,484  1,532,119  13.0% 
5 Fashion  8 6,530,726  7,285,599  11.6% 
6 Parenting  3 4,704,472  5,123,630  8.9% 
7 Music 2 1,808,740  1,953,450  8.0% 
8 Travel  8 8,849,264  9,199,292  4.0% 
9 Sports 12 11,523,208  11,939,676  3.6% 
10 Women's  17 40,107,417  40,726,805  1.5% 
11 Business 12 9,690,256  9,370,636  -3.3% 
12 Home service  21 25,292,683  23,953,086  -5.3% 
13 Automotive  5 4,747,679  4,370,558  -7.9% 
14 Men's  10 12,251,259  11,253,292  -8.1% 
15 Associations  6 7,170,902  6,360,549  -11.3% 
16 Fishing/hunting 11 10,118,073  8,705,168  -14.0% 
17 Science  3 3,279,575  2,488,145  -24.1% 
18 Newsweeklies 6 10,392,157  6,811,130  -34.5% 
19 General editorial  7  28,781,552   17,386,864  -39.6% 
20 Entertainment 10  22,262,201  13,336,468 -40.1% 
 TOTALS 168 230,474,390 209,246,944  -9.2% 

 Sources:  Audit Bureau of Circulations, Standard Rate and Data Service, Advertising Age Data Center 
 
Two of the most successful launches of the decade were epicurean magazines:  Everyday with Rachel Ray in 2006 and Food Network 
Magazine in 2008.  By 2010, Everyday with Rachel Ray’s circulation increased to 1,767,409 and Food Network Magazine went to 
1,365,653.  One major food magazine, Gourmet, ceased publishing in 2009. Everyday with Rachel Ray was launched by the Reader’s 
Digest Association and Food Network Magazine was a joint venture of The Food Network and Hearst Magazine.  Gourmet, however, was 
closed by Condé Nast in 2009 when it had a circulation of 950,000. 

"Before we even put a test issue out, we did a lot of research and talked to consumers and viewers about the kind of magazine 
they wanted," Vicki Willington, publisher of Food Network Magazine, told Folio magazine (Parde, 2010).  "What we learned was that people 
are passionate about entertaining, cooking and Food Network's personalities and they wanted the magazine to be an extension of what they 
loved about the network. And, as it turns out, the timing was just right for the launch as consumers are eating and entertaining more at home 
and looking for an approachable epicurean magazine." 

Taken as a whole, these 168 magazines declined from 231 million to 210 million copies, resulting in a 9.2 percent decline.  The 
biggest losing sectors were the newsweeklies, entertainment and “general editorial” magazines. Although the total loss of 21.2 million 
readers (9.2 percent) appears substantial, about 17.3 million of lost circulation occurred at three magazines: Reader’s Digest, National 
Geographic, and TV Guide.  If figures for those three magazines are subtracted, then the total loss at the remaining 165 magazines was two 
percent. 

The “general editorial” sector magazines include: Ebony, Guideposts, The New Yorker, Reader's Digest, Smithsonian, and Vanity 
Fair.  Three of these magazines—The New Yorker, Vanity Fair, and Smithsonian—had a circulation increase averaging eight percent each.  
The others incurred substantial losses.  The most dramatic losses were incurred by Reader’s Digest (7.0 million) and National Geographic 
(3.1 million). Reader’s Digest and National Geographic share an audience defined as “general interest” in an era when niche titles continue 
to dominate the market.  

While the Reader’s Digest Association, Inc. filed for bankruptcy in 2009, the company’s financial woes extended beyond its 
flagship title.  Its purchase of 12 magazines from Reiman Publications for $760 million in 2002 created a third of its debt, which reached $2.2 
billion when the company filed for bankruptcy.  As of 2008, the Reader’s Digest magazine and its 50 international versions comprised only 
16 percent of the company’s total revenue. (Streib, 2009). 

 
With two exceptions, newsweeklies were big losers: These six titles included: The Economist, New York Magazine, Newsweek, Time, U.S. 
News & World Report, and The Week.  Newsweek’s circulation had declined so substantially that it was sold to a new owner for $1 (U.S. 
currency) in 2008. U.S. News & World Report, which was founded in 1948, published its last print issue in December 2010.  Time lost 
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800,000 readers during the decade.  The two newsweekly winners were The Economist, which doubled its American readership to  
833,667.  The Week, which was launched in 2004 by UK publisher Felix Dennis, climbed to 519,307 by the end of the decade. 

Entertainment magazines lost 40 percent of their subscribers.  These included: Entertainment Weekly, Globe, In Touch Weekly, 
National Enquirer, Ok Weekly, People, Soap Opera Digest, Star Magazine, TV Guide, Us Weekly. Since 2001, TV Guide’s circulation  
declined from 9.1 million to two million as it faced considerable competition from free newspaper and online program guides. In 2005, the 
magazine cut its rate base and tried to reinvent itself as a celebrity and entertainment magazine focused on television. After losing $20 
million in a year, the ailing magazine and its debts were sold in October 2008 to a private equity firm, OpenGate Capital, for the sum of one 
dollar. 

All magazines in this sector were hard-hit by competition from a proliferating number of movie, television and entertainment 
celebrity websites, iPads, and similar mobile devices.  These various forms of digital media offered daily and hourly updates of celebrity 
gossip that weekly and monthly print magazines could not.  They also reflect the declining number of television soap operas and increasing 
number of reality shows produced by American television networks. 

Home service magazines, one of the five largest sectors in total circulation, have been hardest-hit by the recession that began in 
2007.  Three of the major closings of the decade were home service magazines: Country Home (2009), House & Garden (2007), and 
Southern Accents (2009). While advertising revenue for most magazines declined by about 25 percent between 2007 and 2009, advertising 
in the shelter magazines declined by about 40 percent.  The dwindling shelter magazine market mirrors the decline in home sales and 
consumer spending on home improvements and redecorating. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
Taken as a whole, these results indicate that Americans have turned increasingly towards “escapist” interests in their print magazine 
reading habits. Americans want magazines that benefit them personally—magazines that tell them how to cook, exercise, garden, 
dress, groom themselves, take care of their children, and pursue their hobbies.  They want magazines that offer tips on where to dine, 
travel and be entertained.  They do not as frequently read magazines that interpret the latest news, debate political and social topics, or 
report the latest developments in science or technology. 

These also reflect a trend occurring in the U.S. for more than a century:  a decline in general interest magazines and an 
increase in magazines aimed at narrowly defined group of readers with a special interest in a particular subject.  

The decline among the newsweeklies does not necessarily mean that Americans are less interested in the news, however. 
News has become a free commodity with plentiful sources on the Internet. With hundreds, if not thousands, of free news sites, no one 
has to pay for the news. Increases by The Economist and The Week could reflect the quality content of these magazines and a 
declining quality to the traditional “big three” newsweeklies—Time, Newsweek and U.S. News. Nevertheless, the news sector is among 
the hardest hit with a 34.5 percent circulation decline. 

The decline in the entertainment sector also reflects a similar rise of digital media where entertainment news, photos and 
even movies and TV programs can be freely seen on computers and portable digital devices.  Media consumers have less need to see 
photos of Lady Gaga in a magazine, for example, when they can watch her perform on a screen. The tabloid weeklies—National 
Enquirer, Star, and Globe—suffered the most dramatic declines in this sector declining total of four million circulation to 1.9 million. 

The industry trend toward increased reliance on subscription sales and declining single copy sales began 50 years ago and 
has continued.  In 1960, 67 percent of all magazine readers came from subscription sales while 33 percent came from single copy 
sales. Subscription sales reached 90 percent, a 50-year high, while single copy sales declined to 10 percent, a 50-year low.   
 

Table 3 
Annual per-issue circulation of all ABC magazines 

 Subscriptions Percent Single 
Copy 

Percent Combined 

2001 305,259,583 84% 56,096,430 16% 361,356,013 
2002 305,438,345 85% 52,932,601 15% 358,370,946 
2003 301,800,237 86% 50,800,854 14% 352,601,091 
2004 311,818,667 86% 51,317,183 14% 363,135,850 
2005 313,992,423 87% 48,289,137 13% 362,281,559 
2006 321,644,445 87% 47,975,657 13% 369,620,102 
2007 322,359,612 87% 47,433,976 13% 369,793,587 
2008 324,818,012 88% 43,664,772 12% 368,363,773 
2009 310,433,396 90% 36,138,517 10% 346,571,912 
2010 292,237,864 90% 32,999,207 10% 325,237,070 
Total Decline   4%  41% 10% 
Source:  Association of Magazine Media (2012). Retrieved from 
http://www.magazine.org/consumer_marketing/circ_trends/1318.aspx 

  
The total number of ABC magazines in 2001 was 740, which declined to 581in 2010.  That means the average circulation per ABC member 
was 488,318 in 2001. The average circulation per ABC member increased to 559,788 in 2010.  
 These figures are troubling to the industry for many reasons. First, smaller circulation magazines are dropping out of the Audit 
Bureau because of its high cost.  Second, single copy sales matter more to advertisers than subscription figures.  During this 10-year 
period, single copy sales declined by 41 percent while subscription sales declined by four percent—a combined total ten percent decline.  

Table 2 
Magazines included in this study that stopped publishing between 2001 and 2010 

Magazine Circulation 
at closing 

Date Sector

Business 2.0 338,200 2007 Business 
Cosmo Girl   694,200 2008 Women’s 
Gourmet 950,800 2009 Epicurean 
Southern Accents 404,000 2009 Home service 
Country Home 997,300 2009 Home service 
House & Garden 756,800 2007 Home service 
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Newsstand sales help bring in new readers and give advertisers a more immediate indication of consumer demand than subscriptions, 
where readers commit to a year or two at a time. Davis (2012) said, “Subscription circulation can be manipulated by publishers. Publishers 
can keep subscription levels pretty much where they want, depending on how much [promotion] money they want to spend to do that.  On a 
newsstand, it’s much purer.  When you put your title out, it sells or it doesn’t.  Advertisers believe it’s a much purer barometer of a 
magazine’s health.  And the newsstand is in the midst of a tremendous fall.  The number of units sold has dropped 40 percent,” he said in a 
telephone interview. 

Nevertheless, American magazines survived the decade more successfully than newspapers, which made their own headlines 
with steady circulation declines, closings and staff layouts. Total magazine circulation and advertising revenue surpassed that of 
newspapers in 2008 for the first time. The Statistical Abstract of the U.S. (2012), which is published annually by the U.S. government, 
reported that magazine industry revenue reached $44.9 billion (US) in 2008 while newspaper revenue declined to $43.9 billion. The figures 
offer little comfort to magazine publishers, however.  During the five-year period 2005-2009, newspaper revenue declined 26 percent, 
magazine revenue declined nine percent, and Internet revenue increased by 108 percent. (see Table 4) 
 
 

Table 4 
Total Industry Revenue for Internet, Newspaper and 

Magazine Publishing 2005-2009 
(figures in millions of dollars 

 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Change 
Internet 9,378 11,510 15,035 17,760 19,504 108% 
Newspapers 49,401 48,949 47,563 43,919 36,338 -26% 
Magazines 42,778 44,757 46,003 44,985 39,060 -9% 
Source:  Statistical Abstract of the U.S.  Retrieved from: 
http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/cats/information_communications.html  

 
 

According the Association of Magazine Media (2012), the Internet now generates 25 percent of all new print magazine 
subscriptions, a figure that has doubled in the last five years. While exact figures are not yet available, many top consumer magazines have 
reported substantial gains in digital-only subscribers.  

Cosmopolitan, for example, which has the highest newsstand circulation of any American magazine, was the first to reach a 
milestone: 100,000 paid digital subscriptions in March 2012. Condé Nast hit the 500,000 digital subscription mark (split among eight 
publications) in October 2011. Cosmopolitan is getting more money for a digital subscription than a print subscription. Cosmo's website 
offers print-only subscriptions for $15 per year. Its digital-only subscriptions for the iPad and Zinio, by comparison, command $19.99 per 
year. (Parekh, 2012)  

"A couple of years ago, the big question was what's going to happen to magazines like Cosmo in the future," Kate White, the 
magazine's editor-in-chief, told Ad Age. "There was a little bit of anxiety. What this has done is say that our content will rule and will thrive. 
Women want our content, and they'll get it on a variety of platforms."  (Parekh, 2012) 

The selling point of print magazines to advertisers has always been the targeted nature of their audiences. Manufacturers of 
specialized products for business and leisure have been able to choose a magazine that targets their market audience. Magazines adapted 
and survived beyond the competition from radio in the 1920s and television in the 1950s because they offered access to these special 
interest audiences.  The challenge to magazines created by the Internet is that it offers even more specialized niche audiences for a lower 
cost to advertisers.  Therefore, Internet advertising continues to grow significantly.  While magazine advertising has rebounded from 
recession-level figures of 2008, its overall growth remains shaky. 

The print magazine industry will survive, but it will become smaller, leaner and more focused on specialized content for 
increasingly narrow audiences.   According to Davis (2012), a circulation consultant and former circulation manager for Ziff-Davis 
Publishing, “What we’re seeing, at least in the consumer arena, is that the Big four publishers, Time, Condé Nast, Hearst, Meredith, are 
growing significantly while the rest are shrinking.  The small publishers are vulnerable, while those with brand recognition will weather this 
storm,” he said.  

It’s not just the raw information that magazines give their readers, but the emotional bond they create that make them unique 
among mass media. Professor Samir Husni of the University of Mississippi called magazines the “comfort media.”  “Magazines reinforce the 
positive things that make you feel good about yourself,” he said in an interview with this author (Sumner, 2010).  “You will never see a 
magazine that makes you feel bad about yourself.  Magazines were always positive agents of information as opposed to newspaper and 
TV, who were the bad news carriers.”    

 Cathie Black, former president of Hearst Magazines, told this author (Sumner, 2010), “The connectivity that a reader feels with 
his or her magazine is one of the very unique and special attributes of a magazine. We hear that over and over.  A magazine also may in 
fact becomes  a respite, a retreat; a place to be yourself, be inspired, aspire to be; and give you creative ideas about your home, your 
clothing, your life.” 
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Appendix 
Magazine in this study 

Association 
American Legion Auxiliary  
American Legion Magazine  
The Lion  
Rotarian  
Scouting  
VFW Magazine  
 

Fashion 
Allure  
Elle  
Harper's Bazaar  
Life & Style Weekly  
Lucky  
Marie Claire  
Vogue  
W 

Hispanic 
Latina  
People en Espãnol  
Siempre Mujer 

Parenting 
Parenting  
Parents  
Working Mother  
 

Automotive 
Automobile Magazine  
Car and Driver  
Hot Rod Magazine  
Motor Trend  
Road & Track  
 

Fishing/Hunting 
American Hunter  
American Rifleman  
America's 1St Freedom  
Bassmaster  
Ducks Unlimited  
Field & Stream  
Game & Fish Magazine  
Guns & Ammo  
North American Fisherman  
North American Hunter  
Outdoor Life  
 

Home Service 
Architectural Digest  
Better Homes and Gardens  
Coastal Living  
Country  
Country Living  
Country Sampler  
Elle Decor  
Family Handyman  
Handy, Handyman Club Of America Magazine  
House Beautiful  
Mother Earth News  
Southern Living  
Sunset  
This Old House  
Town & Country  
Traditional Home  
Veranda  
Midwest Living  

Science 
Discover  
Popular Science  
Scientific American  
 

Business 
Atlantic  
Economist  
Entrepreneur  
Fast Company  
Forbes  
Fortune  
Inc.  
Kiplinger's Personal Finance  
Money  
Smartmoney  
Wired  

Gardening 
Birds & Blooms  
Gardening How-To  
Organic Gardening  
 

Men’s
Details  
Esquire  
GQ  
Maxim  
Men's Fitness  
Men's Health  
Men's Journal  
Outside  
Playboy  
Popular Mechanics  
 

Sports 
Bicycling  
ESPN The Magazine  
Golf Digest  
Golf Magazine  
Lindy's Football Annuals  
Runner's World  
Skiing 
Sports Afield 
Sporting News  
Sports Illustrated  
Tennis Magazine  
Ski Magazine  

Entertainment 
Entertainment Weekly  
Globe  
In Touch Weekly  
National Enquirer  
Ok Weekly  
People  
Soap Opera Digest  
Star Magazine 
TV Guide  
Us Weekly  

General editorial 
Ebony  
Guideposts  
National Geographic 
New Yorker  
Reader's Digest  
Smithsonian  
Vanity Fair  

Music 
Rolling Stone  
Spin  

Travel 
AAA Living  
AAA Via  
Arthur Frommer's Budget 
Travel  
Audubon  
Conde Nast Traveler  
Encompass  
National Geographic Traveler  
Travel + Leisure  

Epicurean 
Bon Appetit  
Cooking Light  
Dwell  
Every Day with Rachael Ray  
Everyday Food  
Food & Wine  
Food Network Magazine  
Gourmet 
Midwest Living  
Saveur  
Taste of Home  
Taste of Home Healthy 
Cooking 
Wine Spectator  

Health/Fitness 
Arthritis Today  
Diabetes Forecast  
Health  
Prevention  
Shape  
Women's Health  
Fitness  
Muscle & Fitness  

Newsweeklies 
Economist (The) 
New York  
Newsweek  
Time  
U.S. News & World Report  
Week  

Women’s 
Cosmopolitan  
Family Circle  
First for Women 
Glamour  
Good Housekeeping  
InStyle  
Ladies' Home Journal  
Martha Stewart Living  
More  
O, The Oprah Magazine  
Real Simple  
Redbook  
Self  
Seventeen 
Weight Watchers  
Woman's Day  
Woman's World  
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ANARCHY AND ADBUSTERS: BRANDING THE OCCUPY WALL STREET MOVEMENT 
 

Lisa S. Banu, Ph.D.  
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, U.S.A. 

 
This paper investigates the political role of ‘Adbusters,’ a Canadian non-profit, anti-consumerism, pro-environment, magazine and the 
practice of designed anarchy. The Adbusters website describes itself as follows: “We are a global network of culture jammers and creatives 
working to change the way information flows, the way corporations wield power, and the way meaning is produced in our society.” The 
paradox of selling anti-consumerism dependent on consumer culture, a practice defined as ‘culture-jamming,’ presents a particular design 
challenge. This paper suggests that Adbusters’ visual branding of the Occupy Wall Street campaign enacts post-colonial tactics of 
resistance that include reversal of perspective, repetition of the dominant narrative and mockery by imitation. A brief survey of anarchy and 
visual propaganda, a review of the operation and reception of Adbusters, as well as an analysis of available posters from Adbuster  as 
diverse narratives of shared resistance together frame a claim of post-consumer consumerism.  
  
Introduction 
An article titled “Branding the Occupy movement” by William Yardley, published in the New York Times, November 27th, 2011, opened with 
the following statement: “Kalle Lasn, the longtime editor of the anticonsumerist magazine Adbusters, did not invent the anger that has been 
feeding the Occupy Wall Street demonstrations across the United States. But he did brand it.”  This statement reminded me, of Paul Jodard, 
writing that Loewy did not invent industrial design by quoting Nietzsche, “Need is not the reason for something to come into existence, it is 
an effect of what has already come to be.”i  It seems odd to pair Kalle Lasn, the brander of the Occupy Wall Street movement and Raymond 
Loewy, an industrial designer of 1930s corporate America. While their answers may be divergent, they share the same American search for 
social equity. Indeed, Loewy and Lasn expose the power of visual messaging in adopting or countering a dominant narrative. And, in 
narrative and counter narrative, they need each other.  

Grounded in the relationship between empowering form and content, this paper explores attempts to visually represent the 
ambiguous relationship between consumerism, citizenship and anarchy. This paper focuses on the visual representations of the Occupy 
Wall Street movement that operate much like post-colonial resistance interrupting a dominant cultural, political and economic narrative.  

Occupywallstreet.org defines the movement as follows: “Occupy Wall Street is a people-powered movement that began on 
September 17, 2011 in Liberty Square in Manhattan’s Financial District, and has spread to over 100 cities in the United States and actions 
in over 1,500 cities globally. #ows is fighting back against the corrosive power of major banks and multinational corporations over the 
democratic process, and the role of Wall Street in creating an economic collapse that has caused the greatest recession in generations. The 
movement is inspired by popular uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia, and aims to fight back against the richest 1% of people that are writing the 
rules of an unfair global economy that is foreclosing on our future.”ii The website also contains principles of solidarity,iii as well as a 
statement of autonomy.  The persistence and ubiquity of the movement garners much attention as a demonstration against a sense of 
shared systematic inequality under capitalism rather than a particular isolated event.  
 
The Critical Role of Anarchy 
Post-colonial theories of resistance that interrupt a dominant discourse seem particularly suited to decipher the visual messages of the 
Occupy Wall Street Movement that subvert a system of capitalism through the visual means of capitalism.  Past grassroots self-rule 
movements across colonial countries against imperialism share much with the struggle to expose systematic inequalities of  capitalism 
today. In branding the movement, Adbusters consolidates the presence of distinct, diverse and often distant and displaced voices of critique. 
The attempt to visually systematize unsystematic currents of resistance aims to project strength in unity, not uniformity. The strength of 
colonial self-rule movements, independence movements or the civil rights movement resides in the diverse narratives of shared 
disempowering experiences. The design challenge associated with giving shape to spontaneity would suggest that the visual representation 
of the Occupy Wall Street movement should show shared references without the same narrative. Anarchic movements expose smothered 
voices of dissent in a scream. And, branded anarchic movements, such as the Occupy Wall Street movement, direct such screams into 
voices of resistance, in unison but not in harmony. In this way, the work of Gandhi can be viewed as branding, but not inventing the self-rule 
movement in India.iv Founded on a suspicion about a similarity between anti-imperialism and anti-capitalism movements I suggest that 
designed anarchic movements, such as the Occupy Wall Street Movement, employ post-colonial tactics of reversal, repetition and 
replication. Furthermore, the unity of these movements depends on resisting formal crystallization into a single narrative (visual and verbal) 
ideology.   

In the Location of Culture, Bhabha writes, “Resistance is not necessarily an oppositional act of political intention, nor is it the 
simple negation or exclusion of the ‘content’ of another culture, as a difference once perceived.  It is the effect of an ambivalence produced 
within the rules of recognition of dominating discourses as they articulate the signs of cultural difference and re-implicate them within the 
deferential relations of colonial power—hierarchy, normalization, marginalization and so forth.”v  Thus, for Bhabha, the context of resistance 
as ambivalence opens the possibility of intervention onto a dominant discourse.  An attempt to intervene in a dominant design history begins 
with the production of the hybrid object that entails designed undecidability, between local-global, design-craft, tradition-modernity.  
Contemporary neo-colonial designs disrupt the unity and continuity of a dominant industrial design history by exercising resistance without 
rejection. The interruption of a binary system of center and margins, according to Bhabha, appears as a doubled and split identity.  
Consequently, the exercise of differentiation generates dual identities, one dependent on the dominant discourse and one resisting the 
dominance.  Doubled and split, the post-colonial hybrid object is a ‘metonymy of presence’ according to Bhabha that represents the 
absence of the margins.  This haunting presence of absent margins is exercised through features of reversal, mimicry and replication, 
among others. vi 

The first feature of the hybrid object, according to Bhabha, is the capacity to enact a change in perspective from center towards 
margins reversed to be a perspective from the margins towards the center.  The reversal in perspective is a colonial Copernican turn, in 
which the perceived center of authoritative discourse is dislocated.   In so doing, the hybrid object arrests the attempt to marginalize and 
differentiate by making the mechanism of differentiation explicit.  Discursive denial made transparent reverses the ‘effects of disavowal’ and 
reflects denied representation as presence. Bhabha explains,  “Hybridity is a problematic of colonial representation and individuation that 
reverses the effects of colonialist disavowal, so that the other ‘denied’ knowledges enter upon the dominant discourse and estrange the 
basis of its authority—its rules of recognition.”vii This infiltration of dominant discourse through a change in perspective reverses and 
challenges the priority of the center.  Accordingly, the first step to decolonizing design history entails the reversal of perspective that expose 
founding differences constituting the rules of recognition.  To this end, post-colonial hybrid objects are proclamations of absence that 
establish fundamental ambivalence.  
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The operation of reversal accompanies active mimicry of discriminating practices that disturb the authority of a dominant narrative.  
In miming the gestures of dominance the hybrid object returns the projection of power weakened by the weight of accusation. The hybrid 
object evolves through discriminatory difference towards ambivalence permitting a metonymy of presence by retaining and imitating the 
form of authority.  While the first feature of hybridity requires a reversed perspective, the second feature demands retention of form emptied 
of content. viii The retention of the structure, mimed and imitated, corrodes ambitions of a pure dominant identity.  This disturbing imitation of 
the center at the margins fractures the illusion of unity and generates copies of an original intention. Accordingly, the hybrid object mimics in 
the double sense of mockery and recognition of a formal structure of authority.  Consistent with the hybrid object, the disturbance of 
dominant discourse as systemic/systematic is precisely the task of decolonizing design history that retains the structure of dominant 
industrial design history. 
  In addition to change in perspective and narrative content, Bhabha presents replication as a mode of resistance. As such, the 
qualitative difference of identity and imitation is further compounded by the quantitative difference of identity and multiplicity.  Activities of 
reversal and mimicry initiate a multiplicity of discourse that threatens a pure identity with copies. The multiplicity of difference, not of 
diversity, exposes dominating structures that differentiate and impose normative constraints. Deconstructing dominating discourse occurs 
through redirection, imitation, multiplication whereby discrimination is exposed, resisted, and reconfigured.  Of the pretense of recognition, 
Bhabha writes, “The display of hybridity—its peculiar ‘replication’—terrorizes authority with the ruse of recognition, its mimicry, its mockery.” 
ixThe terror of fracture and pollution at the center translates as difference and recognition at the margins.  

I argue that Occupy Wall Street posters are symptomatic of the split personality evident in hybrid cultural products. In mockingly 
critiquing pop cultural references, designers rely on the dominant media they aim to subvert. Posters that attempt to compose a separate 
distinct narrative lack the brash negation of normative conditions. A closer look at the images below, may clarify the need for referential 
ambiguity in order to retain a stance of critical confrontation.  
 
Post-colonial Interpretations of Occupy Wall Street Posters 
 

     
 
Figure 1: The content of the poster references the protagonist Guy Fawkes from the Hollywood movie V is for Vendetta. The movie 
portrayed the narrative of an anarchist with a mission to expose bureaucratic corruption. The color block and treatment of the poster mimics 
the ‘Hope’ poster of the Obama 2008 campaign. The reliance and convergence of popular culture icons mirror anarchic and presidential 
campaigns. In this way the poster extracts moments from the dominant narratives of Hollywood and D.C. in service of the Occupy 
movement. It allows a shared critical and counter position without sharing an ideological direction.  
 

     
 
Figure 2: This poster repeats the subway signage in service of the Occupy movement with the title ‘camping.’ It emphasizes the location of 
the resistance. The ‘occupation’ through camping invokes popular imagination of free access to natural publiparks, sleeping under the stars, 
smores and camp-side collectivity. The reference romanticizes a non-violent community of conscious objectors. In this way the urban, 
directive, subway signage is repurposed towards directions to an urban camp. 
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Figure 3: This poster is reminiscent of early 20th century Russian Constructivist posters that depict strong diagonals consistent with 
revolutionary spirit.  The hammer and pose show active destruction and construction. The activity is also reminiscent of depression era WPA 
posters. The stars and stripes are deconstructed to convey a direct confrontation. The text announces the cause, while the colors of red, 
black, yellow and white compose a bold announcement.  The invitation to ‘bring your tent’, almost sounds like a pre-teen sleep over with a 
cause.  
 

     
 
Figure 4:  This poster references the color and layout of the WWII British Posters of ‘Keep Calm and Carry On.’  Here the messaging that 
announces a class war is direct. The text is bold and appears as the foreground, while warfront images shadow the background.  This 1939 
war propaganda poster was never used. It was rediscovered in 2000, in time for much use during the 2009 world economic crisis. The 
Occupy poster shows the subversion of a traditional, imperial formal poster, repeated and replicated with a transformed narrative.   
 

     
 
Figure 5: This poster references the 1989 Tiananmen square protest. Instead of the single figure with shopping bags in front of the tanks, 
here the designer added a wall of protesters in solidarity. The poster globalizes the movement with shared democratic impulses. It converts 
an individual act into a graphic image of collective resistance abstracted and universalized, much like the Guy Fawkes reference above.  
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Figure 6: The ballerina and the bull, under the criteria of subversive iconography is perhaps the most confusing poster announcing the 
Occupy Wall Street Movement. The suggestion of the delicate ballerina riding the bull of capitalism shows a graceful dying swansong of 
capitalism. Although poetic, it does not have immediate popular resonance. It does not, like the other posters, subvert a dominant narrative 
image, nor does it imitate another well-documented populist movement. The narrative requires attentive analysis without immediate visual 
reference. The title is equally puzzling and poses a question rather than a declaration.  
 
Design and Anarchy 
The images above show appropriation of dominant narratives or a replication of narratives of resistance (except the last).  The posters 
themselves have no shared shape, color, size or content. The lack of visual uniformity does not corrode the unity of the movement but 
rather enhances the non-ideological and strictly critical role. The post-colonial reading of these images shows methods of perspective shifts, 
repetition, and replication as mimicry used in the promotion and cultural production of the Occupy Wall Street Movement. Whether the same 
tendencies can be seen in global rumblings of democratic voice remains to be studied.  As hybrid objects of resistance, these posters 
display a dual personality that in referencing a standard bureaucratic and commercial narrative………. subverts it.  The tactics of reversal, 
repetition, and replication permit unity of intent without uniformity of message.  This branding of the anarchic has been historically exercised 
in collective critiques, such as in the post-colonial self-rule movements, in the civil rights movements, in the Arab spring movements, and 
beyond.  Communication design that demands a level of ambiguity in order to maintain a diverse yet shared message of popular resistance 
against corporate authority requires critical nuance beyond 20th century graphic consistency and clarity.  Indeed, in these posters we see 
stirrings of a new critical capacity of 21st century communication design that exceed intentions of clarity or ambiguity and aspire, clearly, to 
be ambiguous. For organizations such as Adbusters that aim to ‘change the way information flows and meaning is produced,’ the visual 
challenge to protect the flow of expression is conditioned on dynamic design that is deliberately open, referential, diverse and location 
specific.  Moreover, in branding popular movements 21st century designers must remain loyal to the critical urgency of anarchy without 
ideological reification.  
 
Online References 
http://activistcash.com/organization_overview.cfm/o/36-adbusters 
http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2011-10-26/news/30324122_1_tv-station-anna-hazare-jamming 
http://capitalresearch.org/2012/01/adbusters-and-occupy-wall-street/ 
http://motherjones.com/mojo/2011/11/adbusters-occupy-wall-street-victory-nypd 
http://thelinknewspaper.ca/article/1951 
http://www.adbusters.org/abtv/ballerina-and-bull.html 
http://www.adbusters.org/blogs/adbusters-blog/who-will-occupy-wall-street-september-17.html 
http://www.adbusters.org/campaigns/occupywallstreet/posters 
http://www.adbusters.org/campaigns/occupywallstreet/posters 
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2011/11/20/1038033/-Occupy-poster-art-joins-lineage-of-resistance-messages 
http://www.mediabistro.com/prnewser/adbusters-branded-occupy-wall-street_b30669 
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2011/11/28/111128fa_fact_schwartz 
http://www.npr.org/2011/10/20/141526467/exploring-occupy-wall-streets-adbuster-origins 
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/adbusters-occupy-wall-street-innovator-movement-wind-start-spring-article-1.977956 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/28/business/media/the-branding-of-the-occupy-movement.html?pagewanted=all 
http://www.tnr.com/article/politics/97353/adbusters-kalle-lasn-occupy-wall-street 
http://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2011/10/24/occupy-wall-street-protests-go-global 
                                                 
i Paul Jodard, Raymond Loewy (New York: Harpers Collins, 1992). 
ii The term #ows is not an error. It denotes the twitter identification for occupy wall st.  
iii On September 17, 2011, people from all across the United States of America and the world came to protest the blatant injustices of our 

times perpetuated by the economic and political elites.  On the 17th we as individuals rose up against political disenfranchisement and 
social and economic injustice.  We spoke out, resisted, and successfully occupied Wall Street.  Today, we proudly remain in Liberty 
Square constituting ourselves as autonomous political beings engaged in non-violent civil disobedience and building solidarity based on 
mutual respect, acceptance, and love.  It is from these reclaimed grounds that we say to all Americans and to the world, Enough!  How 
many crises does it take?  We are the 99% and we have moved to reclaim our mortgaged future. Through a direct democratic process, 
we have come together as individuals and crafted these principles of solidarity, which are points of unity that include but are not limited 
to: 

▪ Engaging in direct and transparent participatory democracy; 
▪ Exercising personal and collective responsibility; 
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▪ Recognizing individuals’ inherent privilege and the influence it has on all interactions; 
▪ Empowering one another against all forms of oppression; 
▪ Redefining how labor is valued; 
▪ The sanctity of individual privacy; 
▪ The belief that education is human right; and 
▪ Endeavoring to practice and support wide application of open source 
iv As Suchitra Sheth, a scholar from India in a recent Design History Society conference with the theme of Design Activism, argued.  Homi 

Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1994). 
v Ibid. 
vi Ibid.  
vii Ibid.  
viii Ibid.  
ix Ibid. 
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ARCHITECTURE AND NEW MEDIA ART / MEDIA FAÇADES, 
VIDEO AND LIGHT-INSTALLATIONS 

 
Silva Kalčić 

 
A media façade – here understood technologically, primarily as light or animated pictures generated by electronic devices (although there 
are examples of kinetic, that is, mechanical media façades) is not an ornament, that is, its function is not merely decorative, but, with its 
potential as metaphor and for interaction, it is a mode of communication between architecture and environment, that is, the observer/passer-
by and the city.  

As new fundamental perspective paradigms (Damisch, 1987), and finally the concept of distance perspective collapse or “warped 
space” (Vidler, 2001) developed in architecture in the 20th century, the dominant view of the observer remains that achieved in moving 
vehicles, which necessarily has, as a consequence, minimalization or the disappearance of those decorative elements from architectural 
facades which can only be observed if the building is approached on foot (that is, the pedestrian view). Therefore, it could be said that the 
acceleration of the observer is causing the death of tectonics (according to W. Tegethof) in architecture of the 20th century (similarly, video is 
a media of flexible images, often the rapid exchange of images such as free associations – which Freud compared with the attempt to 
describe the landscape while in a moving train), and instead of intricate architectural and sculptural decorations as elements of the vertical 
view, appearing is a naked outer plane that, with its form and color, becomes the only decorative (and often the only deliberate aesthetic) 
element of architecture. On the façades of buildings, video projections (which, as opposed to film or TV, are not connected to a screen) can 
be shown on buildings or electronic media (video reproduction) planes, where video becomes involved in public space, assuming the role of 
contemporary substitute of architectural and public decorations. The hybridization of video and architecture points to the possibly increased 
potential of architecture in the sense of social interventions and channeling and modeling of social processes – a trigger of micro-changes. 
According to Vito Acconci, the function of art in public art is to de-design (Vidler, 2001: 141). Deleuze’s formal topic of deconstructing (or 
Leibniz’s “great Baroque montage” of hybrid space) deals with the façade of a building as moving matter, as the inside of the outside. 
Instead of looking at a building as being closed into itself and, therefore, self-sufficient in the sense of its relation toward its own context, the 
building assumes upon itself the quality of the context, by which it is transformed. The building is, therefore, a significant part of the activities 
that define its urban environment (location). The media façade is the presence of incompleteness, within the meaning of the continuous 
opening of the intangible-future into the present: the form does not follow function, but defines the possibilities for a change of function. 
Video and architecture exist in new forms of public space, as the Internet and shopping center plazas (redefined public space which is also 
a private space of gradual limiting). A building with a media façade behaves like a video-sculpture in the public space, or like a “television of 
an urban measure”. The cubical skyscrapers of modernism can be re-designed as temporary screens, where every window in the 
homogenous façade network is animated, that is, lighted (often according to the principle of interactivity), and so in the night view of the city 
functions as a pixel in a color, monochromatic or achromatic picture – black is the light turned off. The metropolis lives and grows in a way 
that ignores and destroys the capacity of the environment to reproduce itself. Whilst analyzing folies, architecture without predeterminated 
function in the park La  Vilette by Bernard Tschumi, Derrida suggests the possibility of "arhitecture of event", fr. "an ' architecture de 
l'evenement'", decontrusting thus the notion of architecture as monumental, fixed and esential, pointing to the fact that in the Franch 
language the word "event" has the same origin as the word "invention", fr. invention. 
 

 

 
Juraj Dalmatinac, niche on the main apse of St . Jacob's cathedral, Šibenik, Croatia, 1443 (picture to the left: shematic drawing).  
 

By applying the rule of linear perspective in the way that apsidal niches were carved into the thin, less than 10 cm, monolitic stone 
slabs, Juraj Dalmatinac, educated in Venice, created double illusion, on the interior and the exterior side of perimeter wall, of full 
semicircular niches, by derofming its the bottom and the upper edge, as thus they were converging on the inside. 

Just as simulationists start from the postulate that every reality, both private and social, today passes through a media filter 
(simulation does not substitute real experience, but becomes it itself) and, as the reality of the architectural space, is envious of events that 
occur within it, construction too can be simulated – a good example for this are exhibition pavilions, contemporary cities functioning like a 
random series of pictures or sequences in relation to collision, or Second Life. As opposed to art as idea, which breaks from subject, 
reducing itself to pure essence, they are technological arts, related to realization. 

The media architecture, along with the traditional semiotics of architecture and the new potential of mediating social interactions, 
literally addresses the audience, albeit it is unfortunately mostly by using the language of advertising and formalist design. Besides 
visualizing the data/messages, façade is an intervention into the ambient infrastructure of the city, its visual character, its „imageability“, or 
the „image of the city“ (Suchman, 2006) reconfiguring the city in terms of technology, aestheticism, and sociology. A media façade – which 
includes dynamic analogue (such as neon tubes) or digital screens and surfaces: LED (light-emitting diodes) signs, flat screens, projection 
panels, info-terminals, and intelligent architectural surfaces/interfaces as the experimental visualization zones on the borderline between 
virtual and urban space in a balanced and sustainable urban society – is a „partially existing“ object/image with epistemological, ontological, 
and political qualities, which – according to Suchman – functions as a „socio-material bricolage“. In holistic terms, the media façade is a 
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supra-architectural social category. Architecture is always as message, the question is only whether that message is fixed or changing 
according to the context – as the media façade emits messages – or whether architecture is the medium of a social message (political, 
propaganda or marketing-related, stylistic, aesthetical, informational).   
 
Instead of being considered as closed-in-itself and therefore self-sufficient in terms of relating to its own context, a building takes upon itself 
the quality of its context, transforming it in the process. (Cf. Benjamin, 2000, referring to the competititon entries for Opera at Cardiff Bay). 
Thus, it partakes in the activities that define its urban surrounding (locality). A media façade is the presence of incompleteness in terms of 
continuously opening up the immaterial/future in the present: instead of following the function, the form defines the possibility of changing 
that function. In his Sein und Zeit (1927), Heidegger addressed the issue of „existential spatiality“ of Dasein („being-there“ or human 
existence), the form of being-in-the-world, as Zerstreut, dispersed; as well as the issue of „distraction“ as an attribute of curiosity that never 
lingers on a single impetus. Out contemporary age, in which nothing is permanent except change and incessantly gathering momentum, 
best manifests its aeshetic sensitivity in the development of the medium of mobile and inconstant images: film, television, computer graphics 
and animations and video, which in a sense represents a synthesis ot intermedium for them, as well as a distinct species of medium on its 
own. In the consideration of video as relatively new means for artistic expression, it is easy to notice that it gathers in all the important 
artistic ideas of the time, such as Abstract, Conceptual, Minimalistic and Pop art, as well as photography, film and digital art. However, a 
special value attaches to the fact that in this medium the area of history of art and its categorical apparatus intersects with the domain of 
contemporary electronic technology, which comes with its own language and terminology, but also requires knowledge of specific technical 
skills such as video mixing, computer processing of images, scanning, encoding, programming and the use of computer software and loops. 
Like film, but even more so, video art is constructed around time and the course of time, enabling the artist creatively to extend, repeat, fast-
forward and rewind (by way of feedback), decelerate and accelerate and even halt temporal sequences. At the beginning it borrowed its 
style of expression from film, and then in more recent times, from the mid-eighties, we venture to say, video clips started to make their own 
impact on film, with their terse and condensed method of expression, the rapid alternation of frames and particulary in their design (Ridley 
Scott’s Blade Runner (1982), Wachowskis’ Matrix (1999), Christopher Nolan’s Inception and Gaspar Noé's Enter the void from 2010). 

According to Eisenstein, architecture incorporates in itself the principle of montage in its successive sections of decomposition 
and re-composition, as in multiplied shots; but whereas in cinema the immobile spectator follows the imaginary line between a set of objects 
that pass by before his eyes, represented in their multidimensionality, architecture is a precursor of film in terms of transition from a real 
movement, in architecture (Le Corbusier, Vers une architecture: successive perspective views of an imaginary viewer on the Acropolis, 
which is the „promenade architecturale“) to an imaginary one, in digital video images. Michel Foucault speaks of the mirror as a place in 
itself, a topos, a utopia and heterotopia at the same time, which leads us to the possibility of classifying actual places as heterotopical 
(Foucault, 1984: 46-49) – and that idea has had a strong impact on the project of architecture since the 1980s. 

Unlike architecture and its choreography of moving through the void as its equivalent building block (in terms of fullness or mass), 
video is characterized by temporal manipulativeness, in which it resembles film. Time and its layers are among the central artistic subjects 
of our times, whereby video enables the artist to express himself or herself not only in linear, but also in non-linear narrative structures, 
cyclic loops, etc. Today we speak of contemporary architecture and contemporary art – whereby in both cases contemporaneity equals 
identity of the present and the past. Both architecture and art were once characterized by the wish (even the desire of the author) to make 
them last forever, so that they may abolish or annihilate time; the term „montage of attractions“, adopted from cinema (and used by F. Léger 
in his Mechanical Ballet produced by Bauhaus), has been, according to Eisenstein, inspired by the circus, where various attractions follow 
each other with no apparent interconnection) and is applicable to the new situation of architecture and video (with the cross-adopted terms 
of promenade and sequence). The possibilities of video open the way out of the labyrinth of the Kantian concept of evasive space (the 
hypothesis being that one can never entirely view space and that in order to do it, we need to rely on our intuition). Interactivity opens up 
new dimensions of creativity and actualization, since it enables momentary exchange and complementation of the content of an artistic or 
architectural project by supplementing the experiences and ideas of the spectator, which derogates Hegel's hypothesis of the past nature of 
an artwork. The spectator becomes a participant and a collaborator, instead of a mere passive factor, which challenges and expands the 
very notion of authorship. It is also a sort of criticism of the classical art exhibition, with its clear distinction between the artwork and the 
observer – making it possible to include more fictions (E.g. on divine madness – Dionisian extasy – of the artist). Contrary to that, 
interactivity abolishes distance on principle, introducing direct communication between the artist and the spectator. It is especially with video 
installations (in architectural or urban spaces) of the so-called closed circle that the traditional roles of subject and object are exchanged, 
whereby the artist or the observer may become the „exhibit“ or the „performer“. 

In architecture, there is a tendency of moving away from the currently prevailing visual perception and the culture of images 
towards more reliance on auditory, olfactory, and tactile perception, that is, a combination of senses or multi-sensitivity (multi-sensorium) – 
the sinesthetic sensation. Ruskin in the Lamp of Power is prising the shadows in a distinction between the sublime and the beautiful. Juhani 
Pallasmaa (Pallasmaa, 2009) is of the opinion that oculocentricity has impoverished our environment, resulting in a feeling of alienation and 
disintegration. In ancient cultures, knowledge was linked to perception by analogy, while light was a metaphor for truth. Today, light has 
become a merely quantitative matter, while the window has lost its significance as an intermediary between two worlds: private and public, 
shadow and light. By losing its ontological meaning, the window has actually turned into the „absence of a wall“. It is believed that 
imagination evolves in a space within which visual images become blurred and vague, which is why today stimulation is difficult to achieve 
in contemporary buildings, powerfully lit and void of shadows, since that paralyzes imagination, just like the homogenization of space 
diminishes the experience and feeling of space. 

Video image can be documentary and serve to create the visual archives of everyday life: in that case, it actually coincides with its 
own image in a finite timespan. Public space, where architecture and video coincide, is the place to which art is being transferred: out of the 
gallery and into the city (while the gallery now uses a „black box“ instead of a „white cube“, since it is suitable for projecting slides, video, 
and films. In 1958, Yves Klein exhibited the „white cube“ at the Iris Clert gallery in Paris under the title Void, Fr. Le Vide, an event 
considered to mark the beginnings of conceptual art.). Moreover, what is typical of both subjects is the „privatization“ of space in terms of 
individualizing the spatial experience: sometimes it is a space of disorientation, a fragmented space (which can be interesting if the effect is 
well planned, with an in-built intention; video pieces, just like architecture, sometimes intuitively reflect the philosophy of deconstructivism by 
using the strategies of disjunction (Assembling discjunctive, conflicting images as a fast exchange of TV-images, an allegoric presentation of 
the modern times, fast perception of images/signs.), decentring/dislocation, disharmony, transgression, disrhythmics, or shift away from the 
symmetric axis). Investigation of the structure of space, perceived as network of possible trajectories of movement, can be seen in Goran 
Trbuljak’s Untitled no. 3 of 1973, where the camera eye follows the line of the joints on a tiled floor, choosing at each crossroads one of the 
possible directions that will lead it eventually from indoors to the outside space lined with rhythmically arranged vertical axes (tree alley). 
Although the problem is treated planarly in this work, the artist hints at one possible representation of space as a reticulated volume. In the 
contemporary environment, human movement acquires the form of corridor. 
These can be considered he essential characteristics of video in the sense of art practice: 
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Temporal manipulativenes.  
Time and its layers make one of the central subjects of art of our time, with not just linear but also non-linear narrative structures. 

Interactivity, which opens up new dimension s of creativity and actualisation, since it enables the immediate exchange and 
supplementation of the substance of the art project, with the experiences and ideas of the observer, which derogates Hegel’s thesis of the 
past character of the work of art (G. W. F. Hegel in Aestetics). The observer is no longer watcher but collaborator and associate, which tests 
out and expands the very concept of the authorship of the artwork. 

The use of video camera as sensory extension of the human body, which links it with conceptual art. The possibilities of video 
open up the way out the labyrinth of the Kantian concept of space that cannot be empirically obtained (the thesis that space san never be 
comprehended at once in its completion, reliance on the intuition being needed). 

Video loop, the idea of endlessly repeating an electronic recording, resembles a serial construction, the construction of 
sequences, a dom-i-no insertion of prefabricates into a „bottle shelf“. Video can enter our homes through the Internet as the new type of 
public space; with its new feature of interactivity, it can offer active co-creation or completion of an artwork instead of its passive reception. 
Architecture has been likewise „liberated“ from its Vitruvian principles, primarily of durability and „firmness“, and can now function like a 
television set of urban proportions, clothed in a media façade or functioning as a video-sculpture in public space. A media façade can adopt 
the role of a sculpture (as a literal monument in terms of proportions) in public space, extending and renewing the notion of public sculpture. 
Synthesizing video and architecture indicates a heightened potential of architecture in terms of social intervention, of channelling and 
modelling social processes – what we might call the trigger of social micro-change. 
   
 

 
Zlatko Kopljar, K9 Compassion, 2003 

 
Photographs made in the standard format and technique of billboards (UV-print on plastic foil) show the artist kneeling on a white 
handkerchief, dressed in a white shirt and black suit, with his head bent and his arms hanging down his body, in a posture of mute and 
passive adoration in the symbolic spaces of political, cultural, and economic power. 

Digital media give a new meaning to montage and narration, the semantic construction of an image. Jean Baudrillard has 
explained the notion of hyper-reality as a way to describe the world in which images no longer represent actual objects, but lead the 
observer to another image, then to the next one, in an endless sequence. In such a world, simulation does not substitute the real 
experience; it becomes the reality itself. Computer animation, digital image and sound, the hypermedia, interactivity, and cyberspace 
introduce a new way of articulating an artistic idea, as well as a new aestheticism. Piccadilly Circus in London and Times Square/42nd 
Street in New York are today's urban territories formed by global capitalism, which replace the reality by offering signs of the reality, 
illuminated and animated, seen from afar and visually aggressive, as an „uninterrupted commercial interruption.“ (Haeusler, 2009: 35) 
Marketing displays as a tourist attraction are a landscape of „seduction“, establishing control in which colourful advertising has become a 
modified form of utopian ideas of the city. The media are no longer understood as simple instruments for popularizing social culture; they 
are a new social form of culture.  
 
New Media in public space and related to architecture, in the context of Croatian Contemporary Arts 
 

 
Ana Elizabet, Dišeš?/Are You Breathing?, UrbanFestival X, Zagreb, Croatia, 2010 
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Are You Breathing? sends and urban disseminated message using the medium of commercial as a prosthesis, mimicrally adopting the 
commercial device to transfer questions. It usurps attention, seduces, points to a shift in perspective, opening a new kind of a relationship. 
The new attention caused by that shift becomes a direct “investment” into the spectator. Are you breathing? works as a kind of reminder-
helper, and its goal is to make aware/shed light on the internal space of the city observer/wandered/user. 
 
 

 
Vladimir Bonačić, DIN. PR 17, NaMa, Kvaternik Square, Zagreb, 1969 / part of the Tendencies 4 exhibition, organized by the Gallery 

of Contemporary Art Zagreb, Croatia / Photo: Marija Braut 
 
As a way of democratizing art in the age of the first commercial light ads in socialist Yugoslavia, the display on the façade of Na-Ma 
(People's Store) department store included a computer-generated light installation that emitted a light-show based on a mathematical 
algorithm. At that time, the square was rather dark at night and the 36-metre long installation also served as additional public lighting.  
 
 

 
Ivana Franke, Transparent, Architects' Club, Ban Jelačić (Main) Square, Zagreb, Croatia, 2003 

 
Light-installation in the in the context of intense light pollution, located on the first floor of this fascist-style building, designed by Marcello 
Piacentini with the balcony intended for political speeches. For the 38th Zagreb Salon of Architecture (2003), I invited Ivana Franke to create 
an installation in public space, more precisely on a balcony at the main city square, whereby the exhibition was site-specific, since its 
location had a special symbolic significance. She produced an empty, 5-metre long cuboid emitting white light (from fluorescent tubes) in a 
sequence of billboards rented for advertising along the fence of the balcony, which runs along two of the building's façades. Its starting point 
was the observation that billboards in busy public spaces have become the second skin of the building (façade). They are located in places 
that we pass by and we glance at them unaware. They use images and messages that trigger certain flows of thought. They close up 
architecture (which thus becomes invisible) and open up a different space – that of manipulation (through perception). An empty lighted 
billboard (resembling installations by Robert Irwin) halts for a moment the automatism of consuming images. To be sure, it opens up space 
by following the same principle – imposing itself on the spectator with its placement, format, and intense illumination; nevertheless, it 
remains open in terms of content (since there is no particular image/message). According to the author, halting the imposed flow of 
associations (the balcony fence) creates an opportunity (conditionally) of triggering a free flow of associations/thoughts, projecting a 
possible individual content; at least it momentarily halts the process and communicates the absence of all content. If today „the living room 
is rhythmicized on the street,“ then the building's façade represents the interior walls of that external room.  
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Blocs, projection on Masterkranen, project for Lux Europae, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2001 

 

 
 

Blocs, projection onto the building of Gliptoteque of the Croatian Academy of Sciencies and Arts, for the exhibition ČIP 50+, curated by Silva 
Kalčić, Zagreb, Croatia, 2004 

 
Goran Petercol, Blocs, 2002 – 2004 
Imagining ships, the artist projected the contours of the façade of a warehouse for goods imported from Greenland and landing on 
Grønlandske Handels Plads in Copenhagen, onto the mast crane (Masterkranen) and then onto the building of Gliptothque in Zagreb as a 
gobo, which is the typical house form transferred onto the façade of buildings that have a far more complex structure. By fusing faraway 
localities, one reality was transferred into another, marked by light that rendered visibility to the form.  
 
The same artist photographed objects at the Museum of Contemporary Art Zagreb, using flash. He then extracted the shadows and 
projected them as individual light forms along with other forms of light. 
 

 
Goran Petercol, Flashes, projection from the Museum of Contemporary Art Zagreb  onto the Dverce Palace, Zagreb, Croatia,  2005 
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Nika Radić, Party, Museum of Contemporary Art Zagreb, Croatia, 2009 

 
A three-channel video (6'), made for the opening of the new building and permanent exhibition of the Museum of Contemporary Art Zagreb 
and projected on its western façade on 11 December 2009. The video is visible on the outside, but can also be viewed from the building's 
interior. It shows a group of people chatting, dancing, and drinking at a party. The sub-narrative is the encounter between two people at the 
party, a man and a woman. The video explores the reality of spatial relations, the body of space, and the passage through it. The building by 
the architect Igor Franić, with its pylons is a reminiscence on modernist architecture and by its silhouette is a quotation of the meander, the 
only motif used by Julije Knifer in in his work in different media between years 1960 and 2002. On the second photo there is a detail of 
toboggan by Carsten Höller, a gigantic detail of quotidian life according to the equation art=life.  
 
Latent trend of transforming the public space into the field of New Media-mediated communication 
In closed-circle installations, the element of control is intrinsic to the process as a whole, although mostly it is only latent and has no 
eventual purpose except for mildly hinting at the symbolical (there is no recorded material, only direct streaming) and indicating the 
possibility of manipulation, in an attempt of focusing the citizens’ attention to the deep contradiction of the modern world that is, on the one 
hand, increasingly disclosed as an essentially unpredictable and accidental process, expressible only in terms of smaller or greater 
probability, while on the other hand, the globally dominated power vectors strive to control and force it into the permissible frameworks, 
nevertheless determined – ever more manifestly – by the limited cohesive social capacities of capital.  

Multiplying real space and event virtually, as well as transforming the space as such into an event – that is, a temporal 
phenomenon construed by the media representation of the space into which it is inscribed – eventually creates the feeling of intensified 
action, enhanced spatial dynamism, and the perceptive clarity of architectural issues in situ – which re-initiates the relations and links 
between that space and those who inhabit it, relations that had hitherto remained concealed. 
 
 

 
Dalibor Martinis, JBT/ZADAR/51, 2006 

 
The video performance took place in the costal city of Zadar, Croatia. The artist read a speech by socialist yugoslavian president Josip Broz 
called “Tito”, originally held in 1951 from the balcony at the main square. Video of the reading was projected onto the façade of the building 
at the square, but the speech was played back in reverse, from the end to the beginning, and was not understandable to the viewers, 
although the gestures suggested that it is public and political event. A video document (under the title: Comrades and Citizens) of this action 
is played in reverse again, so the speech became understandable, but people in the streets walked backwards. The work is about the past 
times which are erased by collective amnesia.  

This is a part of Data recovery seria of the author, based on a process of partial recovery of lost data from memory and without 
the appropriate context that gave the data positive, informational, social or other meaning before it was lost. As with the loss of data from a 
computer disk that can sometimes be partially retrieved, this process is an attempt to recover fragments of actions or situations that have 
disappeared in our all-pervasive social memory loss. Any subsequent contextualization is an interpretation, historization, or manipulation of 
lost memory. 
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Darko Fritz for space=space project, Zadar City Square/Closed Circuit City, Zadar, Croatia, 2001 

 
In the project called Zadar City Square, the video image showing the actual situation is obtained from a camera placed on a lantern above 
the central point of the city square, while the real space and events in it are directly juxtaposed with their representations projected along the 
marginal, defining architectural surfaces, which are used as projections screens – the inner wall of the renaissance loggia, seen from the 
outside through a glass façade, and the milky glass that replaces the mechanism of the old city clock, which had been extracted from the 
tower for restoration purposes ten years before. 
 
Conclusion 
Video was the new medium of the early 1960s. And it became a new medium again somewhere around 72 and 81 and once again in 92. 
People are always discovering video as a new medium. 
Sol LeWitt 

The proverbial saying that an image is worth a thousand words has been the starting point for the culture of images and their 
mass production, as well as the dominance of a sensory perception that is mediated by ides defined by the identity, habits, and customs of 
the contemporary human. The „totalitarianism of diversity“ (sameness in diversity or the sameness of diversity) – measured by an individual 
(man) through architecture to the society that always strives for innovations, society marked by the dictatorship of aestheticism, technology, 
and marketing economy pragmatism – is a tendency that defines the contemporary social moment, yet can be successfully opposed by 
strategies of political and social awareness („critical“ strategies?), by „projecting“ new possibilities for the society, rather than those focusing 
on pragmatic, technical, or aesthetical issues. The place of art has been shifted – dislocated – out of the gallery and towards the city; as a 
form of social dialogue and an act of communication. The meaning of contextualization has been included into the determinant of „site 
specific“ or „site specificity“.  

Both, video and architecture are not just (and not necessary) artistic, but also technological mediums, with its inherent 
technological restrictments. Clothing architecture in ever more innovative appearances caters for the character of visual perception in the 
contemporary society and the permanent need for new visual sensations, thus answering the demands of the spirit of the times. 
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ARTWORKS AS MUSEUMS: ARTISTS AS CURATORS 
 

Deanna Ooley, University of North Texas 
James Thurman, University of North Texas 

 
ABSTRACT 
Given that public display is at the core of the visual arts, this research simultaneously explores the methods of the field itself while publicly 
sharing those results.  It is both reflexive and reflective.  By creating artwork that represent themselves as self-contained museums, many 
artists have adopted the role of curator as a means of subverting the established power hierarchy and altering the artwork’s relationship with 
its audience.  The examination of specific artworks along with relevant display conventions, both historic and contemporary, establishes a 
context and continuity for this format of work.  Since all of these works rely upon a manipulation of established display conventions, 
examination of the politics and persuasive power of display is directly relevant.  Primary research conducted at a range of institutions 
provides the foundation for the more specific discussion of artworks presenting themselves as museums. 
Keywords: Fictive art, museum display, artist curators 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Art, by definition, requires the creation of a particular context in order to be considered and understood as art.  Without this specific context, 
the relationship between the audience and the artwork is lost along with the potential meaning of the artwork.  How the artwork is presented 
to the audience, using any number of a wide variety of approaches of display, is the primary way that this essential context is created. 
 
CURATOR: One who has the care and superintendence of something; especially one in charge of a museum, zoo, or other place of exhibit 
origin: Latin, from curare to care, from cura care (retrieved from http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/curator) 
Today’s art curators do more than just look after or care for a museum’s objects; they research and write for their fields of expertise. They 
are the people who choose what goes into a collection by fundraising and overseeing purchases for the organization. They are also the 
people who decide what items are shown during an exhibition from the collection. In essence, whatever the public sees or reads within an 
exhibit is the vision of the curator (Kuoni, 2001, pps. 57-58).  By taking on the role of curator, an artist can bypass the institutional voice of 

authority and control what and how their own work is seen 
by the audience.  
 
Both artists and curators make use of the way that objects 
are displayed as a way to communicate the value and 
importance of the object.  For the audience, the environment 
of the object and what related objects are also included in 
the environment are what determine how the object is to be 
understood.  Although these fundamental principles seem 
very basic, their implications are profound.  The belief in the 
authenticity of the object is at the core of the perceived value 
of the objects presented to the public.  This perceived value 
makes the displayed object important, and, therefore, worth 
the resources that are used in its preservation. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Early museums did little to educate and direct the general museum patron; only providing what is now called ‘open storage’ to their visitors. 
Objects were often cluttered and gave little to no explanation. This practice changed after the Smithsonian Institute’s Museum Director, Dr. 
George Brown Goode, wrote a book entitled The Principles of Museum Administration in 1895. Considered the father of the modern 
American museum, many of his principles on object viewing, preservation, and instructional labels became the standard for the museum 
industry, especially for those institutions whose missions included public education. (Miles, 1988, pps. 4-5) “An efficient educational 
Museum may be described as a collection of instructive labels, each illustrated by a well-selected specimen” His methodology of leading the 
viewer through text, the selection and exclusion of objects exhibited, and display techniques was developed in order to change the museum 
from a place of amusement to one of serious study. (Goode, 1895) Many of his recommendations on labeling and display can still be seen 
in art and natural history museums today in addition to his strict views on the separation of art and anthropology.  
 
HISTORIC CASE STUDIES 
What makes art different from other objects that are preserved in collections is their intended function and role in society.  This intention, 
particularly in contemporary art, is often self-fulfilling: art is art because it was made to be art.  The separation of the artwork from any other 
function in society other than to be art is a relatively modern concept.  The manipulation and highlighting of this concept can be traced, 
somewhat arguably, to Marcel Duchamp’s 1917 artwork, Fountain (Camfield, 1989). 
 
 
 
 

Smithsonian Institution Building, West Wing, c 1903 
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This is the first commonly accepted example of a found object being presented as a finished artwork.  In addition to how the object was 
displayed, a significant part of its shift of context is the application of an invented artist’s signature (“R. Mutt”) and its date of “completion,” as 
was commonly done with other artworks of the time.  Through this artwork, Marcel Duchamp was placing greater importance on the 
intention of the artist over any other technical skills, traditions, or material value.  However, to ensure that this object was understood as an 
artwork, Duchamp displayed it on a pedestal in exactly the same method as other traditional sculptures of the time. 

The next development in the display of art objects by an artist is the work of Constantin Brâncuşi.  Throughout the 20th Century, 
Brancusi often subtly explored the relationship of the sculpture and its method of display by incorporating the pedestal into the piece and 
creating an ambiguity for the audience.   

Although a very subtle distinction, this approach to sculpture can be seen as a significant step forward in the ability of the artist to 
control the means of display of their artworks as opposed to 
the personal choices of curators and other museum staff. 
(Hultén, P., Dumitresco, N., & Istrati, A., 1987). 
 
Later in the 20th Century, building upon the approach of 
Constantin Brâncuşi, Donald Judd, in his Minimalist 
sculptures, moved the work directly onto the floor, eliminating 
the pedestal and the perceived distance from the audience. 
In the piece, 100 untitled works in mill aluminum, Donald 
Judd had the Lippincott Company of Connecticut, USA, 
fabricate one hundred different aluminum boxes to his 
specifications.  The building in which they were to be 
permanently installed was also significantly altered in direct 
relationship to the aluminum boxes.  Not only was the hand of 
the artist removed from the work, the entire building and all its 
contents became the artwork, forcing the audience to literally 
enter the artwork in order to experience it.  This artwork, 
along with many others, helped to create an entirely new type 
of artwork, “installation art,” where the entire space and all of 
its contents are to be considered the artwork. This is in 
contrast to the prior view of considering only the individual 
objects within a gallery space as artwork (Stockebrand, 2010). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Marcel Duchamp, Fountain, 1917 

Artworks of Constantin Brâncuşi 

Donald Judd, 100 untitled works in mill aluminum, 1982-1986
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CONTEMPORARY CASE STUDIES 
“Fictive art” is a term coined by Antoinette LaFarge in 2001 to “describe a particular form of aesthetic production that doesn't belong to any 
one field. Fictive artworks have clearly fictional elements but extend outside the realm of the purely fictive in various ways, principally 
through the creation of realia. A working definition of the term might be: plausible fictions created through production of real-world objects, 
events, and entities.” (retrieved from http://fictive.arts.uci.edu/) 

Many artists that have been creating fictions about their art objects also make use of display conventions as a means to 
reinforcing their fictional narrative.  The use of commonly accepted display approaches from galleries and museums is a way to create 
credibility and believability, often at the expense of the audience.  In addition, it can function of as a critique of the currently existing 
dominant power structure of the museums and galleries over the individual artists. 

David Wilson’s Museum of Jurassic Technology is an entire building in Los Angeles, California, USA, that promotes itself as “an 
educational institution dedicated to the advancement of knowledge and the public appreciation of the Lower Jurassic.”  The “museum” is 
filled with man-made objects despite the fact that no humans yet existed during the Lower Jurassic period.  What further complicates its 
classification and understanding is the authenticity and accuracy of many artifacts and text.  However, the genuine objects are presented in 
the exact same manner as items with obviously inaccurate supporting text.  Not only does this provoke the audience to question the 
authenticity of objects presented by other museums, thus attempting to subvert their cultural power, it also challenges the assumptions of 
whether any or all of this work could be considered art.  If the Museum of Jurassic Technology is not an artwork, then remains the question 
what it is? (Weschler, 1996) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In 2009, fiber artist Elaine Bradford produced an installation artwork entitled “The Museum of Unnatural History” (retrieved from 
http://elainebradford.weebly.com/museum-of-unnatural-history1.html)  Bradford’s installation gave exhibit attendees the feel of grade school 
nostalgia coupled with whimsy by using the display style of older natural history museums to showcase her designs.  

Based on a fictional scientific expedition, Bradford presented the specimens “discovered” by Dr. Thomas Harrigan.  One display 
showed two stuffed mountain goats that were spliced together; the meeting of their forms covered by knitted striped outerwear. Called the 
pushmi-pullyu, a reference to Dr. Dolittle, the rams were placed on a wood pedestal with their Latin name below in gold letters, a common 
natural history display method. Other animals, such as the trapeze squirrel, also in knitted skins, occupied reconstructed environments with 
text panels which explained their behavioral habits. Despite the appearance of the strangely combined dead animals incased in colorful 
sweaters, the setting for the creatures—complete with environment dioramas, “scientific” illustrations, a small gift shop, and a live docent—
provoked a feeling similar to an educational field trip. By replicating the familiar museum format, Bradford succeeded in not only controlling 
the space to tell a story but also created a parody concerning the voice of authority. (Klaasmeyer, 2009) 

Beauvais Lyons’ artistic career is based on humor and pranks. His website, the Hokes Archives, presents the collection of Everitt 
Ormsby Hokes, a Victorian publisher who had an interest in archeology and was an avid collector of antiquities. Lyons portrays himself, a 
professor of art, as the curator of Hokes’ collection which encompasses artifacts from Neolithic cultures, American folk art, elaborate 
medical diagrams, and lithographic prints published by the Association for Creative Zoology. The fact that Lyons is an art professor at the 
University of Tennessee in Knoxville is indeed true but the existence of Hokes and his collection is not; the objects, prints, research, and 
extensive documentation were created by Lyons himself. (Retrieved from http://web.utk.edu/~blyons/) Like Elaine Bradford, Lyons uses the 

Interior display of Museum of Jurassic Technology 

Elaine Bradford, Tragus Januali (Pushmi Pullu), 2009 
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museum display format to tell stories of fictional scientific discovery, but unlike Bradford, Lyons work is created and presented to look 

completely authentic. 
Lyons first fictive work was completed in 1980 in an exhibition entitled “The Arenot Ceremonial Complex in the Noawa River”. His imagined 
civilization, the Arenot people, was “discovered” through ceramic burial items.  It is through documentation and display that the objects, and 
therefore the fiction, received validity and credibility. At the exhibition, Lyons would introduce himself as archeologist, Heinrich Dreckmuller 
(German for “dirt or filth” miller) and tour unsuspecting patrons through the exhibit. (Mason, 1989) His theatrical role as expert and public 
educator would appear in later fake archeological exhibitions.  Since the Arenots, Lyons has created and exhibited two other civilizations, 
the Apasht and Aazudian cultures.  

Using artificially aged artifact fragments of tablets and exquisitely detailed prints from fake scholarly works—all of which he makes 
himself—Lyons presented mock-documentation to an unwary public. “It’s a kind of theater,” said Lyons. “All of the objects are props in a 
story”. So thorough was his academic writing style interspersed with accounts of factual archeological digs, that even viewers who were told 
it was imaginary didn’t always accept that the civilizations were fake. Lyons’ work underscores the need for healthy skepticism when viewing 
or accepting expert information and brings attention to the public’s willing participation in its own gullibility. (Mason, 1989) 
 

Deanna Ooley’s current work, The Penumbra Holding Group 
Collection is a series of objects presented in a museum-style exhibit. 
The installation is a combination of business ephemera with hand-
crafted elements and uses the resulting pseudo-artifacts to narrate an 
imagined tale concerning a fictional secret society discovered by two 
friends in the New York Wall Street district. Ooley uses graph imagery, 
market icons, and currency extensively, revealing chief interests of the 
organization and the need for symbolism to reinforce belief systems 
within the imaginary group. The collection can be divided into three 
separate series; the masculine, the feminine, and the sacred.  The 
objects’ forms give hints to their use and purpose within the group but 
the actual rite is left uncertain to non-members (the viewer). Several 
pieces illustrate the parable of the bull and the bear- a stock market 
creation parable invented by Ooley. Like Beauvais Lyons, Ooley sees 
the objects in her installation as props for the narrative and uses panels 
and museum-style labels to lend credibility to the storyline. In order to 
create an authentic museum experience, she contacted the 
Smithsonian’s exhibition staff concerning display methods and 
researched accepted text conventions.  

Fascinated with how the method of presentation and display 
affects the perception of the object, James Thurman’s recent work 
uses the format of a natural history museum as a cultural critique.  In 
his “Ancient Artifacts of the 21st Century” installation, he uses objects of his own creation as the subject for a fictitious future’s 
misinterpretation.  Through this humorous misinterpretation, issues of material culture hierarchies, consumerism, and environmentalism are 
explored in a playful and accessible manner.   
 

  
 

Beauvais Lyons, Aazudian Fresco: Ulbok (the God of Beer) 
Beauvais Lyons, Vessel with an Inverted Spout 

Deanna Ooley, Bear Brooch, 2010 
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The “McMuseum of Anthropological Archaeology” is a fictitious 
museum of the 24th Century that has humorously misinterpreted these 
“ancient artifacts of the 21st Century.” The artifacts are actually 
components of an art installation created to serve as a critique of 
contemporary consumerism. The imaginary future created as a setting 
for the McMuseum is one where corporations have assumed control of 
all aspects of society and are using the discovery of these artifacts to 
support their consumption-based society. All objects included in the 
exhibition are comprised of relevant recycled materials, such as paper, 
books, flatware, and dishes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CONCLUSION 
As shown through the variety of examples and approaches, the means of display is a critical component of any curated object or 
environment.  Although often overlooked, it is potentially the most influential factor on the perceptions and conclusions of the audience.  No 
presentation is entirely neutral since every component is part of a larger narrative, whether that agenda is determined by curators or 
individual artists.  Artists that consider and incorporate the method of display into their artworks have found this strategy to be a successful 
approach to maintaining greater control of the dynamic relationship between their artworks and their intended audience. 
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James Thurman, entry to Ancient Art-i-facts, 2009 
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Abstract 
The Internet is increasingly considered a crucial information resource. However, adoption of  the Internet as an information source within a 
given society depends on factors such as the technical infrastructure of a given area and the local culture. This paper reports a study of the 
information seeking behavior of people in Malaysia and Nigeria, a culture that has traditionally relied on social networks for gathering 
information. This paper discusses some results of a survey that assessed information-seeking behavior, computer use, and technology 
infrastructure. Results of analysis using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) suggest that many respondents feel Internet can be an 
important information resource. The results of the survey suggest that both technical and cultural readiness are necessary to successfully 
implement internet information resources, and that design strategies can accommodate cultural issues. 
Keywords: Internet, information seeking behaviour, computer use, technology infrastructure 
 
Introduction 
Information behaviour has been the subject of many studies in the last thirty years. Information seeking behaviour refers to the way people 
search for and utilize information.   In 2000, Wilson described information seeking behaviour as the totality of human behaviour in relation to 
sources and channels of information, including both active and passive information seeking, and information use. 

Information Seeking Behavior (ISB) is basically, the behavior pattern of various scholars, researchers and students in collecting 
information according to the need of their subjects. The ISB is dependent upon many factors as the culture and society of any country, the 
personal behavior of the researcher, and the social, political and economic system of a country affect the information seeking behavior of an 
individual.  

The highlights of research on information behaviour include the Ellis (1989) behavioural model of information searching strategies, 
Kuhlthau's (1993) information search process, and Wilson's (1997) problem-solving model. Many others contribute to shape our general 
understanding of information seeking. Collectively these studies suggest information seeking exists within context, and is a linear process 
consisting of stages and iterative activities. These views are echoed in studies of specific contexts, such as interdisciplinarity, which include 
Palmer (2001), and Spanner (2001). These principles form the foundation of much that is recognisable as information seeking behaviour 
theory.  

However, in a diverse cultural society, the information seeking behavior differs from person to person and ethnic group to other 
ethnic groups.  There is a universal assumption that man was born innocent or ignorant thus, should actively seek knowledge. Information 
seeking is thus a natural and necessary mechanism of human existence (Marchionini, 1995). Information seeking behavior is the purposive 
seeking for information as consequence of a need to satisfy some goal. In the course of seeking, the individual may interact with manual 
information systems (such as a newspaper or a library), or with computer-based systems (such as the Web) (Wilson, 2000).  

ISB involves personal reasons for seeking information, the kinds of information being sought,  the ways and sources with which 
needed information is being sought (Leckie, Pettigrew & Sylvain, 1996). ISB is expressed in various forms, from reading printed material to 
research and experimentation. Scholars, students and faculties actively seek current information from the various media available in 
libraries, e.g. encyclopedias, journals and, more currently, electronic media. Abels (2004) mentioned that the frequency of use of the 
Internet in 1998-2000 had greatly increased. Information users make active and intentional attempts to seek up-to-date information from the 
library resources, including electronic sources.  

Some studies investigating the information-seeking behaviour of scholars and academics have examined the role of the library in 
relation to other information providers. Smith (1987) reported that about one-half of the respondents from Pennsylvania State University 
relied more on their personal collections and borrowing materials from other libraries. Guest (1987) noted that 85 percent of the respondents 
relied on their personal collection as a major source for information for teaching and research. The author also found that librarians were 
rated lowest as a source for getting information.  

Shokeen and Kushik (2002) report on a study about information seeking behaviour of social scientists in the university of 
Haryana. The study showed that most of the social scientists visit the library daily. The preferred search tools were indexing and abstracting 
periodicals and citations in articles. Current journals and books were preferred sources of information. Al-Shanbari and Meadows (1995) 
report that 36 percent of the academicians in Saudi universities were spending four hours per week on reading, whereas, almost three-
quarters of the respondents were spending the same amount of time on communicating with their colleagues. The study concluded that 
scholars in developing countries prefer informal channels for acquiring the needed information because of inadequate and irrelevant library 
collections, lack of information infrastructures, ineffective library services, lack of money to use fee-based information services, inadequately 
trained and less co-operative library staff.  

The information-seeking activities of 31 faculty at Stanford University were studied by Reneker (1992). Using a naturalistic 
approach and qualitative techniques for the data collection, mainly personal interviews, the study found a close relationship between 
knowledge of the information environment and the sources used. Sethi (1990) used questionnaire to study the information-seeking 
behaviour of 256 social science faculty members in Indian universities. It was found that respondents preferred journals, books, government 
documents, and reference sources for meeting their information needs. Hart (1993) reported faculty made about seven visits each semester 
to the library and looked at how scholars in different disciplines vary in their use of library resources.  
Information-seeking behaviour of faculty members from Government Arts Colleges in Cuddalore District was studied by Suriya, Sangeetha, 
and Nambi in 2004 to evaluate information-seeking pattern of faculty members in the library. Most of the respondents visited the library 
several times a week to meet their information needs. The advent of information technology has revolutionized the field of library and 
information services and has brought considerable changes in the information-seeking behaviour of users (Adedibu & Adio, 1997). 
Electronic communication facilities such as e-mail, discussion groups, bulletin boards, electronic conferencing, and chat groups have 
opened new channels for communication. 

In Pakistan, the evaluation of information needs and information-seeking behaviour has gained interest during the last two 
decades. Anwar (2007) reports on different research studies of different groups of people in Pakistan. Bhatti (2008) carried out a survey on 
student needs in the Islamia University of Bahawalpur. Shahzad (2007) conducted a survey to find out the information-seeking behavior of 
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faculty members from all three faculties, i.e., science and technology, social sciences, and humanities of Government College University, 
Lahore. The information needs of humanities teachers at the University of the Punjab were studied by Anjum in 1978.  
 
The Internet exerts increasingly more influence on our everyday life. Internet-based activities expand their reach beyond the economic and 
social fields. A growing number of Internet users spend their leisure time in the cyber community. Recent studies indicate that age is a more 
important variable than schooling or income in determining internet use.  The rapid development of information technology has caused 
significant changes in the social network pattern. There are two contending perspectives on the orientation of these changes. One is that, as 
individuals spend more time on the Internet, it necessarily reduces available time for people to Interact with others. As a result, Internet use 
results in decreasing intensity of social interaction in the off-line world. The other is that, as the Internet expands opportunities for people to 
interact with others, it contributes to increase in not only intensity but also the scope of social interaction (Howard et al., 2001; Nie, 2001; 
Orleans and Laney, 2000; Pruijt, 2002; Wellman et al., 2001). 

This paper presents a study that began with the aim of further extending our understanding of the information seeking behavior 
among academician in Malaysia and Nigeria as a comparative study and in doing so, looked to consolidate and improve our interpretation of 
information seeking behavior among different communities. The results of the study go beyond a consolidation of existing theory and 
describe instead, a new non-linear model of information seeking behaviour.  
 
Literature Review 
Information seeking is undertaken to identify a message that satisfies a perceived need (Wright and Guy, 1997). This activity may be 
actively or passively done when taking steps to satisfy a felt need (Ikoja–Odongo, 2002). On the other hand, Andersen (2002) noted that 
research on information seeking has looked at how individuals go about finding the materials that they need in order to satisfy information 
needs. It was therefore noted on this basis that a number of models had been developed in this respect such as Ellis’ 1993 model, 
Eisenberg and Berkowitz’s 1992 model, and Kuhlthau’s 1992 model. These models have been applied in a number of instances to follow up 
the patterns used in seeking information or to explain how information could be sought systematically. 

Information seeking behavior refers to the way people search for and utilize information.  The literature of information seeking 
behaviour of faculty members available is greatly broad ranging. An attempt has been made to cover number of works that go beyond 
discussions of the information seeking behavior itself and its direct applications to closely related topics such as information seeking. This 
broad review also includes topics like information seeking of faculty. 
   Robinson’s (2010) research suggests that when seeking information at work, people rely on both other people and information 
repositories (e.g., documents and databases), and spend similar amounts of time consulting each (7.8% and 6.4% of work time, 
respectively; 14.2% in total). However, of theoretical interest on the distribution of time among the constituent information seeking stages 
differs depending on the source. When consulting other people, people spend less time locating the information source and information 
within that source, similar time understanding the information, and more time problem solving and decision making than when consulting 
information repositories. Furthermore, the research found that people spend substantially more time receiving information passively (i.e., 
information that they have not been requested) than actively (i.e., information that they have been requested), and this pattern is reflected 
when they provide others with information. 

Suriya, Sangeetha and Nambi (2004) carried out a research work on information seeking behaviour of Faculty Members from 
Government Arts Colleges in Cuddalore District. The purpose of their study was to investigate how faculty members seek information from 
the library. It mentions that most of the respondents 61 (38.12 percent) visited the library several times a week to meet their information 
needs. Regarding the type of search made by the respondents the majority of the respondents 91 (56.87 percent) made their search by 
subject.  

Shokeen and Kushik (2002) studied about information seeking behaviour of social scientists working in the universities located in 
Haryana. They reported that most of the social scientists visit the library daily. The first preferred method of searching the required 
information by the social scientists involve searching through indexing and abstracting periodicals, and citations in articles respectively. The 
social scientists use current journals followed by books.  

Challener (1999) investigated artists and art historians teaching in five liberal arts colleges and three universities. Results found 
that they need information for teaching. The participants almost all subscribe to art journals, and many read newspapers. They visit libraries 
frequently, usually more than one library, and unlike previous reports, majority are willing to ask the librarian for help. A large percentage of 
both art historians and artists are using computers for teaching. All 27 participants use slides extensively in the classroom, supplemented in 
most cases by textbooks.  

Reneker (1992) investigated the information seeking activities of 31 members of the Stanford University academic community; 
examined over a two-week period during the 1990-91 academic year. She adopted the naturalistic approach and employed qualitative 
techniques for the data collection using mainly personal interviews. Informants' perception of their information environment is expressed in 
positive terms, and there is a close relationship between knowledge of the information environment and the sources used. Information 
seeking is embedded in the day-to-day activities and relationships of the participants and is triggered both by the articulation of need and 
availability of information. A large number of needs are satisfied by sources the informants created or organized themselves and by 
interpersonal information sources. The findings of the study indicated that the action of information seeking originated from a wide variety of 
needs like personal, professional, entertainment, etc.  
 
Theory of Mental Model 
Every individual has a different psychology and belongs to a different social and cultural environment. This social and cultural environment 
plays a very important role in developing the psychological structure of any person. Mental model is basically the psychological approach of 
an individual to conduct research and thorough investigation. 

There are people who do not care to dig in-depth and research to develope their personal analysis and opinions about ideas and 
events. Therefore, research shows that the mental model of an individual plays a very significant role in the information seeking behavior. 
According to Borgman (1986) however, the best way to understand the theory of mental model in Information Seeking Behaviour can be 
achieved with an extensive research regarding different behaviours. 

Two things are very important in the theory of mental behavior model. The first is the mental approach and the psychological 
behavior that is shaped by the social and cultural environment of an individual or a specific society. While the other thing learned from this 
model is the relationship between the input of an individual’s mental and physical energy and the output of information achieved from it 
which might be different from one culture to another.  This further justify the need for comparative study between nations.   
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The need for comparative studies between nations has been well established in literature (Wee & Schwarz, 2004). That the world 
has been conscripted to ‘a global village’ is as a result of knowledge sharing and its attending cultural imperialism. While expressing their 
views on knowledge sharing system in the travel industry, Laila et al submit that knowledge sharing of other people’s experience help to 
reduce tourists’ perceived risk because it is perceived to be more neutral and trust worthy. 

Malaysia shares the same historical background with Nigeria; both being ex-colonies of Britain. Although Malaysia gained her 
independence in 1957 while Nigeria gained hers in 1960, the structural differences between the two countries go beyond the three years 
gap in their acquisition of self rule. To resolve this disparity in development, Annah (2000) suggests borrowing ideas from the developed 
nations to assist the developing or underdeveloped ones to achieve the elusive development.   
 
Malaysia, like Nigeria, is a multicultural country with three major ethnic groups: Malays, Chinese, and Indians in Malaysia, and Hausa, Ibo, 
and Yoruba in Nigeria (Bakar, Mohamad & Mustafa 2007, Ighodalo, 2005). Although the absence of commonness continuously fuel chaos 
(Gudykunst and Mody 2002), one must pay cognizance to ‘the voices of others and aspects of ourselves that intersect and intertwine 
throughout our multifaceted existence’ (Beck, 2005) to understand how the forces of divergence and convergence offer insight into planning 
and decision making that are premised on effective information dissemination. To this extent, while Bakar et al. report that the various ethnic 
groups in Malaysia ‘ cooperate harmoniously in their everyday living’ (p.52), Ighodalo likens the Nigerian situation to strange bed fellows. 
Citing Kennedy, Bakar et al. say: ‘Malaysian people place specific emphasis on collective well-being and display a strong humane 
orientation within a society that respects hierarchical differences and give priority to maintaining harmony ’(p.53). To the contrary, Ighodalo 
justifies the lack of harmony in Nigeria thus: ‘a state that has abdicated its responsibility to its people …has no moral justification to demand 
the people’s loyalty and support’ (p.330). These similar, yet, distinct features of these two countries prompt this study to assess place of 
gender, age, and socio-economic status in the context of literature from the two countries and to establish an implication for the assessed 
places for effective information dissemination in the two countries.  

Similar cross-nation studies between Malaysia and Nigeria exist in history. Soludo, a one time governor of the Central bank of 
Nigeria refers to the merger of banks in South Africa and Malaysia to justify the banking reforms in Nigeria (Abdulraheem, 2005). Also in the 
business environment, a trade exchange between the two countries was planned to gather business leaders to interface in the production 
sectors of both countries. Consequently, a comparative study of findings on information seeking behavior from the two countries will guide in 
suggesting ways to achieving effective dissemination of information within the two countries. Thereby, contributing to the literature on 
information dissemination on one hand, and identifying the factor that contribute to the activities is another important contributions.  
 
Research Framework 
The research framework proposed for this research is a in Figure 1.  We predict the positive relationship between Internet Activity and 
Technology Acceptance with Information Seeking Behavior for both countries.   
 
 
Figure 1: Proposed Model 

 
   
Method 
The study used a questionnaire-based survey design for data collection. This technique was preferred as it was less time consuming and 
affordable for a scattered population. Another reason for using a questionnaire was the convenience of contacting the participants. 

According to Creswell (1994), a survey design provides a quantitative or numeric description of some fraction of the population. It 
allows the researcher to determine the values and relation of variables and constructs as well as providing responses that can be 
generalized to other members of the population studied and often to other similar population. Other strengths of the survey are replication 
and its objective ways of comparing responses over different groups, times and places.  It permits theoretical propositions to be tested in an 
objective fashion (Newsted, Huff, & Munro, 1988).  
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Sampling 
The population from which the sample was drawn consisted of all academics, belonging to College of Arts and Sciences, College of 
Business and College of Law and Government at the University Utara Malaysia.  For University of Ilorin, samples were drawn from among 
academic members of staff in the Faculties of Agriculture, Communication and Information Sciences, and Education.  
 
Instrumentation 
According to Ipsos (2008), quantitative research is a study that aims to quantify attitudes or behaviousral patterns, measure their underlying 
variables, compare responses and highlight correlation. It is also most appropriate to obtain exact information from respondents in time. It  
often involves questioning sample populations that are representative, so that results can be extrapolated to the entire population studied.  
Therefore, data for this study was obtained through questionnaires from selected sample.  
Questionnaires reduce bias given that the researcher’s opinion will not influence respondents to answer questions in a certain manner, 
since there are no verbal or visual clues to influence them.  Beside, questionnaires are easy to analyze.  Data entry and tabulation for nearly 
all surveys can be easily done with many computer software packages.  Questionnaires are also less intrusive than telephone or face to 
face surveys.  When the respondents receive the questionnaire, they are free to complete the questionnaire on their own time table. 

Questionnaire was used for gathering data for the quantitative aspect of the study.  Responses to the questions were in close-
ended forms for ease of analysis. However, provision was made for some brief expressions where necessary. The responses were 
presented in a five point Semantic Differential Scale format for uniformity.  Before the self administered questionnaire was subjected to a 
pilot study to ensure proper interpretation of instructions and questions by the respondents (Baxter & Babbie, 2004). It is significant to note 
that the survey questions were prepared in English language being the official language in Nigeria and second language in Malaysia. 
 
Description of Instrument 
The questionnaire comprised two distinct parts. Part A consisted of 12 items seeking demographic information of the respondents. Each 
item was accompanied by multiple choice responses and/or open-ended response space to allow free responses where the alternatives 
provided do not adequately capture the respondent’s view. Specifically, the items sought information on the respondent’s personal data, 
computer possession, computer usage, and internet subscription.  Part B was further sub-grouped into four each focusing on one variable 
be it independent and dependent. 

The Internet activity in part B was measured by using instrument proposed by  Reddick, Boucher dan Groseillers (2005). It 
consists of 31 items to measure facilities, information and entertainment dimensions.  Information seeking behavior was measured by 
instrument developed by D’Ambra dan Wilson (2004);  consisting of  12 items.  Technology acceptance was measured by Moore and  
Benbasat’s (1991) instrument with 34 items.  

The validity of the instrument was examined in term of internal consistency (i.e. reliability).  Internal consistency was examined 
using Cronbach’s Alpha values.  All the constructs exhibited high alpha values  greater than 0.85, significantly higher than the threshold 
values of 0.80 (Nunnnaly & Bernstein 1994) as indicated in table 1.  This shows that all the constructs exhibited a high internal consistency  
with their corresponding measurements indicators.  Convergent and discriminant validities were examined by construct items’ factor 
loadings.  By using principal component analysis  of  Varimax  with Kaiser normalization rotation, the factor ladings of each item and their 
corresponding components were found,  The four constructs exhibited both convergent validity (high factor loadings among items of the 
same component) and discriminant validity (low factor loadings across components). 
Table 1:  Alpha Value 
Variables        Alpha Value  
                         
1. Internet Activity             .82   
2.  Information seeking behavior               .85 
3. Technology Acceptance            .80 
                 
 
Research procedure 
Data were gathered by means of a questionnaire in April 2011 at two large universities located in Malaysia and Nigeria.  Out of 250 
questionnaires distributed in each of the universities, 185 and 106 were returned and use for statistical analysis for Malaysia and Nigeria 
respectively.  Table 2 summarizes sample demographics.  This investigated the characteristics of respondents along gender, age, marital 
status, computer possession, computer usage and internet subscription. 
 
Table 2:  Sample Demographics 
 Malaysia 

F                     % 
Nigeria 
F                % 

Gender 
i) Male 
ii) Female 
 
Total 

 
65          35.1 
120         64.9 
185            100.00 

 
68       64.2 
38      35.8 
106        100.00 

Marriage Status 
i) Single 
ii) Married 
iii) Others 

 
Total 

 
58                   31.4 
122        65.9 
5                    2.7 
 
 185           100.00 

 
35      33.0 
67      63.2 
- - 
 
102          96.02 

Age 
i) Under 20 years 
ii) 20-24 years 
iii) 25-29 years 
iv) 30-39 years 

 
-                 - 
19                   10.3 
49                   26.5 
70                   37.8 

 
4                3.8 
10 9.4 
20             18.9 
20      18.9 
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v) 40-55 years 
vi) 55 years and above 

 
Total 

36                   19.5 
11                     5.9 
 
185           100.00 

48      45.3 
2               1.9 
 
104           98.2 

Computer Possession 
i) Yes 
ii) No 

 
Total 

 
170 91.9 
15 8.1 
 
185           100.00 

 
90              84.9 
16              15.1 
 
106        100.00 

Computer Usage 
i) Yes 
ii) No 

 
Total 

 
183 98.9 
2 1.1 
 
185           100.00 

 
105          99.1 
1             0.9 
 
106        100.00 

Internet Subscription 
i) Yes 
ii) No 

 
Total 

 
140 75.7 
45 24.3 
 
185           100.00 

 
87              82.1 
19              17.9 
 
106        100.00 

 
Table 3 and table 4 show the inter-construct correlations off the diagonal of the matrix.   
Table 3 Inter Correlation between Variable (N=138) Malaysia 
Variable  Mean  S.D   ISB  TA   
1. Internet  Activity 3.04  .663   .18**  .39**            
2. Information  3.97  1.48     .20**           . 
Seeking Behavior (ISB) 
 
3. Technology  4.14  .441                . 
Acceptance (TA) 
 
**p<.01, *p<.05 
Table 4 Inter Correlation between Variable (N=106)  Nigeria 
Variable   Mean  S.D   ISB   TA 
1. Internet  Activity  2.81  .515   .20**  .17** 
 
2. Information   3.70  .641    .20**         
Seeking Behavior 
 
3. Technology   4.02  .389       
Acceptance 
**p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Model testing results 
The proposed model for this study was tested through Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). Bryne (2010) explains three cardinal strength of 
SEM over other forms of multivariate analysis like regression, ANOVA, etc. These are (i) its ability to simultaneously estimate two structures: 
the measurement model and the structural model  in a single structure; (ii) ability to assess and estimate measurement errors in the 
explanatory variables which can lead to untold inaccuracies and lastly, (iii) the application of SEM incorporates both unobserved (latent) and 
observed variables as against other forms of multivariate analyses which are based on observed variables only. The relevance of SEM to 
the current study is underscored by the submission of Shook et al. (2004) which noted that the application of SEM becomes handy when 
‘strong theoretical underpinnings are critical to causality inferences’ (p.398) in a nonexperimental research. 

This section presents the assessment of hypothesised structural causal relationship between information seeking behavior, 
Internet activity and technology acceptance on Internet effect.   The final measurement model with all its fit indices revealed that, each 
construct was aptly identified with minimum of three and maximum of six indicators (Bryne, 2010; Hair et al., 2010), meaning that none of 
the construct in the study is under  identified.   

For Malaysia, the overall model χ2 is 226.160   with .134 degrees of freedom. The p-value of the result is 0.00; significant one at 
type 1 error rate of  0.05. In addition to determining the fit of the model by its χ2 and degrees of freedom, other fit indices were also 
considered from absolute, incremental and parsimony fit indices. Instructively, scholars are yet to reach a consensus on acceptable values 
of fit indices. While Kline (1998) argue that values should not be less than 0.9, Alias (2008) is of the view that a model is considered good 
when its fit indices fall within the acceptable range in which  ratio is less than 5, TLI is greater than .80, and CFI is greater than .80, while 
RMSEA should is less than .10 (Kelloway, 1998; Kline, 1998; Hair et al., 1998). In this regard, the proposed model in this study is 
established to fit the data collected from the two countries of study. Representing absolute fit indices are GFI=  0.846, RMSEA = 0.071, for 
incremental; CFI = 0.90, TLI = 0.88; while for parsimony AGFI = 0.80. All indicating good fit for the measurement model of the relationship 
between information seeking behavior, Internet activity and technology acceptance.  The RMSEA provide a very good support for this model 
with value of 0.071. Equally, the normed χ2 (x2/df) is 1.204, suggesting an acceptable fit for the model (Hair et al., 2010). All other fit indices 
exceed the cutoff point of greater than 0.80. Figure 1 presents the graphical representation of these theories. 
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Figure 1:  Structural equation modeling for Malaysia 
 
For Nigeria, the overall model χ2 is 172.388  with .117 degrees of freedom. The p-value of the result is 0.00;  significant one at type 1 error 
rate of  0.05. In addition to determining the fit of the model by its χ2 and degrees of freedom, other fit indices were also considered from 
absolute, increamental and parsimony fit indices. Representing absolute are GFI=  0.853, RMSEA = 0.67, for increamental; CFI = 0.85, TLI 
= 0.828; while for parsimony AGFI = 0.80. All indicating good fit for the measurement model of the relationship between information seeking 
behavior, Internet activity and technology acceptance on Internet effect.  The RMSEA provide a very good support for this model with value 
of 0.067. Equally, the normed χ2 (x2/df)  is 1.204, suggesting an acceptable fit for the model (Hair et al., 2010). All other fit indices exceed 
the cutoff point of greater than 0.80. The graphical representation of these theories are presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2:  Structural equation modeling for Nigeria 
 
Discussion   
The research objective of this study were to explore the relationship between information seeking behavior, internet activity and technology 
acceptance with Internet Effect and to identify any difference between Malaysia and Nigeria.  It was found that both independent variables 
were related to dependent variables for both categories of respondents.  It was found for both groups of respondents that internet activity 
and technology acceptance are the key determinants of information seeking behaviour.  This finding is comparable with prior studies in 
other organizational contexts.  This can be explained by the fact that the volume or extent to which an individual engages actively in internet 
usage relates positively with his or her level of technology acceptance and consequently affects his/her information seeking behaviuor. 
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Our result implies positive relationship between technology acceptance and internet activity and information seeking behavior 
between both respondent categories.  The findings are consistent to explain both variables as key determinants for explaining information 
seeking behavior among academic at both universities. 

This study has contributed to two research areas of information seeking.  First it has enhanced understanding of factors that 
contributed to ISB by looking at the relationship between technology acceptance and Internet activity with ISB.  Second, this study suggest 
that the theory of mental model can be used to explained the mental approach and the psychological behavior that is shaped by the social 
and cultural environment of an individual or a specific society.  

There were some limitations in this study that should be taken into consideration before findings can be generalized.  Firstly, 
faculties were the subjects in this study.  Implying that, only members of the academics constitute the focus of this study whereas, internet 
usage is not restricted to the academics alone. Yet, they serve as a good proxy and can help us project and understand the opinion of 
professionals whose central responsibility lies in research and indepth information seeking. Future research could be designed to collect 
data from both academic and non-academic members of university communities for comparison. It would also be more fruitful for future 
research to consider collecting data from different institutional settings like secondary and tertiary institutions  to compare the differences of 
empirical findings. 

Although much has been learned about information seeking behavior of Malaysian and Nigerian, there is still a need for more 
studies to verify the results reported here.  These studies should consider the triangulation of research methods for data collection, 
particularly  interviews (both face-to-face and telephone and/or computer mediated).  
 
Conclusion 
This study attempted to explore the corroboration between internet activity, technology acceptance and information seeking behaviour of 
faculty members from two different countries. The findings indicate a positive relationship between the three variables under study in the two 
countries. The findings, the discussion and the implications of this study were definitely important to the study and implementation of 
computer technology most especially among faculty members of Universities. 

Nonetheless, a more authentic result could be achieved by comparing previous information seeking behaviors and contemporary 
behaviors. In this study, we can understand the ratio of input and output. (Callan, Croft & Harding, 1992), this means the amount of effort 
and energy used while seeking information vs the amount of information earned. It shows the behavior of an individual about his mental 
capacity and potential to earn accordingly. So input means the energy and resources utilized for the collection and management of 
information.  
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Abstract 
For organisations to survive in an ever-changing milieu, as evident from the current business environment, sufficient crisis communication 
and management practices need to be in place to ensure organisational survival. Despite the latter, organisational crises are often 
inefficiently managed which could be ascribed to the lack of managing crises strategically coupled with an industry-wide mindset that crisis 
communication should only be practiced reactively. This paper explores the lack of strategic crisis communication processes within the 
financial industry as case study, to ensure effective crisis communication with the media as stakeholder group, through the proposition of an 
integrated crisis communication (ICC) framework, which focuses on: Combining integrated communication (IC) literature with Grunig’s 
(1992) theory of communication excellence to build sustainable media relationships through two-way communication; and implementing a 
crisis communication process that has proactive, reactive and post-evaluative crisis communication stages, thereby moving beyond crisis 
communication as a predominant reactive function. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
Chong (2004, p. 43) argues that crisis management should form part of the strategic management process, however, Pollard and Hotho 
(2006, p. 726) maintain that this rarely happens due to the apathetic attitude of some managers towards crisis management and the lack of 
crisis preparedness or proactive crisis management which explains the established reactive nature of crisis management. Ashby and Diacon 
(2000, p. 7) emphasise the importance to integrate crisis management in the strategic management process which is echoed by Verwey, 
Crystal and Bloom (2002, p. 33) who contend that “any crisis that develops into a life-threatening or image-threatening event, is most 
certainly a matter of failure of the corporate structure and processes, and is ultimately the responsibility of the chief executive and directors.” 
Furthermore, Pollard and Hotho (2006, p. 731) argue that because the media has the power to shape the public opinion of an organisation, 
sufficient communication and relationships with the media is of essence. Hence the main focus of this study is to explore the importance of 
strategic communication to ensure effective crisis communication with the media. An integrated crisis communication (ICC) framework 
based on the integrated communication (IC) principles and Grunig’s theory of communication excellence is proposed based on the premises 
that both recognise communication as a strategic function; and the importance of stakeholder relationship building through two-way 
communication.   

An exploratory case study approach focusing on the top ten South African financial services providers during 2008 is applied. The 
financial industry has been selected because it is a sensitive industry that is often scrutinised, as people entrust their money to these 
institutions (De Lange 2008, Van Tonder 2008) or as stated by Wu (2003, p. 14), “The financial sector is like the oil in an engine. Without oil, 
the economic engine will function defectively, if at all.”  
 
Strategic crisis communication is contextualised in terms of the main issues indicated in Table 1: 
 
Table 1: Key issues underlining strategic crisis communication  
Issues Description 
The reciprocal relationship between 
crisis management and crisis 
communication (Stocker, 1997, p. 189; 
Grunig & Dozier, 2002, p. 146; Fearn-
Banks, 2007, p. 9) 

For the purposes of this study, to be strategic, the crisis management process resembles the 
stages of a strategic management process, namely, planning, implementation and evaluation. It 
is further argued that crisis communication is the interaction between an organisation and its 
stakeholders before, during and after a crisis. Media relations should be a continuous task – it is 
not a reactive effort only when publicity is required. Established media relations prior to a crisis 
will benefit and assist an organisation in resolving a crisis. It is hence argued that crisis 
communication from an IC perspective should prevail before, during and after a crisis to 
encapsulate the entire crisis management process integrating proactive, reactive and post-
evaluative crisis management stages to enhance a reciprocal relationship between crisis 
management and crisis communication. 

A crisis communication process 
comprised of proactive, reactive and 
post-evaluative  stages (Benoit & 
Pang, 2008, p. 252; Diers, 2007, p. 8; 
Pollard & Hotho, 2006, p. 726; Kash & 
Darling, 1998, p. 180; Preble, 1997, p. 
770;  Gonzalez-Herrero & Pratt, 1996, 
p. 85) 

This study holds that a strategic management process possesses planning, implementation and 
evaluative stages and that crisis communication will occur during each stage of the crisis 
management process, thereby integrating proactive, reactive and post-evaluative stages. The 
proactive crisis communication stage implies that issues should be identified and resolved to 
avoid possible crises through two-way communication to build sustainable relationships with 
stakeholders. The reactive crisis communication stage refers to all communication activities that 
need to be employed to mitigate the crisis and to ensure accurate media reporting. Lastly, the 
post-evaluative crisis communication stage holds that interaction with the media after a crisis 
has to be evaluated, key areas of improvement should be identified and has to focus on 
repairing any misperceptions that could have been reported. 

Sustainable stakeholder relationship 
building (Wright, 2001, p. 18; Grunig, 
Grunig & Dozier, 2002, p. 2) 

Two-way symmetrical communication should be applied in order to build relationships with the 
media proactively to ensure the organisation obtains more favourable media reporting during a 
crisis. 

IC for strategic crisis communication 
(Duncan, 2002, p. 8; Niemann, 2005, p. 
30) 

The importance of communication as a strategic function is inevitable, as communication is the 
connection between strategy and desirable outcomes. For the purpose of this paper, the need 
for strategic crisis communication will be addressed through the application of IC.  IC can be 
defined as “the strategic management process of organisationally controlling or influencing all 
messages and encouraging purposeful data-driven dialogue to create and nourish long-term 
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profitable relationships with stakeholders” (Duncan 2002:8; Niemann 2005:30). Consequently, 
the four key IC characteristics guided this research, namely: stakeholder centricity; the 
combination of internal and external communication; the facilitation of two-way communication; 
and a strategic communication process. These characteristics are interrelated and it is 
contended that a stakeholder focus will initiate dialogue between the organisation and its various 
stakeholders, while a strategic management process implies that the communication process 
must permeate through the entire organisation, thereby building on the concept of internal and 
external communication integration.  

 
In conjunction with these insights obtained from the literature, various crisis communication and management theories and models were 
explored to support the key arguments of the study. 

Grunig’s (1992, pp. 3-28) excellence theory, developed in 1984, not only facilitates strategic communication, but also underlines 
the importance of utilising two-way communication to build sustainable relationships with stakeholders, thereby empowering communication 
as a management function which can facilitate strategic crisis communication through an IC perspective that is stakeholder centric. The 
excellence theory (Grunig 1992) evolved from the search to determine how public relations should be practiced and the communication 
function be organised in order to contribute to organisational success and also highlights the monetary value of public relations to the 
organisation if it aligns the organisation’s goals with the prospects of strategic constituencies (Grunig, Grunig & Ehling, 1992, p. 86). 
Furthermore,  sustainable relationships with strategic constituencies  contribute towards organisational effectiveness if the public relations 
manager is a member of the dominant coalition (a group of individuals who has the power to set organisational direction) of the organisation 
where he or she has the ability to shape organisational objectives (Grunig et al, 1992, p. 86). 

Fearn-Banks (2007, p. 54) and Marra (1992, p. 38) recognise the applicability of the excellence theory to crisis communication 
and management. According to Fearn-Banks (2007, p. 55), organisations are forced to practice two-way symmetrical communication in 
crisis situations, although most often organisations engage in asymmetrical, one-way communication practices. Marra (1992, p. 38) argues 
that sustainable stakeholder relationship building prior to a crisis as a key quality of the excellence theory, will assist the organisation to 
manage a crisis effectively. The absence of interrelationships creates conflict which significantly increases during crisis situations. Marra 
(1992, p. 39) therefore maintained that “excellent crisis communication is an organisation’s ability to produce or maintain positive or neutral 
relationships with key publics.” Hence, principles from the excellence theory and IC were utlised as key components in the case study to 
determine the existance of a strategic crisis communication process and formed the foundation of the ICC framework. 

To further emphasise the need for an integrated communication approach to crisis communication, the evaluation of existing crisis 
communication and management proceses exhibited a strategic framework and lacked strategic depth, as the processes failed to portray 
that crisis communication should be applied at each stage, emphasising the lack of reciprocal relationship between crisis management and 
crisis communication.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
An exploratory, qualitative case study approach was applied to determine whether crisis management and crisis communication processes 
are practiced strategically in order to contribute towards effective crisis communication with the media, which was evaluated against 
identified IC and excllence theory variables. 

The target population included financial organisations within South Africa, while the sampling frame comprised the top 10 financial 
organisations in South Africa obtained from Financial Mail’s review of South Africa’s top listed organisations (based on financial 
performance) for 2008. It included financial organisations from various sectors of the financial industry, including the banking, investment 
and insurance sectors which is collectively referred to as ‘financial services providers’. The organisations that formed part of the selection, in 
ranking order, were Sanlam, Standard Bank Group, Old Mutual Plc, FirstRand, Absa Group, Nedbank, Liberty Holdings, Liberty Group, 
Investec and Investec Plc (Lünsche 2008:29-30). Each of these organisations’ communication and marketing departments was contacted in 
order to construct a realised sample based on the feedback obtained. The sampling method was purposive  with the focus  on the top ten 
financial institutions in South Africa due to the industry’s vulnerability to crises and to specifically conduct an interview and focus group 
discussion with participants that work in the communication departments and are responsible for developing and implementing crisis 
communication and management plans within the organisation; as well as convenient based on the accessibility and availability of the 
institutions to participate in the study. The realised convenient sample was  the Absa group’s group marketing and corporate affairs 
department.  

Triangulation through an explorative one-on-one interview and focus group was utilised as data collection methods.  Firstly, a 
semi-structured questionnaire was used in the interview with the Acting Manager: Chief Executive Communication for the Absa group with 
the aim to evaluate whether Absa’s crisis communication processes were strategic and what measures, if any, were utilised to build 
sustainable stakeholder techniques.  Secondly, a focus group was conducted to specifically measure Absa’s crisis communication 
processes with the media. The focus group comprised seven senior communication managers situated in Absa’s Group Marketing and 
Communication department. Thirdly, Absa’s draft crisis communication plan was also evaluated to support arguments. 
 
FINDINGS FROM THE CASE STUDY 
The following key insights have been obtained from the case study based on the theoretical framework: 
 
Strategic communication 
It was argued that the proposed proactive, reactive and post evaluative crisis communication stages represent the planning, implementation 
and evaluation actions of a strategic management process. However, the participants did not indicate that strategy has anything to do with 
planning, implementation or evaluation, but rather a matter of utilising resources optimally in order to maximise return. Theoretically it was 
argued that strategic crisis communication was regarded as a necessity to implement strategy to give advice on the outcomes of business 
decisions, as opposed to merely implementing top management decisions and serving a technical function. From this it was evident that the 
boundary spanning role, as highlighted in the literature, was evident, which means that by having strategic crisis communicators to 
communicate answers initiated by themselves to the media, consistent and accurate responses will be ensured. The research also indicated 
that communicators work closely with stakeholders during a crisis, and that their insights were key determinants on various business 
decisions during a crisis to advise top management of the necessary actions to be taken during a crisis. Based on the results, it can be 
argued that the focus should be less on the various levels necessary to implement a strategic crisis communication plan, and more on the 
strategic advisory role that (crisis) communicators play on each level.  
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The crisis communication process  
Although the crisis communication actions in Absa’s draft crisis communication plan could be categorised according to the proposed crisis 
communication stages (although not presented as such), the participants regarded crisis communication as an independent process and not 
a key element of the crisis management process which did not support the viewpoint that a reciprocal relationship between crisis 
communication and crisis management should exist. Furthermore, participants viewed crisis communication as a reactive function and that 
planning and avoiding crises will never be the organisational agenda; the focus will always be on positioning Absa in the best possible 
manner. The participants did view actions that form part of proactive crisis communication (among others, risk communication, stakeholder 
relationship building and media liaison in order to create cooperation and openness with stakeholders prior to a crisis) as elements that form 
part of either reputation management or issues management. Additionally, there seems to be a contradiction in what the communication 
practitioners believe and what is stipulated in the crisis communication plan (as the plan does present an integrated structure), probably 
because the plan has not yet been formally implemented, or was developed by an external crisis communication specialist with a different 
outlook than the communication managers on the ideal crisis communication plan for Absa. Based on the results of the case study it is 
argued that proactive crisis communication should to be rephrased in future to better define the two-way communication actions that have to 
be implemented prior to a crisis to ensure sufficient crisis management, specifically because the actions encapsulated by this phrase should 
not only be implemented for crisis communication only, but also for IC for sustainable stakeholder relationship building in general.  

Participants placed less emphasis on post-evaluative crisis communication as opposed to reactive and proactive crisis measures, 
and indicated that it was only shared with top management no forum to share knowledge and to restore relationships was present. Although 
limited, the draft crisis communication plan did propose follow-up measures to some extent. 
 
Crisis communication with the media 
The participants stated that obtaining all the facts and having a single spokesperson as the most important elements of successful crisis 
communication with the media. The participants regarded two-way communication as a matter of course and not as a stakeholder 
relationship building tool. Despite this, the participants indicated that Absa has valuable two-way communication tools that are utilised to 
build relationships between the various business units and the media, such as media roundtables and forums. Furthermore, they said that 
although sustainable media relationships are essential to ensure sufficient crisis communication, it depends on the ethics and integrity of the 
journalist and publication to determine what will be reported on in a crisis.  

This is in line with the literature review where it was argued that two-way crisis communication with the media is the preferred 
approach, but that it is not always possible due to the confidentiality of information, as the media is not the only stakeholder to consider 
during a crisis. The literature review also indicated that in order to decrease the risk of false reporting, the organisation’s spokesperson 
should always be available for comments and provide information on the latest developments of the crisis, and to communicate with 
journalists after a crisis to stipulate what will be done to avoid similar occurrences in future. The results of the study indicated that in reality 
one cannot always control what will be reported in a crisis, despite following this relationship building recipe. For example, the focus group 
participants argued that the core focus in a crisis should not be on two-way communication with all stakeholders, but rather on how to 
resolve the crisis, although they agreed that the value thereof should be evident at a proactive crisis communication level. 
 
IC variables 
Theoretically it was argued that IC variables neccessary for crisis communication are organisational mission marketing; a combination of 
internal and external communication; and the utilisation of cross functional departmental expertise. It was also argued that an organic 
organisational structure to generate a participative internal climate and purposeful interactivity is regarded as ideal, but not essential for 
crisis communication. In the reserach some participants did indicate that an IC department will contribute towards strategic communication 
practices, but others felt that it will only ensure more structured communication messages during a crisis. Participants agreed that the 
success of IC depends upon the employees’ willingness to work together and that two-way communication, a key variable of the excellence 
theory, was not consciously utilised to build sustainable stakeholder relationships (an IC element), but was regarded as a matter of course. 
 
Excellence theory variables 
With regards to excellence theory variables, the participants supported the viewpoint of conducting research proactively and post-
evaluatively to a crisis. However, they stated that proactive research will not necessarily assist the organisation to manage (reactive) a crisis 
more effectively and that post evaluation could assist the organisation to make the necessary adjustments to the crisis plan in order to 
ensure more sufficient crisis communication in future. A further variable of the excellence theory supported by the participants was access to 
top management. Some participants argued that in order to make a crisis communication plan strategic it has to be elevated to top 
management level. However, the predominant viewpoint was that communication should be practiced strategically through communication 
practitioners that give top management advice on the outcomes of their business decisions. Furthermore, it was also confirmed that all the 
variables of the excellence theory and IC do not have equal merit on each stage of a crisis as stipulated in the results of the one-on-one 
questionnaire. Consequently, it is evident that an excellence and IC mindset still need to be instilled within the communication department, 
and be supported by the organisation as a whole in order to facilitate strategic and efficient crisis communication. Participants realised that 
by institutionalising IC principles within the communication department, the elements necessary to ensure a strategic crisis communication 
process could be evident. 

In summary, to answer the research sub-problem of determining whether Absa’s crisis communication plan can be proactively, 
reactively and post-evaluatively applied and categorised as part of the crisis management process to contribute towards strategic crisis 
communication with the media, the following insights have been obtained: Firstly, respondents from Absa indicated that they do not regard 
crisis communication as a function that encapsulates the crisis management process, rather as a reactive function upon the occurrence of a 
crisis. However, important preparation and evaluation actions that have to be implemented to ensure sufficient crisis communication 
reactively were realised, but these actions were regarded as part of risk management or issues management. Secondly, it was agreed that 
the variables of IC and the excellence theory need to be evident to ensure a strategic crisis communication plan, together with a process 
that has proactive, reactive and post-evaluative crisis communication stages. 

From the above findings, four key insights underlined the proposed ICC framework (although not always necessarily supported by 
the participants): a strategic crisis communication plan should have proactive, reactive and post-evaluative crisis communication stages; the 
advisory role of crisis communication should be emphasised on each stage of crisis communication to contribute towards practicing crisis 
communication strategically; proactive crisis communication should be rephrased to integrated crisis communication to highlight that, upon 
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the implementation of IC principles, proactive crisis communication measures will by default be evident; and excellence theory variables 
need to be practiced alongside IC variables, as it became evident that these concepts overlap.  
 
AN ICC FRAMEWORK FOR STRATEGIC CRISIS COMMUNICATION WITH THE MEDIA 
The definition proposed for ICC follows on the definition of IC proposed in the literature review and is adapted to address strategic 
stakeholder relationship building with the media as stakeholder group proactively, reactively and post-evaluatively. ICC is defined as an IC  
 

Figure 1: An ICC framework for strategic crisis communication with the media* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
process in which two-way communication is utilised to build sustainable media relationships which will serve as the platform for purposeful 
dialogue between the media and the organisation before, during and after a crisis. 

Based on the four key insights of this study, an ICC framework to facilitate strategic crisis communication with the media is 
proposed in Figure 1: * Adapted from Swart (2010, p. 185) 

Integrated crisis communication 
(ICC)

Reactive crisis communication 
with the media 

Post-evaluative crisis 
communication with the media 

Reactive crisis communication 
ICC will facilitate a stable foundation for 
crisis communication with the media during a 
crisis and an integrated crisis communication 
framework will: Ensure the practice of two-
way communicaton with the media to 
efficiently listen and provide feedback to all 
media queries; two-way communication with 
the media built on sustainable media 
relationships will create credibility for the 
organisation and could result in more 
accurate media reporting; and crisis 
communicators can advise top management 

Post-evaluative crisis communication 
 
 
ICC will provide the framework to create a 
forum to share knowledge with the media and 
address their concerns after a crisis to avoid 
similar occurrences in future, which will 
strengthen the credibility of the organisation.  
 
The advisory function of communication is also 
evident during this stage as crisis communicators 
could measure the attitudes of stakeholders 
through the media and advice top management

ICC 
ICC will facilitate the following proactively, to create a favourable 
platform to communicate effectively with the media should a crisis 
emerge: 
• Create and nourish media relationships through two-way 

communication; 
• Purposeful media interactivity;  
• Stakeholder centricity; to place stakeholder concerns first; 
• Utilisation of cross-functional departmental planning and 

monitoring; 
• Integrated agency; 
• Internal and external message alignment; and 
• Communication excellence. 
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From Figure 1 it is evident that an ICC framework presents a process that should have proactive, reactive and post-evaluative 
stages. Although the proactive crisis communication stage is not regarded as a separate stage, the implementation of ICC serves as the 
foundation for effective reactive and post-evaluative crisis communication with the media thereby fulfilling the necessary proactive crisis 
communication measures. ICC should always be practiced within the organisation to contribute towards effective communication with all 
stakeholders, while the reactive crisis communication stage, followed by post-evaluative crisis communication stage, will only be practiced 
once a crisis occur. ICC therefore focuses on building and maintaining sustainable media relationships which could serve as a prevention 
and preparation function to communicate effectively with the media during a crisis. 

As the research problem focused on exploring crisis communication processes’ lack of strategy to contribute towards effective 
crisis communication with the media, it is vital to highlight the ICC framework’s facilitation towards a strategic crisis communication process. 
In addition to the application of IC principles, which is seen as the key facilitator of a strategic crisis communication process, it can further be 
achieved through a crisis communication structure with proactive, reactive and post-evaluative crisis communication stages, which correlate 
with the stages of a strategic management plan; the promotion of stakeholder relationship building through two-way communication, since 
organisations rely on the goodwill of stakeholders for survival, which highlights the necessity of stakeholder relationship building on strategic 
level; and the facilitation of the advisory role of crisis communication in which crisis communicators assist top management on the outcome 
of their business decisions. 
 
CONCLUSION 
This paper focused on determining whether crisis communication processes, in theory and in practice, are strategic and contribute towards 
effective crisis communication with the media. This problem was addressed through exploring existing literature and conducting a case 
study at Absa bank through a three-fold data collection approach consisting of a case study, focus group and an evaluation of a draft crisis 
communication plan. 

The main contribution of this study is the promotion of a strategic crisis communication process through predominantly focusing 
on stakeholder relationship building through two-way communication which were absent and/or limited in existing literature. However, other 
vital elements still need to be considered to contribute towards this strategic process, including the alignment of the crisis communication 
strategy with the overall communication and organisational strategy. In addition, this study signified the need that crisis communication 
should have a reciprocal relationship with crisis management; thereby emphasising that crisis communication is not only a reactive process 
but that two-way crisis communication has to be practiced before, during and after a crisis. Subsequently a unique coherence and 
complementary relationship between IC and the excellence theory variables was identified, emphasising the proposition of ICC to facilitate 
strategic crisis communication with the media and the importance to build sustainable stakeholder relationships in general. The main 
limitation is probably the question of generalisibility as Absa is not an accurate representation of all successful South African financial 
services providers. However, the scope of qualitative research is limited, and a sample in qualitative research is not meant to be a 
representation of the population, but rather a generalisation to theory. Regardless of the latter, the purpose of utilising a case study was 
specifically to compare theory and practice and can serve as a benchmark for future research through the proposal of an ICC framework as 
guideline  to instil effective crisis communication with the media  

Future research could go beyond the focus of this study on the perspective of the organisation in crises scenarios and explore the 
viewpoint of the media on how an organisational crisis should be managed. Similarly, the focus could also be on the perspective of any 
other stakeholder group on a crisis, such as employees. The research proposed an ICC approach; thereby focusing, among others, on the 
crisis communication process translated into proactive, reactive and post evaluative crisis communication stages. Future research can 
address the lack of post-evaluative crisis communication specifically through the installation of a two-way crisis communication forum, or 
solely focusing on ICC as a proactive crisis measure. Furthermore, the value of stakeholder relationship building through two-way 
communication and the value of  relationships with the media during a crisis could also be measured. It is concluded that the ICC framework 
will not only assist in managing and resolving a crisis effectively, but will also ensure sustainable stakeholder relationship building within the 
organisation as a whole - going beyond traditional reactive approaches. 
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Abstract 
In this century there is myriad competition among the companies and, branding becomes an important aspect as a differentiation factor. 
Since advertising is a great tool in marketing communication, the companies, while planning their campaign  are focusing on their brands to 
differentiate themselves from their competitors in consumer minds. Firms mostly prefer to advertise their brands  by focusing on their brand 
positioning strategy because of increased marketing communication expenses. There are some brand positioning researches done in 
developed countries, but there is  lack of information in developing countries especially islands. Since North Cyprus is a developing country,  
both quantitative and qualitative methods are conducted in this country. In quantitative research most favorable newspapers were analysed 
and then in the qualitative method, content analysis is  used  by  focusing on most favorite newspaper advertising to understand the brand 
positioning analysis and brand image benefits for product/service class and categories  in North Cyprus as a developing island. 
 
Introduction 
The new economic system pushes people to live in a global village that brings about the production of lots of competing products. As the 
time passes within this highly innovated technological pace, it is seen that products and service facilities are becoming more similar, that’s 
why the role of brands becomes more critical. Brands help customers differentiate products that might give benefit for them. Also they tell 
the buyer something about their product quality and its price. According to Wells, Moriarty and Burnet, “Branding, the creation of a unique 
image for a product, is the most obvious way to differentiate one product from another” (Wells William, Moriarty Sandra, Burnett John, 2006, 
p. 191).This is the reason that when the customer keep on consuming the same brands and be  loyal, they know that they will get the same 
satisfaction or in other words get the same benefit and quality each time when they buy it. From the supplier perspective; branding gives a 
competitive advantage for them because it eases recognition by customer and reduces the possibility of purchase decision based solely on 
price. Only giving some names or symbols for product is not enough for target market to differentiate one product from another. Therefore 
positioning becomes an important aspect for companies for their corporate and brand image. Clow and Baack define positioning as “process 
of creating a perception in the consumer’s mind regarding the nature of a company and its products relative to competitors” (Clow Kenneth 
E, Baack Donald, 2010, p. 69). According to David Aaker and J. Gary Myers categorize positioning strategy as “product attribute”, 
“price/quality”, “use and application”, “product class”, “product user”, “competitor” and “cultural symbols” (Belch George E., Belch Michael A., 
2009, pp. 57-58)(Aaeker Davis A.& Myers John G., 1987). Hence advertising has a great role for the diffusion of positioning strategy in the 
creation of brand image.      
 
Research Methodology 
This research is conducted both in quantitative and qualitative methods. Quantitative method was used to find out the most favorable 
newspaper in North Cyprus. 1000 questionnaires were distributed by using simple random sampling for four regions (250 questionnnaire 
each) in North Cyprus at the same period of time. According to the findings of quantitative research, qualitative research was conducted for 
content analysis of the most read newspaper advertisements as Kıbrıs, Havadis and Yenidüzen newspapers. In the content analysis, 440 
advertisements were analyzed according to product class, product and service category, positioning strategy that they used and brand 
image category for the period 1 December 2011till 31 December 2011. The results of descriptive statistics and cross tabulation were 
analyzed by used of SPSS program. 
 
Research Findings 
Research was conducted on North Cyprus local newspapers Kıbrıs, Havadis Yenidüzen which are the most prefered newspapers as 
identified through the quantitative research analysis. The second part of the research which was the content analysis, 93 newspaper 
advertisements were analyzed within the period of 1-31 December 2011. 
 

Most Read Newspaper in North Cyprus 
 frequency percent Valid percent Cumulative percent 
Yenidüzen 136 13.6 13.6 13.6 
 Kıbrıs 432 43.2 43.2 56.8 
 Havadis 180 18.0 18.0 74.8 
 Haberdar 67 6.7 6.7 81.5 
 Star Kıbrıs 39 3.9 3.9 85.4 
 Afrika 80 8.0 8.0 93.4 
 Halkınsesi 56 5.6 5.6 99.0 
  Other 10 1.0 1.0 100.0 
Total 1000 100.0 100.0  

 
It was found out that 43.2 % of the respondents prefer to read Kıbrıs newspaper, 18.0% of them prefer Havadis and 13.6 % reads 
Yenidüzen.  
 

North Cyprus Newspaper Advertising 
 frequency percent Valid percent Cumulative percent
 Kıbrıs 283 64.3 64.3 64.3 
 Havadis 112 25.5 25.5 89.8 
Yenidüzen 45 10.2 10.2 100.0 
 Total 440 100.0 100.0  

 
During one month period Kıbrıs newspaper got 283 advertisements which it was 64.3%, Havadis got 112 advertisements which it was 
25.5% and Yenidüzen got 45 advertisements which it was 10.2% of this research. 
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Advertised Product or Service 
 frequency percent Valid percent Cumulative percent 
 product 304 69.1 69.1 69.1 
 service 136 30.9 30.9 100.0 
 Total 440 100.0 100.0  

 
In this research out of 440 newspapers advertisements, it is seen that 69.1% of them are related with product and 30.9% of them are related 
with service sector. 
 

Product and Service Class 
 frequency percent Valid percent Cumulative percent 
FMCG 14 3.2 3.2 3.2 
Shopping 276 62.7 62.7 65.9 
Specialty 10 2.3 2.3 68.2 
Service (hotels) 30 6.8 6.8 75.0 
 Service (banks) 17 3.9 3.9 78.9 
Service 
(communication) 

18 4.1 4.1 83.0 

Service (cafe, bar, 
restaurant) 

60 13.6 13.6 96.6 

Service (agency) 15 3.4 3.4 100.0 
Total 440 100.0 100.0  

 
According to the research, product class analyzed under 3 heading which was FMCG, shopping and specialty goods. It was found out that 
most of the product that was seen in newspaper, 62.7%, was related with shopping goods. Hence service sector was categorized under 5 
headings as hotels, banks, communication, agencies (travel and advertising) and cafe, bar restaurant. As a service category it was seen 
that firstly cafe, bar and restaurant (13.6%) then hotels (6.8%) have given more advertisements than the other service category. 
 

Product and Service Category 
 frequency percent Valid percent Cumulative percent
Automobile 37 8.4 8.4 8.4 
Home furniture 32 7.3 7.3 15.7 
Textile 42 9.5 9.5 25.2 
White goods 40 9.1 9.1 34.3 
Computer, mobile 
phone, TV set 

45 10.2 10.2 44.5 

Construction 29 6.6 6.6 51.1 
Daily consumed 
products 

36 8.2 8.2 59.3 

Service for 
entertainment 

74 16.8 16.8 76.1 

GSM 4 .9 .9 77.0 
Tourism 28 6.4 6.4 83.4 
Cosmetics and 
beauty 

7 1.6 1.6 85.0 

Jewelry 10 2.3 2.3 87.3 
Toys 6 1.4 1.4 88.7 
Other 50 11.4 11.4 100.0 
Total 440 100.0 100.0  

 
As seen at the above table most of the shopping products were computer, mobile phone, TV set (10.2%) then textile (9.5%), white goods 
(9.1%) and automobiles (8.4%). On the other hand most of the advertisements given were related with entertainment which was 16.8%.  
 

Brand Positioning Strategy 
 frequency percent Valid percent Cumulative percent 
Product attribute & 
benefit 

70 15.9 15.9 15.9 

Price /quality 123 28.0 28.0 43.9 
Use & application 20 4.5 4.5 48.4 
Product class 166 37.7 37.7 86.1 
Product user 43 9.8 9.8 95.9 
Competitor 8 1.8 1.8 97.7 
Cultural symbol 10 2.3 2.3 100 
Total 440 100.0 100.0  

 
According to three analyzed newspapers 37.7% of the advertisements used product class strategy in their advertising at first. Then 28% of 
the advertisements used price /quality positioning strategy and 15.9% of them used product attributes and benefits strategy in their 
advertisings. Competitor positioning strategy and the cultural symbol strategies were used least in newspaper advertising. 
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Brand Image Benefits 
 frequency percent Valid percent Cumulative percent 
Functional 186 42.3 42.3 42.3 
Symbolic 254 57.7 57.7 100.0 
 Total 440 100.0 100.0  

 
According to content analysis, out of three newspapers more than half of them, 57.7% focused the brands symbolic benefit rather than the 
functional benefit. In other words only 42.3% of the advertisement focused on product physical features, performance, price and quality the 
rest was focused on how the target market going to satisfy their psychological needs during one month. 
 
 

North Cyprus Newspaper and Brand Image Benefits Cross Tabulation 
 Brand Image Benefits  
% within North Cyprus newsp.

Kıbrıs 
Havadis 

Yenidüzen 

Functional symbolic Total 
40.6% 59.4% 100.0% 
47.3% 52.7% 100.0% 
40.0% 60.0% 100.0% 

Total 42.3% 57.7% 100.0% 
 
Out of 45 advertisements in Yenidüzen newspaper 18 of them focused on functional benefit and 27 of them were symbolic, 9 companies 
gave only one time advertising for this newspaper where 11 companies gave advertising more than ten times. For Kıbrıs newspaper out of 
283 advertisements 115 of them focused on functional benefit and 168 of them were symbolic, 112 companies gave their advertising only 
one time and only one company gave their advertising more than ten for that newspaper. Lastly Havadis out of 112 advertisements 53 of 
them focused on functional benefit and 59 of them were symbolic, 45 companies gave their advertising only one time and 25 companies 
gave two times during the month, where 10 companies gave more than 10 times the same advertisement in a month. 
 

Brand Positioning Strategy and North Cyprus Newspaper Cross Tabulation 
 % within North Cyprus Newspaper  
 Brand positioning strategy 

Product attribute&benefits 
Price/quality 

Use and application 
Product class 
Product user 
Competitor 

Cultural symbol 

Kıbrıs Havadis Yenidüzen Total 
13.8% 20.5% 17.8% 15.9% 
29.3% 18.8% 42.2% 28.0% 
4.9% 3.6% 4.4% 4.5% 
43.1% 32.1% 17.8% 37.7% 
4.2% 23.2% 11.1% 9.8% 
1.8% 0.9% 4.4% 1.8% 
2.8% 0.9% 2.2% 2.3% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 
As mentioned earlier that product class, price/quality and product attribute & benefit positioning strategies are the ones where mostly 
applied in newspaper advertising; from the table above, it is seen that in Kıbrıs newspaper 43.1% of the advertising applied product class, 
29.3% was focused on price/quality and 13.8% of them used product attribute and benefits positioning strategy. On the other hand in 
Havadis 32.1% was focused on product class, 23.2% based on product user and 20.5% was focused on product attribute and benefits 
positioning strategy. In Yenidüzen almost half of the advertising 42.2% focused on price/quality type of positioning strategy at first then  and 
product attribute & benefits and product class type of positioning strategy were used. 
 

Advertised Product or Service and Brand Positioning Strategy Cross Tabulation 
  Brand Image Benefits  
% within 
advert. 

Product 
Service 

Attribute& 
benefit  

Price/ 
quality 

Use&app. Product 
class 

Product 
user 

Competitor Cultural 
symbol 

Total 

16.8% 29.3% 1.3% 45.1% 3.0% 2.6% 2.0% 100.0%
14.0% 25.0% 11.8% 21.3% 25.0% -------- 2.9% 100.0% 

Total 15.9% 28.0% 4.5% 37.7% 9.8% 1.8% 2.3% 100.0%
 
As shown at the above table 16.8% of product advertising were on product attribute and benefits, 29.3% were price/ quality, 1.3% were use 
and application, 45.1% were product class, 3.0% were product user, 2.6% were competitor and 2.0% were used cultural symbol while 
positioning their brand in their target market. On the service sector it seen that 14.0% of the advertising were focused on product attribute 
and benefits, 25.0% were price/ quality, 11.8% were use and application, 21.3% were product class, 25.0% were product user, there were 
no competitor strategy and 2.9% were used cultural symbol while positioning their brand in their target market. 
 

Product / Service Class and Brand Image Benefits Cross Tabulation 
 Brand Image Benefits  
 % within product/service class 

FMCG 
Shopping 
Specialty 

Service (hotels) 
Service (banks) 

Service (communication) 
Service (cafe, bar, restaurant) 

Functional Symbolic Total 
50.0% 50.0% 100.0% 
44.9% 55.1% 100.0% 
20.0% 80.0% 100.0% 
30.0% 70.0% 100.0% 
41.2% 58.8% 100.0% 
61.1% 38.9% 100.0% 
35.0% 65.0% 100.0% 

Total 42.6% 57.4% 100.0% 
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The result shed a light on FMCG advertisings, half of them used functional and the other half used symbolic benefits. Also in shopping 
product it was seen that 44.9% of their advertising was focused on functional benefit and 55.1% were on symbolic. On the other hand most 
of the specialty product (80.0%), hotels (70%), cafe, bar and restaurants (65%) advertisings prefer to use symbolic benefit rather than 
functional for reaching their target market. 
 

Product &Service Category and Brand Positioning Strategy Cross Tabulation 
  Brand Image Benefits  
% within 
advert. 

Attribute& 
benefit  

Price/ 
qualit. 

Use&
app. 

Product 
class 

Product 
user 

Competitor Cultr. 
symbol 

Total
(%) 

Automobile      24.3% 37.8%  18.9% 10.8% 5.4% 2.7% 100.0 
Home 
Furniture 

 40.6% 3.1% 50.0% 3.1% 3.1% --------- 100.0 

Textile 7.1% 7.1% --------- 81.0% 2.4% 2.4% --------- 100.0
White goods 10.0% 52.5% --------- 35.0% --------- --------- 2.5% 100.0 
Computer, 
mobile 
phone, TV 
set 

33.3% 24.4% 4.4% 37.8% --------- --------- --------- 100.0

Construction 27.6% 34.5% 3.4% 34.5% --------- --------- --------- 100.0 
Daily 
consumed 
products 

13.9% 22.2% --------- 47.2% --------- --------- 8.3% 100.0 

Service for 
entertain. 

9.5% 32.4% 12.2% 28.4% 14.9% --------- 2.7% 100.0

GSM 25.0% 25.0% --------- 25.0% 25.0%   100.0 
Tourism 3.6% 21.4% 3.6% 7.1% 60.7%  3.6% 100.0 
Cosmetic 
&beauty 

14.3% 14.3% --------- 57.1% 14.3% --------- --------- 100.0 

Jewelry --------- 20.0% --------- 70.0% 10.0% --------- --------- 100.0 
Toys --------- -------- --------- 83.3% 16.7% --------- --------- 100.0
Other 32.0% 18.0% 12.0% 22.0% 10.0 2.0% 4.0% 100.0 

Total 15.9% 28.0% 4.5% 37.7% 9.8% 1.8% 2.3% 100.0 
 
From the above table, it is seen that toys, textile and jewelry companies mostly apply product class strategy, where automobile companies 
37.8% used product price/quality, 24.3% product attribute and benefits and 18.9% used product class type of positioning strategy. In 
addition home furniture companies preferred to use product class, 50%, and 40.6% product price/quality strategy. 
 
Summary and Conclusion 
Basically, Kıbrıs, Havadis and Yenidüzen are the local newspapers which are highly preferred to be read in the North Cyprus marketplace. 
Considering 1 month (1 -31 December 2011) content analysis of newspaper advertising, it was seen that Kıbrıs newspaper got more 
advertising than the others.  In investigation of newspaper, it was seen that 69.1% of the advertisings were product and 30.1% were in 
service sector. For product advertising shopping products and for service sector cafe, bar and restaurant advertising were mostly seen in 
newspaper. Here companies in their advertisements   mostly preferred to use product class, product price/quality and product attribute 
&benefits type of positioning strategy. Also symbolic benefits were used more (57.7%) than the functional benefits for reaching their target 
market.  
 
As a recommendation, further research can be based on to identify whether these companies integrate their brand positioning strategies for 
the other promotional mix elements or they use different positioning strategy for their promotional mix.  
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ABSTRACT 
Digital marketing is an important issue. No doubt that most companies are moving towards digital marketing or e-marketing. Most 
companies try to acquire customer loyalty by delivering high quality products/services with competitive cost. At the present time any 
marketing strategy must take in consideration a lot of issues which can’t be ignored. Any strategy marketing plan must reflect short term and 
long term issues. In the end, the aim of any strategy marketing plan is to attract customers and acquire their loyalty by building and adapting 
excellent methodologies and techniques. In this research authors try to build strategy e-marketing guidelines which could be used for most 
organizations. The General E-Marketing Strategy Guidelines developed here are consisted of several sequential steps. Our guidelines take 
in consideration most issues which may be faced by and company. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
E-Marketing, digital marketing, online marketing are several terms used to refer for only one purpose which is promotion of products and/or 
services over digital technology. E-marketing refers to all forms of digital marketing which includes marketing via e-mail, wireless media. 
(wikipedia.org). E-marketing is very important when implemented correctly, the return on investment (ROI) beat that of traditional marketing. 
Marketing over internet is a force that cannot be disregarded. Since it means that you can reach and deal with millions of customers every 
year (quirk.biz)( Harridge S.,2002). 

Digital technology recently has become the dominant in advertising and marketing since using E-marketing can offer many 
benefits such as increasing revenues, reducing costs and increasing the size of the company market. The Internet provides companies with 
an extraordinary ability to communicate directly with customers. Also new technologies allow all businesses of all sizes to have the 
opportunity to build competitive advantages. No doubt that internet is assumed to be an excellent channel for marketing and selling products 
and services. Companies use internet as a media for selling their products for several reasons, one of the main reasons is the cost-
effectiveness and the convenience for customers. Another reason for using internet is that companies can reach customers than ever before. 
Beside that internet allows companies to locate customers where ever they are, identify their needs precisely, communicate with them, 
deliver their products and services with relatively low costs. (Paulo Rita, 2003)(Chakraborty, 2002). 

Companies which desire to acquire loyalty of their customers by delivering high quality products with competitive prices must 
begin with an excellent marketing strategy. Nowadays; any marketing strategy must do more than telling a story of novel technology which 
will be used to attract users. It must do more than creating and developing information technology aimed to attract visitors. So companies 
need an efficient marketing strategy that quantifies goals and provides measurable impacts. 
  In this research authors try to build guidelines which can be used for most organizations to identify their e-marketing strategy. 
These guidelines are built in a general form which can be adapted and customized to be suitable to any type of e-marketing. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. In the next section, we demonstrate some previous related studies, and then we 
focus on e-marketing strategy; section four is on building successful E-Marketing strategy guidelines. The last segment of this paper 
presents our conclusion. 
 
PREVIOUS STUDIES 
Miles and Snow’s (1978) demonstrate a strategy framework uses strategy, structure and process variables to make a distinction between 
four generic strategies based on how companies respond to environmental changes. The four generic strategies are distinguished as 
Prospectors, Defenders, Analyzers and Reactors. 

(Carmen Lages, 2004) in his research proposes a conceptual framework. His framework links five factors:  internal forces, 
external forces,  past web and firm performance,  current web and firm performance, and e-marketing strategy in terms of the strategy 
defined for the 4Ws (Web-Design, Web-Promotion, Web-Price, and Web-CRM).  

(Rutihinda,2004) in his study explores the competitive strategies of foreign ventures in underdeveloped countries with the 
particular case study of Tanzania. In his research Factor analysis was used to identify measures of marketing strategies and the 
environment facing foreign ventures in Tanzania. He says that successful firms were found to be quite independent from the control of their 
parent company. They were also found to offer highly differentiated products at premium prices with more emphasis on promotions and 
distribution. He also says that unsuccessful firms were found to by highly controlled by their parent companies with a tendency to offer lower 
prices with less emphasis on promotion. 

(Bicknell, 2001) proposes a strategy in his paper which should provide a guideline for companies to develop their E-commerce 
strategy. Bicknell model has been compiled by the author’s training and experience of both management and technical issues. Nowadays 
his set of guidelines has been developed into a decision pack and has been disseminated to some local companies for use as a guide for 
producing a well defined strategy. 

(Othman Aman, 2010) concentrates on the barriers doing online business by Akapiman Enterprise. The case study indicates that 
the 4Ps ((Price, products, place and promotion) are significant elements in marketing. The result in his study shows that the weakness of 
promotion as part of 4Ps plays an important function in business flow. The failure of promotion especially for the new competitor will also 
affect the overall business cycle. It is important for the entrepreneur to realize that the promotion is a fundamental element to expose the 
company to the customers. 

(Richard C. Becherer,2004) The investigation attempts to understand the characteristics, attitudes, and strategies of online 
auction sellers and should help future theory building by providing researchers with a foundation for hypothesis development. The 
exploratory research results presented here suggest several new areas of investigation. Firstly, online auction sellers must be further 
analyzed and classified with respect to various business characteristics. Secondly, internet auction sales clearly represent a distinct and 
important distribution channel for internet marketers, with over 71% of the sellers in this study reporting that auctions account for over half of 
their annual sales volume. 
 
E-MARKETING STRATEGY 
Today, the internet is a public, cooperative and self sustaining facility accessible to hundreds of millions of people worldwide. (Turban 
E.,Leidner D., Mclean E., Wetherbe J. 2006). Every company identifies its own strategy based on information collected from its environment. 
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Strategy as a general direction of the company, reflects its response based on information from the environment (Jennings and Zandbergen, 
1995). 

Companies try to build their positions in markets through adapting specific strategies. Those strategies reflect the firm’s short-term 
and long-term responses to challenges and opportunities posed by the business environment. Also companies’ strategies refer to how 
companies deal with their suppliers, competitors, and customers. The ultimate goal on any e-marketing strategy is to attract customers and 
acquire their loyalty.  This can’t be done without building a strong and flexible long term strategy which can be adapted to reflect customers’ 
need (Lages,2002). Digital marketing can affects traditional marketing in two ways. First, it increases efficiency in creating marketing 
functions. Second, the technology used in e-marketing can increase company profitability (Strauss and Frost, 2001).  
  E-marketing is now considered as a fact for many businesses. The direct benefits, in terms of cost savings, enhanced profitability 
and efficiencies are clear at every stage in the process. Adopting e-business is no longer a competitive advantage, but a normal business 
process, without which an enterprise is improbable to sustain and survive in the new era (Dave Hobart, 2001)(Anckar B,2002). 

There are statistics in 2001 show that the number of users of internet amount to approximately 151 million, whereas by 2005, 
users were around the number 231 million (August , 2004 by PriceWaterHouseCoopers; 2001). Also there is a new statistics show that the 
current internet users in March 31, 2011 are 2,095,006,005. (internetworldstats.com, 2011).This number of users will surely increase year 
by year according to the low price of personal computer and laptop in the market. 

As a result; Executives of successful E-marketing companies need to be talent people and   strategic thinkers focusing on 
customers, markets, products, promotion and competitive positioning, as well as on internal operations. Identifying a suitable E- marketing 
strategy begins with identification of the opportunities, risks, customers, products, and promotions. 
 
E-MARKETING STRATEGY GUIDELINES 
In this section authors try to build their e-marketing strategy guidelines (Figure 1) which could be used for most organizations to build its own 
strategies. Our guidelines are built to be general, can be adapted and customized to be more suitable to any firm depending on their size 
and type. 
 

Opportunities / Threats

Anticipate the changes in the market

Analyze Customer  Needs

Keep adding something new to your business to generate more sales

Identify Competitors

What is your competitive advantage or unique selling proposition

Strengths /Weaknesses

Great Customer Service Financial Resources Business Reputation Emerging External Threats

Identify Marketing Objective

Clear understanding of  marketing plan Identify who you are going to market to

Identify Product /Services

What customers really buy. What is your most viable product or services

 
 

Figure 1 E-Marketing Strategy Guidelines 
 
The first step is identifying product/services. This means that strategy builders must have a clear understanding of what they want from their 
strategy. Strategy builders must identify what is the company most viable product/service. Also strategy builders must know which products 
and/or services that customers frequently buy.  If customers are searching for high quality products regardless of the cost then your 
marketing strategy should point out the high quality services or products. 

The second step is identifying marketing objective. This step involves identifying your ideal customers. This requires answering 
several questions such as who deserves to spend on your time and money to promote? Also which types of customers will get the company 
the most profit? In addition strategy builders have to know exactly who they are going to market. Answering all those types of questions 
allow strategy builders to identify exactly their marketing objectives. 

The third step is identifying strength and weakness points. Strength points such as introducing unusual customer services, 
producing unique products or having special services characteristics and reducing the costs or delivery time. Weakness points could be like 
limiting financial resources, unknown reputation, difficulties in delivering products and services. 
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The fourth step is identifying competitors. Identifying your competitors is very important since it means that you can identify 
competitor advantages or unique proposition which they offer to customers. This allows strategy builders to put their strategy to target all 
types of customers and offer them promotions which some competitors offer. One important question which strategy builders must answer is 
that why should the potential customer spend his or her money with you instead of your competitors? 

The fifth step is analyzing customers’ needs.  This step allows strategy builders to continuously identify their customers’ needs 
and put their tactical and operational plans to respond to their needs. This requires some procedures to collect information from customers 
and identify their needs. The result of this step is always adding new things to your promotion and services or products. 

The last step is identifying opportunities and threats. This means that strategy builders must anticipate the changes in the market. 
Also their strategy must be flexible enough to accommodate changes. If the strategy used can anticipate opportunities and threats this 
means that this strategy will sustain and survive. No doubt that to anticipate opportunities and threats several methods and tools are 
required which must be considered when developing the strategy plan. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
If companies try to create an important position in markets this requires that the companies’ strategy must reflect short term and long term 
responses to challenges and opportunities. In this research authors create e-strategy marketing guidelines. These guidelines are very 
important.   Authors think that if these guidelines are used in proper way the result will be an effective strategy plan which can be adapted 
and responds to most emergent issues. Our guidelines consist of six sequential steps. The first step is identifying products and services 
which means in summary that strategy builders must have a clear understanding of what they want from their strategy. The second step is 
identifying market objectives which means in summary identifying ideal customers. The third step is identifying strength / weakness points of 
services/products characteristics.     The fourth step is identifying competitors which allows company to identify the characteristics of 
products and/or services which the competitors offer. The fifth step is analyzing customers’ needs which allow companies to identify exactly 
customers’ needs and respond to them. The last step is identifying opportunities and threats which means that monitoring all changes in 
market and responding to them. 
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Figure 4. Dreamscape performance (2010), and Entropy (2011) a video dance projected  
in collaboration with Carol Cunnigham-Sigman. 

 
Computer Vision and Art 
Most recently, I explored the relationship between computer vision, color and audience participation. Sound is also integrated in the work 
and responds to movements. Action//Musique (Figure 5) is a system in which a camera captures colors from the environment and turns 
them into painted RGB color splotches. The levels of brightness and saturation of colors captured can be adjusted to adapt to different light 
conditions.  Because of such adjustments, the room does not have to be dark for the work to be experienced. By selecting colors located in 
specific areas of the RGB color cube, I was able to project in relatively bright environments. On a conceptual level, what could be 
commercially used for video surveillance became a tool for a techno-poetic experiences, a ‘musical’ instrument based on people’s 
movements that are captured by the camera.  
.    

 
 

Figure 5: Action//Musique, 2010, by Petronio Bendito and Didier Guigue. Interactive relationship between movement, sound and color. Rueff 
Galleries, USA (Photos: Shannon McMullen). 

 
Computational Color Design: Color Code Series 
In 2009 and 2010, I developed algorithmic digital drawings in association with my computational color design research. The result is an 
ongoing series I titled ludus (chroma) The series is comprised of large color prints and installations. Most of the works in this series have a 
playful color palette filled with hundreds of color samples. I generate algorithms to produce color palettes that were applied to vector 
drawings using randomization parameters (Figure 6). 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Spectrum. (2011, digital print). Featured at the Experience Color Exhibition, 2011-2012. 
Lawson Computer Science Building, Purdue University. 

Current Project: Color Code Series 
In the 1960s and 1970s, Josef Albers’ Homage to the Square series represented a major shift in the arts by fostering new understandings of 
the effects of color interactions, more precisely their optical effect on each other. Now in the 21st Century, based on my Color Code series 
(Figure 7), I propose an ‘Homage to the RGB Cube’,  
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Figure 7: Color code #0002, 2012. Copyright © Petronio A. Bendito. 
 
The purpose of the Color Code series is to embrace digital methods as a way of increasing our understanding of computational color design 
processes. Such an approach has the potential of uncovering new aesthetic experiences of color in the 21st Century. Consequently, the 
understanding of how RGB colors work is paramount for the project.  

The Color Code series adopts a scientific research methodology in which instruments (algorithms) are developed and findings 
(color palettes) are produced. Subsequently, I analyze the palettes and select the colors that will be turned into time-based or 2D art forms, 
such as video and prints. Before this could occur, I created a series of studies for selected colors (Figure 8). Currently I have two research 
assistants working on the project, mostly running algorithms.  

 
Figure 8: Color code #0001 digital sketchbook, 2012. Copyright © Petronio A. Bendito. 

 
Conclusion 
The RGB color cube has impacted several ways through which I express myself artistically. This symbiotic relationship with digital colors 
has allowed me to examine the source material that mediates our digital visual experiences—the RGB colors. 

It is my belief that new media artists in the 21st Century will increasingly explore the RGB color cube in their works. In art school, 
the RGB color cube will be taught more prominently. By understanding the RGB color cube as a system of order, new aesthetic experiences 
will be created even as new algorithms to devise color relationships are created. Consequently, this shift poses new questions about the 
role of digital color in shaping a new media aesthetic. 

Overall, my work capitalizes on scientific and computational processes to the service of the viewer’s experience of color. Each 
work is a pursuit, a study. I see my color design process as a journey of experimentation, discovery and pioneering. Each RGB color 
scheme that I devise is a new arrival. 
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Introduction  
Lifelong learning is not a new concept, but nowadays it has a special value. Development of today's society is reflected in an important role 
of new digital technologies. Digital technologies are continuously developing and changing our relationship towards life, education, 
communication, economy and the society as a whole. Digital technologies move former boundaries (state and natural borders), they adapt 
to the cultural diversity and different lifestyles, different ways of spending the free time, different ways of accessing the information and so 
on. Maybe the most important influence that the digital time has is reflected on the way in which we communicate and learn. Communication 
is developed parallel to the development of the digital society, influencing each other. Learning is no longer classical and slow, it has 
become dynamic, continuous and lifelong. Learning is a continuous process in which the personal results and the motivation for learning 
during a certain life period are conditioned by knowledge, learning habits and learning experiences, acquired early in life. It is of utmost 
importance that the learning becomes continuous and systematic in all life stages (from early age until the old age) and in all forms (formal, 
non-formal and informal). The goals of economic nature are most commonly related to the lifelong learning concept, such as increased 
competitiveness and permanent employment. On the other hand, we should not neglect equally important goals which contribute to the 
more active role of an individual in the society. These goals are promotion of social inclusion, development of active citizenship and 
development of individual potentials of a person.[Dumančić M.;Gregurić M.; i Šimović V.,2008]   

Within last 40 years, lifelong learning has been developed from an initial idea into a dominant principle and development’s 
orientation of numerous national educational systems. Its importance is emphasized in an array of international action plans, declarations, 
documents and conferences (for example, UNESCO’s conference Declaration: Call for action Sofia, European Commission Memorandum 
on Lifelong Learning, and other European Commission documents: Creation of unique European lifelong learning space1; It’s never too late 
for learning2; Action plan for adult education3; It is always a good time for learning4, etc.). Croatia is not behind this trend, so the inclusion of 
the lifelong learning to the strategic educational documents has become a basic principle of development of Croatian educational system 
(for example: White book on Croatian education5, Development of the system of teaching and education plan 2005-2010, Government of 
Republic of Croatia6., Strategy of adult education7, Declaration of knowledge of Croatian Academy of Science and Art (HAZU)8). 

In the last ten years, researches on possibilities to personalize educational process for each individual student have become more 
and more active. Adaptation of education is possible with the assistance of ICT technology which supports modular curriculum which in turn 
uses learning objects and adapts education to the student according to the student’s individual educational styles.9 Distance learning 
systems have been developed intensively during the last ten years and are imposed as one of the most important areas of implementation 
of ICT technology in organization and implementation of various forms of education: from academic to different forms of lifelong education10. 
The area which directed its research towards the adaptation of learning environment and educational materials to an individual user, their 
psycho-physical characteristics, learning styles, former knowledge, communication motivation etc., is adaptive hypermedia system.  
 
Adaptive hypermedia system  
Development of adaptive hypermedia system (AHS)11 has started in the early 1990s. Hypermedia model is extended user model. At the 
beginning, AHS was inspired by ITS system (intelligent tutoring systems) and was trying to combine adaptive instruction systems and 
hypermedia based systems [Brusilovsky P.,1996]. Sam Brusilovsky defined AHS systems as follows:   

Adaptive hypermedia system entails the complete hypertext and hypermedia systems which retreive some of the user’s aspects 
from the user’s model, and accept this model for adjustment of different visible user system aspects.  
 There are three determining criteria for a satisfactory AHS system: system based on hypertext or hypermedia, user’s model, and 
the system which adapts hypermedia based on user’s model. It is easy to foresee the possibilities of AHS systems in education, electronic 
business, information systems as well as assistance systems, based on these elements.  

According to Henze and Nejdl, AEHS is composed of parts of the document, user’s model, observation and adaptive components 
[Henze N.;Nejdl W.,2003] Document parts belong to the hypermedia system and are enriched with additional information (notes, domain 
graphic charts etc.). User models are stored through descriptions of and conclusions on the user, their knowledge and characteristics. 
Information on interaction of the user and AEHS system stem out from the observation of the user. Information gathered during observation 
upgrade the user model as well.   

Adaptation process is composed of three levels: gathering the feedback information on the user, processing the information and 
upgrading the user model, use of the model in adaptation process again.[Brusilovsky P.;Tasso C.,2005]; [Garrison D.R.;Anderson T.,2003]  
Before the adaptation process it is necessary to conduct the process of gathering information on the user. Part of the system gathering 
information on the user is doing so based on the interaction of the user and the system through the elements of user’s interface. User’s 
interface enables the gathering of information on the use of mouse, typing skills, audio and video elements. User’s model interprets this 
information. Based on this new information it can interpret invalid user’s activities such as adjustments of user’s language and document’s 
language, correction of typing errors, correction of font size etc.[Dumančić M.,2010]  

Computer system activities are always initiated by the system. User’s model can use controls and modify the activities according 
to the user’s characteristics. This method includes compatibility of system’s behavior and the user’s characteristics, or adjustment of the 
content through different forms of presentation. For example, distance learning systems are able to adjust activities on the user’s knowledge 
domain with the simple information which enable the student more knowledge, or more different materials for students with more 
knowledge. Adaptation of the user model is performed within the system, which enables the system support during activities and filtration of 
the information.[Kay J.,2000]  

 
1 http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/education_training_youth/lifelong_learning/c11054_en.htm  
2 http://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/lll/adultcom_en.html  
3 ec.europa.eu/education/policies/adult/com558_en.pdf  
4 ec.europa.eu/education/policies/adult/com558_en.pdf  
5 www.see-educoop.net/education_in/pdf/bela_knjiga-toc-cro-hrv-t02.pdf  
6 http://www.vlada.hr/hr/preuzimanja/publikacije/plan_razvoja_sustava_odgoja_i_obrazovanja_2005_2010  
7 www.hzpou.hr/stranice/3/17-100.pdf  
8 http://www.humboldt-club.hr/obrazovanje/hr/dekl-o-znanju-hazu.htm  
9 Implementation of ICT in a lifelong education is most visible in the use of distance learning and teaching system. Distance learning 
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systems enable the availability of education regardless of place and time which is a very important fact for people who spend the majority of 
their time in a work place. Due to the lack of time these individuals are unable to participate in the classic forms of education in schools or 
companies specialized for additional education, and specialization of knowledge and skills. 
databaseUsermodel 
10 Fast development of this form of learning and teaching resulted in numerous research in this area and inclusion of various information 
from other areas, such as information systems, multimedia, pedagogy, didactics, methodic, psychology, communicology, knowledge 
management etc., S – Adaptive Hypermedia Systems  
 

Koch lists seven elements of a student model’s goal [Koch N.,2000]:  
� Assist the user during problem solving   
� Provide the user with adapted information   
� Adapt user’s interface to the user   
� Assist the user in search of information   
� Provide the feedback to the user about their knowledge.   
� Support to joint work.   
� Providing assistance in work with the system.   

 Listed goals and intentions are directed to the user and adaptation of the interaction with the system in order to master the 
learning materials, i.e. the curriculum in the most efficient way. Development of IT technology and especially of the artificial intelligence and 
expert systems provide simpler gathering and storing of information on every student, for teachers. The information is stored within the 
student’s model. Besides the storage of information, systems enable the processing of the information, their classification, evaluation etc. It 
is necessary to see the difference between the user’s profile12 and user’s (student’s) model. Student’s profile is a sequence of personal 
information. The information are stored without adding the description or interpretation of the data.   

Information gathered are collected and are not definite, which means they can be altered at all times. Based on the content and 
quantity, information on each user are stored in the student’s profile, which can be used to modify the student’s model. Instruction model is 
developed with the assistance of expert systems, ontology and pedagogical agents in order to create the best instruction model for each 
individual student. Instruction model uses the semantic web, as well as the expert knowledge which is recorded and organized within the 
databases as declarative and procedural knowledge.[Dumančić M.;Gregurić M.; i Šimović V.,2007]  

Developed instructional model is entered into the instruction model’s database as a pattern which can be used by the system as a 
future standard to carry out the learning process, and to successfully manage set goals and objectives.     
  
ID Student Card  
Development of student’s model starts with the first interaction between the user and the system. Interactions are repeated and continuously 
build up the student’s model. Information gathered from the student’s model are stored within the student’s profile. Student’s profile 
describes cognitive skills, intellectual capabilities, learning style, attention span, characteristics of and possibilities for interaction between 
the user and the system. Alongside with this data, student’s profile also contains different information on attended programs, acquired 
competencies and skills, student’s communication model, multimodal characteristics etc.    
  

 
  

Figure1: Building the user's model 
  
In order to successfully build the student’s model, we need to build the sequence of subsystems for storage of student’s profile and its 
continuous updating with the assistance of smart card technology or with the assistance of the system for follow up of former schooling and 
advancement by the Ministry of Education. Information stored on the student’s ID card provide the insight into the characteristics of 
student’s model of each lifelong student, regardless of when he finished his schooling, a specialization program or any other type of 
education.     
 
11 AHS – Adaptive Hypermedia Systems 
12 User Profiling  
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The system should store the information during the schooling, continuous education, and lifelong education. At the beginning of 
their education, specialization or any other type of learning, the students would enclose their ID educational card with all the information 
from their student model. Gathered information will enable for the simpler development of student’s model. [Dumančić M.,2011]  

Student model will enable the adaptation of the system, i.e. the sequence of adaptive processes towards the user, and will fulfill 
the expectations of students about distance learning as being simple, efficient and fun way to learning and to teach.  The teacher can adapt 
learning materials, classroom assignments as well as the whole learning process to the student, by using the student model and the system.   

 

 
Figure2: ID student card model 

  
CMC adaptation model   
Computer-mediated communication (CMC) is often mentioned in the reference literature as a process with the assistance of which people 
create, exchange and perceive the information using the telecommunication systems. Romiszowski and Mason continue to expand on the 
first definition of CMC by mentioning „studies of CMC can view this process from a variety of interdisciplinary theoretical perspectives by 
focusing on some combination of people, technology processes, or effects“. [Romiszowski A.;Mason R.,1996] Wood and Smith consider 
CMC as an integration of computer technology within our everyday lives. [Wood A.F.;Smith M.J.,2005] Jones states that CMC has more 
important social aspects through the use of asynchronous and synchronous communication, than the technology which it supports.  
[Jonassen D.;Collins M.;Campbell J.; i Haag B.B.,1995] CMC is not only a technology; it is a communication supported by technology. 
Under this form of communication we find all forms of asynchronous communication based on text as a basic media. These are e-mail, 
discussion forums, bulletin boards, videoconferencing systems and other types of users within the system. Some forms of communication 
can be exclusively asynchronous, such as chat systems (Google talk, NetMeating, ICQ, etc.).   
  One of the most important elements of mastering the curriculum is communication. Mehlenbacher explains the role of 
communication and communication design on the learning theories. [Mehlenbacher B.,2008] Distance learning systems use all forms of 
CMC communication as basic communication between students and teachers during the learning process. Communication within distance 
learning system, regardless of the type of program implemented or population, represents the most important element of the system. CMC 
technology enables equal participation in communication for everybody. It differs from F2F forms of teaching process in which the 
communication within the distance learning system is most often one way. CMC communication can be asynchronous with equal 
possibilities of use. With regard to the possibilities of distance learning and teaching, we can talk about „many-to-many communication, 
synchronous discussion in the composition classroom, synchronous discussion in the foreign language classroom, time-and place-
independent communication, long-distance exchanges (both one-to-one and many-to many) and hypermedia information and student 
publishing“.[Warschauer M.,1997]Walther emphasizes in his articles that the use of CMC has two effects: first effect supports impersonal 
and interpersonal interaction between the users, and second effect …   
  

 
Figure3: CMC the user's model 
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  Students can more or less actively or passively participate in distance learning. This element is perceived through their use and 
participation in various forms of communication. While certain students are actively using the CMC system, especially during the teaching 
process, others will just follow the communication, without participating in it. The later are called lurkers or passive observers. They appear 
also in F2F communication. It is necessary to mention that identity is a complex personal and social construct, consisting in part of who we 
think ourselves to be, how we wish others to perceive us, and how they actually perceive us. In particular, CMC research has looked at the 
second of these fragments: how we wish others to perceive us. The process of setting forth an image we want others to perceive is known 
as self-presentation. In considering how people go about constructing their self-presentations online, we review research that considers 
several different channels for CMC. Creating the identity represents a sort of a student communication model which is built during the use of 
adaptive distance learning systems.       

Under the educational communication CMC model we include gathering of all information on forms and ways of using the CMC, 
which developed through the communication between students and teacher as a leader of learning process; different forms of interaction 
with the system through all forms of multimodal interfaces; as well as ways and forms of communication between students through different 
forms of communal work or social groups which are formed during the educational process. It is possible to create the user CMC model, 
based on gathered information on forms and ways of communication. Lastly, CMC model can help the adaptation of teaching and learning 
system to each user, according to the user model and CMC model.    
  
Conclusion  
Lifelong student ID card enables for simpler preparation and implementation of lifelong education programs. Adaptable systems are able to 
create different student models. They can be stored onto the student ID card which can help any system to adapt the system of teaching 
and learning to the specific properties of each student. Communication CMC model was developed within the student model and monitors 
all users’ communication activities. Information are stored and each time the user calls for the subsystems in order to communicate, the 
system will adjust all elements in order to provide for the successful communication. CMC model teacher can obtain information on every 
student who is acquiring the learning materials, their communication skills and habits, and then plan the interpersonal communication with 
the user based on that data. This is the easier way to prepare the learning materials and form student groups with similar or identical goals, 
former knowledge, interests and learning styles. Student ID card may be helpful to all the participants of the learning process.   
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COMPUTER-MEDIATED WORD-OF-MOUTH COMMUNICATION: THE INFLUENCE OF MIXED REVIEWS ON STUDENT 
PERCEPTIONS OF INSTRUCTORS AND COURSES 

 
Autumn Edwards and Chad Edwards  

Western Michigan University 
 
ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to experimentally test the influence of mixed reviews appearing as computer-mediated word-of-mouth 
communication (WOM) on student perceptions of instructors (attractiveness and credibility) and attitudes toward learning course content 
(affective learning and state motivation). Using Heuristic-Systematic Processing Model (Chaiken, 1980), it was hypothesized that students 
who received positive valence computer-mediated WOM about an instructor would perceive the instructor as more credible and attractive 
and would report greater levels of affective learning and state motivation to learn than students who received negative information, mixed 
valence information, or no information (control). It was further hypothesized that students who received mixed valence information would not 
differ significantly in their ratings of instructors or courses when compared to the control group. Both hypotheses were supported.  Results 
are discussed in light of the heuristic-systematic processing model. The implications for instructional communication and online rating 
systems are addressed.   
 
Keywords: computer-mediated communication, e-WOM, mixed valence reviews, teacher credibility, attractiveness, affective learning, state 
motivation, RateMyProfessors.com, student evaluations 
  
INTRODUCTION 
Previous research has demonstrated that word-of-mouth communication (WOM) plays an important role in shaping people’s attitudes and 
behaviors (Harrison-Walker, 2001). Largely, research has focused on the role of WOM in shaping consumer perceptions of products, 
services, and organizations (Herr, Kardes, & Kim, 1991). Increasingly, college students rely on computer-mediated WOM, through the use of 
Internet sites like RateMyProfessors.com and PickAProf.com, to find information about future professors, make choices about courses to 
take, and form expectations of classroom experience. In two previous studies, Edwards and colleagues (Edwards, A., Edwards, C., Shaver, 
& Oaks, 2009; Edwards, C., Edwards, A., Qing, & Wahl, 2007) explored the effects of WOM in the educational context. Edwards et al. (2007) 
experimentally demonstrated that students who received positive computer-mediated WOM about an instructor prior to viewing a lecture 
rated the instructor as more credible and attractive and reported more affective learning and state motivation to learn than did students who 
received negative RMP comments or none at all. Edwards et al. (2009) further demonstrated that students who received positive computer-
mediated WOM about an instructor showed greater levels of learning (affective, cognitive, and behavioral) than did students who received 
negative or no computer-mediated WOM about the professor prior to the lecture. Each of those studies explored the effects of pure valence 
messages (either all positive or all negative) on student reactions to a professor and course material. However, in reality, most instructors 
(like most products, in general; Duan, Gu & Whinston, 2008) receive a mixture of positive and negative ratings within online rating systems. 
Furthermore, previous research demonstrates that WOM valence significantly moderates reactions to such messages (de Matos & Rossi, 
2008). Using the heuristic-systematic processing model (HSM) as a theoretical frame, the purpose of this study is to determine the effects of 
“mixed reviews” on student perceptions of instructors and attitudes toward learning course content. Specifically, this study uses an 
experimental design to explore the effects of mixed reviews appearing on the online instructor rating system “RatemyProfessors.com” (RMP) 
on student perceptions of instructor credibility and attractiveness and on student ratings of affective learning and state motivation to learn 
the course content.  

 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Word-of-Mouth Communication (WOM) 
Harrison-Walker (2001) defined WOM as “informal, person-to-person communication between a perceived noncommercial communicator 
and a receiver regarding a brand, a product, an organization, or a service” (p. 63). Katz and Lazarsfeld demonstrated in the 1950s that 
WOM was much more effective than print advertisements or personal sales pitches in shaping consumer attitudes and behavior (Harrison-
Walker, 2001). Numerous studies in recent decades have consistently demonstrated the links between WOM and consumer purchasing 
behavior (e.g., Howard & Gengler, 2001), product success (e.g., Day, 1971), satisfaction with experiences (e.g., Harrison-Walker, 2001), 
diffusion of innovations (e.g., Sun, Youn, Wu, & Kuntaraporn, 2006), perception of risk (Shrum & Bischak, 2001), and persuasion (e.g., Carl, 
2006).  

The Internet serves as a powerful medium for WOM (Zinkhan, Kwak, Morrison, & Peters, 2003). WOM plays a crucial role in 
diffusing information through online communities (Sun et al., 2006). Traditional WOM involved spoken words exchanged face-to-face 
between friends or relatives (Bickert & Schindler, 2006). Computer-mediated WOM, by contrast, involves transmitting personal opinions and 
experiences among acquaintances or strangers through technology (Sun et al., 2006). Phelps, Lewis, Mobilio, Perry and Raman (2004) 
have argued that computer-mediated WOM has surpassed traditional WOM in its influence on information and decision-making processes 
because of the speed, convenience, broad reach, and lack of face-to-face pressure enabled by Internet interactions.    

Few studies in the educational context have explored the topic of WOM.  In an early investigation, Borgida and Nisbett (1977) found 
that college students were influenced by WOM about college courses. Specifically, vivid face-to-face WOM from a student had greater influence 
on course choice when compared with written course evaluations from a large group of students. In recent years, computer technology has 
expanded students’ opportunities for accessing and delivering WOM about college courses and instructors (Wilhelm & Comegys, 2004). Online 
instructor rating systems, which organize and present anonymous student reviews of university faculty and courses, have emerged and rapidly 
gained popularity (Lewin, 2003). The next section describes such rating systems in greater detail.     
 
Online Instructor Rating Systems 
Many websites dedicated to evaluations of college instructors and their courses now exist. Included among the most successful and widely used 
in U.S. America are sites like RateMyProfessors.com, PickAProf.com, and ProfessorPerformance.com. These sites are intended to aid in the 
process of course selection by providing students a forum to anonymously post and view quantitative and open-ended evaluations of teaching 
effectiveness (Kindred & Mohammed, 2005). RateMyProfessors.com (RMP), founded in 1999, is the largest and best known website of this type 
(Kindred & Mohammed, 2005). In April of 2012, over 13 million ratings had been posted, spanning over 1.5 million instructors from 7,500 schools 
in the U.S. America (About, RateMyProfessors.com). Over 4 million college students use Ratemyprofessor.com each month, made easier by the 
newly released iPhone app.  

Student users may rate instructors along three dimensions:  easiness, helpfulness and teaching clarity. Helpfulness and teaching 
clarity ratings are averaged to provide an overall quality rating, which is summarized numerically on a 1 to 5 scale. In addition, concise 
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open-ended comments about the instructor and course can be posted. Comments are summarized visually with an icon of a face displaying 
one of three expressions: smiling (good quality), neutral expression (average quality), and frowning (poor quality). The ratings and 
comments may be viewed for free by any visitor to the site. 

Research on RMP has demonstrated that instructor quality scores have a strong positive correlation with perceived course easiness 
and professor sexiness (Felton, Mitchell, & Stinson, 2004). Students’ motives for using RMP included information-seeking (to help choose 
courses to take), convenience, and interpersonal utility (curiosity about others’ opinions of instructors and courses) (Kindred & Mohammed, 
2005). Furthermore, the topics of instructor competence and classroom experience were the main foci of the open-ended RMP comments 
(Kindred & Mohammed, 2005). As demonstrated by Edwards and colleagues (2007; 2009), students may rely heavily on information acquired 
prior to contact with an instructor and course to form perceptions and make evaluative judgments concerning later experience. Specifically, 
Edwards et al. (2007, 2009) demonstrated through experimental design that positive computer-mediated WOM (operationalized as RMP ratings) 
influenced student perceptions of instructors (credibility and attractiveness), attitudes toward learning course content (state motivation and 
affective learning), and actual cognitive and behavioral learning. However, it is rarely the case that an instructor’s ratings are wholly positive or 
negative in valence. Students regularly encounter the presence of “mixed reviews,” in which an instructor is appraised positively by some raters 
and negatively by others. In such cases, students must make difficult judgments about instructors and courses as they seek to evaluate 
contradictory information. Much communication research has examined the role of information processing on the formation of attitudes and 
judgments (Dillard & Pfau, 2002). The following section describes the heuristic-systematic processing model as a means to better understand 
how mixed valence WOM may affect student perceptions and attitudes.  
 
Heuristic-Systematic Processing Model 
The heuristic-systematic processing model (HSM) was originally developed by Chaiken (1980). “The heuristic-systematic model was 
developed for application to validity-seeking persuasion settings in which people’s primary motivational concern is to attain accurate 
attitudes that square with relevant facts” (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993, p. 326). HSM is a dual-process framework based on the assumption that 
“attitudes are formed and modified as people gain information about attitude objects” (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993, p. 257). Heuristic processing 
refers to the relatively effortless application of simple decision rules (e.g., expert opinions are correct; mass consensus is reliable) (Trumbo, 
1999; 2002). Systematic processing, on the other hand, requires more cognitive effort as people carefully weigh arguments and relate them 
to previously obtained information. Individuals may engage in one or both types of processing modes to form a judgment about a particular 
issue or person (Chaiken, Liberman, & Eagly, 1989). According to the model, the mode of processing is best predicted by the sufficiency 
principle, which maintains that the nature of processing reflects the effort to strike a balance between minimizing cognitive effort while 
maximizing judgmental confidence (Chaiken et al., 1989). The consequence of a mode of processing is that judgments based on heuristic 
processing tend to be less stable and less related to subsequent behavior than judgments based on systematic processing (Trumbo, 1999).     

Previous research has indicated that there are three primary antecedent variables which influence mode of processing:  
motivation, self-efficacy, and information sufficiency (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Trumbo, 1999). Motivation refers to the perceived importance 
of reaching a judgment and has been positively associated with greater systematic processing, presumably because highly motivated 
individuals are willing to exert greater effort and resources in attaining judgmental confidence (Trumbo, 1999).  Self-efficacy refers to an 
individual’s self-perceived level of ability to acquire and use information in a specific situation. The final antecedent variable, information 
sufficiency, refers to an individual’s perception of having enough information to make a judgment and has been positively associated with 
the use of the less effortful heuristic processing (Trumbo, 1999). Mixed valence reviews should activate the more demanding systematic 
processing mode on the principle of information sufficiency. In the face of conflicting appraisals of an instructor and course, students likely 
conclude they that they do not have the information necessary to make a judgment call prior to direct experience with the instructor. When 
presented with exclusively positive valence comments, students likely rely on heuristic processing (e.g., “unanimous peer opinions can be 
trusted”) and rate instructors on the basis of WOM comments rather than direct experience with them. The next section briefly describes the 
dependent variables of interest: credibility, attractiveness, affective learning, and motivation. 

 
Dependent Variables 
Credibility  
Credibility is defined as “the attitude toward a source of communication at a given time by a communicator” (McCroskey & Young, 1981, 
p.24), and encompasses the degree to which students consider their instructors to be competent, have character, and demonstrate caring 
(McCroskey & Teven, 1999). According to Frymier and Thompson (1992) students’ perceptions of teachers’ credibility can exert a significant 
influence on their reactions to teachers and on the effectiveness of teachers in the classroom.  

 
Attractiveness 
McCroskey and McCain (1974) identified three dimensions of interpersonal attraction:  task, social and physical. In order, these dimensions 
refer to a person’s desire to work with another person, to socialize with another person, and attraction to another person based on physical 
appearance. Individuals rated as highly attractive (especially on all three dimensions) have been rated as more persuasive and credible 
than less attractive individuals (McCroskey, Hamilton, & Weiner, 1974). In the instructional communication context, student perceptions of 
instructor attractiveness have been positively associated with instructor immediacy and with perceptions of attitude and background 
similarity (Edwards & Edwards, 2001).  

 
Affective Learning 
 According to Kearney (1994), affective learning refers to “an increasing internalization of positive attitudes toward the content or subject 
matter” (p. 81). Importantly, affective learning is positively associated with student motivation to learn (Christophel, 1990) and may serve as 
a precursor to cognitive learning (Rodriguez, Plax, & Kearney, 1996).  
 
Student State Motivation to Learn 
Brophy (1987) characterized student motivation as the “tendency to find academic activities meaningful and worthwhile” (p. 205). Whereas 
trait motivation refers to an individual’s general level of motivation across situations, state motivation refers to student behaviors or displays 
to complete a specific task (Frymier & Shulman, 1995). In other words, state motivation “refers to a specific learning situation such as a 
particular class, task, or content area” (Myers & Rocca, 2000, p. 291). Previous research has established positive relationships between 
student state motivation and student learning (Christophel, 1990) and public speaking competence (Carrell & Menzell, 1997).  
 
Hypotheses 
Based on the results of Edwards et al.’s (2007, 2009) investigations and the predictions of HSM, we offer the hypothesis that uniformly 
positive computer-mediated WOM produce high enough information sufficiency that students will use the less effortful heuristic processing 
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to rely heavily on the the WOM to form judgments.  
 
H1: Students who receive positive computer-mediated WOM (RMP ratings) about an instructor will perceive  the instructor as 
more credible, more attractive (task and social) and will report greater  affective learning  and motivation to learn than will students who 
receive negative, mixed valence,  or no computer-mediated  WOM (RMP ratings). 
 
Furthermore, because HSM predicts that in situations involving low information sufficiency, people will engage in the systematic processing 
mode, we predict that in the presence of mixed valence reviews about an instructor, students will rely on their direct observations of the 
instructor as the basis of their ratings. In other words, students presented with mixed reviews should produce evaluations that are most 
similar to the control group (who receives no computer-mediated WOM prior to observing the instructor). 
H2: Students who receive mixed valence computer-mediated WOM (RMP ratings) about an instructor  will not  differ significantly 
from the control group in their rating of instructor credibility and  attractiveness and  of affective learning and motivation to learn. 

METHOD 
Participants 
The convenience sample was composed of 162 undergraduate students enrolled in a large lecture introductory communication course at a 
large Midwestern U.S. American research university.  Participants included 101 females (62.30%) and 61 males (37.70%). The majority self-
identified as Caucasian/White (71.00%, n = 115), followed by Black/African-American (17.30%, n = 28).  Participants’ ages ranged from 18 
to 46 years, with a mean of 21.10 (SD = 3.60). The largest percentage of participants classified as sophomores (34.60%, n = 56), followed 
by juniors (25.90%, n = 42), first-years (22.20%, n = 36), and seniors (16.00%, n = 26), first-years (15.90%, n = 49) and “others” (1.20%, n = 
2). Participants received minimal extra credit points in return for taking part in the study.  
 
Procedures 
Upon securing institutional review board approval, an experimental design consisting of three treatment groups (positive, negative, and 
mixed RMP ratings) and a control group (no RMP ratings) was utilized (Kerlinger & Lee, 2000). Each group (positive treatment, negative 
treatment, mixed treatment, and control) consisted of approximately 40 randomly assigned students enrolled in the introductory 
communication course. In all conditions, after reading a consent form, participants were informed by the second author that they would be 
asked to view a 12-minute videotape of an instructor delivering a lecture on the topic of computer-mediated communication. Furthermore, 
participants were informed that they would be asked to evaluate the instructor and their own reaction to the lecture material after viewing the 
presentation. At this point, students in the three treatment groups were given a handout. The researcher described the handout as a printout 
of the RMP results for the instructor appearing in the taped lecture and asked participants to read the handout during the moments taken to 
set up the videotape presentation. Positive RMP ratings were given to the first treatment group, negative RMP ratings to the second 
treatment group, and mixed RMP ratings to the third group. The control group did not receive a RMP ratings handout, but was given a 
fictitious name for both the instructor and his institutional affiliation. At the completion of the videotaped lecture, participants in all four 
conditions received a 3-page survey-questionnaire comprised of the following measures: (a) McCroskey and Teven’s (1999) Measure of 
Source Credibility, (b) McCroskey and McCain’s (1974) Measure of Interpersonal Attraction, (c) McCroskey’s (1994) Affective Learning 
Measure, (d) Christophel’s (1990) Student Motivation Scale and (e) a brief demographic survey to be used for sample description purposes. 

 
Independent Variable    
 To create the three treatment conditions, three 1-page handouts were produced, showing simulated RMP ratings. Appearing at the top of 
the pages were realistic-sounding, but fictitious names for both the instructor appearing in the taped lecture and his institutional affiliation. 
The middle of the pages included simulated quantitative summaries of student-raters’ evaluations of the instructor’s easiness, helpfulness, 
clarity, and overall quality (each based on a maximum score of 5.0 and a minimum of 1.0). The bottom third of the pages included 4 
fabricated open-ended comments from students regarding the instructor. These comments were modeled from student comments appearing 
on actual RMP results pages.  

The positive RMP handout indicated good overall quality of the instructor. The average easiness rating was listed at 3.2 out of 5.0, 
helpfulness as 5.0 and clarity as 4.8. These numbers were averaged to provide an overall quality rating of 4.9 out of 5.0, with 5.0 
representing the highest possible overall quality rating. Four simulated open-ended comments about the instructor were provided. For 
example, “If you want to learn something, take him if at all possible. Things that I liked: He’s well prepared. He’s understanding and nice. 
He’s funny.”  A “smiley face” appeared next to each of the four positive comments. 

The negative RMP evaluation indicated poor overall quality of the instructor. The average easiness rating was again listed at 3.2 
out of 5.0, helpfulness as 2.0 and clarity as 1.4, averaged to provide an overall quality rating of 1.7.  Four simulated open-ended comments 
about the instructor were provided. For example, “If you want to learn something, don’t take him if at all possible. Things that I did not like: 
He’s not prepared. He’s not understanding or nice. He’s not funny.” As evidenced in the sample, negative comments were produced by 
reversing the sentiments expressed in each of the four comments used on the positive RMP evaluation. A “frowny face” appeared next to 
each of the negative comments. 

The mixed RMP handout indicated contradictory opinions regarding the overall quality of the instructor. The average easiness 
rating was listed at 3.2 out of 5.0. Helpfulness was listed as 3.5 and clarity as 3.1. These numbers were averaged to provide an overall 
quality rating of 3.3 out of 5.0. The four simulated open-ended comments about the instructor included two positive and two negative 
comments, each with the appropriate “face.”  
 
Video Stimulus  
A professor unknown to student participants developed and rehearsed a short lecture on the topic of computer-mediated communication. He 
was instructed to deliver a teaching performance of “average quality.”  He was blind to the purposes of this study until all data collection was 
completed. The resultant 12-minute lecture was recorded in front of a live classroom audience. The video frame included the instructor from 
the waist up and a projection screen used to display a basic PowerPoint outline.  
 
Dependent Variables 
The Measure of Source Credibility (McCroskey & Teven, 1999) is an 18-item instrument designed to assess perceptions of an individual’s 
credibility across the three dimensions of competence (6 items; e.g., “intelligent/unintelligent”), character (6 items; e.g., 
“trustworthy/untrustworthy”), and caring (6 items; e.g., “cares about me/doesn’t care about me”). Participants were asked to rate the 
instructor appearing in the videotaped lecture along a series of 7-point semantic differential scales. In this study, reliability coefficients of .88 
for competence (M = 25.82, SD = 8.24), .68 for character (M = 26.13, SD = 4.72), and .83 for caring (M = 23.53, SD = 6.49) were obtained.  

The Measure of Interpersonal Attraction (McCroskey & McCain, 1974) was designed to assess a person’s attraction to another 
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along two dimensions: task (5 items; e.g., “I am confident with his or her capability to get the job done”), and social (5 items; e.g., “I think she 
or he could be a friend of mine”).  Participants were asked to indicate the degree to which they agreed or disagreed with task and social 
attraction items on Likert scales with response options ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). In this study, the following 
reliability coefficients were obtained: task = .81 (M = 17.15, SD = 4.11) and social = .74 (M = 14.19, SD = 3.76).  

McCroskey’s (1994) Affective Learning Measure is an 8-item instrument designed to assess students’ affect for course subject 
matter along a series of 7-point semantic differential scales. The first four items address affect toward the course content (e.g., “I feel that 
the class content is: valuable/worthless”), while the last four items address affect toward other classes in the content area (e.g., “My 
likelihood of taking future courses in this content area is: improbable/probable”). In this study, a reliability coefficient of .88 (M = 34.96; SD = 
10.62) was obtained for affective learning.    

Christophel’s (1990) Student Motivation Scale is a 12-item instrument designed to assess students’ motivation to learn from a 
target instructor in a particular course. Items are rated along 7-point semantic differential scales (e.g., “motivated/unmotivated,” 
“inspired/uninspired”). A reliability coefficient of .94 (M = 36.78, SD = 15.33) was obtained in the present study.   
 
RESULTS 
A one-way K-group multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to determine the effects of computer-mediated WOM 
(positive, negative, mixed, or no RMP ratings) on the seven dependent variables of the competence, character, and caring dimensions of 
credibility, the task and social dimensions of attraction, student motivation, and affective learning. Significant differences were found among 
the positive, negative, mixed, and control computer-mediated WOM conditions on the dependent measures, Wilks’s � = .784, F (21, 437) = 
1.837, p < .014, multivariate �² = .08. Please see Table 1. 
 
Table 1  
Means and Standard Deviations for the Four Conditions on the Dependent Variables  
     

Positive  Negative  Mixed  Control 
  ____________________________________________________________ 
Variable M (SD)  M (SD)  M (SD)  M          (SD) 
 
Competence 29.70a (7.18)  22.49b (7.16)  26.53ab (6.88) 25.63ab (8.40) 
Character 28.30a (4.94)  24.15b (3.55)  25.98ab (4.53) 25.23b (3.96) 
Caring  26.70a (5.13)  21.05b (6.22)  23.30b (5.90) 22.37b  (6.51) 
Task Attract 18.74a (3.66)  15.49b (3.80)  17.58ab (3.34) 17.11ab (4.46) 
Social Attract 15.41 (2.85)  13.85 (3.78)  14.15 (3.38) 13.26 (4.54) 
Affective 39.35a (9.44)  33.40b (10.47)  33.78b (8.74) 36.03ab (9.62) 
Learning  
Motivation 43.35a (14.25)  32.17b (14.56)  35.43b (13.88) 35.14b (13.13) 
Note. Means in a row with differing subscripts are significantly different at p < .05 in the Tukey HSD.  

 
Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) on each dependent variable were conducted as follow-up tests to the MANOVA. The ANOVAs were 
significant for competence [F (3, 158) = 6.99, p < .001, �²= .12], caring [F (3, 158) = 7.26, p < .001, �²= .12], character [F (3, 158) = 7.28, p 
< .001, �²= .12], task attraction [F (3, 158) = 5.39, p < .001, �² = .09], affective learning [F (3, 158) = 3.57, p < .05, �²= .06], and motivation 
[F (3, 158) = 5.14, p < .01, �² = .09]. The ANOVA for social attraction [F (3, 158) = 2.62, p = .053, �²= .05] was marginally significant. Post 
hoc analyses to the significant ANOVAs consisted of pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s HSD. Regarding H1, results largely supported the 
prediction by demonstrating that the group receiving positive computer-mediated WOM (RMP ratings) gave higher ratings than the other 
groups in most cases. The positive RMP group was higher than the negative RMP group on competence, character, caring, task attraction, 
affective learning, and motivation. Furthermore, students in the positive RMP group have higher ratings than the mixed RMP group on 
caring, affective learning, and motivation. The positive RMP group gave higher ratings than the control group on character, caring, and 
motivation. There were no significant differences on any dependent variable between the negative, mixed, and control groups. H2 also 
received support insofar as there were no significant differences between the mixed valence RMP and control groups on any dependent 
variable.    

 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study sought to experimentally test the effects of computer-mediated WOM (RMP ratings) on students’ perceptions of instructors and 
their attitudes toward learning course content. These findings are consistent with previous research on WOM which has shown that 
communication about products or services influences both customers’ choices and their assessment of the experience (Harrison-Walker, 
2001) and serves as an important source of consumer expectations (Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1993).  Results largely supported 
hypothesis 1, which predicted that students receiving positive WOM (RMP ratings) would produce more favorable ratings of the instructor 
and course as compared to the other groups. These findings are generally consistent with previous results reported by Edwards et al. (2007; 
2009), which demonstrated that positive valence WOM (RMP ratings) were associated with more positive ratings of professors and courses 
and tended to exert a stronger effect on ratings as compared to negative valence messages. Previous research investigating the relative 
influence of positive versus negative WOM has yielded mixed results (Ahluwalia, 2002). However, it appears that positive WOM produces a 
stronger consumer response under certain conditions.  For instance, Holmes and Lett (1977) lent support to the “positivity bias” by 
demonstrating that customers exposed to positive stimuli/events were more likely to communicate their feelings to others than were 
customers exposed to negative stimuli/events. Furthermore, Duan et al. (2008) suggested that “consumers do not blindly follow the ratings 
posted by other users” and are “not easily manipulated by extreme online reviews that aim to change WOM valence” (p. 240). Users are 
especially prone to evaluate heavily negative reviews as extreme and seek, instead, to base their judgments on experience with the 
target/product instead of solely on user comments. It is feasible that student participants in this study interpreted the negative comments in 
this light, explaining the lack of difference between the ratings of students who received uniformly negative reviews and the control group 
who based evaluations strictly on the professor’s videotaped performance. In the HSM framework, these results suggest that in the face of 
unanimous positive reviews, communicators rely on heuristic processing (e.g., consent by peers is trustworthy) and base their ratings on 
WOM rather than an “objective” evaluation of the performance itself. By contrast, it appears that unanimous negative reviews prompted 
participants to evaluate the professor systematically, by focusing on his performance, and delivering ratings statistically indistinguishable 
from those produced by students exposed to no prior WOM (control group). Perhaps educators can be cautiously optimistic that while levels 
of credibility, attractiveness, affective learning and motivation are heightened by positive RMP ratings, they are not adversely affected by 
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negative RMP ratings. 
Results also supported hypothesis two, which predicted that, in line with HSM, mixed valence reviews would signal students to 

feel as if they had insufficient evidence to make a conclusion about the professor and course prior to evaluating his lecture. For all 
dependent variables, students in the mixed condition produced ratings statistically identical to the control group (who had no prior WOM 
about the target). In addition to further supporting the relevance of HSM for WOM effects, and strengthening the support for information 
insufficiency as a primary antecedent to processing mode, these findings may also hearten instructors. Most professors receive a mixture of 
positive and negative ratings and the current findings give preliminary evidence that students who encounter such reviews keep an open 
mind and wait until interaction with professors to form solid judgments and attitudes about the professor and course.  

Additionally, this study demonstrates that a significant proportion of variance in student perceptions of an instructor’s credibility 
and attractiveness and their own learning and motivation are attributable to factors outside the instructor’s control. Although instructional 
performance was held constant across the four conditions, student computer-mediated WOM about the instructor explained about 14% of 
the variance in student ratings of the instructor and course. Interactions between students are often overlooked in instructional 
communication literature (Nussbaum & Friedrich, 2005), yet this study shows that peer-to-peer opinions are consequential in educational 
encounters.  

The findings of these studies should be interpreted in light of several limitations. The first is that experimental designs sacrifice 
some realism in order to isolate effects in the dependent variables to the manipulation. In this case, the videotaped lecture shown to 
participants was very brief (12-minutes) and delivered by a professor unknown to them. In reality, students spend a much longer period 
interacting with their real instructors and have weeks or months to form and solidify an impression. WOM ratings may be granted more 
decision. Future research might productively examine the effects of positive, negative, and mixed valence RMP ratings in natural conditions.  

Second, caution should be exercised in generalizing these findings. Participants were mostly young adult U.S. American 
Caucasian sophomores and juniors enrolled in communication courses at a large public institution. Felton et al. (2005) demonstrated that 
there are significant differences in the usage of web-based student evaluations of teachers among institutions and disciplines. There is good 
reason to suspect that there may be larger cultural variations, as well. Future research should replicate this study in a diversity of 
educational contexts.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper focuses attention on how I combined unique qualitative methodologies in a recent study, which examined the construction of 
self-identity through photographs and narrative text as primary data, in order to develop a visual autoethnography. Critical visual methodol-
ogy, grounded in Barthesian visual semiotics, was combined with traditional and non-traditional ethnographic methods to interrogate these 
data in order to construct the autoethnography. These data came from a gallery showing of my photographic exhibition: Wunderkammer: 
Specimen views of my postmodern life.  The resultant analyses of narrative text and photographs revealed an underlying sub-text of signifi-
cant racial encounters as well as several social and institutional ideological issues that contributed to my findings. Implications from this 
particular methodological design indicate usefulness not only in photography, but also in allied disciplines such as communication, educa-
tion, cultural, and media studies. This form of analysis also finds a place in the broader notion of social or cultural identity. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 This paper examines the conjugation of dichotomous data through a unique combination of qualitative methodologies in order to construct 
a visual autoethnography. Ethnographies tend to be written by researchers from one culture looking into a specific, different culture and 
follow such established methodologies as participant-observation or the ethnographic interview process (Spradley, 1979, 1980). On the 
other hand, visual ethnographies utilize the photograph as a central data component, but this is usually generated by the researcher (Banks, 
2007; Pink, 2007). Autoethnography on the other hand can be an “autobiographical genre of writing and research” (Ellis & Bochner, 2000, p. 
739). In this particular instance, that is a visual autoethnography, the combined data entailed researcher generated photographs and per-
sonal narrative text, which comprised a gallery exhibit titled: Wunderkammer: Specimen views of my postmodern life (Ownby, 2010). Each 
photograph had its own narrative panel that textually and visually provided discourse for the art patron’s understanding of each photo-
graph’s subject matter content. These narrative text panels were used in similar fashion to Barthes’ (1977) notion of text as anchorage and 
how a caption interacts with the photograph in that, “the text loads the image” (p. 26) in order to imbricate the two with cultural and ideologi-
cal artifacts. In order to explicate meaning from these visual and textual discourses therefore, a critical visual analysis (Rose, 2007, 2012) 
framed within Barthesian visual semiotics, coupled with traditional and non-traditional ethnographic methods (e.g., domain and taxonomic 
analyses, Spradley, 1979, 1980; research poems, Cahnmann, 2003; Furman, Lietz, & Langer, 2006; Langer & Furman, 2004; Miles & Hu-
berman, 1994; Poindexter, 1998; Richardson, 2000) was used to develop a visual autoethnography. Therefore, I will focus attention on criti-
cal visual methodology (CVM), which was combined with ethnographic methods to interrogate visual and textual data for understanding self-
identification construction. 

 
METHODS 
Initially my study was twofold: (1) to understand the construction of self-identity within a particular childhood geographical and ideological 
culture, and (2) integrating the methodological design through an interdisciplinary approach. The primary data analyzed in that visual au-
toethnography comprised narrative text and photographic images, which necessitated a blending of methods for a holistic view of the narra-
tive that emerged from the original research questions. I called that study a visual autoethnography because the data derived from text and 
photographs I produced. Therefore, what follows in this section will describe the various methodologies employed in that research project 
(Ownby, 2011a). 

The central question of that research sought to answer concerns of self-identity construction: How self-identity was defined 
through the construction, deconstruction, and reconstruction of my photographic exhibit called Wunderkammer: Specimen views of my 
postmodern life. Since autoethnographies tend to be about one’s self, as was the case here, my data (N = 18) was purposeful. Both soft and 
hard data (i.e., “memories of my lived experience” [Wall, 2008, p. 45], and photographs or narrative text) comprised that sample. I refer the 
reader interested in viewing those photographs and narrative texts to my recently published article (Ownby, 2011b).  

Primary data for the visual semiotic analysis using the critical visual methodology consisted of photographic images (n = 9), which 
were composed as still-life compositions of personal artifacts that chronicled my life over half a century. In addition, there were correspond-
ing narrative texts (n = 9), which I called story panels, that accompanied each photograph and those data were the genesis of the autoeth-
nography proper. Those narrative texts were based on personal memories, journals, family snapshots, and other artifacts. Secondary data 
included retrospective field texts (Burke, 2007; Ellis, 2004) in the form of my reflexive journaling during a one-year period that encompassed 
pre- and post-exhibit activity; I referred to those as my personal field notes. Thus, my field notes were combined with the narrative panel 
texts and framed within a three-dimensional space approach (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Creswell, 2007; Ollerenshaw & Creswell, 2002) in 
order to write my autoethnography. Additional family snapshots, documents, personal journals, memos, and artifacts not contained within 
the Wunderkammers became tertiary data sources. The three data sources therefore, created a triangle of validation, referred to by some 
scholars as qualitative triangulation (Maxwell, 1996; Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
 
PROCEDURE 
Qualitative data analysis software was utilized for data manipulation. Specifically, HyperRESEARCH software imported photographic im-
ages, narrative text panels, and my transcribed field notes for analysis. Thus, I was able to conduct the ethnographic analysis needed to 
write my autoethnography, as well as the semiotic analysis using Rose’s (2007, 2012) critical visual methods. Through inductive open cod-
ing, I developed an extensive code manual with definitions to guide subsequent coding processes for the photographs and all texts (i.e., 
narrative story panels and field notes). I moved from general descriptive codes of data chunks to more focused analytical codes, similar to 
axial coding used in grounded theory research, which allowed me to recognize recurring ideological themes and patterns within the data. 
Once my data coding was completed, I used this information as a foundation for developing what Spradley (1979, 1980) called a cultural 
domain analysis. During the coding process and the domain analysis I employed the traditional ethnographic technique of memoing for both 
texts and photographs. HyperRESEARCH allowed me to insert memos and codes directly into each photograph undergoing interrogation. 
Once the cultural domains were identified from the narrative texts, I created concept maps and numerous taxonomies to link the emerging 
themes and patterns. In turn, following Miles and Huberman’s (1994) suggestion for describing and analyzing data within-case studies such 
as mine, I created a time-ordered display known as an event listing. That enabled me to reconstruct the data around the major actors and 
temporal geographical shifts in order to tell my acculturation story of self-identity. In similar fashion, I used HyperRESEARCH during the 
semiotic analysis of the photographs for addressing the various modalities found within sites of meaning making. Since photographs played 
a central role in my research and since this paper’s focus concerns semiotic interpretation of those images, I now turn to the visual analysis. 
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Critical Visual Methodology 
Rose (2007) posited a theory for critically analyzing “found visual images” (p. 12) within research method designs that investigate visual 
culture. Although I professionally crafted my Wunderkammer photographs in the studio, they were not created for the research project under 
examination, per se. Rather, since they existed as a separate collection of images created for exhibition, they could now be classified as 
“found” when used within the context a visual semiotic analysis using the critical visual methodology. Additionally, several of the Wunder-
kammer photographs contained other “found” images in the form of snapshots from my past.  Regardless whether the images are found by 
or crafted by the researcher, Rose’s solid methodological approach to image interpretation is equally applicable to both genres of photo-
graphs, which is why I used her method in my analysis.  

Rose told me (personal communication, December 3, 2010) she was modifying her approach to include researcher created im-
ages.  However, she began developing her methodology during the last century as a means of teaching students how to critically interpret 
visual images (see Rose, 1996). During the ensuing years, she refined this theory, resulting with the publication of Visual methodologies: An 
introduction to the interpretation of visual materials (2007). Her theory of critical visual methodology (CVM) could be applied in both quan-
titative and qualitative studies that include, but are not limited to (a) content analysis, (b) semiology (i.e., semiotics), (c) psychoanalysis, (d) 
discourse analysis, (e) audience studies, (f) anthropological studies, and (g) photo-elicitation or photo–documentation research. In other 
words, this methodology can be utilized across broad fields of inquiry. The key feature of this methodology is not only its focus on the im-
age, but also its production and reception by its audience. Therefore, I will summarize the underlying model of her theory. First, at the visual 
literacy level, the visual consumer needs to consider how images create meaning in order to produce interpretations of visual images, which 
occurs at three disparate sites of interpretation or meaning making. Rose also suggested within each of the three sites of interpretation for 
visual images there resides three modalities for image interpretation intertwined therein. A closer look at each of these components is in 
order and how these three disparate sites of image interpretation are simultaneously imbricated with these different modalities. 

The sites at which visual image interpretation eventuate are: (a) the site of image production, (b) the site of the image itself, and 
(c) the viewing site of audiences (Rose, 2007). Furthermore, at each of these interpretive sites, Rose envisioned three modalities concur-
rently contributing at various levels to understanding visuals: (a) the technological modality, (b) the compositional modality, and (c) the so-
cial modality. The technological production of images involves various physical apparatus implementation (i.e., equipment or tools) and their 
associated technologies. They could range from simple paintbrushes to digital cameras to photo-blogs on the Internet. Compositional mod-
ality, on the other hand, references the formal structures of image design, such as color, positive-negative space, implied lines of direction, 
and so forth. In other words, how the compositional elements are used in the denotation of visual content within the image frame. Finally, 
social modality concerns “the social, economic, political and institutional practices and relations that produce, saturate and interpret an im-
age” (p. 258). This social modality is the plane where connotation resides, such as social or political ideologies. Rose, therefore, situated 
each of these modalities within three sites of image interpretation. Figure 1 shows this concept in relation to questions the researcher might 
ask regarding the interaction of sites and modalities. 

The above information out-lines the core of Rose’s (2007, 
2012) critical visual methodology as I have adapted it for 
the visual semiotic analysis of my Wunderkammer project. 
Thus, while broadly using the theoretical lens of Barthes’ 
(1972, 1977) notion of visual semiotics in conjunction with 
Rose’s (2007, 2012) critical visual approach for interpreting 
the photographic images from my Wunderkammer exhibit, I 
was able mine visual information for integration with ethno-
graphic result. By combining these two approaches I devel-
oped my visual autoethnography in the spirit of interdiscipli-
nary research. 

 Although I have briefly discussed both analytical 
methods for the narrative text and the photographs as a 
means of combined analyses, due to limited space in this 
paper, I will limit my discussion that follows to the critical 
visual analysis. This abbreviated synopsis should provide 
the reader a general view of how this type of methodology 
works. 
 
DEMONSTRATED CVM ANALYSIS 
When critically examining photographs, Barrett (2011) sug-
gested the critic begin with description, which means devel-
oping a list of facts about the subject matter within the im-
age. That is, description becomes a “data-gathering 
process” (p. 17). Further, he argued at the base level of 
description, the critic is establishing a typology of the pho-
tograph’s subject matter, also known as content. This would 
be congruent with Barthes’ (1977) suggestion that “all im-
ages are polysemous” (p.38) due to their content and thus 
create a complexity for the visual reader when choosing 
which aspect of the photograph to read and pay attention to 
and which aspect to ignore.   

 
 
 

 
 
The image’s subject is not necessarily the same as its subject matter (Faris-Belt, 2012), and the initial cataloging of the subject 

matter, therefore, is the starting point for any visual semiotic analysis. Operating at the first level of understanding is the subject matter con-
tent, which is simply known as denotation. The subject occurs at a second level of understanding, which is connotative, according to 
Barthes (1977). Additionally, Rose (2007) claimed, “many semiological [i.e., semiotic] studies therefore tend to concentrate on the image 
itself as the most important site of its meaning” (p. 76, emphasis in original). At the first level of interpretation of a photograph, the subject 

Figure 1. Image sites and modalities for visual analysis. Adapted from Rose’s (2007, 2012) 
critical visual methodology. Used with permission from Gillian Rose. 
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matter is addressed in order to develop understanding between signified, signifier, and sign, as typified within semiological studies. Fur-
thermore, within semiotic analysis, the semiologist also needs to interrogate both the compositional and social modalities within the site of 
the image to fully explicate meaning.   

In the original study there were nine photographs within the Wunderkammer series and they are grouped into three sections cor-
responding to my life stages, (1) First Impressions of my Normal World encompassed my elementary schools years, (2) Passage to Maturity 
spanned my coming-of-age years and then into graduate school and military service, and (3) Getting Comfortable traced mid-life transitions 
after career and military service to my current moment. For demonstration purposes, I will direct our attention to the first set of photographs 
from my analysis: First Impressions of My Normal World. 

 
First Impressions 
The first three Wunderkammers in this series visually depict my elementary school days while growing up in the geographical region of the 
United States known as the South. In order of appearance at my gallery showing, their titles work in concert with their content: Little League, 
Scouting, and Space-Age. Temporally, these three images span the years from 1960 until 1966, which was the year we left Florida because 
my father’s job transferred him and our family to California. My age ranged from six to twelve during this period, which began at first grade 
and up until my first semester of seventh grade at the local junior high school. The Little League and the Scouting photographs contain arti-
facts and objects that could broadly describe many American Baby Boom boys of that era, regardless of geographic region. Pocketknives 
and baseball gear, toy airplanes, snapshots of fishing trips and other outdoor Scouting activities, rock and stamp collections populate both 
photographs; these were popular pursuits for many children across America to engage in during the 1950s and 1960s. Activities such as 
these and similar ones marked and established American childhood. 

However, the third Wunderkammer titled Space-Age presents a different situation. While many American children of the 1960s 
were exposed through the news by mass media to our nation’s race-for-space against the former Soviet Union, only a limited number of 
children lived close enough to physically engage this scientific and technological endeavor. Those were the children that lived in close prox-
imity to Cape Canaveral and NASA’s (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) Launch Operations Center (Ryba, 2008, ¶27) on 
Merritt Island, Florida; and I was one of those children.  

Nearly every artifact in this Wunderkammer speaks to America’s early space program. The 8”x10” black-and-white glossy photo-
graphs are unique in that they are originals taken by NASA and U.S. Air Force photographers and were given to my father because of his 
job in that particular environment. The group photograph of men standing and kneeling on a rocket launch tarmac includes my father, along 
with three of the original seven astronauts of Project Mercury (Gordon Cooper [Faith 7], John Glenn [Friendship 7], and Gus Grissom [Liber-
ty Bell 7 and Apollo 1, in which he was killed in an onboard fire]). The collection of three badges in the specimen display case in the upper 
right corner was my father’s, which gave him access to the various rocket launch facilities were he worked. Hand-written papers along the 
bottom of the photograph were various elementary school assignments I had written, specifically about the space program. 

Thus, these particular artifacts move this specific image out of the ordinary and become extraordinary from other American boys 
and girls who lived outside the rural Atlantic coast of east-central Florida. Other artifacts in this particular image are not directly related to the 
space program, but were objects collected during this timeframe and represent childhood mementos, such as the display case of pop cul-
ture trinkets known as Rat Finks, often traded among boys playing on the school yard or during our bus ride to and from school. The upper 
left corner holds hand-painted clay figurines of American Indians around a campfire (toys passed on from my uncle’s childhood) and inters-
persed throughout the remaining areas of the photograph are other simple childhood toys and good-luck charms. Thus, the above descrip-
tion of photographic content conforms to and establishes the data-gathering process that Barrett (2011) suggested for all visual analyses 
and critiques.  
 
The Analysis 
Semiology lends itself well to critical visual methods and when considering how we think about visual meaning, can be constructive. Visual 
semiotics poses three criteria for meaning-making from photographs: (1) it insists on detailed image analysis, (2) the use of case studies, 
and (3) usage of unique sophisticated analytical terminology. By using a critical visual methodological approach to visual semiotic analysis, 
this method provided an excellent means for describing and “understanding how the structure of images produces cultural meaning” (Rose, 
2007, p. 106) within my Wunderkammer exhibition. When considering a critical visual methodological approach within this context, there are 
three critical areas or sites (Rose, 2007, 2012), to consider when analyzing photographs: image production, the image itself, and the au-
dience of the image. Further, Rose stated that in most semiotic analyses emphasis on the image itself was considered most important for 
making meaning from the photograph. Additionally, since semiotics focuses on the meaning of signs and their interpretation at the connoted 
level, compositional and social modalities also play an important role in meaning interpretation. However, it is important to give some atten-
tion to the sites of image production and the audience, as they do bring some amount of meaning to the images under consideration. 

For brevity sake, I will highlight portions of the analytical process and limit my discussion to generalities and only to images from 
my childhood experiences, since I explicate these processes in detail elsewhere (Ownby, 2011a). To begin this analysis, therefore, I began 
with the site of image production. Here, a researcher needs to answer to the best of his or her ability, why the author created the visual 
work. What was their impetus for image making? In the case of my Wunderkammer series, these photographs did not simply appear nor 
were they produced as domestic snapshots, but rather, they were meticulously researched, planned, and constructed as part of my scholar-
ly/creative research activities as a tenure-track photography professor at a Midwestern regional state university in the United States. They 
were also created as part of my personal self-expression as a visual artist in response to life situations, specifically, the death of my father. It 
was a personal cathartic process. What I am describing here is the social modality within the site of image production. Specifically in this 
particular modality, the notion of auteur theory, or the intended message of the visual image’s author, should offer information about the 
photograph that will aid in one’s understanding and this comes from the author’s intentions. However, from within the site of image produc-
tion, describing how the images were created also addresses the technological modality. For instance, discussing in detail how an image 
was researched and then crafted in a digital environment within a studio would be sufficient at this point in the analysis. 

Now I direct attention to the site of the audience. In discussing how viewers of images read photographs differently, Rose (2007, 
2012) argued the environmental context of the viewer could alter perceptions based on whether that person was viewing in a formal or in-
formal setting, such as a gallery versus a mass-produced magazine. This is where she situated social modality as being important in how 
audiences understand photographs. She stated two criteria are influential in audience response to photographs: (1) the social identities of 
the spectators, and (2) the social performance of spectating. Since this was a gallery exhibit, my spectatorship is viewed from that of art 
patron and how I reacted to viewing my show at the gallery along with other art patrons on opening night. This is a reflexive exercise that 
does not rely solely on the photographs themselves, but rather, on supporting documents used in the ethnographic analysis. These were 
primarily extensive field notes in the form of personal journaling, along with detailed research notes about the design and layout of the gal-
lery space for the exhibition. Thus I am addressing the second criteria of social performance of spectating, or viewing. 
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For a visual semiotic analysis, the image in and of its self is the most important consideration (Rose, 2007, 2012).  Thus, within 
the site of the image compositional and social modalities become locations for meaning contestation. Here the Barthesian visual semiotic 
analytical framework of varying levels of signification using denotation, connotation, and myth (Barthes, 1972), will influence this aspect of 
semiological understanding in self-identification construction through objects and images. From a compositional modality, for example, each 
image in the series had common design elements that helped create a cohesive look when hung together in the gallery. Those design ele-
ments included the repetitious use of scientific cases to house certain memorable artifacts and these cases were visually arranged on an 
invisible grid that aligned them with the edges of the photographic frame. On the other hand, items not contained within individual scientific 
display cases appear within the image area in a more haphazard, random, or casual arrangement. This juxtaposing of grid-like precision 
and haphazard randomness visually functioned in the social modality as denotation, yet connotatively, this speaks to a diametrical tension 
created by a trained modernist functioning in a post-modern environment, see Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Representative photographs depicting social modalities as denotative and connotative constructs for visual semiotic analysis. 
 
But what do all these elements communicate to the viewer or reader of the photographs? The answer to that question will vary in complexity 
based on who is viewing, as each individual will bring their own set of ideological assumptions and experiences to bear based on personal 
experiences. Since these images were used as data for analysis of my personal construction of self-identity in the form of an autoethnogra-
phy, I am able, therefore, to move the dialectic into “second order levels of signification, or connotation, between signifier and signified” 
(Ownby, 2011a, p. 138). Due to the brevity of this paper, I refer those interested in further understanding this concept to Chandler’s (2007) 
work. This is the juncture in the analysis where interpretation of ideological codes became important and HyperRESEARCH software was 
extremely beneficial in their interpretation. As I noted earlier, objects within the photographs were selected and highlighted, thus enabling 
the qualitative practice of memoing to be accomplished within the photograph proper. The software refers to this as annotations. Additional-
ly, constant comparison between the photographs and the textual data analysis enabled the detection of the embedded ideological codes 
needing interpretation. For instance, contained within the two photographs previously shown (see Figure 2), ideological codes of racism, 
conservatism, and militarism presented themselves. The objects contained within the Cub Scout image, when functioning at the second 
order of signification, spoke directly to racial issues experienced during the height of the American civil rights movement, of which my per-
sonal first-hand experience as a cultural insider needed consideration. Thus, we see both compositional and social modalities imbricated 
simultaneously within the site of the image.  
 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper, I have attempted to highlight applied steps in a visual semiotic analysis using a critical visual methodology, as proffered by 
Rose (2007, 2012). My purpose was to explain and demonstrate how I applied CVM within my research as I created a visual autoethnogra-
phy of my personal acculturation journey. As with any methodological approach, there needs to be an overarching framework and here I 
used the notions of Barthes’ (1977) semiological understanding through signification levels of underlying ideologies. Within this framework, I 
have explored three sites image meaning-making: the image itself, the production of the image, and audience response to the image. Addi-
tionally, Rose suggested three modalities within each site for further explication: social, compositional, and technological, which were dem-
onstrated within this write-up. The CVM could be applied directly to image interpretation, but in my research I chose to combine it with 
traditional ethnographic and autoethnographic techniques for understanding the narrative text. I have assumed the reader to be familiar with 
these other qualitative methods and focused my discussion instead on the visual component of my research project. Implications from this 
particular methodological design indicate usefulness not only in photography, but also in allied disciplines such as communication, educa-
tion, cultural, and media studies. This form of analysis also finds a place in the broader landscape of social or cultural identity. 
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CONTESTED VOİCES OF THE WOMEN İN THE TURKİSH CYPRİOT MEDİA 
 

Ipek Halim 
 
Introduction 
Cyprus is an island with 9,251 km2 surface area situated on the east of the Mediterranean Sea.  The island was ruled by the Ottoman 
Empire from 1570 to 1877. Then from 1877 until 1960 it was ruled by the British. In I960 Cyprus became independent and the two major 
communities of Cyprus; Turkish and Greek Cypriots, established the Republic of Cyprus. However, with the establishment of the Republic 
the conflicts between the two major ethnic groups; Turkish and the Greek Cypriots, did not end on the island.  Residing the 1963 conflict, the 
island was eventually split into two in 1974; the Greek Cypriots living in the South and the Turkish Cypriots living in the North . 
 Each ethnic group insists on their rights and as a result suffer  from the acts of the other ethnic group. Still the education system (Bryant 
2006), museums (Papadakis 2006; Peristianis & Welz 2006) and the media (Azgın 1998; Papadakis 2006; HAD Statement, 2004) have 
mostly been supporting, constructing and re-constructing the dominant official political claims that are based on ethnic national struggle 
narratives which mostly encouraged and teach  ‘enemy’ relations between the two communities. 

In Cyprus the media has played an important role in supporting ‘enemy’ relations.  Media’s ability to shape and construct/invent 
the collective identity (Anderson 1983; Schlesinger 1991; Papadakis 2006; Mackenzie 1978; Boyd-Barrett 1982) has been one of the most 
extensive tasks of the Turkish Cypriot media. Therefore, its subjects  are  related with Turkishness, Greekness or Cypriotness (Papadakis 
2006; Azgın 1998; Ünlü 1981). It mostly followed the dominant militarized, ethnic nationalist culture and most of the time it ignored gender  
which has the potential to blur the ethnic national approaches (Papadakis 2006; Yashin 2006; Bryant 2004).  

However, with recent movements of womens’ associations, the media began to be criticized. Plus, the numbers of women working 
in the media as well as the programs targeting women audiences or covering women as their core subject line have increased. This article 
emphasizes attention to such recent alterations in the Turkish Cypriot media.  It intends to explore what the increasing number of women in 
the production process brings in and aims to analyse the possible meanings such women programs’ convey in regards to feminist 
approaches. In other words, with this article I try to find out if the recent woman programs have any ‘real’ challenge on the dominant 
militarized, ethnic nationalist media culture which articulates and strengthens the patriarchal ways of living. 

After giving a brief story of the Turkish Cypriot media and studying the effects of the women associations on the media the article 
is divided into two main sections. First, it studies the motivations as well as the educational  background of the women media workers. It 
explores how  women media workers define feminism and if they see any need for it. Plus, it studies if women media workers and the 
university TV channels suggest any strategies for women to gain more vacancies in the media and be presented in multiple identites.  

Secondly, the article uses the TV program “From the Life of the Kitchen” -which examins the life stories of the successful Turkish 
Cypriot career women- as a case study to examine how the women are presented by the women producers. Since “From the Life of the 
Kitchen” tv  program brings examples of how women succeeded in the public space it becomes a promising program that could bring in 
different voices. It holds the potential to weaken the militarist patriarchal points of views where they strongly associate  private space and 
the women through which women are systematically placed outside of public discussions and decision making processes (Rose, 1993, 
1997; Nicholson, 1992; Kimmel 2004).  

Finally the article puts women, space, representation of women and the TV program “From the Life of the Kitchen” into dialogou 
and re reads the program via feminist theories. It highlights how strongly we internalised the association between the woman and private 
space that although a program wills to empower women it can still fall into the patriarchal values. Therefore, the article argues for the 
necessity of the feminist knowledge.  
Turkish Cypriot Media born with a Nationalistic Male Voice 

TV and radio entered into the lives of the Turkish Cypriots after 1960. That was the time when the British colonization come to an 
end and the two major communities, Turkish and Greek Cypriots established the Cyprus government.  This new state also had its own 
broadcasting corporation, Cyprus Broadcasting Cooperation (CBC). With the establishment of the CBC,  aside from newspapers and 
cinema; radio and television started to gain popularity. Both Greek and Turkish programmes were broadcasted. Azgın (1989) reports that 
“there were few hours of Turkish programmes every day on the radio and once a week on Friday evenings a Turkish movie was 
broadcasted.”  

In 1963 a civil war broke out between Turkish and Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots found themselves without radio and TV 
(Azgın, 1989). Thus, Turkish Cypriots established their own radio channel, Bayrak Radyo (Bayrak Radio). Like many other researchers, 
Çatal (2006) says that the radio was established with the aim to build communication between Turkish Cypriots and to organise their 
struggles against the Greek Nationalism. As Azgın argues “... the history of the Turkish Cypriot mass media in a nut shell is one of the 
reaction to the Enosisi  movement –goal to unite the island with Greece-” (1989,  p, 642). Therefore, from the beginning mass media has 
been a very active tool for building ethnic nationalist bonds.”     

After 1974, when the island was divided, the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus —TRNC-- was established and Bayrak Radio 
turned into the Turkish Cypriots official broadcasting cooperation. Since then, Bayrak has been financially and politically administrated by 
the Turkish government. In time Bayrak Radio improved its broadcasting quality as well as its facilities and in 1976 Bayrak TV was put into 
service and continued to follow the ethnic nationalist, patriarchal broadcasting culture.  

The monopoly of BRT had broke down in 1996 with the new Radio and TV Broadcasting law. With this new law private 
broadcasting became legal. Since that date the media institutions have increased in number. Today in the TRNC there are 8 TV channels.  
However, very similar with the public broadcasting, the private TV channels followed the ethnic nationalist, patriarchal broadcasting policies. 
As Çatal (2006) indicates most of the private media institutions have close relations with political parties or unions. Therefore, their 
broadcasting policies unsurprisingly follow those parties, unions’ ideologies which usually support the patriarchal ways of thinking and living. 
The year 2004 has been a very important, intense and active year for the Turkish Cypriot media. The ‘Annan Plan’ (2004) which was a 
United Nations proposal to settle the Cyprus dispute. Therefore, the Plan was put on discussion in the media. During this period, northern 
Cyprus media institutions gained noticeable acceleration. This was the time when everybody started to talk about what kind of future they 
were willing to construct. All the media institutions played their roles in this process; even new radio channels were established and during 
this time surprisingly a great number of discussion programs related to the Cyprus history and the Cyprus Problem were broadcasted. Quite 
a few concepts and memories were revisited.   

Once again, most of the discussions were based on the identity issues. The ones who supported the Annan Plan foreground their 
territorial nationalism. They supported Cypriotness. On the other hand, the ones who were against the Plan supported the ethnic 
nationalism. They highlighted on the Turkishness and felt closer to Turkey. During all these identity discussions while the main concern was 
to build a permanent peace media, highly engaged in revisiting democracy, new systems of governmental structures, unfortunately gender 
issues and woman’s’ experiences had not taken any part. The media was missing the opportunity of constructing creative, inclusive 
discussion platforms. Once again, women were ignored. 
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During the Annan Plan period we again experienced the strength of the patriarchal media environment while at the same time we 
also saw some challenges from the women associations as well.  Therefore, I find it very important to study the increasing number of 
women associations and the Universities as well as the increasing number of women workers in the media and the increasing number of 
woman programs’ sanctions, affects, or influences on the TV channels.  
 
Woman Associations and Their Influences on the TV  
Hands Across the Divide –HAD-  is a group of women, living both in the north and the south of Cyprus as well as abroad. They have been 
very active during the Annan Plan period. They call for a permanent peace. They were working towardsfor gender equality, and sharing the 
values of democracy, inclusion and non-violent culture. In their “Imagining a post-Solution Cyprus: the Gender Dimension, Statement” they 
strongly criticized the media, especially TV, and called upon for the urgent change in the presentations of women and asked  women’s 
voices to be included in the media and to produce less sexist and militaristic programs (HAD, Statement, 2004).   

As its members report, HAD’s Statement was delivered to all parties involved in the negotiation process, including the United 
Nations but did not succeed in grasping the attention of the politicians nor the TV owners.  Later in 2008, the Solidarity Council of the 
Turkish Cypriot Women worked on UNIFEM’s reports, 14 different Turkish Cypriot woman associations’ suggestions and HAD’s Statement 
and prepared a “white paper” which was delivered to Mr.Mehmet Ali Talat whom was president at that so called time.  This  work was 
underlining why including women into the peacemaking process and politics is necessary.  

The report of the Solidarity Council of the Turkish Cypriot Women was accepted by the President on the 1st of August 2008, 
however  after the residing presidential elections the new President showed no interest in these suggestions. Therefore, until today – 
January 2011—none of the Solidarity Council of the Turkish Cypriot Women’s suggestions is put into action. The Solidarity Council of the 
Turkish Cypriot Women which was established in 2008, has also prepared a meeting where gender related lectures were given and 
discussions were done. The participants were feminists, scholars, council members and the media workers. The aim was to create gender 
awareness in between the media workers. However, at the end of the three hours meeting the Council’s media unit chief, Ms. Mehtap Tekin 
reported the meeting as inefficient. As most of them did not define the media as patriarchal they  did not see any need for gender studies.  

Solidarity Council of the Turkish Cypriot Women’s board of directors had insisted on their aim to create a change in the media and 
therefore they themselves decided to produce a TV program once a week. It was produced by the two members of the Council who had an 
MA degree on gender studies. According to the Council’s announcements the program aimed to bring different gender issues on the screen 
and to develop gender awareness among the public. Each week they had different guests and discussed a variety of topics.   
Among their guests were the First Lady of the present Time Mrs Talat; the president, Mr. Mehmet Ali Talat, MP candidates, academicians 
who had researches on gender and some other women associations’ members.   During the programme gender related conferences, 
projects, researches and journals were introduced, too. However, the enthusiastic start ended after the 9th episode. As the Council 
announced that despite the encouraging feedback they received as TV channles new administration did not want to broadcast any 
programs prepared outside the station, they decided to give a break. Since then they have not produced any TV programs.  Thus, the recent 
attempts by the women associations which aimed to create a change in the patriarchal broadcasting culture were unsuccessful.  Either they 
received no attention or had a very short life span.   
 
Universities and Their Influences on the TV  
The increasing number of Universities in North Cyprus is another hope to create some changes on the patriarchal broadcasting culture. In 
this part of the article universities possible influences on the patriarchal media had been examined under two topics. First, their own 
broadcasting polices and then their curriculums for media students.  
Three Universities; Girne American, Near East and Eastern Mediterranean University have their own TV channels which can be followed by 
the public as well. However, their managers claim that the University channels are familiar with introducing and promoting the universities 
(Şen, 2010). At the moment, there are no intentions to interrogate the dominant gender discourse.  

The Woman’s Research and Education Center in the Eastern Mediterranean University; KAEM, has been an active centre who 
from time to time create an attention on the patriarchal media. They have organized 3 international conferences on women studies and 
there they also took an attention to the TRNC’s media. They also display feminist movies. Such as in 2008 they displayed “Journey beyond 
Violence”, “Mediators and Women”, “Life Story of Karman Aziz” and aimed to draw attention to the possible different story telling ways. 
KAEM, continuously publishes an academic journal; “Kadın/Woman since 2000 as well (http://cws.emu.edu.tr/tr/index.html). On the other 
hand, all these activities are discontinues and reach to very limited group of people who are usually researchers or academicians. All five 
Universities have Communication and Media Departments. Bailie (2006) takes our attention to the point that during the 2004-2005 academic 
years four of these universities also started to give media education at MA and PhD levels as well.  Studying media took lots of Turkish 
Cypriot young women’s attention. During the academic year 2004-2005 there were more girls who enrolled to Radio TV Production 
Departments then boys (p.3, 2006).  

Although there are more women receiving education on Communications and working in the media, at very few of these 
departments’ curriculums have courses on gender. Especially, Girne American University, Near East University, and International Cyprus 
University do not offer any courses on gender for the Media Students. Although in Eastern Mediterranean University there are some elective 
courses and some main course topics might include chapters on gender the possibility of the communication faculty students to graduate 
without having any gender related course is very high. Therefore, what will be the influence of these students’ on the patriarchal media after 
graduating is still uncertain! 

Çahit analysis the Turkish Cypriot media and argues that although there are more women who graduate from the Communication 
Faculties and start working in the media than before, they are not subversive. She says that most of them do not have gender awareness 
nor the curiosity to explore gender issues therefore their programs have no aim to add women’s stories into the media (Çahit, 2009).  

Bailie’s research supports Çahit’s argument where she indicates that most of the women media workers are pleased with the 
media as it is now and for them the main task of the media is to deliver the news (p.10, 2006). That is to say, most of the women media 
workers do not find anything to criticize, they are pleased with the broadcasting policies, they do not have gender awareness and they do 
not see themselves as news, ‘reality’ producers. They do not see any necessity to bring any alternative interpretation nor to develop new 
ways of thinking in their programs or stories. Plus, Bailie suggests that most of the women media workers are between the ages of 18- 25 
and most of them are single (p.4, 2009). She also argues that it is not very clear how they would make their preferences after marriage and 
becoming mothers. They might fit into the inherited women model and stop working as well.  

Bailie’s, and Çahit’s researches, plus the Universities curriculums and their broadcasts prove that they do not have much intention 
to challenge against the dominant patriarchal media. Above all there is a lack of awareness.  
Current Women Programmes with Women Producers and Their Influences on the TV  

Some of the current women TV programmes which have women producers are; Womanly Talks,  Let’s Talk and Cook, Dekoraktif, 
Skilled Handa with Feza,  Daylights, and Let’s Cook Together.  Most of these programs are  appreciated by the TV channel owners and the 
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audiences. Let’s Talk and Cook, Skilled Hands with Feza, and Let’s Cook Together are weekly live broadcasted programmes.  They have 
women guests and accept live telephone calls and aim to build a kind of network between women, however, in one way or the other they 
usually support the mainstream culture and influence women to stiffen their traditional gender roles, to cook and to do knitting or lace work. 
Womanly Talks and Daylights  are weekly programs related with fashion, family relations, decoration, children education and cooking. 
Dekoraktif is another program that targets women. It is related with interior design which mostly gives advice to its audiences on how they 
can decorate their homes in better ways. Today the majority of the programs which target women and have woman producers are related 
with private space and that spaces duties. It is important to recall  McRobbie’s 2002 and Haris’s 2004 arguments where they insist that the 
increase in the number of women programs’ might not challenge the patriarchal culture. Above all, such programs usually educate women 
to keep themselves associated with the traditional gender roles (Gillis and Hollows, 2009). 
 
Although women are presented in on the TV;  the ways in which they appear are still very. Women are defined within family contexts and 
responsible from the private space. Thus, the current woman programs stereotypes women. They reproduce binary opposition system of 
meanings where as many feminist studies repeatedly notes women, private space, domestic practices, being out of economic relations and 
productions are all associated with each other and hold the meaning of being less important. Therefore, any programme that is related with 
gender or have a woman producer do not necessarily convey a different voice/empower women.  
 
The Influences of  “From the Life of Kitchen” TV Program  
“From the Life of the Kitchen” was a weekly  TV programme broadcasted on BRT on Sundays. It approximately lasted fifty minutes. In each 
episode a different Turkish Cypriot working, career woman is interviewed. Baskaya; the program producer, said that the idea of 
broadcasting the life stories of career women had first started with a radio programme which was called “Life is Called Woman”. After the 
56th episode, the producer of the program enlarged the team and developed the radio programme into a TV programme renaming it “From 
the Life of the Kitchen”.  

When the programme was converted into a TV documentary it started to convey more detailed information with many visual 
presentations. The programme had scenes from the career woman’s sitting room, kitchen, and sometimes from their workplace. The 
producer of the program was at the same time the presenter of the programme. She visited the career women in their home and asked 
questions. The career women are generally asked to tell their life stories beginning from their childhood and a chronological presentation of 
their autobiographies. The conversations had mainly been about the woman’s work life and they were asked to explain what they 
experienced as working women. Their narratives were also supported by old photographs and by some interviews with their relatives, 
colleagues, partners, children, husband’s or friends. The program always ended while the successful career woman cooked her best dish 
and share her recipe with the audience. 

Some of the women whom were invited to the program include: Fatma Azgın; (journalist, chemist, peace activist, politician, wife, 
and a mother). Işın Ramadan Cemil; (entrepreneur, mother, and wife). Hayat Aydinova; (headmistress of a nursery, mother, and a wife). 
Cemaliye Hocaoğlu; (nurse, wife, and a mother). Netice Yıldız; (academic and art historian). Bilge Nevzat; (entrepreneur, media manager, 
mother, and a wife). Safiye Nadir; (entrepreneur, wife, and a mother). Özcan Mullakla; (aviation mechanic).  Pervin Gürler; (chief police 
officer, wife, and a mother) and Vediya Barut; (entrepreneur, mother, and wife). The programme covered life stories of many other women 
artists, managers, writers, and professionals. 

“From the Life of the Kitchen” lasted more than a year and there has been no other TV programme since.  As the programme 
gave space to women and presented women in different areas within private space is still a very important example in the Turkish Cypriot 
media. The  
 
Importance of “From the Life of Kitchen” TV Program  
A majority of 83.8 %, Turkish Cypriot women  “… believe that women have more responsibility  in housekeeping than men” (Hadjipavlou, p. 
74, 2002). In her study ‘Women in Cypriot Communities’,  Hadjipavlou conducted group in-depth interviews with Turkish Cypriot women and 
some Turkish Cypriot participants expressed their experiences by saying that; “There is a sequence in what we should do as women: we go 
to school, then get married, have kids, get them married and so on. If you don’t behave in what the community wants you to do then the 
pressure starts” (p. 126). According to Lisaniler’s research; 48.7% Turkish Cypriot women believe that a working woman affects the 
development of children in a negative way and 34% of women indicated that when women work it causes a arise of family problems.  
The outcomes of all these researchs’ highlight that, despite there being an improvement in education, the participation of women in the 
economics is still very limited. Women are still strongly associated with the private space.  Whereas some women have internalized the idea 
that it is better for women not to work while on the other hand some others who want to build an untraditional life style unfortunately the 
structure of the society does not easily allow them to do so. 

In the Turkish Cypriot culture, women are still usually the ones who are put in a position to make a choice between a career 
(public space) and marriage (family life/private space) (Lisaniler, 2003). They are the ones who experience the borders of the public space 
so strongly.  In order to be present at the public space they make many different negotiations.   Mostly, women are asked to first fullfil their 
private space duties which are presented as women’s main duty and then transfer themselves into the public space. This deadlock of the 
working woman consumes them to hold two jobs: reproductive work together with their job/work. This is called a “double burden” and it is 
suggested as one of the most important reasons for women’s limited existence within the public space. As women are associated with the 
private space, business environments become restricted areas where women can only be given temporary, conditional tickets to pass 
through.  

However, such limitations and the difficulties which are experienced by the working women do not get many spaces in the Turkish 
Cypriot media. Women are usually left alone to combine and manage two spaces duties. That is why “From the life of the Kitchen”  
programme becomes a very important example. It particulary examines the working women’s life stories and ask them how they managed 
to be in the public space as a woman. It highlights the limitations women experience in the public space. Some examples from the 
programme can be listed as; Ms Cemil who runs a company which deals with import and export said that she is not involved in any other 
event after work. She always spends her nights at home with her childeren. As she says, she joined some activities and had hobbies after 
her children had grown up. She also pointed out her concerns about having business meetings with any businessman at night or at the 
places open to the public. She says that, “for preventing any misunderstandings I do not do any meetings with a businessman outside of my 
office”.  

Nadir said that her time management is very well. In order to be able to go to work on time she used to wake up earlier than all the 
other family members and prepare both the breakfast and the lunch. By doing so, she could manage both; to be a working woman and a 
mother. During many episodes most of the career women said that becoming pregnant or becoming a  mother affected their lives very 
deeply. As they say, in order to take care of their families from time to time they needed long breaks or stopped working. Some other 
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working women said that they got help from their mother’s whom ended up taking care of their children. Above all, as they explained, some 
of their mothers moved into their homes in order to help keep up with their duties within the private space.  

All of these interviews suggest that women sleep less, work more, also have internalized all the possible punishments and ,limits 
their interactions in order to be in the public space. From the life of the Kitchen TV programme clearly delivers the problems and highlights 
the limitations women face and points out how the spaces are gendered.   
From the life of the Kitchen did something very important it included womens’ stories in the media. It also told the untold, unrecognized, 
woman experiences. It revealed women’s fears, challenges, and motivations. Apart from making their limitations in the business visable it 
also told the untold woman experinces in the Turkish Cypriot history. While the working women spoke about their youth or childhood they 
also re told the near past from a woman’s perspective. It allowed women to speak, to become the source of information and produce new 
‘realities’ .  

The programme revield that some women actively had taken part in the conflics. They hid weapons or transferred some important 
messages from one place to the other. Women also told how they found ways to escape to the other side of the island during the conflicts 
when it was forbidden to travel from one city to the other. Via the programme women gained a space to add themselves into patriarchal 
history narratives as well.  

Another point that makes the programme very important is because it gives hope. Although the article highlights that majority of 
the women media workers do not see any problem in the Turkish Cypriot media with this specific example we see that there are some 
women producers who can make challenging programmes. 
 
Orkun ;who is one of the producers of  From the Life of the Kitchen says that her private life was a reason for her to come up with such a TV 
program. Her gendered experiences forced her to privilege other womens’ experiences. Başkaya pointed out that after becoming a mother 
she realized how oppressive it can be to continue working. She also added that;  

I believe that we live in a patriarchal society. Whether a woman works outside or not, she needs to cook, clean the house, take 
care of the children, so she still practices the traditional gender roles. I wondered about the lives of working women who had to 
compete with men, who had to run in the same line with men, I wanted to see how they managed (personal interview, 23 08 
2008).   
 
As Başkaya practiced the double burden by herself it was much easier for her to recognize it and made such a programme. 

Therefore the programme gives hope for if there will be more women media workers there will be definitely some women who will focus on 
gender and blure the patriarchal media.  
 
However From the Life of the Kitchen Falls into Dominant Patriarchal Discourse’s Traps as Well 
From the Life of the Kitchen is about the division of the spaces, gendered experiences, career women and success. It brings in some very 
important views. Such as, it made women visible and unlike the dominant voice of the media it highlighted that the daily experiences and 
duties as well as the spaces are gendered. Therefore, the programme is very crucial in terms of presenting womens’ stories.  

On the other hand it also represented the  kitchen, workplace and succeeded in supporting patriarchal discourse.  From the Life of 
the Kitchen had acknowledged the valuable, ‘proper’ work and ‘real’ success as the work which are achieved within the public space. To put 
it differently, the program gave privilege reading to the public space.  Success and public space has been once again presented as natural 
matches which should take place outside of the home. Such a narrative supports the space seperations, dichotomic meaning system and 
therefore builts hierarchical relations within which women and private space are undervalued. The programme could have given space to 
hybrid spaces, re define private space or focus on the contionous relations between the spaces and blure the patriarchal dicotomic meaning 
system. Therefore the influences of the programme are not very clear. There are some unwillingly constructed contradictory messages.  

Although the word ‘kitchen’ was used in the title of the programme, there was no intention to use it as a meaning loaded concept. 
In such a programme cooking and kitchen should have been disentangled from their genderly defined division of labor attributions. 
However, instead it became a unity builder between women.  In the programme all women were placed in the kitchen and were asked to 
experience their traditional gender roles by cooking a meal. In this way, cooking/kitchen/ taking care of the family/private space was 
presented as women’s god given mission that every woman must know and should practice.  Through such frames women are reminded 
that whatever they do still, they have strong connections with the private space. In other words, it says that private space is women’s ‘real’ 
space.   

I will not argue that career women should not appear in the private space/kitchen or should not cook. However, by portraying all 
women in the kitchen while cooking calls limitations for gender identity. Repeatedly in each episode doing so, women’s association of the 
home is supported. As Brunsdon (2005) and Gillis & Hollows (2009) argue, such presentations has the influence of re naturalization and 
educate women into thinking that kitchens are their forever, usual/ natural, obliged spaces.  

Although the producer of the program suggested that they asked all the women to cook just for adding an entertainment element 
to the program (personal conversation, 2007), it still stays as a problematic issue. It tells us when we think about women, the kitchen is one 
of the first places that comes to our mind. Why in it that hobbies like; singing, painting, gardening, cooking, fashion, writing, dancing, 
etc...had not been asked and instead every women was again associated with the private space and that spaces duties. 

The program’s format towards defining ‘workplace’ falls into patriarchal viewpoints too. New ways of reconceptualisnig the 
workplace has not been searched at all. The program prefered to include career women who only work outside of the house. However, it 
could have been possible for the program to find examples where some successful women blur such binary oppositions between public and 
private spaces and combine them. There are a great number of self employed petty entrepreneur women who make pies, do pray reading, 
make cheese, do lace works or some traditional desserts in their homes.  

Those who do their businesses at home use their kitchens like a small atelier where meatballs, pies and desserts are prepared 
and cooked. Usually their living rooms are the places where orders are taken, bargaining and buying/selling negotiations are carried out. 
Similar to these women other working women, those who produce embroidery use their home as a work place too. Although, such 
entrepreneur women could have been an  important model for the program; as through these examples the program could have expanded 
the meaning of work, workplace, home and include new meaning to the dominant patriarchal definitions of space, the program chose not to 
give any space for these examples. It followed the patriarchal culture and ignored, undervalued them.  

However, such women built discursive, hybrid, multi sphere models. Such hybridity as Bhabha (1994) asserts becomes a 
powerful, continuous process of interactions through which culture keeps to exist and produce without producing any hierarchies. Thus, the 
spaces which are constructed by the women who built their career at home can interrogate the space separation and become important 
examples for bluring the space seperations. They become important examples where the  home becomes a production, displaying and 
selling space. However, the programme did not make any attempt to do any re definitions. Without questioning the existing values it started 
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to analyse the waysof  how women deal with them. Therefore it had no power to come up with strong, subvertive examples through which 
women could have been empowered. 
 
Conclusion  
Recently in Northern Cyprus the number of women media workers has shown an increase.  However, the increasing number of women 
programmes or the number of women media workers do not necessarily create vital changes on the Turkish Cypriot media. Above all most 
of the media workers do not question the media and do not see any reason to change the broadcasting tradition.  

The woman associations’ and the universities efforts do not reach the society very efficiently and they do not take enough 
attention of the State. Therefore, their challenges have not been very successful. 

However,rarely there are some programs which are constructed with the sprite of gendered experiences such as From the life of 
the Kitchen.  The number of such programs should be increased. On the other hand, the lack of the feminist knowledge might make such 
programs to construct conflicting messages and fall into patriarchal discourses. 
Therefore, recognition and being able to present the gender and challenge against the patriarchal culture with a clear and a strong voice 
requires some certain awareness as well as an education. Women producers, gender studies and feminist approaches need to be put into 
dialogue, so that the messages can be clearer, stronger and can subvert the dominant patriarchal discourses. Thus, media education at the 
universities, woman associations as well as at the media institutions need to be re constructed and insist on gender studies.  
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An art made by the people, and for the people, as a happiness to the maker and the user. That is the only real art there is, the only art which 
will be an instrument to the progress of the world, and not a hindrance. 
                                                                                       William Morris, The Art of the People, 1879. 
 
Abstract 
This paper discusses the convergence of media technologies, participation culture and the new vernacular of smart device photography. 
The author and Lincoln School of Media colleague, James Field, are developing a participatory interactive documentary project entitled 24-
hours.in (www.24-hours.in), exploring new opportunities for participation, collaboration and the potential democratization of documentary 
production. Utilizing user-generated video captured on mobile phones and smart devices, the project is participatory whereby the audience 
contribute documentary videos, around the theme of 24 hours in a city or location. With reference to Dziga Vertov’s seminal 1929 
documentary film ‘Man with a Movie Camera’, the aim is for the videos to document the cities, the people that live there and their daily lives. 
Moving beyond the user-generated content model, the project will build up a database of location specific documentary material and aim to 
create a new system for collaborative documentary production and user-curated content. 
 
Convergence media and the digital vernacular  
The media landscape has changed exponentially over the last decade, and it was the development of the World Wide Web in the early 
1990s that established the foundations for the current convergent media environment. The Internet, the network of networks via which the 
Web operates began in the 1960s and modern cyberculture can trace its root back to the cultural practices of that era (Turner, 2006). The 
exploration of electronic arts in the 1980s evolved into computer-mediated multimedia in the early 1990s as the web and CD-Rom platforms 
gained momentum, morphing seamlessly into interactive multimedia, and then new media towards the end of the 20th century. The readily 
available tools and relative freedom of the web enabled a vibrant and playful new media environment to develop, in 1997 it was much easier 
to imagine large numbers of amateurs producing media than it was to imagine large numbers consuming amateur content (Jenkins, 2006). 
However the term new media was always problematic, as all media were new at some point, Richard Grusin asks whether “new media” 
within the current media regime of premediation has become too limiting a concept.  

The product of certain 1990s global post-capitalism economic and sociotechnical formations, new media may turn out to be a 
problematic analytical concept to make sense of our media everyday, particularly insofar as it continues to emphasize the “newness” of 
digital media rather than their “mediality”. (Grusin, 2009) 

With the beginning of the 21st century the term new media seemed outdated and was replaced with the catchall ‘digital media’, but 
all media are digital and this term is not definitive or even meaningful. Meikle and Young suggest that ‘the significant characteristic of 
contemporary media is not just that they are digital but that they are also networked, enabling complex relationships of two-way 
communication.’ (2012) For them convergent media are networked digital media and this offers us a pertinent term for media today that has 
both currency and meaning.  

The most ubiquitous networked digital media device is the mobile phone and the proliferation of these devices Worldwide over the 
last decade has been phenomenal. In February 2012 the BBC News website carried a story stating ‘that according to network firm Cisco, 
mobile devices will outnumber humans this year’ (BBC, 2012). The mobile phone has been assimilated into the very social fabric of life in 
the 21st century. Increasingly these devices are smartphones, powerful mobile computing platforms running a dedicated OS (Operating 
System) expandable by the addition of software applications or apps. With the smartphone we have a device that can record images in both 
still and video format, we can edit on the device, it is connected to the internet so we can disseminate or publish via the device, and we can 
view rich media content on the device. The continuous improvement in imaging sensors has resulted in a new breed of camera phone that 
can record Full HD (High Definition) video at 1920 x1080, including the latest version of Apples iPhone, the 4S. Finnish telecommunications 
company Nokia announced their latest 41-megapixel smartphone at the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona in February 2012 (BBC, 
2012). Video captured on these latest generation smart devices is impressive, especially considering the small size of the lens. The always 
on, always connected and always with us smart device facilitates a new vernacular photography of the now. In 2003 Daisuke and Ito had 
noted that, In comparison to the traditional camera, which gets trotted out for special excursions and events – noteworthy moments 
bracketed off from the mundane – camera phones capture the more fleeting and unexpected moments of surprise, beauty and adoration in 
the everyday.  

The pervasive and ubiquitous nature of the camera phone and smart device signify the final stage in the process of the 
democratization of photography that began over 100 years ago. Eastman Kodak released the first truly consumer oriented camera, the box 
Brownie in 1900, and so began to democratize the practice of photography that up to then had been the realm of the professional, privileged 
or relatively wealthy. The low cost of the Brownie combined with it ease of use [the process was simple, the user just had to press the 
shutter, wind the film on until all exposures were used and then send the camera back to have the film developed] made photography a 
viable practice for the general public at large. Since the invention of photography the camera had been used to capture or document reality, 
actual events that happened at that moment in time. The Brownie gave birth to the snapshot and vernacular photography, those captured 
moments in time were now of everyone and the everyday. The beginning of the 20th century was a significant moment in history, never 
before had such a large number of people had access to a camera or the opportunity to document their lives and surroundings. The early 
21st century signals another paradigmatic moment, not only do the majority of the population in the modern world have access to a camera 
via their mobile device, but importantly they have it with them at all times, wherever they are. The trope of the camera phone as an 
exemplary everyday form of image capture carries important cultural implications, especially when it is joined up with a narrative and 
rhetoric of technologies fit for use for all, a certain demotic turn in photography. (Goggin, 2006). 

The photo and video sharing site Flickr lists the Apple iPhone 4 as the most popular camera device currently being used by its 
community of over 50 million registered users. Flickr was created in 2004 and soon became the most popular image hosting service for 
professional and amateur photographers alike, with on average over a million photos uploaded everyday the site now hosts in excess of 6 
billion images. This offers the contemporary photographer another unique 21st century opportunity, the ability to disseminate their work as 
never before possible, ‘the networking of the snapshot provides something which vernacular photographers have always lacked: a broad 
audience’ (Rubenstein and Sluis, 2008). In the past it was not only the camera that was brought out only for special occasions, but the 
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collection of snapshots commemorating those events, the birthdays, holidays etc., would be resigned to the family album or a box in the 
cupboard and rarely viewed. With 80 million unique visitors a month, the potential audience of Flickr is extensive, however the number of 
images the site hosts is relatively small compared to social network giant Facebook. Current estimates suggest that Facebook has over 850 
million active users; with over 250 million photos uploaded to the site everyday the site now hosts over 100 billion photos. Photography has 
evolved from being an analogue print-oriented practice to a pixel based, screen oriented, networked experience. With the latest generation 
devices capable of capturing broadcast quality HD video, and Facebook, YouTube, Flickr & Vimeo offering accessible platforms for 
dissemination/consumption, we are experiencing a new vernacular of photography both still and video, that is unprecedented.   
 
Participation culture in the networked era  
The web is not only a distribution channel but a platform for interaction and participation, especially with the development of Web 2.0, a term 
first coined by Tim O’Reilly in 2004, that became synonymous with the move from a receptive web to a participative one. Although in his 
original usage of the term O’Reilly was discussing the systems architecture and server side technologies he later concluded ‘There's an 
implicit "architecture of participation", a built-in ethic of cooperation, in which the service acts primarily as an intelligent broker, connecting 
the edges to each other and harnessing the power of the users themselves.’ (O’Reilly, 2005) In 2006 British broadcaster Channel 4 
launched FourDocs a revolutionary user-generated online documentary channel. FourDocs showed four-minute documentaries, made by 
ordinary people, as well as providing a platform for anyone with a camera to upload a documentary they had created, on any subject they 
want. Crucially, because of Channel 4’s Public Service Broadcasting (PSB) remit, it was essential that FourDocs engaged a mainstream 
audience beyond film-makers and students and made them feel like it was easy to do, and relevant to them. Channel 4 were one of the 
founders of BRITDOC, a social entrepreneurship organization initially developed to support British documentaries declined by broadcast 
commissioners. The BRITDOC mission statement (2012) states, "We believe that documentaries are a vital part of culture and democracy 
with a unique role to play in reflecting on the way we live and challenging our ideas, assumptions and fears about the past, present and 
future of the world". The Foundation now supports international documentary from production to distribution, both online and offline.  

Previously marginalised by traditional broadcast media channels and outlets, the web was a liberating environment for 
documentary filmmakers. They embraced the democratizing potential of the web to not only disseminate work but also explore new forms of 
interaction and opportunities for collaboration that the online platform offered. The participatory Web 2.0 environment enabled the 
development of the web documentary, in his pre-face to ‘Webdocs. An online guide for online filmmakers’, Peter Wintonick declares: 

The adventurous and curious within the traditional docommunity are re-branding themselves: docmakers, as docitizens are 
becoming produsers, i.e. producer users. They take control of their own media, their own voices, their own vision, their own stories. By 
doing so, they extend Vertov’s dream by declaring that: I am a camera, I am a webdoc. I am my own platform. I am my own truth. (2011) 

Moving beyond Vertovian concepts of ‘cinema-truth’, the contemporary documentarist can develop the framework, creating a 
platform for democratization. The Webdoc movement has gained considerable momentum over the last decade, with organizations such as 
ARTE (Association Relative à la Télévision Européenne) in France and the National Film Board of Canada supporting the development of 
innovative work and emerging platforms.  

In his book Introduction to Documentary, Bill Nichols proposed six modes of documentary representation, defining the 
Participatory Mode as one that ‘emphasizes the interaction between filmmaker and subject’ (2001). Films that fall into this mode are 
Vertov’s 1929 film ‘Man with a Movie Camera’ and Jean Rouch’s 1960 ‘Chronique d'un été’, a film that explored the lives of ordinary 
Parisians and contributed to the beginning of the cinéma vérité movement. The filmmakers built on the anthropology practice of participant-
observation and are part of the film, with the filmmaking process transparent and evident to the viewer. If we consider that documentary is 
subjective, whilst appearing/aspiring to be objective, the new opportunities for participation can challenge and address issues of mediation, 
bias and neutrality. As we have experienced (and continue to experience) the convergence of media forms and technologies, and the 
emergence of new technologies and platforms, we can move beyond modes of representation to begin to define modes of interaction with 
documentary. Sandra Gaudenzi has begun the process by proposing four modes of interaction in digital interactive documentary: the 
Conversational mode, the Hitchhiking/hypertext mode, the Participative mode and the Experiential mode (2011). 

Interactive documentary is a rapidly evolving field, with participatory projects embracing the opportunities that the internet and 
social media platforms offer, Gaudenzi suggests that, “The participative options of digital media enhance our acting role and therefore allow 
us to mediate reality in a shape that is more attuned with our way of being in the world.” (Gaudenzi, 2011) YouTube’s ‘Life in a Day’ project 
was developed to document a single day on Earth, the 24th July 2010. Contributors from around the world were encouraged to capture a 
glimpse of their life on that day and then upload their video to YouTube for consideration to be included in the final film. YouTube received 
over 80,000 video clips and some 4,500 hours of footage. Sifting though all the footage and dealing with the multitude of formats, 
resolutions etc. was a formidable undertaking. The final 95–minute film went on general cinema release in 2011. Inspired by Life in a Day, 
the BBC has recently collaborated with YouTube to develop ‘Britain in a Day’ (www.youtube.com/britaininaday) ‘an extraordinary project to 
create the definitive self-portrait of Britain today, filmed by the British public.’ ��On Saturday 12th November 2011, Ridley Scott and 
director Morgan Matthews invited everyone in UK to pick up a camera to capture part of their day, their thoughts, hopes and aspirations and 
upload them to YouTube. �The resulting film and online archive will be a powerful and moving snapshot of twenty-fours in the life of the UK, 
the historic documentary will be broadcast on BBC Two in 2012, ahead of the London Olympics.  

Although embracing the participatory potential of social media via the YouTube platform, both Life in A Day and Britain in a Day 
are largely intended for traditional media delivery i.e. via the cinema screen or TV. The contribution of user generated content by what Jay 
Rosen calls ‘the people formally known as the audience. The viewers who picked up a camera,’ (Rosen, 2012) remains relatively passive. 
The contributors had no control or influence over the piece, or even whether their contribution would be included, conventional hierarchical 
power structures remained with the director the author and perhaps to some lesser degree the producer and production team. The multi-
platform participatory project One Day on Earth (www.onedayonearth.org) started in September 2008 with the goal of creating a unique 
worldwide media event where thousands of participants would simultaneously film over a 24-hour period. The project has developed with 
annual global film collaborations undertaken in 2010 and 2011, aiming to achieve participation from every country in the world and create an 
accessible archive of diverse video. Whilst still focused on producing more traditional outputs in terms of films, the project utilizes the One 
Day on Earth website and social network platform to develop a community around the world, with inclusivity as one of the founding 
principles.  

The democratization of cultural production is not without its critics, perhaps the most notable being Andrew Keen, who 
commented on the rise of user-generated content and its cultural impact in his 2007 polemic ‘The Cult of the Amateur’. In ‘PressPausePlay - 
a film about hope, fear and digital culture’, Keen is interviewed and says: 
 
“There’s no evidence that we’re on the verge of a great new glittering cultural age. If there’s any evidence, as I’ve argued in my book, and 
everything else, I say we may well be on the verge of a new dark age in cultural terms. Where all we have is cacophony and self-opinion. 
We have a crisis of democratized culture.” (2012) 
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For Keen the rise of user generated content and the democratization of cultural production undermines the quality processes of 
established traditional media/cultural outlets. However these are early days for participation culture, we have recently seen the development 
of socio-political movements and the wider societal and cultural impact will continue to develop. This is the era of the digital natives, who 
were ‘born digital’, history’s first “always connected” generation. Steeped in digital technology and social media, they treat their multi-tasking 
hand-held gadgets almost like a body part (Pew Research Center, 2010). Children born today will possibly experience the smart device or 
tablet as the first screen, rather than the fourth screen (after the TV, Cinema and PC screens), and the cultural capital of the convergent 
media device is yet to be determined. Online and social media platforms offer a means for participation, collaboration and distribution or 
dissemination that was unimaginable even a decade ago. The ubiquitous smart device offers the means of production. 
 
24-hours.in an interactive documentary project 
The initial prototype of the 24-hours.in project was developed in April 2011, the author attended the Tampere Art Factory International Week 
hosted by TAMK School of Arts & Media, Tampere University of Applied Sciences, Tampere, Finland. During the international week he ran 
an interactive documentary workshop, working with students from TAMK to produce a ‘proof of concept’, a collaborative, participatory, 
experimental documentary project centered on 24–hours in Tampere. The aim was to document the city of Tampere, with reference to (but 
not recreating) Vertov’s ‘Man with a Movie Camera’. Dziga Vertov produced ‘Man With a Movie Camera’ in 1929, and the film is an 
outstanding example of avant-garde documentary filmmaking that still resonates today. The British Film Institute description of the film says, 
“Man With a Movie Camera is an extraordinary piece of film-making, a montage of urban Russian life showing the people of the city at work 
and at play, and the machines that keep the city going. […] a work that is exhilarating and intellectually brilliant” (BFI, 2000). The film 
represents ‘a day in the life’ of the recently established Soviet Union, capturing ‘life caught unawares’, with the filmmaking process 
transparent and evident throughout.  

Prior to making Man With a Movie camera, Vertov had worked on the ‘kino–pravda’ newsreel series, a film version of the Pravda 
newspaper. He believed that the ‘kino–eye’ or camera ‘eye’ could not only capture life ‘as is’, but reveal a deeper level of truth than was 
normally perceived by the imperfect human eye (Cousins & Macdonald, 2006). With the kino-eye movement Vertov explored a participatory 
model aiming to move away from the authorship of a single person to mass authorship and a montage vision. Vertov’s aspirations for the 
movement encompassed the democratization not just of technology but also of creativity (Hicks, 2007). Man With a Movie Camera is often 
cited as the first example of database cinema, long before the database as we understand it today existed. Lev Manovich states that; “Man 
With a Movie Camera is perhaps the most important example of a database imagination in modern media art” (Manovich, 2001).  

The workshop in Finland began with a briefing on the technologies that would be utilized, good practice and principles of using 
mobile devices for filming, screenings of interactive documentaries and Vertov’s Man With a Movie Camera. Interestingly the students were 
aware of the film but hadn’t actually seen it, they found the film striking and it is testament to the outstanding qualities of the film that it still 
resonates today. An important consideration was file size and bandwidth, video = data, 1 second of iPhone HD (1280x720) video = 1.3MB, 
so there was a requirement to keep the video clips relatively short. The participants were therefore encouraged to keep individual shots or 
scenes short, with the proviso that they could add lots to the database, one shot per minute over 24 hours would equate to 1440 shots. 
Adobe Media Encoder was used to compress and encode the videos for online delivery in the FLV/F4V format.  

For the prototype developed in Tampere the process of encoding and adding to the online database was laborious and time 
consuming. Using Adobe Media Encoder, each individual video clip was encoded and optimized for delivery over the internet, also for each 
clip a JPG image file was created for display in the main interface. All clips were uploaded via FTP to the project directory and a database 
entry made detailing the author of the video and importantly the time using the 24–hour clock. The project is available online at 
http://www.24–hours.in, using Adobe Flash as the delivery platform. The main interface is a grid of 24 images, each one representing an 
individual video clip for that time within the 24–hour clock. Visible above the grid of still images is a line of 24 blocks each giving the user a 
non-linear navigation to the 24 individual hours in the 24–hour period. Clicking on one of the images plays the linked video clip, there is a 
simple transition between the grid display and the video playing, the author of the video and the time are displayed in the lower left hand 
corner below the video clip. Clicking on the video as it plays will close that clip and return to the main interface, the still image from the video 
that was playing forms the first image of the 24 displayed in the interface grid. If the user does not close the video, the next clip 
chronologically plays and will continue playing through all the clips.  

The workshop participants were encouraged to embrace Vertov’s pioneering avant-garde approach to filmmaking, using camera 
phones to capture ‘life caught unawares’ and in doing so recontextualized Baudelaire’s notion of the flâneur, "a person who walks the city in 
order to experience it”. In her 1977 text ‘On Photography’, Susan Sontag (p. 55) says:  

In fact, photography first comes into its own as an extension of the eye of the middle class flâneur, whose sensibility was so 
accurately charted by Baudelaire. The photographer is an armed version of the solitary walker reconnoitering, stalking, cruising the urban 
inferno, the voyeuristic stroller who discovers the city as a landscape of voluptuous extremes. 

The contributors to 24–hours.in Tampere wandered the city, capturing scenes of everyday life there as the city awoke from the 
long Finnish winter; the cleaning of the streets, the simple pleasure of going for lunch, the political elections; 24-hours in Tampere offers a 
fascinating insight into everyday life in the city.   

The project is in continued development and with the latest iteration the conversion and compression of video files is 
accomplished server-side via an automated process provided by FFMPEG software running on the server. There is a moderation control 
panel in place ready for phase two of development for when content directly submitted to the project via the web. HTML 5 video will be 
utilized to offer a full cross-platform experience without the need for plugins, with the aim for 24-hours.in to be a multi-platform web 
application that uses the most appropriate delivery technology in response to how the project is being viewed.  With either the Flash or 
HTML5 platform, the user is guaranteed an engaging experience on any device from the interface and with highly optimized video, rarely is 
there a situation where streaming hinders the users progression while exploring the project’s contents. A minimal web interface houses the 
application/video content with a MySQL database storing video clip details. For the next phase of development a separation of the website 
and automated video conversion is planned freeing up server resources and allowing a more asynchronous video upload and conversion 
experience. We are continuing to enhance the user-experience, for a participatory project of this nature putting the user-participant at the 
center of everything is a critical factor for success. The initial framework for uploading video clips has been refined into a step-by-step 
process and should the contributor have more than one video to add to the project, data is retained to remove the need to re-input 
information.  
 
Conclusion 
The 24-hours.in project will roll out on an international basis over 2012, continuously adding new locations to offer a fascinating insight into 
21st century life around the world. Istanbul is one the locations currently being added to the project and this work in progress can now be 
viewed online. The aim of the project is to have an open and collaborative platform that anyone can contribute to, for the audience as ‘user-
producers’ to document their city or location, the people that live there and their daily lives. Building on Vertovian concepts, the project 
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explores the potential that the ubiquitous camera phone ‘eye’ may offer for a unique and cumulative version of ‘cinema-truth’ to emerge. By 
exploring a model of participation we have moved away from the authorship of a single person towards mass authorship and a collaborative 
montage vision, and in doing so revisit Vertov’s aspirations for the democratization not just of technology but also of creativity.  

Moving beyond the participation model, the project is building a database of location specific documentary material, developing a 
new system for collaborative documentary production and user-curated content. The project aims to be a democratic platform for sharing 
human life experiences around the world, telling local stories on a global scale. In the 21st century we all have the potential to document 
reality and life as we wander the city with our smart devices and camera phones. We can capture the nuances of the vernacular of everyday 
life, regardless of how banal or seemingly unimportant they may seem at the time, for posterity and digital eternity. The convergence of 
media technologies, new participatory platforms and ubiquitous smart devices offer an unprecedented the opportunity for the 
democratization of documentary.  
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CONVIVIAL ANALOG INTERFACES 
 

Cassie Hester, Virginia Commonwealth University 
 
Abstract 
Technological advancements of the past few decades have created an unprecedented knowledge of inter-action in regard to artifacts. While 
this knowledge has become a new standard for many cultures, it operates on a complex, somewhat counter-intuitive system. Although 
conviviality is easily found via digital means, “new” types of pleasurable transactions can also be introduced through the facilitation of more 
intuitive forms of interaction—“good old” physical interaction and collaboration in public contexts. By engaging with convivial analog 
interfaces, we regain the pleasure of employing and practicing intuitively understood models and methods of interacting, collaborating, and 
creating while simultaneously connecting with our local communities and investing in tangible collectives. The installation of user-friendly, 
flexible, intuitive, and pleasurable interfaces allow one to explore the affordances of physical interaction and the semantics of materials in 
technology while bearing witness to the reactions and contributions of participants as they enter a convivial and critical ontological state as 
they think and interact with things.  
 
FACILITATING CONVIVIAL ANALOG INTERACTIONS 
Due to technological advancements of the past few decades, it has never been easier or more complex to engage with a world that has, at 
once, become both smaller and larger. In Relational Aesthetics, Nicolas Bourriaud asserts that “the emergence of new technologies, like the 
Internet and other multimedia systems, points to a collective desire to create new areas of conviviality and introduce new types of 
transaction with regard to the cultural object” (26). While it is true that conviviality is easily found via digital means, “new” types of 
pleasurable transactions can also be introduced through the facilitation of more intuitive forms of interaction—“good old” physical interaction 
and collaboration in public contexts. By reclaiming an analog participatory landscape, we regain the pleasure of employing and practicing 
intuitively understood models and methods of interacting, collaborating, and creating. Through the construction and installation of refined, 
intuitive, and user-friendly interfaces in public spaces, I have been exploring the affordances of physical interaction and the semantics of 
materials in technology while bearing witness to the reactions and contributions of participants as they think and create with things.  

The pursuit of conviviality is a profound motivator in our lives and essential to our decision-making process. As social creatures, 
engaging with others is an exceedingly pleasurable pursuit. And, as the research of human-centered design expert Liz Sanders (2006) 
illustrates in Scaffolds for Everyday Creativity, opportunities to exercise creativity also provide great satisfaction. “It has become increasingly 
evident that everyday people are no longer satisfied with simply being ‘consumers.’ They want to be ‘creators’ as well” (4). That is to say, 
Sanders believes that people are generally dissatisfied with the consumptive mindset (shopping, buying, owning, using) and yearn for tools 
that allow for more creative interaction (doing, adapting, making, creating).  

According to Sanders, there are four levels of everyday creativity. The first and most basic level is doing. This level requires 
minimal interest and has a low skill requirement. An example of doing is purchasing an object and using it. The next level is adapting. 
Slightly more advanced, adapters modify an object to make it their own or better suit their needs. Requiring more investment and skill, this 
level requires some creativity. The next level is making. “The motivation behind making is to use one’s hands and mind to make or build 
something that did not exist before” (Sanders 2006, p. 9). This level requires a significant amount of commitment and expertise. However, 
individuals are not creating things from scratch, guidance is usually found in the observation of related objects—patterns, recipes, and 
notes. The fourth and final level is creating. Individuals create because they have a desire to truly take ownership of a process or experience 
and innovate. Creating differs from making in that the individual is creating something from scratch, with no supporting materials like recipes 
or patterns. Therefore, considerable commitment and skill is required by the creating level.  

Examples of everyday creativity can be found in both the physical and digital/virtual realms. Often creative pursuits are found in 
both realms—one can research and decorate their home or apartment while doing the same in the online game, Second Life. But of course 
the digital realm goes beyond mimicking our physical lives and provides users a unique landscape for creation and interaction through 
flexible frameworks. Facebook, WordPress, YouTube, and Flickr all support varying levels of creativity for individuals from all walks of life 
while exposing them to a world that is, at once, both larger and smaller. One can connect with select groups of people united, not through 
traditional proximity, but interest, while simultaneously gaining exposure to a global interconnected population.  

Popular online environments allow individuals to explore all levels in Sanders’ “scaffold of creativity”—from doing, to adapting, to 
making and creating—satisfying their desire to participate in the design and construction of their experience. That said, just as the level of 
individual commitment and expertise changes as one moves through the four levels, the complexity of technology required to support 
creative acts shifts as well. This is true whether the environment in question is digital or analog.  

All artifacts, physical and digital, are communicative vessels though some are more informative than others. In Thinking with 
Things, Pasztory (2005) argues that there are three main technologies of communication. The first is aesthetics which, as ethnographic 
studies illustrate, are “the means of technology in archaic type societies” (11). Writing is the second form of technology. The third is mass 
media and replication. This third major technology utilizes the first two but has, on a certain level, “usurped the language of traditional 
technologies, creating a dense and insistent world of visuality, but at the same time [it has] nullified old functions by integrating them into a 
seamless web of power that seems to emanate from an anonymous culture” (11). These three technologies exist in a complex and 
constantly shifting hierarchical relationship in today’s society with mass media/replication often residing at the top. Pasztory debates 
whether some traditional technologies will be usurped by others, lost forever. But she believes that “traditional aesthetic technologies, 
because they are so close experientially to the body and its space and unconscious needs, will find some forms of continuation” (12). Given 
the status of contemporary culture, this belief is proven to be true. Traditional technologies are still utilized and often replicated in new digital 
technologies. However, effective use of digital tools and technological frameworks rely upon the understanding of a complex, somewhat 
counter-intuitive system.  

As usability expert Donald Norman (2002) explains, affordances refer to “the perceived and actual properties of the thing, 
primarily those fundamental properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be used” (9). Digital interfaces function through the 
use of a distinct set of signifiers and mostly perceived affordances designed to allow user’s to adapt to new methods of creating— 
transforming complex programming and design into an understandable system of conventions, constraints, and manageable tools. 
However, the analog realm provides more actual, physical affordances that are much more intuitive. For example, we’ve been physically 
manipulating objects and interfaces according to their formal properties—Pasztory’s first technology—from childhood; a round peg goes in 
the circular hole, Legos can be connected and stacked, a ball can be rolled and bounced. Learning the conventions and constraints of a 
scroll bar or cursor as it relates to the physical affordance of a mouse is much less intuitive. “When affordances are taken advantage of, the 
user knows what to do just by looking: no picture, label, or instruction needed” (9). The prevalence of Pasztory’s third technology has 
assured that the necessary epistemology of technical interfaces are learned, practiced, and assimilated from a young age, rendering this 
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knowledge set a new standard. But in our technologically advanced world, there is potential in applying open framework principles of digital 
interaction into physical designs that foster creativity and peer interaction.  

“Tools foster conviviality to the extent to which they can be easily used, by anybody, as often or seldom as desired, for the 
accomplishment of a purpose chosen by the user” (Illich 22). And, according to Liz Sanders, we’re adept at designing for consumption and 
less practiced in designing for audience adaptation or co-creation.  
 
IMPLEMENTING ANALOG INTERFACES  
Through the exploration of materials and conventions in combination with principles of Sanders’ Scaffolds for Building Everyday Creativity, I 
am investigating the creation of interactive, enjoyable engagements while simultaneously examining principles of interaction design: 
navigation and intuition, consistency and usability. It is my belief that more enjoyable experiences and increased emotional investments can 
be enjoyed by people who play a role in the design process, people who are elevated to the status of adapters and makers. It is my 
hypothesis that participants feel a sense of empowerment through a guided level of ownership and the ability not only to interact with the 
design(s) but to invest in interactions with their immediate community—to react and respond to the contributions of others. A primary con-
cern of my research is to create sensitive interfaces/ frameworks that provide enough structure and support to ease frustration and anxiety 
while still allowing a maximum level of freedom and creativity. The construction of unassuming materials into interfaces that rejoice in their 
refined, exposed mechanics provide an inviting and unassuming personality. Utilizing conventions of familiar interfaces and interactions 
incites intuitive responses. My experiments are recorded systematically through time-lapse photography. The pleasure and ease of 
interaction is evaluated through the photographs and participant interviews.  

In The Cultural Dimension of Development: Indigenous Knowledge Systems, indigenous knowledge is described by Flavier et al. 
(1995) as “the information base for a society, which facilitates communication and decision-making. Indigenous information systems are 
dynamic, and are continually influenced by internal creativity and experimentation as well as by contact with external systems” (479). 
Pasztory’s three major technologies comprise a fluid and dynamic system for the transmission of communication and subsequent thoughtful 
assimilation by audiences. In my experiments, my societies/audiences are diverse, not only in cultural diversity but also in technological 
knowledge and experience. The first, Hale Co., Alabama is one of the poorest counties in the nation and the surprising home to an 
internationally-renowned architecture program and many other design collectives committed to designing for social good. The second, 
Virginia Commonwealth University’s campus located in Virginia’s capital, Richmond, is home to a thriving academic community with 
programs attracting a diverse population of students.  
  

 
  
Figure 1: Project M Lab. 
Figure 2: Project M Lab Sign. 
Figure 3: Detail, Project M Lab Sign. 
 
Shortly after graduating with a BFA in 2008, I attended Project M, an annual month-long program that brings creative volunteers and 
advisors from all over the world together to collaborate and design for the greater good. In June of 2008, the Project M team congregated in 
Greensboro, Alabama in Hale Co. to work closely with HERO (Hale Empowerment and Revitalization Organization, Incorporated) and 
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Auburn University’s Rural Studio to benefit the local impoverished community. By the end of the month, we had established a permanent 
work space—The Project M Lab. The lab is open to any and all who wish to collaborate to benefit the local community and/or work on larger 
“greater good” initiatives. It is also home to Project M every year during the month of June. Since the lab space is used by many different 
groups for various projects, the exterior sign needed to be versatile or modifiable so that each group could make the space their own. 

The sign that I designed was inexpensively constructed and respectful to Greensboro’s aesthetic. It used a system of washers 
and wing-nuts that could be arranged on a grid of bolts to articulate whatever the M’ers, inhabitants, or Greensboro residents desired. The 
existence of a grid constructed of familiar, common materials coupled with the provision of washers and wing-nuts close by was enough to 
communicate the intended interaction. Participants chose simple words and images in deference to the limited density of the grid and often 
chose their formal contribution in reaction to the contribution of the previous participant. 

My more recent experiments have focused on engaging college students and faculty in analog interactions. Virginia 
Commonwealth University is home to over 32,000 students and a nationally recognized art school. VCU’s Pollak building is home to the 
design disciplines, with its third floor being home to first and second year undergraduate graphic design students, graduate students 
pursuing an MFA in graphic de-sign, and a small number of fashion students who use one of the classrooms. Since it is easily accessible, I 
often utilize the third floor to install my convivial analog interfaces. Education levels on the third floor vary, a significant amount technological 
savviness is standard.  

Figures 4–6 illustrate an installation exploring the affordances of tearing and folding through a large installation of papers gridded 
with tabular cuts. Black paper with laser cut rectangular tabs laid over neon papers were in-stalled through the simple means of stapling to a 
bulletin board. Rectangular tabs are a familiar convention in print design. These often accompany posters in the form of a row at the bottom 
where passersby could tear off a tab containing information relevant to the posting. Relying on the familiarity of the form, I did not supply 
instructions or any indication of intended interaction. Within a few hours of its installation it was already undergoing a transformation. As 
students emerged from their classes they began folding—not tearing—the tabs to reveal the bright red base paper. Re-lying on the support 
of the grid, participants created words and images. They reacted to the contributions of their predecessors, lifting tabs to transform words 
into new words, letterforms into images, and so on. As the installation became crowded with imagery, interaction slowed drastically and 
eventually stopped as the piece ultimately hit its capacity.  
 

 
Figure 1: Project M Lab. 

Figure 2: Project M Lab Sign. 
Figure 3: Detail, Project M Lab Sign. 
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My next installation illustrates an interface in which the physical affordances of pushing and pulling were explored as a method of 
creating language. Installed on the bulletin board in the hallway, the piece featured long paper strips woven through a linear grid of small 
frames cut out of black presentation board. Each strip contained a full alphabet and one blank space. The strips could be pulled to the left or 
the right to highlight one letterform in the frame, creating a message that read from top to bottom. The interaction was quick and easy, so 
the interface garnered a lot of attention. I anticipated that the simple construction and presence of letterforms would quickly convey the 
intended interaction, and I was correct. However, I expected hallway inhabitants to create short concrete poetry. I did not expect the 
interface to be a sort of status update system. The first message created? “KILL ME NOW”—a pretty apt sentiment for the last days of the 
semester. The next message? “NEED MORE SLEEP”—just a few more days of sleepless nights to go. And two of the following 
messages—“REVIEWS OVER” and “VICTORY”—illustrate the sense of relief and triumph shared by the students. Random messages were 
also created, but the piece was overwhelmingly used to provide status updates on the events of the floor. The conventions and aesthetics of 
the piece prompted people to approach it as they would Facebook or other social media applications, an interesting result of analog creation 
closely mimicking digital creation.  
 

 
Figure 7: Alphabet Shift. 

Figure 8: Detail, Alphabet Shift. 
 
REFLECTIONS 
In Evocative Objects: Things We Think With, Turkle states that “we think with the objects we love; we love the objects we think with” (5). 
Making things visible is a valuable cognitive tool as we visualize in order to understand. As Pasztory states, the “thinking process needs 
projections and manipulations of things to work itself through to consciousness or to demonstrate itself to itself ” (21). Artifacts provoke 
thoughtful contemplations while inciting emotional responses, rendering interactions with artifacts emotional and informative experiences.  

We visualize to understand, but we also engage in playful and imaginative engagements in order to understand. It is my belief that 
pleasurable forays into unfamiliar con-texts and environments lessen user anxiety, allowing for more productive and informative experiences 
that lead to more complex or serious engagements. Playful and imaginative pursuits are plentiful in the digital realm, while often lacking in 
our physical environments. Although it is acceptable to continue imaginative interactions in engaging activities such as video games and 
social media as adults, many stop physically playful and creative pursuits after child-hood—abandoning art, acting, performing. One has no 
compunctions about sharing a sentiment on someone’s wall in Facebook, but to express oneself on an actual wall is considered vandalism. 
Expressing oneself or initiating a dialogue through tangible means with a direct audience is often more unfamiliar territory than interacting in 
digital landscapes. Pasztory mentions the emergence of an “anonymous culture” as a result of mass media and replication (11). This 
anonymous culture provides paradoxical comfort in which one can participate in massive collectives while preserving distance. Digital 
interactions provide codified methodologies for interacting with others. Individuals often interact with others through a controlled, faceless 
interface and a population so large as to render it anonymous. In some instances, individuals can even assume a carefully constructed 
digital identity (avatars) to engage with others, participate in collective goals, and express oneself at an even more removed level. The 
conventions of digital convivial engagements pro-vide information as to how one should adapt to the environment while providing space and 
distance for one to participate and interact in ways that would prove intimidating in real life.  

In my investigations, I confirmed that there is a desire to physically engage with objects in order to create, express, and share. 
Interacting with a digital interface comprised of mostly perceived affordances is distinctly different from engaging with a physical interface 
even though the motivations for doing so remain the same. By relating to the physical senses, a three-dimensional object—inviting inter-
action and situated in a carefully chosen space where it can be engaged by a proximally close population—has the potential to foster 
collective/communal exchange.  

Analog engagements create a space for collectives to form based upon proximity and interest in which participants learn about 
the potential of an object being manipulated through their own manipulations as well as the alterations of others. Individuals become part of 
and invest in a tangible collective through their actions.  

In my investigations, certain types of outcomes are encouraged through critical contemplations of the object. Great care has to be 
taken to find the right balance of constraints and user-flexibility within the system while also communicating intended interactions. 
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Individuals are free to leverage the conventions of the piece in any way they see fit in pursuit of a desired outcome. In the projects I have 
carried out to date, the way in which the affordances of the physical interfaces were manipulated did not yield many surprises, although the 
content created through interactions provided many interesting moments. The imagery/messages of my installations provided formal, 
ethnographic glimpses of the hallway inhabitants. A vehicle for playful expression became an effective cultural probe of sorts. 

My research will benefit by continuing to create analog interfaces that explore more physical affordances and constraints. The 
installation of these designs in diverse contexts to gauge how interactions and contributions change given different demographics will also 
yield more comprehensive evaluations of my interfaces. My belief that individuals have a desire to be creative and expressive in their 
physical interactions was affirmed. The construction of interfaces utilizing informative but nonrestrictive conventions for the purposes of 
playful, convivial interactions proved to be effective. Individuals engaged in a convivial manner with the interfaces, the environment, and 
each other through the shared experience of navigating the interfaces. A key to navigating and investing in the world today is through 
exposure to thoughtful encounters with human-centered things. Participation and co-creation solidify thoughtful and emotional investments 
between humans, objects, and environments and the resulting collective experiences created by these encounters. We learn and grow 
through a dialogue with the world around us. Furthermore, convivial experiences are fostered through this dialogue as we ground ourselves 
in physical existence—the pleasures of our moment in time, presence in space, and place in a community in which we reestablish and 
reinvest in tangible collectives.  
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Abstract 
The ascendancy in the public sphere has excluded minor public and consequently the minority has to challenge the hegemonic value in the 
society through counter publics. However, the non-populist values, believes, and argumentations of counter publics push them 
to cultivate their creativity in producing work of art to attract media and broader publics to gain spaces in the public sphere. In this paper, I 
examine the development of atheist movement in the US who play a role as the counter public and communicate their message through 
advertisements. The Godless America used Carnivalesque approach to play their role as counter missionary by laughing at the habitual 
structure, sending a message on their socio-political perspectives, offering contemporary point of view to the audience, also attracting 
the public through provocative images. I argue that the counter public message in the public area is a process of renegotiation towards their 
identity as an atheist and offer new dynamics of social acceptance. 
Keywords: counter public, advertisement, carnivalesque, public screen 
 
Introduction 
United States as one of the leading democratic country, still struggled with the idea of the plurality in religion or non-religion (Hartman et al, 
2008). Hartman et al (2008) in his research on “One (Multicultural) Nation Under God” realized that, even though US could be included as a 
secular country but many aspects of primary literature, political perspective, and constitution derived from Judeo-Christian Culture especially 
by the 1980s. In the middle of 1980s, the Judeo-Christian influences have strengthened the current hegemonic core of American Society 
(Grossman, 1989). Consequently, Hartman et al (2008) in his research argue that Judeo-Christian perspective also influence the history, 
culture, laws, national identity, and religious pluralism in the US. Even more, challenge also happened in the American culture especially on 
the acceptance and boundaries with those who are not religious-atheist, agnostic, and the like (Edgell, Gerteis, &Hartmann, in press). 

The challenge on American plurality especially with the Nones (those who are not religious, an abbreviation of No Religious 
Segment) remains intense, since US have an increasing number of The Nones. American Religious Identification Survey (in Kosmin et al 
2008) indicated that there was an increasing number of the Nones. In 1990, the Nones increase from 8.1% of the US population become 
15% in 2008, or from 14 million become 34 million adults. Kosmin et al (2008) even called that ‘having no religion’ become one of the fastest 
growing numbers of ‘religious movement’ in the US. Those numbers of people answer the question of “What is your religion, if any?" 
They answer it with “none,” “atheist,” “agnostic,” “secular,” or “humanist” (Kosmin et al, 2008, p. ii). 

Even though the number of the Nones group is increasing, however, individual confession and honesty about their identity as 
atheist still considered as challenging in American culture (Cimino&Smith, 2011). “The practice of ‘coming out’ as an atheist has not been 
simply a matter of publicly claiming atheism along a well-worn, legitimate route. It has involved emerging from invisibility to claim a personal 
and social identity that has carried a fair degree of stigma”(Cimino&Smith, 2011, p. 25). The example of stigma according to a research from 
University of Mineapolis in 2006 is that the atheist people are included as America’s most distrusted minority. According to Edgell (2006) in 
this research, 2000 household rate atheist below Muslims, immigrants, gays, and lesbians, the respondent also associates atheism with the 
moral indiscretions. 

The Godless movement has used various media to challenge faith or believe about God. I analyze the atheist group movement by 
examining the text they produce, especially in the advertisement in seasonal billboard. The structure of this paper consists of three phases. 
First, I examine the development of atheist movement in the US, and deeply explain about who they are and what media they use 
to generate atheist perspective in the public arena. Second, I discuss the counter public dynamics to spread the message in the public 
sphere and how the effort of opposing public can be achieved through the current system of mass media. I also argue that contentious 
issue, provocativeness, and rhetorical work of art using images and laughter can be used to enter the discussion in the public sphere. Third, 
I focus to apply the theory and analyze the case study of the advertisement of the Godless America as a text to send counter message, 
interrogating habitual structure and discretionary approach for the audience as a negotiation towards atheist identity. 

 
When the GodLess Go Mass 
From etymological perspective, atheism came from Greek word atheos, which means godless; deny the existence of gods (Simon, 2010). In 
the 21st century, came up a term with additional word of “new” or new atheism, which started from the university community. The new 
atheist movement called as “new” because they expose the use of rational argument to counter, and criticized (Simon, 2010). The focus of 
the movement is to advance the secularism idea especially in the US, which arise majorly from scientist, best seller authors, and universities 
academician (Smith, 2003). However, Cimino&Smith (2011), argued that organization, which concern on secularism, has had less impact in 
American Society compare with the religious-based organization, because of the instability of organization and marginalization. The 
pressure from the religious-based organization is even stronger when it comes to political decision especially in church state area, for 
example, on civil right issue or feminism (Jacoby, 2004). 

The notion of atheist publication perhaps comes from the argument of Dawkins (2006) that there are many intellectuals in US who 
are atheists, such as the people in the house of congress. However, they do not want to be honest about their identity because if everyone 
knows they are atheist, they cannot get people's voices. Thus, some movements promote the idea of (a) revealing “what you really think you 
are” and (b) comforting those who are in uncertain and afraid to “come out” as an atheist (Dawkins, 2006). 

Before I go further, I would like to address the definition of atheist movement to be included as a social movement. Diani (1992) 
defined social movement as “networks of informal interaction between a plurality of individuals, groups and/or organizations, engaged in a 
political or cultural conflict on the basis of a shared collective identity” (p. 13). Thus, atheist movement, could be described as a 
social movement since it consists of interaction between diverse individuals, and share the same identity as atheist or recurrent idea on 
secularity.  

One of their activities is by creating ads campaign through outdoor advertisement, online interactions (website and discussion 
forum about atheism), etc. I highlighted the use of advertisement as their media. The advertisement can create awareness of atheist idea in 
the realm of public discourse. Advertising is non-personal communication, use mass media, persuasive, and conducted by sponsors (Arens 
et al, 2011). In the case of atheist movement, the organizations advertise the “idea” of atheism, which can be included as non-product 
advertising and non-commercial advertising. The atheist organization used Billboard as one of the most pervasive out of 
home advertisement especially in urban and suburban area (Arens et al, 2011). Even according to Outdoor Advertising Association of 
America (2008) various industry and NGO spend 66% of their budget for billboard. Arens et al (2010) argued that outdoor advertising 
offer extensive coverage of local market, high level of exposure frequency; specify demographic area for the target audience, and 
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timely exposure. Thus, billboard advertisement in an important public space will allow the Godless America to send their counter message 
to wider publics.  

 
The GodLess VS the GodFans in the Battle of God Discourse in Public Sphere 
Habermas in Calhoun (1992), argued that the public sphere, is the sphere where people engage with other, to discuss 
and debate about general rule. However, as Nancy Fraser (1990) argued that the singular notion of public in Habermas analysis was 
neglecting the minority issue. Fraser (1990) comes up with the idea of counter public. Asen (2000) also argues that counter publics 
“emerge in a multiple public sphere through constellations of persons, places, and topics” (p. 430). Asen also argued that counter publics 
are “formed by participants who recognize exclusions in wider public spheres and resolve to join to overcome these exclusions” (p. 444).  

Thus, how does this counter public disseminate their message in the public sphere? De Luca and Peeples (2002) answered that 
question through their analysis on the public screen. They argued that the connection between public opinion and the nation state has 
altered as corporations establish superior financial holding than the nation states. Consequently, corporate interests 
influence public activities and public domain discussion. One of the examples of the corporate strength is the changing methods of 
communication. The media, which previously assumed to be a supporter of the public sphere, may create priority on their exposure to the 
audience. 

DeLuca and Pepples argue, “Images over words, emotions over rationality, speed over reflection, distraction over 
deliberation, slogans over arguments...” (p. 133). DeLuca and Peeples lay out three factors to disseminate the message via public screen: 
1) monopoly of private ownership, 2) News value need to have infotainment value, for example, using emotional appeal, and 3) Image as an 
essential communication tool in the public discourse. Those are the opportunity to enter the competition in media market place.. 

 
Carnivalesque: Making Sense Using Laughter 
Human use various form of art to express their sense and feeling about the world around them. Burke (1959/1984) argued 
that dramatic or literature form such as epic, tragedy, and comedy can be used to express human experience related to social disorder. 
Human organized meaning and making process according to the historical situation and relate it to the relationship with other human beings 
(Burke, 1959). When people react to the human relation, it depends on their interpretation and definition to the situations. Burke used the 
notion of “frames of acceptance and rejection” to emphasize the idea of human relationship with arts production. The frames produced 
various literature categories. The frames of acceptance are epic, tragedy, and comedy (carnivalesque). While, the frames of rejection are 
elegy, satire, burlesque, the grotesque, and the didactic. The arts production can have rhetorical message to persuade, inform, and engage 
the audience. One of the rhetorical works of arts is Carnivalesque. 

The function of Carnivalesque is to release audience from the communal norm through rhetorical work of art (Stallybrass & White, 
1986, look also Martin &Renegar, 2007), motivate people not to have qualms of authority, commandment, or sanctified things in the social 
construction (Bakhtin, 1984), and challenge all aspect of society (Lacapra, 1999). Thus, Carnivalesque challenge the hegemonic genres, 
ideologies, and symbols through laughter which make those as ‘strange’ social constructions (Gardiner, 1992). However, Carnivalesque 
came up as an ambiguous message (Martin&Renegar, 2007) by communicating the progressiveness of message through interrogating 
the hierarchy and decoding the dominant message (Hall, 2006, look also Martin&Renegar, 2007). Al-Zobaidi (2010) also argue that through 
carnivalesque, people can have an opinion on the phenomenon which usually considered as taboo, and infiltrate the unbending social 
structure in classes, tribes, and elites. Thus, Bakhtin also argued that carnival allows the audience to think freely about the world without 
worrying about hierarchy (1965, p. 11). 
 
The Counter Missionary of the Godless in Advertisement 
Earlier the word “missionary” was used to connote the social agenda of the Godless movement in America. Derived from the Latin word 
missionem (nom. missio; also mittere), missioner refers to the "act of sending"(Online Etimology Dictionary, 2011). This word is central to 
the Christian vocabulary of evangelism, often used in reference to individuals or group of people who send “the good news” or “spread the 
gospel” in a new, often remote area (Hale, 2003). Underscoring this idea, Sharkey contends that missionary work in Christian history is not 
only about the spreading of Christianity and personal conversions, but also about sharing cultural vision, the idea of secularity, politics, 
and social points of view. I argue that Godless America also acts as a form of missionary work by sending messages of “atheist good news” 
and seeks to perpetuate an idea of secularism that is consonant with the nation’s relatively “soft”/ “weak” religious practices (compared to 
such nations as Egypt according to Sharkey, 2008). However, the message they send functions as a kind of “counter message,” one that 
runs in opposition to the dominant ideology expressed through many Christian’s “God Discourse.” If the dominant message is Judeo-
Christian in orientation and content (Hartman et al, 2008), and if it is informed by the assumption that God exists, then the 
Godless movement, by contrast, disseminates counter messages that challenge the latter assumption and offer a different type of morality, 
one that is steeped in secularist, rather than Judeo-Christian, values. This is one of the examples of Carnivalesque in Advertisement 
which is created by atheist group. 

 
Picture 1. The Godless Advertisement “What do you see?” 

 
Source: http://forthesakeofscience.com/2011/11/22/flagged-for-review/ 

 
I take this sample because the advertisement is the most recent billboard on American Atheist “You Know It’s a Myth” Campaign. In 2010, 
the atheist group conducted the campaign by placing billboard with the theme "You Know It’s a Myth, This Season Celebrate 
Reason". While in 2011, the atheist group used the advertisement that I choose to read. Even more, the location of this billboard is at the 
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end of the west side of Lincoln Tunnel, under Hudson River. This tunnel connects the Weehawken, New Jersey, and the region of 
Manhattan in New York City. The tunnel carries 120.000 vehicles per day, 1.700 buses, and 62.000 commuters. Consequently, Lincoln 
Tunnel becomes one of the busiest tunnels in the world (Michael, 2005). I argue that examining a billboard in significant locations 
is noteworthy to see the exposure of the text and the message in the public area. Even though, advertisement in 2010 is 
also fascinating and provocative, however, I choose the latest version of advertisement because by understanding their most 
recent approach will be helpful to update their newest vision in delivering Godless message, political and social objectives. Even more 
the advertisement billboard in 2011 also created public discussion in God discourse (New York Times, 2011), Christmas or 
happy holiday public debate (Liberty Council, 2011), and religious advertisement discourse in the public area (Huffingtonpost.com, 2011). 
Thus, the advertisement has produced counter public message in the public sphere. 
 
The words “37 million of Americans know Myth when they see them,” show the involvement of the communicator in the advertisement. 
Those words also provide the statistical data about the number of Atheist people (the 37 million Americans). According to New York Times 
(Otterman, 2011), the Billboard with the dominant color of orange and black, have cost $ 25.000 for the placement price. David Silverman, 
The President of American Atheist argued that the purpose of this billboard is to “call out” the atheist to confess honestly about who they 
are. He says “We want people to realize that there may be atheists in their family, even if those atheists don’t even know they are atheists” 
(Otterman, 2011). 

The billboard not only brings the message of Atheist value but also emphasize their objective in conveying their cultural visions 
to challenge the hegemonic believe. The atheist group acts as the missionary who introduces a challenging perspective on four figures as 
myth. They send a message on social value using the statistical data that there are many atheists in the US. They also politically convey the 
message that the atheist is not minority anymore, because 37 million people is more than 10% of the total of the US population and even 
bigger than the population of Muslim, Buddist, Hindu, and Jews in the US (US Census Beureau, 2010). Here, the Godless movement plays 
the role as counter missionary. 

The billboard shows the carnivalesque approach by questioning the hierarchy in social perception. The hierarchy in 
social perception is Jesus as a figure on the top (heaven) and Satan or devil as a figure down there in hell. Both Jesus and Satan are 
together in one line, is the typical approach of deconstructing the social structure or decoding dominant structure (Hall, 2006). 
The advertisement also bravely encourages people not to have fears on sanctify things (Bakhtin, 1984). 
The atheist group used four figures. First, the atheist group used Neptune, the god of the sea according to the ancient Roman mythology 
or similar with Greek mythology of Poseidon (Toutain, 1905). The Neptune is a god who lives under the water, with beard, and weapon. 
Second, the atheist used Jesus, who become the “holy figure” in many religion and even in Christian religion considered as the “Son of 
God”, the holy figure in the unification of God in Trinity. The classical picture of Jesus, with the dominant color of red and the heart open, 
could be associated with Catholic image in the devotion of “Immaculate Heart” or “The most Sacred Heart of Jesus”. This is the devotion to 
mystical experience of Marguerite Marie Alacoque or famous as St. Marguerite Mary, and then the image appeared and adopted in the book 
of Litany of Immaculate Heart (Catholic Encyclopedia, 2006). Jesus has contrast color and image with Neptune, using yellow background, 
red and blue dominant color, while Neptune is blue and crème dominant color. They both have similarity in physical appearance such as 
they have beards and long hair. 

Third, the atheist group used the picture of Santa Clause with red jacket, white beard, white hat, and black background color. 
Santa Clause is a figure in legend and folklore in western culture. He is a figure that brings gifts to obedient children in Christmas Eve, and 
even in the modern era Santa's story still exists in various movies from Hollywood. The image of Santa Clause is popular in US and Canada 
as red coat with white collar and white bearded man (Whipps, 2009). The image of Santa Clause image has contrast color with the image of 
Devil or Satan. Devil or Satan image has a white background color, red face and long horn in the head. The image amplifies 
the modern images of satan or devil, portrayed from the black suits and red tie.  

The four figures create attractive juxtaposition to each other. For example, Neptune and Jesus are popular figure, and majorly 
come from Roman background, and the hierarchy of Neptune down in the deep ocean, while Jesus up in the sky. However, they put similar 
classical European style pictures for both Jesus and Neptune. While Santa and Satan or Devil, have similar red, white, and black dominant 
color but they put it in contrast to each other side by side. However, both Santa and Devil images are indicating modern images, while Jesus 
and Neptune from their classical or traditional costume, symbolizing the past or ancient figure. The advertisement conveys the message on 
the dimension of time to emphasize the diversity and similarity of the four figures.  

However, the words “What do you see?” in the middle of the four figure shows the “soft” approach by giving options to 
the audience on how they want to interpret the four figures. The atheist group did not say “you see them as myth” to the audience or 
“dictating” the audience to perceive the four figures as myth. Instead, they give question to the audience by reflective 
and descriptive question of “what do you see?”. The open question of towards the sanctified figures, provide spaces for the audience to 
believe in their own interpretation towards the figure, but also allow different interpretation that challenge the dominant construction. 
The question also strengthens the ambiguous message of carnivalesque (Martin&Renegar, 2007), and an interrogation to the audience 
about the dominant perception on the four figures (Hall, 2006). 
The word “you” that has a different form show the emphasize value of human power. The word "you" also strengthen the value 
that human has the power to construct certain symbols, figures, and structures. In other words, the advertisement can convey the message 
that “you” are the one who decide who is the four figures. Even more, the word “see” as an active verb functions to emphasize the active 
participation of human towards their perception. The combination of implicit and deep meaning by playing the font of the words 
also bring atheist’s objective to value intellectuality and human power in constructing the existence of mystical objects (Dawkins, 2006). 

I argue that the role of counter missionary will have different consequences in negotiating their identity as an atheist in the 
American Society. Some group of people may interpret the advertisement as messages that intervene their habitual believe by interrogating 
their vernacular value system. The provocative message and the role of counter missionary in the public area can be a “threat” for some 
people. Dominant group has suppressed the atheist group, which make them afraid to confess because of the threat from domination. The 
atheist message has been condemned and even banned for many years. During that period, atheist remains invisible in the public either 
for individual or organization. Now, with the new wave of freedom in a secular country, the Atheist can publish their value freely in the public 
area. However, this condition may “threaten” the status quo system, structure, culture (such as seasonal holiday, Christmas) and 
other communal value. Thus, the confession on atheism is not only for individual but also for Atheist group or organization 
to confess publicly about their existence and visibly express their opinion using mass media. The negotiation would be the confession can 
be accepted as a part of the US diversity and pluralism, but can also be accepted as a threat that will sharpen the negative perception 
towards atheist from those who oppose atheist. 
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Conclusion 
Doing the job of counter missionary is not an easy task. Just like the metaphor of David and Goliath, the minority public of atheist has 
to struggle on (1) the unpopular notion, exclusion, and minority value of atheism, entering public discourse in Judeo Christian 
dominant perspective. Similar with the story of Saul and Israel people do not believe in David when he first came with the idea of fighting 
the powerful Goliath. David has to convince his message on the notion of “The LORD who rescued me from the paw of the lion and the paw 
of the bear will rescue me from the hand of this Philistine,” (Biblegateway.com, 2011) and the publics did not trust this message. Here, the 
atheist group has to convince their value, cultural vision, secular morality, and political point of view to publics. They have the challenge to 
make the public trust their notion while public already has stigma and association on atheist people as moral indiscretion (Kosmin et al, 
2006), selfish indulgence (Amarasignham, 2010), communist (Clain, 2011), Nazi or Hitler (Clain, 2011), disconnection with American future 
vision (Edgall, 2006). The Godless movement has to face this negative stigma and re-conciliate their relationship with the community or 
publics in America. (2) As a counter public, Godless America has to put the atheist perspective in the public sphere. One of the ways is by 
entering the media market system through public screen using images and infotainment value.  

Advertisement especially billboard is not just free-floating object with images and verbal messages, but it is a text, dedicated to 
real people and can be interpreted in various possible ways. As a counter public, there is a process of renegotiation on atheist identity after 
they put their provocative advertisement in the public area. The renegotiation process has different consequences depends on the approach 
also the interpretation on the message from the publics. Here, the Godless America sends their political, social, and atheist value to public, 
using laughter about communal norms and value, but also questioning each audience about their own interpretation towards the message. 
The Godless America provides options to negotiate their identity in the society, just like “this is my choice, and what’s yours?” The Godless 
message in advertisement strengthen their objective to counter the dominant message with the new perspectives, comfort those who 
feel doubtful, give possible options of alternative beliefs, but also engaging the public in the God discourse using rhetorical arts.  
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Abstract 
The collaborative nature of advertising requires many people of very specialized talents to come together at various stages of development. 
These areas of specialization tend to cluster on opposite sides of the business/creative spectrum, which increases the potential for 
miscommunication. The professionals who determine whether the advertising lives or dies – such as the brand managers and account 
strategists – don’t truly know how to evaluate the creative product. Conversely, the professionals who create the advertising – such as the 
art directors and copywriters – don’t know how to explain it to them in language they understand. The ability to effectively critique the work, 
especially in process, is a skill that can help bridge the divide. This article asserts that this skill is so critical that it should – and can – be 
taught to all stakeholders, but especially to those in management with exercises such as the one on “art & copy” synergy, included herein.  

Ever since Doyle Dane Bernbach ushered in the creative revolution back in the sixties, the chasm between advertising account 
managers and creative professionals has grown. That’s because when creativity drives a campaign idea, it’s more difficult for business-
minded professionals to judge the work’s value. Likewise, art directors and copywriters struggle to translate their creative ideas into 
marketing terms that management appreciates. This “failure to communicate” is one of the most frustrating aspects of the business. And yet, 
weak creative judgment almost seems accepted -- even lauded -- as a defining boundary in the management/creative divide. This is truly 
unfortunate. Every stakeholder who participates in the process should have the skill to recognize a great idea, judge its effectiveness, and 
champion its survival in an articulate, meaningful way.   

The skill that bridges the gap between the creative and business professionals is called critique. This is the ability to deconstruct a 
creative product and talk about it meaningfully. To me, the people who are fluent in critique are incredibly valuable to the business. These 
are the people who are asked into meetings. They become indispensible to work-based discussions. People who know how to critique ads 
are the ones who rise more quickly in the industry.  

The sad truth is that most people don’t fully appreciate what critique is. Most associate it with negativity. However, there’s an 
enormous difference between “critique,” in which one deconstructs an ad in order to construct something better, and “criticism,” in which one 
complains about a commercial that’s just interrupted his or her favorite TV show. Critiquing an ad or campaign concept is to talk about it 
meaningfully. Critique pulls the work apart, examines it, and determines if the elements make sense and if the whole comes together. It is 
discussing whether strategic goals have been creatively and appropriately translated into engaging content. Critique enables constructive 
dialogue. It’s key to the collaboration that defines the art director/copywriter relationship. It’s what happens when work is presented up and 
down the line within the Creative Department. It’s what all those creative types do while they’re drinking a beer after work and paying more 
attention to the ads on the TV over the bartender’s head than to the cuties at the end of the bar. Critique is, quite simply, how work gets 
better. 

Being good at critique doesn’t just make the work better, it’s also the reason why seasoned art directors and copywriters can be 
so intimidating during creative presentations. They’re used to talking about the work and what makes it effective – especially to each other. 
The other professionals in the room aren’t. That’s why clients and account managers can be literally speechless after a creative 
presentation. Imagine how disconcerting it must be for a high level business person, who is used to being in command at business 
meetings, to suddenly lack fluency in a marketing matter of such importance. This is not just damaging to the psyche, but to the work. In 
addition, without an ability to critique the work, there is no real dialogue. It’s as though both sides of the table are suddenly speaking 
different languages. The process becomes less productive. Relationships strain. The work suffers.  

My belief is that the ability to critique is not the exclusive domain of the creative professionals. It is a skill that can – and should – 
be learned by all stakeholders. Just like presentation skills, the industry should be actively developing critique skills among its own ranks. 
Academic institutions needs to foster critique skills as well. The first step is to cultivate a type of analytic thinking that is based on a more 
thorough understanding of advertising terminology. For example, it’s important to appreciate the difference between a strategic message 
and the advertising concept, which delivers the message in a meaningful and memorable way. It’s important to appreciate the difference 
between an advertising concept, which is the basis for a campaign, and the executional aspects of an ad. It’s important to understand the 
function of a headline in relation to the visual. And so on. Beyond learning terminology, one must appreciate functionality, recognize 
effectiveness “in process,” and verbalize critical thinking as part of a collaborative effort. These are all components of meaningful critique 
and help cultivate an environment of productivity.  

Developing these skills requires a conscientious approach and serious effort. For example, it’s relatively easy to appreciate the 
definition of an advertising headline: the main text on the page that delivers the key message. However, it’s significantly less easy to assess 
its effectiveness. One must consider the word choice, the sentence structure and syntax, the tonality, what the headline is trying to 
communicate, and how well it delivers the strategic message. One must also consider the way the headline is laid out on the page, how the 
lines are broken, what typeface is used, etc. Effective headlines work synergistically with an ad’s visual to create a more complete piece of 
communication. Because this synergy of “art & copy” is at the heart of an ad’s functionality, one must take this critical aspect of an ad into 
account when assessing effectiveness. Simply explaining all this is not enough to turn a novice account manager into an adept critiquer. 
Instead, there needs to be some demonstration of these principles before one can start to develop and exercise one’s own critique skills.  

As an example of how deeply these issues need to be explored, I created a lesson that demonstrates the power of an advertising 
concept as it’s expressed through the synergy of “art & copy.” This lesson is illustrated by a series of single panel cartoons. As in a good 
print ad, these cartoons rely on the synergy of text and visual to create new meaning. Their humor also relies on the twist of familiarity and 
surprise. The joke must be understood quickly, but not instantaneously; readers must first take in all of a cartoon’s elements – the visual, the 
caption, the overall style, the subtlety of gesture – as well as their interrelation with each other. This is a speedy process, but a process 
nonetheless. But then, suddenly, we “get it.” The cumulative effect hits us over the head. It’s an epiphany. It’s funny. And despite all of that 
brain power, it feels like a gut reaction. A good advertising concept should work like this, too. 

The two versions of a Robert Mankoff cartoon that follow help illustrate this. The one on the top with the caption, “How chairs are 
stored,” has been manipulated (by me) in order to not be funny. That’s correct. It’s NOT funny. The caption has been changed from the 
original. It has been rewritten to support the visual in a descriptive, concrete, and expected way. In this version of the cartoon, the text 
serves the same function as a caption under a newspaper photo. It is redundant because it repeats what the visual is communicating. In the 
ad world, we’d call this a classic “see-say.” In other words, you’re seeing what the text is saying. Without a framework for analysis, there’s 
nothing wrong with that. But if we were to measure this cartoon against a simple objective – to make people laugh – we’d have to agree that 
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it’s a failure because it’s not funny. The original version of this cartoon appears below it. And it’s funny. But don’t look until you’ve fully 
appreciated how “unfunny” the cartoon above it is. 
 

               
Unfunny cartoon 

 

         
Funny cartoon 

 
As you can see, the original cartoon on the bottom with the caption, “How chairs have sex,” is funny. And since we can assume that 
Mankoff’s goal was to be funny, this cartoon can be considered a success. But how does it achieve its humor?  It starts with the synergy of 
visual and text; they work together to create new meaning. Then there’s the interesting juxtaposition of familiarity and surprise that catches 
us off balance. We’ve all seen chairs stacked up like this. It’s an incredibly ordinary sight. But do chairs have sex? It’s probably never 
crossed your mind before. But if they DID have sex, this might be the way it looked. There’s a logic at work, but not the outcome that we’d 
expect. And at its core, there’s an insightful truth…didn’t you always wonder why there were always more chairs in the classroom after a 
long weekend?? The cartoonist, Robert Mankoff, suggests that this cartoon represents a parallel universe where “pieces of furniture strike 
pornographic poses.” That’s pretty funny in and of itself, but you don’t need to analyze it to that degree in order to find this cartoon funny. It’s 
much simpler than that. Yet complex at the same time. All in a single panel. 

Here’s another example, only this time the visual has been altered rather than the text. The unfunny version of this cartoon by 
New Yorker cartoonist, Tom Cheney, is below. In it, we see a typical scene in which a waiter asks a customer how his food is. Because this 
scenario is nothing out of the ordinary, the top cartoon is not particularly funny.   
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Unfunny cartoon 

 

 
Funny cartoon 

 
On the other hand, the actual cartoon is quite funny. The scenario is essentially the same: a man eating dinner as the waiter checks on him. 
The caption hasn’t changed, either; it’s exactly the same in both versions. This time, though, it’s the visual that’s changed and is out of the 
ordinary. Instead of a regular sized meal, the diner has a ridiculously high mountain of food on his table. In fact, the visual is now more 
literally in sync with the waiter’s deadpan question, “How’s everything?” because now the diner does indeed seem to have every possible 
food item in front him.  What’s different is that  a phrase we hear all the time is now being suddenly applied to the absurd – and that makes it 
funny. 

The original cartoon in the third example is by Roz Chast. The unfunny version on the top is simply a picture of a tombstone. 
There’s no surprise to this visual and, therefore, nothing funny about. Except for the distinctive Roz Chast drawing, you wouldn’t really call it 
a cartoon. In fact, if you saw this The New Yorker magazine where sall these single panel cartoons are form, you’d probably wonder what it 
was doing in there. You might even get angry at the editors for including such an unfunny cartoon. It’s a small thing, but you’d feel cheated. 
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Unfunny cartoon 

 

 
Funny cartoon 

 
Let’s analyze why the bottom cartoon is funny. The content is almost exactly the same as the unfunny one above it. The gravestone is the 
same, except the numbers are different. They’re in the same place as above. But rather than the birth year and the death year – as you’d 
expect – the numbers in the funny cartoon are SAT scores. Why is that funny? SAT scores aren’t funny in and of themselves. Neither are 
gravestones. It’s when they’re put together that they become funny. No one would ever put their SAT scores on their gravestone. But then, a 
720 in math is pretty impressive. Hey, why not? Isn’t this worth eternal bragging rights? SATs carved in stone! With the unexpected 
juxtaposition of visual and text, new meaning is created. And it makes us laugh.  

Because print ads often deliver their message through “art & copy” in the same way that many single panel cartoons do, it’s 
possible to do this same exercise using selected ads. The first example uses an ad from the Absolut Vodka campaign, perhaps the most 
recognized and well-regarded campaign of the last few decades. As with the cartoon exercise, the first ad to the left has been manipulated 
to create a classic “see-say” ad. The visual is unchanged but the headline has been revised to read “Absolut Red Tape” which is exactly 
what the bottle is wrapped in. Since what we’re seeing is pretty obvious, the text in this case is especially redundant, flatfooted, and 
expected. The text doesn’t communicate anything to the reader beyond describing the visual. And because a visual of a bottle wrapped in 
red tape doesn’t say anything about the product, there’s no real message about the product or the brand being communicated. In the end, 
this is just a picture of a bottle wrapped in red tape. We’re not quite sure what the modifier “Absolut” has to do with the picture. And we don’t 
particularly care. One thing is for sure, this ad doesn't answer this campaign’s strategic objective which is to communicate absolute 
perfection. 
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            “see-say”     “art &copy” synergy  
 
To the contrary, the original ad to the right does meet its communication objective. The visual and headline are synergistic and unexpectedly 
meaningful. It invites our brain to combine all the elements together and come up with a greater message: Red Tape + DC =  An Absolutely 
Perfect Example of Bureaucracy.  To continue with the cartoon analogy, this is the ad’s “joke.” And like the cartoon, the brain had to work a 
bit to get there. The text and visual play well with each other. It does what we’ve come to expect Absolut ads to do: be compelling and 
imaginative, to make us think for just a second, and then have a “moment.” Not a chuckle, exactly. But a moment when we realize that 
we’ve just witnessed “absolute perfection.” 

The second example is a Lacoste ad that ran around Christmas season. The one on the left is modified from the original to be 
“see-say.” It’s a clear piece of communication, but it’s not very clever and would be easy to overlook in a magazine full of holiday ads.  
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                        “see-say”       “art &copy” synergy  

 
 

The actual ad to the right is much more engaging. It not only spreads holiday cheer in a clever way, but manages to embed the name of the 
product in the message. Christmas and Lacoste now become one and the same. It’s lively, yet simple. In just a 1/3 column ad, Lacoste 
manages to grab the readers attention during the busy holiday season without screaming “I’m a great gift idea.” 

The final example is an ad from Allstate Insurance on behalf of Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) to dissuade readers from 
drinking and driving. As in the last two examples, the headline on the left has been modified to create a classic “see-say” print ad. The visual 
of a car key piercing an olive in a martini glass signifies that this is an ad about mixing alcohol and driving. Unfortunately, the flat-footed 
headline, “Drinking and driving don’t mix,” simply repeats that information. Instead of adding something new to the visual, it’s rather 
redundant. Clear, but redundant. And that makes the ad a decent piece of communication. But it’s not particularly powerful or memorable.  
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The actual ad on the right makes the point much more compellingly. This time, the identical visual is juxtaposed with a pithier and 
more effective headline, “Killer Cocktail.” The message is essentially the same as the one on the left, but the ad is much more dramatic. It 
functions like an effective single panel cartoon by using the synergy of “art & copy” to make the familiar fresh. The twist is in the use of the 
phrase “killer cocktail.” Describing something as “killer” usually means it’s “extremely good.” So in another situation, this headline would 
mean that the martini was really tasty. However, its use here is literal. How do we know that? Because the visual pushes it in that direction. 
When all the elements on the page are added up in our head, the figurative meaning of the word “killer” becomes a literal one. The word 
“killer” in and of itself is jolting in an ad, especially one for MADD. But it is the interplay of “art & copy” that truly engages our brain. The 
meaning comes to us by our own calculation. And we feel the impact more strongly. The ad on the left may have surefire clarity with its 
visual/headline redundancy; however, there’s no ambiguity about what’s being communicated here. It is not just more clever. It makes a 
lasting impression.  

The parallel between print ads and single panel cartoons helps us understand the power of “art & copy” synergy. In the world of 
advertising, this is known as a concept, one of the most fundamental, but elusive terms in a vocabulary of critique. Learning to appreciate 
the meaning, value, and functionality of such terms is the first step to acquiring critique skills. Such exercises as the cartoon analogy help do 
that. Once our academic institutions and the industry take a more active role in teaching these skills, both creative professionals and 
business managers will be more equipped to take the next step: using critique in process, opening up communication, and making the work 
better. 
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Abstract 
The present study aims to analyze how Brazilian fashion brands, projected in the discourse on the role of the one who enunciates, position 
their collections (from fashion shows to advertisement campaigns) as a value-object to consumer-subjects, building a simulacrum of identity 
in contemporary Brazilian fashion. Using the theoretical references of discursive semiotics, notably the postulations by Algirdas Julien 
Greimas and his collaborators, the analysis brought up that intertextuality and irony are used by the enunciator as an important component 
of meaning, incorporating and refreshing other cultural texts in his own textual constructions. It was concluded that this knowledge donates 
competence to the consumer-subject, empowering such consumer to interfere in the fading of meaning in everyday life. 
Keywords: Brazilian fashion – communication - branding – discursive semiotics. 
 
Introduction 
In the 80’s, when fashion in Brazil was merely a subject for female magazines and social gossips, young designer Ronaldo Fraga was 
drawing party dresses for clients in a textile shop in his hometown, thanks to his abilities with colored pencils. At that time, he didn’t have the 
faintest idea on how many meters of cloth a certain dress he draw would require, nor did he dream of being a part of the national fashion 
scene. During his lunch break, he would walk alone around downtown Belo Horizonte only to get ideas for shapes and cuts from passers by. 
Nevertheless, this daily observation activity, which was just a way to make a living at first, came to fascinate him. While working as an image 
consultant in the textile shop, Ronaldo took a course in Fashion Design at Minas Gerais Federal University, won a national contest and went 
on to further his studies at Parson’s School (New York) and Central Saint Martins (London). This was longer before he was recognized as 
an emerging Brazilian talent by Phytoervas Fashion Awards – what happened more than a decade later. The designer showed seven 
collections at Fashion Week/House of Creators before entering Brazilian Official Fashion Calendar in 2001. He currently presents his 
collections at São Paulo Fashion Week and his work is characterized for the continuous interlacement of certain cultural inputs so as to 
extend self-esteem and to add value to consumer beliefs.  His looks present elements of various cultures - recognizable and already 
assimilated in other circumstances - incorporated and transformed so as to lose their connections with the original situation in order to 
organize a distinct sense effect and look original. This procedure of structuring a different meaning from a conjunction of speeches is known 
in structural semiotics as intertextuality. 
  So, it’s under the hypothesis that “the recognition of a fashion designer depends on his ability to invent unusual combinations 
which might establish proximity and even intimacy through [emotional] bonds” (GARCIA, 2005) that I present his work. Structural semiotics 
assumption is that language, as an autonomous element, helps us build world visions. It occupies itself on how sense effects are articulated 
and the ways they are built to be perceived, including the strategies used to do so. By means of intertextuality strategy, the aforementioned 
fashion designer allows prospective consumers to discover in his creations elements of sense construction by comparing these tracks with 
their own memories and knowledge. Consequently, they might adhere - or not - to what these marks mean in the new arrangement. Thus, to 
reconstruct this problematic is to go beyond the thematic and figurative dimensions of the looks Ronaldo Fraga builds, discovering the 
values presented in his clothes and understanding the mechanisms that support his strategies of attraction and persuasion. 
 
Methods and procedures 
In structural semiotics analysis, four expression aspects must be taken into account: material, color, shape and the way they relate 
topologically speaking. In order to provide closer evidence, let us analyze one piece chosen randomly from his second collection, “Family 
Album” (Summer 1996/1997), which led him to obtain the most desired Brazilian prize at the time, Phytoervas Fashion Award.  The look 
consists of a fitted jacket and a pair of longer shorts made of printed cotton, shapes which have been consistently rearticulated in later 
collections such as “Raw Body” (Winter 2002) and “China” (Winter 2007). According to GREIMAS and COURTÉS (1985), the first condition 
for the sprouting of meaning is precisely the appearance of a contrast or a difference as we will see when comparing material to pattern. 

Cotton is a light and soft cloth, invested of values such as comfort and naturalness through history. Deriving from a Brazilian 
native plant, it is absorbent to sweat, making it pleasant in hot climates; it doesn’t produce static energy, prevents skin eruptions; is wash 
resistant, which facilitates its maintenance; and has good “textile memory”, which guarantees that original shapes will keep stable despite 
their use, estimating bigger durability. Given these characteristics, this cloth dressed Brazilian workers since slavery, granting it immense 
popularity. 

On the other hand, the jacket patterning cannot be considered popular breed. The top, known as “riding jacket”, has its structure 
retracing to the 19th century, when it was worn for horseback riding. Moreover, this suit comes from men’s wardrobe, where it became a 
classic thanks to English tailors’s abilities. In order to adapt the once masculine shape to the female figure, these professionals used to 
delineate the waist, making the cloth fall straight on the hip and the legs so as to facilitate horse riding related activities. Long sleeves of 
straight cut come out the shoulders adjusted to the width of the arm itself in order not to restrain the body. To achieve this form the fabric is 
distributed around the neck, forming a great opening on the chest. The fitted shape is also supported by three lined buttons covered with 
fabric, which go up parallel from the hip to the thighs. This partial buttoning does not restrict corporal mobility and the independence of 
movements is reiterated by the shape of longer shorts. Consequently, it homologates, in terms of content, the thematic of freedom.  

Known as “cyclist”, these short pants are not original from the elegant elites whose riding habits where famous in the 19th century, 
but from the world of contemporary sports, since it became popular in the 20th century eighties. When taking into consideration the secular 
comparison projected in the text - “now” of the cyclist pants in relation to “long ago” of the 19th century jacket - we observe that the designer 
incorporates in his look elements of other cultural texts so as to underline his point of view. Memories of previous experiences are installed 
to bring up to date the context of sports fashion and young energetic spirit with a taste of elite elegance. Despite dislocated of its original 
function to the practical one of physical activities, this strategy invests the look with the value of flexibility and empowers it to face common 
displacements of contemporary life. From home to work, from work to party, these clothes show their ability to go everywhere, as if they 
were the perfect second skin for any consumer. We notice, thus, that the designer uses one’s previous knowledge in order to emphasize 
product value. By using traditional sartorial methods referring to London Savile Row workshops, Fraga also shows his own knowledge on 
fashion history and sartorial techniques. The manual sewing method, produced not only by molding technique but also by needle stitching, 
claims its uniqueness in spite of industrial processes that falsely reproduce customization on scale. Therefore, these veteran masters 
institutional fame is somehow appropriated and used to add value to this look. 
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As previously mentioned, Ronaldo Fraga lived in London, where he could see such work first hand. In the street markets of Portobello Road 
and Camden Town, where he once sold hats made for his first brand, “The magic toyshop of the mind”, there are also antique shops which 
eventually sell drawings and books showing riding jackets, as well as samples of them. Therefore, “I, Ronaldo Fraga” in relation to “them, 
sartorial masters” is installed in the discourse, showing know how acquired in his London years, not only through fashion studies, but also in 
daily life. 
 
Results 
Sartorial techniques are one of the expression plan processes largely used by the enunciator to define distribution of emblematic items in all 
his collections. In this jacket stitches that eliminate excesses of fabric and show the waistline are disguised in the neckline and through the 
colorful print. Adjustments placed one to the left and other to the right of the frontal buttoning make the eye continue to explore the look from 
the legs up high. This happens precisely where one can see internal pockets placed in a diagonal line. Such unparallel line is interrupted by 
a black horizontal line which coincides with repeated prints, dividing the silhouette in two parts, superior and inferior. Therefore, the eye has 
its way defined by such lines, being taken from the neckline print to the buttons and from these to the legs, from where it returns up high. 
Coming up and down on the vertical, the eye can foresee a skinny silhouette and detains itself only on the “v” neckline which delineates the 
breast or on the hips. It is important to emphasize that the placing of printed childish icons – staring puppies – coincides with the hips, 
bringing up a female maternal instinct to the discourse. The dog’s eyes, looking directly to the viewer, also make him interact with the jacket. 
This strategy repeats itself on the back and the lower part of the sleeves as an invitation to pay attention to the print choice. 

There is a reason for that. The designer adds value to the cotton fabric, making the impression that it is soft and cozy, using such 
prints and carefully chosen colors. For instance, the yellow background privileged on the print leads us to imagine wood walls which contrast 
with a large red carpet where the puppies are set beside a lovely basket. These vibrant colors underline even more the delicate figure of the 
animals, with their fur on neutral shades of beige and brown, colors also seen on the fruit basket that completes the domestic scene. A 
comfort effect is born.  This ordinary material installs memories of childhood, for this printed cloth is commonly used in Brazil to produce 
pillows and mattresses for children’s rooms. That is how the designer brings up an emotional dimension to this look, embracing the user 
with the sense effect of coziness.  

On the one hand, we are dealing with domestic animals and puppies, emphasizing that these clothes can be a warm home to the 
body that looks at them. The use of puppies and domestic animals are frequent in Ronaldo Fraga’s collections, either iconic or not (circus 
elephants, garden snails, lovely sheep, teddy bears, fairy tale swams, among others), integrating the subject of childhood years. This 
subject is also present through other adornments that materialize toys (drawing notebooks, paper dolls, balls, balloons) and food (popcorn, 
candies, soda, birthday cake). Therefore, nostalgic thoughts of childhood years are added to produce a certain coziness, bringing up the 
importance of subjects such as love, friends and family. One can note that the criteria taken to choose prints do not refer to biological appeal 
only, but especially to non-material needs such as security, social skills, self-esteem and self-realization. These preferred content figures 
oppose MASLOW (1954: 80-106) scale of human surviving needs. 

In fashion, defining patterns as done in this jacket is a mathematic exercise which requires specific calculations so as to allow the 
perfect adherence between body and cloth. Since we are talking about printings in series, to place certain details on top of different areas of 
the body definitely requires patterning skills. This ability is also stated by the non-interrupted alignment of the puppies on both sides of the 
jacket. This careful patterning and sewing brings up from memory the days when tailoring was entirely hand made. Therefore, this simple 
cloth, commonly directed to mass consumption, is seen as able to be incorporated in a different scenario, in a mixture that does not respect 
any cultural hierarchy. On the contrary, it understands that all references can be potentially equivalent to produce sense effect. Even using a 
common cloth with a massive print, the designer invests the value of quality in this looks by using refined sartorial techniques. The use of 
ordinary material, associated to such techniques, subsidizes the “popular” category as a focus of unpretentious resistance in relation to 
“refined” industrialized items, such as intelligent fabrics and quick over locks. This category is homologated in terms of content with the 
concept of apparent non sophistication. Simplicity is only apparent precisely because this way of sewing configures an ingenious topology. 
Consequently, we might add that the real value would be in the hand patterning and sewing process. Better yet, it is the professional ability 
of the tailor that makes a difference.  

The delegation of voice to great masters of high fashion is certainly a strategy also present in the context of this suit. When the 
designer invests quality as well humor in the clothes, he pleads for an intertextuality strategy with Italian designer Franco Moschino, whose 
style is projected in the text to add value to the look. In the eighties, when labels where highly valued due to yuppie lifestyle, Moschino 
followed a different path criticizing banal consumption by using iconic advertisement prints. This designer, who was formerly an apprentice 
at Gianni Versace’s workshop, reached commercial success with his brand Cheap and chic, creating these prints in tromp l’oeil. He 
subverted prints - such as a suit printed as a brick wall or a bag stained with chocolate - in funny constructions so as to provoke a feeling of 
strangeness. Moschino made a point because these effects created to make a joke where built by means of exquisite techniques dating 
back to the Italian Renascence. Actually, those were only “apparently simple” and full of irony.  
 
Conclusion 
This singularity is exactly what distinguishes authorial style from trends in the bigger fashion scene and makes Moschino (and, 
consequently, Fraga) look original. Therefore, taking into account a narrative level, we can say that these citations of Moschino collections 
brought to Ronaldo Fraga looks emphasize quality and handmade tailoring as well as a certain way of intellectual sophistication. The 
Brazilian creator based his action on a revisited tradition and qualifies himself as reliable, taking advantage of his hidden “Italian partner” 
reputation. 

Once again the sartorial techniques, this time with the Italian school, are recovered by Ronaldo Fraga to add value to his own 
design. By valuing workshop techniques and ancient ways of sewing he creates an elegance that does not privilege perfect bodies, catwalk 
glamour or celebrity images. Instead, the added value is on history, memory and knowledge, be it acquired through formal instruction or not. 
The catwalk hustle and bustle is substituted by anonymous labor from people who build, in their small workshops, the beauty that others 
consume – pattern makers, tailors, fabric merchants. Such liability contract is settled through articles whose nobility was conferred by some 
generations of craftsmen, characterizing what VICENT-RICARD (1989) sees as “beyond fashion trends”. One can notice an unusual way of 
approaching elegance which lasts longer than a season, emphasizing integrity and coherence instead of a common sense of “what’s hot”.  

As I once mentioned (GARCIA, 2005: 264-268), Ronaldo Fraga’s work make me believe that “(…) fashion fulfills an important role 
for the bonds it creates among people, their ideas and the goods they choose to possess and use.” He positions himself as the one who 
recovers and values human interference in dressmaking. The confidence in his discourse is injected in the speech by the authority of high 
fashion elite as well as from collective memories of anonymous dressmakers. Such discontinuity makes an aesthetic apprehension possible 
because the consumer glimpses in this suit a distinct meaning that might as well enrich his own life. This conception is definitely based on 
the only aspect that cannot be dismantled by global trends – a continuous effort to make sense.  
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CYBER SPACE AND VIRTUAL REALITY 
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The central focus of my literature review is on the cyber space, culture, virtual reality, identity, and artificial intelligence in relation 
to the media, consumer society and the masses. The visualization of the stories of the books is one of the concepts that will be explored and 
another major topic discussed in the literature review is based on the perception of time and work in relation to the crafts and the techniques 
involved in the cinema industry, the production of the video games and the concepts and the transforming notions of time, reality, simulation 
of the experience of real time in cinema by exploring the influence of the editing and the recreation of time and the sense of reality with the 
help of the high technology, digital computer generated graphics, editing and special effects especially after the all-encompassing "digital 
revolution". As the technological developments open new doors to alternative ways of communication, marketing, interaction, and existence 
with the progressions made on the telecommunication, the inter-net, virtual reality, cyberspace and culture, the hypothetical science fiction 
themes became a part of the reality of the modern society.  

Interestingly many of the books I reviewed were books which were adapted into films later on and one of the marketing strategies 
that are very obvious is that fact that the imagery such as the posters, stills and the visualization technique of the films were incorporated 
into the books as well. The covers of some of the books had the visuals of the films. This is an important issue because the majority of the 
public identify the book with the movie, but the book demands more of the attention, creativity and the imagination of the reader and on the 
contrary the films do the work of interpreting the text for the spectator by adapting the story, excluding certain parts, visualizing and editing. 
Therefore the relationship of the reader to a book compared to the audience to a film has very intrinsic in terms of the way in which the 
media, the product or the information is transmitted and perceived. As the technology advances newer forms of media such as cinema and 
video games begin to dominate and they replace the older original forms of communication as in the case of the books discussed.  

The scholarly resources of my work is based on the books, articles, studies and researches of Karl Marx, Engels, Theodor 
Adorno, Max Horkheimer, Marshall McLuhan, Andre Bazin, Gilles Deleuze, Roland Barthes, Richard Sennett, John Berger, Walter 
Benjamin, Slavoj Zizac, David Mamet, David Fintcher and David Lynch.  

The structure of the literature review will address specific examples of science fiction novels some of which have been adapted 
into films such as the books by Philip K. Dick, “Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?” (1968) which was adapted into a film titled Blade 
Runner by Ridley Scott in 1982, “Minority Report”, (1956), which was made into a move with the same title by Steven Spielberg in 2002, 
“We Can Remember It for You Wholesale”, (1966), which was adapted into film titled Total Recall by Paul Verhoeven in 1990, “A Scanner 
Darkly”, (1977) by Philip K. Dick was also produced as a movie with the same title directed by Richard Linklater in 2006, “I, Robot” (1950) by 
Isaac Asimov which was adapted into a film by the same title by Alex Proyas in 2004, The story of “Nightfall”, (1941), by Isaac Asimov was 
adapted on radio programs Dimension X and X Minus One in the 1950s and was produced as a movie directed by Jacques Tourneur in 
1957 and it was produced with the same title Nightfall in 2000 by Gwyneth Gibby, “Solaris” written by Stanislaw Lem (1961) was adapted 
into a film by the same title by Andrei Tarkovsky in 1972 and later by Steven Soderbergh in 2002, “Neuromancer” (1984 ) by William Gibson 
which was inspired by Escape from NY 1981 directed by John Carpenter and the book has parallel stories with movie The Matrix directed by 
Larry Wachowski and Andy Wachowski in 1999.  

The common thesis of most of the works examined in the literature review concentrates on the human perception and its 
transformation in the futuristic vision of the authors. Simulation, cyberspace, virtual reality, robotics and the structure of the society in 
relation to the architecture, culture, economics, ideology and politics are very crucial common elements in the stories and they have very 
close connections to paradigms and phenomena discussed by Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, Theodor Adorno, Max Horkheimer, Marshall 
McLuhan, Andre Bazin, Gilles Deleuze, Roland Barthes, Richard Sennett, John Berger, Walter Benjamin, Jacques Lacan, Slavoj Zizek and 
Jean Baudrillard.  

The future of the world portrayed in the books and the films that are based on the novels illustrate a very clear picture of the 
society and the individual in the cultural, social, political and economic system, which have very illuminating parallel aspects of the modern 
society, media and existence. The similarities between the reality of the 21st century and the stories of the books are very clear and the fact 
that the genre of the stories and books are categorized as science fiction makes one wonder about the metaphoric and direct connections 
between the reality of the modern industrial, consumer oriented, capitalist, imperialist, global corporate systems of today and the fictitious 
works which are “science fiction” because they appear to have a lot in common. It almost seems like we are living in a science fiction world.  
The idea of the dominant mechanical and over powering system in the society forcing and controlling the minds of the people exist both in 
the theoretical psychology, cultural, media studies and the science fiction works. “The novel titled “Neuromancer” (1984) written by William 
Gibson which is his first novel and the beginning of the “Sprawl” trilogy and the winner of the Nebula Award, the Philip K. Dick Award, and 
the Hugo Award tells the story of a washed-up computer hacker hired by a mysterious employer to work on the ultimate hack. Gibson 
explores artificial intelligence, virtual reality, genetic engineering, and multinational corporations overpowering the traditional nation-state 
long before these ideas entered popular culture. The concept of cyberspace makes its first appearance, with Gibson inventing the word to 
describe "a consensual hallucination experienced daily by billions."”1  
                                                            
1 Retrieved from,  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuromancer 
Gibson, W. (1984). Neuromancer. (pp. 5). New York: Ace Book Publishing Inc.  
“Case was twenty-four. Twenty-two, he’d been a cowboy, a rustler, one of the best in the Sprawl. He’d been trained by the best, by McCoy 
Pauley and Bobby Quine, legends in the biz. He’d operated on an almost permanent adrenaline high, a byproduct of youth and proficiency, 
jacked into a custom cyberspace desk that projected his disembodied consciousness into the consensual hallucination that was the matrix.” 
“Cyberspace — from the Greek Κυβερνήτης (kybernētēs, steersman, governor, pilot, or rudder) — is the global domain of electro-magnetics 
accessed through electronic technology and exploited through the modulation of electromagnetic energy to achieve a wide range of 
communication and control system capabilities. The term is rooted in the science of cybernetics and Norbert Weiner’s pioneering work in 
electronic communication and control science, a forerunner to current information theory and computer science. Through its electro-
magnetic nature, cyberspace integrates a number of capabilities (sensors, signals, connections, transmissions, processors, controllers) and 
generates a virtual interactive experience accessed for the purpose of communication and control regardless of a geographic location. In 
pragmatic terms, Cyberspace allows the interdependent network of information technology infrastructures (ITI), telecommunications 
networks--such as the Internet, computer systems, integrated sensors, system control networks and embedded processors and controllers 
common to global control and communications. As a social experience, individuals can interact, exchange ideas, share information, provide 
social support, conduct business, direct actions, create artistic media, play simulation games, engage in political discussion, etc. The term 
was originally coined in the cyber-punk genre of science fiction author, William Gibson. The now ubiquitous term has become a conventional 
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The movie titled The Matrix has been inspired and influenced by the story of this novel and there is a film project that is based on 
the story of this book, which is going to be produced in 2009. McLuhan has discussed the idea of the simulation of reality. Marshall Mc 
Luhan points out the important elements and the effects of the media in his preliminary researches and focuses on the different kinds of 
media categorized as the hot / cold and the high resolution / low resolution qualities of the media by examining the intensity of the influences 
these kinds of modern communication methods have on the audiences and ultimately on the thinking patterns, behaviours consumption and 
the perception of reality of the masses. He addresses the issue of the transmitted information through different sources and how the 
communities receive the information. The terms of the signifier, signified and the myth come up in his writings in the earlier stages and later 
he draws attention to the crucial aspect of media formulating a certain hierarchy and system of ethics and refers to the mechanisms involved 
in the manipulation of the thought processes on the receiver side. When the medium requires more senses to be involved in the interaction, 
the medium becomes more like reality. The involvement of multiple senses in the medium stimulates the senses and therefore the medium 
in a sense transforms into a new kind of reality or a simulation of it. High level of engagement in a medium is described as hot medium but 
with the technological advances in media some of the hot and cold qualities of all medium have changed. The medium becomes more like 
reality when all or most senses are triggered in the participation so therefore high definition is an important factor for the degree of 
simulation and stimulation. If the medium can be also examined from another perspective, the categorization of the media as a medium just 
as described in McLuhan’s “Medium is the message” as any other form of technology can be analyzed in terms of its influence on the daily 
practices, behaviours and consumption of individuals and its effects on the time and space of the participants in the society. As the medium 
becomes more influential on the society, it gets hotter and increases the level and scale of social transformation. This matter is emphasized 
in the chapter titled “Media Hot and Cold in Understanding Media” in The Extension of Man written by Marshall McLuhan in 1964.  

A lot has changed since the 1960”s in terms of the technology used in the mass communication industries, networks and the 
social structure of the societies regarding to the ideologies and the socio economic and political agendas in the last decade. Therefore some 
of McLuhan’s analysis and arguments do not precisely fit the specific developments such as the computer, the cyber and the digital 
environment of today yet his general intellectual critical approach that is inherent in his statements still reveal a great deal of clues to the 
infrastructures and the mechanisms involved in mass media and cultural transformations. 

The concept of simulation of reality is a phenomenal subject. It has very strong roots in the development of image formation and 
cinema, which have evolved into massive industries. The power of the image and the reproduction of it have changed the way people 
experience time, space and therefore reality. It is exactly the same impact that made the spectators run away from the front rows of the 
movie theatre when the Lumiere Brother first projected the train approaching the platform of the train station. The audience could not 
distinguish the image of the train from the real material of the train. The issue of simulation became a sensational phenomenon in the 20th 
century as studied and discussed by many intellectuals, scholars and industry specialists. Cybernetics, semiology and simulation are the 
central terms that operate on the human senses and they determine the essential stimulants and their perceptual, cognitive, cultural and 
ideological effects. These fundamentals of communication are directly and indirectly discussed by Gilles Deleuze in his book “Cinema” 
published in 1986 and the book titled “Gilles Deleuze’s Time Machine” written by David Norman Rodowick who reflects on the ideas of 
Gilles Deleuze and the functions and structures that are embraced by the potentials of cinema as a medium. The order of signs, symbols, 
icons, images and the social sciences which studies the mechanisms of semiotics, cybernetics and virtual reality opens new doors to the 
interpretation of imagery in the movies as well as they do in many fields of study such as psychology, sociology and philosophy. 

The audio / visual strength of the moving image has redefined the terminology and the bases of the studies concentrating on the 
experience of reality. John Johnson also makes references to the norms and concepts discussed by Gilles Deleuze in his article titled 
“Abstract Machines and New Social Spaces” written in 2008. He elaborates on a theoretical framework within which four examples of the 
virtual reality novel are examined. The framework draws on Pierre Levy’s book “Becoming Virtual” (1998), as well as philosophical 
discussions of the concept of the virtual in writings by Henri Bergson, and Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari. In contrast to the opposition 
between the possible and the real, the dynamic of the virtual is understood as a potential power or agency actualized in a process that can 
change the basis of our current notions of reality.”2  

The movies titled Strange Days (1995) directed by Kathryn Bigelow and eXistanZ directed by David Cronenberg in 1999 also 
focus on the idea of virtual reality where the invention of specific devices enable individuals to experience themselves in different realities. 
As written about in books and adopted into the films and in designed virtual video games; the memories and emotions of individuals can be 
replaced by another person and the idea of transforming and transporting identity, the individualistic personal feelings, fantasies and 
memories become an important issue in the arguments of Slavoj Zizek in “The Sublime Object of Ideology”, “Interrogating The Real” and 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
means to describe anything associated with computers, information technology, the internet and the diverse internet culture.” Retrieved 
from, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyberspace 
 
2 Johnston J. (2008). Abstract Machines and New Social Spaces: The Virtual Reality Novel and the Dynamic of the Virtual. Information, 
Communication & Society, 11.6, 749-764. doi: 10.1080/13691180802010683 
 
(Biography: John Johnston, Professor of English and Comparative Literature at Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia, is author of Carnival of 
Repetition, Information Multiplicity, and The Allure of Machinic Life. He also edited and introduced Literature, Media, Information Systems, a 
collection of essays by the German media theorist Friedrich Kittler, and has published many essays on contemporary media theory and 
culture. He is currently at work on Computer Fictions, a book about literature and philosophy in the age of network culture. 
Affiliation: Department of English, Emory University, Atlanta, GA, USA) 
 
Abstract 
“This essay elaborates a theoretical framework within which four examples of the virtual reality novel are examined. The framework draws 
on Pierre Leacutevy's book, Becoming Virtual (1998), as well as philosophical discussions of the concept of the virtual in writings by Henri 
Bergson, and Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari. In contrast to the opposition between the possible and the real, the dynamic of the virtual is 
understood as a potential power or agency actualized in a process that can change the basis of our current notions of reality. More 
specifically, the essay suggests that the material operations of today's computer technology are the source of this virtual power and that we 
can see how it is variously represented in the virtual reality novel. While each of the four novels depicts living or acting within virtual reality 
spaces, they differ markedly in how these experiences are integrated into larger narrative concerns, which include the decoding and 
recoding of the human body, cultural identity, sexuality and control, and the new apparatuses of surveillance and communication this 
technology will soon bring about.” Retrieved from, http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/content~content=a902407307~db=all~order=page 
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“Looking Awry” as well as in many others such as “The Art of Ridiculous Sublime On David Lynch’s Lost Highway”. John Johnson also 
makes references to the norms and concepts discussed by Gilles Deleuze in his article titled “Abstract Machines and New Social Spaces” 
written in 2008. He elaborates on a theoretical framework within which four examples of the virtual reality novel are examined. 

The virtual cyber space enables the reality and the emotional and physical experiences to be artificially transformed and 
transported from one person to another or the virtual reality can be designed, programmed and executed without exchanging data between 
individuals which is a familiar situation that the masses and the audiences unconsciously or consciously experience and practice in cinema 
and also in other forms of media. In other words the media facilitates the simulation and functions as the generator of new codes and visual 
imagery as hallucinations for the masses. The individuals as a part of the consumption patterns of the audiences in the modern societies are 
transformed into passive receivers of the messages filled with economic, political, social, ideological and cultural codes that are being 
transmitted by the global corporate companies which also own the media companies as mentioned by Walter Benjamin, McChesney and 
Smythe in their work and analyses. 

“A portmanteau of simulated stimuli, simstim is a technology whereby a person’s brain and nervous system is stimulated to 
simulate the full sensory experience of another person. Simstim is usually used as a form of entertainment, whereby recordings of 
simstim stars in soap operas are transmitted in effect replacing television. However, simstim also has other uses; Case is 
connected to Molly via simstim during the Panther Modern’s attack on Sense/Net. In this way, simstim was used as a 
sophisticated method of communication although the signal was one-way.”3 

The terms used in the book “Neuromancer” make references to many interesting concepts and gadgets, which draw attention to the 
similarities of the technical and technological phenomena of today in a metaphorical or direct way in some cases.  

The virtual and the cyber space, the artificial interaction and experiences replace the real space / time, reality and the real (the 
physical, social interaction) and experiences in the social structures dominated by the media. The TV, radio, printed media and the 
computer create a predetermined, designed, formulated and fabricated virtual / cyber space where the spectators are physically passive 
receivers and they are only active mentally and there is a minimal level of physical activity involved. The masses are entertained, amused, 
kept mentally occupied and busy and physically and socially passive, manipulated, controlled, monitored and hypnotized by the media so 
that draws attention to the similar situation explained in “Neuromancer” and The Matrix and this is very much in conjunction with the 
arguments of McLuhan, Richard Sennett, Gilles Deleuze, Theodor W. Adorno, Horkheimer, Smythe and McChesney, yet many aspects of 
the theoretical subject matter is not entirely pointed out, explored or analyzed in connection to the futuristic vision and predictions depicted 
by the perspective of the thesis of the science fiction books. The similarities and parallel discoveries, criticisms observations and visions of 
the scholarly research, analysis made by the philosophers, scholars and the works of science fiction writers clarify the potentials that are not 
entirely pursued in media studies. This overlapping and common interest of the theoretical, cultural media studies and the science fiction 
genre present an important area of study that has not been entirely examined therefore it embraces a great potential. The future envisioned 
by the science fiction books has a lot in common with the media studies scholarly research topics and arguments. The lack of academic 
research in this specific area is quite a crucial missing element in the criteria of the critical, cultural, media studies. The shared views, 
credentials, areas of interest of the academic research and the science fiction literature inhabit fundamental intellectually critical phenomena 
and paradigms because both scholars, scientists and science fiction authors concentrate on arguments that are based on the technological, 
political, ideological, social and cultural norms, systems and structures and their transformations in time.  Therefore there is clearly a 
relevantly independent objective perspective in both the scholarly research and the work of the science fiction authors because they 
observe the present situation, the political, ideological, socio-economic and the technological, scientific developments and their effects on 
the masses in order to draw conclusions or make hypothetical predictions, to present the dynamics of the determinant elements in the social 
systems by focusing on their economic implications, structural order, political hegemony and the cultural patterns. This intersection of the 
conceptual approaches of the academic, fictitious and the scientific endeavours both in science fiction and scholarly research has not been 
thoroughly realized. 
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ABSTRACT 
Design education, by broad definition, is the instruction of theory and application in the creation of products, services, and communications. 
More specific to Visual Communication Design, is the teaching of typography, composition, cultural awareness, and audience 
understanding. By taking students beyond the design studio, and into a formalized design research lab, we are providing them with a much 
richer educational experience, and in turn, making them more marketable to future employers. Realizing this knowledge is a valuable 
commodity in industry, the VCD program at Virginia Tech is recreating itself to include coursework and design research that moves out of 
the studio. A new lab- ETUT (Eye Tracking and Usability Testing Lab) has been established within the School of Visual Arts, to assist in this 
redefinition. Once students complete studio projects, they are then guided through a series of methodologies, which test the validity, and 
integrity of their designs using the equipment contained in the ETUT lab. Their design education is being augmented with hard science to 
create a truly unique designer. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Formal Art & Design Education (A/DE) can be traced back to the United Kingdom where it bears the distinction as being “the oldest form of 
publicly funded education,” (Bird) A/DE was begun to meet the needs of trained ‘artisans.’ These ‘artisans’ are the nineteenth century 
equivalent of todays designers. From the start A/DE maintained a strong emphasis on practice and was defined as “…the link between the 
historical training of the artisan and the current education of the artist, designer and craftsperson.” [2] 

With this emphasis, many Schools of Art & Design operated independently and did not see a need to parallel themselves with 
their academic counterparts. Because of this, A/DE curriculums initially failed to attain academic degree status for their offerings. This trend 
continued in the UK until the late 1960’s when formal degree status was granted to A/DE disciplines, and has similarly influenced design 
education in the US. 

As a relatively fledgling discipline, and few graduate programs, many A/DE programs across the UK and US have tended to focus 
on undergraduate provisions and preparing professional designers. With the (somewhat) recent introduction of PhD’s in design research 
(only four currently exist in the US) only now do we see A/DE programs beginning to incorporate more research, theory, and methods into 
the undergraduate education in hopes to prepare students for graduate education in a design related discipline.   
Design research is becoming more prevalent in undergraduate curriculums. These design methodologies are gaining additional importance 
as the resulting methodologies help validate the design discipline. Bruce Archer states, “Design research is systematic inquiry whose goal is 
knowledge of, or in, the embodiment of configuration, composition, structure, purpose, value, and meaning in man-made things and 
systems.” [4]  

This paper presents an undergraduate design studio methodology incorporating Activity Theory and usability testing as theories 
and techniques to test design decisions and further validate the final design solution. By fusing more scientific research with design 
solutions the author hopes to further substantiate A/DE and the discipline as a whole. 
 
 

ACTIVITY THEORY 
Activity Theory is based in part on the work of Vygotsky, Leont’ev, and has 
been expanded upon by Yro Engström. In essence, activity theory states 
that human beings interact with their environment via situations mediated 
by tools. Through mediation these situations create experiences. “This 
notion is usually portrayed by what has come to be known as the mediation 
model of human interactions with the environment.” [5]  
 
Leont’ev developed Vygotsky’s initial theory further by providing links 
between social and cultural mediations, resulting in a hierarchical model of 
human activity.  
 
Engström drew upon both Vygotsky and Leont’ev’s models of human 
interaction activity by expanding them to encompass rules, community, and 
the division of labor. This resulting model has come to be known as the 
Activity Triangle Model. (Figure 1) [3]  
 
Components of Activity Theory 
Activity theory divides an activity of interest into seven components:  
1. The Activity  
2. The Tool  
3. The Subject 
4. The Object 
5. The Rules 
6. The Community 
7. The Division of labor 

 
Subject describes the user who is enacting the activity, and the object is the motivation or intended outcome of the enactment.  

 

Figure 1: The Activity Theory Triangular Model 
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The tool, is situated between the subject (user) and the Object (outcome). It is the device, in this case, a e-commerce website, through 
which the activity is implemented.   
The tool facilitates the efforts of the user to achieve the desired outcome. The rules component mediates the activity; as does any culture, 
pattern, gender, society, or any other factor that imposes any rules on this interaction.  

Community refers to the environment in which the activity is completed, and finally, the rules of labor divide existing roles of in the 
activity (if necessary).  It has the effect of assigning duties to those responsible for completion of each task as well as the division of a larger 
activity into tasks (if necessary). 
 
DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
This A/DE pedagogical method was utilized in an undergraduate Visual Communication Design studio course taught at the intermediate 
level, students are in their second year (of three). The VCD program at Virginia Tech falls under restricted status, and students in the 
program must pass a rigorous portfolio review prior to being issued an invitation to major in VCD. 
 
Components of Studio Problem 
 1. Assign design brief 
 2. Presentation on Activity Theory 
 3. Presentation of usability testing methodology 
  4. Students design, test & compile data 
 5. Students present results 
 6. Iterate design if necessary 
 7. Turn in project w/ process materials 
 

Students are presented with a design brief (studio problem) which details the problem: to create wireframe templates of a website 
for a large on-line corporate retailer, and provide initial usability testing results of their final design solution. Also at this stage, students are 
introduced to the Human-Testing mandate (IRB) at Virginia Tech and must become IRB certified before continuing with the project. 

The Activity Triangle Model is introduced to the students as a scientific theory and framework for their design exploration. They 
begin to understand the subject becomes the user, the tool becomes the interface, and the outcome becomes a successful interaction with 
the website (system). While this studio problem only deals with the top of the Activity Triangle Model, students are also exposed to the 
remaining variables and the relationship the play with the subject, tool, and outcome. Students are also introduced to the PUT-Q2 
(Perceived Usability Testing Incorporating Quantitative and Qualitative data) usability testing methodology created by the author. [1] 

Students then sketch, iterate, and design the wireframes for the pseudo-client. Since students are all IRB approved, they then 
move their designs into the Eye Tracking and Usability Perception Lab (E-TUT) for usability testing.  

Once students complete studio projects, they are then guided through a series of usability testing methodologies (PUT-Q2) that 
measure the validity and integrity of their designs using the equipment contained in the ETUT lab. They are exposed to a hi-tech eye 
tracking system created by SMI, usually reserved for larger corporations that specialize in usability testing, while still an undergrad. They 
begin to see the connection between design, research, and execution. 

Students define areas of interest (AOI’s) within their wireframes to establish levels of viewed hierarchy. (See Figure 2) By utilizing 
this method, students will uncover what areas subjects are viewing and dwelling on, as well as the order in which these areas are seen. At 
this time, students also state their hypothesis for testing. For example, one hypothesis (H1) may be that since three levels of navigation 
exist, users will miss at least one. 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Areas of Interest (AOI’s) Defined and placed on a grid 
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Students then use their selected stimuli images, and gridded AOI’s to conduct basic eye-tracking tests. Subjects are exposed to 
each stimulus for approximately 5 seconds while there eye gaze data is captured. The results of these tests are placed on a subject matrix 
(See Figure 3). 
  
 

 
Figure 3: Subject matrix. Gridded AOI’s and scan path data. 

 
Students examine these results and revisit their hypothesis. For example, H1 can be revisited and proven true by examining the 

results of the gaze data in which subjects do miss at least one of the three levels of navigation on a statistically significant interval.  
Students then utilize the results of these usability tests to inform further design iteration. 

 
CONCLUSION 
This paper assembles theories and methodologies outside the A/DE realm, and combines them in a unique way to create a new novel 
design studio methodology while exposing students to design research labs and eye-tracking equipment. 

Students augment their design education with ‘hard’ science to create a truly unique designer much sought after by industry. 
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Abstract 
How can we ensure that senior citizens will not be excluded from crucial information in our digitalising society? Digital information 
accessibility is not only determined by factors such as keyboard accessibility and font size scalability. We need a more dynamic concept 
than the limited technological interpretation usually applied to the access to digital information. ‘Designing for dynamic diversity’ (Gregor et 
al., 2002) could be such a concept. This article discusses how the diverse group of senior citizens identifies with images of senior citizens 
and the role of discourse coalitions, like the eternally youthful seniors and the frail needy seniors (Hajer, 1997) in the Netherlands in this 
regard. Finally, a concrete example from this same country will be provided to show that it is, in fact, possible to make creative use of the 
various images of senior citizens for achieving an accessible homepage.  
Key words: digital information accessibility, older people, designing for dynamic diversity, discourse coalitions 

 
1. Introduction1 
In the majority of the western countries the population is ageing at a rapid pace. At the same time, society is increasingly becoming more 
digitalised. Information is supplied to a growing extent, and frequently solely, in digital form. It is obvious, that this trend poses dangers for 
people, like senior citizens, who have problems using such new media. They risk being excluded from crucial information (Duimel, 2007, p. 
7). Digital information, therefore, has to be accessible for senior citizens, but it is often defined too narrowly. So, the Stichting Accessibility 
[Dutch Accessibility Foundation] (2010, p. 7) defines web accessibility as the ‘usability of the internet’, applying criteria such as keyboard 
accessibility and font size scalability. In my opinion, however, digital information accessibility is determined by factors other than these 
alone. I therefore advocate the use of a more dynamic concept than the limited technological interpretation usually applied to the access to 
information, especially where a new medium like websites is concerned. Organisations could strive for ‘dynamic diversity’ in designing their 
information sources (Gregor et al., 2002). In this paper, I will first argue that using images with which a diverse group of senior citizens can 
identify could promote the accessibility to digital information. Then, I will show the role played by the dominant discourse coalition (Hajer, 
1997) of the eternally youthful seniors towards the discourse coalition of the frail needy seniors in the Netherlands in this regard. Finally, I 
will provide a concrete Dutch example showing that it is, in fact, possible to make creative use of the various images of senior citizens for 
achieving an accessible homepage. 
 
2. Identifying with images 
Even if organisations were to apply criteria such as keyboard accessibility and font size scalability, this does not per definition ensure that 
information is accessible to all senior citizens. This has to do with the fact that accessibility of information also depends on a factor which 
generally tends to be overlooked: the degree with which the user can identify with the image invoked by the information provided. Let me 
illustrate this with the help of a concrete example. In a Dutch study I conducted into the role of images on websites (Loos, 2009), an older 
woman told me that she was terribly irritated by all the healthy, rich and radiant couples she came face to face with on many websites. She 
considered these images an affront to single senior citizens who were unable to spend a lot of money or were in poor health. Whether in 
advertising, informative messages or public information supplied via folders and websites, these images are a dominant feature in our 
society. In her 2008 essay Laat me niet alleen - Oud worden in de eenentwintigste eeuw: Hoe gaan we dat doen? [Don’t leave me – Ageing 
in the twenty-first century: The question is, how?], Renate Dorrestein ardently appealed against the ‘pursuit of eternal youth and what may 
be termed ageless ageing’.2 The cover of her book superbly depicts the phenomenon of ageless ageing, featuring a dynamic older couple 
with a surfboard in the ocean.  

Now, there is undoubtedly a group of senior citizens that is attracted by photos of this kind, but there are also an awful lot who find it 
impossible to identify with such an image. The question is, what happens when organisations use images of this kind only - on their 
homepage, for example. Healthy senior citizens with money and a partner are likely to have no trouble identifying with such photos. The 
picture of a dynamic older couple on a scooter at the top of the homepage of the Dutch 50PlusBeurs, the trade show for over-fifties, in 2010 
is an excellent example.3 Under the photo runs the caption: ‘A warm welcome to the site of the world’s biggest event for active plussers’: 

 
‘Time to enjoy!’ This is the 2010 theme of the 50PlusBeurs. Drop by and discover undreamt possibilities. Learn from the workshops. Look at 
what the future has to offer you. Get information and advice. Taste, touch, smell and enjoy with all your senses. You’ll be amazed at the 
range of exhibits. Enjoy the shows, indulge and treat yourself. Visit and compare. Enjoy a truly immersive experience at the 50PlusBeurs! 
[translation] 

 
While this text is fine for healthy, rich senior citizens, older singles in poor health and with little money will obviously not identify with 

the temptations described, and the chance that they will consult a website with such images and text in search of information is likely to be 
small. This does not promote the accessibility of a website of this kind for that target group. The size of this group of senior citizens should 
not be underestimated. The website of the Nationaal Ouderenfonds [National Fund for Senior Citizens] reports that4:  

 
In the Netherlands, some 1.4 million people live (in 2005) under the poverty line. This is equal to 8.8% of the population. Of these, 7.2% are 
aged 65 and up. In total, there are 100,800 people of 65 and over living under the poverty line. (Source: Armoedemonitor SCP 20075) 
[translation] 
 

This group should also be taken into consideration in the design of information sources, not only in advertising, but also in public 
information. It is vital that they have access to the information to which they are entitled in order to continue to be able to function socially. 
Before I turn to the discussion of how to do so, let us first look at why we are swamped by images of this kind, showing healthy, radiantly 
beaming senior citizens enthusiastically engaging in activities and with money to spend.  
 
3. Discourse coalitions: the eternally youthful seniors versus the frail needy seniors 
Hajer’s concept of discourse coalition (1997, p. 65) can help us explain the frequent occurrence of images of this kind in our society. He 
defines a discourse coalition as ‘the ensemble of (1) a set story-lines; (2) the actors who utter expressing these story-lines; and (3) the 
practices in which this discursive activity is based’.6  
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In the case of accessible information, actors such as insurance companies, public authorities, businesses, as well as organisations 
for senior citizens are concerned with constructing the story of a pleasant life full of attractive activities. In the Netherlands, health insurance 
company Zwitserleven has contributed strongly to this narrative. Dutch people probably remember the commercial starring Kees Brusse 
lounging in a deckchair on a sunny beach abroad, reading about the weather in the Netherlands in an English newspaper and then looking 
into the camera… 

 
Figure 1: Zwitserleven7 

 
… and mockingly declaring8:  
 
I am afraid that this is going to be a very boring sort of commercial. It seems fair to warn you. So, all of you, go and make coffee, because 
nothing else is going to happen. Unless you think it’s fun to watch me, but that I can’t imagine. The weather in Amsterdam [with an English 
accent]: cloudy, heavy rain [grinning] oh, dear [shakes his head].  [translation] 

 
The message is clear: take out a Zwitserleven policy and you, too, are guaranteed to enjoy your retirement in a similar paradise. In 

later commercials, the actors responsible for imprinting this story on our minds have become younger and younger.9 After all, you can’t start 
too early to start to save for your retirement pension. As the number of senior citizens has continued to rise, more and more companies 
have started airing commercials of this kind. And it hasn’t stopped there. The government, too, benefits if we assume responsibility and start 
saving for our old age, so that we can live a good life. Senior citizens’ organisations have also jumped on the bandwagon with images of 
dynamic older people designed to appeal to their support base. This looks to be a discourse coalition, and more specifically, that of the 
eternally youthful seniors. This discourse coalition is rooted in a distant past, as the following painting shows:  
 

 
Figure 2: Fountain of Youth (1546) by Lucas Cranach the Elder 

Staatliche Museen Berlin (http://www.wga.hu/index.html) 10 
 

The Fountain of Youth depicts people (women - what a surprise) standing to the left of the fountain being examined by physicians before 
entering the water, to emerge on the right-hand side as rejuvenated beauties. This may be interpreted as a myth: ‘since myth is a type of 
speech, everything can be a myth provided it is conveyed by a discourse’ (Barthes, 1972, p. 109). The myth in this case is that of ‘eternal 
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youth’. We all want so badly to stay young that we are susceptible to images invoking ‘eternal youth’. It is no coincidence that the refrain of a 
popular song went:  

Forever young, I want to be forever young. 
Do you really want to live forever, forever, forever? 

Forever young, I want to be forever young. 
Do you really want to live forever? 

Forever young. 
 
It is no surprise that this desire is commercially exploited by private organisations, with images that are deliberately chosen to reinforce this 
myth. However, as I argued above, the public authorities and senior citizens’ organisations do the same. There is just one problem: our 
mortality. This, however, would appear to be solved with the concept of the ‘third age’, that precedes the ‘fourth age’ (Laslett, 1991).11 Our 
increased life expectancy means that we will spend a long time in the ‘third age’, the period of retirement, while the ‘fourth age’ will be 
reduced to a short, painful descent into decay. It goes without saying that the ‘third age’ receives ample mention in policy memorandums, 
while the ‘fourth age’ is quietly ignored. Hence the study published in 2007 by the Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening en 
Milieubeheer [Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment] was given the title Dynamiek in de derde leeftijd. 
[Dynamism in the Third Age]. Other examples are the Verkenning levensloop - Beleidsopties voor leren, werken, zorgen en wonen [Life 
Course study], published in 2002 by the Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid [Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Employment] and the study entitled Mogen ouderen ook meedoen [May Seniors Participate, too] carried out by the Raad voor 
Maatschappelijke Ontwikkeling [Council for Social Development] in 2004, in which the term ‘third life phase’ is used. This keeps the myth of 
eternal youth alive and has allowed a dominant discourse coalition to develop. 
Obviously, other voices may also be heard in our society expressing concern about the quality of life in old age. Apparently the Beatles 
worried about the same thing when they sang: 

Give me your answer, fill in a form. 
Mine for evermore. 

Will you still need me, will you still feed me? 
When I'm sixty-four? 

 
This opposing view derives from a different discourse coalition, namely that of the frail needy seniors. The realisation that ageing comes 
with decay is part of our heritage and, in the past, was frequently aptly depicted as the so-called ‘steps of life’:  
 
 

 
Figure 3: The steps of life, a woodcut by Hendrik Numan (around 1780) 
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There are also organisations of all kinds that present the less agreeable side of ageing. For example, the publications of the NIZW 
[Netherlands Institute of Care and Welfare]12 carry cover images of senior citizens using wheeled walking frames to draw attention to this 
specific target group.13 However, the actors in the discourse coalition of the frail needy seniors are no match for the discourse coalition of 
the eternally youthful seniors, as evidenced by a recent readers’ survey carried out by the magazine of the ANBO, the largest Dutch 
association for senior citizens, which revealed that many readers were annoyed by advertisements for Up Easy chairs and wheeled walkers 
(Van den Berg et al., 2010, p. 11).  

 
Both ‘discourse coalitions’ invoke violent emotions. Criticism of the eternally youthful seniors can be heard from De Lange (2007, 

2008) and Dorrestein (2008), while Laslett (1991) has sought to redraw the image of the frail needy seniors. My point is the implications of 
this for the design of information sources for senior citizens. Moreover, it is more than just the visual aspects alone. Just as images can 
invoke certain associations, use of a certain term can do the same. Consider, for example the terms ‘elderly’, or ‘senior’. But is the use of 
these words an insult or a term of empowerment? Science is unfortunately not much of a help in this case. I regularly attend international 
conferences where vehement discussions take place about how to refer to this aged population group: ‘older people’, ‘senior citizens’ or 
‘elderly’?14 Emotional discussions arise because not everyone associates the same thing with these terms. I have even been present at 
conferences where use of the word ‘elderly’ was banned, as a few international colleagues felt this to be derogatory. But are ‘best agers’, 
‘happy enders’ and ‘woopies’ (‘well-off older people’) better alternatives?15 Or should we prefer the off-the-wall terms coined by Dutch 
caberet duo Van Kooten and De Bie: ‘oudere jongeren’ [‘the older young’16] and ‘krasse knarren’ [‘crusty codgers’]? And don’t let’s forget the 
new, highly appropriate name for older senior citizens who are active on the web: ‘silver surfers’ (see e.g. Van Eimeren & Frees, 2008). 

 
The dominant discourse coalition is that of the eternally youthful seniors. The narrative it tells has deep historical roots (painting 

Fountain of Youth) and taps into the universal yearning to live a long and healthy life. Moreover, ‘discourse coalitions’ are characterized by 
their strategy of appropriating parts of other ‘discourse coalitions’. For example, the Beatles song I quoted earlier is printed on the cover of 
the policy memorandum Ouderenbeleid in het perspectief van de vergrijzing [Ageing population policy within a greying population 
perspective] published in 2005 by the Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport [Dutch Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sports]. This 
shows that the government is aware of the fact that thunderclouds may be gathering, but abides by the solution described by the following 
story-line: there is a problem (ageing), but if we intervene on time and the citizens also take their own responsibility, we can expect a rosy 
future. The then Dutch State Secretary of the Ministry, Clémence Ross-van Dorp, wrote to the Dutch House of Representatives in the report 
that accompanied this policy memorandum: 

 
People are in the first place themselves responsible for compensating the loss of resources in later life. Everyone hopes to grow old, so no 
one can argue that he did not see this coming. For those people who are not capable of taking adequate individual measures for their later 
life stages, solidarity in society is essential to safeguard the sovereignty of every senior citizen with respect and dignity.  [translation] 

 
Stone (1997, pp. 142-143) calls this a ‘story of helplessness and control’: 

‘It usually runs like this: “The situation is bad. We have always believed that the situation was out of our control, something we 
had to accept but could not influence. Now, however, let me show that in fact we can control things.”’ 

 
Story-lines of this kind are a superb illustration of the core elements in a discourse coalition: an actor (a governmental institution, in 

this case a Ministry), a story-line (the peril of a greying population that may be averted by a timely intervention) and the practices in which  
this discursive activities is based (description of the measures to be taken). This actor in the discourse coalition of the eternally youthful 
seniors thus, as it were, takes the wind out of the sails of the discourse coalition of the frail needy seniors.  

 
Individual differences between senior citizens increase as they grow older (‘aged heterogeneity’, Dannefer, 1988). This aspect is not 

always fully appreciated.  Kasper et al. (2009, p. 10) rightly note that in market studies: 
‘the image portrayed of senior citizens tends to be rather one-dimensional. They are either depicted as sick, sad and stuck 

looking out the window in pyjamas or typified as active bon vivants, wealthy habitués of Zwitserleven beaches. Both are exaggerated 
stereotypes that bear little relation to reality. Finding a typology of senior citizens that could yield more than these stereotypes would 
therefore be well worth the effort.’ [translation] 

 
To avoid such stereotyping, they present a quadrant approach for typifying senior citizens, as follows: underprivileged and without 

vigour, underprivileged and vigorous, privileged and without vigour, privileged and vigorous. Another example of a typology using 
segmentation criteria not based on age can be found in the report Grijzer worden met kleur [Greying with Colour] by Brouwer et al. (2005). 
This report distinguishes four types based on life style: the mentor, the recreant, the volunteer and the dependent. It would be worth 
investigating whether senior citizens relate to such a typology and, if so, how to tailor the text and images in the information being provided 
to these different types of senior citizens. It is, moreover, important to examine whether this could enhance the feelings of identification of 
senior citizens with the way they are being represented, and whether this indeed could make it easier for them to gain access to information.  
 
4. Towards designing for dynamic diversity 
The eternally youthful seniors and the frail needy seniors are merely two sides of the same coin. The looming danger of euphoria and 
stigmatisation should be avoided by using a mix of images that do justice to the diversity within the older population group by adopting the 
principle of ‘designing for dynamic diversity’17. Gregor et al. (2002, p. 152) use this notion to make designers of computing systems aware of 
‘the decline in the cognitive, physical and sensory function [of older people]’. In this paper I focussed on the role of images for the 
identification processes of a various group of senior citizens and the implications for accessible digital information retrieval. 

Finally, I will now illustrate how the principle of ‘designing for dynamic diversity’ can be applied to website design. The ANBO, the 
largest Dutch association for senior citizens, has inserted a bar across the top of the homepage that functions as a photo gallery. Senior 
citizens from various (ethnic) backgrounds are depicted there, alone and together: 
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Figure 5: Homepage website ANBO (http://www.anbo.nl)18 

 
The use of this photo gallery is a step in the right direction, but fails to represent the frail needy seniors. However, this can be 

remedied. ANBO asked a photographer for pictures portraying the diversity of the ageing population in the Netherlands. These portraits 
have been saved in a stock photo file. Adding the next photo from this file to the row of pictures in the gallery at the top of the homepage, 
would be a respectful way of doing justice to the group of frail needy seniors: 

 

 
Figure 6: Stock photo ANBO (photographer: Bas Moerman)19 

 
This is an excellent example of the way the principle of ‘dynamic diversity’ can be applied to website design. Whether or not a photo 

gallery showing various senior citizens will indeed make it easier for the target group of the ANBO to identify with this organisation would be 
a good research project within the scope of the special chair in Old and new media in an ageing society at the University of Amsterdam. 

 
We must ensure that senior citizens can identify with the image presented in the information sources. It is important that information 

does not solely project an image of either the eternally youthful seniors or the frail needy seniors. This could hinder the access of certain 
groups to information. If we adopt the principle of ‘dynamic diversity’ in designing information sources, keeping in mind the role played by 
images in the identification process of senior citizens, we can prevent them from being excluded from crucial information. In this way, all 
senior citizens will continue to have access to relevant information about the services and products that are relevant for them, and they will 
continue to be able to participate in full in our society.  
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ABSTRACT  
During the fall 2010 semester, 6.1 million students in American higher education took at least one online course (nearly one-third of all 
students), an increase of 560,000 over the previous year. The 10 percent growth rate for online enrollment far exceeded 2 percent growth 
overall. A study published in 2011 refers to seven American universities who were among the first to offer online journalism degrees. This 
paper is a brief case study of one of those programs — the M.S. in journalism at South Dakota State University. This paper outlines the 
program’s development to its first cohort of students in 2009 and its more than doubled grow in two years. It looks at several aspects of 
offering an online program, from marketing and curriculum to best practices in online teaching and observations from graduates and faculty, 
including 10 lessons learned. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
History of the Program 
Since 1949, the first year that national accreditation of journalism programs in the United States began, the Department of Journalism and 
Mass Communication at South Dakota State University, a mid-size, land grant institution established in 1881, has maintained continuous 
accreditation of its undergraduate program. During a past accreditation visit, SDSU’s program, with around 200 students at a university of 
nearly 12,000, was called one of the best mid-sized journalism programs in the nation.  
 For almost 50 years, from 1956 to 2004, the department had a traditional, thesis-only master’s degree program with less than two 
graduates per year. The program was small because of an emphasis on undergraduate teaching, limited graduate faculty, and traditional 
class times. 
 For most of these years, the lone MCOM class for graduate students only was Research Methods in Communication, usually cross-
listed and offered by the Department of Communication Studies and Theatre because there were not enough MCOM students to reach the 
seven students required. Other MCOM courses for the M.S. degree included several 400/500 level classes with undergraduate students. To 
meet the SDSU Graduate School requirement that 50 percent of M.S. coursework must be 600-level courses or above, students typically 
took two or three classes outside the department, often in education.  
 By 2004, the number of grad faculty had doubled. For that reason and others, the department examined nine other journalism and 
mass communication graduate programs in the region and informally asked potential graduate students what they wanted in a program. The 
department found that (1) out of nine regional JMC programs, only the University of Wyoming and SDSU were thesis-only, (2) it needed to 
offer classes more conveniently, and (3) only the University of Nebraska-Lincoln had an online JMC program. 
  By 2005, the department had added a non-thesis option (32 credits versus 30, with a 2 or 3 credit problem/project paper) and 
offered two 400/500-level classes (International Media and Opinion Writing) one day a week, starting at 4 p.m. and delivered via the Dakota 
Digital Network (DDN) across the state. With those two changes, by 2008 the department doubled its grad students to 10, offered two other 
classes via DDN, and began to schedule Media Law online each summer. DDN courses were an attempt to reach the “Sioux Falls market” 
[Sioux Falls, the largest city in the state, is 50 miles from the campus] and expand into the state. But, it was quickly evident that students 
were not only place-bound but time-bound. They didn’t want to drive to campus one day a week or even go to a DDN classroom in their 
community. 
 
Beginning & Rapid Growth of an Online Program 
Thus, the department began to discuss an online master’s degree with support and encouragement from deans of the College of Arts and 
Sciences and Continuing and Extended Education. In May 2008, the department surveyed 800 alumni, with 160 responding and 65 
indicating considerable interest. The survey found that two-thirds of the 65 respondents: (1) were interested in an online cohort program, (2) 
said their employer/company would support them pursuing a master’s degree, and (3) were not interested in occasional face-to-face 
instruction. The majority also wanted to finish in two years and take two classes at a time. 
 This alumni survey provided the spark to move ahead quickly with a proposal to offer an online master’s degree. In April 2009, the 
South Dakota Board of Regents approved the online delivery of a M.S. degree in Communication Studies and Journalism, Journalism 
emphasis. (Note: The departments of Communication Studies and Theatre Arts and Journalism and Mass Communication have had a 
combined M.S. degree since the mid-1990s. Students select a Communication Studies or Journalism emphasis.)  
 Eighteen students started in the first cohort in August 2009. Two years later, four had finished “on time.” By mid-April 2012, five 
more of the original group, 50 percent, had finished. Eleven new students enrolled in the August 2010 second cohort, and 20 began classes 
in the August 2011 third cohort (nine starting Spring 2012). An anticipated 10 students are expected to enroll in the fourth cohort in August 
2012. 
 
Online Trends in the U.S.  
This growth tracks with overall national trends but not with what has transpired in journalism higher education. Castañeda (2011) reports 
that although online degrees are booming across the United States, “online programs have made few inroads into journalism education, at 
least among ACEJMC-accredited schools” (p. 363). 
 The 2011 Survey of Online Learning (Babson) revealed that the number of students taking one online course had surpassed 6 
million. The study noted that the 10 percent growth rate for online enrollments far exceeds the 2 percent growth in the overall higher 
education student population. The study reported that there is a “wide variety in rate of growth of online enrollments among different 
colleges and universities, and also among different programs within the same institution. For example, fully online health sciences programs 
show higher growth than online programs in other disciplines.” 
 As Castañeda notes, journalism is one of the disciplines where growth has lagged behind. She asks “why?” and reports that 
journalism programs are “racing to keep up with changes in media landscape by introducing the teaching of multimedia skills in traditional 
classroom environments instead of developing web-based degree programs.” Other factors hindering the development of online journalism 
degree programs include “faculty skepticism, a shortage of technological know-how, and a lack of support within schools” (p. 361). 
 Castañeda reports that the first journalism schools to offer online programs were the University of Memphis and the University of 
Nebraska-Omaha, both in 1994, and the University of Missouri in 2001. Since then, South Dakota State University, Syracuse University, 
Kent State University, Ball State University, and the University of Nebraska-Lincoln launched programs. Of the 14 schools/programs she 
found, only two were bachelor’s degree programs, with most being master of arts degrees, and two (including South Dakota State) being 
master of science degrees. 
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 This paper outlines the rapid development of the online program, successful beyond initial expectations, at South Dakota State. The 
following sections present program requirements, how the online program bolsters the on-campus program, quality control of online 
instruction, student recruitment, enrollment data, and faculty and student observations.  
 
Program Requirements 
Table 1 lists the current curriculum for the non-thesis, online, professional M.S. degree in Journalism at South Dakota State. (On-campus 
students can follow the same curriculum.) 
 The program reflects Accrediting Council on Education in Journalism and Mass Communication (ACEJMC) guidelines for an 
accredited professional program, with more than half of the credits being skills classes. In the 32-credit program, students must complete a 
two or three credit professional project. In their first class, MCOM 704: Introduction to Graduate Studies each fall, students are exposed to 
the options they have for this requirement and receive lists of projects from previous SDSU students, as well as from other JMC programs, 
such as the University of Missouri. In their third class, MCOM 787: Professional Research Strategies each spring, students move forward on 
a possible topic. At the end of their second semester, students are encouraged to submit a project proposal as soon as possible. As project 
proposals come in, the online program and graduate program coordinators and a third MCOM faculty member review them, provide input 
and make suggestions on the scope, methodology, etc. This committee assigns a major project adviser and a second committee member.  

 
Table 1 — M.S. in Journalism, Option B, professional program 
 
Core Program Requirement (17-18 credits) 
MCOM 530: Media Law (3 credits) 

  MCOM 692: Topics — Professional Writing (3 credits) 
  MCOM 692: Topics — Public Relations Campaigns (3 credits) 

MCOM 704: Introduction to Graduate Study (3 credits) 
MCOM 787: Professional Research Strategies (3 credits)  
MCOM 788: Professional Project (2-3 credits)  
 *Media Law is not required of students who have taken it recently as an undergrad.  
 
Professional Courses (minimum of 9 credits) 
MCOM 513: International Media (3 credits) 
MCOM 574: Media Administration and Management (3 credits) 

  MCOM 576: International and Ethnic Advertising (3 credits) 
MCOM 615: Opinion Writing (3 credits) 
MCOM 692: Video Production (3 credits) 
  
Electives (5-6 credits) 
MCOM 516: Mass Media in Society (3 credits) 
MCOM 519: Women in Media (3 credits) 
MCOM 553: Mass Communication Teaching Methods (3 credits) 
MCOM 617: History of Journalism (3 credits) 
MCOM 791: Independent Study (1 to 4 credits)  
Or, Non-MCOM classes (up to 6 credits)  
 

Dr. Jennifer Tiernan, online program coordinator, advises most of the projects with assistance from Dr. Lyle Olson, graduate program 
coordinator. The major adviser, with assistance from the second committee member if needed, works with the student until the project nears 
completion. Before the oral defense is scheduled, a third MCOM faculty member joins the committee. When the defense is scheduled, the 
Graduate School assigns a fourth committee member. Due to growth of the program, a third faculty member, Dr. Matthew Cecil, has 
become involved in advising as well. And, Dr. Mary Arnold, department head, has advised one online student’s project. 
 For the first nine oral defenses in the online program, three were held via Skype (students from Georgia, Idaho, Western South 
Dakota) and six face-to-face because students were close enough to come to campus.  
 
Online Program Strengthens On-Campus Program 
Because of the success of the online program, course offerings for the on-campus M.S. program (with an enrollment of 12 to 15 students) 
has grown stronger. 
 As noted earlier, adding a project option and providing more convenient class access doubled graduate program enrollment to 
around 10. However, that was still not enough students for graduate-level only classes. It was also difficult for non-thesis students to reach 
the required 50 percent of their 32 credits at the 600/700 level. However, the combination of adding the non-thesis option and offering an 
online degree with solid enrollment has had a significant impact on curriculum development for both the on-campus and online M.S. 
program. Since the online program started in August 2009, the department has offered more 600 and 700-level classes (Introduction to 
Graduate Studies, Case Studies in Public Relations, History of Journalism, Mass Communication Teaching Methods, and Opinion Writing). 
It has offered sections of 400/500 classes — International Media, Media Administration and Management, Mass Media in Society, Media 
Law, Women in Media — at the graduate level only. And, it now offers its own research class, no longer needing to rely on the 
Communication Studies and Theatre Arts offering, a long-needed, positive development.  
 
Quality Matters in Online Program 
It can also be argued that the quality of instruction in the online M.S. program is of equal or perhaps even higher quality than the on-campus 
program. In the summer of 2008, SDSU piloted the use of Quality Matters, a rubric originally created at the University of Maryland, to 
evaluate the design of online and hybrid courses. Quality Matters had gained national attention and became a leader in quality assurance 
for online education. The South Dakota Board of Regents had adopted Quality Matters in the fall of 2006, and now all online courses must 
be reviewed before being offered and then reviewed again every three years. Face-to-face classes do not undergo the same scrutiny.  
  
The Quality Matters rubric examines each online course in the following eight areas: course overview and introduction, learning objectives 
(competencies), assessment and measurement, resources and materials, learner interaction, learner support, course technology, and ADA 
compliance. To be approved, a proposed course must receive 68 of a possible 80 points (85 percent). Four instructors in the online program 
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the past two years — Drs. Arnold, Cecil, Olson and Tiernan — scored an average of 97 to 100 percent on the rubric compared to the 
university average of 88 to 90. Cecil, Olson and Tiernan have completed basic and advanced online teaching training and are currently 
working toward master certification, the highest level at the university.  
 As Castañeda noted, faculty skepticism of online teaching has hindered the development of online journalism programs. The 
Babson (2011) survey noted that “there continues to be a consistent minority of academic leaders concerned that the quality of online 
instruction in not equal to courses delivered face-to-face.”  

To the contrary, Palloff and Pratt (2007) write, “We need not apologize for online classes; when done well, they are every bit as 
rigorous as face-to-face education. But we do need to pay attention to the differences inherent in this form of teaching in order to develop 
high-quality courses that are every bit as rigorous as their face-to-face counterparts and perhaps even more so” (xv). Further, a 2009 meta-
analysis of online learning studies from the U.S. Department of Education found, “Students who took all or part of their class online 
performed better, on average, than those taking the same course through traditional face-to-face instruction.”  
 At South Dakota State, the previous dean of the College of Arts and Sciences taught online and was a strong advocate of offering 
the journalism M.S. online; Dr. Arnold, the department head, has taught online. When administrators and faculty members experience first-
hand an effective online course and receive training in best practices of online teaching, skepticism of the delivery method disappears.  
 
 Table 2 below shows the combined online teaching experience of four primary graduate faculty members in the department. 

Faculty  
Member 

1st Added 
Online 
Component 
to a Class 

Taught 1st 
Entirely 
Online 
Course 

Courses 
Taught  
100% 
Online 

# of Terms 
Taught 
Online (F, Sp, 
Su)   

Successful 
Quality 
Matters 
Reviews 

*Hold SDSU advanced online 
certification, pursuing master 
level 
 

Arnold 2003 2006 2 5 3  
Cecil 2000 2010 2 2 2 * 
Olson 1994 1999 8 26 7 * 
Tiernan 2000 2000, Iowa 

2008, SDSU 
5 12 4 * 

 
Student Recruitment 
Prior to the fall of 2009 start-up, the department implemented a number of procedures to recruit students to the program. Because of the 
uniqueness of the program, a variety of promotional tactics were employed ranging from high-tech online promotion to unique and low-tech 
alternatives.   
 Given the ready availability of an email list of alumni, an announcement was quickly sent to more than 1,500 SDSU Journalism and 
Mass Communication graduates. That announcement resulted in several inquiries. Online advertising was used to promote the online 
program as well. The department placed advertisements on Facebook and LinkedIn, and used Google AdWords to seek interest among 
users of the most used Web search engine. While we did not see many referrals from the Facebook ads, several applicants and those who 
inquired about the program said they had seen ads for the program on LinkedIn. A few people indicated they had seen ads for the program 
when using Google’s search engine. An analysis of the Facebook campaign indicates that the targeting terms employed were too general, 
resulting in a mass but not sufficiently focused audience.  
 One lesson learned in the promotion of the first cohort was that decidedly low-tech promotional tactics were the most effective. For 
example, the department used guerilla marketing tactics to promote the program to journalists in the region. Newsrooms of the major 
newspapers and television stations in South Dakota and North Dakota were sent boxes of doughnuts with flyers and postcards advertising 
the online master’s program. The flyers and postcards instructed hungry newsroom employees to “1. Eat donut. 2. Check out our online 
master’s in journalism program.” This tactic generated some discussion, prompted several journalists to call the department, was positively 
received and ultimately resulted in the enrollment of several mid-career South Dakota journalists. 
 The most successful form of marketing, however, has been traditional word-of-mouth. There is a notable “buzz” about the program 
in South Dakota and the surrounding area. In some instances, current students in the program and recent graduates are recommending it to 
others. Alumni are talking about the program. South Dakota television reporters have inquired about doing a story about the program. The 
central administration on the SDSU campus has begun to tout the program as an example of the university’s ability to solve the problem of 
geographic isolation and to attract a new demographic to SDSU. Thanks to word-of-mouth, the program’s success has become known in 
journalism education circles as well. One SDSU faculty member visiting a large Ohio university was spontaneously approached by a 
journalism instructor and Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist there who had heard of the program and was thinking about enrolling. 
 Within South Dakota, the alumni connections, excellent reputation of the undergraduate program in journalism and mass 
communication, and faculty connections have generated interest. It is the expansion of that interest to a wider network of potential students, 
mostly through word-of-mouth, that has been most surprising. 
 
Advising and Retention 
The online program coordinator handles inquiries about the program, assists students with the application process, and helps them enroll for 
classes, which includes setting up an SDSU email account and a WebAdvisor account (used to access transcripts, course schedules, 
payment information). As per SDSU Graduate School policy, each student must prepare a plan of study (POS) prior to completion of 50 
percent of the credits toward graduation. Dr. Tiernan assists students with their plan of study, their project proposal, graduation application, 
and so forth.   
 Although there are no formal retention policies, because Tiernan and Olson typically teach at least one and sometimes two of the 
first four classes in the program and up to half of the courses overall, they monitor student progress class-by-class and are aware of 
students who fall behind in a class, drop a class, or sit out a class.  

 
Statistics from the first cohort in the fall of 2009 illustrate that regular adviser/instructor contact and the cohort emphasis aids in retention. Of 
the 18 students who started that fall, eight are done and three more are on track to finish summer in 2012. Of the remaining seven students, 
two dropped out, two are on hold for personal reasons, and the status of three is uncertain. Still, a 61 percent completion rate (11 of 18) is 
comparable to on-campus completion rates and commendable for an online program without face-to-face contact. Of the 11 students in the 
second cohort, nine are still enrolled.  

 
Enrollment Data  
Tables 3 and 4 present data on inquiries about the MCOM graduate program, as well as a comparison of online and on-campus students 
during the 2010-2011 school year. Table 3 reveals that (1) there tends to be about 20 percent more inquiries per enrolled student for the 
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online versus on-campus program but (2) once students are admitted there are more “no shows” for the on-campus program. 
 

Table 3 — MCOM Online and On-Campus Admittance and Enrollment Data from 2008-2011* 
 Inquiries 

 
Admitted
Uncondi- 
tionally 

Admitted 
Condition-
ally 

Students 
Enrolled 

Denied 
Admission 

Students  
Graduated 

2008-2009 n/a — 19 n/a — 7 n/a —2 n/a — 9  n/a — 4 (3 theses, 1 project) 
2009-2010 50 — 17 12 — 7 3 — 4 15 — 11  n/a — 7 (1 thesis, 6 projects) 
2010-2011 29 — 13 9 — 5 1 — 2 11 — 6 0 — 1 4 — 7 (3 theses, 8 projects) 

 
*Data for the online program is on the left in bold; on-campus data is on the right.  
 
Table 4 reveals four things: (1) Although the online students are older, as expected, the average on-campus student is still a non-traditional 
age, (2) the gender make-up for the online program is much closer to 50/50 than the on-campus program, (3) on-campus enrollment is more 
diverse due to international students, and (4) a majority of students in both programs are not SDSU graduates.  

 
The last item, that students are not primarily alumni of South Dakota State, is somewhat unexpected. Although the department anticipated 
that graduates of other universities would enroll, it did not expect that students from states outside of the Midwest would enroll at such a 
high number. Anecdotally, low tuition seems to be one reason for this. In the fall 2009 cohort, a student from Georgia who works at a 
university selected SDSU’s online M.S. program because the tuition of under $11,000 for 32 credits was less than universities within 
commuting distance with face-to-face programs and much less than other online journalism and mass communication programs.  

 
Table 4 — Comparison of Online and On-Campus Students (2010-2011) 
 Online, n = 24 On-Campus, n = 18 
Average Age 40.6 (25 to 58) 33.5 (25 to 60) 
Male 11 (46%) 5 (28%) 
Female 13 (54%) 13 (72%) 
Minority or 
International 

3 (12.5%) 5 (27.7%) 

Mean under-grad 
GPA* 

3.26 3.41 

SDSU under- 
grad degree 

9 (37.5%) 8 (44.4%) 

Residence 
(# of states) 

10 (CA,ID,GA,MN,NC, 
NE,NM,PA,SD,TX) 

2 (MN,SD)  

*Students admitted unconditionally. 
 
Two Very Good Decisions 
As indicated earlier, the online program developed and grew quickly. Just 11 months after obtaining alumni input about such a program, the 
department received Board of Regents’ approval to offer one. Just four months later, the department began offering classes to the first 
cohort. Two years later, enrollment in the program more than doubled. At times, faculty describe the process as “controlled chaos.” 
 One of the most important decisions the department made was to emphasize cohorts. A cohort, by definition, is a “group of persons 
sharing a particular statistical or demographic characteristic” or “a companion or associate.” Students who enroll in the online M.S. program, 
despite their widely varying backgrounds and experience, are companions in an educational endeavor. The first class, MCOM 704: 
Introduction to Graduate Studies, incorporated various concepts from Palloff and Pratt’s (2007) Building Online Learning Communities. 
These authors write,  
 

Online education requires more than a software package that allows an institution to offer coursework online. In any setting, 
whether academic, organizational, or corporate, it is people who are using the machinery that makes the course go. The human 
element, therefore, will inevitably play a role in the electronic classroom, particularly as we work toward the purpose for being 
together online. Human concerns should be welcomed into the classroom, not feared, and should be worked with as they emerge. 
(p. 64) 
 

Professor Olson established Lyle’s Lounge as a place for students to reflect on the online learning experience, to comment on the pros and 
cons, similarities and differences, frustrations and highlights of online learning versus face-to-face. Palloff and Pratt write that an online 
virtual café should be “a space in the course where everyone, instructors and students alike, can let their hair down and be comfortable with 
one another — a community space, if you will ... The sharing of our lives, including our travels, our observations, our emotions, and who we 
are as people is deliberately brought into the classroom in an effort to promote group cohesion and connection” (pp. 113-115).  
 After the initial offering of the course, however, students’ use of Lyle’s Lounge, a chat tool in D2L, dwindled to almost nothing, partly 
due to the chat function being cumbersome. But, discussion postings elsewhere in subsequent courses indicated that relatively free-sharing 
cohorts had developed. All of the online courses begin with initial “getting to know each other” or “getting to know each other better” 
discussions, followed by weekly discussion topics that allow students to share their experiences and resources related to the content and 
then comment on each other’s postings. Often in these discussion areas, students will preface their comments with personal statements, 
such as this post April 15, 2012 in a progress report assignment — “Time seems to be slipping away from me! I am more behind schedule 
than I should be.  (Admittedly, I was distracted over the last week or so by a friend visiting from Seattle and turning the dreaded 3-0.)” 
 In addition, open discussions in classes such as Mass Media in Society, Media Law and International Media allow students to post 
and comment on current events related to the course. This “value added” content goes well beyond what students typically share in a face-
to-face class because of the ease of doing so online. This liberal sharing of resources and experiences builds the camaraderie among 
students in a cohort/class to the point that quotes like these from students are common — 
 • One student — “Has anyone ever had a class — sitting in a classroom — with this much discussion?” 
 • Another student — “Never.  And I never got to know my classmates as well. Heck, I didn’t even know some of my high school 
classmates as well, and that was a class of 44.” 
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Palloff and Pratt point out that an effective online learning community has emerged when (1) there is active interaction involving both course 
content and personal communication, (2) collaborative learning occurs through student to student comments primarily rather than student to 
instructor, (3) students share resources, and (4) students exchange expressions of support and encouragement along with a willingness to 
critically evaluate each other’s work. We have seen all of these occur, and when they do, students respond positively to individual courses 
and the program overall.  
 
A second important decision at the start of the program was to offer one course at a time. Instead of offering two semester-long courses 
concurrently, SDSU’s Dean of Continuing Education wanted courses to be offered one at a time. Consequently, from the start, the 
department has offered one eight-week course, followed by a second course. Most semesters, two courses are offered the first eight weeks 
(one for a new cohort, one for the previous year’s cohort), followed by two more courses the second eight weeks (again, typically, one for 
the new and one for the old cohorts, but sometimes two elective classes in which cohorts intermingle). Students overwhelmingly prefer 
taking one course at a time. Although the content of the course is more concentrated, students with careers and families like to be able to 
focus on one set of assignments and deadlines at a time with the end (only eight weeks) in sight.  
 
Problems 
The department has faced two main problems offering an entire degree online. One problem, for which it has no control, is the learning 
management system the university uses to deliver the courses. The other more vexing problem is the course ending professional project. 

In South Dakota, all higher education institutions use Desire2Learn to deliver courses via the Internet. Desire2Learn, abbreviated 
as D2L, is an online learning management systems used at more than 450 institutions around the world, according to Wikipedia, the only 
source that listed a number. Founded in 1995, the company’s headquarters are in Kitchener, Ontario, Canada. D2L is adequate, but it’s not 
perfect. With servers outside the United States, access time within courses can be slow. Further, many of the functions are cumbersome 
and click-intensive. When graduates of the program were asked to rate various aspects of their online education experience using a 5-step 
scale from excellent to poor, they ranked “facilities,” including the learning management system, as good, so there is room for improvement. 
(Anecdotally, the Blackboard Learning System is said to be more refined, and with over 9,300 institutions in 60 countries in December 2010, 
again according to Wikipedia, it likely is.) But, it is also more expensive and South Dakota’s Board of Regents opted to save money.  

The second problem — concerns about the semester-ending project — can be solved. Offering 10 three-credit courses has gone 
relatively smoothly, but the final two-credit project has not. When the first group of graduates assessed the program, the only pattern that 
emerged was students wanted more guidance and information on the expectations for the final project. When students weren’t submitting 
proposals for their projects or drafts of their projects in a timely manner and when students who completed the program indicated that “lack 
of direction” on their project was their biggest complaint, the coordinators knew there was a problem. 
 “The lack of direction” input was disconcerting because starting with the first class (Introduction to Graduate Studies), students 
received three separate handouts on the difference between a thesis and a project, types of projects, and lists of completed projects. The 
project is also discussed in some detail in the research methods class. It became apparent that after having encouraged and developed a 
cohort system that served students very well as they took courses together, we left students “hanging” to work on their own on the program-
ending project. The solution, we think, is to offer MCOM 788: Professional Project as a class during which students provide feedback, 
support, and otherwise assist each other with input from faculty advisers. This course will begin Summer 2012.  
 In addition to “the lack of direction” concern, the growth of the program has resulted in a heavy project-advising load for, essentially, 
two faculty members. Although projects don’t take as much time as a thesis, they still require that a faculty adviser expend considerable 
effort in guiding students. When students in a previous cohort don’t complete their projects “on time” (two years) and double up with 
students in subsequent cohorts, a backlog develops. An easy solution would be to offer a course-work only master’s degree, but we are not 
willing to do that, believing in the value of a program-ending project that allows students to apply and demonstrate their proficiency after 
having completed their coursework. 
 Offering the project course will help solve the problem, and, potentially, hiring qualified adjuncts to advise projects is another option. 
Another way to handle the project problem is to limit enrollment in the online program, which we have not done yet, but may consider in the 
future.   
 
Lessons Instructors Have Learned 
Added together, Drs. Tiernan and Olson have taught 13 courses online over 38 terms (fall, spring, summer), successfully passed 11 Quality 
Matters online course reviews, and attended numerous seminars on effective online teaching. Twice, the department hired inexperienced 
adjunct instructors to teach online courses, and it did not go well. Clearly, teaching online effectively is not for the novice. Following are 10 
things we have learned about online teaching:  
 
 1.  The instructor’s role shifts from being a knowledge disseminator to a knowledge facilitator, changing the dynamics of a class, as 
well as the assignments, grading, feedback, etc.   
 2.  Online courses, taught well, can indeed be just as effective as face-to-face courses, and in some cases more effective. 
 3.  If discussion questions are carefully thought out, participation is higher and richer in an online class compared to a F2F class 
where introverted students don’t talk and thoughtful students think of good comments after class is over.  
 4.  A tremendous strength of an online learning environment is “value-added content” in which students locate and post links to 
resources related to course content.  
 5.  Some students who were initially skeptical of online courses end up saying they prefer it. 
 6.  Students drawn to a M.S. in journalism are not reluctant to discuss topics and express their opinions. (At South Dakota State, 
the math department tried an online program, and it failed because “students weren’t willing to discuss.”) The takeaway — not all fields of 
study are suited, perhaps, for an online degree. 
 7.  Synchronous learning (real-time) doesn’t work. Students lead busy lives, and they much prefer being able to do their work 24/7 
asynchronously. We have tried live sessions with guest speakers, but participation is slim. On the plus side, such sessions can be recorded 
easily for students to view later.  
 8. Other forms of individual communication (telephone conversations, Skype chats, email) are important to maintain 
adviser/student connections and to encourage students to move forward with their program-ending projects. 
 9. Because of the absence of informal opportunities for students to ask questions about assignments or policies, successful online 
courses require that instructions for students be meticulous and complete. Typically, syllabi included not just lists of assignments, for 
example, but detailed instructions for those assignments. 
 10. Assigned group activities require lengthy lead times and, again, carefully drawn instructions. Group assignments are most 
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effective when they include instructor access to student work  process as well as work product. 
 
What Reviewers and Graduates Say 
Initial assessment of the program is very positive, but preliminary due to the newness of the program. To prepare for an ACJMC 
accreditation visit in November 2011, the department asked two media professionals to evaluate each of the projects the first four graduates 
of the program completed. Using a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), the reviewers rated several areas. The overall 
combined averages for all reviewers was 4.4. The highest score was for “judgment and understanding,” while the lowest score (but still a 4.1) 
was for the incorporation of “words numbers and images.”  

In addition, the department created an online survey to obtain input about the program, asking master’s graduates to judge their 
educational experience. All nine of the students who had completed their master’s degrees in the previous year completed the survey – four 
from the online program and five from on campus. There were no marked differences between the online and on-campus students. 

Students were asked to rate five aspects of their educational experience using a 5-step scale from excellent to poor with 5 being 
excellent. Students ranked the curriculum, faculty, instruction and facilities as good or higher. Students ranked the department’s atmosphere 
and culture as excellent. In open-ended questions about strengths, weaknesses and recommendations about the program, students singled 
out various professors, courses and advisers as strengths. As previously indicated, the only pattern that emerged was that students wanted 
more information about the final project earlier.  
 Examples of favorable comments were: 
 •  The classes overall were great and very easy to manage. The research class was great in developing the first half of my project 
which made the final easier to manage. 
 • All of my instructors were outstanding. As a result I had a blast learning from each one. 
 • In my opinion, all of the classes were very valuable to be applied in my further occupation. 
 • Instructors were helpful and supportive. Online discussions were valuable. 
 Examples of constructive comments were:  
 • Communication with faculty over the Internet was difficult. 
 • Introduce more courses. 
 • Some of the discussions got a bit overwhelming and stressful at times. 
  
Students were also asked to gauge how well the program met the objective stated in each of the 12 ACEJMC professional values and 
competencies. Students consistently ranked the department as very good or excellent on all 12 competencies. There was no difference 
between the online and on-campus groups, except that students in the online program gave overall higher ranking to the “numerical and 
statistical concepts” competency. Another section asked students to gauge how well the department helped to develop their leadership skills, 
since enhancing those skills is a goal for our professional program. Students rated the department as excellent or very good on all 
categories. 
 
Conclusion 
From the beginning, a driving reason for developing an online M.S. degree in journalism at SDSU was to provide students who could not 
come to campus for face-to-face classes (place-bound) or who could not enroll in synchronous education (time-bound) the opportunity to 
pursue a master’s degree. The first graduate of the online program was both time- and place-bound but also has a physical disability 
(hearing loss) that, he said, made face-to-face classes difficult. During his oral defense, he said that the online program was the only way he 
could have pursued a master’s degree, one of the items on his bucket list. After the defense he wrote,  
 I will miss it. Greatly! It [the program] has rekindled my love and enthusiasm for the journalism profession, as well as my love for 
learning. Back from our very first course when we were doing book reports, I bought several of the books that the other students reviewed, 
and now I have time to read them. My library has grown considerably. I can’t tell you how much I enjoyed the program. I only wish there was 
a Ph.D.-level program as well.” Another student, who started in August 2010 in the second cohort and who will graduate Summer 2012, 
wrote recently: 
 WOW, where has the time gone. This is my last class. It’s amazing how fast all of these classes have gone! I see many new 
“faces” in this class. It’s amazing how we really do get to know each  other through these discussions. When I started my master’s classes, 
I really had no idea where this would take me. It has already opened doors that I would have never even found the knob for! :) I started a 
new job this week . . . I have my B.S. in marketing, and I thought that a mass comm/journalism master’s would complement that. Little did I 
really understand what I was  going to learn in these classes and how I would be able to apply them. One of the topics in my interview with 
my “boss’s boss” was what I liked the most about marketing. I like research. I CAN RESEARCH! Thanks to these classes! 
 As comments like these come in from students who could not have earned a master’s degree on campus, the hassles with 
learning management systems, the time spent learning how to teach online, the issues of advising master’s projects without face-to-face 
interaction, and so forth all become worth the time and effort when students reach a new level of achievement in their lives.  
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Abstract 
Teaching and learning practices at universities are challenged by new communication technologies. Inspired by problem- and 
project-based learning, this paper focuses on how learner engagement can be facilitated through use of social media and 
communication technologies. The development of students’ information literacy is considered an important factor in establishing 
their study competence and creating student engagement. The paper discusses examples of new roles for students as well as 
teachers that may develop through innovative ways of applying new technologies in teaching and learning. The discussions are 
based on the authors’ experiences during ten years of teaching and supervising at the Danish Master’s Programme of ICT and 
Learning (MIL), where students study in groups within a networked learning structure. The paper reflects on the varied dimensions 
of the teacher role, and the challenges for students as both independent and interconnected learners. 
Keywords: Information literacy; teacher role; problem based learning; project based learning; networked learning technologies. 
 
Internationally, new pedagogical approaches emphasizing collaboration or learning in networks have been developed following the 
introduction of new technologies, especially the spread of social media (e.g. Anderson 2008, Siemens 2005). These approaches of building 
on student learning in networks will be in focus in this paper, and we will discuss these pedagogical developments in relation to similar 
approaches, developed from the traditions of organizing university studies through student-driven project work and problem-driven learning 
approaches, which have been developed at the Danish universities of Roskilde and Aalborg (Olsen & Pedersen 2005, Kolmos, Fink & Krogh 
2004). Following this, the paper reflects on the need for students to develop information literacy as part of their general study competence, 
and discusses the new roles for teachers and students that emerge in networked problem- and project-based learning environments. 
 
PROBLEM- AND PROJECT-BASED NETWORKED LEARNING 
The problem- and project-based learning approach is characterized by collaborative project work in groups. In their learning process related 
to this kind of project work the students have to be actively engaged and relating to their teacher, who acts as a supervisor. Within this 
framework the students have to find and raise by themselves an academically relevant research question at the beginning of the study 
process. Also they have the responsibility to collect relevant material, data and information to deal with in their project work, and through 
discussions to find relevant theories and methods to use in their analysis.  

This approach has in Denmark been labelled Problem Oriented Project Pedagogy (Dirckinck-Holmfeld 2002, Olesen & Jensen 
1999). It was originally introduced in the early 1970s and further developed at the new ‘reform universities’ at Roskilde and Aalborg, 
Denmark. It shares certain characteristics with Problem-Based Learning (PBL), but it also differs from this approach (Kolmos et al. 2004, 
Barrett & Moore 2011).  

Problem-based learning also dates back to the early 1970s, developed primarily in the U.S. and Canada, but in Europe also in 
Maastricht, The Netherlands, and Linköping, Sweden. According to Barrett and Moore “a key characteristic of PBL is that problems are 
presented to students at the start of the learning process rather than after a range of curriculum inputs. The PBL problem can be a scenario, 
a case, a challenge, a visual prompt, a dilemma, a design brief, a puzzling phenomenon some other trigger to mobilise learning.” (Barrett & 
Moore 2011: 4). As we see it is the responsibility of the teachers to present to the students the problems to be dealt with in order to mobilise 
learning.  Put briefly and with the risk of simplifying, in PBL the teacher finds and decides the questions and themes with which the students 
can work. It is the responsibility of the teacher as an expert to demonstrate how students in a constructive way can relate curriculum and 
theories to praxis. The teacher assists the students in finding problems and challenging tasks in order to make it possible for them to work 
actively with theories and concepts. Barrett and Moore continue: ”It is important for us, as PBL practitioners, to continually find new ideas for 
selecting and designing relevant, motivating, challenging, interesting, multi-faceted and up-to-date problems for our students” (Barrett & 
Moore 2011: 5). Within this framework designed by the teacher, the students are offered the opportunity to deal with some of the presented 
problems and shed light on the problem field using the recommended literature presented by the professor. 

In problem oriented project work, on the other hand, the starting point for a student group is to choose a topic or problem to 
investigate that the group is not yet familiar with and that represents a challenge for them. The process of defining a problem involves 
questions such as: “What is the meaning and sense of this problem in the first place? Why should I try to solve it? How did it emerge? Who 
designed it, for what purpose and for whose benefit?” (Engeström 1987: 151). Working with questions like these can be a challenging, but 
productive process. Following the development of the research question, the group members embark on a dialogically organized process in 
which they collect relevant material, data and information; analyse it; and, guided by relevant theories and methods, work to transform this 
material with the goal of investigating and answering the research question; during this process continually reflecting on and clarifying the 
research question. The students draw conclusions that represent the range of differences in understanding among them, and they create a 
product that communicates their collective divergent insights to others.  

As mentioned above, problem oriented project pedagogy is characterized by collaborative project work in groups; it is an active 
kind of learning that is participatory-directed in a dialogue between students and the teacher as a supervisor. The teacher’s role is to give 
the students critical constructive feedback as well as facilitating them in their learning processes. Furthermore, it is interdisciplinary in that it 
combines knowledge and ideas from different kinds of academic fields (Olsen & Pedersen 2005). According to an article by Frank & Barzilai 
(2006) students working in a PBL environment are likely to engage themselves in processes of active learning and gain multidisciplinary 
knowledge. Building on Green (1998) they note that “project learning increases motivation to study and helps students to develop long-term 
learning skills. Students know that they are full partners in this learning environment and share the responsibility for the learning process” 
(Frank & Barzilai 2006: 40). They also refer to Hill and Smith (1998) for finding “that the PBL environment in their courses increased 
students’ self-confidence, motivation to learn, creative abilities, and self-esteem” (Frank & Barzilai 2006: 40). 

We have similar experiences, but it is important to acknowledge that such study processes are also characterized by 
contradictions and challenges for the persons involved. During study periods the level of frustrations can be high. The Danish learning 
theorist Knud Illeris states: “The learning process may take the form of coming through a crisis, in which the learner struggles for a certain 
length of time with a problem which is of urgent subjective importance” (Illeris 2002: 58). Illeris is drawing parallels to concepts like 
Engeström’s expansive learning, or Mezirow’s transformative learning (Illeris 2002: 59), which also deals with processes that are 
characterized by reflection and meta-learning. 
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Students with their different backgrounds, skills and qualifications may have great difficulties in understanding one another and 
the processes of dialogue, discussions and negotiations may be laborious. Referring to Piaget such challenging study processes can be 
considered as example of accommodative learning (Piaget 1972). The process of accommodation involves altering the students’ existing 
schemas, learning patterns, ideas, as a result of new information or new experiences. Even new schemas may also be developed during 
this process. Summarizing it is important to have in mind the contradictions at play for the students involved in such learning processes. 
 
From a dialogic perspective on education, inspired by Bakhtin (1986), the differences between students can be seen as having a learning 
potential. The Norwegian psychologist Rommetveit emphasizes that asymmetry between participants in a dialogue can be supportive of 
discovering new perspectives (Rommetveit 1996: 95). A creative learning environment is thus not necessarily characterized by harmony and 
consensus, but rather by asymmetry and difference. In reflections on a course helping new teachers in taking advantage of technological 
resources for mediating teaching and learning, Mahiri notes that students were helped in changing their perceptions of themselves and 
others through the dialogic relationships in the class and their collaborative writing of texts (Mahiri 2004: 230). 

The students we meet today often have a diverse practice of employing digital media for enjoyment, communication, file sharing, 
and establishing of knowledge. To a greater or lesser extent, they may find it relevant to employ the communication channels they know in 
their educational practice, and may feel acknowledged by study programs that offer easy and flexible networked facilities to support their 
study activities. Wegerif & De Laat argues that designing groupware that focuses specifically on facilitating the collaborative learning 
processes may help students in developing group dynamics and regulate their discussions (Wegerif & De Laat 2011: 322). The MIL 
program discussed below aims to integrate educational technology in various ways that support student collaboration. 

In problem- and project-based learning, the students ideally achieve an understanding of important aspects of the academic 
subject with which they are working, through the acquisition and application of theory and method. The work with theories and concepts 
goes beyond the specific project, thus helping to build and consolidate the students’ broader study competence. The goal of problem 
oriented project pedagogy is that students relate their new insights to their previous experiences and hence through the study process 
construct new valuable skills and experiences. This goal can also be found in PBL and may prove beneficial in the students’ future work and 
activities. According to Barrett & Moore (2011) “[e]mployers regularly highlight the importance of key skills, which include: communications, 
teamwork, information literacy, critical and creative thinking, and problem solving, together with self-awareness, self-assessment, ethical 
behaviour, reflection, and responsibility for continuous development.” (Barrett & Moore 2011: 7). 
 
STUDENTS’ DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION LITERACY 
When students are involved in self-directed study practices as discussed above, their reflective processes of searching and selecting 
information and new knowledge is of utmost importance for their learning outcome. In the problem oriented project pedagogy, the students 
are themselves responsible for identifying which problem to work with, and the very act of formulating a problem is a large part of the 
learning process. To work in a group means that students must learn to work together in order to make decisions, and they must figure out 
how to share and coordinate work. Through these study processes, the students learn how to plan, manage, and evaluate projects. We see 
this as part of the development of their study competences, which must also involve the ability to handle the large amounts of information 
that are within reach through libraries, databases, and the Internet. It is therefore crucial that students learn to be information literate. 
Information literacy requires not only that that students are able to locate data and information, but also that they are able to select critically 
within this huge body of information; that they are able to judge and evaluate the use of the information; and that they are able to eventually 
succeed in letting the information contribute to the construction of knowledge within the group. This understanding builds on the American 
Library Association, ALA, who in 1989 reached this definition of information literacy:  
 

”To be information literate, a person must be able to recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, 
evaluate and use effectively the needed information […] information literate people are those who have learned how to 
learn. They know how to learn because they know how knowledge is organized, how to find information, and how to use 
information in such a way that others can learn from them.” (American Library Association 1989). 

 
This definition emphasizes that the concept of information literacy does not only deal with how to search for information and 

literature, but more generally with learning how to learn. In practice, however, you often find information literacy used in the narrow sense of 
learning good ways of searching and finding information. And even though this is indeed an important aspect of the learning process, then – 
according to the definition above – there is a crucial step that lies before this; before being able to search for something, you must have 
reached an understanding that there is something you need to find out. 

Therefore the question of realizing that you actually have a need for new information or knowledge, and recognizing what kinds of 
information or knowledge you need, is necessary before you begin the practical level of searching. You have to be aware what kind of non-
knowledge you have. Only then you may start acquiring knowledge on how these needs can be met, and begin the actual search process 
as part of your learning process. The development of information literacy is therefore a way to handle finding out what it is that you do not 
yet understand. And this has implications for the specific ways of searching that you engage in. Therefore, without taking this phase of 
recognizing what kind of knowledge you need into consideration, information literacy is at the risk of being reduced to an instrumental tool of 
optimizing search queries. 

Thus we see information literacy in relation to the modern, complex society, which demands as a fundamental quality to be able to 
reflect on your knowledge in relation to new developments and challenges. Developing information literacy in this context means not only 
knowing how to search for new information, but having learned how to learn. For students, the development of information literacy and their 
broader study competence can be seen as closely related concepts, for example when students are developing their project work, defining a 
specific field of study, and formulating the research questions to investigate further through the project.  

In library contexts, the ALA definition above paved new ways through its coupling of information handling and learning. Libraries 
were able to orient their practice even closer to the practice of educational institutions (Egeland 2004: 37-38), and to change focus from 
merely being a provider of information to more actively support learning processes. 

In 2006, as part of a project exploring the possibilities for strengthening relations between educational institutions and educational 
libraries, we conducted a study on information literacy in students’ project work (Nielsen, Andreasen, & Jørgensen 2006). In the study we 
carried out a small survey of the experiences and search practices of 21 students from Roskilde and Aalborg University, enrolled in classes 
that were involved in the project. The study showed that the students had a limited knowledge of some of the central library services that 
were available; only half of the students knew at the time of the study that they had online access from home to the electronic resources of 
the library, and only 10 percent knew about ‘the library guard’ (‘Biblioteksvagten’), an online ‘ask-a-librarian-service’ through e-mail or chat. 
Furthermore, some of the problems that the students reported on finding relevant information dealt with not knowing where to search, or 
difficulties in phrasing search terms that would bring useful search results (Nielsen, Andreasen, & Jørgensen 2006: 16-17). 
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The study showed that there is still a need of developing ways of improving students’ knowledge of possible ways of finding relevant 
information. This means that even though we above criticized focusing only on the “how-to-search”-part of developing information literacy, 
then this should still be seen as a very important part of the process. 

One way of learning how to search effectively would be to develop the traditionally technical and more abstract library courses 
(Skov 2004), in a way that would make them more relevant to the students’ learning processes. It seems important to treat the development 
of information literacy as an integrated part of the students’ project work. Instead of being introduced on an abstract level to the principles of 
search queries and how a database work, there is a need of giving time for the students during the library course to bring the research 
questions, they are currently working on, and explore what would be relevant search terms and relevant databases. It might be a challenge 
for the students to be specific in phrasing relevant keywords, and it might be a challenge for the librarians not to stick to the general 
introduction, but to target the specific groups of students. But the result might be that students will gain concrete results that support the 
study they are busy working on, instead of walking away from the course with an intention of trying to use the library resources “a day we 
have time for it”. Such library courses should be closely related to the students’ study processes, in the same way as curriculum-based 
classes, courses and lectures must be perceived by the students as meaningful and productive in relation to their project work activities. 

Breen & Fallon from Dublin City University argue that the acquiring of information literacy should be connected to the students’ 
actual study level, and should be integrated "within the context of course curricula, and not separated from it” (Breen & Fallon 2005: 182). 
The concept of information literacy is hereby focused more in a dynamic direction than a static. An aspect of information literacy is to learn 
search techniques, but what is equally important is that such a competence is part of a reflection and a critical attitude towards the 
information you are presented for. 
 
THE MIL PROGRAM AS AN EXAMPLE OF NETWORKED LEARNING 
Our primary focus will be on the postgraduate Masters program in ICT and Learning (MIL), where students from all over Denmark within a 
networked learning structure are studying in groups. As teachers and researchers we have been engaged in the MIL program for 11 years. 
Thus, we have first-hand experience with the learning environment. The examples we will be referring to should be considered as 
generalized examples from our practice. The structure of the program combines on-site seminars (four during a study year) with 
independent and challenging virtually organized online periods of course activities and project work. MIL was established in 2000 and was a 
continuation of a research network comprising a group of researchers from all over Denmark. Following this, the joint Master program is 
collaboration among four universities across Denmark. The MIL program can be seen as an example of a dialogue oriented and discussion-
based approach (Dirckinck-Holmfeld & Jones 2009: 261) closely associated with the social constructivist approach of networked learning, in 
contrast to the Open  University model which can be seen as a large scale teacher steered approach primarily with organized courses, 
classes and clearly defined curriculum based courses and tasks to be met. 

The study program implements new educational technology, which has made it possible to have flexible communicative patterns 
building upon the problem- and project-based pedagogical model within the structure of a networked learning environment. The virtual 
learning environment based on the First Class conference system is an integrative part of the study structure. Students are organized in 
groups and have their own folders within First Class, which they are free to design according to their needs. Here they are able to write, 
store, and organize their contributions. They constantly have dialogues and discussions both with their group partners and also with other 
students belonging to the cohort.  

Furthermore, they have access to synchronous video (Adobe Connect), peer-to-peer tools and web 2.0 (Skype, Windows 
Messenger, Google Docs, blogs), and tools to support project and course work (Camtasia). They can also engage in discussions with their 
teachers during their group-based online project work, through the periods with online courses, and when they meet at the four yearly f2f-
seminars.  

Within the networked learning environment there has been a need of creating and further developing a changing role for the 
teachers involved. We can see the team of teachers involved – approximately 20 – as being part of an ever evolving community of practice 
(Wenger 1998). The different locations and cultures represented among teachers and the placement of students from all over the country 
made it necessary to implement varied forms of ICT. The development and maintenance of a community of practice can support the 
teachers in coping with this change and these challenges. 

Among the MIL teachers we have through the years recognized and experienced how important it is to be part of an inspirational, 
social and supportive community. Here it has been possible to share our experiences, our challenges and thus being able to inform our 
teaching practice and social relationships among members of the four different participating universities – we share ideas, pose questions to 
one another, also in relation to the challenges and uncertainties related to using different kinds of communication technologies to enrich and 
support our role in facilitating students’ study processes within the virtual environment. As participants we share our understandings of work, 
responsibility, and knowledge in relation to our mutual practice. 

Kim (2000) asserts that “a community is a group of people with shared interest, purpose or goal, who gets to know each other 
better over time” (Kim 2000: 28). According to Wenger three essential characteristics must be in place talking about communities of 
practice: mutual engagement, shared repertoire, and joint enterprise (Wenger 1998). Mutual engagement implies that the members of the 
community are involved in shared activities, whilst maintaining their identity through developing social relationships, and providing reciprocal 
and overlapping capabilities to the group. The boundaries and ideas about practice can be extended through joint enterprise as the 
members share a common purpose. A community negotiates meaning through its shared repertoire that is the “pool of resources that 
members not only share but contribute to and therefore renew” (Wenger 1998: 388). 
 
THE TEACHER ROLE: BEING ACADEMIC LECTURER, DESIGNER, AND FACILITATOR 
The role of the supervisor within the framework of project studies is different from the role of the traditional teacher, who instructs, assigns 
works, finds texts, makes decisions regarding curriculum, and evaluates the contributions of the students.  

As a teacher acting as a supervisor for students involved in their self-directed study processes you have to be open, capable of 
assisting the students in their work, facilitating, being dialogically minded, and receptive to the needs of the students. At the same time 
teachers should be able to act as a coach, mentor, discussion partner, and to support and challenge the students in their project work. The 
productive supervisor can be understood as functioning as a catalyst that initiates processes. He or she should be inviting and willing to 
include the students in the academic community, take the background and experience of the students seriously, and have an eye for the 
resources of the students, a readiness to engage in new technologies, gadgets, or applications that are proposed or introduced by the 
students. To accomplish this will not necessarily be an easy task for us as professional academics having in mind the traditional expert role 
we have carried out so far.   

Donald Schön, in discussing two different notions or contracts between the professional and the ‘client’, outlines this traditional 
expert role in contrast to that of a democratically oriented, reflective practitioner. In our context, these two types of attitudes can shed light 
on the teacher–student relationship.  
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The professional person taking on the traditional expert role has the conviction that “I am presumed to know, and must claim to do 
so, regardless of my own uncertainty”. Furthermore he or she deliberately keeps distance from the client and hold onto the expert’s role. 
“Give the client a sense of my expertise, but convey a feeling of warmth and sympathy as a ”sweetener””. Finally such an expert is looking 
for deference and status in the client’s response to his or her professional persona (Schön 1983: 300).  

A contrasting approach can be seen with the reflective practitioner, who has a more open or democratic attitude. “I am presumed 
to know, but I am not the only one in the situation to have relevant and important knowledge. My uncertainties may be a source of learning 
for me and for them”. This kind of person tends to seek out connections to the student’s thoughts and feelings and to allow the student’s 
respect for the supervisor’s knowledge to emerge from the student’s discovery of it in the situation. Finally this kind of attitude does “look for 
the sense of freedom and of real connection to the client, as a consequence of no longer needing to maintain a professional facade” (Schön 
1983: 300). 

As supervisor facilitating the students’ project work the teacher should at the same time be capable of showing and demonstrating 
for the students possible ways to go, being initiating without taking too much responsibility in relation to the students’ projects. The 
reciprocity in the teacher-learner relation is of great importance. The picture regarding this new role is utterly complex: The teacher 
fundamentally also is an academically schooled research person, who has a responsibility for the overall outcome of the students’ activities.  
He or she should be able to provide leadership and to be a good communicator. Teachers have the responsibility for designing the overall 
framework and with regard to courses, lectures and seminars to plan and implement the activities, but also – which may seem difficult and 
contradictory – to try to include the students as co-designers in the varied activities. 
 
Different Roles for Teachers as Supervisors 
While students are working on their projects, they are receiving supervision from a teacher. As a supervisor you should be able to 
accommodate three different positions: Instructive giving professional advice as experts, stressing the importance of the student report to be 
coherent and expression of a sound academic work with the ‘right’ answers to the research question at stake. This kind of teacher position 
has primarily focus on the students’ final project (Nielsen & Danielsen 2012: 263).  Another position is more related to methodological 
aspects and the whole learning process, and the continuing evaluation of the knowledge process. Formative evaluation here plays an 
important role. The supervisor aims to guide the group towards the final project through stimulating discussions, supporting the students’ 
effort to reach a fruitful integration of the empirical data collected by the students and relevant theoretical positions. Important in this type of 
supervision is the students’ heightened awareness of their study and work styles. Stressing this dimension of the supervisor role, students 
should be able to constantly reflect on their way of acting and working with the material, what kind of choices they make, and what they are 
writing (Nielsen & Danielsen 2012: 264). A third position is more related to the difficult and challenging elements of collaborative group work. 
When members of the group are talking at cross-purposes or even talking down to one another, the supervisor as a social mediator will 
intervene, for example, if students have difficulties making decisions and embarking on constructive dialogical processes, the supervisor will 
intervene. The method employed by this mediating supervisor is mainly inquiring and questioning in order to facilitate student engagement 
in explorative dialogues. The wellbeing of the group members is very important in this context (Nielsen & Danielsen 2012: 265). 

In practice a good supervisor should be able to take on all three kinds of positions depending on the phases of the project work 
and the situational mood among the students. In order to be able to do this, teachers should constantly be aware of the way they are acting, 
they should try to take a look at themselves from outside so to speak in order to be more empathetic and raise their level of reflexiveness 
towards the students. 
 
Teacher Acting Within an Online Learning Environment 
When dealing with online learning activities, new roles and tasks appear for the teacher compared to the well-known practice of class room 
teaching. Teaching online creates a need of awareness – technological as well as social awareness. Teachers should be able to mobilize 
competence and readiness to be online, and to be visible and accessible through online discussion periods. But again at the same time 
allowing adequate and ample space for students to operate and navigate. Especially in online activities it is important to assist the students 
to stick to their work, to hold on to their plans, and to help keeping up the students’ spirit. Within a distributed online environment it can be 
hard for some students to maintain motivation, be disciplined and therefore it’s welcomed if teachers can assist and be supportive also in 
planning the scope of time. It’s also a challenge for the teacher to make sure students understand the tasks and activities to embark on. In 
relation to the extent of the work and the assessment, clear criteria and standards should be worked out. When providing written feedback, it 
is of utmost importance to write concisely and clear – important not to be misinterpreted. As is the case for face-to-face supervision, the 
online supervisor must be capable of giving constructive feedback – through synchronous communication programs such as Skype or 
Adobe Connect. In order to teach and supervise students online, teachers must be willing to be flexible and sometimes to be available at 
odd hours. 

Earlier a clear distinction was seen regarding online and on-site activities. Through our experiences we have found that the gap 
between acting online and on-site seems to be not as great as often assumed. With the multi-facetted communication modes within reach 
today, the distinction is to a lesser degree whether you are online or on-site, but may rather be whether you prefer to communicate 
synchronously or asynchronously. Both ways may today happen in speech as well as in writing, depending on the applications and facilities 
you choose to use. 
 
DEVELOPING STUDENT ENGAGEMENT 
The different approaches of problem- and project-based learning processes discussed in the paper are examples of ways of enhancing the 
relevance of the study activities in relation to the students’ past and future experiences. Coping with and engaging in real-world problems 
are among the ways of promoting the development of student engagement. Other methods are to involve the students as co-designers or 
mediators during the course activities. 

Another important dimension in creating student engagement is in relation to the continuing development of mobile or social 
media and other new technologies to integrate aspects of these in the learning environment of the study program or to provide easy and 
flexible solutions that meet the students’ expectations of a contemporary university.  

In their study process disagreements may arise among group members. This may be experienced as frustrating, but may as 
discussed above also have the possibility of being productive and of bringing different perspectives forward. To achieve this, however, 
demands among other things to understand the various, multi-facetted dimensions of the teacher role when acting as a supervisor. 
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DIGITAL TEXT: INTERACTIVITY AND INTERTEXTUALITY 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper is about theorization and analyses of digital text – through examples of digital texts such as film, television and Internet – with a 
special focus on constitutivity of features such as interactivity and hypertextuality and their relations. The aim of this paper is to point out 
place and function of these features and changing structure, which are resulted by media innovation, which is emergence of digital film and 
television. With its synchronic and diachronic introduction, this paper explains historical development of hypertextuality and interactivity, also 
with explanation of digital text’s expansion, which is adjusted by type of digital narrative with its comparative introduction on development of 
digital forms of specified media. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
It is the need of the individual to work in Baudrillard’s simulacrum to accept and understands the messages which he/she receives and 
sends within hypertextual life which is supported by digital technology, intertextuality, pervading the need for omnipresent and interactivity 
within the different factors of society.  

Through examples of digital text on (digital) film, (digital) television and Internet, this paper will show development of its 
distinctions: intertextuality; interactivity and hypertextuality; with critical approach to Barthes’ authors which by exploiting possibilities 
comparing to linear text and narrative, can reinvent their own limits for using new technologies.  

Compared to arts, literature or cinema, in which narrative has always been one of the strongest ground in proving the artistic, 
hypertextuality and interactivity for many art theorist represent the danger to art. New narrativity, not rounded or closed, makes recipient 
able to connect the events, with the help of earlier experiences and cognitive thinking, in manner that many narratologist never wanted to 
admit it was possible. This paper shows problems of digital text, for reader and author, which is the result of unwillingness for adjusting both 
parties to its new structure. Recipient of digital text of today, can understand a certain text in many different ways; also, every new reading 
becomes a new version of the original text, thanks to shifting the positions within the text, or by changing the environment in which text is 
positioned.  

Many different theories which were written focusing only on one medium, will be pervade trough all elected media, because, their 
common is digital, a connecting element which provides round-up, in detail, intertextual reading and understanding. It is of a great 
importance to highlight that digital television and its interactivity asks for liberal interpretation of theories that were originally made for other 
media, since the interactivity and intertextuality were never part of serious and large-scale studies by theorist or scholars. 

If we choose not to speak about text in its main signification, than digital text is connected to painting thanks to photography, to 
cinema with digital film, to television thanks to digital video or television.  

Many changes that digital brought to us, quietly came to our dailiness, some of these changes are hidden (digital visual effects), 
some are natural (interactivity), other seem to be exciting and endless (hypertextuality and interactivity). Digital visual effects on film and 
television, for example, make reality substituted for fiction made in a computer, aiming towards reality, if needed, more real and more 
beautiful than it really is.  

Digital text is historically rooted to printed or written text. Its most obvious use today is on Internet, but it can be found on 
autonomous multimedia presentations or digital gadgets of different types.  

Intertextuality in digital text has more influence on Internet than any other place, because of its different multimedia agents. Also, 
intertextuality on the Internet is indissolubly connected to hypertext, generically made (using algorithms from previous searches by users), or 
created, by connecting different types of texts that have in common: the user, that can be the author (depending of the situation), and the 
data base (sorted by kind, popularity or experience of other users). This shift enables multi-linear, non-linear, non-sequenced or multi-
sequenced reading of a text, which can bring to different types of reception. Hypertext, as non-linear reading, opens the problem of 
narrativity within the meta-text, and a concern of media scholars for reception of these types of text for inexperienced recipients or for text’s 
artistic value. In case of Internet, intertextuality is extroverted: open for different types of text, to different media; in television or film it is 
mostly introverted and even referring to other texts it is closed in medium which disables its openness. Intertextuality on television and film is 
referring to historical facts, other media and often - popular culture.  

Lev Manovich in The Language of New Media describes interactivity in digital media as a way to externalize mental processes by 
using interface, for example, computer mouse. Interactivity is mostly a possibility of choice by selecting one of more options which 
influences further development or progress. It can be partial, if provides two options, or complete which needs many options and reaction of 
system (database). In this paper, based on certain type of movies, interactivity will be also defined in way that does not ask for participation 
by choosing options, yet greater integration of the recipient inside of medium by thinking and observing.  

Designing content for digital environment asks from author to know the structure of media, and there are two approaches: 
designing by media or designing by content.  
 
According to Marie-Laure Ryan most important feature of digital systems and media are: “Interactive and reactive nature: the computer’s 
ability to take in voluntary or involuntary user input and to adjust its behavior accordingly. Volatile signs and variable display: what enables 
bits in memory to change value, causing pixels on the screen to change color. This property explains the unparalleled fluidity of digital 
images. Multiple sensory and semiotic channels: what makes the computer pass as the synthesis of all other media. Networking 
capabilities: the possibility to connect computers across space, bringing their users together in virtual environments” (Omon, Bergala, Mari, 
& Verne, 2006, pp. 291–302). 

This framework will be starting point for analyzing all digital texts in this paper.  
 
INTERACTIVITY 
There are different interpretations of interactivity. For Marie-Laure Ryan in computer program which gives the user chance to go further or 
abort everything, OK or Cancel, we speak about partial interactivity, for full interactivity we need the third button or menu with many more 
options. For George Landow third button and system’s reaction are mandatory factors of interactivity. It is important to point out that digital 
text does not have to be interactive when is placed in interactive environment – interactivity needs the option of choice.  

It is hard to detach hypertextuality from interactivity. If the movement within the text is by linking one-to-one two way, 
hypertextuality is more apparent, but not enough to be labeled as a complete interactivity.  
 
HYPERTEXTUALITY 
Hypertext for Landow “denotes an information medium that links verbal and non-verbal information” (Landow, 2006, p. 3). 
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Hypertext, as a join form of different fragmented parts of texts, sounds, and images, connected by links, makes possible parallel 
reading of that form on liberate, nonlinear way. This type of text enables reader to receive the information depending on authors will to give 
the opportunity for the reader to explore, or by author’s prediction of the reader’s will. Work of art, contrary to text, or hypertext, does not 
give the recipient space to interpret the work on its free will. Text gives the recipient the role of the author because it’s meaning is carved 
during the interpretation (reading). One of the distinctiveness of hypertext is discontinuity that is achieved by sudden shifts inside the text. 
Landow says “like many others who write on hypertext and literary theory argue that we must abandon conceptual systems founded on 
ideas of center, margin, hierarchy, and linearity and replace them by ones of multi-linearity, nodes, links, and networks”(Landow, 2006, p. 1). 

There is no only one way to read different types of hypertextual contents; every reading depends of medium, its structure, relation 
to recipient and (collective) authorship.  

Today instead of hypermedia or interactive multimedia we use the term text which recipients understand based on its content: 
they can read, listen, watch and participate.  

Today, Umberto Eco’s The Open Work is often compared to hypertext, there are some similarities but also differences. Eco wrote 
the concept of the open work in 1962 based on literature and music, where its openness came trough various interpretation. Eco claimed 
that there is no rounded artistic expression, that every interpretation gives the new subjective view in recipient. Eco, in The Open Work, 
speaks about openness in more metaphorical way, while hypertext’s openness comes from its technical nature. Parts of hypertext can be 
different types of text open or not. Openness of hypertext it’s not only connected to openness of its signification. If not endless hypertext of 
the Internet, hypertext of digital fiction has many paths but only one or few endings. Common for both open work and hypertext is the 
possibilities for different interpretation of the same work/text. Eco’s division to open work and work in movement, points to differences in the 
sense of openness. He defines work in movement as close assembly of different works of art, which make easier to make parallel with 
todays term of hypertext.  
 
INTERTEXTUALITY 
Term intertextuality is based on human habit to tell the stories. Concept of intertextuality started within the concepts of Ferdinand de 
Saussure, but it was first time used by Julia Kristeva. Intertextuality was the term reserved only for literary text. Michael Riffaterre says that 
intertextuality is “the term which refers on function of readers mind”. Eco says that: “is not true that work is created by author. Work creates 
work, text creates text, and all together talk to each other depending on intentions of their authors” (Omon et al., 2006, pp. 291–302). Not a 
single text is independent; it is always connected to other text. Riffaterre also says that intertextuality presents: “corpus of text which reader 
can connect with what he sees in front of himself”. Gérard Genette called problem of textuality – transtextuality “with features that explicit or 
implicit connect two texts” (Omon et al., 2006, pp. 291–302). Inside transtextuality Gennete sees: Paratextuality (relation between text and 
outer context); Hypertextuality, today called hypotextuality relation between two look a like texts or styles; Meatextuality (relation between 
text and its comments); Architextuality (relation between text and its genre architext). 
 
DIGITALNI FILM: INTERACITIVITY, HYPERTEXTUALITY, INTERTEXTUALITY 
“Once live action footage is digitized (or directly recorded in a digital format), it loses its privileged indexical relationship to pro-filmic reality. 
The computer does not distinguish between an image obtained through the photographic lens, an image created in a paint program or an 
image synthesized in a 3-D graphics package, since they are made from the same material – pixels” (Manovitch, 2001, p. not numbered). 

Besides the process of editing or deep focus, possibilities of digital film, because of its unclear difference in ontology of different 
types of footage, can be the possibility for making more complicated type of narrative structures. In this process, it is not about manipulating 
the viewer with film’s reality, it is about constructing the new reality, which is like filmic, digital and virtual a surrogate, one and only reality.  

These digital information represent strings of beats represented as a pixel on a computer monitor. These numerically achieved 
values are easy to change to receive, one or endless number of new generated images which by every new alteration makes the viewer 
further from the world where he/she lives. These new images can be visible or invisible, they can be classified as visible or invisible digital 
visual effects, when we deal with a series of computer generate images.  

In Spielberg movies about dinosaurs, degree of interactivity was getting higher during the years as the technology was getting 
better. The difference between optically recorded and computer-generated characters was successfully aiming towards invisible, by doing 
that it was emphasizing its own presence. Beside the fact that digital images were not made optically or mechanically, thanks to real or 
possible-real environment and copying the ideal image of dinosaurs from the imagined possible world, for viewers they all seem real.  

Digital visual effects, also, make the logic of possible world the new reality, made under the prints of filmic reality of pre-digital era. 
By using digital visual effects, moviemakers tend to imitate the world we live in, or to reproduce the optical effects that are known to the 
average viewer. In this case it is simulacrum, because the digital is used as a cheaper substitute for optical reality. This new reality becomes 
the only reality, because of unclear ontological borders and visual distinctions among them. Today technology is capable to produce the 
effects more powerful than imitation of real world, or to make its better and more beautiful version, but that would lead us to simulacrum of 
simulation which is, as Baudrillard says, “based on cybernetic information, model or a game” (Bodrijar, 1991, p. 122).  In its time, Baudrillard 
could not define all directions of these types of simulacrum, but is clear today that for them we still need new medium, so that new, 
advanced, virtual reality and possible worlds inside of it can be next step in development.  

It is possible to connect terms interactivity and intertextuality for the cinema beginnings as well, although it were invented much 
later. Cinema of attraction, as Tom Gunning called it in his article An Aesthetic of Astonishment: Early Film and the (In)Credulous Spectator 
shows the spectators’ shift from the photography towards the film. “…The shock of the film image comes from a sudden transformation 
while the hardly novel projected photograph gives way to the astonishing moment of movement. The audience's sense of shock comes less 
from a naive belief that they are threatened by an actual locomotive than from an unbelievable visual transformation occurring before their 
eyes, parallel to the greatest wonders of the magic theatre” (Buckland, 2009, p. 119).  

Further developments in cinema, after emergence of digital cinema, and before that, emergence of digital visual effects, 
resembles the cinema of attraction. In the article by Angela Ndalianis, The Frenzy of the Visible: Spectacle and Motion in the Era of the 
Digital Senses of Cinema, explains her experience watching Matrix as a “physical assault on senses” (Ndalianis, 2000, p. 1). 

Thomas Elsaesser pointed out the inward interactivity of film, which calls the spectator to act and react, with no need to change 
the flow of the movie at the recipient’s request. Elsaesser, this new trend in cinema development within different genres calls the mind-game 
film. In these mind-manipulative movies by Lars von Trier, David Lynch or Christopher Nolan there are two approaches: manipulate the 
audience, or the characters. The main character in mind-game film is usually in a specific mental state which is extreme, unstable and 
pathological (schizophrenia, paranoia or amnesia); Information about reality are hidden from the audience and character, which knowingly 
lead to wrong conclusions; There is now clear difference between real and imaginary world represented in the film, it can be hidden from 
character and/or audience; Characters could be results of imagination; Character could be condemned by society by believing in existence 
of imaginary character, plots and story emerging from his existence. As Elsaesser said in The Ming-Game Film article these features make 
very complex narrative structure, because of “single or multiple diegesis, unreliable narration and missing or unclaimed point-of-view shots, 
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episodic or multi-stranded narratives, embedded or ‘nested’ (story-within-story/film-within-film) narratives, and frame-tales that reverse what 
is inside the frame”(Buckland, 2009, p. 19). All this brings the viewer to believe in movie less during the storyline, but in the same time 
fascinated by moving pictures trying to participate in the storyline. Disavowal of reality is not limited only to mind-game film, yet to its 
intertextual and hypertextual followers: Internet blogs or computer games. The rules set by the film in new environments become the 
framework for further discussions or games. These rules of imaginary world of mind-game films become the rules of real world of the 
meta-text. Hypertextual form, emerging from these movies represents the continuation of movie’s idea.  Inward interactivity, which does not 
involve an influence of a recipient in narrative by choosing different options, enables sensory event that makes hypertextuality - it provides 
the recipients’ ability to choose or decide about reality they want to believe. Elsaesser in essay The Mind-Game Film identifies inward 
interactivity of film, not calling it that way, and by doing so he discontinues its claim earlier stated in Studying Contemporary American Film 
that movies are not interactive.  
 
Interactivity of film is still locked inside the medium, but new media such as DVD or Blu-ray disks enable the interactivity that still needs to 
be discovered for the authors and the audience.  

There are examples of movies that are in computer sense interactive, where the viewer needs to select further development 
(among few options). According to Elsaesser and Buckland these movies assume a role of computer games, and should meet these 
requirements: Repetition of narrative; Different forms of an adventure; Changeable time and space; Magical transformations and disguise; 
Instant rewards and punishments; Tempo; Interactivity. In the movie I'm Your Man from 1992 it was the first time that spectator could 
choose what he/she wants to view, with no influence on the storyline. The first Serbian interactive movie called Über life, filmed 2010, 
resembles first person shooter games. The spectator becomes the main character and is making its decisions that have influence on the 
storyline. There are more than 30 options for building the storyline, but only few lead to happy end. Other options lead to death of a hero, 
where title Over emerges from screen, which intertextually refers to computer games. This movie can be watched, or played, from 10 to 30 
minutes, but for viewing all storylines it can be played for several hours.  

Announcement of new film to today’s audience is different than 30 years ago, and storyline is adjusted to several versions of a 
movie, festival, television, Blu-ray, Internet, but also it is made for Internet discussions, computer game or a theme park. This leads 
Hollywood to transmedia storytelling, which adjusts the text for further development and reading on different media. 

Hypertext in computer sense does not exist in feature films yet. There are examples that by combining a film with a computer 
game, like in extroverted interactive movies, could be called hypertextual. Software such as Korsakow enables creation of collage digital 
videos, which interactivity by choosing link could resemble hypertext.  There are two points of view of hypertextuality in feature films, yet not 
recognized by film studies or theorist.  

Adrian Miles in article Cinematic Paradigms for Hypertext assumes the existence of  „particular relation that may exist between 
the discursive domains of film and hypertext in terms of a possible affinity between the cinematic edit and the hypertextual link” (Miles, 
1999). 

Other view of hypertextuality came from blogosphere by Alissa Quart in its critic of Happy Endings (Quart, 2005). She describes 
the movies where characters were placed in different stories emerging to one as a hypertext genre. In computer sense this is not connected 
to interactivity and its possible hypertextuality, rather it is the way the storyline is presented. One of the main characteristics of 
hypertextuality is uncontrollable dispersal, in these types of films; on the other hand, narratives are controllably united, which is the form of 
backward hypertextuality. These films, can be part od mind-game films, but their endings are not opened for different interpretations or 
intertextual sequels, so even the minimal interactivity if they ever had it, is lost at the end. Hyperlink film is only the new term for defining 
fragmented narrative structures, and its well known since first parallel editing.  
 
Digital narrative 
For defining the digital narrative it is important to map basic characteristic of a traditional narrative. “A narrative is a sign with a signifier 
(discourse) and a signified (story, mental image, semantic representation). The signifier can have many different semiotic manifestations. It 
can consist for instance of a verbal act of storytelling (diegetic narration), or of gestures and dialogue performed by actors (mimetic, or 
dramatic narration” (Ryan, 2001, p. 2). Main characteristics are roundness and closeness, with a firm structure based on a certain outcome. 
All these characteristics are in contrary to principles of hypertext that is unstructured, open and interactive.  

Interactive narratology and digital narrative as its part have something in common: time, space, characters and events. 
Differences come in interactive environment. Marie-Laure Ryan thinks that the most important feature of these narratives is structure of 
choice, role of participant (reader, viewer, player) and combination of these parameters that keep basic features of narrative. When digital 
narrative has no control by the author it can be rend because of large-scale hypertextuality and interactivity. That is the reason we still have 
safe fields in interactive narratology which structure narrative on critical places.  

It is hard to easily define digital narrative because of its existence on different media, because the media is usually with no real 
ontological background, as it can be completely fictional, generated and changeable. Digital narrative is constructed on the Internet by 
taking the information out of database, internally in recipient, while on television or film (except experimental) is was constructed by 
traditional narrative with photorealistic digital visual effects or intertextual and hypertextual connection with other media, especially Internet. 

Common narrative structure of film it is easy to understand, with clear cause and effect, with typical characters and clear ending. 
While there is, in this type of narrative, headroom for different interpretations, television is more determine for easy understanding and 
linearity. If it is assumed that too much of digital visual effects on a film may (or will) be bad for a storyline, on television because of its 
simpler and harder structure there is a bigger space for freewill its use.  

Laura Mulvey in her text Visual Pleasures and Narrative Cinema studies the passive role of the spectator and its voyeuristic 
desertedness. For her a spectacle represents retreat from narrative systems. Mulvey claims that a narrative is more important than a 
spectacle in Hollywood movies, and, in the same time sees many limitations in narrative for future film development. She believes that 
spectacle should be repress in its will to rule the film; spectacle is the view of something ordinary on a (new) special way for those who 
watch it. Contrariwise, Elsaesser and Buckland in make the opposition between the narrative and interactivity, making narrative coherent 
with a spectacle. They refer to Guy Debord and explain spectacle as “a society (modern capitalism) in which direct experiences are replaced 
with represented experiences” (Elsaesser, 2002, p. 167). For them, film is a spectacle based on a time-space distance, therefor interaction 
between film and spectator is minimal, interaction, and interactive media are similar to festivals and ceremonies, according to Barthes’ text 
that are written, not those who are read. In television, contrary to film, hero is not the main part of narrative; it is build trough chemistry 
between truth being told, and dramatization which follows it.  

Digital narrative on television has to have a narrator, regardless where story took place; he shares our trust with a control he has 
over a situation. He knows what is next, and he has a knowledge that he is sharing with the audience piece by piece. He is an immortal 
hero, who didn’t get his status with spoiled tears or blood; he used his knowledge and facts to explain from a distance what we see on a 
television screen. Knowledge is his power to draw attention of spectators to a show. 
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On television, part of diegesis and mimesis in digital narrative of educational television programs takes our attention from a 
spectacle of new technologies to its main goal – to educate.  
 
DIGITAL TELEVISION: INTERACTIVITY, HYPERTEXTUALITY, INTERTEXTUALITY  
If some day digital television becomes hot medium that would be thanks to its approach to the individual. Digital television already has good 
quality picture and sound that exceeds comic books or telephone, as Marshall McLuhan described analogue television of his time. He 
anticipated that better (digital) television would not be the same medium, which is partially right because of its overlapping with Internet but 
we still share same term and same habits.  

It is important to pay attention to the actual position of television viewers within new interactivity of television, for long time they 
were passive, and now television wants to make them active, or at least reactive. Danger is at both sides because broadcaster look at 
viewers as a mass, and mass is now group of poorly connected individuals.  

Hypertext in television context could be about connecting or referring to other texts and media. But, it is actually intertextuality that 
can have the elements of introverted hypertext. Hypertext, closed in television enables interaction not between viewers and broadcaster, yet 
between different television units, this concept can be similar to intertextuality as Julia Kristeva sees it.   

According to Marie-Laure Ryan, every image, shown on television could be hypertextual if we look at our own life as a linear chain 
of events where television gives us the chance to move to different time and space. Problem in this claim is the position of the viewer to the 
medium and hypertext. When second television channel was introduced to us, viewers stopped to be observers, they started to decide. This 
extroverted hypertextuality, by introducing even larger scale of channels and new technologies, make hypertextual networks bigger and 
wider.  

New technology developed by DataArt, at the beginning of 2010 strongly influenced hypertextuality in television context. 
Integration, in technical sense on consumers’ side, is between television set with digital receiver and remote control with few extra options. 
At the broadcaster side, technology units are software for speak recognition, reader of indexed database of BBC and using Flash 
technology, as user interface. This provides simultaneous surfing the Internet and watching television with up to date information, and 
further deeper linking, personalization and analysis.  

Introverted hypertextuality of television is easiest to see on live television program. Narrative in this case is aiming towards 
linearity, but in any second it can be discontinued and non-linear, with an instant substitution from television center with some other 
recorded program. Also, hypertext is build when some program starts on one, and continues on other channel. “The tendency of many 
twentieth-century works to leave readers with little sense of closure-either because they do not learn of the "final" outcome of a particular 
narrative or because they leave the story before any outcome s66u1s-5hews us that as readers and writers we have long learned to live 
(and read) with more open-endedness than discussions of narrative form might lead us to expect” (Landow, 2006, p. 228). Director or 
journalist hides these interruptions, and its effect is similar to commercial brakes.  

Four years ago CNN made first hologram live TV recording, placing two actors more than 1000 kilometers away in same space. 
At two locations where actors were recorded, and one where they were placed, may seem intertextual, but it is real and virtual environment, 
not citation, so what the viewers saw was (interactive) hypertext.  

Television viewer, in new time of interactive digital television will be important individual who knows the real possibilities of 
different hypertextual media; truly interactive, intertextual and hypertextual systems, that all must be the future of television development.  
 
INTERNET: INTERACTIVITY, HYPERTEXTUALITY AND INTERTEXTUALITY  
Internet is made up from different media. Almost every web page of today has text, animation, video or sound recording and each of these 
media was made in different environments: text processor, drawing, recording, editing or computer animation software. 

Internet can be a cold medium (when we speak in McLuhan’s terms) because the user has to find everything he/she wants by 
himself/herself. Users created many contents of Internet that need other users to participate so the content can be alive. In the same time, 
Internet has inside many hot media derivate, well defined and rounded. Conclusion is that in McLuhan’s terms Internet can be hot and cold 
media in the same time.  

Inside the vast space of Internet, hypertextuality found great implementation (although there are more complex systems). Internet 
gave the opportunity to create hypertextual (or hypermedial) environment, intertextual contents adjusted to our needs, even to help the 
needs of others, because its user interface makes interaction with other users and computers easy, it is the best place for observe all 
problems of digital text. Internet pages try to be constructed in special manner that gives users easy access to follow the links, and not be 
misguided, thanks to well organized methods for returning to the first page (home button or back). 

Interactivity on the Internet can be between one user and text (which is from endless database); between many users (and 
databases). 

As Landow wrote in Hypertext 3.0, from ideas of microfilmed, easy to read information on memex by Vannevar Bush to Web in 
the ’90s, the humans waited only for technology to build real hypertextual system. We waited for high-speed databases and high-speed 
telecommunication to make Bush’ concept reality, but that was not all. We needed to free ourselves during more than a decade, when that 
all was reality, from hegemonic rule of text on the Internet, and make users aware that they can listen and watch motion pictures, 
animations, and concerts in this truly hypertextual media. For Landow hypertext is still best used in textual forms, such as blogs, wikis where 
by exchanging the texts among large number of other users, new hypertextual space is created. For Landow computer hypertext is 
phenomenon of “fundamental intertextuality” (Landow, 2006, p. 55). This claim has its grounds in truly textual part inside the word hypertext, 
and basics of intertextuality. Intertextuality, if content of the Internet is analyzed, can embrace all media forms which Internet users can ask 
depending on their will. If we look at only one webpage, intertextuality is relation between page’s content, users habits and organization of 
website made by programmer and designer, and in personalized websites – proactive user.  

Text to hypertext has an unbreakable link. For Nelson, hypertext is the basic form of text, and linear textuality is his sub form. 
Ryan in her book Narrative as virtual reality claims that hypertext is sub form of linear text and its advanced version. For Landow, Roland 
Barthes division on written and reading texts represents the difference between printed text and hypertext (Landow, 2006). Bush and Nelson 
claimed that “greatest strengths of hypertext lies in its capacity of permitting users to find, create, and follow multiple conceptual structures 
in the same body of information. Essentially, they describe the technological means of achieving Derrida's concept of decentering” (Landow, 
2006, p. 10). 

Landow sees hypertextuality in linking strings and lexias. At the beginnings of World Wide Web development lexias had more 
words, they were larger than a page, which lead to disorientation during the reading, but thanks to development of Internet-literacy this 
practice was discontinued over the time. There are many ways of linking, for Landow there are: one way (lexia-lexia; string-lexia; string-
string); two way (lexia-lexia), multiple (one to many or many to one – string-lexia, lexia-string, lexia-lexia). 

However, World Wide Web, represents a ”primitive version [of] hypertext” (Landow, 2006, p. 106) because its linking is mostly in 
the form one to many.  
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CONCLUSION 
Digital text in three media manifestation: digital film, digital television and Internet, has the corpus of all known features that coexist 
independently from media and type of content which are transferred through media. Influence and usage of these features depends on 
medium itself, author, recipient, but most of all from our perspective and expectation how one of these features described with one term of 
digital textuality can be adjusted to new practice it describes. Terms that were describing some of the features of non-digital text, found its 
use very easily in new hypermedia content of film, television or Internet. Contrariwise, tendency for using new terms for already known and 
unchanged practices from past demolish the attempts for defining interactivity and intertextuality on new digital media.  

Wrong usage or duplicating the terms we are not making our language richer by adding more synonyms, by doing so we are 
diminish its preciseness. That is why we have to use other terms for explaining one term: inner or outer interactivity, extroverted and 
introverted hypertextuality etc. However, problems of understanding features of digital text are not only in wrong language use, rather than 
in their non-language misunderstanding and interpretation. In some cases, certain textual practices cannot be used in every media, and 
therefor need to be adjusted.  These adjustments to media can wider the common practice of a certain feature, but on the other hand that 
can destroy its main feature in original media.  

In this paper characteristics of digital film, digital television and Internet are mapped ontologically, textually and narratively, thanks 
to theories of Elsaesser, Landow, Ryan, Manovich and McLuhan. Thanks to even older theories of text, written many decades before 
emergence of digital, it seems that they were waiting to gain their full meaning with the help of new technology, and make new step into the 
future.  
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ABSTRACT 
In a digital world, reading habits, accessing resourcesand preferences getting changing rapidly.University students,as digital natives, are 
accessing countless resources, from lecture notes to research paperselectronically.The change of reading habitswith a great scale has led 
to differentiation onaccessibility of resources, archiving them and usage of related technologies. 
A questionnaire was developed within the scope of the study. Questionnaire consists of three parts: Printed book reading habits, e-book 
reading habits (methods of obtain, aim of usage etc.) and technological knowledge(e-book related tools and file formats etc.). The purpose 
of the study is to examine the e-book usage preferences versus printed material and reading habits in a context of different variables. 
Additionally, in the study, theuses of e-books have been dealt with according to the faculties. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In this age that we witness the replacement of printed resources with electronic resources the habits related to newspaper, magazine, 
course material and book reading have also undergone changes. Amongst modern-age college students in particular that were born digital-
native to the 21st century, these habits demonstrate even further variance. The most noteworthy concept that emerged within this context 
has been e-book. A common definition of e-book was made by Armstrong, Edwards, Lonsdale (2002) as:[…] any piece of electronic text 
regardless of size or composition (a digital object), butexcluding journal publications, made available electronically (or optically) for any 
device (handheld or desk-bound) that includes a screen.  

During the last 10 years e-book releases of publishers, e-book catalogues prepared by university libraries, easy internet access to 
resources have all together contributed to the spread of e-book use. Despite the fact that reading from a screen appears to be 
disadvantageous at first sight, the counter-part advantages such as mobility, saving physical space, convenience, saving time &money, 
ease-of-use are the primary motivations in preferring e-books (Rosso, 2009). The effect of this transformation from printed material to e-
books over our reading habits is also a subject worthy of deeper analysis. The aim of this research is to analyze within faculty variable the 
distributions relevant of reading habits of university students’ e-book preferences (the aspects they deem advantageous, related purposes, 
methods of access, the most frequently used e-book environment and file formats).  

 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
We witness that in relevant literature there has been a rise in e-book related researches during the recent years. A vast majority of studies 
have focused on university students. This is a foregone conclusion considering that e-books became widespread at first in academic 
libraries. In those researches the main discussion topics have been user selections in e-books, the ratio of preference in comparison to 
printed materials and perceptions related to the advantages of e-books. 

As manifested by a large-scale survey in UK with the participation of 120 universities (Nicholas, Rowlands, Clark, Huntington, 
Jamali, Olle´, 2008) acceptance of e-book use among students is by the ratio of 61,8%. In a different large-scale survey (N=1547) covering 
the acceptance and use of e-book it has been detected that 57% of students use e-books. The remainder of students who provided a 
negative answer on e-book use have been basically the ones not knowing the availability of this service at university library 
(Shelburne,2009). The research has also demonstrated that students view easy-access advantage of e-book as its primary benefit. A 
different research (N=1450) in support of these surveys (Zhang, Beckman, 2011) has likewise presented that the use of e-book is rather 
common with a ratio of 53% amongst university students. 

Another research (Annand, 2008) probing into the preference of e-books over printed resources and its effect on learning (N=109) 
has unraveled that students generally prefer printed materials and as regards learning there is no significant differences between two 
formats. A different study (Woody, Daniel, Baker, 2010) parallel to the findings of previous research has also provided the conclusion that as 
course material, students prefer printed textbook rather than e-book (N= 91).  In a study which demonstrated the ratio of e-book use as 37,1 
% (Letchumanan, Tarmizi, 2010) it has been detected that use is basically dependent on access and the students who have no previous 
familiarity with this technology have no tendency to use e-books either. 
 
METHOD 
In the research a questionnaire has been developed as data gathering tool. This questionnaire integrating university students has collected 
information on book and e-book reading habits, purposes of using e-book, preference of printed or electronic resources, e-book reading 
environments and file formats that are used. The questionnaire has been presented online to the attention of university students in Turkey. 
A certain portion of questionnaire has been distributed in printed format. From 36 different universities, collectively 222 data have been 
gathered and obtained data have been analyzed via descriptive statistical methods.  
 
RESULTS 
Research findings have been examined under 3 headlines which are respectively book reading habits, e-book reading habits and the most 
frequently used e-book medium and file formats. 
 

1) Book reading habits with respect to faculties 
a) With respect to faculties what is the distribution of book types read by university students? 
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Table 1.Booktypesbyfaculties 

 Faculty of 
Education 

Faculty of 
EconomicsandA
dministrativeSci
ences 

Faculty of 
ArtsandScie
nces 
 

Faculty of 
Engineringan
dArchitecture 

Faculty of 
MedicineandHe
altSciences 

Total 

Novel-Story 85,5% 96,7% 78,3% 88,9% 85,0% 87,3% 

Psychology-
Philosophy 39,5% 26,7% 73,9% 34,7% 50,0% 40,7% 

Article-Essay 40,8% 36,7% 52,2% 36,1% 60,0% 41,6% 

Poem-Memoir 34,2% 30,0% 47,8% 18,1% 45,0% 30,8% 

Course book 46,1% 56,7% 69,6% 40,3% 65,0% 49,8% 

I don’treadbook 5,3% 3,3% 0,0% 6,9% 0,0% 4,5% 

Total (N) 76 30 23 72 20 221 
 

Table 1 manifests that university students read mostly Novel-Story types of books. This ratio is the highest amongst the students 
in Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences with a ratio of 96,7 %. “I read no books” is the least frequently selected option. There 
has been no single student from Faculty of Arts and Sciences and Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences that stated to read no books 
ever 

b) What is the distribution of book reading frequency amongst university students with respect to faculties? 
 

Table2.Frequency of readingbookbyfaculties 

 Faculty of 
Education 

Faculty of 
EconomicsandAd
ministrativeScien
ces 

Faculty of 
ArtsandScie
nces 
 

Faculty of 
Engineringand
Architecture 

Faculty of 
MedicineandHeal
tSciences 

Total 

In a week 60,5% 73,3% 78,3% 73,6% 60,0% 68,3% 

In a month 26,3% 16,7% 13,0% 12,5% 35,0% 19,9% 

In  6months 10,5% 6,7% 4,3% 8,3% 0,0% 7,7% 

In a year 2,6% 0,0% 4,3% 4,2% 0,0% 2,7% 

Longerthan a year 0,0% 3,3% 0,0% 1,4% 5,0% 1,4% 

Total (N) 76 30 23 72 20 221 
 

As Table 2 illustrating book reading frequency of students is analyzed it surfaces that the total average of students having stated 
to finish one book within one week is 68,3 %. This ratio is the highest amongst the students in Faculty of Arts and Sciences with a ratio of 
78,3 %. The students from Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences have been the least frequent book readers “longer than a year” with a 
ratio of 5,0 %.  

c) Is there a significant correlation between book reading frequency of university students and book reading habits of their social 
environment? 

Table3.Correlationbetweenenvironmentandbookreadingfrequency 

Frequency of 
readingbook 

Most people around me who reads  books 

Mother Father Sister/Brother Friend Teacher Total 

f % f % f % f % f % f % 

In a week 66 29,7 35 15,8 17 7,7 24 10,8 9 4,1 151 68,0 

In a month 15 6,8 6 2,7 6 2,7 8 3,6 9 4,1 44 19,8 

In  6months 5 2,3 5 2,3 3 1,4 0 0,0 4 1,8 17 7,7 
In a year 4 1,8 3 1,4 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 7 3,2 
Longerthan a year 1 0,5 0 0,0 1 0,5 1 0,5 0 0,0 3 1,4 
Total  91 41,0 49 22,1 27 12,2 33 14,9 22 9,9 222 100 

X2 = 21,51; sd=16 ; p< .05 
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According to Table 3 there is a significant correlation between book reading frequency of university students and book reading 
habits of their social environment. Accordingly it can be argued that students who observe book reading habits mostly in their mothers 
develop higher frequency of reading habits. 

2) E-Book reading habits with respect to faculties 
a) With respect to faculties what is the distribution of e-book reading habits amongst university students? 

 
Table 4. E-bookreadingbyfaculties 

 Faculty of 
Education 

Faculty of 
EconomicsandA
dministrativeSci
ences 

Faculty of 
ArtsandSci
ences 
 

Faculty of 
Engineringan
dArchitecture 

Faculty of 
MedicineandHe
altSciences 

Total 

I read e-book 61,8 % 69,6 % 52,2 % 70,83 % 60,0 % 62,4 % 
I don’tread e-
book 38,2 % 30,4 % 47,8 % 29,17 % 40,0 % 37,6 % 

Total (N) 76 30 23 72 20 221 
 

The findings of Table 4 reveal that 62,4 % of university students are e-book readers which is a substantial ratio indicating the 
prevalence of e-book technology. 

b) What is the distribution of e-book reading objectives amongst university students with respect to faculties? 
 

Table 5.Purpose of e-bookreadingbyfaculties 

 Faculty of 
Education 

Faculty of 
Economicsand
Administrative
Sciences 

Faculty of 
ArtsandSci
ences 
 

Faculty of 
Engineringa
ndArchitectu
re 

Faculty of 
MedicineandH
ealtSciences 

Total 

Towork on 
coursematerial 74,5 % 75,0 % 66,7 % 74,5 % 83,3 % 74,6 % 

Research 89,4 % 93,8 % 83,3 % 70,6 % 75,0 % 81,2 % 

Toreadstory/nov
el/poetrybooks 42,6 % 43,8 % 41,7 % 29,4 % 16,7 % 35,5 % 

Total (N) 47 16 12 51 12 N= 138 
 

As illustrated in Table 5, university students read e-books with a ratio of 81,2 % mostly for Research objectives. On the basis of 
faculties, in the Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences this ratio goes as high as 93,8 %. The least use of e-book is for reading 
story-novel-poetry books. 

c) What is the distribution of e-book search formats amongst university students with respect to faculties? 
 

Table6.Accessing e-booksbyfaculties 

 Faculty of 
Education 

Faculty of 
Economicsand
Administrative
Sciences 

Faculty of 
ArtsandSci
ences 
 

Faculty of 
Engineringa
ndArchitectu
re 

Faculty of 
MedicineandH
ealtSciences 

Total 

Universitylibrary 38,3 % 31,2 % 50,0 % 31,4 % 8,3 % 33,3 % 

Internet search 
engine (Google 
booksetc.) 

66,0 % 62,5 % 58,3 % 66,7 % 75,0 % 65,9 % 

Publishersownsi
tes 23,4 % 18,8 % 41,7 % 19,6 % 8,3 % 21,7 % 

Socialmedia 12,8 % 18,8 % 25,0 % 9,8 % 8,3 % 13,0 % 

Total  (N) 47 16 12 51 12 N= 138 

 
Table 6 unravels that access to e-book is by 65,9 % through search engines. With respect to faculties this ratio is the highest amongst 

the students in Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences with a ratio of 75%. It has also been uncovered that the least frequently used 
method in e-book search is social media with a ratio of 13,0 %.  

d) What is the distribution of e-book reading formats amongst university students with respect to faculties? 
e)  

Table7.Types of reading e-booksbyfaculties 

 Faculty of 
Education 

Faculty of 
Economicsand
Administrative
Sciences 

Faculty of 
ArtsandSci
ences 
 

Faculty of 
EngineringandArchitecture 

Faculty of 
MedicineandH
ealtSciences 

Total 

Online reading 31,9 % 18,8 % 25,0 % 19,6 % 25,0 % 24,6 % 

Downloadandscreenreading 80,9 % 50,0 % 91,7 % 72,5 % 66,7 % 73,9 % 
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Downloadandprintout 27,7 % 18,8 % 25,0 % 33,3 % 16,7 % 27,5 % 

Total  (N) 47 16 12 51 12 N= 138 

 
Table 7 shows that with a ratio of 73,9 % e-book is mostly downloaded from its original source. Students from Faculty of Arts and Sciences 
are the most frequent downloaders with a ratio of 91,7 %. The least preferred method is online reading with a ratio of 24,6 %. It is not 
actually plausible to name the downloaded then printed book as e-book reading yet there is a substantial high level of students(27,5 %) 
favoring such reading format.  

f) What aspects do university students deem to be advantageous in e-books over printed resources? 
 

Table8.Advantages of e-booksbyfaculties 

 Faculty of 
Education 

Faculty of 
Economicsand
Administrative
Sciences 

Faculty of 
ArtsandSci
ences 
 

Faculty of 
Engineringa
ndArchitectu
re 

Faculty of 
MedicineandH
ealtSciences 

Total 

Ease of access 68,1 % 62,5 % 58,3 % 76,5 % 50,0 % 68,1 % 

Easearchive 57,4 % 50,0 % 75,0 % 56,9 % 58,3 % 58,0 % 

Ease of use 48,9 % 12,5 % 50,0 % 19,6 % 16,7 % 31,2 % 

Ease of read 38,3 % 12,5 % 41,7 % 39,2 % 25,0 % 34,8 % 

Uptodateness 25,5 % 6,2 % 41,7 % 9,8 % 25,0 % 18,8 % 

No advantage 4,3 % 0,0 % 25,0 % 2,0 % 25,0 % 6,5 % 

Total  (N) 47 16 12 51 12 N= 138 
 
Research findings have manifested that the biggest advantage of e-book over printed resources is easy access (68,1 %). The ratio of 
students who claim to have detected no advantage has been as low as 6,5 %. With respect to faculties, students from Faculty of Education, 
Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences, Faculty of Engineering and Architecture have stated the biggest advantage of e-book as 
its easy access while students from Faculty of Arts and Sciences and Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences pointed to the easy 
archiving. 

3) The Most Frequently Used E-Book Medium and File Formats 
a) What is the distribution of e-book medium and file formats used frequently amongst university students? 

 
Table9.Usage of E-bookmediumand file types 

Portabl
eDocu
ment 

Format 
" .pdf " 

Plainte
xtfiles  
".txt" 

EPUB 
(IDPF)  
"epub 

Kindle 
".azw " 

Micros
oft 

Reader   
".lit " 

E-
Reader PDA Smart 

Phone 
Cell 

Phone 

Tablet 
Compu

ter 
E-Pad Compu

ter 

f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % 

1
0
0 

7
3 

3
9 

2
8 5 4 4 3 1

7 
1
2 

1
9 

1
4 5 4 2

4 
1
7 

2
6 

1
9 

1
6 

1
2 6 4 8

3 
6
0 

TOTAL   138 

 
Amongst university students the most frequently used file format has been detected as Portable Document Format (.pdf) with a ratio of 73 % 
and the least frequently used format has been found to be Kindle (.azw). The most frequently used e-book medium has been computer 
environment with a ratio of 60% and the least frequently used medium has been E-pad and PDA with a ratio of 4%. 
 
CONCLUSION 
A general outlook on the research findings reveals that university students are inclined to prefer electronic resources and e-books in lieu of 
printed resources. Parallel to this detection an earlier research conducted in 2009 manifested that students preferred e-book with a ratio of 
11%, printed resources with a ratio of 26 % and both resources with a ratio of 56% (Shelburne, 2009). In another research following 3 years 
afterwards in 2011 (Zhang, Backman, 2011) it has been designated that amongst university students the ratio of electronic resource users is 
53% while the ratio of printed resource users is 47%.  

According to findings of current study students read mostly novels etc. as printed books and as e-books they place research 
books to the first rank and course materials to the second rank. This finding may be bound to the fact that a vast majority of e-book format 
books are research or course texts. The fact that students deem easy access of e-book as its biggest advantage is also supportive of the 
prevalence of e-book format research books. It can further be asserted that the fact that course materials are more accessible in electronic 
environment is also an influential factor. Shelburne, (2009)’s research has similarly echoed the finding that students deem easy access of e-
book as its greatest advantage. 

Another salient finding underlines that students have regular book reader parents which draws attention to the fact that a great 
majority of students have failed to identify their friends as the regular book readers. From the perspective of social learning it is an 
acknowledged that students spend most of their times with friends and learn through mutual interaction with each other. Taking this 
detection into consideration, the role-models of students in book reading habits and factors influential on their book reading frequencies 
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stands before us as a topic that deserves further analysis. Aside from all above mentioned factors, in comparative analyses with respect to 
faculties the quantity of e-book resources in relevant fields should also be taken into account. It is no surprise that use of e-book is scarce in 
any subject with limited electronic resources. It would be even further beneficial if faculty- based findings of present research are evaluated 
with respect to accessible subject-focus e-book quantity. 
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Abstract 
This paper is a comparative study that investigates the economic volume of monolingual media systems in Catalan, Basque and Galician 
languages. It can be framed within the fields of media economics and minority language media. It departs from mainstream scholarly 
approach and goes into the little known Europe of three autochthonous minority language media. The three communities sum a speaking 
population of about ten million individuals and are mostly sited in Spain (The Catalan and Basque languages also have part of their 
community in France). Questionnaires, field interviews and annual financial reports have been used to obtain results on the economic 
weight of the media systems along several variables (media type, ownership and diffusion level) as well the investment ratio per speaker 
that can drawn from that economic volume. 
Key words: European Minority Languages, Media, economy, economic weight. 

 
Introduction 
Any community1 needs a vigorous media system to carry out the crucial roles of information, communication, public opinion and 
identity/community building. Vigour, in this rationale, should be interpreted as a sustainable reality of news organizations, quality content, 
effective audience reach and media economy, among other elements. 

This necessity of sound media systems is perhaps even more acute in the case of minority language communities, as they usually 
have serious limitations in many social and cultural remits. Thus, the roles of minority language media go beyond the aforementioned ones 
and are relevant for the preservation and expansion of the threatened language.  

Given the key role of economy in communication, in this paper the authors study the economic weight of the monolingual media 
systems in Catalan, Basque and Galician languages; three communities that sum a speaking population of 10.2 million individuals. This 
evaluation of the economic value of those media systems can serve as indicators of the degree of media development in each of the three 
languages. 

In the scholarly literature there are few comparative studies dealing with minority language media of several communities and 
even fewer focused on the economy and financing of media1, which underlines the pertinence of this research, a follow-up to previous 
studies conducted by this same team of scholars regarding media systems and journalists in those languages. 

During the last decades, the European Union has developed a series of policies aimed at the preservation of European values and 
culture, specifically cultural industries, in front of foreign products, especially those coming from the USA. Nevertheless, when talking about 
diversity, the European Commission and the Council do not take into account linguistic communities but States, which conceals the real 
meaning of diversity. In this study, precisely, the unit of analysis is not the state but three linguistic communities that are spread over Spain 
and France. 

 
Literature 
Economic crisis and media 
Media financing and economic crisis. In the context of the current international financial and economic crisis, the media, as any other 
sector of economy, have also been affected by instability. From around 2009, scholarly literature and current affairs reporting put their focus 
on the incidence of the crisis in the media sector. 

Rosario de Mateo (2009) summed it up as follows: “the economic crisis in media companies has manifested itself in a decrease of 
advertising revenues, price decline in the stock market, indebtedness, fall of information and communication consumption, and employment 
reduction”. This situation reaches all type of media, whether they are public or private, of general or local reach. As an example, 
Radiotelevisión Española (RTVE) has carried out workforce reduction and the same has happened among private channels and cable 
providers (Herreros, 2009:10). 

There is agreement that, in these circumstances, the press sector has been affected the most by budget cuts and revenue losses. 
In Spain it is estimated that in 2008 and 2009 the drop of advertising in press has reached 800 million Euros (Vargas, 2010: 96). This effect 
may have been even greater at local and regional level. According to Farias and Roses (2009) the regional press has lost 22.5% of 
advertising income and local television, where the economic crisis concurred with the transition from analogue to digital, 25.5%. Juan Varela 
(2011) indicated that Spanish regional and local newspapers have been hindered by the drop of advertising and by the lesser ability to 
achieve a return on their web sites and digital editions. 

In the field of television, the digital switchover has brought up new difficulties for obtaining licenses and managing local channels. 
According to Manuel Camp (2010: 182) “the local digital terrestrial TV model is unsustainable” and recalls the concept of “broadcasting 
buble” in parallel to the real state bubble since there are 92 DTTV licences in Catalonia and 200 in Andalucía. 

On this severe reduction of the so-called advertising pie, the coexistence of public and private media within a system of 
commercial competition poses a political challenge to the media of some communities, such as those of minority languages. Big media 
corporations of Spain demand that regional public radio and television companies remove all advertising from their programming, as the 
state-owned public corporation of RadioTelevisión Española (RTVE) did, and get all their financing from public/government budget 
(González, J., Onda Cero, 2010: 134). 

In the European context, “about half of the media employees (46.9%) are under budget cuts and almost one quarter (21.9%) face 
workforce reduction” and it seems that journalists of Southern Europe have been more affected than their counterparts in the North (Moreno 
et al., 2009: 101). 
 
 

                                                      
1 We are very grateful to editors and finance directors of the media outlets of the three communities under study as well as to officials and 
executives of institutions that offer public aid to minority language media for their generous co-operation in this study 
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Incidence of the crisis in minority language media.  
The economic recession has also affected minority language media and there are frequent news reports linking the closedown of important 
outlets to the decrease or cancelation of public aids, or about decisions made by institutions or regional governments bringing public 
broadcasting channels to closure. 

 
In the Catalan linguistic community, for example, the Council of Majorca decided in the summer of 2011 the shutting down of the corporation 
Radiotelevisión de Mallorca2. The university of the Balearic Islands warned the decision implied a noncompliance with the Catalan 
Language Act3. In the Basque community, along 2011, many Basque language media organizations voiced their concern about insufficient 
public aids and 80 of them signed a common statement urging the government and other public institutions to provide substantial economic 
support.4 With respect to the Galician community, along 2010 and 2011 several media outlets publishing in their own language were also 
closed down due to public aid reduction: Chuza and Vieiros.com, two only-online news outlets, and the online version of the newspaper A 
Peneira5. But even more dramatic was the cancellation in 2011 of Galicia Hoxe, the only daily newspaper in Galician, attributed to heavy 
reduction in public funding. 6 

 
1.1 Classification of minority languages 
In terms of regulation, The European Council passed in 1992 The European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages. It entered into 
force in 1998 and has already been ratified by 23 nation-states. 

The European Bureau for Lesser Used Languages (EBLUL 1999), set up by the European Parliament in 1982, established a five-
category system to classify minority, regional or lesser used languages. The five categories are: 1) National languages of small nation-
states which are lesser-used or threatened, as it is the case of Irish; 2) Languages of communities residing in a single nation-state, as 
Breton, Galician and Welsh; 3) Languages of communities residing in two or more nation-states, as it happens with Basque and Catalan; 4) 
Languages of communities, which constitute a minority in the nation-state in which they live, but are majority languages in other countries, 
as with German minority in Belgium, Turkish in Germany, Croatian and Slovenian speaking communities in Italy and Austria, among others; 
and 5) Non-territorial languages, which are traditionally spoken in one or several nation-states, but can not be identified with a particular 
area, as the Romany language. 

In this study the ten languages under analysis belong to categories one, two and three. 
 

1.2 Media and sociolinguistic structure of the three communities 
The Catalan language community is sited in three regions of Spain (Catalonia, Balearic Islands and Valencian Community), the state of 
Andorra, Catalunya Nord in Southern France, a few valleys of Aragon in Spain and the city of Alguero in the Italian island of Sardinia. 

It is estimated there are 7.2 million (55.5%) Catalan speakers out of a total population of around 13 million inhabitants, of which 
6.2 million live in Catalonia, 5.1 million in the Valencian region, 1.1 million in the Balearic Islands and less than 0,1 million in Andorra. 

Catalan is the only official language of Andorra, and it is co-official in the three mentioned regions of Spain. 
As for 2009, the estimate was of 796 monolingual media outlets in total, including magazines, newspapers, radio and TV 

channels, most of them located in Catalonia. In regard to major media organizations of general content and diffusion and daily 
publishing/broadcasting, there were 25 outlets (5 dailies, 8 weeklies, 6 radio and 6 television stations). 

The total number of full-time journalists working in Catalan language media was estimated to be 3,952. 
The Basque language community is located in two regions of Spain (Navarre and the so-called Autonomous Community of Euskadi) and 
one of France. The former have their own regional governments with certain degree of autonomy but the latter, even though it is known as 
“Pays Basque” in French, does not have any specific administrative institution for its own population and it is embedded within a larger 
region. 

The population in 2009 was estimated in 3.1 million inhabitants: 2.2 million in Euskadi, 0.6 million in Navarre and 0.3 million in the 
provinces of the French part.7 

It is estimated there are 0.8 million Basque-language speakers, which represents 28% of the population. The Basque language is 
co-official in the whole Autonomous Community of Euskadi, but only in one small area of Navarre. In the French area it is not official at all. 

As for 2009 the Basque language media system consisted of 108 monolingual outlets, of which 64.8% were in the print press 
sector, 28.7% in radio and 6.5% in television. 

The number of major media organizations of general content and diffusion amounted to six outlets: one daily newspaper, one 
radio channel, one TV station and three weeklies of general information and diffusion. 
The total number of full-time journalists was estimated to be 633. 

The Galician language community is mostly placed in Galicia, a historic region of North-Western Spain. There is a population of 
2.7 million of which 2.2 million (81.5%) speak Galician. It is co-official along with Spanish. 

As for 2009, the monolingual media system was comprised of 45 outlets, with the radio sector (66.7%) holding the lead. There 
were three major news organizations: one daily paper, one radio and one TV channel. In 2011 the daily newspaper Galicia Hoxe was closed 
down. 

The total number of full-time journalists was 464. 
 

Research questions 
1st RQ: What is the economic weight of the monolingual media systems in the three linguistic communities and what type of comparative 
analysis can be made? 
2nd RQ: How is that economic volume distributed according to the variables of type of media, ownership and diffusion level? 
3rd RQ: What is the economic investment, in terms of Euros, allocated to each speaker and what are the differences among the three 
communities? 
4th RQ: To what degree did the aggravation of the economic crisis between 2007 and 2009 affect the revenues of the media outlets, that is, 
between the initial year the year in which the crisis intensified? 

 
Methodology 
To carry out this research the authors made use of questionnaires and field interviews to directors and financial managers of the Catalan, 
Basque and Galician media organizations, and analyzed the balance sheets and financial reports of the companies. This paper investigates 
two independent variables: economic weight or volume and inter-annual comparison of revenues. 

This paper concentrates on monolingual media organizations, operationally defined as those outlets (newspapers, magazines, 
radio and TV channels) with 70% or more of their content in the minority language; published or broadcast with a frequency lower than one 
year (daily, weekly, monthly and six-monthly for example); with general or specialized content; and local or general diffusion level. 
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Variables. The variables under study are the economic weight or volume and the inter-annual comparison of revenues. Economic weight 
was operationally defined as the sum of all types revenues (advertising, sales, public aid, and other sources), expressed in Euros, as they 
appear on the annual statement of revenues and expenses. The data were been obtained directly from editors and financial directors of the 
media organizations. In other cases we made use of annual reports and balance sheets. As for the inter-annual comparison of revenues, 
total income of 2009 (in a few cases, due to contingent reasons, data were of 2010), a year in which the economic crisis aggravated, were 
compared to those of 2007, when the crisis set out. 

The dependent variables were media type (print press, radio and TV), ownership (public, private and social or non-for-profit) and 
diffusion level (local and general reach). 

 
Period. The year of reference is 2009 and the balance sheets of the vast majority of the media outlets belong to that financial year, except a 
few cases (less than 4%) in which, due to diverse circumstances, the financial statements were of 2010 

. 
Questionnaire. Since this study about the economic volume is part of a larger research project on financing of minority language media, the 
questionnaire consisted of nine open-ended and closed-ended questions around the following areas: current financing system; funding 
problems, shortages and necessities; effects of digitalization; and design of a new funding structure to reach an adequate and sustainable 
development. 

In each of the three communities the informants were the financing directors and/or other high rank executives of the media 
organizations. 

 
Media universe. Based on previous studies conducted and published by this same research group (Zabaleta et al. 2010a, 2010b) it was 
estimated that in 2008 the total universe of monolingual media  (papers, magazines, radio and TV channels with 70% or more of their 
content in the autochthonous language) in the three minority languages comprised 949 outlets, of which 44.4% (421) were print press; 
37.8% (359) radio; and 17.8% (169) television. 

With regard to ownership, 46.1% of all the media organizations of the three communities were public, 32.1% private and 21.7% 
social, that is, owned by non-for-profit organizations. Looking at the variable of diffusion, 87.1% of the outlets were of local (town, county) 
and 12.8% of general diffusion (linguistic or political community). 

By communities, it is estimated that as for 2008 there were 796 media outlets in Catalan, 108 in Basque and 45 in Galician. 
 

Sample and census for the economic weight. To calculate the economic volume of the media systems two different methodological 
criteria were used: sample and census. In the case of general diffusion media of the three communities the census of media outlets was 
researched and, therefore, not having used any sample, the total estimate of the economic weight reflects their reality. 

In regard to local media, a specific sample of stratified nature and with random selection of elements was designed. For that task 
the variables of media type, ownership and diffusion level were considered. This way, the final sample of local media was composed of 63 
outlets, distributed the following way: 26 Catalan, 24 Basque and 13 Galician. 

The procedure to estimate the economic volume of local media involved the calculation of the annual average income of each 
outlet participating in the sample and then multiplying that figure by the total number of existing local media organizations, a census already 
known as it has been indicated. The result of that arithmetic operation was an estimate of the economic weight of local media in each of the 
three communities. 

In short, considering that with general diffusion media it was used the census and that those type of media absorb over 85.8% of 
the total economic volume, we can establish that the global error level of the estimates presented in this paper will be less than 3%. 

 
Sample for the inter-annual comparison of revenues. To compare the total income of the media outlets in 2009, when the crisis 
heightened, with that of 2007, its initial stage, a sample of 92 media organizations was set up for the three communities. That sample was 
extracted from the media census elaborated by this research group in 2008 (Zabaleta et al. 2010a, 2010b). In each of the three language 
communities a specific and stratified sample of randomly-selected outlets was prepared, considering the three variables mentioned before 
(media type, ownership and diffusion). The 92 items were distributed the following way: 40 Catalan, 30 Basque and 22 Galician media 
outlets. 

 
Results 
The main results of the paper provide (1) the economic weight of the media systems in the three language along the variables of media 
type, ownership and diffusion level; and (2) the investment ratio per speaker that can drawn from that economic volume. This way we can 
make comparisons among the attention (in terms of millions of euros) given by the three communities to their speakers and draw potential 
conclusions about the implications for the community and language development. 

Finally, it will be interesting to observe the impact of the economic crisis on the revenues of the media organizations at two precise 
points of the economic crisis. 

 
Economic volume according to media type 
Taking the three language communities together, in 2009 the total amount of money invested in their own media was over 1,148 million of 
Euros. This noteworthy figure represents the total revenues of those media organizations and is an indication of the strength of that social 
and economic area. 

According to media type, 73.3% (842,197,722 €) belongs to television; 13.3% (152,291,502 €) to radio; and 13.4% (153,887,306 
€) to press. Thus, radio and press are similar with an annual revenue over 150 million Euros. Therefore the economic volume of the 
television sector, close to 850 million Euros, is about two times higher than radio and press together. 

 
Table 1: Economic volume according to media type (in Euros and %) 

 Press Radio TV Total  

Catalan 126,833,213 14.2% 123,175,260 13.8% 644,071,400 72.0% 894,079,873 100% 77.9% 

Galician 5,276,536 3.8% 13,442,000 9.7% 119,639,680 86.5% 138,358,215 100% 12.0% 

Basque 21,777,558 18.8% 15,674,242 13.5% 78,486,643 67.7% 115,938,442 100% 10.1% 

Total 153,887,306 13.4% 152,291,502 13.3% 842,197,722 73.3% 1,148,376,530 100% 100% 

Source: Compiled by authors. Figures in Euros. 
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Inter-community comparison. As it can be seen in Table 1, there are relevant differences among the communities. The Catalan language 
media system stands out with an economic volume of 894 million Euros, which represents 77.9% of the total of the three communities. This 
large figure also seems to indicate that in some geographic areas and provinces (Girona, for example) the language and the media system 
are quite normalized and developed, but looking at the whole community the “minoritiness” of the Catalan media still remains a fact. 

Going back to the other two communities, in 2009 the Galician media system had an income of 138 million Euros (12.0%) and the 
Basque almost 116 million (10.1%). Their difference (22 million of Euros) does not seem large at first glance and even it seems that the 
Galician system is in a better position, but actually their media systems differ notably in a series of variables such as the number of media 
outlets and full-time journalists. Thus, the Basque language media system has 108 outlets (print, radio and TV) and 650 journalists while the 
Galician system comprises 45 outlets and 464 journalists (Zabaleta et al. 2010b). 

 
Media type. As it has been said, the TV sector absorbs most of the money: 67.7% in the Basque, 72.0% in the Catalan and 86.5% in the 
Galician media system. A straightforward analysis indicates that Basque and Catalan percentages are reasonably equivalent since their 
mutual difference is lower than 5% and their percentage mark can be laid at about 70%. On the other hand, it is noteworthy to see that the 
percentage of Galician language TV rises more than fifteen points over the Basque and Catalan figures and absorbs almost all the money 
invested in Galician language media. 

In print press the pattern is similar to that of the TV sector: Catalan and Basque percentages with similar figures and Galician 
differing notably. Thus, the economic weight of press is 18.8% in the Basque and 14.2% in the Catalan language media system. Again their 
difference is lower than 5% and their average percentage mark could be set at about 16%. In the Galician language media system, in 
contrast, print press only gets 3.8% of the total economic volume. 

As for radio, pattern differences are not so preeminent and the three communities show certain degree of similarity, with 
differences lower than 5%. Thus, Catalan and Basque language radio reach 13.8% and 13.5% of their respective total economic volume 
and the Galician radio 9.7%. 

Therefore, one can conclude that the Catalan and Basque language media systems have notable similarities with respect to the 
distribution of their economic volume by media type and that the Galician media system differs in TV and press and less on radio. Indeed, it 
is striking how much money is devoted to Galician television and quite little to print press, which can be taken as a symptom for further 
analysis. 

 
Economic volume according to media ownership 
On the whole, in 2009 84.4% of the total economic volume of the three communities (969,580,551 €) was placed in the public media sector; 
14.2% (163,607,385 €) in the private; and 1.3% (15,313,739 €) in socially owned media. These data clearly shows that most of the 
economic volume of minority language media is in the hands of public media. 

However, we should voice a word of caution on the interpretation of those data since it does not mean that 84.4% of the economic 
volume is public money given by governments and public institutions. Indeed, all types of media (public, private and social) have other 
sources of income in addition to the public financing they may receive: advertising, sales and other inputs (sales of programming and/or 
broadcast rights on radio and TV, fund-raising activities in social media, etc.). 

In fact, in accordance with our calculations and taking into consideration the whole media systems (every press, radio and TV 
outlet included) of the three communities, 72.4% of all the income comes from public funds, 18.3% from advertising, 2.1º% from sales and 
subscriptions, and 7.2% from other sources. 

 
Table 2: Economic volume according to media ownership (in Euros and %) 

  Public Private Social Total 

Catalan 747,780,342 83.5% 142.620.295 15.9% 5,153,251 0.6% 895,553,887 100% 

Basque 89,084,278 77.1% 16.630.335 14.4% 9,855,342 8.5% 115,569,954 100% 

Galician 132,715,931 96.6% 4.356.756 3.2% 305,147 0.2% 137,377,834 100% 

Total 969,580,551 84.4% 163.607.385 14.2% 15,313,739 1.3% 1,148,501,675 100% 

Source: Compiled by authors. Note: Grand total figures that are on Table 1 and Table 2, 1,148,376,530€ and 1,148,501,675€ 
respectively, differe very slightly: 125.145 € (0,01%). The difference is because in the case of local media we used a sample rather than the 

census and that fact inevitably produces little variations on their respective totals. 
 
Inter-community comparison. Again, comparing the three communities some relevant differences show up. It can be asserted that almost 
the whole economic volume (96.6%) of the Galician media system is placed in the public sector. 
Similarly, in the Basque and Catalan communities public media organizations hold the vast majority of the economic weight (83.5% and 
77.1% respectively). But beyond that differences appear among them. In the Catalan community almost all of the remaining percentage 
(15.9%) belongs to private media while in the Basque community private media seizes 14.4% and social media 8.5%. 

 
Economic volume by media diffusion level 
It is generally acknowledged that, in any community, a well developed and balanced media system should not only have a varied group of 
media outlets of general diffusion and content (daily papers, weeklies, radio and TV channels reaching the whole community) but also a 
quite numerous and diverse group of local news organizations, albeit with limited economic weight usually. 

Table 4 shows that, as for the three communities, general diffusion media (including those of general and specialized content) 
take 85.8% of the total economic volume and local diffusion outlets 14.2%. 
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Table 3: Economic volume according to diffusion level (in Euros and %) 

 General Local Total 

Catalan 749,057,108 83.6% 146.496.779 16.4% 895,553,887 100% 

Basque 101,770,072 88.1% 13.799.882 11.9% 115,569,954 100% 

Galician 135,158,333 98.4% 2.219.501 1.6% 137,377,834 100% 

Total 985,985,513 85.8% 162.516.162 14.2% 1,148,501,675 100% 
Source: Compiled by authors. 

 
Making comparisons, one can observe that Catalan and Basque media systems keep similar values in both categories and, thus, the 
percentages of general diffusion media are 83.6% (749.1 million Euros approx.) in the Catalan and 88.1% (101.8 million Euros approx.) in 
the Basque community, that is, a difference less than 5%. The dissimilarity comes up with the Galician community where general diffusion 
media attract 98.4% (135.2 million Euros approx.) of the total economic weight and only a tinny 1.6% (2.2 million Euros) of money is 
invested on local media. 

 
Ownership and diffusion intersection. Going deeper into the analysis, it is also important to see how the variable of ownership interacts 
with the variable of diffusion.  

As seen in Table 5, taking the three communities together, 87.8% of the economic volume of general diffusion media is in the 
hands of public news organizations, 11.7% in private and 0.4% in social hands. Therefore, social media of general diffusion has very little 
economic size (0.4%) and this reality is similar in the three communities. 

But in the sector of local diffusion media differences between public (63.8%) economic volume and private (29.4%) decrease 
notably. Again social media only get a 6.8% with respect to the total volume of the three languages. 

 
Table 4: Ownership variable distribution on general and local media (%) 

 General diffusion media (%) Local diffusion media (%) 

  Public Private Social Total Public Private Social Total 

Catalan 86.4 13.3 0.3 100 68.5 29.5 2.0 100

Basque 85.9 12.4 1.7 100 12.3 28.9 58.8 100

Galician 97.0 2.8 0.2 100 74.4 22.9 2.7 100

Total 87.8 11.7 0.4 100 63.8 29.4 6.8 100
Source: Compiled by authors. 

 
Making inter-community comparisons, the pattern described before still holds in the category of general diffusion and Catalan and 

Basque media present similar weight distribution (86.4% and 85.9% respectively). Galician media is overwhelmingly dominated by public 
outlets, which get 97.0% of the economic weight. 

But a pattern change appears on local media since it is the Basque community the one that differs. Indeed, while 68.5% and 74.4% 
of the economic volume of local Catalan and Galician media is in the hands of publicly owned outlets, in the Basque community it only 
reaches 12.3%. The reverse side of the coin is on the category of local social media where Basque outlets have 58.8% of their economic 
weight and Catalan and Galician media 2.0% and 2.7% correspondingly. Finally, private local media have similar percentages in the three 
communities, between 22-30%. 

 
Economic weight per speaker 
Previous results and figures were of general nature, linked to the economic weight of entire media systems with respect to the whole 
population of minority language speakers but going a step further in the analysis it’s also important to calculate how much money is invested 
on each speaker. This way we can make more meaningful comparisons among communities. 

 
Table 5: Relative economic weight per speaker variable distribution on general  

 
Population Number of 

speakers 
% of speakers 

Economic volume (€) 
Investment per 
speaker 

Catalan 12,900,000 7,200,000 55.8% 894,079,873 124 

Basque 3,091,400 863,000 27.9% 115,938,442 134 

Galician 2,700,000 2,200,000 81.5% 138,358,215 63 

Total 18,691,400 10,263,000 54.9% 1,148,376,530 112 

Average  107 
Source: Compiled by authors. 

Taking the three communities together and doing a simple division in which the economic volume (1,148 million Euros) is divided 
by the number of speakers (10.2 million speakers), the answer is 112 Euros per speaker/year. That result means that among the three 
communities (only?) 112 Euros of the revenues of the media organizations were devoted to each speaker. 

By communities, the Catalan and Basque realities are again similar since the former invest 124 Euros/speaker and the latter 134 
Euros/speaker. The Galician community shows again signs of economic weakness for only 63 Euros are assigned to each Galician 
speaker. 
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Income differences during crisis (2009-2007) 
The start of the current European economic crisis can probably be dated in 2007, when the American financial crisis, triggered between 
2005-2006 by its subprime mortgage disaster, expanded and became an international financial crisis that shook banks of Europe and other 
regions. That financial situation worsened in 2008 and banks like Lehman Brothers collapsed. In 2009 the financial crisis extended to other 
areas of society and became a general economic crisis that severely affected Europe, but much less other parts of the world. Therefore, 
2007 could be labelled as the start-up year of the economic crisis, 2008 as the follow-up and 2009 as the year of critical explosion. 

On the other hand the media sector was under its own prolonged and systemic crisis that began in the 1990s and was caused by 
the advance of Internet and the digitalization of content production, distribution and reception. The most evident consequences of that 
systemic crisis have been and are the loss of advertising and sales revenues among traditional media outlets (press, radio and TV) and the 
reduction of the workforce, on the one hand, and the growth of online media, services, advertising and audiences on the other. 

Thus, in the period of 2007-2009, two different crises coincided and merged: the general economic and the media-specific crisis. 
Taking that temporal frame as a reference, financial directors and executives of media organizations were asked whether they experienced 
noteworthy income differences between 20098 and the previous two years, and, if so, on what areas (advertising, public aid, sales, others). 

Results in Table 6 indicate that 61% of the people consulted answered that the 2009 income of their media outlet was similar to 
that of the previous two years, 31% notably lower and 8% notably higher. 

 
Table 6: Income differences between 2009 and 2007 

(1) Similar Notably lower (2) Notably higher Total 

Catalan 63% 16% 21% 100% 

Basque 78% 17% 4% 100% 

Galician 41% 59% 0% 100% 

Total general 63% 29% 8% 100% 
Source: Compiled by authors. Notes: (1) Data belong to 2009 except in a few cases that are of 2010 but do not alter significantly the result; 

(2) In the questionnaire the adverb “notably” wasn’t specifically quantified but left purposely open to  interpretation by informants so that they 
could express their perception of the economic situation. Anyhow, asnwers suggested that in most cases it could be set as higher or lower 

than 5% with respect to 2009. 
 

By communities the percentages differ remarkably: 78% of the Basque media outlets indicated that their revenues in 2009 were 
similar to those of 2007, but that figure decreased to 63% among Catalan and to 41% among Galician media. 

 
With respect to the category of “notably lower” income, 59% of the Galician, 16% of the Catalan and 17% of the Basque media 

outlets considered it was the case.  Finally, the category of “notably higher” income in 2009 than in 2007 was mentioned by 21% of the 
Catalan informants and almost by none of the other two communities. 

Looking into the factors behind those percentages, comments provided by the informants indicate that in the three communities 
the reduction of income was mainly due to the decrease of advertising. Beyond that, Galician and Basque people mentioned the reduction 
of public funding either directly or by diminishing institutional sponsorship and/or advertising. 

As for the category of “notably higher” revenue in 2009 than in 2007 it is worth mentioning the 21% increase among Catalan 
media. The explanation behind it seems to be that some Catalan outlets received more public aid and, beyond that, increased their 
production and business output as a way to cope with the both systemic and the economic crisis. 

Therefore, we can conclude that in 2009 the economic crisis had seriously hit the Galician media system but only partially the Catalan 
and Basque media outlets. 

 
Discussion 
Economic volume. The economic weight of the Catalan, Basque and Galician language media together reaches 1,148 million Euros, which 
constitutes a very remarkable figure. In fact it is almost identical to the annual budget of the Spanish public broadcasting corporation RTVE 
(Radio Televisión Española) whose income in 2010 was of 1,140 million Euros.9  However, there are important differences among the three 
communities. Thus, as for the economic weight, the Catalan language media system takes in approximately eight Euros out of ten (77.9%, 
894 million) and the Basque and Galician about one Euro each (12.0%, 138 million the Basque media system; 10.1%, 116 million Euros the 
Galician). Putting it another way, those values can be represented as a ratio scale of 8-1-1 approximately. 
Wider interpretation frame. Those figures, interesting on themselves, could be better interpreted if we establish a more general frame 
where we compare that economic weight to other parameters like proportion of full-time journalists, media outlets and speaker population, 
as it can be seen in the table 7. 

 
Table 7: Framing media system profiles 

 (1) Economic 
volume % 
(million Euros) 

Ratio Journalists % 
(no. journalists)

Ratio Media outlets % (no. outlets) Ratio  Speakers % 
(million speakers) 

Ratio 

Catalan 77.9% (894) 8 78.3% (3952) 8 83.9% (796) 8.5 70.2% (7.2) 7
Basque 12.0% (138) 1 12.5% (633) 1 11.4% (108) 1 8.4% (0.8) 1
Galician 10.1% (116) 1 9.2% (464) 1 4,7% (45) 0.5 21.4% (2.2) 2
Total 100% (1,148)  100% (5049) 100% (949)  100% (10.2)

Source: Compiled by authors. Notes: (1) Data of media outlets, journalists and speakers were obtained from a previous study by this 
research team (Zabaleta et al 2010b). 

 
Looking at the ratio values of the table, we can observe that the ratio scales of the three media variables on the three communities 

are the following: 8-1-1 for the media economic volume; 8-1-1 for the population of journalists10; and 8.5-1-0.5 for the media universe11. 
Thus we can conclude that the Catalan and Basque media systems have practically the same ratio values along the three variables while 
the Galician system shows some imbalance between the economic volume and proportion of journalists on the one hand and the number of 
outlets on the other (less media outlets than expected). 
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Going a step further in our analysis, if we compare those three ratio scales with the ratio scale of speakers (7-1-212) it seems clear 
that the Catalan and Basque media systems have higher ratios than their proportion of speakers. The Galician media system, on the other 
hand, presents lower ratio scales that the population of speakers. All this can lead us to conclude that the Catalan and Basque media 
systems have more balanced development than the Galician. 

 
Profiles. But when we said that the 84.4% of the economic volume was in the hands of public media, it did not mean that all that 

volume came from public institutions. In fact, as we said before, only 72.4% of that money came directly from public funds (three out of four 
Euros in any case). 

The general picture gets rounded when we see that 85.5% of the economic volume belongs to media of general diffusion, which 
highlights the limited economic muscle of local media. Yet, their importance is almost as crucial. 

As a final picture we could say that most of the economic volume of the media in the three communities is in the hands of public 
television stations and that most of their money comes from public funding. 

Investment per speaker. Given that among minority language communities  practically all broadcast (radio and TV) programming 
of information and communication is offered by public radio and television channels of public ownership and general diffusion, it was 
considered pertinent to compare their investment per speaker with that of public broadcasting corporations of some important European 
countries. Thus, in the three communities, the economic volume of public broadcasting (radio and TV) of general diffusion amounted to 
853.6 million Euros, which divided by 10.2 million speakers yield a relative investment of 83.7 Euros devoted to each speaker. That is a 
similar figure to that of Germany, where only public broadcasting, without considering private radio and TV stations, invest 88.4 Euros per 
person (data of 200713). In the United Kingdom the BBC cost 89.3 Euros to each Briton (data of 201014). In Spain, the Spanish public 
broadcasting corporation RTVE invested 24.7 Euros per Spaniard in 2010 but that small amount should be qualified by the fact that regional 
radio and TV broadcasting corporations that broadcast in Spanish have not be included. 
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Abstract 
This paper analyzes the use of Twitter during the revolution in Egypt for three key dates during the 18 days of protests in 2011 that led to 
the resignation of President Hosni Mubarak.  The data show how the demonstrators used Twitter to organize the protests, to mobilize 
committed demonstrators as well as ordinary citizens, to provide tactical and strategic know-how, to provide surveillance, and to bear 
witness to the violent acts against them by pro-Mabarak forces.  The surveillance information included tweets providing security information 
such as minute-to-minute updates on what streets were being blocked by police, what the police were doing, and instructions telling 
demonstrators what information to tweet if they saw someone being arrested or if they found themselves under arrest.  Other surveillance 
information included information such as what the international and state media were reporting.  
  
Introduction 
Although many users of social media would like to take credit for setting the revolution in Egypt into motion, academic researchers have 
noted that historically, although media have played a role in revolutions, they do not cause them. 

Anderson (2011) wrote that Egyptians and Tunisians revolted and toppled their governments in 1919, noting that the “global 
diffusion of information and expectations—so vividly on display in Tahrir Square this past Winter—is not a result of the Internet and social 
media” (p. 2).  She wrote that the Fourteen Points speech of U.S. President Woodrow Wilson, which helped to spark the 1919 revolutions, 
“made its way around the world by telegraph” (p. 2).  She added that the important story about the Arab revolts of 2011 “is not about how 
activists used technology to share ideas and tactics” but rather how and why their actions resonated with the public (p. 2).  She noted the 
grievances of Egyptians:  

The government’s deteriorating ability to provide basic services and seeming indifference to  widespread unemployment 
and poverty alienated tens of millions of Egyptians, a feeling that was  exacerbated by growing conspicuous consumption among a 
business elite connected to Mubarak’s son  Gamal. . . The national police were widely reviled long before their brutal crackdowns at 
the inception of the January 25 revolt because they represented, in essence, a nationwide protection  racket (pp. 4-5).      

In a discussion of social media as a tool for protest, Papic and Noonan (2011) wrote that, although “current conventional wisdom 
has it that social networks have made regime change easier to organize and execute,” social media “alone, however, do not instigate 
revolutions.”  They added that social media are only tools: 

They are no more responsible for the recent unrest in Tunisia and Egypt than cassette-tape recordings  of Ayatollah 
Ruholla Khomeini speeches were responsible for the 1979 revolution in Iran.  Social  media are tools that allow revolutionary groups 
to lower the costs of participation, organization,  recruitment and training. 

They added that, as tools, they have strengths and weaknesses and that their effectiveness is dependent upon how they are used 
by the leaders of the movements.  Papic and Noonan stressed that one weakness of social media is the ability of government security 
services to monitor leaders and users.  An example they discussed was the April 6th movement in Egypt when 40 leaders were arrested 
because they were identified through their Facebook pages. 

Aouragh and Alexander (2011) criticized the “Internet hype”  and the “simplistic claims that technology somehow caused” the 
Egyptian revolution, noting that it undermines “the agency of the millions of people who participated” (p. 1344).  They wrote that, if activists 
had focused on Internet mobilization rather than on street-level organizing and mobilizing of Cairo’s urban masses, then Jan. 25 would have 
been little more than “a footnote in the history books” (p. 1355).  The authors concluded: 
 In contexts where the stakes are very high (arrest, torture, death, military intervention), it takes multiple  tipping points to 
reach multiple crucial moments of significance. . . In these dramatic events, the online  was merely a tool for the offline, although in 
specific stages of the events, an extraordinary tool. (p.  1355) 

Wilson and Dunn (2011) would agree with that assessment, noting that digital media were not “as central to protester 
communication and organization on the ground as the heralds of Twitter revolutions” would have people think (p. 1263).  

Etling, Faris, and Palfrey (2010) noted that digital communities can provide collective leadership in repressive societies:   
The Egyptian blogosphere . . . is composed almost entirely by those in opposition to the government,  and includes a range of opposition 
voices, including secular-minded bloggers connected to the Kefaya  movement, more conservative Muslim brotherhood bloggers, and 
those dedicated to stopping torture  and abuse by police. . . . These online communities in Egypt promote reform and serve as rallying 
points when key events take place such as the arrest of bloggers and activists. (p. 46)    

Writing in 2008 about the politics of dissent, Cottle noted that demonstrations in both “moribund” parliamentary democracies and 
in “non-democratic regimes” are not only occurring “in public squares and on public streets” but they are also occurring “necessarily, in and 
through the media”  (p. 853): 
 

This is not new.  From the chartists to the suffragettes, from Gandhi’s acts of civil disobedience to Martin Luther King’s civil rights 
marches . . . to the more recent  ‘anti-globalization’ protests and ‘summit sieges’ of the G8 and WTO, protesters have sought to 
make use of the media’s disseminatory reach.  This is so whether via leaflets and posters, newspapers and newsreels, radio and 
television or mobile telephony and the internet.   

 
What is unprecedented is the extent to which protests and demonstrations today have become  reflexively conditioned by their pursuit 
of media attention, and need to be if they are to get their  message across and mobilize wider support.  (p. 853) 
 
Role of Social Media in the Egyptian Demonstrations  
 In his book “Revolution 2.0: The Power of the People Is Greater than the People in Power,” Wael Ghonim (2012), a Google marketing 
executive who was arrested during the demonstrations, detailed how social media were used strategically in Egypt to provide organization 
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and focus for a movement that was sparked by the Jasmine Revolution in Tunisia and the death of Khalid Said, a young Egyptian who was 
beaten to death by police in Alexandria on June 6, 2010.  Ghonim’s Facebook page, “We Are All Khalid Said,” resonated with Egyptian 
youth.    

A small number of journal articles on the Arab Spring and the Egyptian Revolution have been published to date.  A number of the 
authors of the articles have noted the organizational and/or mobilizing role of social media in the Egyptian protests (Aouragh & Alexander; 
Chebib & Sohail; Newsome, Lengel, & Cassara; Rinke & Roder; Van Niekerk, Pillay & Maharaj; Wilson & Dunn) and that social media 
connected and motivated protesters (Wilson & Dunn).  Aouragh and Alexander said that, although the shutdown of the Internet made 
mobilizing and organizing the protests more difficult, it did have the effect of angering people, prompting them to participate in the 
demonstrations.   

In a commentary on the revolution, Attia, Aziz, Friedman and Elhusseiny (2011) suggested that the strong  bonds that developed 
among young people using social networks as well as their word-of-mouth behavior may have led to the formation of positive attitudes 
toward participating in demonstrations to achieve political change in Egypt.   

The fact that protesters viewed social media such as Twitter as  credible “might be because most of the news and updates come 
straight from the eye witnesses and are uncensored and unedited” (Chebib and Sohail, p. 156).  Lotan, et al., who researched information 
flows on Twitter during the Egyptian and Tunisian revolutions, found that news on Twitter is “being co-constructed  by bloggers and activists 
alongside journalists and that there may be a ‘boomerang’ effect from on-the-ground reportage to MSM and back to regional sources—an 
emerging symbiosis between professionals and non-professionals” (p. 2000). 
 
Twitter Usage 
Twitter, a free microblogging service established in San Francisco, CA in 2006, allows its users to send 140-character messages called 
tweets that can be accessed on cell phones or on the Internet.  Twitter users can follow other users or they can be followed.  They can be 
as active or as passive as they want to be since they do not have to respond to users who send messages.  Although estimates of the 
number of its users are widely divergent, Twitter does not provide updates of its user figures very often.  In September of 2011, it reported 
that it had 100 million users worldwide. 

An analysis by Evans (2011) showed that only 12,900 Twitter users identified their location as being from Egypt in January of 
2011.  He indicated that the number probably doesn’t accurately reflect the actual number of users, noting that many users do not provide  
location information since they want to protect their identities.  And, research by Kwak, Lee, Park and Moon (2010) indicates that the 
number of Twitter users doesn’t tell the whole story.  They found that any retweeted tweet reaches an average of 1,000 users regardless of 
the number of followers of the original tweet since there is a fast diffusion of information after the first retweet.  Another factor that may 
facilitate Twitter use is that  mobile penetration in Egypt was 72% in 2009 (Ghannan, 2011).  

During the height of the demonstrations from Jan. 24-30, there were 1.3 million tweets worldwide that included the words “Egypt, 
Tunisia, and Yemen,” as compared with only 122,319 from Jan. 16-23.  Evans noted that the most commonly used hashtag was #jan25.   

Egypt, the most populous country in the Middle East, has the largest national cluster of bloggers in the Arab blogosphere (Etling, 
Kelly, Faris, & Palfrey, 2012).   As of December 31, 2001, there were 21.7 million Internet users in Egypt and 9.4 million Facebook users 
(“Usage and population,” 2012).   
 
Method 
The Twitter data used in this study are for three key dates during the 18 days of demonstration in Tahrir Square in Cairo.   The data is part 
of a larger Twitter data set from the Egyptian revolution that has been collected and archived.  Tweets were collected during 24-hour periods 
for the #jan25 hashtag for Jan. 25, Feb. 2, and Feb. 11, 2011.  

Since Twitter allows the public to collect tweets only up to seven days after they are posted, PeopleBrowsr Playground, a tool 
designed for marketing professionals to monitor mentions of their products in social media, was used.  PeopleBrowsr makes the entire 
Twitter “firehose”—Twitter’s name for its full archive of tweets from 2008 onward—available for searching.  Even with Playground and two 
software programs written by the third author, obtaining tweets for the study was a process of trial and error because the sheer size of the 
Twitter files caused the program to crash repeatedly.  Although the programmer originally wanted to run many search terms at once, this 
was not possible because the data set was too large; each search term had to be set up individually and run on its own.  The tradeoff was 
that this allowed for the collection of complete information on each tweet.    
  First, a text file was produced in JavaScript Object Notation format (JSON).  The advantages of automatically saving raw returned 
data as JSON rather than manually saving the text of tweets was that every tweet came with extra information not normally available 
through Playground’s graphical user interface.  The JSON tweet data included the ID number of the tweet, the exact time it was sent, any 
recorded latitude or longitude, the username and registration date of the user who sent the tweet, whether the tweet was original or 
retweeted from another user, and demographic information. 

The automatic collection of data provided information that would have been impossible to collect manually since the Playground 
interface doesn’t allow for fine-tuning the time of day the tweets are sent.  For example, the tweets obtained for this study are spread out 
during a 24-hour period.  Since the JSON files are in machine language, a second post-processing software program written in Python was 
used to provide a text file of tweets that was primarily in Arabic.  The program also removed duplicate tweets from the data sets.   
 
Study Dates and Sample  
Three key dates during the 18 days of demonstrations in Tahrir Square in Cairo were selected for analysis.  They are: (1) Jan. 25, the first 
day of the demonstrations, (2) Feb. 2, the most violent day of the demonstrations when protesters were attacked by pro-Mubarak thugs 
rampaging through Tahrir Square on camels and horses and in cars and armored vehicles, and (3) Feb. 11, when President Hosni Mubarak 
resigned. 

Samples were drawn for each of the days from the thousands and thousands of tweets that were generated for each date; the 
Jan. 25 file contained 2,057 pages in Word, the Feb. 2 file, had 1,411 pages in Word, and the Feb. 11 file had 1,455 pages in Word.  It was 
determined that sample sizes for the first two dates should be about 250 tweets and that the sample size for Feb. 11 should be larger—
about 500—to capture the different events of that day.  Demonstrators didn’t know whether the day would be one of arrests and deaths or 
whether it would be the day that President Mubarak finally decided to resign.   
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The sample size for Jan. 25 was 249, for Feb. 2 was 236, and for Feb. 11 was 482, for a total sample size of 967.   The sample was drawn 
by using both random numbers to determine starting points and kth numbers or skip intervals (the number of pages divided by the desired 
sample sizes) to determine how many pages would be skipped before another tweet was drawn.  
 
Measurement 
The coding categories for Twitter users were as follows (1) the extent of their participation, (2) five-point Likert scales measuring their levels 
of activity during demonstrations (3) the roles they played during the demonstrations, (4) the celebratory tweets posted after President 
Mubarak resigned, and (5) their emotional state.   The tweets were also coded to determine whether the tweet was an original tweet or a 
retweet.  In addition, since the tweets were drawn during a 24-hour time period for each date and proportional to the time of day they were 
sent, whether the tweets were sent during the day or at night was also coded.   

The coding was done by three research assistants.  Two coders from Egypt who are fluent in both Arabic and English coded all of 
the Arabic tweets and some of the English tweets.  An American coder worked only on coding the quotes in English.   
 
Results     
Tweet Profile   
In the samples analyzed, about one-third of the tweets/retweets were sent in English.  The reasons that so many tweets were in English was 
because  Twitter users were urged to translate tweets from Arabic to English so they would reach a wider, global audience and focus 
attention on what was happening in Egypt (Ghonim, 2012).    
 The percentage of tweets and retweets was fairly stable across the three dates although the number of original tweets was 
slightly higher on Jan. 25 and on Feb. 11 than on Feb 2.  On Feb. 11, 44% of the tweets were original and 56% were retweets and on Jan. 
25, 43% of the tweets were original and 57% were retweets.  A close reading of the tweets in the sample shows that on Feb. 2 some Twitter 
users were frantically sending retweets to let others know about the violence they had seen or experienced.  On that day, 39% of the tweets 
were original and 61% were retweets. 
 Table 1 shows the time of day that the tweets were sent.  It is interesting to note that the highest percentages of tweets were 
sent during the day on Jan. 25 (65%) and Feb. 2 (61%), as compared with daytime tweets sent on Feb. 11 (37%).   One reason for this is 
that, after President Mubarak resigned, it was safe to be at the scene and tweeting.  Also, after 18 days of protests, part of the celebrating 
for Twitter users was sending tweets and retweets about their reaction to his historic removal as president.  

 
Table 1 
Time of Day of Tweets (N = 967) 

 
           %                        %                          % 
      Jan. 25   Feb. 2  Feb. 11 
Time of Day                                                         (n = 249)             (n = 236)              (n = 482) 
 
Day         65     61      37  
Night         35     39      63 
 
Participation and Activity Levels 
 
Table 2 shows that the number of tweeters who were participants  or demonstrators steadily increased across the three days, from 48% on 
Jan. 25, to 76% on Feb. 2, to 99% on Feb. 11.  As the revolutionary movement grew in size, the percentage of supporters of protesters 
showed a marked decline during the three dates.  

 
Table 2 
Extent of Participation by Twitter Users (N = 1,056) 
 
                    %                         %                        %  
      Jan. 25   Feb. 2              Feb. 11 
 Extent                                                                         (n = 246)              (n = 227)            (n = 482) 
  
Participants or demonstrators      48     76                        99 
Supporters of protesters       51     19      1  
Bystanders at protest         1       4     __  
 “Couch” sitter or pro-stability       __       1     __ 
  
 
Table 3 shows that there were more very active participants on the first day of the planned demonstrations in Tahrir Square in Cairo as well 
as in other cities across Egypt than on the other two days.   This may have been because answering a call on Facebook to go to Tahrir only 
“to find myself alone,” as one Twitter user messaged, heightened the sense of being a participant.  On Jan. 25, 71% considered themselves 
to be very active or active participants.     
 The number of very active or active participants increased over time, with the percentage rising to 97% by Feb. 11. It should be 
noted here that the high levels of reported activity provides evidence that the sample was composed primarily of Egyptians. 
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Table 3 
Activity Levels of Twitter Users during Demonstrations (N = 936) 
          %                        %                       % 
                   Jan. 25   Feb. 2             Feb. 11 
 Level of Activity                                                       (n = 238)             (n = 217)             (n = 481) 
 
Very active participant      24      7      2 
Active participant       47     75    95 
Neither active nor non-active participant    12                          3      1 
Non-active participant        8                          7      2 
Very non-active participant       9     8    __ 

 
 
Participant Roles 
Table 4 shows that, on Jan. 25 and Feb. 2 and to a lesser extent on Feb. 11, Twitter activists were doing more than just demonstrating.   
They played five different roles, depending upon what was needed at the time.  The five roles were: (1) Coordinating and organizing, (2) 
mobilizing, (3) tactical and security, (4) surveillance and security and (5) bearing witness. 

On Jan. 25, Twitter users were heavily engaged in mobilizing activities (20%) that were necessary to encourage large numbers  of 
Twitter users as well as ordinary citizens to participate and in fulfilling the tactical and strategic role (23%) that was needed to keep one step 
ahead of the police and security forces who were trying to deter their movements to central locations such as Tahrir Square.  

On Feb. 2, when the demonstrators were being arrested, beaten and/or killed, the activists played a key surveillance and security 
role (30%) by tweeting about the violence as well as fulfilling the bearing witness role (19%). 

On Feb. 11, which turned out to be a peaceful, celebratory day, about 46% of  the Twitter users were simply participants in the 
demonstrations.   On this day, 30% of the Twitter users were tweeting and retweeting what the media were reporting—trying to find out what 
was happening.  Would there be more violence against the demonstrators or would President Mubarak finally be resigning?    
 
Table 4 
Roles of Twitter Users during Demonstrations (N = 915) 
                    %                        %                          %   
      Jan. 25   Feb. 2  Feb. 11 
 Extent of Participation    (n = 236)            (n = 210)              (n = 469) 
 
Coordinating/Organizing      13       9       3 
Mobilizing       20     17     16 
Tactical/Strategic       23     10     __ 
Surveillance/Security      14     30     30 
Bearing witness       10     19       5 
Just participating       20     15     46 
 
 
The coordinating and organizing role included tweeting instructions on meeting places, organizing life in Tahrir Square, and sending in 
doctors and medical supplies where needed.  Activists began coordinating the Jan. 25 demonstrations in the morning.  At 8:33 a.m. a 
Twitter activist sent this tweet: “Everyone should check ‘We’re all Khaled Said’ facebook page at noon to see if there are any changes in 
meeting places.”  At 10:51 another organizing tweet was posted: “Demonstration of ‘gama’t el dewal’ street will be at 2 pm starting from 
‘mostafa mahmou square . . . arrange with your friends and start moving.”  On Feb. 2, there was an urgent tweet for doctors: “There is a 
spot in Tahrir square . . . that has turned into an urgent care unit.  We need syringes, thread, gauze and surgical instruments.  There are a 
lot of wounded people.  Please retweet.” 

The mobilizing role included such things as encouraging people to participate by allaying their fears and concerns about the 
dangers of doing so, making appeals on the basis of the need for dignity, freedom, and justice or that Allah is with us, and remembering the 
sacrifices made by Khalid Said and others. On Feb. 2, a Twitter user wrote: “Let’s stand together and continue in our strike for our rights to 
work and have freedom and social justice.”  Another post was: “Sheikh Karadawy says to youth in tahrir square: Stay in Tahrir and be 
strong, you either live with dignity or die as martyrs.”      

The tactical and strategic role involved warnings about what the police and security forces were doing as well as providing 
information on how to bypass Twitter and Internet shutdowns.  On Jan. 25, the government blocked web sites such as Facebook and 
Twitter.  One activist tweeted: “You can use Chromed Bird from your google chrome browser.  It is still working and not blocked.”   

The surveillance and security role was aimed at keeping demonstrators as safe as possible such as providing minute-by-minute 
updates on what streets were being blocked, what areas to avoid, what police and security forces were doing,  and instructions on what 
information to tweet if they saw someone about to be arrested.  On Feb. 2, one Twitter user reported as follows: “Ayman Nour via twitter 
said: I am surrounded now by thousands of hired thugs in ‘Bab el louq’ area.”  Another reported:  “Black BMW in Dokki & mohandeseen 
filled with men in neqab shooting at random.” 

The bearing witness role, to a large extent, involved documenting violent actions by pro-Mubarak forces by tweeting about them, 
by taking pictures, by making videos, and by informing the news media about the violence that was occurring.  On Feb. 2, activists posted 
tweet after tweet of the violence they witnessed:  “there is a slaughter in Tahrir Square.  They are killing and attacking unarmed protestors 
with weapons and using tear gas.”  Another Feb. 2 tweet: “I am literally sitting on one of the thugs right now.”  And still another tweet.  “After 
horses and camels, thugs are bringing dogs now to #Tahrir.  Shame on you #Mubarak, really shame on you.”  

A number of bearing witness tweets such as the following tweets provided monitoring of what the Egyptian media, Al-Jazeera, 
and other international media were reporting about the demonstrations: “ ‘Al Jazeera’: Deaths and hundreds wounded in clashes in Tahrir 
Square” and “Al Jazeera correspondent at Tahrir square says thugs are beating us up using police weapon and throwing us with iron balls.”   
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Participant Disagreement 
There was remarkable solidarity among Twitter users, with very few disagreements expressed in their posts on the need to demonstrate, 
what should be done, and how it should be done.   The posts indicate that it was like they were all of one mind.  On the rare occasions that 
a user voiced disagreement with the tweets of other Twitter users, there generally was a straight-forward reason given and there was an 
absence of personal attacks.  The percentage of disagreements that were voiced ranged from less than 2% on Jan. 25 to 6% on Feb. 2, 
with Feb. 11 in the middle at 3%.  One tweet showing a disagreement was posted on Feb. 2 after President Mubarak’s speech: “Please all 
people go home.  That’s enough.  We have got what we asked for.  Let the man die in his country.  He’s just a couple of months away from 
leaving and we’re in control now.” 
  
Emotional State 
For almost two-thirds of the Twitter users, their emotional state was discernable in their tweets.  Table 5 shows their emotions were fairly 
dependent upon what happened on a particular day.  On Jan. 25, 35% were happy or euphoric at the large turnout at the demonstrations 
across the country.  Even more (81%) expressed their “happiness or euphoria when President Mubarak resigned.  The violence against 
demonstrators on Feb. 2 resulted in slightly more than half expressing anger at President Mubarak and the pro-Mubarak forces.  One 
activist reacted with gallows’ humor:  “Egyptians are waiting for the score of today’s demonstrations.  In case of winning, we’ll be playing 
with Tunis in the finals, God willing.”    
 
Table 5 
Emotional State of Twitter Users during Demonstrations (N = 604) 
          %                        %                          % 
      Jan. 25   Feb. 2  Feb. 11 
 Emotions                                                                     (n = 64)             (n = 136)               (n = 404) 
 
Fear         16     16       3     
Anger         17     51       8 
Sad         12     15                           4 
Happy         30     10                   75 
Euphoric          5     __                           6 
Other         20       8                     4   
 
Feb. 11: Time for Celebration 
 
At long last, on Jan. 11, demonstrators achieved their goal of forcing President Mubarak to resign.  On that day 46% of the tweets were 
celebratory.  The discipline and self-sacrifice was over.  As Table 6 shows, it was time to party and to celebrate their victory.   
  Many post-resignation posts used sarcasm to express the victory over Mubarak. Some Twitter users joked about how Mubarak 
had previously made fun of youth using social media but that  now it was their turn to make fun of him. Some tweets referred to Mubarak as 
the new friend of Zein El Abdeen,  joking that Zein El Abdeen is telling Mubarak not to forget his play station joystick before leaving Egypt. A 
frequent retweet @Ghonim  was that “Mubarak said he will be running for the presidency in Tunisia and million of Tunisians are calling for 
Bin Ali to return.”  One Twitter user sarcastically said that he will miss his “La Vache Qui Rit” laugh, which refers to an old joke that 
compared Mubarak’s laugh to that of the cow on “La Vache Qui Rit” cheese packets.  

Twitter users also expressed how it was still so hard to believe that Mubarak was gone, saying that they feel Egyptian state media 
will announce that, if people don’t leave Tahrir right away, they will bring  Mubarak back.  Another Twitter user said: “Somebody please 
pinch me because I still can’t believe what happened today.” Others joked about his stubbornness and how it took him so much time to 
realize that it was time for him to go, comparing him to the persistent girlfriend who wouldn’t take ‘no’ for an answer.   
 
Table 6 
Celebratory Tweets on Jan. 11, 2011 when Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak Resigned (N = 223) 
 
Content of Tweet Message                                 %      
 
Time to celebrate        26 
Victory: We won        22 
Pride in being Egyptian       18 
Thank you: Khaled Said, martyrs, WaelGhonim, demonstrators  10 
Can’t believe Mubarak resigned      10 
Egyptians made history         8 
No more fear          5      
 
 
In addition to the celebratory posts and jokes, Twitter was full of messages expressing hope and  a new beginning for individuals and Egypt.   
One Twitter post read as follows: “I’m sorry #Egypt, I promise to be a better citizen.  A BETTER EGYPTIAN!!  I love my country #jan25 
#tahrir  RETWEET.”  And, there was this frequent retweet: “RT @Ghonim: A call to all well-educated Egyptians around the world.  Come 
back ASAP to build our nation.”  

And, it was fitting that while some were celebrating, Twitter users went back to their pre-resignation role of coordination and 
organization, putting out a call for volunteers.  Posts similar to the following were tweeted and retreeted: “Tomorrow  morning I’ll be in 
#Tahrir to clean it.  Our country will be clean and we will start from tahrir out to every place.” 
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Conclusion 
The societal forces that led to the resignation of President Mubarak are many and complex.  Activists, including those who used Twitter and 
other social media, tapped into and gave voice to long-standing grievances of the Egyptian people against  President Mubarak and his 
supporters.  This study showed how demonstrators used Twitter to fulfill three participation roles that are a necessary condition for any 
social movement to be successful: (1)  coordination and organization, (2) mobilization, and (3) tactical and strategic communications.   

But as previous research has indicated, the revolution might not have gotten off the ground if it had not been for the organizing, 
mobilizing, and tactical work that activists did behind the scene to make their case with ordinary Egyptians.  It was the combination of their 
parallel work at the street level and their skillful use of Twitter and other social media that made the difference. 

The activists also used Twitter and its mobile technology in two ways that had not been envisioned in quite the same way 
before—as internal and external media.  Twitter users became a small army of participant-reporters serving their internal  media—Twitter 
itself—to keep themselves informed and flexible so that they could react quickly to what pro-Mubarak forces were doing.  This was the 
surveillance and security role.   

But, probably even more important, Twitter activists were fearless on-the-scene citizen journalists serving external media.  What 
they did so well was to use Twitter and other technologies to bear witness to violence in a way that was accepted as credible and usable to 
journalists from more traditional media.  They did this by documenting what they saw with factual accounts and pictures and video taken 
with cell phones.  And, just as they understood the need to gain the support of Egyptians, they also understood the need to tell their stories 
to the world through their tweets to the media. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to gather information about how individuals from two different cultural dimensions (Hofstede, 2001) score on 
three differently designed e-learning modules. Specifically, this investigation sought to understand whether individualist and collectivist 
groups of undergraduate and graduate students learn differently from instructional content designed according to the coherence principle. 
Each of the three e-learning modules shared the same instructional content: time travel. A post-test measured retained knowledge in 
subjects from both cultural dimensions on each of the three differently designed e-learning modules. The coherence principle of multimedia 
instruction stipulates that the addition of extraneous audio, images, or text impairs learning. The interpretation of results presented in this 
dissertation contextualize the interaction of the coherence principle and the cultural background of the subjects as they relate to post-test 
scores as well as to applied multimedia design. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Language is the medium by which individuals acquire knowledge. With knowledge we mean the collection of information, skills, beliefs, and 
awareness gained through exposure to experience, facts, and situations. The effectiveness of instructional content depends on the nature of 
its design given that human beings acquire knowledge through language. Instructional materials based on poor design make reaching the 
stated objectives difficult or impossible. However, it is likely that achievement of learning objectives may depend on the language of the 
learner. Further, the design of instructional content may need to be adapted to different learner cultural backgrounds. It was the purpose of 
this study to find answers for both of these suppositions.  

 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Coherence Principle  
Clark and Mayer (2010) propose a cognitive theory of multimedia learning that defines learning as an active process of sense-making. It 
defines teaching as an attempt to encourage adequate cognitive processing in the learner. Research is therefore needed to determine the 
effect of the interaction of cultural dimensions and the coherence principle on the achievement of different educational objectives. 

The cognitive theory includes several multimedia principles that serve as guidelines for instructional designers of multimedia with 
an educational objective (Clark & Mayer, 2010). Tested in laboratory experiments (Mayer, 2001; Harp & Mayer, 1998; Sanchez & Wiley, 
2006), the coherence principle asserts that the addition of interesting material can hurt or impede learning. Interesting material is understood 
as extraneous information. Extra information includes (1) entertaining stories that are related but not essential to the instructional objective, 
(2) background music and environmental sounds added for motivation, and (3) images or detailed textual descriptions. According to Clark 
and Mayer (2010), these extras may harm learning through distraction, disruption, and seduction. Numerous studies support the multimedia 
elements principles as outlined in Clark and Mayer (2010), several of these studies include: Harp and Maslich (2005), Harp and Mayer 
(1998); Mayer, (1998); Mayer, (2001); Moreno and Mayer, (2000); Mayer and Anderson, (1991); Mayer, Heiser, and Lonn, (2001); 
Renninger, Hidi, and Krapp, (1992); Robinson, (2002). 

The coherence principle is one of six such principles that are prescriptions as to the design of instructional content per the 
cognitive theory of multimedia learning. The theory is based on three assumptions, (1) dual channels, (2) limited capacity, and (3) active 
processing.  

 
Dual channels 
Human beings possess within their cognitive structure separate processing channels for visual and verbal information. This is the core of the 
dual channels assumption. It is rooted in research and perspectives articulated by Mayer and Moreno (2003) drawing on Paivio’s (1986) 
dual-coding theory and Baddeley’s (1992; 1998; 2000; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974) theory of working memory. Mayer (2001) proposed that 
efficient learning and instruction is accompanied by taking into consideration the separateness of the verbal and nonverbal channels. Mayer 
modified the term visual to nonverbal to allow for sound and motion. For Mayer, there is a presentation-mode approach implied in Paivio’s 
contribution that distinguishes between verbal and nonverbal learning. Thus, pictures or music are processed by one channel, whereas 
verbal words and sounds (spoken language) are processed by a separate channel. 

 
Limited capacity 
A limited amount of processing capacity exists in visual and verbal channels. This is rooted in the work of Miller (1956), Baddeley (1992), as 
well as Chandler and Sweller’s (1991; Sweller, 1994) cognitive load theory. The theory posits that a person is able to remember a limited 
amount of presented material, and while this amount may vary from person to person (Mayer, 2001), it is still limited. Types of cognitive load 
include intrinsic and extraneous.  

 
Active processing 
The act of learning requires substantial cognitive processing in the verbal and visual channels. The active processing assumption implies 
that we tend to pay attention to and select from presented instructional content, organize it, and integrate it into a coherent cognitive 
structure that is connected to older knowledge (Mayer, 2001). Central to Wittrock’s (1989) generative-learning theory is the assumption that 
learning is neurological meaning-making as contrasted with memorization. Generative learning relates to the cognitive processes involved 
with crafting relationships between concepts and experience. Wittrock’s (1992) research tracks cognitive processing and retention of 
information at the relational, not rote, level. Mayer (2001) adds to this the selection-organization-integration theory of active learning (Mayer 
& Moreno, 2003).  
 
Critique of Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Instruction (and Coherence Principle) 
The problem with this logic is the implicit assumption that language does not have any influence on thought. In particular, there is no 
discussion as to whether a language or a culture could influence the way in which associations are made within the individual about verbal 
and nonverbal information. There is no disagreement here as to whether processing verbal and related nonverbal elements in an 
instructional context proceeds along separate channels. It is unlikely, however, that each person would associate a given image, object, or 
sound to a given word or concept similarly and uniformly. It is likely that language and culture impact expressed and internalized meaning 
differently depending on the particular case. Specifically, Paivio’s (1986) distinction seems to imply the same categorical dichotomy as 
Saussure’s (1983) langue and parole. The former is the abstract system of language and the latter implies concrete speech utterances 
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(Downes, 1998). Interestingly, Chomsky (1986) draws a similar distinction between competence and performance. Clark and Mayer (2010) 
and Mayer (2001) assume through an interpretation of Paivio’s dual-coding theory that during instruction, narration (verbal information) may 
initially proceed along the verbal channel, but may also be processed as if it were nonverbal information, in the same way that words can 
conjure up images. However, if language influences thought, then generalizations should not be made as to the presumed impact that 
verbal and nonverbal cues may have on linguistically and culturally diverse learners. 

 
Universal Grammar and Linguistic Relativity 
The cognitive process of the brain contains structures that exist as a means for the assemblage of grammatical items. Language is the 
medium through which the principles and guidelines of grammar realize ideational forms of thought. However, grammar is enacted through 
the existence of a structure or faculty that enables the acquisition of language, formation of grammatical rules and order, and the 
development of knowledge. This structure makes linguistic acquisition and expression possible.  

 
Universal Grammar 
Universal Grammar (UG) is a trait of the human organism’s faculty to acquire language (Chomsky, 1965; 1986, p.5). Generative grammar 
emphasizes the role of knowledge that is to be acquired through use of language (1965). Traditional and structuralist approaches to 
explaining grammar deal more with elements of a given language and not with knowledge that can be attained once those elements have 
been acquired.  
 
UG and generative grammar  
In recalling Humboldt’s (1836) contribution in Über die Verschiedenheit des Menschlichen Sprachbaues [On the Diversity of Human 
Linguistic Structure] Chomsky acknowledges (1987, p.152) that while the laws of a language may be fixed, the generative principles are 
unfettered by the free creation of the individual. For Chomsky the generative aspect is genetic. Indeed, Humboldt’s term erzeugen (to 
create) implies the creation of a thing from materials dissimilar to the product. What we refer to as language is the generative ability of the 
cognitive structure to create new combinations of linguistic elements that become distinct units of larger systems of communication and 
meaning-making. Implied is the notion that the human brain is inhabited by a pre-coded or preprogrammed faculty that epigenetically works 
to acquire language. This metaphor of the mind as a computer is common to Cognitivism.  

 
A cognitive structure for language  
Regardless of the actual source of language and thought and how human beings articulate these in reality, the sphere of origination of 
language in the brain may contain within it a preprogrammed structure. Irrefutable are the distinctive products of thought among the varied 
cultures and languages in our world. These products are the verbal and non-verbal forms of expression that emanate from the brain. 
Chomsky (1965; 1986; 1987) argues that UG explains the constitutive aspect of the initial state as being common to all people, yet the 
outcome of this initial state is perceived in terms of different grammars and languages which ultimately determine meaning in similar or 
dissimilar ways. In other words, what starts as common to all emerges as being unique to those who share the same internalized language 
or grammar.  

 
Linguistic Relativism 
Extreme versions of linguistic relativism posit that all aspects of language influence or shape all aspects of thought. This implies that unique 
differences exist between peoples and cultures, and that one’s perception of the world is shaped by the language(s) one speaks. Less 
extreme versions simply suggest that languages differ in significant ways (Pederson, 2007).  

The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, which is often considered a starting point for discussions of linguistic relativism, suggests that 
individuals make sense of reality through the medium of language. Specifically, this notion places the role of perception and comprehension 
of reality in the language spoken by a particular person regardless of the time or place (Whorf, 1956).  

Lakoff (1996), Gumperz and Levinson (1996), Slobin (1996), and more recently Boroditsky (2001; 2010) have re-examined 
linguistic relativity. Lakoff proposed four parameters that discuss criticisms and issues with regard to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. Each 
parameter presents a difference in opinion reflecting prior research; for example, the fourth parameter asks whether to view the locus of 
linguistic relativity as being in the language or in the mind. However, Pinker (1994) insists that the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, as well as 
linguistic relativity, is not to be taken seriously. Pinker asserts a meta-language (or mentalese) as that linguistic medium whereby humans 
conduct their thinking. He insists that we do not think in natural language, i.e. as in that language we use to communicate with others in text, 
talk, video, audio, song, etc. 
 
Voices in support of linguistic relativity 
 Tohidian (2009) reviews a history of work done on linguistic relativity to conclude that language indeed influences thought and one’s world 
view, but that these are not governed by language. This is a unique and important distinction that harkens back to the difference between 
extreme and less extreme versions of the hypothesis. An earlier study by Hoffman, Lau, and Johnson (1986) found that language in 
bilingual English-Chinese speakers appeared to have some impact on the use of stereotypes. Hunt and Agnoli (1991) argued that for some 
languages, certain thoughts are more parsimonious or economical than their verbal counterparts in another language. This suggests that 
while language may not directly impact or determine thought, it is potentially easier or more difficult to conceptualize something in one 
language as opposed to another. The German word Schadenfreude is an appropriate example. In one word, it means (in English) ‘taking joy 
in another’s pain or suffering’. It is more economical to use the German phrase than the less economical English version.  

Casasanto (2008) acknowledged the difficulty in providing empirical evidence for linguistic relativity, but discussed the results of 
an experiment testing the impact that language has on spatial and temporal reasoning. He found that native English and native Greek 
speakers think about time differently and this difference corresponds to culture or language-specific metaphors of each group (2008, p. 75). 
Scott (1989) found similarities in the ways English and Mandarin speakers conceptualize and describe time. As Boroditsky (2003; 2011) 
later notes, those results do not suggest linguistic determinism as in the tradition of the Sapir-Whorfian sense but imply that language is an 
element in shaping thought (thereby suggesting that there are potentially other elements). Further, habitual thought is nuanced by one’s 
native language and its associative culture. Lucy and Gaskins (2001) found evidence to support the thesis that certain grammatical aspects 
may shape the way English and Yucatec Mayan speakers conceptualize shapes and substances of objects. Reines and Prinz (2009) 
provide further partial support of the linguistic relativity hypothesis. 
 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
In order to maintain parity with prior studies in this field, I used an experimental design (Harp & Mayer, 1997; Mayer & Anderson, 1991; 
Moreno & Mayer, 2000; Renninger, Hidi, & Krapp, 1992). This study sought to contribute new knowledge to the discipline of 
communications within the larger field of the social sciences by examining the impact of cultural dimensions and the coherence principle on 
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the achievement of educational objectives in an e-learning environment. The following provides a critical discussion of each aspect of the 
research design.  
 
Sample and Demographics 
I used a sample of 67 undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in courses at a major university in the Pennsylvania State Systems of 
Higher Education (PASSHE) during spring 2011. Overall there were 36 undergraduate or graduate students from collectivist cultures and 31 
students from an individualist culture. Cultural information came from questions appearing at the end of the post-test to avoid priming 
cultural biases in the subjects. Here, the term collectivist is not a political concept but represents a dimension of national or real cultures and 
pertains to those societies which emphasize harmony, group interests, and “cohesive-in-groups [that] continue to protect [individuals] in 
exchange for unquestioning loyalty” (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005). It is a concept forming a part of the individualist collectivist (I/C) construct 
(Triandis, 1995). Individualism is the conceptual opposite of collectivism and implies societies that have loose ties between individuals in the 
sense that the individual is expected to see to oneself or to one’s immediate family.  

I collected the following demographic information from each of the subjects in the sample: gender, age, native language, country 
of origin, degree sought at the time of the study, grade point average (GPA), program of study, and online course experience.  

Grade point average is indicative of the same pattern. Frequencies show that among the collectivists for all modules, the majority 
of subjects (83%) had a GPA of 3.5 or higher, including 47% with a 4.0. By contrast the frequencies among the individualists indicate that 
55% had a GPA that fell between 2.0 and 3.49; only 29% had a 3.5 – 3.9 and 16% had a perfect 4.0 grade point average.  

The disparity in GPA scores between the two cultural dimensions suggests that students enrolled in graduate-level courses in the 
sample had higher grade point averages than undergraduate students. This may be due to the higher percentage of graduate students in 
the collectivist sample than in the individualist sample.  

 
Native Language and Country of Origin 
Native language varied more in the collectivist group than in the individualist group. All 31 of the individualist students listed English the 
native language and the United States as country of origin. English was the native language for 47.8% of the overall sample. It may be of 
interest to note that only one of the collectivist subjects cited English as the native language and Jamaica as the country of origin. However, 
the second most common native language in the overall sample was Mandarin Chinese (38.8%). In the collectivist group Chinese (either 
Mandarin or Taiwanese) comprised 75% of the native languages among participants.  

Each subject listing Mandarin Chinese as the native language noted the People’s Republic of China as the country of origin. 
Numbering only one subject per language, collectivist subjects noted the following native languages (country of origin is in parentheses): 
Saudi Arabic (Saudi Arabia), Hindi (India), Japanese (Japan), Korean, Punjabi (India), Spanish (Peru), Taiwanese (Taiwan), Thai (Thailand), 
and Vietnamese (Vietnam). 
 
Experimental Design 
In tune with the previous discussion about the absence of language and culture in e-learning design principles, this study explored whether 
using Clark and Mayer’s coherence principle applies to linguistically and culturally diverse students. I developed three e-learning modules, 
each with identical content. Each module differed only in design. One was designed according to the coherence principle (just pure 
instructional content). Two others broke this rule as one had background audio, the other background images. The content was time travel; I 
needed to be sure that subjects participating in the experiment had little or no prior knowledge of the instructional content. The learning 
objectives: articulate the basic laws on time travel and identify the correct symbol sequences on the time travel console (both of which I 
created). A post-test measured retained knowledge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. (Left) Console of time travel device as depicted in all e-learning modules designed for this study and (Right) time travel laws 
section as depicted in the control module. 

 
Randomization 
The researcher assigned one of the three modules to the subjects, one at a time. Starting with the control module and continuing with the 
two experimental modules (referred to during random assignment as module #1, #2, and #3, respectively) the researcher randomly 
assigned the modules to all subjects in both cultural dimensions. Thus, there was no way to predict which person would take the module 
with extraneous audio, for example, or either the control or other experimental module.  

 
Instructional Content of Module 
The content of the instructional module, as discussed above, is time travel. Specifically, the module instructed each learner how to use a 
time travel device. As mentioned previously, the time travel narrative was appropriate given that subjects would not likely have any prior 
knowledge as to the specific mechanics and temporal laws behind the time travel device as depicted in the module. The purpose of the 
module from an instructional point of view was to educate the subject as to how to use the time travel device and to become familiar with its 
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associative temporal laws. The module began with a brief introduction as to the nature of the device. Following this was a cursory lesson on 
laws associated with time travel. It is important to note that while the content of the module is mostly fictional, the laws are rooted in a 
mixture of science fact, conjecture, and science fiction.  

 
Non-essential audio and images in experimental modules 
The non-essentials added to the modules not designed according to the coherence principle were music and images. According to Clark 
and Mayer (2010, p.118), adding background music does not improve, and is likely to impede, learning. This study will incorporate an 
unobtrusive musical piece with no lyrics and only one instrument. Clark and Mayer also argue that extraneous images should be excluded 
from instructional content. Accordingly, non-essential images were included in the second experimental version. This is explained further in 
subsequent paragraphs. 
 
Extraneous audio. Specifically, the audio adjuncts to be included in one of the two experimental modules are segments of Song to the East 
by Ferenc Snetberger, Hungarian guitarist (Snetberger, 2001). It was chosen due to technique and style. Snetberger’s song is a fine 
example of multiple cultural styles within one track. While the guitarist is Eastern European, the song connotes Latin, Middle Eastern, Indian, 
and Asian imagery.  
 
Extraneous images. Using images as adjuncts in an instructional module is strongly advised against by Clark and Mayer (2010). Studies 
have used both computer and paper-based instruction to test whether the coherence principle is tenable (Harp & Mayer, 1997; Mayer, 
Heiser, & Lonn, 2001). These studies posit that the addition of images to enhance the content of an instructional lesson, computer or paper-
based, will prevent students from being able to learn deeply. Accordingly, this study incorporated seven extraneous images that pertain to 
time travel. Three of the seven image adjuncts come from countries identified as individualist and four come from collectivist countries. 
These countries are defined as collectivist or individualist per Hofstede (1980; 2001), Hofstede and Hofstede (2005), and Triandis (1995). 
The three individualist countries are: France, Germany, and the United States. The four collectivist countries are: India, Japan, Russia, and 
South Korea.  
 
RESULTS 
First Hypothesis  
H1: Individualist subjects will achieve a similar score as compared to collectivist subjects on the control module. The first hypothesis 
suggests that the scores will be similar between the two groups. Further, the argument is that there will be no significant difference between 
the two control groups.  

A one-way analysis of variance between the control groups was computed. No significant differences were found between the 
control groups on the overall post-test (F (1, 20) = 2.866, p = .106) or on the symbol sequences section (F (1, 20) = .779, p = .388). As the t 
test found, a statistically significant difference was detected (F (1, 20) = 4.545, p = .046) on the time travel laws section.  

 
Second Hypothesis 
H2: Individualist subjects will achieve a similar score on the experimental module with audio adjuncts as compared to collectivist subjects. 
An ANOVA was run to detect significant differences. No significant difference was found between the IND and COLL experimental groups 
with music on its overall post-test (F (1, 18) = 4.245, p = .054).  Similarly, no significant difference was detected on the symbol sequences 
section (F (1, 18) = 2.922, p = .105). However, while the t test indicated no statistically significant difference between the IND and COLL 
experimental groups with music on the time travel laws section, the ANOVA resulted in a statistically significant difference (F (1, 18) = 5.000, 
p = .038). This finding indicates that collectivists achieved lower post-test scores on the time travel laws section when compared to the 
individualists on the experimental module with music. It was anticipated that both groups would achieve similar low scores given that the 
design of the module included non-essential audio. Since there was a significant difference in time travel law scores, this may be explained 
by the cultural and linguistic composition of the collectivist control group.  

 
Third Hypothesis 
H3: Individualist subjects will achieve a similar score on the experimental module with image adjuncts as compared to collectivist subjects. A 
one-way analysis of variance was computed to detect any differences between the IND and COLL experimental groups with images. A 
statistically significant difference was found between the groups on the total score for the overall post-test (F (1, 23) = 4.765, p = .040).  No 
significant differences were found for either of the two sections when analyzed separately, symbol sequences: (F (1, 23) = 2,277, p = .145) 
and time travel laws: (F (1, 23) = 2.505, p = .127).   

 
Fourth Hypothesis 
H4: Individualist subjects in the control group will score differently than individualist subjects in either experimental group. Separate t test 
results showed no statistically significant differences between the IND control and either of its two experimental groups. These results (in 
Tables 1 and 2) do not support the fourth research hypothesis. Differences were expected given the research on the coherence principle. 
Since the two experimental modules included audio and images, respectively, it was hypothesized that the control group scores would be 
higher than both of the experimental groups. In fact, the individualist group receiving the module with non-essential images achieved the 
highest post-test scores overall. These findings stand in stark contrast to prior research on the coherence principle. No t test statistic (*) 
could be computed for the time travel laws section. As the standard deviations indicate, each IND group scored perfectly on the time travel 
laws section. In the interest of exploring any differences or similarities between the collectivist control and experimental groups, the 
researcher calculated t tests between the collectivist control and each of its experimental groups. No statistically significant differences were 
found. There has been no previous investigation of the coherence principle and culturally and linguistically diverse students audiences. 
These results indicate that for the collectivists in this study, subjects performed similarly and achieved moderate to high scores in the control 
and two experimental versions. In other words, the potential distractions presented by the non-essential audio and images did not lead to 
lower post-test scores compared to the control group for those subjects in the collectivist cultural dimension.  
 

Table 1: Independent Samples T Test for IND Control Group and IND Experimental Group with Music 
Post-test (Control * Exp/Music) t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Std. Error Difference 
Symbols  .000 18 1.000 .00000 .18856 
Time Travel Laws * * * * * 
Overall Scores .000 18 1.000 .00000 .18856 
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Table 2: Independent Samples T Test for IND Control Group and IND Experimental Group with Images 
Post-test (Control * Exp/Images) t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Std. Error Difference 
Symbols  -1.577 19 .131 -.20000 .12679 
Time Travel Laws * * * * * 
Overall Scores -1.577 19 .131 -.20000 .12679 

 
Interaction Effects (Cultural Dimension * Coherence Principle) 
The researcher computed a two-way analysis of variance to examine the interaction between the independent variables in this study, 
namely, cultural dimension and the coherence principle (module design). Each independent variable is categorical. The cultural dimension 
variable is comprised of the collectivists and individualist categories. The coherence principle variable is comprised of the three module 
types (control and two experimental). 

No interaction effect (F (2) = .113, p =.893) was found. Viewing the coherence principle as a main effect (F (2) = .304, p = .739), 
the results in Table 3 indicate that learning about the content from one of the three modules did not influence achievement on the post-test. 
Culture as a main effect (F (1) = 11.399, p = .001) indicates that the cultural background (or perhaps the native language of the subject) 
influenced achievement on the post-test. The R2 (.167) shows that (16.7%) of the total variability in post-test scores can be explained by 
culture and the coherence principle. This percentage leaves much of the observed variability unexplained, although culture and the 
coherence principle are not significantly related to achievement on the post-test.  

 
Table 3:Tests of Between-Subjects Effects with the Total Score on the Post-test as the Dependent Variable 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. Partial Eta2  
Corrected Model 11.099a 5 2.220 2.441 .044 .167 
Intercept 8739.599 1 8739.599 9611.215 .000 .994 
CPb .553 2 .276 .304 .739 .010 
Culturec 10.365 1 10.365 11.399 .001 .157 
CP * Culture .206 2 .103 .113 .893 .004 
Error 55.468 61 .909    
Total 8847.000 67     
Corrected Total 66.567 66     
a. R2 = .167 (Adjusted R Squared = .098) b. CP = Coherence Principle c. Culture = Cultural Dimensions 

 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
This study contributes new knowledge in the areas of cognitive theory of learning, cognitive linguistics, e-learning, and communications. No 
previous studies examined whether designing an e-learning module according to the coherence principle interacts with the cultural or 
linguistic diversity of the learner.  

In order to operate the time travel device correctly and safely, it was not enough to enter the symbol sequences in the correct 
order. Subjects also had to learn about the three time travel laws. The difference in scores on the time travel section may be due to the 
dissimilar ways human beings perceive and articulate time as an abstract concept. Not all people understand time in homogeneous ways. 
The uniformity in Universal Grammar (UG) presupposes that since one human language conceptualizes time, another will likely allow for 
some concept for time. The diversity in applying the concept of time is due to differences in the ways speakers of some languages perceive 
time compared to speakers of other languages. Contrasting with this explanation is the notion that a different cognitive reasoning process 
may have been necessary to learn the time travel laws. The time travel laws section may have required more of the subjects than the 
symbol sequences section in terms of abstraction, language level, reasoning, etc. However, that argument does not explain why 
individualists scored well in that section in all three module types, except that all individualists were native speakers of English.  
 
Time Expressed as a Linear Concept  
The second image included in Figure 1 (shown earlier) illustrates the timeline used for explaining more about the time travel laws. What 
each slide contains is a linear representation of time with an implicit understanding of “back” or “before” to mean the past and “ahead”, 
“front”, or “then” to signify the future.  

Native speakers of Chinese (83%) outnumbered all other native languages among collectivists in the control module, not to 
mention the two experimental modules as well. There is a tendency for long-term planning among Chinese people, and the orientation 
toward time in Confucian cultures suggests a flexible attitude and one that is multidimensional. It has a focus on the past which is connected 
to the importance of tradition in Confucianism (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005; Nisbett, 2003; Li, 2008). In experiments seeking to understand 
whether language shapes thought, Boroditsky (2001) found that speakers of Mandarin Chinese perceive time in horizontal as well as 
vertical ways. By contrast, English native speakers conceptualize time in strictly horizontal ways. In other words, English native speakers 
view lunch, for example, as linearly coming before dinner but after breakfast. The native speaker of Chinese understands this order 
vertically. Lunch is perceived as in the middle with breakfast on top and dinner below. The upper part of the vertical way of seeing time for 
Chinese speakers is relegated to the past; the bottom is for the future.  

Ten of the twelve collectivists (83%) in the control group were native speakers of Chinese. The lower post-test scores on the time 
travel laws section is likely explained by the difference in how Chinese speakers perceive time. The time travel laws were instructed using a 
Western or individualist orientation toward time with a linear, horizontal left-right timeline. Events on the left side were understood as the 
past; those on the right are generally the future, relative to the point indicated as the present. The collectivist group scored lower on the time 
travel law section because the instruction was geared for an individualist orientation toward time, even though the subject matter was 
entirely fictional.  

Given the proposition that differences in the way Chinese speakers perceive time led to lower post-test scores among collectivists 
on the time travel laws sections in all three groups (control and two experimental), it is helpful to take a look at the non-Chinese people in 
the collectivist groups. In the control group, 83% of the participants were native speakers of Chinese with the remaining two subjects (17%) 
being native speakers of Punjabi and Hindi, respectively. Neither of the two non-Chinese people made any errors on the time travel laws 
section. However, 60% of the Chinese speakers made errors on the section.  

 
Second Hypothesis 
The second hypothesis proposed no differences would be detected between the experimental groups receiving the module with background 
music. The second research hypothesis is supported for a critical reason. Research on the coherence principle of multimedia learning 
informs us that the addition of non-essential music (or other audio adjuncts) hurts learning. The ANOVA statistical test revealed no 
significant difference on the overall score of the post-test. Yet literature and prior research have indicated that adding extraneous music is 
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detrimental to learning; thus, there should be a difference. Why was there no significant difference between the groups? Further, why did 
both groups score highly relative to each other on the overall post-test (IND: M = 11.8; COLL: M = 10.8)? The answer may lie in the inherent 
interest level in the instructional content of the e-learning module.  
 
Interest level in instructional content  
Many of the subjects remarked at how much they enjoyed the module, how interested they were in learning the symbol sequences, and 
about the general topic of time travel. I received such comments from both collectivists and individualists. In fact, one subject in particular 
sent a follow-up email indicating a willingness to participate in future experiments since this one was so enjoyable (personal communication, 
February 20, 2011). 

If the level of attention in the instructional content was high, subjects may have been aroused by the content of the e-learning 
module. The level of interest may have neutralized the non-essential music distraction. Interest in subject matter may also explain the high 
level of subject performance in the symbol sequences section.  

Garner, Gillingham, and White (1989), Sanchez and Wiley (2006), Weiner (1990) speculated about the inclusion of seductive 
details to enhance the interest in the instructional content. Formulated as arousal theory, this conceptual approach advocates the inclusion 
of entertaining text, images, or auditory adjuncts to amplify the interest level so that learning is improved. The important difference between 
the assumptions behind arousal theory and my interpretation of these results is that the subject matter of the module may have 
compensated for the potentially harmful effect of the audio adjuncts. As the time travel subject matter was perhaps sufficiently interesting for 
the participants, the addition of non-essential information did not hurt learning in either group. It’s important to note that the music had no 
connection to the module’s subject matter. 
 
Third Hypothesis 
The third research hypothesis posited no significant difference between the two experimental groups receiving the module with image 
adjuncts. Interestingly, the difference between individualist and collectivist group scores was found to be statistically significant on the 
overall post-test, as well as on the two sections when analyzed separately. Unique to this module was score variability among collectivist 
subjects; there was no variability in the individualist scores.  
 
Consistency in presentation of non-essential images 
The significant difference in post-test scores may also be explained by the manner of presentation of the image adjuncts. Individualist 
subjects may have perceived the image adjuncts as part of the experience. The consistency of the images helped the module to appear as 
a single unit to the individualists.  

In contrast, collectivist subjects (79% of which were Chinese native speakers) achieved lower post-test scores probably due to the 
incongruity in the manner by which the module presented instructional content. The individualist subjects were unaffected by the inclusion of 
the image adjuncts. The images likely distracted the collectivist subjects on both sections to result in a statistically significant difference 
when compared to individualist post-test scores. Given the difference in scores on the symbol sequence section of the post-test, it is likely 
that the addition of images served as a greater distraction than music. Considering the results from testing the second hypothesis, the audio 
adjuncts did not distract either group of subjects. The images distracted collectivist subjects enough to perform poorly on both sections thus 
leading to a significant difference between cultural groups.  

 
Fourth Hypothesis 
The fourth hypothesis served to test the tenability of the coherence principle. Differences were expected in individualists’ post-test scores 
between the control and both experimental groups. Past research on the cognitive theory of learning has not discussed cultural or linguistic 
diversity of subjects used in such studies. There was therefore no basis to hypothesize such similarities or differences between the control 
and experimental groups for the collectivist subjects. Results indicate no significant difference between the control and both experimental 
groups for individualist subjects. According to the findings from numerous studies (Harp & Maslich, 2005; Harp & Mayer, 1998; Mayer, 1998; 
Mayer, 2001; Moreno & Mayer, 2000; Mayer & Anderson, 1991; Mayer, Heiser, & Lonn, 2001; Renninger, Hidi, & Krapp, 1992; Robinson, 
2002) evidence suggests that the addition of extraneous audio or images hurts learning. The findings from this investigation are in stark 
contrast to the previous research. The control and both experimental groups achieved similarly high scores on both sections of the post-test.  
 
Explanation of uniformity of post-test scores. It is likely that consistency and interest-level were both factors that led to similarly high 
post-test scores among individualists, and perhaps also among collectivists. This is not to suggest that multimedia designers should add 
audio to their instructional modules without consideration of the potential for negative impact on learning. Rather, these results merely 
indicate that given the individualist subjects collected for the study non-essential audio adjuncts did not detract from the learning experience. 
This appears to apply to the collectivists as well. Further, this suggests some variability within the implied confines of the coherence 
principle. Before discussing this further, it is important to finish the interpretation of results for the final statistical test results, the interaction 
effects, and to present the concluding discussion. A part of that discussion is a recommendation for a flexible coherence principle.  

 
Interaction Effects (Cultural Dimension * Coherence Principle) 
Results from a two-way analysis of variance revealed no interaction effect between the cultural dimensions and the coherence principle. 
This suggests that according to these results the differences and similarities in post-test scores cannot be explained by knowledge of 
variability in the interaction between the cultural background of a subject and the design of the module. It is more likely that culture or native 
language influenced achievement among collectivist subjects in post-test scores. Relevant to both interpretations, this implies that if 
language shapes thought, the native language and culture of the multimedia designer may influence the design and delivery of e-learning 
solutions and may impact the learning experience of the intended audience.  
 
CONCLUSION 
Limitations  
The size of the sample overall is a limitation. While inferential statistics were used to analyze data and to detect significant differences 
between and among group means, it is not advisable for the research to use the results from this study to generalize to larger populations of 
entire cultural groups. In addition it is good to mention that small samples and short tests can make it more difficult to get statistically 
significant differences. The post-test used in this study only contained twelve items.  

The proficiency level of English among the collectivist participants is a minor limitation, but one that deserves acknowledgement. 
While graduate students with high grade point averages comprised the majority of the collectivists, there was no opportunity to access each 
student’s level of English proficiency. However, the researcher has experience in assessment, materials development, and teaching English 
as a Second Language (ESL) and would rate the level of English necessary to understand any of the modules as novice high or 
intermediate low.  
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Concluding Discussion 
Relative to design, development, and delivery of e-learning modules or other multimedia instructional tools the findings from this 
investigation inform several key areas of interest. In our diverse world it seems unlikely that a standard approach to the design of multimedia 
instructional content is appropriate or advisable. 

Multimedia designers must reflect on the impact which their culture and language have on the design of instructional content. 
Specifically, a rigid interpretation of the coherence principle is not advisable. Rather, a flexible coherence principle permits the re-evaluation 
of multimedia design in terms of essential and non-essential instructional items.  A flexible coherence principle allows for the addition of non-
essential audio or image adjuncts given a consistent presentation of non-essential adjuncts and engaging instructional content. Further, the 
culture and native language of the multimedia designer impacts the way in which instructional content is presented. In this way, intercultural 
awareness implies the avowal of one’s own weltanschauung as it relates to the way others view and interpret the world around them.  

Specific advice taken from this investigation and extrapolated to online learning or computer-mediated communication includes 
the following examples. The manner by which time is represented online reflects a Western or individualist perspective. As discussed 
earlier, Confucian cultures of the collectivist cultural dimension possess vertical metaphors for time. Perhaps multimedia designers may 
wish to present time (duration of videos, podcasts, etc.) vertically for Confucian cultures. This is an option given the findings from this study 
and research from the field of cognitive linguistics. 

Clearly, a normative standard of multimedia design (in this case the coherence principle) does not apply to a group of culturally 
and linguistically diverse learners. A flexible coherence principle requires the multimedia designer to do more work than design and develop 
instructional content; attention must be given to the cultural and linguistic composition of the intended audience. If such knowledge is 
unknown, however, it is advisable to adhere to the traditional coherence principle given the results from the controls for both cultural groups.  

A flexible coherence principle would also allow for the inclusion of non-essential music or audio given the proviso that the 
instructional content is of interest to the learners. It may be difficult to ascertain whether a given e-learning module, for example, is going to 
interest its intended audiences. Generally speaking, if designing a module for a group of culturally or linguistically diverse learners it is 
advisable to adhere to the traditional coherence principle even though the results from this study did not present a significant difference in 
post-test scores on the module with music adjuncts. This advice is based on the careful selection of the music for the module to reflect no 
one particular culture.  

Multimedia designers should continue to draw on cognitivist contributions and the continued constructive exchange of ideas, 
experiences, and best practices. Given the findings from this study multimedia designers should also consider the contribution that culture, 
understood as not separated from language, necessarily impacts the design of instructional curricula. Common to individualist culture is the 
use of individual interests, competitiveness, and perspectives (Dunn & Griggs, 1995). Considering the design of multimedia instructional 
content, individualism may not apply to a collectivist emphasis on group cooperation. The collectivist subjects in the experiment with the 
module that had non-essential image adjuncts may have scored better given an opportunity to collaborate. This is not suggested as a way 
to make it easier for collectivist cultures; rather, this suggestion reflects the implicit nature of the collectivist cultural paradigm.  

 
A Flexible Coherence Principle 
The findings from testing the second and fourth hypothesis indicate a dichotomy. The interest-level of the module’s subject matter indicates 
its ability to attract attention thus highlighting the inability of the non-essential audio or images to distract participants. This dichotomy 
explains the similarly high scores among individualist subjects in the three groups. A flexible coherence principle allows for the addition of 
non-essential audio or image adjuncts given a consistent presentation of non-essential adjuncts and engaging instructional content.  
 
Final Reflection 
In conclusion, cultural variation may be related to cognitive variation. The between and among group similarities suggest, upon 
consideration of the two cultural dimensions and the restrictions in knowledge retention outlined in the cognitive theory of learning, an 
independent universality or a dependent diversity of linguistic forms. An independent universality posits a re-affirmation of Chomskyian 
universal grammar. However, a dependent diversity of linguistic forms proposes a re-affirmation of a modular view of linguistic relativity. The 
differences and similarities between and among the cultural groups in this study suggest a dependent diversity of linguistic forms. If 
language had no impact on thought, scores would have likely been evenly spread throughout the control and experimental groups. 
Individuals from different cultures are impacted not only by their own linguistic and cultural composition but also by the implied cultural and 
linguistic background of the multimedia designer whose instructional content may be used for educational purposes. The connection 
between post-test scores and linguistic investigation is rooted in the essential element of cultural variability. It is likely that an independent 
universality is compatible with a dependent diversity of linguistic forms. Further, an independent universality would house isomorphic 
structures such as the central executive and the faculty of language acquisition. A dependent diversity simply provides for variation in 
consumption and production of visual-verbal-aural information. The challenge is to determine the inherent proportions of this balance 
according to individual differences.  
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Abstract 
Visual effects are commonly referred to as Visual F/X or VFX, which comprise the various computerized processes by which images are 
created and/or manipulated outside the context of a live action video. Visual effects involve the integration of live action footage and 
computer-generated imagery to create virtual environments, which appear like 3-dimensional realistic space, but would be costly to produce 
as models and/or simply impossible to capture on film. Visual effects, using computer-generated imagery (CGI), have become increasingly 
popular in big-budget movie making, but also have recently been accessible to the amateur filmmakers with the introduction of affordable 
animation and compositing software. This study will observe and evaluate the digital process of composing images and the post-production 
techniques for integrating 3D animated character in different 3D environment within cell animation technique. The 3D characters are 
rendered in green screen to merge with 3D environments design. This technique is accomplished through the 3D animation and motion 
graphics software. Finally, this paper will discuss the overall production efficiency in terms of the production pipeline, psychographic 
research and creativity involved in visual exploration. This study will also touch on the effect of how the audience is impacted by the 
aforementioned integrated processes. 
Keywords: Visual Effects, 3D Animation, Digital compositing, Psychographic research on 3D short movie 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Historically motion picture exist in early 1800s. Brinkmann (2008:5) stated that motion picture photography came about in late 1800s and 
the desire to be able to continue this sort of image combination brought about the development of specialized hardware to expedite the 
process. Optical printers were built which could selectively combine multiple pieces of film and optical compositing was born. Since then, the 
technique evolved, early examples of optical compositing can be found in the 1933 film King Kong (reported by Brinkmann, 2008:6).  
 
Visual Effects (Vfx) plays important roles in enhancing the sense of motion (termed by Krasner, 2008:2) in most of the movie industry. 
Visual effects involved two techniques between live action and cell animation that are merged in digital composition, normally in post 
production. Successful movie such as Avatar by James Cameroon at first was involved in advance technology far enough to commit the 
vast resources required – reputedly near the $300 million mark – to bring it to the screen (Evans, 2010:40).  
 
The main constraints in producing good movies include the budget, technology and human resources. It is a bit risky to invest on production 
for stunning movies but with low impact to audience due to the effect of  its turnover. Evans (2010:40) stated about the successful of Avatar, 
after earning $71 million on its opening weekend in late December, James Cameron’s Avatar had grossed over $1 billion by early January, 
making it the most successful films ever. 
 
VISUAL EFFECTS AND ANIMATION DEFINITION AND PROCESS 
Visual effects (VFx) are closely related to animation where motion designers tend to combine technique, animation and VFx through digital 
compositing. Visual effects (commonly shortened to Visual F/X or VFX) are the processes by which imagery is created and/or manipulated 
outside the context of a live action shoot. Visual effects involve the integration of live-action footage and generated imagery to create 
environments which look realistic, but would be dangerous, costly, or simply impossible to capture on film (Wikipaedia, 2012). In application 
of visual effects to the scene will also involve cost and time. Designers have to perform two important task; rotoscoping and tracking in 
digital compositing process. 
 
Rotoscoping, or masking, is the basis of compositing. It is the process of drawing a mask around an element in a frame or sequence of 
frames. Tracking is the process of matching a foreground-element's motion to that of the background. (Wikibooks, 2011) 
 
The visual effects can also be applied through cell animation. This is due to the definition of animation which stated as the rapid display of a 
sequence of images of 2-D or 3-D artwork or model positions to create an illusion of movement. The effect is an optical illusion of motion 
due to the phenomenon of persistence of vision, and can be created and demonstrated in several ways.(Wikipedia, 26 March 2012)  
 
THE IMPACT OF VISUAL EFFECTS IN 3D MOVIE 
The way of seeing images needs to be justified in order to give people an opportunity to stop and think about the specifics of how the brain 
perceives what our eye see (Brinkmann, 2008:15). Visual effects can enhance the audience understanding on each scene displayed on the 
screen due to its ability to bring it to life. Hanson (2006) in his slide presentation stated that FX Animation Brings Life, Believability to Static 
Scene.  
 
Normally visual effects combined live action and cell animation to enhance or simulate the real scene. Hu (2010) stated that successful 
visual effects often depend on the careful manipulation and seamless integration of elements with live action background environments. 
However due to the advancement of the technology VFx can be applied in animation through 2D and 3D computer graphic tools that 
involved painting, image warping, digital compositing, image processing, modeling, animation and rendering (Hu, 2010) 
 
OBJECTIVES 
This study intends to observe part of the process in applying visual effects in part of the scene a short 3D movie. It also intends to analyze 
the roles of environment design in relation to the character involved. By observing and analyzing both items will help us to identify the 
effective and fastest way to produce the final rendered images, hence will speed up part of our production process. The final outcome from 
the process will give a great impact on the audience especially in viewing quality images on the screen. 
 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1. Are the visual effects on the scene sufficient to support the environment design and the character to display its role? 
2. What are the effective approaches in reducing the process of applying visual effects in the scene? 
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METHODOLOGY 
In this study, psychographic research is used to identify and measure the audience perception on the impact of visual effects on the 
character and the whole scene. Edris, & Meidan (1998:24) stated that, “literature of consumer research over last 20 years is identifying the 
relative importance of a number of psychographic dimension that might best explain the variation in a given aspect of consumer behavior 
(e.g. product user status, brand loyalty patterns, brand choice behaviors, TV viewing habits and so forth)”. The intention is to observe and 
identify visual effects among the audience. Is it sufficient to support the environmental design and the character displayed?  

Two hundred (200) students who have undergone three (3) courses; Motion Graphic, 3D Animation and Digital Illustration and Art 
and Creative Technology are involved in this study. They are asked to give responses on three main areas on psychographic variables 
(Activities, Interest, Opinions (AIOs) (Edris & Meidan, 1998) in an online survey in surveymonkey.com. 

The images of the environments and the character involved in the intended scene are included in the instrument. The roles of the 
character are explained clearly in the instrument reflecting the roles of the character. Both images of the environments and the character are 
then analyzed using descriptive analysis. Cross tabulation are also used to observe the association of the environment and the character. It 
will also observe the roles between two characters. 
 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
The instrument is designed based on Edris & Meidan (1998). One of nine key areas in psychographic variables, i.e. Activities, Interest, 
Opinions (AIOs) is used as main variables to gain data on audience perception on character design and images on visual effects (still and 
moving images). 

 

 
 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
Demographic 
Chart 1 show the distribution of respondents (in percentage).  Most of the respondents are from the age group of 21–29 years old (57.8%, 
n=37), followed by age group of 18–20 years (29.7%, n=19) and age group 30-39 years (10.9%, n=7). Only 1.6% (n=1) falls in the 50-59 
years age group. 
 

Chart 1.  Distribution of Respondents according to Age. 

 
 
Audience Activities and Interest  
Table 1 shows movie preferred by the respondents. Most of the respondents preferred Motion Pictures with visual effects (59.4%, n=38) 
followed by full 3D animation movie (26.6%, n=17) and Film (14.1%, n=9).  
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Table 1. Movie preference 

Movie preference % n 

3D animation movie (full 3D animated) 26.6% 17 

Motion Picture (with Visual Effects (VFx) 59.4% 38 

Film 14.1% 9 

Total 64 
skipped question 1 

 
Most of the respondent likes fantasy movie (34.4%, n=22) followed by adventurous movie (29.7%, n=19). They seems not to like thriller and 
true story (12.5%, n=8) followed by history movie (6.3%, n=4) and science fiction (4.7%, n=3). 
 

Table 2. Theme of the movie the audience like most. 

Theme of the movie  % n 

History 6.3% 4 

Thriller 12.5% 8 

Adventurous 29.7% 19 

Fantasy 34.4% 22 

True Story 12.5% 8 

Science Fiction 4.7% 3 

Total 64 
skipped question 1 

 
Amongst the respondents, who are to produce movie, their interest focuses on visual effect (VFx) (21.9%, n=14) followed by character 
design (18.8%, n=12), script writing (15.6%, n=10) and environment design (14.1%, n=9). 

 
Chart 2. Areas of Interest among respondents to produce the movie. 

 
 
1. RQ1: Are the visual effects on the scene sufficient to support the environment design and the character to display its role? 
 

Image 1. Visual Effects in Environment Design 
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Table 3. Impact of  images on  the audience 

 % N 

Image A 1.5% 1 

Image B 13.8% 9 

Image C 84.6% 55 

 100.00% 65 
 
Table 3 shows the feedback from the respondents on the impact of visual effects (VFx) on environment A, B and C. Most of the respondents 
selected environment C (84.6%, n=55) that contains maximum visual effect on them compared environment B (13.8%, n=9) and 
environment A (1.5%, n=1).  
 

Table 4. Reason on impact of VFx to environment A, B and C 
 

  
Which of the images above that you think will give impact to the 
audience 

Reason A B C % N 

1. Element of creativity 
 0 3 14 26.2% 17 

2.Make the scene more interesting 
 1 2 20 35.4% 23 

3. To increase my understanding on the story 
 0 1 4 7.7% 5 

4. Simulate the hidden situation that we can't see in a real world 
 0 3 17 30.8% 20 

answered question 65 
 
Table 5 shows the reason of choosing Visual Effects in the movie that suit the respondent’s interest. Most of the respondents who are 
interested with Motion Picture with visual effects give the following reasons: 
1. Element of creativity,  
2. Make the scene more interesting and  
3. Simulate the hidden situation that we can't see in a real world as a reason of choosing Visual Effects in the movie.  
 
 
However, at the same time most of the respondents did not care about their understanding on the story in most of the movie. 

 
Table 5. The reason of choosing Visual Effects in the movie that suit the respondent’s interest. 

 

  
Select the movie that suit your interest 

Reason of  choosing Vfx 3D animation movie 
(full 3D animated) 

Motion Picture (with 
Visual Effects (VFx) Film % n 

1. Element of creativity 3 12 2 26.6% 17 

2. Make the scene more interesting 7 11 5 35.9% 23 

3. To increase my understanding on the story 0 4 1 7.8% 5 

4. Simulate the hidden situation that we can't see in a real world 7 11 1 29.7% 19 

Total 64 
 

Image 2. Character Design 
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Chart 3 shows the distribution of percentage on expression of the character based on image 1. Most of the respondents agreed that both 
character displays confident (37.1%, n=23) followed by nervous (22.6%, n=14), bravery (17.7%, n=11), prevailing (16.1%, n=10), terrifying 
(4.8%, n=3) and tragic (16%, n=1) 
 

Chart 3. Character expression on image 1 

 
Table 6 shows the impact of environment (image 1) to the character (A and B) 
Character A and B (image 2) have great impact on environment C (n=35) which have maximize the VFx in the scene.  
 

Table 6. Impact of  Environment (image 1)  to the character (A and B) 

 

Which of the images above that you think will give impact to the 
audience 

Character (Image 2)/Environment A B C % N 

Character A 0 3 20 35.4% 23 

Character B 1 6 35 64.6% 42 

Total 65 
 
Conclusion RQ1: Does the visual effects in the scene is sufficient to support the environment design and the character to display 
its role? 
 
1. The findings show that the scene with visual effects can give impact to the audience.  
 
2. The findings show that motion picture with visual effects seems to have more attention from the respondents especially in applying visual 
effects. 
 
3. The findings show that both character A and B (image 2) seems to be suitable with environment C. 
 
4. The findings shows that the environment with maximum visual effects can give a great impact to the characters in terms of its expression. 
 
RQ2: What is the effective approach in reducing the process of applying visual effect in the scene? 
 

Image 3. Environment Design 1 
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Table 7. Percentage and frequency of the mood for Image 3. 
 

Mood % n 

Dream 35.4%   23 

Cold desert 20.0%   13 

Inside the water 21.5%   14 

Haunted city 16.9%   11 

Graveyard 6.2%   4 

answered question 65 
 
Table 7 shows the distribution and frequency from the respondents on their response to the mood on Image 3. Most of the respondents 
agreed that Image 3 shows Dream (35.4%, n=23) followed by Cold Desert (20.0%, n=13), Inside the water (21.5%, n=14), Haunted city 
(16.9%, n=11) and graveyard (6.2%,n=4). 
 

Image 4. Environment 2 
 

 
 

Table 8. Distribution of Percentage and Frequency of audience’s feeling on Image 4 
 

Audience’s Feeling % n 

Fantasy 40.0% 26 

Thriller 4.6% 3 

Adventurous 35.4% 23 

Scary 10.8% 7 

Futuristic 9.2% 6 

answered question 65 
 
Table 8 shows the audience’s feeling on Image 4. Most of the respondents feel that image 4 is suitable for fantasy (40.0%, n=26) and are 
likely to be Adventurous (35.4%, n= 23). 
 
Image 5. Three Environments with different setting of Visual Effects 

 
 

Table 9. Impact of images on the audience 
 

 % N 

Image A 1.5% 1 

Image B 13.8% 9 

Image C 84.6% 55 

 100.00% 65 
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Table 9 shows the feedback from the respondents on the impact of visual effects (VFx) on environment A, B and C to them. Most of the 
respondents chose environment C (84.6%, n=55) that contains maximum visual effect can give impact to them compared environment B 
(13.8%, n=9) and environment A (1.5%, n=1).  

 
Image 6. Environment and Characters 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Table 10. Cross tabulation between the environment design and two characters which with different characteristic. 
 

  
Which of the images above that you think will give impact to the audience 

  

Audience feeling on the environment design A B C % n 

Fantasy 1 4 21 40.0% 26 

Thriller 0 0 3 4.6% 3 

Adventurous 0 3 20 35.4% 23 

Scary 0 1 6 10.8% 7 

Futuristic 0 1 5 9.2% 6 

Total 65 
 
Table 10 shows the cross tabulation between the environment design and two characters which with different characteristic.  Most of the 
respondents agreed that both characters are suitable in environment C with maximum visual effect. Most of the respondents also agreed 
that their feeling on environment C, both characters are suitable in Fantasy (n=21) and Adventurous (n=20). 
 
Conclusion RQ2: What are the effective approaches in reducing the process of applying visual effect in the scene? 
1. The findings shows that image 1 with visual effect which are produce from particle from emitter and volumetric light have influenced the 
audience on the mood that shows Dream and likely to shows Cold Desert and Inside the Water. 
2. The findings show that the scene with visual effects can give impact to the audience.  
3. This findings show that both characters A and B are suitable in Fantasy and Adventurous in environment C with maximum visual effect. 
This situation shows that either simple character or complicated character (hairy) is suitable with both fantasy and adventurous. It can also 
put both characters in either environment to be two different characters that have different roles.  
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
Most of the findings gain from psychographic variables Activities, Interest, Opinions (AIOs) shows extensively a collection of audience’s 
activities, interest and opinions on their interest that focuses on specific areas in 3D animation and Motion pictures. Their opinion on the 
characters and environment design in part of the scene are also shown explicitly through their responses. 

In terms of production process this study which focuses on cell animation specifically on character design and environment design 
which will then apply the visual effects to the scene. The whole process involves modeling, rendering in Cinema 4D R12 and digital 
compositing in Adobe After Effects CS5. The visual effects are also done in Cinema 4D by applying particles and volumetric lighting to the 
scene.  

The data gains from psychographic variables (AIOs) are use as an indicator to observe the production process. Response from 
the audience plays an important role in its contribution to the production process focuses in this study. 

The findings in activities and interest on a whole reflect the imagination of the designers due to their response on the items 
according to the character design. Most respondent preferred to watch motion picture with visual effects especially on Fantasy, Adventurous 
movie and full 3D Movie. The areas of interest among respondents to produce the movie which focuses on Visual effects design. Most of 
the respondents who like Fantasy and Adventurous movie tend to be influenced by their movie preference. 
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Visual Effects designers should consider three important factors prior to their design process: 
 
Activities and Interest 

1. Character design should be supported by environment design in terms of its mood and expression and visual effect will be 
used to enhance it to build the audience understanding. 

Opinion 
2. Maximum visual effects will give impact to the audience. This scenario can be supported by as minimum by two different 

characters in one scene. By applying this visual effect will strengthen the roles and expression of the characters and 
highlight the mood of the environment. 

3. Two visual effects in two process in production (rendering in 3D) and post production (rendering after compositing) will 
increase the time frame due to designers need to render two times, however the outcome of the scene will be able to give 
impact to the audience. In our findings stated that   
 
  “The findings shows that image 1 with visual effect which are produce from   
  particle from emitter and volumetric light have influenced the audience on  
   the mood that shows Dream and likely to shows Cold Desert and Inside the    
   Water”. 

 
The used of particles and volumetric light will increase the rendering time, however if we render it separately we might be 
able to reduce the rendering time. 

 
4. The characteristic of the characters doesn’t really affect the environment design, so character designer can simplified the 

character however it should have a clear expression. 
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EVALUATION OF DEPTH CUES IN 3D SUBTITLING 
 

Diekus González, Jordi Carrabina, Pilar Orero 
Center for Accessibility and Ambient Intelligence of Catalonia, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain 

 
Recent explosion towards 3D content-enabled devices has brought to light many issues regarding user comfort, depth perception and 
accessibility in media. One important element that touches these areas is subtitling. We define a pipeline to produce extruded texts for 
evaluating 3D subtitling properties (using traditional 2D depth cues). An evaluation of current 3D tools was carried out, and the chosen 
platform allows us to create 3D typographies with high varied parameters (parallax, lightning). Produced subtitles were tested in full HD 
stereoscopic video clips. With the resulting subtitled clips, subjective perception tests were performed in order to evaluate the text’s impact 
on ghosting and readability in different parallax values. The results are a set of rules to use when creating 3D subtitles that will provide: (i) 
better visual comfort, (ii) ghosting reduction (due to color gradient variations and volume), and (iii) an increment of negative parallax 
positioning with extrusion.     
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
As mammals with binocular vision we are able to extract information from our surroundings. This information is related to positioning and 
depth of objects in the environment and is used to help us move and interact with it (Sacks, 2010). This concept is called stereopsis and has 
been studied for decades; early research can be found in “Contributions to the Physiology of Vision” (Whaetstone, 1838). During the last ten 
years, we have seen stereoscopic 3D’s reemergence in films (Mendiburu, 2009, pp. 6-7), though this is not a new format since the first time 
it emerged was in 1950 –but the technology was not ready to deliver quality 3D. Recently it seems 3D is increasingly capturing audiences, 
and some films such as Avatar (Cameron, 2009) proved to be a blockbuster (IMDb, 2012). The entertainment industry has been marketing 
and deploying 3D content to consumers with lineups of high definition players, 3D television sets and stereoscopic content available either 
through physical media or streaming. This transition from monoscopic to stereoscopic display changes the known workflows for production 
and post production of media, and many techniques and implementations are still not fully developed. This leads to issues in different areas 
such as: user comfort, quality of experience, usability, accessibility and depth perception, which can cause headaches and dizziness in 
some users, due to the difference in convergence and accommodation distance (Hoffman, et al., 2008). In this line of research we created a 
pipeline that allows the creation of volumetric 3D subtitles that combine a series of variables i.e. horizontal disparity and extrusion, and over 
those subtitles study if traditional 2D depth cues enhance depth perception. The paper is organized with section 2 where 2D visual cues are 
explained in order to perform tests in the generated subtitles in order to see if the depth perception can be enhanced. Section 3 explains 
current challenges with subtitles in 3D movies and some questions that arise when tackling the creation of volumetric texts. Section 4 gives 
an overview of the state of the art of tools available for working with stereoscopic media and 3D subtitling, (software and hardware).  Section 
5 goes step by step through the process of creation of the 3D subtitles. Section 6 describes the tests made to users and finally sections 7 
section 8 expose results and conclusions.  
 
2. VISUAL DEPTH CUES  
Images formed in our retina are two dimensional. All the information regarding distance is inferred from the image and by the visual system. 
This information is gathered and reconstructed in the brain, and permits localization of objects the same way the auditory system can map 
the source of a sound. Depth can be inferred from three types of cues (Olshausen, 2007): oculomotor, visual binocular and visual 
monocular.  

� Oculomotor hints include accommodation which is when the lens of the eye changes size in order to focus an object in the retina; 
objects far away from us require a low concave shape versus a major concavity required for closer ones. Vergence is the other 
oculomotor prompt that refers to the movement of the eye when focusing distant objects (that tend to go in parallel lines) and close 
objects (that tend to bend to position inwards). These cues are related to the physiological processes of the eye.  
� Binocular cues consist in the horizontal disparity between slightly different images perceived by the left and right eye. Stereopsis is 
the process by which depth information is extracted from the scene composed in Panum’s area. Panum’s fusional area is where the 
two images perceived by both eyes fuse (Puell, 2006). This concept must not be confused with depth perception because we can 
perceive depth without binocular vision; nonetheless, it is the most advanced state of visual perception.  
� Monocular cues on the other hand can be obtained using kinetic vision, such as occlusion, size, perspective, parallax and definition 
of a terrain (Pipes, 2008). Occlusion indicates depth with superposition of objects. Size and perspective alone can also indicate the 
distance of an object (if the object is familiar and has an established concept in our brain the process is faster). Finally, parallax is one 
of the most important monoscopic cues because it relates with movement and different points of view. Parallax is the relative position 
of an object’s image in a set of pictures (Mendiburu, 2009, p. 15).  

 
These cues were incorporated in the creation of subtitles in order to try to blend them more naturally into stereoscopic media.  
 
3. 3D SUBTITLE CHALLENGES  
Disney was the first studio that announced (Geere, 2009) the inclusion of specially rendered subtitles for its movie A Christmas Carol 
(Zemeckis, 2009) and while more movies are being filmed using stereoscopic cameras –or converted from 2D to 3D-, little changes have 
been made to the way subtitles are displayed in 2D media –flat text with horizontal pixel offset. The main problem with this implementation is 
the change of focus between the text and the images when they are located in different depths, or regions. This situation requires a very fast 
and constant swapping of targets (subtitle/scene) while our eyes converge always to the same distance.   

Subtitling stereoscopic media is a challenging task since special attention should be paid to avoiding interference with the content 
of the videos. Subtitles should be well aligned in the z-axis plane (or the depth plane, referred from now on just as z-plane) to avoid user 
discomfort. At present there are some 3D subtitle editors in the market, as Poliscript’s 3DITOR (Screen, 2011). They allow the positioning of 
text in a 2D layer over the stereoscopic video and offers a horizontal disparity; nonetheless given the wider array of objects available to gaze 
upon (Hakkinen et al., 2010), text and other resources over the video must be used in a different way to achieve better results that reduce 
common problems (headaches, dizziness, tiredness, etc.) with current implementations of subtitling in 3D media.   
 
4. STEREOSCOPIC 3D TOOLS  
When working with 3D a distinction must be made between stereoscopic 3D (S3D) and 3D.  S3D refers to the process in which slightly 
different images of the same object are sent to each eye in order to create in the brain depth perception. On the contrary, 3D can be related 
to the recreation of an open space where a character moves in a videogame (also called 2.5D). With this in mind, software and hardware 
evaluation was taken on board to select a set of tools that allowed us to produce and play content in stereoscopic form.  
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Software  
a) Creation of 3D content  
The main commercial application of S3D right now is in stereoscopic multimedia. Videos and games are rapidly adopting stereoscopic 
formats to enhance viewer´s immersion and this results in software adapting to produce this new format. 3D modeling software as Autodesk 
3DS Max and Blender (through an addon) can produce stereoscopic 3D renders of objects by using horizontally off-set cameras. This 
allows for the assignment of different cameras to different scenes (points of view) and to export these renderings into an image that can be 
seen with compatible S3D hardware. The choice was Blender because it is a versatile open source and cross-platform modeling software 
that has a well documented API and supports a wide  
arrange of free available addons that enhance the application capabilities -including the stereoscopic camera, as seen in figure 1.  
 

 
Fig. 1: Stereoscopic camera in Blender 

 
b) Edition of 3D media content  
For video editing, professional software is required and the three options in the market are Final Cut Pro (Apple, 2012), Adobe Premier 
(Adobe, 2012) and Sony Vegas Pro (Sony, 2012). As of today, Final Cut Pro (Apple, 2012) and Adobe Premier require the purchase of add-
ins to work with stereoscopic 3D; as an example, Dashwood’s Stereo3D Toolbox (Dashwood, 2012) works with these editors. Sony Vegas 
Pro has native stereoscopic video editing capabilities and can change the horizontal offset of a video or other element superposed in the 
frame, such as text, plain images or another video, all of which can have different disparities. This was the main reason why Sony Vegas 
was the chosen program (versions 10 and 11), because it gave the best flexibility out of the box to experiment with stereoscopic videos.  
 
Hardware  
Hardware-wise the options for working with stereoscopic content on a consumer level consist of two options. Passive polarized glasses or 
active shutter glasses (from now on referred to as ‘passive’ technology and ‘active’ technology). These technologies will vary in the display 
format used and the glasses that must be worn to get the stereoscopic effect.  In this area NVIDIA has a proprietary active system called 3D 
Vision that consists of a 120Hz refresh rate display that is synchronized with active shutter glasses via an infrared receiver and radio 
frequency (NVIDIA, 2011). The main advantage is that a full HD image can be shown to each eye each timeframe. Other drivers like iZ3D 
and DDD TriDef (along with AMD HD3D) also allow shutter and DLP projectors to be used, and can also handle polarized (passive) 
technologies.   

NVIDIA’s 3D Vision infrared technologies were chosen because it is flexible and powerful enough to manage three screens 
surpassing high definition without complicated configurations, it has independent stereoscopic mode for an independent window, and has a 
centralized software and driver update system. However, this implies that the hardware platform is limited to active shutter glasses and the 
Windows operating system, since no 3D Vision drivers are available for other platform. Also, community support, examples, and availability 
of content exceed the ones of the other available options. For the display, Acer GD245HD 3DVision certified monitor was used. The rest of 
our configuration consists of an Intel Core i7 machine with 8 cores running at 2.80GHz and 8GB of RAM and a 64 bits processor.  
   
5. 3D SUBTITLE CREATION PROCESS  
To create the experimental subtitles a pipeline was defined (see figure 2) that consists of 3D rendering software (blender), image 
manipulation software (Paint.net), and video editing software (Vegas Pro). This pipeline was established thinking in giving the final 
generated text maximum detail using shade, hue, luminosity, extrusion, borders and texture. These different parameters would be used to 
give additional information to the viewer, the same way different colors in subtitles give information about the different characters speaking 
in TV shows.  
 

 
Fig. 2: S3D subtitles creation process 

 
The process starts setting a scene in the 3D modeling software with a camera and lighting. The camera must be set to stereoscopic mode 
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or a second camera must be added with a horizontal offset from the first one. Cameras must be linked if movement is involved. The 
distance between the lenses needs to be around 65mm to simulate human inter-ocular distance and the texts must be placed in a distance 
according to the size of the physical display where it will be shown. To achieve this in blender the parameters that need to be set are 
camera separation and zero parallax. Showing the stereo window and near-far planes is a good guide to know where the positioned text will 
appear (in z-plane), although this settings will vary through software applications. Text must be added and desired effects are applied. 
These effects range from diffuse and specular color, to offset, extrusion, depth, size and position. These are the parameters used to modify 
2D depth cues. For example, the Catalan TV network TV3 uses occlusion (size and z-position) to mark a different semantic value between 
cast and titles in the opening credits of the theater recording for the play Llits (Danés, 2009).   

After the model is generated, separate images (one per camera or lens) need to be generated. In our case, working with an active 
display, these images will be full HD. The images must be adapted to fit the format used by the content we are subtitling. Standard side by 
side (half and full) and top-bottom (half and full) are examples of how we need to make the images stack to match the 3D video. In our case 
side by side half is the format of the videos we are working with, so a conversion is necessary. To convert the images a reduction of size is 
in place. The resulting image must be the same resolution as the underlying video frame so it can be easily overlaid. Once the subtitles 
(generated images) are formatted in the same aspect (4:3 or 16:9) as the video they are ready to be incrusted in the video. The images are 
overlaid in the video edition software and the video is encoded (see figure 3). The process is long and tedious, since images are generated 
manually and there is no editor or way of seeing the video before it is encoded.  
 

 
Fig. 3: Extruded subtitles overlaid in video 

 
6. EXPERIMENTS  
To test subtitles, four videos were generated with excerpts from the 3D Blu-ray version of Tron:Legacy (Kosinski, 2010) in order examine 
the cues we were testing. Four experiments were designed to measure different variables. The objective of the tests consisted in (i) the 
evaluation of horizontal disparity values (called the matrix test), (ii) the definition of a range of readability for the subtitles (animated offset 
test), and (iii) the evaluation of the effect of extrusion in the text (extrusion comparison test) and (iv) the determination of optimal position for 
text in the z-plane (z-plane comparison test).   

Clips were tested with a group of 10 people. The test subjects ranged from 22 to 28 years. The test subjects are university 
students both male and female without technical knowledge on how stereoscopic 3D works.  

The first test (matrix test) consisted in examining parallax values; accordingly, the first video consists of a matrix of nine texts 
overlaid in the clip with different parallax values (see figure 4). The user was asked to choose from the displayed texts which one matched 
better with a specific characteristic. These characteristics respond to the questions “which text seems closer to you”, “which text is deeper 
into the screen”, “which text has better readability”, and finally users were asked to answer “where” in the z-plane did they sense the text 
they chose as the one with best readability (‘inside of’, ‘outside of’ or ‘over’ the screen).  
 

 
Fig. 4: Text positioned with parallax values of the table on the right 

 
The matrix test was followed with the animated offset experiment. A video that contains a text was shown to the test subjects. This text had 
its horizontal offset value slowly animated from the most positive offset value that the editing software allows to the most negative one (see 
figure 5). The user was asked to stop the reproduction of the video when he/she felt comfortable with the readability of the texts. Stop times 
were logged and matched to the corresponding value of the animated horizontal disparity value. This allowed to corroborate the values 
obtained in the matrix test and to establish a range of horizontal offset values that can be considered “safe” for positioning of content 
generated for PC display viewing.  
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Fig. 5: The text’s horizontal disparity is animated 

 
The extrusion comparison test focused on text extrusion in our generated subtitles. It consisted in evaluation of extruded versus non-
extruded subtitles, to examine if extrusion enhanced the depth perceived by users. Both rendered texts where made in blender, the only 
difference was the extrusion applied to the texts and the shading effect that the lightning of the scene produces in the extruded one. Both 
types of texts (pictured below in figure 6) were used to subtitle a one minute length clip at the same z-depth. These clips were shown to the 
test subjects and asked to rate how they perceived the subtitles, this is, at the same or different depth. The clips were shown twice to each 
user, and they were asked to respond to the question which subtitle they felt closer. This test included a question about ghosting, to 
evaluate if extrusion affected its appearance (figures 7 and 8 show the ghosting present in both types of subtitles).  
  

 
Fig. 6: Different subtitles used in the clips 

  

 
Fig. 7: Ghosting present in the image due to high contrast in the scene 

  

 
Fig. 8: Reduced ghosting because of decreased contrast in the image 

 
Finally, the z-plane comparison test played the same clip to the users varying the z-position of the extruded subtitles (with negative offset, at 
screen plane and with positive offset). Again, users were asked to write down their answers to questions on which one was more 
comfortable for them.   
 
7. RESULTS  
The matrix test determined that for users it is easier to perceive which objects are closer to them (in negative parallax) than the ones further 
away. Of the interviewed subjects, 73% were able to distinguish the most foremost texts (positioned at -0.04 and -0.03) displayed and 46% 
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could accurately tell which one was the one with the lowest parallax (-0.04). On the other hand, users had difficulties specifying the distance 
between texts with positive parallax; in this case only the 27% of them distinguished the right objects that were further away (0.03 and 0.04). 
The majority of responses (55%) indicated opposite disparity values (-0.02 and 0.02). Overall, users had a better sense of the distance 
between objects with negative parallax than the ones inside the screen (see figure 9). However, this did not imply better readability, since 
the users were able to distinguish which text was closer to them even if it was outside of Panum’s area (which makes it impossible to focus 
and hard to read).  
 

 
Fig. 9: Left: Most negative parallax values | Right: Most positive parallax values 

Evaluation of users 
  
The animated parallax test allowed the determination of a range of values that defined a readability area. By matching the times when the 
users stopped the video to their corresponding horizontal offset values, we were able first to confirm the results from the matrix experiment 
regarding which of the nine text objects had better readability and secondly, we notice that our range [-0.03, 0.2] includes the industry’s 
accepted 1% empiric rule (2% for general content creation) (Mendiburu, 2009, p. 74) for small screen content production.   

In the extrusion comparison test, it was found that extrusion (as a set of 2D depth cues) in the generated texts did make those 
subtitles appear to have less parallax (to be more out of the display) that non-extruded ones. Extrusion is a powerful and simple way to force 
objects nearer without coming too close to the readability limits for them. It also showed that due to the reduction of the contrast produced 
by the shading of the text models, ghosting was reduced (see figure 8).   

Finally, based on the answers we got from oral interviews and written questionnaires with the z-plane comparison test, we 
determined that all the subjects preferred the extruded texts over the 2D with horizontal offset, since they “blend” with the 3D picture. They 
expressed that the volume associated with the texts made the subtitles feel like a part of the scene instead of just an overlaid layer.   
 
8. CONCLUSIONS  
In this work we have created stereoscopic subtitles that use depth cues to improve current implementations of subtitling in S3D videos. The 
generated texts provide more visual comfort, decrease ghosting and enhance the perception of negative parallax to the user. This is 
achieved applying basic monoscopic principles to 3D models of the subtitle.   

A set of recommendations when creating subtitles for stereoscopic media include (i) the positioning of the texts close to the 
screen plane to ensure the best readability, (ii) the utilization of lightning, shades and color gradients to reduce the contrast between the 
scene and the subtitle and (iii) the creation of an illusion of lower negative parallax to bring objects more outside of the screen while staying 
at a safe parallax value.  

The process to create these subtitles is composed by several software applications that are used to generate extruded texts. 
Nonetheless, this process can be time consuming due to its manual labor consisting of 3D rendering, image, and video edition. This process 
can produce subtitles that are enhanced by monoscopic depth cues, proving that colors, shades, size and occlusion can change the 
perception of depth of an object without changing its horizontal disparity.  

During the research it was not difficult to find out that the tools available for working with stereoscopic 3D are very immature 
(mostly because of the lack of an integrated solution to work with this kind of format) and that there is a lot of investigation to be done until 
S3D is fully understood. The three major software applications that handle video editing need plug-ins to fully work with S3D and hardware 
platform choices can limit the viewing technologies available.  

The technology is far from perfect and users expressed their concerns for several known issues with it, like darkness of image 
present in active displays because of the glasses and the uncomfortable design of the glasses, which led several of the users to take them 
off between tests. Three of them experienced light headaches or dizziness.  A comment that was common between them is that 3D depth 
perception is very tricky, since it depends on the position (viewing angle), lightning in the scene, technology used and personal eye health.  

Future work is needed to make this process easier and more accessible to filmmakers and other content producers. A process to 
generate these subtitles in an independent format also needs to be considered. It is not acceptable to have to encode the video with the 
subtitles merged into it and unthinkable for distribution and storage of videos. This would imply having to encode different and repeated files 
for different subtitle languages.  

Having evaluated how 2D depth cues affect stereoscopic 3D subtitles, we believe that a more in-depth psychological study is 
required to document the subtitle’s effect in full length movies. Perception and loss of visual information (using eye-trackers (Hakkinen et al., 
2010) and questionnaires) must be measured and compared to similar studies in 2D. Also, the automation of the process and a framework 
that allows the positioning of content over the video, using parameters (cues explained in this paper) to generate the subtitles must be 
developed –and its uses studied also, these are, the impact of shades and hues in the generated subtitles. The automation would allow 
interfacing the core process with inputs such as subtitle files (TXT, EVU, SRT, SUB, STL) that can be parsed to generate real time 
rendering and other inputs like voice (direct application would not be for movies, but the generation of S3D text from voice recognition can 
be interesting to other live or streaming mediums). Related to this, the adaptation of an existing file format to accommodate new parameters 
related to depth must be examined, taking advantage of unused conventions in these existing formats.  

Probably the most interesting area to explore in the future after the positioning of texts in different depths is the study of semantic 
and hierarchic meaning of those objects based on their parallax. This, combined with the interaction with other objects during movement, 
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and in combination with depth maps, might facilitate the way putting text “inside” the video frame is done.   
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ABSTRACT 
The end of apartheid in South Africa in 1994 saw many higher education institutions identifying opportunities to increase their intake of 
international students by introducing student exchange programmes. In South Africa however, cultural and language differences pose 
various communication challenges for international students.  This paper investigates the communication challenges faced by international 
students studying on an exchange programme at a university in South Africa.    A questionnaire and an interview schedule was used to 
establish the communication challenges faced by international students participating in the exchange programme.  The sample comprised of 
ninety nine international students from first-world countries.  Major findings of the investigation indicate that majority of respondents agreed 
that communication is a major challenge and that there should be increased focus on implementing long and short-term strategies to 
address these challenges.  
 
1. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING  
Towards the end of the 20th century, international academic institutions from first world countries recognized that strategic planning assumed 
new importance within the management of higher education at the institutional level.  Driven by the pressures of resources, the growth in 
public accountability and the emergence of market forces that influenced teaching and research, institutional leaders had to re-assess 
institutional strategies and priorities.  Within this context many universities moved to develop institutional strategies for internationalisation 
(Taylor, 2004: 149).   

In South Africa, internationalisation is a relatively new concept traced back to the early 1990’s.  The end of apartheid in South 
Africa (SA), in 1994, saw the opening of a multitude of opportunities to South Africans and the international community within the context of 
higher education study opportunities.  When South Africa finally broke down its segregation barriers and opened its doors to other countries, 
there was an identifiable need for student exchange programmes in line with government driven initiatives, which steered the country 
towards the international arena and the need for international acceptance; the ability to compete on a global scale and an increase in the 
need to encourage relations with the international community.   

In 1999, a university in South Africa, in KwaZulu-Natal drove this initiative, through policy, by increasing the access to education 
to international students.  A student exchange programme was identified and an international office was established.  The aim of the 
programme is to establish a platform for students to participate in a reciprocal exchange programme.  Local South African students’ study 
abroad whilst international students study at the South African university in question for one semester (four months).     The students are 
responsible for paying fees directly to their home institutions and, in return, receive a waiver of fees at the elected host institution.  The 
choice of country/university is governed by the negotiated agreements that are established between the institutions.  Courses completed at 
the host institution are credited at the home institution. 

Despite the positive opportunities that student exchanges have created, Brown (2008: 5) found that international students 
studying in foreign countries are experiencing increased stress levels.  Brown (2008: 5) attributes this to the demanding nature of the 
institutions’ programmes, the need for a high level of English competency, and the vast cultural differences between the host country and 
the student country.  Singh (2009: 4) purports that constant complaints from students and criticism from international universities may harm 
the reputation of the university.   Unchecked, these problems may affect the mutual agreement between universities (Singh, 2009: 4).    This 
paper, therefore, sets out to investigate the communication barriers experienced by international students involved in a student exchange 
programme at a selected University in South Africa.   
 
2. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS TRENDS  
Bilateral agreements and partnerships, decisions taken at presidential level ultimately dictate the course of South African interaction with 
foreigners and down the line to higher education’s interaction with foreign students.  Altbach & Teichler (2001: 46) state that academic 
exchanges have historically been a largely elitist enterprise.  The vast majority of student exchanges involved students from Western 
countries going to other Western countries. Student mobility has grown in popularity in recent years as developments in communication 
infrastructure have evolved.  The internet is bridging the global divide between countries as information is made available at the click of a 
mouse.  For students this means study opportunities in foreign countries are easily accessible. Interest in studying in developing countries 
like South Africa is now becoming more popular.  Kishun (2007: 235-243) reinforces this and mentions that the number of international 
students in South Africa have more than quadrupled in recent years.   

The function of foreign study for many students is a cultural experience that would broaden perspectives and provide knowledge 
of a foreign language and civilization.    Bond and Lemasson (1998: 34-36) mention that ideally higher education must do better to prepare 
its beneficiaries to think in both a global and differentiated context, help them take a cosmopolitan view and be more aware of cultural 
differences and promote an open, understanding mind.  Van Hoof and Verbeeten’s (2005: 3-7) supports this and their study show that most 
exchange students saw the greatest benefits of studying abroad was that it brought about a greater understanding of other cultures; 
appreciation of their own culture;   it enabled them to learn more about themselves, and that it enriched them personally.  South Africa is an 
ideal platform for this experience because it is a multicultural society with eleven official languages.  

However, despite the many benefits student exchange and study abroad programmes bring, the period of adaptation and 
acclimatization that it takes for students to adjust to the host country’s  environment is reported by student exchange staff as being between 
one and three months.  The length of the student exchange programme of the University in question is only four months.  This means that 
the student spends a considerable bulk of his/her international experience being uncomfortable for whatever reasons, until he/she reaches a 
state of acclimatization.   
 
2.1 Communication Challenges Facing International Students 
Persaud (1993), states that all students are challenged by the demands of higher education, but many international students are particularly 
placed under pressure by the confrontation of an alien culture.  Chaney, Martin and Funakawa (2007: 74) stresses that a visitor to another 
culture should be prepared to acquire new customs and abandon old ideals.  He suggests sojourners (people who visit or temporarily reside 
in another country) should find pleasure in the unfamiliar because those who could not fit into the new culture would either return home or 
“die” of both psychological and physical ailments.  According to Brown (2008: 5), it is widely agreed that, at the start of their stay most 
sojourners will experience some degree of culture shock.   
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Samover & Forte (2004) identifies culture shock as a communication problem that involves the frustrations of not understanding 
the verbal and non-verbal communication of the host culture, its customs and its value systems.  Culture shock is anxiety that results from 
losing all one’s familiar signs and symbols of social intercourse, which do not carry at the level of conscious awareness.  Chaney, Martin 
and Funakawa (2007: 75) recognise that a special form of culture shock was experienced by US travelers, namely, the frustration with the 
culture which includes language, food and local customs; the unwillingness to understand the rationale behind the local ways of doing things 
and are quick to label behaviour as backward and inefficient without trying to understand the basis for the behavior.   
 
Foreign students experience acculturation, where they are resistant to abandoning their past and refuse to accept new ideas into their 
existing culture.  A review by Toyokawa and Toyokawa (2002: 125) mentions that international students experience frustrations including 
culture shock, language difficulties, adjustment to customs and values, differences in educational systems, isolation and loneliness, 
homesickness and a loss of established social networks.  Gundykunst (1998) further mentions that sources of strain for foreign students 
include racial discrimination, weather and food differences, language, accommodation, separation from home, dietary restrictions, money, 
diminished social interactions, role and status change and different educational systems. Other frustrations may include lack of food, 
unacceptable levels of cleanliness, different bathroom facilities and a fear for their personal safety.  Most students are unprepared for the 
reality of security issues in a developing country.  Having to deal with virtually no telephone support (in terms of American 911 response) 
and the internal policies of sub-contracted security companies, students become extremely fearful of their safety when faced with difficult 
situations.   

Ballard (1997: 23) states that in the first three months of the academic sojourn, the greatest pressure relates to the ability to 
understand and be understood.  This fear, combined with already high levels of anxiety over having to adapt to a new environment, could 
mean misunderstandings in communication could be the basis for explosive situations.  Therefore international students studying for the first 
time in South Africa may encounter specific communication challenges based on cultural differences.  

Resistance in accepting the new culture stemming from inadequate communication results in enormous personal struggle for the 
visiting student (Chaney Martin and Funakawa, 2007: 74).  Lin & Rancer (2003:  146) confirm that intercultural apprehension can be 
inversely correlated with a measure of “intercultural willingness to communicate”.  It seems that individuals with a high level of intercultural 
communication apprehension would be more likely to have negative expectations of international contact situations and thus a negative 
study-abroad experience.  Singh (2009: 4) mentions that this seemingly minor communication challenge could impact on the host 
university’s credibility.  However communication could also be used as an effective tool to ease cultural barriers and is a critical factor to 
consider in the exchange programme for students entering South Africa for the first time.  For example, Peacock & Brown (2006: 21) found 
that academic orientation before commencement of the programme can help to prepare students for academic and cultural differences. In 
the case of the student exchange programme, the term orientation is referred to as the sharing of information processes whereby new 
students at the university will undergo orientation based on a variety of issues. Students participating in student exchanges should ideally 
receive a pre-departure orientation in the home universities, with the assistance of the host universities international office.    This should not 
only cover basic cultural knowledge and the language of the host country, but should also address expectations for classroom interactions.  
Although culture specific knowledge is important, cultural general knowledge and understanding of some communications concepts, 
theories and research (e.g. communication-accommodation theory, theories of cross cultural adjustment, anxiety uncertainty management 
theory and models of intercultural communication competence) can further facilitate ethical and culturally appropriate teaching and learning 
(Crabtree 2004: 25).  In this instance it is evident that communication is regarded as the central and binding element that alleviates barriers. 
Communication barriers, according to Chaney & Martin (2007: 12), are the obstacles that prevent effective communication from taking place 

According to Sillars and Vangelisti (2006: 364-377), social, cultural, and historical factors influence the way people interpret 
messages.  Therefore, the interpretation of messages, communicated from the South African university to the international students is 
subject to their influences and understanding. When cultures interact, adaptation must take place for the cultures to communicate 
effectively.  As this contact occurs between cultures, diffusion takes place whereby the different cultures learn and adapt materials and 
practices from each other.  Diffusion, according to Rogers (1997: 1) is the trickle-down process by which an innovation (communication idea 
or message) is communicated through certain channels. If a significant number of cultural differences are absorbed and a number of 
similarities are found, then cultural synergy takes place with the two cultures merging to form a stronger overriding culture. If, however, this 
does not take place, then problems arise in the form of communication barriers.   

Shramm’s Transactional Model of Communication, as adapted from Verderber and Verderber (2002: 112), depicts communication 
as a dynamic process in which both participants are actively engaged in encoding, transmitting, receiving and decoding messages.  The 
model (Figure 1) highlights that the creation of meaning is negotiated between the participants.  The outcome of the encounter is 
determined by the mutual involvement of the participants in negotiating the meaning of the messages.  Rather than depicting transmission 
and feedback as two separate processes, the transactional model indicates that messages are continually passing between the participants.  
While communication is taking place, external, internal and semantic noise (such as internal prejudices) may be occurring at various places 
in the model.  These noises may affect the ability of the communicator and recipient to share meanings.  Noise could cause 
misunderstanding and therefore a difference of interpretation of the message by the participants. Shramm’s model further states that in 
order for a message to be understood, language, common background and a common culture is important (Verderber and Verderber, 2002: 
112).   

 
Figure 1:  Shramms Transactional Model of Communication (Verderber & Verderber, 2002: 112) 
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The communication messages received by international take the form of the university website, e-mail, correspondence, students 

contact with university staff, international student guide and a DVD prospectus. This paper is concerned with the interpretation of selected 
messages received by international exchange students.   It specifically sets out to investigate the communication barriers experienced by 
international students involved in a student exchange programme at a selected University in South Africa.   
 
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The research methodology employed for this study is both qualitative and quantitative.  It is a census study and draws conclusions based on 
data collected from all (99) students international students involved in a semester student exchange programme in 2011.  Respondent 
profiles include both male and female second-year tertiary respondents, from Europe (EU), and the United States of America (USA).  Data 
was collected using semi-structured interviews and questionnaire. In terms of this paper conceptual content analysis was used. Content 
analyses are typically performed on forms of human communication, including books, newspapers, films, television, art, music (Leedy and 
Ormrod, 2010).  Jacob (2006) explains that to conduct a content analysis on any text, the text is coded or broken down into manageable 
categories on a variety of levels: word, word sentence, phrase, theme and visuals and then examined using one of the basic methods of 
content analysis, conceptual analysis or relational analysis.  The frequency of certain words, phrases and themes common were identified.    
The findings are reported and contextualised against the specific challenges identified in the literature review. 
 
4. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
Findings are reported based on the themes extracted from the literature review. 
 
4.1 Students that had the Experience of Living in a Developing Country 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2:  Students that had experience of living in a developing country 
 
Findings revealed that only a small (13%) number of respondents had visited a developing country previously and had some experience of 
life in a developing country.  Most (87%) of the respondents on the other hand had no real experience of the challenges facing them.  This 
confirms Brown’s (2008: 5 - 28) assertion that international students are reliant on the information provided to them by their host county.  
The first time visit of many of the international students also infers that they may be placed under pressure by the confrontation of an alien 
culture.   
 
4.2 Number of Students that Accessed the University Website for Information 
Findings reveal that 100% of the respondents accessed the hosting university’s website and used it as a primary source of information.  
These findings indicate that the webpage is an effective communication tool.  It is also indicative of the respondents’ reliance on the 
contents of the information contained as a key factor in their choice of student exchange.   Furthermore the findings reveal that webpages 
can be considered as an effective communication tool should be fully utilized to address and to inform international students of some of the 
major challenges and cultural barriers they may face in a developing country.   
 
4.3 Clarity of the Website Messages 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Website messages were clear and helpful 
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these sessions.  These responses support Peacock & Brown (2006: 21) suggestion that academic orientation before the commencement of 
the programme can help prepare students for academic and cultural differences.    
Most (77%) respondents agreed that the orientation programme was not long enough.  A small (10%) agreed that it was sufficient and 
another (13%) were unsure of their answer.  This finding is a strong indication that an extension in the duration of the orientation programme 
might be necessary to facilitate the needs of foreign students.  It is also indicative that students are not receiving adequate information 
during the orientation programme.   This is supported by Crabtree (2004: 25) who mentions that culture specific knowledge is important and 
that cultural general knowledge and understanding of some communication concepts, theories and research can further facilitate ethical and 
culturally appropriate teaching and learning. 
 
4.6 Prior Information was provided on Student Housing and the Housing Environment was Conducive to Learning 
Most (80%) respondents mentioned that they were not happy about the information they received regarding student housing.  Themes that 
emerged from probing further during the interviews are reflected in the following quotes:  

• “I was not informed about state of housing.  I did not know what to expect.  I only found out when I got here that there were 
various cultural aspects that I did not understand and could not tolerate.  This included people talking very loudly and allowing 
other friends to live with them despite not being a student at the university”. 

• “The only information I received on student housing was the rental prices I would have pay.  No other information was provided”. 
• “Prior to my arrival I had to enquire about student housing.  No information was otherwise volunteered”. 
• “My friends in SA warned me not to stay in student housing because of the local and the noise factor.  I decided to rent a private 

flat instead.  But no, I did not receive any specific information on student housing”. 
From these findings it is evident that there is inadequate information available to students regarding housing.  This could be a 

contributing factor to some of the challenges and the cultural shock faced by students living is student housing in South Africa for the first 
time.    
 
4.7 Quality of Housing Facilities  
Most (80%) of respondents felt that the environment was disruptive and not conducive to learning.  The other (20%) of respondents was 
unsure, as they chose to live in outside residences.  Common reflections during the interview are reflected in the following quotes:   

• “Yes, I stayed at the university student housing.  It was very disruptive.  It was full of local students and I did not relate very 
well to them”. 

• “I had no idea that student housing was so noisy and chaotic.  There was no respect for peoples study time”. 
• “There was a lot of screaming and people who did not belong there were constantly walking in and out – even though 

security was at the doors.  I felt very unsafe”. 
• “It was always noisy and I couldn’t study or sleep.  Students would be shouting and talking loudly at all hours of the night and 

day and nobody did anything about it even though I complained many times”. 
From these findings it is evident that international exchange students view housing as being not conducive to learning and 

therefore will invariably contribute to the negative experience of the local culture in South Africa. 
 
4.8 Security Made Me Feel Secure  
Findings revealed that majority (80%) of respondents disagreed that campus security helped them to feel secure.  Comments received 
indicated that we were not provided with adequate information on local laws and practices.  Further evidence is reflected in the following 
quotes:  

• “I felt uncomfortable with the security guards as I had difficulties understanding them.  I felt that they were slightly intimidating and 
threatening as they were constantly calling me aside and asking me questions.  I could not understand what they said because of 
their tone of voice and because of this I did not feel safe in their presence”.   

• “I had forgotten my residence card in my room and could not swipe myself out the door.  My friend used her card to get me out 
instead.  As I passed through the gates, I was pulled aside roughly by the residence security who demanded to know where my 
card was.  I explained to him that I had forgotten it, but he was very loud and I therefore felt that he was being very aggressive 
towards me.   
From these findings it is evident that respondents view security as being inadequate.  Language and tone of voice is identified as 

having made students feel insecure.  These factors can be viewed as cultural barriers and can therefore contribute to some of the 
communications barriers that students experience.   
 
4.9 The Exchange Programme Had Enough Social Events; Communication Channels Were Well Defined  
Most (80%) of respondents felt that there were not enough social opportunities arranged by the univeristy.  The remaining (20%) of 
respondents however agreed that there were enough individual opportunities to socialize.  Evidence is reflected in the following quotes:  

• “I was not invited to any social events that were culturally valuable” and there were not enough social events arranged by the 
university.  I would have liked to experience more scenic tours, cultural excursions, etc.”  

• “I refused to participate in any activities.  I was very unhappy and was homesick and just wanted to return to my country”. 
• “Tours and social events were poorly planned and we didn’t really have a choice of areas to visit.  Also the outings were not really 

interesting.   
It is evident that students viewed the social program as being inadequate.  This could be contributing to some of the 

communications barriers that students experienced as they felt that because they did not socialize enough they did not receive a greater 
understanding of other cultures, and the experience did not enable them to learn more about themselves and therefore they were not 
enriched as mentioned by Van Hoof and Verbeeten (2001: 3 – 7).   
 
4.10   Overall the Communication Received Was Sufficient 
All (100%) respondents stated that they had experienced problems with the communication channels and had difficulties liaising with 
exchange officers.  Evidence is reflected in the following quotes:  

•  “I turned to various people in different departments for help but I received none.  I was constantly being sent to different 
people, but nothing was done to help me.  I eventually gave up”. 

•  “I suffer from sickle cell disease which is life threatening.  I had no prior knowledge of SA health systems and believed that 
my standard issue USA health insurance was sufficient cover for my needs.  I fell in and an ambulance was called.  It was 
only then that I found out that my insurance would not cover me at a private hospital and I had to be taken to a government 
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hospital.  I was shocked at the conditions and received no assistance in the trauma unit for about nine hours.  I was just left 
there!  I eventually left on my own to go to a private hospital that would only treat me once I paid the fee.  I am not a rich 
student and cannot afford the additional expense, but had to charge the fee to my credit card.  I am now in serious financial 
problems.  I am shocked and appalled that no one informed me prior to my arrival of the medical situation in SA.  Had I 
known, I would have planned better.  In all probability I would not have come if I’d known that I would jeopardize my health 
and finances in this way”.   

From the findings it is evident that students view the communication as inadequate and this is contributing to some of the 
communications barriers that students experience.   Verderber and Verderber (2002: 112) discuss Shramm’s transactional model of 
communication is appropriate in this case as depicting communication as a dynamic process in which both participants are actively engaged 
in encoding, transmitting, receiving and decoding messages.  Meaning is negotiated between the participants and the outcome of the 
encounter is determined by the mutual involvement of the participants in negotiating the meaning of the messages.  While communication is 
taking place, external, internal and noise (barriers) should be considered as these noises may affect the ability of the communicator and 
recipient to share meanings.   
 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
Based on the findings it can be concluded that there are some of the major communication challenges experienced by international students 
during their four month student exchange programme.   The major challenges are related to information about the exchange programme, 
housing, security and developing country socialization.  Based on these conclusions the following recommendations are offered: 

• A defined communication channel is essential to improving the student exchange programme. 
• Issues surrounding student housing should be improved and more information about student housing should be communicated to 

international students.  
• The Student Information Pack should contain more information on SA Laws, Security, Medical Aid, etc. 
• More education is needed on cultural differences. 
• A cultural awareness programme should be implemented prior to the students’ departure from their home countries.  This can 

then be further enforced at the host university’s orientation programmes;  
• Social programmes aimed at encouraging interaction with locals should be ongoing on a weekly basis and offering a wide range 

of culture rich activities. 
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Abstract: 
Trust building between the citizens and states in all community is an important requirement that philosophy of states depends on. Mass 
media as a powerful and ideological institution have an important function for that. So the key question in this research is: 
“What is the ideal function of mass media for trust building as soft power of states and what the elements of this function are?” 

In this paper, we introduce the manipulation and adaptation approaches and describe the manipulation approach as an ideal 
function of mass media. Then from the perspective of the freedom basis development expanded by Amartya Sen, we pay attention to five 
kinds of freedom include political freedoms, economic facilities, social opportunities, transparency guarantees, protective security as key 
factors that directly cause to create and increase trust in citizens. These kinds of freedom result to playing manipulation function too. 
Keywords: Mass media, Function, Trust building, Soft power, Freedom. 
 
Introduction: 
Nowadays, in the international competition; the soft power has become one basis of legitimacy of states that brings multiple outcomes and 
results for states and societies. One of the most important outcomes is trust building in Citizens and increases their satisfaction of their 
states. 

According to Collins dictionary, the word of power means: “Ability or capability to do something”. 
Lord Acton - an English historian, politician and writer- believed that: 

“The power is destructive and absolute power destroyed everything completely” According to this idea some people found a 
negative attitude about the power. However, we should accept that the power has become an inescapable reality today. 

The complete list of power belongs to John French and Bertram Raven. According to Raven and French there are five bases of 
power: reward, coercive, legitimate, referent and expert (Raven and French , 1958, p.83). 
 
Methods and procedures: 
The Strategy of our research is based on literature review. We try to collect information about mass media’s functions, soft power, freedom 
based development and finally we are going to show a conceptual model for trust building. 
 
Soft power: 
The word of soft power innovated by Joseph Nye in 1990 for the first time. However, the thinking behind the concept of soft power can be 
traced even back more than 2000 years in ancient China. Joseph Nye Believes to two kinds of power includes soft and hard power. Soft 
power is perceived stronger and more powerful than hard power (Fan, 2008, p. 148). Nye argues that the means of achieving what you want 
in the modern world is not through the historical means of command, domination and coercion, but by the powers of attraction and thus 
ultimately subtle persuasion and seduction. 

Soft power is a confusing concept. Nye does not give a simple definition. Instead, he describes soft power as: … the ability to 
shape the preferences of others (Fan, 2008, p. 148). Soft power rests on the ability to shape the preferences of others to want what you 
want (Nye, 2009, p. 9). 

Compliance with Classification of John French and Bertram Raven, we know that Soft power is a kind of referent power that is 
based on attraction, and yields the greatest influence in relation to the other powers (Fan, 2008, p. 149). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Typology of soft power 
 
We can discover the nature of soft power with the Comparison of soft power and hard power. We summarize their differences at the 
following: 
 

Differences between soft and hard powers (Fan, 2008, p. 151) 
Soft power Hard powerBasis of Comparison 

Ability to shape the preferences of 
others by attraction 

Ability to change others ‘position 
by force or inducement 

Definition 

Cultural power Military and economic power Area of Application 
Intangible, hard to 

measure, unpredictable 
Tangible, easy to measure, 

predictable to certain degree 
Capability of 
assessment 

Mostly non-state actors, Controlled by State or Capability of control 

 
 

Soft power 

 
Referent 

power based 
on attraction 
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uncontrollable organizations 
Indirect, long-term, 

delayed effect 
Direct, short-term, 
immediate effect 

Kind of effect 

Internal External Area of relations 
 
As we know, the Soft power is applied for shaping the people’s preferences and it also has some application in the cultural area and in the 
internal relationship for countries. One of its applicant outcomes is trust building between citizens and states. 
Soft power: Resources and skills 
From the point of view of researchers there are three resources for the soft power: culture, values and policies (Howard, 2011, p. 53). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources and skills required for soft power 
 
Besides, deployment the soft power needs some skills as well as resources. From the Nancherla’s attitude, the skill which directly tied to 
soft power is leadership skill that creating an environment of trust and respect (Nancherla, 2009, p. 17). 
 
Development as freedom: 
When trust occur between citizens and states that citizens feel development in societies. It should be clear that we have tended to judge 
development by the expansion of substantive human freedoms - not just by economic growth (for example, of the gross national product), or 
technical progress, or social modernization (Robeyns, 2003, p. 13). Thus the basic idea is that states are concerned with people’s affective 
freedoms. 

Amartya sen says: “the development means freedom and freedom is the central value of development”. In this approach, freedom 
is both as the primary end and as the principal means of development (Gasper & Staveren, 2003, p. 137). 

Development can be seen, it is argued here, as a process of expanding the real freedoms that people enjoy (Deneulin, 2006, p.4). 
Amartya sen considers freedom to be one of the most basic aspects of human life  (kuklys, 2005, p. 9). 

So communities can achieve to trust of their citizens when they attend to the basic freedoms Includes political freedoms, 
economic facilities, social opportunities, transparency guarantees and protective security. 

Political freedoms broadly conceived (including what are called civil rights) refer to the opportunities that people have to determine 
who should govern and what principles. 

Economic facilities refer to the opportunities that individuals respectively enjoy to utilize economic resources for the purpose of 
consumption or production or exchange. 

Social opportunities refer to the arrangements that society makes for education, health care and so on, which influence the 
individual’s substantive freedom to live better. 

Transparency guarantees deal with the need for openness that people can expect. And finally, protective security is needed to 
provide a social safety net for preventing the affected population from being reduced to abject misery, and in some cases even starvation 
and death (Sen, 1999, pp 39-40). 
 
Mass media: 
As we know mass media is the media that send a same message for many of people in the same time. According to the role of mass media 
as an important institution; the key question in this research is: “What is the ideal function of mass media for trust building as soft power of 
states and what the elements of this function are?” 

Mass media can follow-up two different approaches in societies. One they can look at human as a passive being and in the other 
hand they can look at human as an Active being.  

This continuum results to two approaches: adaptation and manipulation. Trust building needs to manipulation approach. Then the 
ideal approach of mass media is looking to human as a passive being. So mass media should take the manipulation approach. According to 
this approach, mass media play two functions: awareness and propaganda. 
Mass media play an important role for achieving the freedoms through the proselyte of them. Then Mass media should supply programs that 
propaganda of freedoms is the fundamental values of them. On the other hand, trust or lack of trust in society relatives to how much states 
pay attention to freedoms, so a media can by clarifying the operation of states in this area help to freedom development in communities. 
Mass media are the best Chanel for the presentation of states because they belong to the public. 
We summarize Mass media should proselyte these freedoms in societies and should inform to citizens about state’s operation in this area. 
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Conclusion: 
Possessing resources such as culture, values and policies and applying the leadership skill with Propaganda of basic freedoms in mass 
media and clarify the operation of  states in this area can result to shape soft power in society. Outcome of this power can be trust building 
in community. Finally the conceptual model of mass media’s function for the trust building summarize at the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conceptual model mass media’s function for the trust building 
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EXPLORING AESTHETIC IMPRESSION OF WEB PAGES FROM ASPECTS OF VISUAL ORDER AND COMPLEXITY 
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Abstract  
Recent advances of the broadband Internet and multimedia environment let web users demand from web pages not only cognitive usability 
but also related feelings. Drawing on existing theories of cognitive psychology and human–computer interaction, a research model has been 
developed to explain the relationship between the visual factors and aesthetic impression of a web page according to users’ emotional 
responses. In order to further understand users' feeling and preference, an investigation of web-based learning system were explored. The 
investigation has three phases: 1) 15 adjective pairs were classified into two major visual factors; order and complexity, through semantic 
difference survey and factor analysis. 2) Multi-dimensional scaling analysis was then used to define a perceptual map of four groups. 3) 
Finally, four groups were classified into: professional image type, graphics mainly type, main subject type, and informative mainly type, 
depending on each group’s characteristics. The results of the study revealed how visual complexity and order influence users’ initial 
emotional responses. 
Keywords：Web-Based Learning System, Visual Complexity and Visual Order, Aesthetic Impression 
 
Introduction 
In recent years, more and more people are learning skill and obtaining information through learning websites or forum of share information 
on the Internet. However, web users are starting to demand from web pages are not only cognitive usability but also related feelings. The 
quality of studying environment has been overload by excessive information and chaotic visual design of web pages. As users are 
presented with many choices of different websites on the Internet, they can switch from one website to another effortlessly. Bucy (2000) 
argues that emotional responses may determine which interfaces people choose to use as they seek pleasure or enjoyment.  

The affective aspects of user interface design have received increasing attention (Dillon, 2001; Norman, 2002). A human being’s 
affective system is judgmental, assigning person’s positive or negative dimension to the environment (Norman, 2002). Therefore, affect is 
closely linked to feeling, cognitions, and motivations. This new perspective emphasizes the user’s subjective experience with the web page 
interface. 
 

Visual Complexity and Visual Order 
Thompson and Robitaille (1992) argued aesthetics fidelity is one of important factor to evoke user pleasure and preference. It was 
explained the degree of target impression the users feel as intended by designers who developed the web pages. When the aesthetic 
fidelity of a certain web page is higher, users feel aesthetic responses similar to those intended by the designers who developed the web 
page. Moreover, a few studies attested to the significant effects of visual complexity and order on web design and web qualities (Deng and 
Poole, 2010). 

The visual complexity and visual order have been researched in the studies of visual preference for natural (Arnheim, 1966; Ngo and 
Byrne, 2001; Lavie, 2004). For example, in HCI research, Lavie and Tractinsky’s (2004) study revealed that user’ perceptions of website 
aesthetics consisted of two main dimensions: classic aesthetics and expressive aesthetics, which correspond to the properties of order and 
complexity. While web page visual complexity and order are not clearly defined in Information system research, the concepts of 
environmental complexity and order (Arnheim, 1966) can be extend to the website context. Therefore, adopting Deng and Poole (2010) 
definition of visual complexity: visual diversity, as measured by different types of elements (e.g., text, graphics, links) present in the web 
page; and visual richness, which refers to the detail of information present in a web page as measured by the amount of text, number of 
graphics, and links. Moreover, this definition suggests that visual order is related to the logical organization, clarity, and coherence of web 
page content and layout. Logical organization of a web page is associated with user’s intuitiveness and understandability. 

Recently research has been conducted on applying aesthetics to interface designs. It was also found that visual complexity and 
visual order were closely related to emotional responses and usability (Tsai and Chang, 2008). However, not enough empirical or theoretical 
studies have been performed in the area of visual complexity and visual order to web design and computer systems, not to mention 
web-based learning systems. 
 

Measure of emotion 
The emotion space can be constructed in terms of the major aesthetic dimensions, which can be measured by the semantic differential 
method (SD) (Osgood, 1957). The SD method has been used successfully as the basis for applying Kansei (Sensational) engineering, 
Kansei being a set of methods used for designing the aesthetic aspects of physical products, such as, automobiles , office chair design 
(Jindo etc, 1995; Lee and Nagamach, 1996) Using SD methods, each aesthetic dimension is defined by a set of pairs of polar adjectives, 
such as ‘Beautiful–ugly, warm-cold’ and is assumed to represent a straight-line function that passes through the origin of the emotion space 
(Tsai and Chang, 2008; Chuanga and Ma, 2001).  

Recently, the multidimensional scaling method (MDS), a method to recovering the perceptual space of stimuli from the subjects' 
judgments of similarity among stimuli, has been applied to investigate users' perception and preference of product types (Green and 
Carmone, 1989). For example, Schenkman and Jönsson (2000) have implemented MDS to study the category scale of perception and 
preference on web pages of telecommunication and electronics companies. Hence, MDS makes researchers possible to understand 
underlying psychological structures of stimuli, and not only surface behavior, which is visible to an observer. 

The aesthetic dimensions of web pages depend upon many interrelated factors. In order to identify major factors for the aesthetic of 
web pages, we need to investigate semantics of aesthetic dimensions (feelings) and web users, as well as each group’s characteristics of 
visual design elements (objects). Therefore, the goal of this study is to identify the major factors of user’s perception and preference on 
web-based learning systems in the first impression, and to investigate the relationship with aesthetic impression and visual complexity vs. 
visual order. 
 
Method 
In order to achieve our goal, we conducted three consecutive studies: An exploratory survey of semantic differences with web pages 
(stimuli), a study of emotional semantics (adjectives), and an experimental survey with stimuli and adjective pairs.  
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Survey on Stimuli 
Investigate users’ perception and preference which affect how to select the web pages of web-based learning system. 105 undergraduate 
students (50 males and 55 females) were asked to write down approximately 10 web-based learning systems for image editing software to 
which are they visited or used frequently. The participants were also encouraged to explain the reasons for their selections. All of the 
subjects were aged from 18 to 25, which corresponded to the main age groups that participated in web-based learning systems. 

Then, according to summary of amounts of web-based learning systems, nine web-based learning systems were selected for the 
following studies. In this survey, stimuli subject was limited in image editing software, such as Adobe Photoshop, and capture main web 
pages (not including welcome page) for stimuli. Note that this experiment focuses on the first impressions and let user absorbed in layout of 
static visual stimuli on a web page, hence acoustic and animated stimuli are ignored. Therefore, the nine most visited frequently websites 
were decided from 44 primary websites summarized. All stimuli were web layout captured on 24th March and surveyed during 5th to 25th 
May 2010. 
 
Survey on Semantic Adjectives  
In second survey, those 105 students were asked to write down 10 emotional adjectives which define a good web-based learning system, 
such as beautiful, comfortable etc. Moreover, in order to have high reliability and natural response, some adjectives were adapted to 
Mehrabian and Russell’s (1974) measures of pleasantness and arousal in this survey. Summing up all of the adjectives collected from 
students, the total number was 110 adjectives in preliminary phase. Then, five professional web designers were asked to screen for suitable 
15 adjectives pairs for expressing the measurement of web-based learning systems.  

15 opposite adjective pairs are as followed: exciting-unexciting, interesting-boring, creative-traditional, attractive-unattractive, 
satisfied-unsatisfied, refined-rough, various- uniform, varied- monotonous, aroused- un aroused, professional-amateur, clear-confused, 
easy to understand- not easy to understand, organized -chaotic, simple-complex, and regular-irregular. All variables have high reliability 
coefficients and Cronbach α was 0.87, which is larger than 0.7 within goodness of fit, derived from a reliability analysis. 
 
Experimental Procedure 
122 participants consisted of 69 female and 53 male undergraduate students (different from the previous two surveys). The participants’ 
ages ranged from 18 to 25, with an average age of 21.3. All Participants were required to be familiar with basic computer functions and 
never used experimental stimuli before this experiment. They participated voluntarily in the study. 

In order to clearly investigate user’s perceptions, we develop a system for online survey. The nine web pages were used as stimuli in 
the survey. On each survey page, one of the nine web pages that were developed in this experiment was shown at the left side, and the 15 
aesthetic adjectives in Figure 1 were shown at the right, with seven-point Likert scales. Therefore, all participants were asked to look at one 
of the nine web pages on computer screens. Users could view the web page and at the same time indicate how much they felt responses 
described by each of the 15 opposite adjective pairs. The system does not allow the users to go back to the previous pages and change 
their initial opinions. Each stimulus was randomly assigned to view only a single web page. Participants were asked to view each web page 
for same amount of time (30 seconds). Those stimuli were told not to click on the links on the web page. 

 
Figure 1. Semantic Differential Method Was Surveyed on Each Web Page. 

 
Analysis Method 
Factor Analysis of the collected data was performed to separate several main factors for adjective pairs. In addition, MDS was conducted to 
convert the resulting similar data into a perceptual space representation (perceptual map) to further describe each group’s features. The 
MDS procedure used in this study was SPSS ALSCAL. Perceptual map gives us a direct and obvious view about the relative position and 
intimate degree (the closer in distance, the more intimate in relationship) but it is not accurate enough to get the classification detail of 
web-based learning systems. We need cluster result to do classification and explanation. Therefore, five expert designers were invited to 
identify the number of links, number of graphics, and the amount of text as web page visual characteristics for further analysis. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Various analyses were conducted in the data collected from the above surveys to derive results for each survey in this study. These results 
will be described and discussed in the following sections, respectively. 
 
Main Visual Factors 
The data collecting from the SD survey were processed by factor analysis. The result, as shown in Table 1, reveals that the 15 opposite 
adjective pairs were used to configure the impression under web-based learning systems. They can be classified into two main factors with 
60.386 of variance explained. A principal component analysis was used on classification. The analysis result showed two main factors with 
eigenvalues larger than 1.0, with explained variances being 43.74% and 16.65%, respectively. KMO is 0.916 within high acceptable limits. 
The factor loadings of the two factors for the variables are plotted against each other.  

 
Table 1 The Factor Loading of 15 Adjective Pairs Were Cluster to Complexity And Order Factors. 
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tors ective Pairs Factor Loading
Value 

mplexity 
 

ting-unexciting 0.83 0.18 
resting-boring 0.81 0.08 
ative-traditional 0.78 -0.14 
active-unattractive 0.78 0.22 
sfied-unsatisfied 0.77 0.18 
ned-rough 0.77 0.04 
ous- uniform 0.75 -0.05 
ed- monotonous 0.74 -0.22 
used- un aroused 0.69 0.16 
fessional-amateur 0.61 0.39 

er ar-confused 0.16 0.82 
y to understand- not 

easy to understand 
0.08 0.79 

anized -chaotic 0.16 0.77 
ple-complex -0.34 0.67 
ular-irregular 0.08 0.64 
envalue 10.65 4.05 
centage 43.74 16.65 

mulative Percentage 43.74 60.39 
 

The first cluster, which accounts for 43.74% of the variance, includes the adjective pairs: exciting - unexciting, interesting - boring, creative - 
traditional, attractive - unattractive, satisfied - unsatisfied, refined - rough, various - uniform, varied - monotonous, aroused - un aroused, 
and professional - amateur. This factor may be concluded as the factor of visual complexity and richness. The second cluster, which 
accounts for 16.65% of the variance and includes the adjective pairs: clear - confused, easy to understand - not easy to understand, 
organized - chaotic, simple - complex, and regular - irregular, may be interpreted as the factor of order and logical organization. See the 
Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. The Locations of 15 Adjective Pairs in The Space 
Derived From Factor Analysis.  

 
Figure 3. The main four groups were clustered in perceptual 

map.
 
3.2. Multidimensional Scaling  
The result of MDS, RSQ and Stress were indexed to access the reliability and validity of the result map. To RSQ, the larger, the better with 
acceptance beyond 0.60; while to Stress, the smaller, the better with acceptance within 0.10. The results indicate two-dimensional solutions 
with RSQ value and the corresponding Stress measure being 0.977 and 0.065. It resulted in a fairly acceptable perceptual space of two 
dimensions through an appropriate rotation, as shown in Figure. 3. From this perceptual map, we find that the web page visual layout 
located on the upper side are more order/logical organization than those on the lower side; while the web page visual layout located on the 
right side are complex/richness than those on the left side.  

 
This observation is further verified with the high correlation between X coordinate of perceptual map and corresponding complexity vs. 
simple scores; and between Y coordinate of perceptual map and corresponding order vs. confused scores in the previous SD survey.  
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According to the perceptual map (Figure 3), it classified the nine websites into four types. The first type consists of two web pages: w7 
and w4. The second type includes three web pages: w1, w3, and w9. The third type is made up of only one web page: w5. The last type 
consists of three web pages: w2, w6, and w10. Moreover, five expert designers were invited to define each web page of fundamental 
characteristics and refer to statistical data (Table 2), until they unanimously reached the following for labeling four groups:  
 
1)  Professional images type: the main features consist of richness elements included: text, graphics, neuter-color tone, logical layout and 
appropriate spaces in web page. 
2) Graphics mainly type: Multiple graphics, vivid color but minimum text. The layout arranged predominantly symmetrically and horizontally. 
3) Main subject type: Main a large graphic positioned in the center of web page; mostly with less text. 
4) Informative mainly type: Multiple text blocks and sections provide abundant information; but less graphics and mono-color tone. 

The dimension of complexity means the degree of a web page containing graphics, text and links. For example, w3 and w9 web pages belong 
to high complexity. And the dimension of order means the degree of clear and easy to read the web page. For example, w7, w4 and w2 web page 
layouts belong to high order.  
 

Table 2 Every Item’s Statistical Data Were Showed in Nine Web Pages 
ite name * es plexity r age 

L2LIFE    
lk    

S    
no    
gent Group     
craft    
ts+    
ited design    
n   

* PI: professional image type, GM: graphics mainly type, MS: main subject type, IM: informative mainly type. 
Note: links, text, and pictures mean total amount in each web page. 

 
Discussion 
The aim of this study is to investigate what factors impact learner’s aesthetic impressions when they visit a web-based learning system in the 
first expression. The results indicate aesthetic impression was closely related with web page visual complexity and visual order design 
features, due to the effects on the visual appeal of web page and users’ initial emotional responses toward the web pages.  

In the past, contrast to the ample amount of research focusing on the cognitive usability of interfaces/web page design (Cockton, 2002), 
only a few studies have focused on the aesthetic aspects of interfaces. Park et al. (Park, 2004) think aesthetic impressions are not 
necessarily uni-directional. Secondary emotions can be regarded as major types of aesthetic impressions tendency. Thus, for younger users, 
aesthetic impressions were include feeling qualities or secondary perception such as ‘lovely,’ ‘hope,’ ‘cool,’ or positive feeling which are not 
entirely related to only the dimension of beauty. 

One interesting finding of aesthetic impressions is related to visual factors in determining the web users’ emotional responses. In 
addition, the visual complexity and visual order to web users’ pleasantness was largely dependent on the web users’ initial impression. This 
finding is close related with Deng and Pool (2010), their results revealed how web page visual complexity interacted with order to influence 
the user’s feeling of pleasantness. Arnheim (1966) has argued that order and complexity cannot exist without each other: Order is needed for 
individuals to deal with high complexity as “complexity without order produces confusion”, and some degree of complexity is necessary to 
bring interest to high order “as order without complexity causes boredom”. 

Therefore, the result conclude that the impression of stimulus differentiation is based on users' perception on two factors: the degree of 
visual complexity and the degree of visual order. This finding supported the hypothesis of the preliminary study, which identified the 
relationship between visual factors effect emotional response. Visual complexity and visual order are one of important factors influence users’ 
initial emotional responses and aesthetic impressions toward a new website. 

Due to the limitation of resources, the impression investigated in this study were not of all kinds websites, instead, we focus on free 
web-based learning systems (no fees for join) from student favorites. This may have somewhat influenced the web page factor evaluations. 
The interactions among some usability and web page contents may generate special influences on user’s perception and preference, 
however due to those complexity problems, they were not considered in this study. 

 
Conclusion  
Drawn from the above discussion, several findings from this study can be summarized as the following.  

1. The effective semantic factors of aesthetic impression are clustered into two visual factors: visual complexity and visual order. 
2. Individuals' perceptions in the differentiation of the layout types of web-based learning systems can be expressed as a perceptual 

map constituted by two dimensions of complexity vs. simple, and order vs. confused perceived.  
3. Visual complexity and order factors should coexist on web-based learning systems, because opportune combination within visual 

complexity and visual order easily enhance professional or trusting feeling. Moreover, similar feelings are also depend on positive 
dimension, such as higher scales on positive adjectives resulted in higher satisfaction toward the web page. 

4. Four types’ main features of web-based learning system were defined by expert designers: professional image type, graphics 
mainly type, main subject type, and informative mainly type. 

The findings not only revealed the relationship between visual complexity vs. visual order and aesthetics impression, but also 
provided different types of web layout examples to web page designer and system engineer.  
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COMMUNICATION-TECHNOLOGY, CYBERSPACE, SIMULATION AND HUMAN SUBJECTIVITY* 
 

Bert Olivier 
NMMU, South Africa 

 
Abstract 
In this paper the use of the advanced communication-technology is scrutinized in the light of Sherry Turkle’s work on communication and 
the uses of technology, as well as of commentaries regarding the growing popularity of social networking sites. Germain, Virilio and 
Baudrillard give greater insight on the question of the social consequences of technologically mediated experiences, among others of 
cyberspace as the new ‘frontier’, and focus on the alienating effects of cyberspace regarding the human lifeworld. Turkle’s recent work 
regarding robotics similarly points to a fundamental shift in human attitudes towards ‘embodied’ artificial intelligence, especially concerning 
affectivity, which further marks a turning away from the complexity of human relationships in favour of supposedly uncomplicated ‘machine 
relationships’ Derrida enables one to understand better the changing relation between humans and machines in terms of the re-
configuration of human subjectivity. Together with Turkle’s work in this domain, it points to a surprising ‘reconfiguration’ of human identity. 
Finally, Feenberg’s retrospective on the fraught relations between humans and technology, as reflected in various fictional and theoretical 
works, as well as social developments, provides a suitable conclusion, given his affirmative remarks on the prospects of human autonomy in 
relation to the internet. 

What are the communicational consequences of the widespread use of the internet, for example in the form of frequenting 
advanced technology-mediated, virtual communicational spaces like ‘chatrooms’, or social networking sites like Facebook, and of 
technological devices like mobile phones? Moreover, are there any such consequences that, given the central function of communication in 
human behaviour, are significant as far as the constitution of human subjectivity is concerned?  These are questions that require urgent 
attention as humanity involves itself further with, and becomes more deeply enmeshed in a world that is increasingly, and ever more 
thoroughly technologically mediated and constructed.  

Why should these developments raise concerns about their possible effects on human beings? Surely, one might argue, technology 
is just a set of ‘tools’ which are designed to make human existence more comfortable; any suggestion that it may ‘affect’ people in some or 
other ‘significant’ manner is merely an expression of technophobia of the kind that Feenberg (2004) points to as having been part of the 20th-
century’s response to the perceived dystopic implications of technology. That things are not that simple is suggested by Sherry Turkle 
(1995), where she reminds one of the ambivalent status of technology, more specifically the technologically mediated ‘virtual’ realm’s 
capacity to fascinate, seduce and simultaneously enslave its adherents. Turkle alludes to a film (itself the result of advanced technology) 
that thematizes this power of technology, namely Wim Wenders’s science-fiction film, Until the end of the world, which revolves around a 
scientist’s invention of a device which transmutes human brain-activity into such enchanting images that people are able to perceive their 
innermost memories and fantasies in hypnotizingly vivid form1 (Turkle 1995: 268): 

However, the story soon turns dark. The images seduce. They are richer and more compelling than the real life around them. 
Wenders’s characters fall in love with their dreams, become addicted to them. People wander about with blankets over their heads 
the better to see the monitors from which they cannot bear to be parted. They are imprisoned by the screens, imprisoned by the 
keys to their past that the screens seem to hold. 
We, too, are vulnerable to using our screens in these ways. People can get lost in virtual worlds…Our experiences there are serious 
play. 

 
Turkle’s remarks are a salutary reminder that experiences mediated by technology are not innocuous; they have consequences 

regarding human behaviour – the film in question may be a work of fiction, but, like many similar works of science fiction (see Olivier 2002), 
it addresses issues that are rooted in contemporary reality, extending them just enough to speculate fictionally on possible paths of their 
further development and its consequences for humans.  

One does not have to restrict oneself to science fiction when it comes to investigating the relationship between people and their 
technologies, however. Turkle has recently commented on current technology (such as the IPhone), as well as on the appearance and growth 
of virtual space phenomena such as Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn and the like. Particularly germane to the progressively diversifying 
implications of ‘entering’ such technologically enabled ‘spaces’ when it comes to the issue of human subjectivity, is her remark, during an 
interview (Colbert 2011) on her latest book, Alone together (2010), that we ‘have to put technology in its place’, and that her research on 
Facebook has brought to light the phenomenon of adolescent users reaching a certain ‘performance exhaustion’. Facebook users may not think 
of setting up and updating a Facebook profile as a ‘performance’, but it is clear in the interview with Colbert that Turkle has no doubt that it is 
one, and moreover, that it is a ‘performance’ with far-reaching consequences for individuals who use Facebook and similar sites.2  
It is significant that a technophile like Turkle – who, not so long ago, saw in the internet a space of exploration, where we can discover new, 
better possibilities about ourselves (Turkle 1995: 262-263) – has more recently claimed that human beings have somehow overstepped the 
mark where technology is concerned. In the interview referred to, she insists that we have to rediscover the importance of giving other people 
our full attention when we are together, instead of busying ourselves with our IPhones (Colbert 2011). How must we understand this caveat? 
For an answer to this question one has to turn to Alone together (2010), but not before a brief glance at some of her previous work.  
The Second Self: Computers and the Human Spirit (1984), is the book where Turkle first examined identity-transforming relations, but at the 
time it was still largely a matter of person and machine in an one-on-one relation. The internet – that virtually ‘sublime’,3 rapidly expanding 
system of networks – has changed all that. Its capacity to connect millions of people, via computers, in new, ‘virtual’ kinds of spaces, has altered 

                                                            

1 Kathryn Bigelow’s neo-noir, Strange Days (1995), too, thematizes the ambivalent kind of virtual reality-technology that enables people to 
experience sensations as if they are more real than the ‘original’ body-sensations ‘recorded’ by means of an outlawed device (which also 
enables ‘playback’ of the recorded sensations), with the predictable result that people get so addicted to it that their ‘real’ lives suffer.  
2 There are several angles from which one may approach the question of virtual sites like Facebook and MySpace, one of which is to 
consider it in relation to questions of (unexpected) ‘panoptical control’. See in this regard Olivier 2010 and 2011. 
3 I use the term ‘sublime’ advisedly here, given its philosophical meaning of ‘that which cannot be adequately (re-)presented in imagination 
or perception, even if it can be thought’. The internet is just such a phenomenon. See Olivier (1998) in this regard. 
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the way in which people think, the form of communities, the character of their sexuality and the comparative complexity of their very identities 
(Turkle 1995: 49). 

In Life on the Screen: Identity in the age of the internet (1995) Turkle explored the social and psychological effects of the internet on 
its users. One of her surprising discoveries was that many of those who frequent cyberspace seem to prize their cyber-identities above their 
‘normal’, embodied selves. The use of the plural – ‘cyber-identities’ – is accurate here, because invariably the residents of cyberspace 
create several ‘avatars’ for themselves in the course of visiting MUDS (Multi-user domains), ‘chatrooms’, and nowadays multi-user 
interactive online games, such as World of Warcraft and the recently released Star Wars internet-connected game. These online games, 
with their vast numbers of players worldwide, are marvels of simulation, where variegated virtual spaces – land- and seascapes, interiors 
with astonishing detail – comprise the backdrop against which the player-initiated game-action unfolds. Clearly, given its seductive, often 
astonishing verisimilitude, such simulation is nothing inconsequential. 

These considerations are given more depth by Turkle’s work on simulation in Simulation and its Discontents (2009). She contrasts 
an older generation’s skepticism about simulation and its promises – given their attachment to a less obviously mediated contact with the 
materials and objects of their fields of inquiry in architecture and physics – with the infatuation, on the part of the younger generation, with 
simulation in different fields. The computer was viewed by many of the older generation as a tool which, despite some useful computing 
functions, would lead students and scientists alike away from reality, to their detriment. Today, by contrast, architecture students find it hard 
to imagine how skyscrapers could have been designed in the 1950s without the use of a computer and the appropriate design software. Her 
research has led her to the point where she issues a warning, however (Turkle 2009: 7):  
 

Immersed in simulation, we feel exhilarated by possibility. We speak of Bilbao [probably a reference to Frank Gehry's Bilbao 
Guggenheim, sometimes called the most complex building ever designed, with the help of computer-simulation; B.O.], of emerging 
cancer therapies, of the simulations that may help us address global climate change. But immersed in simulation, we are also 
vulnerable. Sometimes it can be hard to remember all that lies beyond it, or even acknowledge that everything is not captured in it. 
An older generation fears that younger scientists, engineers, and designers are ‘drunk with code’. A younger generation scrambles 
to capture their mentors’ tacit knowledge of buildings, bodies, and bombs. From both sides of a generational divide, there is anxiety 
that in simulation, something important slips away. 
 
What is it that ‘slips away’? One way of answering this is by considering that, in this age when sophisticated new technologies 

enable engineers, architects, medical doctors, physicists and molecular biologists to simulate virtually everything that their respective 
disciplines pertain to, from building designs to protein molecules, the 2011 Japanese tsunami and subsequent nuclear crisis at Fukushima 
came as a cruel reminder that there is, after all, something ‘real’ out there, at least in the sense of something that surpasses simulation. And 
this ‘something’ sometimes behaves in a manner that demonstrates in no uncertain terms its intransigence in the face of continued attempts 
to reduce it to just another object for manipulation on a computer screen. Like the events of September 11, 2001, it has dealt a blow to 
Baudrillard’s (1996; see also Olivier 2002a) contention, that we live in an age of ‘hyperreality’, of ‘simulacra’ which have taken the place of 
the ‘real’. But, given the media-saturated context of Baudrillard’s ontological claims concerning the advent of ‘hyperreality’, where ‘images 
without referents’ are supposedly all there is, there was something almost unreal about seeing the television images of the wall of water 
flattening everything in its way on the North-East coast of Japan, almost as if one expects it to obey the logic of simulation, instead of the 
logic of reality. In the 1930s people ran out into the streets of New York in response to the realistic radio-dramatisation of HG Wells’s The 
War of the Worlds, fully expecting to see alien ships in the streets. But it was only a simulation, at a time when the latter — simulation — 
was not yet pervasive in society. By contrast, with 9/11 and the recent tsunami in Japan, what people saw on television screens resembled 
the all-too-familiar simulation-images of scenes of destruction encountered in cinema and television, and yet, it turned out to be terrifyingly 
‘real’, whatever one may understand by the latter term.4 

The almost unimaginably destructive power of the tsunami that followed in the wake of a major earthquake off the coast of Japan is 
therefore, just like 9/11 before it, a very concrete reminder that it is indeed the case that something ‘slips away’ in simulation, and that this 
‘something’ has very real effects on our embodied selves. No matter how much the smoothness of a simulated world may seduce one — for 
example the virtual world so enticingly depicted in World of Warcraft — it should not have the effect of making one ignore the claims of the 
gritty, real world. By all accounts, however, this is precisely what occurs in the case of many of the aficionados of WoW, who become so 
enamoured, or addicted, to the game that they tend to ignore the demands of the real world to the point of losing their jobs and families.5 
To return to Turkle’s reflections (2009) on simulation, she rephrases the architect, Louis Kahn’s famous question, ‘What does a brick want?’ 
to read: ‘What does simulation want?’ and answers that, at one level, it wants ‘immersion’, which is a prerequisite for actualising its full 
potential. The downside of this is, as one can easily gather from the enthusiasm of students and practitioners of various stripes, that it is 
easy to fall in love with it, and difficult to take sufficient critical distance from it to be able to doubt it. As Turkle observes (2009: 7-8):  

 
Simulation makes itself easy to love and difficult to doubt. It translates the concrete materials of science, engineering, and design 
into compelling virtual objects that engage the body as well as the mind … Over time, it has become clear that this ‘remediation’, the 
move from physical to virtual manipulation, opens new possibilities for research, learning, and design creativity. It has also become 
clear that it can tempt its users into a lack of fealty to the real … The more powerful our tools become, the harder it is to imagine the 
world without them. 
 
And, one might add, the harder it is to deal with the shape and the aftermath of events that issue from forces that humanity cannot 

control. Perhaps because advanced technology has enabled humans to simulate and manipulate virtual entities, the sight of houses, cars 
and boats being swept away by an irresistible mass of water is even more disturbing than it might have been in the absence of such 
technology. In the process, however, the imagination is recalibrated, as it were, to regain a purchase on a reality that has become less 
compelling of late, as a result of the pervasiveness of simulation. 

                                                            

4 That the meaning of ‘real’ is no easy matter to decide, has been the case for the entire history of philosophy, from the Presocratics through 
Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, Descartes, Kant, Hegel, Husserl and Heidegger to Lacan and Derrrida. It bears on the most fundamental 
ontological concerns of philosophical reflection. For an examination of this question in the context of 9/11, see Olivier (2007).     
5 The documentary film, Second Skin (2008), provides a startling look into this world of virtual reality-addiction. 
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There are other, perhaps less obvious consequences of simulation, especially as one encounters it in cyberspace – that kind of 
space characteristically mediated by computer-technology. Gilbert Germain, in an essay titled ‘The human condition in the age of 
technology’ (2004), takes a serious look at the reflections of Jean Baudrillard and Paul Virilio on contemporary technology. Germain phrases 
their assessment of technology in a striking manner (2004: 161):  
 

Baudrillard and Virilio concur that the story of technology is the story of humanity’s decreasing dependence on the earth, and that 
this growing autonomy from the ‘real world’ amounts to a kind of self-alienation, as well. Despite differences in both approach and 
tone, their analyses corroborate the view that our drifting from the earth challenges a number of key assumptions regarding what it 
means to be human. 
 
Condensing brutally, these French thinkers’ work indicates that the attempt to ‘escape from the earth’ proceeds along two 

trajectories, to wit, a technological surpassing of the natural spatio-temporal limits of the earth through the construction of a separate (but 
corresponding) ‘virtual reality’ or ‘cyberspace’, and, on the other hand, an increasing integration of human beings with their (natural as well 
as technologically created) environment by way of what is known as ‘smart’ technologies. 
  
Regarding the first axis of development, Germain (2004: 163) points out, it is less relevant to ask about the efficacy of communications via 
cyberspace – to be able to cope in today’s world, one has to resort to it – than whether it is ‘suitable’ for embodied beings such as humans, 
that is, whether it perhaps affects human experience adversely in some way.  

Turning to Baudrillard’s notion of the ‘obscene’ as a description of the transformed state of the contemporary visual realm, 
Germain (2004: 163) explains this in terms of the ‘mania for transparency and total illumination’ evident in televisual imagery (think of the 
way ‘Bluray’ and ‘plasma’ television are promoted as providing clearer images than their respective predecessors). According to Baudrillard, 
this comes at the cost of a kind of ‘distance’ that the human body cannot bridge, in contrast to one’s ability to cross distances separating one 
from things in everyday spatial reality, as both Heidegger (1978) and Merleau-Ponty (1962) have demonstrated. 

Following these thinkers, Baudrillard suggests that the ‘charm’ of the real world lies precisely in the fact that the chasm between 
perceiver and perceived in human reality ‘separates’ as well as ‘conjoins’ them: real objects in space ‘seduce’ us because they resist being 
fully accessible to the eye – they have to approached, circled, scrutinized and respected as possessing their own not-fully-transparent being 
(or what Heidegger called ‘earth’). Unlike the objects of real perception, however, virtual imagery is not ‘incomplete’, but shows everything 
that is there to see. As Germain (2004: 163-164) remarks, if the odd virtual object exudes an air of mystery, it has been programmed to do 
so – it does not come with being an object in cyberspace, the way it accompanies all real objects as a possibility. Hence, for Baudrillard, 
virtual objects, like pornography, ‘reveal too much’, which is why they appear ‘hyperreal’ (more real than real). If anyone does not 
understand this, let them look at World of War cyberscapes – the penny is sure to drop. ‘And’, says Germain, ‘like pornography, this surfeit 
of visibility captures and fascinates the eye’.  

Paul Virilio, on Germain’s (2004: 164-166) reading, concurs with Baudrillard as far as this is concerned, for instance where he 
alludes approvingly to Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological analysis of lived space, with its characteristic mutual implication of seer and seen, 
and the implication that the former is able to cross the gap separating her or him from the latter.  

So where does technology come in? For Virilio, what he calls ‘distance technologies’ work against this ‘natural’ human spatial 
situatedness, as shown in his discussion of the experiences of astronauts who actually stepped on to the surface of the moon, which 
demonstrates that human perception is a strictly earthly perception. From Germain’s account of Virilio’s interpretation of the astronauts’ 
experience on the moon, it appears that what the latter encountered there was ‘an altogether different reality’, which hinged crucially on the 
kind (that is, the ‘quality’) of light found on the moon.  

Virilio gathered this from Buzz Aldrin’s observation, that lunar light was ‘weird’, something he ascribed to solar light being 
unrefracted by an atmosphere, as it is on earth, and therefore striking the moon’s surface somewhat like the rays from a very powerful 
spotlight. Not only was this especially noticeable when moving something from shadow into the sun’s light on the moon – which Aldrin 
likened to entering ‘another dimension’, but the distinctively different quality of the light there also affected the astronauts’ capacity for 
judging gradients and distances on the moon’s surface. Hence, there was a marked contrast between the ease with which their bodies 
adjusted to the much lower (than on earth) lunar gravity and the difficulty they had adapting their vision to lunar light conditions. 

It is not difficult to see why Virilio infers from this that human vision is not something that functions equally well, regardless of 
place, but that it is context-dependent. From Aldrin’s account of his lunar experience it appears that vision, when displaced from its originary 
earthly circumstances of development, renders a completely different visual reality, and Germain suggests that the sudden change from 
shadow to disconcerting light, without the mitigating effect of penumbras, the way it happens on earth, may be described as the experience 
of a ‘binary’ or ‘digital’ reality.  

Small wonder that, given the astronauts’ account, Virilio regards lunar reality as ‘a three-dimensional analogue of cyberspace’. For 
him being exposed to the sun’s light on the moon is similar to the way objects are exposed to unrefracted light in the ‘glow’ of cyberspace, 
accessible through computer screens, and he compares us to astronauts. Both Baudrillard and Virilio therefore regard contemporary 
technology as contributing to the construction of an un-earthly, and therefore in-human reality. This is not all there is as far as the ‘inhuman’ 
is concerned in the contemporary world, however. 

The notion of an ‘inhuman’ reality resonates with Sherry Turkle’s account, in Alone together (2010), of her more recent investigations 
concerning advanced electronic communication as well as artificial intelligence, notably in the guise of robots, which were once the stuff of 
science fiction, but have become increasingly real in the developed world. As pointed out earlier, Turkle was extremely sanguine about the 
prospects and possibilities created by computers and the internet in the books preceding Simulation and its discontents (2009). With the advent 
of computer technology, the one-on-one relationship between human and intelligent machine gave rise to novel reflections on the nature of 
the self, a process that was taken to a different level with the invention of the internet and its impact on notions and experiences of social 
identity. Turkle traced these developments in Computers and the Human Spirit and Life on the Screen, respectively. In Alone Together 
(2010) she reports on her research of the last 15 years, which brings her investigations into the relationship between human and technology 
up to speed. In the latter book she has changed her tone to the point where she expresses grave misgivings about the current signs that people 
have become so attached to their electronic communication devices that, more and more, they neglect social relationships with other individuals 
in favour of interposing these gadgets – such as smart phones, laptops and IPads – between themselves and the people with whom they 
communicate in a decidedly ‘mediated’ manner. In other words, if one takes the latest developments in the area of electronic communication, 
internet activity and robotics, together with changing attitudes on the part of especially (but not exclusively) young users into consideration, a 
subtle shift has been taking place all around us.  
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She (Turkle 2010: 2, 26-32) observes that, when computers first appeared, children were intrigued by these ‘intelligent thinking 
machines’ to the point where they took such ‘intelligence’ to be the measure of a form of ‘life’. More recently, however, with the arrival of robotic 
beings that can simulate feeling or affection, children have shifted their yardstick for ‘life’ from intelligence to affection or feeling. If the artificial 
creature appears to be capable of (simulated) feeling – especially in the sense of craving affection or ‘love’ from their human owners,6 and 
‘saying’ so – then children take this as a sign of their status as living beings. 

There is an even more telling sign that we have, or are in the process of crossing a certain threshold regarding our relationship with 
intelligent machines – what Turkle (2010: 9) calls the ‘robotic moment’. It comes in, among other things, the shape of a young woman who 
intimates to Turkle (at a conference) that she is eagerly anticipating the day when a ‘sophisticated Japanese robot’, can replace her ‘demanding’ 
boyfriend, ‘even one just exhibiting scripted behaviour’. Or in that of an elderly woman who depends upon her ‘therapeutic robot’, Paro – a 
‘sociable robot in the shape of a baby harp seal’ (2010: 8), which responds with simulated affection to her petting – to provide consolation and 
companionship in the absence of her son, who has broken off ties with her. Turkle elaborates on the significance of these cases (2010: 9-10): 

 
As I listen for what stands behind this [robotic] moment, I hear a certain fatigue with the difficulties of life with people. We insert robots 
into every narrative of human frailty. People make too many demands; robot demands would be of a more manageable sort. People 
disappoint; robots will not. When people talk about relationships with robots, they talk about cheating husbands, wives who fake 
orgasms, and children who take drugs. They talk about how hard it is to understand family and friends. I am at first surprised by these 
comments. Their clear intent is to bring people down a notch...The idea of sociable robots suggests that we might navigate intimacy by 
skirting it. People seem comforted by the belief that if we alienate or fail each other, robots will be there, programmed to provide 
simulations of love. Our population is aging; there will be robots to take care of us. Our children are neglected; robots will tend to them. 
We are too exhausted to deal with each other in adversity; robots will have the energy. Robots won’t be judgmental.   
 

It is not simply a matter of observing ‘weirdly machine-friendly’ behaviour of people with, or towards electronic communication 
devices, or with robots which take this a step further towards pseudo-affective behaviour, and of opinions expressed about such devices 
which are an indication of something qualitatively different, and perhaps somewhat disturbing, on the part of such individuals. From the 
perspective of those who understand that a relationship with another human being, no matter how difficult, cannot find a replacement in a 
‘pseudo-relationship’ with a machine, it is an opportunity for self-knowledge (Turkle 2010: 29-30).   
 

Writing in his diary in 1832, Ralph Waldo Emerson described ‘dreams and beasts’ as ‘two keys by which we are to find out the 
secrets of our nature...They are our test objects’. If Emerson had lived today, he would have seen the sociable robot as our new test 
object. Poised in our perception between inanimate program and living creature, this new breed of robot provokes us to reflect on 
the difference between connection and relationship, involvement with an object and engagement with a subject. These robots are 
evocative: understanding how people think about them provides a view onto how we think about ourselves. When children talk about 
these robots, they move away from an earlier cohort’s perception of computers as provocative curiosities to the idea that robots 
might be something to grow old with.   
 

The most interesting area of Turkle’s latest research is undoubtedly that of technological progress towards the construction of 
human simulations in the guise of robots, and the responses of people to this prospect. If there is reason for concern about the present 
generation’s ability to maintain healthy social relationships, then her discoveries regarding the place and significance of (various types of) robots 
in the lives of children and the elderly are startling, to say the least. If Turkle is right, then attitudes that we take for granted concerning what is 
‘real’ are receding, especially among young people. For example, there is a perceptible shift from valuing living beings above artificially 
constructed ones to its reverse, as indicated by many children’s stated preference for intelligent robotic ‘beings’ as pets above real ones. 
Even the aged seem to value the predictable behaviour of robotic pets – which emit reassuring sounds when stroked, and don’t die – above 
that of real pets.  

Even more perplexing, when Turkle (2010: 4-8) expressed her doubts about the desirability of human-robot love relationships 
supplementing (if not replacing) familiar relationships between humans in an interview with a science journal reporter on the future of love 
and sexual relations between humans and robots, she was promptly accused of being in the same category as those people who still cannot 
countenance same-sex marriages. In other words, for this reporter – following David Levy in his book, Love and Sex with Robots – it was 
only a matter of time before we will be able to enter into intimate relationships with robots, and even...marry them if we so wished, and 
anyone who does not accept this, is a kind of ‘specieist’ bigot. The reporter evidently agreed wholeheartedly with Levy, who maintains that, 
although robots are very different (‘other’) from humans, this is an advantage, because they would be utterly dependable – unlike humans, 
they would not cheat, and they would teach humans things about friendship, love and sex that they could never imagine. This resonates 
with the young woman’s sentiments about the preferability of a robot lover to a human.  
    
Here I should quote Turkle, who articulates the reasons for her misgivings about these developments as follows (2010: 5-6): 

 
I am a psychoanalytically trained psychologist. Both by temperament and profession, I place high value on relationships of intimacy 
and authenticity. Granting that an AI might develop its own origami of lovemaking positions, I am troubled by the idea of seeking 
intimacy with a machine that has no feelings, can have no feelings, and is really just a clever collection of ‘as if’ performances, 
behaving as if it cared, as if it understood us. Authenticity, for me, follows from the ability to put oneself in the place of another, to 
relate to the other because of a shared store of human experiences: we are born, have families, and know loss and the reality of 
death. A robot, however sophisticated, is patently out of this loop...The virtue of Levy’s bold position is that it forces reflection: What 
kinds of relationships with robots are possible, or ethical? What does it mean to love a robot? As I read Love and Sex, my feelings 
on these matters were clear. A love relationship involves coming to savor the surprises and the rough patches of looking at the world 
from another’s point of view, shaped by history, biology, trauma, and joy. Computers and robots do not have these experiences to 

                                                            

6 In science fiction this eventuality has been explored, too, for example in Proyas’s I, Robot (2004) and Spielberg’s AI (Artificial Intelligence; 
2001). See Olivier (2008) for a psychoanalytical exploration of the significance of a robot craving human affection and displaying the 
(ethical) capacity for guilt. 
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share. We look at mass media and worry about our culture being intellectually ‘dumbed down’. Love and Sex seems to celebrate an 
emotional dumbing down, a willful turning away from the complexities of human partnerships – the inauthentic as a new aesthetic.    

 
Do Turkle’s misgivings reflect those of most reflective people? My guess would be that they probably do, but I am also willing to bet 

that these are changing, and will change on a larger scale, as more robotic beings enter people’s lives. Her experience (referred to earlier) 
with the elderly woman whose relationship with her son had been severed, and had acquired a robot ‘pet’, seems to me telling here. Recall 
that, while she was talking to Turkle, she was stroking the electronic device, fashioned like a harp seal, which looked at her and emitted a 
purring sound, to the evident reassurance of the woman. It was, to use Turkle’s words, ‘performing’ a pre-programmed response to the way 
it was being handled.  

This is the crucial thing, in my view: people judge others – not only robotic devices, as in this case, but other people (and animals) 
too – in terms of ‘performance’, always assuming that ‘there is someone home’, and in the vast majority of cases this is probably the case. 
But ‘performance’ is what matters, whether it is in the form of facial expressions, or laughter, or language – we do not have ‘direct access’ to 
anyone’s inner feelings, although we always assume, by analogy with our own feelings, emotions, and anxieties, accompanying what we 
say or show, that this is the case. (This dilemma is related to the philosophical problem of solipsism, or monadism – based on the curious 
fact that, in a certain sense, no one can step outside of their own immediate experiences to validate the existence of others.) And because 
we are all dependent on linguistic behaviour or some other kind of ‘performance’ as affirmation of the presence of a conscious being 
commensurate with our own state of being, I am convinced that, when in the presence of a being which ‘performs’ in a way which resembles 
or imitates the behaviour of other human beings, most people would be quite happy to act ‘as if’ this being is a true human simulation 
(whether there is someone ‘at home’ or not).  
   What is in store for human beings in the future, in the light of these startling findings by Sherry Turkle? One thing seems certain: 
the way in which technological devices are judged is changing to the point where they are deemed worthy substitutes for other people in 
human relationships. And this gives reason for pause, because – as one can gather from Turkle’s book – it does not leave one’s sense of 
who you are, that is, your sense of identity, untouched. Just as the appearance of computers brought about reflection on artificial 
intelligence as opposed to human intelligence, so the emergence of intelligent, affective machines, or robots, is prompting humans to reflect 
once again on their own identities as humans (Turkle 2010: 1-2, 11-12, 169). She puts her own share in such reflection succinctly where she 
observes (2010: 11): ‘...it [her book] is about how we are changed as technology offers us substitutes for connecting with each other face-to-
face’.         

Just how far-reaching this ‘reconfiguration’ of identity in the course of changing relations with technological devices may be, is 
evident from Jacques Derrida’s reading (1996: 13-20) of Freud’s writings on the psychic consequences of primitive archiving devices. 
According to Derrida, Freud (perhaps unintentionally) was not simply, by considering these as various models of the psyche, engaged in 
judging the apparatus’s efficacy in representing the psyche. (This specifically pertains to the so-called ‘mystic pad’, with its wax tablet and 
wax paper, covered by a celluloid sheet, on which children could write and clear the surface by lifting the sheet.) For Derrida, Freud was 
drawing attention to the different ways in which a variety of prosthetic technological devices affect the very structure of the psyche (Derrida 
1996: 15). Consequently, Derrida suggests speculatively that certain ‘geo-techno-logical shocks’ might have had a revolutionary effect on 
the ‘psychoanalytic archive’ if, instead of the handwritten letters exchanged among Freud and his contemporaries, they had had access to 
devices such as faxes, tape recorders, printers, television, ‘…and above all E-mail’ (p. 16).  

Derrida’s little ‘retrospective science fiction’, as he calls it, is radical in its implications. It bears on the very structure of the human 
psyche, and therefore on that of human identity, converging, therefore, with Sherry Turkle’s insight into the relevance of ‘relations with 
machines’ for humans’ self-understanding. In his words (Derrida 1996: 16-17): 
 

It would have transformed this history [of psychoanalysis] from top to bottom and in the most initial inside of its production, in its very 
events. This is another way of saying that the archive, as printing, writing, prosthesis, or hypomnesic technique in general is not only 
the place for stocking and for conserving an archivable content of the past which would exist in any case, such as, without the archive, 
one still believes it was or will have been. No, the technical structure of the archiving archive also determines the structure of the 
archivable content even in its very coming into existence and in its relationship to the future. The archivization produces as much as it 
records the event.           

 
What does it mean to claim that the ‘state of the art’ of communication technology determines the field of psychoanalysis? Derrida 

himself (1996: 18) answers this question succinctly where he says: ‘…what is no longer archived in the same way is no longer lived in the 
same way. Archivable meaning is also and in advance codetermined by the structure that archives’. In other words, in a specific sense the 
technological devices invented by humans (and therefore already reflecting a change in ‘inventive’ perception on the part of the inventors), 
dialectically shape the manner in which the users of these devices comprehend and act in the world. It therefore shapes the structural 
dynamics of culture and society, as well as the structure of human identity. There have probably been many investigations into the 
‘dialectical’ changes wrought by the use of technological ‘gadgets’ in human behaviour (similar to Turkle’s, discussed above), by sms-ing or 
‘texting’ via mobile phones, not merely in the language of interpersonal communication, but in the very way that individuals think and speak 
(and act?), that is, in the linguistic constitution of their identities. In sum: communications technology, let alone ‘interaction’ (if one can call it 
that) with robots, does not leave human identity unaffected; on the contrary, it has far-reaching consequences for one’s sense of identity, as 
Turkle affirms in her experience with gadget-dependent teenagers (2010: 176; see also Olivier 2011a).  

The rapid development of technology, which has been considered in this paper, may be shown to have another side to it as well, 
however – one which may ultimately cause greater optimism regarding the future. In this regard, Andrew Feenberg (2004) takes stock of 
where humanity has come from, where we are now, and where we are heading in an increasingly technologized environment. He compares 
two important, but divergent ‘utopian’ novels, both of which represent imaginative responses to the state of the society that the writers were 
living in at the time of writing their respective books — Edward Bellamy’s utopian sci-fi novel of 1888, Looking Backward: 2000-1887, and 
Aldous Huxley’s dystopian novel, Brave New World of 1932.  

The two novels depict widely divergent worlds. Bellamy’s is set in a socialist utopia, which — judging by the book’s best-selling 
status — embodied what Feenberg calls ‘the hope in a rational society for several generations of readers’. Perhaps it was because 
Bellamy’s utopia, while collectivist, displays a dual character: part of its imagined social structure is organized along scientific-technical lines, 
but the other part makes provision for individual personal fulfilment — essentially (something similar to what Marx envisioned), a society 
where technological advancement would create ample leisure time for individual ‘Bildung’ in the arts and sciences (something recently 
resurrected by Peter Joseph in the third Zeitgeist movie, Moving Forward). Feenberg remarks on the historical irony, that the kind of 
socialism (communism) that emerged in the Soviet Union only a generation after the appearance of Bellamy’s novel, did not allow for this 
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benign combination of technological rationality and personal enrichment, where (in the novel) social collectivism is posited as the 
precondition of a high degree of individualising development. On the contrary, according to Feenberg (2004: 95): ‘But this bipolarity is 
precisely what did not happen in the twentieth century under either socialism or capitalism. Instead, total rationalisation transformed the 
individuals into objects of technical control in every domain, and especially in everything touching on lifestyle and politics.’  

On the other hand, Huxley’s dystopic vision articulated the vision of a hyper-rationalised society where human beings are mere 
functionaries of a mechanised world. Instead of Bellamy and Marx’s hope, that humans would be freed by a technology that they have 
mastered, Huxley’s novel depicts a humanity that has become ‘mere cogs in the machine’. Feenberg does not mention that Huxley’s novel 
also contains interesting insights into eco-friendly approaches to ‘waste disposal’, as well as a powerful critique of such a thoroughgoing 
mechanisation of society via the eyes of those characters who prefer the discomfort of an ‘outside’ to instrumentalized society. This 
pessimistic conception is echoed by much of twentieth century thought on society and technology, from Max Weber to Martin Heidegger and 
Herbert Marcuse, except that in the latter’s work — apart from an endorsement of Heidegger’s view, that humans have become mere 
‘resources’ for a technological mindset — there is also a hope for a new kind of ‘technology of liberation’, which would leave the integrity of 
humans and of nature intact. Feenberg regards this as still being a ‘worthy’, but ‘receding’ goal. 
  These ‘dystopian philosophies of technology’, Feenberg (2004: 97) points out, had a remarkable influence during the 60s and 70s, 
as shown in the technophobia of the 1960s, which was further fuelled by the war in Vietnam and the ‘arrogance of technocracy’. What 
started out as a literary and theoretical critique of modernity, turned into a populist movement where technology became a political issue for 
the New Left. Feenberg (2004: 98) reminds his readers that the French worker and student rebellion of May 1968 was an ‘antitechnocratic 
movement, as hostile to Soviet-style socialism as to advanced capitalism’. While the 1960s events were anti-technocratic, motivated by 
dystopian convictions, as the 20th century wore on, such dystopianism made way for a new kind of utopian thinking. Feenberg makes it 
clear that, in contrast to Bellamy and Huxley’s hope (or despair) concerning the use of technology in their respective visions of the future, 
the new utopian projections of ‘bioengineered superhumans’ are not very credible, in so far as they generally amount to mere ‘horrific 
speculation’. 

These flimsy creations, however, have been counterbalanced by scholarship predicated on the irreversible immersion of humanity 
in a technological world, and focusing on the social implications of technology. Among such ‘posthumanist’ scholars Donna Haraway and 
Bruno Latour are probably best known for their enthusiastic embrace of a kind of ‘cyborg’ (cybernetic organism) future in which humans 
have accepted technology and promote its ‘benign’ development. Perspicaciously, Feenberg (2004: 99) notes that these writers’ influence 
would not have been what it is today had it not been for the internet affording millions of people first-hand experience of technology-enabled 
social interaction. Remarkably, such networking has undermined dystopian sentiments, and not surprisingly, given the way its apparently 
‘non-hierarchical and liberating’ interactivity counteracts the loss of individuality that occurred in the face of the earlier mass media of the 
20th century. The internet represents a kind of technology that encourages initiative rather than being inimical to it, and has enabled even 
those who may feel otherwise alienated in large, impersonal cities, to participate in (virtual) social interaction. 

Although he shows a thorough awareness of the social advantages of the ‘information highway’, however, Feenberg 
simultaneously cautions against the McLuhanesque expectation of a world-village utopia in which everyone will work from home, and do 
everything comprising social life from behind their computer, to boot — in a sense, just a more ‘refined’ version of humans being assimilated 
to machines. In an era when ‘the public’ has become so large and unwieldy that it cannot, as in former times, gather on the ‘agora’ or village 
square for participative political deliberation, the political potential of the internet lies, for him, in its capacity to contribute to the creation of a 
‘technical public sphere’, however difficult that process might be. Importantly, the fact that the internet cannot be conclusively controlled by 
those in power, but provides ample opportunity for resistance against ‘strategic’ control, points, for Feenberg, to a step beyond dystopianism 
as well as posthumanist technophilia (2004: 104): ‘But the dystopians did not anticipate that, once inside the machine, human beings would 
gain new powers they would use to change the system that dominates them. We can observe the faint beginnings of such a politics of 
technology today.’  

I would suggest that this remark, against the backdrop of the useful overview regarding reflections on the history of technology 
which one gains here, points in a valuable direction as far as expectations concerning technology are concerned: one should not behave as 
if the internet is only a medium for virtual-reality experiences, information-transfer and largely vacuous social networking-interaction. It is 
potentially a space where autonomy may be cultivated in the interest of resisting technocracy in all its guises. This may be only one instance 
where such self-determination, as opposed to ‘technological determination’ has become perceptible, for the moment, but it points the way 
towards the conditions for the possibility of autonomy in relation to all technological devices – including robots. To be able to be 
autonomous, one has to cultivate what Heidegger (1977) thought of as an ambivalent attitude towards technology: a simultaneous ‘Yes’ and 
‘No’. Yes – to the convenience, comfort and pleasure that technology has brought into our lives (who would want to sacrifice the pleasure of 
listening to Beethoven on a CD-player?); No – to the tendency, always there because of our all-too-human propensity, to allow technological 
devices to inculcate heteronomy in us by conceiving of ourselves in their image (humans as thinking ‘machines’, and so on). Only in this 
way can one retain a truly human identity. 
 
*The financial assistance of the National Research Foundation of South Africa regarding the research underpinning this paper is 
hereby gratefully acknowledged. 
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Abstract 
Because of the increasing significance of social communication technologies within an organization, they have become a new form of 
information processing.  By applying technology acceptance model and information seeking behaviour approach, this study investigated 
how respondents accept new communication technologies and influence their information seeking behaviour.  This study involved 220 
participants of Community Information Centre (MID) and Community Broadband Centre (PJK). Quantitative design was employed and data 
was collected through questionnaire survey.  The data was analyzed statistically using Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient (r), 
One-way ANOVA and t-Test.  The findings indicated that there was a significant relationship between technology acceptance and 
information seeking behaviour.  The analysis on the difference showed that only education appeared to be the factor for the different results 
among the respondents concerning technology acceptance and information seeking behaviour.  In summary we found that the acceptance 
of new communication technologies influences the seeking behaviour of respondents.  Suggestions for further research are also presented 
in this study. 
Keywords:  Technology acceptance, Information seeking behaviour, Internet 
 
Introduction 
There is a wealth of research on the development and disseminations of information communication technologies.  There are not many 
studies that focus specifically on the information seeking behaviour conducted in Malaysia. Studies in the context of information 
communication technology mostly concentrated on demographic factors such as districts or states, educational levels and social structures 
in the society (Narimah, 2002; Noor Sharifah, 2004).  Therefore, the main concern of this study was to determine if there is a relationship or 
differences between technology acceptance and seeking behaviour approach among internet users in relation to demographic factors. 

Information communication technology has become a tool in enhancing human knowledge.  Accordingly, Government of Malaysia 
has taken the initiatives to provide and increase its population literacy and capabilities on information communication technologies.  
Government has introduced countless measure to increase information communication such as the establishment of the National 
Information Technology Council (NITC) and the Malaysian Institute of Microelectronic Systems (MIMOS) to help Government especially in 
term of developing and implementing information communication technology in Malaysia.  MIMOS for instant has collaborate with Ministry of 
Rural and Regional Development to introduced Community Information Centre (MID) in the rural areas in the hope of reducing digital divide 
between rural and urban areas.  On the other hand NITC has enlisted the help of private sector such as Telecom, Maxis, CELCOM to 
established Broadband Community Centre (PJK).  Recognizing the important of increasing computer literary, Government also has taken 
the initiative to provide computers for high school students especially in the rural areas.   
The degree of which ICT acceptance and usage in the developed states in Malaysia such as the Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur, 
Selangor, Johor and Penang is higher compared to the less developed states like Kedah, Kelantan and Terengganu. For example, in 2000, 
there was a huge difference regarding the accessibility to the internet between primary schools and secondary schools in Malaysia. 100 
percent of the schools in the Klang Valley, Selangor had access to internet connection, whereas only a small number of schools in rural 
areas were provided with such facility. In addition to that, outside of Klang Valley, it was estimated that there were 1000 schools 
(approximately 12 percent) that did not have any telephone line (Belawati, 2002). 

Demographic variables such as an individual’s income and education can give rise to an array of questions concerning the 
internet. These variables are important because comparatively they can produce different implications on the society. This in turn will result 
in a digital gap between those who have access to the internet and those who do not. For instance, according to Harmon (1997), there are 
about 70% of the schools in the United States of America that have at least one computer that can be connected to the internet and less 
than 15% of the classes that have access to the internet. It is not surprising if the access to the internet is not distributed randomly as this is 
always related to income and educational level (Coley, Cradler & Engel, 1997). Even though there are studies that reveal that gender 
difference in using the internet lessens from time to time, there are still perceptions nevertheless towards the existence of racial gap that are 
thought hardly lessens (Abrahms, 1997).  

According to Selwyn (2003), there are four reasons why individuals do not want to use technology: (1) financial constraints and 
cognitive inability, (2) technophobia, (3) having the mindset towards rejecting technology, and (4) the level of technology absorption. 
Economic factors were consensually perceived by social scientists as the main reason for influencing an individual to use or not to use 
technologies such as computers and the internet (Haywood, 1998). The existence or non-existence of financial constraints are claimed by 
Murdoch, Hartmann and Gray (1996) as the factors that determine whether one will use the technology, the way he uses it, and also the 
pattern of using it. Because it involves a high cost for technological devices, the possession of a technology is often regarded as an 
uneconomical lifestyle (Kling, 1999) for most people who cannot afford it and for those who do not need it. For such groups of people, 
hidden costs concerning possessing a computer like the costs for device installation, software and computer upgrading can cause the 
overall cost for owning a computer very high. For individuals who can afford it, the price of a computer is considered not too high compared 
to the price of a hi-fi or home theatre set (Kling, 1999). Therefore, the level of income and socio-economy is important to be considered 
before deciding to own a technology especially for those with low income. Cognitive abilities such as knowledge of technology, attitude 
towards it, experiences in using it and the skills of using it can also determine the use of technology (Loyd, Loyd & Gressard, 1984). The 
experience in handling computer can also determine one’s perception towards computers. Good early experience in dealing with computers 
can result in positive feelings towards such technology (Todman & Monaghan, 1994). This is the starting line that makes psychologists to 
conclude that cognitive factors can influence one to use or not to use a technology.  

Technophobia is said to be the second important reason for technology acceptance or rejection. Technophobia to computers is 
also known as ‘computer phobia’ or ‘fear towards computers’ (Brosnan & Davidson, 1994). The syndromes of computer phobia can be 
detected when one refuses to use a computer and other information technology and communication devices. Psychologists have the view 
that technophobia phenomenon symbolizes the release of an individual’s worries and fears when thinking about using a technology. In other 
words, technophobia affects one’s mind into thinking that technology is not for him (Brosnan & Davidson, 1994; Haywood, 1998). 
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Technophobia also causes an individual to hide himself and be alone particularly among adults and the elderly because they feel 
embarrassed not being able to handle a technology.  
 
Research Method 
The objectives of the study were to investigate how respondents accepted new communication technology and determined how it influenced 
their seeking behaviour. Technology in this study refers to the use of the internet among the respondents. Technology acceptance is a 
process or an activity done by the respondents whether with the intention of using the internet, perception towards the usefulness of the 
internet, perception towards facilitating work, perception towards internal control, perception towards external control, perception towards 
fear of computers, perception towards enjoyment, or perception towards the cost and access to the internet.  Whereas, information seeking 
behaviour refers to activities conducted by respondents while using the internet such as gathering information for research, internet banking, 
participating in chat room, downloading education and leisure information and accessing government information.  

The sample of the study was drawn from the participants of Community Information Centre (MID) and Community Broadband 
Centre (PJK) in the State of Kedah and Perlis, Malaysia.  The study used a questionnaire-based survey design for data collection and a total 
of 202 respondents participate in this study.  Responses to the questions were in close-ended forms for ease of analysis.  The responses 
were presented in a five point Semantic Differential Scale format for uniformity.  The questionnaire consisted of three sections.  Section A 
focused on demographic information of the respondents including respondent’s personal data, computer possession, computer usage, and 
internet subscription.  Section B seeked data on information seeking behaviour; which was measured by instrument developed by D’Ambra 
dan Wilson (2004) consists of 30 items. Section C covered aspects on technology acceptance which was measured by Moore and 
Benbasat (1991) with 34 items. These instruments had been adopted by many studies and already established their reliability and validity.  
Nonetheless, since we translated it to Malay language, we ran Cronbach’s Alpha. Results of Cronbach’s Alpha for information seeking 
behaviour and technology acceptance showed values of α=.94 and α=.93. 
 
Findings and Discussion 
A total of 202 respondents participated in this study.  Table 1 summarized respondents’ profile in term of sex, level of education and 
computer ownership.  Majority of respondents were female (64.9%), aged below 20 years old (78.7) and still studying at secondary level 
school (87.1).  Most of them owned computer (64.9%) and 56.4% of the total subscribed to the internet services.  The low number of 
internet subscription actually did not prevent them from accessing the internet because as a member of MID and PJK, they were able to use 
free internet service. 

Table 1:  A Profile of Respondents 
 Frequency Percentage 
Sex 
    Male 
    Female 

 
71 

131 

 
35.1 
64.9 

Age 
    Under 20 years 
    20 – 24 years 
    25 – 29 years 
    30 – 39 years 
    40 and above     

 
159 
20 
13 
4 
6 

 
78.7 
9.9 
6.4 
2.0 
3.0 

Education level 
    Primary school 
    Secondary school 
    Vocational/technical 
    Diploma 
    Bachelor Degree 

 
3 

176 
4 

12 
7 

 
1.5 

87.1 
2.0 
5.9 
3.5 

Computer Ownership 
   Yes 
    No 

 
131 
71 

 
64.9 
35.1 

Computer Usage 
   Yes 
   No 

 
192 
10 

 
95.0 
5.0 

Internet Subscription 
    Yes 
    No 

 
114 
88 

 
56.4 
43.6 

 
 
Table 2 showed the mean and standard deviation on items related to information seeking behaviour.  Respondents revealed the highest 
score of mean for activities pertaining to searching for information using search engine (3.24), playing video games (3.22), and using instant 
messaging (3.28).  Whereas, items that respondents rarely performed while using the internet includes getting information about travelling 
(1.39), advertise goods and services (1.45), and download music and videos (1.49).     
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Table 2:  Means and standard deviation for information seeking behaviour 
Items Mean Std. Deviation 

1. Searched for information using a search engine (such as Google, Lycos, MSN) 3.24 .995 
2. Complete long distance academic or professional courses 1.72 .993 
3. Read technical articles 2.67 1.06 
4. Do research 2.25 .992 
5. Participate in discussions groups 2.31 .990 
6. Access library services 2.27 1.12 
7. Downloading a teaching and learning 3.07 .840 
8. Correspond with professional or business colleagues via email 2.21 .813 
9. Purchase goods and services 1.67 .820 
10. Advertisement goods and services 1.45 .946 
11. Develop your own web page 1.84 .888 
12. Booking flights 1.92 1.10 
13. Access and get information about travel 1.39 .893 
14. Compare information and prices using website 1.74 .745 
15. Access government information 1.87 .819 
16. Using the services of government. Example of filling tax form online 1.96 .812 
17. Pay bills 1.70 .992 
18. Bank online 1.54 1.10 
19. Download music, DVD's 1.49 .973 
20. Listen to online radio 2.69 .866 
21. Watching online television 2.34 .830 
22. Use email 2.24 .845 
23. Playing video games 3.22 .767 
24. Participate in chat room 2.44 1.01 
25. Join a newsgroup (Ex: Facebook, Friendster, Twitter) 2.89 .818 
26. Use instant messaging 3.28 1.12 
27. Visit chat services 2.21 .850 
28. Connect with friends over the phone 2.62 .992 
29. Access health information 2.26 .899 
30. Get information about health 2.03 .921 

 
Table 3 revealed means and standard deviation for technology acceptance.  Findings indicated the highest mean score for items such as I 
will use the internet if it is easy to use (3.92), I find the internet to be easy to use (3.89), and I find it is easy to get the internet to do what I 
want it to do (3.84). Items that show the lowest score includes computers make me feel uncomfortable (2.43), I get a sinking feeling when I 
think of trying to use computer (2.49), and working with computer makes me nervous (2.50). 

 
Table 3:  Means and standard deviation for technology acceptance   

Items Mean Std. Deviation

1. Given that I had access to the internet, I predict that I would use it 3.64 .823 
2. Using the internet improves my performance in my job 3.71 1.11 
3. Using the internet in my job increases my productivity 3.68 .833 
4. Using the internet enhances my effectiveness in my job 3.73 .919 
5. My interaction with the internet is clear and understandable 3.76 1.07 
6. Interacting with the internet does not require a lot of my mental effort 3.51 .890 
7. I find the internet to be easy to use 3.89 .848 
8. I find it easy to get the internet to so what I want it to do 3.84 .919 
9. I could complete the job using a internet if there was no one around to tell me what to do as I go 3.39 1.12 
10. I could complete the job using a internet if i had only the software manuals for reference 3.47 .922 
11. I could complete the job using a internet if I had someone else using it before trying it myself 3.34 .902 
12. I could complete the job using a internet if someone else had helped me get started 3.60 .932 
13. I could complete the job using a internet  if I had a lot of time to complete the job for which the 
software was provided 3.53 .882 
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14. I could complete the job using a internet if I had just the built in help facility for assistance 3.52 .892 
15. I could complete the job using a internet if someone showed me how to do it first 3.62 .900 
16. I could complete the job using a internet if I had similar packages before this one to do the same 
job 3.40 .992 

17. I have control using the internet 3.44 .995 
18.I have the resources necessary to use the internet 3.41 .902 
19. I have knowledge necessary to use the internet 3.44 .930 
20. Given the resources, opportunities and knowledge it takes to use the internet, it would be easy for 
me to use the internet 3.71 .970 

21. Computers do not scare me at all 3.52 .762 
22. Working with a computer makes me nervous 2.50 .992 
23. I do not feel threatened when other talk about computers 3.38 .800 
24. It wouldn't bother me to take computer courses 3.57 1.14 
25. Computers make me feel uncomfortable 2.43 1.11 
26. I feel at ease in a computer class 3.59 1.05 
27. I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to use a computer 2.49 1.11 
28. Computer make me feel easy 3.64 1.12 
29. I find using the internet to be enjoyable 3.80 1.01 
30.The actual process of using the internet is pleasant 3.81 1.03 
31. I will use the internet if Internet service is more reliable (always used, high speed Internet access) 3.76 .912 
32. I will use the Internet if the is cheaper 3.76 .913 
33. I will use the internet if i took only a short time to find and download information from the internet 3.70 .902 
34. I will use the internet if it easy to use 3.92 1.10 

 
Table 4 indicated the results of T-test to determine whether there is a difference in the technology acceptance and information seeking 
behaviour in regards to gender. Findings demonstrate there was no significant difference between male and female respondents in terms of 
the information seeking behaviour (t=.06, p>.05).  With respect to the technology acceptance, the analysis revealed the same result as there 
was no significant difference between male and female respondents (t=.43, p<.05). 
 

Table 4:  Different in the information seeking behaviour and technology acceptance based on gender  
Variable   Sex  n Mean  s.d       t         sig. 
Information Seeking      M  71 3.46  .675      -1.68         .06 
Behaviour       F  131 3.57  .517 
 
Technology Acceptance    M   71 2.22  .691       .065         .43 
                   F  131 2.22  .779 
 
 
T-test showed no significant difference of information seeking behavior between respondents who owned computers and those who did not 
own any (t=.60, p>.05).  The results also indicated that again there was no significant difference with respect to technology acceptance 
among respondents (t=.20, p>.05).  Table 5 summarized these results.       
 

Table 5:  Different in the information seeking behaviour and technology acceptance based on computer ownership   
Variable   Computer n Mean  s.d       t         sig. 
Information Seeking      Yes  131 2.26  .769      1.04         .60 
Behaviour       No  71 2.14  .705 
 
Technology Acceptance    Yes  131 3.58  .553       2.13         .20 
                   No  71 3.40  .613 
 
 
Table 6 showed the results of t-test conducted in order to identify if there was any significant difference in terms of information seeking 
behaviour and technology acceptance based on computer usage among respondents. The analysis appeared to indicate that there was a 
significant difference in information seeking behaviour based on the use of computer among respondents ( t=.01, p<.05). Mean value 
showed respondents who used internet more often were exposed to internet seeking behaviour compared to those who did not use 
computer.  Whereas, findings on technology acceptance showed no significant different based on computer usage ( t=.01, p<.05). 
 

Table 6: Different in the information seeking behaviour and technology acceptance based on computer usage     
Variable   Computer n Mean  s.d       t         sig. 
Information Seeking      Yes  192 2.24  .757      1.94         .01 
Behaviour       No  10 1.77  .278 
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Technology Acceptance    Yes  192 3.51  .579       -.743       .68 
                   No  10 3.62  .616 
 
 
 
Table 7 presented result from ANOVA test for information seeking behaviour according to age.  Result showed there was significant 
difference in information seeking behaviour based on age (F=.00, p<.05). It related the idea that age would influence seeking information 
behaviour on certain issues.     
 

Table 7: ANOVA for Information Seeking Behaviour by Age 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Information Seeking       Between Groups 14.25 4 3.56 7.15 .000
Behaviour                       Within Groups 98.16 197 .498   
                                        Total 112.42 201    
 
Post Hoc Scheffe analysis revealed there were differences in information seeking behaviour based on age (Table 8).  Respondents age 
below 20 years old showed different in information seeking behaviour compare to those in the age of 20-24 years old and also those in 25-
29 years old.  

Table 8: Post Hoc Scheffe for information seeking behaviour 
Variable   (I) Age     (J) Age       Mean Difference(I-J) 
Information seeking 20 years and below     20-24 years  -.65003* 
Behaviour        25-29 years  -.72695* 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Table 9 presented result from ANOVA test for information seeking behaviour according to age.  Result showed there was no significant 
difference in technology acceptance based on age (F=.05, p<.05). 
Table 9: ANOVA for Technology Acceptance by Age 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Technology              Between Groups 3.17 4 .795 2.42 .05
Acceptance              Within Groups 64.55 197 .328   
                                  Total 67.72 201    
 
Table 10 presented result from ANOVA test for information seeking behaviour according to education level.  Result showed there was 
significant difference in technology acceptance based on education level (F=.00, p<.05). 
Table 10: ANOVA for Information Seeking Behaviour by Education Level 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Information seeking      Between Groups 31.61 4 7.904 19.268 .00
Behaviour                       Within Groups 80.80 197 .410   
                                         Total 112.41 201    
 
Post Hoc Scheffe analysis revealed there were differences in information seeking behaviour based on level of education (Table 11).  Result 
showed differences in information seeking behaviour among those who had secondary level education compare to those who have diploma 
and first degree. 

 
Table 11: Post Hoc Scheffe for information seeking behaviour 

Variable   (I) Education     (J) Education      Mean Difference(I-J) 
Information seeking Secondary School     Diploma  -1.27016* 
Behaviour        Degree   -1.47753* 
 
 
Table 12 presented result from ANOVA test for technology acceptance based on education level.  Result showed there was no significant 
difference in technology acceptance based on education level (F=.06, p>.05). 

Table 12: ANOVA for Technology Acceptance by Education Level 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Technology                           Between Groups 3.01 4 .754 2.29 .06
Acceptance                           Within Groups 64.71 197 .329   
                                              Total 67.72 201    
 
Table 13 showed result of correlation Pearson analysis between technology acceptance and information seeking behaviour in order to 
determine whether there was a relationship between these two variables.  There was a significant relationship, positive but slightly weak 
between technology acceptance and information seeking behaviour (r=.30**,p>.01).       

Table 13: Correlation between technology acceptance and information seeking behaviour 
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Technology Acceptance     Information Seeking Behavior 
 r        .30** 
 n        202 
 p        0.01 
 
**r  significant at the level 0.01 (2 tailed) 
Stepwise Regression analysis was conducted to determine which technological acceptance aspect significantly contributed to the 
information seeking behaviour.  Result showed technology acceptance contributed to information seeking behaviour among respondents in 
several dimension including exploration, government services, financial and social activities.       

Table 14: Stepwise Regression Analysis 
Model   R Adjusted R2  B Beta  t  Sig. 
Constant  .393  .124   
 Explore     .011 .024  .289  .03 
 Education      .031 .045  .442  .21 
 Business     -.055 -.079  -.671  .61 
 Government services    -.103 -.167  -1.580  .00 
 Financial     .110 .170  1.542  .00 
 Entertainment     -.006 -.010  -.097  .00 
 Social      .200 .355  3.136  .02 
   
 
Conclusion and Future Works 
With regard to technology acceptance, the findings revealed that the respondents would use the internet if it was easy to use, to use it if was 
clear and easily understood, using the internet required lower cost, and had the opportunity and knowledge on using the internet. The 
internet was also useful because it did not demand a lot of mental efforts, can help in completing a task, and if they have experience in 
handling computer.  However, respondents also understood that using a computer could cause anxiety, they felt afraid thinking about using 
a computer, and using a computer could make one nervous. Such findings seem to be in line with Social Influence Theory that hypothesized 
a technology will only be used by an individual when they saw other people use it. The findings also explained the characteristics that a 
technology should have which were small size, affordability, and easy use. These characteristics appeared to meet the hypothesis proposed 
by the theory of Technology Acceptance.  

In term of information seeking behaviour, results suggested respondents used the Internet to access electronic mails, gathered 
information on various search engines, and joint internet chat rooms.  This findings indicated internet was used extensively to gather 
information and for social activities. Research conducted by Carey and Moss (1985) and Kraut et al. (1999) also achieved the same results.  
However, finding indicated respondents seldom used Internet to buy stuffs and services, advertise services, or develop their own website.  
This was not surprising since majority of respondents were below the age 20 years old. 
For further research, it is recommended that detailed investigations on the effects of using the internet and the things involved in getting 
information are conducted. This is because the present study does not cover the two elements comprehensively. With regard to 
demography, it is proposed that future research focus on income as an important element that determines the acceptance and use of 
technology.  
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Abstract 

For centuries, artists and designers have been finding ways to include chance into their practices. Recent technological 
advancements have created new visual systems for artists and designers to embrace – especially through the back-and-forth play of analog 
and digital realms. I am personally interested in both generating experimental work and incorporating serendipitous opportunities and 
methods into my designs.   

Not only can making unique works alter perspectives, but when designs are too similar to what is in existence, they fail to be 
noticed. In the physical and visual sense, we are constantly surrounded by textures, contours, and surfaces. This abundance of stimulation 
makes it such that humans block out ordinary receptors, and it’s only when something unusual occurs that we suddenly are aware of the 
change.i 
 
Introduction 

To some degree, chance is an element of every design: the city one is born in, the clients and collaborators with which one gets 
to work, and the moments of influence in daily life. But I am interested in the intentional uses of happenstance. A few years back, I had the 
(fortunate) misfortune of having my hard drive crash, at which time I discovered that my external hard drive was corrupted. I ran a recovery 
on the drive, and I ended up with thousands of unorganized, unnamed digital photographs, many of which were corrupt. At the time, I was 
too angry to go through the images. But a few months went by, and I began to slowly sift through them. Most of the files were damaged, but 
in a quite beautiful way. I have begun to use these as a jumping-off-point for compositions. 
 

     
Above: Examples of the Glitch imagery that was created when my computer crashed. 

 
  Sometimes, things don’t turn out the way you want them to. Your hard-drive fails. Your external hard-drive is corrupt. Yet, even 
when things appear to be ruined, there might be something more visually interesting than what you originally conceived. 

It is difficult to relinquish control. But if you can allow yourself to be open to unexpected possibilities, you might find yourself 
somewhere greater than you could have ever imagined. As someone who likes having control (I hate flying and the uncertainty of the 
future), I struggle with letting loose in my designs. Worrying about “messing up” illustrations or designs would often prevent me from taking 
projects to the next level of refinement. Not taking risks limited my likelihood of success. I decided to give myself permission to fail. After 
which, I could see beauty in my own imperfections: such as my corrupted computer files, spilled ink, stained paper, and misprinted type. 

Embracing (and sometimes enticing) chance and allowing for process to be visible, caused me to see design in a new light. I 
often struggle to find inspiration or to come up with new ideas, but by introducing methodologies that somewhat remove conscious restraints 
– I can end up in unexpected (and sometimes wonderful) places. 
 The glitch imagery that arose from my computer crash was completely beyond my control, but how I chose to view it, was not. I 
welcomed the visual aesthetic and let the experience shape my methodology: both through iteration and through documenting and 
generating computer glitches.  
 
Methods and Procedures 

Much of the methodology of my research is “making” based – either through my own work or through discoveries made by 
working with students. A large part of my process is creating multiples – that can take the form of variations of a poster, or (more often than 
not) filling sketchbooks with repetitive studies. By generating numerous directions, I force myself to think beyond my first concept, and 
chance has more of an opportunity to impact my design. 
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Above: Spreads from my sketchbooks on reflection (left) and leaf cuts (right). 

 
 In addition to repeating studies, I also re-create end-user experiences. As graphic designers, our work is meant to be mass-
produced, but I occasionally will target individuals (in a direct marketing way, without trying to sell something). In an ongoing study of mine, 
what I call the “Postcard Project,” I hand-make postcards and then mail them to strangers – and the only way they can find out where it 
came from is to scan the QR code, which links to a tumblr site that explains the project. By sending the personalized works to over 225 
strangers, I get to see how a range of people would react. While the style differs greatly from card-to-card, the intention is the same: to 
create a positive (and strange) chance encounter for the recipient. 
 

 
Above: A selection of postcards I documented before sending to strangers. 

 
Serendipity and human error are a huge part of my work, especially when designing without the computer. Historically speaking, 

graphic designers strived to reach perfection – outstanding craft was necessary to produce intended results, from display phototypesetting 
to letterpressii. The presence of the designer was meant to be invisible in the final product. Yet with the technological advancements visual 
“perfection” is easier to obtain. Additionally, the market has become flooded with refined temples, so much so that “clean” design can get 
lost in the din. I would like to note here that I am a lover of (so-called) Swiss design, and I even think that “transparent” design has a time 
and a place – but in my own work, I often strive for experimentation in typography and image making. 

After taking more of an interest in glitch imagery, I began documenting their occurrence – both on screen and off. I’ve noticed that 
sometimes software will handle files incorrectly; this may be as slight as a shift in color, or as major as text and images displaying jaggedly 
or repeatedly. Programs often malfunction when they are dealing with large documents – and I’ve been able to create glitch imagery in 
Photoshop when modifying huge files, by taking a screen shot during the error. A similar visual can result in video, when streaming movies 
from a weak wi-fi connection. 
 

  
Above: My student, Gabby Valdespino’s design when viewed in Acrobat (left) and Preview (Right). 
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 Bruce Mau, in his Incomplete Manifesto for Growth says, among other things, to “Capture accidents. The wrong answer is the 
right answer in search of a different question. Collect wrong answers as part of the process. Ask different questions.”iii Accepting unplanned 
imperfections has become a part of my practice.  

Japanese design has a concept called “sabi,” meaning, to savor the rust of age.iv Yet, as a female growing up in America, I felt the 
pressures of society to be thin, young, and unblemished – so it would follow that I would want to achieve “perfection” in my design. 
However, I find myself resisting flawlessness in both myself and in my work. In the words of Alain de Botton, “We are drawn to call 
something beautiful whenever we detect that it contains in a concentrated form those qualities in which we personally, or our societies more 
generally, are deficient. We respect a style, which can move us away from what we fear and towards what we crave: a style which carries 
the correct dosage of our missing virtues.” v Perhaps I crave the rust of age. 
 
Results 
Since I have taken several tangents, I will address the results of each. Generally speaking, for much of my work, process is product. My 
iterative sketchbooks are themselves, the end result – until I find a further application for them. My sketchbooks, both print and digital, are 
often how I will get myself “un-stuck,” when coming up with designs. 

I continue documentation of glitches, and I also mimic and intentionally create errors. One of my favorite methods is to physically 
cut text or images, which visually carries many similarities to computer corruptions. Another technique is to move images on a scanner, 
while it is scanning, as this creates an altered end-result. My ongoing work with these processes is most evident in the classroom, 
especially my Experimental Typography courses. 

 

   
Above: An example of sliced imagery (left) and type that has been moved on a scanner (right). 

 
A strong influence of mine is Rob Carter, whom I studied under at Virginia Commonwealth University. Carter taught me to view 

everyday environments as typography. Through discussions of “typographic metaphor,” I began to draw parallels between seemingly un-
related items. Carter spoke of how, in looking at the world, you can begin to see compositions – that if you look out onto a river, the rocks on 
the horizon can translate into typographic arrangements.vi In this line of thought, some of my studies began to blur the line between fine art 
and design, which some graphic designers might judge – but personally, I find design compelling when they intersect with other disciplines. 
And I love thinking about typography surrounding us, and how I can find metaphors for layout design, in my daily life.  

In regard to the “Postcard Project,” I’ve received a number of postcards in reply, in addition to a number of emails or postings. 
Since I do not specialize in user-feedback, it is a unique experience for me to hear back about my designs. As a graphic designer, it is rare 
to have correspondence with an individual, as target audiences are usually quite large. 
 

   
Above: Two examples of postcards I received from “strangers” during my “postcard project.” 
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Conclusion 
My computer corruption of files was not planned nor desired; control was absent, yet I was able to recognize the potential within 

the calamity. This “happy accident” led me to explore other ways to incorporate chance and imperfection into my design process. 
Flaws are human (They are also common in over-worked computers). Showing hints of a design’s method of creation, or 

revealing faults, is simply an acknowledgement of a work’s origin. It is logical to conclude that in this computer prevalent era, there is a 
longing for authentic human connection. Individuality has appeal in an over-crowded virtual world. Whenever a design has hand-done 
elements or complex alterations, it is more difficult to reproduce, which gives that work distinction. 
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ABSTRACT 
Media Convergence leads to fundamental changes in the journalistic field. This is a challenge not only for the news industry but also for 
teaching journalism at universities. Improved skills and competencies are needed in multi-modal editorial planning and cross-channel devel-
opment of news stories. This paper describes the main drivers of change in the news industry, discusses consequences for journalism and 
teaching, and offers an innovative didactical approach, which combines an interdisciplinary perspective with the concept of connectivism. 
The consequences of convergence that affect journalism education are inspected under three sub-topics: the changes in the curricula, the 
changes in the courses syllabi, and the changes in the technological infrastructures of the academic institutions.  It is pointed out, that re-
cognizing connections and patterns to develop novel ideas and concepts is the core skill for individuals today. The paper shows, how that 
approach could be realized in an international 10-day-intensive program. 
 
MEDIA CONVERGENCE AS A META TREND 
A fundamental change in the media landscape has happened in the last decade, which could be described as convergence. Convergence 
was formerly defined as the merging of value chains in the TIMES-Industry: Established IT-companies invest in telecommunication, telcos 
invest in content, and media companies in net-infrastructure and so on. Others describe with convergence the horizontal integration of 
media companies across the borders of distribution channels like radio, print, or television. But today convergence must be seen in a broad-
er way: We follow Rose et al. (2009: 1) in their understanding of convergence, which “involves a series of ongoing discontinuities in technol-
ogy, infrastructure, consumer behavior, and competitive dynamics that are creating new competitors and business models and are redefin-
ing a wide range of industries besides media, telecommunications, and technology”. 

Let’s start with discontinuities: It’s harder than ever to predict developments on media markets, evolutionary trends in technology 
and user behavior have been replaced by disruptive changes, as you could see for example in the redefinition of business models in the 
music industry through legal (and illegal) downloads. This also changes strategic planning in media companies: A long term perspective is 
no longer suitable and must be replaced by new ways to observe trends in the companies’ environment and to react on it with appropriate 
solutions for the customer’s needs. In consequence the importance of knowledge and innovation management increases. 

On the technology and infrastructure level digitalization, diminishing costs of storage capacities, broadband networks and open in-
terfaces and standards are the main drivers of convergence. Killer applications like search engines, auction platforms, content aggregators 
or online social networks are based on it, but also local wikis, online designer shops, or blogs. Additionally web technology emancipates 
themselves from personal computers. Devices like smartphones and tablets, cloud computing, and trends like software as a service shifts 
the main technological demands to mobility and connectivity. 

Also consumer behavior in general and especially media usage changed. E-Commerce has become a part of daily life for a broad 
spectrum of people. They all use the internet for gathering information in addition or as a substitute for radio, newspaper, and television. 
More and more social interaction is embedded in media channels, especially in social networks – a meta-trend in post-industrial societies 
known as mediatization (see Krotz 2008). Moreover, user generated content is attractive for several targets groups – even though still a 
small part of the users produces it (see Sill 2011: 4). 

Also patterns of news consumption change. Even younger people are partly overstrained of news feeds, continuous actualization 
of the same issues and breaking news. A qualitative study conducted by the news agency AP names that phenomenon “news fatigue” (AP 
2008: 37ff): Instead of conventional news they are looking for more depth in situations, when they need these journalistic information to 
solve personal problems or they want to change it to “social currency” in their personal networks.  

All these technological and social trends tend to new competitive dynamics in media markets. The business models of traditional 
media companies are seriously attacked by news competitors like Google or Facebook. Additionally media spending are shifted to online 
marketing and e-commerce. The willingness to pay of media buyers and users in the digital word is still low, and there is no empirical hint 
for, that this will change in the near future (see Kay/Quinn 2008 and PEW 2011). Media companies are in a kind of sandwich position: In 
local markets they lose media revenues to niche competitors, and on a global level they have to find their way to fit in the ecosystems which 
are built up by global players like Apple. 

The consequences of convergence for journalism are obvious: Distribution channels like radio, television, online, and print are no 
longer separated. Established workflows, which focus only on one channel, are no longer suitable. They have to be replaced by new forms 
of cross-media production which consider the multi-channel-perspective from the beginning. Journalists and media marketers have to cope 
with some challenging task on their way to convergent products and production workflows. 

Some of them should be mentioned here: There is a clash of different editorial cultures with their special understanding of key 
quality factors like accuracy or actuality (see Quinn 2005). Innovation cycles are extremely shortened due to the strong dynamics of conver-
gence. Furthermore the importance of user integration increases with the emerging web 2.0. On the one hand this leads to new opportuni-
ties for journalism like crowd sourcing or data journalism. On the other hand there are some threads for editorials staffs: Online social net-
works and micro blogging services are about to become a functional alternative to organized journalism. But it seems to be certain, that the 
rules of news business are redefined. Melanie Sill puts it in to the following words: “When I grew up in the news business, the guiding idea 
was ownership. If you were excelling, you owned the story. If you owned the story, people had to come to you to get it. In 2011, no one 
owns a story. Everyone’s a distributor and most people can be a contributor. Not everyone wants to create journalism but lots of people are 
able to do so in certain circumstances.” (Sill 2011: 4) 
 
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS IN EDITORIAL MANAGEMENT, NEWS WRITING AND REPORTING 
Editorial Management 
As a consequence of the outlined changes the importance of some existing professional skills increases while the need for some new skills 
emerge (Bull 2010; Long & Wall 2009). Compared with the former print and nascent online news environment at the beginning of the new 
millennium (Tumber 1999; Patterson & Patterson 2003; Allan 2006) today’s media environment with online news, multiplatform publishing, 
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user-generated content and emerging “paywalls” requires more from editors, management and journalists (Achtenhagen & Raviola 2009; 
Bartsova 2009; Allan & Thorsen 2009). To be successful in today’s media environment, improved skills and competencies are needed in 
multi-modal editorial planning and cross-channel development of news stories. 
As print readership is declining and online readership rapidly increasing, business models are changing. Advertisers are placing less money 
in print media and more in online media. Online reader preferences are shifting towards mobile phones and iPads. In this environment all 
levels of management must have a firm understanding of the specific demands of different media channels in presenting cross-media or 
multimodal news to audiences. At the same time more newspapers are introducing digital subscription plans (“paywalls”) where readers are 
asked to pay for unlimited access to content. This makes it mandatory for a successful cross-media outlet to have management with entre-
preneurial skills and successful digital business models that can accommodate integrated plans and implementation of media asset man-
agement and integrated workflows (Croteau & Hoynes 2006; Long & Wall 2009). 

Today, all management and staff levels must therefore embody a level of web competence, especially improved understanding of 
key technologies, programming and integration of different media channels into one web platform (Vukanovic 2009, Chan-Olmsted 2011). 
This includes social media where e.g. in Scandinavia social media represent around 60% of primary sources in published news stories. 
Sensing the potential of Twitter for branding among elite users, several newspapers in Norway now require their editors and journalists to 
include the name of the media channel in the Twitter address. This shows not only the need for editors, management and journalists to 
manage innovation processes (Ofsti 2011) but also   to handle media ethics, privacy and use of sources (Vaagan 2011).  

During the intensive program (IP), which is described here students will therefore be introduced to how to launch, run and staff a 
successful online magazine directed at the international consumer and business community and develop a competent, international staff of 
all-round journalists. The staff of media organizations is often homogenous and the innovative character of this IP includes tapping the 
synergies of 4 different countries and cultures in a collective effort. Depending on the journal’s size, ownership and legal framework, the 
chief editor at least in smaller magazines is often also chief executive officer, reporting to the board or owner(s). As chief editor she/he is 
also legally responsible for all content and for all editorial decisions. The successful chief editor will know how to strike a fine balance be-
tween the commercial and editorial elements, which sometimes means resisting interference from the proprietor in the running of the maga-
zine. At the same time, the editor needs to coach and inspire a variety of competent journalists. The journalists of a successful online maga-
zine must also be able to deliver continuously high-quality reports and coverage of key issues and events, including user-generated content 
such as blogs and crowd sourcing, all related to the journal´s editorial profile.   

Managing a successful online magazine requires multiple skills and competences on the part of the entire staff. Students from the 
four participant countries will role-play as editor and be confronted with tough editorial and ethical dilemmas. Students will develop skills and 
competences preparing them to work as successful editors and journalists in a multi-cultural context 

The lecture and role play will focus on the requirements especially of the editor in terms of creating and managing a successful 
online magazine, in the cross-pressure between owners, market, competitors, advertisers on the one hand, and on the other hand editorial 
responsibilities including audiences, legal, ethical challenges, accurate and truthful reporting as well as forging a team of competent journal-
ists from different cultures all producing continuously high-quality cross-media content. 
 
News writing and reporting 
Today, the successful journalist must project his/her narrative skills to a cross-media environment and write also for mobile phones and 
iPads. This means shooting, cropping, editing and captioning pictures; recording, editing and publishing audio reports and podcasts; shoot-
ing and editing video, creating packages and streaming live reports, interacting with user-generated content; interviewing and doing online 
research; sub-editing, proofreading and headlining, including search engine optimization; geo-tagging, geo-coding and geo-broadcasting 
(Bull 2010; Silvia & Anzur 2011). Cross-media news writing and storytelling are different from producing for broadcast media and print news. 
While broadcast news offers immediacy and impact (sound, visuals and emotions), print news offers depth, detail and permanence. Com-
pared with these, today’s web journalism is based on demand, it is interactive and innovative. For over 100 years print and broadcast jour-
nalists have used a narrative style that follows a linear process of news reporting and writing. This involves first getting the story, then pitch-
ing the story to the editor or news director, then generating research, doing interviews and reporting the final story. In writing across media 
one adds elements to this process by creating a non-linear approach, which means that instead of developing a rigidly structured single 
narrative you choose to navigate through the elements of story by using a combination of text, still photographs, video clips, audio, graphics, 
and interactivity such as polls or blogs on a website in such a fashion that each medium is complementary. In this way different parts of a 
story are told using different media in the most engaging and informative way (Silvia & Anzur 2011). The new media environment is also 
trans-national which necessitates increased understanding of the process of globalization and intercultural competence, including European 
integration and the goals of EU2020 such as “Youth on the Move”.    

During the IP, students will therefore work as journalists, editors and staff and cover a variety of events and issues all related to 
improving educational and vocational cooperation among participating institutions, increasing student mobility and ultimately student em-
ployability in the European labor market and beyond. The innovative aspect of the IP includes encouraging students to immerse themselves 
in a cross-cultural working environment and benefit from synergies through co-writing and co-editing content across multiple media plat-
forms, including social media.  Students will benefit from being familiarized with different institutional online magazines and blogazines in 
participating countries. 

Students will achieve enhanced knowledge, improved skills and competencies in reaching out to digitally literate audiences 
through producing texts with video, audio and pictures in multimedia packages. In this manner students will become familiarized with both 
aspects of media convergence:  the integrative aspect (the merging of different technologies and industries to create new forms of cultural 
product and new modes of production and delivery e.g. iPhones, iPads, androids) and the divergence aspect (the flow of content across 
multiple media platforms, the cooperation between multiple media industries and the migratory behavior of media audiences, who will go 
anywhere for desired entertainment experience) 

The lecture highlights factual reporting since storytelling is addressed in another lecture (Cross-media storytelling) later the same 
day. The emphasis is online news writing, how different media gratify audience needs and how news stories in each medium are presented, 
including language and style. 
 
MEDIA CONVERGENCE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES FOR THE ACADEMIC PROGRAMS OF TEACHING 
JOURNALISM 
As it is already mentioned above, academic programs of teaching journalism become more and more complex. Media convergence brings 
about new tasks and requires multi-media skills for both present and prospective journalists and media professionals. It is often argued that 
“the market pressures transforming the journalistic field have changed other fields as well, including the academy”. (Klinenberg 2005:61) As 
Kang states, “Innovations in digital technologies and global communication have compelled higher education institutions to be more respon-
sive in their curriculum planning to meet the professional demands of the workplace, academia, and changing needs of students.” (Kang 
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201:54) Within this framework, the consequences of convergence that affect journalism education may be inspected under three sub-topics: 
the changes in the curricula, the changes in the courses syllabi, and the changes in the technological infrastructures of the academic institu-
tions.  

The changes in the journalism curricula and syllabi may be observed from a general perspective of the discipline of communica-
tion. Kang points out that “the digital age has influenced the map of integrated communication curricula in all areas encompassing Commu-
nication Studies, Journalism, Mass Communication, Advertising, Public Relations and Digital Media.” (Kang 2010:54) As a matter of fact, 
one can argue that, especially journalism education is the one academic area within the discipline of communication which is mostly af-
fected by convergence, since the practical skills training constitute nearly half of the number of courses offered in the curricula everywhere 
in the world (Deuze 2006:23). The need to change the curricula is due to the fact that the journalistic field changes very dynamically. Pro-
fessional standards and routines for crossmedia publishing are less distinctive than in traditional media channels. As a result, a more hete-
rogeneous professional knowledge and experience of the learners becomes a must. According to Kang, subject offerings expand in line with 
the need to provide students with skill competencies and functional knowledge. (Kang 2010:54) Considering this, there is no doubt that in 
the age of convergence, practical skills training cannot be separated from the ability of students to use multi-media technology in any kind of 
digital platform, thereby forcing the faculty to enrich the departmental curricula with new courses, as well as restructuring and updating the 
old ones in line with these new needs.  

The consequences of convergence on the transformation of journalism curricula is, of course, not only limited with the integration 
of practical skill courses in line with the new technology, it also requires courses syllabi to be updated. As Deuze points out “Convergence is 
not just a technological process amplified through digitization. Media convergence must also be seen as having cultural logic of its own, 
blurring the lines between different channels, forms and formats, between different parts of the media enterprise, between the acts of pro-
duction and consumption, between making media and using media, and between active or passive spectatorship of mediated culture”. 
(Deuze 2008: 103) There is no doubt that journalism education is not just training but also scholarship. Within this framework, as Hirst and 
Mosco state, “journalism scholars need to develop a deeper understanding of the ideological and normative functions of current professional 
practice in journalism and the mutual constitution. (Hirst 2009:94, Mosco 2004) Accordingly, syllabi of theoretical courses should be adapted 
to this new media situation that is determined by the consequences of convergence in line with this deeper understanding developed by 
journalism scholars. This means that courses that focus on the relation between media and, say society, culture, audience, politics, econom-
ics, political economy, history, law and the like should inevitably be restructured. Besides, courses that aim to provide students with mana-
gerial and marketing skills, as well as courses that are about media policy, regulation or governance should be redesigned in line with this 
new ‘cultural logic’ of media convergence. 

The renovation of the technological infrastructure of the academic institutions is another consequence of convergence that affects 
journalism education. There is no doubt that multichannel production requires a more complex learning environment, and as Tanner and 
Smith point out “many educators are continually monitoring current practices in an effort to incorporate the latest technology and industry 
developments into the classroom.”. (Tanner&Smith 2007:214) In the digital, convergent media environment, students as prospective journal-
ists, are expected to produce and edit news stories on video, for the Web and for print, re-porposing the  the same story for different media. 
(Huang et al. 2006:18) This, ofcourse, requires knowledge of software for producing video, Web sites, graphics, newspapers, and maga-
zines; knowledge of how to operate a computer and use the Internet. (Huang et al. 2006:18) Accordingly, academic institutions of teaching 
journalism need to possess all these tecnological hard and software infrastructure in order to provide their students with the needed multi-
media skills.   
 
DIDACTICAL APPROACHES TO A NEW JOURNALISM COURSE 
Both the field of Journalism as the practice of didactics in higher education have changed in the face of digitization. Just as the journalistic 
stages of research and the publishing of news stories has dynamised through innovative technological possibilities, so too have the tooling 
and methods of didactics been reshaped. They are part of an ecology of change in which they share semantics and are subject to similar 
technological forces.  

During the pre- and post-millenial decades, internet technology was popularized by the world wide web, enabling web-delivered 
education that was mostly transmissive in nature,  supporting a pre-internet behavioral appraoch to pedagogics. Contents were course 
based, mimicking the analog readers and course syllabi that had been the staple of education for many decades. 
During the first decade a coming of age of computer aided didactics can be witnessed in which didactical content and its delivery have 
moved away from its pioneering stages and have adapted to innovative methods of teaching. One might also rightly assert that novel tech-
nological possibilities -such as the principles of web 2.0 and web 3.0- dictate new ways of student interaction and -in doing so- open up new 
scenario's for student instruction and learning. 

Web 2.0 based learning, with technology and systems that emphasize co-creation and collaboration, has changed the theoretical 
framework. Where once behaviour and knowledge transfer were main focal points for educators and their course programmes, now collabo-
ration and peer-to-peer problemsolving have fostered a theoretical approach often reffered to as connectivism. Within a connectivist frame-
work the web as a whole is regarded as a platform where communities are formed and students are generators and aggregators of content. 
The content of courses and the knowledge within them are shared and it is broadly accepted that contexts of use and application of know-
ledge are of a transient nature. Knowledge, skillsets and competences are constantly changing factors, depending on course themes, 
changing business climates, novel strategies, sociopolitical developments etcetera. Knowledge is constructed, assessed, reconstructed, 
reassessed and distilled in practice. Factors and determinants are merely identified and never set in stone. The result is a constructivist form 
of connectivism in which students take a ‘cognitive apprenticeship’ and lecturers act as coaching enablers. In general the following pre-
sumptions should drive a connectivist approach to didactics: 
 
• Perspectives and opinions are fundamental to understanding a task or problem as complete as possible. Only then can the best solution 

be selected.       
• Learning is a network-forming process in which information sources are connected in a nodal manner.      
• Knowledge is stored in complex networks.  
• Knowledge might be collected and stored in machine operated environments, so learning should be enabled and supported by a tech-

nological framework.      
• Recognising connections and patterns to develop novel ideas and concepts is the core skill for individuals today.  
• Accurate knowledge of current trends and practice is the goal of connectivist learning activities.  
• Students learn by making decisions. Selection of skills that are practiced and weighing the meaning and importance of information and 

data is an ever ongoing process.  
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When connecting the content of a course programme on journalism in a digitized professional work environment to a connectivist 
didactical approach, the 5-Lenses Model of Digitization by Mark Pegrum (Pegrum, 2009) seems to provide a fitting semantical structure. 
Seen as a whole, the course programme is a complex ecology of topics. These topics range from matters of a journalistic practices to mat-
ters that are didactical and technological in nature.  
Where the academic content fits best in the outer lenses (ecology, sociopolitical and social), the determinants regarding the didactical ap-
proach are centered on the innermost lenses (social, pedagogical and technological).  As you may have noticed there is an overlap between 
these two approaches. This overlap can be explained as collaboration in a journalistic sense (working as co-workers in a newsroom/editorial 
environment), as well as collaboration in a didactical sense (students studying in a classroom), but also in technology as a driver for change 
of practice, as well as an enabler of innovative didactical purposes. 
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FROM WALLPAPER TO INTERACTIVITY: USE OF ARCHIVE FOOTAGE IN DOCUMENTARY FILMMAKING 
 

Wilma de Jong 
 
‘Documentary can, and does draw on the past in its use of existing heritages but it only does so to give point to a modern argument’ (Rotha 
as quoted in Leyda,1964:9) 

In 2010 I became involved in a small documentary project which aimed to explore different ways of using archive footage in 
documentary filmmaking. Having used archive footage often in films, and also having produced a film existing only of archive footage, I was 
aware of the very limited and often predictable ways the archive footage was used, or even misused, in documentary practice. In the last 
decade the use of archive has significantly increased in documentary filmmaking, due to the digitalisation of film archives. Access has also 
been facilitated by extensive databases. However, it is remarkable that very little reflection has taken place within the documentary 
filmmakers’ community or in a scholarly context on how  archive footage is used in documentary practice. This article will analyse practices 
of making use of archive footage in a historical context and will finish with the analysis of an experimental project Against the Tide 
(http://www.tide.org.uk/) which explored innovative ways of using archive footage in a new media context. This article aims to create an 
initial taxonomy of how archive footage is used and the different ways  of defining archive use by the way it is edited and the relation it 
establishes with the past. 
 
Remaking our connection to the past 

Manoff (2010:9) posits that ‘Our relation to the past is being transformed by digital media. Internet and digital databases increase 
the presence of the past and remake our connection to both past and present.’ But how is this relationship to the past remade? How do 
these newly created texts  use archive footage in the process of  reconnecting audiences to both the present and the past? Documentary 
production has a long and complex relationship with archive materials from films that use archive materials  to establish a scene, create a 
juxtaposition between past and present, to documentaries existing completely of archive footage.  Some  filmmakers, such as Shub (1894-
1959) and de Antonio  (1919-1989), based their films only on archive footage, described by de Antonio as ‘collage junk films’ or by Leyda 
(1964) as ‘ compilation films’. Most documentary makers, however, rely on a combination of newly shot footage and a selection of archive 
footage, creating in the process films that oscillate between past and present and between found and made. Documentary  has played and 
is playing  an important role in the creation of collective memories of important social, cultural and political events. It is therefore  important 
that documentary filmmakers should be aware of the particular effects and impacts of the usage of archive footage in their films. 
 
Re-purposing and re-contextualisation of archive footage 
The essence of repurposing archive footage or found footage is ‘re-contextualisation’. Some meanings inhere in a single shot, but within 
filmmaking a wide range of meanings are derived from its context, whether this be other shots, narrativisation or narration. Kuleshov’s 
(Fairservice, 2001) famous experiment in which he uses the same emotionally bland shot of an actor in combination with other shots (a 
plate of soup. a girl  and a little girl’s coffin), illustrated this concept. When audiences were shown these short sequences of shots their 
reactions changed in relation to the sequences that were shown, while actually the same bland shot of the actor was being used. Does 
recontextualisation mean that documentary can only be perceived as a subjective document devoid of truth, and do we enter a postmodern 
binary opposition between historical/factual and fictive/subjective? This is not a helpful distinction or approach for a genre which historically 
has been driven by finding ways to tell ‘truths’ or represent ‘realities’. Bruzzi suggests a workable approach that does not throw away the 
baby with the bathwater. 

 
‘Documentary film....... a hybrid offspring of a perennial struggle between the forces of objectivity ( represented by ‘documents’ or 

facts that underpin it) and the forces of subjectivity ( that is translation of those facts into a representational form.’  (Bruzzi, 
2000:39) 
 

This complex tension is at the heart of documentary storytelling and archive use can increase this tension through 
recontextualisation. But  present documentary filmmakers using archive footage are operating from  contemporary ideological  perspectives, 
as the quote from Rotha at the start of this article  states. Looking from the present to past events will produce analysis and meanings that 
at the same time might be new but also constrained by contemporary thought. 

McDougal, (1998), a much celebrated ethnographic documentary filmmaker describes an archetypical type of documentary about 
the past that is cobbled together from interviews enhanced with archive footage and old photographs.  His critical attitude to this approach 
led him  to opt for a film style that eschews interviews, archive footage or photographs, aiming for  a pure observational method that 
expresses a ‘sense of wonder at witnessing the spontaneity of life.’ (idem:125) Obviously the observational documentary film movements 
are the only tradition within the genre that rejected use of archive footage, while emphasising the immediacy of filming on-going events, 
celebrating the long take, and hiding directorial interventions. McDougal’s idea of the archive film might be too disrespectful, but it is actually 
not too far from the truth. For instance, the six -part BBC series ‘Windrush’ (1998) about the arrival of the West Indians in the UK, confirmed 
his prejudice in many ways. In this series the use of archive material not very imaginative, completely utilitarian and  it  feels indeed 
‘cobbled’ together. The structure tends to show the following  pattern: archive footage followed by an interview or  an interview followed by 
archive sequences with the narration pulling the narrative into coherence. By contrast, a recently made film by Terence Davies Of Time and 
the City (2008) is a good example of imaginative use of archive. The film explores his individual memories about his childhood in Liverpool 
and is at the same time an ardent critique on the hypocrisy of religion, poverty and the post-industrial city.  The variation of relationships  
between past and present that is being created is impressive. Sometimes it is illustrative, sometimes associative, and sometimes irony, 
parody, critique and anger are expressed via the personal narration of Terence Davies himself.  
 
Situated practices 
Before I take a closer look at the way archive is used, I should emphasize that too narrow a focus on textual analysis of documentaries 
loses sight of how established production practices influence production choices. This could also partly explain the lack of attention within 
this community of practitioners to the ways archive footage is used. Documentary film production, as in all creative practices, is a situated 
practice; the organisational context will influence the production process and the values expressed in the production, but how this works is 
not always entirely clear. Parker (2007) describes how choices made during the production process of the successful  archive -based  
documentary  series Nation on Film  (2005-2010) were influenced by professional standards developed within the  public broadcasting set-
up of the BBC with its  remit to inform, educate and entertain. The BBC output  is a product of a specific set of historical circumstances. This 
comment is not to denigrate its documentary output because it clearly has produced thought-provoking and world-shocking documentaries, 
but to illustrate the fact that the production context will influence both aesthetic and content choices. In the case of Nation on Film, the 
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reflection on and awareness of its production context led to different choices. Archive footage was being challenged and being commented 
on, which led to the different position of the archive materials in the film. Instead of having an ancillary, supportive role, the archive footage 
was central to the narrative. Tony Parker, the executive producer of the Nation on Film series, wrote:    

 ’We did not want straight forward ’history’ stories, where pictures were simply used to paint words; we did want stories about 
archive film that would perhaps throw a light on historical events and themes (2006:221) 
 
This reflection on the production context and its values in which the filmmakers were operating is rare and it led in this case to a remarkable 
series. (See Nation on Film website) 
 
Money talks 
Archive footage is expensive. Depending on the source, it can cost as much as £1,500 per minute and significant events can be even more 
expensive. Publicly funded archives tend to be cheaper and can offer important cultural and political events often from different 
perspectives, as they archive both commissioned (commercial and publicly funded) films as well as home movies.  
Filmmakers and archive libraries work together on the basis of trust. The filmmaker or production company reports after they have finished 
the film how many seconds of footage they have used and subsequently receive an invoice on the basis of this information. No one checks; 
although it would be possible to check the seconds/minutes of archive in a film, it would be labour-intensive. However FOCAL (Federation of  
Commercial Audiovisual Libraries), which provides access to 130 audio/visual libraries worldwide, states on its website that “at least 25% of 
our content used is unpaid for”, FOCAL website, accessed 4 April 2011) No evidence is provided  but financial pressures within the 
production sector  could explain incomplete returns. 
 
Database culture and archival digital logic 
Many archives are now on-line which makes archive research to a certain extent easier but at the same time complicate archive research. It 
is a double-edged sword. The notion of archive, with its association of  warehouses full of film cans, has been made redundant. Lev 
Manovich (2001:218) adopts the notion of ‘database’ as a reigning paradigm of contemporary culture. The instant access of archives and 
database changes our relationship to knowledge and history. There is a technological element as the interface changes the whole time to 
incorporate new digital devices and sources and will, therefore, increasingly determine our ‘database’ experience ‘ of culture. The computer 
screen has become the dominant screen which changes  perception and the computer interface filters our way of experiencing culture, both 
past and present. 
 Digital databases create new ways of cataloguing and archiving. Many archives provide the public with topic based access. For 
instance, the RTE (Irish public broadcaster)  set up  a database of preselected sequences, edited around certain  topics, to provide access 
to RTE’s archives. (Wylie, 2007) History arrives on your computer screen pre -edited and contextualised.  
Jacques Derrida (1995) and the media historian Belinda Barnet (2001) both believe that the emergence of the Internet, and digitalisation 
has led to the impulse or the drive to archive  and to create a ‘gigantic repository of ideas, a cultural memory’ (Barnett, 2001:221).Derrida 
even describes it as ‘archive fever’ .  
 …the technical structure of the archiving archive also determines the structure of the archivable content even in its very coming 
into existence and in its relationship to the future. The archivization produces as much as it records the event. (Derrida,1995; 16-17) 
Documentary research is not research into the original material, film and footage anymore but edited catalogued versions of historical 
events framed by a computer screen which is a long way from its orginal 16mm, 35 mm or even video tape material. Digital aesthetics seem 
to have conquered this world. They are not regarded as problematic or even questioned within documentary practice but often only seen as 
‘handy’. This form of audio-visual research will ultimately lead to a narrowing of the reinterpretation of historical events. 
 
Film archives: a false sense of completeness 
The work of film archives is essential for documentary filmmakers; after all, the historical world is our world, our professional habitus.  The 
sheer size of contemporary archives suggests a completeness which does not exist. Many materials have never been archived, have been 
lost, or, in the case of film and TV footage, have not been seen as culturally significant.  
Jerry Rothwell, a documentary filmmaker, comments :   
 ‘The problem with a database driven culture of the contemporary archive is that if something is not entered in the 
database, it‘s as though it does not exist. We found materials in other places and in other films that were not in a database.  (quoted in Andy 
Glynne , 2008:450) 
 The increasing awareness of the value of audiovisual archives can be illustrated by the foundation of an annual World Day for 
Audio Visual Heritage on 27 October,   which  UNESCO has established in 2007:  
 ‘Documentary heritage reflects the diversity of languages, peoples and cultures. It is the mirror of the world and its memory. 
(Unesco website accessed 5 April 2011).   
 
Since the 1930s many western countries have established major archives such as the Cinematheque Francaise in Paris, the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York and the British Film Institute in London, now called  the National Film and Television Archives, in order ‘to maintain 
a national repository of films of permanent value’.  In addition to these national archives many smaller archives have been set up which, as 
Wylie (2007) states, are the results of the passion for films of some individuals and their dogged persistence to preserve films. 
Technical innovations and a changing attitude to the cultural value of moving image has meant that state policies and   budgets have 
become available, in addition to commercial archives to preserve our national AV heritage. The International Federation of Film Archives 
(FIAF)1 founded in 1938 represents  155 institutions in 77 countries dedicated to preserving and cataloguing audio-visual material both as 
cultural heritage and as historical documents and emphasises the cultural importance of AV material. No one has ever doubted the 
importance of the Lumiere Brothers’ footage or  early actualities but television archives have been neglected.. Broadcasters have long 
underestimated the value of their audio-visual material. Apart from technical issues, when TV and radio were broadcast live and recordings 
were expensive and technically complicated, TV was seen as ‘ephemeral’ and ‘culturally insignificant’ (Wylie, 2007: 241). Initially recordings 
took place not with the intention of archiving but for repeats of events that were considered of historical and cultural value; state events, 
sporting events and important cultural events. It was not till the 1950s that videotape was used and that the television signal itself could be 
recorded on magnetic tape. The same picture quality could be recorded that had been broadcast live.  
In short, both financial, technical and cultural reasons are at the basis of having very patchy archive footage of the early years of television 
broadcasting while other archives may give a sense of completeness but are actually as ‘patchy’. Selection of archive footage is further 
more determined by production context, finance and the assumed needs of the documentary text itself. Above mentioned processes could 

                                                            
1 For a chronological overview of film preserving and archiving see the FIAF website 
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be best described as a funnel, so for documentary filmmakers it is essential to go beyond the database  and  immerse themselves in the 
world of the film cans and tapes in order to avoid missing relevant and possibly import archive  materials as well as critical reflect on the 
uses of archive footage in the documentary text. 
 
Misuse of Archive footage 
Jerry Kuehl provides an useful summary of the principal categories of the misuse of archive footage: 

1) Film which is claimed to be of one event which is in fact of another event 
2) Film shot in one place which purports to have been shot somewhere else 
3) Feature film masquerading as factual film 
4) Film of an event which was never filmed at all- like the maiden voyage of the Titanic or the first flight of the Wright Brothers 

aircraft. 
5) Film made before the invention of motion picture cameras, like the Battle of Waterloo or Columbus discovering America. (as  
6) quoted in Haggith, 2012:261)   

 
The two latter examples are best described as fakery. However does contemporary use of archive footage  break open these in itself 
obvious categories and could it still be considered misuse. Desmond Bell ( 2004) a documentary filmmaker,  describes how he uses archive 
footage from a variety sources, including  fiction and home movie to create  historical sequences in his films. He states  ‘Word and image 
lack an ordered referentiality. … images are often assembled with a view to achieving expressive force or to probe the veracity of accounts 
rather than as evidential proof. ‘ 2004:3) .  He continues to argue that the key feature of his films is in ‘a conjunction and counterpoint it a 
particular sort of voice over( 2004:4).’, which he  describes as a vernacular, ‘that is a voice-over that in its commitment to storytelling reveals 
its own partiality (4)’.  This use of archive footage ignores the different status of the archive materials for narrative and aesthetic reasons.  
From a purist point of view as described  Kuel’s position   this would be considered  problematic but because a direct referentiality is missing 
the argument of misuse is hard to sustain. 

However a good example  of the misuse of archive footage  can be illustrated by Alain Resnais’ much celebrated film about  the 
holocaust, Nuit et Brouillard (Night and Fog) (1955) as described by Haggith ( 2012).. 
While using archive footage  originally shot by the British Army, US Signal Corps and Red Army after the liberation of the concentration 
camps, Resnais used these visuals as an illustration of  the experience of the prisoners before their liberation The relevant sequence starts 
10 minutes into the film, with photographs of prisoners at different concentration camps followed ‘by black and white sequences of archive 
footage filmed at Bergen-Belsen and Auschwitz after liberation, at which point the script directly refers to the experiences of the prisoners in 
the camps’ (Haggith, 2012:262 ) 2 The problem is not only a matter of editing and voice-over but lies also in the authority attributed to 
archive footage. Seeing is believing in this instance. 
 
Archive footage  in documentary film 
The honour of producing the first film consisting solely of archive footage    goes  to Lumière’s cameraman Francis Doublier, who in 1898 re-
cut unrelated scenes from ‘actualities’ to  a short film purporting to show the court-martial of Dreyfus in Paris in 1894. (Leyda,1964: 13).  He 
showed a military parade, a government building and a departing boat, all shots that did not depict or even bear a relation to the event. It is 
not only the first compilation film but also the first time that archive was used in a metaphorical way. 
Arthur  (1999) posits  that in the 1920s and 1930s archive footage was repurposed ‘through editing techniques emphasizing the fantastical, 
previously ignored, formal or metaphoric qualities in otherwise banal scenes’.(Arthur 1999:59) A method described by Arthur  as 
‘estrangement’ is found in the work of avant-garde filmmakers of the that time, such as Rene Clair, Hans Richet, Walter Ruttman and  
Charles de Keukeleire. (idem)   

The 1930s saw also the birth of an important documentary genre, the compilation film, which is based  on  Russian montage 
methods and offers a political recontextualisation of archive footage ( Bruzzi 2000,2006 , Arthur 1998, Haggith 2012).The Russian avant -
garde documentary filmmakers such as Esther Shub, Dziga Vertov  and Sergei Eisenstein,  brought this approach to the foreground and it 
became though  not publicly well known  but significant strand in documentary filmmaking. 
Leyda wrote the first and, up till this moment last book, on  compilation film, which uses only archive or found footage  to create a new film 
but he struggled to find the right description for it. Some confusion can be noted in the literature on the term ‘archive’ or ‘found footage’. 
‘Found footage’ derives from the French ‘ objet trouv’. ‘Found footage’, as a term, seems to be preferred more among avant-garde 
filmmakers. 

Leyda  finds the term ’compilation’ film unsatisfactory because ‘The term should also indicate that it is a film of idea, for most of 
the films made in this form are not content to be mere records or documents’ (Leyda, 1964:9) 
The Idea, the central concept ,  in these films tends to be political.  Esther Shub is often credited with pioneering the compilation film. Other 
examples of this genre were made in Britain in the wake of the First World War, however, Shub was the most creative in her use of archive 
footage and approached her filmmaking from Marxist montage principles drawing on her experiences of working as an editor in Soviet 
cinema. She was also inspired by Eisenstein’s use of archive footage in Battleship Potemkin. Her films The Fall of the Romanov Dynasty 
(1927) and The Great Way (1927) were commissioned to tell the story of the Soviet Union from the February Revolution of 1917 up to the 
tenth anniversary of the Russian Revolution in order to provoke debate and  to challenge existing historical narratives on the nature of the 
Russian Revolution and its inspirations. The emphasis in reporting on parades, delegates’ arrivals and departures and meetings ignored the 
transformation to a new political economy of the country. She used footage of the news reels and the tsarist archives to recreate a new 
representation of life after the revolution. 

Her ideas about montage can be illustrated by the following quote: ‘Montage rests fundamentally on the interaction of the 
images...ideological montage claims   a precise political or moral point in putting together images which have no strictly causal or temporal’ 
(Taylor and Christie 1988) 

It is a truism that all editing is driven by a certain ideological approach, although not always  explicitly foregrounded as in the case 
of the Russian filmmakers at that time.  

 The main aim of subversion and recoding historical narratives has become an important strand in the documentary genre.  
During the Second World War some complilation films were produced using film material of the Germans to create propaganda films such 
as the Why We Fight (1943,UK) by Frank Capra. 

After a quiet  historical period the compilation film remerged in the 60s and 70s. 
Emile de Antonio , an American film maker, reinvented  compilation film by describing it as ‘collage-junk films’. He intended not only to 
provide an alternative critical historical narrative but at the same time to reinvent the form itself. 

                                                            
2 See also J. Hirsch (2004) After Image: Film Trauma and the Holocaust, Philadelphia: temple University Press,p. IX 
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 ‘My films are a kind of history of the United States in the days of the Cold War. They are episodic disjunctive histories. They’re 
not like a written history which moves magisterially from the beginning to the end. They’re chaotic.( quoted in Jackson, 2004) 
He made 10 films of which Year of the Pig  (1968,US) was the best known as it was the first documentary that challenged America’s 
involvement in Vietnam. Although mostly based on archive footage it  does contains  interviews, but the style is ‘polemical and 
confrontational’ ( Bruzzi: 2000:32).  The film was badly received by many audiences who sent bomb threats and vandalised film theatres in 
which the film was exhibited. After 50 years  Leyda’s concept  of the  political ‘Idea’ as the driving factor of the compilation film was still at 
the core of this specific documentary strand. De Antonio  related  his work to the early tradition of compilation films: ‘The collage theory I 
thought was uniquely left wing because it bore a close relationship to the early Soviet films which were essentially films in editing. The 
collage is a more sophisticated form of editing. It makes no difference where the material comes from.. ( as quoted in Jackson (2004)) 
Contemporary compilation films using  the internet, editing software and the wide availability of video online have given rise to what is 
described as ‘digital remixing’‘this practice of moving image appropriation on the Internet, called digital remixing, represents a continuation 
in the development of the strategies and techniques of found footage filmmaking but possesses its own unique aesthetic and rhetorical 
contributions’. Horat 2011:1) 
 
Most digital remixes critique popular culture and address racism, sexism, homophobia, social engineering and consumer culture. It is part 
of the political critique of the compilation films but is at the same time a cultural critique though there is also a strand of digital remixing 
that celebrates popular culture and can offer a more reactionary approach. 
 
From wallpaper to interactivity 
Arthur states that by 1945, ‘the deployment of archival images to renanimate or polemically reinterpret prior events, figures and social 
processs was a standard feature of non fiction films’ (1999:58. Bruzzi identifies two ways that archive is used within documentaries the 
illustrative  and the polemical, confrontational style of the compilation films, as mentioned above. (2000:32) The most common use of 
archive footage in contemporary documentaries is in combination with newly shot footage  The following paragrpahs attempt to provide a 
taxonomy of  different ways  archive footage is being used by documentary filmmakers. 
 
Illustration 
By far the most common usage of archive footage is as as a visual reference, illustration, or ‘wallpaper’, as Kuehl ( as quoted in Haggith 
2012:260) describes it.. For instance, an interviewee talks about the invention of the first cars and in between the cuts of the interview, 
archive footage and photographs are edited to illustrate, to make visual, what the interviewee is referring to.  It is a simple and very handy 
editing tool  to cut an interview and to bridge continuity problems between shots. It tells in pictures what otherwise would have to be told in 
words and  it gives the audience an indexical clue to what is being discussed.  
 
2) Setting the scene, providing a historical backdrop to introduce a historical period or the theme of a film   
 This other ‘wallpaper’ is often used at the   start of a film with what is often described as ‘generic’  shots. The archive  footage has an 
aesthetical and narrative role in this case but unfortunately this backdrop’ role   in combination with the above mentioned production 
practices has led to the recycling of the same shots and can reinforce existing stereotypes. For instance films about the Nazi period in 
Germany tend to use extracts from Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph of the Will  (1934) of which the shots of Hitler in an open car or standing on 
the podium giving the ‘Heil Hitler’ salute can be recognised immediately. They become  part of collective memories by their ubiquitous 
usage. Collective memories will determine one’s ‘generic‘ ideas about a historic period. The sixties were ‘swinging’ because of Woodstock 
and the increased popularity of pop music, but it was also the decade that Rachel Carson, a scientist and writer, wrote Silent Spring (1962) 
and warned that our earth would be harmed by pollution and chemicals. In 1968, Shirley Chisholm was elected America's first black woman 
to Congress. The Vietnam War was well under way but in popular memory the sixties remain ‘swinging’. Documentary filmmakers cannot 
escape  existing ideological stereotypes but one would expect a more reflective and critical attitude considering their informational role in the 
public domain. Documentary in this case could challenge and critique both official, popular or autobiographical memories of events . The 
idea of ‘generic archive footage’  should be challenged and critiqued Archives, like the one from the Imperial War Museum  (Haggith 
2012:260) report receiving phone calls with  requests for archive footage needed to fill a specific slot in a film, often described as ‘generic 
shots’.  I must admit I, as part of this community of pratitioners, have used the term rather thoughtless and basically building on a kind of 
stereotypical historical notions which were not challenged. 

The most obvious and most recognizable way of using archive footage as illustration is in juxtaposition with the past. The same 
footage can be used in different ways. For instance, a sequence of shots of unemployed people queuing for food in the ‘30s can be used as 
juxtaposition to  illustrate  the argument that the unemployed are now eligible for social benefits and romanticises the past. But the same 
sequence can be used  to argue that the present crisis is not as bad  or even worse as the crisis in the 1930s.   

For instance in one of my favourite films ‘ The Life and Time of Rosie the Riveter (Connie Field, 1980,US), the archive sequence 
at the start of the film shows women working in factories and listening to the radio during the Second World War. We hear a speech by F.D. 
Roosevelt which highly likely was not heard on the radio when the women were listening. The sources of the archive are recruitment films, 
home movies and news footage and recruitment posters. The whole sequence sets the scene providing a historical framework for the 
women who are being interviewed in the film, and who are inserted in the sequence. It is not a literal representation but a figurative one. The 
audience  will initially read the first archive sequence as an introduction to the position of women during the war. In Rosie the Riveter the 
experiences of the ‘Rosies’ after the war are juxtaposed against the propaganda and recruitment materials before the war. The labour of 
these woman was necessary during the war but after the war men were supposed to take over the jobs again. The ongoing work of 
memory, whether public or personal, is re-evaluating, even recreating the past.  Documentary can provide a discourse between different 
subjectivities as in the case of Rosie the Riveter and can construct a way of looking at the world that is intersubjective. It is a typical film 
from the ‘80s, a period during which many cultural or ethnic minorities who were ‘edited’ out of historical narratives,  and which used archive 
footage to challenge and recreate historical narratives. 
 
Metaphorical usage of the footage 
In the documentary ‘The Corporation’ (Mark Achbar and Jennifer Abbott,2003, Can)  the commercial enterprise is  analysed in 
psychoanalytic terms  as a human being and being laid bare on the psychotherapy couch .  In the film the economist Milton Friedman uses 
the word ‘ externalising’, which implies that two parties have an agreement but a third party experiences the negative consequences of this 
agreement.. In this case the film refers  to companies that produce products, make a profit and employ people but which damage the 
environment.  The point  is that society, or rather the public purse, pays the price for clearing it up. The issue of ‘externalising’ is visualised 
by an archive sequence from a black and white feature film showing a woman throwing a cake at a man who ducks so that an innocent 
bystander gets the pie in his face. The effect  of the above mentioned archive sequence is comical and critical at the same time In this case 
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the use of archive footage does not create a relationship with the past. Instead, it is a form of visualisation which makes the point the 
sequence wants to make and criticises it at the same time. It is a key distraction of the factual archive used in most documentary films and 
creates a different referential status of the archive footage. 
 
 4. Archive as narrative resource 
In the prize winning documentary Deep Water  ( 2007, Osmond and Rothwell), which tells the story of the Sunday Times- sponsored 1968 
Golden Globe Race; a solo,non-stop circumnavigation sailing race. The film consists  of 80% of archive footage and some recent shot 
footage, CGI and interviews, the narrativisation of archive footage was the at the core of the film’s editing strategy (de Jong, 2008) 
 The aim of the directors was to tell the story as a ‘drama’ . Continuity editing of the archive footage was used to create a dramatic arc as is 
used in the classic realist narrative. One of the directors, Jerry Rothwell,  describes their intention. 

‘Our aim was to find footage that could bring the story alive.  Documentary, and particularly the doc feature, need events to unfold 
in the present, to play out the story in front of an audience in a time limited experience. The challenge is to use material in a way that isn’t 
just illustrative but enacts events in a way a drama might. With images leading the story rather than following it.... news or diary material 
rarely in itself contains the story beat you need on screen. Instead you hope to build them out of a jigsaw of sounds and pictures, 
reinterpreting material, which has been shot for a completely different purpose.’  (Glynne,: 2008 :45) 

There are several issues at stake in this approach: stories do not present themselves  as ready-made in archives, and the role of 
these films is to re-evaluate past events. It is a risky enterprise and needs careful consideration because it can create an illusion of a 
recoverable past which is what happened in this case. The power of documentary is that it can provide a narrative of different subjectivities 
and not ‘one ‘interpretation’.  The drive for a coherent realistic narrative narrows down the possible interpretation of the events. ( De Jong, 
2008)  In Deep Water, sources are identified in the credits but all archive, which is the basis of the film, is used as a narrative resource  and 
recontextualised to create a new dramatic narrative.  

We could compare this approach to Capturing the Friedmans, (2003, Andrew Jarecki), which provides an intimate portrait of  an 
American Jewish middle-class family  living through the period of  the allegations of sodomy and child abuses against  the father, Arnold and 
the son, Jesse Friedman. The Friedmans were avid home video makers and continued to make these during the legal process investigating 
the allegations. This home movie footage is used in the film, it has been inserted a short edited sequences into the overarching narrative. 
The ’thriller/suspense dramatic tension’ (Austin, 2007) of the narrative has the effect that the archive footage is positioned in the ‘did they do 
it?’ frame of the narrative.. The audience looks at the father playing with the kids on the beach, children’s parties, all of which can be seen 
as ‘innocent’ footage which is being framed by this overarching narrative. Archive footage in this case sinks into the general narrative 
created by the filmmaker.  
 
Archive footage as legal evidence 
Documentary footage, in common with photography, provides an indexical link to past events which can be allowed to be used in some 
court cases. Well-known sequences include the Zapruder films or the footage of the beating of Rodney King. Both were shot by amateur 
filmmakers who happened to be at the scene of events. In 1963, the amateur filmmaker Zapruder stood at an elevated position in relation to 
the presidential parade and was able to film the killing of President J.F. Kennedy when his limousine was driving past in Dallas. It became 
one of the most studied pieces of footage in history and played a crucial role in subsequent legal hearings and in many debates about the 
angle of the footage and the missing frames of crucial moments during the events. Lawyers from different sides used theories of media, 
semiotics as part of their legal arguments. 

Haggit ( 2012) describes the first court case  in Britain which used footage as evidence of a crime. In Chesterfield on 17 May 1935 
police screened a 16 mm film as evidence of  illegal betting which they had shot from an window overlooking the street . An indexical link 
proves that the defendant was there but does not provide a context or show how events unfolded. Further investigations of circumstances 
and the relations between people will reveal the nature of filmed events. Still our surveillance of citizens on streets, and in shopping malls 
has increased beyond belief in the last ten years and the footage is being used in courts. It has undoubtedly increased the validity of moving 
image as a source of evidence in the public mind, which creates a complex problematic situation for the position of archive footage in the 
non-fiction genre. Just as in a theoretical context the value of the indexical link and its implications is a controversial issue, in the popular 
mind the image is being confirmed as  ‘proof’ of what has happened.  
  
Against the Tide (http://www.tide.org.uk/; explorations in using archive footage 
Against the Tide is an experimental project developed by Earthstock Films (UK).  Not only did it aim to use archive footage in a non –
illustrative way, but the selecting of archive footage was at the heart of the film process. Four filmmakers were asked to select footage from 
the South East Screen Archive to make a three-minute film which were to provide a link between the archive footage and newly shot 
footage, providing access to the past via stories told in the present. 

The films are embedded in a website, offering comments by the filmmaker on the selection process of the archive and their 
experience working with it. The website also offered a selection of edited archive sequences which had not been used in the films. Films 
and website pop up using mobile technologies on the location where the films have been shot.  
Permanently Yours: historical continuity 
‘Permanently Yours’  was made by Daisy Asquith based on home footage of a c 
ouple who ran a hairdressing salon in Folkestone.  Her approach was inspired by the archive footage itself; ‘I tried to stay with the feel of the 
archive, to give my footage the same jovial mood.‘ (ATT website, accessed 10 may 2011) 

The film merges archive footage with present day footage and is kept coherent by   edited interview sequences used as narration. 
June Pain, the wife of the hair dresser,  didn’t actually like her hair to be permed or ‘done’ every week, but for 60 years she cooperated with 
her husband’s passion for hairdressing. The director writes that this film is about ‘love and compromise’. (ATT website)  Merging archive 
footage and newly shot footage  emphasises historical continuity in this case. 
 
A New School: archive reveals children’s experiences of the present 
Danny Weinstein selected a film made in the ‘70s about the building of a new school in Newgate, the replacement of an  Victorian school. 
He decided on a very different approach by asking children who are currently being educated in the new school to comment on the archive 
footage. ‘I thought that if I showed the film to the children at the school and filmed their responses, it might be possible to get some sort of 
dialogue going between the two generations and also to question the nature of archive and the passing of time’. 
The responses were remarkable as the pupils not only commented on the school building itself but also on the life of the children, who they 
thought may have had a more crammed school but more freedom. The film highlights how the pupils feel restricted by the contemporary 
curriculum and health and safety rules.  

It is a good example of how archive footage may actually reveal more about  the present day experience of in this case children . 
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Back at the Ranch: crossing class boundaries 
I became intrigued by  archive footage  shot by an female amateur filmmaker,  Enid Briggs, who started filming in the 1930s. This was a 
unusual situation; not only had she started filming very early in the 20th century  but she was a women. Most amateur filmmakers are men 
and start slightly later in the 20th century.  The footage was silent and black and white and not always of the greatest quality.  This limited the 
possibilities of the editing, and I quickly came to the conclusion that I  could only use the footage in little blocks . Merging black and white 
footage with newly shot footage would not be really an option.It would disturb the historical specificity of the period that the archive could 
evoke. Enid Briggs was not only a filmmaker she also had set up a home for retired horses at a time when horses were slowly being phased 
out as a mode of transport and being replaced by lorries. I  tracked down one of the stable boys, Ken Taylor, who spent time as a youngster 
at the Ranch , and story about a lifelong friendship emerged. 
  Back at the Ranch is a story about an unusual friendship between two people which lasted for 35 years, as well as a piece about 
class relations in the UK." 
 The film starts when Ken Taylor comes down the stairs with an old map and points out where the Ranch once was. The film 
continues as a reminiscence about a lost but special friendship. Although archive usage is used to  illustrate both the ‘Ranch’ and the class 
difference between the two  friends, it is used in its historical specificity. 
 
Old man and the sea: romanticization of the past  and critiquing the present 
David, a sea swimmer from Brighton  tells the story about the swimming club his father founded . Kath Mansoor, the filmmaker, selected the 
archive footage on the basis of David’s story. 

’I was looking for footage that showed that heyday ( of the seaside) to contrast with David's story, which is all about the 
trivialisation of the seaside - people taking more interest in eating ice-cream than in understanding the power of the sea. 
 `David recounted the heyday of the club as the time when 1000 men bathed off the men's beach in Victorian times - and he was 
genuinely sad that in our modern day, connection to sea swimming seemed to be lost.  
 
Juxtaposition between then and now shows a romanticisation of the past when commercialisation of the seaside had not taken place and 
offers a critique on the state of contemporary seaside towns.  

 Against The Tide  demonstrated that  locally created archive footage can give access to local stories and give insight in local  
histories. By using the present as a route into the archived past, it avoided the illusion of a recoverable past, but emphasises 
‘recontextualisation. In this case use of archive  showed both  continuity and discontinuity between past and present. At the same time 
audiences are meeting people like themselves, and can connect to their lives and experiences and create a historical awareness of daily life 
in a local context. The films embedded in website offered a context  to the production process as well as the historical context. It proved to 
be a successful local project and  around 11000  people visited the  website  between February 2010 and September 2011. 
 
Conclusion 
This article demonstrates that the use of archive footage in documentary film is richer and more varied than recent theorisations indicate, 
but that a more critical awareness should be developed among practitioners and academics alike. 
Selection of archive footage should be given more attention  in order to use archive in all its cultural richness and  to cross the boundaries of  
‘ illustration’ only. It should comment, juxtapose, merge or explore other ways of creating a relationship with the past  to enhance 
documentary’s historical informative role in the public sphere to use  the evocative power of  archive in a creative and inspiring way. 
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Filmography 
Against the Tide (http://www.tide.org.uk/; Earthstock Films (UK 
-Permanently Yours, Daisy Asquith 
-New School for Newgate, Danny Weinsten 
-Back at the Ranch, Wilma de Jong 
-Old Man and the Sea, Kath Mansoor  
Capturing the Friedmans, (2003, Andrew Jarecki, US)   
Deep Water (2007, Osmond and Rothwell,UK) 
The Corporation (Mark Achbar and Jennifer Abbott, 2003, Can) 
The Fall of the Romanov Dynasty (1927, Esther Shub, Russia) 
The Great Way (1927, Esther Shub, Russia) 
The Life and Time of Rosie the Riveter ( Connie Field, 1980,US) 
Triumph of the Will (1935, Leni Riefenstahl, Germany), 
Nation on Film  (2005-2010 Tony Parker, BBC,UK) 
Nuit et Brouillard (Night and Fog) (1955, Alain Resnais, France)  
Of Time and the City (2008 ,Terence Davies,UK)) 
Windrush, (1998, David Upshall, BBC,UK)  
Year of the Pig  (1968,Emile de Antonio,US) \ 
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GERMAN PARTIES AND WEB 2.0 – A WAY TO DELIBERATIVE POLITICS 
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Abstract: 
This paper – according to different case studies – examines how German Parties used Web 2.0 for their campaigns and if they provide 
channels for a new deliberative democracy. 
 
PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
The political “spring” in the Middle East, worldwide protests against the power of the financial markets, and the ad hoc success of the Pirate 
Party in the recent Berlin state election – as different and difficult to compare as these events are, discussions of all of them have focused 
on a “new” medium of communication – Web 2.0. The daily press, like earlier academic conferences, have debated the extent to which 
social media, wikis or Twitter might be capable of initiating a new, participatory democratic movement, and to which extent these media were 
and are themselves a part of this supposed movement and restructuring of the public sphere, as has often been stated (Shirky 2008, 
Li/Bernoff 2008). 

Looking at antecedents of these worldwide developments, Barack Obama’s election to the U.S. presidency in 2008 can be seen 
as pioneering in many regards. The Democrats’ election campaign and the methods they used to generate votes can be regarded as turning 
points in political and media history. The new generation of the internet, Web 2.0, gave its users new ways of communicating that were used 
by establishment politics – particularly for election campaigns – for the first time on a grand scale by Obama in 2008. These new 
communication methods’ key to success lay in their ability to offer their recipients a direct feedback channel where they could express their 
opinions directly and immediately. This new way of shaping politics gave rise to hopes that it would seem have not or not yet come to 
complete fruition. The initial success of Obama’s new Web 2.0 strategy created a stir far beyond the United States, Germany included (Elter 
2010b). Some even saw the new offerings of Web 2.0 as heralding a new architecture of political communication (Pannen 2010). 

Thus it is not surprising that, since the federal election of 2009 at the very latest, all German parties have developed their own 
Web 2.0 strategy in an attempt to copy Obama’s success. It became clear that this had not worked in the 2009 federal election, in which 
fewer citizens cast their votes than in the 2005 election. Most German parties had taken the American campaign as their model and tried to 
adapt it to the German context. But this precisely is the reason for their failure (Elter 2010a, 21f.). The fundamental differences that render 
an adequate comparison between American and German election campaigns impossible became particularly evident in the parties’ Web 2.0 
strategies. Therefore, the often-repeated Americanisation theory (Dörner 2001, Meyer 2001) does not apply here. The candidates were too 
different, the party systems were too different, and the potential target groups were too different. And the reasons for the German 
electorate’s generally lukewarm response to political Web 2.0 campaigns are equally diverse (Abold 2005). 
 
OBJECT OF STUDY AND STRUCTURAL DATA 
As all German parties had established a presence on the internet and on Web 2.0 following the federal election of 2009 and were using all 
of these different channels, the present study aims to examine how this trend developed in subsequent years on the state parliamentary 
level. Web 2.0 communication is analysed using two case studies, the 2010 state election in North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) and the 2011 
city-state election in Hamburg (HH). For the purposes of this study, the parties’ homepages, the social networking sites Facebook, Studi VZ 
and Mein VZ, the microblogging site Twitter and the video-sharing site YouTube were defined as Web 2.0. The output channels Twitter and 
Facebook were subjected to a combined quantitative and qualitative analysis with regard to dialogic communication patterns. In the case of 
NRW, the homepages of the state associations were also evaluated. The average German voter in particular, whose experience of Web 2.0 
can be classed as low, will first use the official homepage of a party to orient him- or herself and not go directly to social networks. In 
general, observable trends in general internet usage in Germany are stable. These trends affect mainly the sociodemographic factors of 
age, gender and education. 87 percent of men use the internet, but only 67 percent of women. The internet still remains a medium of those 
population groups with a higher level of formal education. In 2011, 39 percent of those leaving secondary school with only a basic level of 
qualifications used the net, as opposed to 94 percent of university graduates. When using the internet for political content, the focus of this 
study, clear differences between age groups are evident. While 65 percent of under 35s use the internet to find out the news and political 
content, this is true for only 55 percent of over 35s and 30 percent of over 59s (all data from the second quarter of 2011, research group 
Wahlen –Forschungsgruppe Wahlen 2011). It should be added here that this data was gathered for general internet usage, not usage of 
Web 2.0 specifically. Neither was any distinction made between news and political information. If this is taken into consideration, an even 
clearer picture of the typical Web 2.0 user researching political content would probably emerge: male, with a high level of formal education 
and young (no older than 35). This user behaviour alone is in contradiction of democratic structures. Rather, one could speak of Web 2.0 
being used by a media elite or digital avant-garde. The usage of these new technical channels of communication requires a comparatively 
high level of prior knowledge and thus rather reinforces the “digital divide” than enables representation and participation relevant to the 
whole of society. Only within the digital “elite” is participation promoted and a new political discourse initiated (Wolling, Seifert, Emmer 2010).   
As observations on Germany so far show that most German parties continue to prefer homepages of the 1.0 generation, the examination of 
homepages was not continued explicitly for Hamburg following the NRW case study. The communication service Twitter, on the market 
since 2006, caused a sensation during the U.S. election campaign of 2008 and was used by the German parties as a standard channel from 
2009 onwards. Finally, the new social networks and communities (referred to jointly as social media) were the primary focus of the parties’ 
Web 2.0 activity. The underlying thought was to reach out to the target group of potential first-time voters and younger voters. In Germany, 
these networks are particularly successful among younger people (target group of up to 30 years of age). The networks Mein VZ and Studi 
VZ are aimed at an even younger audience (up to 25 years old). These networks are also considered part of the so-called Web 2.0. In the 
present study, both official accounts and profiles as well as those verified by cross-checking the respective state associations counted as a 
“party”. Only the parties voted into parliament were examined. Other parties were not taken into account - with the exception of the Pirate 
Party, that could be ascribed a particular affinity to Web 2.0 on account of its programmatic line and its party manifesto. As parties’ political 
communication is particularly concentrated around the elections, it was decided to take the week prior to the election – generally called the 
“hot phase” – as the fixed period of investigation. During this phase, the voting decisions of undecided and swing voters can still be 
influenced. The period of investigation was extended to a month for the Hamburg senate election in order to observe changes before and 
after the election.  
 
 OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 
The 2010 study intended to ascertain whether parties’ Web 2.0 strategies were still being pursued on the level of the federal states and state 
parties following the 2009 federal election. Thus the initial question must be which channels the parties used in which way. Above all, the 
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intention was to establish the extent to which a participatory approach to politics and voter involvement was promoted and extended by Web 
2.0 strategies. For up till now, research has considered this collaborative concept and the theory of extending discourse to include different, 
new participants one of Web 2.0 communication’s central elements (Münker 2009, Benkler 2006, Gladwell 2000, Howe 2008, Tapscott 
2008). Thus these hypotheses need to be tested for the case of political parties, as firstly, parties in Germany are constitutionally defined as 
participating “in the formation of the political will of the people”. Secondly, according to the logic inherent in their system, they have the 
strongest interest in immediately translating the participation of politically interested citizens into votes. The main focus and research interest 
of both this empirical study and the resulting discourse-theoretical deliberations was the quantification of the discourse conducted via Web 
2.0 between parties, their frontrunners and the population. The methodology was selected accordingly: primarily, we are dealing with 
quantitative content analysis. In some categories however, an evaluation according to qualitative criteria subsequently was undertaken.  
 
SELECTED FINDINGS AND CONCLUCION 
While valid for the case of NRW, the general proposition that Web 2.0 communication does not create new dialogue and interaction requires 
moderation following the evaluation of the Hamburg study results. For while the hypothesis certainly holds as far as Twitter is concerned, a 
different picture emerges for Facebook. It should be noted here that neither Twitter nor the two other channels of communication had any 
significant impact on dialogue rates. Overall, these are sobering results for both NRW and Hamburg (in spite of the extension of the period 
of investigation). There can be no question of heightened participation or a redemocratisation of voters. Not only was the number of entries, 
posts and tweets so low in the case of some parties that it seems more apt to speak of non-communication than of communication. The 
poor response of potential voters and lack of dialogue also suggest that so far there is no new “party” democracy 2.0 to speak of in 
Germany. Only some individual parties – mainly the Green and Pirate Parties – had a notable offer used by interested individuals and 
sympathisers. The overall picture might be different when it comes to non-governmental organizations or opponent grassroot-groups – but 
this was not the focus of this examination. Whether or not a conclusive answer is gained to the question of whether using new media also 
heightens dialogue with voters will depend of the results of the further state elections during 2011. Results so far suggest that regional 
variables dependent on events and distribution channels will become apparent. The study’s current results show that no direct connection 
between the intensity of Web 2.0 communication output and the response it generates can be drawn. Similarly, no increase in interaction or 
promotion of dialogue is evident. It would seem that there is no connection between the use of a communication channel and its effect. In 
this regard, hopes for a renaissance of deliberative democratic models or a virtual grassroots movement are premature – at least for 
Germany. Incidentally, studies from Switzerland reveal a similar picture, even though there are far more elements of direct democracy there 
than in Germany (Rademacher 2010). In my opinion, research to date has focused too exclusively on the technical possibilities of Web 2.0 
and from these has extrapolated the theory of heightened participation. That this is an error has already been shown for Web 1.0 (Münker & 
Roesler 1997). With the exception of prominent individual cases (e.g. the Obama campaign, Arab Spring, Web 2.0 use by non-established 
political groups), there is no empirical proof that completely new conditions for political and voter discourse now exist – particularly in 
established representative democracies such as Germany (Schrape 2010). Studies to date have only included comparative elements to a 
limited extent (Koopmanns & Zimmermann 2010; Gerhards & Schäfer 2010), or have examined Web 2.0 according to other criteria and 
have not focused explicitly on political parties as agents (Zimmermann 2006). An international comparison would reveal whether Web 2.0 is 
associated with particular democratic systems or proves particularly popular in certain systems. These approaches, as well as systematic 
interdisciplinary collaboration between the disciplines of sociology and political, cultural, media and communication studies, as yet remain 
only research aims. 
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ABSTRACT 
This study sought to determine the influence of gestalt principles exhibited in destination logos on audience’s intention to visit a country and 
the extent to which they recognize the country based on its tourism icon. A total of 154 logos were collected from the websites of 116 
countries, and were rated based on the extent to which six gestalt principles were present in each. Based on the scores, the logos were 
classified as having high, medium and low gestalt attributes. Two representative logos for each level were selected. An online survey of 
undergraduate students was conducted to determine the influence of these gestalt traits on recognition and people’s intention to visit the 
country being promoted. The results reveal that high-gestalt logos enhanced intention to visit. Although the medium-gestalt logos elicited 
greater recognition, high-gestalt logos were more effective in capturing the characteristics of the countries they represent than low-gestalt 
logos.  
 
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Tourism is one of the fastest growing industries in the world (Fetscherin, 2010). The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) 
reports that in 2007 alone, over 900 million tourists crossed international borders for their holidays, generating revenues of US$856 billion 
(Bowman, 2010). Though there was a decline in these figures in 2009 perhaps as a consequence of the worldwide recession, global tourism 
“recovered strongly” in 2010 with an overall increase of 6.7%, adding 935 million tourists mainly from the emerging economies of Asia, the 
Middle East, and the Americas (Goodman, 2011). Despite the worldwide economic slump, the UNWTO forecasts continuous growth in 
international tourism, projecting an average of 43 million additional tourists every year until 2030 (UNWTO, 2011). More are expected to visit 
the developing world to take advantage of “exotic” cultures, cheaper hotels, virgin forests, pristine beaches, and the warm weather these 
nations offer (Roe et al., 2004; Bowman 2010; UNWTO, 2011). 

This projected pace of growth has understandably prompted governments to position their countries as prime tourist destinations. 
In doing so, they have turned to branding techniques to establish an image and to differentiate their country on the global market. One of the 
ways to attain a competitive edge is by deploying a memorable destination logo (Jaffe and Nebenzahl, 2001; Kleppe and Mossberg, 2006). 
These logos aim to communicate distinction or a unique identity (Harish, 2010). They have been known to elicit desired notions and 
emotions, influence behavior (Rafaeli et al., 2008), and speed up recognition (Berry, 1989; Morrow, 1992). According to Rafaeli et al. 
(2008), a country logo may reflect special or historical events or it may present the ethos of its citizens. A strong country brand has been 
found to equate to substantial tourist arrivals (Fetscherin, 2010). Harish (2010) found that prospective visitors and investors rely significantly 
on the destination’s image in making their decisions.  

Because of this, efforts are expended to arrive at the “right” visual identity. Among other attributes, this visual identity, 
encapsulated in a logo, must be congruent with the message, and must be crafted for high impact considering minimal or fast-paced 
exposure. In the design of such logos, gestalt principles are particularly useful because such principles offer a visual frame of reference 
designers can use as a reliable psychological basis for the spatial organization of graphic information. In effect, gestalt perceptual factors 
offer guidelines as to how the eye organizes visual experiences.  Indeed, how people evaluate a logo has been found to affect their 
evaluations of the organizations the logos represent (Aronczyk, 2008; Henderson and Cote, 1998).  

Although there are numerous studies on logo design characteristics (e.g., Fang and Mowen, 2005; Zhang et al., 2006), few have 
examined the deployment of a wide range of gestalt principles in logo design (Chang et al., 2001; Cao, 2003). Often, discussions in 
marketing literature are limited to various rules of thumb propagated in the trade press that have been neither tested empirically nor 
integrated to form a comprehensive set of guidelines.  

This study aims to expand the literature on the effect of design on consumer evaluation of logos by assessing the gestalt 
characteristics of country logos for tourism and their influence on people’s recognition of and intention to visit the country these logos 
represent. The results are expected to offer insights in the development of visual assets on which countries spend enormous time and 
money to promote (Hutton, 1997; Lentschner, 2001; Henderson et al., 2003).  
 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 
Although there is no definitive definition of a country brand, Papp-Váry (2010) generally defines it as something that combines visual 
communication and marketing techniques to promote a country. Country branding aims to “stimulate exports, attract tourists, investments, 
and immigration, and create positive international perceptions and attitudes” (Fetscherin, 2010, p. 468). A traditional dimension of country 
branding is a “destination image,” which involves “not only the perceptions of individual destination attributes but also the holistic impression 
made by the destination” (Echtner and Ritchie, 1991, p. 8). Destination image has been shown to be a significant determinant of visitors’ 
choice (Lee et al., 2002). In the severe competition for tourists and their spending dollars, destination branding strives to achieve seven 
broad objectives—image, recognition, differentiation, consistency, brand messages, emotional response, and expectations (Blain et al., 
2005). 

Earlier studies have shown that some logos have been successful in eliciting positive emotions, conveying meaning, enhancing 
behavioral intentions, and raising recognition about a company or brand (van der Lans et al., 2009; Henderson et al., 2003). Rafaeli et al. 
(2008) found that symbols and corporate logos can lead people to do things they otherwise would not do, suggesting the logos’ utility 
whenever trust and spontaneous compliance are needed. Henderson et al. (2003) laud the logos’ portability, pointing out that they are “the 
most common element of the marketing mix that can be used in an unaltered form when going abroad” (p. 298). 

 Designing logos, however, is costly. Selecting an appropriate one is a daunting task. As Colman et al. (1995) lament, “logotypes 
generate unique impressions, but the quality and type of these impressions are not always those intended by the designers” (p. 405). Many 
logos fall flat, failing to convey meaning through a hodgepodge of design elements that are irrelevant and do not connect to the market 
(Byrom and Lehman, 2007). Indeed, one of the nagging research gaps in destination branding is the effectiveness of brand slogans and 
logos (Pike et al., 2009). Pike et al. (2009) bemoan their observation that destination promotion has seen few creative ideas, and that most 
fail to achieve anything more than “ephemeral indifference” (p. 437).  
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Studies that examine audience reactions have identified the design characteristics of good logos (e.g., Henderson and Cote, 
1998, van der Lans et al., 2009). The most common are simplicity (the ability to capture essence with a few design elements), naturalness 
(exhibited mainly through the use of commonly experienced objects), harmony (congruent patterns or arrangements of parts), proportion 
(the ratio of a logo’s width to its height), and parallelism (the number of parallel lines in the design). Most of these are stylistic variables 
applied following some design convention.  

 
Gestalt Principles in Visual Design 
Behind these conventions, however, is a tacit recognition that visual perception is a “patternmaking process wherein people make sense of 
images through organization and meanings (recognition)” (Myers, 1990, p. 11). Gestalt principles of perception, proposed by German 
psychologists in the 1920s, describe the various ways people tend to visually assemble individual objects into groups or “unified wholes.” In 
creating logos, it is important to consider the whole and not simply its parts because it is the complex totality of the elements in close 
relationship that ultimately creates meaning. This is made possible, according to Malamed (2009), because of the form-generating capability 
of our senses; where there is a collection of lines and curves, people see and recognize whole forms—the stronger the clarity of form, the 
more effective the design (Berryman, 1992).  

Visual communicators do not agree on the exact number of gestalt principles that can be applied to design. Many, however, list 
six gestalt laws of perceptual organization particularly useful in the design of things—similarity, proximity, continuation, figure-ground 
relationships, closure, and assimilation (Read et al., 1997; Henderson et al., 2003; Cao, 2003; Lester, 2006; Myers, 1990). These have 
been shown to have a significant relationship with audience responses, including positive affect, perceptions of quality, recognition, and 
consensus in meaning (Henderson et al., 2003). 

The principle of similarity states that design elements that are identical in terms of color, shape, size or orientation are grouped or 
seen together (Javier, 2011; Chang et al., 2001; Lester, 2006). Those that look the same unite, thus commanding attention (Fisher and 
Smith-Gratto, 1999). Proximity suggests that items are likely to be grouped together according to their nearness (Javier, 2011; Chang et al., 
2002; Lester, 2006). Viewers assume that elements that are close to each other are related; those that are apart are not (Fulks, 1997). 
Continuation states that the eye is inclined to follow directions that are obvious or implied (Javier, 2011; Fultz, 1999). According to the 
figure-ground principle, the brain’s continuous search for contours and edges forces it to distinguish between the foreground and 
background in a visual field (Fultz, 1999). Closure refers to the tendency to perceive multiple elements as a totality, to close gaps and to 
form wholes (Javier, 2011; Fultz, 1999). Assimilation is the process wherein a stimulus obtained by any one of the senses is related to the 
individual’s vast storehouse of experience and behavior. Also known as isomorphic correspondence, this phenomenon suggests that 
interpretations are derived from the viewer’s experiences and knowledge (Chang et al., 2002). 

Viewers take advantage of these principles to group elements together into organized wholes and to establish coherent 
relationships between and among them. Following gestalt arguments, after having recognized the individual elements of a whole, the viewer 
seeks a coherent interpretation of the total image.  

 Given the foregoing literature on the likely impact of gestalt principles as they are applied in the design of country logos for 
tourism, this study asks: Does the extent to which a logo demonstrate gestalt principles influence people’s intention to visit the country being 
promoted? What is the influence of these principles on people’s ability to recognize the country the logo represents? 
 
METHOD 
Gestalt Traits 
A total of 154 logos were collected from the tourism websites of 116 countries. Two graduate students in journalism and mass 
communication who have had undergraduate and graduate courses in visual communication rated the extent to which six gestalt 
principles—similarity, proximity, continuity, figure-ground, closure, assimilation—were present in each logo using a scale from 1 to 5, where 
“1” means low and “5” means high. The scores for each logo were averaged. The two highest rated logos (Peru=20.8 and New 
Zealand=20.7) were considered images high in gestalt attributes. The scores were split at the median to identify the two logos that represent 
those that have medium-gestalt characteristics (Japan=13.7 and Tanzania=13.7). The two lowest scoring logos were designated as low-
gestalt images (Aruba=8.3) and Bermuda 8.7). Table 1 shows the selected logos and their gestalt rankings. 

Intercoder reliability was determined using Krippendorf’s alpha (α). The results, shown in Table 2, indicate acceptable reliabilities. 
 

Table 1. High-, medium-, and low-gestalt logos 
 

Gestalt level Country logos 
High  

Medium  
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Low  
 

 
Table 2. Intercoder reliability results 

 
Gestalt principle Intercoder reliability (%) 
Similarity 78.4 
Proximity 74.1 
Continuity 71.8 
Figure-Ground 71.1 
Closure 79.2 
Assimilation 71.2 

  
Recognition and Intention to Visit  
An online survey was conducted to determine the influence of logo gestalt traits on recognition and people’s intention to visit the country 
being promoted. A convenience sample of undergraduate students in an introduction to advertising course was asked to complete an online 
questionnaire that sought their reactions to each of the six identified logos.  

Intention to visit was measured using a five-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) in response to the 
statement “I would like to visit this country some day.” Recognition refers to the extent to which respondents can match the logo with the 
country being depicted. This variable was measured by respondents’ answers to two items: (1) I can identify this logo with the country it 
represents; and (2) This logo captures the characteristics of the country it represents (Cronbach’s α=0.762) also using five-point Likert 
scales (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree).  
 
RESULTS 
A total of 208 students 18 to 25 years old participated in the study of which 146 (70.2%) were female.  
To what extent did the logos capture the essence of the country they represent? In terms of eliciting recognition, logos with medium-gestalt 
characteristics (M=7.542, SD=1.807) outperformed the logos with high (M=6.717, SD=1.888) and low gestalt levels (M=5.953, SD=2.233). 
The results of an ANOVA test indicate that recognition of the country and what it can offer a potential tourist vary by gestalt levels [F 2, 
1173)=61.770, p=0.000]. The findings of a Tukey post-hoc test suggest that medium-gestalt characteristics were better at performing this 
function than the logos rated low in gestalt attributes. High-gestalt logos were perceived to be more effective in capturing the characteristics 
of the countries they represent than low-gestalt logos.  

Logos high in gestalt traits registered the highest intention to visit among the respondents (M=3.80, SD=0.87)). Contrary to 
expectations, those rated low in gestalt attributes elicited a higher intention to visit (M=3.60, SD=1.01) than those in the medium category 
(M=3.52, SD=1.00). The results of a one-way ANOVA suggest that the three gestalt levels evoked significantly different levels of intention to 
visit [F(2, 1179) = 8.775, p = 0.000]. A Tukey post-hoc test reveal that high-gestalt logos produced higher behavioral intention responses 
than logos that were low in gestalt characteristics and those that display medium gestalt traits. Intention to visit did not differ significantly 
between the low- and medium-gestalt logos.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
The findings demonstrate that logos high in gestalt attributes can influence the ease with which people can recognize the nations the logos 
stand for and consumers’ intention to visit these countries. The results are consistent with those of Chang et al. (2002) who observed that 
deploying gestalt principles in the design of corporate identity improves the evaluation of the products that carry these logos. This may be 
because, as Todorovic (2008) posits, “it is not attention that creates the forms, but rather the forms, organized in accord with gestalt 
principles, that draw attention” (p. 5345). The results buttress the notion that obvious Gestalt patterns can elicit positive reactions from target 
viewers. The results also support the observation that the joint effect of gestalt grouping principles demonstrates “reasonable strength” 
(Kubovy and van den Berg, 2008).  

The findings add evidence in support of the notion that logos strong in patternmaking or grouping of elements have a higher 
propensity to produce the desired effects. That medium-gestalt logos were identified more with the country they symbolize than those high 
in gestalt traits suggest a preference for logos that are not simplistic but not overly complex.  
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Abstract 
 Infographics, though still in its infancy in the digital world, may offer an opportunity for media companies to enhance their business 
processes and value creation activities. This paper describes research about the influence of infographics production and dissemination on 
media companies’ workflow management. Drawing on infographics examples from New York Times print and online version, this 
contribution empirically explores the evolution from static to interactive multimedia infographics, the possibilities and design challenges of 
this journalistic emerging field and its impact on media companies’ activities in relation to technology changes and media-use patterns. 
Findings highlight some explorative ideas about the required workflow and journalism activities for a successful inception of infographics into 
online news dissemination practices of media companies. Conclusions suggest that delivering infographics represents a yet not fully tapped 
opportunity for media companies, but its successful inception on news production routines requires skilled professionals in audiovisual 
journalism and revised business models. 
Keywords: newspapers, visual communication, infographics, digital media technology 
 
During this time of unprecedented change in journalism, media practitioners and scholars find themselves mired in a new debate on the 
storytelling potential of data visualization narratives. News organization including the New York Times, Washington Post and The Guardian 
are at the fore of innovation and experimentation and regularly incorporate dynamic graphics into their journalism products (Segel, 2011). 
There are at least three reasons why research on infographics deserves so much attention. First, the increasing diffusion of narrative 
visualizations in the 21st century media ecosystem; as Segel (2011) has noted ‘’ politicians, activists, and television reporters use interactive 
visualizations as a backdrop for stories about global health and economics (Gapminder, 2010) and election results (Farhi, 2008)''.  
 The second argument is related to the key role of visual designers in 21st century newsrooms and their required and ever changing 
skills. Segel (2011), exploring the proliferation of digital data, notes ''visualization designers are melding the skills of computer science, 
statistics, artistic design and storytelling''. A third reason to emphasize infographics research activities is the evolution from static to 
interactive infographics that has occurred in the last decade.  
 Static visualization narratives, where graphics, charts, maps and texts are mixed to empower the storytelling process have long 
existed. In static visualizations, the text conveys the story, and the image typically provides evidence or related details (Segel, 2011). The 
development of Internet and Web 2.0 and the implementation of an informational culture more based on interactive elements are decisive 
drivers for an emerging class of visualizations that attempts to combine narratives with interactive graphics.  
 Data-journalists and digital storytellers are increasingly integrating complex visualizations into their narratives. But crafting 
successful “data stories” requires a diverse set of skills. Gershon and Page (2001) note that effective storytelling “require[s] skills like those 
familiar to movie directors, beyond a technical expert’s knowledge of computer engineering and science.” Segel (2011) continues ''while 
techniques from oration, prose, comic books, video games, and film production are applicable to narrative visualization, we should also 
expect this emerging medium to possess unique attributes''.  
 Interactive infographics differ in important ways from stories in text and film as, instead of presenting a tightly controlled and linear 
progression of events, they invite verification, alternative explanation in a non-linear narrative. Currently, visualization tools have matured 
and they are enabling the publication of dynamic graphics with variably constrained levels of interactivity and user engagement. 
 It remains an open question: how infographics production and dissemination challenges data-stories design and workflow 
management routines? To answer this question, this paper, firstly reviews related work on the role of infographics in modern journalism; 
secondly, it unveils the impact of interactive infographics on information graphics production and dissemination for news organizations; 
finally, drawing on an empirical case study about the evolution of infographics of New York Times (NYT) in last ten years (2001-2011), it 
highlights design challenges and workflow management strategies. 
 
 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
In recent years, at least three decisive drivers have influenced news reporting activities: a) the new information and communication 
technologies impact on the journalism profession (Bardoel & Deuze, 2001); b) the increased dissemination of visual (Sturken & Cartwright, 
2001) and interactive (Deighton, Kornfeld, & School, 2008) digital services; and c) the role of citizen as an active and decisive agent on the 
news breaking process (Allan, 2009; Sambrook, 2005; Singer et al., 2011). Recent studies (Paterson, 2008) about technological changes in 
newsrooms have studied how variables such as newsrooms structures, news routines, journalists profiles and their relation with the sources 
affect the selection and framing of news stories. These research approaches have fruitfully advocate the revitalization of ethnographic 
methodologies while simultaneously exploring new theoretical frameworks to better understand the evolution of online journalism and how 
newsroom deal with innovation and change.  
 In the framework of online journalism innovation, interactive visualization techniques are increasingly being adopted by news 
organizations. However the design challenges and the impact on newspaper workflow management routines have not been explored in 
literature. The central proposition of this article is that, the next step for journalism studies in order to understand the potential of interactive 
visualization techniques to effectively support reporter's storytelling process, is to put emphasis on news construction research 
(Mierzejewska, 2010). 
 
Infographics 
Several studies have analyzed infographics for its plasticity to adapt to different visual formats (Lallana, 1999) while adhering to quality 
criteria such as clarity, aesthetics, use of  linguistic and temporary concordance (Sancho Valero, 2001) and stressed that infographics allow 
newspapers to optimize the understanding processes thanks to compressed quantity of information and a greater precision, anchored in 
image and text (Minervini, 2005). Recent infographics researches have put emphasis on the problem of recognizing infographics (Huang & 
Tan, 2007) arguing that understanding infographics is a discourse-level problem while others have explored the intersection between 
infographics and games (Diakopoulos, Kivran-Swaine, & Naaman, 2011).  
In the search for newspaper adequate business models, media scholars (Schroeder, 2004) have argued that interactive infographics can be 
classified as added values that online mass media can offer to distinguish from conventional media services counterparts.  In a survey on 
interactive infographics added value to online mass media in Europe, Schroeder (2004: 563) has noted: 
 

''After more than a decade in existence, online mass media in Europe still face serious economic challenges, 
accompanied by a paradox: on the one hand, a growing number of Internet users choose online media as their first 
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source of information; on the other hand, most of thoseusers are not willing to pay for the content. Although banner 
advertisements and other online advertising instruments are increasing at significant rates, they still represent a 
small portion of the overall advertising market. As a consequence only a few news sites are profitable. The industry 
and researchers worldwide continually search for adequate business models. One key issue seems to be that online 
mass media must offer content or services that their conventional counterparts cannot provide. These assets are 
referred to as added values. Interactive info graphics can be classified as such added values.'' 

Valero (2000) has defined infographic as: 
''an informational contribution, developed in written newspapers, done with iconic and typographical elements, that 
allows or facilitates the understanding of current events, actions or things, or some of its significant aspects, and 
accompanies or replaces informational text.''  

 
The adoption of infographics in modern journalism poses its foundation on a strong pedagogical approach with the main objective of 
facilitating the understanding of the news drawing on visual culture elements  (Franco Álvarez, 2005; Sturken & Cartwright, 2001). Steve 
Duenes, graphic director of the New York Times, (NYT, 2008) has argued that ‘information graphics should be the right mix of art, 
journalism and science'. Valero (2010) has noted that stories powered trough infographics allow readers to classify phenomena, highlight 
trends or demonstrate products. Although static visualizations crafted with diagrams and charts embedded in larger body of text 
have been long used in journalism, an emerging class of visualizations, the so called interactive infographics are increasingly integrated by 
storytellers in their narratives. News organizations including the New York Times, Washington Post and The Guardian regularly incorporate 
interactive infographics into their journalism (Segel & Heer, 2010). Interactive infographic can help newspapers to add value and to enhance 
the quality of their informational product and therefore has a pivotal function on the influence and credibility of newspaper company (Meyer, 
2004). 
 One of the changes that infographic have posed to newspaper is the creation of a departmental structure formed by data 
visualization, illustrators and journalism professionals. Although technological changes have led many people with different professional 
profiles to become designers in newspapers (Urbanski & Miller, 2010), in the framework of infographic production and dissemination, 
newspapers need very specific professional profiles. Scholarly studies have attempted to capture the core skills required from professionals 
that devote their journalistic activity to infographic powered journalism. Pablos (1999) have described the infographist as a creative person, 
with good sense and aptitude for drawing and for synthesizing ideas and emphasized that an effective infographist needs a direct contact 
with events about which he reports (Pablos & Manuel, 1999). Framing a specific, unique and well-confined infographist professional profile 
is hard, if at all possible, as journalists need to become professionals with a great flexibility and adaptability competency that allow them a 
global cross-platform content production (Weiss & Joyce, 2009). Newspapers need invest time and resources for creating high-quality 
products specifically designed for online format, and give more support to journalists who create these online products (Busswood, 2010). 
However, changes entailed to interactive infographics adoption do not refer exclusively to the creation of an infographic department. News 
organizations must also a) internally adapt their newsrooms work style to the new visual culture promulgated by infographic, and b) 
externally support their readers to develop a greater visual culture (Cortés & Sánchez, 2008). In the remainder, we will shed some light on 
how the evolution of infographic in the last decade is affecting newspaper news design routines and workflow management. 
 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Considering the literature briefly discussed above, the following research questions: 
 
RQ1: How infographic has evolved in the last decade? 
 RQ1a: Which are the news categories most covered in infographic news reporting?  
 RQ1b: Which are the most used multimedia elements in an infographic? 
RQ2: Which are the design challenges of infographic powered news reporting? 

  RQ2a: What are the most used tools for infographic production? 
  RQ2b: Are standard design workflow used for infographic production? 

RQ3: How newspapers workflow management is impacted by the infographic department production and dissemination activities? 
 RQ3a: Which are the core skills of a journalist involved on a typical infographics design? 
 
METHODOLOGY 
To answer RQ1 and the related sub questions we performed a content analysis on a selection of infographics disseminated from The New 
York Times in the last decade. To answer RQ2, RQ3 and related sub questions we relied on non-structured interviews publicly available on 
the Web and on text (NYT, 2008) and video format1 with the NYT graphic editor and most of the infographic department staff members.  
 Newspapers characteristics have been traditionally studied using content analysis as a common quantitative approach (Boyle, 
2012), with emphasis on news and editorial content (Riffe & Freitag, 1997). Krippendorff (2004: 21) has argued that content analysis can be 
defined as ‘’a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from data to their context’’. Content analysis has been fruitfully 
used when it is hard to structure the material under study, such as a newspapers’ stories, because it has been previously created, and 
distinguishes itself for its capacity of giving an empirical starting point for producing new research evidence about the nature and effect of 
specific messages (Kolbe & Burnett, 1991; Krippendorff, 2004). The assets of content analysis are that it is objective, systematic, and 
quantitative (Kassarjian, 1977; Kolbe & Burnett, 1991). As our research focus was centered on how infographic has evolved in the last 
decade and why it could represent an added value  for the newspapers value proposition we selected the case study as research method 
(Yin, 2009) combined with content analysis. More specifically the goal of this study is to analyze the process of employing data-driven 
journalism on both newspapers printed and digital (Web) forms and to highlight the influence of infographics production and dissemination 
on media companies’ workflow management. Through a content analysis of categories, sources, interactive elements and genres of 
visualization narratives used in the infographics creation, the process of infographic production can be evaluated. 
  
Data Gathering 
For the purpose of exploring how infographics has evolved in the last decade and to extrapolate the core design challenges and newspaper 
workflow implications, we collected infographics produced by the New York Times in the decade 2001-2011 and then identified and 

                                                 
1 Sources: ‘’Steve Duenes tell us how graphic we can be’’: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4-_NPxJ-LU; ‘’ Video interview with New York 
Times’ Amanda Cox ‘: http://www.innovativeinteractivity.com/2010/11/21/new-media-days-amanda-cox-interview/ and 
.http://infosthetics.com/archives/2011/12/amanda_cox_talks_about_developing_infographics_at_the_new_york_times_graphics.html , 
retrieved on 11 Nov. 2011; 
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categorized the evolution from static to interactive multimedia infographics and the possibilities of this emerging news dissemination field. 
The main criteria used for the selection were the reported categories, content sources, the number of people involved in the infographic 
production, the structure of the infographic formatting both in print and within the Web page, the multimedia as well as social media 
elements. The rationale behind the selection of New York Times (NYT) infographics lies in the fact that the NYT has invested heavily in 
experimenting design practices related to infographics production and dissemination. As of 2011 the NYT infographics department 
employed 25 highly specialized journalists2 who research and create diagrams, maps and charts for the newspaper and the Web site. NYT 
infographics have been featured by scholars (Segel & Heer, 2010), media and represent arguably the state-of-the-art of what can be 
achieved today from technologies, tools and newspaper business process when it comes to infographics.  
 In the remainder, we present selected NYT infographics in-depth and a summary of 50 infographics content analysis to highlight 
how infographics has evolved in the last decade (ref. Tab. 2). Our goal is to shed some light on elements related to journalism data 
visualization content genre, multimedia and social media usage, tools and skills required for infographics production and inception into 
newspaper digital and printed version. 
 

Table 1 Infographics Selection Criteria 
Content Analysis Multimedia 
Information source (internal/external)  Video, Audio, 3D  

Genre of the visual narrative (Segel, E. and Heer, J. 2010)  Interactivity 

Narrative structure and reading order (Segel, E. and Heer, J. 2010)  Social Media 
 
We optimized our collection to include infographics that contained clear sequences of narrative events, a diversity of visualization genres 
(e.g., flow charts, 2D and 3D maps, graphics, video) and a range interaction strategies (filtering, timelines) and sharing possibilities (Twitter, 
Linkedin, e-mail). Using these criteria, we sampled from our initial larger pool of over 400 to arrive at 50 resulting infographics.  
 
RESULTS 
Content analysis 
The analyzed design space that relates each example to a specific criterion observed across the dataset is shown in Tab.1 (ref. Appendix I). 
The table uses a plus sign (+) to indicate the presence of a particular feature and a minus (-) to indicate its absence; the corresponding cell 
was left empty when the information related to a particular feature couldn't be retrieved. 
 We observed a substantial increase in the infographic dissemination of the New York Times in the years 2007-2011 when 
compared to the previous year 2001-2006. 
 Some selected examples from the printed version have been included from the dataset to underline the needed coordination 
between the production and dissemination of printed and online version of the infographic. The sample included 11 (22 %) printed and 39 
(78 %) online infographics. Within the sample 74 % used charts, 48 % maps. Among the online infographics analyzed: 20,51 %, 10,26 % 
and 25,64 % used video, audio and 3D multimedia resources respectively and 87,18 % used some level of interactivity. 
 Social media and sharing possibilities - Twitter, LinkedIn, e-mail - were observed in 46,15 % of the digital infographics analyzed 
however only occurring from 2007 onwards. We do not claim that the analyzed sample is exhaustive, tough the considered classification 
criteria and interjudge reliability evaluation approaches were chosen to guarantee reproducibility and objectivity of the analysis as evaluating 
the effectiveness or subjectively assessing the aesthetic value of the infographics was beyond the scope of this study. Business (20 %) and 
U.S. (18 %) are the most reported news categories (RQ1a) and interactive charts (74 %) are the most used interactive elements (RQ1b).  
 
Content analysis reliability  
Variables with α equal or above 0.8 are considered reliable (Krippendorff, 2004). Variables with α between 0.667 and 0.8 are considered 
reliable only for drawing tentative conclusions (Krippendorff, 2004). High levels of disagreement among judges reveal weaknesses in 
research methods (Kolbe & Burnett, 1991). Krippendorff’s α measuring intercoder reliability of sources attributes has been equal to 0.847 
which means that 84.7% agreement is what can be expected by chance. Interactive elements reliability index has been calculated with α 
normal and has been equal to 0.956 that can be considered acceptable. 
 
Design challenges and workflow management  
Specific data-journalism skills, illustration used techniques and news reporting design flows routines required to master the tools, produce 
effective infographics and make it part of the newspaper workflow routines represent arguably core characteristics of the infographic 
production processes. Exploring infographics design challenges and workflow routines should pose its foundation in understanding what 
infographics really is. Even though Amanda Cox, graphic editor at the New York Times, on the question of what infographics really does has 
answered ‘’ Research and create maps and charts for the newspaper and the Web site’’ a more insightful framework of analysis should 
focus on infographics three main functions: 
 

1. Reveal patterns 
2. Provide context 
3. Describe relationship 

NYT infographics are crafted rigorously relying on these functions which are at the core of both data visualization and illustration journalism. 
One commonly debated question in the infographics professional world is the difference between data visualization and illustration in news 
reporting. Amanda Cox, describing how the New York Times have reported the Egypt revolution3, has claimed: 

‘’there is a lot of stuff  that I can learn when I just want to play around with lines and points in the data visualization 
world from the guys on the first page, who have spent their career working in 3D and are better illustrators[…] The 
kind of ideas that something goes in the front, something goes in the back. Something is there to provide context 
and something is there because that’s what you care about the most […] the building are rendered in that style not 

                                                 
2 ‘’ Video interview with New York Times’ Amanda Cox ‘’: http://www.innovativeinteractivity.com/2010/11/21/new-
media-days-amanda-cox-interview/ 
3 ‘’ Video interview with New York Times’ Amanda Cox ‘’ http://www.innovativeinteractivity.com/2010/11/21/new-media-days-amanda-cox-
interview/ 
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because is the best Gram can do on deadlines or in terms of details. But there is this idea about some details you 
want to live out […] the building doesn’t need windows because the windows doesn’t matter’’ 

 
 Even if NYT employs 3-D illustrators capable of rendering every last detail, in their infographics production superfluous details are 
avoided and a clear visual hierarchy is established. Amanda Cox have noted that the fundamental work of illustrators translate one to one in 
that of data visualization and has noted that both have to ‘’show a pattern leave the details’’.  Our findings show that at least three factors 
influence the infographic department design and workflow routines: a) the available computer graphics tools; b) the infographic department 
employee’s illustration, computer graphics and reporting skills and c) the adopted reporting processes. 
 As for the tools, although researchers and computer scientists have come out with different tools (Bostock & Heer, 2009; Heer, 
Card, & Landay, 2005) to smoothen the data visualization process according to Matthew Ericson4, deputy graphics director at The New York 
Times, the most used tool is still Adobe Flash and most likely, due to its global reach, it will remain so for the years to come (RQ2a). 
Furthermore, there are underlying principles that a skilled graphic journalist should follow to maintain high quality journalism standards 
(Giardina & Medina, 2011) and multidisciplinary competences (RQ2b) are required as Steve Duenes, graphic editor for the New York 
Times, has noted: 
   

''an information graphic team should focus on the same clearly defined end result. The competences required are 
multidisciplinary and related to cartography, statistics, graphic design and journalism. Also other domains of 
competences are a key element in the NYT infographic department staff. For example, Jonathan Corum, senior 
editor got his degree in Urban Studies, and Shan Carter, interactive designer, majored in Economics'' (NYT, 2008).  

 
 From educational standpoint knowledge in graphic design, computer programming, statistics, illustration and traditional journalism 
skills should all be part of the infographic department employee’s skillset mix. 
 
Conclusions 
This explorative article has shown that business and US reportages are the NYT most covered infographics categories. Furthermore it has 
shed some ideas on three core characteristics that influence the design and workflow routines of the NYT infographic department. First, the 
development of interactive infographics requires the creation of a dedicated departmental structure in newspapers which can operate 
autonomously; hiring journalists able to master data-journalism techniques and online tools (online journalists); and establish new workflow 
routines where interactive digital news dissemination becomes an important communication tool. Second, the content analysis of New York 
Times infographics confirms that interactive elements constitute the foundation of data visualization powered journalistic activity. Finally, 
interactive infographics led newspaper readers to actively develop their informational and visual culture trough visual narratives which not 
necessarily reveal all patterns at glance but mandate some level of interaction and judgment.  
 The latter constitutes a very important evolution in journalism field. The common thread of these three realities is that interactive 
infographics are a new storytelling element that led newspapers to innovate in a journalistic context characterized by stagnation and 
organizational crisis. Interactive infographic dissemination represents an added value for newspapers and deploying an efficient data 
visualization department is a strategic decision, given its financial and managerial implications. The exploratory analysis reported in this 
essay constitutes a starting point on research on the impact of interactive infographics on two main news production stakeholders: 
journalists and newspapers management. However, some limitations of this study may be reported, as for example the lack of accurate 
financial data, the difficulty to analyze and report in a more precise way the internal working process through journalists who create 
infographics.  Often the infographics department professionals have asked not to quote their confessions, this barrier tough not optimal for 
the integrity academic studies is in line with the weaknesses of ethnographic methodology (Domingo, 2003). Future research avenues must 
consider participatory aspects of  interactive infographics and put emphasis on reader perception of news disseminated trough infographics 
drawing on news production theories (Singer, et al., 2011) and on journalism gatekeeping/gatewatching balance (Bruns, 2005).  
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Appendix I: Table 1 Design space analysis of New York Times Infographics (Giardina & Medina, 2011) 
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Appendix II: Table 2 News categories covered in infographic news reporting 
Business 20 % 

US 18 % 
World 14 % 

Science 10 % 
Politics 8  % 
Sports 6 % 

Disasters 4% 
Others 20 % 
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INTERNET SECURITY AND PROTECTION FOR SOCIAL MEDIA FROM A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE LEGAL ASPECTS STEMMING FROM THE USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA 

 
Dr. Charlene Abela Briffa B.A., LL.D., Adv.Trib.Eccl.Melit 

 
Introduction 
Introduction to Social Media 
Social media has been defined by marketing professors Andreas Kaplan and Michael Haenlein as “a group of Internet-based applications 
that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated 
content.”1 Social media has drastically altered the way organisations, communities and individuals communicate by interacting through web-
based and mobile technologies. 

Kaplan and Haenlein have created a classification scheme for Social media. According to them, there are six different types of social 
media:  

1. Collaborative Projects 
2. Blogs and Microblogs 
3. Content Communities 
4. Social Networking Sites 
5. Virtual Games Worlds 
6. Virtual Social Worlds 

These different types of social media use technologies such as blogs, picture-sharing, email, instant messaging, music sharing and voice 
over IP.  
 
Recent Historical Impact of Social Media 
Social media has played an integral role in some of the major worldwide events that happened last year. 

The Arab Spring is a series of revolutionary protests and demonstrations across North Africa and the Middle East throughout 
2011 and is still going on. Social media played a major role within these protests and demonstrations. Social media was used as an 
invaluable tool to organise such demonstrations and communicate between fellow participants, and most importantly to raise awareness 
and consciousness amongst the rest of the worldwide community in the face of state attempts at internet censorship and suppression. As 
one Egyptian tweeted during the protests in his country, “We use Facebook to schedule protests, Twitter to coordinate, and YouTube to tell 
the world.”2  

Twitter, Facebook and other social networking sites were used by millions of people caught up in the aftermath of the Japan 
earthquake of 2011. Mobile phone networks and telephone lines collapsed so Twitter and Facebook proved to be the easiest, quickest and 
most reliable way to keep in touch with relatives and provide emergency numbers and information to victims in stricken areas. Skype and 
Google also proved to be an invaluable resource for families searching for their missing relatives. 

As the news started leaking in May 2011 that Osama Bin Laden was found and killed in his compound by the United States, 
reactions over Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and other news blog spread like wildfire. From the beginning to the end of President Obama’s 
presidential address, as many as 5,000 tweets per second were sent over Twitter. The breaking of the news via Twitter has largely been 
attributed to a man in Pakistan who tweeted the details of the U.S. military raid on Bin Laden’s compound as the events unfolded next to his 
home. Within moments, this man gained over 14,000 followers. Millions of Americans received the historic news through social media rather 
than by President Obama’s televised address. During this event, digital outlets such as text messaging, emails, and Twitter and Facebook 
alerts proved to be the preferred source of news by the general public.  
 
Statistics 
Some recent statistics concerning social media reveal the popularity it is increasingly gaining at an astronomical rate: 

• Social media has overtaken porn as the number one activity on the internet.3 
• If Facebook was a country, it would be the world’s third largest and twice the size of the population of the United States.4 
• Facebook currently has over 845 million active users of which over 425 million are mobile users.5 
• 250 million photos are uploaded on Facebook daily.6 
• Google+ was the fastest social network to reach 10 million users at 16 days. (Twitter 780 days and Facebook 852)7 
• Wikipedia hosts over 17 million articles and has over 91,000 contributors.8 
• 35 hours of video is uploaded every minute on YouTube.9 
• Over 4 billion videos are viewed on YouTube every day.10 
• 60 hours of video is uploaded to YouTube every minute.11 
• LinkedIn has over 150 million members.12 
• Twitter has over 100 million active users.13 

                                                            
1 “Users of the world, unite! The challenges and opportunities of Social Media”, Kaplan, Andreas M.; Michael Haenlein (2010). Business 
Horizons 53 (1): 59-68. doi: 10.1016/j.bushor.2009.09.003. ISSN 0007-6813 
2 “The Arab Uprising’s Cascading Effects.”, Miller-McCune, 23 February 2011  
3 “39 Social Media Statistics to Start 2012”, Erik Qualman, 4 January 2012, (http://www.socialnomics.net/2012/01/04/39-social-media-
statistics-to-start-2012) 
4 Ibid. 
5 “Facebook User Statistics 2012 [Infographic]”, Anson Alexander, 20 February 2012, (http://ansonalex.com/infographics/facebook-user-
statistics-2012-infographic) 
6 Ibid. 
7 “100 Social Media Statistics for 2012”, Cara Ping, 11 January 2012, (http://thesocialskinny.com/100-social-media-statistics-for-2012) 
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 
10 YouTube.com (http://www.youtube.com/t/press_statistics) 
11 Ibid. 
12 LinkedIn.com (http://press.linkedin.com/about) 
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• Twitter is adding nearly 500,000 new users per day while Google+ is adding 625,000 new users per day.14 
 
 
The Importance of Legal Implications Stemming from Social Media 
As millions of internet users everyday interact via social media sites, legal implications concerning the security and protection of its users 
are brought to the foreground. Social media has, more than ever in the history of technology, leap frogged over current rules and 
procedures leaving legislators and practitioners struggling to catch up.  

At first, only few people actually used the privacy settings. Lately this trend is changing and social media users are becoming 
more aware about what they want to be accessible to the public and what should be ‘private’, so to speak. Terms of service have been 
under the spotlight lately with some high profile court cases including information accessed by Facebook applications.  

Awareness about the information contained in the terms of service and the settings in the privacy controls is highly important for 
site owners as well as users. Social media users are starting to take notice of what these boring and never ending clauses, conditions, 
disclaimers, etc. contain. Let’s face it; do lawyers even actually read all of this before registering with Facebook?  
 
Privacy 
It is important for internet users to read the privacy policy and terms of use of social media sites that they subscribe to. Keeping up with the 
privacy policies can seem like a daunting task, in particular since social networking sites seem to change the extensive policies every so 
often. Nevertheless, in the long run this painstaking exercise will not only result in protecting your online privacy, but also steer you away 
from possible liability.   

Social media users, whether they are an organisation or an individual, are also advised to secure online privacy by meticulously 
controlling what they are sharing, how they are sharing it and with whom. With the onset of various court cases globally, awareness seems 
to be setting in even in the individual user. In fact, in 2011 a greater percentage of social networking site users untagged photos, deleted 
comments and unfriended people than in 2009.15 Additionally, most social media users report that they do not find it difficult to manage their 
profile’s privacy. This shows that more users are taking control of their online privacy settings.  

In the United States, the Federal Trade Commission works to ensure that consumers are not being misled by social networking 
sites about how their personal information is being used. The FTC recently filed complaints against Facebook and Google alleging that they 
used user’s data in ways that was contrary to what they were telling their users. It is advisable for all companies to ensure that their privacy 
policy, terms of use and other legal agreements reflect their current practices. After all, the vast majority of consumers simply click through 
legal agreements to get to the applications of a website.  
 
Copyright and Intellectual Property Rights  
Intellectual property issues, in particular copyright law, are prevalent within the social media sphere. Intellectual property laws relevant to 
social media refer to laws governing trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets. 

Copying and pasting pictures, songs, videos, documents or webpages onto personal or professional webpages and shared via 
social media is very easy. At the click of a button, literally, and many social media users are doing it. However, sharing original content 
created by others without the explicit permission by the author to do so is in violation of copyright laws. Organisations, intentionally or 
otherwise, associating their business with trademarks or another can leave them liable for infringement. 
 
Actions Taken by Different Countries Against Digital Media Theft and Piracy 
The French Government instituted the HADOPI law. This is an anti-piracy law directed at users who illegally download music and other 
copyrighted material. It is a three strike law and the ultimate penalty is cutting the user from access to the internet. 

The United States have sought to cut off access to foreign abusive websites and cut off their revenues. The introduction of SOPA 
(Stop Online Piracy Act) and PIPA (Preventing Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act) aim to curb 
foreign websites from infringing copyrighted material. SOPA and PIPA allow rights holders to seek court orders requiring payment providers, 
advertisers and search engines to stop carrying out business with an infringing site. The main opposition against these bills is that they do 
not do enough against false accusations and thus have a high potential for abuse.    

ACTA (Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement) is an international trade agreement which aims to enforce copyright and tackle 
counterfeited goods. Signature of this agreement is open until May 2013. It has already been signed by most members of the European 
Union, the United States, Japan, Australia, etc. The agreement still needs to be ratified by the European Parliament and this is expected by 
June 2012. One of the main arguments against ACTA is that it makes internet service and access providers legally responsible for what 
their users do online and turns them into private copyright police and judges. There is also the potential danger that the entertainment 
industry, through ACTA, uses piracy as an excuse to control what is distributed over the internet and what can be viewed and heard online. 
On the other hand, the European Commission has reassured the public that the aim of ACTA is to tackle large scale illegal activity pursued 
by criminal organisations. It emphasised that, unlike the proposals discussed in the United States, ACTA will not limit how people use the 
internet in their everyday lives.  
 
Employment 
Social media users have realised that in order to use social media to its full potential it cannot be restricted solely to socialising. Job seekers 
are recognising the resources these kind of media offer in relation to finding jobs, research possible employers and keep abreast with 
possible career opportunities.  

When it comes to the employment industry, a balanced approach has to be taken with regards to social media usage. The 
employee’s right to privacy has to be balanced with the employer’s expectations regarding worker conduct and safeguarding of the 
business’s interests. Social media has also changed the hiring process. As many as 80% of companies use social media for recruitment, 
95% of which use LinkedIn.16 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
13 “Twitter on Track for 500 Million Total Users By March, 250 Million Active Users By End of 2012”, Shea Bennett, 13 January 2012, 
(http://www.mediabistro.com/alltwitter/twitter-active-total-users_b17655) 
14 “Researcher: Google Plus Growth Accelerating, Passes 62 Million Users”, Jay Alabaster, 1 January 2012, 
(http://www.pcworld.in/news/researcher-google-plus-growth-accelerating-passes-62-million-users-60702012) 
15 “Social Media Management: Protect Your Privacy”, ZoneAlarm, 13 March 2012 (http://blog.zonealarm.com/2012/03/social-media-
management-protect-your-privacy.html?view=infographic) 
16 “Using Social Networking for Recruitment and Training”, Ray B. Williams, 11 August 2009 (http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/wired-
success/200908/using-social-networking-recruitment-and-training) 
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Legal Implications in the Employment Sector 
Personal content, not available on a job application form, may be involuntarily disclosed to the world at large including an applicant’s 
prospective employer. Information can influence the prospective employer’s decision both negatively (such as photo showing alcohol or 
drug use, provocative photos, poor communication skills, lying about qualifications or experience) and positively (such as professionalism, 
good communication skills). It is illegal to refuse to employ a person based on his race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, nationality or 
other protected characteristic. Employers also use information posted on social networking sites to keep up-to-date with what their 
employees are doing in their personal life, for example if they post photos or text that they were out partying while they were on sick leave. 
 Employees should be aware of the dangers of unconsciously exposing themselves to civil or criminal liability as a consequence of their 
online actions. It is generally accepted in various legislations that discussing or revealing privileged and confidential client information or 
trade secrets are grounds for immediate termination of employment. In such cases, the employee breaches the duty of loyalty, contractual 
confidentiality and non-disclosure agreements as well as having misappropriated the trade secrets.  

A steady stream of cases has emerged where employees have damaged the employer or his business’ reputation through their 
use of social media. Employees badmouthing the company on personal blogs or social networking websites, or using social media to harass 
or bully fellow employees, can have implications on their employment relationship even though they were carried out on ‘private’ time. 
Additionally, it is of critical importance for employers to make it clear that after-work activities which are to the detriment of the employer’s 
reputation will result in disciplinary action. Again, the key for employers is to strike the right balance between respecting employees’ privacy 
online (even on office computers), and protecting their business. 
 
Who Owns Social Media Accounts When They Are Used For Business? The Employer or The Employee? 
As many as 84% of the Fortune 100 companies are using at least one of these four social media channels: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and 
Blogs. Moreover, 25% of companies worldwide use all four of these channels.17 The whole world, in particular the social media community, 
is patiently waiting for the outcome of the lawsuit PhoneDog v. Noah Kravitz. PhoneDog, a mobile news and reviews resource company, is 
suing a former employee Noah Kravitz over the ownership of a Twitter account. This account was started in association with PhoneDog and 
is now being used by Kravitz personally. This lawsuit has brought about various questions with regards to who owns a social media account: 
the employee who posts on the account or the employer on behalf of whom such posts are being submitted? Is a social media account such 
as Twitter, and by extension its followers, part of the company owned intellectual property? 

The PhoneDog lawsuit has brought to the fore the importance for companies to have written agreements with their employees 
concerning the use of the company’s social media accounts. In addition, companies should take various measures in order to ensure control 
over its social media accounts: 

a) Requiring access to user names and passwords. 
b) Monitor employee’s access and use of information. 
c) Immediately terminate access when the employee no longer requires the need to access the account in question or when 

employment is terminated. 
d) Change passwords frequently, in particular after a user’s access has been terminated. 
e) Register, where possible, social media accounts in the company’s own name. 
f) Take advantage of the option available with certain accounts, such as Facebook, to have more than one administrator. 

 
Every Business Should Have a Social Media Policy  
Social media posts can have legal and economic consequences for a business. The employee’s posts can have a negative impact on the 
business and can damage the brand or the public perception of the company. Legal consequences as a result of employee posts can 
include loss of trade secret protection, deceptive advertising and unfair competition. For these reasons, 

‐ A social media policy can protect the brand name the business has worked so hard for. Octavia Nasr, a CNN reporter, was fired in 
2010 after she posted on Twitter her respect for a recently deceased Hezbollah leader. The reporter included in her profile, details 
about her position with CNN, and this turned her personal opinion into a reflection on the news agency. 

‐ A social media policy shows the company’s good intentions in complying with recent legal trends and trade guidelines. 
‐ A social media policy should include: a privacy policy, a disclaimer and terms and conditions.  

 
Employees: Think Before You Act! 
Employees need to understand the risks they face every time they post or click, whether they are at home or at work. One mistake on social 
media can cost you your job. Employees should consider: 

‐ Think about how that post or click will reflect on the company, its clients or potential clients. 
‐ Before you click, make sure you trust the source. Pornography or inappropriate content can lead to dismissal if found on an office 

computer. 
‐ Use the privacy settings but assume that your posts may become public even if the settings are restrictive. 
‐ Clearly state that the opinions expressed are strictly personal and are not endorsed by the company. You should never associate 

your position at the company with your opinion.  
‐ Never post anything concerning the business you work with which could be even remotely confidential such as prospective deals, 

contracts, products and clients.  
‐ Do not post discriminatory, harassing or defamatory posts. 
‐ Do not share photos or personal information of other people without their prior consent. 

 
The Protection of Minors Online 
Privacy concerns when a minor’s information is at stake take on a graver aspect. Minors tend to be more careless and trusting when using 
social media. Sharing private information such as names, addresses, phone numbers or email addresses are common amongst youngsters, 
even with people whom they have never met in person. The extent to which this information is made accessible to the public depends on 
the restrictions imposed by the social networking site. Access to such personal information can lead to the location of the underage users by 
criminals or result in identity theft. 

Cyber criminals are using social media, and in particular social networking sites, as a minefield for their criminal activities. Despite 
terms of service that prohibit illegal content and illegal activities, sexual predators still continuously use social media for posting 
pornographic images and videos and to solicit innocent minors. This poses serious legal and moral issues on the site owners and the 

                                                            
17 “How Fortune 100 Companies are Engaging on Twitter and Facebook”, Ragy Thomas, 16 March 2012, 
(http://socialmediatoday.com/ragythomas/470104/interactive-stats-how-fortune-100-companies-are-engaging-twitter-and-facebook) 
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obligations and duties it owes its users. Legal roadblocks protect social networks from liability for a third party’s criminal and tortuous acts, 
making it more and more difficult for legislators to protect minors and prevent the offence from happening. Most countries have set in place 
legislation that holds the offender liable for his actions offline as well as online, however we lack the tools when it comes to protecting 
minors from a criminal offence.  

Lately we have seen social networking sites taking action and brushing up on privacy terms and settings. After all, if it is left only 
up to the parents and guardians to protect their minors from cyber criminals, and they resort to the most effective form of prevention and that 
is prohibition, this will result in less traffic to these sites and consequently drives down financial profits. Some countries, such as the state of 
Louisiana in the United States, have banned registered sexual offenders from using social networking sites. A step in the right direction 
when it comes to child protection, however a tad difficult to enforce if you ask me. Will the next step be to force social media to increase and 
enforce their minimum age requirements?  
 
Liability 
Internet users log on to social networking sites to record their personal and professional lives for everyone to see. This creates a golden 
opportunity for anyone looking for free access into the personal details of a person’s life and has huge potential legal liability.  

Social media content has not only created new avenues for legal liability, but it has also become in itself of significant evidentiary 
value in the courtroom. Prosecutors in the Casey Anthony litigation successfully established that a potential juror’s Facebook post, “cops in 
Florida are idiots”, is a bias against police officers. In another case, Jessica Binkerd was found guilty of causing the death of her passenger 
after getting into a crash whilst driving under the influence of alcohol. Photos posted on her MySpace page showed her partying and 
promoting alcohol. The judge felt that these pictures showed that she had showed no remorse and sentenced her to prison instead of the 
anticipated probation.   

Obviously, the precautionary measures mentioned earlier in this presentation in relation to employee behaviour are very much 
applicable to all individual users. In particular, all social media users should keep in mind that whatever they post, whether it is text or 
pictures, and wherever they post it, is public domain. Taking all the necessary preventive steps against liability will only protect you so far. At 
the end of the day, even if your Facebook is set to ‘Friends Only’, one of your ‘Friends’ can copy or share your post wherever they choose. 
The same principle applies to text messages and emails. One of the most common blunders email users make and which can result into 
serious legal liability, is sending emails to a group wherein all the members email addresses are in full view. This is a great opportunity for 
spammers and hackers to harvest email addresses.  
 
Identity Theft 
With social media becoming an integral part of our daily life, every day we surrender private information online when conducting 
transactions and registering for services. Ethical business practice requires the protection of the privacy of the customers. Nevertheless, 
private information can be abused both directly and indirectly. In the wrong hands, this information can be used for fraud or impersonation. 
Every year, a large number of people around the world become the victims of identity theft. 

A complete Facebook profile contains a wealth of personal information including: full name, birthday, political and religious 
convictions, online and offline contact information, gender, sexual preference, relationship status, favourite books and movies, educational 
and employment history, people you know and of course photos. The list of features and applications available for social media keeps on 
growing every day. 

The ease and frequency with which these virtual thieves are able to steal proprietary or sensitive information is alarming. One of 
the most popular avenues for virtual thieves seeking personal information are Facebook applications since it allows the thief to access 
personal information sent to the application itself. 
 
Defamation 
Social media has empowered every person with internet access to publish online. However, one must not fall into a secure sense of being 
that such posts are not liable for defamation. Social media users are at the risk of being held liable for defamation without even being aware. 
In actual fact, the damage sustained by social media defamation can be much higher than other more traditional mediums like magazines 
and newspapers. When it comes to social media, the medium is instantaneous and can even become viral.  

One of the world’s first lawsuits to be filed over social media activity concerned the singer Courtney Love. She was sued for 
defamation by her former designer regarding alleged libellous statements posted by the singer on her Twitter account in full view of her 
40,000 followers.  

There are three basic rules for publishing online and steering clear from potential defamation lawsuits: i) verify the facts and 
sources prior to posting; ii) criticise, comment and review all you want but do not be offensive in your tone and diction to anyone or any 
company in particular; and iii) do not distort facts and truths. The secret is to respect your audience, whoever and wherever they are. 
 
Conclusion 
Technology, and in particular the onset of social media, has changed the world as we know it. One of the most amazing things about law 
(no it is not the opportunity to have a go at lawyers the next time you want to crack a joke) is that it is dynamic. The electronic world has 
offered legislators and lawyers serious challenges, with more undoubtedly yet to come. This exciting era has offered us both benefits and 
dangers. The only legal advice I can give you, without charging you, is to embrace it without falling into the pitfalls with reckless abandon. 
Treat it with common sense. In most cases, there is no need for special technology or new legislation. Online actions are analogous to 
offline actions. Technology does not offer a special protection shield for actions that otherwise would be illegal or immoral. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the oil industry, reputations of companies have been increasingly challenged as the combustion of fossil fuels has been perceived to be 
changing the climate and threatening society. Scholars have developed important literature on the topic to better understand motivations 
behind the environmental strategies employed by organizations from wealthy nations, but little attention is given to companies from 
developing countries. This article aims to explore environmental strategies adopted by Petrobras, a Brazilian oil company. The end of its oil 
production and exploration monopoly, its internationalization and major environmental accidents have contributed to shifting the company 
towards a more active environmental role. Brazil’s government, investors, NGOs, internal scientists and regulatory institutions are among 
the most influential stakeholders in relation to Petrobras’ climate change positioning. This research has also found evidence that NGOs, in 
particular, not only exercise direct pressure, but also use the media and regulatory institutions to influence the company. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Increasing competition, globalization of markets and better informed consumers have forced companies to pay more attention to the non-
financial aspects of their operations, more specifically to those related to their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). The idea that 
government is solely responsible for the well being of the population is now outdated. Both society and the private sector are also partially 
responsible, and have in fact increased their engagement in socially responsible activities (Mazurkiewicz and Grenna, 2003).  

There has been increasing debate about the impact of large oil companies’ activities and products on the environment. These 
organizations are important players in the world economy and emerging discussions such as those related to climate change have 
jeopardized their reputation among different stakeholders. Climate change refers to a change in climate that is attributed directly or indirectly 
to any human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere beyond natural climate variability observed over comparable time 
periods (UNFCCC, 2004). Combustion of fossil fuels is responsible for a significant proportion of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, 
which is considered to be driving climate change (Austin and Sauer, 2002). Meanwhile, oil companies control significant technological, 
financial and organizational resources which, if applied appropriately, could have an important role in reducing these emissions (Kolk and 
Levy, 2001). As society tries to develop an appropriate response to the challenge of climate change, the position of the oil industry is crucial. 

Numerous academic studies have been developed in the CSR field. Nevertheless, little attention has been paid to developing 
economies. Frynas (2006) argues that despite the fact that CSR has become an important issue in developing countries; most research 
conducted to date has focused on companies from Europe and North America. The same picture can be found in relation to oil companies’ 
approach to CSR, and in particular to environmental issues. The debate has been focused on large organizations from wealthy economies, 
such as ExxonMobil, BP and Shell. Therefore, any investigation of the environmental strategies of oil companies from developing countries 
may usefully contribute to existing literature on the subject.  
 
Oil companies from developing economies such as Brazil, China and Russia have presented strong performance indicators in recent years. 
Forbes Global 2000 (2011) rankings include three oil companies from these countries amongst the fifteen largest publicly traded 
organizations in the world.  
 
In this scenario, special attention has been given to Brazil and its oil giant Petrobras. According to The Economist (2008), oil discoveries 
announced by the company at the end of 2007 could change the regional, and even the global, balance of energy power. If initial estimates 
are confirmed, Brazil could be one of the world's top five oil producers by 2020 (The Economist, 2011). 
The main objectives developed in pursuit of the article`s aims are the following:  

• To identify Petrobras’ positioning in relation to climate change and to compare it with other major oil companies; 
• To identify the main stakeholders who influence the company’s climate change strategies; 
• To assess levels of stakeholders’ influence on Petrobras’ climate change strategies;  
• To provide recommendations for Petrobras in relation to the subject, with special attention on how to enhance the company’s 

marketing strategies. 
 
Literature Review 
CSR is a topic widely covered by scholars but there is a good deal of uncertainty as to how it should be defined (Dahlsrud, 2006). However, 
the CSR concept usually embraces three dimensions: social, economic and environmental. The environmental dimension has been 
receiving special attention from researchers of late. In business literature, terms such as ‘environmental marketing’, ‘green marketing’ and 
‘corporate greening’ have been used to describe organizations’ CSR initiatives towards the environment. Karna et al. (2003, p.849) argue 
that “environmental or ‘green’ marketing has been seen as a tool towards sustainable development and satisfaction of different 
stakeholders”. Peattie (1995, p.28) defines environmental marketing as “the holistic management process responsible for identifying, 
anticipating and satisfying the requirement of customers and society, in a profitable and sustainable way”. Miles and Covin (2000) highlight 
that the importance of environmental performance to corporate stakeholder groups has resulted in the adoption of two mutually exclusive 
philosophies towards companies’ environmental policy: the compliance model; and the strategic model. According to their study, “the 
compliance model suggests that corporations must simply comply with all applicable regulations and laws….in an attempt to maximize 
stockholder returns” while the strategic approach to environmental performance suggests that firms attempt to maximize stockholder returns 
by utilizing an environmental strategy to create a sustainable competitive advantage” (Miles and Covin 2000, p.306). Berry and Rondinelli 
(1998) identify four forces driving proactive environmental management: regulatory demands, cost factors, stakeholder forces and 
competitive requirements (Figure I).  
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Adapted from Berry and Rondinelli (1998, p.88) 

 
Freeman (1984) highlights the importance of the stakeholder model to identify specific groups and then further evaluate their individual 
importance through stakeholders’ analysis. 
  In relation to a company’s environmental responsiveness, Henriques and Sadorsky (1999, p.89) highlight the existence of four 
critical groups: regulatory stakeholders; organizational stakeholders; community stakeholders; and the media. Regulatory stakeholders 
include governments; trade associations; informal networks; and a given firm's competitors. Organizational stakeholders, includes “those 
who are directly related to an organization and have the ability to impact its bottom line directly”. This group includes customers, suppliers, 
employees, and shareholders. The third group, community stakeholders, includes community groups, environmental organizations, and 
other potential lobbies (ibid). Their research indicates that firms with more proactive attitudes do differ from less environmentally committed 
organizations in their perceptions of the relative importance of different stakeholders.  

One of the best practical applications of the stakeholder theory can be observed in the CSR concept. Cornelissen (2004, p.63) 
points out  that “CSR falls neatly within the stakeholder philosophy of strategic management, and underlines that for the majority of 
organizations today the input-output model of strategic management has indeed become a relic of the past”. Johnson (1971, p.50) touches 
on the stakeholder approach in the CSR concept when he states that “a socially responsible firm is one whose managerial staff balances a 
multiplicity of interests. Instead of striving only for larger profits for its stockholders, a responsible enterprise also takes into account 
employees, suppliers, dealers, local communities, and the nation.” Carroll (1991) reinforces the integration between CSR and the 
stakeholder theory, indicating the great relevance of stakeholder theory to the better understanding and application of CSR. He argues that 
“there is a natural fit between the idea of CSR and organization’s stakeholders. The word ‘social’ in CSR has always been vague and 
lacking in specific direction as to whom the corporation is responsible. The concept of stakeholder personalizes social or societal 
responsibilities by delineating the specific groups or persons business should consider in its CSR orientation. Thus, the stakeholder 
nomenclature puts ‘names and faces’ on the societal members who are most urgent to business, and to whom it must be responsive” 
Carroll (1991, p.43).  

Climate change strategies have drawn attention to researchers who have been developing studies mainly aiming at understanding 
the reasons behind different positioning among companies in the oil industry. The literature available to date is usually based on case 
studies of large North American and European corporations. Most scholars have divided the industry`s major players into two different 
groups: those who support rigorous environmental policies, such as the Kyoto Protocol, and those who oppose these regulations. Rowlands 
(2000) suggests that ExxonMobil’s position is relatively reactive, and that the company supports its positioning through different arguments, 
such as scientific uncertainty and negative economic impact; whereas BP is relatively proactive, accepting the threat of climate change and 
embracing the Kyoto Protocol. Levy and Kolk (2002) adopted a two dimensional typology (cooperativeness x assertiveness) developed by 
Gladwin and Water (1980) to compare major oil companies` positioning in relation to climate change. According to their study, “in the 
climate change context, ‘cooperative’ means support for mandatory emissions controls and investment in renewable energy technologies; 
the second dimension refers to the degree of assertiveness with which a company supports or opposes regulatory efforts” (Levy and Kolk 
2002, p.288). Figure II provides the positioning of Exxon, BP, Shell and Texaco in relation to the climate change issue according to their 
research. 
 

 

 
 
 
Le Menestrel et al (2002) differentiate companies by whether priority is given to the consequences (profits; i.e. ExxonMobil) or to  the 
processes (BP).  Pulver (2007) identifies certain elements of adversarial and cooperative positions in relation to climate policies. According 
to her research, ExxonMobil best exemplifies a company with an adversarial position, while BP and Shell pursue cooperative approaches. In 
relation to the causes for different climate change strategies among the oil majors, scholars present different findings. Rowlands (2000) 
investigated five hypotheses aiming at explaining these differences. In his view, leadership and nationality appear to better elucidate 
different policies on climate change. Nevertheless, the author highlights that both BP and Shell continue to exist primarily as ‘major 
companies’, with operations dominated by oil and natural gas recovery and sales. Kolk and Levy (2001) conclude that climate policies’ 
development amongst oil companies can only be explained by a set of company-specific factors, particularly corporate histories of 
profitability and location, market assessments, degrees of centralization and presence of climate scientists.  

Scholars have also developed literature on oil companies’ CSR in developing countries. Special attention has been given to Nigeria, 
Africa’s largest oil producer and the fifth largest among the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) (Edoho, 2007). 

Figure I: Forces Driving Proactive Environmental Management 

Figure II: Responses to climate change 

Source: Levy and Kolk (2002, p.289) 
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Nevertheless, the focus continues to be on large corporations from Europe and North America, such as Shell and ExxonMobile, which 
operate in the country. Shell, in particular, has faced a barrage of criticism over its activities in Nigeria (Evuleocha 2005).  
 
Conceptual Framework 
 Figure III shows the conceptual framework which will be used to address the article`s objectives. The four groups of stakeholders used by 
Henriques and Sadorsky (1999) in their research (regulatory, organizational, community and media) comprise the main actors behind the 
other motivations identified by scholars. The two dimension typology used by Levy and Kolk (2002) will be used to classify Petrobras’ 
positioning in relation to the climate change issue. Additionally, it will allow a comparison between Petrobras and other major companies in 
the industry. Thus, the research question “what is Petrobras’ positioning in relation to climate change?” has been developed and will be 
linked to this model.   
 
In order to address the objective of identifying the main factors driving Petrobras’ responsiveness to climate change, the influence of 
stakeholders will be explored. Therefore, a stakeholder analysis will be conducted to address research questions two, three and four, which 
are proposed in the conceptual framework. 
 

 
METHODOLOGY 
This article has adopted an inductive approach to better understand the context in which Petrobras is placed. Despite the fact that 
frameworks were utilized to guide this study, the development of a theory which could be subject to rigorous tests, as proposed in the 
deductive approach, was not feasible due to the lack of knowledge currently available in relation to the research aim.  

The case study strategy was selected as it “investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when 
the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Yin 2003, p.13). Yin’s definition of case study fits the article`s 
aim of exploring Petrobras’ strategies in relation to a contemporary topic (climate change) within a context which yet has not been fully 
explored by scholars (developing countries).  Moreover, documentation and interviews were used with the aim of increasing the accuracy of 
the findings.  

This article has used information generated from a wide range of sources. As a publicly traded organization, Petrobras has legal 
obligations to periodically disclose detailed financial and operational information to its shareholders and to regulatory institutions in different 
countries. Therefore, the revision of Petrobras’ external documents, such as Annual Reports and Environmental/Social Reports was helpful 
in revealing insights into the company’s environmental strategies. Furthermore, academic journals and books provided rich literature, which 
was previously reviewed, while the documentation used in this article also included reports produced by independent organizations and 
information provided by magazines and government agencies. 

Interviews with professionals at Petrobras were conducted, as part of our primary research, utilizing the qualitative method. In order to 
identify professionals within Petrobras who could contribute to the research and to test the interview guide a preliminary interview was 
conducted with Petrobras’ Corporate Image and Branding manager. The selection aimed not only to find specialists on the subject of climate 
change but also to try to identify respondents who could adequately provide information about different stakeholders. Ten professionals 
were indicated and nine of them agreed to participate in the study. Interviews were conducted by telephone during the first two weeks of 
August, 2008 and lasted between fifteen minutes and one hour. 
 
RESULTS 
Secondary Data 
The revision of Petrobras’ main external reports, as well as existing literature revealed important aspects of the company’s environmental 
strategies evolution and motivations behind it. According to Oliveira (2003), the end of the oil production and exploration monopoly in Brazil 
in 1997 and a number of major environmental accidents that occurred during 2000 have, between them, contributed to changes in 
Petrobras’ environmental strategies. Additionally, the company’s Annual and Social/Environmental Reports describe other significant events 
which may have directly impacted Petrobras’ environmental responsiveness. 

Since 1953, Petrobras has grown its business in a very solid way. One can say that the monopoly, held until 1997, allowed the 
company to build important barriers to international competitors. Nevertheless, the end of the monopoly brought important changes to the 
company. Despite its strong dominance in Brazil, several structural modifications were carried out to prepare Petrobras for a more 

Figure III: Conceptual Framework  
 

Adapted from Levy and Kolk (2002) and Henriques and Sadorsky (1999) 
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competitive environment. In 1999, Petrobras’ management structure was reformulated and the first task of the new management team was 
to develop a strategic plan for the company (Petrobras, 1999).  

These structural changes also included the international expansion of the company. In 1999, Petrobras was operating in 12 
countries outside Brazil (Petrobras, 1999). Important investments were made with the objective of consolidating Petrobras as a relevant 
international player and a leader in Latin America. Petrobras made important acquisitions and increased its international exploration and 
production activities. As of December 2010, excluding Brazil, the company was already operating  in 26 countries, with 1,171 fuel stations in 
South America, refineries in Japan, the US and Argentina and relevant exploration and production operations in Western Africa, the Gulf of 
Mexico and other Latin American countries (Petrobras, 2010). Additionally, in order to finance its expansion, Petrobras started to pay more 
attention to the international capital markets. In 2000, the company listed its shares on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), attracting 
more foreign investors to the company (Petrobras, 2000).  

The year 2000 marked a major shift in Petrobras’ attitudes towards the subject. Two important environmental accidents in Brazil 
during that year damaged the company’s image and demanded an energetic response. Over 341,000 gallons of oil were spilled in Rio de 
Janeiro and approximately 1.06 million gallons of oil were spilled in Paraná (Petrobras 20F, 2000). In this same year, Petrobras created the 
Environmental Management and Operational Safety Excellence Program (PEGASO), which included large-scale investments to improve the 
company’s operational safety and avoid future disasters. From April 2000 to December 2010 Petrobras invested approximately US$ 5.6 
billion in the program (Petrobras 20F, 2010).  

In 2001, another major accident impacted the company`s reputation and required urgent action. After three explosions and the 
death of eleven employees, the P-36 platform located 75 miles off the Brazilian coast sank, spilling over 396,300 gallons of oil into the 
ocean. The PEGASO program was then reinforced, and the budget for Health, Safety and the Environment (HSE) was further increased 
(Petrobras, 2001). Furthermore, in 2003, Petrobras joined the United Nations’ Global Compact. The Global Compact is a framework for 
businesses that are committed to aligning their operations and strategies with ten universally accepted principles in the areas of human 
rights, labour, the environment and anti-corruption (UNGC, 2008). In 2004, Petrobras incorporated the concepts of social and environmental 
responsibility into its mission and vision statements, covering all countries in which the Company operates.  During the same year, the 
Emissions and Climate Change Subcommittee was created to discuss measures to reduce emissions from operational activities (Petrobras, 
2004).  

Brazil’s self-sufficiency in oil production was achieved in 2006, when Petrobras was able to produce as much oil as was 
consumed in the country. In the same year, the company celebrated its inclusion in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI), which tracks 
the financial performance of leading sustainability-driven companies worldwide.  

In 2007, major oil discoveries in Brazil boosted the company’s market value by 125.2% during the year to US$243 billion. At the 
same time, Petrobras continued demonstrating its commitment to CSR by joining the World Business Council for Sustainable Development 
(WBCSD). The WBCSD, which includes approximately 200 companies, provides the opportunity for organizations to explore sustainable 
development, and to share knowledge, experience and best practices. In 2008, Petrobras was considered the most social and 
environmental responsible company in Brazil for the third consecutive year (Marketing Analysis, 2008). Moreover, the company was placed 
among the top twenty most respected companies in the world by the Reputation Institute (2008), heading the rankings in Brazil and in the oil 
industry. In 2010 Petrobras included Strategic Climate Change projects in its Strategic Plan (Petrobras 2010). Petrobras also aims at 
operating globally in the biofuels sector, with a relevant participation in the biodiesel and ethanol businesses. Its business plan for the 2010-
2014 period is probably the most extensive in the world and foresees investments of about US$224 billion (ibid). 

 
Primary Data 
This section highlights findings from interviews conducted with nine senior employees at Petrobras.  
 
Petrobras’ climate change positioning 
 
All the respondents stated that Petrobras is a socially responsible organization. One respondent highlighted Petrobras’ commitment to local 
communities, while another pointed to the good relationship it has with its employees as a relevant part of Petrobras’ CSR. 
In line with the findings from the secondary research, respondents also pointed to the main environmental accidents in 2000 and 2001 as 
decisive factors behind Petrobras’ increasing attention to the environment.  

Respondents usually recognized climate change as a topic which has been included in Petrobras’ agenda over the last five years. 
Two respondents argued that the strategic plan revision in 2004 represented a milestone in relation to the topic.  
The internationalization process of the company was identified as an important driver of Petrobras’ attention to climate change. One 
respondent argued that: “Petrobras international visibility has significantly increased in recent years. As oil companies are at the centre of 
the climate change debate, it is expected of us to provide a clear positioning in relation to the topic.” 

Respondents also highlighted Petrobras’ active participation in different CSR forums, such as the Global Compact and the 
WBCSD. 
When discussing climate change, respondents more connected to the area highlighted that Petrobras does not have any legal obligations to 
reduce GHG emissions. According to some of them, this fact represents a competitive advantage for Petrobras in relation to other major oil 
companies, especially those based in Europe which are required to reduce GHG emissions. However, from an international perspective, this 
may have led Petrobras to start addressing the problem at a later stage compared to companies such as BP and Shell, argued one of the 
respondents.  

In Brazil, Petrobras has taken a leading positioning in the climate change debate, according to most respondents. One respondent 
further stated that: 

“…we recognize climate change as a major threat to society and agree with most scientists who identify the combustion of fossil 
fuels as a major driver of global warming. Therefore, we have been working to improve our products, processes and to develop 
renewable fuels.” 

The fact that Petrobras has increased its investments in the development of renewable fuels was also mentioned by the majority of 
respondents. One respondent classified Petrobras as an important world player in the biofuels market and highlighted its investments in 
exporting sugar-cane ethanol, which is considered to be one of the best renewable fuels available in the world, according to the respondent. 
 
1.1.1 Main stakeholders and their influence on Petrobras’ environmental strategies  
Discussion about stakeholders and their influence on Petrobras’ environmental strategies, with special attention to climate change, occupied 
the best part of the interviews. In line with theory (Berry and Rondinelli, 1998), respondents widely regarded the influence of stakeholders as 
an important factor behind Petrobras’ environmental responsiveness. One of the respondents stated that: “Most of the actions taken by 
Petrobras to  address the climate change issue are a result of stakeholder pressure.” 
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Findings provided by the interviews in relation to stakeholders were divided into the four stakeholder groups identified by Henriques and 
Sadorsky (1999). 
 
Regulatory Stakeholders  
In this group, Brazil’s government and regulatory environmental institutions were the most cited stakeholders. Influence of competitors was 
mentioned by one respondent when discussing the development of new products. Another respondent argued that Brazil’s government has 
not yet established strict regulations with regard to the subject of climate change. He pointed out the differences between Brazil and other 
countries in relation to GHG emissions: “Brazil has specific characteristics in relation to climate change. Approximately 75% of GHG 
emissions in the country are a result of rainforest burning, as opposed to most countries where combustion of fossil fuel is the main 
problem.” 

Therefore, he argued that most attention given by Brazil’s government to climate change is related to rainforest burning. One 
respondent argued that Brazil’s government has great influence on the definition of Petrobras’ management team, which is responsible for 
approving environmental strategies. 

Respondents also highlighted Petrobras’ investments to improve product quality as the company wants to export gasoline and 
diesel to countries in Europe and to the US, where regulations are tighter. 
 
Organizational Stakeholders 
Investors were widely cited during the interviews. Seven respondents commented on their influence on Petrobras’ environmental strategies. 
Most respondents identified investors as having a major influence. Conversely, some of them recognized their importance, but argued that 
their influence is geared more to the way the company reports its environmental related activities than to its strategies.  
A few respondents highlighted the existing conflict of interest in relation to Brazil’s government. One respondent stated that:  “There is a 
conflict in relation to Brazil’s governmental influence on Petrobras’ environmental strategies. At the same time they are our controlling 
shareholders and also regulate environmental policies in the country.” 

The importance of consumers was also mentioned by respondents. One person pointed out that: “Consumers in Brazil are 
increasingly paying attention to the environmental impacts of our products. However, they are still not willing to pay a premium for a 
‘greener’ product.” 
Respondents stated that the company is considering assessing the social and environmental impacts of new projects in the early stages of 
their evaluation process. Currently, the focus is primarily given to their economic viability.  

The influence of internal scientists on Petrobras’ climate change strategies was also mentioned. One respondent further argued 
that the company is also leading the scientific discussions within Brazil’s academic community.  

One respondent highlighted that Petrobras is considering the CSR performance of suppliers. Nevertheless, she argued that 
suppliers do not influence the company’s own CSR strategies. 
 
Community Stakeholders 
The importance of the third sector was acknowledged by five respondents. One of the respondents clarified that the third sector represents 
non-profit and voluntary organizations. The same person classified the third sector as the most influential stakeholder in relation to 
Petrobras’ CSR strategies. She argued that: “The third sector represents a major stakeholder. Not only do they exercise direct pressure on 
the company, but they also use other relevant stakeholders such as the media, local communities and regulatory institutions to disseminate 
their environmental related ideas.” 

Another respondent agreed with this view and highlighted the importance of non-governmental organizations (NGOs): 
“NGOs play a very relevant role in the environmental debate in Brazil. They have the attention and respect of the media and the general 

public. Our strategy is to maintain an open dialogue with them.” 
Petrobras has developed a sponsorship program to financially support environmental projects run by the third sector.  
In relation to community groups, one respondent highlighted that in Brazil most communities are satisfied with the presence of Petrobras in 
their region. According to him: “Petrobras is generally perceived as important for the development of the communities where we operate, 
despite the existence of environmentally related concerns among a small minority within some community groups”. 

 
Media 
Media was the stakeholder group that was less cited during the interviews. Nevertheless, as previously mentioned, it was argued that the 
third sector utilizes the media to disseminate their beliefs.  
One respondent indicated that the company has a very good relationship with the major mass media channels, perhaps because Petrobras 
is a major advertiser in Brazil. However, one respondent argued that sometimes the media broadcasts negative news about Petrobras for 
political reasons, usually aimed at damaging the government.  
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 

 
Petrobras’ climate change positioning  

 
The research conducted demonstrated that CSR is indeed a relevant subject to Petrobras. The company is regarded as socially and 
environmentally responsible by the senior professionals interviewed and by studies carried out by independent institutions. Different events 
have motivated the company towards a more active environmental responsiveness. Among these, the following appear to be most 
important: 

• End of the oil production and exploration monopoly in 1997, which brought important structural changes to the company;  
• Internationalization of Petrobras;  
• Major environmental accidents in 2000 and 2001.  

With regard to the company’s climate change positioning (first research objective), one needs to consider two dimensions: domestic and 
global. From a domestic stand point, it can be inferred that Petrobras has a cooperative and assertive positioning according to the 
framework adopted by Levy and Kolk (2002), placing the company in the proactive quadrant. Cooperative because the company has been 
investing in the development and production of renewable fuels and has voluntarily set targets to prevent emissions of GHG, while assertive 
due to Petrobras’ pioneering public position and leadership in relation to climate change in Brazil. However, from a global perspective, the 
fact that the company started to address the problem at a later stage compared to BP and Shell should be taken into account. Furthermore, 
despite supporting the Kyoto protocol, Petrobras is against mandatory GHG emission reduction targets for developing countries, where its 
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operations are mainly concentrated. Nevertheless, the company is an important global player in the production of biofuels, recognizes the 
threat of climate change and has been working to reduce its emissions. Therefore, it can be assumed that Petrobras has a cooperative 
positioning but is less assertive than BP and Shell. According to the framework adopted by Levy and Kolk (2002), the company would be 
classified in the compliant quadrant, but moving towards the proactive positioning. A revised version of the conceptual framework proposed 
in figure III is presented in figure IV and depicts Petrobras’ positioning according to the research findings and the theory discussed.  
 
Identification and assessment of stakeholders` influence on Petrobras’ environmental strategies 
 
In line with previous studies (Berry and Rondinelli, 1998) it was possible to identify the relevant influence of stakeholders on the definition of 
Petrobras’ environmental strategies. It was also feasible to infer the importance of the topic to the company’s reputation among different 
stakeholders. Addressing the second research objective resulted in the identification of the following stakeholders as the most influential in 
relation to the company’s climate change strategies: regulatory institutions, Brazil’s government, investors, internal scientist and NGOs. 
Consumers, competitors, community groups, suppliers and the media were also acknowledged, but considered of lesser importance.  
The third research objective refers to the levels of influence of these stakeholders on the company’s strategies. The influence of regulatory 
institutions in Brazil is marked by the unique characteristics of the country in relation to climate change. Rainforest burning is the major 
cause of GHG emissions in the country and therefore receives more attention from regulators. The fact that Brazil is not subject to 
restrictions connected to the Kyoto protocol reduces the influence of international regulators. Nevertheless, domestic regulators were found 
to be important and to be exerting pressure on Petrobras to develop less polluting products. A relevant finding of the research was the 
existing conflict of interest between Brazil’s government influence as a controlling shareholder and its role as regulator of environmental 
policies in the country. However, despite such conflict, the importance of Brazil’s government has to be acknowledged as it has important 
influence in the definition of Petrobras’ management team which is ultimately responsible for the company’s decisions. 
  Investors were considered to have a significant influence on the company’s climate change strategies. Nevertheless, respondents 
disagreed on their level of influence as some regarded them as one of the most relevant stakeholders and others, especially the ones with 
more contact with investors, found them to have more relevance in the way the company reports its environmental strategies. Among the 
company’s employees, scientists were found to be important in the definition of Petrobras’ climate change strategies. 
One of the most relevant findings of this research was the manner in which the third sector exerts its influence. According to the primary 
research, this stakeholder group not only exercises direct pressure on the company but also uses other stakeholders to disseminate its 
ideas. Thus, the conceptual framework proposed in figure III had to be revised to consider not only its direct influence on the company’s 
environmental strategies but also its influence on other stakeholder groups such as the media and regulatory institutions, which then impact 
Petrobras’ environmental responsiveness. The fact that Petrobras has established a sponsorship program for this group’s environmental 
projects confirms the importance of the third sector and Petrobras’ attention to it. 

Other stakeholders were also found to be important but less influential in relation to Petrobras’ environmental strategies. Increased 
attention by consumers to the subject was noted but the fact that they are still not willing to pay more for a “greener” product was mentioned 
by respondents. The lack of significant competition in Brazil, Petrobras’ main market, also leads to the conclusion that the influence of 
competitors is negligible. In relation to suppliers, it seems that the company has more influence on their environmental activities than the 
other way around. In addition, the media was found to be relevant, mostly as a channel used by NGOs to broadcast their ideas and during 
catastrophes, when it becomes very important and influential. 
 
Revised Conceptual Framework 
The conceptual framework developed from literature has been revised according to the findings and conclusions of this research and is 
demonstrated below in Figure IV. 
 
 

 
 
 
Recommendations 
The focus on oil companies’ strategies in relation to climate change may represent a good opportunity for Petrobras to leverage its 
business. The company is still not subject to GHG emission restrictions and has developed a leading position in the biofuel market. 
Therefore, Petrobras should take advantage of this scenario to enhance its reputation among different stakeholders in Brazil and abroad. 
Through effective marketing initiatives, the company should pursue the construction of a “greener” image in relation to other players in the 
industry. Domestically, Petrobras should further communicate its investments in environmental programs and its leading position in relation 

Figure IV: Revised Conceptual Framework 

Adapted from Levy and Kolk (2002) and Henriques and Sadorsky (1999) 
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to climate change. Moreover, the company should internationally promote its biofuel program, especially Brazil’s sugarcane ethanol, which 
is considered one of the best renewable fuels in the world.  

The analysis of stakeholders’ influence on the company’s environmental strategies has shown that different stakeholders demand 
distinct actions from Petrobras within this area. This might seem obvious, but our research found gaps in their understanding amongst 
senior professionals interviewed in relation to the demands and importance of stakeholders regarding Petrobras’ environmental 
responsiveness. Thus, it would be wise to internally discuss not only the company’s environmental strategies but also the reasons behind 
them, notably the demands and importance of different stakeholders. Additionally, Petrobras should conduct further stakeholder analysis to 
better understand how different groups influence the company’s strategies and how they influence each other to achieve their objectives. 
  
Suggestions for Further Research 
The use of an inductive approach to guide this dissertation implies the opportunity of further deductive research in relation to the subject. 
The conceptual framework provided by this study may be tested to quantify findings from this research and allow the construction of a more 
robust model. Additionally, the association of stakeholder groups to influence companies’ environmental strategies should be further 
evaluated, as this was one of the most relevant findings of this research. Furthermore, similar studies of other companies from developing 
countries may represent a rich contribution to academic literature as most studies to date have focused on companies from Europe and the 
US. 
 
Limitations 
In addition to certain shortcomings related to the methodology, the development of this research presented other important limitations. The 
complexity of the topic studied and the different background of the respondents implied a diversity of views in relation to the questions 
discussed. This enriched the study but may have negatively impacted the drawing of conclusions. Additionally, some respondents were 
willing to discuss the subject in depth; while others did not have enough time or interest to talk about the subject in any kind of detail. 
Therefore, most of the findings related to our primary research were derived from approximately five interviews. Furthermore, Petrobras 
presents very specific characteristics, such as being a giant publically traded company controlled by Brazil’s government, which can make 
the reapplication of this study difficult. In addition, the fact that the researcher works for Petrobras and has personal views in relation to the 
topic studied may have represented a threat to the production of an unbiased analysis of the data collected. Nevertheless, the author made 
every effort to minimize these limitations and assure a high quality study.  
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Abstract 
The usage of technologies within an organization has placed tremendous result in business process transition and increased benefits.  The 
usage of technologies could also be applied in the academic setting in order to enhance universities and institutions’ performance and 
accomplishment. However, research on the issue was scanty. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the Internet Effect among academic 
community via empirical technique. Independent constructs were information seeking behavior, technology acceptance and internet practice 
meanwhile dependent construct of the study was the internet effect.  The study adopted quantitative survey method and simple random 
sampling approach. Respondents were of 250 university academic staff members; which represented 80% of the response rate.  Necessary 
reliability and validity analysis were performed and achieved. Results revealed model fitted the respondents after modification. The revised 
structural model demonstrated significant and positive direct relationships between all constructs of the study. 
Keywords:  Internet, information seeking behavior, Internet practice, Confirmatory Factor Analysis. 
 
Introduction 
Internet technology has brought a radical change in humans’ lifes; that was originally created as universal instrument of communication by 
academics and for academics. Over the last several years, information resources and usage via internet has increased considerably. Today, 
information is gathered easily, effectively and efficiently through the World Wide Web. Nevertheless, the emergence of the World Wide Web, 
regardless of the advantages, has brought new challenges and problems. The impact of internet is also experienced by the academics. In 
order to find the extension of internet effect on the academics, it is crucial to look at various factors that influenced the internet effects; which 
were the internet activity of academics, their infomation seeking behavior and technology acceptance. Academics generally have three 
aspects to their daily work: administration, teaching and research. This research concentrates on the latter two aspects, combined with an 
emphasis on the use of the Internet and electronic resources.  

Although much research has been conducted on Internet adoption in business environments (e.g. Tan & Teo, 1998; Stanfield & 
Grant, 2003; Teo & Pian, 2004), only a small number of researchers have examined the adoption of the Internet within the academic 
environment. Formerly, educational institutions, specifically colleges and universities, are trying to take advantage on delivering course 
content over the Internet due to the slighter costs compared to delivering course over other medium (Karelis, 1999; Valentine, 2002). In 
previous research, Lundgren and Nantz (2003) revealed approximately 500,000 courses were available on the Internet in 2003. 
Nevertheless, prior to commencing a project of this nature, educational institutions need to understand factors that motivate and determine 
Internet usage among students and faculty members. This study intends to address this research gap through focusing on establishing the 
factors that influence Internet usage by faculty members in Malaysian university. 

The Internet’s impact on the use of other media is related to earlier research in media studies that examines the substitutability of 
the mass media or their ability to stimulate each other (Atkin, 2001; Robinson & Kestnbaum, 1999).  Many commentators hypothesized that 
the Internet would displace TV or, at least, would reduce its dominance in the American household, much as TV viewing did to listening to 
the radio, reading magazines, or going to the movies. As Robinson & de Haan (2006) noted, according to a functional displacement 
hypothesis, one technology would displace another to the extent that the new technology could be used for similar functions as the old, 
while offering new opportunities or reduced costs (Carey & Moss, 1985). 

Comparatively, less research was facilitated on the adoption, diffusion and impact of the Internet among educational setting.  
Therefore, this study made several contributions to the literature. Firstly, a detailed model that examined the antecedents of Internet effect, 
consisted of internet activity, internet practice and technology acceptance was presented.  Such a model examining the entire chain would 
enable researchers to test the complete net that lead to theoretical extensions and enhancements (Devaraj & Kohli 2003, Zhu & Kraemer 
2005).  Without a doubt, the internet permeated professional life and is promoted as the future way of information transfer.  Obviously, 
therefore, universities and academic institutions are deemed to be the forefronts on the applications of new technologies at present and in 
future.   
 
Literature review 
Information seeking behavior (Wilson, 1999) is defined as “those activities a person may engage in when identifying their own needs for 
information, searching for such information in any way, and using or transferring that information”. While technology acceptance is derived 
from information systems theory that modeled how users came to accept and used a technology. The model suggested that when users 
were presented with a new technology, a number of factors influenced their decision about how and when they would use it.  

Compared to TV or the telephone, the Internet is a plastic technology, amenable to a wider range of uses. According to recent 
data from the Pew Internet and American Life project (Pew Internet & American Life Project, 2003), Americans used the Internet mostly to 
send electronic mail, using search engines, researching products and services before buying, and searching for information for hobbies and 
leisure activities. However, the range of use was very diverse, and included playing online games, listening to music, downloading 
pornography, developing and displaying photographs, gambling, taking a class, and seeking dates.  

As individuals gained more experience with the Internet, they increasingly used it for a wider variety of purposes. Subscribers got 
Internet access for one purpose, but then its use extended to many other areas of daily life. For example, parents may buy a computer for 
their children’s school work find but then find that the household also uses it for e- mail, instant messaging, game playing, and online 
shopping (e.g., Kraut, Scherlis, Mukhopadhyay, Manning, & Kiesler, 1996). 

Moreover, the potential uses of the Internet are expanding greatly as businesses and other organizations offer new content and 
services online. Although information sharing and communication were available from the early days (Leiner et al., 2002) the amount of 
information available, the topics covered, the numbers of potential online communication partners, and the services to support information 
acquisition and communication have all increased since the1970s, radically expanding the options open to users. Two popular yet recent 
additions include sophisticated search engines and instant messaging applications. 

There is strong reason to think that different personal attributes and precipitating events will cause people to use the Internet for 
different purposes. For example, compared to adults, teenagers and young adults are much more likely to use the Internet for listening to 
music, for visiting chat rooms to meet new people, and for synchronous communication through instant messaging programs (Lenhart, 
Rainie, & Lewis, 2001).  
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Consistent with their broader role responsibilities, women are more likely than men to use the Internet for communication with 
friends and family (Boneva, Kraut, & Frohlich, 2001). Women, people who are ill and those who care for ill family members are especially 
likely to use the Internet as a course of health information (Kommers & Rainie, 2002). Extraverts are especially likely to use the Internet for 
social communication (Kraut et al.,2002). 

There is also reason to expect that using the Internet for different purposes is likely to have differential effects on the users. 
McKenna (2006) argues, for example, that people who use the Internet to reveal aspects of their true selves get more benefit from its use 
than others. The parallels with television viewing, a much more constrained activity, is instructive. Watching dramatic violence on TV in 
childhood leads to more aggressive behavior in adulthood (Huesmann, Moise-Titus, Podolski, & Eron, 2003). How television is used, 
however, makes a difference.  In addition to this influence on adult aggression, using television primarily for entertainment purposes (rather 
than for information) is associated with declines in civic engagement. On the other hand, watching the news on TV, even though it is filled 
with violence, seems to be associated with better social outcomes, including increased civic engagement (Putnam, 2000). 

Very little research has attempted to demonstrate that specific uses of the Internet have identifiable consequences, and most of it 
is concentrated in the area of health (see Bass, 2003 for a recent review.) More generally, Kraut, Mukhopadhyay, Szczypula, Kiesler, and 
Scherlis (1999) distinguished between using the Internet for interpersonal communication and for acquiring information. While using the 
Internet for communication led to increased time spent online insubsequent periods, using the Internet for information-gathering purposes 
decreased time spent online in subsequent periods.  

Weiser (2001) also differentiated using the Internet for social and information purposes. Based on cross-sectional data, he 
concluded that social uses of the Internet lead to reduced social integration, whereas greater use of the Internet for informational purposes 
was associated with increased social integration. While valid, the distinction between communication and informational uses of the Internet 
is crude. For example, communication with friends and family is likely to differ from communication with strangers online, both in terms of 
causes and of consequences.  

Weiser’s (2001) paradoxical conclusions that social uses of the Internet were associated with low social integration may reflect his 
construction of a social use scale that is dominated by communication with strangers.  

Internet activities are composed of varied types of activities.  Because varied activities might provide different situational effects on 
adolescence, they might result in different effects on violence.  Heavy use of the Internet among adolescents might result in maladaptive 
internet behavior termed ‘‘Internet addiction’’. This has been defined to have six or more symptoms of nine criteria; those include 
preoccupation, uncontrolled impulse, usage more than intended, tolerance, withdrawal, impairment of control, excessive time and effort 
spent on the Internet, and impairment of decision-making ability, and impaired function based on a diagnostic interview.  Recent studies 
have found that 19.8% of adolescents have Internet addiction and furthermore, it is associated with hostility. 

Kraut and his colleagues (1998) claimed that greater use of the Internet was associated with negative effects on individuals, such 
as a diminishing social circle, and increasing depression and loneliness. Also, many quantitative studies confirmed that loneliness was 
associated with increased Internet use (Kraut et al., 1998; Lavin, Marvin, McLarney, Nie & Erbring, 2000; Stoll, 1995; Turkle, 1996). Internet 
use may be beneficial when kept to normal levels, however high levels of internet use which interfere with daily life have been linked to a 
range of problems, including decreased psychosocial well-being, relationship breakdown (Widyanto & McMurran 2004; Yao-Guo, Lin-Yan & 
Feng-Lin 2006; Whitty & McLaughlin, 2007). 

Previous studies have been inconclusive about the relation between Internet activity, internet practice, technology acceptance and 
internet effects especially in academic setting.  Beside, a majority of studies were undertaken in the Western countries.  However, less has 
been researched in countries of Asia-Pacific.  In addition, all these studies have a number of weaknesses.  They are based upon single 
institution survey and complete picture of academic adoption cannot therefore be analysed.  In the present study, an attempt is made to 
cover important variables that might influence Internet effects among academics. 
 
Proposed Research Model 
This study used the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and value orientation framework as the guiding principles.  TAM, as proposed by 
Davis (1989), was an information systems theory that models how users came to accept and used technology.  The model suggested that 
when users were presented with a new technology, a number of factors influenced their decision about how and when they would use it.   
Dodds and Monroe (1985) developed the value-orientation framework, which assumed that the individual willingness to perform a certain 
behavior was directly influenced by their perceived value of behavior consequences.     
The theoretical framework, presented in Figure 1, was developed to conclude the literature review discussion on Internet activity, Internet 
practice and technology acceptance as explained in the earlier section. In light of the argument in the literature review, hypothetical model 
was developed to realise the objective of this study. The objective of the research was to identify the relationship between the internet 
activity, internet practice and technology acceptance.  

 
Figure 1: Hypothesized Model 
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Method 
According to Ipsos (2008), quantitative research was a study that aimed to quantify attitudes or behavioural patterns, measured their 
underlying variables, compared responses and highlighted correlation. It was achieved via facilitating survey method. Survey method often 
involved questioning sample populations that were representative, so that results could be extrapolated to the entire population studied.  

In this study, the quantitative survey method was deemed more appropriate considering to its’ incomparable ability to obtain exact 
information from respondents in time. The study applied a questionnaire-based survey design for data collection. This technique was 
deemed appropriate technique especially for scattered population since it consumed less amount of time and it was less costly. This method 
was also chosen due to its expediency when dealing with academics by the use of questionnaires. According to Creswell (1994), a survey 
design provided a quantitative or numeric description of some fraction of the population. It allowed the researcher to determine the values 
and relation of variables and constructs as well as provided responses that could be generalized to other members of the population studied 
and often to other similar population.  

Other strengths of the survey were replication and its objective ways of comparing responses over different groups, times and 
places. It also allowed theoretical propositions to be tested in an objective fashion (Newsted, Huff, & Munro, 1988). Moreover, this method 
through questionnaires would reduce bias given that the researcher’s opinion would not influence respondents to answer questions in a 
certain manner, since there were no verbal or visual clues to influence them.  More important, quantitative surveys through questionnaires 
were easy to analyze.  Data entry and tabulation for nearly all surveys could be easily performed via many computer software packages.  
Besides, questionnaires were also less intrusive than telephone or face to face surveys.  When the respondent received the questionnaire, 
they were free to complete the questionnaire according to their time. 

In considering these advantages, therefore, this study chose quantitative research via survey method where questionnaires were 
distributed to the sample of population.  
 
Sampling 
The population from which the sample was drawn consisted of all academics, belonging to College of Arts and Sciences, College of 
Business and College of Law and Government at the University Utara Malaysia.   
 
Instrumentation 
Responses to the questions were in close-ended forms for ease of analysis. However, provision was made for some brief expressions 
where necessary. The responses were presented in a five point Semantic Differential Scale format for uniformity.  The self administered 
questionnaire was subjected to a pilot study to ensure proper interpretation of instructions and questions by the respondents (Baxter & 
Babbie, 2004; Creswell, 1994).  
 
Description of Instrument 
The questionnaire comprised of two distinct parts. Part A consisted of 12 items seeking demographic information of the respondents.  Each 
item was accompanied by multiple choice responses. Specifically, the items sought information on the respondent’s personal data, 
computer possession, computer usage, and internet subscription.  Part B was further sub-grouped into four each focusing on one variable 
be it independent and dependent.  

The Internet activity in part B was measured by using instrument proposed by Reddick, Boucher dan Groseillers (2005). 
Meanwhile information seeking behavior was measured by instrument developed by D’Ambra dan Wilson (2004).  Technology acceptance 
was measured via Moore and Benbasat (1991) instrument.  Internet effects were measured via instrument proposed by Davis (1989).    

Reliability of the instrument was performed via the internal consistency measures which were the inter-item consistency reliability 
a.k.a Cronbach’s coefficient Alpha test. As indicated in Table 1, all constructs exhibited high alpha values greater than 0.85; indicating 
significantly higher than the threshold values of 0.80 (Nunnally & Bernstein 1994).  These values indicated all the constructs exhibited a high 
internal consistency with their corresponding measurements indicators.  
Next, congruent or construct validity of the measurement model was achieved and proven through exploratory factor analysis, convergent 
validity analysis and discriminant validity analysis. These analyses were performed in order to prove measurement model fit prior 
confirmatory factor analysis of the hypothesized structural model.  
These analyses were preformed to ensure satisfactory specification of measurement model that was a compulsory prerequisite for testing 
substantive hypotheses. 
 
Table 1:  Inter-item Consistency Reliability 
Variables        Alpha Value  
         
1.Internet Activity          .82   
2.  Information seeking behavior        .85 
3.Technology Acceptance         .80 
4. Internet Effect          .85 
A factor analysis with varimax rotation was done to validate whether the respondents perceived the two constructs to be distinct. The results 
showed a three factor solution with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 and the total variance explained was 62.26% of the total variance.  KMO 
measure of sampling adequacy was 0.819 indicating sufficient intercorrelations while the Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity was significant 
(χ2=2771.627, p< 0.01). The criteria used by Igbaria et al. (1995) to identify and interpret factors were: each item should load 0.50 or greater 
on one factor and 0.35 or lower on the other factor.  
 
Data Analysis 
Personal Characteristics of respondents 
Data was gathered through questionnaire in April 2011 at a large university located in north Malaysia.  Out of 250 distributed questionnaires, 
200 were returned and were used for statistical analysis with the return rate at 80%. Appropriate data screening and data cleaning were 
performed.  

As recommended by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007); appropriate data screening and data cleaning were necessary in order to 
enhance end result through proper data screening process. This process involved assessing data in a few phases which were i) the 
accuracy of data input, ii) missing values treatment, iii) checking on normality and univariate and multivariate outliers and iv) statistical 
assumptions for multivariate analysis such as linearity, multicollinearity, heteroscedasticity and singularity.  
After data screening and data cleaning, only 185 questionnaires remained. Table 1 summarizes sample demographics viewing at the 
characteristics of respondents such as gender, age, marital status, computer possession, computer usage and internet subscription.  
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Based on the results, female respondents outnumber male respondents by 64.9% against 35.1%. Most respondents were married 
(65.9%), at ages between 25-39 years. Other interesting information was on the possession of computer among lecturers in this university. 
Most lecturers in this university owned at least 1 personal computer at 91.9% with high computer usage at 98.9%.  75.7% of these lecturers 
subscribed to the Internet. 
 

Table 2:  Sample Demographics 
 F                     % 
Gender 

i) Male 
ii) Female 

 
65          35.1 
120        64.9 

Marriage Status 
i) Single 
ii) Married 
iii) Others 

 
58                   31.4 
122        65.9 
5                    2.7 

Age 
i) Under 20 years 
ii) 20-24 years 
iii) 25-29 years 
iv) 30-39 years 
v) 40-55 years 
vi) 55 years and above 

 
-                 - 
19                   10.3 
49                   26.5 
70                   37.8 
36                   19.5 
11                     5.9 

Computer Possession 
i) Yes 
ii) No 

 
170 91.9 
15 8.1 

Computer Usage 
i) Yes 
ii) No 

 
183 98.9 
2 1.1 

Internet Subscription 
i) Yes 
ii) No 

 
140 75.7 
45 24.3 

 
Table 3 presents the intercorrelation matrix between the main variables of this study.  As can be seen Internet activity, information seeking 
behavior and technology acceptance enjoyment were significantly positive related to both the Internet usage measures; especially the 
correlation between technology acceptance and internet effects. 
 
Table 3  : Intercorrelation Metric 
Variable  Mean  S.D   2  3  4 
 
1. Internet  Activity 3.04  .663   .18**  .39**           .35** 
2. Information  3.97  1.48     .20**           .22** 
    Seeking Behavior 
 
3. Technology  4.14  .441                .67** 
    Acceptance 
 
4. Internet Effects 3.71  .326 
 
**p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Structural Equation Modelling 
This section presents the assessment of hypothesised structural model focusing on the influence of information seeking behavior, Internet 
activity and technology acceptance on Internet effect.  

The proposed structural model for this study was tested through structural equation modeling (SEM). This test required a 
hypothesis-driven assessment of the structural relationships between the latent constructs themselves. This test was essential and 
necessary to achieve the most meaningful and parsimonious model of the research. According to Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson and Tatham 
(2010), SEM was a model analysis technique encompassing methods such as covariance structure analysis, latent variable analysis, 
confirmatory factor analysis, path analysis, and linear structural relation analysis. SEM was also particularly useful in this study because it 
enabled the estimation of “a series of separate, but interdependent, multiple regression equations simultaneously” in a specified structural 
model (Hair et al., 2006). Therefore, SEM is the most suitable analysis to estimate the strength of casual relationship of these constructs.  

Bagozzi and Yi (1988) suggested a set of fit indices used to examine the structural model. Goodness of fit indices was utilized to 
assess the sufficiency of the hypothesized structural model. Should the result contradict where the initial theoretical model did not fit 
observed data, then an alternative structural model would be suggested. Any modifications of the structural model was based on theory 
rather than empirically driven. The goodness of fit test was used to compare the fit of hypothesized and modified models focusing on the 
most fitting model. Tests such as chi square fit, GFI, AGFI, TLI, RMSEA were common in testing the goodness of fit of the model. 
Nevertheless, generally, most researchers prefer the TLI, CFI, SRMR and RMSEA for one time analysis and different indexes should the 
modification has been made (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Bagozzi and Yi, 1998; Yu, 2002). The final measurement model with all its fit indices 
revealed that, each construct was aptly identified with minimum of three and maximum of six indicators (Bryne, 2010; Hair et al., 2010), 
meaning that none of the construct in the study is under  identified.   

Based on the results, the hypothesized structural model achieved goodness of fit requirement once after modification had been 
made as shown in Figure 2. After modification, the results of the chi square statistics and other fit indices indicated that the modified model 
adequately fitted the data. The fit indices such as the chi-square statistics (x2/df= 1.570, x2 = 379.88 and df = 242), comparative fit index 
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(CFI), Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) and goodness of fit index (GFI) of .926, .915 and .825 respectively supported the model. Goodness of fit 
index (GFI) however, did not support the model with slightly less than 0.90 of .825. Meanwhile, RMSEA and SRMR value confirmed that the 
structural model had adequately fitted the data with value of 0.064 and 0.0703 respectively. The SRMR value was in accordance with 
Garson (2008) where the desired cut-off values agreed at the levels of .05, .08, and .10. Hu and Bentler (1998) preferred the value ≤ .08 for 
model fit. Based on the Goodness-of-Fit measure values or indices, the modified structural model had achieved five acceptable values; thus 
the model was considered statistically fitted the data. Subsequently, the result revealed that 88% of variance for Internet Effect was 
explained by its relationship with all other variables of interest in this study which were Internet Activity, Information Seeking and Technology 
Acceptance. 
 

 
Figure 2:  Modified Structural Model 

 
Discussion 
The results on demographic indicated the importance of personal computer and internet in a lecturer’s personal and profesional life. This 
has been revealed through the numbers of lecturers who owned at least one personal computer and numbers of lecturer who owned 
internet access. Although this research revealed the importance of personal computer and internet to the lecturers in only one public 
university, this finding may indicate similarity with lecturers in other public universities in Malaysia. Nevertheless, limited research was made 
on the usage of Internet amongst public university lecturers. Thus, in order to promote greater usage of the Internet amongst academician, 
there is a significant need to address issues of what will promote and what will hinder greater use of Internet. 

Extensive usage of Internet, the evolution and its social impact is hard to predict. However, current scenario revealed that the 
Internet might become as the future household’s “information superhighway” to libraries and schools, its virtual shopping mall, or the centre 
of home entertainment.  Moreover, nowadays, the Internet has been the alternative choice of basic interpersonal communication technology 
in home, like the telephone.  Viewing at the popularity of both the World Wide Web and electronic mail suggest both might be happening. 
The dominating style of use could have large ramifications for society.  

The Internet as an information and entertainment technology would affect education, government, publishing, the retail industry, 
banking, broadcast services, and health care delivery. The Internet as a communications technology would probably have more subtle and 
personal effects—on people’s connections to friends, family, and their geographic communities, on the social system of informal support 
and help, and on the functioning of groups and teams. We can only anticipate the social impact of the Internet if we understand how people 
are using it. 

Internet activity, internet practice and technology acceptance received support as predictors of Internet effect as revealed in the 
findings. This suggests that the model is appropriate to explain the internet usage intentions among academics. Technology acceptance 
was found to have a strong relationship with Internet effect compared to Internet activity and Internet practice. The magnitude of the 
relationships reported here are consistent with previous tests of TAM as a predictor of internet technology criteria in the context of Asian 
users (Moon and Kim, 2001; Oh et al., 2003). However, the present results were not as strong as those found in studies that used other 
types of technology as criteria and Western samples (Mathieson, 1991; Taylor and Todd, 1995). 

The model appeared to effectively predict internet usage among the academician in Malaysia. To encourage internet use from a 
behavioral perspective, educational administrators might focus on creating ease of use and internet usefulness perceptions, creating social 
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expectations regarding usage, and improving staffs' sense of their ability to use the internet. Previous literature may provide guidance in 
developing these perceptions, beliefs, and attitudes.  

According to the disclosed results, there was a significant but weak relationship between the internet activity and internet effect as 
well as the information seeking and the internet effect; indicating contradicting findings to previous Western research but similar to Asian 
research. This probably due to similarity in Asian culture where like most other Asian nations, Malaysia is working overtime to catch with the 
developed world, with an extensive Internet to-do list. This list includes building up the necessary communication networks, infrastructural 
support for access, setting up the legal framework, and most importantly promoting the use of Internet amongst its populace. 

The weak relationship between the internet activity and the internet effect as well as between the information seeking and the 
internet effect would probably due to easy accessibility and lack of proper planning of seeking for information. Since the internet is easily 
accessible, the respondents were not in hurry to use the internet because they know that the internet would be easily accessible 24/7. 
Moreover, the respondents were lack of proper planning of information seeking. Their way of information seeking was spontaneous and 
unplanned. Meanwhile their level of technology acceptance would be high indicating the importance of understanding and acquiring 
appropriate knowledge and skill in technology in order to enhance the internet effect. Technology acceptance dimensions inclusive of three 
which were the nature of work, the perception of internal control and internet affection. 
 
The present findings suggest that existing theoretical work in the form of TAM and TPB are applicable for understanding the behavioral 
aspects of faculties' internet usage in Malaysia. The models may provide a conceptual foundation for creating conditions for the user 
acceptance needed to fully participate in a global information society. 
 
Limitation of study and suggestion for future research 
Our study presents a cross-sectional analysis of Internet effect. Therefore we cannot establish the causality of arguments. A more rigorous 
test of our model will involve longitudinal data collection. Future research can undertake a longitudinal study and examine antecedents of 
Internet effect over a long period of time. Such studies can help support notions of causality and also provide insights into the process of 
Internet use and Internet effect, an important aspect that cannot be captured in cross-sectional surveys.  

In order to enhance the research objectivity, it is recommended that probability sampling technique should be employed for future 
research.  Since the study had omitted few dimensions in each exogenous variable, therefore a comprehensive model of Internet effect will 
be required for future research.  In addition, finding and identifying new mediating variables between Internet usage and Internet activity, 
information seeking behavior and technology acceptance will be needed for a more positive explanation of Internet usage behaviors. 
 
Conclusion 
The Internet became common in Malaysia higher education institution. It is used for a wide range of purposes, including communication, 
information, entertainment, and commerce. There was controversy about the effects that widespread diffusion of the Internet was having on 
the lives of its users. This paper used survey to examine the relationship between Internet activity, Internet practice and technology 
acceptance and Internet usage. The result of the study further strengthened the application of technology acceptance model and value 
orientation framework to explain the antecedents of Internet effects. 
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Abstract 
The meaning of citizenship has usually been associated with the power of individuals in the process of social decision-making. Throughout 
the history, effective citizenship has required functional literacy skills as the fundamental factor for attending societal life. In the past, the 3Rs 
(writing, reading, and arithmetic) were considered to be enough for a normal citizen because people could communicate satisfactorily based 
on these skills in public spheres. They could also benefit through traditional literacy skills from the mainstream communication technologies 
like newspaper, radio, and television. Depending on the linear characteristic of the mass media, participation of citizens was limited in the 
social arena. However, new communication technologies have changed the nature and scope of citizenship. New kinds of literacies have 
emerged regarding the new media such as Internet, Web, Twitter, blogs, YouTube, Facebook, mobile technologies and so forth. Today’s 
citizens are expected to attend social processes anytime and anywhere. Thus, they are required to have mastery in new literacies which 
allow them to use all kinds of emerging technologies to share their views and make their voices heard. In fact, this comes as a requisite for 
real democracy because digital citizenship is largely based on the contemporary literacy skills in which the technology plays a vital role. This 
paper elaborates various kinds of new literacies and discusses their relationships with the current practices of digital citizenship from a 
technological perspective. 
 
Introduction 
The meaning of citizenship has usually been associated with the power of individuals in the process of social decision-making. Social 
decision making has always required appropriate skills both for accessing to information and processing the obtained information since the 
ancient age. In the digital age of the current times, the forms of the information have changed drastically. Considering the potential of the 
new information and communication technologies (ICTs), skills such as reaching, interpreting, understanding, and sharing information have 
become fundamental responsibilities of citizens for a democratic society (Aufderheide, 1993; Christ & Potter, 1998). 

Nowadays everything is changing quickly and people feel obligated to keep pace with these changes. Why Drucker called the 
changes as “shock” should be questioned in this perspective. Information is an integral part of daily life in today’s society in order to survive 
against information-related requirements. Production of knowledge requires different skills than those necessary for producing goods. Thus, 
the concept of shock could be interpreted partly as the feelings or the confusions of the people, being aware of not having the necessary 
skills for the new literacies. Kress (2010, p.6) remarked that the communications practices transformed from reading and writing to 
designing and distributing. The content is being displayed with multimodality, combining text, image, motion, sound, music etc. Nowadays 
screens substitute book pages of the past so that image has gained popularity instead of text. Consistent with this trend in the ICT field, 
social relations and structure of the authority have changed at a great extent.  

The attitudes towards information have also changed. People became addicted to information. Readers as the audience have 
become digital users. Information processing has been transformed from being passive receivers to active information users, who must 
engage, construct, respond, and act with information. These new skills have changed the form of information flow in such a way to have 
greater impact on the life of individuals, the meaning of citizenship, and common practices of democracy (Knight Commission Report, 2009). 
Overcoming this challenging shock requires employing corresponding literacies with digital technologies during citizenship practices. 
 
Theories of Technology and New Literacies 
The changes in the new technologies and their effects are strongly related to the change of the age, forms of production, and the nature of 
society. In order to understand the effect of new technologies on citizenship, the subject should be overviewed through different approaches 
to technological development. Related views are grouped as autonomous technology theories, technological determinism, political selection 
approach, and critical views towards technology (Timisi, 2003, p.33). Autonomous technology theories give importance to the technology 
itself. Technology has a different development logic, and people do not have an impact on it. Possible interactions between technology and 
society are neglected in this view. Technological determinism defends the idea that technological development itself has created social 
changes. This approach has been criticized to give all the credit and responsibility in social change to the technology by neglecting the 
contributions of people, society, context, politics, and history. According to the political selection approach, technology has been determined 
by political forces and capitalist needs. Technology in this view has progressed based on preferred needs and uses. Finally, critical 
approaches focus on the effect of technologies on people, including the hegemonic relationships. They highlighted mostly the negative 
consequences of the new technologies on culture and society. Technology is claimed to hide reality by mass communication devices. Mass 
communication has a tradition to see people as passive users so that they create false consciousness. Technology and science aimed to 
serve interests of the capital instead of needs of the population. 

These technology theories interact with certain kinds of new literacies. In fact, new literacies are intact with new technologies. 
New literacies could be explored by three main approaches, namely by their technological characteristics, social characteristics, and 
ideological characteristics. The first one focuses on the capacity of new technologies, the second is interested in the uses and implications 
of new technologies, and the third one pays critical attention to their effects on the beliefs, behaviors, attitudes, ideologies, social structures, 
cultures etc. Sometimes it is not easy to separate these three approaches because of their integrated and interactive structures. The 
reasons for various uses of the technology could be changed by cultures. Sometimes technology creates certain changes over the society. 
Thus, all the new literacy approaches will be discussed here with an emphasis on digital citizenship.  
 
Characteristics of New Literacies 
The word literacy comes from the root “literature” and “literate.” The word literature was defined “to mean being discerning and 
knowledgeable (adjective), and a body of writing of nationally-acknowledged aesthetic merit (noun)”. According to Luke (1989, p.188), the 
word literature was changed as literary and literacy at the end of the nineteenth century respectively, under the discussions of being literate 
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and being literary had different meanings. The term literacy has become popular instead of literary (cited in Livingstone, Van Couvering, & 
Thumin, 2008).  

Before the Internet, main information resources were newspapers, books, radio, television, films etc. These information resources 
shaped or affected decision making process in order to fulfill the citizenship responsibilities and exercise democratic rights. They mostly 
focused on understanding printed and audiovisual messages. Thus, the literacy they required was often called “print literacy” and “media 
literacy.” As information technologies have changed rapidly especially with the emergence of the Internet and other related applications like 
Web, Twitter, blogs, YouTube, Facebook, mobile technologies etc., new multimodal information forms have been created. Because 
traditional literacy could not meet the requirements of the digital age, more complicated skills are needed in the name of new literacies. In 
the digital age, it is a requisite to understand and use the capacity of new information and communication technologies.  

Gilster (1997) defined basic skills for digital literacies as assembling knowledge, evaluating information, searching, and navigating 
in non-linear routes. Hobbs (2008) underlined the importance of ethical responsibilities and self-confidence for new literacies. In addition to 
some skills and ethics, digital literacy also covers knowledge and creative products in the digital environments (Calvani, Cartelli, Fini, & 
Ranieri, 2008; Jewitt, 2008). Based on these discussions, Covello (2010) grouped the subdisciplines of the digital literacies as information 
literacy, computer literacy, media literacy, communication literacy, visual literacy, technology literacy. The concept of digital literacy may be 
considered the sum of all these literacies.  

New kinds of literacies have emerged regarding the new media such as Internet, Web, Twitter, blogs, YouTube, Facebook, mobile 
technologies and so forth with Web 2.0 development. New literacies differ from the previous ones, due to their operational, interactive and 
user-based technological characteristics. The development of Web 2.0 has been changed the information flow activity from one direction to 
multi directions. Information is not passively received anymore. Users have more control and interaction opportunities over the information. 
The term publishing has been changed as participation in information- sharing process. Audiences became participants (Şimşek, 2012). The 
control over the data has increased. Moreover, all the applications were freely accessible (O’Reilly, 2009). Numerical representation of data 
(digits 0-1), modularity of the information units (sound and image could be separated), automatization (less effort for digital information), 
variability (different versions of the same message), transcoding (different formats of digital messages) are the core of the Web 2.0 
applications (Manovich, 2001).  

Social characteristics of the new media were defined by Public Media 2.0, which is one of the recent American University Center 
reports for social media. These are: choice, conversation, curation, creation, and collaboration. Choice is one of the important debates on 
old mass media. Digital media is synchronous, enabling to access whenever one likes and whatever one wants.  From the hypodermic 
needle view, a big advance is pursued by handover in the control over information to users. Now every digital user could have their 
hypodermic needles. They could explore, compare, discuss, or create the contents and shape their choices/decisions. Conversations are 
enabled by discussions, comments, blogs, ranking etc. Curation includes aggregating, sharing, ranking, tagging, reposting, juxtaposing, and 
critiquing content using Web 2.0 applications. In other words, creation, sharing, and evaluation of a digital content are possible.  Creation of 
the new media product is not so hard and becomes a part of the daily life. Collaboration implies different roles during the production of 
digital information process (Knight Commission Report, 2009, p.40).  

Dede (2009) delineated a category system for current Web 2.0 tools, which has important implications for digital citizenship:  
1. Sharing  

• Communal bookmarking  
• Photo/video sharing  
• Social networking  
• Writers’ workshops/fanfiction  

2. Thinking  
• Blogs  
• Podcasts  
• Online discussion forums  

3. Co-Creating  
• Wikis/collaborative file creation  
• Mashups/collective media creation  
• Collaborative social change communities  

 
Jenkins, Clinton, Purushotma, Robinson, and Weigel (2006, p.4) delineate a set of novel literacies based on new media. One should keep in 
mind that most of these skills or competencies have never been a part or component of traditional literacies (cited in Dede, 2010).  

• Play: The capacity to experiment with one’s surroundings as a form of problem-solving  
• Performance: The ability to adopt alternative identities for the purpose of improvisation and discovery  
• Simulation: The ability to interpret and construct dynamic models of real-world processes  
• Appropriation: The ability to meaningfully sample and remix media content  
• Multitasking: The ability to scan one’s environment and shift focus as needed to salient details.  
• Distributed cognition: The ability to interact meaningfully with tools that expand mental capacities  
• Collective intelligence: The ability to pool knowledge and compare notes with others toward a common goal  
• Judgment: The ability to evaluate the reliability and credibility of different information sources  
• Transmedia navigation: The ability to follow the flow of stories and information across multiple modalities  
• Networking: The ability to search for, synthesize, and disseminate information  
• Negotiation: The ability to travel across diverse communities, discerning and respecting multiple perspectives, and grasping and 

following alternative norms 
 
Interaction of New Literacies and Digital Citizenship 
Williams (1989) defined information as a power to be free, creative, and entrepreneur (cited in Şimşek, 2000, p.220). People who hold 
information have been privileged almost throughout the history. Modern technologies and new literacies changed the hierarchical structure 
of the information flow as creating network society. Traditional media literacy issues often focused on advertising and consumerism; the 
quality of news and journalism; media ownership and consolidation; media violence and behavior; the representation of gender, class and 
race; and media’s impact on public health and well-being. Current research embodies the capacity of creativity, learning, and social 
connectedness of Internet along with digital media by new literacies (Hobbs & Jensen, 2009). The free flow of information through new 
technologies is consistent with the requirements of deliberative democracy and corresponding citizenship practices. People need relevant 
and credible information in order to be free and make self-governing decisions. 
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Hobbs and Jensen (2009) defined both ‘digital citizenship’ and ‘new media literacies’ as “the skills and knowledge needed to be 
effective in the increasingly social media environment, where the distinctions between producer and consumer have evaporated and the 
blurring between public and private worlds create new ethical challenges and opportunities for children, young people, and adults”. Both of 
them serve as mediators for democratic citizenship instead of being a passive media audience.  

It could be inferred that digital citizenship and new media literacies are not easily separable. They meet on the point of new skills. 
Generally, there is a tendency to accept digital citizenship as a result of the new literacies. It is only partly true. One can be competent in 
new literacies but not use these skills for citizenship practices. New literacies provide opportunities to be more informed and participative. 
The potential of new literacies does not guarantee democratic citizenship practices. In other words, democratic citizenship is a wider 
concept which includes new literacies.  
 
In order to understand the interaction between new literacies and democratic citizenship, the latter also should be more deeply examined. 
Citizenship is an old term implying the relationship between individual and the state. Digital citizenship emphasizes being active and 
possessing democratic values compared to passive citizenship depending on mass media for information.   

Digital citizenship is generally defined as “the norms of behavior with regard to technology use”. Digital citizenship includes being 
aware of technology-related ethical, societal, and cultural issues, being able to use web applications, and being able to use these 
technologies for self-development like lifelong learning practices (Ribble, Bailey, & Ross, 2004). Digital citizenship covers not only technical 
proficiencies. Dede (2009) suggested the 21st century’s main skills as core subjects (global awareness, financial, economic, business and 
entrepreneurial literacy), learning and thinking skills (critical-thinking and problem-solving skills, communication skills, creativity and 
innovation skills, collaboration skills, contextual learning skills, information and media literacy skills), ICT literacy (the ability to use 
technology to learn content) and life skills (leadership, ethics, accountability, adaptability, personal productivity, personal responsibility, 
people skills, self-direction, social responsibility). In the new world of virtual technologies, digital citizens are expected to combine cognitive, 
affective, psycho-social, and technological skills. The interaction of these skills produces an ideal digital citizen for the 21th century (Dede, 
2010). 

Ribble, Bailey, and Ross (2004) also underlined the term of digital citizenship. Digital citizenship has been evaluated in terms of both 
citizenship practices and the issues of technology use. Nine general domains constitute digital citizenship. These are the following:  

• Etiquette: Electronic standards of conduct or procedure  
• Communication: Electronic exchange of information 
• Education: The process of teaching and learning about technology and the use of technology 
• Access: Full electronic participation in society 
• Commerce: Electronic buying and selling of goods 
• Responsibility: Electronic responsibility for actions and deeds 
• Rights: Those freedoms extended to everyone in a digital world 
• Safety: Physical well-being in a digital technology world 
• Security (self-protection): Electronic precautions to guarantee safety  

 
Digital citizenship has both some supporters and opponents in terms of the paradigms of technology. The technological theories 

focus on capacity of teaching and learning via the new literacies in order to perform citizenship requirements. Ideological theories question 
individual and system interests by using new technologies. Social theories focus on the behaviors and sociological change. 

From the supporters’ side, digital citizenship practices facilitate life both for the state and the individual by their technological 
characteristics. Through e-government applications, citizens could pay taxes, traffic fines, perform other tasks related to governmental 
affairs. Citizens could get information about services, payments, applications, protests, and various views. Libraries and museums could be 
used. Discussion opportunities give citizens to convey their opinions.  

These social characteristics of the new media have a potential to serve an ideological platform in order to adjust democratic 
values and develop citizenship practices. Participation, shared views, discussions, and debates bring to mind whether these Web 2.0 
applications could create a society living in a communicational action world as suggested by Habermas. It should be carefully discussed 
whether new public sphere could have been created via skills of new literacies.  

Ideal public sphere should be open to everyone. Appropriate conditions and equal power relations are needed to accomplish this 
ideal. Because technology is not neutral and usually defends the hidden powers, the only solution of the society is restarting ideological 
criticism which took place during the end of the 19th century in France (Oskay, 2000). Ideological criticism aims at creating a more liberal 
and enlightened society by considering the hidden pressures and determining the real interest with complex information processing. If one is 
curious about some technology issues, he/she should take into account the cultural and economic relations (Geuss, 2002). 

Democracy needs a participatory culture. People are expected to be interested in their citizenship responsibilities. They should be 
informed about economy, international relations, educational issues, and other functions of the governments. Informed communities could 
easily communicate, coordinate, discuss, and solve problems as well as making more valuable decisions during selections and daily life 
activities like housing, entertainment, taxing etc. Digital citizenship could create a more transparent and connected democratic environment. 

Some democratic values are indispensible for democratic citizenship. Knight Commission Report (2009) summarizes these values 
as openness, inclusion, participation, empowerment, common pursuit of truth and the public interest. Openness implies that everybody 
could reach information which supports the civic and personal decisions. Inclusion means everybody’s interests and views are covered and 
they could accommodate their needs. Participation refers to the encouragements about joining and using information systems for civic as 
well as individual issues. Empowerment is related to the personal and community development by following their talents, interests, and 
dreams. Common pursuit of truth and the public interest create a form of decision making process by differentiating the overall quality of the 
information. They require assigning importance to public welfare. Information flow and hierarchical differences in the new literacies enable to 
democratic values be more easily adopted.  

These democratic culture and values are strongly related with digital literacy skills. Citizens could be aware of their environment 
by appropriately creating, using, responding, forwarding, sharing, achieving, and new media contents. Democratic participation and active 
citizenship are developed by multimodal and multifaceted channels. Lifelong learning and personal fulfillment opportunities may be 
improved by new literacies. It is important to note that informed, participatory, critical, expressive, ethical, and creative individuals make 
democratic society a reality (Livingstone, Van Couvering, & Thumin, 2008).  

The relationship between digital citizenship and new literacies are reciprocal. The required skills are almost identical. Additionally, 
democratic values needed for the citizenship are not different for new literacies. Democratic values could be acquired by new literacies. New 
literacies are prerequisite for digital citizenship. New literacies increase the availability of relevant and credible information and broaden the 
capacity of individuals to get, share, compare, and contextualize information by developing new skills. In democratic systems, everybody is 
expected to have equal opportunity to communicate and share their views with others (Knight Commission Report, 2009, p.17). 
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Required Skills for New Literacies as a Part of Digital Citizenship 
Internet and related applications provide ready-made programs and networks to construct, utilize, and disseminate information instead of 
struggling for preparing such programs. New literacies stressed mostly user-generated content employing technologies like Facebook, 
YouTube, and Twitter appropriately to access, navigate, discuss, interpret, produce and disseminate new multimedia-based messages. 
Luke (1996) notified some skills in this regard: being able to read and interpret images in a media-text, symbol saturated environment, 
multimodal configurations and to be able to construct, control, and manipulate visual texts and symbols (cited in Jewitt, 2008) 

Citizenship skills in the digital world are defined by educators as: (1) technical skills; (2) communication skills; (3) skills in acquiring 
and using information; (4) consumer skills; (5) influence on information society policy. Individuals who are at digital divide risk group were 
determined as middle-aged and older people, adult population not actively employed, and special-needs groups (Finish Ministry of 
Education, 2000). More specifically, literacy skills for digital citizenship can be listed as the following:  
 

• Linking and decomposing elements in a text (Bolter, 1999; Lemke, 1998; Beavis, 2006) 
• Interpretation of multimodal configurations (Kress, 2003) 
• Navigating pathways for the changing structure of texts  
• The manipulation of texts (e.g. annotation, elaborating, and tagging)  
• Searching and authenticating key information  
• Remaking, mashing, and remixing in the digital multimodal mediascape  
• Information management and reduction in a variety of settings  
• Relating and re-contextualizing information (Luke, 1996; Kress, 2003; Beavis, 2006).  

 
These skills help creating connections across time and space (as well as experiences) and enable narratives to be circulated, shared, 
reused, and further transformed. In this way, new technologies can offer tools for manipulating information in ways that significantly re-
shape knowledge – what is to be learnt as well as how it is to be learnt (Price and Rogers, 2003). Students in the classroom (as elsewhere) 
are engaged in making complex decisions about what mode to use, and how best to design multimodal configurations. Even very young 
children are engaged in both the consumption and the production of photography and film at home. Digital artifacts are key to the production 
of the family through the mediation of family activities, the recording of the family, as well as the construction of young people as literate 
(Marsh, 2006). Ways of describing and theorizing the broader set of practices of remaking, “mashing” and “remixing” in the digital 
multimodal mediascape are also required. Children and young people have limited access to forms of production and dissemination in 
educational contexts. However, when such technologies are co-opted by school, they are often used in reductive ways by students and 
adapted to fit with existing school practices (Lankshear & Knobel, 2003, Owen, Grant, Sayers, & Facer, 2006; Sefton-Green & Sinker, 
2000).  

There is not an ideal world in which new media and democracy interacted. Information, broadband, literacy and participation gaps 
are main problems in the digital citizenship activities. Information gaps occur when individuals do not have equal chances to access and use 
Interned as well as Web-based applications. Information ecology is a term symbolizing the accommodation of meeting individual and social 
information needs. It is also related to openness, inclusion, participation, and empowerment which are major democratic values. Broadband 
gap is an issue related to speed of the Internet service. Literacy gap points not to having some skills. Individuals lacking basic skills are not 
expected to acquire more advanced skills. They will experience problems with the new digital applications for effective citizenship. 
Participation gap is the final issue for citizenship practices. It refers to the degree of access to new media technologies at home. Thus, 
digital citizenship and new literacies both need supporting public policies and individual responsibilities to generate necessary 
competencies.  
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Abstract 
Literacies are tools for reading the world. The conventional understanding of literacy is reading, writing, and numeracy. New media 
environments are broadening this definition by including reading, writing, viewing and speaking. Thus, being literate consists being able to 
combine these skills in complex ways to create meaning in new media practising.  

Jenkins (2006) identified twelve “new media literacy skills” (NMLs) that are necessary for a cultural participation and active digital 
citizenship in today’s media environment. These are: Play (the capacity to experiment with one’s surroundings as a form of problem-
solving), Performance (the ability to adopt alternative identities for the purpose of improvisation and discovery), Simulation (the ability to 
interpret and construct dynamic models of real-world processes), Appropriation (the ability to meaningfully sample and remix media 
content), Multitasking (the ability to scan one’s environment and shift focus as needed to salient details), Distributed Cognition (the ability to 
interact meaningfully with tools that expand mental capacities), Collective Intelligence (the ability to pool knowledge and compare notes with 
others toward a common goal), Judgment (the ability to evaluate the reliability and credibility of different information sources), Transmedia 
Navigation (the ability to follow the flow of stories and information across multiple modalities), Networking (the ability to search for, 
synthesize, and disseminate information ), Negotiation (the ability to travel across diverse communities, discerning and respecting multiple 
perspectives, and grasping and following alternative norms), Visualization (the ability to create and understand visual representations of 
information). 

New media plays a vital role in creating new culture. The importance of new media literacy should not be limited to its technical 
characteristics. It should be expanded to include its socio-cultural characteristics. Overall, suggestions for researchers, professionals, 
educators and parents will be presented. 
Keywords: New media literacies (NMLs), Media literacy, Henry Jenkins, Web 2.0 
 
Introduction 
We live in digital life 7/24 within new media environments. By definition, new media is participatory. Users are no longer just consumers of 
media; they are producers as well. Users can create content, and this created content becomes instantly replicable and viewable by vast 
invisible audiences (Common Sense Media, 2011). People use digital media to socialize, conduct search, read news, express themselves, 
and connect to the world.  

93% of kids 12 to 17 are online (Jones & Fox, 2009), more than 35 hours of videos are uploaded to YouTube every minute 
(YouTube Blog, 2010) and Facebook has over 845 million monthly active users as of December 31, 2011 (Protalinski, 2012). Approximately 
20% to 30% of Facebook users are considered “power users”: As a result of these power users, the average Facebook user receives friend 
requests, receives personal messages, is tagged in photos, and receives feedback in terms of ‘likes’ at a higher frequency than they 
contribute (Hampton, Sessions Goulet, Marlow & Rainie, 2012). 

New media literacy plays an essential role for any citizen to participate fully in today’s contemporary culture. To fulfill the promise 
of digital citizenship, people must acquire multimedia communication skills that include the ability to compose messages using language, 
graphic design, images, and sound, and know how to use these skills to engage in the civic life of their communities. These competencies 
must be developed in formal educational settings, especially in K-12 and higher education, as well as informal settings (Hobbs, 2010).  

The Council of the European Union Report (2007) also argued that it is crucial to build up better knowledge and understanding of 
how the media work in the digital world, who the new players in the media economy are and which new possibilities, and challenges, digital 
media consumption may present. Hence, the purpose of this study is to elaborate new media literacy focusing on its technical and socio-
cultural dimensions. 
Digital literacy helps people for living, learning and working in a digital society. Hobbs (2010) suggested for all aspects of daily life, people 
today need a constellation of well-developed communication and problem-solving skills that include these competencies: 
 

                                                   
Figure 1: Essential competencies of digital and media literacy (Hobbs, 2010). 

 
Access: Finding and using media and technology tools skillfully and sharing appropriate and relevant information with others. 
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Analyze & Evaluate: Comprehending messages and using critical thinking to analyze message quality, veracity, credibility, and point of 
view, while considering potential effects or consequences of messages. 
Create: Composing or generating content using creativity and confidence in self-expression, with awareness of purpose, audience, and 
composition techniques. 
 
Reflect: Applying social responsibility and ethical principles to one’s own identity and lived experience, communication behaviour and 
conduct. 
Act: Working individually and collaboratively to share knowledge and solve problems in the family, the workplace and the community, and 
participating as a member of a community at local, regional, national and international levels. 

These five competencies work together in a spiral of empowerment, supporting people’s active participation in lifelong learning 
through the processes of both consuming and creating messages.  

In Confronting the Challenges of Participatory Culture: Media Education for the 21st Century, Jenkins et al. (2006) describe this 
new environment as a participatory culture. According to this report, a participatory culture has the following characteristics: low barriers for 
artistic expression and civic engagement, strong support for creating and sharing, informal mentorship whereby experienced users pass 
their knowledge on to novices, an atmosphere that encourages a sense that contributions matter, and an opportunity for social connection. 

Jenkins et al. (2006) argue that the concept of media literacy becomes an increasingly vital for media consumption and media 
production for full participation in today’s digital environment.  They make a critical theoretical contribution by identifying twelve “new media 
literacies” (NMLs) that are necessary for a full participation in today's media environment. These skills are: Play, performance, simulation, 
appropriation, multitasking, distributed cognition, collective intelligence, judgment, transmedia navigation, networking, negotiation, and 
visualization (Jenkins et al., 2006). The NML framework differs from previous media literacy models. People are active participants in the 
new digital environment. Jenkins also claims that the focus of literacy has shifted from individual expression to community involvement. 
Working together with others has become much more important. Jenkins’ 12 new media literacy skills are below: 

Play: The capacity to experiment with one’s surroundings as a form of problem-solving. 
Performance: The ability to adopt alternative identities for the purpose of improvisation and discovery. 
Simulation: The ability to interpret and construct dynamic models of real-world processes. 
Appropriation: The ability to meaningfully sample and remix media content. 
Multitasking: The ability to scan one’s environment and shift focus as needed to salient details. 
Distributed cognition: The ability to interact meaningfully with tools that expand mental capacities. 
Collective intelligence: The ability to pool knowledge and compare notes with others toward a common goal. 
Judgment: The ability to evaluate the reliability and credibility of different information sources. 
Transmedia navigation: The ability to follow the flow of stories and information across multiple modalities. 
Networking: The ability to search for, synthesize, and disseminate information. 
Negotiation: The ability to travel across diverse communities, discerning and respecting multiple perspectives, and grasping and following 
alternative norms. 
Visualization: The ability to interpret and create data representations for the purposes of expressing ideas, finding patterns, and identifying 
trends. 

Each of these skills represents a principle or approach to learning. NML plans to highlight these emerging skills and practices. 
Affiliations (memberships, formal and informal, in online communities such as Facebook); expressions (producing new creative forms, such 
as digital sampling, fan videomaking, fan fiction writing, zines, mash-ups); collaborative problem-solving (working together in teams, formal 
and informal, to complete tasks and develop new knowledge such as Wikipedia); circulations (shaping the flow of media such as 
podcasting, blogging) are forms of participatory culture (Jenkins et al., 2006). 

Each of these activities contains opportunities for learning, creative expression, civic engagement, political empowerment, and 
economic advancement. Some people learn some of these skills through their participation in the informal online learning communities, 
some people learn in formal education environments. Some countries change their media literacy education programs in the curriculum 
according to new media literacy requirements.  

New media literacy is one of the parts of digital citizenship. As new technologies emerge, people need to learn how to use that 
technology quickly and appropriately. Digital citizenship involves educating people in a new framework. Most of these people need a high 
degree of new media literacy skills for become safe, responsible, and respectful digital citizens. 
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Abstract  
Increasingly widespread online presence has significantly changed typical ways of contacting others and maintaining social connections. 
Traditionally, social capital has been described as a resource that lies in a person’s social connections, or – as a collective characteristic – 
social networks, which lead to reciprocity, solidarity and trust. The advent of social media fundamentally has challenged sociologists’ views 
on what the components of social capital are and how social ties build up networks and indicate the resources within an individual’s 
networks. I argue that for a better understanding of online social capital, we have to differentiate between two different types of online 
connections: connections based on mutual acquaintance and connections based on online activities. While the characteristics of network 
capital (defined as productive combinations of social connections, technology, and technological skills) can be found in both types of online 
connections, it is latent ties that are more characteristic of connections based on online activities.   
  The appearance of new online platforms has led to a significant change in the typical ways of connectivity, engaging in and 
maintaining social connections. For Internet users (especially young Internet users), it has become more and more difficult to avoid adding 
an online dimension to their connections, both in terms of maintaining previously offline relationships through online means, and forming 
new connections online. This remarkable shift in the field of community formation has led to the question of social capital. How can already 
existing theories of social capital be applied in an environment with fundamentally different features? What kind of new aspects should be 
added to the theory in order to understand the formation of social capital? In the following paper, I present an overview of some relevant 
approaches and develop a synthesized concept of the online components of social capital.  
  
Interpretational frames – digital natives as main beneficiaries of new technologies?  
Before turning to our main question, it is important to recall Prensky’s famous concept of digital natives and digital immigrants. The concept 
lies on two basic assumptions: one is that young people are familiar with current technological developments, while the other is that since 
technology is part of their growing up, it affects their learning skills and preferences. Bennett, Maton & Kervin 2008). According to criticisms 
of this theory these assumptions lack of empirical evidence, however it is often accepted as an unquestionable fact, while there might be 
quite significant differences between how and what for young people use the internet and in a wider sense the digital devices. “[T]here also 
appears to be a significant proportion of young people who do not have the levels of access or technology skills predicted by proponents of 
the digital native idea. Such generalisations about a whole generation of young people thereby focus attention on technically adept students. 
With this comes the danger that those less interested and less able will be neglected, and that the potential impact of socio-economic and 
cultural factors will be overlooked.” (Bennett, Maton & Kervin 2008, pp. 778-779). One of the most recent empirical findings on this topic 
suggests that criticisers are correct. Among other findings that fundamentally challenge the undifferentiated view of the “net-generation” the 
EU Kids Online Project has shown that “[o]n average, one third of 9-16 year olds (36%) say that the statement, »I know more about the 
internet than my parents«, is ‘very true’ of them, one third (31%) say it is ‘a bit true’ and one third (33%) say it is ‘not true’ of them.” 
(Livingstone et al. 2011, p.28).   
The possible limits of the digital natives theory are one of the most important reasons why dealing with online aspects of social capital is 
essential.   
  
Network capital and technical capital as a starting point  
 Social capital can be viewed either as a collective feature (as in the theories of Putnam or Fukuyama) or as an individual resource 
(Bourdieu, Coleman), but, as Molnár (2003) argues, the two approaches can be integrated to highlight two important components of social 
capital. These are “social network: meetings of friends, visits, neighbourly connections, social events; and civic engagement: willingness in 
community participation, expression of opinions, membership conditions, participation in elections, etc.” (Molnár 2003, p.115.)  
The online aspects of social capital can be considered from two different perspectives. The concept of network capital, as defined by Ágnes 
Czakó and Endre Sik (1995) can lead to a good framework to bring a common denominator of online and “offline” social capital. “Network 
capital is the common part of social capital and knowledge capital. Social capital is a resource that comes from, »derives« from 
interpersonal relations and it can be utilized according to one’s knowledge capital. (Knowledge capital is the sum of all abilities and skills 
that enable an actor to behave in accordance with situations, creatively.)” (Czakó & Sik 1995) Although the authors use their concept of 
network capital to describe Hungary in the era of the democratic transition, the theory can be applied to  online connections too, because 
knowledge capital may include the creative utilization of computer-mediated communication. Paul Resnick gives a highly similar description 
of the concept he calls SocioTechnical Capital. In his use, the term refers to: 

“productive combinations of social relations and information and communication technology. It is thus a special case, a subset of 
social capital, but an important one because technological advances have opened many new opportunities that have not been examined 
from the social capital perspective. (…) As with purely social capital, resources are accumulated as a side effect of previous interactions. 
The resources may consist of artifacts created during the earlier interactions, or social ties and practices that developed. They constitute 
capital if they help a group of people to accomplish more together, improving the routing of information, the exchange of resources, the 
provision of emotional support, or the ability to coordinate and to mobilize for collective action. The resources are sociotechnical in nature if 
their production or use requires a combination of social relations and information and communications technologies.” (Resnick 2001, p. 
250.)  

Sarita Yardi (2009) also talks about technical capital, but her theoretical focus differs from Resnick’s. In her view “[t]echnical 
capital is a variation on social capital which is a measurement of access an individual may have to resources embedded in relationships with 
network member (…) Technical capital refers to availability of technical resources in a network, and the mobilization of these resources in 
ways that can positively impact access to information and upward mobility.” (Yardi 2009, p.9.) Though Yardi refers specifically to the 
technical and technological flow of information and knowledge in the networks, the main difference is that she doesn’t see the 
technology-mediated nature of connections as a fundamental feature, but instead as an explanatory factor. Thus the availability of 
technology is an independent variable of technical capital, so her theory can be interpreted in the paradigm of digital divide too.  

In summary, the above discussed form of social capital can be described as productive combinations of social relations, 
technology, and technological skills. I will use the term network capital with this definition.  
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The theories presented so far refer to the social capital realized in online spaces as something that is by nature additional to the 
social capital of an individual.  However, given the (possibly) different formation of online networks, it is premature to state that this is 
always the case. Online networks (at least certain kinds of online networks) can be much more mutable as offline ones. Matthew Smith’s 
concept of Implicit Affinity Networks (M. Smith 2011) offers an explanation of this characteristic. Smith’s theory was primarily created as 
foundation of his qualitative studies of network dynamics. Instead of the relationship-centred approach of social networks, he advocates an 
individual-centred approach. This means that “[w]e consider individuals as social actors characterized by a wide range of attributes and we 
let relationships among them emerge naturally as a result of commonalities across attributes. Unlike traditional social networks where links 
represent explicit relationships, the links in our approach are based strictly on affinities, or inherent similarities, among the social actors, 
which create implicit, and multi-faceted, relationships. We call the resulting networks Implicit Affinity Networks (IANs).  Because individuals 
are complex entities whose attitudes and behaviors change over time, IANs are intrinsically dynamic, and  
evolve naturally with such factors as their participants' age, occupation, interests, and life circumstances.“ (M. Smith 2011, p.8.)  
  
Types of connectivity  
Before introducing the capital that can be described with the use of IANs, it is important to note that these characteristics can only describe 
online networks to a certain extent. My earlier research has shown that there are two kinds of online connections. Online connections based 
on mutual acquaintanceship occur when the connections are undirected, established by mutual agreement and the aim of communication is 
typically phatic expression. Connections based on online activities, on the other hand, describe typically directed connections, while the 
maintenance of the connections is basically through communication functions that refer to the message (i.e., referential or poetic function), 
instead of the connection. Thus the reason of the connection is the (not necessarily mutual) interest. It is important to note that Matthew 
Smith also describes a similar difference between implicit affinity networks and explicit social networks (M. Smith 2008), but since these 
networks can be more and more overlapping (a good example is the subscription feature of Facebook, or the social features of Tumblr that 
enable person-to-person communication), it might be clearer to use a distinction based on the types of connectivity, that can be interpreted 
as two ends of a scale instead of being dichotomous ideal types.  

On this basis it is easy to understand that the dynamic networks that consist of inconstant attitudes can emerge via connections 
based on online activities. According to Matthew Smith, in these kind of networks the social capital eo ipso cannot be grasped, only its 
potential. “Social capital really accrues when individuals are aware of it, that is, when they establish explicit and intentional relationships with 
each other.” (M. Smith 2011, p.9.)  

Having sketched some basic conceptual frames, we can see a flow chart of the building of online social capital. As explained, 
connections based on online activities only mean a potential for social capital. That means the resources inherent in social connections can 
only be realized via explicit reflections of the members of a given network. The world of directed connections can only be converted into 
social capital, if the actors concerned are aware of the inherent resources of the connections. This statement raises the question: how does 
the “capital as resource” concept of networks characterised by connections based on online activity differ from a “traditional” blog (or – 
mentioning job search as one of the typical examples of social capital – from an advertising magazine). To answer this question it is first 
important to note that in the case of the advertising magazine we cannot talk about a resource based on a social network, only the meeting 
of supply and demand (optimistically). In general the individual’s focus of interest is a factor that can be utilized as a resource. In the case of 
the directed links (remaining at the example of job search) the given possibility is connected to an already known actor with a coherent 
online profile (or, using Goffman’s words, a coherent online front). This actor can rightly expect from the members of his or her network that 
they are aware of the main characteristics of his or her online profile and activities. For instance a tweet of a professor that contains 
information about an internship probably comes from the background assumption that it is relevant for the professor’s followers. The 
followers probably can guess even from a laconic message what kind of tasks the intern might face. In general in this case the subject of 
interest is the person (or institutional actor) who represents the connection convertible to resource.   

The above described concept of network capital can therefore be used to understand social capital in case of connections based 
on mutual acquaintance. If the connection is based on online activities, it is important to take into account the fact that networks built of such 
connections are less stable and more mutable, so it is only potential social capital that we can discuss.  
  
On the way from potential to real  
How can potential social capital be realised? This question can be answered by considering the bond theory of Caroline Haythorntwaite. 
The basic assumption of social bond theory is that connections have two main qualities.  Strong ties occur in connections characterised by 
frequent interactions and strong emotional commitment (leading to what Putnam calls bonding social capital), while weak ties characterise 
looser, connections of acquaintances (leading to bridging social capital):  
“Weak ties are much more likely to establish connections (form bridges) between local groups of people who have strong connections than 
strong ties. Thus the strength of weak ties is inherent in that such  
relations establish connections between otherwise fragmented parts of societies, that means they integrate them.” (Szántó & Orbán 2005, p. 
61-62)  

Haythornthwaite’s bond theory (2005) refers specifically to online spaces. The author, through examining research groups and 
students involved in distance learning, found that stronger ties come together with diversity in the means of communication. “[M]ore strongly 
tied pairs make use of more of the available media” – this phenomenon is “media multiplexity” (Haythorntwaite 2005, p.130.)1. In addition, 
the new ways of maintaining relationships provided by new media affect the development of in-group connections too. “[I]ntroducing a new 
medium to a group (1) creates latent ties, (2) recasts weak ties – both forging new ones and disrupting existing associations – and (3) has 
minimal impact on strong ties.” (Haythornthwaite 2005, p.136.) The presupposition of the theory of latent ties is the existence the existence 
of technologies that provide infrastructures that function as an alternative of personal relations. If these infrastructures connect with devices 
that provide access, the possibility of forming social networks is created. “Such infrastructures make a connection available technically, even 
if not yet activated socially. These technical connections support latent social network ties, used here to indicate ties that are technically 
possible but not yet activated socially.” (Haythornthwaite 2005, p.137.) Thus weak ties can emerge among those who previously had not 
known each other, but the opposite can also be true: if an infrastructure disappears, weak ties can break up (regardless of the means of 
formation), if relationship maintaining occurred primarily through the infrastructure. It’s enough to think of how much the relationship 
maintaining costs of active users of social networking sites would rise if the online platforms that enabled them to keep connected would 
disappear. But this example raises a question Haythorntwaite in 2005 could not have asked. Is the technological potential of connections 
enough to suppose latent ties between the members? Can we for instance say that the more than 800 million Facebook users are 
connected through latent ties? I would say no. The theory of latent ties needs to be supplemented with a social clause. Haythornwhite did 
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not reflect2 upon the fact that SNSs, in theory, provide technological possibility for each and every member to connect any other member. 
This social clause can be explained using an argument from Barry Wellman, made in 1990, originally about community ties and social 
support. Available, but unrealized connections could of course be differentiated already before the Internet age. Availability usually depends 
on kinship and other community memberships (e.g., school, church, workplace). Based on these assumptions Wellman estimates the 
number of available connections of a 40-year-old with a family to be 16,000.  Out of these, states Wellman, 2,700 can be accessed directly 
(based mostly on social and physical proximity), while the remaining possibilities to connect can be generally realized via indirect 
interactions (Wellman 1990).  

1- According to Haythorntwaite’s results, the subject of communication depends solely on the type of the social tie and not the 
medium of communication. I think this question needs to be examined again, because social networking sites and the means of 
connection based on online activities could have led to changes.  
2- This is not at all surprising given the fact that the origins of her concept date before her quoted article. Although the first website 
that allowed organizing one’s acquaintances into lists was launched in 1997, the real expansion of social networking sites only 
began in 2002-2003.  
In the world of online ties, where the role of localities is much less important (and the role of implicit affinity networks are more and 

more important), the estimated number becomes meaningless. However it is worth to think about the further limits of potentially formable 
connections besides the technological availability and the membership in online communities. The seemingly most evident limiting factor is 
language proficiency. Only those can engage in meaningful connections who speak a common language, regardless of this language is 
their mother tongue or a lingua franca. This also suggests that there is no permanent number of potential connections, even if we know how 
many network memberships an individual has.  

Another important question is that whether the theoretical expansion of potential connections brings a change in the nature and 
quantity of the practically realized connections. While ephemeral relationships can also be transferred into online connections, the number 
of sustainable social relationships is obviously limited. There are several theories about this limit; one of the most famous ones is Dunbar’s 
number. Robin Dunbar anthropologist puts this number around 150, based on his biological, anthropological, historical and sociometrical 
examinations (see Dunbar 1993). Dunbar’s theory of course refers to offline spaces and can be applied for a deeper understanding of the 
theory of social ties. If we consider strong and weak ties two ends of a scale rather than a dichotomy, we can state that in this scale certain 
connections may move with time and geographical distance. To apply Dunbar’s theory in online spaces we have to keep in mind that on 
social networking sites time is usually frozen, that is SNSs allow users to freeze the time and space of each confirmed connection, and that 
might lead to the expansion of actively maintained social connections. A 2011 study (Goncalves et al. 2011) however confirms Dunbar’s 
findings for Twitter users: the authors found that can deal with a maximum of 100 to 200 stable connections. In a critique of a different study 
that led to similar consequences, Barry Wellman (2011) states that these theories are mistaken, and even before the age of the Internet 
there were studies that showed evidence of much larger personal network sizes. As for online spaces, “social media such as Facebook 
have increased the carrying capacity of relationships, with heavy Internet users having more close ties”.  

The views on the number of sustainable relationships are highly connected to the theories about social capital, because, we can 
conclude, that the accessibility of resources inherent in social relations can have cognitive and activation premises even in connections 
based on mutual acquaintance. The cognitive premise is the recognition of resources inherent in possibly faded (but technically still existing) 
relationships, while the given relationships have to be re-activated in order to take advantage of the perceived resources.   
  
Conclusion 
In summary, the theory I have presented on the online components of social capital is a combination of network capital, and the extent of 
activation potential and resources inherent in latent ties.  

For a deeper understanding of the online components of social capital, it must be recognized that there are two fundamentally 
different types of online connections, and these types may have a notable effect on the composition of social capital. In the case of online 
connections based on mutual acquaintanceship the role of network capital is more salient, while in the case of connections based on online 
activities latent ties have a greater role. A qualitative approach of implicit affinity networks is needed to understand the main patterns of 
online community formation. As a hypothesis for further research, two kinds of communities can be sketched. “Communities based on 
attitudes” are long lasting, and membership requires a high level of commitment. “Communities based on actualities” (Bauer & Déri 2011) 
are connected to specific happenings, news, and events, and are typically active for a limited period of time. If we accept that implicit affinity 
networks cannot be viewed as a monolith, we can gain a deeper understanding of community formation and social capital.  
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OPTIMIZING FOR INTIMACY: THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COWBIRD.COM  
 

P. Simran Sethi, Associate Professor of Journalism, University of Kansas, USA, simran@ku.edu 
 
ABSTRACT  
Cowbird is a small online community focused on the preservation of storytelling through the use of digital technology and the development 
of a new form of participatory journalism highlighting “the human stories behind major news.” The website’s broader cultural narrative is 
comprised of stories reflecting on creators’ direct contact and shared engagement with the events that happens around them (what its 
creators have defined as a “public library of the human experience”).  

This case study explores Cowbird’s emerging communications paradigm and details the coding decisions that have fostered 
intimacy and facilitated empowered networked interactions within the site’s sub-communities. These efforts to design for intimacy include 
boundary characteristics, strategic use of image and sound, and social networking through the currency of stories rather than traditional 
commenting features. They have resulted in the cultivation of an intimate space within a very public environment that supports and 
encourages deeply personal disclosure.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
In his seminal text Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, communications theorist Marshall McLuhan famously proclaimed “the 
medium is the message,” explaining “the personal and social consequences of any medium—that is, of any extension of ourselves—result 
from the new scale that is introduced into our affairs by each extension of ourselves, or by any new technology” (1964, p.7). This assertion, 
known as the Marshall Equation, has been widely misinterpreted as a belief that channels of information have precedence over content. 
What the McLuhan Equation is actually concerned with are the consequences engendered by the interface between the “message”—
defined as the change a new innovation brings to the public sphere—and the “medium”—an extension of self, or anything from which 
change emerges (1964, p.8). Jonathan Harris, the creator and founder of the participatory website Cowbird, illuminates: “Every technology 
extends some pre-existing human urge or trait.  A hammer extends the hand.  A piano extends the voice.  Facebook extends our urge to be 
noticed.  Twitter extends our urge to be up to date” (personal communication, March 3, 2012).  

Cowbird is a small online community focused on fusing elements of traditional storytelling with digital technology to preserve the 
art of storytelling and pioneer a new form of participatory journalism that highlights “the human stories behind major news.” The website is 
comprised of stories reflecting on creators’ direct contact and shared engagement with events that happen around them; what its creators 
define on the site as a “public library of the human experience.” The interface reduces barriers to creating beautiful multimedia stories that 
incorporate text, images, audio, maps, timelines, dedications and tags. As of March 26, 2012, the site had a membership of 10,482 people, 
with 2,221 participants identified as active users having shared at least one story. Roughly half of the stories emanated from the United 
States, followed by stories from the United Kingdom, Italy, Canada, India and France (A. Correal, personal communication, March 26, 
2012).  

Cowbird, the website explains, is “an alternative to the frenzied shorter, faster, more mindset that increasingly dominates our 
(digital) lives. [It is] a place to slow down and go deeper—less about sharing what you link to and like, and more about sharing what life’s 
really like” (Harris & Correal, 2011). Within the frame of McLuhan’s “medium,” Cowbird “extends our capacity for awareness and empathy, 
so we can see and feel more deeply” (J. Harris, personal communication, March 3, 2012). The socio-cultural change the medium of Cowbird 
fosters is an intimacy achieved through deliberate design applications and the alchemy of user interactions into sub-communities that offer 
support through listening, sharing and bearing witness to human experience. 
 
DESIGNING FOR INTIMACY 
The design methodology of Cowbird reflects a systems theory approach in which the structure creates the behavior. “All environments 
encourage certain kinds of behavior,” explains Harris. “If you live near a ski slope, you are more likely to ski.  If you live near a beach, you 
are more likely to surf. With Cowbird, I wanted to create a space that felt like a church, or a forest, or a farm, or a library, or a wide-open 
field; a quiet space that would encourage contemplation and support people in the process off slowing down and going deeper” (personal 
communication, March 3, 2012).  

The task of helping people feel comfortable, slow down and reflect is anathema to traditional experiences with and on the Internet. 
Building on the work of McLuhan, media critic Neil Postman asserts, “We have devalued the singular human capacity to see things whole in 
all their psychic, emotional and moral dimensions, and we have replaced this with faith in the powers of technical calculation” (1992, p.118). 
Cowbird seeks to counter this through design for intimacy. These can be broken down into three overarching categories of boundary 
characteristics, strategic uses of image and sound, and social networking through the currency of stories, rather than comments.  
 
Boundary Characteristics 
Privacy is defined as a feeling that one has the right to own private information, either personally or collectively (Morr Serewicz & Petronio, 
2007). Whether actualized or not, this belief bolsters our sense of autonomy and makes us feel less vulnerable. The first step in this 
negotiation of privacy is a comprehension of publicness.  

The Internet has created a new kind of public sphere in which technology, rather than physical proximity, enables people to share and 
connect. We are able to formulate and comprehend identities and observe people’s daily lives through direct in-person observation, and 
through responses ranging from Facebook updates to live video streams. This information, once shared, reshapes information ownership. 
This may have little consequence when revealing the contents of one’s lunch, but takes on heightened importance when revealing the 
contents of one’s heart. Therefore, it is important to distinguish these networked publics from mediated and unmediated publics because the 
underlying architecture of each arena impacts social interaction (Boyd, 2007, p. 8). Boyd explains four properties separate unmediated 
publics from networked publics: 
1) Persistence of the network that extends well beyond a specific speech or action at a particular moment in time.  
2) Searchability of the networked communication and the “digital body” of an individual. 
3) Replicability of the network.  
4) Invisible audiences that can receive our networked expressions and may interpret or share them in ways we did not intend. 

“In short, a mediated public (and especially a networked public) could consist of all people across all space and all time” (Boyd, 2007, 
p.9). This reinforces the need for privacy negotiation. Privacy and personalization are independent constructs that work in tandem to 
facilitate online user engagement (Awad & Krishnan, 2006). Research by Pike, Bateman and Butler suggests the public nature of online 
spaces impacts this interplay (2009, p.1). The creation of psychological boundaries around information inform general opinion on how public 
a space is and, thereby, impact individuals’ self-disclosure behaviors. A user who perceives an online environment to be more private tends 
to share more personal information because the risk of vulnerability is lower, while a user who perceives a site to be more public will 
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disclose less information because of higher vulnerability risks (Pike et al, 2009). Perception is a critical component of the user experience 
and willingness to self-disclose. Although material may be publicly accessible, perceptions of privacy inform and impact understanding of 
privateness and publicness.  

Privacy boundaries can be thick or thin. As we permeate these layers and share information, we reshape our online boundaries 
based on self-devised personal boundary rules largely designed to minimize risk and vulnerability (Petronio, 2008). Cowbird fosters a sense 
of safety within the space through specific boundary characteristics including mode-of-entry and ingroup/outgroup boundaries. “A social 
networking environment’s mode of entry boundary is negatively associated with perceived publicness” (Pike et al, 2009, p.4). On Cowbird, 
users are required to request an invitation to join the site in which they must complete a short paragraph describing themselves and their 
stories. Once the invitation is accepted (in actuality, a low-barrier process designed to identify and eliminate salespeople and spammers), 
users are asked to compose a profile that includes an image and self-identified characteristics about the user such as “artist, brother, 
computer scientist, nomad, storyteller” (as detailed on founder Jonathan Harris’ profile). Pike at al assert, “If the mode of entry boundary is 
sufficient to meet the discloser’s boundary requirements, the need for an ingroup/outgroup boundary is lessened” (2009, p.4).    

The ingroup/outgroup boundary reinforces the perception of an additional protective layer between site users and the public at 
large. For Cowbird, this boundary divides the users of the social networking environment into audiences. Members can join multiple 
audiences and receive updates on new stories added by selected authors.  

Users are also able to make stories fully public or fully private. Private stories are closed to all members of the networked public 
(including those within the Cowbird community) and are used for drafts of stories and personal diaries. Public stories can be read by anyone 
within the networked public (i.e. with access to the Internet).  However, only members are allowed to respond to site content and receive 
updates on site information. These boundary characteristics help induce a sense of intimacy—one that is further enhanced by additional 
design elements and strategies.  
 
Strategic Use of Media Elements 
In their work on virtual environments, Goslin and Morie determined, “an emotive response can be elicited in a subject through strategic use 
of imagery and sound in a virtual environment, which will enhance the sensation of immersion in the simulation and thereby help to 
compensate for the inadequacies of contemporary technology” (1996, p. 95). Designing for this response is one of the strongest 
distinguishing features of Cowbird. Founder Jonathan Harris explains: 

The Occupy movement started happening [and] I began to realize that a new storytelling paradigm was necessary.  The 
movement was writing its own history with tweets and live [video] streams, but those formats were disappearing almost 
instantaneously, drowning in the deluge of new information.  On the other hand, the articles appearing in newspapers 
didn't begin to communicate the feeling of actually being there.  I started taking pictures, and writing up short vignettes 
describing my experiences there, and started posting those stories on Cowbird. (Personal communication, March 3, 
2012) 
On Cowbird, viewers experience one media element at a time. First, a large image that Harris explains, “You have to step in to 

sort of like going into a lake. You swim around in it for awhile and it moves around with you like moving through water” (personal 
communication, March 26, 2012). If audio is included with the story, users stare at the image while listening to sound. Once those elements 
have been absorbed (through a slow scrolling of the image), viewers move on to text. (Writers are encouraged to format text with spaces to 
make the stories less crowded and more legible.) As readers continue to scroll, metadata illuminates how the single story connects to the 
larger Cowbird ecosystem. The site explains: “Add a location, and we'll add an interactive map. Add a date, and we'll add a calendar page. 
Add tags, and we'll connect your story to similar stories. Add characters, and we'll build you an ever-growing cast of your life” (Harris & 
Correal, 2011).  

This engagement can, perhaps, be best described as interdependence. Through the coding of metadata, Cowbird automatically 
finds similarities and connections between users’ stories, thus weaving them into collective narratives organized by date, place, theme, 
authors and more. The goal of telling stories from within the experience is reinforced by this layout; it is an advancement toward a larger, 
singular human story. Research on virtual worlds indicates this kind of emotional immersion stimulates immediate sensory perception and 
increases user acceptance of virtual worlds as “less a construct and more a personal experience” (Goslin & Morie, 1996, p. 97).  
The design of Cowbird is in contrast to most user experiences on the Internet. A typical website has numerous design elements competing 
for a user’s attention: images, text, links, banner advertisements, sidebars with additional information, icons indicating ways to share 
material and tallies highlighting how many times content has been tweeted or “liked.” Within that cluttered context, opportunities to fully 
immerse into a single experience are slim. Harris adds, “If I’m a storyteller and I’ve put a lot of my soul into telling a story and then you’re 
looking at it while hyper-multitasking and looking at lots of other stuff. . .that makes me feel worse about giving so much of myself into this 
thing you’re going to give so little of yourself to” (personal communication, March 26, 2012). The measured unfolding of content minimizes 
this sentiment by requiring viewers to slow down and pay attention in order to fully consume the story.     
 
Stories as Social Networks 
The dominant modes of communication on most social networks are messages, comments and enabling features through which to like or 
share content. This networked information is often shared and re-shared with little time for reflection or deep engagement—and is subject to 
both negative and positive commentary. Cowbird engages users in deeper response levels and inhibits negativity by limiting mechanisms 
for response. Harris explains, “There’s no commenting where people can be negative. There’s no way for people to actually express 
negative sentiments. You can only express positive things. You can love stories [and] you can join somebody’s audience. You can sprout a 
story from their story and you can dedicate a story like giving a gift to somebody but there’s no avenue for negativity” (personal 
communication, March 3, 2012).  

This design contributes to the sense of safety within the networked public. Cowbird members create and share within a safe 
space where they can express themselves freely without the risk of being criticized, which, in turn, fosters a momentum of greater disclosure 
of private information. This act of disclosure creates (willingly or not) a confidant—or confidants—within the Cowbird readership and draws 
readers into a collective privacy boundary (Petronio, 2008). They, in essence, become co-owners of the story. As co-owners, people often 
assume a level of responsibility for the information. Annie Correal, Cowbird’s Community Manager, highlights two kinds of empathy 
generated by this process: “the empathy created by reading about others (as they describe themselves), and the empathy created by going 
out and writing/photographing/recording others” (personal communication, March 2, 2012). This empathy has given rise to smaller sub-
communities, including one group of people who have lost their loved ones to suicide and talked about the experience. The group has 
proactively responded to stories in which suicidal tendencies have been referenced. Correal describes this as, “a startling example of the 
sort of dialogue that can take place by reflecting on stories—and communicating through stories” (personal communication, March 3, 2012). 

Correal identifies the development of these sub-communities thusly: 
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A few stories early on seem to have drawn people out of the general pool and inspired them to write stories on the 
same theme/experience. In many cases these writers continue to write on that theme/experience after the first time, so 
it seems that feeling they are part of a smaller community within the larger community has a generative effect that 
maintain its membership. It's a community that recognizes itself as such. One of the authors, Leigh, realized an author 
would be notified if she “dedicated” a story to them. She dedicated a story to Gillian, another author who had lost a 
sibling to suicide, and then changed the dedication (and later dedicated it to her deceased brother). This may have 
been her having second thoughts. But it may have also been a subtle way of saying, “Hey, I hear you”—a way to use a 
feature of the system to show she felt connected to this young woman who had gone through the same thing. You could 
also venture to say that Alex's "Please don't kill yourself" story and the response is an extension of this community of 
people grappling with suicide. (Personal communication, March 3, 2012) 

Cowbird is a critique and departure from existing social networks, yet also reflects the same issues and challenges that surface in 
networked, mediated and unmediated publics.  
 
CONCLUSION 
Marshall McLuhan believed “the aspiration of our time for wholeness, empathy and depth of awareness is a natural adjunct of electric 
technology (1965, p. 5). Few websites have come close to achieving this in the same way as Cowbird. Design choices around boundary 
characteristics, the unfolding of media elements and inclusion of metadata, and the use of stories as the primary form of feedback have 
resulted in an online experience that supports depth of feeling and fosters intimacy, manifesting Harris’ vision of software as medicine: “You 
can observe a given community, and you can start to see the things that are ailing it.  Then, you can build software programs designed to 
counteract those ailments. . . If the programs are well-designed and popular, millions of people can start using them in a matter of days or 
weeks or months.  And when they start using them, their behavior will change” (J. Harris, personal communication, March 3, 2012). 
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ORGANIZATIONAL APPROACHES TO SOCIAL MEDIA BRANDING: COMPARING BRAND FACEBOOK PAGES AND WEB SITES. 
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ABSTRACT 
Corporate branding online is currently at a crossroads. Branding involves using symbols, names, or visual designs to communicate the 
identity and tone of a corporation, but, with the arrival of social media, corporations need to rethink and restructure their branding efforts. 
The structure of social media sites changes the way brand values and philosophies are communicated to the consumer. Sites, such as 
Facebook, provide a way for corporations to directly interact with and respond to their consumers. Through an exploratory content analysis, 
this study looks at 40 of the top brands listed on Interbrand’s 100 Best Global Brands of 2011 list and compares the brands’ Web sites and 
Facebook pages. The study documents that while these brands are adding content to their Facebook, they are not utilizing or leveraging 
their brand identity to interact with consumers on these sites. This finding presents a huge opportunity for brands looking to extend their 
exposure to consumers through social media. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Social media are changing the way corporations are structuring their branding efforts. Because people are spending an increasing amount 
of time using social media, corporations are expanding their branding initiatives to extend their presence on these new platforms to reach 
their audiences. The most popular social media Web site, Facebook, has over 800 million users worldwide. There has been little research 
examining branding practices in regard to corporate Facebook pages. The purpose of this exploratory study was to conduct a systematic 
content analysis of a sample of branded Facebook pages and brand Web sites. Forty brands were selected from Interbrand’s annual list of 
100 Best Global Brands. Data were collected using a standardized coding form. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Social media has enabled organizations to do things that were previously not thought possible.  Organizations can directly interact and 
respond to customers as well as advertise their product or service through multiple new mediums. According to Scott (2011), “social media 
provide the way people share ideas, content, thoughts and relationships online” (p. 38). Facebook, Twitter and YouTube are all examples of 
social media Web sites. Social networking Web sites—a subset of social media—utilize two-way communication. Boyd and Ellison (2008) 
identify three characteristics of social networking sites: users create a profile within a system, users have a list of other users they have a 
connection to, and users can examine and navigate their list of connections (p. 211). This online network described by Boyd and Ellison 
supports the notion of online community, which is an important aspect of social media.   

Facebook is one of the largest online communities. The authors selected to analyze Facebook because it is the most visited U.S. 
Web site in America (Nielsen, 2011, p. 2).  Every company has the ability to create a Facebook page for their organization as many have 
already done.  The Nielsen Social Media Report (2011) found that 53% of social media users follow a brand (p. 11).  Within the next five 
years, Anderson et al. (2011) argue that the market for social commerce will greatly expand, making Facebook brand pages important for 
organizations to create and maintain. With this expanding social marketplace, researchers in both brand design and social media need to 
understand how organizations are utilizing this new market. New social media platforms, such as Facebook, make it easier for brands to 
create and manage brand communities.  

Interbrand—the world’s largest brand consultancy—defines the term brand, as a “living business asset” (Best Global Brands 
2011, p. 3). Jez Frampton, the Global Chief Executive at Interbrand discusses how brands need to be able to adapt and stay ahead of the 
changes that happen around them. Frampton identified social media as one of those changes brands need to adapt to and leverage. If not, 
a great opportunity will be missed. When analyzing the brand’s Web site and Facebook page, numerous branding concepts should be 
examined. Even though there is a great amount of literature on the intangible aspects of a brand, such as brand personality, the authors 
chose not to examine any intangible concepts. Even though these aspects are sometimes easy to identity, a valid and reliable scale that 
measures brand personality has not yet been created (Aaker, 1997, p. 347). In this study, the authors focus on multiple visual components 
that help create and maintain brand identity. According to Aaker and Joachimsthaler (2000), brand identity is “a vision of how that brand 
should be perceived by its target audience” (p. 27). Keller (1998, p. 50) argues, “customer-based brand equity occurs when the consumer 
has a high level of awareness and familiarity with the brand and holds some strong, favorable, and unique brand associations in memory.” 
Part of this branding process involves the use of branding elements that assist consumers with their identification of the brand.  
Furthermore, these elements should help trigger positive associations. Keller lists the “main brand elements” as “names, logos, symbols, 
characters, slogans, jingles, and packages” (Keller, 1998, p 131).  

Social media platforms enable brands to create brand communities, which are another touch point to which the company’s 
branding strategy must be applied. Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) define a brand community as “a specialized, non-geographically bound 
community, based on a structured set of social relationships” (p. 412). Today, organizations are using Facebook to build virtual brand 
communities. When an individuals ‘likes’ a certain Facebook page, they become a member of that brand’s community. Facebook provides 
consumers with a way to become involved in numerous brand communities simultaneously. 

To further explore how corporations are using their branding on Facebook and to what degree it is consistent with their Web site, 
this study will answer the following questions: 
 

RQ1: Are brands using brand identity elements on their Facebook pages, and to what extent? 
RQ2: Are the same brand identity elements present on both the brand Facebook page and Web site? 
RQ3: What is the relationship between the level of branding on the Facebook page and Facebook likes? How does that compare 
to the relationship of content posting to the Facebook page and the number of likes? 
RQ4: Is there a relationship between the Interbrand ranking and the Facebook page branding and usage? 

 
METHOD 
For the content analysis, 40 brands in total were selected from Interbrand’s annual list of 100 Best Global Brands. The brands listed in 
Interbrand’s report are ranked according to the ongoing investment and management of the brand as a business asset. The Interbrand 
methodology takes into account all the many ways in which a brand touches and benefits its organization—from attracting and retaining 
talent to delivering on customer expectations. The three aspects contributing to the Interbrand assessment are the financial performance of 
the branded products or services, the role of brand in the purchase decision process, and the strength of the brand. The report contained 
brands from 18 business sectors. The sample chosen included brands from 14 out of the 18 sectors including: alcohol, apparel, automotive, 
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business services, computer software, diversified, electronics, financial services, fmcg, luxury, media, restaurants, sporting goods, and 
transportation. Table 1 lists the selected brands with the associated sector in descending order by Interbrand ranking.  
 

Table 1. Brands used in the content analysis of Facebook pages and Web sites by Interbrand ranking. 
 
Interbrand Ranking Brand Sector
2 IBM Business Services 
3 Microsoft Computer Software 
5 GE Diversified 
6 McDonald’s Restaurants 
7 Intel Electronics 
9 Disney Media 
10 HP Electronics 
12 Mercedes Benz Automotive 
13 Cisco Business Services 
15 BMW Automotive 
23 American Express Financial Services 
25 Nike Sporting Goods 
26 Amazon.com Internet Services 
27 UPS Transportation 
32 HSBC Financial Services 
34 Sony Electronics 
37 Thompson Reuters Media 
38 Goldman Sachs Financial Services 
41 Philips Electronics 
44 Zara Apparel 
45 Accenture Business Services 
46 Siemens Diversified 
47 Volkswagon Automotive 
48  Nintendo Electronics 
52 Danone FMCG 
53 AXA Financial Services 
58 MTV Media 
68 Santander Financial Services 
70 Cartier Luxury 
82 Credit Suisse Financial Services 
84 Gap Apparel 
85 3M Diversified 
86 Corona Alcohol 
87 Nivea FMCG 
89 Smirnoff Alcohol 
90 Nissan Automotive 
91 Heineken Alcohol 
93 Armani Luxury 
99 Ferrari Automotive 
100 Harley Davidson Automotive 

 
A Facebook and Web site content analysis rating form was developed by the authors, pretested, revised and used to rate each of the 40 
brand Facebook pages and their respective brand Web site homepages. The first section of the form consisted of Web site characteristics 
answered by indicating either yes or no and then noting the total number of items if applicable. The second section consisted of nine Likert-
type items designed to capture the extent to which brand identity elements are present. These items used a five-point response scale (1=not 
used prominently, 5=used prominently). In the case a brand identity was noted as “no,” a 0 was used in the analysis to separate it from the 
five-point scale. The same analysis form was used to evaluate both the brand’s Facebook page and the Web site homepage. Facebook 
elements were assessed on all pages within the brand’s Facebook domain. Web site elements were only assessed from the brand’s 
homepage. 
 

Table 2. Characteristics present on the 40 brand Facebook pages and Web sites. 
 
Web site characteristics Y/N Rating Count 
Facebook likes  --  
Facebook pages  --  
Facebook timeline  -- -- 
Encouraged to like  -- -- 
Required to like  -- -- 
Links  --  
Link for product information  --  
Link for social media  --  
Advergames  --  
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Commercials  --  
Total videos  --  
Advertisements  --  
Photos  --  
Polling app  -- -- 
Other apps  --  
    
Brand Identity Elements    
Color   -- 
Tagline/slogan   -- 
Visual of product/package   -- 
Logo or product symbol   -- 
Promotional characters   -- 
Non-promotional characters   -- 
Mascot/trade figure   -- 
Movement   -- 
Interactivity   -- 

 
For the nine questions rated on the Likert scale, each brand identity element was measured by the amount of screen real estate it covered 
and/or the number of times the element appeared. For example, a rating of 1 for non-promotional characters (photographs, images, 
illustrations of characters not paid to endorse the product or service) would mean that it only appeared once and accounted for less than 
10% of the controlled design area. A rating of 5 for non-promotional characters would mean that the visual of the characters was the most 
dominant element and/or appeared multiple times, taking up more than 60% of the controlled design area. Figure 1 shows the Facebook 
page for Volkswagon, which received a rating of 1 for non-promotional characters, and the Facebook page for Nivea USA, which received a 
rating of 5. 
 

 
Figure 1. The Facebook pages for Volkswagon and Nivea USA. 

 

http://www.facebook.com/vw http://www.facebook.com/niveausa 
 
Figure 2 shows the Web site for HSBC, which received a rating of 1 for non-promotional characters, and the Web site for Siemens 
Healthcare, which received a rating of 5. 
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Figure 2. Web site homepages for HSBC and Siemens Healthcare. 
 

 
http://www.hsbc.com/1/2 http://www.siemens.com 

 
One final factor we needed to integrate into our analysis was that 16 of the 40 brands we analyzed were using Facebook’s new timeline 
format; the rest were not. Timeline was implemented as the official page format for Facebook as of March 30, 2012. The coding took place 
from March 12, 2012 to March 21, 2012. This meant that we were analysis took place during a period of great change in Facebook page 
design. 
 
RELIABILITY DATA 
To assess inter-rater reliability, four brands not part of the sample were coded by two independent raters as part of a pilot study using the 
coding sheet (table 2) to determine percentage agreement on the form. In addition, a subset 40% of the 40 brands, which equals 16 brands, 
in the main study overlapped to confirm this reliability data. The data was broken down into nominal, ordinal, and ratio components. Nominal 
data included all yes and no questions about the presence of brand elements, interactivity, movements, sound, encouragement/requirement 
to like the brand, a polling system, as well as links, images, or videos. Ordinal data included the 5-point brand items; a sixth point—a score 
of 0—was added when the item was not present. Ratio data included the numbers of links, images, and videos.  

The pilot data were fed into the ReCal reliability calculator utility available at http://dfreelon.org/utils/recalfront/ (Freelon, 2010). 
The nominal data showed an 83.3% agreement rate and Krippendorff’s alpha value of 0.66. The ordinal data showed a Krippendorff’s alpha 
value of 0.656. The ratio data was not coded in a way such that intercoder reliability could be checked. For the study, the same procedures 
were used for evaluating reliability. The nominal data showed a 79.9% agreement and a Krippendorff’s alpha value of 0.597. The ordinal 
data showed a Krippendorff’s alpha value of 0.704. The ratio data showed a Krippendorff’s alpha value of 0.561. All Krippendorf alpha 
values showed that the coding sheet used resulted in acceptable limits of inter-rater reliability. 
 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
Of the 40 brands, 38 had Facebook brand pages and all had a Web site. The brand identity results were added together and averaged for 
both Facebook and on Web sites and are shown in table 3. A factor combining all 6-point scales into one factor was also included. 

 
Table 3. Means of branding data. 

 
 Facebook branding Web site branding 
 mean st. dev. mean st. dev. 

Brand colors 2.87 2.33 3.44 1.85 

Tagline 0.58 2.89 0.53 2.35 

Picture of product/package 1.29 3.31 2.05 2.85 

Logo  1.58 3.04 1.40 2.58 

Promotional characters 0.02 3.50 0.36 3.12 

Non-promotional characters 1.29 3.83 1.95 3.30 

Mascot 0.15 3.96 0.24 3.53 

Total brand score 7.78  9.96 
 

 
The links, video, and images data was also averaged and compared between the brands’ Facebook page and Web site. The percentage of 
links to social media sites and links to product information to total links, as well as the percentage of commercials and advertisements to 
total videos and images respectively were recorded in table 4. 
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Table 4. Means of Facebook characteristics and Web site characteristics. 
 
 Facebook characteristics Web site characteristics 
 mean st. dev. percent mean st. dev. percent 

Total links 60.38 162.54  84.35 71.45  

Links to social media 26.15 86.07 52.95% 3.64 8.46 11.83% 
Links to product 
information 8.18 14.10 86.76% 51.27 62.63 87.65% 

Total images 1187.42 1633.61  8.64 13.19  

Advertisements 6.49 12.58 0.77% 1.40 5.93 44.94% 

Total videos 21.11 24.93  0.93 6.30  

Commercials 3.49 8.53 34.21% 0.13 5.42 86.05% 
Finally, the Facebook page likes for each brand were recorded as well ( x� = 271777580, s = 8249248.04). 
 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
RQ1. Are brands using brand identity elements on their Facebook pages, and to what extent? 
From table 3 above, the highest average values on the Facebook pages were the use of brand colors ( x� = 2.87, s = 2.33) and the presence 
of a logo ( x� = 1.58, s = 3.04). The value for brand colors corresponds roughly to the brand colors being used in 10-30% of the controlled 
screen real estate and also appearing in photographs and graphics. The value for the logo corresponds roughly to the logo appearing only 
once and taking up 10-30% of the screen real estate.  

To show further the extent elements are being used, a variable combining all brand identity elements together as one score was 
created. The total possible score was 35, but it would be unlikely any brand would score a rating of 5 for everything. The Facebook pages 
ranged from a low brand identity element usage score of 3 (Siemens and HSBC—scoring a 1 for brand colors, logo, and non-promotional 
characters—as well as AXA, Credit Suisse, 3M, and Goldman Sachs—scoring a 2 for brand color, and a 1 for logo) to a high brand identity 
element usage score of 15 (GAP—scoring a 5 for brand colors, 1 for tagline, 3 for product or packaging, 1 for logo, and 5 for non-
promotional characters).  

What should be clear from these data and the other Facebook page results is that there is a high degree of variance. Some 
organizations have meticulously integrated their brand colors and logos into the Facebook page design, while others have taken the default 
Facebook platform approach. Of these not using their brand resources, two things may be happening. First, the brand may still be investing 
resources, but the designs they are using do not correspond to their typical brand identities. Second, the brand may be relying on the 
normal structures of Facebook to organize their page (e.g., relying on what is readily accessible in Facebook rather than developing custom 
pages/items), or the brand may have just dabbled in creating a Facebook page, without putting many resources into it. In either case, there 
seems to be very little penetration, as a whole, by the big brands in using Facebook as a means to promote their brand identity.  

RQ2. Are the same brand identity elements present on both the brand Facebook page and Web site? 
Four two-tail, paired t-tests (α = 0.05) were used to evaluate if there was a significant difference between the overall usage of brand identity 
elements between Facebook pages and their associated Web sites, as well as of the difference in the proportion of links present for product 
information, of links present for social media, and of images that are advertisements. The proportion of videos that are commercials was 
also tested, but there was not enough data available on the Web sites to be able to do the test. 
The means and standard deviations are displayed in table 5. 
 

Table 5. Means of branding data. 
 
 Facebook branding Web site branding 
 Mean st. dev. mean st. dev. 

total brand score 7.78 3.38 9.96 3.73 
average percentage of product 
information links 37.96% 33.13% 41.44% 35.05% 
average percentage of social 
media link 26.99% 24.80% 4.09% 4.80% 
average percentage of 
advertisements 1.55% 4.37% 22.95% 32.39% 

 
There is a significant difference between the brand scores from Facebook pages and their associated Web sites— t(54) = -4.14, p < 0.05. 
There were also significant differences between the average social media link percentages—t(52) = 6.79, p < 0.05—and advertisement 
percentages—t(33) = -3.69, p < 0.05. There was no significant difference between the percentage of product information links between the 
Facebook pages and Web site. 
RQ3. What is the relationship between the level of branding on the Facebook page and Facebook likes? How does that compare to 
the relationship of content posting to the Facebook page and the number of likes? 
Pearson’s r was used to analyze the correlation between the number of likes the brand’s Facebook page has received and the total brand 
score (see table 3). Pearson’s r was also used to look for relationships in the number of links posted, images posted, and videos posted with 
the number of Facebook page likes. 
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There was no found correlation between the number of Facebook page likes for a brand and the total brand score—r(53)  = 0.081, 
p > 0.05. There was also no correlation found between the number of Facebook page likes for a brand and the number of videos—r(53) = -
0.065, p > 0.05—or  images—r(53) = -0.075, p > 0.05—posted to the Facebook page. There was a moderate, positive correlation found 
between the number of Facebook page likes for a brand and the number of links on the Facebook page—r(53) = 0.306, p < 0.05. 
RQ4. Is there a relationship between the Interbrand ranking and the Facebook page branding and usage? 
Spearman’s ρ was used to analyze the correlation between the Interbrand ranking and the number of likes a Facebook page for that brand 
has received as well as the Interbrand ranking and the brand score for the Facebook page. There was no correlation between the Interbrand 
ranking and the number of likes that brand’s Facebook page has received— ρ(53) = -0.178, p > 0.05. There was also no correlation 
between the Interbrand ranking and the usage of brand identity elements on the Facebook page—ρ(53) = 0.157, p > 0.05.  

Finally, we wanted to see if there was a relationship between the Interbrand ranking and the encouragement or requirement to like 
a Facebook page. We used the Mann-Whitney U test to compute this relationship. Those brands that encouraged Facebook users to like 
the page had a mean Interbrand rank of 32.71, and those that did not encourage liking had a mean rank of 25.89—U(53) = 243.00, p = 
0.145. While this is not strict significance, this exploratory study demonstrates their might be a relationship between encouragement and 
Interbrand ranking. The mean for those that required Facebook users to like the Facebook page to view content had a mean rank of 33.67, 
while those that did not require Facebook users to like the Facebook page to view content had a mean rank of 26.89—U(53) = 156.00, p > 
0.2. Requiring users to like the Facebook page did not correlate with the Interbrand rankings. 
 
DISCUSSION 
While brands clearly are using their Facebook pages as demonstrated in table 4 by having an average of 60.38 links, 1187.42 images, and 
21.11 videos posted to the Facebook pages, they are not leveraging their brand identity within these pages — at least not as clearly as they 
are on their Web sites. This may be due to the design and layout constraints within the Facebook platform, but it is also likely due to the 
issue that brands are still trying to understand how to leverage social media effectively. There is a lot of variance in the results. Some 
brands have heavily incorporated their brand identity, while others have used the Facebook platform minimally. An alternative explanation 
could be that brands simply do not want to use Facebook to promote the brand identity in the same way as the Web site. More research 
needs to be conducted to confirm these explanations. 

Comparing the brands’ Facebook pages and Web sites led to some interesting results. While there is not a great deal of brand 
identity element usage on the Web sites (an overall mean of 9.96 out of 35 from table 3) on average, there is significantly more than on the 
Facebook pages (an overall mean of 7.78). While it appears brands are using Facebook and Web sites equally to promote products and 
services, social media links are significantly more common on Facebook pages than on the Web sites when compared to the overall links. 
Advertisements are much more common on the Web sites than on Facebook when compared to the overall number of images. Compared 
to the Web sites,  brands are using Facebook as a distinct means of communication to provide different content and brand identity focus.  

The authors initially hypothesized brands with Facebook pages with a higher number of likes would feel incentivized to focus their 
branding on this medium and use their brand identity elements strongly. The result that brand identity is not correlated with Facebook likes 
was a surprise. But, of the content posted (e.g., links, images, and videos), only links showed a correlation—a moderate correlation. While 
this shows there is at least some attention being paid to the community interaction with a brand’s Facebook page, more research needs to 
be done on this front. 
  Finally, in terms of overall brand strength, the Interbrand rating was compared to the number of Facebook likes and the brand 
identity elements score as well as to the likelihood to encourage users to like the Facebook page and likelihood to require users to like the 
Facebook page. Of these tests, the only somewhat significant test was Interbrand rating compared to encourage users to like the brand’s 
Facebook page. Comparing the means shows that lower ranked brands actually were more likely to encourage users to like their Facebook 
page. This shows lower ranked brands are willing to take risks on social media, while higher ranked brands, potentially, have more to lose. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Social media platforms are new touch points brands must consider when implementing a branding strategy. Brands must think holistically 
about their branding and consider all the media/marketing channels driving consumer word of mouth and brand advocacy. Many brands 
moved quickly onto Facebook when it emerged as the new frontier for reaching an audience. But, as this study shows, many big brands 
have not consistently branded themselves on these platforms. 

As with any study, there are limitations. This study is based on a small sample size and is exploratory in nature. Further research 
would broaden the scope of this study to not only look at a larger sample size, but also examine relationships between the level of branding 
and community engagement. Does a strong use of brand identity on social media channels, such as Facebook, drive more interaction with 
the community? Additionally, intangible branding concepts, such as reputation and personality, should be examined in conjunction with 
brand identity on these platforms. Media consultant Ed Keller wrote, "Facebook has tapped into a powerful social need of consumers around 
the world, and has amassed an extraordinarily large audience. But it has not yet unlocked the secret to engagement with advertiser brands" 
(Keller 2012). This study marks a start to understanding how corporations use their brand identity elements on social media brand pages. 
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ABSTRACT  
The success of any online learning program highly depends on the commitment of the online teaching faculty, thus online teaching faculty 
preferences and possible issues need to be well understood and incorporated into the online program structure. Here we aim to analyze 
faculty preferences towards online teaching techniques and tools from a communication point of view: several different ways of student-
teacher communication for delivering the class material are distinguished and analyzed. This is a continuation of authors’ previously 
presented work, “Perception and Preferences of Faculty for Online Learning” that analyzed departmental differences of faculty preferences 
on online teaching techniques and tools. Further investigation of these differences is presented here with respect to faculty demographics 
such as gender, age, as well as their job title (tenure status: tenure, tenure-track or non-tenure, status: full-time or part-time), and previous 
online teaching experiences. These research questions have been investigated via a survey conducted at the University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte. The results show that there are variations among these factors mentioned above.   
  
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND  
Online education is a strategic initiative that has been applied by a number of universities over the past decade for growth. Effective 
communication is essential for a high quality online education, thus, before deploying a new online education program, it is very important to 
understand communication barriers and challenges that can affect the quality and the pace of online program growth. In this study, we focus 
on an often neglected aspect of online education design which is the faculty preferences. This study is an extension of work previously 
presented by Ozelkan and Galambosi (2009, 2011), who investigated departmental differences of preferences of students and faculty 
towards online learning techniques. Here, further analysis is provided on how do different factors such as colleges, gender, age or 
employment status (full-time or part-time) affect the online faculty teaching preferences. The analysis is based on a survey conducted at 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte among the online teaching faculty, and the results of this survey are analyzed and presented here.   
  While many papers have been published on efficient online teaching (an example is Bender, 2003), we will refer back to the 
literature review in our previous work in Ozelkan and Galambosi (2008, 2009, 20011). In addition, some additional relevant literature might 
include the work of Caron et al. (2007), Durrington et al. (2006) and Wang (2007), who provided some guidelines on creation of effective 
online learning environments. The work by Dennen et al. (2007) might also be important as it summarizes several best  practices for 
instructors: 1.the importance of replies and timely feedback,  2. The importance of instructor presence 3. clear expectations. Attitudes 
toward online education are examined by Uzunboylu (2007), McMahon et al. (1999) and Ropp (1999).    
  
SURVEY ANALYSIS  
An online faculty survey was conducted at University of North Carolina at Charlotte. The university has currently 118 faculty members 
teaching online courses in six colleges: Arts & Architecture, Computing & Informatics, Education, Engineering, Health & Human Services, 
and Liberal Arts & Sciences. 62 of them replied to the survey yielding a 53 % response rate.  Based on the survey results, the demographics 
of the participating faculty indicate that the majority of the respondents were female (67%), ages 41-50 (33%), dominantly Caucasian (90%), 
mostly from the College of Education (37%, Engineering faculty was 15% of the respondents), most of them work full-time (62%), most are 
tenure-track or tenured (58%), and most are Assistant Professors (26%) and Associate Professors (24%).  
  

The following is a list of online teaching methods for delivering the class material analyzed here:  
� Asynchronous Online Teaching: None of the course activities (including lectures, office hours and student presentations) are 
delivered live in real time. Lectures are posted either as Lecture notes, presentation slides or pre-recorded presentations with audio 
and/or video. Interactions take place only online through e-mails, and discussion groups.  
� Synchronous Online Teaching: Lectures/presentations are delivered live in real time on the web. Online live lectures are 
scheduled every week similar to a traditional on-campus class. The lecture is interactive where students can ask questions in real 
time. The instructor and the students may use computer microphones/speakers/headphones or a phone line for real-time live 
communication. The students listen and view a presentation online. There can be web-cameras showing students and/or instructor 
presenting.  
� Mixed Online Teaching: This method mixes Asynchronous with several Synchronous learning components to deliver the lectures. 
e.g. instructor conducts a live web session at the beginning of the semester to get to know the students and their expectations better, 
and during the last class students present term projects  
� Online Blended with On-Campus Teaching: incorporates some on-campus sessions as in the traditional sense depending on the 
location of students. For example in-person office hours, on-campus first and last classes, or periodic on-campus class meetings (e.g. 
once a month) can be scheduled.  

Note that traditional or On-Campus courses can use support tools such as Moodle/WebCT/Blackboard solely for posting materials 
or announcements for the on-campus students, but here they are not considered as “online” learning.  

Figure 1 shows the results for the rating of online teaching techniques for different colleges. The pattern in general seems to be 
that, looking at the overall picture, Asynchronous teaching and Mixed (Async w/ some Sync) are preferred the most, and Synchronous 
teaching is preferred the least. Slight changes can be detected to this pattern by looking at the different colleges. While the top two highest 
scores remain Asynchronous and Mixed (Async w/ some Sync) in both Health and Human Services and in Liberal Arts and Sciences, in 
Education the highest two scores get reversed, and in Engineering it is also Mixed (Async w/ some Sync) and Blend w/ Campus Office 
hours. The lowest score follows the general overall pattern in Health and Human Services for Synchronous being the least preferred, but the 
least preferred in Engineering is Async w/ Rec Audio Lecture and the same is tied as one of the least preferred in Education and Liberal Arts 
and Sciences along with Sync w/ Student Video. In general, it is interesting to note that synchronous techniques seem to be rated higher in 
engineering college than the other colleges. While shown on the figure two colleges with sample size of 2 each (Art and Architecture and 
Computing and Informatics) were not considered here for discussions due to their very small sample size. Also note that Health and Human 
Services seem to have the highest range of scores between 1.8 and 4.1 while Engineering has the lowest range between 2.8 to 3.8.  

Figure 2 shows the results for the rating of online teaching techniques based on gender. In general, looking at the overall picture, 
Asynchronous teaching is preferred the most, tied with Mixed (Async w/ some Sync) and Synchronous teaching is preferred the least. Both 
female and male preferences follow the same pattern but in general males seem to rate online techniques higher than the females (except 
for the Asyncronous). Another observation that can be made is that females (between 2.4 and 3.7) tend to have a bigger difference between 
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the most and least liked teaching methods than males (between 2.8 to 3.6).   
Figure 3 shows the ratings of online teaching techniques based on age. Two age groups, the 41-50 and the >60 seem to be very 

fond of Asynchronous teaching and not very interested in Synchronous or Sync w/  
Student Video type of teaching with the differences between these methods very strongly expressed. On the other hand, both the 31-40 and 
the 51-60 groups prefer most the Mixed (Async w/ some Sync) teaching and dislike the Async w/ Rec Audio Lecture method. The 
differences for these latter age groups don‘t seem to be as strong as with the other two age groups discussed above.  Also, the scores in 
general seem to be the lowest for the >60 age group. The age group <30 is not included in this discussion due to its sample size of 1.  
  

 
Figure 1. Rating of Online Teaching Techniques for Different Colleges. 

  

 
Figure 2. Rating of Online Teaching Techniques based on Gender. 

  
Figure 4 shows the rating of online teaching techniques based on full-time versus part-time employment. While the overall pattern 

seems to be similar for both these employments statuses, it seems that part-time teachers gave lower scores on the majority of these 
teaching methods and part-time employees expressed a somewhat stronger dislike towards synchronous methods.   
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Figure 3. Rating of Online Teaching Techniques based on Age. 

  

 
Figure 4. Rating of Online Teaching Techniques based on Full vs. Part-time employment. 

  
Figure 5 shows the rating of online techniques based on tenure status. There doesn’t seem to be a big difference in the three 

tenure status categories: On the other hand, general trend shows that tenure-track faculty rate online techniques higher than the non-tenure 
track faculty and tenure track faculty seems to be favoring blended techniques (especially with periodic on-campus classes) and 
synchronous with faculty video more than the other faculty.   
  

 
Figure 5. Rating of Online Teaching Techniques based on Tenure Status. 

  
Figure 6 shows the rating of online teaching techniques based on positions. Please note that the Clinical Assistant Professor and 

the Full Time Faculty Associate positions are not discussed here due to a very small sample size. Full professors seem to have slightly 
different preferences: Mixed (Async w/ some Sync) is their top choice and Synchronous methods seem to be the least preferred for them. In 
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addition, full time lecturers or instructors seem to have a really strong preference for Asynchronous methods. There are definitely preference 
differences between assistant professors and full professors regarding the usage of blended techniques, asynchronous versus synchronous 
techniques. These findings seem to show correlations with the results shown earlier related to age and tenure status.  
  

 
Figure 6. Rating of Online Teaching Techniques based on Position. 

 
Figure 7 illustrates the rating of online teaching techniques based on previous participation in an online class as a student. It 

seems that previous participation in an online class helps to create a stronger preference for Asynchronous and a weaker preference for 
Synchronous techniques. Those faculty who took an online class, seem to also value more the lecture recording both in video and audio 
formats.   

Figure 8 is about the rating of online teaching techniques based on online teaching experience. Asynchronous seems to be highly 
preferred regardless on experience but more experienced teachers seem to also have developed a similar preference for Mixed (Async w/ 
some Sync) methods. Interestingly, novices at online teaching seem to also highly prefer Blend w/ Campus Periodic Classes, however, as 
they get more and more experience, they seem to favor it less and less. It is worth noting that experienced online faculty prefers more the 
Asynchronous approach with audio recording more compared to the less experienced faculty and also more than a prerecorded lecture 
video.  

Figure 9 is about rating the online teaching techniques based on previous training online. The top two choices seem to be the 
same for teachers with or without previous training: Asynchronous, and Mixed (Async w/ Some Sync). Synchronous is the least preferred 
but for trained ones Sync w/ Student Video is slightly less preferred.   
  

 
Figure 7. Rating of Online Teaching Techniques based on Previous Participation in an Online Class. 

  
Figure 10 is rating of online teaching techniques based on online teaching proportion. Balanced teachers seem to have the 

highest scores for almost all of these methods with the most preferred being the Mixed (Async w/ Some Sync). On the other hand, All and 
Mostly Online teachers seem to really dislike the blended approaches. Mostly online teachers have the lowest preferences for most of these 
techniques but unlike all the other teachers, they seem to like Async w/ Rec Audio Lecture much, even though the highest preference is still 
Asynchronous.   
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Figure 8. Rating of Online Teaching Techniques based on Online Teaching Experience. 

  

 
Figure 9. Rating of Online Teaching Techniques based on Previous Training on Online Teaching. 

  
Figure 11 shows rating of online teaching techniques based on online teaching level of the courses.  Graduate classes seem to 

have higher values for almost all the categories than teachers of undergraduate or both graduate + undergraduate classes. Asynchronous 
and Mixed (Async w/ Some Sync) seems to be the most preferred techniques regardless of the class levels taught. Interestingly, while 
Async w/ Rec Audio Lecture is among the highly preferred methods for teachers of both Undergraduate + Graduate classes, the same 
method is the least preferred for teachers of undergraduate classes.   
  

 
Figure 10. Rating of Online Teaching Techniques based on Online Teaching Portion. 
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Figure 11. Rating of Online Teaching Techniques based on Online Teaching Level. 

  
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  
In this paper, we analyzed faculty communication preferences for online teaching based on a faculty survey, considering different factors 
such as colleges, and demographics such as gender, age, as well as their job title (tenure status: tenure, tenure-track or non-tenure, status: 
full-time or part-time), and previous online teaching experiences. The teaching techniques included: Asynchronous, Synchronous, Mixed 
and Blended. Based on our analysis and discussion above, the following detailed conclusions seem to be valid:  
  
� Overall, Asynchronous teaching and Mixed (Async w/ some Sync) are preferred the most, Synchronous is preferred the least. Perhaps 

because Synchronous methods require higher preparation time, higher technical knowledge in terms of the recording/broadcasting 
and also possibly being out of their regular classroom element. Also, Synchronous teaching takes away some of the advantages of 
Asynchronous online teaching in terms of time and location flexibility.  

� For colleges, Health and Human Services seem to have the highest range of scores between 1.8 and 4.1, while Engineering has the 
lowest range between 2.8 to 3.8. This might mean that there is a wide range of teaching requirements in the Health and Human 
Services but Engineering seems to be more unified. Also, Synchronous techniques are rated higher in Engineering than the other 
colleges.  

� Based on gender, females (between 2.4 and 3.7) tend to have a bigger difference between the most and least liked teaching methods 
than males (between 2.8 to 3.6) pointing us to a more homogenous male population of online teachers than females. Both female 
and male preferences follow the same pattern but in general males seem to rate online techniques higher than the females.  

� For age, both the 41-50 and the >60, they seem to be very fond of Asynchronous teaching while not very interested in Synchronous  or 
Sync w/ Student Video type of teaching with the differences between these methods very strongly expressed. It seems that these 
two age groups are experienced in their teachings and they have their own preferences worked out over the years. In general, 
(except for the ratings for the Asynchronous) younger faculty seems to rate online techniques higher. Techniques requiring more 
technology involvement (such as synchronous and video recording) are not as favored by the older faculty as the scores in general 
seem to be the lowest for the >60 group.  

� Part-time teachers gave lower scores on the majority of these teaching methods while also expressing a somewhat stronger dislike 
towards synchronous methods. These conclusions probably originate from the part-timers being on-campus for a limited time (unlike 
their full-timer counterparts), thus making it more difficult for them to learn the corresponding technological requirements.   

� While there doesn’t seem to be a big difference in the three tenure status categories, general trend shows that tenure-track faculty rate 
online techniques higher than the non-tenure track faculty and tenure track faculty seems to be favoring blended techniques 
(especially with periodic on-campus classes) and synchronous with faculty video more than the other faculty.    

� Full time lecturers or instructors seem to have a really strong preference for asynchronous methods possibly because with a full-time 
teaching workload the amount or technical preparation might become less manageable for Synchronous classes.  

� Previous participation in an online class helps to create a stronger preference for Asynchronous and a weaker preference for 
Synchronous. These teachers have seen it before and experienced it firsthand as students, which seemed to have reinforced their 
original beliefs towards these methods.  

� Asynchronous seems to be highly preferred regardless of experience but more experienced teachers seem to also have developed a 
similar preference for Mixed (Async w/ some Sync) methods. In other words, the original aversion towards Synchronous methods 
somewhat fades away with experience. On the other hand, novices at online teaching seem to also highly prefer Blend w/ Campus 
Periodic Classes, however, as they get more and more experience, they seem to favor it less and less. It is worth noting that 
experienced online faculty prefers more the Asynchronous approach with audio recording compared to the less experienced faculty 
and also more than a prerecorded lecture video.  

� The top two choices seem to be the same for teachers with or without previous training: Asynchronous, and Mixed (Async w/ Some 
Sync). Synchronous is the least preferred but for trained ones Sync w/ Student Video is slightly less preferred among all.   

� Balanced teachers seem to have the highest scores for almost all of these methods while All and Mostly Online teachers seem to really 
dislike the blended approaches.  It seems that their perception of themselves as online teachers determines that they will not have 
to have on-campus classes.   

� Teachers of graduate classes seem to have higher values for almost all the categories than teachers of undergraduate or both graduate + 
undergraduate classes, which might mean that teachers of graduate classes find online teaching the most rewarding, regardless of 
the actual method of teaching. Interestingly, while Async w/ Rec Audio Lecture is among the highly preferred methods for teachers 
of both Undergraduate + Graduate classes, the same method is the least preferred for teachers of undergraduate classes. Teachers 
of undergraduate classes do not seem to value the Async w/ Rec Audio Lecture for their undergraduate education.  

 
The above results indicate that faculty preferences do not only vary across colleges, but also demographics such as gender, age, as well as 
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their job title (tenure status: tenure, tenure-track or non-tenure, status: full-time or part-time), and previous online teaching experiences can 
be important factors. We believe that a mismatch of these preferences with the adopted online communication/teaching technique at an 
institution can constitute a significant barrier for the success of an online program.   
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Abstract 
Working woman in Pakistan are prone to a lot of discrimination and this is especially true in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan .This 
research paper investigates the Problems faced by Female Working Journalists in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, through a survey conducted using 
both the questionnaire and interviews form of Survey Experimental Research design .The Universe of this Research are the working female 
journalists in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and the population of my sample for this study are the women journalists registered with Peshawar Press 
Club. 

For this purpose, the researcher had collected the data of registered female journalists at Peshawar Press Club. According to the 
data available there were a total of 380 registered journalists both male and female with Peshawar Press Club, out of which, only a mere 16 
were Female.  

It was revealed during the course of this research paper that the Female working journalists in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa are facing 
many problems during the course of their reporting in the field, from various quarters of the society, both with in the offices where they work 
and whilst commuting i.e. going to their offices and coming back to home. These and a host of other problems affect both their personal and 
professional lives to a great extent and consequently due to these problems, they are unable to do justice to their profession and portray the 
real picture of the issues that they cover. 
 
Introduction 
Journalism in today’s modern world is an occupation where both males and female segments of society are thought to be equally 
represented. However, there used to be a time when journalism was considered to be entirely a male profession. Women in this profession 
were looked down  and had to deal with issues that female journalists in today’s society don’t have to deal with. Currently, women in 
journalism from Khyber Pakhtunkhwa are still in the process of struggling to earn their equal rights and hopefully they will eventually 
succeed. Still it is an established fact that the early women of journalism with great difficulty paved the way for the young female journalists 
of today by showing males that females can be just as affective as them in the field of journalism. It is very apparent that even though 
women in this relatively backward region, currently have more rights than they did several decades ago as compare to other professions 
but, in the field of journalism they still have a long distance to go to reach equal rights. Scholars were initially of the opinion that Journalism 
was totally a “man’s job” and that it would be too dangerous a job to be considered for any female.       

Journalism in the Khyber Pakthunkhwa initially remained a man dominated profession, just like other spheres of life but it was not 
because of the lack of the capabilities or inabilities of the female gender in this field. Rather, it was because of strict social norms, 
restrictions and purely religious grounds which hindered the women strata of the society in utilizing their talent in joining this profession. The 
working conditions have never been encouraging for ladies to do something other than doing household jobs in this province of the country. 
It is an accepted truth all over the world that the women of Pakistan and particularly the female sector of Khyber Pakthunkhwa have always 
experienced gender inequity in every field of life. 
The Social, Cultural and Religious factors have therefore reduced the number of women entering the job market. Throughout the history of 
Pakistan, Muslim women have suffered a great deal of pointless restrictions due to religious misperceptions. 

Women are brought up to believe they should stay within their homes and avoid any contact with men they are not related to 
(Working Women Problems: By ALIFAYA AUN ALI). These misconceptions are still prevalent in the society, and women, particularly 
working women in the province of Khyber Pakthunkhawa, have faced a lot of problems. As compared to other provinces of the country the 
Pashtoon society in Khyber Pakthunkhawa is socially and culturally very inflexible and restricted. It is worth to mention that in most of the 
districts of Khyber Pakthunkhawa, first, the women are not allowed for the jobs, but if somewhere they do jobs, then they have to face a 
number of problems in this rigid society. The literacy rate in this province is very low as compared to other parts of the country, and the 
people as a whole are very conservative and traditionally reserved. 
 
A Brief Background of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 
North West Frontier Province (NWFP) now as Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is one of the four provinces of Pakistan. Geographically the Federal 
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) is situated in the West and towards the South of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province; it touches the 
Afghanistan border to the North West, Azad Kashmir to the East, the province Gilgit Baltistan to the North East, Punjab province and the 
capital of Pakistan Islamabad to the South East and Baluchistan to the South of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province. It is always remained a 
gateway to the Central Asia. All the invaders interred to the Sub-Continent through this territory. Geographically it is a very important 
province of Pakistan because Pakistan is the front line ally of Western Power in the war against the terror. According to the 1998 census the 
population of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa was 17 million, of whom 52% is male and 48% is female. This province consists of a total area of 74521 
Square kilometers. 
 
 Methodology 
For the conduct of this Research paper the researcher took a survey of the female journalists who are members of the Peshawar Press 
Club and who are Reporters, Correspondents or representatives of their respective Media Organizations. Their total number is 16 but due to 
their busy schedule the researcher was successful in gathering the data of 14 respondents. The Questionnaire was designed to examine 
along with the variable experience of journalists, their perception about the problems faced by Female working Journalists in reporting the 
events and happenings in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa on a number of different issues. 
 

Table No. 1: A comparative relation of Experience of the Female Journalists and their job effects on their children and social life has been 
investigated. 

 Does your job affect the look after of your children and your social life? Total 
Yes No  

Experience as 
journalist 

less than a year 2 0 2 (14.3%) 
1 to 5 years 4 2 6 (42.9%) 
6 to 10 years 2 2 4 (28.6%) 
above 10 years 2 0 2 (14.3%) 

Total  10 (71.4%) 4 (28.6%) 14 (100%) 
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In the above table it is quite clear that 2 (14.3%) of the 14 respondents having an experience of less than a year. Said that, yes 

their job affects their personal and social life, 6 (42.9%) of the total 14 respondents were having a journalism experience 1-5 years, among 
these 6 respondents, 4 said that their job affects their children and social life, where as 2 respondents replied it doesn't. 4 (28.6%) of 14 
respondents were having an experience of 6-10 year and among these 4, 2 of the respondents declared that it affects and 2 replied that it 
doesn't affect their life. While 2 (14.3%) of the 14 respondents said that it affects their personal and social life. So out of total 14 respondents 
10 (71.4%) of the respondents said that their job strongly affects their personal and social lives and among these 10, 4 (majority) of the 
respondents were having experience of 1-5 years, while 4 (28.6%) said that it doesn't affect their lives. 

Majority of the respondents 10 (71.4%) of the total 14 said that their job affects their personal and social lives 
 

Table No. 2: A comparative relation of Experience of the Female Journalists and hurdles for Female Journalists in their marriages. 
  Do you thing that the job of a woman creates major hurdles in 

her marriage. 
Total 

  Agree Not Agree  
Experience 
as journalist 

less than a year 2 0 2 (14.3%) 
1 to 5 years 4 2 6 (42.9%) 
6 to 10 years 2 2 4 (28.6%) 
above 10 years 2 0 2 (14.3%) 

Total 10 (71.4%) 4 (28.6%) 14 (100%) 
 

The above data shows that on the basis of experience it has been investigated that how much a job creates problems in the 
marriage of a female. 
 

Out of a total 14 respondents 2 (14.3%) having an experience of less than a year said that a job creates difficulties for a female in 
her marriage while 6 (42.9%) having an experience of 1-5 years among which 4 respondents agree that job creates problems in the 
marriage while 2 showed no such opinion and said that the job can never have, had something with the marriage of a female. Out of 4 
(28.6%) having an experience of 6-10 years, 2 agreed and 2 did not grant that a job can create problem in the marriage of a female, while 2 
(14.3%) of the total 14 respondents who were having experience of above 10 years agreed that the job of a female can creates many 
problems in her marriage. So, 10 (71.4%) out of the total 14 respondents replied that the job of a female create hurdles in her marriage out 
of which 4 (majority) respondents were having an experience of 1-5 years.  Mean while 4 (28.6%) of the total 14 respondents said that it 
would not leave any affect on the marriage of a female. 
 

Majority of the respondents, 10 (71.4%) out of the total 14 said that the job of female creates hurdles in their marriage. 
 

Table No. 3: A relation between experience as journalists and causes of low induction of female in journalism 
 What are the major causes of low induction of female in journalism? Total

Culture Rigid 
and restricted 

Pashtoon 

Female themselves 
don't want 

Females are not Properly Guided 
at Educational Institutions 

 

experience 
as journalist 

less than a year 1 0 1 2 (14.3%) 
1 to 5 years 3 1 1 5 (35.7%) 
6 to 10 years 3 2 0 5 (35.7%) 
above 10 years 0 2 0 2 (14.3%) 

Total  7 (50%) 5 (35.7%) 2 (14.3%) 14 (100%) 
 

The above table shows the causes of low inductions of female in Journalism on the basis of experience. Out of the total 14 
respondents, 2 (14.3%), 5 (35.7%), 5 (35.7%) and 2 (14.3%) were having Journalism experience less than a year, 1-5, 6-10 and above 10 
years respectively and majority of the respondents 7 (50%) out of the total 14 said that it’s the rigid and restricted Pashtoon culture which is 
the cause of low induction of female in Journalism. 5 (35.7%) of the respondents told that female themselves don't want to come to this field 
while 2 (14.3%) said that they are not properly guided at educational institutions. 

Majority of the 7 (50%) of the total 14 respondents declared the rigid and Pashtoon culture as cause for the low induction of the 
female in the field of Journalism print media. 
 

Table No. 4: A comparative relation between transport facilities the Female Journalists use while coming to office and comfort in public 
transport? 

 While coming to Office in Public Transport, do you Feel Easy?  
.... Yes No Total 

What kind of transport facility you 
use while coming to office? 

Public 0 1 10 11(78.6%) 

 Private 3 0 0 3(21.4%) 
Total  3(21.4%) 1(7.1%) 10(71.4%) 14(100%) 

 
Here the relation of transport, the female journalist uses, and their comfort in Public transport has been found. Majority of the 

respondents 11 (78.6%) out of 14 uses the public transport and 10 (71.4%) among them said that it is too difficult for them while coming in 
public transport to the office and back to home while 3 (21.4%) uses private transport. 
 

Majority of the respondents uses the public transport and 10 among them feel uneasy while using the public transport. 
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Table No. 5: The relation between conveyance facility of the organization and causes of not facilitating the Females with conveyance 
facility? 

 Why your Organization did not give you conveyance facility?  

.... 
Don't have such 

policy Don't have any vehicle Total 
Does your organization give 
you conveyance facility? Yes 3 0 0 3(21.4%) 

 No 0 9 2 11(78.6%) 
Total  3(21.4%) 9(64.3%) 2(14.3%) 14(100%) 

 
The above table shows the relation of conveyance facility of the organization and if it not gives what is the cause. Majority of the 

11 (78.6%) out of the total 14 said that their organization does not give them conveyance facility and majority of the 9 (64.3%) among 11 
said that their organization does not have such a policy. While 3 (21.4%) of the total 14 respondents told that their organization provide them 
the conveyance facility. 

Majority of the 11 (78.6%) out of the total 14 said that their organization does not give them conveyance facility and majority of the 
9 (64.3%) among 11 said that their organization does not have such a policy 
 

Table. No 6: A comparative relation between duty hours and Job Security of the female Journalists? 
 Do you have your Job 

Security? 
 

Yes No Total 
For how many hours you work 
in your Organization? 

5-7 1 2 3(21.4%) 
8-10 1 4 5(35.7%) 

11-14 1 5 6(42.9%) 
Total 3(21.4%) 11(78.6%) 14(100%) 

 
The above table shows the relation of working hours of Journalists and their job security. 3 (21.4%), 5 (35.7%) and 6 (42.9%) of the total 14 
respondents works 5-7, 8-10 and 11-14 hours daily, respectively. Majority of 6 (42.9%) work for 11-14 hours daily and majority of 11 (78.6%) 
respondents out of 14 said that their job is not secure while only 3 (21.4%) out of 14 said that their job is secure.  
 
Table. No 7: A comparative relation between the Bureau Chief Supports in profession and the cooperation of the male colleagues working in 

the organizations? 
 Are your male colleagues cooperative with you?  

Yes No  
Does your Bureau Chief Supports you in 
this profession? 

4 4 8(57.1%) 
2 4 6(42.9%) 

6(42.9%) 8(57.1%) 14(100%) 
Total 6(42.9%) 8(57.1%) 14(100%) 

 
The above table shows the problem to female journalist with in the organization, the support of the bureau chief and cooperation of the male 
colleagues has been found in the above table. Majority of the respondents 8 (57.1%) out of 14 said that their bureau chiefs encourage and 
support them in their profession while majority of 8 (57.1%) said that their colleagues are not cooperative in their profession while 6 (42.9%) 
told that they are cooperative.  

Majority of the 8 (57.1%) said that their bureau chiefs support and encourage them but majority of 8 (57.1%) said that their male 
colleagues are not cooperative in their field. 
 

Table. No 8: The comparison between the Gender Discrimination in the offices and its nature? 
 To what extent? Total 

.... To some extent To a great extent 
Do you face Gender 
Discrimination and favoritism 
in your Office? 

Yes 
0 1 6 7(50%) 

 No 7 0 0 7(50%) 
Total  7(50%) 1(7.1%) 6(42.9%) 14(100%) 

 
The above table shows the gender discrimination and their nature with in the offices. 7 (50%) respondents of the total 14 said that they face 
gender discrimination while 7 (50%) of the respondents told that they don't face such an activity and among those 7 respondents who said 
that they face gender discrimination 6 (42.9%) said that this discrimination is done at a great extent. 
 
77 (50%) respondents said that gender discrimination is done and not done and among those who said that gender discrimination is done 6 
(42.9%) said that its nature is very high. 
 

Table. No 9: A comparative response between the hurdles, while reporting in public places, political gathering and rallies and its causes? 
 What are the causes? Total 

.... Staring of people My own colleagues 
Do you face hurdles, while reporting in public places, 
political gathering and rallies etc? 

Yes 0 8 2 10(71.4%) 

 No 4 0 0 4(28.6%) 
Total  4(28.6%) 8(57.1%) 2(14.3%) 14(100%) 
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The problems to female Journalists during reporting have been investigated in the above table and its relation was found out with the 
causes of these hurdles. Majority of 10 (71.4%) said that they faces hurdles and problem while covering an event in the field and 4 (28.6%) 
said that they do not face any problem and majority 8(57.1%) of those who face problems said that the main problem is the starring of the 
people while covering and event.  
Majority of the respondents 10 (71.4%) faces hurdles while reporting in the field and among them majority 8 (57.1%) experience the hurdle 
from the people when they stare.  
 
CONCLUSION 
Analysis and interpretation of the questionnaire after the course of this research helped in evaluating the status of women journalists in 
Khyberpakhtunkhwa.The maximum problems that female working journalists face during the course of their duties in different places such 
as commuting, in their offices, on spot reporting, and also to discover the factors due to which females are reluctant to join this profession. 
Keeping in view the objectives of this research, a number of questions were kept in the questionnaire of this research to get maximum 
information about the problems of female journalists. The problems that appeared after interpretation clearly shows that most of the 
problems they are facing while performing their duties in their offices, in field work and reporting, in their society, and also the low induction 
of female in the field of journalism are because of non acceptance of the working woman in these regions.  

Another objective of this research was to find out about the “Low induction of females in the field of journalism”. It transpired that 
the social and cultural values and the rigid and restricted customs of PASHTOON Society are highly different than other provinces of the 
country. In PASHTOON Society “HIJAB or PARDA” is an important component in the backwardness of Pashtoon society in Khyber Pakthun 
Khwa as compared to the other provinces in the country. Although presently in other parts of Pakistan females have great opportunities in 
each and every field such as Education, Health, Defense etc, but in Khyber Pakthun Khwa the rigid customs of that tribal culture are the 
major hurdles in the active participation of female. So at one side are the lack of proper guidance at University level and on other side are 
the Pashtoon traditions and customs that do not allow and neither do they encourage females to join this profession.  

The data collected in this research regarding the low induction of Female in the field of journalism shows that, when the 
respondents were asked about the low induction of female in this field then 50 % of the respondents were of the opinion that “Rigid Culture 
of Pashtoon Society was the major cause of the low induction of female in this field ”, 35.714 %  respondents were of the opinion that 
“female  themselves don‘t want to join this profession”, while 14.285 % told that female are not properly guided in their Educational 
institutions regarding the profession of journalism. 
Another major factor in the backwardness of the people of Khyber Pakthunkhawa is the low literacy rate. From the data collected from 
Khyber Pakthunkhawa Bureau Of Statistics, the total population of the Khyber Pakthunkhawa was 20,215,000 in 1998 census. According to 
the 1998 census the literacy rate of Khyber Pakthunkhawa was 37.25 % including both male and female.  

It is a fact that in Khyber Pakthunkhawa the women’s response towards the different fields like teaching, nursing, medical etc is 
positive, but there is very less attention towards the field of journalism. Due to the low literacy rate and rigid customs of the Pashtoon 
Society majority of the families do not want their daughters and sisters to join the profession of Journalism particularly. So in addition to the 
social and cultural values the low literacy rate plays a deciding role in the low induction of females in journalism.  

From this study it is obvious that the working environment for female journalists is not according to even the basic requirements of 
a civilized society. Majority of the respondents face problems while reporting in public places due to the in different attitude of the general 
people and their continuous staring and passing of obnoxious remarks. The organizations in which those female journalists worked also did 
not give any professional training in order to polish their skills. The respondents wanted such trainings to be arranged for them on a regular 
basis. We thus come to know that the majority of the females were bound not to report their own but they were strictly directed by their 
bosses on how what and which manner to report. 
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ABSTRACT 
Based on Abraham Maslow's research on peak experiences, Gordon (1985) demonstrated that some conversations have the 

same characteristics as peak experiences and these conversations take on qualities of spiritual experiences. The purpose of this study was 
to examine Gordon’s (1985) Peak Communication Experience scale (PCEs) as a potential measurement for PCEs. This study investigated 
the factor structures and validity evidence of this scale. Results are discussed in terms of implications for PCEs, positive socio-psychological 
variables, and communication competence.  

Abraham Maslow (1964) argued that some experiences that occur in a person’s life transcend typical events. He referred to these 
events as “peak experiences.”  Peak experiences occur when a person transcends the common reality of daily existence and are able to 
perceive reality in higher dimensions (Maslow, 1959, 1962, 1964, 1970, 1973). Maslow (1959) defined peak experiences as: “Some of these 
basic cognitive happenings in the B-love experience, the parental experience, the mystic or oceanic, or nature experience, the aesthetic 
perception, the creative moment, the therapeutic or intellectual insight, the orgasmic experience, certain forms of athletic fulfillment. These 
and other moments of highest happiness and fulfillment I shall call the peak-experiences (p.  44-45).” However, Maslow does not 
conceptualize peak experiences as moments of communication. The purpose of this study is to examine Gordon’s (1985) Peak 
Communication Experience scale (PCEs) as a potential measurement for peak communication experiences. This study will examine the 
factor structures and validity evidence of this scale. To date, Gordon’s (1985) article is the only published work to attempt to create a 
quantitative measurement tool to assess Maslow’s conception of peak experiences as they relate to communication. However, the original 
article does not provide validity evidence or contain enough power to conduct a strong factor analysis. Potentially, this scale would allow 
researchers to further explore the concept of PCEs in a “pencil/paper format” in a variety of situations. The following sections will briefly 
highlight some of the research on peak experiences, discuss Gordon’s (1985) scale, conduct a factor analysis, and detail validity evidence 
for the scale.  

 
PEAK EXPERIENCES  

For most of its history, psychology had been examining dysfunctional modes of human behavior. However in the early 1950s, 
Abraham Maslow led the field of psychology in examining positive human experiences as a counterforce to the dominate psychological 
framework of the time. This shift is often referred to as “the third force of psychology” or more commonly as humanistic psychology (Wertz, 
1998). Maslow’s ideas and studies of peak experiences were a move in this framework. Maslow (1962) is credited for creating a general 
taxonomy of spiritual experiences (peak experiences) not related to specific religious or cultural practices. Expanding on Maslow’s definition 
of peak experiences, Leach (1962) defined peak experiences as a “highly valued experience which is characterized by such intensity of 
perception, depth of feeling, or sense of profound significance as to cause it to stand out, in the subjects’ mind, in more or less permanent 
contrast to the experiences that surround it in time and space” (p. 11).  

Maslow (1959) argued that self-actualizing people, “those who have come to a high level of maturation, health, and self-fulfillment” 
are more likely to have peak experiences (p.  43), and thought of the peak experience as a cognitive experience and not an affective 
experience. Maslow’s findings indicated that for average people, perception in peak experiences can be ego-transcending and egoless and 
that it can be object-centered as opposed to ego-centered. “It is as if they were perceiving something that had independent reality of its own, 
and was not dependent upon the beholder” (p. 49). While, Maslow argued that self-actualized people have more peak experiences than 
those individuals who are not considered self-actualized, he further maintained that anyone could have peak experiences and this occurs in 
degrees (Maslow, 1962). As such, Maslow (1959) asserted that self-actualizing characteristics could be demonstrated by examining the 
after effects of a peak experience. He asserted that a peak experience will change the person’s view of herself or himself in positive and 
healthy directions and that peak experiences will alter the perception of selves and relationships to be more encompassing of others and the 
wider cosmos. “The greatest attainment of identity, autonomy, or selfhood is itself simultaneously a transcending of itself, a going beyond 
and above selfhood. The person can then become relatively egoless” (Maslow, 1962, p. 99). In other words, a peak experience takes on 
characteristics of a spiritual experience. 

The usage of the term “spiritual” is not to imply a specific religious experience but rather a humanistic understanding of spirituality 
(Dewey, 1934). Elkins, Hedstrom, Hughes, Leaf, and Saunders (1988) maintained that there “is a dimension of human experience-which 
includes certain values, attitudes, perspectives, beliefs, emotions, and so on-which can best be described as a “spiritual dimension” or 
‘spirituality’” (p. 8). We are using “spirituality” in the same way Maslow used the term. Kirkwood (1994) argued that religiosity is based on 
particular beliefs and rituals of specific traditions; whereas, spirituality is sense of transcendence and a connection with “ultimate ends and 
the means believed to aid their attainment” (p. 16). 

In Maslow’s research, participants described their own peak experiences in terms of spirituality similar to how Western and 
Eastern spiritual teachers describe their own experiences. Maslow (1970) maintained, “the great lesson from the true mystics…[is that] the 
sacred is in the ordinary, that it is to be found in one’s daily life, in one’s neighbors, friends, and family, in one’s backyard” (p. x). 
Metaphorically, Maslow (1959) noted that peak experiences “could be likened to a visit to a personally defined Heaven from which the 
person then returns to earth” (p.  65). The key point here is that for Maslow and many other scholars, peak experiences take on spiritual 
qualities not associated with particular religions but more general qualities of a humanistic spirituality (Dewey, 1934).  

Individuals who report more peak experiences have been found to be more experimental, more imaginative, less authoritarian, 
and more self-sufficient than those who report fewer peak experiences (McCain & Andrews, 1969). Since Maslow’s time, positive 
relationships between self-actualization in a variety of forms and having peak experiences have been examined in the humanistic 
psychology literature (Alessi, 1995; Bakker, 2005; DeMares & Krycka, 1998; Hollander & Acevedo, 2000; Kimiecik & Jackson, 2002; 
Ravizza, 1977; Woodward, Findlay, & Moore, 2009). Since the 1950’s, scholars have examined peak experiences in a variety of 
circumstances and the role peak experiences can play in enriching an individual’s life. Notably, the examination of peak experiences in 
communication has been for the most part absent. One possible reason for this absence is because of a Western framework that often 
overlooks the idea of the spiritual in communication research (Gordon, 2007).  
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PEAK COMMUNICATION EXPERIENCES 
 Peak communication experiences (PCEs) is the “expression used here to refer to our “greatest moments” in interpersonal 
communication, our moments of highest mutual understanding, happiness and fulfillment deriving from the process of communicating with 
other human beings” (Gordon, 1985, p. 824). To date, there has only been one published empirical study examining the possibility of 
individuals having peak experiences in communication (Gordon, 1985).  

In Gordon’s (1985) study, he created a likert-type scale based on Maslow’s descriptions of peak experiences to assess the 
degree to which individuals have peak communication experiences (PCEs). Gordon's (1985) study, involving 74 university undergraduates, 
demonstrated that the factor dimensions of loving acceptance, open-minded insight, spontaneity, pleasant fear, absorption, and self-
detachment were indicative of peak experiences in communication. Loving acceptance refers to seeing the richness and beauty of another 
and of the process of communication during these moments. Open-minded insight involves being open to new insights or multiple truths. 
Spontaneity is playful and creative communication. Pleasant fear refers to the feeling that the communication moment was too wonderful 
and more than a person should experience. Absorption is the total attention in the communicative moment. Finally, self-detachment is the 
forgetting of self in these communication experiences. This scale potentially provides a useful tool for examining peak experiences in 
communication. The purpose of this study is to examine the factor structure of Gordon’s (1985) PCE scale and investigate validity evidence.  
 
METHOD 
Participants 

Participants were 222 students (151 females and 71 males) in a research participant pool at a larger Midwestern university. 
Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 42 years (M = 19.96 SD = 2.61). The majority of participants (71%) self-classified as white/Caucasian.  
 
Factor Analysis of the Peak Communication Experience Scale (PCE Scale) 
 Because the development of Gordon’s (1985) Peak Communication Experience Scale (PCE Scale) only used 74 participants for 
the original factor analysis, we conducted an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) with varimax rotation to check the factor structure. Costello 
and Osborne (2005) maintained that a 10:1 ratio between participants and number of items was a good rule of thumb accepted by the 
statistical community. Gordon (1985) used an EFA to reduce 19 potential items to the final 14 items with a participant to item ratio score of 
3.89. This number is well below the accepted minimum guidelines for participant/item ratios (Gorsuch, 1983). For the current study, this 
participant/item ratio score was 15.86 and is acceptable for this type of analysis (Worthington & Whittaker, 2006). 

For the current study, four criteria were needed for a factor to emerge: 1) account for at least 5% of the total variance, 2) 
acceptable scree plotting of factors, 3) minimum Eignevalue of 1.0, and 3) individual loading of .60 on one factor but less than .40 on a 
secondary factor. Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant, χ2  (91) = 1787.94, p < .001. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling 
adequacy was acceptable at .93. Both tests suggested the appropriateness of factor analysis on this data set. Using the above criteria, the 
EFA produced a one-factor solution that accounted for a 52.67% of the variance with 14 items loading .59 or higher. The current study does 
not support Gordon’s (1985) original factor structure of the PCE scale. Instead, the data suggested a unidimensional scale to measure the 
tendency of individuals to have peak communication experiences. The PCE scale achieved an acceptable reliability coefficient of .93 (Item 
M = 3.91, Item SD = .26). Item loadings can obtained from the first author. 
 
Confirmatory Factor Analysis Measurement Model Analysis 

To check the results of the EFA, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was utilized with a new data set. Participants for this CFA 
data set were 158 participants in a research participant pool at a larger Midwestern university. Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 43 years 
(M = 20.35 SD = 3.31). The majority of participants (69%) self-classified as white/Caucasian. The CFA operates on an a priori factor 
structure model from the EFA results. Using Kline’s (2005) two-step modeling procedures, the measurement model was estimated with 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation using AMOS 18.0. Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), goodness-of-fix index (GFI), and 
the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) were utilized to assess model fit. All values were standardized prior to assessment of 
model fit. The measurement model demonstrated moderate acceptable goodness of fit, �2 (N = 158, 77) = 174.23, p < .001; TLI = .89; CFI = 
.91; GFI = .86; RMSEA = .09. Additionally, examination of the modification indices suggested no changes to the measurement model that 
would change or enhance model fit. The measurement model, which includes loadings for the indicators and the corresponding residuals, is 
provided in Figure 1.  
 
Validity for the Peak Communication Experience Scale  

With a unidimensional scale of PCE established by the EFA and CFA, validity evidence is fairly straightforward. In order to help 
establish validity for the PCE scale, a number of issues need to be addressed. First, the PCE scale must relate to other constructs in 
meaningful directions to help establish concurrent validity. To determine discriminate validity, the PCE scale must be negatively related to 
constructs that are theoretically opposed to positive peak communication moments. In the following sections, we will details these constructs 
with predictions for validity analysis. 

In order to examine concurrent validity, we selected constructs that should be theoretically related to an individual that reports 
tendencies to have peak communication experiences. One of the key tenants of a PCE is the recognizing of the other in communication and 
to accept this person for who they are. Edwards (2010) demonstrated that individuals report feeling compassion and being responsive to 
another person in a PCE. In the socio-communicative style literature, a responsive orientation describes an individual’s capacity to 
recognize the needs of another person and the person’s willingness to engage in empathic communication (Thompson & Klopf, 1991). 
Responsiveness has been associated with good listening skills, openness, and empathic characteristics of a responsive socio-
communicative style (Rocca, Toale, & Martin, 1998). A positive relationship between the responsiveness and PCE scales would provide 
some concurrent validity evidence demonstrating the characterization of PCEs as being about the openness or “loving acceptance” of the 
other in conversation. Thus, we offer the following hypothesis.  

H1: Peak communication experiences scores will be positively related to the responsive sub-scale of the Socio-Communicative 
Inventory. 
Peak communication experiences should also be related to a positive self-concept and to an enlarged sense of self. Maslow 

(1959) and Wuthnow (1978) argued that individuals who have peak experiences are more likely to hold mentally healthy and positive self-
concepts. Additionally, Maslow’s (1962) noted that being “relatively ego-transcending, self-forgetful, egoless” was a hallmark of a peak 
experience (p. 74). Edwards (2010) demonstrated that individuals report a more encompassing self-concept during a PCE.  

Friedman (1983) maintained that as part of an overall expansive self-concept individuals should be in touch with their emotions 
and should be able to experience these emotions in the moment. This expanded self-concept is referred to as transpersonal awareness. 
Specifically, transpersonal awareness is defined as a “unitive experience sometimes amounting to a felt sense of union, with other people, 
with life forms, surroundings, the Divine, or the universe itself” (Kossak, 2009, p. 15). At the transpersonal level, an individual’s perception of 
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self in the present time and space fades  (Friedman, 1983; Wilber, 2000). These feelings of interconnectedness, unity, and wholeness 
should reflect elements of a transpersonal awareness related to the tendency to have PCEs. As such, there should be a positive relationship 
between PCEs and concepts of self that are associated with personal positive mental health and a positive relationship between PCEs and 
conceptions of self that are enlarged, transpersonal, and feature identification with a larger universe. Hence, we offer the following 
hypothesis.  

H2: Peak communication experiences scores will be positively related to personal and transpersonal concepts of self. 
 In most of the literature, peak experiences take on spiritual qualities for most participants (Maslow, 1970). In these peak 

experiences, individuals report feeling connected to the larger environment and reaching a higher sense of spirituality. In discussing the 
spiritual nature of peak experiences, Maslow (1970) argued that peak experiences are perceived as (a) non-striving (unmotivated), (b) lucky, 
(c) ends rather than means, (d) self-validating or self-justifying, (e) ego-transcending or egoless, and (f) related to detachment/objectivity. 
Edwards (2010) found similar results when asking individuals to report their own PCEs. Maslow (1964) argued that these qualities should be 
termed “spiritual” or “soulful.” As such, concurrent validity should demonstrate a significant positive relationship between the PCEs and other 
variables that measure a general sense of spiritual transcendence or spirituality. Thus, the following hypothesis is offered.  

H3: Peak communication experiences scores will be positively related to spiritual transcendence.  
Peak experiences and PCEs have been shown to be perceived as generally positive in their characteristics. Specifically in 

phenomenological studies, PCEs have been shown to be constructive conversations that leave each person in the interaction enlarged with 
feelings of appreciation for the other person (Edwards, 2010). Therefore, to demonstrate discriminate validity, PCEs should be inversely 
related to constructs such as verbal aggressiveness. Verbal aggressiveness is an individual’s use of symbolic or physical force to assault 
another person’s body image, self-concept, idea or position on a given topic, or behavior (Infante, 1987). In other words, verbal 
aggressiveness is an attack on a self-concept to deliver psychological pain (Infante & Wigley, 1986) and is considered a destructive 
message behavior (Infante & Rancer, 1996).  

H4: Peak communication experiences scores will be negatively related to verbal aggressiveness. 
 
Operationalization of Validity Constructs 

To examine both concurrent and discriminate validity of theoretically related constructs of PCEs, the following measures were 
used. Participants completed a questionnaire containing six surveys. In addition to Gordon’s (1985) Peak Communication Experience scale, 
the questionnaire included: the Socio-Communicative scale (Richmond & McCroskey, 1990), Self-Expansiveness Level Form (SELF) 
(Friedman, 1993), the Metapersonal Self scale (DeCicco & Stroink, 2007), the Spiritual Transcendence Scale (Piedmont, 1999), and the 
Verbal Aggressiveness short scale (Infante & Wigley, 1986).  

Socio-Communicative Style Scale is a 20-item measure of assertiveness and responsiveness (Richmond & McCroskey, 1990). 
For the purposes of the current study only the responsive sub-scale was analyzed. In the present study the obtained alpha reliability was .87 
for the 10-item responsiveness sub-scale (item M = 4.15, item SD = .71). 

The Self-Expansiveness Level Form (SELF) is an 18-item measure examining the level of an individual’s self-expansiveness 
using 5-point likert type responses (1 = Very unwilling to use to describe my sense of self or identity to 5 = Very willing to use to describe my 
self of self or identity) (Friedman, 1983). Three sub-scales make up the SELF survey: Personal, Middle, and Transpersonal. The personal 
scales measures how an individual indentifies with a “hear-and-now” level of self-development (Friedman, 1983, p. 40) and is equivalent 
with positive mental health (e.g., My emotions and feelings as experienced in the present). The transpersonal sub-scale measures an 
individual’s identification with features normally conceived beyond reality. In other words, this sub-scale measures the individual’s 
willingness to indentify with a more encompassing sense of self with the greater cosmos (e.g., Experiences of all of life forms of which I am 
one). The Middle sub-score was not used in the current study because of its lack of definition in the literature (this sub-score is essentially 
the “middle” of transpersonal and personal). In the current study, the Personal sub-scale achieved a reliability coefficient of .84 (Item M = 
4.40, Item SD = .095) and the Transpersonal sub-scale achieved an acceptable reliability coefficient of .74 (Item M = 3.15, Item SD = .47). 
  

The Metapersonal Self scale measures a self-construal of a belief in the oneness of people and is a shift “away from the me-
focused or other-focused to a cosmic or universal view” (DeCicco & Stroink, 2007, p. 84). Participants rate a series of statements on a 7-
point likert-type scale (1 = Strongly Disagree to 7 = Strongly Agree). This 10-item unidimensional scale has had previous reliabilities of .80 
to.89 (e. g., I see myself as being extended into everything else). For the current study, the scale produced a reliability coefficient of .88 
(Item M = 4.89, Item SD = .53).  
 The Spiritual Transcendence Scale measures aspects of an individual that are independent of models of personality and inclusive 
of a broad range of spirituality conceptualizations along three sub-scales on a 5-point likert-type scale: Connectedness, Universality, and 
Prayer Fulfillment (Piedmont, 1999). Connectedness refers to “a belief that one is part of a larger human orchestra whose contribution is 
indispensable in creating life’s continuing harmony” (Piedmont, 1999, p. 989). This sub-scale (6 items; e.g., Although there is good and bad 
in people, I believe that humanity as a whole is basically good) had an acceptable reliability coefficient of .70 (Item M = 3.66, Item SD = .28). 
Universality refers to a general belief that all life is interconnected with shared responsibility. This sub-scale (9 items; e.g., I feel that on a 
higher level all of us share a common bond) had a reliability coefficient of .86 (Item M = 3.70, Item SD = .29). Prayer Fulfillment is a “feeling 
of joy and contentment that results from prayer” (p. 995). This sub-scale (9 items; e.g., I mediate and/or pray so that I can reach a higher 
spiritual plane of consciousness) had a reliability coefficient of .88 (Item M = 3.18, Item SD = .51).  

The Verbal Aggressiveness Scale used in the current study is the shorter 10-item measures that ask respondents to report 
perceptions of their own verbally aggressive behaviors (Infante & Wigley, 1986). Responses are solicited using a five-point Likert scale 
ranging from almost always true (5) to almost never true (1). In this study, a coefficient alpha of .71 (item M = 2.39, item SD = .42) was 
obtained for the 10-item scale.  
 
RESULTS 
 For each hypothesis, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were used to examine the relationships. Hypothesis One 
was supported in that there was a significant positive relationship between PCEs scores and the responsive sub-score of socio-
communicative style orientation inventory (r = .18, p < .01).  

Hypothesis Two examined the relationship between PCE scores and personal and transpersonal concepts of self. This hypothesis 
was strongly supported. Data indicated a significant positive relationship between PCE score and the personal sub-scale (r = .15, p < .05) 
and the transpersonal sub-scale score (r = .16, p < .01) of the SELF measure. There was also a significant positive relationship between 
PCE score and the Metapersonal score (r = .24, p < .01). Thus, the higher a person scored for PCEs the higher the person scored for 
measures that examine the expansiveness of the self-concept both on the personal and transpersonal level.  

Hypothesis Three predicted that there should be a positive relationship between PCEs and notions of spirituality. Overall, this 
relationship was supported. The prayerful sub-scale (r = .13, p < .05) and the universality sub-scale (r = .23, p < .01) of the spiritual 
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transcendence measure were positively related to PCE scores. However, the connection sub-score of this measure was not related (r = .08, 
p > .05) to PCE scores. In other words, the data suggested that individuals that report the tendency of PCEs also report greater feelings of 
spiritual transcendence in both the fulfillment and joy of prayers and mediations and a general belief that all life is interconnected with a 
sense of shared responsibility. 

In short, these supported hypotheses demonstrate that the unidimensional PCE scale is related in predictable and important ways 
to other theoretically associated constructs. Yet, the significant relationships are not high enough to indicate overlap in measurement. Thus, 
based on the concepts of spirituality, self, and the responsiveness, the PCE scale is on target with relationships to related constructs.  

For the PCE scale to be used in meaningful ways, the scale needs to be inversely related to opposing constructs. Hypothesis 
Four’s purpose was to examine discriminate validity in terms of a negative relationship between PCE scores and verbal aggression. This 
hypothesis was supported (r = -.16, p < .01). Pearson Product-moment correlation matrix and descriptive statistics can be obtained from the 
first author. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 The purpose of this study was to examine the factor structure of Gordon’s (1985) Peak Communication Experience scale and 
validity evidence. The EFA demonstrated that the best model for the PCE scale is unidimensional. While Gordon’s (1985) factors help 
contextualize the variable of peak communication experiences, the current study indicated that future researchers would be well served to 
treat PCE as a unidimensional scale. Additionally, this scale should be consistently reliable with the simple summation of 14 items. Of 
course, future research should continue to examine the factor structure of the PCE with confirmatory factor analysis.  
 To examine the evidence for concurrent validity, we hypothesized that PCE scores would be positively related to responsiveness, 
personal and transpersonal self-concepts, and notions of a higher spiritual transcendence. All relationships were supported. Collectively, 
these results demonstrate that the PCE scale measures elements that are part of the overall theoretical understandings of peak 
experiences. People who are high in PCEs are more likely to utilize the responsive socio-communication orientation. That is to say, 
individuals high in PCEs tend to be more empathic and open and can better recognize the needs of another person in communication 
(Thompson & Klopf, 1991). Previous research had found that individuals in peak communication moments report greater awareness of the 
other person (Edwards, 2010). People who have had peak experiences report a greater sense of caring and responsiveness (Woodward, 
Findlay, & Moore, 2009). The current study further confirms this overall finding.  
 Additionally, people who scored higher on the PCE scale tended to report enlarged self-concepts. First, there was a positive 
relationship between PCEs and a personal conception of self, a concept that measures a person’s concept of the present self. The personal 
conception of self has previously been associated with positive mental health (DeCicco & Stroink, 2007). Peak experiences have been 
shown to provide the same positive mental health outlook (Maslow, 1959). As such, we expected that individuals who were high in PCEs 
would also score higher on a personal self-concept. This relationship was confirmed.  
 More importantly, we needed to show a positive relationship between PCE scores and enlarged transpersonal senses of self for 
concurrent validity evidence. Remember that transpersonal awareness occurs when the self as a self-contained entity is, at least 
momentarily, transcended. Many scholars have labeled this phenomenon as a spiritual (James, 1902; Jung, 1964; Rowan, 1993). In most of 
the peak experience literature, transpersonal awareness occurs in a solitary experience such as nature, sports, art, or music (Logan, 1985). 
However, at higher forms of transpersonal awareness, the self can recognize interdependence and interrelatedness of all experiences. The 
self becomes nonjudgmental in these moments (Maslow, 1959). The concepts of transpersonal awareness (transpersonal self-concept and 
metapersonal self) embrace the idea of a self-concept that is more encompassing and more cosmically focused (DeCicco & Stroink, 2007; 
Hill, 2006; Vaughan, 1985). The current study’s data suggested strong concurrent validity evidence through the positive relationship 
between a transpersonal awareness and the tendency to have PCEs.  
 The findings also suggested a strong relationship between PCEs and feelings of spiritual transcendence. People who scored 
higher on the PCE scale also scored higher on finding joy and pleasure from prayer/mediation fulfillment and a greater connection to the 
larger web of life. These same types of relationships have been found in the literature on peak experiences (Panzarella, 1980). The PCE 
scale seems to be related in theoretically important ways to measures of spirituality. The current finding is consistent with Maslow’s research 
indicating that peak experiences take on humanistic spiritual qualities. Additionally, this finding supports Edwards (2010) claim that 
individuals talk about their own PCEs using a “spiritual language.” Piedmont (1999) argued that a spiritual transcendence is the “capacity of 
individuals to stand outside of their immediate sense of time and place to view life from a larger, more objective perspective” (p. 988). The 
current study lends support to the idea that individuals who have the tendency to have PCEs also tend to have a greater awareness of a 
larger place in their environment.   
 To examine discriminate validity, we examined the relationship between PCE scores and verbal aggression. There was an 
inverse relationship between these two variables; thus, indicating that aggressive and destructive communication was not associated with 
“the greatest moments in interpersonal communication, our moments of highest mutual understanding, happiness and fulfillment deriving 
from the process of communicating with other human beings” (Gordon, 1985, p. 824). Future researchers should examine other constructs 
that should be theoretically inversely related to PCEs such as communication apprehension or expressive message design logics.  

The PCE scale could provide future researchers the ability to quantitatively measure an individual’s tendency to have peak 
communication experiences. The current study provided evidence that the PCE scale is related to measures that it should be theoretically 
related to. Future research should examine PCE in relation to known groups of individuals who are considered to be high in characteristics 
of humanistic spirituality (e.g., clergy, meditation practitioners, etc.). This kind of study would provide evidence for known-group validity. 
Additionally, future research should expand to examine other communication constructs that might serve as potential precursors to PCEs. 
Perhaps a general willingness to talk with others might be related to enlarged sense of self and the ability to have PCEs. At any rate the 
study of PCEs as a lens to better understand the nature and spirit in/of communication is an important area of research. Finally, the current 
study demonstrates the importance of investigating the spiritual element of communication. There has been a lot of research in the areas of 
mystical experiences, consciousness, self-concept, and transpersonal studies. The discipline of communication could further inform 
research in these types of humanistic spiritual experiences.  
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Figure 1: Final measurement model. All parameters are standardized and significant at p </.01. 
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Abstract 
This paper is presented in the context of design in correlation with Peircean semiotics. It intends to reflect the design basis as a creative 
activity through conceptual correlations with semiotics developed by Charles Sanders Peirce. The paper explores the concept of 
representation, the Peircean theory of perception and describes one of the most important concepts from Peirce’s theory that is related to 
design: the concept of abduction. Abduction is the reasoning propeller of the creation and the way of producing new ideas. This Peirce’s 
original concept is fundamental for the maintenance of the constant commitment to the inherent innovation required by design. 
Keywords: representation, perception, abduction, Peircean semiotics, innovation, design. 
 
The concept of representation 

“When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty said in rather a scornful tone, “it means just what I choose it to mean— neither more nor 
less.” (…) “They’ve a temper, some of them— particularly verbs, they’re the proudest—adjectives you can do anything with, but not 
verbs— however, I can manage the whole of them! Impenetrability!” 
“That’s what I say!” 
“Would you tell me, please,” said Alice “what that means?” 
“Now you talk like a reasonable child,” said Humpty Dumpty, looking very much pleased. “I meant by ‘impenetrability’ that we’ve had 
enough of that subject, and it would be just as well if you’d mention what you mean to do next, as I suppose you don’t mean to stop 
here all the rest of your life.” 
“That’s a great deal to make one word mean,” Alice said in a thoughtful tone. 
“When I make a word do a lot of work like that,” said Humpty Dumpty, “I always pay it extra.” 
(Carroll, 1899, p. 123-4) 

 
The concept of representation constitutes itself as the heart of various theories such as semiotics and cognitive sciences. Nöth presents us 
how sign, signification and representation are in the historical origin of the doctrine of signs, which can be regarded as semiotics avant la 
lettre. It consists of all investigations into the nature of signs, signification and communication in the history of science. The origin of these 
investigations coincides with the origin of philosophy: Plato and Aristotle were theorists of sign and therefore semioticists avant la lettre 
(1995, p.20). 

Representation can be understood in several ways, including as a synonym of sign. John Locke (1632-1704), who in 1690 used 
the term Semeiotiké to refer to a “doctrine of signs”, considered sign and representation as synonymous concepts. Charles Sanders Peirce 
(1839-1914) also, in 1865, characterized semiotics as a “general theory of representations” (Santaella & Nöth, 1999, p.16).  

In the Middle Ages, the term was repraesentatio. The semantic aspect of repraesentatio indicates the relationship between image 
and original sound. The medieval scholastics explains this term by means of the following equivalents (Boulnois, 1999): Stare pro (to be in 
place of) – signs are in place of things which they refer to; supponere pro (guess) – in a proposition, the terms are in lieu of things which 
they refer to; similitudo, species, imago (to be a resemblance, an image) – the concept represents the object which it resembles to; supplere 
vicem (play the role of) – the abstract knowledge is in place of the object. In the medieval period, therefore, to represent meant to be in 
place of, to resemble, put in scene. 

The concept of sign was also a matter of interest to the scholastic Roger Bacon (1220-1292), who incorporated to the term 
representation, the relationship between the sensitive sign and the signified thing. The Baconian analysis reaches the formulation of Duns 
Scotus: “signifying is representing something to the intellect” (Boulnois, 1999, p. 24). Signification is a representation. Scotus’ theory 
punctuates that the sign leads immediately to the meaning without the presence of intermediaries. The sign is not fixed to a single meaning; 
it only represents the thing under some aspect. Thus to Duns Scotus everything is sign, because everything that is known refers to 
something. 

This is the foundation of Peircean semiotics. By the end of the XIX century, Charles Sanders Peirce, who was assiduous reader of 
scholastic semioticists, grounded his eminently triadic theory of signs in: sign, object and interpretant. In summary, Peirce considers that a 
sign is what, under certain aspect, represents something to someone, creating in his mind an equivalent sign. This operation generates the 
interpretant. What the sign represents is called its object. 

Representation is characterized by the relationship between the sign and the object. To represent is to be in place of something 
else in such a way that, for the mind, the sign is treated as being the object itself, in certain respects. For Peirce, the term representation 
necessarily involves a triadic relation, which is a scheme of continuous process of generation of signs. The representative process defines 
itself by interwoven relationships that are established between sign-object-interpretant. Peircean semiotics is extensive and has as its main 
object of study not exactly the sign, but the semiosis (sign process, sign action). 

 
“Don't stand chattering to yourself like that,” Humpty Dumpty said, looking at her for the first time, “but tell me your name and your 
business.” 
“My name is Alice, but -- -” 
“It's a stupid name enough!” Humpty Dumpty interrupted impatiently. “What does it mean?” 
“Must a name mean something?” Alice asked doubtfully. (Carroll, 1899, p. 115)  

 
Peircean theory of perception   
The Peircean theory of perception was elaborated in the first years of the XX century with the purpose of solving impasses of semiotics 
related to the connection of language and reality. It was structured starting from a triad of logical elements: 

Percept — it is external; it is what we notice; it comes and it continues. It behaves as the dynamic object of the sign in the 
semiosis process. Peirce affirmed to be the percept “those who have their own reality in the world out of our conscience and that are 
apprehended at once by the perceptive act” (Santaella, 1998, p.54). 

Percipuum — it is the percept as it is interpreted by the perceptual judgment. It is the way the percept will be received by our 
sensorial-motor system. Thus, the percipuum behaves as an immediate object, conforming the percept. It is the interface between mind 
(perceptual judgment) and world (percept). Percipuum would be “the percept just as it comes in the perceptual judgment. Therefore, it would 
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be the percept in the subtle change of nature that occurs when it is incorporated to our mind, to our perceptive processing” (Santaella, 1998, 
p.59). 

Perceptual judgment — it is the flow of thought; it is what will process things we are noticing. It is the mental schemes of which we 
are endowed with. It is sign. “The perception is determined by the percept, but the percept can only be known through the mediation of the 
sign, which is the judgment of the perception” (Santaella, 1998, p.64). The perceptual judgment is a logical inference but Peirce considered 
it as a peculiar type of inference: abduction.    

In the aesthetic realm abduction behaves as a statute of hypotheses, of possibilities. Abduction includes every “process of 
generation, criticism, and possible acceptance of explanatory hypotheses” (Josephson & Josephson, 1994, p.09). The moment of 
formulation of a new hypothesis is poetic because at this point creativity is generated. Abduction was Peirce’s creation: before that, just 
induction and deduction were considered reasoning methods. The theory of abduction, in its more complete description, is dated from 1901 
and it comes from Peirce’s manuscripts. The term abduction was developed in substitution to the word hypothesis because Peirce, “as he 
moved forward in the studies of the nature of the scientific investigation, he discovered another step in the process through which ideas and 
theories are engendered, what led him [...] to reject the hypothesis, introducing abduction in its classification” (Santaella, 1992, p.91). 

It is pertinent to highlight that “discovery” happens when the raised hypothesis is true. However, in aesthetics, the objective is not 
to search for hypotheses that are proven true, it is just a statute of hypotheses contained in the universe of possibilities. We see that it is 
intrinsic to abduction to point at a true hypothesis, with enough theoretical foundation to indicate a direction, which is probably true. 
Abduction has the tendency of raising correct hypotheses, according to Peirce, due to man's natural instinct. The human mind is part of 
nature and there is not duality between mind and matter. Thus, there is a co-naturalness between mind and nature and both are developed 
together. The instinct for the truth is natural. That human capacity to guess correct hypotheses is the insight notion in Peirce’s theory. These 
are characteristics presented by him for the insight to happen: it is not an immediate premise; the truth is not an individual conscience; and 
the insight is not indubitable. 

But in spite of its instinctive character, abduction is a logical inference and the great subject that comes from it is which premises 
would be the ones of abduction. There are not exactly rules for the occurrence of abduction because freedom is its main characteristic. It is 
not possible to formalize it in a rule. There is no formula. This makes plenty of sense considering that no rule or pre-established structure 
could provide the appearance of something absolutely new. 

Therefore, it is possible to establish similarities and differences between abduction and perceptual judgment. Both are endowed 
with general principles that drive them; they are hypothetical and, therefore, they can be fallible. The main difference is that, although 
fallible, the perceptual judgment is indubitable. We would not endure being always doubting of every moment of our judgments of 
perception. But in relation to abduction, it is necessary to always criticize it. 

We see that there is not an absolute creativity; abduction occurs by pre-existent premises. The intuition comes from those 
previous premises (inferences). There is no immediate cognition; it is always a result of a previous cognition. Abduction is not innate; it 
presupposes a cognitive elaboration but the first premises are unconscious. 

For Peirce cognition comes as a continuous process expressed by means of deductive, inductive and abductive inferences, not 
having a specific origin of the process. Inferences “are movements of thought within the sphere of belief. The function of inference is the 
acceptance (or sometimes rejection) of propositions on the basis of purported evidence” (Josephson & Josephson, 1994, p.12). Peirce 
divides the inference in the following trichotomy: conscious reasoning resulting from guiding principles; informal reasoning without the 
recognition of the guiding principles; and unconscious and uncontrollable mental operations. We have that Peirce, when denying the innate 
ideas or original premises, considered the unconscious inferences (abduction) as knowledge forming and responsible for our innovative 
ideas. 

Proceeding, we have the presentation of the term Play of Musement as the beginning of the abductive thought, of the conjecture 
of the instinctive reason. Peirce developed this idea in 1908 on the manuscript “The Neglected Argument for the Reality of God”. Musement 
doesn't have a purpose a priori, but it can be the principle of the appearance of innovative ideas. It is a deep reflection in order to articulate 
signs by means of possibilities of composition. The new thought was born free and it is formulated from the associations of ideas. The 
associations can be from different sources: 

Contiguity — it corresponds to an elementary reasoning in which ideas are associated because they are close; they are 
suggested by daily experience, which impoverishes the originality and the creativity of the production of ideas.  

Similarity — it is a higher reasoning; it is a conscious process in which ideas approach by some equality, some analogy. Similarity 
emphasizes the creative aspect because it is not the resemblance among ideas or facts that allows the association, but it is the association, 
as control of the reasoning, that produces the resemblance. Similarity can occur by resemblance of quality, juxtaposition or mediation. The 
first one happens when identity of qualitative characters exists among the parts of the sign; when the parts, in their physical and sensitive 
materiality, present qualities. Secondly, we have the resemblance of juxtaposition. In this case, in spite of elements being different, the 
proximity among them originates the resemblances. Ideogram is an example of this sort of association. The third way, characterized by 
mediation, happens when it is produced in the mind a third term that is good to unite the two states of conscience. As examples, we have 
verbal and visual metaphors. 

These two main associative terms (similarity and contiguity) were developed by David Hume (1711-1776) in the XVIII century but 
it was Peirce who identified the similarity as a special form to produce ideas. Thus, we can relate the similarity with musement. There is no 
accident in the meeting of ideas; there is a harmonious tendency, an “affection” according to Peirce that takes charge of the creative 
associations generated by the Play of Musement. Peirce takes advantage of the idea of play developed by Friedrich Schiller (1759-1805), 
the German poet and philosopher who studied aesthetics. Schiller’s reflections concerning beauty tend to be not built under the subjectivity, 
but under a universal reason. Schiller developed the concept of Aesthetic Play which is linked to the feeling of free sequence of ideas; of 
free flow of images to the detriment of the external impressions. The idea of play is the one of freedom. Only through the independence of 
reality can the creative activity reach a quality close to the ideal, for Schiller (2004). 

Abduction is the reasoning propeller of the creation and the way of producing new ideas. This Peirce’s original concept is 
fundamental for the maintenance of the constant commitment to the inherent innovation required by design. 
 
Semiotics of design 
Semiotics of design contemplates the communicative potential of objects, visuals, products and so forth; the transformation of them into 
signs. Design as a language, a sign system. This is the particularity of design we are investigating. Language is the ability of representing. 
The representation occurs by means of signs. The sign is the one which is in real substitution with its object (in the Peircean sense) and 
from this substitution an interpretant is generated. The several languages are systematized by its codes or set of signs. Each language 
possesses its own specific rules. From this dialogue among codes, messages are established and organized. Design depends on language 
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operators who will use new technologies, several materials, the characteristics of the consuming market and more to operate translations of 
languages and to develop products (Gambarato, forthcoming). 

Products can be qualified as signs while anything can be a sign for somebody. Products, placed in a social repertoire, ought to 
communicate its function, convey its message. Its own shape is responsible for this communication. For the transmission of messages in a 
creative way, by means of design, it is necessary to work more intensely the associations by similarity to obtain objects-sign rich in 
information and analogies. Design communicates by all its constituent elements: shape, function, color, material, technique, technology, and 
etc. Therefore, signs of design join peculiar values from artistic signs as well as from communicative signs. The associated information is as 
much aesthetics (shape) as it is semantics (content). 

According to Peirce’s categories of signs, the icon is the one we consider especially connected to design innovation. We could 
perceive that designing is a genesis process, in which the designer has an endless repertoire of elements of shape, capable of defining 
aesthetic and functional specific characteristics of the product. The act of designing is, therefore, selective. In other words, to materialize a 
product that exists and works in the material world, we may choose some constituent elements in detriment of others to define its existence 
conditions. To select the constituent elements, we use associative processes — previously discussed. The wealth of the icon is directly 
related to the association by similarity: the one replete of communicative possibilities and analogies. 

An icon by similarity produces a rhetorical figure denominated metaphor. The metaphor, in the context of Peircean semiotics, is 
considered as a peculiar sort of hypoicon. Hypoicons are subdivided according to the kind of firstness they take part in. The kind of hypoicon 
denominated metaphor is the one which portrays the representative character of the sign through the representation of a parallelism with 
something else. In terms of metaphoric sense, the interpretative possibilities of the message-product become rich. Undoubtedly, “the 
principle of 'metaphor' plays an important role in our days: the visual analogy improves the practical functions corresponding to the drawn 
products” (Bürdek, 1999, p.237). Therefore, in order for that to happen, a great elaboration of syntax “it is necessary to create the 
suspension of meanings. Suspending the meaning means promoting the ambiguity, promoting the relativity, removing the absolute sense of 
the sign” (Turin, 1992, p.44).    

Design needs this ambiguity (characteristic of art) to escape from the production of merely conventional products; products which 
are already known. It is necessary to establish no expected  
relations, not obvious, not previously accomplished. The sign — to produce this ambiguity effect towards the consumer — needs to be tied 
up to the interpretant. 
Products carry its own information which reflects on the way of using them. Designers have the task of making objects speak for 
themselves. As we tried to demonstrate, it doesn't mean the designer should work, always and only, with symbols (in the Peircean sense) to 
be understood by the consumers. Designers’ work should contribute to the improvement of users’ repertoire, transmitting different 
messages, and projecting immateriality. It is necessary to create intelligible objects, capable of establishing, in fact, the communication 
process and not just develop mere copies from objects that already exist or are thoroughly known.     
 
Conclusion   
The real purpose of design or the language of design is in the sense of freedom, no conditioning, and elimination of the obvious. Designers 
should design rhematic iconic signs. Icons “are also necessary to create new ideas, since the only way to conveying new ideas is by means 
of a complexus of (…) icons. We can only create new ideas by transforming existing images. Only by means of a conjunction or a 
disjunction of icons we arrive at 'composite images of which the whole is not [yet] familiar' (CP 3.433)” (Nöth, 2000: p.26). 

It is appropriate to find similarities and analogies to escape from the conventional, the arbitrary; it is appropriate to work 
equivalences in the set of signs. This is the beginning of creation, i.e. conscious creation. Conscience works with relations of substitution, 
the relation between sign/object/interpretant. Conscience is processing constantly with constant alteration. It is a dynamic process of 
generation of interpretants which are not absolutes, not static, otherwise the conservatism, the stagnation of the creative process is favored. 
This kind of substitution process by new interpretants is called infinitive semiosis. The creative process in design has the objective of 
relating signs and generating new interpretants. 

Certainly, each consumer, according to his informational level, with his repertoire, will produce different interpretants related to the 
same object. This is a desirable characteristic of design: the variability of signification. 

The generation of interpretants which are constantly brought up-to-date can transform the iconic character of the object in a 
symbolic character, through the simplification of its social use. The appropriation of concepts of Peircean semiotics contributes to the 
understanding of the creative process, which is crucial for the intellection and innovation through design (Gambarato, forthcoming).    
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ABSTRACT 
The study (1) found out what Filipino values did the respondents perceive as portrayed in Pinoy Big Brother (PBB); (2) identified situations 
when and where these Filipino values were perceived; (3) determined how were these Filipino values perceived - positively or negatively; 
and (4) found out if and why did their perception of these Filipino values concur with Virgilio Enriquez’s categories and definition of basic 
Filipino values. It employed a post-test only research design. There were 84 respondents from three high schools. 

All the Filipino values listed on Virgilio Enriquez’s basic Filipino values were perceived. Situations where each Filipino value was 
perceived from were also cited. Mañana habit and mapamahiin were not perceived from any scene in PBB. 

There were 14 Filipino values perceived positively and 13 negatively. Perception of biro/kantyaw and mapamahiin and bahala na 
and balato did not concur to Virgilio Enriquez’s basic Filipino values categories. 
Key Words: perception, Filipino values, Pinoy Big Brother 
 
INTRODUCTION 
This study intended to find out how different or similar were the Filipino values that high school students in San Pablo City, Laguna 
perceived in Pinoy Big Brother to those of Virgilio Enriquez’s basic Filipino values. This study tried to look at how Filipino values were 
perceived according to how it was portrayed in situations aired in PBB. 

PBB mirrors how young adults think and behave today (2005). This study would help particularly the viewers and the Filipinos in 
general to know and understand who and what a Filipino is in terms of his values. This would also help the producer to highlight the positive 
Filipino values to encourage young audiences to cultivate such values and thus create a strong and positive Filipino identity. In the long run, 
this would correct misconceptions about Filipinos and would also help strengthen and uphold the true Filipino identity in and out of the 
country. 

Specifically, this study tried to answer the following questions: 1) What Filipino values did the respondents perceive as portrayed 
in Pinoy Big Brother?; 2) In what situations were these Filipino values perceived?; 3) How were these values perceived - positively or 
negatively?; and 4) Did their perception of these Filipino values concur with Virgilio Enriquez’s categories and definition of basic Filipino 
values? Why? 

This study was conducted only in selected high schools in San Pablo City, Laguna. Thus, the generalizations that were made 
might not be true in other high schools in other places. Perception of high school students might differ from the perceptions of other age 
groups. The data were also affected by the degree to which the respondents were honest in answering the survey. PBB was and is not the 
only reality TV show in the Philippines. There are and were other reality TV shows which portray Filipino values or where audience can 
perceive Filipino values from. The study considered only one season and out of the season, only a week-long episode was seen by the 
respondents. PBB Season 1 had more than 100 episodes so the Filipino values that the respondents perceived in the selected video clip 
might not be the same with the other episodes. However, the study could still infer that the Filipino values that the respondents perceived 
were really portrayed in the show. 

Respondents also had to watch some episodes from the program again (in case of those respondents who were previously 
exposed to PBB Season 1). The place where the respondents watched the video clip differed among schools. MSC students watched in an 
isolated room, where only those who were part of the study were there, Dizon HS students and SPCSHS students watched inside the library 
and the audio-visual room, respectively, where there were some other people coming in and out of the room. These different situations 
might also have an effect on the way the respondents watched and answered the questionnaire. 

MSC and SPCSHS students watched using a television set and a VCD player while Dizon HS students watched in two laptops. 
The time when the respondents watched the video clip also differed among schools. MSC and SPCSHS students watched the video clip in 
the afternoon while Dizon HS students watched it in the morning. This might also have an effect since most students were already tired 
during the afternoon after doing their activities during the day. However, in the case of Dizon HS, some might be hungry because the data 
gathering session was conducted around 11 o’clock in the morning and was finished near lunch time. 

“Perceived Filipino Values” was defined as those that the respondents perceived as portrayed in Pinoy Big Brother. It also 
referred to as portrayed Filipino values. On the other hand, “Perception of Filipino Values” referred to the respondents’ view, interpretation 
or understanding whether a perceived Filipino value is positive or negative. “Basic Filipino Values” were those included in Virgilio Enriquez’s 
list of Filipino values which were categorized as positive and negative. “Situations in PBB” were scenes or situations in PBB in which the 
Filipino values were perceived and lastly, “concurrence” referred to the event that the majority of the respondents’ perception of a Filipino 
value was the same to those of the basic Filipino values category. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
Research Design 
This study employed the post-test only descriptive research design. The respondents would need to watch the video-clip first before 
answering the self-administered questionnaire because it required recall.  
 
Location of the Study 
The study was conducted in San Pablo City, Laguna, Philippines where there are more than 20 high schools, public and private, sectarian 
and non-sectarian. This helped the researcher to have respondents coming from different kinds of schools who might have different outlook 
regarding Filipino values. The place was also accessible for the researcher that made the data gathering easy. 
 
Respondents 
The respondents of the study were 84 public and private high school students in San Pablo City, Laguna. There were 20 respondents from 
SPCSHS, 24 from MSC and 40 from Dizon HS. There were nine males from SPCSHS, five were freshmen and four were sophomores; and 
11 females, five were freshmen and six were sophomores. In MSC, there were a total of 12 males and 12 females. Among the males are 
four freshmen, six juniors and two seniors. Four females were freshmen, seven were juniors and there was only one from the seniors. There 
were no sophomore respondents from MSC because none of them were available during the time of the data gathering. In Dizon HS, 10 
respondents came from each year level and each year level had five males and five females. 
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Materials 
The 60-minute video clip of PBB Season 1 which included day 97 to 103 except day 101 was shown to the respondents. An eleven-item 
survey questionnaire was used for the post-test.  
 
Procedures 
The researcher used the stratified random sampling in order to achieve the objectives of the study. From a list of all high schools in San 
Pablo City that was obtained from the City Schools Division Office, the researcher randomly selected three private and three public high 
schools. Among the private schools were Liceo de San Pablo, San Pablo Colleges and VYP-MSC High School (MSC). The public high 
schools included San Pablo City Science High School (SPCSHS), Col. Lauro D. Dizon Memorial National High School (Dizon HS) and San 
Pablo City National High School (Main). The researcher then sent letters to each respective school and followed them up through 
telephone. The researcher set a deadline as to when to get the schools’ permission. Out of the six schools, only three (SPCSHS, MSC and 
Dizon HS) gave their permission to accommodate the data gathering activity.  

The researcher was supposed to have 40 respondents from each school, with five males and five females each year level. 
However, SPCSHS had only two year levels (1st year and 2nd year) so there were only 20 respondents from it and instead of having five 
males and five females from each year level, the researcher decided to randomly select 10 respondents from each year level regardless of 
gender. In MSC, the researcher had a problem with the respondents because the randomly selected respondents did not all came because 
during the time of the data gathering, the school had an activity and so not all the selected respondents were available. Instead, the 
researcher gathered the remaining selected respondents and allowed some other students who were willing to participate in the study. Only 
Dizon HS was able to provide the preferred number and classifications of the respondents (five males and five females from each year 
level). 

 
Data Analysis 
The data were analyzed using descriptive statistics which basically included frequency counts and percentages. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Editions Watched 
Sixty-eight respondents were exposed to PBB. Majority of them were female and 33 were male. Among them, 25 were freshmen, 15 were 
sophomores, 16 were juniors and 12 were seniors.  Almost two-thirds had watched PBB Teen Edition. This might be attributed to their age 
since their age ranges from 12 to 16. Majority had also watched the first season and more than one fourth had also seen the PBB Celebrity 
Edition. This ranking was the same for all year levels. There were more females who had watched PBB Season 1 and the Teen Edition 
while there were more males who had watched the Celebrity Edition. 

 
Frequency and Length of Watching 
Roughly two-fifths of the 68 respondents who were exposed to PBB watched the show between one to three days. High school students 
had less time to watch the show because it is shown too late at night. The show starts at around 9:30pm and ends around 11pm. Less than 
two-thirds watched PBB up to its end.  
 
Reasons for Watching 
More than one-third (34.75%) of the respondents who were exposed in PBB cited that they watched the show because lessons could be 
learned from it and that it was good and fun to watch. These two reasons were the same reasons for all the schools, per year level and per 
gender. This implies that high school students wanted to watch shows where they could have fun while learning. 
 
Perception of Filipino Values 
All the respondents perceived Filipino values in PBB. This implies that PBB shows Filipino values. However, this does not show yet whether 
or not they perceived positive Filipino values. 
 
Filipino Values Perceived as Portrayed in PBB  
and the Situations in which the Filipino Values are Portrayed 
From the PBB video clip, respondents had to identify the Filipino values they saw in the show. Twenty seven basic Filipino values were 
listed; 14 were identified as positive and 13 were negative (as cited by Enriquez, 1992). There were a total of 1549 responses. Each Filipino 
value identified or reported by the respondents was interpreted as positive or negative based on how they perceived it and based on how 
the Filipino value was portrayed in the show. Nine hundred eighty seven of the responses were positive Filipino values and 562 were 
negative. Respondents were asked to identify the situations, events or scenes where they perceived the Filipino values. A total of 140 
situations and scenes were identified by the respondents for all the Filipino values. 
 
Lambing 
Lambing was the most perceived Filipino value. Almost all of the respondents perceived lambing as portrayed in PBB. All of the 82 
respondents who reported lambing believed that it is a positive Filipino value. Seventy five respondents cited situations in which they 
perceived lambing. Majority of them saw lambing from the housemates themselves. This was evident every time the housemates talked or 
played with the elders. Twelve specifically pointed out Nene's lambing to Lola Coring. Lambing is a positive basic Filipino value. It is defined 
as caress therefore it is perceived positively. 
 
Pakikisama o Pakikipagkapwa-tao 
Pakikisama or pakikipagkapwa-tao was one of the second most perceived Filipino values as portrayed in PBB. All of the 79 respondents 
who reported pakikisama or pakikipagkapwa-tao believed that it is a positive Filipino value. Pakikisama or pakikipagkapwa-tao is defined as 
companionship, friendship, camaraderie and is categorized as positive. According to the PAOCR (1972), one good aspect of pakikisama 
exists within the close family kinship and is interpreted as helping each other. Majority of the respondents said that pakikisama or 
pakikipagkapwa-tao was evident during the whole time when the housemates took care of the elders. This implies that the housemates 
encouraged mutual help in times of need, or mutual sympathy in times of sorrow (PAOCR, 1972) especially they knew what the lives of the 
elders were inside the home for the aged. 
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Sikap at Tiyaga 
Seventy nine respondents reported this value and all of them said that it is a positive Filipino value. Seventy eight respondents cited 
situations in PBB where the Filipino value was perceived from and majority of them saw it from the housemates as they took care of the 
elders who stayed in Big Brother’s house for about three days. The housemates showed sikap at tiyaga when they assisted the elders when 
peeing, playing or just staying in the living room. Also, sikap at tiyaga was evident when the housemates stayed late at night just to wait for 
the elders to sleep. Sikap at tiyaga or patience and perseverance or hard work is a positive basic Filipino value.  
 
Pagsasabi ng “po” at “opo” o Paggalang 
The fourth most perceived Filipino value as portrayed in PBB was pagsasabi ng “po” at “opo” or paggalang. Almost all the respondents 
perceived it and from them, 73 believed that it is a positive Filipino value. More than four fifths (84.52%) of the respondents cited a total of 
four situations where they saw pagsasabi ng “po” at “opo” or paggalang. Almost (91.55%) all the 71 respondents perceived it from the 
scenes when the housemates talked to the elders. The housemates were polite to the elders by uttering the words “po” and “opo” every time 
they conversed. Filipino parents and families have always taught their children to include the words “po” and “opo” whenever they speak to 
elders as a sign of respect making this a positive basic Filipino value. 
 
Biro/Kantyaw 
Biro/kantyaw was the fifth most perceived Filipino value having 75 responses. Almost two thirds of them believed that it is a positive Filipino 
value and 69 identified eight situations where they perceived biro/kantyaw. Among them, one third perceived biro/kantyaw between Uma 
and Say who teased each other from time to time. Biro/kantyaw is defined as joke or tease and was categorized negative. But the data 
implies that based on what the students saw in PBB, the Filipino value biro/kantyaw is a positive Filipino value. This can be seen how joking 
and teasing each other made the housemates happy inside the house. 
 
Tampo 
Seventy four respondents reported the Filipino value and about three fourths of them believed that tampo is negative Majority of the 64 
respondents who gave situations perceived tampo between Uma and Say. Tampo is defined as resentment or affective disappointment. 
This is a negative basic Filipino value and in PBB it was portrayed as such. Say was resentful to Uma when the latter told him that she 
should have not left Lolo Remigio alone in the living room. Say was disappointed by the way Uma told him about it who shouted at her. 
 
Kapit-bisig 
Kapit-bisig was reported by 68 respondents. Sixty seven said that it is a positive Filipino value. Less than three-fourths enumerated 
situations where kapit-bisig was exhibited. The scene where the Filipino value was perceived the most was when the housemates were 
building the house lantern for their weekly task. Kapit-bisig or brotherhood, helping others in times of need, was shown by the housemates 
as they assisted each other during their task where they had to build a big house lantern. Every one of them did his/her part to make sure 
that they will succeed in the task. Indeed, they were successful as Big Brother announced it. Kapit-bisig is a positive basic Filipino value. 
 
Strong Family Ties 
Strong family ties was reported by 68 respondents. Most of them believed that it is a positive Filipino value. Fifty-six respondents identified 
10 different scenes in which they saw strong family ties. More than one third identified the scene when Nene Tamayo had her 100 seconds 
with her mother where they embraced and told each other how much they love one another. The both apologized for what wrong things they 
have done to each other. Strong family ties is identified as a positive basic Filipino value and is defined as family-oriented or close family 
relationship. 
 
Pagmamano o Paghalik sa Kamay ng Nakatatanda 
Pagmamano o paghalik sa kamay ng nakatatanda was perceived by 67 respondents. Fifty-eight of them perceived it positively. From the 
four situations enumerated by 43 respondents, the situation when the housemates always kissed the hands of the elders was where the 
Filipino was perceived the most. This means that the respondents’ perception of pagmamano o paghalik sa kamay ng nakatatanda concur 
to Enriquez’s category of basic Filipino values in which the Filipino value is identified as positive. 
 
Religiosity 
Sixty-seven respondents identified religiosity. Almost all of them believed that religiosity is a positive Filipino value. From the 58 respondents 
who enumerated the situations, less than one third saw religiosity positively in the scene where Lola Gloria said to Big Brother that she and 
Cass always prayed together. Having strong faith in God or being religious is identified as a positive basic Filipino value. 
 
Hiya 
Sixty out of 89 respondents perceived hiya as portrayed in PBB. Among them, majority believed that it is a negative Filipino value. Out of 
the 34 respondents who identified situations where hiya could be perceived from, more than one third said that hiya was seen from Lolo 
Remigio when he refused to sleep in the men’s bedroom. The situation might not concur to the way the Filipino value was perceived by the 
students. In this case, two types of hiya is observed. In the situation, Lolo Remigio was too shy to sleep in the men’s bedroom saying that 
he was not rightful to sleep there. According to PAOCR (1972), hiya is caused by a lack of uncertainty of social approval. This might be how 
Lolo Remigio felt when he was asked to sleep with the male housemates. The respondents might have perceived it to be negative if they 
believed that it is not right to be ashamed if something is offered to you which you did not ask for. However, there were some respondents 
who viewed it positively believing that Lolo Remigio just showed humility. 
 
Utang na Loob 
More than 70 percent of the respondents perceived utang na loob. Almost all of them perceived it positively and 41 respondents cited 
scenes where the Filipino value was seen. Utang na loob was noticed by almost all of these respondents when the elders thanked the 
housemates for the care that was given to them. This was exhibited when the elders were about to leave Big Brother’s house. In 
accordance to Enriquez’s categorization of the Filipino value, Andres (1989) classified utang na loob as a positive Filipino value, however, 
the lack of it would make it negative. This implies that if one person has a sense of gratitude, then it is positive as what the elders showed 
the housemates. The absence of it makes it otherwise. 
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Humor 
Among the 84 respondents, 58 perceived humor from PBB. Fifty seven respondents believed that it is positive. Everyone in PBB was 
humorous according to more than one-third of the 45 respondents who identified situations where humor was perceived from. Humor is 
defined as one’s sense of joy/happiness even in the midst of problems and is categorized as positive. On the other hand, humor is also said 
to be distracting and unconstructive especially when it is presented in an offensive way such as making a joke out of a person.  
 
Hospitality 
One of the basic Filipino values that the respondents perceived in PBB was hospitality. All the 57 respondents who reported hospitality said 
that it is a positive Filipino value. Majority of the respondents generally identified the housemates’ welcome to the elders as the sole 
situation where hospitality was exhibited. The Filipinos have been known to be very accommodating of visitors. It is defined as generosity in 
the positive basic Filipino values category and this could be reflected on how the housemates shared the house with the elders. 
 
Lack of Discipline 
More than two thirds of the respondents perceived lack of discipline from PBB and most of them believed that lack of discipline is a negative 
Filipino value. From the nine enumerated situations, the majority of the 27 respondents who cited them perceived lack of discipline the most 
from Lola Coring herself. Discipline is basically positive if you have it and the lack of it makes it negative. The word “lack” tells so much of 
how it is classified which can be observed in the absence of a definition in Enriquez’s basic Filipino values categories..  
 
Inggit 
Almost two thirds of the respondents reported inggit to be evident in PBB. Less than three fourths of them said that it is a negative Filipino 
value Twenty five respondents identified three situations and most of them perceived inggit from the scene when Lola Gloria asked Nene a 
wallet. That time, Nene was embroidering a wallet for Lola Coring. Inggit is defined as jealousy and is categorized as negative. 
 
Bahala na 
Bahala na was perceived negatively by 49 out of 54 respondents who identified the Filipino value to be evident in PBB. However, only 10 
respondents cited situations in which bahala na was exhibited. These included the scenes when the housemates bet for their weekly task, 
when Say left Lolo Remigio alone in the living room, when Uma did not care if he would hurt other people with his words and when the 
housemates did not do their assigned weekly task. Bahala na is apparently a negative value. It forces a person to leave everything to 
chance and to being carefree. The only case where this value can be used is when one has to forget a traumatic experience. It should only 
be used as a defense mechanism, a “shock absorber” in the growing technological environment people have right now (PAOCR, 1972). 
Bahala na is one of the Filipino values that have been reiterated and redefined over the years. It has been categorized as a negative Filipino 
as it is defined as fatalism and the tendency to leave initiative and action to other (sometimes higher) authorities. But after several studies, 
its positive side has been developed in the sense that it is a way of showing personal responsibility (PAOCR, 1972). 
 
Isang Salita 
Majority of the respondents perceived isang salita and from the 50 respondents, 43 believed that it is a positive Filipino value. Almost 30 
percent of the total respondents identified scenes where and when they saw isang salita. Two fifths perceived it from the housemates 
themselves when they said that they could do the task given to them by Big Brother.  
 
Crab Mentality 
There was only one situation where crab mentality was perceived from which was reported by seven respondents. This was during the 
nomination night where the housemates were asked to say who they nominated to be evicted from Big Brother’s house. However, there 
were a total of 45 responses that said that crab mentality was seen in PBB. Almost 90 percent believed that it is a negative Filipino value. 
This Filipino value has always been perceived negatively because eit has been stereotyped to be an act of not allowing others to get ahead 
of you. However, it can also be viewed as an act of reminding others not to forget you and also not to change (2005). 
 
Mapamahiin 
Out of the 89 respondents, 44 perceived mapamihiin as portrayed in PBB. More than two thirds of them perceived mapamahiin positively. 
No respondent cited any situation where they perceived the Filipino value from. This does not concur to the basic Filipino values categories 
where mapamahiin is classified as a negative Filipino value. It is defined as believing in superstitions. The positive perception of 
mapamahiin might be due to the absence of portrayal in PBB. 
 
Sisi 
Thirty eight out of the majority of the respondents who perceived sisi as portrayed in PBB believed that sisi is a negative Filipino value. Less 
than two thirds of the fourteen respondents who gave situations perceived sisi from the scene when Uma pointed out to Say that she should 
have not left Lolo Remigio alone. However, two respondents perceived sisi in a different way identifying the scene when Uma apologized to 
Say for what he had said. Sisi is one of the basic Filipino values which come in different types or kinds and interpretations. Sisi can be 
blame, regret or feeling sorry or apologetic. 
 
Balato 
Twenty five out of 41 respondents who perceived balato believed that balato is a negative Filipino value. Less than two fifths perceived it 
positively. Most of the nine respondents who identified situations in PBB where balato was perceived said that the Filipino value was evident 
from the scene in the garden where Uma and other housemates asked balato from Nene should the latter win the contest. 
Colonial Mentality 
Less than half of the respondents reported colonial mentality but only a few cited situations where it was evident. Most of them believed that 
colonial mentality is a negative Filipino value. The greater percentage of the five respondents identified Uma, himself a Filipino-Israeli, to be 
the one who showed colonial mentality in PBB. 
 
Inferiority Complex 
Only 13 respondents identified situations where inferiority complex was perceived but less than half of the total number of respondents 
reported the Filipino value to be evident in the show. From the 39 respondents, 29 believed that inferiority complex is a negative Filipino 
value. Majority of the respondents who cited the situations said that the scene when Uma said to Nene that she would be the one to win 
showed inferiority complex. The scene was perceived to be showing that Uma felt inferior that it would be Nene who will win and not him. 
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Ningas-kugon 
More than two fifths of the respondents perceived ningas-kugon from PBB. Thirty four out of 38 perceived it negatively. There were only two 
situations identified to be showing the Filipino value. Between the two, the scene when Say said she was tired of the task was the most 
identified to be the one that showed ningas-kugon. 
 
Mañana Habit 
Less than half of the respondents identified mañana habit but none listed any situation where it was evident. Nonetheless, almost all of them 
believed that it is a negative Filipino value. Mañana habit is synonymous to procrastination or “mamaya na.”  
 
Metikuloso 
Less than fifty percent of the respondents perceived metikuloso as portrayed in PBB. Twenty nine out of 36 respondents said that it is a 
negative Filipino value. There were only three respondents who identified situations and these included the housemates’ personal hygiene, 
Lola Coring herself and when the girl housemates put on their make-up. Metikuloso is the least perceived Filipino value. 
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Abstract 
Social Media phenomenon changed the corporations’ approaches regarding their consumer relations. Today for the corporations that are 
aiming to reach young consumers, the most effective channel of persuasion is the social media. The main focus and argument of this study 
is that there has been a significant transformation in the perceptions of the receiver, thus the channels of persuasion, with the advancement 
of the social media. In the present study the leading telecommunications and technology company Turkcell’s social media use within the 
consumer relations context is examined in a three-fold study, with a focus on persuasive communication. In the first part of the study a 
structured in-depth interview is carried out with the digital communications director of the company that is followed by a content analysis of 
social media messages of Turkcell. And finally in the third part, a communication audit is conducted via a survey among the university 
students.  Upon the analysis of these data, Turkcell’s persuasive strategy, its reflections in the social media and consumer perceptions of 
social media messages are evaluated.  
Keywords: Social Media, Persuasion, Consumer Relations, Case study, Turkcell 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In the recent years remarkable changes in the online industry have been happening, particularly with the drastic development of the social 
media. Technological innovations, smart phones and tablet PCs have made social media even more available than any time before. ‘Social 
media’ may be conceptualized as a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 
2.0, which allows creation, and exchange of user generated content (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010:61). Blogs, collaborative projects (e.g. 
Wikipedia), virtual social/game worlds (e.g. Second Life, Sims) content communities (e.g.YouTube), open platforms/ forums and bulleting 
boards (e.g. personaldemocracy.com) and global social networks (e.g. Facebook and Twitter) are classified under social media category 
(Constantinides and Fountain, 2008; Doyd and Ellison, 2007; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010). The substance of the content experience is 
determined more by the user than the supplier. This leads to a massive shift in the balance of power between the two (Larson, 2004; 
Thompson, 1997). According to Wright and Hinson (2008) social media have changed the way the organizations communicate, especially to 
external audiences. With the advanced technologies there has been a serious shift to openness as a result of a shift from traditional media 
centric universe to social media centric universe. Consequently, in the rapidly emerging era of virtual relations, for the corporations aiming to 
persuade new generation consumers the most effective pathway is the social media. The phenomenon altered the relationship between 
corporations and its various publics who has an impact on or who can be affected by an organization (Yang and Lim, 2009). As Hwang’s 
(2011) puts forth in his recent research, many business owners in US consider social media as an appropriate platform to invest in 
activating and maintaining their communication with the end users. By means of social media communication teams, they can operate their 
corporate Facebook or Twitter accounts and they can inform their followers about recent products, services, campaigns…etc.  

Communication and public relations professionals utilize social media in order to engage in main conversations and to enhance 
understanding of markets, customers, competitors and employees. Social media is seen as a cost effective way for timely targeted dialogue 
(DiStaso et al., 2011:327), such as persuasive communication. The ultimate goal of the persuasion is to change or reinforce a receiver’s 
behavior, which involves a conscious attempt to modify receiver’s attitude, beliefs and preferences (Benjamin, 1997). In this study 
persuasive communication is conceptualized as a process of co-creating a state of identification between a source and receiver that results 
from the use of verbal and/or visual symbols (Larson, 2004:11). For the corporations, this co-creation will only be possible by using the 
same language with their consumer at the age of ‘user generated’ media. As a matter of fact, the way the new generation perceives the 
world is relative to the social context. Respectively young consumers are represented in this study as new generation consumers that are 
able to reach and utilize technology and electronic sources as a part of their daily lives. The social context for the young consumers is their 
virtual relations, and their virtual representation on the social networks and the platforms. The corporations are now willing to take their 
places in this new structure, since what they aim to reach is already there. Engagement with the consumer requires more than simply 
creating a first-rate visual or an advertisement. The content provided by the corporations should be engaging, fresh and appealing for the 
audiences. Gaining individuals compliance to respond to surveys, sign up for information or purchase products requires persuasion, i.e., the 
shaping, reinforcing or changing the message receivers’ responses (Miller in Wilson and Lu, 2008:2555). Within this framework this paper 
studies the underlying structure of organizations’ communication goals in utilizing from the social media and message impacts on their 
consumers. To meet that objective Turkcell has been taken as a case study. 

GSM-based mobile communication in Turkey began when Turkcell commenced operations in February 1994. It has more 34.4 
million subscribers; Turkcell is not only the leading operator in Turkey, but also the third largest GSM operator in Europe in terms of 
subscriber number. The main reason for preferring Turkcell was the fact that it has more than one million members on the Facebook and 
more than 130.000 followers on Twitter (May, 2011) which makes them very strong in the social media. The value that the company puts on 
communication is another reason of the choice.   

The aim of the study is to explore the place of social media in Turkcell’s persuasive communication within the context of consumer 
relations. Via the research, the concepts like cross-channel effectiveness, the return on investment, celebrity endorsement in the social 
media context, the effects of social media communication and the message contents are analyzed. Upon the analysis of these data, 
Turkcell’s persuasive strategy, its reflections in the social media and consumer perceptions of social media messages are evaluated.  
 
Research Method 
The methodology of the case study is based on a three-fold analysis.  Initially a structured in-depth interview is made to reveal the strategy 
adapted by Turkcell in the social media and to undercover the place of persuasive communication within their social media use. The 
interview is conducted in Istanbul Turkcell head office with the digital media manager of the company, who is responsible for the 
management of social media. The interview questions are asked to get information regarding the place of social media in Turkcell’s 
communication, identifying role and importance of social media in their consumer relations, persuasive tactics that are utilized and the 
company’s perspective on the future of social media. The interview was audiotaped and the dialogs were transcribed afterwards. 
In the second part of the study, a content analysis is carried out. For a full month, Turkcell’s 110 messages posted on Twitter and Facebook 
(blogs and other social media are not taken into consideration) are collected. The tactics of persuasive communication that can be used on 
social media are coded upon the information retrieved from the in-depth interview. The messages are evaluated within 8 frameworks and 10 
different broad story topics to reveal Turkcell’s persuasive strategy in the social media. This study employs the coding scheme devised by 
PEJ (Pew Research Center [PEJ] 2009).  
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And finally in the third part, a communication audit is carried on via a survey among the university students to measure whether 
the messages of Turkcell that are being communicated to the target audience are understood in the intended manner. The main purpose of 
the survey is to evaluate whether the communication of Turkcell’s Social Media platforms are giving the intended message to the target 
audience, and to assess the effect of the tools and tactics used in the Turkcell’s social media communication. The findings are converted 
and analyzed via SPSS.   
 
Findings 
In-depth interview findings 
The interview was conducted with the digital media communication’s social media group manager, who is responsible from the social media 
platform, on 6th May, 2011. According to the findings Turkcell Social Media Department (SMD) has 20 employees. The department is not 
recorded as an independent SMD; it functions as a group in the digital media department. The department was founded in the beginning of 
2011 for the purpose of increasing awareness in the social media.  One team is responsible from the interactivity, which are responsible for 
following the posts about Turkcell and to respond those posts.  The main reason of the interactivity is to manage the content, since social 
media is a very transparent structure, and the messages are exposed to everyone. Turkcell developed patented software, which monitors 
the positive and negative comments about the company, and they turn those comments to statistics by content analysis. If negative 
comments are detected in the system they immediately interfere with negative comments, criticisms unless they are reprimands or 
profanities. Within this regard the company is working with an independent social media agency for communicating with those people, to 
remodel the content. In addition to the interactivity issue SMD’s responsibilities are to decide the content of the messages and the channel 
selection. At the end of each week the engagement rate, the response rate and other data’s are analyzed for the purpose of deciding the 
following week’s content. All those reports are analyses in combination with the reports coming from the digital agency and independent 
social agency reports and they run campaigns.  
                 The training is the important part of their social media structure. The company is well aware of the fact that social media requires 
constant innovation and updates. Thus even though the company is working with social agencies they still do not count on solely their 
feedback. In order to use the social media platforms as efficient as possible the employees of the SMD are under constant training within 
Turkey and abroad for the topics ranging from persuasion, branding, how to be a lovemark, communication and technical trainings.  They 
are importing experts for technical training regarding Facebook and Twitter.  

The most frequently used social media platforms from the most used to the less used are Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and 
Turkcell Blog. The reason for the platform selection is the popularity of Facebook in Turkey. Turkey is ranking the second biggest Facebook 
user in the world. Also the professionalism of the platform is the secondary reason for the platform selection of Turkcell. Facebook provides 
Turkcell a substantial amount of communication opportunities such as brand pages, advertisement opportunities and advance technical 
infrastructure.  Since Twitter is in its infancy in Turkey, the focus to that social platform is in the secondary place.   

According to the findings the advantage of social media is creating a two-way communication. By this way a brand experience is 
realized via the dialogue. The consumers are generating content and stories about the brand by giving feedbacks, which is enhancing the 
brand experience. Social media platforms are used for giving the touch and feel of the brand. Without the social media the experience is 
created via the stores, the visual, that is how the brand interacts with the consumers. The second advantage of the platform is that 
interaction is fast. Changing the minds of the people is easier, since all the demographics are available to the company. And the message 
construction is realized depending on that measured data. Instead of posting general messages, on social media there are more targeted 
messages depending on the target audience and even the time of the day. 

Compared to television it gives the opportunity of sending unlimited messages and they are not limited with certain visuals, and 
time limits.  Thus, you can have more intimate relations with consumers through social networks.    
   The celebrity selection is rather seasonal. Depending on the popularity of the celebrity the deals are made. Generally the method 
is to make exclusivity agreement. Such as broadcasting a video for the first time on the Turkcell’s Facebook page. They generally work with 
young pop singers, or comedians considering their young consumers and their tastes. They avoid using celebrities as reference point, since 
in the social media advertorial content does not work. They also provide content for Internet celebrities like blog writers, or people who have 
too many followers in Facebook or Twitter. The deals are based on mutual relations. The Internet celebrities need content, and Turkcell 
delivers this content to those people with press releases. They do not have any contracts or deals officially.  

The social networks are defined as efficient economy. They give the opportunity of reaching the targeted consumers very fast and 
very economically. From the existing platform all sort of promotional activities are announced. After the announcements the purchases are 
measured. If there is an increase in the sales after the content post, it shows the effectiveness and the success of the campaign. The 
immediate measurements differ from the measurement of likings, retweets and the engagement rate. Those are the main advantages of 
social network platform. 
  The first main reason for using the social media is in the first place informing. The primary approach is to gather information by 
following the posts of people, and analyzing the responses. Upon that responding people, to inform them about services and products that 
they may be willing to purchase. This is considered as a very effective way for fulfilling the needs of the consumer. The second reason is to 
create image. By creating dialogs with the consumers a level of communication is maintained. Interactivity also considered as an 
indispensible part of social network. The interactivity in the social platforms is evaluated as an advantage compared to the traditional ways 
of reaching the consumer. The feedbacks of the consumers have become the focal point for optimizing the services resulting an increase in 
the return of investment. In the social network sites the main measurement is based on the number of the followers, engagement rate, like 
and dislike amounts, comments and the content analysis of the messages posted by the consumers. By means of data collected from these 
measurements the strategies are reshaped.  

Among the persuasion strategies the main strategy is providing exclusive content and service to the consumer. With the 
innovative products and services they keep updating and informing the consumers. By using not-only-but-also technique they constantly 
inform the consumer about the products and they are creating an image of being exclusive. The main identity of Turkcell is based on the 
exclusivity sense. The main strategy of the company is based upon the message that using Turkcell is a privilege. The messages are 
intended to arise the feelings of the consumers.   The second method they are using is the big words strategy.  By making researches they 
are finding out the words, which are effective on the consumers. And those words are used in the short messages. Simplicity of the 
message is the other tactic they used. Word like free, make a comment, like are the classical words, which are considered to be engaging in 
the social media.  Since the people are following the messages from their smart phones they are preparing the layouts compatible with the 
layout of the digital media. Most of the messages are below 90 characters.  The celebrities are used for many reasons. Mainly the 
promotional campaigns are including the celebrities. Meet and greet campaigns are conducted and announced. Those campaigns give the 
opportunity of meeting celebrities and participating their concerts. Also exclusivity agreements are signed with the celebrities thus the social 
media follower can watch the celebrity’s videos for the first time.  
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The place of the social media is seen very crucial in the future, especially with regard to the new generation whose is fully wired to 
the technology. It is perceived as the center of communication and the most appropriate channel for delivering the messages to the targeted 
consumers in the future. It is the channel where the worth-of-mouth will dominate too. Not only the corporations will announce their services 
and products, but also the friend and the follower will be spreading the content. The respondent also indicated that the 60% of the online 
content is spread through Facebook.   If the corporations manage to create a content, which has a potential to spread, they will have a big 
advantage, since the content will reach to friends as well. In the decision making process the recommendations of the friend are considered 
highly important. That is why in future the social networks will be focal point to reach the real people and to disseminate the message 
through them. There are upcoming trends like social commerce and social CRM in which people not only see the recommendations but also 
the products that use will be visible to everyone by means of e-commerce sites.  Even though these applications are in the infancy, in future 
this is considered to be the main tactic for the corporations.   Within this regard Turkcell also will be working on the social CRM concept.  
This system monitors the mavens and the opinion leaders, and close relations are maintained with those people. A sort of brand loyalty is 
constructed with constant dialogue. These people will function as a bridge making researches and giving feedback. The spread of the social 
networks makes the process even more valuable. Also the social network will be used as a qualitative and quantitative data gathering 
platforms.   
 
Content Analysis Findings 
In the first step, a summary of the content codes is developed. At the second level of the analysis whole messages starting from the date of 
15th May to 15th June (2011) have been scanned and coded under 10 broad story topics, 6 frames which are retrieved from the in-depth 
interview results and 6 different time zones.  SPSS content analysis report is prepared for the evaluation of the data. The data is evaluated 
via the frequency rate (Table 1). According the statistics the amount of the messages posted vary each day. The highest message post was 
on the first of June and the lowest post was on the second day of the June. This information is consistent with the information achieved from 
the in-depth interview. The posts are decided upon the engagement rate, they do not have a standard approach in the number of the 
messages. 
 

Table 1 – Source 
  

Frequency 
 

Percent 
 

Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid          Facebook 
              Twitter 
               Total 

49 
58 
107 

45.8 
54.2 
100.0 

45.8 
54.2 
100.0 

45.8 
 

100.0 

 
The second variable was the time as shown in Table 2 below. The limitation of the analysis is the lack of hours of the Twitter posts. In this 
parameter only Facebook content was evaluated. Between the hours of 12 PM and 3 PM there is a higher rate of message post. Yet the 
variation is not meaningful. There is a balance between two different time zones as 12 PM to 3 PM, and 3 PM to 6 PM.  
 

Table 2 – Time 
  

Frequency 
 

Percent 
 

Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid  9 am to noon 
                 12 pm to 3 pm 

3 pm to 6 pm 
6 pm to 9 pm 
6 am to 9 am 

                  not available 
Total 

9 
13 
12 
5 
10 
58 
107 

84 
12.1 
11.2 

4.7 
9.3 

54.2 
100.0 

84 
12.1 
11.2 
4.7 
9.3 

54.2 
100.0 

84 
20.6 
31.8 
364 
45.8 
100.0 

 
In the third variable –broad story topic- there was a significant difference as indicated in Table 3 below. The most common broad story topic 
is the consumer products and product recalls. The cumulative percentage is 82.2% and the frequency ratio is 39%. Celebrities, lifestyle 
trends and topics regarding technology and sports follow it. The low frequency number of the business further proves the younger target 
consumers and it makes a sense.  
 

Table 3 – Broad Story Topic 
  

Frequency 
 

Percent 
 

Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid   Business  
                Technology  
                Celebrities  
                Human Interest  
                 High Arts/Culture  
                Lifestyle trends 

Consumer  
news/products and 
product recalls 
Sports 
Other 
Total 

5 
9 
13 
6 
4 
12 
39 

 
9 
10 
 

107 

4.7 
84 

12.1 
5.6 
3.7 

11.2 
364 

 
84 
9.3 
 

100.0 

4.7 
84 
12.1 
5.6 
3.7 
11.2 
364 

 
84 
9.3 

 
100.0 

4.7 
13.1 
25.2 
30.8 
34.6 
45.8 
82.2 

         
           90.7 

100.0 
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The fourth variable was the frame, which indicates the purpose of the content (Table 4). According to the frequency rates Facebook and 
Twitter post were used primarily for the purpose of informing, promotional content and exclusivity messages. Other tactics and celebrity 
endorsement follow it.  This data also reconfirm the in-depth interview findings. As shown in the table 5, the lead new makers were mainly 
the celebrities like sport people and pop singers   Even though the dissemination of the lead makers is almost equal, the highest frequency 
rate belongs to Burhan Altıntop (Table 5). As it was relieved in the in-depth interview this campaign’s engagement rate was too low since 
they later found out that Burhan Altıntop is not appealing for the young consumers due to his age. 

 
Table 4 - Frame 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulativ
e 

Percen
t 

Valid  exclusive content 
promotional 
market research 
information 
other 
Celebrity endorsement
Total 

15 
25 
6 

38 
12 
11 

107 

14.0 
234 
5.6 

35.5 
11.2 

         10.3 
     100.0 

14.0 
234 
5.6 
35.5 
11.2 

           10.3 
          100.0 

14.0 
38.3 
43.9 
794 
89.7 
100.0 

 
Table 5– Lead Newsmaker 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid  Non-topic 
Bon Jovi 
Burhan Altintop 
Kenan Dogulu  
Marcel I lhan 
NilKaraimbrahim
g  
Ricky Martin  

                  Sebahat 
 
Total 

92 
1 
4 
1 
2 
4 
1 
2 

107 

86.0 
.9 

3.7 
.9 

1.8 
3.7 
.9 
1.9 

100.0 

86.0 
.9 

3.7 
.9 
1.8 
3.7 
.9 
1.9 

100.0 

86.0 
86.9 
90.7 
91.6 
92.5 
96.3 
98.1 
100.0 

 
All the finding and result of the content analysis was consistent with the information collected from the in-depth interview.  
 
Survey Findings 
The survey is conducted with 110 university students between the ages of 18-23. The ratio between the followers of Turkcell’s social media 
messages and the appeal of these messages to those people are rather high: 60% of the participants indicated that the celebrities of 
Turkcell are appealing for their age group.  The ratio is 64, 58 %for women, and 56, 45 %for men. 78, 57 %of the people who consider the 
Facebook messages of Turkcell appealing indicated that the celebrities are appealing too (see Figure 1). 
 

 
 

Figure 1 - The celebrities endorsed by Turkcell in the social media 
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The consumers’ reason for preferring Turkcell is asked as well. According to the survey findings, the primary reason is the quality 
services, and being a familiar brand and promotions follows it. %54,55 of the participants considered Turkcell’s communication appealing to 
the young people.  %52, 73 of the participants agreed that utilization from social media contributes to the success of Turkcell (see Figure 2).  
 

 
 

Figure 2 - Reason for preferring Turkcell 
 

%54,55 of the participants considered Turkcell’s communication appealing to the young people.  %52, 73 of the participants 
agreed that utilization from social media contributes to the success of Turkcell (see Figure 3).  

 

 
 

Figure 3– Overall attitude towards Turkcell in social media 
 

Therefore, social media utilization of Turkcell seems to be appealing for young consumers. 
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CONCLUSION 
For todays profit organizations, social media is an appropriate platform to invest in initiating and preserving the communication with their 
consumers. As stated in the study, there has been a paradigm shift to two-way communication with the advanced technologies and social 
media needs to be placed in the core of this communication to tackle in the competitive markets. This study shows that the corporations 
have indeed started making these changes. Social media is considered by the corporations to be fast, targeted and efficient in comparison 
with the traditional forms of mass media.  

There are upcoming trends like social commerce and social CRM in which people not only see the recommendations but also the 
products that are used will be visible to everyone by means of e-commerce sites.  Even though these applications are in the infancy, in 
future this is considered to be the main tactic for the corporations. The trends in the social media are developing in parallel with the 
engagement of people in that social network.  Facebook has been growing rapidly since the day it has been founded, and it has reshaped 
the way people communicate, thus the corporations’ strategies when dealing with the consumers.  Social media made the communication 
more transparent since there is dramatic change in the way the mass media content is created. This transparency also brought the 
corporations the advantage of knowing their consumers better. With this data in hand they can reshape their services and products in 
accordance with the requirements of their consumers in a more targeted way. Social media also has changed the language of corporations 
when they are providing messages to their target consumers. The tone of the communication is rather friendly in social media, thus the first 
aim is know them and gain their trust.  

Depending on the research findings, it is visible that that the traditional ways of persuasion still exist in the social media, such as 
celebrity endorsement, since the source credibility has been the core of persuasion since the times of Aristotle to the present day. Celebrity 
endorsement is a convenient strategy depending on the appropriateness of the chosen character with the target audience.  Within this 
frame, the system monitors the mavens and opinion leaders as well.  

Turkcell with its Facebook members more than one million and three thousand uses their advantage. The foundation of a new 
department, all the investment for training and future researches proves this fact. Based on research findings, Turkcell is using social media 
both for communicating with the consumers, with various purposes -informing, promoting products and image enhancement- and for 
research. The researchers are conducting tailor–made messages for each segment, thus increasing their followers and prospects each day. 
The company wishes to build up a strong and positive image among its consumers, reflecting its identity based on exclusivity. They are 
willing to be a lovemark, so they use persuasion tactics such as ‘not only but also’ to mention their advantages for the consumers and to 
make them feel privileged. Using big words is another persuasion tactic while they are aiming to manage the consumers’ perceptions. 
Simplicity in the messages is their overall strategy as the company aims to reach young audiences and brand loyalty is constructed via 
constant dialogue. The survey results are also proving Turkcell’s success in the social media communication; such as young consumers find 
the messages appealing to themselves and tend to accept the content of the messages voluntarily. As a conclusion, regarding the use of 
social media, Turkcell’s persuasive communication objectives are associated with image creation and reinforcement rather than improving 
the marketing communication.  

In the study we have seen that the importance of social media in corporate communication will be even more important in the 
future, since the number of the social media users are increasing every day. The new generation is growing with the social media culture. 
So, for corporations it is crucial to take their place in this formation by creating infrastructure and developing innovative and relative methods 
to engage with the consumers. The fact that corporations are paying more attention to the social media shows that it is not just a current 
trend but, a paradigm shift. Within this regard, the social media communication should be the focal point of corporations’ public relations 
departments that are aiming to inform, educate or persuade their publics. Thus they need to invest more time and effort to understand the 
publics and their way of communication since it all seems that social media will be the most effective way of engaging with the young 
consumers.  
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ABSTRACT 
The under-representation of women in the media has been contested by gender activists the world over.  Studies have indicated that 
women are more likely to be portrayed on advertising bill-boards than as serious news sources.  Therein lies the problem.  Saturated by the 
media, visual representation becomes a means of how to make sense of the world.  If women are continually portrayed in a narrow range of 
roles and particularly as second-class citizens, does that not shape one’s understanding of the world? More importantly, how do the women 
rise above that status?  Being a photographer, of Indian descent, the subject was of particular interest to the researcher. This paper 
examines the theories underpinning representation, in particular, identity, gender and the selection and production of photographs.   

Based on the above data, the Post, a national newspaper targeted at the South African Indian population, was selected as a case 
study. A select population of the staff at Post  was interviewed. The empirical research specifically examines the selection and production of 
photographs in the Post.  Based on the literature and empirical data, the study maintains that there are many challenges facing the media, 
specifically relating to the visual representation of women.  Based on the findings, the paper offers recommendations that may assist in 
improving techniques in the photographic process of composing, selecting and producing photographs in the Post.  
                               
1. Introduction - The Problem and its setting.  
This study focuses on the photographic representation of women in the Post.  It, therefore, sets out to observe the factors that are 
considered during the various stages of the photographic process.  In brief, this study sets out to explore how women are represented in the 
print media, in particular the Post. In order to solve this research problem, the following objectives were set: (i) To review and critique the 
literature that informs current theories of representation and media selection and production; and (ii) To conduct empirical research with staff 
at the Post. The emphasis, however, is on the photographic processes and techniques used when photographing women.  Empirical 
research within Post will reveal the factors that are considered during the various photographic processes, namely: Composition; Selection; 
and Production. 

For many decades, women have appeared in a narrow range of roles and were often portrayed in the media as second class 
citizens. According to McQuail (2002: 101), media messages were seen as “stereotyped and carrying a predominantly patriarchal and 
conservative ideology or pandered to male sexuality”.  The images generated by the media give one the impression that women are more 
valued for their ‘down-to-earth’ approach, other than viewed as an appendage to the male counterpart in the story.  The researcher is 
concerned with the manner in which women are portrayed through photographs in the print media.  Photography is merely an instrument of 
representation.  By examining the “representational paradigm in more detail we can focus more closely on the condition of photographic 
production, the social context in which the work was created” (Hamilton, 1997:79). 

Of particular interest to this study is the Post, a weekly national newspaper targeted at a predominately Indian audience.  
Photographs published on the front page of selected editions of the Post will be the primary area of research.  The process and production 
of images as well as editing and lay-out will be analysed through interviews with reporters, photographers sand sub-editors.  The study will 
attempt to investigate if women are perceived as decorative add-ons or serious and valued role-players in society. The study, therefore, 
demonstrates that gender stereotypes are often embedded in all types of visual images, particularly in photographs, on billboards, and 
television (Seidman, 2002:94). As a result, gender images and identity are created by the media. The study will attempt to look at how the 
Post constructs gender images and identity.    
   The image of women can change by the way a page is designed.  There are various processes that can severely censor an 
image, for example: cropping, enlarging and highlighting often play an important part in the way the readers interpret or make sense of it.  
The photographic process of composition, including the use of lighting, varied apertures, filters, different lenses and editing, for example, 
cropping, enlarging, highlighting and darkening will be analysed.  These processes change the meaning of photographs. Hamilton (1997:86) 
refers to the photographic process as a “double process of construction”.  The first part of the construction is the composition, selection and 
framing of the images. What follows in the second process is textual information, in other words, reports and captions accompanying the 
photographs. Media practitioners draw upon their own experiences and ideas regarding male and female persons, particularly “about 
gender roles and behaviour; about how women and men act and think; and also our beliefs about people’s physical appearance, even their 
body shapes” (Seidman, 2002:94).   

Creative director and executive director of The Star,  Dave Hazelhurst, stresses the importance of women in positions of decision 
making, without which, he argues “there can be no real change, and, consequently, design can only have negative gender implications” 
(2002:110).  According to Hazelhurst (2002:110), “nothing sets the tone of paper more than pictures” and “everyone is involved – news 
editors, reporters, copy-tasters, editors, layout-subs, picture editors and copy-subs”. Therefore, editors and sub-editors have a choice in the 
portrayal of women. It appears that women portrayed in the front pages of the Post seem conservative in demeanour, frequently  perceived 
as an appendage to their husbands, almost as an add-on and not a ‘stand alone’.  I believe the Post could do well to address these 
injustices. It is within this context that this paper sets out to examine the representation of women in the print media. 

The initial stage of the photographic process is the composition of a photograph. The photographer demonstrates the factors that 
are considered during the composition of a photograph. The second stage of the photographic process is the selection of the photograph. 
The sub-editor is tasked with this process.  The sub-editor will illustrate what factors are considered when selecting a photograph.  The final 
stage of the photographic process is the production of the photograph.  The result is the production of the image on the printed page. Based 
on the findings from the literature review and the empirical investigation, the paper offers recommendations.  
 
2. Media Selection and production of photographs in the Post.     
The act of representation is an ancient practice.  It has always been part of mankind’s social practice, from sophisticated cave paintings and 
carvings to intricate jewellery.  Whilst representation was previously restricted to art galleries and places of worship, the physical and 
technical production of representations was revolutionized in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century. It was the photographic 
camera that led to this transformation.  Visual representations are now on display on buses, buildings, bill boards, and lamp-posts and in 
shopping malls (Reid, 2008: 208).  In fact, for most people in the western and developing world, life is saturated with visual images and 
representations. It is, after all, how we communicate with one another and, more importantly, make sense of the world.  Williams (2003: 121) 
maintains that audiences have learnt to actively filter such masses of representations on a constant basis in order to try to receive only 
those meanings which were important to them. If this is the case, are women, in general, aware of how they are represented in the media?  
The researcher finds it necessary to explore ways in which the South African media report and re-present the social world in order to 
examine the impact of the media on their audiences.  The case study is the Post, a national weekly newspaper.   In the past, the media in 
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South Africa was under tremendous strain as society was polarized and unequal. The South African media had to contend with social, 
political and economical conditions in a country with disparaging proportions.  Understandably, the subject of gender representations did not 
seem to be a priority in the media and women of colour were particularly at a disadvantage.  However, since democratization, gender 
representation in the South African media has received considerable attention.   
 
2.1 The origins of the Post  
The Post has been in operation since 1960.  Launched as Golden City POST by Sir Jim Bailey in 1955, it set off at a time when the 
apartheid ideology was just beginning to tighten its grip on society (Howard, 2005: 3).   The Post highlighted the political struggle and made 
mockery of laws like the Immorality Act, the Mixed Marriages Act and the Group Areas Act.  It also highlighted bannings, house arrests and 
imprisonment of political leaders, the battle to get South Africa expelled from world sport, and the birth of the Black Consciousness 
Movement”. It led to the change of the Post’s slogan from “paper for the people” to the “voice and heart of the community”.  In fact, the Post 
is the biggest-selling weekly newspaper serving the Indian Diaspora in South Africa.  It expresses the views, fears, threats and aspirations 
of the Indian community. The Consul General of India, emphasizes the role of the Post as it also helps sustain the historical linkages 
between India and South Africa.  In doing so, the newspaper has helped the local Indian community in preserving and maintaining its 
cultural heritage and traditions.  According to Swarup, the Post has been a forerunner in the struggle against colonialism, imperialism, 
inequality and racial discrimination. It has helped the community in preserving and maintaining its cultural heritage and traditions (Swarup, 
2005: 5). 
 However, the democratic era of the 1990s soon changed the perceptions that Indians were a homogeneous group. There was a 
“resurgence of ethnic and sub-ethnic identities (class, language, religion, geographic origins)” (Maharaj, 2007: 19).  Today, while the older 
generation upholds the values and traditions of their fore-fathers, the younger generation is quite often modern and westernized, in thinking 
and in dress. Herein lies the dichotomy.  The Post upholds the values and traditions of the Indian culture, however, does it have a fixed 
notion of what an Indian woman ought to be like?  Meanings, consequently, will always change, from one culture or period to another” (Hall, 
1997: 61). Has the Post adjusted its stance and forged ahead with the modern times, or has it lagged behind?  The main thrust of the 
argument is, how are women represented through photographs in the Post?  Is the Post bound to the traditional and cultural views of the 
past?   Of significance are the photographic images of women in the Post. Visual signs and images carry meaning and, therefore, have to 
be interpreted (Hall, 1997: 21).  After all, meaning is produced through representation.  However, photographs are nearly always 
constructed within a social context.  Of particular interest to the research, is to ascertain how women are photographed and portrayed in the 
Post.  The researcher aims to examine the process of photographic production and the social context by which it was created (Hamilton, 
1997: 79). Posed questions, will give the researcher an indication of how the Post  production team, made up of reporters, photographers 
and sub-editors, select, process and produce photographic images. 
 
2.2 Media Selection and Production 
The term “gatekeeping” has been widely used to describe the method by which selections are made in media work.  For the most part, 
gatekeepers decide what is going to appear and how it is going to appear in the media. Gate-keeping also applies to the different kinds of 
editorial and production work in print and television. It refers to the power to grant or deny access to different voices in society and is often 
an area of conflict (McQuail, 2002: 276). McQuail (2002: 276) argues that the weakness in the concept of gatekeeping is that there is 
generally one main set of selection criteria and its tendency to individualize decision-making.  Len-Rios et al. (2005: 155) suggest that 
under-representation of women is intricately connected to news production. Apart from selection and emphasis or placement, gatekeepers 
can also insert and delete material into existing news reports. According to Oosthuizen (2001: 198), ideally, editors ought to perform their 
tasks in accordance with the broad guidelines laid down by their board of directors.  However, if they do not keep to these guidelines, it can 
lead to conflict.  It is, therefore, obvious that editors can act as strict gatekeepers and that they can discard or ignore stories or news items 
that do not conform to their own beliefs or policies.  In this way, news and photographs can be distorted. 

Williams (2003: 153) maintains that people with political and economic power use ideology to maintain their privileged positions. 
Similarly, media owners shape the messages that the media produce. Thus the hegemonic hierarchy remains.  It follows then that as 
Williams (2003: 155) notes, Barthes argued that the media, through their ability to makes images and signs work, disseminate and 
ideological view of the world.   “Between the very broad, general conditions and power relations in the world and the ideological messages 
which shape media texts that are delivered to audiences is an important system of production”  (Carter and Steinder, 2004: 15).  The 
question to ask is how media discourses contribute or challenge the “structural (re) production of gender inequalities” (Carter and Steiner, 
2004: 14).  Some of the questions to ask would be: Which audiences are being served?   Are women and men addressed differently, via 
texts with different varieties of intellectual and emotional content?  If newspapers under-represent women, they then add to the public 
approval of male cultural hegemony.  Women, therefore, are excluded from a significant symbol of power (Len-Rios et al., 2005: 152). 
Furthermore, the media constructs, presents and even dictates what ‘reality’ is, as well as what is ‘normal’ and ‘natural’ (Karam, 2008: 317).  
Dominant groups use the media to reinforce their definition of normality and reality. The underlying question, therefore, is how are women 
represented visually?  The management at The Star saw the need to change their policies for several reasons. One of the most important 
reasons was the large number of competent women in positions of power (Hazelhurst, 2002: 110).  Hazelhurst came to the conclusion that 
there can be no real change without women in decision-making jobs.  Consequently, design can only have negative gender implications.  
The employment and promotion policies must legitimately empower women.   For many years, women have experienced the newsroom as 
a hostile environment, particularly because they have been patronized and marginalized. Even though working conditions for women have 
advanced considerably, it seems as though women have reached the ‘glass ceiling’.   

Today, photographers use new methods of representing subject matter. The camera was always considered to be like a ‘mirror 
held up to Nature’ (Hamilton, 1997: 79).  However, we can focus more closely on the condition of photographic production.  For instance, 
through the use of colour filters, framing or highlighting a photograph does not necessarily reflect the subject matter in its entirety. The 
photograph is not longer the ‘true image’ of the world (Hamilton, 1997: 79).  Fiske (1990: 16) maintains that photographs are open to a 
number of readings, in other words, they are polysemic The photographer, through his or her personal interpretations, chooses which 
events or subjects to place in front of the camera. Hamilton (1997: 85) maintains that often a “double process of construction at work”. First, 
the photographer constructs and frames the image.  Thereafter, there is a second process of construction, where photographs are selected 
out from their original ordering and placed within the confines of a caption. Barthes uses the term anchorage to describe the function of 
words used as captions for photographs. Visual images, he argues, are polysemic: ‘they imply, underlying their signifiers, a floating chain of 
signifieds, and the reader able to choose some and ignore others’.  However, Williams (2003: 153) makes mention of Hall’s input and how 
influential it was in shaping research into the reception and production of media messages.  According to Williams (2003: 153), Hall argued 
that the media and their audiences play a part in the process of producing ideological meaning.  It also introduced the concept of the media 
being a “site of struggle over the production of meaning”.  
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Representation of photographic images influences gender identity. Therefore, the selection and production of photographs have 
an impact on the portrayal of women and, accordingly influence the identity of women.  The triangular relationships among texts, media 
organizations and industries, and audiences’ practices were examined. Of significance, was an overview of the Post; Women in the Media; 
and finally, the Selection and Production of Photographs. Having discussed the triangular relationships among texts and images, the Post 
and its readers, the researcher proceeds to look at the methodology used to conduct the empirical study. 
 
3. Research Methodology 
This study has made use of open-ended questions in the interview schedules as methods that were used to collect data in a qualitative 
study.  It is for this reason that the method of qualitative research was used. Personal interviews. were used .This study was limited to 
interviews of the staff of Post.  Audience analyses were not conducted.   Only a sample of a population is selected for any given study in 
qualitative research.  The staff of Post comprises ten staff members, an editor, two sub-editors, five reporters and one administrator. This 
study, therefore, identified the sub-editor, photographer and two women reporters of the Post in order to obtain valid findings.  These 
personnel were representative of the Post staff.  Although there was much discussion around the readers, the study did not explore 
audience analysis. It was limited to the selected personnel at Post and not its readers.  Therefore, for this study, primary data were collected 
through an empirical study using a standardised interview and secondary data were collected by conducting a review of related literature. 
The interview schedule comprised open-ended and semi - structured questions. Follow-up questions were useful to clarify the response 
from the interviewees.  The triangulation method of collecting data was used. Triangulation data are drawn from different sources (Flick, 
2004: 178). It usually refers to combining multiple theories, observers, methods, and empirical materials to produce a more accurate, 
objective and comprehensive representation of the aim of study (Silverman, 2006: 291).   

The researcher was given access to archives of the Post, three editions were chosen and the articles and photographs are 
attached (Annexures A and B).   The researcher was also handed a 2008 Research Survey which included the AMPS and readership profile 
demographics.  In addition, the researcher photocopied a thirty-two page supplement celebrating Post’s 50 years in circulation.  This 
supplement proved to be an invaluable source as it contained the rich history of the Post.  This study, therefore, used the triangulation 
method of collecting data as it was considered to be the most appropriate.  As the interviews were conducted, the answers were recorded 
manually by the researcher. In addition, interviews were audio recorded.  The interviews were then transcribed by the researcher.  
Thereafter, the data were prepared for interpretation and analysis. The interviews were coded according to the various themes that the 
literature review sited. The researcher read through the interviews and identified the issues that were set out to be explored in the research. 
Unexpected generalizations in the course of data analysis lead one to seek out new deviant (unusual – unexpected) cases (Silverman, 
2006: 303) and go against the pattern identified.  Silverman suggests that researchers ought to overcome any tendency to select a case 
which is likely to support their argument.   
 
4. Findings and Analysis 
A thematic analysis of the data obtained from the empirical study follows.  It further provides a discussion of these findings and sets the 
platform for the analysis and recommendations of the study. The research methodology confines the empirical research to interviews of 
those who produce the paper i.e. the photographers; sub-editor and reporter.  The findings are, therefore, reported according to these 
interviews. 
 
4.1 Composition plays an integral role in the photographic process.  
Images are often manipulated through ‘cut and paste’, cropping, highlighting, darkening and lightening. What factors are considered during 
photographic processes?  The findings revealed that it is evident that in composing a photograph, the photographer’s key consideration 
during photographing a woman revolves around the physical beauty of the subject. Literature states that the photographer’s influence – 
framing, focus, lighting and camera angle, - produces a subjective element in the final sign, the photograph (Fiske, 1990: 110). It also seems 
apparent that men and women are viewed differently, when composing a photograph. According to the findings, it seems as though images 
are framed according to what is important to the media workers and what is suitable for the newspaper.   This is, therefore, strengthened by 
Post’s management’s decision of how women are represented in the Post.   The photographer’s influence – framing, focus, lighting and 
camera angle, - produces a subjective element in the final sign. However, based on the above response, it seems as though the sub-editor 
of the Post makes use of these various techniques to enhance the photograph and not necessarily to change its meaning. 

Evidence suggests that the Post photographer has to work within certain boundaries. According to the findings, the photographer 
“cannot show any ‘flesh’” and, secondly, “the woman must be appealing but not ‘sexy’ appealing”. These remarks stem from management’s 
view of the Post. According to the editor, the Post changed its “racy, sexy Golden City Post (Natal) image” to become far more family 
oriented (Ramguthee, 2005: 1).  In addition, one of the main strategies of Post’s management was to eliminate the image Post had 
acquired, that of publishing pictures of attractive young women on page three. Therefore, the above evidence suggests that the Post 
photographer has certain limitations and restrictions that he has to adhere to. Literature of Hall (1993: 98) maintains that the sphere of 
‘preferred readings’ have the “whole social order embedded in them as a set of meanings, practices and beliefs: the everyday knowledge of 
social structures, of ‘how things work for all practical purposes in this culture’, the rank order of power and interest”. Based on literature by 
Ramguthee (2005: 1), it seems apparent that Post’s management has taken a stance on its views on women, therefore implying that society 
follows its example. Fiske (1990: 112) elaborates on Hall’s theory, stating that the dominant system is the preferred readings of society as it 
is one that conveys the dominant values. 
 
4.1.2   The Selection of photographs is predominantly (if not only) done by the males.   
Based on the findings regarding the selection of photographs, it is evident that there is a bias towards the opinions of the males in the 
newsroom, in this instance the photographer, sub-editor and editor.  It is also evident that in the selection and production of photographs 
(also known as gate-keeping), there is much contestation. The tendency is also to individualize decision making. Literature (Len-Rios et al., 
2005: 155) suggests that the under-representation of women is connected to news production.  Based on the findings, the photographer’s 
view that a photograph will be used depending on the “editor’s frame of mind at that time” is evident that a photograph or story has to 
conform to the editor’s own beliefs, otherwise it is not used.  Seidman (2002: 94) maintains that media practitioners draw upon their own 
experiences and notions about male and female persons about many factors, for instance, gender roles, behaviour, how women and men 
think and act, and our beliefs about body shapes.  It is, therefore, important for women to be in positions of making decisions.  Hazelhurst 
(2002: 110) argues that without women at the helm of the news media, there can be very little change.  

Based on the above response, it is, therefore, evident that the sub-editor has many factors to take into account when selecting a 
photograph. This does vary on a weekly basis. However, a closer look at the role of the sub-editor at the Post indicates that he merely has a 
job to do. The main task is to make the paper look attractive, thereby encouraging sales. McQuail  (2002: 265) supports this view by adding 
that “media organizations are to a great extent in the business of producing spectacles as a way of creating audiences and generating profit 
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and employment”. McQuail adds that there is “an assumption that the personal characteristics of those most directly responsible for media 
production will influence content” (2002: 265).  This assumption does seem to be the case at the Post. 
 
4.1.3    Women have been misrepresented in the media. 
The representation of women in the media has always been a point of contestation. Based on the comments of the chief photographer:  
“we’re looking for sex, even if it means a pretty face that goes on the front page”, it is evident that Post perceives a women as commodities.  
In other words, without the “pretty face”, the product, which is the newspaper, will not sell. The sub-editor states that for the past eight years 
there has always been a picture of a woman on the front page ‘be it glamour or murder’.  Based on the findings, it seems evident that 
women are perceived as either ‘victims’ or decorative add-ons and not as serious role-players in society.  Literature by Seidman (2002: 94) 
supports this view as she maintains that “gender stereotypes are heavily embedded in all forms of visual images”.  The visual image has a 
powerful effect on how one views the world. In addition, according to the sub-editor, photographs of beauty pageants bring out the 
‘brightness of the paper’ and these images are used to attract more male readers.   Media texts do not merely mirror or reflect ‘reality’, but 
instead construct hegemonic meaning of what should be accepted as ‘reality’.  These meanings appear to be ‘real’, inevitable and full of 
common sense.  Not surprisingly though, feminists have drawn on the concept of hegemony in order to argue that most of us cannot see 
how patriarchal ideology is made to appear as ‘objective’, non-gendered’ and ‘neutral’ and ‘non-ideological’.   

With this in mind, it seems as though staff members at Post are responsible for what is produced in the paper and readers accept 
it as the ‘norm’ and as a mirror of ‘reality’. A key point to remember is that hegemonic realities must be constantly reconstructed, contested, 
renegotiated and renaturalized (Carter and Steinder, 2004: 2).   Literature by Fiske (1990: 16) implies that photographs are open to a 
number of readings, in other words, they are polysemic. They are never as easy to decode as they may appear. On a technical level, the 
context makes the picture easier to decode, especially at a quick, first glance. Literature, by Carter and Steinder (2004: 14), suggests that 
sexist stereotypes encourage people to believe that women are suited to ‘traditional’ female sex roles.   The findings reveal that “blood and 
guts sell” and “it’s mainly the women who are victims”. These views are supported by the literature of Morna et al., (2002: 96). According to 
research within the media in Southern African (Morna et al., 2002: 96), more women are shown as victims, receivers and helpless sufferers 
rather than women who are “makers and shakers”. These stereotypes, therefore, discourage people from accepting women who are 
independent, strong and self-confident. It also inhabits women’s ability to realize their full professional and personal potential. The 
fundamental problem, therefore, lies in the representation of women.  
 
4.1.4     Deviant Case  
Unexpected generalizations in the course of data analysis lead one to seek out new deviant cases.  Based on the findings, it is evident that 
photographers do face certain challenges. Whilst it was an important provincial rugby game, the sports editor still had to ‘smuggle’ the 
photograph because it went against the ethos of the newspaper. The Post aspires to be family orientated and far more acceptable to all 
members of a house-hold than the Golden City Post.  However, had this photograph been taken whilst the Golden City Post was in 
circulation, it would not have been a problem.  The “racy, sexy Golden City Post (Natal)” changed its body shape and face” as the “strategy 
was to eliminate the image POST had acquired, that is, publishing pictures of attractive young women on page three” (Ramguthee, 2005: 1). 

It is evident that deviant cases do create a ‘stir’ in the newsroom.  In the literature by Silverman (2006: 309), he notes that deviant 
cases go against the pattern identified. These negative instances offer a crucial test to the theory.  The case study of the ‘Sharks Flasher 
Model’ (Annexure B) seems to have surprised many staff.  Interestingly, the respondent mentions that the model had a flag around her, 
suggesting that the flag was ‘wrapped’ around her, thereby ‘lessening’ the impact of her bikini-clad body.  However, upon examination of the 
photograph, it appears that the flag was used as a backdrop as it was positioned behind her. The findings indicate that the editor is 
conservative and of ‘the old school’. However, the deviant case, identified above, seems to prove otherwise and go against the grain.   The 
Post ought to take responsibility for representing women in a way that will help to break the shackles of patriarchy. Sexist stereotypes 
encourage people to believe that women are suited “only (and always) to so-called ‘traditional’ female sex roles and discourage people from 
accepting women who are strong, assertive, independent and self-confident, thus inhibiting women’s ability to realize their full personal and 
professional potential (Carter and Steiner, 2004: 14). Therefore, the fundamental problem lies in the misrepresentation of women. “What 
does it mean to live as a woman?  To what extent does gender – our own identities as male and female, our ideas about what that might 
mean – shape our experience of the culture around us?” (Parry and Karam, 2001:383).     
 
5. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The conclusions and recommendations are based on the literature review and the empirical study.  The conclusions and recommendations 
are presented on the key themes identified in the literature review and used in the research instrument.  
 

• Photographs in the Post present a one dimensional stereotype. It is, therefore, recommended that photographers consider 
improving techniques in the photographic process of composing, selecting and producing photographs in the Post. 

• The selection of photographs was done predominately by men. It is, therefore, recommended that women reporters and junior 
reporters participate in the selection of photographs.  This process would thereby ensure that photographs are more reflective of a 
changing society.  

• Photographs of women on the front cover of Post reflect ‘beauty or blood’.  It is, therefore, recommended that the staff find 
alternative photographs depicting the modern Indian woman.  

• It is recommended that photographers and staff at Post consider attending a gender course hosted by Genderlinks, a gender 
based organization that trains media workers on issues of gender and gender sensitivity 

 
Based on the above conclusions, the study therefore recommends that staff at the Post pay particular attention to the portrayal of 

women as many Indian women are modern, out-going career women.  Audience surveys ought to be conducted to gauge how the Indian 
woman would like to be portrayed on the front page of the Post.  During the selection of photographs, the process should include women 
and junior reporters. When women are at the helm of decision making, a positive gender dispensation increases.  The policy of selection 
and production of photographs at the POST should be reviewed to become a wider process to include more reporters.  The policy should 
consider the younger career orientated readers.  Finally, photographs published in the Post ought to reflect today’s modern women. This 
study was only limited to photographs in the Post. The study recommends an in-depth look into audience analysis research of the Post. In 
addition, the researcher recommends that a study be conducted into representation of women in the mass media. 
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PLANET PLAY: DESIGNING A GAME FOR CHILDREN TO PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS. 
  

MARIA GONCHAROVA 
UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA, CANADA  

  
Due to a progressive deterioration of our planet and its resources, environmental education has become crucial and children should be 
trained to understand environmental issues at an early age so they can cultivate positive change in the future. Children attending Alberta-
based schools are introduced to ecological conservation issues in the fourth grade through an inquiry-based, active-learning curriculum. 
This study combines research in child development & educational strategies with environmentally related issues into a game that promotes 
active learning. Data for the study is gathered in a qualitative manner, introducing child participants to existing environmental games and 
collecting their feedback into graphic organizers. A prototype of an environmental education game that combines various styles of play will 
then be designed based on the gathered data. The game aims to explore concepts, scenarios, and strategies of environmental preservation, 
encouraging children to become active participants in preserving the planet and promoting environmentally responsible behavior.  
KEY WORDS & CONCEPTS: Communication in Education, Active Learning, Environmental Preservation, Design of Educational Game.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
A continuous deterioration of our planet and its resources has triggered policy makers and businesses to somewhat reconsider their harmful 
actions and implement certain changes into their originally designed systems and policies (Takala, 1991). However, this has been only 
partially effective in preserving the environment for future generations, seeing that these actions are neither universal, nor fully put into 
effect; according to Takala (1991), any potential for a significant shift towards environmental consciousness is hampered by policy-makers 
who are initially and foremost preoccupied with rapid economic growth – an idea mostly conflicting with sustainability and cautious treatment 
of the planet and its resources. Research in the field suggests that “any great changes in the behavior of …persons, industry, and 
government” (Takala, 1991, p. 587) where environmental awareness and positive change are concerned, would have to begin with the 
individual, at the earliest coherent stages of their development.  

Moreover, “necessary changes in people’s attitude to the environment can occur as a result of general education, carried out on a 
mass scale, available for all social groups and generations” (Domka, 2005, p.258). Environmental education is a prerequisite for 
environmental awareness to transpire; yet it is still not ubiquitously offered and practiced on a global scale, being the privilege of school 
curriculums only in economically developed nations (Gajus-Lankamer, 2004). Reiterating Domka, environmental education and hence 
environmental awareness should be available to anyone and everyone, beginning with and focusing primarily on elementary school children 
– their young age making them “very susceptible to the influence of teachers” (2005, p.258) and the material taught to them both at school 
and at home. Furthermore, the way information is presented to children, influences both their initial understanding of the material and its 
future retention. Traditional teaching methods involving “mechanically follow[ing] a set of steps or read[ing] and hear[ing] about things 
learned and done by others” are not as effective a learning tool, as active or inquiry-based systems of education (Elementary Science, 1996, 
p.A2).  

This graduate-level study is based out of Alberta, Canada, using the Alberta Education science curriculum and the framework 
devised by the Pan Canadian Protocol for Collaboration on School Curriculum, which consist of an inquiry-based approach to learning. 
According to the Alberta Education curriculum designers, “young children are natural inquirers and problem solvers. They have a keen 
interest in the materials around them and move naturally into activities that involve manipulation of materials, exploration and discovery” 
(Elementary Science, 1996, p.A1). The inquiry-based approach allows children to become physical with the information they are taught, 
encouraging them to become personally involved in their learning process.  

Instructional media designed by scholars and practitioners in the field of education as well as literature on child psychology and 
development suggest that children learn best when they are engaged in game play (Curriculum Handbooks for Parents, 2011; Druin, 2002; 
Fletcher, 2008, Gaver, 1983; Haamaalaainen, 2011; Piaget, 1997). Playing alleviates any anxiety that may be associated with the process 
of learning and assessment (Parry & Gregory, 1998), permitting the participants to absorb information with a higher level of efficiency 
(Heinich, Molenda, Russel, & Smaldino, 1996). Furthermore, the process of playing an educational game supports the understanding of new 
ideas and theories, in addition to conventional classroom-based methods of instruction. Information acquisition and anticipated retention can 
be significantly improved if the learning approach is dynamic and enjoyable. Playing an environmentally educational game would assist 
children in solidifying the concepts they learn in class, as well as introduce them to an engaging new way of gaining vital knowledge. 
Furthermore, a game exploring concepts, scenarios, and strategies of environmental preservation can encourage and empower children to 
become active participants in protecting the planet and promoting environmentally responsible behavior.  

What follows below is the discussion of how an environmental game for elementary school children can be designed based on 
existing research in the field of child development, educational strategies, and on the visual analysis of previously designed environmental 
games.  
 
Child Development 
According to the literature on child psychology and development, many children learn best through play, as they can engage actively with 
information (Gaver, 1983; Haamaalaainen, 2011; Piaget, 1997). Both Piaget and Vygotsky have proposed in their many works that children 
develop and learn through a progression of cognitive development phases and through play. By observing his own children, Piaget derived 
four consecutive stages of cognitive development, where intelligence was progressively formed based on children’s interaction with the 
world around them. For the sake of this research study, this process of phase-based intellectual growth described by Piaget will be referred 
to as active learning.  

Vygotsky discussed ludic [playful] learning processes in child development, specifically – learning through the act of play. He 
suggested that knowledge can be acquired by children during not only the act of playing, but also by doing so with partners of a similar age 
range – “play […] is a stage between the purely situational constraints of early childhood and adult thought, which can be totally free of real 
situation. Thus further cognitive development could not occur without the liberating effects of imaginative play” (Peisach, Hardeman, 1985, 
p. 233). Moreover, a classroom-based environmental education game could be a way of combining active learning with play, where the 
children playing will all be in a similar age range.  

The age group selected for this study falls into the category of Concrete Operational stage of cognitive development in children, 
as discussed by Piaget. The child participants in question will pertain to the latest phase of Concrete Operations, transitioning into the 
Formal Operational stage of development. Participants should have begun forming adult logic patterns, allowing them to rationalize 
concrete, real-life situations, as well as classify objects as belonging to two or more categories simultaneously. This basic amount of 
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classification and rationalization skills from participants combined with information acquisition skills progressively learned by them in their 
science classes over a period of four years, should be sufficient for the design process of a visual tool, such as a game to occur.  

A typical environmental education game operates on the principle of simulating situations that have either already occurred in the 
environment and in nature, or can potentially occur as the result of careless human behavior towards the planet (Fisman, 2005). Children in 
the developmental stage of Concrete Operations will be able to relate hypothetical simulations offered by the game to reality. This allows an 
environmental game to explore realistic situations such as potential environmental threats or strategies for environmental preservation, by 
utilizing visual mediums like illustration, photography, or even basic three dimensional characters that players can associate themselves 
with. A simulated environmental situation becomes tangible to children playing the game and has potential to affect their attitudes and 
awareness during the third stage of their development, because “…in the early years, children view their experiences as personal and 
immediate; in later years, they become aware of order and continuity in the world extending beyond their personal experience” (Elementary 
Science, 1996, p.A2). Therefore, by playing an environmental game at the Concrete Operations stage of their cognitive development, 
children can become familiar with general environmental issues in an engaging and semi-realistic way, increasing their environmental 
literacy and awareness in the process. In their future, this can lead to conscientious environmental behavior and environmentally 
responsible actions.  
 
Educational Strategies 
By combining theories of Piaget and Vygotsky, it is possible to look at child development and education from the perspective of learning 
through play in a step-by-step, phase-based approach. Luckily, contemporary school systems already support the idea of progressive 
learning and development, which is reflected in their educational systems. Some schools are beginning to implement play and active 
learning into their curriculum, the province of Alberta, Canada being a prime example. Schools in Alberta also emphasize the importance of 
environmental awareness and integrate it into the framework of their curriculum to a high degree. Environmental awareness is achieved 
through environmental education and is crucial to the development of children, as it “promotes the use of higher-order thinking skills, 
encourages informal experiences in school as well as outdoors [outside of school]…in order to make a contribution to the environment” (Tal, 
2005, p.575). 

According to Tal, “in order to educate environmentally literate [and active] students, various settings and teaching methods should 
be employed” (Tal, 2005, p.575). Alberta-based schools introduce ecological conservation issues to their students starting from the fourth 
grade of elementary school through an inquiry-based approach to learning, where “the outcome of inquiry is knowledge” (Elementary 
Science, 1996, p.A3). Furthermore, “by participating in activities and reflecting on the meaning of what they do, students develop the skills of 
learning how to learn and achieve depth in their understanding” (Elementary Science, 1996, p.A2). This skill set is supposed to encourage 
and enhance information acquisition and retention in students by applying a learning triad to their educational process – focus/explore & 
investigate/reflect & interpret. According to the Alberta Education science curriculum, stimulating active inquiry can be done by “providing an 
initial focus and challenge for learning, by engaging students in developing or adapting a plan of action and by involving students in 
evaluating results” (Elementary Science, 1996, p.A2). Furthermore, the schools focus on learning actively – “science programs […] provide 
opportunities for children to engage in argumentative reasoning that allows them to practice justifying claims, argue different views, 
understand uncertainty and begin to develop an understanding of how to evaluate scientific evidence” (Focus on Inquiry, 2004, p.16). 

Environmental awareness is established in students at an early age with basic concepts and then expanded and explored further 
as they continue their education. Children are offered choices on which they can base their informed decisions, solving problems in a 
creative and active way, as opposed to the lackluster system of conventional education, which promotes theoretical memorization of 
information rather than a practical hands-on approach. Consequently, children gradually develop a set of skills that allows them to become 
aware of environmental deterioration and preservation matters in a way that is practical and engaging. Such a process of combining active 
learning with environmental awareness is a sure way to simultaneously foster “an appreciation of the environment, […] developing 
knowledge, skills, attitudes, values and a commitment that allows active participation in decision-making” (Tal, 2005, p.575). However, 
referring back to Vygotsky’s research, information acquisition and anticipated retention can be significantly improved if the learning 
approach is dynamic and enjoyable, for instance as playing an educational game would be. Therefore, adding the act of playing into the mix 
of active learning and environmental education can be achieved with an environmentally educational game. The process of playing an 
educational game can support the understanding of new ideas and theories, in addition to classroom-based methods of instruction.  
 
Game Design for Active Learning 
Ludic activity is proven to encourage and enhance information retention (Heinich, Molenda, Russel, & Smaldino, 1996), as it provides the 
player with an opportunity to forget about the act of learning and focus on the act of playing (Peisach, Hardeman, 1985). On a psychological 
level, information is better perceived and later retained if the educational process involves eustress, or the “positive feelings of enjoyment 
and excitement that one experiences when engaging with something new and different” (Parry, Gregory, 1998, p. 12) in a non-stressful, 
non-threatening learning environment. Such an environment of eustress can be created if the learner gains their knowledge through the 
process of play. Contrary to the above described ways of active learning, conventional methods of education often put children on the spot, 
making them formulate answers based on memorization in front of a group of their classmates. Such an approach would cause distress to 
occur in the child’s learning environment, causing their “brain to function below peak efficiency” (Parry, Gregory, 1998, p. 12).  

On a physiological level, playing a game – even a physically non-active one – still requires personal involvement and full 
participation from the player – whether they themselves are taking their turn, or observing the other players taking theirs. “The ability to 
wander among multiple possibilities […] epitomizes ludic activity. Play is not just a matter of games or entertainment, but rather one of a 
fluid engagement with myriad opportunities” (Gaver, 1983, p.5). Students learn best when they become personally involved in their learning 
– not just when they mechanically follow a set of steps or read and hear about things learned and done by others, therefore educational 
processes “that embody ludic activities […] encourage exploration, wondering and new forms of playful influence” (Gaver, 1983, p.3). 
Consequently, an active engagement with the proceedings of an educational game ensures that the player can learn both from their 
participation and their observation of others. A game exploring concepts, scenarios, and strategies of environmental preservation can 
encourage and empower children to become active participants in preserving the planet and promoting environmentally responsible 
behavior as they move through life. 
 
Visual Analysis of Existing Environmental Games 
In order to design a prototype of an environmental education game, existing environmental education games are to be tested and analyzed. 
Based on their effectiveness with the child participants, the strongest aspects of the games will be selectively utilized and concentrated on in 
the design of the Planet Play prototype; the weakest and least desirable aspects of existing environmental games should also to be 
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determined through the data collection process and consequently avoided during the making of the prototype. Considering the vast amount 
of currently available environmental games and the impossibility of having the children participating in this study experience all of them, a 
feasible solution would be to examine, categorize and then select a realistic number of games to be tested by the participants. To achieve a 
higher diversity of feedback about the environmental games from the participants, the types of environmental game presented to them 
should be as different from each other as possible.  

A visual analysis of existing environmental games has been carried out, including all existing games that have been discovered by 
the researcher. The analysis consists of 50 environmental games, with a focus primarily on non-digital ones; digital [web or video] games 
are also included in the analysis, yet are not represented in equal proportion compared to analog ones, considering their prevalence on the 
market in the rough ratio of 9 digital games to 1 analog. For the sake of personal and aesthetic preference, the researcher chose to avoid 
the already greatly explored field of digital game design for this study, focusing on the seemingly disappearing theme of analog games and 
their distinctive types. Furthermore, non-digital games are also more effective than digital ones, because “the analogue mode of 
presentation encodes a graphic context along with the information itself, thus enabling the viewer [user] both to grasp the significance of the 
message and to place it within recognizable parameters” (Wildbur, & Burke, 1999, p.6). Moreover, a physical involvement with the 
materiality of an analog game facilitates a stronger connection between the player and the offered scenario/reality of the game, as opposed 
to the hypothetical virtuality offered by the digital, two-dimensional arrangement of pixels on a screen.  
 
Existing environmental games were categorized based on their medium [digital/analog/physical], with subcategories about their 
specifications for each medium. The subcategories included information about the players, the materiality of the game, the design aspect of 
the game, and its context/content. Four games were selected based on their visual and tactical diversity, all four were analog – a card-
based game called EcoFluxx, a board-based game called Earthopoly, a strategy-based game called Endango, and a role-play game called 
Bioviva Mission.  
 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
As stated previously, the aim of this graduate level research study is to explore, design and test a game intended to support children's 
learning, interest, and willingness to take notions of environmental preservation beyond the school walls. It is essential to integrate active 
learning methods, such as educational games and play both into the school curriculum and into the lives of children – either as an extra-
curricular activity, or better yet as an in-class learning technique, since “…learning games have been found effective in promoting students’ 
knowledge and increasing motivation towards learning” (Haamaalaainen, 2011, p.62). By practicing educational game play in [and out] of 
the classroom, children can make a smooth transition between their play experience in their earlier pre-school years and their current state 
of learning at the elementary and middle school level. “They enter school having learned a great deal about their world through play and 
exploration” (Elementary Science, 1996, p.A1), in other words, they can apply the skill set they have polished over the years, playing and 
associating play with entertainment to a more serious setting, where information retention is required; therefore, if information is necessary 
to be retained, and effectively, it is best done in a manner that is both familiar and non-taxing to the student. Furthermore, games have the 
potential to offer a constructive approach to learning that allows students to engage and practice learning tasks in a safe environment 
(Haamaalaainen, 2011). Playing an environmental game would allow children to gain basic experience about hypothetical environmental 
scenarios and situations, without having to actually physically be subjected to the environmental concerns and issues explored in the game. 
Because “games may serve as mediation between experience and understanding” (Haamaalaainen, 2011, p.62), playing an environmental 
game could be the bridge between what children learn in their science class and how that knowledge can be practically applied to real-life 
situations.  
 
Role of Children in Research Process 
In order to create an environmental education game that children would respond to positively and genuinely enjoy spending time with, it is 
best to involve them directly – their input into the design process and feedback on the prototype of the designed game can take the game 
from purely educational to both educational and enjoyable. For this research study, children will be asked to take on the role of users, 
testers, and informants, as described in much detail in Druin’s research on the Role of Children in the Design of New Technology. It is 
necessary to ask child participants to test existing environmental education games in order to determine what works and what doesn’t work 
about the games according to the children themselves. "At the start of a project or product design” – in this case prior to designing the 
Planet Play prototype, it is useful to “observe children using existing technologies” (Druin, 2002, p.17). Children will therefore act as users 
and testers of existing technologies [games], providing feedback that can be constructively applied to the creation of a prototype that 
combines all the strengths and ideally none of the weaknesses of the four existing games. Furthermore, “when a child is in the role of tester, 
extraordinary amounts of time may not be needed to find initial results”, and “design directions may not necessarily be expressed directly by 
children, but may be implied by their actions” (Druin, 2002, p.15&17). Moreover, “many children [already play games], therefore few skills 
need to be learned to be included in the technology design process”, allowing for the testing to proceed relatively quickly, especially 
because “children have little patience for what they don’t like and they will let technology developers know exactly just that” (Druin, 2002, 
p.15). 

Because “children are incredibly honest and at times harsh in their assessments [of technology]” (Druin, 2002, p.14), involving 
them in the creation of the Planet Play prototype in the role of informants, should allow the researcher to create “a game close to their own 
interests, experiences and fantasies, hereby insuring that they would find the game interesting enough to play” (Magnussen, Misfeldt, & 
Buch, 2003, p.1) both in class and outside of school with their friends. 
 
Methods 
Data for this study is planned to be collected in three different ways – a review of the literature, a visual analysis of existing games – with a 
focus on environmentally related board games, and a series of workshops with students. A game prototype will be designed in collaboration 
with child participants in between workshop testing phases. The design study will take place at an elementary school in Alberta, Canada, 
during regularly scheduled class time with 20 to 30 fourth grade students, who will be divided into groups and monitored by session 
facilitators. The teacher in charge of the class, being most familiar with the students, will supervise the proceedings, as the principal 
researcher oversees the process. Materials for this research study are a set of questions, four existing environmental games [as discussed 
in Visual Analysis], non-toxic brainstorming and prototype-making materials and an environmental game prototype developed by the 
researcher.  

The set of environmental questions designed by the researcher will be of an open-ended format, allowing for a qualitative type of 
response from the participants, and thus a richer and more varied collection of data. Questions will be formulated based on the Alberta 
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Education curriculum, specifically on environmentally related topics composing it, ranging from grade one through to and including grade 
four. Focusing the questions on existing material is done to achieve a certainty that children will be asked about information they are already 
familiar with, having continuously built up a base of knowledge and a problem-solving skill set from grade one onwards. Children 
participating in this study are going to explore the proposed activities both independently and in groups, identically to the program structure 
that they are exposed to daily in their school classroom (Focus on Inquiry, 2004). Students would have progressively learned – starting from 
grade one – to first follow an approach given to them by their teacher, then to begin developing their own approach to identifying problems 
and proposing solutions; continuing further by adding informed and logical decisions and recognition of purpose to their problem-solving 
strategy. Upon completing the fourth grade, students should be able to independently investigate questions and problems and arrive at 
solutions.  
 
Below follows a brief summary of the intended data collection process.  
 
Procedures 
The research procedure will consist of six phases. In Phase 1, the researcher will introduce herself and her four session facilitators to the 
students. She will briefly discuss general concepts of environmental preservation, reminding the students of the material included in their 
school curriculum. Facilitators will then separate students into small groups of two, asking them to informally interview each other about 
environmental issues. To initiate the interview process, the researcher will provide question cards, which will have a question side, asking 
about the environment based on the school curriculum, as well as a blank side for recording answers. Following immediately is Phase 2, 
where facilitators will organize students into four groups – one group per facilitator. Each group will be invited to reflect upon an 
environmental issue provided to them by the group leader [facilitator]. Facilitators will ask guiding questions and record the answers and 
feedback into graphic organizers such as mind maps or flow charts. Students will be asked to contribute opinions and knowledge about 
environmental issues in the form of verbal and visual associations. Phase 3 will consist of playing environmental games. Facilitators will 
administer the four games discussed in the Visual Analysis part of this paper – one game per group. The games will occur simultaneously, 
allowing students the possibility to experience four different types of game play. If some games last longer than others, they will be ended 
early, since the purpose of this phase is to give child participants exposure to various types of play. Similarly to Phase 2, Phase 4 will 
consist of students reflecting and brainstorming. Facilitators will ask guiding questions about the games that were just played, recording 
feedback into graphic organizers, as the researcher oversees the sessions.  

The researcher will analyze the data gathered in Phases 1-4 to create a prototype of an environmental game, based on the 
experiences and feedback provided by the participants. The prototype-making stage of this study is intended to be between 2-4 weeks, 
keeping the visual and tactile aspects of the game prototype to a minimal, conceptual quality so as to allow further modification and refining 
upon completing Phases 5 and 6, when the prototype will be tested. In Phase 5, research facilitators will administer the environmental game 
prototype to their groups. All groups will play variations of the same game, each with varying aspects of environmental awareness as well as 
different styles of game play [such as a board based game, open-ended question/answer cards, strategy, and role play/simulation]. After 
playing the four different game prototypes, participants will be asked for their feedback once more. Facilitators will ask guiding questions 
about the game experience, recording the answers and feedback into graphic organizers. The game prototype will then be refined according 
to the feedback from students, its main intention – to move between presenting information and visually persuading the audience (Frascara, 
2004), so that the audience can understand and practice environmentally responsible actions.  
 
Design of Prototype 
In designing the Planet Play prototype, its visual and material aspect should be derived from three areas – the visual analysis of existing 
environmental education games, participants’ feedback on these games, and the literature on design of visual communications, specifically 
information design. 

As mentioned previously in Visual Analysis of Existing Environmental Games, existing environmental education games have been 
collected, analyzed and categorized into a visual analysis based on their similarities and differences. The visual and material aspects of 
games is specifically pertinent to this section of the research, since it is the look and feel of existing environmental education games that 
would influence the design of the Planet Play prototype, as opposed to the conceptual aspect of the games. As discussed in Educational 
Strategies, the conceptual aspect of Planet Play will be based not just on existing games and the literature on aesthetic means of design, 
but mainly on the education curriculum of the schools that practice active, inquiry-based learning. The prototype of the game “should be 
used to build a sense of purpose, passion, and opportunity” (Fletcher, 2008, p.2) in children, therefore “the aesthetic aspect of a design 
influences the effect this design has on the intended audience, and must therefore be carefully planned and considered” (Frascara, 2004, 
p.77). 

The literature discusses a variety of approaches to successfully visualizing information – design of an educational game falls into 
the category of information design and communications design, areas heavily dominated by Tufte and Frascara. Certain commonalities can 
be observed in their research regarding effective ways of information and communications design. It is proposed that because we live in 
sensory and cognitive worlds, experiencing visual systems everyday (Banks, 1998), the game prototype should follow coherent systematic 
patterns throughout – typographically and pictorially. In other words, if for instance the prototype aims at being hyper realistic, it would utilize 
photography and would thus be consistently photographic in its visual language. According to Cronin and Prosser, photography can be 
employed to stimulate a strong emotional response, it is easily accessible and interpretable for everyone, photography has an informative 
and aesthetic value, and reflects and identifies reality far more accurately than drawings, diagrams, illustrations, etc (Cronin, Prosser, 1998). 
However, because “photography is a very selective sample of reality” (Harper, 1998), it “is not strong enough by itself to support a claim. 
Captions next to photographs greatly influence the photograph’s contextual effect and meaning” (Winston, Prosser, 1998). Moreover, to 
create a dialog between text and image in the game prototype, it would be necessary to implement a textual component [such as a caption] 
to support the visual (Harper, 1998), because “words on and around graphics are highly effective” (Tufte, 1983, p. 185). Using photography 
is one of the potential visual mediums in Planet Play, yet is by no means a finalized graphic decision, as all possibilities will be explored and 
evaluated throughout the data collection process.  

During testing of four different environmental games, the participant’ feedback will be recorded into graphic organizers, thus 
offering the researcher insight into the associative thinking processes triggered in children by playing these games; collecting feedback into 
graphic organizers – such as mind maps – allows children to express themselves both verbally and visually, where words and emotions can 
become substituted by pictures and colors. By offering their feedback in a graphic way, the participants set the visual tone of the future 
game prototype, enhancing the visual information gathered from the literature on information design as well as from the visual analysis of 
existing games.  
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RESULTS 
Results of the research, data collection, and data analysis process will be organized and recorded in the researcher’s Master Thesis in the 
field of Visual Communication Design. So far, the literature review has offered a tremendously useful variety of material and insight into the 
fields of child development, learning actively through play, and the possibilities of designing visual communications in ways that would 
benefit educational processes in children. Furthermore, the visual analysis of existing games has brought to light the multitude of already 
existing environmental education games, allowing the researcher to develop a filtering process that focused on four differing games. Both of 
the above mentioned processes of preliminary research are essential for transitioning into the data collection phase of this project, where 
child participants will aid with testing the four chosen games and then the game prototype designed in Phase 2. This study is currently 
awaiting confirmation of the approval of the ethics application regarding use of human participants.  
 
CONCLUSION 
The intention of this research study is to explore various environmental games and the reactions of children to them, so as to understand 
how using design as a communication tool can enhance learning. The long-term benefits of playing environmental games are yet to be 
determined, both because research in this field is relatively young and because educational games are not currently integrated into the 
schools’ core curriculum on a mass scale. Education methods based on inquiry, combined with up-to-date environmental knowledge can 
produce a strong awareness base in school children, since a double effect would be achieved through not only what is being taught, but 
also how it is being taught. Adding educational games into this mix would potentially reinforce the knowledge that was acquired by children 
academically, and simultaneously utilize the principles and practices of exploration, involvement and active learning. Furthermore, allowing 
the education process to include ludic activity would introduce the idea of entertainment and possibly aid in alleviating any anxiety that can 
be associated with learning. “Play is not just mindless entertainment, but an essential way of engaging with and learning about our world 
and ourselves” (Gaver, 1983, p.1). Consequently, environmental education games can be multifunctional, combining the benefit of raised 
environmental awareness in children with support of existing methods of education in elementary school.   
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ABSTRACT 
Political public relations is a tool of transmission of messages for political parties to their voters. One of the conditions of symmetrical 
communication is feedback. Dialogical approach requires the change on policies according to public demand and aims manufacturing 
consent within two way concessions. Within public relations 2.0, the communication process between political sources and their target 
audience has been facilitated. This paper will be analyzing the effective usage of Twitter, by the political party leaders who have been 
represented in TBMM (Grand National Assembly of Turkey) and also Abdullah Gül; the president of the Republic of Turkey. Leaders’ Twitter 
accounts will be followed between 1-29 February and will be examined in terms of messages for the media agenda, messages for the trend 
topics, and messages for replying to followers, retweets and the frequency of using twitter. According the results, the suitability of twitter as 
a dialogical political public relations tool will be discussed.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
As a tool for transmission of messages for political parties to their voters, political public relations aim sustainability of political parties and 
their government. In political public relations, one of the conditions of symmetrical communication and dialogue is feedback and it becomes 
more important within the new communication technologies. In political public relations, dialogical approach analyzes the impact of policies 
conducted by politicians and political constitutions, on public opinion and according to public demand and expectation and it requires 
revision and change on policies. Within public relations 2.0, the distance between the source and the receiver has been getting shorter and 
the communication process between political constitutions, political leaders and their target audience has been facilitated.  
This paper aims to explain the role of the effective usage of social media in political public relations, and to prove effective dialogue based 
communication process through Twitter. To this end, a literature review on political public relations, and public relations 2.0 will be studied. 
For discussing the effective usage of Twitter as a tool of dialogic communication, five political leaders’ Twitter accounts will be analyzed. 
The accounts are chosen according to political parties who have been represented in TBMM (Grand National Assembly of Turkey); Recep 
Tayyip Erdoğan from Justice and Development Party (AKP), Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu from People’s Republican Party (CHP), Devlet Bahçeli from 
Nationalist Movement Party (MHP), Selahattin Demirtaş from Peace and Democracy Party (BDP) and the president of the Republic of 
Turkey Abdullah Gül. According the results, the efficiently usage of Twitter and its suitability as a dialogical political public relations tool will 
be discussed.  
 
The Importance of Dialogical Approach in Political Public Relations  
Political organization’s public relations activities are all of the communication activities considering the mutual benefits for different target 
groups in order to create a positive and honest perception.  According to Louw, the resultant ‘PR-ization of politics’ has brought the 
demagoguery underpinning the political process into the open (2005) In any society, political communication both expresses and sustains 
the institutions of governance, the polity itself (the political system) and the political culture reflected in the character of those institutions and 
the polity (Nimmo and Swanson, 1990) Within political public relations, political party leaders understood their need for sustainable 
communication to their audiences. Sustaining communication is vital for sustaining political system and political institutions. 
According to Kışlalı, “The lose of relations between governors and their target audiences, and the bureaucracy on these relationships, 
conduce the communication process’s interruption. (2007) As government becomes more complex and ubiquitous, the challenge of 
maintaining citizen involvement and ensuring that government is responsive to societal needs becomes more difficult. Elected officials often 
claim credit for their election on their ability to keep a finger on the pulse of constituents. However because of the sheer magnitude and 
complexity of the job, most of that responsibility falls government public relations specialists. (Cutlip, Center& Broom, 1994) In this 
bureaucratic process, the political parties’ self-description in the right way can be aided, and the frustration caused by the 
misunderstandings can be corrected by the usage of public relations techniques. Public relations methods and techniques are the most 
important part of the political communication process aiming to correct public perception of political parties and successful transmission of 
the desired image. 

According to Grunig, with the two-way asymmetrical model, practitioners conduct scientific research to determine how to persuade 
publics to behave in the ways their client organizations wish. With the two-way symmetrical model, practitioners use research and dialogue 
to bring about symbiotic changes in the ideas, attitudes and behaviors of both their organizations and publics. Symmetry in public relations 
really is about balancing the interests of organizations and publics, of balancing advocacy and accommodation. (2000) Without dialogue and 
change on policies, symmetrical communication could not be effective in political process for political parties and their leaders. Change 
following dialogue is the key instrument for the real symmetrical communication. Cutlip, Center and Broom also pointed that “successful 
government maintains responsive, mutual understanding based on two-way communication with citizens” (1994) Not for only governments, 
but for all the actors of political communication process, the two-way communication requires dialogue and listening. 

Political public relations specialist analyzes the effect of policies, methods, and actions on public opinion, and according to 
findings regarding the public demand, desire and expectation, the political public relations actions must be altered. Political public relations 
aim for a positive identity image toward social responsibility and balancing public interests and political party’s sustainability (Oktay, 2002). 
In this sense, the analysis of the effects of policies driven by political public relations specialists and the alterations according the results 
openly indicates that communication process is two way. But a critical view on public relations, underlines the relationship between 
hegemony and two-way communication.  

Symmetrical communication can be seen as an ongoing process rather than a one-off event. So too is hegemony by definition. 
Hegemony is maintained through a process of concessions to challenges at multiple points over time. (Roper, 2005) As Roper discusses, 
symmetrical communication provides two way concessions. Through concessions, organizations or constitutions manufacture consent of 
their audiences. And concessions are the key points for the sustainability of organizations and their businesses. 

As Grunig pointed out “organizations get more of what they want when they give up some of they want”. (Grunig, 2000) Within 
symmetrical communication, organizations’ self abandonment in some of their interests, returns as more benefit, more money and more 
prestige. Dialogue used as a tool for gaining more interest, needs rhetoric for building relationships. According to Corcoran, “in all of its 
manifestations- narratives, texts, “authorities”, and speech practices- we read and rewrite the “texture of social relationships”. (1990) And 
public relations 2.0 used by politicians, help for reading and rewriting of these texture of relationships. For relationship building and more 
success, politicians must be doing research for the creation of better policies. 
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Political public relations must be able to conduct research. Researching what messages work best with different voter profiles; and 
researching what messages trigger unintended or negative responses. Researching the opposition is another important dimension of 
politics. (Louw, 2005) Such information enables the practitioners for better understanding their target audiences. According the research 
process, message’s creation for different audiences and construction of new policies also will be necessary. 
 
Political Public Relations 2.0. and the Use of Twitter 
The explosive growth of the Internet and the World Wibe Web has created a form of mass communication unlike any other. Today, the 
Internet is a household world and a global communications tool for millions of people.(Wilcox and Cameron, 2006) You have access to all 
information that others make available from their systems throughout the Internet. (Holtz, 1999) In the mid to late 1990’s, Brian Solis 
observed a shift in public relations, which he termed PR 2.0- in recognition of the impact that the web would have on public relations and 
how the communications industry would be forced to eventually connect with customers directly.(Solis& Breakenridge, 2009) The 2.0 world 
is not limited to Westerners with broadband Internet connections. Mobile phones, which are more widely accessible than the Internet, 
provide both indirect and direct points of entry. (Arsenaullt, 2009) 

Public relations 2.0 is the realization that PR now provides an unprecedented opportunity not only to work with traditional 
journalists, but also to engage directly with a new set of accidental influencers. We can now talk with customers directly through social 
networks, wikis, micromedia communities, online forums, groups and blogs. (Solis& Breakenridge, 2009) Among all the communications 
tools available to public relations practitioners, online- communications are uniquely equipped to allow organizations and their constituents 
to engage in two-way communications. (Hallahan, 2006) Two way communication process comes with interactivity.  

The key point of public relations 2.0 is interactivity. Web users are active because the Internet demands their constant feedback. 
Moreover, Web audiences are not mere observers they are participants. (Selnow, 2000) Social networking sites, email, instant messaging, 
chat rooms, discussion groups and blogs all permit interaction. And the dialogic approach seeks to develop relationships. The interactive 
nature of the internet makes it a potentially effective tool for relationship building through dialogic communication. (Coombs and Holladay, 
2010)  For all stakeholders, public relations 2.0 serves as a platform for dialogue. Political parties and politicians use it for their campaigns 
and message transfers. Using public relations 2.0 for the aims of political public relations can be defined as the political public relations 2.0. 
PR 2.0 is the greatest means to provide different groups with the communication they need. Social media applications enable you to go 
directly to the consumer. (Breakenridge, 2008) Social media can be all sorts of different things and it can be produced in all sorts of different 
ways. Perhaps the best definition of social media, though, is content that has been created by its audience. (Comm, 2010) PR 2.0 provide to 
their consumers create their own content and be a part of communication process, sometimes as a receiver sometimes as a sender through 
micro blogs like Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and MySpace.  

 “Micromedia represent a significant change in how we create and share content online and it continues to rapidly evolve. It also 
challenging public relations professionals with a type of communication that is different from any other channel in how and when we 
communicate with people. Micromedia is transforming the dynamics and engagement for public relations. Twitter answers a simple 
question: “What are you doing?” It also shares the answers among family, friends, coworkers and those who chose to follow your updates”. 
(Solis& Breakenridge, 2009) The service was founded by programmers Evan Williams, Jack Dorsey and Biz Stone in July 2006. (Comm, 
2010)  Twitter is a slimmed down and portable version of a blog. Twitter allows people to post messages up to 140 characters long. They 
can even post messages using text messaging from a cell phone. Other people can follow your messages by subscribing your 
“feed”.(Coombs and Holladay, 2010)   

In addition, Twitter is an important tool for research process. It will enable politicians to know their target audience’s perception of 
them and to see feedbacks. “These micro format tools can help companies track discussions related to their brand in real time. They can 
see these conversations are taking place without their support, advice or insight. Keywords such as #hashtags are a growing trend within 
the service. Hashtags enable users to call out specific topics. They are a community driven convention for adding context and metadata to 
tweets”. (Solis& Breakenridge, 2009) 

One of the most enjoyable aspects of using Twitter is that you can do it spontaneously. Tweeting happens in real time, and it’s 
most effective when your followers online. (Comm, 2010) The spontaneous message posting is one of the most interesting reasons for 
following people. Voters are curious about any political leader’s life style, ideas and comments. Political leaders’ messages related with 
these subject areas can be regarded as a bridge for relationship building with their voters. 
 
METHODS 
To discuss the effective usage of Twitter as a tool of dialogic communication, five political leaders’ Twitter accounts will be analyzed. 
Political party leaders’ accounts who have been represented in TBMM (Grand National Assembly of Turkey) and the president of the 
Republic of Turkey Abdullah Gül will be followed between the dates 1-29 February 2012. Most read four newspapers according to Basın İlan 
Kurumu (Zaman: 979.271, Posta: 465.326, Hürriyet: 417.190, Sabah: 352.815) will be examined between these dates for defining  media 
agenda. The internet sites will be examined to find out their first five agenda headlines. Posta will not be examined as it does not have an 
online archive. According the results of the media agenda survey, the content of posts will be examined. The accounts will be examined in 
terms of media agenda related messages, hashtaged messages and the related trend topics, reply messages to followers, retweets, the 
frequency of twitter usage and the number of followings. According the results, the suitability of twitter as a dialogical public relations tool will 
be discussed 
 
RESULTS 

 
Table 1: Number of Following, Followers and Tweets (These numbers are based 3 March 2012) 

Person  Number of Following Number of Followers Number of Tweets 
Abdullah Gül 2 1.529.465 680 
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan 1 1.095.958 401 
Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu 118 575.687 519 
Devlet Bahçeli 0 258.953 640 
Selahattin Demirtaş 506 40.422 626 

 
According the table 1, the leader who has the most followers is Abdullah Gül. After Abdullah Gül, comes Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, 

Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu, Devlet Bahçeli and Selahattin Demirtaş. According the number of tweets, Abdullah Gül is the leader who posts most 
tweets. After Abdullah Gül, Devlet Bahçeli is in the second place that tweets most. Selahattin Demirtaş, Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu and Recep 
Tayyip Erdoğan tweets less than the other two. 
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Number of followings is important because when leaders do not follow others, it means that twitter is used for one way 
communication, that is, only for giving information but not for listening, or any kind of dialogue and relationship building. According to table 1, 
only Selahattin Demirtaş and Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu use twitter for dialogue. And Selahattin Demirtaş aims more dialogue than Kemal 
Kılıçdaroğlu. Abdullah Gül has two followings and these are Turkish Presidency and T.C. Cumhurbaşkanliği. As it can be seen the accounts 
followed by Abdullah Gül are official accounts of the Turkish Presidency. According to the table 1, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan also has one 
following account. He is following only Abdullah Gül.  
 

Table 2: Politicians Uses of Twitter/ Frequency per one month (February 2012) 
 

 
 
According to the table 2, in February, Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu is in the first place in Twitter usage rank with 17 days, following Recep Tayyip 
Erdoğan with 13 days, Selahattin Demirtaş with 10 days, and Devlet Bahçeli with 4 days. The least user is Abdullah Gül with 1 day. 

 
Table 3: Number of Tweets, Retweets, in Reply, @mention and Hashtags (Between 1-29 February) 

Person Number of 
Tweets 

Number of 
Retweets 

Number of 
in Reply 

Number of 
@mention 

Number of 
Hashtags 

Abdullah Gül 7 - - - - 
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan 54 - - 2 3 
Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu 79 29 1 1 2 
Devlet Bahçeli 41 - - - - 
Selahattin Demirtaş 48 3 12 - - 

 
Number of tweets is also important for frequency of using Twitter. Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu with his 79 tweets and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan with his 
54 tweets are the first two leaders who use Twitter frequently. Selahattin Demirtaş is in the third place with his 48 tweets and then comes 
Devlet Bahçeli with his 41 tweets. And the leader who uses Twitter least is Abdullah Gül with 7 tweets. Number of retweets is also important 
as retweeting mainly represents dialogue and sharing. And Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu is the one who retweets most with 29 retweets. His 22 
retweets are the responses of his followers. And it means that Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu reads his @mentions and retweets them.  

After Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu, Selahattin Demirtaş is in the second place that retweets. Abdullah Gül, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and 
Devlet Bahçeli are not following other accounts and therefore do not receive any incoming tweets. As a result, they cannot retweet any 
coming tweets. In addition, although they receive mentions, they do not retweet any of the mentions and therefore they cannot realize a 
dialogic relationship. Another important indicator of dialogue is the number of replies. Selahattin Demirtaş is the one who replies others most 
with 12 given replies. Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu comes in the second place with his number of replies.  

Number of hashtags is not an indicator of dialogue. It can create dialogue but it is mainly used to direct the attention (of the 
audience) to a specific subject area. But it gives a point of view of effective use of twitter. Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s 
tweets contain hashtags. These two leaders use hashtags in an effective way when compared to others 

 
Table 4: Number of Video Posts, Link Posts and Picture Posts (Between 1-29 February) 

Person Number of Video 
Posts 

Number of Picture Posts Number of Link Posts 

Abdullah Gül - 4 - 
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan 6 1 3 
Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu 3 1 4 
Devlet Bahçeli - - - 
Selahattin Demirtaş - - - 

 
Number of video posts, picture posts and link posts are not indicators of dialogue in Twitter. But these can represent the effective usage of 
Twitter for the sake of sharing information. However, like hashtags, these can also start communication/dialogue and also with the 
spreading of these, they can start buzz. According to table 4, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan is the leader who uses Twitter most effectively in this 
very respect. Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu is in the second place and the third is Abdullah Gül.  

On special days, the usage of Twitter increases. Leaders’ sensibility on these special days are important for their audiences and 
this allows a sympathy between them. Abdullah Gül and Selahattin Demirtaş do not post messages on special days. Recep Tayyip Erdoğan 
and Devlet Bahçeli post messages on the birthday of the Prophet Muhammed and the anniversary of the massacre of Hocalı. Kemal 
Kılıçdaroğlu posts messages on the birthday of the Prophet Muhammed and the Valentine’s day. 

 
Table 5: Messages Contents 

Person Number of 
Tweets 

Media
Agenda 

Self Agenda of Users  
and critiques 

Daily Messages

Abdullah Gül 7 - 7 - 
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan 54 10 38 6 
Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu 79 21 44 14 
Devlet Bahçeli 41 5 32 4 
Selahattin Demirtaş 48 6 26 16 

 
Abdullah Gül’s tweets are about his visit regarding the military exercises in Kars. He also posts pictures of his visit. As it can be seen, he 
does not post about media agenda or he does not post daily messages. He posts about his own agenda, and creates media agenda also. 

Person Use of twitter/ Frequency  
Abdullah Gül 1 day 
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan 13 days 
Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu 17 days 
Devlet Bahçeli 4 days 
Selahattin Demirtaş 10 days 
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Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s many tweets create the next day’s media agenda. He posts messages full of criticism regarding CHP. He also 
writes about topics on media agenda like Syria, his operation on his digestive system, and 28 February coup. He creates his own agenda on 
issues such as Fatih project, democracy, human rights violation of young girls, a new religious generation. He also posts messages about 
daily issues like his health, his birthday, and his condolences to Erbakan’s death anniversary. Erdoğan’s tweets about 28 February cup, his 
birthday with the related hashtag ‘iyikidogdunbüyükusta’, TBMM’s platform with the related hashtag ‘isgaleson’ are messages that become 
trend topics.  

Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu’s tweets are based mostly on government critics. Creating his own agenda; he talks about young people, 
journalists and deputies who are in jail, unemployment issues, timeout in judgment process, and Deniz Feneri subject. He also talks about 
secularity, Turkish Republic values, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and his Turkish war on independence, his condolences for Cem Karaca. He also 
gives messages by using poems. He posts Attila İlhan’s lines. Some of his posts are about media agenda, his party congress, Hrant Dink’s 
murder, the death of the theater artist Baykal Kent, internal regulation discussions, National Intelligence Organization (MİT) and Hakan 
Fidan and Doğan Yurdakul’s discharge from jail. Kılıçdaroğlu’s posts on daily issues contain his wishes on getting well to his friend. His 
wishes on Valentine’s Day aim at building sympathy especially among young followers. His tweets about Doğan Yurdakul’s discharge from 
jail, Valentine’s Day, freedom for TBMM platform, Cem Karaca and Baykal Kent are messages that become trend topic. 

Devlet Bahçeli prefers writing paragraph like tweets. In other words, he divides paragraphs into several tweets. He uses old 
Turkish words . He has tweets like “God will be your love and help you”. His tweets are emotional. Most of his tweets can be regarded as 
wishful tweets. He does not criticize openly but in his wishes, he is a bit demanding for a more peaceful country. He does analogies; instead 
of “snow” he uses “white mercy”. Before tweeting, he does explanations what he will be tweeting about. Before and after tweeting he says 
“my dear followers, More power to you”, “I wish you good nights; I hope that your body, your heart and your dreams will never be cold”. He 
has only two topics on media agenda; one of them is on the birthday of the Prophet Muhammed and the other one is on winter conditions. 

Selahattin Demirtaş’s tweets about media agenda are National Intelligence Organization (MİT) and Hakan Fidan. He usually 
creates his own agenda like his party group meeting and he mentions his listening to the music group, Grup Yorum. He talks about TRT 6 
and its Kurdish language broadcasting. He criticizes AKP about Uludere subject. Instead of using the word Uludere, he uses “Roboski” that 
is the Kurdish word for the geographical area. He posts tweets in Kurdish language, but these tweets are not clear to some followers. And 
these tweets are classified as daily messages because they are too short and they repeat the same things to different people. Demirtaş also 
has one message for trend topic; his tweets related with Grup Yorum are classified as trend topic. 

Finally, a tweet sent to all five leaders gives us a clue whether they use Twitter as a means of dialogue. On the 13th of March, by 
using @mention, they were asked whether they manage their account by themselves or not. None of them replied to this @mention and 
none of them tweeted about this subject.   
 
CONCLUSION 
In a symmetrical communication, two way concessions, according to Grunig and Roper, build hegemony in a positive sense. According to 
them, mutual concessions allow hegemony and mutual changes. In this respect, hegemony is a social construction of people’s way of 
thinking in a positive way. But the mutuality of concessions and pseudo changes can be a new form of public relations manufacturing 
consent process. This new rhetoric of symmetrical communication serves as sustainability of organizations and political parties. 
Political public relations 2.0. provides interactivity and communication with different groups/parties. Twitter, used as a tool of political public 
relations 2.0. for building relationships, realizes the aim of this new rhetoric of symmetrical communication. Effective use of Twitter can build 
mutual understanding, and give the opportunity of research to political parties. In order to create, build and maintain symmetrical 
communication, political parties must care about feedback as Twitter is a powerful tool for dialogue. Leaders creating their own agenda in 
Twitter can manipulate the next day’s media agenda. 

In Turkey, according to the findings, the effective use of Twitter is provided only by two leaders, Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu and Selahattin 
Demirtaş. The most effective Twitter user is Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu. And the second is Selahattin Demirtaş.  The two leaders with their following 
numbers have potential to have dialogue based relationships in  Twitter. But as a matter of fact, their use of Twitter is limited, they have 
followers but they do not allow people in both sides. The other three leaders use Twitter for one way communication, and therefore they are 
not able to build relationships with their audiences. Recep Tayyip Erdoğan often uses Twitter effectively but he also has to follow people for 
dialogical communication. Abdullah Gül is a less effective Twitter user but with his number of followers, he’s the most fancied leader. And 
finally, Devlet Bahçeli is the most unused of Twitter. He has to create short messages and not post messages like paragraphs.   

In order to have effective usage of Twitter, politicians must use Twitter instantaneous; not for sharing their press releases or their 
speech and they must not post paragraphs like political party manifestos. Politicians must post messages related with their daily lives in 
order to attract more followers. They have to follow others and they have to respond to their followers for dialogic communication. Creating 
political agenda through Twitter is a good strategy for been followed. And posting messages about trend topics and doing hashtags are also 
necessary tools to be followed. In order to attract the attention of related target audiences, leaders should ask questions and do 
competitions in Twitter. If leaders use Twitter according to these suggestions, they will be able to build better dialogues with audiences. And 
this process will serve to the sustainability of political parties and Twitter will be an effective tool of political public relations 2.0. 
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ABSTRACT 
Media had become a notable medium to transmit symbolical content including political messages. As politic is closely tied with the dominant 
authority; there is an assumption that any undesirable political messages in news or articles are mostly concealed in mass media 
messages. However, the author argue that satire messages in media contents tend to be the most honest and open way for citizen to 
express their critics. This could be commonly seen in New media, as it offers a virtual space for users to dramatically share their critics and 
anger using satire messages towards people in power. Satire is style of language that use in literature, which refer to insinuation and 
sarcasm. It is often described as a playful distortion of reality. Moreover, satire notion is often used in political speech to disregard political 
opponents. In most situations, the makers of satire messages believe that the person deserves to be hurt. 

As stated before, a range of satire messages can be easily found in the Internet. This could take form in words and pictures. 
Thus, Public’s disappointment and anger towards government’s policy and behavior can be observed from discussion forums on the 
Internet. A range of communicator is involved, from individual, organization, to media officials.  The trend of satire messages could be found 
in hyperlinks available on the Internet. It is also intended to show users’ attempt to double check information obtained about a specific topic. 
However, their involvements tend to be passive. This lead to an assumption that the Internet users are tend to choose the most suitable 
opinion, the so-called homophili discussion spirit, thus creating a New spiral of silence. 
Keywords: Politic, Satire, New media 
 
Introduction  
In 1998 Indonesia experienced a significant shift in its national political scene. A new government era called Reformation articulated 
Indonesians’ spirit toward democracy, with freedom of expression as its core. Consequently, the country  encountered a new circumstances 
where locals could obtain more information than before. This growth of “literate” communities creates a model of information society, as 
political discourses in Indonesia had no longer belongs to the political elites.   

The media literacy development which enable Indonesians to actively observe the government’s policies were supported both by 
conventional and new media. In addition, the growing community involvements in political discourses could generate a ‘fresh breeze’ for 
political democracy in Indonesia. In line with a growing number of politic-literated people in this information society, it is expected that the 
citizen’s awareness for better Indonesia would also grow larger and stronger. 

It is assummed that the Indonesian citizen’s pessimistic expression towards the government is symbolically embedded and 
transmitted from media. It has also intrinsically related to political circumstances. The Indonesian political scene are captured by media 
professionals, thus published in forms of news, articles, journalism photographs, and a range of sarcasm. In addition, satire messages might 
become the most preferrable way to express critics towards the people in power and citizen’s anger towards the negative consequences of 
unpopular government’s policy. 

From a cultural perspective, satire is a style of language used in literature to express critics or ridicule a situation or person. In 
addition, political satire is specifically refer to entertainment package from any undesireable political phenomenon. It is also being used in 
political oration to implicitly 'attack' political opponents using sarcasm. 

Max Beerbohm stated that  satire messages involve '' a fellow laying about him lustily, for the purpose of hurting, of injuring 
people who, in his opinion, ought to be hurt and injured. " (Freedman, 2009). In other words, satirical messages are intended to harm the 
targetted opponents through abstract symbols that is open for interpretations. This satirical messages always use 'humor' as its primary 
weapon. It is emotionally hurt the political opponent and entertain third persons at almost the same time. Humor tend to be derived from  
anxiety. Additionally, comedy could be a way to escape audiences’ anxiety. As honesty could be interpreted as funny, comedy, therefore 
communicate an anxiety or any forms of protest in a different way. Comedy could penetrate social boundaries and provide an accepted way 
to openly critize the government for social change.  

The growing interest in satire messages seems to be easily observed on the Internet. It could be stated that the notion of active 
audience has become one bold distinction between the New Media and other conventional mass media. In other words, the Internet users 
are tend to actively select the contents and messages in their favor, including the satire messages. Moreover, intricated satire messages are 
more preferred as the Internet audiences are also tend to be well educated. 

The satire messages also developed as Dafis (1997)  mentions that "The Internet structure offer the public an opportunity to 
recapture the 'spontaneity and multiplicity' ... ". (Kaid, 2004, p.511). Internet satirists are more creative as they are unlimited by strict rules 
and policies in the conventional mass media. Moreover the messages could also easily be found with hyperlink facilities and on the Internet. 
The purpose of this study were: (1) To find out what are the political satire messages in the new media about Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, 
the president of Indonesia and governmental cabinet both at the official website of an organization or a personal blog, (2) to determine the 
pattern of user interactivity in the opinion in public spaces through new media. 
 
Research Methods 
This study utilised multiple methods, commonly known as 'triangulation'. Its main objective is to generate more valid data results than any 
single research strategy. Jiks (1976. p.604) states that the basic assumption of all triangulation is "that the weakness in each single method 
will be compensated b the counter-balancing sthrength of another" (Jensen, 1991). 

A qualitative research methods were analyzed in a qualitative content analysis, combining text analysis with semiotic approach 
and naratology for a more complete reading, Kraucher's (1953) stated that central argument is that the content of a text must be conceived 
as a meaningful whole. The task of the analyist is to bring out the whole range of possible meaning, not least the "hidden" message of the 
text. Message of political satire were observed in the form of visual images, caricatures and narrative articles. The visual signs were 
analysed by using semiological analysis. Barthes (author, year:page) uses the linguistic term 'denotation' and 'conotation' to define 
respectively to the 'natural' and 'ideological' meaning of text. Than narratological studies elaborated textual structure and social context.The 
most interesting on New media is the ability of its interactivity and hyperlinks that able to assist users meaning more thoroughly. So, the 
researchers also questioned the patterns of interactivity and comment on it ,then enquired the user who had been interact on the web or 
blog with satirical politics messages. 
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Result 
Political communication involves indirect dyadic feedback, so-called “conversation”. The talks include political communication discourse 
from the actors, for example in drawing, motion, gestures, clothing,  as well as in other forms of symbolism (Arrianie, 2010, p.3). Simply put, 
political communication is communication that involves political messages and political actors, or power, government, and its policies. 
Richard Fagen defines that political communication is the communication activities within a political system that has accurate and potential 
impact. Regarding Fagen’s understanding, it could be stated that political communication is not new in academic field (Riswandi, 2009, p.4). 

Indonesia as country with Authoritarian regimes to the relatively open, pluralistic systems called democracies (Freedman, 2009, 
p.157). These are systems that allow, even encourage, political satire. Though there have been superb examples of satire under 
authoritarian rule, and satirists in democracies are by no means free from the censor, in general satirists have a much easier time of it when 
they’re not subject to the whims of even the most benign of autocrats. A great bust of satire occur on conventional media simultaneously.  

Media is commonly used as bridge that carries messages from the communicator to its audience. "Medium is the Message" 
(McLuhan, 1964), therefore, media selection effects information dissemination depending its characteristics. For example Internet could 
bring a new hope in democration establishment in Indonesia. The internet provides a virtual space where anyone can freely argue with 
others, eliminates pre-existed social disparities and imbalanced political accessibility. These features are not offered by conventional mass 
media products, as it involves long systematic editorial process. Therefore, the Internet presents personal information swiftness for New 
media user.  

Interactivity has become an important point from New media, in terms of how it provides a channel for the user to actively involve 
in political information readings. Stromer-Galley (2003, p.3) classifies online political communication participants’ characters as homophily 
and diversity. Homophily spirit could motivate people to actively join the discussion and interact with others who share same political 
position, to affirm their own opinion. On the other hand, the spirit of diversity involves participants with different political positions to counter 
different opinions and spread the view to other. Stromer-Galley estimate both perspectives has the potential consequences for online 
political discourse. However, different motivations and opinions enrich political discussions, which is also called deliberative conversation 
(Tan, 2007). 

Dustin Griffin argues that the “functions of satire are inquiry and provocation rather than moral instruction and punishment” 
(Knight, 2004, p.5). Although satire messages is often considered ambiguous , but most of the active internet-users were able to validate the 
message. The satirical messages could be grouped by two. First, a unified discourse in postings on community websites and personal 
weblog, affirm the dominant messages. Second, a varied political opinions on online news portals. However, it could be stated that most of 
satire messages aimed at the government or its cabinets are mostly agreed by the political communication participants.  
 
Young (2006)states that comedy has been used as sarcasm which requires its audiences to cognitively interpret the ambigous messages 
(LaMarre, 2009, p.4-5) It seems that higher degree of rationality in political communication has brought society towards modern democracy 
which is more open to diverse position in politics (Mierson, 2003, p.84-85). For example, discussions about citizens’ dissapointment towards 
Indonesian government’s behaviours and unpopular policies are growing on the Internet. Tajfel and Turner (1986)  argue, “Individuals with 
strong political ideologies (eg, very liberal or very conservative) view groups who will share these values and beliefs as an important part of 
their social self” . (LaMarre, Heather, 2009, p.3).  Offered a new platform for hate speech. 

Reading satire messages, such as caricatures both in conventional media and new media could bring fun, pain, or even sadness. 
Caricature are entertaining, but at the same time full or sarcasm. Feinberg (1967) states that “Satire is described as a playful distortion of 
reality” (LaMarre, 2009, p.4). It is derived from critical observation about the social and political condition. Carricature are containing two 
features: (1) the existence of satire message and (2) the distortion. "Satire" is defined as an irony, tragedy, comedy or a parody. Therefore, 
in it may contain something that is strange, "absurd", which can make one laugh, but could also cause heartbreak. In short, caricature 
allows writer to convey the message that was captured from the observed dissapointments in the social life.  

Carricature messsages requires the writer’s ability to capture social and political phenomena. Moreover, it also required advanced 
skill of carricature drawing. Therefore, most of the Internet users though that it is more convenient to personally re-post some carricature 
from others webblog. This could be seen on some personal blogs below. The reposted carricature to some extent supports the blog owners’ 
opinion about current affairs. 

Caricature is a picture that speaks, even with minimum verbal words. It can be interpreted by readers at will. Satirical humors are 
closely related with uneven political discourse. Folk is mostly represented as minority group with considerable unanswered questions. In 
addition, the readers are more often than not being offered with persuasive messages.  

Discourses that appear in carricatures on  the personal blog is real and free from political interests of pre-existed groups. 
Identified self as goverment opposition side. It works in ways that provokes both laughter and pain. “Laughter may be the result of 
knowledge or of ignorance” (Knight, 2004, p.2). In short, carricature represents honest dissapointment towards the government in funny 
rhetorics. 

 
 
Satire messages  is not only intended only for governments and government policies, but also aimed at individual political actors in the 
government or opposition. Folks visualized in small part than one in authority. Conflicts and different positions are often  perceived as an 
interesting issue to be shown. Acording to Freedman (2009) Democracies it may be that political satire discourages political involvement by 
increasing the level of cynicism about politics and politicians (p.163)  

Caricature supports bloggers opinion, and frames the audience interpretation of the phenomenon. Even in some  conditions, it 
appears that caricature was becoming the main message while the narrative becoming a  supportive explanation. As noted earlier, special 
skills are required to display interesting carricature. The limited technical skills possessed by the blogger was not a barrier in responding the 
country’s political situation. In other words, satire images could be found with a web searching. Thus, hyperlink enable  writers on  New 
media conveniently access strong secondary source in criticizing political phenomenon. 
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www.tobadreams.wordpress.com 
 
Goffman (1959) stated that the concept of Impression Management as a "process by the which people manage the situation in the social 
setting and their dress, words and gestures to the correspond to the impression" and the double influence of mass media impression 
management (Arrianie, 2010, p.40). This Impression Management which is practiced by politicians in conventional media seems to be 
actively reinterpret on New media, as an agreement or disagreement. This public impression is mostly reproduced as satire messages. For 
example, Indonesian president’s conversational style, politician’s fashion, and luxurious planning for the parliament building. 
 
New Spiral of Silence 
The one view dominated Indonesian public scene and others disappeared from the public awareness as it adherents became silent. In other 
words, the people fear of separation or isolation those around them, they tend to keep their attitudes to themselves when they think they are 
in the minority.  This process is called “Spiral of Silence”.  

Rousseau recognized the battle between people’s individual nature and their social nature, between the need to satisfy their own 
needs and pursue their own interests, on the one hand, and the need to be recognized and respected, on the other. But how, he 
queried, were people “to find a form of asso- ciation which defends and protects the person and property of each member with the 
whole force of the community, and where each, while joining with all the rest, still obeys no one but himslf, and remains as free as 
before. This is the fundamental problem”(Kaid, 2004, p. 342) 

 
It will occur at condition that a person may feel unsupported by the others, fear of isolation, fear of rejection by rejecting their 

personal opinion from the public will help to avoid fight and they may try to suppressing or avoid personal statement in public. Political 
conversations on new media in discussing satirical message, particularly in personal blogs, leads to common opinion, which supports the 
main message, the dominant meaning. Being the part of minority, People loss their confidence and silent or mute to express their views 
because of the fear of isolation or they feel alone or unsupported. Although mediated by the internet, the condition of fear while giving a 
different statement with the majority opinion occured. They will seek the same opinion as their personal opinion on other blog or web pages, 
interact, discuss, much on reinforce their belief in an case. They would not be isolated, part of an active seeking audiences.  

The predication about public opinion in mass media which gives more coverage for the majorities in the society and gives very 
less coverage for minorities not occur on new media because user  will easily find a variation of opinion that exist on other pages. People 
will be more fragmented in a similar range of opinions by find the right community for them. Emerging silence temporary condition until 
finding right place and condition. 
 
Conclusions  
Satirical messages in the new media has a more varied and diverse display feedback as well. The online news portal displays satirical 
images than the narrative. Recurrent political satire object is individual political actors, especially the president who is regarded as the 
highest responsible government, and the legislature are not able to provide a positive image. 
Impression management which built in the real world and virtual world was not much of a positive answer to the problem of public imaging in 
Indonesia. People who are pessimistic about the condition of the country politics is reflected in the comment that appears in response 
messages on the New media satire.  

New media is frequently regarded as the best medium to facilitate the public sphere and open discussion environment. But this 
study proved that the condition of the spiral of silence, where someone who had a different opinion to the majority opinion also applies in the 
new media. They would prefer to find other more appropriate pages in line with his opinion. 
This had caused the polarization of political opinions and positions on small groups. It is also argued that the discussion line was predictable 
as it often supported the dominant reading. New tendencies spiral of silence, the development of the original form is a new media users are 
still on the active user, if someone has a different opinion in the real world tend to be quiet and press their opinion, the new media that is 
specifically for political satire discussion, they are permitted to search for posts in accordance with his personal opinion. 
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Abstract 
 This research paper investigated the coverage and portrayal of Turkey in pre September 11 era i.e. from 1991 – 2001 by Newsweek and 
Time. The nature of political, military and economic relations between Turkey and the U.S. would also be analyzed. The research study is 
theoretically linked with the propaganda model of Herman and Chomsky. In this connection, the portrayal of Republic of Turkey would be 
investigated with Perspective of slanting and framing. The study encircles the duration of before 9/11 that is from 1991-2001. This era is 
very significant for the western media as well as Muslim world. After the collapse of USSR, the western media needed to fill or bridge the 
vacant to continue the confrontation. Muslims and the Muslim countries proved plain sailing for western media to target them and the 
Muslim world was not a hard nut for the western media to crack.. In this connection, 551 issues of Newsweek were analyzed. It was found   
that Newsweek published 23 articles about Turkey. Similarly 547 issues of Time during the specific time period were studied.  It was found 
that 118 articles about European Muslim countries were published in 547 issues of the Time magazine (1991-2001). The facts about Turkey 
coverage revealed the greater portion of negative over affirmative coverage by the two eminent magazines of America. This coverage is 
31.3% and 2.47% respectively. Out of 19 articles about Turkey in Newsweek and Time there were 17 articles which were neutral and rest of 
the 2 were unfavorable. 
Keywords: Image, Portrayal, Republic of Turkey, American Print Media, Pre September Eleven, Newsweek and Time magazines 
 
Turkey is officially called as the Republic of Turkey. The main land of the country, known as Anatolia, is in Asia, situated between 
Mediterranean and Black Sea. Turkish Thrace in the continent Europe comprised of about 3% of the country total area. It is estimated that 
80% of the people of the total population of Turkey identify themselves as ethnic Turks (Nawaf E, 2002).  

Kurds and Arabs are the second and the third largest ethnic minorities in Turkey.  After the abolishment of Ottoman Empire, Mustafa 
Kamal laid the foundations of modern Republic of Turkey. It became a secular state in 1928, and multi party’s political system was 
established in 1950. During 1960-61, it was ruled by military Junta, and again Military entered in power corridors (1980-1983). The reason of 
military intervention was political instability, inflation and act of terrorism. Since 1983, democratic system has so far been functioning 
successfully in the country (www.turkishembassy.org).  

Disputes:  It has territorial dispute with Greece; Cyprus question with Greece: dispute with Syria and Iraq over water development 
plans for the Tigris and Euphrates rivers (www.encarta.msn.com).  

 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TURKEY AND UNITED STATES  
The relationship between Turkey and USA have been warm, cordial, smooth and friendly since world war II- Washington considered Turkey 
as a great ally due to her pro Western and American policies. The diplomatic history briefs that the present close and friendly relationships 
began with the agreement of July 12, 1947, which implemented the Truman Doctrine. In this connection, USA provided financial assistance 
in-shape of loan and aid (12.5 billion in economic aid and 14 billion in- military assistance) in- order to strengthen economic and military self 
reliance (Ibid). 

Moreover, United State, President Harry a Truman declared in August 1946 that USA would safeguard territory, integrity of Turkey 
in case of USSR aggression. So, American paid high regard, to Turkey for her anti communist stance against USSR (33). 

Similarly, Turkey supported USA during the war in Korea.  In 1959, Turkey joined the western sponsored Baghdad pact. This pact 
proved a mile stone on the diplomatic road of friendly relations between Turkey and United States.  
Good relations between the both countries can be understood from this example, when USA had used Turkish bases to support its 
interventions during the war in Lebanon in 1958. American agencies used Turkish bases for the evacuation of United States citizen during 
the Jordanian civil war in 1970 and the Iranian revolution in 1979 (Jentleson  & Peterson,1997). 

The relations between Turkey and USA were deteriorated for short span of time over the issue of Cyprus, Greece and Russian 
inclination towards her subsequently, the diplomatic relations between both countries improve markedly, during the first administration of 
President Ronald Reagan. Because the East-west conflict raised the specter of a new cold war and appropriations for Turkey, defense 
needs correspondingly increased. United States provided every type of economic and military assistance.  

The following lists of bilateral agreement between both countries are symbol / sign of cordial relations (Ibid).  
 

BILATERAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN TURKEY AND THE UNITED STATES  
• Trade and Navigation Agreement 1929.  
• Defense and Economic Cooperation Agreement 1980. 
• Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments Agreement 1985. 
• Main Donation Agreement 1991.  
• Agreement on Science and Technical Cooperation 1994. 
• Memorandum of Understanding on Agriculture Cooperation 1995. 
• Global Learning and Observation to Benefit the Environment Agreement 1995. 
• Avoidance of Double Taxation Agreement 1996. 
• Customs Cooperation Agreement 1996.  
• Memorandum of Understanding on Establishing the Turkey United States Business Development Council 1996.  
• Turkey United States Joint Economic Commission 1996. 
•  Agreement on the Development of Trade and Investment Relations September 29, 1999. 
• Agreement for the Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy November, 1999. 
• Joint Statement for Bilateral Cooperation for Financing and Development of Irrigation Projects, November, 1999. 
• Agreement on Cooperation in Natural and Man Made Technological Emergency Prevention and Response, November 16, 

1999.  
• Agreement between Turkey and the United States Concerning the Development of Trade and Investment Relations, 

September 29, 1999.  
• Joint Statement on Establishing Economic Partnership Commission, January 16, 2002.  
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 Both the countries have had a joint economic commission and trade and investment frame work agreement for several years. Turkey is 
considered as big emerging potential market for American exports. In 2001, the United States Turkey trade balance was almost even, with 
each country exporting about 3 billion dollars to other (www.unitedworldusa.com/reports/Turkay/usrelationasp).  

In shorts, economic and trade relations between both countries have been tremendously strengthened. That is why; the United 
States is Turkey’s third largest export market.  

In the arena of politics, Turkey shares common views with United States over the issue Middle East process, Gulf crisis, nuclear 
proliferation and war on terror. United States Turkish relations have focused on areas such as strategic energy cooperation, trade and 
investment, security, regional stability and human right issues over a period of times.  

Succinctly, after 9/11, the relations between United States and Turkey are exemplary because   Turkey has been supporting 
American agenda since 9/11. That is why; Turkey is hailed as one of the greatest friend of American in Islamic world. The West and United 
States appreciated her secular policies and efforts for curbing down factor of extremism and fundamentalism from their society. On the basis 
of strong diplomatic, economic and military relations between Turkey and United States; she was placed in the list of United States allies in 
this research study.  
 
Review of literature  
The researcher has sought help from a good number of books, research works and fore mostly from USA, s elite magazines namely 
Newsweek and Time. The relevant work and pieces of research of different men of letters and scholars, which proved handy and effective 
for the accomplishment of this onerous article is given below:    

Terry j (1971,1975,1985), Abu Laban and Zeady (1975), V M. Mishra (1978), Edward said, (1978,1981), M. O. ASI (1981), E. 
Ghareeb (1983), O. M. W. Sulleiman (1983), Al-Zahram (1988), D. A. Graber (1989), John William, (1990), John Eposito (1992),  Hussain 
and Naureckas, (1993), Daniel Pipes (1995), Abdul Yamini (1997), Sami G. Hajjar (1997),Carl W. Ernst (2000) 
 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The research paper investigates the coverage and portrayal of Turkey by Newsweek and Time during the time period from 1991 – 2001. 
The research project is theoretically linked with the propaganda model of Herman and Chomsky. 
 

Table 1: Coverage of Republic of Turkey by Newsweek 
Date  Article’s Name  Writer’s Name  Negative Neutral  Positive  Total 

sentences 
April 11, 1994 We’ll Save Islamic 

unity’’ 
Christopher Dickey and Sami Kohen 10 21 0 31 

October 30, 1995 Let’s Talk Turkey Sharon Begley 16 78 1 95 
March 27, 1995 Drifting toward 

trouble? 
Christopher Dickey & Sami Kohen 34 5 0 39 

June 30, 1997 Between Allah and the 
Army    

Sam Siebert   9 29 0 38 

April 28, 1997 Tired of Waiting Christopher Dickey 37 52 0 89 
November 30, 1998 Turkey VS. Europe Rana Dogar & Mark Dennis   28 72 0 100 
March 3, 1999 A Nation Turns Inward Rana Dogar and Sami 11 21 0 32 
August30, 1999 The Big One Jerry Adler    18 26 03 47 
November 30, 1998 Terrorist’s Bitter End Thomas Sanction 11 47 0 58 
Total Result   174 

32.89% 
351 

66.3% 
04 

0.75% 
529 

 
Table 2: Coverage of Republic of Turkey by Time 

Date  Article’s Name  Writer’s Name  Negative  Neutral  Positive  Total 
sentences 

November 04, 1991 His Crown, his 
Throne and All 

Fredrick Painton 16 28 0 44 

May 13, 1991 Missing Dividend Robert T. Zintl 13 46 2 61 
August 26, 1991 The Dangers of 

uprooting 
Daniel Benjamin Bonn 
 

12 28 0 40 

October 19, 1992 Across The Great 
Divide   

George J. Church 45 89 15 149 

April 24, 1995 Beating Foes and 
Leading Friends 

Michael S. Serril 22 43 2 67 

January 8, 1996  A Blow To  
Secularism 

James O. Jackson 16 35 2 53 

January 8, 1996 Islam Winning Edge Eric Rouleu 17 21 1 39 
August 5, 1996 A Hunger for Justice Bruce W. Nelan 27 13 0 40 
October 21, 1996 Which is the Real 

Erbakan?” 
Johanna Mc Geary and James Wilde 3 55 2 60 

October 21, 1996 We  have Done a lot Lally Weymouth 9 39 0 48 
Total Result   180 

29.9% 
397 

66% 
24 

3.99% 
601 
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Overall Portrayal of Republic of Turkey in Newsweek and Time with Perspective of Framing 
 

Table: 3 
Magazine  Number of favorable  Number of unfavorable Number of neutral Total articles 

Newsweek NIL 1 
11.12% 

8 
88.88% 

9 

Time  NIL 1 
10% 

9 
90% 

10 

Grand total  NIL 2 
10.52% 

17 
89.47% 

19 

 
Table 3 highlights that out of 19 articles of Turkey in Newsweek and Time; on the whole  
It was found that 17 articles were neutral while 2 articles were unfavorable. 
 
LIST OF WORDS/ PHRASES RELATED TO MUSLIM COUNTRIES APPEARED IN NEWSWEEK AND TIME: 
The list of words or phrases (which are now commonly associated in slang style with Muslims) used in both magazines specifically for 
Turkey is under mentioned:  
 Politicians of the fundamentalist leaning Rafah Party  
 Enraged protestors  
 Sympathetic violence  
 The source of disturbance: Ruthless war  
 Human right abuses  
 Assault  
 Vulnerable completely covered in dust and blood  
 Terrorist attack 
 Bloody war with Kurdish separatists 
 conservative Turks 
 Reports of torture in Turkish prisons 
 Turkey’s already tattered human rights image 
 Intense fighting 
 Keep the conservative Muslims out of government 
 Fundamentalist’s violence 
 Military officers made it clear they would not permit the rise of Islamic fundamentalism fanaticism 
 Highly organized and prolonged hunger strike 
 Turkey has lived through two decades of bombings, assassinations and urban guerrilla warfare and little sympathy for leftists 
 Turkey’s Islamic activists  
 Turkey was whipping itself into a full blown crisis.  
 For the generals, fundamentalism represents a great danger for Turkey’s system and security’’ warn that if the Islamists are denied a 

legitimate political voice, party militants mighty turn violent 
 Islamic fundamentalists.  
 Turkey today is faced with a Radical Islamic threat 
 A measure to roll back Islamic influences in educational and social programs” there was mutual railing against the threat  of political 

Islam Terrorism or fundamentalism 
 Radical wing  

 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SENTENCES Of the U.S. ALLIES  
 As facts and figure revealed that both the magazines preferred to be neutral in case of Turkey yet there were negative sentences in order to 
show their aggression. Here is the list of the sentences which divulge both the flanks of the picture of Turkey:   
 “Turkey has sought to eradicate Kurdish nationalism by suppressing their language, culture and political right”. ( negative) 
 “For the generals, fundamentalist represents a greater danger for Turkey system ad security, says one western European analyst. The 

stanch secularist in charge of the armed forces says Turkey’s constitution makes it their sacred duty to oppose the rising political 
influence of Islamists like Erbakan and his welfare party (RAFAH). His Government winked it Rafah’s members efforts to impose 
Sheriah (Islamic Law), encouraging women to wear veils and scarves in public and reach out Iran, Iran and Libya drastic steps in a 
land like Turkey, where the separation of mosque and state is article of faith” (News week June 30-1987) (negative) 

 “In the process the government has accrued, a record of human rights abuses that consistently alienates it from the community of 
modern democratic European countries it hopes to join”. (Newsweek, March 27, 1995). (negative)  

 “Geography by itself favors Turkey. Peacemaking efforts in Moldova, and Nagorno Karbakh, attempts to put the West into more active 
intervention in Bosnia, Turkey have enjoyed a stable multiparty democracy and free elections. The government allowed private 
companies to thrive, opened the economy to foreign investment central Asians with Turkish heritage, are most inspired” (Time , 
October 19, 1992) (positive)  

 “Turkish Red Crescent has been providing free food and medical care to civilians. Army promised to make restitution for any 
destruction for which its troop are responsible”. (Time , April 24, 1995) (positive) 

 Often treated with prejudice by the country’s Sunni Muslim majority.’’ “Fundamentalist leaning Rafah party’’ “the army is waging a 
ruthless war against the PKK (Newsweek, March 27, 1995) (negative)  

 “14 year separatist was in Eastern Turkey. Turkish shock Turned to fury- Islamists” (Newsweek, November 30, 1998) (negative) 
 MHP has a tradition of violence” “The MHP must control Radical elements within the party.”   “Both parties are reluctant to discuss  

Turkey poor human Rights record (Newsweek, March 3, 1999) (negative)  
 
STRONG, PROVOCATIVE LANGUAGE USED BY BOTH MAGAZINES AND IMAGE OF MUSLIM WORLD   
Strong and provocative language is the special trait of these USA‘s magazines if the matter is of Muslim world, in spite of the enjoyment of 
coherent and cordial relationship of that country with USA. The rigorous, stern and scathing language used by the so called prestigious 
magazines of USA is under mentioned: 
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“Turkey a rude shock for the secular establishment”, Turkey between Allah and the army”, “The Islamic government falls, the general should 
be happy”. “Turkey: The nation’s generals are not happy serving an Islamic government”. “Turkey: a blow to secularism, the big Muslim vote 
raises fears about traditions of pro western democracy”, “Turkey’s first Islamist prime Minister” 

The both magazines have given maximum coverage to such topics or issues which developed negative image of Muslim 
countries in the minds of the reader. Changes in political scenario of Turkey; emergence of Islamic Rafah Party in secularism VS Islamic 
govt. issue of Cyprus, Turkey disputes which Greece and other neighboring are the eminent topics which are exuberantly put forward by the 
American media in order to twist and deform the true picture of the things . It is a locus standi that everything has two flanks. And the 
American media adapted the dark side of the thing and did it so dexterously that almost the whole of Europe was over stuffed with this 
bogus propaganda regarding the negative aspect of Muslim world. From the aforementioned facts and figures it is vivid that the policy of 
these two magazines towards Turkey was neutral but bigoted. 
 
PORTRAYAL OF TURKEY 
The theological beliefs, notions and dogmas of Muslims always proved apple of discord for them. The dilemma of the human being is that 
they always die for religion and fight for religion. The tussle between west and Muslim world is of theocratic type. The west and its media are 
repulsive towards those Muslim countries which have their base on theocracy. Because of this notional enmity the Muslims are portrayed as 
others by western mainstream media. The fables of their ferocity, ruthlessness and callousness are in plenty in American and western 
magazines. So in case of Turkey the type of confrontation is as old as that of Lucifer and Adam 

By the scrutiny of the articles of both the magazines it is as clear as the day that America was the adherer of Secular turkey instead of 
Islamic Turkey. To provide support to Secular pillar these magazines magnified the western and liberal style of livening in Turkey and 
deplored the Islamization process even if it would be in democratic means. In simple way it can be apprehend that American media moved 
heaven and earth in order to justify the ferocious and inhuman step of military junta over the democratic Islamic govt. The following 
headlines published “Newsweek issue of June 30, 1997 would vividly point out the biasness of United States media towards Islam 
Government “Between Allah and the army. The Islam Government falls. The generals should be happy at least until the next round of 
elections.  

 
American mass media was the champion of military junta and encouraged its ban on political activities of Islamic Refah party  

 . The biasness of American media is revealed by the scathing and sardonic coverage towards the Turkish relations with its neighboring 
countries, enlisting of turkey in European Union and Kurdish separatists’ movement. Furthermore the internal matters of turkey like 
inflation and unemployment were severely attacked by these magazines. In another article of News Week April 28, 1997, Islamic 
Government was bitterly criticized. The following headlines clearly depict the real state of mind of the magazine “TIRED OF WAITING? 
The nation’s general are not happy serving an Islamic Government.  
  
Arbakan and his visits to different Muslim countries were depreciated by mass media of America. The facts about Turkey coverage 
revealed the greater portion of negative over affirmative coverage by the two eminent magazines of America. This coverage is 31.3% 
and 2.47% respectively. 

 
 Out of 19 articles about Turkey in Newsweek and Time there were 17 articles which were neutral and rest of the 2 were unfavorable. 

 
Last but not the least it can be infer in convenient manners that Turkey is an ally of USA. But as the facts and figures disclosed that 
USA went against its allies if it is the matter of Muslim World and its image .America was on the top of the list of enmity of Muslims. As 
in case of Turkey it is luminating, American mass media proved back bone of military junta in discarding the democratic Islamic regime. 
The facts also divulge the policy of both the magazines is the policy of USA. These magazines distort the code of ethics of Journalism 
to reflect the policy of their country.  
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PLANET PLAY: DESIGNING A GAME FOR CHILDREN TO PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS. 
  

MARIA GONCHAROVA 
UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA, CANADA  

  
Due to a progressive deterioration of our planet and its resources, environmental education has become crucial and children should be 
trained to understand environmental issues at an early age so they can cultivate positive change in the future. Children attending Alberta-
based schools are introduced to ecological conservation issues in the fourth grade through an inquiry-based, active-learning curriculum. 
This study combines research in child development & educational strategies with environmentally related issues into a game that promotes 
active learning. Data for the study is gathered in a qualitative manner, introducing child participants to existing environmental games and 
collecting their feedback into graphic organizers. A prototype of an environmental education game that combines various styles of play will 
then be designed based on the gathered data. The game aims to explore concepts, scenarios, and strategies of environmental preservation, 
encouraging children to become active participants in preserving the planet and promoting environmentally responsible behavior.  
KEY WORDS & CONCEPTS: Communication in Education, Active Learning, Environmental Preservation, Design of Educational Game.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
A continuous deterioration of our planet and its resources has triggered policy makers and businesses to somewhat reconsider their harmful 
actions and implement certain changes into their originally designed systems and policies (Takala, 1991). However, this has been only 
partially effective in preserving the environment for future generations, seeing that these actions are neither universal, nor fully put into 
effect; according to Takala (1991), any potential for a significant shift towards environmental consciousness is hampered by policy-makers 
who are initially and foremost preoccupied with rapid economic growth – an idea mostly conflicting with sustainability and cautious treatment 
of the planet and its resources. Research in the field suggests that “any great changes in the behavior of …persons, industry, and 
government” (Takala, 1991, p. 587) where environmental awareness and positive change are concerned, would have to begin with the 
individual, at the earliest coherent stages of their development.  

Moreover, “necessary changes in people’s attitude to the environment can occur as a result of general education, carried out on a 
mass scale, available for all social groups and generations” (Domka, 2005, p.258). Environmental education is a prerequisite for 
environmental awareness to transpire; yet it is still not ubiquitously offered and practiced on a global scale, being the privilege of school 
curriculums only in economically developed nations (Gajus-Lankamer, 2004). Reiterating Domka, environmental education and hence 
environmental awareness should be available to anyone and everyone, beginning with and focusing primarily on elementary school children 
– their young age making them “very susceptible to the influence of teachers” (2005, p.258) and the material taught to them both at school 
and at home. Furthermore, the way information is presented to children, influences both their initial understanding of the material and its 
future retention. Traditional teaching methods involving “mechanically follow[ing] a set of steps or read[ing] and hear[ing] about things 
learned and done by others” are not as effective a learning tool, as active or inquiry-based systems of education (Elementary Science, 1996, 
p.A2).  

This graduate-level study is based out of Alberta, Canada, using the Alberta Education science curriculum and the framework 
devised by the Pan Canadian Protocol for Collaboration on School Curriculum, which consist of an inquiry-based approach to learning. 
According to the Alberta Education curriculum designers, “young children are natural inquirers and problem solvers. They have a keen 
interest in the materials around them and move naturally into activities that involve manipulation of materials, exploration and discovery” 
(Elementary Science, 1996, p.A1). The inquiry-based approach allows children to become physical with the information they are taught, 
encouraging them to become personally involved in their learning process.  

Instructional media designed by scholars and practitioners in the field of education as well as literature on child psychology and 
development suggest that children learn best when they are engaged in game play (Curriculum Handbooks for Parents, 2011; Druin, 2002; 
Fletcher, 2008, Gaver, 1983; Haamaalaainen, 2011; Piaget, 1997). Playing alleviates any anxiety that may be associated with the process 
of learning and assessment (Parry & Gregory, 1998), permitting the participants to absorb information with a higher level of efficiency 
(Heinich, Molenda, Russel, & Smaldino, 1996). Furthermore, the process of playing an educational game supports the understanding of new 
ideas and theories, in addition to conventional classroom-based methods of instruction. Information acquisition and anticipated retention can 
be significantly improved if the learning approach is dynamic and enjoyable. Playing an environmentally educational game would assist 
children in solidifying the concepts they learn in class, as well as introduce them to an engaging new way of gaining vital knowledge. 
Furthermore, a game exploring concepts, scenarios, and strategies of environmental preservation can encourage and empower children to 
become active participants in protecting the planet and promoting environmentally responsible behavior.  

What follows below is the discussion of how an environmental game for elementary school children can be designed based on 
existing research in the field of child development, educational strategies, and on the visual analysis of previously designed environmental 
games.  
 
Child Development 
According to the literature on child psychology and development, many children learn best through play, as they can engage actively with 
information (Gaver, 1983; Haamaalaainen, 2011; Piaget, 1997). Both Piaget and Vygotsky have proposed in their many works that children 
develop and learn through a progression of cognitive development phases and through play. By observing his own children, Piaget derived 
four consecutive stages of cognitive development, where intelligence was progressively formed based on children’s interaction with the 
world around them. For the sake of this research study, this process of phase-based intellectual growth described by Piaget will be referred 
to as active learning.  

Vygotsky discussed ludic [playful] learning processes in child development, specifically – learning through the act of play. He 
suggested that knowledge can be acquired by children during not only the act of playing, but also by doing so with partners of a similar age 
range – “play […] is a stage between the purely situational constraints of early childhood and adult thought, which can be totally free of real 
situation. Thus further cognitive development could not occur without the liberating effects of imaginative play” (Peisach, Hardeman, 1985, 
p. 233). Moreover, a classroom-based environmental education game could be a way of combining active learning with play, where the 
children playing will all be in a similar age range.  

The age group selected for this study falls into the category of Concrete Operational stage of cognitive development in children, 
as discussed by Piaget. The child participants in question will pertain to the latest phase of Concrete Operations, transitioning into the 
Formal Operational stage of development. Participants should have begun forming adult logic patterns, allowing them to rationalize 
concrete, real-life situations, as well as classify objects as belonging to two or more categories simultaneously. This basic amount of 
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classification and rationalization skills from participants combined with information acquisition skills progressively learned by them in their 
science classes over a period of four years, should be sufficient for the design process of a visual tool, such as a game to occur.  

A typical environmental education game operates on the principle of simulating situations that have either already occurred in the 
environment and in nature, or can potentially occur as the result of careless human behavior towards the planet (Fisman, 2005). Children in 
the developmental stage of Concrete Operations will be able to relate hypothetical simulations offered by the game to reality. This allows an 
environmental game to explore realistic situations such as potential environmental threats or strategies for environmental preservation, by 
utilizing visual mediums like illustration, photography, or even basic three dimensional characters that players can associate themselves 
with. A simulated environmental situation becomes tangible to children playing the game and has potential to affect their attitudes and 
awareness during the third stage of their development, because “…in the early years, children view their experiences as personal and 
immediate; in later years, they become aware of order and continuity in the world extending beyond their personal experience” (Elementary 
Science, 1996, p.A2). Therefore, by playing an environmental game at the Concrete Operations stage of their cognitive development, 
children can become familiar with general environmental issues in an engaging and semi-realistic way, increasing their environmental 
literacy and awareness in the process. In their future, this can lead to conscientious environmental behavior and environmentally 
responsible actions.  
 
Educational Strategies 
By combining theories of Piaget and Vygotsky, it is possible to look at child development and education from the perspective of learning 
through play in a step-by-step, phase-based approach. Luckily, contemporary school systems already support the idea of progressive 
learning and development, which is reflected in their educational systems. Some schools are beginning to implement play and active 
learning into their curriculum, the province of Alberta, Canada being a prime example. Schools in Alberta also emphasize the importance of 
environmental awareness and integrate it into the framework of their curriculum to a high degree. Environmental awareness is achieved 
through environmental education and is crucial to the development of children, as it “promotes the use of higher-order thinking skills, 
encourages informal experiences in school as well as outdoors [outside of school]…in order to make a contribution to the environment” (Tal, 
2005, p.575). 

According to Tal, “in order to educate environmentally literate [and active] students, various settings and teaching methods should 
be employed” (Tal, 2005, p.575). Alberta-based schools introduce ecological conservation issues to their students starting from the fourth 
grade of elementary school through an inquiry-based approach to learning, where “the outcome of inquiry is knowledge” (Elementary 
Science, 1996, p.A3). Furthermore, “by participating in activities and reflecting on the meaning of what they do, students develop the skills of 
learning how to learn and achieve depth in their understanding” (Elementary Science, 1996, p.A2). This skill set is supposed to encourage 
and enhance information acquisition and retention in students by applying a learning triad to their educational process – focus/explore & 
investigate/reflect & interpret. According to the Alberta Education science curriculum, stimulating active inquiry can be done by “providing an 
initial focus and challenge for learning, by engaging students in developing or adapting a plan of action and by involving students in 
evaluating results” (Elementary Science, 1996, p.A2). Furthermore, the schools focus on learning actively – “science programs […] provide 
opportunities for children to engage in argumentative reasoning that allows them to practice justifying claims, argue different views, 
understand uncertainty and begin to develop an understanding of how to evaluate scientific evidence” (Focus on Inquiry, 2004, p.16). 

Environmental awareness is established in students at an early age with basic concepts and then expanded and explored further 
as they continue their education. Children are offered choices on which they can base their informed decisions, solving problems in a 
creative and active way, as opposed to the lackluster system of conventional education, which promotes theoretical memorization of 
information rather than a practical hands-on approach. Consequently, children gradually develop a set of skills that allows them to become 
aware of environmental deterioration and preservation matters in a way that is practical and engaging. Such a process of combining active 
learning with environmental awareness is a sure way to simultaneously foster “an appreciation of the environment, […] developing 
knowledge, skills, attitudes, values and a commitment that allows active participation in decision-making” (Tal, 2005, p.575). However, 
referring back to Vygotsky’s research, information acquisition and anticipated retention can be significantly improved if the learning 
approach is dynamic and enjoyable, for instance as playing an educational game would be. Therefore, adding the act of playing into the mix 
of active learning and environmental education can be achieved with an environmentally educational game. The process of playing an 
educational game can support the understanding of new ideas and theories, in addition to classroom-based methods of instruction.  
 
Game Design for Active Learning 
Ludic activity is proven to encourage and enhance information retention (Heinich, Molenda, Russel, & Smaldino, 1996), as it provides the 
player with an opportunity to forget about the act of learning and focus on the act of playing (Peisach, Hardeman, 1985). On a psychological 
level, information is better perceived and later retained if the educational process involves eustress, or the “positive feelings of enjoyment 
and excitement that one experiences when engaging with something new and different” (Parry, Gregory, 1998, p. 12) in a non-stressful, 
non-threatening learning environment. Such an environment of eustress can be created if the learner gains their knowledge through the 
process of play. Contrary to the above described ways of active learning, conventional methods of education often put children on the spot, 
making them formulate answers based on memorization in front of a group of their classmates. Such an approach would cause distress to 
occur in the child’s learning environment, causing their “brain to function below peak efficiency” (Parry, Gregory, 1998, p. 12).  

On a physiological level, playing a game – even a physically non-active one – still requires personal involvement and full 
participation from the player – whether they themselves are taking their turn, or observing the other players taking theirs. “The ability to 
wander among multiple possibilities […] epitomizes ludic activity. Play is not just a matter of games or entertainment, but rather one of a 
fluid engagement with myriad opportunities” (Gaver, 1983, p.5). Students learn best when they become personally involved in their learning 
– not just when they mechanically follow a set of steps or read and hear about things learned and done by others, therefore educational 
processes “that embody ludic activities […] encourage exploration, wondering and new forms of playful influence” (Gaver, 1983, p.3). 
Consequently, an active engagement with the proceedings of an educational game ensures that the player can learn both from their 
participation and their observation of others. A game exploring concepts, scenarios, and strategies of environmental preservation can 
encourage and empower children to become active participants in preserving the planet and promoting environmentally responsible 
behavior as they move through life. 
 
Visual Analysis of Existing Environmental Games 
In order to design a prototype of an environmental education game, existing environmental education games are to be tested and analyzed. 
Based on their effectiveness with the child participants, the strongest aspects of the games will be selectively utilized and concentrated on in 
the design of the Planet Play prototype; the weakest and least desirable aspects of existing environmental games should also to be 
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determined through the data collection process and consequently avoided during the making of the prototype. Considering the vast amount 
of currently available environmental games and the impossibility of having the children participating in this study experience all of them, a 
feasible solution would be to examine, categorize and then select a realistic number of games to be tested by the participants. To achieve a 
higher diversity of feedback about the environmental games from the participants, the types of environmental game presented to them 
should be as different from each other as possible.  

A visual analysis of existing environmental games has been carried out, including all existing games that have been discovered by 
the researcher. The analysis consists of 50 environmental games, with a focus primarily on non-digital ones; digital [web or video] games 
are also included in the analysis, yet are not represented in equal proportion compared to analog ones, considering their prevalence on the 
market in the rough ratio of 9 digital games to 1 analog. For the sake of personal and aesthetic preference, the researcher chose to avoid 
the already greatly explored field of digital game design for this study, focusing on the seemingly disappearing theme of analog games and 
their distinctive types. Furthermore, non-digital games are also more effective than digital ones, because “the analogue mode of 
presentation encodes a graphic context along with the information itself, thus enabling the viewer [user] both to grasp the significance of the 
message and to place it within recognizable parameters” (Wildbur, & Burke, 1999, p.6). Moreover, a physical involvement with the 
materiality of an analog game facilitates a stronger connection between the player and the offered scenario/reality of the game, as opposed 
to the hypothetical virtuality offered by the digital, two-dimensional arrangement of pixels on a screen.  
 
Existing environmental games were categorized based on their medium [digital/analog/physical], with subcategories about their 
specifications for each medium. The subcategories included information about the players, the materiality of the game, the design aspect of 
the game, and its context/content. Four games were selected based on their visual and tactical diversity, all four were analog – a card-
based game called EcoFluxx, a board-based game called Earthopoly, a strategy-based game called Endango, and a role-play game called 
Bioviva Mission.  
 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
As stated previously, the aim of this graduate level research study is to explore, design and test a game intended to support children's 
learning, interest, and willingness to take notions of environmental preservation beyond the school walls. It is essential to integrate active 
learning methods, such as educational games and play both into the school curriculum and into the lives of children – either as an extra-
curricular activity, or better yet as an in-class learning technique, since “…learning games have been found effective in promoting students’ 
knowledge and increasing motivation towards learning” (Haamaalaainen, 2011, p.62). By practicing educational game play in [and out] of 
the classroom, children can make a smooth transition between their play experience in their earlier pre-school years and their current state 
of learning at the elementary and middle school level. “They enter school having learned a great deal about their world through play and 
exploration” (Elementary Science, 1996, p.A1), in other words, they can apply the skill set they have polished over the years, playing and 
associating play with entertainment to a more serious setting, where information retention is required; therefore, if information is necessary 
to be retained, and effectively, it is best done in a manner that is both familiar and non-taxing to the student. Furthermore, games have the 
potential to offer a constructive approach to learning that allows students to engage and practice learning tasks in a safe environment 
(Haamaalaainen, 2011). Playing an environmental game would allow children to gain basic experience about hypothetical environmental 
scenarios and situations, without having to actually physically be subjected to the environmental concerns and issues explored in the game. 
Because “games may serve as mediation between experience and understanding” (Haamaalaainen, 2011, p.62), playing an environmental 
game could be the bridge between what children learn in their science class and how that knowledge can be practically applied to real-life 
situations.  
 
Role of Children in Research Process 
In order to create an environmental education game that children would respond to positively and genuinely enjoy spending time with, it is 
best to involve them directly – their input into the design process and feedback on the prototype of the designed game can take the game 
from purely educational to both educational and enjoyable. For this research study, children will be asked to take on the role of users, 
testers, and informants, as described in much detail in Druin’s research on the Role of Children in the Design of New Technology. It is 
necessary to ask child participants to test existing environmental education games in order to determine what works and what doesn’t work 
about the games according to the children themselves. "At the start of a project or product design” – in this case prior to designing the 
Planet Play prototype, it is useful to “observe children using existing technologies” (Druin, 2002, p.17). Children will therefore act as users 
and testers of existing technologies [games], providing feedback that can be constructively applied to the creation of a prototype that 
combines all the strengths and ideally none of the weaknesses of the four existing games. Furthermore, “when a child is in the role of tester, 
extraordinary amounts of time may not be needed to find initial results”, and “design directions may not necessarily be expressed directly by 
children, but may be implied by their actions” (Druin, 2002, p.15&17). Moreover, “many children [already play games], therefore few skills 
need to be learned to be included in the technology design process”, allowing for the testing to proceed relatively quickly, especially 
because “children have little patience for what they don’t like and they will let technology developers know exactly just that” (Druin, 2002, 
p.15). 

Because “children are incredibly honest and at times harsh in their assessments [of technology]” (Druin, 2002, p.14), involving 
them in the creation of the Planet Play prototype in the role of informants, should allow the researcher to create “a game close to their own 
interests, experiences and fantasies, hereby insuring that they would find the game interesting enough to play” (Magnussen, Misfeldt, & 
Buch, 2003, p.1) both in class and outside of school with their friends. 
 
Methods 
Data for this study is planned to be collected in three different ways – a review of the literature, a visual analysis of existing games – with a 
focus on environmentally related board games, and a series of workshops with students. A game prototype will be designed in collaboration 
with child participants in between workshop testing phases. The design study will take place at an elementary school in Alberta, Canada, 
during regularly scheduled class time with 20 to 30 fourth grade students, who will be divided into groups and monitored by session 
facilitators. The teacher in charge of the class, being most familiar with the students, will supervise the proceedings, as the principal 
researcher oversees the process. Materials for this research study are a set of questions, four existing environmental games [as discussed 
in Visual Analysis], non-toxic brainstorming and prototype-making materials and an environmental game prototype developed by the 
researcher.  

The set of environmental questions designed by the researcher will be of an open-ended format, allowing for a qualitative type of 
response from the participants, and thus a richer and more varied collection of data. Questions will be formulated based on the Alberta 
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Education curriculum, specifically on environmentally related topics composing it, ranging from grade one through to and including grade 
four. Focusing the questions on existing material is done to achieve a certainty that children will be asked about information they are already 
familiar with, having continuously built up a base of knowledge and a problem-solving skill set from grade one onwards. Children 
participating in this study are going to explore the proposed activities both independently and in groups, identically to the program structure 
that they are exposed to daily in their school classroom (Focus on Inquiry, 2004). Students would have progressively learned – starting from 
grade one – to first follow an approach given to them by their teacher, then to begin developing their own approach to identifying problems 
and proposing solutions; continuing further by adding informed and logical decisions and recognition of purpose to their problem-solving 
strategy. Upon completing the fourth grade, students should be able to independently investigate questions and problems and arrive at 
solutions.  
 
Below follows a brief summary of the intended data collection process.  
 
Procedures 
The research procedure will consist of six phases. In Phase 1, the researcher will introduce herself and her four session facilitators to the 
students. She will briefly discuss general concepts of environmental preservation, reminding the students of the material included in their 
school curriculum. Facilitators will then separate students into small groups of two, asking them to informally interview each other about 
environmental issues. To initiate the interview process, the researcher will provide question cards, which will have a question side, asking 
about the environment based on the school curriculum, as well as a blank side for recording answers. Following immediately is Phase 2, 
where facilitators will organize students into four groups – one group per facilitator. Each group will be invited to reflect upon an 
environmental issue provided to them by the group leader [facilitator]. Facilitators will ask guiding questions and record the answers and 
feedback into graphic organizers such as mind maps or flow charts. Students will be asked to contribute opinions and knowledge about 
environmental issues in the form of verbal and visual associations. Phase 3 will consist of playing environmental games. Facilitators will 
administer the four games discussed in the Visual Analysis part of this paper – one game per group. The games will occur simultaneously, 
allowing students the possibility to experience four different types of game play. If some games last longer than others, they will be ended 
early, since the purpose of this phase is to give child participants exposure to various types of play. Similarly to Phase 2, Phase 4 will 
consist of students reflecting and brainstorming. Facilitators will ask guiding questions about the games that were just played, recording 
feedback into graphic organizers, as the researcher oversees the sessions.  

The researcher will analyze the data gathered in Phases 1-4 to create a prototype of an environmental game, based on the 
experiences and feedback provided by the participants. The prototype-making stage of this study is intended to be between 2-4 weeks, 
keeping the visual and tactile aspects of the game prototype to a minimal, conceptual quality so as to allow further modification and refining 
upon completing Phases 5 and 6, when the prototype will be tested. In Phase 5, research facilitators will administer the environmental game 
prototype to their groups. All groups will play variations of the same game, each with varying aspects of environmental awareness as well as 
different styles of game play [such as a board based game, open-ended question/answer cards, strategy, and role play/simulation]. After 
playing the four different game prototypes, participants will be asked for their feedback once more. Facilitators will ask guiding questions 
about the game experience, recording the answers and feedback into graphic organizers. The game prototype will then be refined according 
to the feedback from students, its main intention – to move between presenting information and visually persuading the audience (Frascara, 
2004), so that the audience can understand and practice environmentally responsible actions.  
 
Design of Prototype 
In designing the Planet Play prototype, its visual and material aspect should be derived from three areas – the visual analysis of existing 
environmental education games, participants’ feedback on these games, and the literature on design of visual communications, specifically 
information design. 

As mentioned previously in Visual Analysis of Existing Environmental Games, existing environmental education games have been 
collected, analyzed and categorized into a visual analysis based on their similarities and differences. The visual and material aspects of 
games is specifically pertinent to this section of the research, since it is the look and feel of existing environmental education games that 
would influence the design of the Planet Play prototype, as opposed to the conceptual aspect of the games. As discussed in Educational 
Strategies, the conceptual aspect of Planet Play will be based not just on existing games and the literature on aesthetic means of design, 
but mainly on the education curriculum of the schools that practice active, inquiry-based learning. The prototype of the game “should be 
used to build a sense of purpose, passion, and opportunity” (Fletcher, 2008, p.2) in children, therefore “the aesthetic aspect of a design 
influences the effect this design has on the intended audience, and must therefore be carefully planned and considered” (Frascara, 2004, 
p.77). 

The literature discusses a variety of approaches to successfully visualizing information – design of an educational game falls into 
the category of information design and communications design, areas heavily dominated by Tufte and Frascara. Certain commonalities can 
be observed in their research regarding effective ways of information and communications design. It is proposed that because we live in 
sensory and cognitive worlds, experiencing visual systems everyday (Banks, 1998), the game prototype should follow coherent systematic 
patterns throughout – typographically and pictorially. In other words, if for instance the prototype aims at being hyper realistic, it would utilize 
photography and would thus be consistently photographic in its visual language. According to Cronin and Prosser, photography can be 
employed to stimulate a strong emotional response, it is easily accessible and interpretable for everyone, photography has an informative 
and aesthetic value, and reflects and identifies reality far more accurately than drawings, diagrams, illustrations, etc (Cronin, Prosser, 1998). 
However, because “photography is a very selective sample of reality” (Harper, 1998), it “is not strong enough by itself to support a claim. 
Captions next to photographs greatly influence the photograph’s contextual effect and meaning” (Winston, Prosser, 1998). Moreover, to 
create a dialog between text and image in the game prototype, it would be necessary to implement a textual component [such as a caption] 
to support the visual (Harper, 1998), because “words on and around graphics are highly effective” (Tufte, 1983, p. 185). Using photography 
is one of the potential visual mediums in Planet Play, yet is by no means a finalized graphic decision, as all possibilities will be explored and 
evaluated throughout the data collection process.  

During testing of four different environmental games, the participant’ feedback will be recorded into graphic organizers, thus 
offering the researcher insight into the associative thinking processes triggered in children by playing these games; collecting feedback into 
graphic organizers – such as mind maps – allows children to express themselves both verbally and visually, where words and emotions can 
become substituted by pictures and colors. By offering their feedback in a graphic way, the participants set the visual tone of the future 
game prototype, enhancing the visual information gathered from the literature on information design as well as from the visual analysis of 
existing games.  
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RESULTS 
Results of the research, data collection, and data analysis process will be organized and recorded in the researcher’s Master Thesis in the 
field of Visual Communication Design. So far, the literature review has offered a tremendously useful variety of material and insight into the 
fields of child development, learning actively through play, and the possibilities of designing visual communications in ways that would 
benefit educational processes in children. Furthermore, the visual analysis of existing games has brought to light the multitude of already 
existing environmental education games, allowing the researcher to develop a filtering process that focused on four differing games. Both of 
the above mentioned processes of preliminary research are essential for transitioning into the data collection phase of this project, where 
child participants will aid with testing the four chosen games and then the game prototype designed in Phase 2. This study is currently 
awaiting confirmation of the approval of the ethics application regarding use of human participants.  
 
CONCLUSION 
The intention of this research study is to explore various environmental games and the reactions of children to them, so as to understand 
how using design as a communication tool can enhance learning. The long-term benefits of playing environmental games are yet to be 
determined, both because research in this field is relatively young and because educational games are not currently integrated into the 
schools’ core curriculum on a mass scale. Education methods based on inquiry, combined with up-to-date environmental knowledge can 
produce a strong awareness base in school children, since a double effect would be achieved through not only what is being taught, but 
also how it is being taught. Adding educational games into this mix would potentially reinforce the knowledge that was acquired by children 
academically, and simultaneously utilize the principles and practices of exploration, involvement and active learning. Furthermore, allowing 
the education process to include ludic activity would introduce the idea of entertainment and possibly aid in alleviating any anxiety that can 
be associated with learning. “Play is not just mindless entertainment, but an essential way of engaging with and learning about our world 
and ourselves” (Gaver, 1983, p.1). Consequently, environmental education games can be multifunctional, combining the benefit of raised 
environmental awareness in children with support of existing methods of education in elementary school.   
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ABSTRACT 
The performances of the marketing communication with consumers depend on the appropriate selection of “traditional” (press, radio, 
television, outdoor) and/or direct media (mail, telephony, mobile telephony, and the internet), capable to draw the attention of the consumer, 
generate his/her interest, stimulate the desire for, and determine the buying of the promoted products, services, and brands. In the process 
of selecting these media, several privacy-related aspects should also be taken into consideration. The paper explores some of these 
aspects – preferences for searching or receiving information, preferences for receiving marketing messages in terms of the media employed 
as sources of information, attitudes towards disclosing, capturing, processing and employment of the personal data, assessment of the 
aggressiveness of the media employed in the direct communication, and the attitudes toward buying products and/or services after being 
directly approached – and presents the results obtained at the level of a sample including Romanian consumers. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
When companies are set up, it is compulsory for them to know exactly what type of needs their products / services cover, and moreover to 
know their target audience, consumers. Knowing exactly to whom their products, services or brands address to, companies should find out 
what characteristics do their customers have, which are their needs and wants, concerns and expectations, so that they know how to 
communicate with each segment. It is very important for companies to communicate efficiently with their target and persuade the potential 
and existing customers that buying their products, services or brands is in their best interest. The more organizations know about their 
target, the more effective their marketing efforts will be. Therefore, organizations should focus on finding not only who are the persons or 
organizations that buy their products, who are the consumers of the products, services or brands that they sell, what products/ services they 
want, the reasons why they buy and how they use these products, but also which communication channels they prefer, so that companies 
know what marketing instruments are accepted and appreciated by the clients. For organizations, communicating efficiently with the 
consumers leads to being well-known by them and selling them more products, services or brands; consequently, the importance of 
approaching the individuals or organizations only by using those marketing instruments that they have priory agreed on being approached. 
In order to develop marketing communication campaigns, companies use multiple communication instruments. The interactions between 
these instruments suggest that organizations should apply integrated marketing communications to benefit from the synergies (Prasad & 
Sethi, 2009; Schultz, 1993). Gurau (2008) defines integrated marketing communication and presents the evolution of the concept, 
highlighting the trends of reducing the budgets allocated to mass advertising campaigns and concentrating on segmented or personalized 
communication with final consumers (Durkin & Lawlor, 2001; Eagle & Kitchen, 2000). Van Raaij, Strazzieri and Woodside (2001) consider 
that the social and technological developments interact and make the traditional mass marketing approaches obsolete due to the new 
options and possibilities that the consumers have. The internet and the mobile communication technologies have created the need for a 
new approach to marketing communication (Winer, 2009; Gurau, 2008; Bodkin & Perry, 2004). When deciding what communication means 
to use, companies should consider not only the audiences indicators, such as: market share, rating, reach, cumulative ratings cume, gross 
rating points (GRP), cost per thousand (CPM) or cost per point (CPP), but also the impact that these communications have on the 
consumer's private space, because some of them are more aggressive and some are better accepted. 

Companies should be very careful when selecting the direct communication means they will use in order to approach the 
consumer, pay attention to those aspects related to the consumer's private space and respect his privacy. The consumer’s private space 
includes an amount of information referring to the demographic, psychographic and behavioral characteristics of the individuals (frequently 
described in the literature as personal data), and the rights the consumer should have, on a hand, to disclose or not this information and, on 
the other hand, to have this information protected through the appropriate laws and means (Veghes, 2009; Veghes, et al., 2010). Analyzing 
the evolution of the definitions given to the personal data between 1998 and 2008, Grant (2009) has concluded that the content of the 
personal data, representing the central issue in the data protection, is still under debate. Still, there is a strong need for identification and 
definition of this data as consumers are more and more approached through direct marketing campaigns by the different organizations. 
Although most of the consumers have realized that participating in direct marketing is a necessary part of being in a consumer society, they 
are concerned about the unauthorized use or the misuse of their personal data and information, mainly in the forms of sale of their data 
without permission, unsolicited contact by businesses, the feeling that businesses know too much about their personal information, and the 
accuracy of data retained in databases (Pope & Lowen, 2009). 

The results of a research, conducted on the Romanian market (Veghes et.al., 2011), show that the definition of the consumer's 
private space may have at least three major implications: a better understanding, a more appropriate assessment and a more effective 
seizing of the value of personal information; a better legal environment regulating the capturing, processing, administration and employment 
of the personal data; and a more effective consumer’s control over the personal information and, consequently, over his or her private 
space. Senicar, Jerman-Blazic and Klobucar (2003) propose several privacy-enhancing technologies for the internet users providing certain 
privacy to them. 
 
METHDOLOGICAL NOTES 
Several privacy-related aspects of the marketing communication with the consumers have been assessed through this exploratory research 
approach: (1) consumers’ preferences for searching or receiving information about the different products, services, and brands, (2) 
consumers’ preferences for receiving marketing messages in terms of the media employed as sources of information, (3) attitudes of the 
consumers towards disclosing, capturing, processing and employment of the personal data, (4) consumers’ assessment of the 
aggressiveness of the media employed to communicate directly with them, and, (5) attitudes of the consumers toward buying products 
and/or services after being approached through the media employed to communicate directly with them. 
Associated to these objectives, the research conducted has provided information based on which a set of hypotheses have been verified: 
H1. the majority of the consumers prefers both to search and receive information; H2. the internet is the most preferred medium employed 
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by the consumers as source of information; H3.1. the majority of the consumers does not agree to disclose their personal data to companies 
or public entities; H3.2. the majority of the consumers would like to express their consent before disclosing their personal data to companies 
or public entities; H3.3. the majority of the consumers does not agree to have their personal data collected when buying products and/or 
services; H3.4. the majority of the respondents does not agree to have their personal data processed after buying products and/or services; 
H3.5. the majority of the consumers does not agree to have their personal data employed in the promotion of the companies’ products and 
services; H4. the majority of the consumers consider the approach by mail, telephone, mobile telephone, and the internet as aggressive; 
and H5. the majority of the consumers would not buy products and/or services after being approached by mail, telephone, mobile telephone, 
and the internet. 

The data have been gathered at the level of sample including 153 respondents from Bucharest (the Capital city), aged 23 to 34, 
with a higher education, and holding a professional status of full-time employees, freelancers, entrepreneurs, managers, and students. The 
data have been collected in January 2012. 
 
MAIN FINDINGS 
Obtaining information (commercial, financial, technical, etc.) about the products, services, and brands that are to be bought is essential in 
the making of the consumer’s buying decision. There are three ways the consumers may consider in order to obtain this information, and, 
consequently, three major types of related behavior: (1) an active behavior, specific to the consumers preferring rather to search for, (2) a 
passive behavior, specific to the consumers preferring rather to receive, and (3) a mixed behavior, specific to the consumers both searching, 
and, also, willing to receive the information. 

The results of the research do not confirm the related hypothesis (H1): the majority of the respondents (52.0 %) prefer rather to 
search for the information regarding the products, services, and brands they intend to buy. Yet, an almost similar part of the respondents 
(44.7 %) prefers both to search this information and to receive it, most probably through the marketing communication campaigns employing 
direct communication media. Somewhat surprisingly, the weight of the respondents preferring rather to receive this information is very low 
(3.3. %), a result that is very close to the average response rates generated by the direct marketing campaigns conducted by the 
organizations. 

Preference for rather searching for information of interest regarding the different products, services, and brands describes the 
consumer’s behavior as an active, and, in the same time, as a defensive one: on a hand, the consumers get and process this information, 
and make buying decisions with a solid information background; on the other hand, this active behavior prevents and limits the attempts of 
the organizations that approach directly the consumers, providing them with the necessary information in the decision-making process. 
Apparently, the consumers tend to prefer to search for information not necessarily to be better informed, but to defend their private space. 
The success of the marketing communication with the consumers depends significantly on the appropriate selection of the media used as 
marketing channels: the “recipe” of an effective communication campaign includes an assortment of channels capable to draw the attention 
of the consumer, generate his/her interest, stimulate the desire for, and determine the buying of the promoted products, services, and 
brands. In order to enhance the communication effects, an integrated approach, combining “traditional” (press, radio, television, outdoor) 
and direct communication (mail, telephony, mobile telephony, and the Internet) channels, is employed. 
 

Table 1. How do consumers prefer to receive marketing messages 
Information 

sources Count % of 
responses 

% of  
cases 

Information 
sources Count % of 

responses 
% of  

cases 
Daily press 15 4.2 9.8 Mail 19 5.4 12.4 
Periodical press 10 2.8 6.5 Telephone 6 1.7 3.9 
Radio 14 4.0 9.2 Mobile phone 26 7.3 17.0 
Television 41 11.6 26.8 Email 87 24.6 56.9 
Outdoor 22 6.2 14.4 Internet 114 32.2 74.5 

 
The results of the research confirm the related hypothesis (H2): the internet is the medium most preferred by the respondents 

(74.5 %) as a source of information, and, thus, as a marketing communication channel, while the television remains, although at significantly 
lower levels by comparison to the previous years, the “traditional” marketing communication channel most employed by the respondents 
(26.8 %) to obtain information about the different products, services, and brands. 

Television holds a dominant position among the “traditional” media employed as marketing communication channels, followed, at 
a significant distance, by the outdoor. The daily and periodical press and the radio appear as rather peripheral media that can be employed 
to approach specific market segments or niche markets. Three out of four respondents seem to use the internet as a source of information, 
the preferences for other channels, such as mobile phone and the mail, being significantly lower, yet still higher than those for “traditional” 
channels other than television. The very low level of preferences for the telephony, seen in relationship with those for mobile telephony, 
suggest a higher openness of the respondents toward the mobile marketing instead to the classical telemarketing campaigns. Also, the high 
level of preferences for email, as an online marketing communication channel, provides promising perspectives for a potential rise of the 
weight of the consumers willing to receive information about products, services, and brands. 

The rise of the internet in the recent years, that has determined both the consumers and organizations to migrate to the online 
environment – one supporting the searching for information, as well as its receiving, had apparently two important results: the decrease in 
the consumers’ employment of the “traditional” media as sources of information, and the limitation, in terms of diversity, of the media 
considered by the consumers in their decision-making process – the respondents have indicated, as an average, two or three media, mainly 
by associating the internet and another “traditional” or direct communication medium. 
 

Table 2. Attitudes of the respondents toward disclosing personal data to the companies and public entities (n=153; percentages) 
Disclosing 
personal data to: Agree Rather 

agree 
Rather not 

agree Not agree Don’t know / 
Don’t answer 

Companies 15.7 23.5 33.3 24.8 2.6 
Public entities 26.1 30.7 30.1 11.1 2.0 

 
As the data in the Table 2 reveal, there is a significant difference in terms of the respondents’ attitude toward disclosing their 

personal data to the companies, respectively the public institutions and/or authorities: the majority of the respondents (58.1 %) would rather 
not agree to make this data available to the companies, which confirms the related tested hypothesis, while the similar attitude in 
relationship with the public entities is quite opposite – the majority of the respondents (56.8 %) would rather agree to make their personal 
data available to them, which does not confirm the related hypothesis (H3.1). The consistency of these results is supported by the extremely 
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low weight of the respondents unable to express their attitude (less than 3 % in the total of the sample). The reliability of the measurement is 
confirmed by the value of the Cronbach’s Alpha (0.814). 

This difference between the companies and public entities in terms of the attitudes toward disclosing the personal data is related 
to the way consumers perceive the employment of this data: apparently, the consumers tend to believe that companies could employ their 
personal data in a more threatening manner for their private space and privacy, while their trust in the appropriate employment of this data 
by the public entities is significantly higher. 
 

Table 3. Attitudes of the respondents toward expressing their consent before disclosing their personal data to the companies and public 
entities (n=153; percentages) 

Consent given before 
disclosing personal data to: Agree Rather 

agree 
Rather not 

agree Not agree Don’t know / 
Don’t answer 

Companies 79.1 16.3 2.6 0.0 2.0 
Public entities 72.5 18.3 5.9 2.0 1.3 

 
As the data in the Table 3 reveal, the consent given by consumers before disclosing their personal data is highly important both in the case 
of the companies and public institutions and/or authorities: the majority of the respondents would rather prefer to have their agreement 
solicited before making this data available to the companies (95.4 %), respectively the public entities (90.8 %), which confirms the related 
hypothesis (H3.2). The consistency of these results is supported by the extremely low weight of the respondents unable to express their 
attitude (less than 2 % in the total of the sample). The reliability of the measurement is confirmed by the value of the Cronbach’s Alpha 
(0.868). 

The caution is the word describing the best the consumers’ attitude in this respect: the companies and the public 
institutions/authorities should solicit the agreement of the consumer before collecting his or her personal data as a proof of the honest 
processing and employment of this data, without affecting the consumer’s private space and privacy. 
 

Table 4. Attitudes of the respondents towards capturing, processing, and employment of their personal data by the companies (n=153; 
percentages) 

Companies should not ... Agree Rather 
agree 

Rather not 
agree Not agree Don’t know / 

Don’t answer 
... capture personal data 32.7 21.6 26.1 15.7 3.9 
... process personal data 38.6 21.6 21.6 13.1 5.2 
... employ personal data 54.9 16.3 13.1 11.1 4.6 

 
As the data presented in the Table 4 reveal, the attitudes of the respondents toward the collection, processing, and employment 

of their personal data by the companies is a rather reserved one: thus, the majority of the respondents would rather not agree to have this 
data collected (54.3 %) and processed (60.2 %) after buying different products and/or services, respectively employed in marketing 
communication campaigns promoting products and services in the market (71.2 %), which confirm the related tested hypotheses (H3.3, 
H3.4, and H3.5). The consistency of these results is supported by the very low weight of the respondents unable to express their attitude 
(less than 5.2 % in the total of the sample). The reliability of the measurement is confirmed by the value of the Cronbach’s Alpha (0.707). 
The reserves of the consumers in terms of their personal data collection, processing, and later employment suggest that this data should be 
mainly employed in the database marketing activities, and less in direct marketing campaigns. The results also reveal the importance of 
educating consumers for a better understanding of the content of their personal data, the appropriate manner of collecting, processing and 
employment of this data, and the rights they are entitled as providers of personal data. 
 

Table 5. Consumers’ assessment of the aggressiveness of the different direct communication media employed by the companies to 
approach them (n=153; percentages) 

Direct 
communication media Aggressive Rather 

aggressive 
Rather not 
aggressive 

Not 
aggressive 

Don’t know / 
Don’t answer 

Mail 5.2 13.7 31.4 45.8 3.9 
Phone 51.0 35.3 5.9 4.6 3.3 
Mobile phone 47.7 34.6 9.2 4.6 3.9 
Internet 3.9 5.2 23.5 66.0 1.3 

 
As the data presented in the Table 5 reveal, the majority of the respondents perceive the approach by telephone (86.3 %) and 

mobile phone (82.3 %) as being rather aggressive, which confirms the related tested hypotheses, while the internet and mail have been 
perceived as rather not aggressive, which has confirmed only partially the related hypothesis (H4). The consistency of these results is 
supported by the very low weight of the respondents unable to express their attitude (less than 4.0 % in the total of the sample). The 
reliability of the measurement is confirmed by the value of the Cronbach’s Alpha (0.779). 

A degree of aggressiveness for each of the considered marketing channels has been established through the transformation of 
the items of the measurement scale from a qualitative into a quantitative expression (“aggressive” – 4, “rather aggressive” – 3, “rather not 
aggressive” – 2, and “not aggressive” – 1) , is 3.37 (fixed telephony). The average scores expressing the aggressiveness of the considered 
marketing channels are: 3.37 (telephony), 3.30 (mobile telephony), 1.77 (mail), and 1.46 (internet). 

The consumers tend to perceive as more aggressive the approach conducted by marketing channels that involve a direct contact 
with them – both the telephony and mobile telephony allow the organizations willing to communicate to initiate and have a dialogue with 
consumers. The mail and the internet instead are perceived as less aggressive because they allow consumers to keep a distance that 
creates a certain level of comfort in their relationships with the organizations approaching them. The consumers receive the messages 
regarding the different products, services, and brands without having to participate in a dialogue with the senders: the communication loop 
closes when consumers demand additional information or make an order for the promoted products and/or services. 
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Table 6. Consumers’ attitudes toward buying products/services after being directly approached by the companies through different direct 
communication media (in percentages; n=153) 

Direct 
communication media Yes Rather yes Rather no No Don’t know / 

Don’t answer 
Mail 23.5 24.8 23.5 22.9 5.2 
Phone 11.8 18.3 35.9 28.8 5.2 
Mobile phone 11.8 21.6 32.7 27.5 6.5 
Internet 34.0 32.7 19.6 9.8 3.9 

 
As the data presented in the Table 6 reveal, the majority of the respondents have had a rather reserved attitude toward buying the 

products/services after being directly approached by telephone (64.7 %) and mobile phone (60.2 %), which confirms the related hypotheses, 
while the similar attitude in relationship with the other two marketing channels has appeared to be more friendly, the majority of respondents 
willing to buy after being directly approached through the internet (66.7 %) and mail (48.3 %). The consistency of these results is supported 
by the very low weight of the respondents unable to express their attitude (less than 6.5 % in the total of the sample). The reliability of the 
measurement is confirmed by the value of the Cronbach’s Alpha (0.898). 

A degree of willingness to buy has been established for each of the considered marketing channels through the transformation of 
the items of the measurement scale from a qualitative into a quantitative expression (“yes” – 4, “rather yes” – 3, “rather no” – 2, and “no” – 
1). The average scores expressing the aggressiveness of the considered marketing channels are: 2.14 (telephony), 2.19 (mobile telephony), 
2.52 (mail), and 2.95 (internet). 

The consumers’ willingness to buy products, services, and brands promoted through a direct approach employing mail, telephony, 
mobile telephony, and the internet as marketing channels tend to be higher when the approach is conducted in a less aggressive manner 
through the employment of communication channels with a lower degree of aggressiveness. From the perspectives of the consumers’ 
private space and privacy, keeping a safe distance up to the organizations attempting to connect with them increases the possibility for the 
consumers to buy the different products, services, and brands. 

The association between the degree of aggressiveness of the marketing communication channels and the willingness to buy 
products and/or services promoted through these channels has been assessed using the Pearson correlation coefficient whose value (–
0.9345) suggests a extremely strong and backward connection between these variables: higher is the perceived aggressiveness of a 
medium (or a marketing communication channel), lower is the willingness to buy anything promoted after being directly approached through 
that medium (or marketing communication channel). 
 
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITS OF THE RESEARCH AND FURTHER RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
The research conducted has provided several conclusions regarding the impact of privacy-related aspects over the marketing 
communication with the consumers: 

• the consumers’ preferences for searching the information to be used in the decision-making process of buying different products, 
services, and brands describe the consumer’s behavior as active and defensive: apparently, the consumers prefer to search not 
necessarily to be better informed, but to defend their private space by avoiding its direct approach by the organizations; 

• the rise of the internet in the recent years has determined a decrease of employment of the “traditional” media (and marketing 
communication channels) as sources of information, and limited, the diversity of the media, respectively the marketing 
communication channels, considered by the consumers in their decision-making process, most frequently to the association 
between the internet and another “traditional” or direct medium; 

• there is a significant difference in terms of the attitudes of the consumers toward disclosing their personal data to the companies, 
respectively the public entities, as the companies are believed to employ the personal data in a more threatening manner for their 
private space and privacy. Both the companies and the public institutions/authorities should solicit the consumer’s agreement 
before collecting personal data as a proof of safeguarding his/her private space and privacy; 

• the reserves of the consumers in terms of their personal data collection, processing, and later employment recommend the 
employment of this data mainly in the database marketing, and less in direct marketing campaigns. The education of the 
consumers for a better understanding of the content of their personal data, the appropriate manner of collecting, processing and 
employment of this data, and the rights they are entitled as providers of personal data is essential; 

• the consumers tend to perceive more aggressive an approach conducted by media (marketing channels) that involve a direct 
contact (such as the telephone and the mobile telephone), and less aggressive the approach using media that allow them to keep 
a distance that creates a certain level of comfort in their relationships with the organizations (such as the mail and the internet); 

• finally, the consumers’ willingness to buy products, services, and brands promoted through mail, telephony, mobile telephony, and 
the internet tends to be higher when the approach is less aggressive i.e. employs less aggressive media. Higher the perceived 
aggressiveness of a medium is, lower is the willingness to buy anything promoted through that medium. 

•  
As an overall conclusion, an active and defensive consumer should be approached by the organizations and/or public entities using a 
combination of communication media including the internet and other less aggressive media, only with the previous consent of this 
consumer, in a trusted context of collecting, processing, and employment of the personal data, aiming to generate a certain result such as 
buying of a certain product, service or brand. 

The main limits of the research derive from its exploratory nature and regard the size and the structure of the investigated sample, 
respectively the formulation of the research objectives and the related hypotheses. The further directions of research should take into 
consideration at least: (1) the improvement of the sample by covering other segments of consumers in terms of age (35 and more years 
old), residence (other urban cities), and education (average educated consumers), and (2) increasing the depth of the research approach by 
including, as research objectives, of the elements regarding the effects, on micro and macroeconomic levels, of the inappropriate 
employment of the consumers’ personal data. 
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Abstract 
Public relations is defined as theplanned, longtermeffortsbetween an organization and its publics in order tocreate and maintain mutual 
understanding and goodwill. As we defined public relations, in this way, it can be stated that public relations, as a profession,plays an 
important role in the communication process of public health campaigns. As campaigns concerning the public health are analyzed, 
campaigns that are against tobacco usage are note worthy since it is a global groblem. Tobacco consumption as a global issue, is a 
majorcause of death and illness. Turkey, has alarmingly highrates of smoking. In thiss tudy, ‘SmokeFreeAirZoneCampaign’ which was held 
by Ministry of Health in Turkey, is analyzed through the perspective of  Public Relations. Taking this campaign as an example, Practivities 
concerning public health, it selements, stages and outcomes are explained by using case study method.  
Keywords: publicrelations, publichealthcampaigns. 
 
1. LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1. PublicRelationsandHealthCommunication 
Traditional approach focuses primarily on the physical aspect of health (Gatterman, 2007, p.4). However, in 1947 The World Health 
Organization (WHO) defined health as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or 
infirmity.” WHO’s definition was the first globally accepted conceptualization and stood the test of time for more than a decade (Blonna and 
Watter, 2005, p.4). Hettler enhanced these definitions as he states that wellness is multi dimensional. Achieving optimal wellness is a 
process of striving toward being the best you can be across all six dimensions (Blonna, Loschiova and Watter, 2011, p.7). 

 
Figure 1.1 Six dimensions of wellness 

 
 

Source: Blonna, Loschiova and Watter, 2011, p.7 
 
Health communication involves creating meaning of healthcare and conditions (Sparks, 2010, p.2). Health communication covers wide 
range array of topics, including disease control and prevention, emergency preparedness and response injury and violence prevention, 
environmental health, work place safety, and general communication behavior as it relates to well being and loading healthy lives (Sparks 
and Villagran, 2010, p.7).  

In order for a health communication program to have an impact, it should disseminate appropriate health content that satisfies the 
following criteria, as prescribed by the Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (Health Communication."Healthy People 
2010.Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion.in Unite for Sight, Health Communication online, 
http://www.uniteforsight.org/health-communication-course/module1) 
   Accuracy: The content is valid and without errors of fact, interpretation, or judgment. 
   Availability: The content (whether targeted message or other information) is delivered or placed where the audience 

can access it. Placement varies according to the audience, message complexity, and purpose, ranging from interpersonal and 
social networks to billboards and mass transit signs to prime-time TV or radio, to public kiosks (print or electronic), to the Internet. 

   Balance: Where appropriate, the content presents the benefits and risks of potential actions or recognizes different and 
valid perspectives on the issue. 

   Consistency: The content remains internally consistent over time and also is consistent with information from other 
sources (the latter is a problem when other widely available content is not accurate or reliable). 

   Cultural Competence: The design, implementation, and evaluation process that accounts for special issues for select 
population groups (for example, ethnic, racial, and linguistic) and also educational levels and disability. 

   Evidence-based: Relevant scientific evidence that has undergone comprehensive review and rigorous analysis to 
formulate practice guidelines, performance measures, review criteria, and technology assessments for tele-health applications. 

   Reach: The content gets to or is available to the largest possible number of people in the target population. 
   Reliability: The source of the content is credible, and the content itself is kept up to date. 

Repetition: The delivery of/access to the content is continued or repeated over time, both to reinforce the impact with a given 
audience and to reach new generations. 
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Understanding what health communication can and cannot do is critical to communicating successfully. Health communication is 

one tool for promoting or improving health. Changes in health care services, regulations, and technology are also necessary to completely 
address a health problem (U.S. Department Of Health & Human Services Public Health Service, National Institutes Of Health, National 
Cancer Institute, online, http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/cancerlibrary/pinkbook/page3) 
The many roles that health communication can play have been highlighted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. These roles 
include (Thomas, 2006, p4): 

• Increase knowledge and awareness of a health issue, problem, or solution 
• Influence perceptions, beliefs, attitudes, and social norms 
• Prompt action 
• Demonstrate or illustrate skills 
• Show the benefit of behavior change 
• Increase demand for health services 
• Reinforce knowledge, attitudes, and behavior 
• Refute myths and misconceptions 
• Help coalesce organizational relationships 
• Advocate for a health issue or a population group 

 
In general, health promotion is any event, process or activity that facilitates the protection or improvement of the health status of 

individuals, groups, communities or populations (Marks et al. in Berry, 2005, p. 75). 
Health communicators can use a wide range of methods to design programs to fit specific circumstances. These methods 

include(National Cancer Institute, online, http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/cancerlibrary/pinkbook/page3).  
• Media literacy—teaches intended audiences (often youth) to deconstruct media messages so they can identify the sponsor’s 

motives; also teaches communicators how to compose messages attuned to the intended audience’s point of view 
• Media advocacy—seeks to change the social and political environment in which decisions that affect health and health resources 

are made by influencing the mass media's selection of topics and by shaping the debate about those topics 
• Public relations—promotes the inclusion of messages about a health issue or behavior in the mass media 
• Advertising—places paid or public service messages in the media or in public spaces to increase awareness of and support for a 

product, service, or behavior 
• Education entertainment—seeks to embed health-promoting messages and storylines into entertainment and news programs or 

to eliminate messages that counter health messages; can also include seeking entertainment industry support for a health issue 
• Individual and group instruction—influences, counsels, and provides skills to support desirable behaviors 
• Partnership development—increases support for a program or issue by harnessing the influence, credibility, and resources of 

profit, nonprofit, or governmental organizations 
 

Public relations in health communication may involve press releases, press conferences, distribution of feature stories to the 
media, public service announcements and other publicity-oriented activities. Some of the public relations practices have an established 
place in health organizations, most notably hospitals. Brochures, newsletters and health fairs are standard productions for hospital public 
relations departments. The 1990s saw dramatic new challenges facing health care businesses and practices; arguably, healthcare became 
the issue of the 1990s, driven by two increasingly critical problems: cost and access that necessitated introduction of both increased and 
innovative public relations strategies to meet them (Cutlip, Center,& Broom 2000). In the past, healthcare organizations often utilized public 
relations for crisis management and damage control, justifying controversial actions, explaining negative events, and so forth  (Thomas, 
2006, p. 120). Public relations in the health domain has moved beyond those and the traditional distribution of press releases to 
aggressively place guests on talk shows, regularly feed feature writers with compelling story ideas, and creatively stage pseudo-events to 
attract journalistic attention (including the dramatization of health-related statistics using “creative epidemiology” techniques). The source of 
public relations messages is especially important, as these messages tend to attain greater media acceptance when sponsored by high-
profile and widely respected organizations that feature distinctive or compelling messengers (e.g., celebrity spokespersons, government 
officials, charismatic experts who have gained prominence, and victims and survivors, who provide a human interest angle (Thompson, 
Dorsey, Miller and Parrott, 2003, p 539).  

Besides these, to maximize quantity, campaigners need to diligently seek funding from government, industry, and nonprofit 
sources to be able to purchase paid placements and leveraged media slots, aggressively lobby for free public service time or space, 
skillfully employ public relations techniques for generating entertainment and journalistic coverage, and utilize the low-cost Internet channel 
of communication (Thompson, Dorsey, Miller and Parrott, 2003, p 565).  
 
2. CASE STUDY OF ‘‘SMOKE FREE AIR ZONE CAMPAIGN’’ 
An important step was taken in the country regarding the restriction and prevention of tobacco use with the enforcement of the amendments 
made on 03/01/2008 to the law on the prevention and control of the harmful effects of tobacco products adopted on November 7, 1996 in 
Turkey on 19.5.2008 (www.mevzuat.gov.tr). With this law, T.R. Ministry of Health initiated the health communication campaign named 
‘‘Smoke Free Air Zone’’ for the aim of increasing the awareness regarding the law and enable conformity to the law and its adoption. In this 
study, all stages of this campaign that were initiated on May 14, 2008 and have continued until today by embodying the features of being a 
sustainable communication campaign are analyzed by using case study analysis method in public relations. ROPE Model (Research, 
Objectives, Programming, Evaluation) (Hendrix, J. 2007), one of the models used during the formation of strategies in public relations, 
constitutes the basis of this case study analysis. 
 
2.1. Research 
At the research stage of public relation applications, research regarding the attitudes, opinions and behaviors of the people to be affected 
from the application and policy of an institution is ongoing and the answer of “What is the final development in this respect?” is sought. 
(Balta Peltekoğlu,2007, p.173). This stage, also referred to as status analysis (Seitel, F.P. 2007.p.89) is the process of obtaining detailed 
background data on the subject regarding which institution and public relations study will be conducted. Seitel (2007) states that particularly 
a robust research ground and the planning stage created diligently are required to conduct a successful study, while emphasizing that 4 
basic steps are also important while creating a public relations plan. 
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In October 2011, Ministry of Health, activated a hotline 171 named ‘‘Counseling hotline for quitting smoking’’. Number of people 
calling this hotline is increasing day by day. According to the Ministry’s records, the number of people calling the line and asking for 
counseling to quit smoking is 975.000 until today  (http://www.dalak.net/etiket/alo-171-sigara-birakma-danisma-hatti/).   

In the programming stage of the ROPE Model, many of the effective communication principles were used. Especially, source 
credibility (as Ministry of Health was the main source), two-way communication and audience participation (together with the use of Internet 
and social media), opinion leaders (celebrities, political leaders) were used effectively during the campaign.   
 
3.4. Evaluation 
‘‘Smoke Free Air Zone Campaign’’ has won many awards. World Health Organization (WHO) gave a prize to RecepAkdağ (Minister of 
Health) for the ministry’s fight against smoking. It also won ‘‘The Best Social Responsibility Project Award’’ given by the University of 
Galatasaray in 2008. ‘‘Success Award’’ was given by the Farmaskop Health Communication Creativity Awards in 2009.  
Together with five teasers, 37 advertisements were broadcasted in total. During the first five months of the campaign, there has been a 10% 
decrease in the cigarette consumption. Approximately, two billion dollars were gained. The web site had 152.000 individual visitors during 
the five months. More than 20 groups concerning the campaign were created; more than 150.000 members (one group had 80.000 fans) in 
the Facebook.  

These results can be seen as short-term outcomes of this campaign. As the campaign is an ongoing, long-term, proactive 
campaign, the main behavioral outcomes should be measured periodically and a total evaluation should be done after the campaign is 
officially over.   
 
4. CONCLUSION 
As all around the world, many different ways of communication such as social marketing, advertisement and public relations are being used 
in the developing health policies and communication campaigns in Turkey. In this study, ‘‘Smoke Free Air Zone Campaign’’ has been 
addressed as the case study and the studies in the field of public relations have been evaluated. As it is known, integrated marketing 
communication means that all these communication studies convey a single message as a single voice in coordination. 

In order for the studies in the field of health care to be effective and successful, this matter should be taken into consideration in 
all communication studies that are used, as it can be seen in the case study. It is believed that the laws aimed at health care policy issued 
by public institutions will be much more successful especially when they are supported by public relations that involve planned and long 
term communication endeavors and all foregoing communication methods; and this will be reflected on changes of attitude and behavior of 
the target audience. In case these endeavors are carried out for a long term and according to a plan, not only these objectives will be 
reached but also the sustainability of the results aimed at these objectives will be possible. 

 ‘‘Smoke Free Air Zone Campaign’’ is a health care communication campaign put into effect with the enforcement of the law in 
2008 concerning the prevention and control of the harmful effects of tobacco products enacted in 1996. In this campaign, advertisement, 
marketing and public relations have been used in an integrated approach and a single theme and messages in line with this theme have 
been communicated via different channels. In the campaign that is composed of three stages, the primary target is informing the target 
audience and secondary target is causing changes in attitudes and behaviors, respectively. Accordingly, the necessary primary researches 
have been conducted; available data on the subject have been updated and used, and measurable objectives have been defined by sticking 
to a specific time schedule. At the implementation stage of the campaign, strategies have been developed in line with the determined 
objectives and creative tactics have been applied regarding these strategies. 

When this campaign was examined based on the ROPE Model of public relations, it is seen that all steps of research, setting 
objectives, implementation and evaluation were taken into account and applied and objectives determined at the evaluation stage prior to 
the campaign were measured, and the rate of voluntary adoption of the law and abiding by the law was realized at the rate of 95%. 

In conclusion, ‘‘Smoke Free Air Zone Campaign’’ supported by the Ministry of Health that is among the communication studies 
conducted one-to-one by the same ministry has been recognized to a wide extent in Turkish society, has been awarded by various 
organizations and has succeeded in reaching its objectives to a large extent. 
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ABSTRACT 
While the world-wide recession continues, organizations find themselves in a changing world, facing so-called "turbulent" times (Yeo & 
Sriramesh, 2009), that call for significant change and innovation on a wide front (Goodman, 2009) and on all levels and functions of the 
organization, including public relations (PR).  

PR is subsequently required to shift its focus in an attempt to effectively contribute to the survival of the organization, which 
requires constant enquiry into the PR roles and PR skills needed to face challenges. It is therefore essential to match theoretical learning 
with practice, to ensure the function operates effectively in the broader organizational context.  For the purpose of this paper, it is argued 
that a dual perspective of the integration of formal studies with work experience, also termed work-integrated learning (WIL), is needed to 
ensure industry-relevance. The main outcome of this study, as starting point to such a holistic picture, is to explore the inside-out view of 
students’ perspectives of the relevance and value of WIL in the National Diploma: Public Relations Management of the University of South 
Africa (Unisa). 
 
INTRODUCTION   
While the world-wide recession continues, the survival of global business increasingly depends on the ability to reposition and transform 
business approaches. Organizations find themselves in a changing world, facing so-called "turbulent" times (Yeo & Sriramesh, 2009), that 
call for significant change and innovation on a wide front (Goodman, 2009) and on all levels and functions of the organization, including 
public relations (PR).  

Challenges facing organizations subsequently demand PR to shift its focus in an attempt to effectively contribute to the survival of 
the organization. Such strategic repositioning requires constant enquiry into the roles PR professionals are required to fulfill, and the skills 
needed to face challenges. From a theoretical perspective, it is evident that the current educational landscape is similarly challenged to 
operate and survive in a changing world and a modern society (Unesco, 2002; Van Rooijen, 2011), that conversely impact the workplace 
contexts in which its students will be employed.  According to Van Rooijen (2011, p.6), the foundation of educational institutions comprises 
research, service and teaching, thus presenting the question of how educational institutions ensure alignment to real world needs and 
meeting the demands for "practical, real world education".  Of particular relevance to this study, is the two-fold challenge educational 
institutions face in their quest to match theoretical learning with practice: Firstly, to ensure the transfer of skills in the academic programmes 
and workplace meets the needs of industry and enhance productivity, and secondly to keep track of global trends and developments that 
impact the industry/workplace in which their students will eventually be employed.  For the purpose of this paper, it is argued that a dual 
perspective of the integration of formal studies with work experience, also termed work-integrated learning (WIL), is needed to guide 
institutions in being relevant and to ensure that industry goals are met. Such a view will comprise an inside-out and an outside-in view of 
student experiences, and industry developments and needs, respectively.  

Against this background, the question contributing to this study is whether prospective PR professionals possess the necessary 
skills to add value to the organization in its attempt to meet the challenges it faces today (DiStaso, Stacks & Botan, 2009; Le Roux & Naude, 
(in press)).  It also reiterates the need for continuous assessment of educational programmes to ensure competent and employable PR 
students. 
 
The Public Relations Diploma of the University of South Africa 
The National Diploma:  Public Relations Management offered by Unisa was introduced in 1995, initially without a practical module � a major 
shortcoming that was subsequently identified and bridged in 1998 by means of a structured WIL module.  The diploma aims to equip 
students with theoretical knowledge and practical skills needed in the South African PR context. The WIL learning outcomes are designed to 
focus on specific critical PR skills in the areas identified by Skinner and Von Essen (1994).  Critical skills refer to generic skills that, pertinent 
to this study, are occupation-specific skills needed in the PR industry. Since its introduction, no assessment was done regarding the 
contribution of the PR qualification of Unisa in preparing prospective PR professionals for the workplace, therefore highlighting the need to 
determine the industry-relevance and value of the practical training. 
 
Research objective 
The main aim of this study is to determine the industry-relevance and value of the current WIL approach of the Public Relations 
Management qualification of Unisa, through exploring relevant research studies into the roles PR professionals enact in South Africa, and 
an overview of open distance learning (ODL) and WIL. This research study contributes to the scholarship of PR and is classified as 
introspective research by Pavlik (in Sha, 2010), with a specific focus on PR education. The contribution of this study is significant in that it 
explores the value of WIL as perceived and experienced by final-year public PR students of Unisa, thus seeking an inside-out view, as 
opposed to previous studies that mainly involved PR professionals, executives and management (De Wet, Meintjies, Niemann-Struwig & 
Goodman, 2008; DiStaso, Stacks & Botan, 2008; Steyn, 2000a; 2000b; 2003a; Yeo & Sriramesh, 2009).    

This paper firstly gives an overview of relevant research on PR roles with a focus on the South African context, followed by 
insights into ODL and WIL, and Unisa’s view thereof. Finally, the literature study is supplemented by a research project that explores the 
focus, content and value of the WIL module in the PR qualification.   
 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND: PUBLIC RELATIONS ROLES 
Based on literature it can be accepted that PR professionals enact a variety of roles in the organization.  These roles initially comprised 
traditional roles performed by PR professionals, namely expert prescriber, communication facilitator, problem-solver, process facilitator and 
communication technician (Broom & Smith, 1979; Hogg & Doolan, 1997; 1999).  Two main roles - the communication manager and 
communication technician, that incorporate all four traditional roles listed above  -  subsequently emerged and currently still serve as 
foundation in roles research.  Studies in South Africa is perceived limited in terms of size and scope, as result failing to propose a clear 
profile of the PR professional (Le Roux & Naude, (in press)), and falling short in answering the main question contributing to this study, 
namely whether PR students of Unisa are adequately equipped to perform their tasks. It reinforces the importance of this study to determine 
the industry-relevance and value of the WIL module in preparing students for the workplace.  

Although various research studies on PR roles ensued to address earlier shortcomings and contribute to expanding the roles of 
the PR professional, the Unisa diploma aims to prepare students for manager-technician roles. Drawing on the manager-technician role 
typology of relevance to this study, a noteworthy study by Steyn (2000a; 2000b; 2000c; 2003; 2009) confirmed, on completion of a 
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comparative study of the European Body of Knowledge (EBOK) with South African roles, significant similarities to substantiate a strategist-
manager-technician role typology in South Africa.   
In South Africa, valuable contributions were made to define and verify the existence of the three roles proposed by Steyn (De Wet et al., 
2008; Le Roux and Naude, 2011; Steyn 2000a; 2000b; 2000c; 2009).  The strategist-manager-technician role classification identified in 
previous studies and used by Le Roux and Naude (in press), not only delineates specific responsibilities required from PR professionals in 
each role, but in turn proves valuable in identifying the skills required to fulfill these roles (summarized in Table 1):  
 

Table 1: characteristics of South African PR roles 
Role Characteristics 

South African 
Strategist 

Strategic role at macro level, information acquisition through environmental scanning, interpretation 
of organization's viewpoint for stakeholders, outside-in approach 

South African 
Manager 

Functional role at meso level, develop PR strategy and communication plan, external representation 
of the organization, inside-out approach, functional level with an advisory role 

South African 
Technician 

Implementation role at micro level, information disposal, operational level (writing and editing 
communication publications, producing audiovisual messages, creating graphics) 

 
Although these roles may be performed to a varying degree ( Hogg & Doolan, 1999), previous investigations into the PR roles 

concluded that the two roles mainly enacted by South African PR professionals, are manager-technician roles and to a lesser extent a 
strategic role (Le Roux & Naude, (in press); Steyn, 2009).  Of importance here, is evidence that the majority of similar studies point to a lack 
of academic knowledge in PR, and a perception that training in PR is unimportant (Le Roux & Naude,(in press); Yeo & Sriramesh, 2009).   

Given that these different roles are fulfilled by, and expected from, PR professionals globally and in South Africa, it can be 
concluded that their day-to-day duties comprise a diverse list of activities. Various authors have identified the activities performed by PR 
professionals, and at the time of introduction of WIL in the diploma, the categories of activities by Skinner and Von Essen (1994) were 
regarded the most appropriate due to its relevance to the South African context. This classification by Skinner at al. (1994) presently serves 
as basis of the WIL module in the PR Diploma. The industry-relevance and value thereof will be tested by means of a research project 
amongst final-year PR students 
 
AN OPEN DISTANCE LEARNING APPROACH AND WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING 
Unisa is a comprehensive, dedicated, distance education university committed to the practice of ODL, and currently the only distance 
university in South Africa offering the National Diploma: Public Relations Management, further strengthening the need to explore the 
relevance and value of the WIL module.  The importance of applying theoretical knowledge in a work-based context is crucial in preparing 
students and, in this regard, prospective PR professionals to add value in the workplace.    

Open and distance learning proves valuable towards meeting challenges of access, quality and equity support (Unesco, 2002).  
The ODL approach followed by Unisa is student-centered and aimed at bridging economic, social, educational and geographical barriers in 
its attempt to, amongst others, construct knowledge and promote skills development. Knowledge development has become crucial in 
developing countries to redress lack of competence and some advantages of distance education, relevant to this study, are perceived to 
include: increased and speedy access to learning through overcoming geographical boundaries, presenting opportunities for retraining and 
personal enrichment, cost-effectiveness and balancing inequalities between age groups (Unesco, 2002). Unisa applies people, printed and 
electronic material, practical training, reflection, research, experiential and work-integrated learning in its ODL approach to facilitate learning 
and empowerment.  This attests to the fact that the ODL approach of Unisa encompasses all three key elements � research, service and 
teaching � earlier identified as the foundation of an educational institution (Van Rooijen, 2011).    
Unisa regards WIL as an important resource through which learning - the construction of knowledge, attitudes and values - in distance 
learning takes place.  It is argued to be a process whereby students acquire knowledge in specific contexts (Beach in Peach, Cates, Baden-
Wuerttemberg, Jones & Lechleiter, 2011).  In this qualification the form of situated knowledge is the application of theory in the workplace 
(practice), thus facilitating learning through real-life experiences. The value of WIL in an ODL model, first and foremost, aims to gain work-
related experiences and the transfer of skills in the workplace.   
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Both a qualitative and quantitative approach was used to generate insight into the relevance and value of WIL in the PR: Management 
Diploma offered by Unisa.  Data was generated by means of a literature review and an online questionnaire.   
The review of existing literature provided an overview of PR roles research, background information on the ODL approach of Unisa and the 
value of WIL in such an approach.  This review was followed by a research project exploring the focus, content and value of WIL by means 
of an online questionnaire. The literature already validates the range of communication activities currently included in the WIL component, 
but it was likewise tested in the online questionnaire (Skinner & Von Essen, 1994; Yeo & Sriramesh, 2009).   
 
Population 
For the purpose of this study a total of 301 final-year PR students of Unisa, who received their practical training from 2008 to 2011, were 
selected.  These final-year students were employed in PR positions or, either unemployed or employed, in unrelated careers. The number of 
respondents totaled 100, constituting a response rate of 33%.    
 
Data collection 
The basis of the online questionnaire stems from South African roles research, findings on managerial and technical activities by Yeo and 
Sriramesh  (2009), and the assessment tool applied by Jaekel, Hector, Northwood, Benzinger, Salinitri, Johrendt & Watters (2011) that was 
adapted for the purpose of this study. The questionnaire was structured according to the following assessment framework: 
 
 

WIL assessment framework for the National Diploma: PR Management 
Question 1 Organizational context of the PR function by determining the hierarchical position 
Question 2 The type of industry in which WIL was addressed 
Question 3 Perceived role and function of the PR position 
Question 4 Students perceptions of the value of WIL in providing personal, academic and workplace 
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skills 
Question 5 Students perceptions of the specific WIL outcomes  and communication activities 

 
FINDINGS  
The context in which the findings of this research study are interpreted is the PR environment in which Unisa students received their 
practical training.  Students completed their training in a PR environment under supervision of a qualified PR professional, who ensured the 
communication activities were adequately addressed, provided guidance and evaluated performance by means of formative and summative 
assessment.   

The hierarchical position of the PR function, type of PR industry and perceived role and function of the PR position  
Questions 1 and 2 aimed to provide insight into the placement and role of PR in the South African context where the PR diploma students 
were placed.  85% respondents indicated the PR function is placed in a PR or Corporate Communication Department, followed by 14% 
where the function resorts in the Marketing Department.  The respondents address experienced WIL mainly in the public sector (51%), 
followed by the private sector (34%). This indicates the significant contribution and involvement of the public sector in skills development of 
Unisa students. 

Question 3 required respondents to identify the PR role (strategic, management or technical) in the organization where the 
training was completed.  As could be expected, and confirmed in the literature review, the PR role is perceived to be mainly technical, then 
managerial, other unrelated and lastly strategic.  This confirms previous research findings that the two main roles enacted in South Africa 
are seen as mainly technician and manager.   

 
Question 4 explored the value of WIL in providing personal, academic and workplace skills, strengths and goals and consisted of eleven,  
5-point Likert Scale questions where 1 = “to no extent”, 2 = “to some extent”, 3 = “not sure”, 4 = “to a large extent” and 5 = “to a very large 
extent”.   
• Personal skills - three questions aimed to determine the extent to which WIL assisted in identifying personal strengths, weaknesses, and 

preferences related to the workplace.  Respondents indicated that WIL contributed to a large extent to clarify career goals (52%), to 
identify personal weaknesses (46%) and to identify personal preferences (49%). 

• Academic skills – two questions asked respondents to indicate the value of WIL pertaining to their academic motivation, and to assess 
and reflect on their progress during WIL respectively.  Respondents felt WIL largely contributes to their academic motivation, and provides 
adequate opportunity to assess and reflect on their progress during training. 

• Workplace skills – the remaining six questions related to the transfer of skills in the workplace and  touched on the value of WIL to: 
clarify career goals, contribute to technical knowledge of PR, match theoretical learning with practice, facilitate professional development 
in the workplace (self-confidence, teamwork), empower by developing communication and other work-related skills, and improve 
prospects for employment. 
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The content and relevance of the communication activities in WIL were investigated in Question 5 by means of seven 5-point Likert Scale 
questions where 1 = “never”, 2 = “sometimes”, 3 = “neutral”, 4 = “mostly” and 5 = “always”. The aim was to determine the achievement of 
the specific WIL outcomes (communication activities) and the frequency of how often the communication activities were addressed during 
their training. Important is the high response to media monitoring (44%), event management (48%), and writing (41%).  Further, 
respondents indicated the remainder activities as ‘mostly addressed’.     

 
 
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
The fundamental role of WIL in facilitating theory application in practice is non-negotiable, however, research into the value thereof on 
personal, academic and workplace levels, particularly in South Africa, is limited.  It is vital that higher education institutions keep track of 
global and local trends, and developments and needs of respective industries to ensure a holistic perspective of the content and value of 
their WIL modules in academic qualifications. Time constraints did not allow industry involvement in this project, and did not allow for a 
qualitative analysis of students’ reflective reports. It will be valuable to gain a holistic view (including an outside-in view) regarding the state 
of the WIL component in the Diploma: PR Management, to ensure relevance and value. This study should be replicated, targeting industry 
partners involved in the practical training of the students included in this study.  Furthermore, the role and requirements of industry 
partnerships should be investigated.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
This study is seen as starting point to the holistic evaluation of WIL in the National Diploma: PR Management.  From the background and 
findings presented in this study, the following major conclusions can be drawn: 
• The industry-relevance and value of WIL in the PR diploma, from an inside-out view, is confirmed. Findings supported the content and 

relevance of the communication activities. 
• The hierarchical position of the PR function is mainly in a PR/Communications Department. 
• The public sector contributes significantly to the skills development of Unisa students.  This commitment is noteworthy and should be 

nurtured to ensure a mutual beneficial partnership.  
• The majority of respondents perceived the PR role as mainly technical and managerial.  Considering earlier roles research in South 

Africa that pointed to a strategist-manager-technician role typology, this endorses the need for further investigation into PR role 
clarification.   

• Respondents were overwhelming positive about the value of WIL in providing personal, academic and workplace skills.   
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Abstract 
Inertia, fear of change, avoidance of risk and the challenge of constantly creating something new are the factors most often cited for why 
innovation is so difficult to sustain in any organization. Fostering innovation requires not only overcoming these barriers, but establishing a 
culture where its members are able to take risks without punishment; where the focus is on the future and where innovation is rewarded. In 
today’s dynamic journalism environment, more and more industry leaders are looking to journalism schools for new ways to tell stories and 
to disseminate those stories to the public.   

Inertia, fear of change, avoidance of risk and the challenge of constantly creating something new are the factors most often cited 
for why innovation is so difficult to sustain in any organization. Fostering innovation requires not only overcoming these barriers, but 
establishing a culture where its members are able to take risks without punishment, where the focus is on the future and where innovation is 
rewarded.  

In today’s dynamic journalism environment, more and more industry leaders are looking to journalism schools for new ways to tell 
stories and to disseminate those stories to the public. This paper provides a case study of how one institution, the Walter Cronkite School of 
Journalism and Mass Communication at Arizona State University in Phoenix has broken down barriers and created a place where 
innovation flourishes. 
 
Literature Review 
Innovation traditionally has been defined as an “idea, practice or object that is perceived by an individual or other unit of adoption” (Rogers, 
1983 p. 251.) More recently, it has been described as “the art of getting people to adopt change” (Denning and Dunham 2010, p. xiii.) In 
either case, change is at the heart of innovation and getting people to adopt change is not easy.  In addition to a fear of change, to be 
innovative an organization must overcome inertia, the tendency to avoid risk and the seemingly insurmountable challenge of constantly 
creating something new (Phillips, 2008). And in higher education, the barriers to innovation are even higher. They include tradition, a 
continued reliance on federal and state dollars, oversight by accreditors and the federal government, shared governance and higher-
education associations (Selingo, 2011.) And perhaps more than any other factor, it is organizational culture that determines whether an 
organization will be a pioneer. In fact, “its import exceeds that of all other factors proposed in the literature”—factors that include religion, 
country culture, the pool of scientific talent and intellectual property (Tellis, Prabhu and Chandy, 2007b, p. 2.) 

Further, the presence of a group of creative and productive employees does not automatically enhance the innovativeness of a 
firm (Tellis, Prabhu and Chandy, 2007b.) Anderson would argue innovation requires three ingredients—a crowd, light and desire. The 
members of the crowd have to be aware of the others and their work and be willing to recognize one another’s contributions. 

Anderson also identifies a series of players that are key to an organization’s success as an innovator: the trend spotter who finds 
a promising innovation early; the evangelist who passionately makes the case for idea X or person Y; the superspreader who broadcasts 
innovations to a larger group; the skeptic who keeps the conversation honest; and knowledge brokers or general participants who show up, 
comment honestly and learn. To ensure an organization has a critical mass of these key players it is critical that it hire people with  
varied skills, interests and backgrounds (Anderson 2011, p. 115, Hargadon and Sutton, 2001, Schnaars, 1994.) An organization’s members 
must also have the ability to cannibalize or stretch the enterprise beyond its usual scope and to take ideas from inside and outside of the 
company and to be product champions (Hargadon and Sutton, 2001, Phillips, 2008, Prabhu and Chandy, 2007.)  

Businesses that routinely innovate continuously engage in four intertwined practices.  They recognize and capture good ideas, 
they keep those ideas alive, they are expert at imagining new uses for old ideas and they put promising concepts to the test (Hargadon and 
Sutton, 2001.) These knowledge brokers develop creative answers to hard problems because people within the organization talk a lot about 
their work and about who might help them do better. Within these organizations, ideas are commodities. They are inexpensive, malleable 
and easily replaced.  Members of the organization are encouraged to push the ideas to the limit, to bend and change them in ways their 
originators never imagined (Hargadon and Sutton, 2001.) When it’s clear to the brokers the idea, the innovation isn’t working, they move on. 

However, many innovations get stuck in a lengthy useless stage (Schnaars, 1994.) As a result, many companies, especially large 
ones, opt to be imitators rather than innovators, entering the market when demand explodes. “Smaller firms may be more entrepreneurial, 
faster-moving, and more insightful. . .but it is the large industry leaders who possess the power to muscle their way into emerging markets, 
which they then quickly dominate (Schnaars, 2002, p. 209.) 
 
Disruptive Change and Innovation 
The “gale of creative destruction” that has blown through media industries over the past twenty years has presented unprecedented 
challenges to the ways they do business, not the least of which is the temptation to upend the organization and the way it functions.  Three 
key factors impact what an organization can and cannot do: its resources, its processes and its values. Its processes are the patterns of 
interaction, the coordination of communication and decision making employees use to determine where to invest resources and to transform 
those resources into products and services of greater worth. An organization’s values are the standards by which employees set priorities 
that enable them to judge whether an order is attractive, whether a customer is more or less important and whether an idea is worth 
pursuing. With respect to innovation, one value relates to how big a business opportunity has to be before it can be interesting.  The factors 
that define an organization’s capabilities and disabilities evolve over time. They start in resources, move to visible, articulated processes and 
values and migrate fully to culture. 
 When an organization needs new processes and values because it needs new capabilities, managers must create a new 
organizational space where those capabilities can be developed. Managers can create new organizational structures within corporate 
boundaries.  They can create a spinoff of the existing operation and develop within the new arm new processes and values or they can 
acquire a different organization whose processes and values closely match the requirements of the new task. No matter which route it 
takes, for an organization to be successful in addressing a disruptive change, the CEO must be willing to provide personal, attentive and 
continual oversight” (Christensen and Overdorf, 2001.) 
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Innovation and Higher Education  
As noted above, in higher education the barriers to innovation are even higher than they are in other sectors of the economy. Those barriers 
include tradition, a continued reliance on federal and state dollars, oversight by accreditors and the federal government, shared governance 
and higher-education associations (Selingo, 2011.) Siegfried, Getz and Anderson (1995) posited that perceived insulation from the 
competitive pressure to stay on the cutting edge may also help explain why the pace of innovation in higher education is so slow. The 
authors contend even prestigious institutions that compete for students nationally are insulated from competitive pressures. “They have no 
stockholders, and their governing boards have few ready measures to judge performance.” Further “short-run problem solving” by top 
administrators negates a focus on the “big picture.” (Siegfried, Getz and Anderson, 1995.)  
 More recently, Selingo (2011) argued tradition, “how things were done in the past. . .is particularly strong among the consumers. 
. .students. . .and their parents” whereas in most industries it is consumers who force innovation.” 
 Yet, the importance of innovation as a driver of economic prosperity is increasing and the rules around it are changing. According 
to the “GE Global Innovation Barometer,” an independent survey of 1,000 business executives in 12 countries, the greatest innovations of 
the 21st century will be those that address human needs like improving health and environmental quality, enhancing energy security, and 
providing more access to education. Further, it is likely those innovations will come from individuals and small-to-mid-size enterprises and 
will be derived from partnerships between multiple entities (Business Wire, 2011.) 
 Who better to develop partnerships and create environments that spark innovation than schools of journalism that are charged 
with preparing students to enter a profession that has been shaken to its core by the gale of creative destruction? 
 
The Walter Cronkite School of Journalism and Mass Communication: A case study 
In naming Arizona State University President Michael Crow one of the 10 best university presidents in the United States, Fitzpatrick (2011) 
wrote, “He rode into office in 2002 vowing to build a New American University that embraced students with a wide range of backgrounds 
and abilities while giving élite public schools a run for their research money.  During his tenure, the university has more than doubled its 
yearly research spending, boosted its roster of National Merit Scholars 61% and claimed a spot on three separate rankings of America's 
best colleges. Meanwhile, the number of low-income Arizona freshmen enrolling each year has grown nearly nine fold and the population of 
minority students has jumped 62%.” Crow’s philosophy ties back to the founding of the GE study and centers on helping the public with the 
things that matter the most to them. 

As part of his plan to build a New American University, Crow in partnership with then-Phoenix mayor Phil Gordon envisioned a 
new campus in the heart of Downtown Phoenix, the sixth largest city in the United States. Early in his tenure, Crow identified the Walter 
Cronkite School of Journalism and Mass Communication as one of a handful of units at the university that had the potential to become 
nationally prominent and earmarked it as the centerpiece for the new downtown Phoenix campus. Among Crow’s first acts as president was 
to make the Cronkite School an independent unit. It had previously been part of a college comprised of disparate departments and schools.  
Crow also named as the school’s founding dean Christopher Callahan, an experienced journalism administrator who shared Crow’s vision, 
sense of urgency and commitment to change. For innovation to flourish, the members of the enterprise must be empowered and 
encouraged to pursue new ideas and approaches. Callahan has done both. Under his leadership, faculty began demanding more of the 
school’s students and developing new opportunities for the most ambitious to hone their skills. His tireless energy is infectious and has 
motivated faculty, staff and students to do their very best.  

Even before he arrived on campus, Callahan issued an open call to all members of the faculty and staff asking for their vision of 
the school, concerns, challenges and ideas for the future. The vast majority of faculty and staff wrote detailed memos.  Following those 
correspondences, the Dean met individually with each member of the full time faculty and staff as well as with students and professionals. 
Those discussions were followed by conversations within faculty meetings during the first semester. Ten distinct themes quickly and clearly 
emerged on how to fulfill the school’s mission of educating and training journalists. . . generating new knowledge and serving the media, the 
community and the public They were: 

• Building on the school’s traditional strengths—professional journalism education 
• Restructuring the curricula on both the undergraduate and graduate levels to better prepare students for careers in journalism and 

public relations in the digital age 
• Providing much-needed new and expanded facilities and equipment 
• Adding new faculty while decreasing the student body 
• Increasing staff to provide better services to faculty and students and higher level advising 
• Restoring civility and collegiality among faculty and staff 
• Creating a strong relationship with the university’s administration, specifically the President 
• Providing more opportunities to support faculty research 
• Creating new and innovative professional experiences for students 
• Securing the financial resources to make all of those goals a reality (Cronkite, 2010.) 

 
This highly collaborative and inclusive process set both a new tone and a new direction for the school.  In the first year, a new 

undergraduate curriculum was approved unanimously by the faculty. A year later, the faculty voted, again unanimously for a new master’s 
curriculum. In both cases, six teams were created to consider core values, basic skills, advanced skills, diversity, collegiality and standards.  
Each team consisted of full-time faculty, students, advisers, part-time faculty and members of the journalism professions. A series of open 
meetings was held to solicit input from other members of the faculty and staff as well as from students and professionals. Draft reports that 
incorporated the results of each team’s deliberations were distributed to the faculty for further comment before a vote was taken. That spirit 
of openness and shared governance continues. Monthly meetings include all faculty and staff. Frequent updates are provided on matters of 
importance, from the budget to the state of the university to the promotion and tenure of junior faculty (Cronkite, 2010.) 

Since 2005 the Cronkite School’s undergraduate and graduate curricula have continued to evolve, combining traditional 
journalism values and skills with deep immersions in digital media and intensive professional programs based on the teaching hospital 
model. The school’s leadership, again, with input from faculty, staff and students and the support of university administration, designed a 
state-of-the-art media education complex on the new Phoenix campus and successfully orchestrated the transition to a new building, a new 
campus and new city within three years. President Crow making good on his promise to provide the resources necessary for the Cronkite 
School to become a top-tier program heavily invested in the school beyond its building and its equipment and furnishings. 

Private fundraising led to the creation of seven new faculty positions and a series of new centers and programs. The full-time 
faculty increased by two-thirds and includes a mixture of top-flight professionals and young communication scholars.  
The Cronkite School also works in unison with ASU’s long-range strategic plan that focuses on excellence, access and impact on the 
community and the world.  The Cronkite School has embraced that strategic vision and has leveraged its location to concentrate on state 
government coverage and starting specializations in Latino and borderlands coverage and business reporting. And entrepreneurship and 
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innovation pervade the school through classes such as 21st Century Media Organizations and Entrepreneurship, a course required for all 
students and labs that serve as incubators for new digital media and use-inspired research (Cronkite, 2010). 

Through it all, visionary leadership, the ability to create and sustain a sense of urgency in members of the enterprise, a 
commitment to excellence, the relentless focus on initiating change after change and the infusion of new, energetic talent have made it 
possible for the Cronkite School to overcome the barriers to innovation and become a model for 21st century journalism education.   
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RIP TO BURN OR BURN FOR RIPPING:  PERSPECTIVES ON RE-USE 
 

 Julian Savage  
Brunel University, United Kingdom 

 
Abstract 
This paper will address some of the key and often conflicting ideological debates concerning the re-use of audio-visual material, inclusive of 
both copyrighted and open source or copyright free content. With particular relevance to the educational context, I will outline some in-class 
strategies to highlight the complexities of economic versus human rights, (computer and web) access and the barriers to making clear 
aesthetic, ethical and social choices in regard to re-using content. This has relevance for media educators, students and practitioners alike. 
 
A clerical note: Using Re-Use 
One can say with some certainty that in the digital age a key aspect of the production and distribution of audio-visual documents is 
inherently linked to their reproduction and re-distribution. This has not been an exclusive practice of the new digitally immersed millennia, 
but the access to a surfeit of data, the means of production and the speed and ease of distribution has made re-purposing an inherent part 
of digital literacy. 

Many concepts with distinct ideological overtones and historical trajectories are widely circulated and/or employed when 
discussing this phenomena. Ones like détournement (Debord and The Situationists) and appropriation (post-modern theory particularly in 
relation to the fine arts) are historically specific. Others such as remix or remixing with its link to 80s hip hop and mash-ups (again derived 
from DJ culture) are descriptive of a particular type of practice with artistic and/or commercial intentions. In the case of hip hop a 
combination of beat loops, vocal and instrumental sampling establishes an oscillation between reverence or homage and “freshness” or 
originality in the selection, combination and production. 

Much of the academic writing concerned with this subject tends to focus on those artistic or politically motivated interventions that 
attempt to “undo” the intended meanings of the source material, to achieve what Eco terms an “aberrant decoding”. However, for the 
purpose of inclusiveness I will employ the concept of re-use to incorporate a wide range of styles, methods and aims that includes more 
varied practices such mash-ups distributed via social networking, commercial projects that free up material for viewers/users, student work, 
and so on. 

Taking my cue from William Wees’ seminal study Recycled Images: The Art and Politics of Found Footage Films (1993), re -use, 
the act of using something again or more than once, carries the connotation of cultural knowledge being reusable, so would be inclusive of 
those project that recuperate & remediate as much as those that challenge and radicalise the raw data. 
 
The State of “Play”:  Practice in Practice 
As the digital database swells with much of the worlds audio-visual catalogue and is then exchanged and re-used in a number of divergent 
realms – bought, sold and traded in the commercial, ripped, burned and shared with in the social, “found”, appropriated and politicised in 
artistic, academic and activist practices – the challenge for media educators to deliver relevant, engaging and nuanced learning around the 
notion and practice of re-use remains a daunting and crucial challenge. 

Access to the much of the world’s media on-line combined with computers and devices with greater storage and software and 
applications that can download/upload, modify, and share has made easily available an extraordinary amount of media content that can be 
accessed, manipulated and re-distributed with little hindrance. As Horwatt notes “in the past, the economic difficulty for (often insolvent) 
artists to obtain film footage resulted primarily in the use of B-films, film waste and ephemeral materials as opposed to more expensive 
mainstream film prints”i. Importantly, not only have the materials become ubiquitous but media re-purposing is no longer exclusive to an 
avant-garde elite, but whether it be doctoring photos, remixing music files or editing video, constitutes a significant aspect of the social 
networking phenomenon.  

In an educational context film/video teaching materials have always been employed to assist in the learning process. Old film 
stock or video has always been used to in exercises to develop edit skills or other techniques. Many countries allow the use of copyrighted 
material in student assessments, which also aids the completion of assessments as often these projects are completed in very short time 
frames and resources are limited. The crucial shift in digitally oriented education is two-fold. Firstly, what was once only considered as an 
aid to learning – the practising of skills using previously generated material – has become the practice itself as media literacy now includes a 
wide range of techniques that employ re-use from video mash-ups, trailer re-edits, VJing, as well as the critical deconstructing of media 
content. Secondly the ease at which one can share or distribute material via portals such as You Tube and Facebook has made this 
practice readily visible. How to respond to the student who asks, A: Can we use copyright material in our projects? Followed by B: Can we 
put it on YouTube or Facebook to share with our friends? Presumably the answer to A should always be in the affirmative (more on this to 
come), but how to address the conundrum of the second question given the myriad ethical and legal questions at stake? 

To consider an answer to this seemingly innocent, but fundamentally complex question we must, as any or all of educators, 
content creators and ethical members of society, embrace how the issues concerning re-use of media content are being addressed in 
international politics, in art, film and activist milieus and to try and understand what drives these practices. If the desire is for our students to 
make informed, critically engaged creative and ethical choices we can no longer simply fall back on traditional aesthetic or educational 
arguments.  For, despite or in spite of the availability and potential of re-using media content there is a distinct schism between perceptions 
of how this data is accessed, circulated and used. The arguments concerning re-use tend to be polarised along the lines of either: 

A) Uploading, sharing and downloading (copyright) content is an illegal act regardless of how it is intended to be used and many 
governments have changed or are attempting to change internet legislation to: 
i) Force Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to police uploading/sharing/downloading activity leading to prosecution of those 

deemed to have broken the law 
ii) Introduce stringent penalties including cutting off internet access to recidivist “offenders”  
iii) To prioritise the economic rights of big business specifically the music and film industries over internet users, which 

often jars with political rhetoric surrounding access and developing digital economies and knowledge based economies 
 
Some examples include: 
The French HADOPI law, which advocates a “three strikes” procedure, involves an initial email to an ISP provider who must monitor the 
user for further breaches leading on to a certified letter for a second offense and suspension or termination of access, as well as financial 
liability of the service.  As at July 2011 over 470,000 initial emails had been sentii. 
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 The hotly contested SOPA (“Stop Online Piracy Act”) and PIPA (Protect IP Act) are bills in the United States house of 
representatives and senate, which are currently being rewritten, but originally proposed draconian measures to allow the shutting down of 
any site streaming or hosting copyright material. 

 The Digital Economy Act in Britain, which has included in a “throttling” clause, considered to be moderate in approach where 
broadband width is minimised as opposed to being cut. In conjunction with the encompassing ACTA (Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement), 
a multi-lateral treaty intended to establish an international framework for prosecuting (amongst other things such as counterfeit goods, 
generic medicines) copyright infringement on the Internet and the ways in which the Internet is attempting to be governed is changing 
dramatically. 
 

B) Those who oppose legislation such as HADOPI, Sopa and the like advocate a liberal approach to access and champion an open 
and free Internet where people are not to be denied access unless under extreme circumstances. Recent proponents include: 
i) The United Nations who has concluded “facilitating access to the Internet for all individuals, with as little restriction to 

online content as possible, should be a priority for all States.” The UN’s position argues that the Internet is a human 
right as it is an aid in combating inequality and accelerates development.  The report also conclude that copyright 
infringement – typically equivalent to a minor theft charge – if not sufficient grounds for denying people access to 
education, networks, business opportunities that the net provides. The report cites recent events of the Arab spring, 
stating that:  
“The recent wave of demonstrations in countries across the Middle East and North African region has shown the key 
role that the Internet can play in mobilizing the population to call for justice, equality, accountability and better respect 
for human rights. As such, facilitating access to the Internet for all individuals, with as little restriction to online content 
as possible, should be apriority for all States.”iii 
 

ii) Advocate groups such as Copyleft, Reporters Without Borders, Open Rights Group, et al argue that the Internet is 
“human resource” not governable, but driven by user generated needs and should not be subjected to disproportionate 
policing and criminalisation of use. Other critiques suggest that the entertainment companies, who alone have the 
lobbying  clout and resources to make these demands, are relying on out-moded economic models and that they should 
be responsible for developing new strategies to elicit “legitimate” customers. 

 
This places educators in an awkward position as to how to address these concerns in an educational context as: 

A) Arguing “just say no” does little to engage with the complexity of the issue, while it may satisfy government policy (and legal 
concerns). Conversely, advocating an open approach may be potentially damaging to student well being and perceptions of 
institutional learning.  

B) Relying on the exception that educators and students are “allowed” to repurpose copyrighted material under the rubric of 
education also circumvents the issue of distribution as the ease at which this material can be uploaded to Youtube or other video 
sites needs to be understood as inherent of any learning outcome. 

 
Educators such as Henry Jenkins argue that re-use (“the ability to meaningfully sample and remix media content”) should be 

taken as a core media literacy skill. He rightly points out that “sampling intelligently from the existing cultural reservoir requires a close 
analysis of the existing structures and uses of this material; remixing requires an appreciation of emerging structures and latent potential 
meanings. Often, remixing involves the creative juxtaposition of materials that otherwise occupy very different cultural niches”iv. His 
justification for teaching this runs along the lines of the aesthetic imperative – that no artwork is created ex nihilo – so that creatives 
(students) should be able to draw on pre-existing works. Whilst noble in its conception educators need to do far more if they are to provide 
students with the necessary technical, conceptual and critical tools.  Included in this is the array of ethical choices one may consider when 
deciding to download or upload material and, further, if this material is to be re-purposed then to understand context and consequences of 
choices. 

Wees succinctly writes that when producing critically motivated re-use films and videos “the critique involves extracting images 
from the spatial-temporal and narrative continuity in which they were originally embedded and through which they acquired their original, 
intended meaning(s) and placing them in new contexts shaped by new intentions and new, unconventional artistic techniques. Although the 
original contexts and meanings usually continue to be apparent, the images in their new contexts also produce new meanings, alternative 
readings, or, in semiological terms, “aberrant decoding” and further that the “appropriating and recontextualizing of mass-media images can 
challenge and offer alternatives to the conventions and clichés of the dominant media.”v This level of sophistication, of being able to take 
and employ the materials and tools of media to comment on itself, is what we want our students to aspire to. To achieve this we will need to 
take a blended learning approach to transform the skilled advocate of social networking into critically engaged producers.  
 
In Class Strategies for Teaching Re-use 
Having outlined some of the key issues concerning re-use let me suggest some strategies for teaching the subject matter in a class-based 
context. 
 1. Finding Source Material: Limit the Scope 
The first point to be made is that not all audio-visual material downloaded from the Internet is copyright protected. There is a vast amount of 
material that is available where copyright has either lapsed or never applied. Resources such as archive.org (which incorporates the 
magnificent Prelinger archives) are effectively audio-visual databases, replete with footage. Material can also be purchased commercially, 
but this is often prohibitive to student expectations. There are also a number of instances where footage has been made or is available by 
commercial companies or organizations. The most infamous example was linked to a commercial tie-in Chevrolet motor company had with 
the television programme The Apprentice.  As Horwatt outlines: 
“Chevrolet attempted a viral marketing campaign that gave internet users a platform to edit footage and music for a contest to design an 
advertisement for their new low fuel, economy large size SUV -- the Chevy Tahoe. Instead of a glossy new car ad, they were bombarded 
with satirical commercials, which flooded their website and the Internet with messages about the environmental irresponsibility of buying the 
vehicle. This was not just an example of viral marketing gone bad, it was symptomatic of a collision between digital technology, contagious 
media and remix culture”vi. 
  In 2010 the BBC produced a series called The Virtual Revolutionvii, which traced the history of the Internet, interviewing many of 
its pioneers including Tim Berners-Lee. Under the BBC’s “permissive licence” a small amount of audio (interviews, soundtrack music), video 
(outtakes, coverage, interviews) and graphic material was made available to users to download and re-edit. Ironically, for a programme 
purporting to be all too knowledgeable about the zeitgeist of the Internet they suggest that you download the (documentary) to make a 
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documentary! I have used this as source material for a class exercise to illustrate that with limited (re)sources one can create a video with 
wildly differing views and perspectives. Students are given one week to complete a one or two-minute video and we then play the films in 
class with critical feedback. The exercise has the benefit of: 

1. Illustrating that re-purposing material can be immediate and engage with current events. 
2. Even with the same material available it can be manipulated in a myriad of ways and students can begin to understand how 

repurposing can shape ideological positions both in terms of the original messages and what the creative “intervener’ wants to 
relate  

3.  In this instance the subject matter is highly self-reflexive in that it is specifically concerned with the nature of the internet and allows 
students to create their own views, which may be different from the assertions of the programmes “experts”. 

4. The advantage of using a finite source of information makes a focused, coherent project more likely. To ask a novice to “find some 
material on the Internet” is like being trapped in Aladdin’s cave being dazzled by wonders that don’t point to a clear path of 
escape. 

 
  Just as there are video resources there are also sound libraries available, but unlike a film that is shot with a pro-filmic event 
where all the artifice of cinema can be manipulated (exposure, lighting, framing, and so on) the process of making a re-use video is almost 
an inversion in that the filmmaker must seek out a pre-existing shot to “fit” in a sequence. This often requires extensive research, “finding” 
appropriate material, logging and capturing to compatible formats and extensive experimenting and refining in the editing phase of 
production. Once again the issue of time comes into play.  
  By restricting the source material and the turnaround for the outcome to be completed one can illustrate the key triumvirate of 
finding suitable resources, practicing technique and comprehending the crucial difference between intended meanings and those that can 
be achieved by re-purposing. This can then lead onto more ambitious and longer projects. 
 
2. Speaking the (Filmic) Language: Trailer Mash-ups 
One shouldn’t expect students who have no or limited experience of watching or making re-use videos to understand all the nuances of the 
material they employ. Many may only be familiar with parodic mash-ups of the ilk found on thetrailermash.com. In these movie trailers are 
re-cut combining the image and sound from two or more sources. The general effect whether it is Pulp Fiction vs The Lion King or Jaws vs 
James Bond is one of defamiliarisation with comic intent – a violent or sexual scene is crossed with a source intended for “family” viewing. 
While many trailer mash-ups do not have a strong political agenda, Horwatt points out that they “have become increasingly sophisticated, 
leveling prescient critiques at films and how they are marketed, produced and politicized”viii. They do this by employing the very tropes that 
attempt to dupe potential patrons of a film’s relative merits and are therefore another viable option when considering an exercise where 
students can practice grappling with these ideas. 
 
3. The Case For Test Cases: Obama Jokerize of & Planet of the Arabs 
A useful way to consider the impact of re-use is to look at specific case studies and outline the impact that they have had and how specific 
techniques have been used to articulate a particular ideological position. 
 
3.1 The Jokerisation of Obama 
In 2009, a 20 year-old Palestinian-American student from the University of Illinois, Fasir Alkhateeb was taught a technique in one of his 
classes known as “jokerize”. The process involved taking an an image of the character of the joker from The Dark Knight film which be 
altered in Photoshop, transposing the make-up onto another image. Supposedly bored with no political agenda the student practiced the 
method using a 2006 Time cover of Barack Obama and then posted it on his Flickr account.  An unknown person then took a copy and 
added the caption, “Socialism”. 

 
 
The image went viral and is considered as the "American right's first successful use of street art". Peter Bradshaw in the Guardian described 
it as "the single most chilling - and brilliant - piece of poisonous political propaganda I think I have ever seen”ix, due to the image’s racist 
overtones of the inversion of the “blackface” caricature. For his seemingly innocent act Alkateeb had his Flickr account shut down and the 
image removed. Of interest in this context is how an anti-Obama saw the potential for the image tha the creator had not. In this instance the 
student was had learnt the skills and technique, but not the power of the attendant meaning. 
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3.2 Planet of the Arabsx 
A multi-headed beast is Jackie Salloum's epic film-historical video collage Planet of the Arabs, which reveals the “systematic racism towards 
Arabs and Muslims propagated in Hollywood films”.  She was “inspired by the book 'Reel Bad Arabs' by Jack Shaheen, where he 
documents over 1000 Hollywood films that have Arab or Muslim characters in which 12 were positive depictions, 50 neutral and the 
remaining 900 or so were negative”xi. 

Composed of footage from a wide ranging texts from the repugnant Chuck Norris in Delta Force to seemingly innocuous antics of 
Doc in Back to the Future, the video is arranged like a feature-style trailer, somehow injecting ironic humour into the disparaging and 
depressing unrelenting vilification of Arab people in American popular culture. 

What is telling in this video is the sophisticated rhetorical effect of employing mainstream film tropes (the hyperbolic promotional 
trailer) to expose a casual and persistent practice inherent to the very “system” that the film critiques. This is a salient example of an 
informed and skilful application of appropriation, where the creator clearly understood the intended messages and how she could radically 
re-calibrate those meanings emphasizing repetition and juxtaposition amongst other rhetorical devices. 
 
Conclusion 
Digital learning tools are a necessary aid, as they enhance the ways in which communication is evolving in social, work and even 
institutional settings. Working with re-use in an educational context can be a hugely rewarding and gratifying learning process. Students can 
not only heighten their understanding of the mechanisms and structures of media language and how it can be altered and manipulated for 
very different means, but also put this knowledge into practice. It is the hope that with adequate guidance they are able to evolve from 
passive receptors of media to critically engaged, active user-generators with the ability to decode and remix media. Given the ubiquity of the 
materials and tools and the ease of distribution it is the sorting, filtering, ordering and editing that remain the greatest pedagogical challenge. 
Comprehending the subtle shifts and flows in cultural meaning when creating video bricolage and understanding the difference between 
intended meanings and those that alter with changes in context is still crucial to grasping the effectiveness of re-use. Being aware of the 
social context and the rapidly changing political landscape is also essential.  
 
Endnotes 
                                                        
i Horwatt, 2009:76 
ii http://torrentfreak.com/france-tracks-down-18-million-file-sharers-110714/ 
iii La Rue, 2011:21 
iv Jenkins, 2009: 57-58  
v Wees, 2002:3 
vi Horwatt, 2009: 76-77 
See: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XA6dLFrAFlI&list=PLD52BD242C8855525&index=3&feature=plpp_video  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oNedC3j0e4&list=PLD52BD242C8855525&index=2&feature=plpp_video 
vii http://www.bbc.co.uk/virtualrevolution/archive.shtml 
viii Horwatt, 2009:82 
ix http://www.guardian.co.uk/film/filmblog/2009/aug/19/obama-joker-heath-ledger-poster 
x The video can currently be found at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mi1ZNEjEarw&list=PLD52BD242C8855525&index=7&feature=plpp_video 
Like many remix videos that are critical of commercial cinema they are subject to regular takedown notices, so this URL can hardly be 
considered reliable.  
xi Artists statement found at: http://infocusdialogue.org/artists/jackie-salloum/ 
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Abstract 
Development of new communication technologies and emerged new media brought new discussions in various fields with itself; especially 
in the field of social sciences. Social psychology, as it is known, which “focuses on the effects of social and cognitive processes on the way 
individuals perceive, influence, and relate to others” is one of the fields which has share of new negotiations based on social influences of 
new communication technologies (Smith, E. R. & Mackie, D. M. 2000:5). Understanding these processes, which social psychology involves 
leads us to figure out why people act the way they do, and it enables us to solve imperative social problems. Due to this, Facebook as one 
of the social communication networks and Facebook users as a new form of community should be investigated in order to understand the 
social-psychological influences of new communication technologies on young adults. For the purpose of the study ‘whether Facebook leads 
its users to improve self-confidence or deteriorate’ was questioned via online questionnaire that was conducted to 100 Turkish Cypriot 
Facebook users. 
Keywords: New media, Self, Social communication 
 
Introduction  
Most of the studies in the field of communication begin with the etymological definition of the word “communication”. However, we are not 
going to deal with classical definitions or traditional conceptualisations of the term. Instead, we will try to focus and clarify close relationship 
between the construction of self, social interaction, socialisation and the process of communication.  Due to this it is essential to deal with its 
social and personal functions in order to understand articulated system which involves self construction and social interaction as well as 
socialisation process.  

According to The American Heritage Dictionary of English Language (2000), lexical meaning of 'disembodiment' is being free from 
the body. Embodiment, which is the essence of most of the discussions on cognition, cannot be disregarded at the construction process of 
the self. As it is stated by Bailey (n. d); 

 
Work in embodied cognition, by contrast, asserts that cognition arises from—or perhaps is enacted by—real-time, 
goal-oriented bodily interactions with the world. From this point of view, the manner in which organisms are 
embodied constrains and perhaps determines their cognition; cognition is situated and possibly off-loaded onto the 
environment... 

 
Due to this definition, embodiment plays an important role at our interactions. However, by the development of new communication 

technologies, brought new arguments with itself; arguments about the necessity of embodied experiences at arise of cognition. As it is 
known, innovation of Internet as a mean of communication, brought new concepts with itself; such as virtualisation, virtual communication, 
virtual identity, cyber-culture etc.. These new concepts called for redefinition of already existed other terms and concepts as well. 
Discussions about being able to be isolated from embodied experiences and practicing 'uncontrollable' experiences arose by the Internet. 
Porter (1997) claimed that “one of the consequences of the disembodiment of Internet inhabitants is the potential construction of virtual 
identities” (p.271). Virtual identity can be defined as the representation of an identity in a virtual environment.  However it is not possible to 
claim that virtual identities do map one-to-one with real identity. The main distinction between real identities and virtual identities, is the fact 
that embodiment plays an important role at the construction of  real identities while virtual identities are freed from physical bodies. Due to 
this as Birch (2006) stated “a single virtual identity may be linked to a number of different real identities...” (p. 98). An entirely metaphysical 
differentiation between bodily and digital identity would represent the richer view of existential identity (Kokswijk, 2007) because of being 
isolated from physical presence in virtual environment.  

As also cited in G. Riva and F. Davide's (2003) book called Communications Through Virtual Technology: Identity Community and 
Technology in the Internet Age, Steuer (1992) stated that "a real or simulated environment in which a perceiver experiences telepresence", 
where telepresence can be described as the "experience of presence in an environment by means of a communication medium" (pp.78-80). 

Due to this, the present study dealt with the distinction between bodily and digital identities of Turkish Cypriot Facebook users as 
well as examining whether their virtual identities are reflection of their real identities or deception of them. Due to this, role of embodiment 
and spatial-temporal restrictions at the construction process of selves are explored. For the purpose of the study, close ended questionnaires 
conducted to the randomly selected 100 Turkish Cypriot Facebook users in virtual environment and role of spatial-temporal restrictions in 
their everyday lives are questioned. 
 
Socio-cultural impacts of new media age and social communication networks  
As it is mentioned above, by the development of new communication, the necessity of re-conceptualisation and redefinition of some terms 
also emerged. Communication, which is the one of the distinctive characteristic of human being as socio-cultural beings, can be defined as 
“the process of creating meaning between two or more people through the expression and interpretation of messages”. Although it might be 
possible to insist that any other being may also communicate as well; the main difference between other being and human being’s 
communication process would be explained as the ability of human being at interpreting the messages. 

Up to today, several communication theorists or scholars defined the concept of communication and proposed various models to 
explain the process of communication. As Cleary (2005) also mentioned, these numerous models had some certain common elements in 
spite of the facts that the interaction of these elements were defined or explained in different aspects. However the main point here is to put 
clear distinction between human communication technological communications. Machines may not have a mind or intellectual of their own 
and have been programmed to communicate by human being as also Cleary (2005) claimed, but people who own, control or manage them 
do have a mind and intellectualism. Therefore, the context, purpose and the definition of communication may, or should vary through the 
ownership and the technological infrastructure of the process. As well as context, the elements of the interaction would be restructured 
depending upon these variables.  
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As it is known, some of the traditional definitions of communication examine interaction process as a linear while some as cyclical. Even if it 
is accepted as cyclical way of interaction, the roles and the functions of elements which are involved in the process of communication may 
vary or change due to the technological structure. Thereof models, as well as elements and their functions, had changed by each innovation 
in the field of communication or the development of communication technologies. 

 
the mass society framework of the 1930s gave rise to a concern for ‘effects analysis’ which focused on ‘stimulus’ 
and ‘response’ and the influence that ‘the media’, deemed to be somehow external to the formation of a person’s 
identity, comes to exert over that identity and culture in general.(Holmes, 2005: 21). 

 
Whether mass media reflects or affects society, culture and politics is not a new argument in the field. Therefore debates on social 
influences of mass media had never come to a conclusion or consensus, also because of technological change and advancement. 

The concept of social communication, which refers to using the so-called social media, is emerged by the new media. Social 
media differ from traditional mass media with the characteristics that it has. Encouraging contributions and feedback from everyone who is 
interested is one of its most significant peculiarities as well as being open to feedback and participation.  

Unlike traditional media social media is seen as a two-way conversation thus it eases and allows communities to form quickly and 
communicate effectively.  Due to this, its socio-cultural influences on societies or that is to say audiences would be completely different from 
the influences of traditional mass media. 

It is also known that computer mediated communication and the internet have several impacts on social interaction and hence on 
identities, relationships and communities. As well as isolating its users from spatial-temporal restrictions, it enables people to experience 
disembodied social interaction and communication. Body can be accepted as one of the influential factors at both socialisation and self-
construction, which is going to be dealt in more detail in the following sections.  

Socialisation can be defined as lifelong process by which people learn how to cooperate with each other and become a member 
of a particular society. It helps us to learn language and practice it, thus to understand people as well as to be understood, while producing, 
exchanging and sharing cultural products, and enables us to understand ourselves as a social being or a “social self”. 

As Tyler et. al. (1999) stated, there are four ideas in the literature about the self- concept which illustrate the personality model. 
These four ideas as author also claimed appear frequently but are rarely questioned. Due to these ideas; the self-concept is a 
representation of personal identity of an individual, and it belongs to only one individual and cannot be shared with others. In addition to this, 
these ideas insist on the uniqueness perceiver’s property as well as defining social self as a ‘Looking Glass Self’ and relatively lasting, long-
standing cognitive structure. As Schuhmacher (n. d) also maintained, Mead handled ‘self’ separately from the ‘body’. According to him, body 
is adapted to the environment and can operate ably without ‘the self’, even if it is not whole as our “bodily experiences are for us organised 
about a self” (Mead 1992:357, Schuhmacher, n.d: 1). On the other hand, Mead stated that unlike body, self is whole and develops before 
long after birth as a consequence of social interaction and added the fact that its development is based on social interaction and can be 
understood from a social and cultural context. This is the core aspect of construction of the self and social identity formation which provides 
an explanation of the bodily experience and engaging in social communication networks.  

 
Construction of “Self” and social identity in the age of computerization  
The ‘self’ is a process which is present in the state of consciousness referring to a state of knowing. This emphasises the state of 
subjectivity which is the core of all experiences. Attached to this concept is one of the core components of the self which is formulated from 
a very young age extending to adulthood; self-confidence also referred to as self-esteem. This important component of self construction is 
recognised and discussed by identity development theories which suggest that during the process of individuals grow into adolescent years, 
self-esteem begins to decrease (Taylor & Francis, 2010). The adolescent years are accompanied by a struggle of independence away from 
parental and societal restraints in an attempt to find the unique personal characteristics while also finding a place within the society to fulfil 
the sense of belongingness; which is one of the core important aspects of self-concept and identity formation.   

Belongingness comes with acceptance and consistency with the ‘Self’ and the ‘Other’. This is a process of separation-
individuation which emphasises process of differentiating themselves from the internalised individual (generally the parent during childhood 
and developmental period and later peers or conceived networks). This process and stages are demonstrated in Figure 1(Kroger J., 2004). 
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Figure 1: Sub-stages of adolescents’ separation-individuation 

 
As portrayed in Figure 1, a consistency needs to be formed between Self-Other. Whether this process is incomplete and inconsistent, this 
would cause low self-confidence. Adolescents search for this completeness in virtual environments where they are able to select the Other 
and the social experience within which they place themselves into. This sense of control enhances self-construction of the self because the 
individual is freely investigating with different realities before coinciding with the environment which allows them to be free from restrictions 
and express their real identities.  
 

With this said, computerised society aids construction of the self by allowing individuals to be freed from their internalised parental 
and social restrictions and form free interpersonal communications.  The interpersonal communication involves number of individuals 
exchanging messages. 'This way communication strategies are shaped by relational goals of individuals involved...in a manner of 
exchanging ideas of politics, style and other cultural issues'(Papacharissi Z. 2011). Although this interaction is actively constructed by the 
communicators, it takes place in ‘isolation of one another’(Papacharissi Z. 2011), and a major research question within this field is 
examining how messages are mediated and affect audiences which are in-fact from different space of time and place and hence isolated.  
These properties of virtual environment also provide an exploration of identity in new exciting ways, directing focus from physical identities 
to the self-representations and perspectives on embodiment in the virtual environment; with the virtual identity is the creation of an online 
identity.( Peachey A. & Childs M., 2011) . 

Some people by the increased usage of internet live their everyday lives in virtualized environments (Kien, 2009).  Rather than 
usual face to face communication, the communication in virtual environment, as Kein (2009) claimed, have an effect on the individuals via 
enabling them to behave more self-centered and less socially regulated. As cited in Akter (2011), Parks & Floyd (1996) claimed that 
computer-mediated communication (CMC) gives disembodied position to the individuals. However, although they criticized CMC for being 
more limited in the exchange of the information in comparison to face-to-face communication because of the disembodiment, they pointed 
out that sometimes relations in CMC environment would be more intense. According to Akter (2011), the body of an individual is the 
representation of identity in the real environment while it is different in the virtual environment that is the shared information is the 
representation of identity. Social identity is a set of identities expressed in the social environment. However, social identity can be 
maintained in the process of interaction with others. There are several interaction models in the ‘real environment’, yet with the onset of the 
age of computerization, the interaction models also changed.  
 
New form of socialisation, social identity and self-confidence: Facebook and its social-psychological influences on Turkish 
Cypriot users.  
Socialisation process, as mentioned above is a wide-ranging and endless process, which continues throughout the life of an individual. In 
other words it is possible to claim that it is a process of confessing, embracing and teaching an individual step by step in the family, then 
community and finally in the society that they belongs to.  

With the expansion of Internet and virtual communication environment, new spheres also began to evolve for the socialisation and 
for being socialized. Yet it is not possible to control the process of socialisation with the limitations that space and time put forward, the term 
as well as the process itself should be re-conceptualized. Due to this, during the present study Facebook as one of the social 
communication networks and Facebook users as a new form of community is investigated in order to understand the new form of 

OTHER 

OTHER 
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socialisation which we call e-socialisation process, as well as social-psychological influences of new communication technologies on 
respondents’ self-confidences.  

 
For the purpose of the study 100 Northern Cypriot Facebook users were randomly selected and were required to complete an 

online questionnaire composing of 22 close-ended questions to investigate whether there is a correlation between self-confidence and using 
social communication networks in a virtual environment.  
 
Gender as an independent variable at formation of self-confidences in e-socialisation process 
According to the findings of the research that was conducted, there is no gender difference amongst participants belief about the impact 
society has on them. Majority of both of the males and females believed the way society influences individuals are very important.  

Female participants in the study reported to be less influenced by their 'environment' on how they should live and shape their 
lives, compared to males who reported the 'environment' to have an impact on how they shape their lives and experiences. This question 
was directly linked to the following question which measured how much societal suppression experiences in childhood and adolescence had 
an impact on future experiences. Both genders reported societal suppression in childhood and adolescent years to be influential in 
experience; however female participants reported societal suppression experiences to be more influential. This somewhat contradicts the 
previous finding suggesting that females in Northern Cyprus experience a form of early suppression which as a result leads to a form of 
resistance. This resistance is projected onto the virtual environment where there are no forms of suppression or boundaries of experience. 
Individual is free to express and even create via disconnecting from the perceived self developed as a result of suppression.   

Moreover, both of the female and male respondents reported the belief that if living in another society they would be able to be 
different individuals to what they are now...This can also legitimate the reason of using virtual environment for socialisation. Internet users or 
that is to say both senders and receivers in virtual environment are disembodied and thus they are isolated from the restrictions of social-
cultural limitations of the existed system. 
 
 Age as an independent variable at formation of self-confidences in e-socialisation process 
Consistent with the findings of the research which is conducted; participants aged 27 years and over reported importance of societal 
perceptions. In addition, participants aged 26 and under reported much more environmental influences on selection of friends compared to 
participants aged 27 and above. For this reason, it is possible to claim that use of Facebook for individuals aged 26 and below can be 
strongly associated with societal perception evaluation of these individuals.  

In other words, being freed from environmental (societal) restrictions can result in subsiding with virtual environments such as 
usage of Facebook. Individuals aged 26 or below are also believed to be more lenient to experiencing disembodiment. These results in 
forming a back-up via the virtual environment to fulfil the self-confidence which has been restricted in real life experiences through having 
control of the individual’s environment and preference of experience. This is more experienced by individuals aged 16 and below who are 
found to be more under social restriction and individuals whose educational level is below university level. This can be because individuals 
with university level or above has more consciousness of the ‘self’ and the restrictions which are trying to be introjected into them meaning 
they experience on more ‘realness’ level 
 
Educational factors as an independent variable at formation of self-confidences in e-socialisation process 
Society perception of them is important factor for the participants whose educational status were university or above.  In addition to this, 
there is a belief that if present in another society their experiences and lives could be shaped differently. 

However they also claimed that their environment does not have an impact on how they live their lives, their choice of friendships, 
political stance or on sexual choice.  

Explanations might be the idea that they already regulate their lives through the cultural and social system that surround them. In 
addition to this, we may assume that individuals with educational status value their positions in a society however do not allow the society to 
interfere with their experiences. Evidently, there is another form of resistance to society pressure in an attempt to solve the conflict of 
societal formed self and the trueness of being and the conscious identity which plays an enormous role on self-confidence. 

  The conflict of internalizing society values, which is reflected by the importance individuals give to the way they are viewed within 
their society and the conscious self, are at conflict. This conflict can be argued to, somewhat, be reduced in engagement in the virtual 
environment. 

Participants, whose educational status were university or above, reported that their families do not influence their political choice, 
friendship choice and religious choice.  Therefore, regardless of number of these individuals believe their family and environment do not 
have an impact on their own attitudes, individuals with university level or above education believe they could be different individuals if they 
were in another society.  

For this reason, it can be suggested that these individuals are in an attempt to experience different social structures in the virtual 
environment.  
 
Self Confidence in e-socialisation process 
Participants who noted 'if I was living in another society I would be a different me' also values how they are viewed by others in the society. 
This shows there is a correlation between individuals’ concept of self and they believe they are influenced by their society. 

Approximately half the participants who believed social impact in their childhood and adolescent years were very important, also 
stated that if they lived in another society this influence would have been shaped differently. This demonstrates that once again that there is 
a perceived influence and pressure from society which individuals are aware exists and has an impact on their shaping of being.  

Participants believing that social structure is important for their family also hold the belief that this would be possible to change if 
existing in another society. This states that individuals believe attitudes can be changed but it depends on the society within which one 
exists. 

Participants whose family economic status is rated as middle class or high class put emphasize on how their society conceives 
them.  This is directly linked to the self-confidence aspect since it can be argued that individuals who already have a certain position in a 
society are expected to maintain characteristics and values associated with that societal class. In addition to this finding, participants who 
stated the economic status of their family as middle class or above also take cognizance of societal structure more than rest of the 
respondents.  
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Conclusion and Further Suggestions 
Due to the research which is conducted and the literature is reviewed, it became easier to assume that virtual environment or ‘new age 
media’ enabled people to experience different social experiences as well as finding opportunity to form their self-confidences even if they 
are not able to do in the ‘real’ society that they already exist in. 

 
One of the main differences between ‘new age media’ and ‘traditional mass media’ is the position or the statue of the senders as 

well as receivers. Depending up on the stable statuses, the roles that need to be played are also determined during the communication 
process that is provided by ‘centred traditional media’. These statuses of senders and receivers are much more stable at ‘centred 
communication systems’ then ‘new age media’. Instability of the statutes of senders and receivers in virtual communication as a mean of 
new age media, also leads every single individual’s active participation and interaction, thus provide more democratic space for 
communication. 

Due to the results of the research which is conducted; feeling safe, interactive, being able to be ‘real’ self,   gaining self-confidence 
in virtual reality (VR) seem as easier than in the ‘real’ world that people do exist. It is more possible to talk about liberium arbitrum, freedom 
of expression, free will, and freedom of choosing the social system to be belonging to. To sum up, Virtual Reality which is reality in virtual 
environment enables its participants to be ‘participant’ rather than passive members or users; thus enable them to gain their self-
confidences even if they are not able to gain in ‘real’ reality. 

For further study it might be useful to conduct a self-confidence scale in order to measure the actual level of esteem of the 
individuals in the virtual environment. This would provide a clearer definition of the relationship between self-confidence and engagement in 
the virtual environment as well as touching on the concept of identity construction; since significant correlation has been suggested by the 
present research.  
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ABSRTACT   
One of the critical features of democracies is elections. Elections are considered important in democracies because they give the people 
opportunities to vote to power those who will adequately represent their interests. However, to guarantee effective citizen participation in 
elections, they (citizens) need avenues through which their feelings can be aired. They need strong institutions that will not just speak for 
them, but that will also allow them to speak for themselves. The social media (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, etc) mobile phones and online 
newspapers provided the platform that empowered ordinary Nigerians to express their thoughts, frustrations, opinions and demands to the 
key contenders for political power in the 2011 Presidential election. This study shows that each of the four key presidential aspirants had a 
Facebook fan page where they engaged members of the public on important election issues. It examines Nigerians assessment of the 
social media, particularly, Facebook as channels through which they engaged in political debates and influenced voting decisions. Findings 
showed that Facebook was used to a great extent by the aspirants in mobilising the support of the electorate. It was also found that 
Facebook was used as a platform for aspirants to convince the electorate. Results also demonstrated that Facebook promoted citizen 
engagement in the election by serving as a platform for exchange of views and opinions. It also served as a channel of varying information 
and as a platform for monitoring the election – from campaigns to the activities of the electoral tribunal and the court. The general 
conclusion therefore was that Facebook contributed immensely to the 2011 Presidential Election in Nigeria. This study is important because 
it opens up new vistas of knowledge on the influence of the social media on electoral politics in Nigeria.  
Keywords: Social media, Citizen Engagement, Democracy, Election, Nigeria       
  
INTRODUCTION  
New communication technologies have changed patterns of human interactions and relationships globally. From commerce to banking; 
transport to politics; economics to governance, new forms of structures and relationships have been occasioned by new media 
technologies. There is no gainsaying that technology has always altered the course of human history. Johannes Gutenberg’s invention of 
the printing press (mechanical moveable type printing) around 1450 played a key role in the development of Renaissance, Reformation, the 
age of Enlightenment and the Scientific Revolution, and laid the material basis for the modern knowledge-based economy and the spread of 
learning to the masses (Wikipedia, 2012). In other words, Guttenberg’s invention dramatically shaped the nature and character of learning, 
knowledge acquisition, civilisation, human relations, as well as the dynamics of society.  

Closely following Guttenberg’s printing press was the invention of the radio. The quest to send and receive information over space 
at a faster speed than wired telegraph prompted this invention when in 1895, Guglielmo Marconi, an Italian performed the first experiment in 
wireless telegraphy in which he successfully transmitted wireless signals over a hill,  a distance of approximately 2.4  kilometres in 1895 
(Wikipedia, 2012). Thus, Marconi’s invention has been reported to be the first attempt at providing reliable communication with ships both at 
sea and across the Atlantic (Wikipedia, 2012). Like the Guttenberg’s press, Marconi’s wireless telegraphy invention initiated a revolution in 
radio transmission, a medium which today is considered the most pervasive.  

Success in radio communication ushered the invention of yet another technological tool: the television. Television was born out of 
the desire to transmit integrated audio and visual signals. This idea reached a watershed in 1928, when John Baird, a Scottish engineer 
invented the World’s first practical, publicly demonstrated television system, and also the World’s first fully electronic colour television tube 
(Wikipedia, 2012). Television has been globally acclaimed as the greatest influence of the 20th Century. According to exampleessays.com 
(2012, p. 1):  

 
There is probably no greater influence on social issues and society itself than the television. It has become 
arguably the greatest invention of the past century. With it, we have witnessed countless historical events: 
Inaugurations of presidents; man’s first steps on the moon; the assassination of John F. Kennedy; even 
disasters as they happen. Americans watch TV in the morning to receive the daily news. They eat 
watching it. They watch it before they go to bed.   

 
In other words, the invention of television radically transformed the society by redefining the culture, expectations, life styles, and 

to a large extent the behaviour of the people. Television has become the hub of human activity; it has become so central to modern life that 
its utility cannot be overemphasised. People watch weather forecast on television to be able to decide the kinds of clothes they would wear 
for the day; they learn about eating habits and health disorders on television, they learn about the economy, commerce, government 
policies, politics and development, etc on television. In fact, television remains an indispensible technological tool in modern societies.  

Technological developments in the 21st Century have yet become more complex. For instance, the Century brought in its wake, 
the convergence of what is now referred to as the traditional media (print, radio, television) on the internet. There is also a transition from 
linear to digital technology, a development which has transformed the communication technology landscape to the point that we are 
witnessing the emergence of new internet based media forms. Examples here will include intranet technology, new media technologies and 
social media among others. New developments in media technology now make it possible for an entire library to be housed on the internet. 
Typical to the new forms of media technology, particularly the social media is the characteristic of interactivity. Interactivity within the context 
of new media technologies entails participatory culture. It infers enlarging the public sphere for the deconstruction of social discourse. In this 
regard, the social media can be used to challenge repressive government policies, corruption, electoral fraud, police brutality; other forms of 
discrimination, injustice and social inequalities. They can also be used in providing information, analyses on topical issues, foray for debate, 
and in mass mobilisation for worthy social causes.   

Recent uprisings in the Middle East, Arab Spring as it is popularly called present three paradigms of social media driven 
revolution: Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and now Syria which serve as ready frames of reference for our discourse. Social networks like the 
Facebook and Twitter were used as tools to mobilise the people against the autocratic and oppressive governments of these countries. The 
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result was the termination of these age old governments. In other words, via their characteristic of interactivity, social networks served as 
catalysts in orchestrating the Arab Spring by quickening the communication process. They ensured speedy dissemination of critical 
information on the prevailing state of social factors, social discontent, and other factors. This information empowered the youth, who studies 
show are active users of the social media for the purpose of keeping abreast of happenings in their environment; interactivity, and social 
engagement among others. This information as a result precipitated social movements which gathered momentum, and reached a 
crescendo with the toppling of the anti-people regimes. However, it should be noted that more information ordinarily does not always make 
things better; a lot depend on the content and the attitude of the audience to the media content. The dominant thought therefore is that the 
social media were critical factors in those revolutions but not the revolutions. Put another way, social factors and other factors mediated the 
usage of social media in mobilising the social movements that peaked in the revolution in these countries.   

There is arguably a strong connection between the social media and social movements as the Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Syria 
paradigms have shown. However, the social media (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, MySpace, Youtube, etc) were not established, neither 
intended to be handy tools in the hands of protesters. Rather, they were primarily established to facilitate social networks among individuals. 
In other words, social media were established with the primary objective of facilitating social relationships between people on the one hand, 
and building connecting chains of friendships and on-line acquaintances (on-line community) on the other hand. Social media, therefore 
offer individuals opportunities to articulate their social networks and to establish connections with significant others (Wikipedia, 2012). 
    Contemporary happenings have however demonstrated that far beyond the imagination and expectations of the founders of 
Facebook (Zuckerberg, Saverin, Moskovitz & Hughes) society has extended, amplified and even multiplied the functions of social media. 
Evidence shows for example that, Facebook has been used for mobilising people for worthy social causes: elections, protests, 
development, etc. Examples that readily come to mind are those of the Arab Spring referred to earlier in this discourse, and the US elections 
of 2008, in which President Barak Obama exponentially used the Facebook in mobilising support.  

With the foregoing background in perspective, this discourse therefore examines the extent to which Facebook was engaged by 
the aspirants in mobilising support on the one hand, and the electorate in airing their opinions, thoughts and demands on the other hand, 
and in monitoring the conduct of the 2011 Presidential Election. In doing this, we shall be guided by the assumption that technology alone 
cannot bring about changes, but how it is used. The question therefore is and remains: to what extent was the Facebook engaged by the 
aspirants in mobilising support and the electorate in airing their opinions, thoughts, and demands, as well as in monitoring the conduct of the 
2011 Presidential Election in Nigeria?  
 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  
The general objective of this study is to assess the extent to which Facebook was engaged by the aspirants in mobilising support and the 
electorate in airing their opinions, thoughts, and demands, as well as in monitoring the conduct of the 2011 Presidential Election in Nigeria. 
Specifically however, the study was designed to:  
 

1. Determine the extent to which Facebook was engaged by the aspirants in mobilising support in the Election.  
  

2. Assess how aspirants used Facebook in influencing voting decisions in the Election.  
  

3. Establish how Facebook fared as an alternative medium of expression in the conduct of the Election.  
 

4. Find out how Facebook fared as a tool for citizen engagement in the Election.  
 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS  
Arising from the objectives are corresponding sets of research questions:  
 

1. To what extent was the Facebook engaged by the aspirants in mobilising support in the Election?  
 

2. How did the aspirants use Facebook in influencing voting decisions in the Election?  
 

3. How did Facebook fare as an alternative medium of expression in the conduct of the Election?  
  

4. How did Facebook fare as a tool for citizen engagement in the Election? 
 
DISCOURSE ON CONCEPTS  
Concept of Social Media  
Social media anchor on the concept of Web 2.0 internet applications. According to Kaplan and Haenlein social media refers to “a group of 
Internet based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange 
of user-generated content” (cited in Wikipedia, 2012, p. 1). The Web 2.0 concept in internet applications made a debut in 2004. It represents 
a paradigm shift in Web applications as it heralded the era of the emergence of interactive Websites. Prior to 2004, internet applications 
operated the Web 1.0 paradigm in which sites were non-interactive, and users were passive atomised recipients’ or users of internet 
information. Websites that are 2.0 compliant are those that are interactive in nature and provide for the user to co- create and exchange 
content on the Web. The emphasis is on interactivity, which was lacking in previous web applications.  

According to Wikipedia (2012, p.1), “social media includes web-based and mobile technologies used to turn communication into 
interactive dialogue.” A perceptive reader would quickly note two defining properties of the social media in this definition: technologies and 
interactive dialogue. Literarily this would imply that social media are internet based technologies that make interactive dialogue happen. The 
Social Media guide (2012) presents 50 definitions of social media; a look at some of these definitions will furnish us a better perspective to 
attempt our definition of the social media. Accordingly, social media have been defined as:  
 

 Content created and shared by individuals on the web using freely available websites that allow users to create and post their 
own images, video and text information and then share that with either the entire internet or just a select group of friends.  

 A category of online media where people are talking, participating, sharing, networking, and bookmarking online.  
 On-line media platforms that provide content for users and also allows users to participate in the creation or development of 

the content in some way.  
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 The sharing of user (human) created information and interacting on-line using Internet technology.  
 The democratization of information, transforming people from content readers into publishers. It is the shift from a broadcast 

mechanism, one-to-many, to a many-to-many model, rooted in conversations between authors, people, and peers.  
 The various forms of user generated content and the collection of websites and applications that enables people to interact 

and share information online.  
 The use of technology combined with social interaction to create or co-create value.  
 People having conversations online. These conversations can take a variety of forms; for example, blogs and comments on 

photo sharing.  
 A group of internet-based applications that allow the creation and exchange of user generated content. This content is then 

shared through social interaction.  
 Content created by people using highly accessible and scalable publishing technologies. At its most basic sense, social 

media is a shift in how people discover, read and share news, information and content.  
 Online venues, such as social networking sites, blogs and wikis that enable people to store and share information called 

content, such as text, pictures, video and links.  
 A variety of Web-based platforms, applications and technologies that enable people to socially interact with one another 

online.  
 User generated content that is shared over the internet via technologies that promote engagement, sharing and collaboration.  

 
A close look at the foregoing definitions reveals the following common denominators:  
  

1. Social media are internet based technologies, web applications, and  online platforms  
2. They connect people via social interactions and conversations online  
3. They facilitate the creation and exchange of user generated content  
4. They use such forms as blogs, comments, text, photos, video and links in promoting conversation online  
 

Using these common characteristics, we have defined the social media in our discourse as a variety of web-based platforms, 
applications and technologies that facilitate virtual interactions via the creation and exchange of user generated content online.  

Social media technologies take on many different forms including magazines, Internet forums, weblogs, social blogs, 
microblogging, wikis, podcasts, photographs or pictures, video, rating and social bookmarking (Wikipedia, 2012). Kaplan and Haenlein 
(2012) classify the social media into six types: Collaborative projects (e.g., Wikipedia), Blogs and microblogs (e.g., Twitter), Content 
communities (e.g., YouTube), Social networking sites (e.g., Facebook), Virtual game worlds (e.g., World of Warcraft), and Virtual social 
worlds (e.g., Second Life). Technologies include: blogs, picture sharing, vlogs, wall postings, email, instant messaging, music sharing, 
crowdsourcing and voice over IP (Wikipedia, 2012).     
 
Concept of Citizen Engagement                    
As a concept, citizen engagement has been defined differently by different authorities. However, striking similarities run through these 
definitions. According to the Department of Information Technology, Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, India (2011, 
p. 5) “citizen engagement is an interactive two way process that encourages participation, exchange of ideas and flow of conversation. It 
reflects willingness on the part of government to share information and make citizens a partner in decision making.” To Bassler, Braiser, 
Fogle, and Taverno (2008, p. 3) “citizens of a community are engaged when they play an effective role in decision-making. That means they 
are actively involved in defining the issues, identifying solutions, and developing priorities for action and resources.” CIHR (2012, p. 1) sees 
citizen engagement as the “meaningful involvement of individual citizens in policy or program development . . . citizens are engaged when 
they play an active role in defining issues, considering solutions, and identifying resources or priorities for action.” Sheedy, MacKinnon, 
Pitre, and Watling (2008, p. 4) on the other say “. . . citizen engagement values the right of citizens to have an informed say in the decisions 
that affect their lives . . . citizen engagement emphasizes the sharing of power, information, and a mutual respect between government and 
citizens.”         
 
A close look at the definitions of citizen engagement will reveal that it is:  
  

1. An interactive two way process between government and individuals, which encourages participation, exchange of ideas, and flow 
of conversation.  

2. A process that encourages mutual decision making between government and individuals.  
3. A mechanism for power sharing between government and citizens with the government disseminating the relevant information 

needed to make the citizen partners in decision making, while the citizen on the other hand have informed say in the decisions 
that affect their lives.   

4. A process where the citizen are actively involved in defining the issues, identifying solutions, and developing priorities for action 
and resources.  

 
Using these characteristics as indices, we have defined citizen engagement within the ambits of our study as the process which 

encouraged mutual interaction between presidential aspirants and Nigerians in which the presidential aspirants disseminated relevant 
information to empower Nigerians for effective voting decisions, while Nigerians on the other hand were actively involved in defining the 
issues which the aspirants will address, then helping them in identifying solutions, as well as developing priorities for their action and 
resource allocation.  

According to Sheedy et al (2008), citizen engagement extends beyond an informed, active and engaged citizenry. Engaging 
citizens in a policy or programme development, they argue, can:  
 

• Increase citizen’s sense of responsibility and understanding for complex issues;  
• Be an important mechanism to clarify citizen’s values, needs and preferences allowing public servants and politicians to 

understand how the public views an issue and what is most important to them, what information the public needs to understand 
an issue and how to best frame or speak about an issue;  
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• Lead decision – makers to make better decisions by helping them to understand the potential social and ethical implications of 
their decisions amongst populations that they may not be familiar with;  

• Allow politicians to share ownership for a controversial public decision with citizens; and  
• Increase the legitimacy of public decisions.       

   
Even though the context of our study is slightly different from that which Sheedy et al (2008) have written about, the reasons they have 
advanced for citizen engagement in policy making and programme development fit excellently into our discourse. This is because they 
address the key issues interactions between contestants’ and voters will raise in any election. Again, they have provided standards with 
which to assess the responsibilities and expectations of both the contestants and the voters in electoral politics. Therefore we shall be using 
some of these indices later in the study as benchmark for evaluating the quality of citizen engagement the social media delivered to Nigerian 
electorate in the 2011 Presidential Election.        
 
Concept of Election  
Election entails the process of selecting via due procedure, a few people from a group of competitors, in which the  selected people exercise 
authority in decision making on behalf of the significant others. It is a sort of delegated responsibility in which the person elected into power 
is socially responsible and accountable to the electorate (i.e. those who voted him/her into power). Accountability entails that he/she carries 
the people along via the process of due consultation, while maintaining high standards of transparency and probity. According to Wikipedia 
(2011, p. 1), “an election is a formal decision-making process by which a population chooses an individual to hold public office.” A close look 
at this definition reveals four vital characteristics: (i) Election is all about decision making (ii) Elections is processual in nature; it is not a 
haphazard activity, but a methodical process (iii) Election has to do with the selection of one or a group of persons who will represent the 
interest of a significant others (iv) Election confers legitimate authority on an individual or group of individuals to exercise authority over 
significant others. In the light of the foregoing, election has been conceived in our discourse as the process of selecting representatives who 
will hold power in trust and conscientiously wield it for a defined group of people.  
 
NIGERIAN JOURNALISM AND CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT  
Nigeria is a democratic republic and the principles of Freedom, Equality, and Justice have been enshrined in the Constitution for the 
purpose of consolidating the Unity of the people. Chapter One of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria enumerates the 
principles upon which Nigeria’s democracy is built. Chapter Two of the Constitution titled: Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principles 
of State Policy provides in S.14 (1) and (2) that:  
 

(1) The Federal Republic of Nigeria shall be a State based on the principles of democracy and social justice  
(2) It is hereby, accordingly, declared that-  
(a) sovereignty belongs to the people of Nigeria from whom government through this Constitution derive all its powers and 

authority;  
(b) The security and welfare of the people shall be the primary purpose of government; and  
(c) The participation by the people in their government shall be ensured in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution.                   

 
The notion that sovereignty belongs to the people, and the provisions that guarantee popular participation, security and welfare of the 
people brings to mind Lincoln’s idea of democracy: Government of the people, by the people, and for the people. In essence, Nigeria’s 
democracy like other democracies of the world makes room for the people to elect their government. The government on the other hand, in 
return for the confidence of having it voted into power, pilots the affairs of the state responsibly and is accountable to the people. “One way 
of ensuring responsibility and accountability is by actively engaging with the public while making policies that impact them directly” 
(Department of Information Technology, Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, India (2011, p. 3).       

One sure way of keeping faith with the onerous task of social responsibility, accountability and citizen engagement is the 
utilisation of mass media channels in the process of establishing dialogue, consultation, and information sharing. In other words, the mass 
media constitute the mechanism and structural institutions which society has evolved to check the excesses of the government and make it 
socially responsible and accountable to the people, and much in the same way, the people to the government. The ombudsman role of the 
mass media has been acknowledged by 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. Chapter Two, S.22 provides that:  
  

The press, radio, television and other agencies of the mass media shall at all times be free to uphold the 
fundamental objectives contained in this Chapter and uphold the responsibility and accountability of the 
Government to the people.          

 
Even though this provision clearly articulates the social responsibility of the media to hold the government accountable to the people, it also 
implies that the media equally have the mandate of holding the people accountable to the government. This means, in other words, that the 
media are strategic forces in regulating government-citizens relations by playing the umpire role. In performing this role, they offer 
opportunities to the people to speak out against unpopular and repressive government policies, programmes and actions, while the 
government on the other hand engage the media to educate the people on its policies and to mobilise support for its programmes.   

However, observation and research have shown that the mass media do not exist for the common good. According to Udoakah 
(1992, p. 100) “the mass media do not exist for a ‘common good’ but as promotional fora for their proprietors and dossiers of shortcomings 
for their owners’ political and economic or social rivals.” Further, he argues that:  
 

What determines news…are the goals of the different mass media organizations. Which is to say 
that the mass media select and publish only those things they hope would win their audience to a 
point of view beneficial to their proprietors.   
 

This infers that rather than give room for public opinion to shape the process of governance, the media create bottlenecks that lead to the 
narrowing of the public sphere, which in turn precipitate conditions which ultimately muzzle and muffle the voices of the people. The 
tendency of the media to stifle public opinion has grown in leaps and bounds especially with the advent of commercialisation. According to 
Oso (2011), the advent of commercialisation in Nigeria’s journalism has led to a situation where economic pressures have become greater, 
while editorial operations are progressively being restricted both in terms of quality, and range of output. The sad thing about this situation is 
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the painful truth that it is the poor, the powerless, those who lack the resources to establish their own medium, those who do not have the 
cultural capital and competencies required to attract media attention to their own terms, that  are at the receiving end (Oso, 2011). In 
essence, Oso’s argument is that the media have:  
 

. . .not been able to provide an all inclusive national space to give full expression to all segments and social 
classes in the country . . . the interests of the subaltern classes have been marginalized in the public sphere 
which has been dominated by the interests of the elite class constituted along ethnic and regional lines (p. 
13).  
 

These contradictions have therefore influenced and transformed the patterns of media access and utilisation, particularly among the 
subaltern classes who are increasingly being marginalised in the public sphere. This is where the alternative media of communication, 
particularly the social media have become relevant. It has been reported that the social media are “relatively inexpensive and accessible to 
enable anyone (even private individuals) to publish or access information, compared to industrial media (mass media), which generally 
require significant resources to publish information” (Wikipedia, 2012, p. 2). This probably explains why the social media are very popular 
among the youth and the marginalised poor.   Again, the dynamics of Information management in the 21st Century have eliminated the 
bottlenecks of stiff regulation and control of media content. The social media, in the light of the foregoing are therefore not easily amenable 
to the control of the government against which they are reporting. In this regard, they cannot be easily censored, so they have been used to 
break barriers of government regulation, to give critical information, and to generate awareness and mobilise the people for worthy social 
causes. This has been the experience of Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and now Syria.            
 
ENGAGING SOCIAL MEDIA IN ELECTIONS 
The social media, particularly Facebook and Twitter have assumed yet another dimension of use in the 21st Century society – the task of 
political mobilisation and promotion of democracy around the world. The role of Facebook in The American Presidential Election of 
November 2008 readily comes to mind as a global reference point. According to Mascaro and Goggins (2010, p.1.): 
 

The 2008 US Presidential election illustrated that mobilization on social networking sites (SNS) can 
influence the public’s participation in political discourse. Information is distributed to organization 
leadership and membership simultaneously, and response and discourse emerge almost immediately. 
This ability to receive information from campaigns and discuss it among other geographically disparate 
supporters changes the nature of citizen participation in the political process . . .  

 
Going further, they argued that (P.3):  
 

All three of the major candidates in the 2008 US Presidential Primary and General Election, Barack 
Obama, John McCain and Hillary Clinton, depended on social media for mobilization and fundraising. 
Immediately following the November 2008 election victory, Barack Obama’s Facebook page had over 3 
million supporters. He also had five million supporters on 15 other social networking sites, including Black 
Planet, a social network focused on the African American Community (Vargas 2008). At that time Obama 
was also number 1 in Twitter followers with over 100,000 (twitter.com). In addition to the use of social 
networking websites, Obama’s campaign sent 1 billion messages to a list of 13 million supporters that had 
been amassed from campaign rallies and other online activity (Borins 2009). Obama placed the Internet at 
the center of his campaign’s information, communication and coordination infrastructure. In the 2008 
election, at least 46 percent of Americans used the Internet to get a significant amount of election news 
during the primary season (Smith and Rainie 2008). Further, 40% of Internet users with profiles on social 
networking sites used the website to receive or partake in political activity and more specifically half of 
those under 30 used their social networking accounts for political activity. Most of the political activity 
included attempting to mobilize support and sharing or seeking out information from individuals on the site 
(Smith and Rainie 2008). Obama’s election is often attributed to his community organizing experience, but 
his campaign’s skillful use of social media enabled him to build up grassroots support more rapidly than 
what was witnessed in previous campaigns (McGirt 2009).   

 
Strecker (2011, p.4) pushes the argument further with the position that:  
 

The 2008 election served as a catalyst for public engagement on Facebook. Many candidates employed 
the speed and breadth of Facebook communications on behalf of their campaigns. In the election’s wake, 
analysts partially attributed large Democratic victories to youth promoting candidates through Facebook 
and other social media platforms (Kiyohara, 2009). However, Facebook’s average user is now 40 years 
old, and middle-age users dominate as Facebook’s fastest growing demographic (Facebook, n.d.). Visits 
to the site account for one out of every four American webpage views, and late in 2010, Facebook 
surpassed Google as the most-visited site on the Internet (Grossman, 2010).  

 
All these go show a direct correlation between technology and the political process. In other words, as technology changes, it 

influences corresponding changes on political campaigns. In fact, utilising the best practices, technologies and strategies will deepen 
democracy and ensure representation and citizen engagement in the information age (Clift, 2004). According to Wikipedia (2012), Facebook 
fanbases of political candidates have relevance for election campaigns, including:  
 

 Allowing politicians and campaign organizers to understand the interests and demographics of their facebook fanbases, as with 
Wisdom for Facebook, to better target their voters.  

 Providing a means for voters to keep up-to-date on candidates’ activities, such as connecting to the candidates’ Facebook Fan 
Pages.  
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This was the case with social media utilisation, particularly Facebook in the 2011 Presidential Election in Nigeria.   
 
SOCIAL MEDIA AND 2011 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION IN NIGERIA 
Statistics indicate that there are 800 million active Facebook users globally. It has also been held that Facebook is the most visited website 
on the Internet with 11 per cent of the world population having Facebook accounts.  There are also indications that Facebook reaches 55 
percent of the world’s global audience accounting for roughly 75 per cent of the time spent on social networking sites and one in every 
seven minutes spent online globally (The Social Skinny, 2012). According to techloy.com (2012), Facebook users in Nigeria have crossed 
the 4 million mark, having experienced a growth rate of 4.89 percent or 953, 060 in the last 6 months, which made it the 15th fastest growing 
country on Facebook globally, and the 35th country in the world ranking of countries on Facebook. With a Facebook population of 4,076,160 
as at October, 2011, Nigeria is reported to occupy the third spot in Africa after Egypt and South Africa, currently at the first and second spots 
in Africa with 8, 929, 740 and 4,567,640 users respectively (The Social Skinny, 2012). Similarly, Nigeria is reportedly the third Twitter nation 
in Africa after South Africa and Kenya, with 1.67 million tweets, while South Africa reportedly generated over 5 million tweets, and Kenya 
2.48 million tweets (nairaland.com, 2012). With this heavy social media presence, it is not surprising therefore, that Facebook was 
extensively engaged by Nigerians who actively participated in the political process and the 2011 Presidential Election in particular. This 
paper therefore assesses the influence of Facebook on citizen engagement in the 2011 Presidential Election in Nigeria.   
 
METHOD   
A descriptive method – Focus Group Discussion (FGD) was used in this study. This research technique was used because of its “flexibility 
in question design and follow up” as well as its “ability to clear up confusing responses from respondents” (Wimmer & Dominick, 1997, p. 
97).  

A total of 30 focus group discussions of ten respondents per group were conducted with politically active youth who were card 
carrying members and executives of the four political parties whose political candidates were most visible in the 2011 Presidential Election – 
Peoples Democratic Party (PDP), Congress for Progressive Change (CPC), All Nigerians’ Peoples Party (ANPP), and Action Congress of 
Nigeria (ACN). These discussions were held in six purposefully selected states, one state from each geo-political region of Nigeria. These 
states were selected on the grounds of political consciousness and activism. Accordingly, FGD’s were held in the capital cities of Kano State 
(North West), Lagos State (South West), Benue State (North Central), Akwa Ibom State (South South), Anambra State (South East), and 
Borno State (North East). Each of these states had a total of 5 focus groups and 50 respondents (10 respondents per group) drawn from the 
four key contending parties (PDP, CPC, ANPP, & ACN). The respondents who were both male and female were in the age bracket of 20-40. 
Research assistants were used in conducting FGD’s in four states: Kano, Lagos, Anambra, and Borno, while the researchers focused on 
Benue and Akwa Ibom state respectively. In all, a total of 300 respondents were sampled, with each state accounting for 50 respondents.            
   
RESULTS  
Responses from the Focus Group Discussions (FGD’s) were collated, analysed and presented using the explanation building technique of 
data analysis. Findings were as presented in the discussion segment of this paper.  
 
DISCUSSION  
The discussion of findings anchors on the objectives outlined in the introduction.  
 
Extent of Facebook Utilisation in Mobilising for Support for 2011 Presidential Aspirants 
Respondents agreed that Facebook was used to a great extent by the Presidential aspirants in mobilising the support of the electorate. The 
consensus was that Facebook provided the platform as well as excellent opportunities for the aspirants who all had Facebook fan pages to 
interface with the electorate mostly through random comments and enquiries. It was also found that for people who had earlier supported 
the candidature of Goodluck Jonathan (PDP), it provided an excellent opportunity for the extension of this support. Responses also 
indicated that Facebook provided a basis for the marketing of the candidacy of other Presidential aspirants such as General Muhammadu 
Buhari (CPC), and Mallam Nuhu Ribadu (ACN).It was however clearly observed from the FGDs that apart from Goodluck Jonathan who had 
an elaborate social media presence, the other candidates did not have this presence and relied on social media members who had prior 
support to solicit voter sympathy. Generally, findings indicate that although Facebook was used to a large extent to mobilise the support of 
the electorate in the 2011 Presidential Election, its degree of usage did not match that of the traditional mass media (Newspapers, 
magazines, Radio, Television, etc), group communication, and face-to-face communication. Even though Goodluck Jonathan (PDP) and 
Muhammadu Buhari (CPC) led in the use of Facebook and eventually came first and second in the election, doubts were raised by 
respondents whether there was effective mobilisation towards participation, their reasoned opinion in this regard was that Facebook alone 
cannot claim the credit. This finding infers that there is need to ascertain through further research, the extent of effectiveness of Facebook in 
the 2011 Presidential polls. What was perhaps obvious was the fact that Facebook appeals mostly to the youth in terms of age groupings; 
and the fairly well to do since access to it depends on access to the internet. We can therefore conclude from the foregoing that compared 
to the traditional media of communication, group communications, and face-to-face communication, Facebook was a limited tool in the  
hands of the aspirants for mobilisation of support, since the mobilisation function was limited to only the people who had internet  access 
(connectivity) or who had smart phones with Facebook applications.  
 
Aspirants use of Facebook in Influencing Voting Decisions   
Varying responses were elicited on this issue from the FGDs. Some respondents felt that the influence of the Facebook on the voting 
decisions of the electorate may not be independently ascertained because the medium was only one of the many media the electorate were 
exposed to. Others reasoned that there were other variables that inform the choice of a candidate. So, it was not enough to conclude that 
interactions on Facebook influenced voting decisions – negatively or positively. It was also the considered opinion of significant others that 
Facebook provided a platform for the aspirants to convince the electorate why they had to contest the election. This group of respondents 
buttressed their argument with Goodluck Jonathan’s (PDP) case, arguing that his candidacy was highly controversial; as such he needed to 
clear the doubts of the electorate as to why he was in the race. Respondents were also of the view that Facebook provided the opportunity 
for answers to be given on certain issues even if these answers were not so convincing. It was also gathered that Facebook served 
essentially as a platform for exchange of views and opinions; some of these opinions, respondents argued, were made prior to the advent of 
the election, while others were actually made during the election. Specifically, some respondents said aspirants used Facebook in 
influencing voting decisions by: selling their manifestoes, countering the manifestoes of rivals, educating Facebook friends on voting 
procedure, and in disparaging rivals. By and large, we may conclude that by providing opportunities for the aspirants and electorate to 
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interact online, Facebook created the enabling platform for the aspirants to influence the electorate via persuasion (presenting  manifestoes 
with the intent of convincing, convicting, and moving the electorate to action – actual voting).          
 
Facebook as an Alternative Medium of Expression  
Responses showed that Facebook served a great deal as a medium of alternative expression. For instance, majority of the respondents 
argued that many electorates who were denied access to the traditional media of mass communication found expression in Facebook and 
other social media. They said comments that could never have featured in the traditional media were featured on Facebook. For example, 
some comments on Facebook referred to Buhari (CPC’s) aspirant as a Muslim candidate with the intention to Islamise Nigeria, this wouldn’t 
have been the case in the traditional media. Similarly, it was gathered that Jonathan (PDP’s) aspirant was presented on Facebook as a 
weak leader who lacked courage, and was not in control of the affairs of the nation. Again he was presented as Obasanjo’s stooge, and was 
also accused of killing the erstwhile President – Yar Adua so as to succeed him. All these would have been impossible in the traditional 
mass media. Evidence from the FGD’s also showed that there was a tendency to become very emotional in propagating support especially 
on the side of the supporters of opponents to Jonathan (PDP) who was contesting as an incumbent President. One key drawback of the 
Facebook serving as an alternative medium of expression to which attention was drawn in the FGDs, which also applies to other social 
media is the practice of peddling speculations, unfounded allegations and propaganda. In this regard it was observed that many people 
used Facebook to run down other candidates. It was also observed that most of the time, conflicting and self-serving information which bred 
misinformation to the less discerning was published on Facebook during the period of the election. In fact, a few debates actually turned 
ugly as responses showed, these in turn, precipitated situations of abuse and insults. There were also situations where threats were actually 
made to some electorates, the sad fact however is that Facebook provides essential data on persons with accounts, this made the situation 
insecure and endangered the lives of those concerned.  
 
Facebook and Citizen Engagement in the 2011 Presidential Election  
It was a general consensus among respondents that Facebook contributed immensely to the 2011 Presidential Election. For instance, it was 
held that, for the first time in the electoral history of Nigeria, the Internet was extensively used for debates, campaigns and the general 
mobilisation of the electorate especially during the Presidential Election. Respondents iterated that on the positive side, Facebook was a 
channel of information, providing the electorate with varying information that not only mobilised them for the polls, but also informed their 
choices of candidates. Through Facebook, many Nigerians were abreast of changes in the electoral timetable; many had direct contact with 
aspirants through interactions on Facebook pages and Twitter handles. In essence, Facebook and indeed the social media provided 
channels for aspirants to reach the electorates. It was gathered that Jonathan (PDP) had a special Facebook fanpage  through which he 
used to answer several questions about his candidacy and quite a lot of Nigerians especially those with Facebook accounts actually 
followed most of these debates with keen interest, even though not all of them supported his political aspirations. This finding corroborates 
CP-Africa report that Jonathan had over 500,470 fans out of about 3 million home based Nigerians on Facebook. This fan base is reported 
as being quite phenomenal and astonishing as it is second only to that of United States’ President Barak Obama among world presidents on 
Facebook. Obama is reported to have 18.5 million fans, while President Nicholas Sarkozy of France is reported third with about 403,000 
fans (CP-Africa, 2011). In other words, Facebook furnished a veritable tool for citizen engagement in the 2011 Presidential Election. 
Through it many electorates followed the Election – from campaigns through the election to the activities of the election tribunal and the 
court.  

Reference was also made to a post by Essien Ndueso on Facebook January 14-15, 2011, intended to disseminate information on 
the progress of the PDP primaries in which the incumbent President Goodluck Jonathan locked horns with a former Vice President – Atiku 
Abubakar. The information which was deployed via his Blackberry and posted on his Facebook page reported these results, with a rider that 
said: So far, after 14 states Jonathan has 954 while Atiku has 18; anyone still in doubt?     
 
 
State*   Jonathan**  Atiku***  
Abia   80   1  
Adamawa  76   31  
Akwa Ibom  141   0  
Anambra  47   8  
Bayelsa    67   0  
Bauchi   46   44  
Rivers   128   2  
Sokoto   32   84  
Taraba   62   15  
Yobe   29   20  
Zamfara   7   70  
FCT   24   3  
Lagos   52   3  
Jigawa   100   17  
Nasarawa  53   8  
Osun   99   1  
Benue   72   15  
 
Source: Essien Ndueso, Facebook, January 14-15, 2011  
Key:*States of the Federation. **Scores by incumbent Jonathan. *** Scores by Atiku Abubakar 
 
CONCLUSION  
This study was conducted to assess the extent to which Facebook fared as a tool for citizen engagement in the 2011 Presidential Election in 
Nigeria. The study was guided by four objectives. Findings showed that Facebook was used to a great extent by the aspirants in mobilising 
the support of the electorate. It was however found that mobilisation by Facebook was limited to the people who had internet access or 
smart phones with internet applications. In this regard, it was concluded that the degree of Facebook usage in the election did not match 
that of the traditional mass media, group communication and face-to-face communication.  
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It was also found that Facebook was used as a platform for aspirants to convince the electorate. Through Facebook the aspirants 
attempted to influence voting decisions by selling their manifestoes and countering the manifestoes of their rivals.  

Findings also showed that electorates who had no access to the traditional media of mass communication found expression in 
Facebook and other social media. Results also demonstrated that Facebook promoted citizen engagement in the election by serving as a 
platform for exchange of views and opinions. It also served as a channel of varying information and as a platform for monitoring the election 
– from campaigns to the activities of the electoral tribunal and the court. We may therefore conclude on a general note that Facebook 
contributed immensely to the 2011 Presidential Election in Nigeria. Its use in the Election represents a paradigm shift in electoral politics in 
Nigeria as it marks the first time in the electoral history of Nigeria, that the Internet was extensively used for debates, campaigns and the 
general mobilisation of the electorate. 
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Abstract  
New media as the product of communication technologies has generated communication evolution in society. It changes the way people 
communicate with others. Indonesia’s Internet users have significantly increased for the last ten years. The majority of users use Internet as 
a medium of social interaction. It also goes along with the growing number of online community in cyberspace via Internet forum. Kaskus is 
the biggest Internet forum in Indonesia. The purpose of this research is to describe how communication technologies become a significant 
aspect in society development. It will explore Kaskus’ roles in influencing individual decision. Ethnography virtual was used on this research. 
This research found that social media works as the new form of the powerful word of mouth in society. It brings a new way of creating public 
opinion. It became individuals’ reference group in assessing themselves and shaping their attitudes towards particular topics or situation. 
Keywords: Internet forum, social media, word of mouth, virtual ethnography 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The rise of computer-mediated communication (CMC) has brought the world to the new era. It helps people to communicate with others 
freely with no distance boundaries. Since communication intertwined in every aspect of human life, how people communicate influences the 
way society is formed. Moreover, all communication technology extends the human senses of touching, smelling, tasting, and (especially) 
hearing and seeing. Such extensions allow an individual to reach out in space and time, and thus obtain information that would not 
otherwise be available. McLuhan (1965) put it as “the extension of man”. 

New media as the product of communication technologies generate communication evolution in society. It changes the way 
people communicate with others. In the past, there are two basic divisions of communication channel: interpersonal channel which involves 
all kind of face to face channels versus mass media channel which involves radio, television, newspaper and all kind of media that have 
capacity to distribute its message to mass audience. The rise of the Internet changes that distinction. Internet possesses revolutionary 
functions of communication channel. It has the power to integrate all levels of communication; interpersonal communication, group 
communication, public communication and mass communication into one media. Communication scholars labeled this Internet power as 
media convergence. 

Furthermore, in social world, interpersonal communication is believed to be more powerful to create more effective 
communication than other types of communication. “In fact, our beliefs, attitudes, and values are probably influenced more by interpersonal 
encounters than by the media or even by formal education” (Devito, 2007, p. 7). Interpersonal communication provides message exchange 
between communicator (message sender) and communicant (message receiver) in a more personal way than mass communication. Both 
communicator and communicant have the ability to supervise their communication act, which will increase communication effectively. 
Indeed, interpersonal communication serves as mediator for mass media to produce a great effect. People have known for years, that 
advertising is intended to influence consumer buyer decision. Therefore, people believe more in other people as the source of information 
than advertising as the source of information. 

Realizing that interpersonal communication is more powerful in influencing people, marketing field recognizes word of mouth as 
one of influential marketing strategy nowadays. Moven and Minor (1997, p. 180) defined word of mouth (WOM) as an ideas and opinion 
exchanges between two or more consumers about their consumption experience that is not a marketing source. Which is means it is unpaid 
and voluntarily. Since it is unpaid and voluntary it is considered as the most powerful marketing strategy. People tend to believe more in 
other people’s experience than to advertising since advertising is paid marketing communication and it was made intentionally by company 
to influence their target market. However, in this paper word of mouth does not always talk about individual’s experience in order to make a 
recommendation and evaluation about goods and service, but it also discusses both positive and negative individual’s experiences of 
goods, service, persons, events or a social phenomenon in order to influence others.  

It has always been a human nature, to communicate in order to influence others. Supporting this argument, rhetorical tradition 
views communication as the art of discourse. Therefore, they labeled people as a Rhetors (persuasive speaker) who always engage in the 
art of persuasion in their daily activity (Craig & Muller, 2007). In explaining about the art of persuasion, Aristotle argued that people use their 
logic to construct or defend their argument (367 BC/2007). Presenting evaluation by making comparison is one way to construct an 
argument. We can label a politician as a good candidate because we identify other politician as a poor / bad candidate. In conclusion, word 
of mouth is an interpersonal communication that contains evaluation intended to influence others’ opinion about ideas, individuals, events, 
goods and services. 

In computer-mediated communication (CMC), a new topic called captology has arisen. In his book, Persuasive Technologies, Bj 
Fogg (2003) refers captology as the study of computer as persuasive technologies and focuses on the ways in which computers can 
influence beliefs, attitudes and behaviors such as making political persuasion. For example, it is used in? Persuading others to vote for 
specific individual or to support or oppose particular political positions. A Discussion on political campaigns and social media that was held 
on George Washington University (2010) argued that political campaign nowadays uses social media as one of their campaign strategies. 
Whether it is to build an image, deliver messages or get a vote.  

With the emergence of web 2.0, new media possess the power of both interpersonal and mass communication.  Not only 
facilitating communicator to distribute his message to mass audiences but also has the same power as interpersonal communication. Based 
on AON consulting research about how web 2.0 creating public opinion in employee communication (2009), social media messages spread 
rapidly and the feedback is nearly as fast, affecting and altering personal perceptions. With the increasing use of the Internet as a research 
and communications platform, social media have become an even more powerful and useful resource for transmitting messages in order to 
create public opinion. 

According to Internet world stat report (2010), an International website that features up to date world Internet Usage, Population 
Statistics, Travel Stats and Internet Market Research Data, for over 233 individual countries and world regions; Indonesia’s Internet users 
for the last ten years have been increasing significantly. This number goes along with the use of Internet as a medium of social interaction. 
People who use internet or later in this paper is referred as users, choose to interact in cyberspace using chatting facility, internet forum, 
mailing list, weblogs and also the most popular one, social networking site. In communication science, we labeled it as social media. Kaplan 
and Haenlein (2010, p. 60) define social media as "a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological 
foundations of web 2.0 and that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content.” 
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Furthermore, the growing number of online community in cyberspace is due to the presence of Internet forum. Internet forum is 
online discussion site where ideas or information on particular issues can be exchanged. Dylan Stewart, a Mac guru in his video interview 
with video jug (2008) explained that Internet forum allows multiple users to chime in about their particular experience, information, tips, trick, 
etc. Overall, he added that Internet forum is a basic place where communities would come together and find information about various 
topics. The number of Internet forum in many countries were significantly arise in recent years. Refer to Big-boards report (2010) on forum 
ranking; the average post on Internet forum is more than 1 millions post each day. This number proves the intensity of public interest on 
online discussion site.  

Generally speaking, research discovered there are two different categories of Internet forums: the first is global forum. This forum 
allows users to have discussion on variety of topics. There is no topic limitation. The other one is specific forum which specializes itself on 
specific theme, such as game forum, multimedia forum, wedding forum, etc. This segmentation results on different members of community. 
This differentiation also gives users basic knowledge on what kind of information they can expect on particular forum. Therefore, users 
consciously and actively choose a forum that they want to get involved in a particular discussion in order to gather and collect information 
about a particular topic.  

In Indonesia there are numerous Internet forum. There is the global one such as Kaskus.us and the specific forum such as 
gemscool.com specializing in game forum, indowebster.com that specializes in multimedia content, and so forth. This segmentation assists 
people easier in trying to find any specific information. This research found that Kaskus.us is the biggest Internet forum in Indonesia. 
Kaskus.us have more than 2 million members and 70.000 posts each day. This number shows a high intensity of interaction between users 
on Kaskus.us. Moreover, in Alexa report (2012), a California-based subsidiary company of Amazon.com that is known for its toolbar and 
website and provides information about top sites in the world including their traffic statistics, Kaskus.us were ranked seventh as top sites in 
Indonesia. This rank was based on the combination of average daily visitors and page views over the past month. 

The purpose of this research is to describe how communication technologies become a significant aspect in society development. It 
will explore Internet forum roles or Kaskus.us in particular as the product of communication technology in influencing individual decision. 
This paper also argue that social media is the new form of the powerful word of mouth in society. It became individuals’ reference group in 
assessing themselves and shaping their attitudes towards particular topics or situation. 

 

 
Chart 1. Total members on Indonesia’s Internet forum on January 12, 2011 

 

 
Chart 2. Total Post per day on January 12, 2011 

 
METHODS 
As the rapid development of computer mediated communication, many studies explored the variety of phenomenon in cyberspace. Virtual 
ethnography is one of research methodology that proposes a method to study virtual world. It is one area of an ethnographic study that 
examines users interaction in the Internet network or cyberspace community. The key of virtual ethnography is on how to apply ethnography 
technique on virtual setting. This can be done by researcher’s participation on virtual world that is being researched (Bryman, 2004, p. 473). 
In this research, researcher’s participation was on kaskus.us. The advantage of doing participant observatory on virtual setting is the ability 
of automatically collecting and archiving data. Researchers only have to save the html address of particular page on an Internet forum, 
because this forum will continuously grow and flow. 

The researcher became kaskus’s member or kaskuser since 2008. She was not only observed users interaction on kaskus.us but 
also actively involved on conversation about particular topic, known as a thread. The unit of analysis on this research was kaskusers’ 
interaction. Kaskusers’ interaction can be observed via thread. Thread is a discussion topic in an Internet forum that enable forum member 
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In addition, as one of the kaskusers, the researcher actively participates on a forum discussion, reads and posts diverse types of 
thread. The researcher posts a thread concerning what kaskusers think about kaskus existence and how do Kaskus affect them. 400 replies 
were posted to discuss this thread. From this thread, it is learned that Kaskus influence members’ mindset regarding many topics. Some 
members explained, after they actively involved in “heart to heart” forum (forum on Kaskus that discuss about life problem), they know better 
how to dealt with their problems and feelings in live. Other kaskuser added, being kaskuser helps him to know others’ perspectives in live 
and learn to appreciate it. The kaskuser even attracts to something new because it was discuss on Kaskus. Kaskus introduce them with 
many new things or information that sometimes would not be available in their real world. In this sense, Kaskus fulfill individual need in 
relating with other people in order to have simulation in life such as learn different perspectives, beliefs, hobbies, religion, culture and so 
forth. As argued by Devito (2007, p. 7), to learn is one of the purposes individual doing interpersonal communication.  It is also found out 
that feeling connected among kaskusers made them consider kaskus as a home for one big family. This feeling of kinship fosters a sense of 
comfort for member to involve actively on Kaskus’ discussion. This sense of comfort generates individual trust on Kaskus forum. And the 
more we put our trust the more we are willing to disclose ourselves.  

There are three major thread on kaskus; Social thread, Informative thread and Provocative thread. Social thread covers various 
social issues from their daily experience until the popular one on the mainstream mass media. Very often, kaskusers’ discussion on this 
forum resulted in fundraising activity. This finding is in line with the result of Wellman and Gulia’s research about voluntary group (cited in 
Livingstone & Lievrow, 2007, p. 47). Wellman and Gulia argued that virtual community have tendency to support social issues even if they 
are not designed for it. Social issues are considered as something people should cared for. Kaskusers considered Kaskus as a platform that 
has the ability to accommodate their need to get involved on social issues.  

Observation shown Kaskuser itself pioneered numerous numbers of fundraising activities that occurred on Kaskus. Usually, it 
starts from a kaskuser who shared his or her experience or any information about a specific individual circumstance by posting a thread on 
Kaskus, which affected other kaskusers. Then from other Kaskusers’ responses they will make an agreement on fundraising. For example, 
fundraising for rickshaw driver came from a kaskuser who told his experience meeting an old man who got his rickshaw stolen. Not only 
giving specific detail about the events but he also included pictures and video when he met the old man. On Aristotle’s rhetoric, this method 
belongs to Pathos that already explained above. Then, the discussion getting deeper along with many replies from other Kaskusers who 
want to know more about the issue. In general, Kaskuser felt sorry and anger about the situation. Then, some Kaskusers present ideas to 
rise funding for the old man. In less than 24 hours, funds had successfully collected. 

From this research, it is revealed that Kaskus has cognitive, affective and behavior effects to its members. Stif and Mongeau 
(2003, p. 304) considered those three effects as a result from communication action. Cognitive effect refers to any changes of what is 
known, understood and perceived by audiences. This effect related to knowledge and information transmission. Most of the kaskuser 
revealed that they use Kaskus as a media to explore a wide range of specific information and the latest one. In contrast to conventional 
mass media like television and newspapers, each Kaskuser can express their views on certain issues freely. Therefore, it is also more likely 
to make Kaskuser knowledgeable as they could see an issue from various viewpoints. Moreover, all Kaskusers’ experienced cognitive effect 
either when they actively involved on a discussion or when they only have a glance on a particular topic.  

Affective effect refers to any changes of what is felt, loved or hated by audiences. This effect is associated with emotions, 
attitudes, or values. Some Kaskusers claim they feel emotion or attitude change since joining Kaskus forum. Behavioral effects refer to any 
changes of real behavior that can be observed; which includes the patterns of action, activity, or habit. The above findings explain how 
Kaskus as a forum in cyberspace affects its members in certain issues and work as word of mouth. This effect is of course different among 
members.  

 As it explained before, Kaskus has proved to become individuals’ reference group in assessing themselves and shaping their 
attitudes towards particular topics or situation. Some Kaskuser even mentioned that they would try to find information on Kaskus regarding 
any circumstances that they are dealing before they made a decision including political decision. The ability to speak freely increases 
individual comfort in using one media. This condition provokes high satisfaction from communication actors. In addition, the more we 
satisfied, the more we put our trust in it. By having those characteristics, Internet forum became a powerful word of mouth phenomenon in 
society, nowadays.  

 
CONCLUSION 
Communication is center in our life. It is intertwined in every aspect of human life. Therefore with the advance of communication 
technologies, we will face revolution in how we communicate with others. In the past, there are two basic division of communication 
channel: interpersonal channel which involve all kind of face to face channel versus mass media channel which involve radio, television, 
newspaper and all kind of media that have capacity to distribute its message to mass audience. The coming of the Internet alters the 
distinctions. Internet possesses revolutionary functions of communication channel. It merges all type of communication channel both 
interpersonal and mass media channel. 

Nowadays, the rise of user generated content in Internet such as social media gives rise to social media as the new word of 
mouth. By possessing the capacity of mass communication and the power of interpersonal communication’s influence; new media become 
the most powerful tools in constructing public opinion. Not only it works as communication platform, but new media with the user-generated 
content also works as media catharsis, which allows individual to express their idea and opinion freely. In conclusion, interpersonal 
communication serves as mediator for mass media to produce a great effect. This phenomenon best described with the emergence effect of 
social media. 

Moreover, in cyberspace, in order to judge the credibility of information, individuals still relied on three major factors on persuasion 
that was introduced by Aristotle; Ethos (the way the speaker character perceived by the audiences), Pathos (the way the speaker use 
emotion to deliver his message) and Logos (the logic that being used by the speaker). There are three effects that happens as a result of 
communication action; cognitive, affective, behavior. And there is no communication situation that does not demand changes on its 
audiences whereas it is cognitive, affective or behavior. Additionally, the ultimate effects that indicate whether the speaker delivered a 
message effectively are behavior effect.  

Felling connected also a factor that generates disclosure on virtual world. On kaskus, the feeling of kinship among members 
fosters a sense of comfort for member to involve actively on Kaskus’ discussion. This sense of comfort resulted on individual trust on 
Kaskus forum. And the more we put our trust the more we willing to disclose ourselves. This condition provokes high satisfaction from 
communication actors, especially in mediating their tension release since they can disclose their anger or their opinion about everything 
freely. Internet forum provokes the new public sphere for community where they can learn, think and act more liberally. By having those 
characteristics, Internet forum became a powerful word of mouth phenomenon in society, nowadays. Kaskus has proved to become 
individuals’ reference group in assessing themselves and shaping their attitudes towards particular topics or situation. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA IN THE ELECTORAL COMMUNICATION: FACTORS DEFINING POLITICIANS’ USE OF INTERACTIVE MEDIA 
 

Andrius Šuminas 
Vilnius University 

 
The Internet and interactive social media are not only playing an increasingly important role in people’s daily life, but are also becoming a 
widely used political communication channel which sees a constant growth in the volume of communication content generated by politicians. 
Due to their features such as easy and free access, social media are available to all politicians, but so far in Lithuania no studies have been 
done to analyze the extent to which the participants of political process use social media channels for political communication purposes. 
This paper presents the results of the logistic regression model, which allows forecasting the use of social media by politicians during 
election campaigns based on different demographic and social-political characteristics of candidates, such as municipality size, gender, age, 
education, income, political affiliation and institutional position. 
Key Words: social media, electoral campaigns, use of interactive media, political communication. 
 

During election campaigns, politicians and parties seek to dominate in the general informational environment by any means in 
order to increase their popularity and the opportunities to win in the election. The number of people using the Internet and interactive media 
is increasing every year, therefore, nowadays politicians include the Internet and social media in the list of communication channels in order 
to ensure widest possible dissemination of their messages. With each election campaign, interactive communication media play an 
increasingly important role in the overall communication process, sometimes even becoming the central field for political fight. 

As the number of the Internet users is constantly growing all over the world, with more and more time being spent in a virtual 
environment, computer literacy and openness to technologies are increasing. Over the past five years, the proportion of people using the 
Internet in Lithuania has grown from 42% at the beginning of 2006 to 63.6% as of the beginning of 20111, which is nearly the European 
Union average – as of the beginning of 2011, on average 67.3% of all Community population were Internet users2. The growth in the scope 
of use of the Internet is accompanied by the steady increase in the amount of politics-related information and communication on the web. 
Studies show that the Internet is becoming the main source of political information for increasing numbers of people3. 

The majority of the Internet users are active daily users of social media as well. Both globally and in Lithuania, the top three 
websites that attract the largest numbers of visitors include two social media websites: according to the unique visitor flows, Google search 
engine is followed by Facebook, a social networking website, and Youtube, a video content sharing portal4. In Lithuania, some interactive 
means of communication have virtually exploded in recent years. For example, the number of registered users of Facebook – the world’s 
most popular social networking site – from Lithuania increased from just 50,000 at the beginning of 2009 to over 950,000 in September 
2011 (over 30% of total population of the country)5. 

Furthermore, people are buying more and more latest technology devices such as laptop and tablet personal computers, smart 
phones, e-readers etc. enabling continuous access to the Internet. These devices often have an integrated social media access so more 
and more people can use social media at any time and at any place. 

In this way, due to the formation and constant increase of the numbers of active social media users, these groups have become 
an attractive message audience for politicians, in particular during election campaigns. As well as performing the function of a resource of 
political information, the Internet and social media are changing substantially the ways and forms in which politicians communicate with the 
electorate. Due to different social media, politicians have wide opportunities for easily accessing large audiences and for communicating 
with electors directly, without the mass media acting as an intermediary. In addition, new opportunities arise for including potential electors 
into the electoral communication processes, with social media helping to combine the mass outreach and the personal impact opportunities.  

Therefore, there is no doubt that the increasing scope of political and electoral communication in social media stimulates the need 
for more in-depth studies of these processes that are becoming more active and significant every year. 
 
Political Communication in Social Media 
Internet and interactive social media broadened the usual communication channels, provided much wider possibilities for the politicians to 
reach society and decreased the role of media as intermediate in the processes of political communication. Unlike traditional media where 
journalists pick out the pieces of information for publishing, Internet provides politicians with the possibility to reach their electors directly6. 
Furthermore, means of social media drastically reduced expenditure for the action of political communication because now Internet helps to 
spread information with minimum costs and this information reaches very high number of individuals7. 

Most importantly, Internet provides possibilities for the two-way communication between the politicians and members of 
the society when politicians can have direct reversible connection and citizens can freely create and transmit any type of messages to the 
politicians. World Wide Web reduced time and space barriers; therefore, the electors can not only observe political discussions but can 
actively take part in political events. 

In today’s world the audience of electors becomes more and more fragmentary and different parts of it demand personal 
communicative messages that satisfy their interests and new forms of information presentation that are specialized for every individual user. 
Different communities of social media and groups in those communities represent different and specific parts of electorate. Social media 
allows the politicians to segment personalize messages at the maximum; therefore, they can customize and transmit their messages directly 
to the target audience through reasonable forms and channels. This creates a sense of personal communication with the electors. 

Through social media politicians can reach such audiences that would never search for any information about politicians 
or politics. One of these audiences that get more difficult to reach is young people. The means of social media are visited by thousands of 

                                                 
1 Department of Statistics to the Government of the Republic of Lithuania, ‘Development of Information and Knowledge Society’, Viewed 30 
June 2011, <http://www.stat.gov.lt/lt/pages/view/>. 
2 Internet World Stats, ‘Internet Usage in the European Union - EU27’, Viewed 30 June 2011, 
<http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats9.htm>. 
3 Smith, A., Rainie, L., „The Internet and the 2008 Election“, Pew Internet & American Life Project, 2008, 
<http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2008/The-Internet-and-the-2008-Election.aspx>, 01 04 2010. 
4 Alexa Internet, Inc., ‘The Top 500 Sites in Lithuania, 2011’, Viewed 17 January 2011, <http://www.alexa.com/topsites/countries/LT>. 
5 Socialbakers, ‘Facebook Statistics by Country – Lithuania’, Viewed 29 September 2011, <http://www.socialbakers.com/facebook-
statistics/lithuania>. 
6 Kim Y.M., Geidner N., „Politics as Friendship: The Impact of Online Social Networks on Young Voters' Political Behavior“, Paper presented 
at the annual meeting of the International Communication Association, TBA, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, May 22, 2008. 
7 Kruger B.S., „A Comparison of Conventional and Internet Political Mobilization“, American Politics Research, Volume 34, Number 6, 
<http://apr.sagepub.com/cgi/content/abstract/34/6/759>, 27 04 2009. 
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young and open to innovations people every day. Virtual communication for such people is extremely important; therefore, social media 
enables the politicians to reach youth through the most acceptable communication channel. 
 

One of the main advantages of the Internet and social media to the politicians is the possibility of personal communication with the 
electors. The communication style in social media is significantly different from the traditional communication through the means of mass 
communication. Communication in electronic space is informal and immediate, usually spontaneous, sometimes anonymous. In this space 
distinctive language is used: stiffness and formal sentence structures, complicated words and terms are avoided. Instead, short phrases, 
corrections, abbreviations, preteritions, bywords, and unofficial vocabulary are used. 

Moreover, the means of social media have an information multiplication feature which helps the politicians in the spread of political 
information. Active Internet users like quoting interesting or controversial information; therefore, if politicians manage to engage the users, 
the snowball effect starts when the users of social media voluntarily start sharing the links to the content they like. 

The main disadvantage of the use of social media in political communication is that the older electors, who usually are the most 
active part of the electorate, use the Internet distantly, do not take part in the discussions in social media, and do not look through the 
content published in social media. Due to this reason, the politicians cannot totally reject the usual communication through the means of 
traditional media or direct meetings but interactive means have now become the place where politicians have to be otherwise they lose the 
possibility to communicate with the active and still increasing audience of social media. 
 
The Forecast of Use of Social Media Channels by Politicians During Election Campaign 
When creating the logistic regression model, which seeks to determine the main characteristics of politicians that allow forecasting of the 
use of social media for electoral purposes by the candidates, the main demographic and social-political characteristics of the candidates 
were used: gender, age, income, political affiliation, state of power, and size of municipality. The characteristic of education of candidates 
was not used in the logistic regression model, as the data here is incomplete (as mentioned above, 16.31% of all candidates participating in 
the election did not declare their education) and essentially distorts the results of the model. 
 

The results of the logistic regression model foreseeing the use of social media channels for electoral communication by the 
candidates 

 B p Exp(B) 
Gender 0.2739** 0.0313 1.315** 
Age -0.0602** <.0001 0.942** 
Income 0.0156** 0.0345 1.016** 
Institutional position 0.3066 0.2848 1.359 
Political affiliation 1 vs 3 0.6553** <.0001 1.926** 
Political affiliation 2 vs 3 -0.0830 0.6528 0.920 
Political affiliation 1 vs 2 0.7383** <.0001 2.092** 
Size of municipality 1 vs 4 2.1865** <.0001 8.904** 
Size of municipality 2 vs 4 0.7344 0.0502 2.084 
Size of municipality 3 vs 4 -0.1627 0.7300 0.850 
Size of municipality 1 vs 2 1.4521** <.0001 4.272** 
Size of municipality 1 vs 3 2.3492** <.0001 10.477** 
Size of municipality 2 vs 3 0.8971** 0.0207 2.439** 

% correct 81.5  
N 2753 

 
B – model coefficient with the respective independent variable; p – the p-value of the independent variable, which shows that when p<0.05, 
B significantly differs from 0; Exp(B) – the expression indicating how many times the likelihood that one dependent variable is equal to one 
increases (decreases), when the value of the independent variable changes. 
Dependant variable: 0 = the candidate did not use a social networking website for electoral communication; 1 = the candidate used a social 
networking website for electoral communication. Independent variables: gender: 0 = female, 1 = male; age – the age of a candidate in 
years; income - annual income of a candidate (measurement unit - 10 thousand Litas); institutional position: 0 = the candidates seeking to 
get in power, 1 = the candidates already in power; political affiliation: 1 = the candidates of the parties represented in the Parliament, 2 = the 
candidates of the parties represented in local governments, 3 = the candidates of non-represented parties and non-affiliated candidates; 
size of municipality: 1 = municipalities of major cities, 2 = large municipalities, 3 = medium municipalities, 4 = small municipalities. 

The results of the logistic regression model indicate that all forecasting variables, except for the institutional position, are 
significant in forecasting the use of social media channels for electoral communication by the candidates. The strongest forecasting 
variables are the size of municipality and political affiliation. 

The essential forecasting variable is the size of municipality, which indicates that the use of the means of interactive media for 
electoral communication by the candidates of the municipalities of major cities is considerably higher in comparison to large municipalities 
(Exp(B) = 4.272), medium municipalities (Exp(B) = 10.477), and small municipalities (Exp(B) = 8.904). 

The variable of political affiliation indicates that the likelihood of use of social media channels by the candidates of the parties 
represented in the Parliament is nearly twice as high in comparison to the representatives of the parties in local governments (Exp(B) = 
2.092) and of small parties and non-affiliated candidates (Exp(B) = 1.926). 

The forecasting variables of gender, age, and income indicate that it is more likely that the means of social media would be 
used for electoral campaigning by male candidates more than female (Exp(B) = 1.315), interactive technologies would be used by younger 
candidates more than senior candidates (Exp(B) = 0.942), and social networking websites would be used during election by the candidates 
receiving higher income more than by those receiving low income (Exp(B) = 1.016). 
 
Conclusions 
Knowing specific demographical and socio-political characteristics of politicians, it is possible to project the probability of their use of social 
media for election purposes by means of the logistical regression model. Size of municipality and party affiliation are the most important 
criteria in forecasting such use. Being a candidate in the municipality of a big city and a member of a party represented in the Seimas 
(Parliament) considerably increases the probability of the candidate’s use of social media for election purposes. 
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Gender, age and income are also important characteristics, although of lower significance, that allow projecting the use of 
interactive media. It is more probable that men and not women, older and not younger candidates, and candidates receiving higher and not 
lower income will use social media in electoral communication.  

The characteristics of institutional position of candidates are not significant for the forecasting of the use of social media for 
electoral communication. This means that there is substantially the same probability that interactive channels will be used for election by 
both politicians in government positions and candidates just applying for such positions.  
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Abstract 
The social networking sites today have grown by leaps and bounds and have made the life of youths revolve around it. The Omani youths 
are also not an exception to this. The young Omani students who are digitally enabled with modern technology- social networking sites, 
online T V, blackberry, I-phones, you tube etc. does not  realize the priceless time, energy and cost they spend over it.  Thus, over use of 
social networking sites and twenty four hour busy with mobile technology not only affects them physically, psychologically and emotionally 
but also cost them their lives. The researchers intend to empirically study on the amount of time the Omani youth on an average spends on 
the social networking sites and its effect. The study will not only investigate the general behavior of the Omani youths on such activities but 
also intends to purpose how can these social networking sites be used more effectively for  personal development and creative activities. 
 
Keywords: Social Networking Sites (SNS’s), socialization, Digitalization 
 
Introduction 
The emerging trend of information and communication technologies (ICT) in each and every individual life, both in our private and public 
spheres, forces us to mirror on ourselves how we can deal with the digital era and its implications. On the basis of this, media and social 
researcher are aggressively involved in exploring state of affairs on how to take best possible benefit of the new opportunities that are being 
presented by ICT in digital era. After the rapid growth of the World Wide Web, starting from the mid-90s, the revolution towards an 
information technology and social networking sites became a hot topic on the policy agenda for the all government and society. Yet, in this 
situation people of the society are not able to handle equilibrium between their private and public life. Hence, a lot of problems are 
approaching in their daily life. 

Not need to say, Social media has become a global media of communication; it is a media that change the way of communication. 
The Advent of Social Networking Sites (SNS’s) such as Facebook, Twitter, orkut, Hi5, LinkedIn, netlog, google, Wayne itself is such active 
and humongous concept that enables its user to articulate, participate and make visible their social networks by indulging into expressing 
themselves in more than one way. However, no matter how big or capacious social media may be, the need to understand and work out it 
remains fundamentally essential as it is deemed vital to the growth of the Internet world. The internet is one of the most powerful tools used 
to socialize and get the chance to meet other people. It is the perfect path for people who would like to exchange concepts and ideas with 
people who share the same interest [1]. There were scientific studies that showed internet as one of the fundamental tools that can initiate 
social interaction with other group because of the media that it employ –private and confidential.  A study of new media world I have seen a 
lot of times how the internet, especially the social media sites are able to create a life changing situation for people. The people who are 
introverted and who never socialized with the peer have to found comfort with other people on the social media site because there of the 
feature of this social media tool to contain privacy and confidentiality. These people have learned and feel relief from the non-judgment 
factors. Social media sites are a better way to improve social life because rejection from people who are superficial- based, these site were 
formed and built to create a means for other people to improve their social being and in the end create a new environment that is socially 
interactive.  Prior to the existence of the social media on the web, people are accustomed to getting and acquiring the information they need 
through other forms such as newspapers, manual books, researchers, and other forms of literatures that were manually bound and 
published. These materials are often called as the traditional forms of media. Social media is the interaction that happens and transpires 
between ads among people that result into essential tidbits of information employee the internet technology as the main channel of 
communication [2]. In a study, Researchers found there are so many social media elements, social media systems, social media relations, 
social media communications tools & technology, affect our daily lives. 
 
II. Review of Literature 
A general assumption is that communication technologies help to increase and strengthen social ties. The Internet provides many social 
networking opportunities to connect one to another. But how do social networking sites affect individual relationships? Do people use social 
networking sites to expand their personal networks, to find people who have had similar experiences, to discuss a common hobby, for the 
potential of offline dating? Or, do people spend time on networking sites to deepen their existing personal networks and stay connected to 
old friends or distant family? What is the nature of the communications that transpire on social networking sites? Is it personal, emotional, 
private, and important; or trivial, informal, and public? We examined the literature on social networking sites and conducted our own studies 
of how students on Omani college campuses engage in social networking. 
 A meta-analysis was conducted of 16 studies run between 1995 and 2003, with data from over 35,000 subjects [3]. The authors concluded 
there is little to no relationship between Internet use and social interaction. Their overall finding was that “the Internet has not had any broad 
effect on social interaction.” The authors’ explanation for the lack of relationship between Internet use and offline social connections was the 
difference in communication with friends versus family. They suggest the Internet may serve as a source of “friendship-reminders” to give 
attention to one’s friends, which is necessary for friendship to thrive, yet is not necessary for relationships with family, which are less 
ephemeral. “Even though the Internet may have changed many behavior of the society, the effects of those changes on fundamental 
relationships and psychological well-being would likely be small or slow in rising.”  

  
At recent study found that college students use Facebook*, a popular social networking site, to sustain their social assests [4]. 

They use Facebook to stay linked with people with whom they used to be more closely involved, e.g., former classmates. 
A related studyinvestigated whether college students use Facebook for “social searching” or “social browsing” [5]. Social 

searching occurs when a Facebook user looks up particular individuals he or she already knows or has become aware of via an offline 
connection in order to learn more about them. Social browsing, on the other hand, occurs when users try to find strangers online whom they 
would like to meet offline. Overwhelmingly, college students are using Facebook for social searching [6,7]. 
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In one of the first academic studies of privacy and SNS’s, gross and acquits and analyzed Carnegie Mellon University facebook 
profile and examined how individual disclose information and protect privacy on face book, finding that most users share personal 
information open and few modify their default privacy setting for increased protection [8]. 

Amanda Lenhart found that internet and American life protect officered an explanation of why social networking sites are so 
popular among young. The report said that social networking have two primary functions that are useful to young adults. The first is purely 
utilitarian; to communicate with other. Lenhart also mentions that social networking sites allow users to play around in the creation of their 
own identities. Upon closer examination, this is essential the primary function of social networking websites.  

According to a report published by office of communications, UK (Ofcom), (2008), social networkers differ in their attitude to social 
networking sites and in their behavior while using them. Qualitative research indicates that site users and tend to fall into five distinct group 
based on their behavior and attitude.[ [9] 
Alpha Socializers-(a monirity) people who used sites in intense shorts to flirt, meet new people, and are entertained. 
 
Attention Seekers- people who craved attention and comments from others, often by posting photos and customizing their profile. 
 
Followers - peoples who joined sites to keep up what their peers were doing. 
 
Functional- people who tended to be single minded in using sites for a particular purpose. [10] 
 

A social networking site also provides rich source of naturalistic behavior data. Profile and linking data from SNSs can be 
gathered either through the use of automated collection techniques or through datasets provided directly from the company, enabling 
network analysis researches to explore large-scale patterns of finding, usage and other visible indicators and continuing an analysis trends 
that started with examination of blogs and other websites. For instance, golden, Wilkinsons and Huberman (2007) examined an datasets 
consisting of around 400 million messaged exchanged by over four million facebook users for insight into finding and messaging 
activities[11].. Ellion and Stenfield (2009) calculated that the relationship between profile elements and SNSs users, findings that profile filed 
that reduce transaction costs and are harder to falsify are most likely to be associated with larger numbers of friendship links. [12]. 
These kinds of data also lend themselves well to analysis through network visualization. 
 
III. Objectives 
The main users of these modern technologies are mainly young Omani students demographic who differ from older generations in the way 
that use of such tools. The study seeks to understand how young university students are using social networking websites like- online TV, 
blackberry, I-phones, you tube, MMS as well as their attitude to this form of communication. 
 
The objectives of this study are as: 
 
To understand how Omani students are using of social networking sites. 
 
To identify the motivating factors. Which influences the users for social networking sites? 
 
To understand the users, who checked the sites frequently are more likely to suffer from low self-esteem. 
 
To investigates social concern of SNS’s. 
 
IV. Research Design 
Researcher conducted a sample survey and two focus groups to learn about college students’ communication habits, including social 
networking sites and their replications. Sample Data was collected from both government and private colleges in sultanate of Oman.  The 
total number of respondents equals to 125 students. The respondent age group are different and were selected through Random sampling 
method was used to gather the data required for the study.   

The main method of data collection in this study was based on questionnaire. The survey instrument included both open ended 
and close ended questions, intended to find out the amount of time and effort put into social networking as well as to analyze user’s 
behaviors and attitudes. 
 
V. Data Analysis and Presentation  
Section A  
Represents the overall tables  
 

Table No1: Year of Study 
 Class Frequency Percent 
Third Year 60 48.0 
Fourth Year 65 52.0 
Total 125 100.0 

  
Most of the respondents for the study were students of the third and fourth year. The table above indicates that fourth year 

students were 52 percent, while the third year students accounted for the remaining 48 percent. 
 

Table 2: Gender 

 Gender Frequency Percent 
Male 59 47.2 
Female 66 52.8 
Total 125 100.0 
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Female students represent almost fifty-three percent. While forty-seven percent of the respondents were males. 

 
Table 3: College 

 College Frequency Percent 
Government 57 45.6 
Private 68 54.4 
Total 125 100.0 

 
The table above indicates that respondents from private colleges have almost fifty-five percent representation. As to that of Forty 

–five percent representation from government colleges 
 

Table 4: Access Internet 
Place Frequency Percent 
Home 9 7.2 
College 47 37.6 
Mobile Phone 10 8.0 
Home & College 28 22.4 
College and Mobile Phone 14 11.2 
All 17 13.6 
Total 125 100.0 

 
This table shows the overall table as to where was internet accessed. The percentages here clearly show that almost one third of 

the respondents accessed internet at college. One-fifth of them accessed internet at both Home and College. 
 

Table: 5 Time Spend online Daily 
 Hours spent Frequency Percent 
 1-2 hrs 32 25.6 
  2-3 hrs 44 35.2 
  3-4 hrs 15 12.0 
  4-5 hrs 18 14.4 
  More than 5 hrs 16 12.8 
  Total 125 100.0 

 
When asked to respond to the question as to how much of time is spent on Internet around one third said that they spent 2 -3 hrs 

online daily. One- fourth of the respondents said that they spent 1-2 hours online. Almost the same percentage of respondents spent from 
between three to four to more than 5 hours online daily.  
 

Table :6 Sites visited 
 Sites Frequency Percent 
Google 14 11.2 
Facebook 2 1.6 
Google and News sites 3 2.4 
Google, Facebook and News websites 36 28.8 
Google Facebook and Tweeter 25 20.0 
All the sites 45 36.0 
Total 125 100.0 

 
Assessing the kinds of sites that the respondents visited, thirty six percent of the respondents indicated that they visited all the above 
mentioned sites regularly. Almost twenty-nine percent of the respondents answered that they frequented sites like Google, Facebook and 
news websites. While another twenty percent frequented Google, Facebook and tweeter regularly.   
 

Table: 7 Activities done on Internet 
 
Activities Online Never Use Rarely Use Occasional 

Use 
Sometime 
Use 

Often Use No Response Total 

 No % No  % No % No % No % No % No. % 
Checking e-mails   10 8.0 5 4.0 35 28.0 71 56.8 4 3.2 125 100.0 
For Doing homework   11 8.8 17 13.6 48 38.4 43 34.4 6 4.8 125 100.0 
Getting Education information   3 2.4 22 17.6 52 41.6 43 34.4 5 4.0 125 100.0 
Communicating with friends local 15 12.0 22 17.6 8 6.4 33 26.4 34 27.2 13 10.4 125 100.0 
Employment Information 23 18.4 24 19.2 16 12.8 15 12.0 32 25.6 15 12.0 125 100.0 
Hobby information 12 9.6 21 16.8 12 9.6 30 24.0 37 29.6 13 10.4 125 100.0 
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Playing Games 41 32.8 29 23.2 9 7.2 10 8.0 7 5.6 29 23.2 125 100.0 
Listening to Music 30 24.0 24 19.2 6 4.8 28 22.4 29 23.2 8 6.4 125 100.0 
Meeting new friends 36 28.8 19 15.2 12 9.6 23 18.4 16 12.8 19 15.2 125 100.0 

 
When asked to respond about the kind of activities done online almost fifty seven percent of the respondents said that they often 

used the Internet for checking mails. Around 38 percent often used the internet for doing their home work.  Twenty-seven percent often used 
the Internet for communicating with local friends (chatting), Twenty nine percent of the respondents often used the internet for getting hobby 
related information. Another twenty three   Forty one percent said that they sometimes used the internet for getting educational information.  
 

Table: 8 Time Spent on Facebook 
 Time Frequency Percent 
1-2 hrs 42 33.6 
2-3 hrs 23 18.4 
3-4 hrs 13 10.4 
4-5 hrs 2 1.6 
More than 5 hrs 2 1.6 
99 43 34.4 
Total 125 100.0 

 
Responding to the question as too how much of time was spent on Facebook, thirty –three percent respondents answered that 

they spent around 1-2 hours online daily on Facebook. While eighteen percent responders were 2-3 hours daily. Ten percent responded to 
spending 3-4 hours on Facebook daily.   
 

Table:8 Activities on Facebook 
Activities on Facebook Never Use Rarely Use Occasional Use Sometime Use Often Use No Response Total 
 No % No  % No % No % No % No % No. % 
Make new friends 35 28.0 15 12.0 14 11.2 24 19.2 21 16.8 16 12.8 125 100.0 
Play games 67 53.6 16 12.8 11 8.8 4 3.2 5 4.0 22 17.6 125 100.0 
Getting education 
information 33 26.4 9 7.2 29 23.2 21 16.8 16 12.8 17 13.6 125 100.0 

Communicating with 
distance friends 27 21.6 26 20.8 4 3.2 30 24.0 19 15.2 19 15.2 125 100.0 

Communicating with 
local friends 28 22.4 13 10.4 6 4.8 32 25.6 28 22.4 18 14.4 125 100.0 

Listening to music 48 38.4 4 3.2 6 4.8 8 6.4 2 1.6 57 45.6 125 100.0 
             125 100.0 
             125 100.0 
             125 100.0 

  
The table above indicates the kind of activities done on Facebook daily. Taking into consideration the social networking patterns, 

Twenty five percent of the respondents indicated that they sometimes used the Facebook for communicating with local friends. Twenty –four 
percent of the respondents sometimes used Facebook to communicate with distant friends. Twenty –three percent of the respondents 
occasionally used Facebook for getting educational information. While nineteen percent sometimes used Facebook to make new friends.  
 

Table:9 Effect of being online 
How being online helped  Yes No No Response Total 
 No % No  % No % % No 
Helps in social interaction 95 76.0 13 10.4 17 13.6 125 100.0 
Meets my gaming needs 39 31.2 54 43.2 32 25.6 125 100.0 
Increases my confidence 82 65.6 15 12.0 28 22.4 125 100.0 
Connects me to family and friends 87 69.6 8 6.4 30 24.0 125 100.0 
Break from routine 71 56.8 20 16.0 34 27.2 125 100.0 
Helps to forget problems 
 66 52.8 33 26.4 26 20.8 125 100.0 

distracts from loneness 37 29.6 52 41.6 36 28.8 125 100.0 
       125 100.0 
       125 100.0 

 
When asked how the social websites helped them, it was found that an overwhelming 76 percent of the respondents said that it helps them 
in social interaction. 69 percent felt that they were connected easily to their family and friends. 65 percent of the respondents said that it 
increased their confidence. While almost 57 percent agreed that Social websites gave them a break from the routine and almost 53 percent 
of the respondents replied that the online social web sites help them to forget their problems. 
 
Section B 
While analyzing the various data based on gender it was found that : 
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Table:10 Cross tabulation of Access to Internet 
   Gender Total 

  Male Female   
 Home 0 9 9 
  .0% 13.6% 7.2% 
 College 26 21 47 
  44.1% 31.8% 37.6% 
 Mobile Phone 7 3 10 
  11.9% 4.5% 8.0% 
 Home & College 12 16 28 
  

 20.3% 24.2% 22.4% 

 College and Mobile Phone 11 3 14 
  18.6% 4.5% 11.2% 
 All 3 14 17 
  5.1% 21.2% 13.6% 

Total 59 66 125 
   100.0% 100.0% 

  
Pearson Chi-Square . 000 

The Cross table above indicates that forty four percent of the male respondents accessed internet at College as to that of almost 
thirty two percent female respondents.  Home and college was another option for students to access Internet with percentage of 24 for 
females against 20 percent among males  

It was hypothesized that there is a difference between male and female students in access to internet. These differences are 
marginally significant as (X2= 23.073;df=5;p=.000). There by upholding the hypothesis that there is a difference in accessing Internet among 
gender. 
  

Table: 11 Cross tabulation of Hours spent online daily 

  Gender Total 

  Male Female   
 1-2 hrs 16 16 32 
    27.1% 24.2% 25.6% 
  2-3 hrs 25 19 44 
    42.4% 28.8% 35.2% 
  3-4 hrs 2 13 15 
    3.4% 19.7% 12.0% 
  4-5 hrs 4 14 18 
    6.8% 21.2% 14.4% 
  More than 5 hrs 12 4 16 
    20.3% 6.1% 12.8% 
 59 66 125 
  % within Gender 100.0% 100.0% 

 
The table above indicates clearly that male respondents spent more hours online as compared to the female respondents. The 

chi-square test also clearly supports the hypothesis that there is a significant difference among males and females in hours spent online 
daily. (X2= 18.105;df=4;p=.001) once again upholding the hypothesis. 

 
Table: 12 Sites Visited 

Sites  Gender 

   Male Female  Total 
 Google  8 6 14 
    13.6% 9.1% 11.2% 
 Facebook  2 0 2 
    3.4% .0% 1.6% 
 Google and News sites  0 3 3 
    .0% 4.5% 2.4% 
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 Google, Facebook and 
News websites 

 7 29 36 

    11.9% 43.9% 28.8% 
 Google Facebook and 

Tweeter 
 15 10 25 

    25.4% 15.2% 20.0% 
 All the sites  27 18 45 
    45.8% 27.3% 36.0% 
  59 66 125 
 % within Gender 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
When asked to give a preference of sites visited the respondents indicated the above sites. Almost 44 percent of the female 

respondents visited Google, Facebook and news websites daily. While 45 percent of the males visited all the social networking sites such as 
Google, Facebook and Tweeter along with news web sites. The chi-square test (X2=21.205;df=5;p=. 001) upholds the hypothesis that there 
is no difference in the sites visited daily among gender  
  
Table:13 Cross tabulation of  Time Spent on Facebook 

 Facebook 
 
 

Gender Total 

  Male Female   
 1-2 hrs  23 19 42 
     39.0% 28.8% 33.6% 
  2-3 hrs  8 15 23 
     13.6% 22.7% 18.4% 
  3-4 hrs  11 2 13 
     18.6% 3.0% 10.4% 
  4-5 hrs  0 2 2 
     .0% 3.0% 1.6% 
  More than 5 hrs  2 0 2 
     3.4% .0% 1.6% 
  No Response   15 28 43 
     25.4% 42.4% 34.4% 
  59 66 125 
  % within Gender 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

  
The table above clearly shows the difference in time spent on Facebook 39 percent of the males spent around 1-2 hours on 

Facebook daily against almost 29 percent of the female respondents.  22 percent of the females spent -3 hours online as compared to 13 
percent among males. While 18 percent of the males respondents spend 3-4 hours against that of 3 percent among females. The statistical 
test clearly shows that (X2 16.332;df=5;p=.006) this indicates a difference based on gender on time spent online daily. 
 

Table: 13 Activities on Facebook –Females 

 
Regarding the activities on face book by female students, the table above strongly indicates that the social web site is used for 

either communication with friends or getting home work information almost 26 percent sometimes used  it to communicate with local friends. 
19 percent sometimes used the internet to communicate among distance friends. While 18 percent often used Facebook to get educational 
information. 
 

Table: 14 Activities on Facebook among Males 
Activities on Facebook Never Use Rarely Use Occasional 

Use 
Sometime Use Often Use No Response Total 

 N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 
Make new Friends 12 20.3% 4 6.8% 3 5.1% 17 28.8% 1 27.1% 7 11.9% 59 100.0% 

Activities on Facebook Never Use Rarely Use Occasional Use Sometime Use Often Use No Response Total 
 N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 
Make new Friends 23 34.8% 11 16.7% 11 16.7% 7 10.6% 5 7.6% 9 13.6% 66 100.0% 
Play games 39 59.1% 6 9.1% 3 4.5% 4 6.1% 5 7.6% 9 13.6% 66  
Getting education 
information 

21 31.8% 9 13.6% 6 9.1% 8 12.1% 12 18.2% 10 15.2% 66 100.0% 

Communicating with 
distance friends 

19 28.8% 14 21.2% 4 6.1% 13 19.7% 6 9.1% 10 15.2% 66 100.0% 

communicating with 
local friends 20 30.3% 5 7.6% 6 9.1% 17 25.8% 9 13.6% 9 13.6% 66 100.0% 

Listening to music 31 47.0% 2 3.0% 2 3.0% 4 6.1% 2 3.0% 25 37.9% 66 100.0% 
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6 
Play games 28 47.5% 10 16.9% 8 13.6

% 
0 .0% 0 .0% 13 22.0% 59  

getting education 
information 

12 20.3% 0 0% 2
3 

39.0
% 

13 22.0% 4 6.8% 7 11.9% 59  

Communicating with 
distance friends 

8 13.6% 12 20.3% 0 .0% 17 28.8% 1
3 

22.0% 9 15.3% 59  

communicating with 
local friends 8 13.6% 8 13.6% 0 .0% 15 25.4% 1

9 32.2% 9 15.3% 59  

Listening to music 17 28.8% 2 3.4% 4 6.8% 4 6.8% 0 .0% 32 54.2% 59  
 
The table above shows the activities on Facebook among male respondent. 32 percent often used it for communicating with their local 
friends.  Similar percentage i.e. 28percent used face book sometimes to make new friends and to communicate with distance friends. 22 
percent of them for getting educational information. 
 
Table:15 How does Social network help  

 Males Females   
 Yes  N

o 
 No Response Yes  No No response Chi- square 

 N % N % N % N % N  % N %  
Helps in social 
interaction 

55 93.2 0 .0% 4 6.8% 40 60.6% 13 19.7% 13 19.7 .000 

Meets my gaming 
needs 

25 42.4% 2
0 

33.9% 14 23.7% 14 21.2% 34 51.5% 18 27.3% .032 

Increases my 
confidence 

41 69.5% 4 6.8% 14 23.7 41 62.1% 11 16.7% 14 21.2% .236 

Connects me to family 
and friends 

43 72.9% 0 .0% 16 27.1% 44 66.7% 8 12.1% 14 21.2% .020 

Break from routine 35 59.3% 8 13.6% 16 27.1% 36 54.5% 12 18.2% 18 27.3% .763 
Helps to forget 
problems 40 67.8% 1

1 
18.6% 8 13.6% 26 39.4% 22 33.3% 18 27.3%  .006 

Distracts from 
loneliness 20 33.9% 2

1 
35.6% 18 30.5% 17 25.8% 31 47.0% 18 27.3% .411 

 
The table above indicates an overwhelming similarity in the effect of social networking web sites. Majority of the male respondents 

said that it helped them in social interaction. 60 percent of the females also responded to the same. Almost 73 percent said that it connected 
them to their family and friends, while almost 67 percent of the females agreed to the same. 69 percent of the males responded that the 
online social network sites increased their confidence. To which 62 percent of the females’ respondent agreed too.      

The individual chi-squares indicate that there was no significant difference in the effect that these social networking sites had on 
either of the gender. Both males and females responded almost similarly to the effects. 
 
VI. Discussion and Conclusion 
At the period of information technology, social networking websites play a very significant role in the social, psychological and educational 
development of youngster. The growth of ICT in society of Oman is staggering. There is a plenty of room for it to expand. More than 2 
million people live in Oman, but only few percentages of people use internet and SNS’s. 

The society of Oman is developing in nature and thus the people (youngster, students and working profession) mainly use the 
internet and social networking sites.[13,14] One of the newest trends of online communication is online networking. We all know that is a 
new concept, social networking in Oman has grown by leaps and bounds. But we cannot deny from the fact that this new form of computer - 
mediated communication has tremendous effect on the young students of Oman and has became an important part of their daily lifestyle. 
Thus it would not wrong to say that as a society, Oman is certainly at a moment of transition when social relationship may no longer 
restricted to face to face communication in its immediate surroundings, but also include a large number social encounter conducted over 
wide geographical distance.  

In this study the researchers tried to conclude on the basis of many parameters to conclude that Internet, new media tools and 
social networking site like Google, Facebook, Tweeter, Online media, Mobile Phones, I-pads etc are very useful for both the genders of 
students[15]. They use these sites and tools for the personal, professional, social, pschycological and academic development and shaping 
opinion in this present world of modernization.  

The main aim of this study was to explore attitude of the students of different government and private educational institute of 
Oman for use of new communications phenomenon, internet and Social Networking Sites. This study conducted among the 125 students of 
different private and government institution in Oman brought to light on certain interesting facts. Social networking sites is very important for 
the social development of students as they can share and develop their opinion on the information provided by social capitals, certainly it is 
used to frame peoples comment. In Oman, where the internet penetration is excellent as the educational institution is well equipped with 
new media tools and thus, the SNS’s like Facebook, Tweeter, E-Mail user has a set of loyal visitors today[16]. The study revealed that for 
many users online social networking had become a hobby, and for a few it has become a bit of a confidence building instruments. Several 
user simply said that no life without SNS’s. 

On an average users checked their sites at least a few times a week, and often once, or more than once, a day. Users said that 
keeping contact with the distant friends and reaching many social contacts at same time were the key aspects of social networking websites 
appeals. Some of the student users conform that spending hours looking on the profile, posting comments, managing their own profile and 
learning by interaction with valuable information defiantly increase the confidence.  

Internet social networking, if used intelligently, has incredible potential to provide information, knowledge and contribute to the 
development of Omani students in different way. However, as the present study reveals the young students have been actively using it even 
as a tools of infotainment, like the use of Google, is very interestingly said by used that Google is a key of knowledge, we get everything on 
it and it is not very easy to interact with the world. [17] 
 
In this study researchers also find that many user in the Oman society (students) were unaware, and seemingly to consider, that there could 
be a more serious side to this activity. 
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Thus, overall we can conclude that use of SNS’s strongly act as “Resort for Socialization” as the SNS’s is a very famous and user 
friendly tools for efficient and convenient communication, Socialization, Information, Infotainment, Entertainment belongingness and most 
important is that the user can make new friend and keeping in touch with the existing one of young generation especially the students in 
Oman. 
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TERTIARY STUDENTS’ ATTITUDES TOWARDS USING SNS 
 

Asst. Prof. Dr. BahireEfe ÖZAD 
Eastern Mediterranean University 

 
Abstract 
Social Network Sites (SNS, particularly Facebook, and Twitter) have been widely used by the tertiary students mainly for social purposes. In 
other words, university students make extensive use of SNS in order to meet their socialization needs.However, SNS also caters for 
educational needs. The present paper explores the views of the tertiary students who study at the Faculty of Communication and Media 
Studies at the Eastern Mediterranean University in the 2011-2012 academic year with respect to the use of SNS for meeting their social and 
educational needs. 

Recently, Social Network Sites (SNS) have become an indispensable part of young people’s lives. Starting with Six Degrees.com 
in 1997, the variety of Social Network Sites flourished. Today, Facebook is the most popular of Social Network Sites. Started as a student 
project ‘Facemash’ in Harward University by Mark Zuckengberg, soon Facebook spread to the world and became very popular all around it. 
Internet World Statistics conducted by Miniwatts Marketing group reveals that, in the world, among all the countries where Facebook is 
widely used, Turkey has the fourth rank as Facebook user country; among the cities, Istanbul has the second rank after Jekarta, Indonesia 
(http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm). 

Facebook is used for communicating with friends and family as well as making new friends. Facebook has been used not only to 
contact with the friends and reach old acquaintances, but also to share the stories that range from personal accounts to sharing 
videos.Advanced technology that enables the use of the Internet and SNS by mobile devices such as the i-phone,and i-pad have increased 
the use of SNS. The widespread use of the Facebook and SNS in general, particularly by young people, lead the researchers to investigate 
whether they cause addiction in tertiary students (Teke, 2011) or whether they are used to meet the tertiary students’ attachment needs 
(Uygarer, 2011). Teke points out that the tertiary students use the Facebook extensively, however, this cannot be considered addiction. 
Uygarer, on the other hand, explains that SNS is used by the tertiary students to meet their attachment needs. Comparing the senior and 
freshman students, she maintains that freshman students use the SNS to meet their attachment needs more than the senior students. 
Göker, Demir and Doğan (2010) also investigate the use of the Facebook by the tertiary students. They conclude that the Facebook is 
widely used by the university students, yet, it is considered to be a distrustful environment. 

Research into Communication and Media Studies started at the outset of the 20th century and the first most significant theory is 
Hypodermic Needle Theory(Lasswell).During this period, as a result of the Hypodermic Needle Theory, it was believed that media had direct 
influence on the audience. Lazarsfeld, on the other hand, with two-step flow of communication suggests that audiene is more influenced 
when the information is presented to them by the community leaders rather than directly by the media. Both of these initial theories suggest 
that the audience is passive. In the 1940, Uses and Gratifications Theory started to develop. Following the Uses and Gratifications Theory 
(Katz, E., Blumer, J. G., &Gurevitch, M., 1974), the audience started to be considered as active.  Uses and Gratifications Theory focuses on: 
(1) The social and psychological origins of (2) needs which generate (3) expectations of (4) the mass media or other sources which lead to 
(5) differential patterns of media exposure (or engagement in other activities), resulting in (6) need gratifications and (7) other 
consequences, perhaps mostly unintended ones (Katz, E.,Blumer, J. G., &Gurevitch, M., 1974, p.20). Kayhara and Wellman (2007) 
maintain that users have two types of gratifications from the media: Content gratification and process gratification. Content gratification is 
related to the information users get from the Internet. Process gratification on the other hand, is about the action of creation such as creating 
a profile. They further point out that at times content and process gratifications may overlap. In a nutshell, Uses and Gratifications Theory 
assumes that the audience is active and they use the media according to their goals. The choice of medium resides with the audience. With 
the widespread use of the Internet, Uses and Gratifications started to gain more attention in the Communication and Media Studies. 
 
Methodology 
The present study is a descriptive study and it sets out to explore to what extent the tertiary students use the SNS and whether they use the 
SNS to gratify their educational needs in addition to socialization needs. The study takes place in the Faculty of Communication and Media 
Studies at the Eastern Mediterranean University, Famagusta, North Cyprus. The sample of the study is selected randomly among the 
students studying at the Eastern Mediterranean University and random sampling strategy is used. Approximately 20 % of Faculty student 
population is selected as the sample.  

For the present study a questionnaire comprising 58 questions was prepared. The first part aimed at collecting demographic 
information about the participants. The second part sought to collect information about the use of social network sites and the third part set 
out to shed light on the attitudes of students towards social network sites in relation to the uses and gratifications they acquire. For the 
sustainability of the whole sample, a factor analysis is run for all Likert Scale type questions (43 in number). The alpha coefficient of 
reliability level for all Likert Scale type questions on the questionnaire is 0.911 which shows perfect reliability of the data collection 
instrument. 

The first part comprises four questions: sex, age, nationality, and the year of study in the faculty. 46 %of participants are male and 
54 % of participants are female.  34 % are 18-21 years old, 45 % are 21-24 years old, 14 % are 24-27 years old and 7 % are above 27 
years old. 78 % of the participants are Turkish Republic citizens, 21 % of the participants are Turkish Cypriots and 1 % of students are from 
the other countries. 29 % are first year, 18 % are second year, 31 % are third year and 22 % are fourth year students.The second part 
consists of 11 questions. The first question is related to the use of the Internet in a day. 11 % stated that they used the Internet less than an 
hour a day; 27 % used the Internet 1-2 hours; 29 % used the Internet 2-4 hours and the rest 33 % used the Internet more than 4 hours. The 
participants were also asked for what purpose they used the Internet. 45 % mentioned that they used the Internet in their free time, 27 % for 
enjoying themselves, 4 % for shopping, 24 % for research and gaining information.  

To the question ‘on which sites do you spend time on the Internet?’ the participants answered as follows: 62 % on Social Network 
Sites, 8 % on blogs, 19 % on search engines; and 11 % on other aspects. When the participants were asked which one(s) of the Social 
Network Sites they followed, their responses are as follows: 78 % Facebook, 14 % Twitter, 5 % Youtube and 3 % MySpace. To the question 
for what purpose do you use the Social Network Sites they answered as follows: 48 % for meeting my friends, 31 % for following the agenda 
(daily events/news), 15 % watching video and listening to music and 6 % for conducting research. 62 % indicated that Social Network Sites 
would be beneficial for their education and 38 % said the opposite. When the participants were asked whether they used the Social Network 
Sites for educational purposes or not 64 % said yes and 36 % said no. In relation to the reliability of the information gained from the Social 
Network Sites, 55 % indicated that they found this information reliable but 45 % mentioned that they did not find this information reliable. 
Another question asked which Social Network Sites they used for educational purposes: 43 % mentioned they used Facebook, 39 % 
Youtube, 15 % Twitter and 3 % MySpace.  Another question asked was related to which areas of their education they found Social Network 
Sites beneficial. 42 % mentioned that they could find information about the agenda (daily events/news), 30 % pointed out that they could 
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find people related to their topic of interest, 17 % maintained that they could read comments related to the field, and 11 % mentioned that 
they could research the topic of their interest without getting bored. The students were also asked how they were influenced from the 
information obtained from the Social Network Sites. 45 % mentioned that they were influenced positively, 30 % had no idea, 13 % were 
negatively influenced and 12 % were undecided about the topic.  Finally, in this section they were asked for the educational purposes, how 
frequently they used the Social Network Sites; the responses are as follows: 24 % less than an hour, 35 % 1-2 hours, 22 % 2-3 hours per 
day and 19 % once a week. 
 
The rest of the study consists of 43 Likert Scale type questions. For these questions 1 indicates Strongly Agree; 2 Agree; 3 Undecided; 4 
Disagree and 5 Strongly Disagree. For the scale division, recommendations of Balcı (2004) have been followed and intervals are taken as 
follows: 1-1.79 Strongly Agree; 1.80-2.59 Agree; 2.60-3.39 Undecided; 3.40-4.19 Disagree and 4.20 – 5 Strongly Disagree.   
 

Table 1 Students’ attitudes towards SNS 
No Statement Mean Attitude 

1 Information I obtained from the Social Network Sites are long lasting. 2.30 A

2 The illustrations I see on the SNS help me to keep the information I get. 2.16 A
3 Continuous updating of information helps me to have new information. 2.11 A 
4 Integrating SNS to university education is significant. 2.45 A
5 I always comment on the education related topics I see on the SNS. 2.78 U 
6 I am always interested in the messages which contain education related  content. 2.35 A 
7 I share the education related information I obtain from the SNS with my friends. 2.54 A 
8 I believe that SNS contribute to learning. 2.43 A 
9 On the SNS, I subscribe to education related sites. 2.92 U 
10 I reach information related to my education through SNS. 2.85 U 
11 I use SNS to follow the daily news. 2.18 A
12 If I keep away from the SNS, I would have no information about what is going on around me. 2.93 U 
13 SNS sets the agenda. 3.03 U
14 I receive information about social life through the SNS. 2.43 A 
15 I obtain information about my close surroundings/circle of friends via SNS. 1.95 A 
16 It is fun to obtain information (as news) through the SNS.  2.10 A 
17 Since I obtain the news about the people that I am interested in, I find them interesting. 2.10 A 
18 I use SNS because it is fun. 1.69 SA
19 SNS make me happy. 1.93 A 
20 It is fun to look around on the SNS and check the novelties. 2.02 A
21 I enjoy using the SNS. 2.05 A 
22 SNS are something to spend time on. 1.89 A 
23 It helps me have fun when I get bored. 1.91 A 
24 There is nothing better to do. 2.32 A 
25 SNS are exciting. 2.36 A
26 I can always use SNS. 2.24 A 
27 I can follow what kinds of novelties there are. 1.98 A
28 I can observe how brave other people are. 2.63 U 
29 I can form groups with people who have the same interests as mine. 2.39 A
30 I can express myself freely. 2.43 A 
31 I can answer other people’s questions. 2.23 A 
32 I can feel less lonely. 2.83 U 
33 I can contact with my family easily. 2.36 A 
34 I can contact with my friends easily. 1.95 A
35 I can reach information easily. 2.11 A 
36 I can reach information without paying anything. 2.07 A
37 It is a new research technique. 2.47 A 
38 It is an interesting technique of conducting research. 2.34 A 
39 I get informed of the daily events. 2.04 A 
40 I can move away from the school and lessons. 2.54 A 
41 So that I have something common with my friends. 2.34 A
42 I meet new people. 2.48 A 
43 I take part in discussions. 2.67 U

 
Above all, the most striking result obtained from the study is that the university students enjoy SNS because it is fun. The average of the 
questionnaire item 18 ‘I use SNS because it is fun’ is 1.69 which refers to the attitude ‘Strongly Agree’. Apart from this, students agree with 
34 of the 43 questionnaire items. (See Table 1 for the averages and attitudes obtained from the various uses of the SNS.) This indicates 
that they make use of different functions of the SNS. They disagree with questionnaire items 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 28, 32, 43.Detailed information 
on the students’ attitudes are categorized in relation to topics and are presented below. In relation to reaching information and using the 
SNS for education, Table 2 summarizes students’ attitudes. 
 

Table 2 Students’ attitudes towards using the SNS for getting information and using it for education 
No Statement Mean Attitude 

1 Information I obtained from the Social Network Sites are long lasting. 2.30 A 
2 The illustrations I see on the SNS help me to keep the information I get. 2.16 A 
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3 Continuous updating of information helps me to have new information. 2.11 A 
4 Integrating SNS to university education is significant. 2.45 A 
5 I always comment on the education related topics I see on the SNS. 2.78 U 
6 I am always interested in the messages which contain education related content. 2.35 A
7 I share the education related information I obtain from the SNS with my friends. 2.54 A 
8 I believe that SNS contribute to learning. 2.43 A 
9 On the SNS, I subscribe to education related sites. 2.92 U 
10 I reach information related to my education through SNS. 2.85 U 

 
Table 2 indicates that students trust the information obtained through the SNS yet they are not active in commenting on the 

educational topics or reaching education related information through the SNS. 
 

Table 3 Students attitudes towards obtaining the news from the SNS 
11 I use SNS to follow the daily news. 2.18 A 
12 If I keep away from the SNS, I would have no information about what is going on around me. 2.93 U 
13 SNS sets the agenda. 3.03 U 
14 I receive information about social life through the SNS. 2.43 A 
15 I obtain information about my close surroundings/circle of friends via SNS. 1.95 A
16 It is fun to obtain information (as news) through the SNS.  2.10 A 
17 Since I obtain the news about the people that I am interested in, I find them interesting. 2.10 A

 
Students’ attitudes presented in Table 3 show that they get and enjoy getting the daily news and news about their friends through 

the SNS yet are undecided whether SNS sets the agenda or staying away from them would mean they have no information about what is 
going on. 
 

Table 4 Students’ attitudes towards using the SNS for meeting their social needs 
18 I use SNS because it is fun. 1.69 SA 
19 SNS make me happy. 1.93 A
20 It is fun to look around on the SNS and check the novelties. 2.02 A 
21 I enjoy using the SNS. 2.05 A 
22 SNS are something to spend time on. 1.89 A 
23 It helps me have fun when I get bored. 1.91 A 
24 There is nothing better to do. 2.32 A
25 SNS are exciting. 2.36 A 
26 I can always use SNS. 2.24 A
27 I can follow what kinds of novelties there are. 1.98 A 
28 I can observe how brave other people are. 2.63 U 
29 I can form groups with people who have the same interests as mine. 2.39 A 
30 I can express myself freely. 2.43 A 
31 I can answer other people’s questions. 2.23 A
32 I can feel less lonely. 2.83 U 
33 I can contact with my family easily. 2.36 A
34 I can contact with my friends easily. 1.95 A 
35 I can reach information easily. 2.11 A 
36 I can reach information without paying anything. 2.07 A 
37 It is a new research technique. 2.47 A 
38 It is an interesting technique of conducting research. 2.34 A 
39 I get informed of the daily events. 2.04 A 
40 I can move away from the school and lessons. 2.54 A
41 So that I have something common with my friends. 2.34 A 
42 I meet new people. 2.48 A
43 I take part in discussions. 2.67 U 

 
Table 4 presents students’ attitudes towards social use of SNS. They ‘Strongly Agree’ that they use SNS because it is fun. The 

findings indicate that being on the SNS makes them happy. Yet they are ‘Undecided’ about the issues whether using the SNS lead them to 
observe how brave the other people are, or whether it reduces loneliness or whether they take part ın dıscussıons. 

Pearson Chi Square test is run to observe whether there is any significant difference among the participants with respect to sex. 
Only in relation to the questionnaire items 18 ‘I use SNS because it is fun’ (0.08 when p≤0.05) and 21 ‘I enjoy using the SNS’ (0.023 when 
p≤0.05) there is statistically significant difference. With respect to age, statistically significant difference has been observed in 6 
questionnaire items. These are: item 10, ‘I reach information related to my education through SNS’ (0.039 when p≤0.05); 19 ‘SNS make me 
happy’ (0.023 when p≤0.05); 21  ‘I enjoy using the SNS’ (0.048 when p≤0.05); 23 ‘It helps me have fun when I get bored’ (0.025 when 
p≤0.05); 33 ‘I can contact with my family easily’ (0.035 when p≤ 0.05); ‘I can reach information without paying anything’ (0.036 p≤ 0.05). As 
far as the nationality is concerned, the participants are mostly (99 %) Turkish Republic and Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus citizens. 
There is a statistically significant difference in questionnaire items: ‘It is exciting’ (0.025 when p≤ 0.05) and ‘I can contact with my family 
easily’ (0.039 when p≤ 0.05).  There has been no statistically significant difference observed in relation to the year of study in the university 
and the use of SNS. 
 
Conclusion 
The results of the study confirm the extensıve use of the Internet by the tertiary students. 82 % use the Internet more than 1 hour a day. The 
study also maintains the enjoyment students get from using the SNS and using it for meeting their social needs. Indeed, 72 % use the 
Internet as their free time activity and enjoying themselves. Only 4 % use the Internet for shopping and 24 % use the Internet for conducting 
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research. For the majority of students, conducting research means using the Internet to reach the information. 62 % of the participants use 
the SNS more, yet 19 % use the search engines more. This fact points out the widespread use of the Internet for social purposes. The 
findings of the study also confirm that the Facebook is the most widely used Social Network Site (Facebook 43 %, Youtube 39 %, Twitter 15 
%, and MySpace 3%).  

Among the Likert Scale type questions “I use SNS because it is fun” is the only questionnaire item with which students “Strongly 
Agree” with. The attitudes of the students support the use of the SNS for social purposes. In relation to education they are “Undecided” 
about commenting on educational topics, subscribing to education related sites, and reaching information related to education. Among the 
SNS, particularly Youtube is full of resources for the tertiary students. Findings suggest that this facility is not wıdely used by the university 
students. 

In conclusion, the findings of the study suggest that the tertiary students care both for the content aspect, that is gaining 
information from the Internet and process aspect, action on the creation of the content pointed out byKayhara and Wellman 
(2007).University students favor SNS mostly for gratıfyıng their social rather than educational needs.  
 
Fast developments in technology particularly converging media and reaching the Internet through mobile devices certainly increase the use 
of the SNS. Functions like checking out the location and sharing is one of them, face to face video communication is another. As the world 
shrinks into a global village through the extensive use of communication technologies, tertiary students need to be aware of the educational 
facilities the SNS provide. This would not only facilitate learning but also will help it to be fun. 
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THE EFFECT OF CONTACT CLASS ATTENDANCE ON THE ACADEMIC SUCCESS OF OPEN DISTANCE LEARNING STUDENTS IN 
ADVANCED CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION (ACE) PROGRAMMES 

 
Prof Emanuel Johannes Spamer 

 
Abstract 
The paper firstly explores open distance learning (ODL) as delivery mode for professional teacher development in South Africa by 
comparing the ODL models of selected universities in developing and developed contexts.  The paper then reports on an empirical 
investigation conducted on the effect of contact class and vacation school attendance on the academic success of students (n = 1310) who 
wrote examination papers (n = 4931) during October 2009 for various modules in four purposefully selected Advanced Certificate in 
Education (ACE) programmes at the School of Continuing Teacher Education (SCTE) of the North-West University in South Africa.  
Descriptive statistics show the majority of students did not attend any contact classes or vacation schools, while still performing 
academically above average (possibly due to effective study material).  Computing Spearman’s rank-order correlations (r), no practically 
significant correlations were found between contact class and vacation school attendance and the academic success of students. However, 
ANOVA analyses reveal it was beneficial for students to rather attend three contact sessions, than two or no contact sessions. 
Keywords: Contact Classes; Vacation Schools; Attendance; Academic Success; Open Distance Learning. 
 
1. Introduction 
One of the greatest challenges in South Africa since 1994 is the large number of unqualified and underqualified practicing teachers within 
the National Department of Education.  Since the majority of these teachers live and work in rural areas, open distance learning (ODL) is 
proofing to be the most practical delivery mode for professional teacher development (Pandor, 2004; Van Zyl & Spamer, 2010). Socio-
economic, demographic and itinerant barriers, as well as family and occupational responsibilities hinder unqualified and underqualified 
teachers from attending full-time university classes.  Since 1993, in a momentous attempt to overcome these barriers, the School of 
Continuing Teachers Education (SCTE) at the North-West University dedicated itself to deliver quality professional development 
programmes to teachers in rural areas.  As from 2005, the SCTE utilises ODL as delivering mode to provide unqualified and underqualified 
teachers in rural areas the opportunity to enrol, throughout the year and from any geographic location in South Africa and Namibia, for 
accredited teachers’ qualifications without halting their careers and leaving their schools and families to study on-campus.  The ODL model 
of the SCTE provides students with the opportunity to attend, within a radius of 100km from their work, non-compulsory supportive contact 
classes and vacation schools on scheduled dates throughout the year.  Contact classes and vacation schools are presented by full-time 
lecturers and accredited part-time facilitators mainly on Saturdays and during school vacations to enable students to attend them without 
being meddlesome to their teaching responsibilities. 

Currently, no South African research exists on the effect of contact class attendance on the academic success of ODL students.  The 
coordination and presentation of contact classes at various rented venues throughout South Africa and Namibia demand a high monetary 
commitment from the SCTE and therefore necessitate an investigation into the effect of contact class attendance on the academic success 
of students in order to determine the feasibility of contact classes within the implemented ODL model.  Accordingly, this paper reports on 
research conducted on the effect of contact class attendance on the academic success of students enrolled for Advanced Certificate in 
Education (ACE) programmes at the SCTE. 
 
2. Orientation:  “open distance learning” opposed to “distance education”     
According to Holmberg (1986), the first appearance of distance education can be traced back to a Swedish newspaper advertisement of 
1833 which pioneered the opportunity to study composition through the post as medium.  Initially, distance education was delivered primarily 
through correspondence courses via the post (Watkins, 1991).  As early as 1881, the University of Illinois delivered Baccalaurean, Masters 
and Doctorate degrees through off-campus programmes based on the Oxford-Cambridge-London Model (Schlosser & Simonson, 2002).  
Currently, distance education is broadly defined as the didactic preparation and presentation of study material, as well as the guidance and 
support of student learning, in which geographical distance is bridged between lecturer and student by means of at least one germane 
technical medium (Delling, 1987).  Until recently, the terminology “distance education” was commonly used to describe this form of 
pedagogy. 

Edwards (1995) and Picciano (2000) promote the terminology “open distance learning” (ODL), divergent from “distance education”, as 
a new pedagogical method in a diverse and rapidly changing World.  According to them, “distance education” entails mass produced course 
material intended for the mass market, in which curricula are developed and delivered from the viewpoint of lecturers.  Opposed to this, the 
emphasis of ODL shifts from the mass market to the individual needs and expectations of students and markets, i.e. local contexts guide the 
development, implementation and deliverance of curricula.  ODL epitomises the opportunity for developing countries, such as South Africa 
and other African countries, to reach their national objectives.  According to the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (2002), increase in interest in ODL can be contributed to two main factors: (i) the growing need for continuing training and re-
training of skills, and (ii) technological development and innovative communication which make teaching and learning over a distance 
increasingly easier via e-learning.  Accordingly, more and more universities around the world implement and use ODL as delivery mode, 
which usually entails both supportive contact classes and the progressive use of technology and e-learning. 
 
3. Comparison between the ODL models of selected universities in developing and developed countries 
As part of a meta-analysis that compared the ODL models of purposefully selected universities in both developing and developed countries 
with regard to foundation and history, programme delivery, contact classes, study groups, study material, examinations and e-learning, the 
researchers specifically focused on the role that traditional paper-based material, educational technology, e-learning and contact classes 
play in these models (compared cryptogrammically in Table 1).    
 
< Insert Table 1 here > 
 
Four groups of universities that use ODL models were purposefully selected:  (i) universities in developed countries, i.e. the Open University 
in the United Kingdom, the Charles Sturt University in Australia, and Linnaeus in Sweden; (ii) universities in developing Eastern countries, 
i.e. the Bangladesh Open University, Universitas Terbuka in Indonesia, and the Ghandi National Open University in India; (iii) universities in 
developing African countries, i.e. the National Open University of Nigeria, the Open University of Tanzania, and the Makerere University in 
Uganda; and (iv) universities in South Africa as a developing country, i.e. the University of South Africa, the University of Pretoria, and the 
North-West University’s SCTE.  All these universities deliver well established and reputable ODL programmes to large numbers of students 
Worldwide.  For example, both the Open University in Milton Keynes and the Bangladesh Open University have more than 200,000 students 
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enrolled for ODL programmes, the Universitas Terbuka in Indonesia swank with 350,000 enrolled students and 700 available courses to opt 
from, while Nigeria shines out with some of the most modern and largest ODL unites in Africa.   
 

From Table 1 it becomes clear that contact classes form an integral part of ODL models Worldwide.  The Bangladesh Open University 
and the Universitas Terbuka in Indonesia is the only purposefully selected universities in which all contact classes are non-compulsory.  In 
the other universities, the majority of contact classes are non-compulsory, while some contact classes are compulsory and prerequisite for 
specific modules.  At the Open University of Tanzania all contact classes are compulsory and considered an essential component of 
effective teaching and learning.  Although these universities regard contact classes as an important supportive and even indispensable 
component of ODL, no research could be found on the effect of contact class attendance on the academic success of ODL students.     
However, some related studies could be found, mostly focussing on the effect of contact classes on both on-campus and off-campus 
students, the effect of contact classes on social interaction, and the effect of contact classes on learning experiences.   
 
4. Related research studies 
Shachar (2008) shows that a variety of research studies comparing face-to-face learning with distance learning report contradicting findings.  
In a meta-analysis of 232 studies conducted between 1985 and 2002 which compared traditional classroom instruction with distance 
education, Bernard, Abrami, Lou, Borokhovski, Wade, Wozney, Wallet, Fiset and Huang (2004) found distance education to be more 
effective in many cases.  Accordingly, Taylor (2006) also found that face-to-face interaction between lecturer and student in a contact class 
situation is not a prerequisite for effective teaching and learning.  The effectiveness of face-to-face contact sessions was compared with 
online learning programmes by Solimeno, Mebane, Tomai and Francescato (2008).  They found that online methods create innovative 
possibilities in terms of learning problems and time management.  The study of Hui, Crowcroft and Yoneki (2008) found education over a 
distance, which incorporate technology, is more effective for students to enhance their vocabulary than contact classes.  On the other hand, 
contact classes seem to be more effective for students to enhance their listening skills, than distance education. Synchronic application of 
performance outcomes prefers classroom education, while asynchronic application of performance outcomes prefers distance education 
(Bernard et al., 2004). 

If one looks at the few research findings on the effect of contact classes on social interaction, Simpson (2002) found that student 
dropout rate increases with 20% in distance education as a result of educational isolation where students do not attend contact classes.  On 
the other hand, Lobel and Neubauer (2005) compared students who attend face-to-face contact classes with a group of students who study 
via a web platform.  Both student groups were educated by the same lecturer.  They found that the online group was more actively involved 
in virtual classroom discussions and less afraid to share their opinion than the students who attended face-to-face contact classes.  
Furthermore, the social interaction of the online group developed into a specific group identity, something that the researchers could not 
detect amongst the students who attended contact classes. In a large quantitative study, Jahng, Krug and Zhang (2007) confirm that 
students who study online courses perform significantly better than students who attend traditional face-to-face contact classes. 

In a research study conducted on the effect of contact classes on the learning experience of students, Deka and McMurry (2006) 
found distance education students are less successful in examinations than students who attend contact classes.  They also found that 
reading comprehension and reading rate are indicative of the examination success of students who attend face-to-face contact classes.   

Exploring the literature it becomes clear that in spite of various related studies on contact classes for distance education, no research 
studies could be found, internationally nor nationally, that specifically investigate the effect of contact class attendance on the academic 
success of ODL students.  The current investigation aims to bridge this gap with an empirical investigation into the effect of contact class 
attendance on the academic success of ODL students in Advanced Certificate in Education (ACE) programmes.         
 
5. Research paradigm, design and methodology 
This objective quantitative research study falls within the Radical Structuralism meta-paradigm.  The Radical Structuralism approach 
explores social phenomena with quantitative research design and methodology in which practically significant correlations and differences 
are empirically computed and analysed between variables (Burrell & Morgan, 1979).  This approach was used to empirically investigate the 
effect of contact class attendance on the academic success of ODL students enrolled for Advanced Certificate in Education (ACE) 
programmes at the SCTE of the North-West University in South Africa.         
 
5.1.  Demographics of sample  
For the purpose of this investigation, data (final module marks and attendance registers) of students who wrote examination in the following 
ACE programmes was purposefully selected: (i) Mathematics Education; (ii) Learner Support; (iii) Foundation Phase; and (iv) Geography.   
 
< Insert Table 2 here > 
 
Table 2 shows the frequencies of examination papers written during October 2009 for various modules per ACE programme.  In total, four 
thousand nine hundred and thirty one (n = 4931) examination papers were written by one thousand three hundred and ten (n = 1310) 
students for various modules in the four ACE programmes.  The student population is representative of gender, as well as diverse cultural, 
language and age groups. The most examination papers were written for modules in the Learner Support ACE programme (n = 1923), while 
only fifty three (n = 53) examination papers were written for modules in the Geography ACE programme.       
 
< Insert Table 3 here > 
 
Table 3 provides the frequencies of examination papers written for various modules in the four ACE programmes at 68 examination centres 
throughout the nine Provinces (main geographical regions) of South Africa.  Most examination papers were written in the Eastern Cape (n = 
1099) and Mpumalanga (n = 1075) Provinces. 
 
5.2.  Data mining and empirical analysis  
The two main variables identified for the empirical analysis are: (i) contact class attendance and (ii) academic success (final module marks).  
The North-West University’s student record system was used to obtain an electronic dataset containing the final module marks (accumulate 
from module assignment and examination marks) of students who wrote examination papers during October 2009 for the various modules 
in the four purposefully selected ACE programmes.  The attendance registers of contact centres were checked to see how many non-
compulsory contact opportunities (out of six contact classes and one vacation school) these students attended during the period April to 
September 2009 for the various modules in which they wrote examination papers.  The attendance register data was captured and included 
as part of the dataset.  The statistical software SPSS (2007) was used to perform the empirical analyses.  Descriptive statistics were 
computed to explore the sample demographics (Tables 2 and 3), as well as to calculate contact class and vacation school attendance 
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frequencies (presented in Tables 4 and 5 below).   Inferential statistics were then computed to search for practically significant correlations 
(Cohen’s d-values) between academic success (final module marks) and contact class attendance (presented in Table 6 below).  In order to 
establish if it was more beneficial for students’ academic success to attend three contact sessions rather than one, two or no contact 
sessions, a one way ANOVA association analysis was preformed (presented in Table 7 below). 
 
<Insert Table 4 here > 
 
<Insert Table 5 here> 
 
6. Findings 
6.1. Contact class and vacation school attendance frequencies 
 
Table 4 provides the contact class attendance frequencies and Table 5 the vacation school attendance frequencies of the total sample of 
examination papers written (n = 4931) by students (n = 1310) for various modules in the four ACE programmes.  It is clear from the results 
that the vast majority of students (81.1%) who wrote examination papers for various modules did not attend any contact classes (n = 3999), 
while 17.52% (n = 864) attended one contact session, 1.32% (n = 65) attended two contact sessions, and only 0.06% (n = 3) attended three 
contact sessions.  No students attended four, five or six contact sessions for any of the modules written.  Further analysis showed that the 
contact class attendance rate for modules in the Mathematics Education ACE programme was the lowest (86% of students who wrote 
examination papers for modules in this programme did not attend any contact classes). 

The vast majority of students (92.03%; n = 4538) who wrote examination papers for various modules in the four ACE programmes 
also did not attend the vacation school presented during July 2009, while only 7.97% (n = 393) attended the vacation school.  The 
percentage frequency vacation school attendance was therefore even lower than the percentage frequency contact class attendance.  The 
vacation school attendance rate for modules in the Learner Support ACE programme was the lowest (92.9% of students who wrote 
examination papers for modules in this programme did not attend the vacation school). 

Most students who wrote examination papers for modules in the four ACE programmes preformed above average.  The average 
pass rate of the 4931 examination papers written for various modules during October 2009 was 77.29% (n = 3811).  The highest average 
pass rate for programme modules was 81.14% for the Geography ACE programme.  A small difference was found between the average 
pass rate of modules in which students attended one or more contact classes (57.45%) and the average pass rate of modules in which 
students did not attend any contact classes (54.69%). Thus, from the descriptive statistics it already seems that contact session attendance 
has little or no impact on the academic success of students.  However, the researchers decided to preform inferential statistics (correlations) 
in order to compute the effect of contact class attendance on the academic success of students.            
 
6.2. Correlations between academic success (final module marks) and contact class and vacation school attendance 
Spearman’s rank-order correlations (r) were computed to search for significant correlations between academic success (final module marks) 
and contact class and vacation school attendance.    
 
< Insert Table 6 here > 
 
As can be seen from Table 6, no practically significant correlations (r ≥ 0.5) were found between contact class and vacation school 
attendance and the academic success (final module marks) of students. A possible reason why no practically significant correlations were 
found between academic success and contact class and vacation school attendance is the fact that the vast majority of students who 
perform well in their modules did not attend any contact classes or the vacation school.  These students may feel that they do not need any 
study support in the form of contact classes and a vacation school.  Satisfactory academic success (final marks) thus correlates more 
strongly with no contact class attendance and therefore overshadows the possible effect that contact class attendance may have on the 
academic success of certain students (the effect is thus cancelled out by the larger data pool).  One should also consider the fact that the 
percentage frequency of students who attended contact classes for various modules (18.9%) represents only a small portion (about one 
fifth) of the total sample.  Therefore, contact class attendance will unlikely show a practically significant effect on academic success in the 
current investigation.  Also included in Table 6 for interest sake, no practically significant correlation was found between contact class 
attendance and vacation school attendance.  This indicates that the majority of students who attended contact classes for specific modules 
did not attend the vacation school for the same modules.   
 
< Insert Table 7 here > 
 
In order to establish if it was more beneficial for students’ academic success to attend three contact sessions rather than one, two or no 
contact sessions, a one way ANOVA association analysis was preformed to search for practically significant discrepancy (Cohen’s effect 
sizes) between three contact session attendance against one, two and no contact sessions attendance.  As reported in Table 7, a medium 
effect (d = 0.5), which tends towards a practically significant discrepancy, was found between three contact session attendance against two 
contact session attendance; while only a small effect (d = 0.36), indicative of a statistically significant discrepancy, was found between three 
contact session attendance and one contact session attendance.  A medium effect (d = 0.49), which tends towards a practically significant 
discrepancy, was also found between three contact session attendance and no contact session attendance.  These findings suggest it was 
beneficial for students in the current investigation to rather attend three contact sessions than two or no contact sessions.  However, one 
should be cautious to generalize these findings because they pertain to the current research sample which reports low contact class 
attendance.       
 
7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The results show that the majority of students in the current study did not attend any contact sessions or vacation schools.  During 2009, the 
SCTE presented a total of 12 contact classes and two vacation schools at various contact centres throughout South Africa.  This study 
compared the final marks of modules in which students wrote examination papers during October 2009 with the six contact classes and one 
vacation school presented prior to the examinations during the period April to September 2009.  The average contact session attendance 
rate (18.9%) and vacation school attendance rate (7.97%) for various modules in which students wrote examination papers are very low.   
Also, no practically significant correlations were detected between contact session and vacation school attendance and the academic 
success (final marks) of students.  In the light of these findings, as well as the high monetary commitment that the presentation of contact 
sessions entails, SCTE management should consider presenting a lesser number of contact classes.  This study recommends that the 
focus of contact sessions should shift to modules in which students experience the most problems, i.e. modules with the lowest academic 
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success rate, rather than facilitating all modules at contact classes.  The practical implication is that the total number of contact classes 
(twelve) could be changed to only nine contact classes in which problematic modules are presented, with four additional contact classes in 
which the rest of the programme modules are presented.       

A further recommendation is that the duration of vacation schools, currently presented on one Saturday per vacation school, are 
extended with one or two days, for many students refrain from travelling large distances to attend vacation schools on Saturdays because of 
family and school related responsibilities.  If vacation schools were longer, more students would possibly attend vacation schools for the 
opportunity to have longer contact with lecturers, and less would possibly attend the contact sessions presented by facilitators.   
 
It seems that the academic success of students in this study should rather be ascribed to another variable, e.g. effective study material, than 
contact class attendance.  The fact that the majority of academically successful students did not attend any contact classes, clearly points 
towards effective study material (i.e. study letters, study guides, DVDs and examination information) which supports ODL students in rural 
areas to achieve academic success. 

The final conclusion and recommendation of this investigation is that besides contact classes, more attention should be given to the 
implementation of e-learning as another tool for ODL programme delivery.  If the majority of students develop basic computer comperacy, 
and all schools and study centres have computer and Internet facilities available to students, e-learning could easily become the main 
delivery tool for ODL students in South Africa.  However, currently socio-economic factors such as poverty, low literacy, under-qualification 
and low comperacy still halter the full implementation of e-learning in the South African higher education sector (Blignaut & Els, 2010).  Also, 
m-learning (mobile learning) is increasingly being used in the African context for teaching and learning — a tool already used by the SCTE 
for generic text communication (e.g. examination information) to students, as well as for the provision of certain study material via a newly 
implemented mobi site. 
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Table 1:  Cryptogrammic comparison between the ODL models of purposefully selected universities in developed and developing 
countries 

 Uses Traditional 
Paper-Based 

Study Material 

Uses Various 
Types of 

Educational 
Technology (CD, 

DVD, Radio, 
Satelite, TV, e.g.) 

E-Learning
(Internet- 
Based) 

Contact 
Classes 

Contact Classes 
Non-Compulsory 

(NC) 
 

However, Some 
Contact Classes 
Compulsory (√) 

 
Developed Countries 

     

Open University, Milton Keynes, UK √ √ √ √ NC  √ 
Charles Sturt University, Australia √ √ √ √ NC  √ 
Linnaeus, Sweden 
 

√ √ √ √ NC √ 

      
Developing Eastern Countries      
Bangladesh Open University √ √ √ √ NC 
Universitas Terbuka, Indonesia √ √ √ √ NC 
Ghandi National Open University 
(IGNOU), India 

√ √ √ √ NC √ 

      
Developing African Countries      
National Open University of Nigeria √ √ √ √ NC  √ 
Open University of Tanzania √ √  √ √ 
Makerere University, Uganda √ √ √ √ NC  √ 
      
South Africa      
University of South Africa (UNISA) √ √ √ √ NC √ 
University of Pretoria 
 

√ √ √ √ NC  √ 

School of Continuing Teacher 
Education, North-West University 

√ √ √ √ NC 

 
Table 2:  Frequencies of examination papers written during October 2009 for various modules per ACE programme 

 
Advanced Certificate in Education (ACE) 

Programmes 
 
 

 
Frequencies examination 
papers written for various 

modules 

 
% Frequencies 

examination papers 
written for various modules 

Mathematics Education 1298 26.32 
Learner Support 1923 39.01 
Foundation Phase 1657 33.60 
Geography 53 1.07 
Total 4931 100% 

 
Table 3:  Frequencies of examination papers written during October 2009 for various modules in the four ACE programmes per 

South African Province 

South African Provinces 
(main geographical regions) 

 

Frequencies of examination 
papers written for various 

modules 

 
% Frequencies examination 
papers  written for various 

modules 
Eastern Cape 1099 22.29 
Free State 147 2.98 
Gauteng 191 3.87 
KwaZulu-Natal 590 11.97 
Limpopo  829 16.81 
Mpumalanga 1075 21.80 
North-West 432 8.76 
Northern Cape 255 5.17 
Western-Cape 276 5.60 
Unspecified 37 0.75 
Total 4931 100% 
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Table 4:  Contact class attendance frequencies of examination papers written for various modules in the four ACE programmes  

 
Number of contact 
classes attended 

 
Frequencies of 

examination papers 
written for various 

modules 

% Frequencies 
examination papers 
written for various 

modules 

Mean scores 
of academic 

success 
(final marks) 

 
Standard Deviation 

of academic success 
(final marks) 

 
0 3999 81.10% 56.27 15.07 
1 864 17.52% 58.28 13.43 
2 65 1.32% 56.11 15.15 
3 3 0.06% 63.67 15.04 
4 0 0% 0 0 
5 0 0% 0 0 
6 0 0% 0 0 
Total 4931 100% 56.63 14.81 

 
Table 5:  Vacation school attendance frequencies of examination papers written for various modules in the four ACE programmes 

 
Vacation school attendance 

 

 
Frequencies examination 
papers written for various 

modules 

 
% Frequencies examination 
papers written for various 

modules 

0 4538 92.03% 
1 393 7.97% 
Total 4931 100% 

 
Table 6:  Spearman’s rank-order correlations (r) computed between academic success (final module marks) and contact class and 

vacation school attendance 
 
 
  

 
Contact class 

attendance 

 
Vacation school 

attendance 

 
Academic success  
(final module marks) 

 
 r = 0.04  
No practically significant 
correlation 

 
r = -0.02  
No practically significant 
correlation 

 
Contact class attendance 

  
r = 0.14  
No practically significant 
correlation 

 
Table 7:  Medium effect sizes computed by the one way ANOVA between three contact session attendance and two and no 

contact session attendance 
 

Number of contact 
classes attended 

 
Frequencies of 

examination papers 
written for various 

modules 

 
Mean scores 
of academic 

success 
(final marks) 

 
Standard Deviation 

of academic 
success 

(final marks) 
 

 
Effect sizes (d) 

0 3999 56.27 15.07 3 contacts against 0 
d = 0.49 

1 864 58.28 13.43 3 contacts against 1 
d = 0.36 

2 65 56.11 15.15 3 contacts against 2 
d = 0.50 

3 3 63.67 15.04 
 

 

Total 4931 56.63 14.81  
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ABSTRACT 
Marketing communication has a great contribution to communication between employees and customers in marketing process. Employee 
offering the service communicates well while providing service to customer through marketing communication. In the same time marketing 
communication coordinates as well employee informing, training and motivation activities in order to enable the establishment to provide 
good services for consumers. In this study, considering data of Republic of Turkey Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Istanbul Provincial 
Directorate of Culture and Tourism, 39 of 46 hotels being under the scope of Five Star Hotels in Istanbul have been examined in terms of 
motivation levels of public relations and communication specialists regarding their professions. All data was obtained through survey method 
during the research and “Motivation Sources and Problems Scale” was applied; consisting of 24 questions in total in the survey form and 
which was used for the first time by Nunnaly in year 1978.  The effect of motivation on marketing communication and the result of this effect 
on the establishment were argued through the obtained result.   
Key words: Marketing Communication, Motivation, Public Relations  
 
1.INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays in which competition appears intensively, establishments must motivate human energy in line with organizational purposes in 
order to be able to survive and to sustain profitability. Therefore, administrators must consider attitudes and behaviors, feelings and 
thoughts, wishes and deficiencies of their employees within the establishment and while doing so, importance of motivation becomes 
clearer. Motivation which is the power which sets human being in motion for a specific purpose is an indispensable part of business process. 
Motivation may be considered as a power which provides energy to and directs employees and ensures continuity of some sort of 
behaviors.  

While their importance varies depending on person and establishment, motivation tools are specified as income, safety, promotion 
opportunities, attractive duties, status, acquisition of personal authority and power, respect towards private life, ensuring the opportunity to 
participate in decisions, fair and continuous disciplinary system, job switches, job enrichment and flexible time arrangement (Eren 2001a ; 
Can 1992). Motivation tools ensures establishment to be adopted more by its employees and to be more effective. Thus, it is possible to 
mention that since establishment is together with employees having high motivation, it may be more successful in its field.  

In this study, considering data of Republic of Turkey Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Istanbul Provincial Directorate of Culture and 
Tourism, 39 of 46 hotels being under scope of Five Star Hotels in Istanbul, motivation levels of public relations and communication 
specialists regarding their profession as well as factors which motivate employees and may appear as a motivation problem have been 
discussed in terms of integrated marketing communication variables.   
 
2. LITERATURE 
Marketing communication is a convincing communication process implemented by using various marketing communication means 
(advertisement, sales development, public relations, personal selling, direct marketing etc.) in order to enable establishments to introduce 
their goods and services to their target group.  

Bozkurt describes marketing communication as “an orchestrating process of advertisement, public relations, sales development, 
direct marketing, personal selling, trade fairs and sales point communication materials with other factors of brand and marketing 
combination in a harmonious coordination’’ (Bozkurt, 2000: 83). 

Establishments produce goods or services as required by their existence purposes. However, no matter how quality and utility 
goods or services are produced in terms of consumer, sales cannot be made since potential customers won’t buy any product without 
hearing something about the product. Therefore, main goal should be to make goods or services known in the market and to offer goods or 
services in a manner more preferable compared to competitive products (Cohen, 2000: 66). Marketing communication is a strategic 
marketing tool which announces existence of produced goods or services to consumers and ensures survival and development of 
establishment (Mucuk, 2001: 168–169). Contribution of employees’ motivation levels is required to set systematically this strategic 
marketing tool in motion. Employee having a high motivation level will carry out marketing communication in a more effective way and thus, 
will provide a positive value in success of establishment within its sector.  

As for employees having constant problems with the organization they are work with, who are demoralized and don’t feel 
themselves safe, it is impossible to provide quality service to foreign customers. Therefore, establishments focus on demands and needs of 
employees providing service to customer right along with foreign customers and competitors to ensure competitive advantage. Positive 
image should be firstly established on employees in order to establish a positive image on customers (Lings, 2004: 405).    

Hospitality industry is a sub-branch of service industry which is a labor-intensive sector. Hence, establishments of this industry 
need more manpower. Importance attached to manpower for hotel management is not decreased in spite of technological developments of 
our age.  Implementation of services and customer satisfaction in such establishments depend substantially on their employees (Akıncı 
2002, p.2; Akçadağ ve Özdemir, 2005, p.169). Employees influence customers when they are fine and happy just as when they are 
unhappy and uncomfortable. Employees have a great role in implementation of services and ensuring customer satisfaction (Batman ve 
Yıldırgan, 2001, p.3). Therefore, arrangement of working manner in a way suitable to their needs and high level of meeting their 
expectations lie behind achievement of highest efficiency in service businesses which need manpower intensively. (Özmen vd., 1991, 
p.102). 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Method 
Survey is a systematical data collection method. Data is collected by asking questions to people determined beforehand. Survey method 
enables to collect data of different types. In this study, all data was obtained through survey method. “Motivation Sources and Problems 
Scale” was applied; consisting of 24 questions in total in the survey form and which was used for the first time by Nunnaly in year 1978. 
Data obtained as the result of survey was analyzed by using the software SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) for Windows 17.0. 
Descriptive statistical methods (Number, Percentage, Average, Standard Deviation) were used during data evaluation. As hypothesis 
testing, Mann Whitney U Test from Non-Parametric tests and spearman correlation analysis were carried out. Findings obtained were 
evaluated in 95% reliability interval at 0,05 significance level.    
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         Scale of 24 questions is mentioned herein below:  
Table 1:  Scale Problems 

  
1 I chose my job because I am interested in.  
2 I sincerely would like to learn information about my job.     
3 My job will enable me to gain acceptance within society.   
4 I will find myself if I acquire knowledge and skills regarding my job.  
5 Acquiring knowledge and skills regarding my job is a matter of ability and experience. However, I believe it is very limited in my case. 

6 Vocational training I received regarding my job will help me in communication with people.  
7 Training I received regarding my job enables me to reach business sources easier.  
8  My job will enable me to get promotion in terms of my career.  
9 Acquiring knowledge and skills regarding my job will make me and my family happy.  
10 Skills I acquired regarding my job bring me prestige among my friends.   

11 The reason why I didn’t acquire knowledge and skills regarding my job is that I didn’t make enough effort.  

12 I can’t acquire knowledge and skills regarding my job because I become nervous and forgetful while striving to learn it.  

13  Working with someone who likes his job and can motivate me to acquire knowledge and skills regarding my job would increase my 
willingness.  

14 It is important that my job is attractive and interesting.   
15 Willingness of the group I receive training with would influence me.  
16 I think I have resistance to acquire knowledge and skills regarding my job and I will never learn it completely.  

17 Conformity of business process with my expectations will increase my willingness for learning.  

18 Those expected from me regarding things I have to learn are very high, this situation affects me negatively.  

19  The fear of making a mistake affects me negatively in learning.  
20 Knowing that I will use knowledge and skills I acquired motivates me more.  
21 What I am doing is not learning but to learn some things by heart.  
22 The pressure applied by people I communicate with has an impact on me to learn.  
23 I believe that receiving training regarding my job will increase my life quality. 
24 I believe that my job will become an indispensable profession in future.  
             
 

Table 2: List of Five Star Hotels in Istanbul 
  
1  Akgün Istanbul Hotel 

2  Artemis Marin Princess Hotel 

3  Atik Paşa Four Seasons Hotel 

4  Barcelo Eresin Topkapı Hotel 

5  Byotell   

6  Ceylan Inter-Continental Hotel 

7  Conrad Hilton Hotel 

8  Crown Plaza Istanbul Old City Hotel 

9  Crowne Plaza Istanbul Asia 

10  Çınar Hotel 

11  Cıragan Palace   

12  Dedeman Istanbul Hotel 

13  Divan Istanbul Asia Hotel 

14  Divan Istanbul Hotel 

15  Doubletree By Hilton  Istanbul Old Town Hotel  

16  Doubletree By Hilton  Istanbul Moda Hotel 

17  Eser Diamon Hotel 

18  Eser Otel Premium & Spa 

19  Grand Cevahir Hotel 
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20  Grand Hhatt Istanbul Hotel 

21  Hilton Hotel 

22  Holiday Inn Istanbul City Hotel 

23  Holiday Inn Istanbul Airport Hotel 

24  Istanbul Marriott Hotel Asia  

25  Istanbul Polat Renaissance Hotel 

26  Kaya Ramada Plaza Hotel 

27  Klassis Hotel 

28  Legacy Ottoman Hotel 

29  Limak Eurasia Luxuri Hotel 

30  Movenpic Istanbul Hotel 

31  Ortaköy Princess Hotel 

32  Point Hotel Barbaros 

33  Radisson Sas Conference &Airport Hotel 

34  Radisson Sas Bosphorus Hotel 

35  Ramada Plaza Istanbul Hotel 

36  Sheraton Istanbul Ataköy Hotel 

37  Sheraton Istanbul Maslak Hotel 

38  Sürmeli Istanbul Hotel 

39  Swiss Hotel The Bosphorus  

40  The Green Park Hotel Merter 

41  The Green Park Hotel 

42  The Green Park Hotel Pendik Hotel & Convention Center 

43  The Marmara Hotel 

44 The Plaza  

45  The Ritz Carlton Hotel 

46 Titanic Port Hotel 
 
3.1 Research Objectives 
Objective of this study is to measure motivation levels of public relations and communication specialists serving in five star hotels in Istanbul 
regarding their profession. Furthermore, to determine factors which motivate public relations specialists and communication specialists and 
create motivation problems in terms of integrated marketing communication variables. Within the frame of this objective, attitudes of 
specialists concerning their professional motivation will be discussed.  
 
3.2 Importance of the Research 
This study is important in terms of assertion of effect of motivation in marketing communication and positive or negative results of this effect 
on an establishment.  
 
3.3 Scopes and Limitations of Research  
Scope of the research consists of public relations and communication specialists of 46 hotels being under the scope of Five Star Hotels in 
Istanbul considering data of Republic of Turkey Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Istanbul Provincial Directorate of Culture and Tourism. Only 
surveys of 39 public relations and communication specialists were evaluated. Since every five star hotels in Turkey couldn’t participate in 
the research, it resulted in a limited research.  
 
3.4 Universe and Sample 
Universe of the research consists of public relations and communication specialists of 46 hotels being under the scope of Five Star Hotels in 
Istanbul. Survey method for collection of data related to the research was applied to public relations specialists and communication 
specialists via phone and e-mail (internet). Survey form was applied only to 39 of 46 five star hotels’ public relations and communication 
specialists consisting the universe. Public relations specialists and communication specialists of 7 hotels were not included to the 
analysis since they were not present within the hotel. 39 survey forms were evaluated in total. Questions included to the survey consist 
of two sections. First section includes demographic details pertaining to answerers. In second section “Motivation Sources and Problems 
Scale (MSP)” consisting of 24 questions in total was applied. Before application of the survey, explanatory information was provided to 
answerers regarding survey questions. The survey was implemented between (1 February 2012- 28 February 2012).  
 
3.5 Data Collection 
“Motivation Sources and Problems Scale” was used for the first time by Nunnaly in New York in year 1978 and this scale consists of 24 
questions in total. The Scale was developed afterwards by Schunk (1996). Scale’s reliability is considered sufficient when the lowest level is 
accepted as 0,7 in Cronbach Alpha criteria (Nunnaly, 1978: 15-35) and (Schunk, 1996:40). This scale was used by Serdar Erciş in the study 
titled “Importance of Motivation in Marketing Communication and Example of Multinational Shopping Mall”. The scale consists of 3 sub-
dimensions in total which are internal motivation, negative motivation and external motivation. Subscale of internal motivation includes 11 
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articles, subscale of negative motivation includes 8 articles and external motivation includes 5 articles. Articles 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 23 
and 24 of the scale represent internal motivation (personal learning motivation; positive effect of internal factors on worker motivation), 
articles 13, 14, 15, 17 and 20 represents external motivation (environmental motivation; positive effect of environmental factors on 
motivation) and articles 5, 11, 12, 16, 18, 19, 21 and 22 represents negative motivation (factors posing a problem on motivation). Answerers 
were asked to answer questions by checking one of the options “Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Undecided, Agree, Strongly Agree”. For 
articles constituting subscale of internal and external motivation, the answer “Strongly Disagree” was graded as 1 point, “Disagree” as 2 
points, “Undecided” as 3 points, “Agree” as 4 points and “Strongly Agree” as 5 points.  For articles constituting subscale of negative 
motivation the answer “Strongly Disagree” was graded as 5 points, “Disagree” as 4 points, “Undecided” as 3 points, “Agree” as 2 points and 
“Strongly Agree” as 1 point.   
 
3.6 Analysis of Data 
Data was analyzed by using the software SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) for Windows 17.0. Descriptive statistical methods 
(Number, Percentage, Average, Standard Deviation) were used during data evaluation. As hypothesis testing, Mann Whitney U Test from 
Non-Parametric tests and spearman correlation analysis were carried out. Findings obtained were evaluated in 95% reliability interval at 
0,05 significance level. 
 
4. FINDINGS and INTERPRETATION  
This section includes findings obtained as the result of data analysis collected through scales from public relations and communication 
specialists participated in the research for solution of research problem. 39 employees participated in the research.  
 

Table 1. Range of demographic details of public relations and communication specialists 
    n % 

Age Aged 30 and below 23 59,0 

Aged 30 and above 16 41,0 

Gender Male 5 12,8 

Female 34 87,2 

Education Bachelor’s Degree 33 84,6 

Master’s Degree 6 15,4 

 
 
23 of research participants (59,0%) are aged 30 and below and 16 of them (41,0%) are aged 30 and above. Average age of the group is 
30,23. 5 of them (12,8%) are male and 34 of them (87,2) are female. 33 of them (84,6%) have bachelor’s degree and 6 of them (15,4%) 
have master’s degree.  
 

Table 2. Motivation Levels 
  N Avg. S.s Min. Max. 

Internal motivation 39 4,340 0,343 3,455 5,000 
External motivation 39 4,456 0,381 3,600 5,000 
Negative motivation  39 4,240 0,585 2,500 5,000 

Internal motivation average of employees participated in the research was determined as 4,340 ± 0,343; external motivation average as 
4,456 ± 0,381; negative motivation average as 4,240 ± 0,585. It is concluded that employees’ internal and external motivations are high.  
 

Internal Motivation 
 

 
 

Negative motivation                            External motivation 
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Table 3. Differentiation of motivation levels according to age  
Groups Aged 30 and below Aged 30 and above MW p 

Avg±Ss Avg±Ss 
Internal motivation 4,364±0,348 4,307±0,345 168,000 0,642 
External motivation  4,496±0,390 4,400±0,372 150,500 0,328 
Negative motivation  4,201±0,634 4,297±0,522 171,000 0,709 

 
As the result of Mann Whitney-U carried out in order to determine whether averages of motivation levels of a employees participating in the 
research vary by age variable or not, difference between group averages was not found meaningful in terms of statistics (p>0,05). It is 
concluded that employees’ motivation levels are similar according to their ages.  
 

 
Table 4. Differentiation of motivation levels according to gender  

Groups Male Female MW p 
Avg ±Ss Avg ±Ss 

Internal motivation 4,291±0,311 4,348±0,351 70,500 0,535 
External motivation  4,400±0,510 4,465±0,368 81,000 0,864 
Negative motivation  4,100±0,945 4,261±0,532 83,500 0,949 

 
As the result of Mann Whitney-U carried out in order to determine whether averages of motivation levels of employees participating in the 
research vary by gender variable or not, difference between group averages was not found meaningful in terms of statistics (p>0,05). It is 
concluded that motivation levels of men and women are similar.  

 
Table 5. Differentiation of motivation levels according to educational level 

Groups Bachelor’s Degree Master’s Degree MW p 
Avg ±Ss Avg ±Ss

Internal motivation 4,350±0,363 4,288±0,218 72,000 0,284 
External motivation  4,430±0,400 4,600±0,219 79,000 0,426 
Negative motivation  4,186±0,605 4,542±0,359 64,000 0,170 

 
As the result of Mann Whitney-U carried out in order to determine whether averages of motivation levels of employees participating in the 
research vary by educational level variable or not, difference between group averages was not found meaningful in terms of statistics 
(p>0,05). It is concluded that employees  having different educational levels are at similar motivation levels.  
 

Table 6. Relation between motivation levels 
   Internal motivation External motivation Negative motivation 

Internal motivation r 1,000 0,570 0,211 
p 0,000 0,000 0,198 
N 39 39 39 

External motivation r  1,000 0,598 
p  0,000 0,000 
N  39 39 

Negative motivation r   1,000 
p   0,000 
N   39 

 
As the result of correlation analysis carried out in order to determine relation between external motivation and internal motivation, 57,0% 
positive meaningful relation was found between points (r=0,570; p=0,000<0,05). Accordingly, internal motivation point increases as well 
while external motivation point increases.   

As the result of correlation analysis carried out in order to determine relation between negative motivation and internal motivation, 
no meaningful relation was found between points in terms of statistics (r=0,211; p=0,198>0,05).  

As the result of correlation analysis carried out in order to determine relation between negative motivation and external motivation, 
59,8% positive meaningful relation was found between points (r=0,598; p=0,000<0,05). Accordingly, external motivation point increases as 
well while negative motivation point increases.  
 
RESULT AND SUGGESTIONS 
In this study, 46 hotels being under the scope of Five Star Hotels in Istanbul were evaluated. Since there were no public relations and 
communication specialists in 7 hotels, the study was completed only with public relations and communication specialists of 39 hotels. 
According to the result obtained from the research, it is concluded that internal factors and external factors are both important for motivation 
of employees and these factors affect motivation of employees in a positive way. In line with results given by 39 public relations and 
communication specialists participating in the survey, (59,0%) of research participants appeared aged 30 and below and (41,0%) appeared 
aged 30 and above. Average age of the group is 30,23. It is concluded that motivation levels of employees are similar according to their 
ages.  (12,8%) of survey participants are male, (87,2%) are female. This is to say that public relations and communication of five star hotels 
are carried out especially by women. (84,6%) of those participating in the study having bachelor’s degree and (15,4%) having master’s 
degree means that services are provided by specialists in their field. Furthermore, it is concluded that employees of different educational 
levels (such as bachelor’s degree- master’s degree) are at similar motivation level. Internal motivation average of employees participating in 
the research is found as 4,340 ± 0,343; external motivation average as 4,456 ± 0,381; negative motivation average as 4,240 ± 0,585. It is 
concluded that employees’ internal and external motivations are high. As the result of correlation analysis carried out in order to determine 
relation between external and internal motivation, 57,0% positive meaningful relation was found between points. Accordingly, internal 
motivation point increases as well while external motivation point increases.  
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In the research, “internal motivation” and “external motivation” factor averages of female employees are found higher than male employees. 
Therefore, further works may be implemented to increase male employees’ motivation level up to female employees’ level. Motivation tools 
such as side income, acquisition of personal authority and power, flexible time arrangement, training may increase male employees’ 
motivation level up to female employees’ motivation level. Furthermore, it is understood reaching the conclusion that for motivation of 
employees both internal factors and external factors are important and these factors affect employees’ motivation in a positive way, affects 
marketing communication as well. Public relations and communication specialists working highly motivated in hotels contribute in marketing 
communication either in a positive and successful way. Thus, it is observed that marketing communication has influence as well on a hotel’s 
quality of being a five star hotel. Employee doing his job by enjoying it with high motivation makes contribution to the establishment for being 
successful. Furthermore, it is concluded that public relations and communication specialists working in 39 hotels do their job by enjoying it 
and willingly.  
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CLIMATE CHANGE IN FOUR NEWS MAGAZINES: 1989-2009 
 

William Tillinghast 
Marie McCann 

  
ABSTRACT 
This longitudinal study examined how four news magazines, The Economist from Great Britain, Mclean’s of Canada, and two American 
publications, Newsweek and U.S. News and World Report, portrayed climate change during six separate years, four years apart, a 20-year-
period (1989-2009), focusing on what frames were used, did they change over time, and were their differences by publication. Major 
findings are that the publications did not differ from each other, but all four eventually eliminated the term “greenhouse effect” in favor of 
climate change to go along with global warming.  The magazines also changed from their initial episodic, or isolated theme-oriented story 
structure to a broader, and more connected, thematic form.  The dominant frame throughout the 20 years was political.  The scientific frame 
diminished over time and the ecological-meteorological virtually disappeared. 

Planet Earth is getting warmer, partly because of human activity, according to the Intergovernmental  
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2010) and this may lead to changes in vegetation and crop productivity as well As droughts, 

storms and higher sea levels threatening the survival of coastal cities. This disastrous environmental shift has been on the public agenda for 
some 50 years and is becoming more of a topic for public concern, as both individuals and governments consider its consequences.  It 
therefore becomes a major news story as well as a major political issue (Carvalho & Peterson, 2009). 
Although not all agree as to likely effects of global warming, most scientists agree that it is occurring. 

The Nationals Aeronautics and Space Administration notes that carbon dioxide is now higher, some 390 parts per million, than it 
has been in more than 800 thousand years (Climate Change, 2010) and the Pew Center for of  
Global Climate Change suggests that without changes, the earth’s temperature could rise by 10 degrees Fahrenheit by the end of this 
century (climateactionreserve.org,  2010).  

Underlying this lack of agreement are various political, economic and social concerns, all of which are  
based on differences of opinions as to causes, solutions -- even as  to whether it is occurring.  The vested interests of particular groups lead 
to different interpretations and often intentional different presentations to the final decision-maker, the public.  The public ultimately will 
determine what actions are to be taken, if any, based on public understanding of the topic.  Much of that understanding will be based on 
how the issue is presented.  In other words, what aspects are included and emphasized and what are left out.  In other words, how it is 
framed for the audience. 
 This study focuses on the framing of the changing news coverage of this changing environment over a  
20-year period in four news magazines: The Economist from the United Kingdom, Mclean’s from Canada, and two American publications, 
Newsweek and U.S. News and World Report.    
 
The focus is: how was the issue described? Did the publications differ in their framing? and did the frames change between 1989 and 2009?   
  
CLIMATE CHANGE 

Prior to the industrial age, the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere was relatively stable and as late as 1900 was only 
about 290 parts per million. It then began an steady upward climb to the point that in 2012, it is only slightly less than 400 parts per million.  
In 1900, the Earth’s average temperature was 58 degrees Fahrenheit.  The average is now 59 degrees. It will increase by at least one more 
degree by the end of the 21st Century, even if governments and business curtail the bulk of current fossil fuel emissions, because past 
emission have sufficiently warmed the oceans.  If not stabilized, increased fuel emissions, the cause of 75 percent of human-caused 
emissions, could increase temperatures by four to eight degrees. 

One of the most disastrous effects that could occur if fuel emissions do not decrease will be the impact on the oceans.  As carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere helps prevent heat from escaping, it gradually warms the oceans which then expand.  The additional increase in 
temperature also increased glacial melting, such as in Antarctica and Greenland.  Depending on the extent of melting, the increase in sea 
level could be between six and 20  feet or even more, devastating most of the world’s coastal cities. 

One might ask how does science know what future climate is going to be.  First, climate specialists are certain that the planet has 
gotten warmer over the past 100 years  (Marquart-Pyatt et al., 2011). Second, scientists have measured the increase in the amount of heat-
trapping gases in the atmosphere from human activities, such as the burning of fossil fuels. Third, they know how these gases are causing 
the observed warming. As a result, the earth is getting warmer. 
 
FRAMING 

While a vast body of framing literature exists, Entman’s (1993) definition of framing will be used. 
 Entman wrote: To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text in such a way 
as to promote a particular problem, definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item 
described.  (p. 52).  Put simply, framing is the act of defining issues—typically by elites—for public consumption, and disseminating these 
definitions through the use of mass media (Berinsky & Kinder, 2006).  
  In the case of climate change, the inclusion of both sides—or fair and balanced coverage—provides a more complete picture by 
providing audiences with alternative information, but at the expense of a scientific consensus (Antilla, 2005; Boykoff & Boykoff, 2007; Smith, 
2005).   Framing happens regardless of intention.  Entman (1993) wrote that “journalists may follow the rules for ‘objective’ reporting and yet 
convey a dominant framing of the news text that prevents most audience members from making a balanced assessment of a situation” (p. 
57).  Even the most ethical and objective reporters will inherently introduce cultural biases.   

Cultural values also affect how costs and benefits will be assigned to a particular news story.  It is because of frames that causes 
are diagnosed and moral judgments are assigned (Entman, 1993).  With regard to complex issues such as the environment, the reporter or 
news organization often assigns moral judgments and values.     
 
PUBLICATIONS 

The strength of news magazines lies in their in-depth coverage on issues.  More detailed information, in-depth coverage and an 
analytical view of events is available in news magazines because of their weekly news cycle, unlike those of newspapers or television 
(Griffin, 2004).  And overall, news magazines provide more contextual information than newspapers and television news coverage (Neuman 
et al., 1992).  Oftentimes, news magazines can compress, elaborate upon and critique their daily counterparts (Griffin, 2004). 

Neuman et al. (1992) noted that news magazines contain “more references to expert sources, definitions of terms and concepts, 
and more analysis of the causes and consequences, and possible policy outcomes” (p. 58).  It is these strengths, and their availability to the 
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general public, vast reach and their in-depth coverage on major issues, that make news magazines an appropriate medium for studying the 
coverage of climate change.  
 
 Newsweek.  Newsweek circulation is 2,646,613 (Audit Bureau of Circulations, 2009).  Newsweek’s large circulation makes it an appropriate 
medium to study because of its vast reach and influence on the general population.  
 
U.S. News and World Report.  The circulation is 1,365,652 (Audit Bureau of Circulations, 2009).  U.S. News and World Report has been 
selected because of its circulation and reach within the U.S.  
 
Maclean’s.  Maclean’s is “Canada’s only national weekly current affairs magazine” circulation is 355,054 (Audit Bureau of Circulations, 2009). 
Maclean’s prides itself on “strong investigative reporting and exclusive stories from leading journalists in the fields of international affairs, social 
issues, national politics, business and culture”   
 
The Economist.  The Economist circulation of 810,821 for its North American Edition (Audit Bureau of Circulations, 2009) and prides itself on 
the magazine’s “extreme center” political position (The Economist, n.d.).     Although The Economist has a circulation of only 800,000 in the U.S., 
it is distributed in over 200 countries, selling over 1 million copies each week (Worldwide circulation, 2008)  
 
METHOD 
This study focuses on the dominant frames used in the reporting of climate change between 1989 and 2009, any change in frames, and by 
which publication. A total of  476 news articles was analyzed, all of the articles dealing with climate change in four publications, Newsweek, U.S. 
News and World Report, (both American news magazines) Maclean’s (Canadian), and The Economist (United Kingdom) in six calendar years 
four years apart, 1989, 1993, 1997, 2001, 2005 and 2009.  
Each article was coded for frames, tone of the article, and how the science was framed. The articles were identified through a Lexis/Nexis 
search where any of the following terms appeared at least once in the text: climate change, global warming, or greenhouse effect.  The 
latter terms was once the most commonly accepted term used in media discourse to describe what is now most commonly referred to as 
climate change (Carvalho, 2005).  
Twelve of 15 frames examined were previously studied ( Boykoff (2008b) and the other three were identified during a pre-test for this 
analysis.  The frames were grouped in these five categories: 

 (1) political-economic. This was the largest frame, accounting for 274 articles (57.6%) articles.  This frame consisted of three 
subcategories: political, economic, and business.   
 (2) culture and society.   This was the second most predominant frame, appearing in 80 (16.8%) articles.  The six sub-frames were: 
popular culture, justice and risk, transport, public understanding, religion, and stewardship.   
 (3) scientific.  This frame dominated 73 of the articles (15.3%).  It included discovery, applied science, and funding.   

(4) Ecological/Meteorological.  It accounted for 42 articles (8.8%) articles containing these categories: weather and biodiversity.   
 The fifth frame category, general or other, contained only seven articles and was therefore excluded  
from discussion or analysis. 
Articles were also classified as (1) episodic, often in event-oriented style, taking the form of a case study, focusing now rather than on 
background or context, or (2) thematic, articles more abstract, focusing on outcomes and solutions, typically with background information.  
(Iyengar, 1991).  A second coder analyzed 10 percent of the articles and inter-coder reliability on 25 variables ranged from .80 to 100 
percent.  
 
RESULTS 
This longitudinal study of magazine news coverage of a major controversial issue, climate change, focused on three questions: (1) how was 
the issue framed?; (2) did the frames change over time?; and (3) were the frames consistent across magazines?  

The term “greenhouse effect,” a major descriptor many years ago, has almost disappeared, as shown in Table 1. By the 1990’s. 
greenhouse effect was being used less and less and by 2000 was virtually gone. Although the term global warming increased over this time 
period, it has been, of late,  matched, if not surpassed by climate change, the preferred scientific term because it is more encompassing 
(IPCC, 2007).  Climate change refers more to change in the climate due to multiple causes, while global warming is more specifically 
attributed to human influence; it remains a partisan debate (Bolstad, 2007).  Today, both climate change and global warming are widely 
accepted terms but carry very different connotations (Bolstad, 2007).   
 
Table 1 
When Green House Effect Became Global Warming and Climate Change 
 
  1989         1993       1997         2001        2005        2009 
Primary Frame                 (n=117)    (n=21)    (n=126)    (n=154)   (n=126)    (n=130) 
 
Climate Change     12%      43%       29%          32%         40%         49% 
Global Warming     44             43            61             66             59            49 
Green House Effect                            44             14           10                2               1             2 
 
       X²)15, N=484) = 48.4, p = .001 
 
The frames used to describe climate change did change over the 20-year period (see Table 2), and while the four publications also 
changed, their use of frames was consistent.  Although the political-economic set of frames dominated each year of the six-year study, it 
increased in usage in the 1990s as did the culture and society of frames.  As Table 2 indicates, their increase came at the loss of scientific 
and ecological/meteorological frames.  As Table 3 shows, the four magazines were almost identical. 
 
Table 2 
Frames Used by Four Magazines to Describe Climate Change over 20 years 
 
  1989        1993     1997       2001        2005      2009  
Primary France   (n=72)    (n=26)   (n=92) (n=131)   (n=78)    (n=70) 
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Ecological/Meterological         15%        15%        10%        8%          9%          1% 
Political-Economic                       46           46           57          65            65          57 
Culture and society  13           16           20          18            12           25 
Scientific                                                  26           23          13           10           14           17 
 
X2(15, N = 469) = 27.885, p =.022 
 
Table 3 
Frames Used by Each of the Four Magazines to Describe Climate Change, 1989-2009 
 
Primary Frame                        Mcleans         Newsweek          Economist          U.S. News   
           (n=79)            (n=134) (n=178)  (n=78) 
 
Ecological/Meteorological             10%     12%                    6%                       10% 
Political-Economic             56                  55                      61                          62 
Culture and Society             19                  17                      17                          14 
Scientific                           15                  16                      16                          14 
 X²(9, N=469) = 5.197, p = .817 
 The four magazines also were similar in how they depicted climate change as either episodic or thematic, but again their use also 
changed over time.  Table 4 demonstrates a significant change, a graduate shift from episodic to thematic. 
 
Table 4 
Episodic versus Thematic Frames 
 
  1989         1993       1997         2001        2005        2009 
Primary Frame                 (n=117)    (n=21)    (n=126)    (n=154)   (n=126)    (n=130) 
 
Episodic       53%       42%       43%          33%         41%        24% 
Thematic      47              58          57             67            59            76 
 
       X²(5, N=476) = 15.115, p = .01 
 
DISCUSSION 
  This study examined the frames used to portray climate change in Maclean’s, Newsweek, The Economist, and U.S. News and 
World Report from 1989 to 2009.  Examining the frames used to portray climate change demonstrated that climate change has continually 
been framed in news magazines as a major political issue and increasingly as a social and cultural issue as well.  
 The study revealed that there were no major differences in the way that climate change was framed between publications.  
However, the frames that were used to portray the issue over time did change.   
 The major primary frame that emerged from this study was that of political-economic.  The study also showed a significant shift 
from the scientific frame as the second most represented frame to the social and cultural frame.  This shift indicates that the issue has 
become more commonplace in the lives of everyday citizens.  Rather than view the issue as a scientific issue that citizens have no control 
over or effect upon, the social cultural frame encompasses issues of stewardship, pop culture, public understanding, and justice and risk.  
 Global warming, overall, was the most frequently used term to describe the climate change phenomenon, appearing 814 times, 
followed by climate change, appearing 530 times.  The term greenhouse effect only appeared 121 times during the study.  This was 
consistent with the reasoning of Bolstad (2007) who noted that both terms are widely accepted.  It is important to remember that both terms 
carry very different connotations (Bolstad, 2007).  The consistency of the term global warming as found in this study may be attributed to the 
idea that many Democrats continue to use the term because of its connotations, with global warming reinforcing the human factor in 
contributing to climate change (Bolstad, 2007).  Bolstad also noted that the Republican Party began to coin the term climate change as part 
of a political move to dominate debates on environmental issues.  This move was evident in the data as a statistically significant shift from 
the terminology used before that date.  
The findings were also consistent with those of Carvalho (2005), who noted that after 1988 the term greenhouse effect began to slip from 
the media landscape.  It was replaced by global warming, which was the most popular term in 1990 (Carvalho, 2005).  The findings in this 
study confirmed this, in that global warming was the most commonly used term in 1989, appearing 109 times.  Greenhouse effect and 
climate change appeared 89 and 17 times respectively.  
Many studies have found coverage of climate change to be episodic rather than thematic (Boykoff & Boykoff, 2007; Check, 1995; Hutchison, 
2008; Nitz & Ihlen, 2006; von Storch & Krauss 2005).  However, this study indicated a significant increase in the number of thematic stories 
about climate change.  The differences may be attributed to the difference in medium, as this is one of the first studies to look at the issue 
as covered by news magazines.  

Although many previous studies have found that coverage on science-related topics increased surrounding major news events 
such as conferences or the passage of legislation (Nisbet & Lewenstein, 2002), this study was not able to track such changes, as each 
article was coded by year, rather than specific date.  However, qualitatively the results were partially supported.  Many articles would begin 
with the happenings of a major event, but differed in that they proceeded to give much interpretation and background information on the 
topic.  This finding is important as Corbett and Durfee (2004) noted that providing such context leads to higher levels of certainty and 
understanding.  

Nisbet and Lewenstein (2002) noted that the use of credible sources, mainly government agencies and scientists who are 
considered credible and necessary to scientific matters, will increase the credibility of a news story.  These findings were partially supported 
by this study.  This study found that while “other” was the most common category for sources, appearing 215 times, educational institutions 
were credited with providing information 178 times, government agencies 86 times, and appointed government officials 81 times.  The 
category other consisted of a gamut of sources, including business people, independent citizens, former officials, and the like.  
Conversely, it was also found that special interest groups, non-government organizations (NGO), and independent research organizations 
were coded as providing source information 177 times.  Qualitatively, it was also noted that information was often provided without any 
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sourcing.  Furthermore, when sources are provided it is often difficult for the reader to know what type of source an organization might be, 
such as a “research organization” that is possibly funded by an oil producers association.  
 This study contributed to the existing literature in three ways.  First, it was one of the first studies to look at how climate change 
has been framed in news magazines.  Existing research had primarily focused on newspaper and broadcast coverage of the topic.  A study 
of news magazines, however, is also important because of their reach throughout the general populace.  Second, this is one of the only 
studies to look at the framing of climate change over a 20-year time period.  Many of the existing studies focus on a time period of one to 
three years.  The longer time period allows for the identification of trends, whereas a shorter study gives more of a snapshot of the current 
state of affairs. Finally, this study looked at not only American news magazines but also one Canadian magazine and one British magazine.  
This identified differences in the way that climate change is portrayed to different populations throughout the world.  
 Furthermore, this study identified a new category for framing the science as neutral.  This category was prevalent throughout the 
sample, including text that asserted climate change as fact, yet did not include any scientific studies to support the assertion.  
 
 Limitations of the study include its inability to weight articles according to the amount of information that was present regarding 
climate change.  Because all articles with at least one sentence dedicated to climate change were included in the sample, an article that 
only had one sentence concerning climate change was given the same weight as one that contained several paragraphs.  
 The implications of the study are numerous.  First, it is clear that the most common frame used for portraying climate change is 
the political-economic frame.  The implications are that climate change is a problem that should be left to governments to solve, whether 
that is through treaties, regulations, or political agreements.  By using this frame, the message is sent that it is not up to individuals or 
businesses to take responsibility unless some regulation exists.  
 A second implication with regard to the science is that before 2002 the science was largely portrayed as ambiguous, whereas 
after that year it was largely portrayed as either valid or neutral.  The implications of these frames indicate a societal acceptance of climate 
change as a global and political issue. 
 But the most important implication of this study is that it reaffirms the idea that what is important about things we describe as facts 
change when they become “news,” often described in words and images linked to the consumer’s reference points in order to guide the 
consumer to a source-desired action.  In other words, news is like truth, and like beauty.  It is in the eye of the beholder.  But just as 
importantly, and more ominously, shaped by originator. 
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The media play a crucial role in reinforcing verbiage as it relates to a problem or an issue.  Carvalho (2005) noted that “the media 
are a crucial site for the definition and re-definition of meanings associated with climate change” (p. 2).  The ability of the public to 
understand environmental issues depends largely upon how such issues are constricted by media verbiage, and without public 
understanding there can be no public debate or resolution (Carvalho, 2005).  

 Coverage on climate change has ebbed and flowed over time, peaking in the late eighties and again in the late nineties 
(Carvalho, 2005).  Boykoff (2007a) found that newspaper coverage of climate change in U.S. prestige-press had recently increased by 
about two and a half times between 2003 and 2006.  Boykoff (2008a) found that network television evening news coverage of climate 
change increased from less than 10 news segments in 1995 to over 20 in 2004, with a spike of over 40 segments in 1997.  
 
Objective Reporting 

The attempt to provide balance and objectivity to a story is a long-standing tradition in journalism.  Gamson and Modigliani (1989) 
stated, “In news accounts, interpretation is generally provided through quotations, and balance is provided by quoting spokespersons with 
competing views” (p. 8).  The “journalistic norm” of fair and balanced reporting seems to hold especially true in the reporting of science and 
climate change.  

It has been common practice for journalists to provide “balanced” coverage of climate change; despite a general scientific 
consensus stating that climate change is happening (Antilla, 2005; Boykoff & Boykoff, 2007; Smith, 2005).  The attempt to provide a 
balanced report often leads to the introduction of even more bias, with the claims of special interest groups being validated through news 
coverage (Antilla, 2005).   

In the case of global climate change, introducing dissent is largely problematic, especially when the scientific community agrees 
(Corbett & Durfee, 2004).  Special interest groups that have also been referred to as “climate contrarians” are responsible for introducing 
much of the dissent in the debate over climate change (Boykoff, 2007b).  The climate contrarians are known for spouting “ignorance claims” 
(Holstein & Stocking, 2006) and adhering to strict rhetoric to get their message out through the media (Boykoff, 2007b).  
A study by Foust and O’Shannon Murphy (2009) supported these findings.  They found that the apocalyptic framing of climate change 
opened the findings of the scientific community to objection and pointed to environmentalists as scaremongers.  This frame also removes 
the responsibility for global warming from humans, blaming it on fate instead (Foust & O’Shannon Murphy, 2009).  
A study by Holstein and Stocking (2006) on environmental concerns surrounding the hog industry found that the treatment of opposing 
claims depended largely on journalists’ perceptions of their own role.  Some journalists in the study said their role as a journalist depended 
on a number of factors, including their understanding of science and perceptions of their audience.  In some cases, journalists felt it was fair 
to make their own assessment of the validity of scientific studies, while in other cases journalists refrained from making assessments and 
simply presented the facts for both sides of the story.   

Yet recently Boykoff (2007a) noted that stories depicting anthropologic contributions as the main source of climate change 
increased by over 30% between 2003 and 2006.  Whereas balanced accounts accounted for 37% of the newspaper articles related to 
climate change in 2006, they were present in only 3% of stories in 2003.  Furthermore, in an examination of both mainstream and alternative 
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news sources, Kenix (2008) found that very little of the climate change coverage portrayed the issue as a topic still up for debate.  Only 14% 
of the articles examined for both mediums mentioned any debate about the causes of climate change (Kenix, 2008). 
 
Episodic vs. Thematic 
Despite its growing prevalence in mainstream media, recent studies have found that coverage related to climate change has been episodic 
in nature (Boykoff & Boykoff, 2007; Check, 1995; Hutchison, 2008; Nitz & Ihlen, 2006; von Storch & Krauss, 2005).  Episodic, as opposed to 
thematic framing, covers issues in relation to certain events.  Iyengar (1991) stated: The episodic news frame takes the form of a case study 
or event-oriented report and depicts public issues in terms of concrete instances.  The thematic frame, by contrast, places public issues in 
some more general or abstract context and takes the form of a “takeout” or “backgrounder,” report directed at general outcomes or 
conditions.  (p. 14)  
Episodic coverage does not allow for the same type of interpretation as that of thematic coverage.  Taking into account the complexities of 
climate change, episodic coverage oftentimes does not provide a complete picture of the issue (Boykoff, 2007b; Boykoff & Boykoff, 2007).  
In the case of climate change, this creates a problem of consistency and context.  
Because of its episodic nature, coverage of climate change has thus ebbed and flowed over time (Boykoff, 2007b).  Peaks in coverage have 
been attributed to key events surrounding the topic.  These events include the release of Al Gore’s documentary An Inconvenient Truth and 
media attention on the Twelfth Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (Boykoff, 2007b).  
Event-related reporting was visible in coverage of the biotechnology debate in Switzerland.  Nisbet and Lewenstein (2002) found that 
coverage on biotechnology peaked in the time surrounding major conferences, Congressional hearings and related legislation, 
breakthroughs in technology and growth of stock. 
Coverage of politics on European television has also been found to be episodic rather than thematic in nature, focusing on events within the 
past 24 hours (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000).  This type of episodic coverage lacked in both context and interpretation, therefore 
discouraging further analysis of why the event occurred (Check, 1995).  Furthermore, issues that are reported as episodic are in danger of 
going unreported for long periods of time, until another event brings the issue back into the media (Nisbet & Lewenstein, 2002). 
 
In order to understand climate change, context must be provided.  Corbett and Durfee (2004) found that providing context to a story about 
climate change led to higher levels of certainty about climate change; the reverse was true when context was not provided.  Results fell in 
the middle in cases where context and controversy were provided throughout the story.  Furthermore, episodic coverage does not allow for 
audiences to see the entire picture.  Iyengar (1991) posited that episodic coverage might be one reason why Americans cannot see 
interconnections on various issues in the media.  The risk of episodic coverage is that many issues of significance may not be included in 
news coverage; therefore citizens cannot critically observe national affairs (Iyengar, 1991).   
Episodic coverage can also affect policy decisions and the decision-making process.  Nitz and Ihlen (2006) noted that “episodic coverage 
makes it more difficult for policy-makers and stakeholders to come together to make decisions on complex environmental issues” (p. 21).  A 
study released by the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press found that whereas in April 2008, 71% of people surveyed 
believed that there was “solid evidence that the earth is warming,” that number fell to 57% in October 2009 (“Pew Research Center for the 
People and the Press,” 2009). 
The same study found that 50% of the people surveyed favor putting limits on carbon dioxide emissions and making companies pay for their 
emissions, while 36% oppose the idea (Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, 2009).  The results indicate a clear split on 
opinion related to the importance of and policy issues having to do with climate change despite a scientific consensus.  
Sources used in the reporting of climate change are also an important factor in determining credibility of information about climate change.  
Nisbet and Lewenstein (2002) stated that “government agencies and scientists are widely considered credible and necessary authorities in 
matters of scientific and environmental uncertainty” (p. 386).  When the quoted sources are more credible, the story and topic become more 
credible.  
  
Framing Effects 
Research on the frames used to report climate change has provided conflicting results.  One of the more common frames used for 
portraying climate change in the media has been that of contention (Antilla, 2005; Boykoff, 2007b; Nitz & Ihlen, 2006).  Boykoff (2007b) 
supported this and noted that the framing of climate change has been that of “conflict and contentions” despite the scientific consensus 
surrounding climate change.  These findings were supported by Hart (2008) in a study of CNN and Fox News broadcasts, with the most 
common frame being that of scientific uncertainty on both CNN and Fox.  Antilla (2005) found numerous examples of articles framed as 
valid science.  However, debate controversy and uncertainty were also well represented in the sample.  
It is clear that the ways in which science is reported can cause confusion.  A lack of general scientific knowledge, by both the reporter and 
audiences, causes the reporter to make an even greater effort to be fair and balanced.  Boykoff (2007b) noted, “Through framing—
constructed through processes of power and scale—media coverage of anthropologic climate change can depict an arena of great 
confusion and intense conflict rather than scientific consensus” (p. 478).   
Also, the repetition of certain fames throughout a news story or series of stories keeps that frame in the minds of the public and legislators.  
In an examination of dominant frames used in the Columbine tragedy, it was found that frames that were repeated often in news stories—
like gun control—were given greater authority and were therefore on the forefront of new legislation (Graber, 2002).  
Frames often affect blame and assignment of responsibility on a number of topics.  Iyengar (1989) stated that “the manner in which the 
news media frame national issues powerfully affects beliefs about cause and treatment” (p. 897).  In fact, frames have been said to have 
more powerful effects than that of persuasion or call to action (McQuail, 2005).  Sheufele (2000) said that “framing influences how 
audiences think about issues” (p. 309).   
 Framing has the power to affect overall public opinion.  First, news coverage has the ability to highlight and bring forth certain 
issues onto the public agenda.  Next, the framing of those objects has the ability to impact “the pictures of those objects in our heads” 
(McCombs, 1997, p. 48).  Both aspects of framing have the power to impact attitudes, opinions and public behavior (McCombs, 1997).  
The frames used to cover climate change are important because of the possible effect these frames may have on public discourse.  Nitz 
and Ihlen (2006) noted that “frames are potentially very powerful in impacting both portrayal and understanding of environmental issues” (p. 
19).  The authors also noted that a lack of media coverage on a particular issue might make it difficult for policymakers to communicate with 
the public.  This is an important concept to consider as public opinion will be affected by political and media frames.  Entman (2004) 
concluded that “public opinion cannot be divorced from the political discourse and media frames that surround it” (p. 142). 
 This paper will work from the IPCC’s definition of any changes to the climate without concern for the specific cause.  The IPCC (2007) 
noted:  
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 Climate change in IPCC usage refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g. using statistical tests) by 
changes in the mean and/or variability of its properties, and that persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer.  It refers to any 
change in climate over time, whether due to natural variability or as a result of human activity. (p. 30) 
 
This definition allows for a broad exploration of climate change as it is portrayed in the media.  For the purposes of this study, the term 
“climate change” will be used primarily as it has become commonly accepted and encompasses a larger range of issues related to the 
climate than the terms “global warming” or “greenhouse effect.”  Global warming refers more specifically to the warming of the Earth’s 
surface (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007). 
 
 In addition , the articles were coded for the way in which the validity of the science of climate change was framed, using the following 
definitions (Antilla, 2005):  (1) valid science: articles without skepticism, often with authors of scientific research as sources; (2) neutral: not 
portraying climate research as contentious, uncertain or ambiguous; (3) ambiguous, those de-emphasizing or obscuring scientific findings, 
and (4) uncertain science, balanced coverage (Boykoff and Boykoff, 2007) introducing balance, and therefore bias, including scientific 
findings but a lack of consensus in the scientific community, and (5) controversial, articles focusing on climate skeptics usually those with 
ties to the fossil fuel industry.  
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Of the three subcategories in the political-economic frame, political was the most predominant, accounting for 232 articles (48.7%), followed 
by business, accounting for 29 articles (6.1%), and finally the economic, accounting for 13 articles (2.7%) of the entire population.  Political 
articles focused primarily on possible legislation to regulate climate change and governments taking responsibility for emissions.  Many of 
the articles were concerned with the ratification of the Kyoto protocol and its related issues.  Another major topic that was included under the 
political frame was the nuclear debate; this frame often discussed United States efforts to move away from carbon emissions or the politics 
The culture and society frame consisted of six subcategories, including popular culture, justice and risk, transport, public understanding, 
religion, and stewardship.  The largest subcategory was that of justice and risk, accounting for 32 of the articles (6.7%).  Articles falling 
under the justice and risk category were likely to discuss the effect of climate change on different populations throughout the world.  Other 
articles within the category covered the health hazards of climate change upon the human race or certain populations of the human race.  
  Just as individual readers, listeners and viewers utilize frames to place information in context, so also do sources use frames to 
make some information more salient (and other information less important) thereby creating a specific image to be conveyed to the 
consumer.  Different types of sources frame information differently, or at least disseminate information that is framed differently, as indicated 
by the statistically significant differences in framing of the global warming/climate change issue shown in Table 2. 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Table 2 
 
Which Frames Are Used by Which Sources? 
 
               Sources 
             Government      Special      Educational       Other 
              Interests      Institutions 
Frame           (n = 155)          (n = 94)       (n = 60)       (n = 131) 
 
Ecological/Meterological        12%                 8%              15%           8% 
Political-Economic                  70                  60                 22          52 
Culture and Society                   8                  12                 20                    22 
Scientific                                 10                   20                43                    18 
 
 X²(9,440)= 58.089, p = .001 
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Not only is it interesting to study the differences in framing by sources but also the relative amount of framing. Government (including the 
president, appointed and elected officials as well as government agencies) constitute 35.2% of all sources and use the political-economic 
frame by nearly a three-to-one ratio over the other three frames combined.  It is noteworthy that government spokespeople are the least 
likely to discuss the issue in scientific terms.  
It might be considered somewhat surprising that individual source types did not differ significantly over time nor by publication as questions 
in RQ2..  The largest percentage of 489 uses of one or more frames was the other category with 30%.  Other sources  by percentage of 
frames was special interests, 20%; educational institutions 13%;  government agencies and appointed officials, 10% each; and  in a three-
way tie at 6% each were elected officials, the United Nations, and the president. 
The answer to the RQ3 wonder about whether frames were structured in episodic or thematic fashion was partially answered.  The 
appearance of thematic or episodic frames did change significantly by year but not by publication or source.   Although 62% of all frames 
were thematic, it was not always thus.  As Table 1 indicates, thematic frames gradually became more dominant over time, although 2005 
interrupts a clear-cut upward trend.  
 
 
Episodic  53%        42%      43%        33%   41%     24 % 
Thematic 47        58  57               67             59            76 
 
 X²(5, N=476) =15.115, p = .01 
 
 
Table 4 
Over-time Use of Terminology of Environmental Change 
Percentage of occurrence in news articles    
 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005 2009  
 (n=72)  (n=26) (n=92) (n=131) (n=78)  (n=70) 
 
Climate change 18.4       34.6 38.3 38.2 63.3  91.4 
Global 68.4       73.1 81.0 77.9 90.9  92.8 
Greenhouse 67/1           11.5 13/8   1/5   1.3        2.9 
 
Means occurrences 
 
Climate Change .22  .35 .79 .82  1.57  2.83 
Global Warming        1.43     1.50            1.87          1.48             1.77           2.26  
Greenhouse Effect     1.17       .12             .20             .05               .01             .05 
 
The respective Fs and p values are: 20.851, 1.919, 33.246, .001, .09, and .001 
   
In addition to source framing of sources, the question of how the four publications used frames in depicting the issue, that is as valid 
science, neutral, or as uncertain science, that is with ambiguous cause and effects. 
Table 5 
Overall Depiction of Climate Warming in Four Magazines Over Time 
 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005 2009  
 (n=72)  (n=26) (n=92) (n=131) (n=78)  (n=70) 
 
Valid Science     18%          16%          18%          22%          59%        59% 
Neutral     38             42              50             66             28            26 
Uncertain/Ambiguous     44             42             32             12             21            15 
 
     X²(10, N=476) =95.734, p = .001 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
In other words, it was not until about 2005 that these publications even considered the question as answered.  In fact, from the beginning 
until 2001, the journalistic requirement of objectivity, of finding an opposing opinion for every view, was still being practice. 
There was no significant difference among the publications in regard to how the subject was treated. 

Prior to 1988 the term ‘greenhouse effect’ was referenced almost exclusively in discourse on climate change (Carvahlo, 2005).  
However, ‘global warming’ gained popularity and by 1990 was the most commonly used term for climate change in the news media 
(Carvahlo, 2005). In 2002, the Republican Party began to coin the term climate change as part of a political move to dominate debates on 
environmental issues (Bolstad, 2007).  Since then, climate change has become the preferred scientific term because it is more 
encompassing (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007). Climate change refers more to change in the climate due to multiple 
causes, while global warming is more specifically attributed to human influence; it remains a partisan debate (Bolstad, 2007).  Today, both 
climate change and global warming are widely accepted terms but carry very different connotations (Bolstad, 2007).  Many Democrats 
continue to use the term global warming (Bolstad, 2007). The use of one term or another indicates a preference of the sender in how they 
view the topic or want the receiver to view the topic, thus framing it through verbiage.  

The findings of this study confirm that verbiage continues to be an important part of the framing process.  As noted by Entman 
(1993), straying from these commonly accepted terms would result in a loss of credibility and meaning.  

 Verbiage is an important part of the framing process.  Once certain terms become accepted, the language itself has power over 
audience interpretations.  The use of “certain words or phrases” (McQuail, 2005, p. 378) can be used to convey specific meanings.   
Verbiage is so integral to framing that straying from commonly accepted terms might result in a loss of understanding (Entman, 1993).  It is 
evident from the results of this study that although the terms used to describe climate change have evolved over time, there still exists an 
importance and meaning that is attached to the terms themselves.  
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Boykoff (2007a) noted that newspaper coverage of climate change in the U.S. prestige-press had recently increased by about two-and-a-
half times between 2003 and 2006.  This study revealed a trend towards an increase in coverage from 1989 to 2009.  With the exception of 
1993, articles related to climate change increased from 75 articles in 1989, 25 articles in 1993, 93 articles in 1997, and 130 articles in 2005, 
to 148 articles in 2009.  These numbers indicate that climate change is becoming an increasingly important topic in the news media.  
However, it is difficult to confirm an upward trend because samples were taken at four-year increments rather than consistently over the 20-
year period.  

This study saw an increase in articles framed as uncertain science, which accounted for seven articles (5%) in 2001 to 10 articles 
(14.3%) in 2009.  These findings were inconsistent with the findings of Boykoff (2007a), which noted that balanced accounts decreased from 
37% of articles to 3% of articles from 2003 to 2006.  Yet the study yielded similar results to those of Kenix (2008), who also found that only 
14% of the articles examined in mainstream and alternative news sources mentioned any debate about the causes of climate change.   
However, the study also found a sizeable increase in the amount of valid science articles from 14 articles (18.4%) to 41 articles (58.6%) 
between 1989 and 2009.  These results were similar to the results of Boykoff (2007a), which noted that stories depicting anthropologic 
contributions as the main source of climate change increased by over 30% between 2003 and 2006.  This study found an increase from 
22.1% in 2001 to 58.6% in 2009.  Results were also similar to those of Antilla (2005), who found numerous examples of articles framed as 
valid science.  However, debate controversy and uncertainty were also well represented in the sample. 

These differences may be attributed to differences in medium.  Whereas news magazines have the ability to give more in-depth 
coverage on an issue, providing interpretation for the reader, newspapers do not have this luxury.  Newspapers are more inclined to quote 
both sides of the story to provide interpretation (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). 
  Although not all agree as to likely effects of global warming, most scientists agree that it is occurring. The Nationals Aeronautics 
and Space Administration notes that carbon dioxide is now higher, some 390 parts per million, than it has been in more than 800 thousand 
years (Climate Change, 2010) and the Pew Center for of Global Climate Change suggests that without changes, the earth’s temperature 
could rise by 10 degrees Fahrenheit by the end of this century (climateactionreserve.org,  2010).  

Underlying this lack of agreement are various political, economic and social concerns, all of which are based on differences of 
opinions as to causes, solutions -- even as  to whether it is occurring.  The vested interests of particular groups lead to different 
interpretations and often intentional different presentations to the final decision-maker, the public.   The public ultimately will determine what 
actions are to be taken, if any, based on public understanding of the topic.  Much of that understanding will be based on how the issue is 
presented.  In other words, what aspects are included and emphasized and what are left out.  In other words, how it is framed for the 
audience. 

This study focuses on the framing of the changing news coverage of this changing environment over a 20-year period in four 
news magazines:  The Economist from the United Kingdom, Mclean’s from Canada, and two American publications, Newsweek and U.S. 
News and World Report.    
The focus is: how was the issue described? Did the publications differ in their framing? and did the frames change between 1989 and 2009?   
 
Although not all agree as to likely effects of global warming, most scientists agree that it is occurring.  The Nationals Aeronautics and Space 
Administration notes that carbon dioxide is now higher, some 390 parts per million, than it has been in more than 800 thousand years 
(Climate Change, 2010) and the Pew Center for of Global Climate Change suggests that without changes, the earth’s temperature could 
rise by 10 degrees Fahrenheit  
by the end of this century (climateactionreserve.org,  2010).  
 Underlying this lack of agreement are various political, economic and social concerns, all of which are based on differences of 
opinions as to causes, solutions -- even as  to whether it is occurring.  The vested interests of particular groups lead to different 
interpretations and often intentional different presentations to the final decision-maker, the public.   The public ultimately will determine what 
actions are to be taken, if any, based on public understanding of the topic.  Much of that understanding will be based on how the issue is 
presented.  In other words, what aspects are included and emphasized and what are left out.  In other words, how it is framed for the 
audience. 
 This study focuses on the framing of the changing news coverage of this changing environment over a 20-year period in four 
news magazines:  The Economist from the United Kingdom, Mclean’s from Canada, and two American publications, Newsweek and U.S. 
News and World Report.    

The focus is: how was the issue described? Did the publications differ in their framing? and did the frames change between 1989 
and 2009?   
Planet Earth is getting warmer, partly because of human activity, according to the Intergovernmental  Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 
2010) and this may lead to changes in vegetation and crop productivity as well As droughts, storms and higher sea levels threatening the 
survival of coastal cities. 
  This disastrous environmental shift has been on the public agenda for some 50 years and is becoming more of a topic for public 
concern, as both individuals and governments consider its consequences.  It therefore becomes a major news story as well as a major 
political issue (Carvalho & Peterson, 2009).  

Although not all agree as to likely effects of global warming, most scientists agree that it is occurring.  The Nationals Aeronautics 
and Space Administration notes that carbon dioxide is now higher, some 390 parts per million, than it has been in more than 800 thousand 
years (Climate Change, 2010) and the Pew Center for of Global Climate Change suggests that without changes, the earth’s temperature 
could rise by 10 degrees  
Fahrenheit by the end of this century (climateactionreserve.org,  2010).  
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ABSTRACT  
National mourning is announced by the highest-ranking state officials after the death of eminent personalities. The concept of mourning 
should be understood as way of showing grief in public spaces. In turn, the concept of iconography means a collection of illustrations, 
paintings, prints, drawings relating to a person, place or topic. The paper is about how the different segments of Polish press has responded 
to a plane crash on 10 April 2010 and its aftermath. On the day Polish president, his wife and other 94 people died in the Smolensk plane 
crash. Analyse of press images based on methods such as discourse analysis and interpretation of composition. Conclusions are to answer 
the following questions: 

• How cultural background does determine the mourning representation? 
• Which genres were adequate, to illustrate the mourning? 
• Do the press segments differ in how they visualize mourning? 
• Has Polish press changed the way of national mourning visualization since 1924?  

KEY WORDS: national mourning , journalistic photography, photographic genres, Smolensk plane crash, Lech Kaczynski 
 
INTRODUCTION 
National mourning is announced by the highest-ranking state officials after the death of eminent personalities (most often associated with 
the country of its publication), or because of the great catastrophe. The concept of national mourning should be understood as way of 
showing grief in public space. It may be announced as a result of the tragic events in the country in which it ordered, but also as a tribute to 
the victims of similar events (attack, natural disaster or other) outside the country. In the period from 1924 to March 2012 it happened 24 
times in Poland. The first national mourning was announced after Woodrow Wilson’s death, to honor the memory of a former U.S. President 
who had an impact on international politics after the World War I. As well as mourning throughout the country was proclaimed after the 
death of the following political and religious leaders:  

• Jozef Pilsudski, the Polish prominent statesman, co-creator of the country of Poland after World War I (1935),  
• Joseph Stalin, leader of the Soviet Union (1953),  
• Polish primate, Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski (1981) 
• Pope John Paul II (2005).  

 In addition, the National mourning honored the victims of terrorist attacks on WTC and Pentagon in 2001, and the subway 
bombings in London and Madrid a few years later. The train crash (16 deaths), which happened in March 2012 was the most recent case of 
public mourning in Poland. For comparison, in the neighboring Czech Republic national mourning honored the victims of attacks on the 
WTC, and the next mourning was announced more than 10 years later, after the death of Vaclav Havel who was outstanding and respected 
throughout the world leader. Comparing the Poles and other Slavic peoples, we see that they are temporally oriented to the past and pay 
tribute to tragic and painful episodes of their own and others’ history [Mikułowski-Pomorski 2007: 345]. 
 In turn, the concept of iconography means a collection of illustrations, paintings, prints, drawings relating to a person, place or 
topic. The long-term goal is to study how Polish press visualizes every event that gave reason to announce national mourning, however this 
particular paper is about how the Polish press has responded to a plane crash on 10 April 2010 and its aftermath. On the day Polish 
President Lech Kaczynski and his wife, Vice-Speakers of Parliament, a group of parliamentarians, commanders of the Polish army, 
President Office staff members, ministers, highest-ranking representatives of the state institutions, veterans’ organizations, accompanying 
persons and the crew, that is 96 people lost their lives in the Smolensk plane crash. The aim of the expedition was to celebrate the 70th 
anniversary of the Katyn war crime. The name is adequate for the occurrence of World War II, during which the Polish army officers, who 
had been in Soviet captivity, were insidiously shot. The fact of the shooting of prisoners was concealed from world public opinion until the 
Soviet Union decomposition. Today, for the Poles, Katyn is a symbol of political struggle for sovereignty and independence. Due to 
celebrate anniversary, many people from different political parties participated in the delegation, as the Katyn topic is relevant element of 
political discourse in Poland and it is used in a power struggle. In particular, the right-wing political groups, such as the national-Catholic, 
use symbols of the Katyn war crime as argument in political communications.  
 

 
Ill. 1. Our Lady of Katyn. Bas-relief, depicting the Mother of God who holds the naked corpse of a soldier killed shot in the back of the head. 
Reproduction of the work has been used by right-wing daily newspaper to criticize the prime minister and president, that none of them will 
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visit Katyn to commemorate the second anniversary of TU-154 M crash. Illustration comes from the top issue of the right-wing, conservative 
newspaper of 19th March 2012 “Gazeta Polska Codziennie”.   

 
Information about the crash near Smolensk quickly gained the rank of global breaking news. In Poland, the journalist who first spread 

the news received the award for career achievement. Both the death of TU-154 M passengers and the funeral of President Kaczynski 
became the subjects with which nothing could compete in April 2010. The report of the Public Opinion Research Center shows that 92% of 
Poles watched the television reports on the plane crash and the events associated with it. Over two thirds of those surveyed listened to date 
information on this topic on the radio, and 63% of respondents regularly read in the press about the crash at Smolensk, and the president 
funeral. At the same time almost every third respondent bought the special edition of one of the dailies or weeklies devoted only to those 
events. Important issue from the perspective of the analysis is that national mourning after the plane crash was the longest in history, lasting 
up to 9 days. Under Polish law, the president declares national mourning, but after his death in the crash the Speaker of Parliament had to 
do it instead of Lech Kaczynski. And the tragically deceased president was the one who often proclaimed national mourning. 
 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Selection of study area is associated with the properties of the press as a mass medium. Given the technical standards, but also the needs 
of readers printed newspapers and magazines offer more and more sophisticated iconic messages. In order to obtain reliable conclusions I 
researched newspapers and magazines belonging to different segments of the press. Research included periodicals which are traditionally 
associated with the dominance of image over text (here: the tabloids, colorful women’s magazines with different functions, such as advising, 
entertainment, etc.), but also cultural or socio-political weeklies. The criterion for selection of titles was due to the circulation and the number 
of readers, in the case of the women’s press and tabloids. Because of influencing public opinion, the analysis took into account most of the 
socio-cultural and socio-political weeklies with national coverage that currently appear in Poland. The analysis included newspapers 
published between 10 and 19 April 2010 and weeklies published between 12 and 25 April 2010. The way of setting time limits for the 
observation due to several factors: a) on April 10th the plane crashed, and several hours after there were distributed newspapers’ special 
editions, mostly free of charge; b) the Kaczynski couple funeral was on Wawel Castle on Sunday 18th April, therefore, daily newspapers 
published reports of events on Monday; c) due to the publishing cycle magazines published reports of the funeral after the period of national 
mourning, and print editions with the date of April 25th. The study included visual components of press. 
Conclusions in the final part of the work are an attempt to answer the following questions: 

• How cultural, mainly religious background does determine the visual representations of Poles dramatic events in the press? 
• Which genres, forms (such as reporter photography, photojournalism, portrait photo, and infographics) and the ways of 

expression were used to illustrate the national mourning? 
• What is the direction of the press evolution in the above-mentioned areas? Is it possible to observe the constant elements, not 

changing from almost 100 years? 
• Do the press segments differ in how they visualize the national mourning? 

In carrying out the analysis, I managed with a description of methods and procedures that Gillian Rose discussed in detail in methodological 
guide. All visualizations, including photographs, offer images of the world, but note that they are interpretations, not transparent windows to 
the world. Extremely important is that visual sphere is crucial to the process of cultural construction of social life in modern Western 
societies [Rose 2010: 20]. Moreover, national mourning is announced on the basis of Article 11th Act of National Emblem, Ancient Colors 
and Anthem of the Republic of Poland (dated 31 January 1980). National mourning covered the whole of Polish territory, and the way it 
handled includes cultural and historical background. This is an important regulation that allows outputting conclusions about the Polish 
national culture from the way of celebrating and mourning visualizing in the media. As explained by Yuri Lotman, culture is something 
common to a particular community – a group of people living at the same time as well as social organization. From this it follows that culture 
is a form of communication between people and it is only possible in such a group in which people communicate with each other [Lotman 
2010: 5]. Given the above, images analyses were based on methods such as discourse analysis and interpretation of composition. 
 
RESULTS 
The London “Daily Mirror” is passed as the prototype of sensational newspapers. Advertising “Daily Mirror”, editorial staff has announced 
that an edition of 46 pages can be read in just 6 minutes. Today, tabloid publisher in Poland have similar goals. Tabloid newspapers are 
defined as “a small size with a predominance of illustrations of the text, color abuse.” [Pisarek 2006: 211]. The study included visual aspects 
of the two existing in the market tabloids: “Fakt” and “Super Express”. Average one-time circulation of both newspapers was more than 800 
000 copies in January 2012, total sales amounted at the same time, 563 986 copies. “Fakt” belonging to the Ringier Axel Springer group is 
the most popular newspaper in Poland, and taking third place “SE” is issued by the Polish company MURATOR.  

During the period of national mourning color photographs dominated the pages of Polish tabloids, although it is the custom to 
modify the layout and publishing black and white images. Editors often made use of semi-close-ups and close-ups to express pain on the 
faces of victims’ family members. Portrait photography as one of the press photography variations has been popular genre of tabloid 
visualization. Portrait created in such a way that the reader has the impression of natural human behavior. A good portrait should reflect the 
nature and psychology of the hero, his interests, work, etc. [Wolny-Zmorzyński 2007: 73]. Both tabloids showed images of politicians and 
celebrities that make a tribute to the victims in public places.  

Retail photographs were incidental, but when it appeared, it gained a symbolic significance. For example, Maria Kaczynski’s ring 
through which it was possible to identify body president wife has been shown with a large close-up. In the same way tabloid showed a 
rosary and a watch – items for personal use belonging to Zbigniew Wassermann, right-wing parliamentarian. An interesting snapshot, rarely 
presented in the tabloid press, is a photograph of CASA military plane, which transported the coffin with the body of the President from 
Warsaw to Krakow. Grey colored plane was taken almost centrally in the so-called optical center [Ambrose, Harris 2012: 43], and is the only 
subject of photography. The plane is shown in blue against the sky, and there is so much space around the main theme (large frame). 
Composed in this way, the image filled the entire page. Due to “empty” image composition and the melancholic background color, the 
photography calls the transcendent connotations. Portrait and reporter photographs showed president daughter and members of other 
victims’ families, but also ordinary citizens, unrelated to the victims, kneeling. This is the body position strongly rooted in the Catholic 
tradition. During the liturgy, this position may express praise to God, adoration, repentance, begging for forgiveness and help. Besides 
photographs, other visual elements were presented in the pages of tabloids. Infographic, the graphical information in the form of maps, 
tables and graphs should be mentioned at this point. With this kind of journalism there were shown: simulation of the flight to Smolensk, and 
the approach to landing; president Kaczynski’s coffin section; plans for centers of Warsaw and Cracow, where the state funeral ceremonies 
were held; 3D plans for the interior of the cathedral on Wawel Hill. The only photomontage which was published in the pages of tabloids in 
the time interval deserves special note. Photomontage is a conscious deformation of the real world, having a “big propaganda and 
journalistic values with the ability to manipulate specific connotations in the minds of readers caused by the combination of fragmentary 
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images” [Wolny-Zmorzynski 2007: 100-101]. Looking at theme of the photomontage from a distance of time, it seems curious. Preparing to 
report on president Kaczynski funeral, “Super Express” (16th April edition) speculated on the presence of world leaders in solemn ceremony. 
So the funeral procession “assembled”, using images such as Angela Merkel, Nicolas Sarkozy, Jose Baroso, Barack Obama, Prince 
Charles, and Dmitry Medvedev. Because of Iceland’s volcanic ash from above, which in April 2010 blocked aircraft traffic in Europe, none of 
these leaders, except the Russian president did not take part in the ceremony. 

 
 

 
 

Ill. 2. Examples of „double portrait”. Lech and Maria Kaczynski were perfect, accordant marriage for dozen years. After the tragic death, 
most newspapers presented their together, creating a sentimental narrative about love lasting to the grave, love stronger than death, etc. It 
is worth mentioning here that the portrait was a kind of “gratification” for signing the letter of support, the Poles gave Lech Kaczynski’s twin 
brother before the presidential election in 2010. 
 

Journal title 
and date of publication 

+ short description 
The cover composition 

„Życie na gorąco” 
15.04.2010 
 
cheap weekly, entertaining function, 
guidance section 
owner: Bauer group 

Mosaic of different sizes images, in the center of the composition “double portrait” - photograph of 
Maria and Lech Kaczynski together, in black and white. Visualization of informal situation. Smaller 
colorful shots show: a Pole who light an ever-burning fire; Katyn war crime monument at the Powazki 
cemetery; “Putin’s gesture” – situation in which the Prime Minister of Russia embraced Polish Prime 
Minister on the Smolensk apron; a broken TU-154 M plane rear with a characteristic red and white 
square patchwork (photo by Slawomir Wisniewski). Back cover with no advertising, and photography 
appears “double portrait” (so-called casket composition) among the flowers which was placed before 
President House. 

„Rewia” 
14.04.2010. 
cheap weekly, entertaining function, 
guidance section, 
for middle-aged readers  
owner: Bauer group 

The president’s daughter and twin brother, who stand on the Okecie apron, at the coffin with the body 
of Lech Kaczynski. Daughters face turned toward the photographer, expresses desolation. 

„Na żywo”  
15.04.2010. 
cheap weekly, with entertaining 
function  
containing guidance section 
owner: Bauer group 

Two-part composition, the vertical axis of symmetrical division. Next to the “double portrait” appearing 
cheery Lech and Maria Kaczynski a photograph of the sad daughter (half close-up). Parents were 
portrayed against the background of the aircraft. 

„Świat & Ludzie” 
15.04.2010. 
cheap weekly, entertaining function, 
guidance section 
owner: Bauer group 

“Double portrait” in which Maria and Lech Kaczynski hug each other  fills the entire front cover. 

Table 1. The compositions of the magazine covers that are correlated with the date of Smolensk plane crash - the women’s press. 
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Ill. 3. Is there a picture of true compassion and the Polish-Russian reconciliation? In many elements Polish foreign policy have been based 

on complexes of the larger and more powerful neighbour country. 
 

Journal title 
and date of publication 

+ short description 
The cover composition 

„Tygodnik Powszechny” 
18.04.2010.  
 
socio-cultural Catholic weekly 
owner: Tygodnik Powszechny private 
limited company 

Bell swinging image, there is also a bell ringer silhouette in the frame. Image retouched, black and 
white, by definition smudgy and blurred, and managed to create a “movement” of the bell. 

„Przekrój” 
13.04.2010.  
socio-cultural leftist weekly 
owner: Grzegorz Hajdarowicz 
company 

Intense black shiny cover (front and back), totally devoid of subjects and human figures. Impact – only 
by color. 

„Przekrój” 
20.04.2010.  
 

White background exposes an illustration based on a draft of the Supreme Temple of Providence, by 
Jakub Kubicki.  
Back cover ascetic, no subject, white. 

„Polityka” 
17.04.2010. 
 
center-leftist social and political 
weekly 
owner: “Polityka” cooperative 

Tableau composed of 25 black and white portraits of the plane crash victims, who were associated 
with the sphere of politics. Images of Lech and Maria Kaczynski centrally located, the two portraits 
outlined white-red ribbon. The back cover in black, visual “quote” was placed in the center of the 
composition, i.e. a picture of broken TU-154 M rear with a characteristic red and white square 
patchwork (photo by Slawomir Wisniewski). 

„Polityka” 
25.04.2010.  

Okecie apron on which the coffins with the victims bodies have been set. Next to the coffin full honor 
guard service. The dominant image is the sky: blue color contrasts with the warm, golden color of 
sunlight shining from behind a heavy layer of clouds. On the back cover there is a picture of coffins 
with the bodies of Lech and Maria Kaczynski, which are transported from the President House to the 
cathedral. 

„Najwyższy Czas” 
17.04.2010.  
far-right social and political weekly 
owner: 3S Media private limited 
company 

“Double portrait” in which Mr. and Mrs. Kaczynski were shown in official situation. Black and white 
photo. 

„Przegląd” 
18.04.2010.  
leftist social and political weekly 
owner: Towarzystwo Wydawnicze i 
Literackie  
private limited company 

A burning candle on a black background. 

„Wprost” 
18.04.2010. 
canter-right social and political 
weekly 
owner: Platforma Mediowa Point 
Group S.A. 

Close-up of Lech Kaczynski’s head on a black background. Looking up eyes and light illuminating the 
left side of face are the image dominants. 
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„Wprost” 
25.04.2010.  

“Double portrait” (color) between the piles of flowers that were laid before the President House. Photo 
retouching - change the flowers natural color in graphite black. Black and white back cover with a 
picture of “Putin’s gesture”. 

„Gazeta Polska” 
14.04.2010.  
far-right, national-Catholic social and 
political weekly 
owner: Niezależne Wydawnictwo 
Polskie 
private limited company 

Photomontage consists of: close-up of the president face, countless ever-burning fires in the 
foreground and the crowd of mourners in the distance. Black and white picture. 

Table 2. The compositions of the magazine covers that are correlated with the date of Smolensk plane crash – weekly reviews. 
 

 
 

Ill. 4. „Wprost” weekly cover. The President looks up, as if seeking a transcendent perspective. Like many others, the visual representation 
is firmly rooted in the Catholic tradition, although this was not explicitly. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
In order to visualize the national mourning in 2010, press segments mentioned in the study used different journalistic photography genres 
(mostly portrait photography and photojournalism, relatively rare photomontage). Mournful motives repeated on a regular basis, this note 
applies to both the content of images, as well as formal issues. For example, the funeral procession and transportation of coffins with the 
victims bodies of were always photographed from above. While the half- and full close-ups were used to visualize the president’s daughter 
despair. Crashed TU-154 M photographs were published in all the segments mentioned. The snapshots showing the scale of plane 
devastation was repeated: the image of an inverted undercarriage, a piece of the wing with the engine, but above all cut off rear with white 
and red square patchwork. View the icon has a symbolic and emotional significance, in Polish cultural circle awakening almost automatic 
association with patriotism values.  

The case of another press photo – the one on which Vladimir Putin hugged Polish prime minister Donald Tusk – proves that 
reflecting facts picture can be interpreted in radically different ways. For some publishers picture was an example of intimate, deeply 
humanitarian experience of death, but also a sign of emotions experienced collectively. When Putin image symbolized the compassion of 
the Russian people, a Tusk figure visualized despair Poles. The photography had usually descriptions showing the direction of mentioned 
above interpretation. However, some media saw in Putin’s gesture evidence of a plot that both Prime Ministers create against President 
Kaczynski or subordination condition of the Polish leader [Mateja 2011: 38-48].  

Visualization of Smolensk crash victims in the press took into account of symbolism, ritual and Catholic customs. Colors (wreaths, 
flags) in the photographs clearly associated with the Polish evoked the nationwide character of tragedy. Based on analysis of mourning 
images in media, conclude that the sphere of religion and state (secular by definition) have become an inseparable. Maybe just a construct 
of the press, but arguably has an impact on attitudes and social behavior of readers.  

Press segments had made self-identification by mourning visualization style. The existence of the constitutive features of the 
opinion-forming press, the cheap women’s press and tabloid press has confirmed. Cheap color magazines for women and also tabloids 
related differently to the private sphere of victims than socio-cultural and socio-political weeklies. Despite ongoing tabloidization, visual 
representation of mourning is a proof of the existence of editorial and technical standards in the opinion-forming press.  

Newspapers and weeklies showed political actors in a positive light in a period of mourning, what evidence are portraits of a 
smiling, cheerful, good-looking Lech Kaczynski. Prior to April 10th, 2010 the President could not count on a similar way of visualization. The 
tabloids followed the various vices and blunders made by president, but the most critical was the weekly “Polityka”, calling the president as 
emperor in 2009. In the presentation of the plane crash victims the media assimilated the principle “of those who died, speak well or at all ...” 
(from Latin, de mortuis aut bene aut nihil). Jacek Zakowski, a prominent Polish journalist being asked why he changed attitude to President 
Lech Kaczynski after his death. “Respecting the principle of social life, I make my own opinions respecting the people who died” – he said. 
Another journalist explained in turn: “Majesty of death belongs to the Polish customs” [Rutkowska 2010]. As it turns out, the mechanisms 
that determined the functioning of the press in April 2010, entrenched in it dozen years ago. Tabloid “Fakt” (ed. 19.04.2010.) presented 
quotations from the 1935 newspapers, to show the analogy between the Lech Kaczynski and Jozef Pilsudski funerals. Parallels would be 
another argument for the thesis that the media – regardless of the current press doctrine – try not to break socio-cultural rules. 
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Ill. 5. „Ilustrowany Kurier Codzienny” wrote on Jozef Pilsudski funeral in Krakow: “Generals carry the coffin on a cannon gun-carriage drawn 
by six black horses. Soldier goes ahead with a cross. The coffin is covered with a flag with the emblem. Bag with a hat and sabre of 
Pilsudski lied in the coffin. Archbishop of Krakow, Adam Sapieha leads the procession... “ [Burnetko 2010]. One newspaper posted on the 
death of Jozef Pilsudski as mere information among many other messages. In response, the Board of the Polish Association of Publishers 
of Newspapers and Periodicals, on May 14, 1935 removed the newspaper from the list of Union members. The same day, authorities 
confiscated the newspaper edition. 

In the ways of visualizing the victims, especially politicians, two apparently contradictory tendencies are being observed: to show 
the plane crash victims in a aureole of saint (sacralization) or hero (heroization), and exposing his private life (“common man”, “family man”). 
Media shortened the distance to the crash victims, to imitate the kind of family relations between persons of the public sphere and the 
readers of the mass press, showing the private, often very personal photographs of the home archive.  

Polish society was in emotional shock after the crash, so while respecting the cultural foundations, media messages, including the 
visual, were appropriate to the needs and possibilities of public perception. Death in extraordinary circumstances (due to a devastating 
illness, shooting, aircraft crash), and a spectacular funeral give the press rise to create a posthumous politician image which does not fit the 
portrait sketched earlier. Sudden and unexpected death or preceded by suffering or the pain often sanctifies. A similar process occurred 
during the national mourning when president Kaczynski was almost displayed in the royal glory. Funeral procession photomontage, in which 
monarchs and world leaders had to take part, reminds us of this. Also, other participants tragic flight appears in the aureole of heroism, 
suggesting that they make a sacrifice of life for their country. Katyn themes that were mentioned in the introduction, are often a way of 
expressing this type of interpretation.  
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ABSTRACT  
The perspectives of collectivism vs. individualism and high vs. low context provide a useful framework to study how culture affects various 
aspects of mass media. In advertising, hard sell appeals versus soft sell appeals provide another useful perspective. In this study, the 
authors examined numerous video advertisements from China and the United States, and then selected four brands and product categories 
to compare in detail via these three perspectives. The brands and products include Coca Cola (drink), IKEA (home furnishings), Mercedes-
Benz (automobiles), and Johnson & Johnson (health care). Based on the literature review, the authors expected to find (and did) more soft 
sell, collectivistic, and high context appeals in the Chinese advertisements. The study resulted in specific and interesting examples that can 
be used to teach students concretely how culture affects advertising appeals and provides a useful framework for similar studies.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
With the increasing growth of the world’s economy, commercial products and services of giant multinationals have increasingly transcended 
national and political boundaries and have been marketed to people from different cultural environments.  
 The ambitious aim of effective global marketing communications is not an easy target to reach. Samli (1995) explains that in most 
cases, consumers’ attitudes, awareness, and behavior are largely driven by the framework of their own culture, which is not only 
communicated to people but also forms and modifies the communication among the people of a society. As Mooij points out, global 
marketing strategies are not culture-free. Conversely, such strategies should be culture-relevant because influences of culture on consumer 
behavior and perception of global marketing communications are powerful and profound (1998, 2005). Because of the prevailing trend of 
globalization, Ricks (1988) pointed out over two decades ago that one of the greatest challenges in marketing communications is the 
problem of communicating to people of diverse cultural backgrounds.  
 In an educational setting, departments and schools of journalism and mass communication that teach advertising and marketing 
face the challenge of preparing students to design advertisements and related material that communicate effectively to diverse cultures. To 
do so, students need to obtain a knowledge and understanding of diverse cultures. To help students see clearly how culture affects 
advertising appeals, examples are a powerfully useful teaching tool.  
 The purpose of this paper is simply to (1) outline the basic, foundational concepts of individualism versus collectivism, high versus 
low context, hard sell versus soft sell, and (2) provide examples of how these concepts are apparent in actual advertisements.  
 
LITERATURE 
Cultural Values and Advertising  
One of the most useful frameworks for understanding culture in the past three decades was Hall’s high and low context model (1976, 1984), 
which has been widely used and recognized by many scholars interested in cross-cultural research. Hall (1976), an anthropologist who 
spent many years writing and teaching about intercultural behavioral differences and their applications to business, demonstrated that 

A high context communication or message is one in which most of the information is either in the physical context or internalized 
in the person, while very little is in the coded, explicit, transmitted part of the message. A low context communication is just the 
opposite; i.e., the mass of the information is vested in the explicit code. (p. 91)  
 

In addition, individualism versus collectivism provides a useful framework to teach how culture impacts advertising appeals. As Hofstede 
(1984) said, “the relationship between the individual and the collectivity in human society is not only a matter of ways of living together, but it 
is intimately linked with societal norms” (p. 149). Individualistic cultures specify that individuality and independence are a priority in the 
society, while collectivistic cultures indicate that social ties are paramount within the group. 
  Most scholars have determined that cultural values in Western countries, such as some European countries and North America, 
manifest a culture’s level of individualism to largely emphasize “I” — being conscious of private opinions and self-actualization. Oppositely, 
collectivistic societies, including Asia, Africa, and Latin America, mostly express “we” — being conscious of the relationship with groups.  
 The dimension of individualism vs. collectivism has received a great deal of attention by researchers who examine cross-cultural 
advertising and marketing. For example, Zhang and Gelb (1996) hypothesized that U.S. ads would use more culturally congruent 
individualistic appeals than culturally incongruent collectivistic appeals, while China would follow an opposite pattern. The results showed 
that the advertising appeals varied from culture to culture as predicted.  
 Lin (2001) compared and explored cultural differences in American and Chinese advertising, choosing three U.S. TV networks (NBC, 
ESPN, and A&E) and three Chinese TV stations (Channel 1 and 2 of China Central Television, and a local channel of Beijing TV Station) to 
analyze primetime program content. The results were not surprising. Collectivistic appeals were much more powerful, while individualism 
and independence were paid less attention in Chinese commercials than in U.S. ads.  
 Hofstede (1991) suggested that high context cultures would generally be associated with collectivism, whereas, in contrast, low 
context cultures would typically be correlated with individualism. In collectivistic countries, messages flow more easily because of the 
interpersonal relationships within a group, while there is more need for explicit and direct communication in individualistic societies. 
 Another useful, easy-to-grasp concept to consider when teaching students how culture affects advertising appeals is a hard sell 
versus a soft sell. Mueller (1987) compared advertisements in Japan and the U.S. for similar products to examine whether advertising 
tended to reflect cultural values of these two countries. She found that Eastern advertising, like that in Japan, tended to be less direct and 
the appeals had more emotional mood and atmosphere than Western styles of advertising, such as in the U.S. Japanese ads lacked hard 
sell appeals because indirect, implicit, and nonverbal communication styles had been embedded as a result of high context cultural 
background. They preferred higher usage of soft sell (indirect and image-based) appeals than hard sell (direct and information based) 
themes, which were used more frequently in U.S. advertisements. In contrast, Western-style advertising appeals were designed to convey 
more comparative and competitive statements to emphasize a brand’s superiority. 
 Okazaki, Mueller and Taylor (2010) also explored how soft sell and hard sell appeals impacted the effectiveness of global consumer 
culture positioning (GCCP) between the U.S. and Japan. The researchers selected representative advertisements and conducted a quasi-
experimental study in both countries. In the U.S., hard sell appeals were more effective than soft sell appeals in the areas of consumer 
attitude, believability, irritation, and purchase intention. Japanese respondents unexpectedly rated the hard sell advertisements considerably 
higher in terms of believability, purchase intention, and attitude toward the ad. The authors suggested that soft sell appeals with more 
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image-oriented messages were more suitable for providing implicit and symbolic information, including global brand creditability and quality, 
social responsibility, prestige, and relative price. 
 Using these three basic concepts — low/high context, collectivism/individualism, hard/soft sell — the authors looked for examples 
from China and the United States to illustrate clearly how culture impacts advertising.  
 
METHODOLOGY & FINDINGS 
One of the researchers initially reviewed more than 150 video-based advertisements from YouTube, Tudou, and Youku, the two later sites 
being regarded as “the video hub for the Chinese.” All the brands observed were well-known international giant trademarks dominant in both 
markets, such as Adidas, IKEA, Coca-Cola, Olay, Nike, Apple. Advertisements of similar products were reviewed.  
 Four well-known brands were selected: IKEA, Coca-Cola, Mercedes-Benz, and Johnson & Johnson. Based on Cheng & 
Schweitzer’s (1996) determination that dominant values are mainly manifested in visuals, this study examined video ads ranging from 30 to 
120 seconds long. For the four companies, one of the authors examined one ad from China and one from the U.S. in regard to soft sell 
versus hard sell, individualism versus collectivism, and high context versus low context.  
 
Examples 
IKEA. This Swedish company aired a video ad in the U.S. that showed various homes, such as a cloth tent made near the desert, a brick 
house within a tall building, or a room in a recreational vehicle (see Figure 1). To emphasize that wherever one is in the world, home could 
give a feeling of comfort, warmth and relaxation, the ad contained the audio message, “It’s a place for love. It’s a place for memories. It’s a 
place for laughter. It’s a place to share. It’s a place for peace. It’s your home place. Because wherever you live, whoever you are, home is 
the most important place in the world.” Further, a banner and the IKEA logo were shown clearly at the end.  
 The ad used direct and verbal communication, regarded as a typical characteristic of low context cultures. The advertiser reflected 
the consumer’s practical, functional, or utilitarian needs in promoting IKEA products and improving the company’s brand image. In sum, this 
commercial contained a higher level of low context cultural characteristics.  
 In China, IKEA used an ad presenting a similar theme with animated characters. A little guy is walking on the street. Then, a 
bilingual (Chinese and English) subtitle turns up on the screen, asking “What do you need? Maybe you need a job… Maybe you need a 
girlfriend…” As the guy meets a girl and falls in love with her at first glance, sweet music plays “But, what you really need is a home… IKEA, 
give you a real feeling of home.” Then, the IKEA logo is displayed (see Figure 2).  
 The ad, with subtitle texts only, unfolds an emotional scene as the newly-married couple moves into their new warm house and set 
up a long life journey. The video displays IKEA furniture, associating the products with a particular lifestyle and addressing more affective or 
subjective impressions. The Chinese ad displays high context cultural values by expressing emotional feelings.  
 

Figure 1 — Screenshots of IKEA “Home” Commercial (U.S) 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 — Screenshots of IKEA “Home” Commercial (China) 
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 Coca-Cola. A Super Bowl Coke ad aired in the United States and one Beijing Olympic Coke ad broadcast in China were compared. 
 
For the 2010 Super Bowl, Coca-Cola produced a 60-second ad called “Sleepwalker” that featured a somnambulist with a thirst. He got up 
and went on a sleepwalking safari walk across the African veldt in the darkness. With his closed eyes, he fearlessly encountered dangerous 
wild animals — elephant, panther, and hippopotamus. Finally, he reached his destination, opened an outdoor refrigerator and got a Coke he 
wanted in his dream (see Figure 3). This commercial displayed a high level of individualism and the individualistic cultural spirit of self-
fulfillment and self-realization.  
 For the Beijing Olympic Games in 2008, Coca-Cola launched a series of video commercials, one of which was known as “Red 
Carpet Road for China.” The creativity of the ad was tied to the red color of Coke’s cans and bottles. The idea of a red carpet road 
symbolized that 1.3 billion Chinese people would enthusiastically welcome every athlete and visitor and would entertain all of them as 
distinguished guests. 
 The ad displayed millions of Chinese people in a cooperative effort. They pushed and moved the huge rolled red carpet from the 
center of Beijing, passing through Taklimakan Desert located in Xinjiang Uyghur Region, to the final destination of Mount Everest in Tibet. 
Then, dramatically, at the top of the world, they firmly pushed down the rolled carpet, which was rushing, unfolding, and laying along the 
side of the mountain (see Figure 4). The video also showed other famous places, such as the Great Wall, the Oriental Pearl Television 
Tower in Shanghai, the City Wall in Xi’an, the Terra-Cotta Warriors and Horses, and pandas. In the end, professional basketball player Yao 
Ming runs with the Olympic Torch on the red carpet, followed by 10s of thousands of Chinese people holding one bottle of Coke. 
 Collectivistic appeals were reflected dramatically in this ad, which expressed a collaborative spirit that “Union is strength” and 
nothing is impossible through the combined effort of teamwork. The content emphasized interdependent relationships, cooperation, and 
harmony within social groups.  
 

Figure 3 — Screenshots of Coke “Sleepwalker” Commercial (U.S) 
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Figure 4 — Screenshots of Coke “Red Carpet Road” Commercial (China) 

 

 

 
 Mercedes-Benz. This German manufacturer aired an ad in the U.S. with the text: “What is performance? Zero to sixty? Or sixty to 
zero? How is the car’s performance in the quarter mile or quarter century? Is performance about the joy of driving or the importance of 
surviving? To us, performance is not hard to do one thing well, it is about doing everything well. Because in the end, everything matters. The 
best or nothing — that is the one that drives us” (see Figure 4). This ad displays hard selling illustrated by the “The best or nothing” 
statement.  
 The Chinese Mercedes-Benz ad displays collectivistic values, emotional expression, and soft sell appeals using a famous celebrity 
couple, Lu Yi and Bao Lei. The video talks about love and emphasizes the enduring attachment of belonging to a family. It features an 
emotional image of persons in harmony with family.  
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Figure 5 — Screenshots of Mercedes-Benz “Performance” Commercial (U.S) 
 

 

 
Figure 6 — Screenshots of Mercedes-Benz “Surprise” Commercial (China) 

 

 
       
   
 Johnson & Johnson. This global American pharmaceutical, medical devices, and consumer packaged goods manufacturer 
produced a commercial aired in the U.S. to promote baby bubble bath wash. A cute baby is taking a bath and playing with the bubbles and 
soapy water with his mother. In the sweet scene, a voice-over speech runs through the entire video: “Bubbles, they make good heads and 
even better memories. Now, you can make them every day with Johnson’s baby bubble bath. The first and only one clinically proven so mild, 
so gentle — you can use it every day. New Johnson’s baby bubble bath: Pure, mild, gentle, fun!” (see Figure 7). 
 This commercial reflects the assertiveness of American culture characterized by the direct approach and verbal communication. It 
employs a hard sell appeal with data-based arguments and explicit conclusions to persuade. The benefit or merit of the product merit is 
promoted directly. 
 In contrast, Johnson & Johnson launched a nationwide television campaign in China titled “Born with love” and broadcast a 
commercial on CCTV (China Central Television), showing that some medical professionals and volunteers went into the countryside and 
cared for local children and senior citizens with love and passion. The voice-over states that  
 

“Johnson & Johnson believes there are many humanitarian giants living among us. (Actor A: “Does the kid feel better?” An elderly 
female doctor asks. “He’s fine, thanks.” The mother replies.) These giants do even small things with the greatest love and passion to 
help those who are in need. (Actor B: “Everything is okay, don’t worry!” A young male doctor with glasses patiently tells an old lady.) 
This brings great comfort to the hearts of those in need, healing their wounds and assuring them of loving care. Johnson & Johnson, 
using its abundant experience and intelligence in the field of medical health and personal care, works shoulder to shoulder with 
these giants to spread love to everyone. Born with love — Johnson & Johnson” (see Figure 8).  
 

 Compared with many U.S. ads, the content in this “Born with love” commercial is more ambiguous and indirect. It focuses more on 
the feelings and emotions of the audiences, which would elicit affective responses including warmth and inspiration. Aaker, Stayman and 
Hagerty (1986) defined warmth as “a positive, mild, volatile emotion involving physiological arousal and precipitated by experiencing directly 
or vicariously a love, family, or friendship relationship” (p. 366). This description positions warmth in a positive role. Concerning high/low 
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context culture and soft/hard sell appeals respectively, this “Born with love” commercial involving a higher level of affective impressions and 
emotional resonance about love is a typical example to reflect Eastern cultural characteristics. 
 

Figure 7 — Screenshots of Johnson & Johnson “Baby Bubble Bath Wash” Commercial (U.S) 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 8 — Screenshots of Johnson & Johnson “Born with Love” Commercial (China) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 CONCLUSION 
The video advertisements from these four world-wide companies show that, as expected, the United States commercials used hard sell 
appeals, displayed individualistic values, and exhibited low context culture values, whereas Chinese commercials relied more on soft sell 
appeals, displayed collectivistic values, and exhibited high context culture values.  
 The study’s limitations include: it only examined video-based advertisements, the results may be biased due to subjective 
impressions from the author who selected the brands and advertisements to compare, it was not done randomly, and the sample size was 
small. Further, the authors realize that using the low/context, individualistic/collectivistic, and hard/soft sell perspective is a somewhat 
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simplistic framework by which to examine culturally based advertising. Although Hofstede’s model is generally accepted as the most 
comprehensive framework of national cultures by those who study business culture, its validity and its limitations have been criticized. 
 Despite these limitations, this study provides easy-to-understand examples of culturally relevant and divergent advertisements 
that can be used for teaching purposes. By studying examples like the ones presented in this paper, future advertising and marketing 
practitioners can see clearly how culture affects appeals and, then, build on this base-level awareness to develop more nuanced and 
sophisticated knowledge of how cultural differences impact their work.  
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Abstract 
This paper argues that there is an intersection of interests between Al-Jazeera, the Qatari TV channel, and Al-Qaida in the absence of a 
global definition of terrorism. To approach the argument, the paper will discuss analytically why Al-Jazeera has benefited from airing Al-
Qaida messages, especially the late Osama bin Ladin videotapes. Also, it will analyze Al-Jazeera’s mechanism of airing these videotapes 
and whether Al-Jazeera is supporting terrorism or not.  

The paper will discuss Al-Jazeera media policy in transmitting Al-Qaida messages. In fact, Al-Qaida leaders have known the 
importance of media to transmit their messages. Because of Al-Jazeera’s access to massive Arabic audiences, Al-Qaida has used this 
channel to send its messages. The result was a controversial global fame of Al-Jazeera in the era of “War on Terror.” 
Keywords: Al-Jazeera, Al-Qaida, Osama bin Ladin, Terrorism.  
 
Introduction 
One of the important Arab TV channels in the era of “War on Terror” is Al-Jazeera, which is an Arabic news channel, born in 1996, when the 
Emir of Qatar, Hamad bin Khalifa, hired staff members of the short-lived BBC Arabic Television and invested US $140 million to start his 
channel (Seib, 2008, p. 142). Al-Jazeera has become gradually the most watched TV in the Arab world, where 70% of Arab TV viewers are 
switching on Al-Jazeera to get their daily news (Rinnawi, 2006, p. 56).  

The channel became in the global spot light when it aired an exclusive interview with the head of Al-Qaida, the late Osama bin 
Ladin, on the 10th of June 1999. The interview was conducted after Al-Qaida bombed two American embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. Also, 
Al-Jazeera reported bin Ladin’s son’s wedding on January 9, 2001 (El-Nawawy & Iskander, 2002, p. 149). 

Meanwhile, the fame of Al-Jazeera in the international scene has increased after September attacks in 2001. One of the main 
reasons of the fame is Al-Jazeera’s exclusive access to Al-Qaida messages and terrorist leaders. But it is noticed that until Al-Jazeera aired 
Al-Qaida tapes, American officials praised the channel for its free speech (Miles, 2005, p. 382). 
 
Al-Jazeera’s Controversial Broadcasting of Al-Qaida Tapes 
Al-Jazeera reported Osama bin Ladin and Al-Qaida messages several times after the September attacks. On October 5, 2001, Al-Jazeera 
aired footage of the then Al-Qaida leader bin Ladin and the then second man in Al-Qaida Ayman al-Zawahiri (El-Nawawy & Iskander, 2002, 
p. 149). On October 9, 2001, Al-Jazeera broadcast a taped statement by Al-Qaida’s spokesman (ibid, p. 150). Al-Jazeera also aired on 
November 1, 2001, a faxed statement from bin Ladin and on November 3 aired a videotape of bin Ladin (ibid, p. 153).  
One of the most controversial tapes aired by Al-Jazeera was on December 27, 2001, when the Americans bumped up the price on bin 
Ladin’s head to US $25 million, and when there were no news about Al-Qaida leader and there were rumours of his death (Miles, 2005, p. 
169). 

Between September 2001 and 2006, “bin Ladin has released at least eighteen statements on video or audio tape, which have 
reached audiences of tens of millions as those statements are relayed around the globe by the BBC, CNN, Al-Jazeera and other television 
networks” (Bergen, 2006, p. xxvi). 

Chris Warren, President of the International Federation of Journalists, argues that, “A factor for change in Arab media has been 
the establishment of Qatar’s Al-Jazeera Satellite Channel, which has been putting across the views of Osama Bin Ladin and his Al-Qaida 
network. As the only broadcaster permitted by the Taliban to operate in Kabul, Al-Jazeera has captured worldwide fame with exclusive 
pictures of bombing raids and air defences, as well as – more controversially– its transmission of taped messages from the leaders of Al-
Qaida” (Boafo et al., 2003, pp. 30-31). 

In their war against Al-Qaida and Taliban movement in Afghanistan, the Americans bombed Al-Jazeera’s bureau in Kabul on 
November 12, 2001 (Miles, 2005, p. 164). As Cole (2006,  p.14) quotes from the American academic Toby Miller that the attack on Al-
Jazeera’s bureau was justified by “Rear Admiral Craig Quigley, the US Deputy Assistant Defense Secretary for Public Affairs, who claimed 
that Al-Qaida interests were being aided by activities going on there. Al-Jazeera denied the charge. Quigley’s proof was that Al-Jazeera was 
in contact with Taliban officials.”  
 
Al-Jazeera’s Mechanism of Airing Bin Ladin Videotapes 
As it has been shown, Al-Jazeera has gained a controversial global reputation through airing bin Ladin videotapes. But the important 
question is: how did the channel receive the tapes? 

The British Historian, Michael Burleigh (2008, pp. 470-471) explains how Al-Jazeera receives terrorist tapes. He points out, 
“Trusted Arab or Afghan cameramen are also brought in to record major statements by Ayman al-Zawahiri or the latest front man... The films 
are copied to CDs and then passed on through several hands to the television station Al-Jazeera.” 

Meanwhile, Al-Jazeera refuses to declare how it receives the tapes. It is generally referring in its news bulletins that it received the 
tapes from an “unknown source”. But the question is: What are the media standards lie behind airing the tapes? 

Al-Jazeera’s chief news editor Ibrahim Helal explains the mechanism of airing Bin Ladin video tapes, “We don’t just take any tape 
that comes to our offices or to the network and put it on air. Before that, we have a meeting to discuss how we should treat the news, and 
not be subject to the propaganda… We try to find the right people to talk to us on air… To air statements without any comments, without any 
opposing statements or view points or analysis, that’s when it’s propaganda” (El-Nawawy & Iskander, 2002, p. 154). 

It would be seemed from Helal’s explanation that Al-Jazeera is airing the tapes in a professional way to avoid any accusation 
against the channel of supporting terrorism. But there is one confusing issue, when Helal denies later on rumours that Al-Jazeera received a 
bin Ladin tape before the September attacks, and that tape was containing threats to the United States (ibid, p. 145). 

While there is no tangible evidence that Al-Jazeera received that videotape before the September attacks, there is a precedent 
that Al-Jazeera interviewed bin Ladin in 1998 and aired it in June 1999 (ibid, p. 149). Later, Al-Jazeera waited several days, before it aired a 
bin Ladin’s tape, which received on November 3, 2001 (ibid, p. 153). 

Also, Al-Jazeera never aired Tayseer Alluni’s interview with bin Ladin on October 20, 2001. Al-Jazeera did not inform CNN about 
the interview, where the two channels had a comprehensive sharing agreement, and refused to air the interview due to “editorial standards” 
(Miles, 2005, pp. 176-177). But CNN obtained the videotaped interview from an independent source and aired excerpts on January 31 and 
February 1, 2002 (El-Nawawy & Iskander, 2002, pp. 150-151). 

Helal also contradicts himself when he said that he had several videotapes of bin Ladin and Al-Jazeera did not broadcast them, 
because they were deemed not news worthy or of poor technical quality (ibid, p. 153). 
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There are some questions about the above debate: What are the ‘editorial standards’ that prevent Al-Jazeera from airing the interview and 
not telling CNN about it, while the latter received it from an unknown source and aired it? Does CNN know the value and the importance of 
this exclusive interview with bin Ladin more than Al-Jazeera? What are other parts of the interview which CNN did not air? By comparing 
CNN and Al-Jazeera, it could be argued that Al-Jazeera lost its credibility when it covered the interview from CNN, while the latter dealt with 
the interview in a professional and responsible way, filtering what it wants to screen.  

But there is still an important question: If the rumours prove to be fact and Al-Jazeera had obtained a bin Ladin videotape, which 
contains threats to the United States, before September 11, 2001, what is the judgment in this case? 

It would be argued that there are two points of view. First, Al-Jazeera was not professional enough and did not know how worthy 
that tape was. Second, the channel was collaborating with Al-Qaida to air the videotape after the attacks. In this case, the second point 
would be the probable one, because both Al-Jazeera and Al-Qaida are seeking to maximize their publicity and fame. Besides, Alluni’s 
interview with bin Ladin supports the possibility that Al-Jazeera may have received bin Ladin tape before the September attacks. 
 
Mutual interests between Al-Jazeera and Al-Qaida 
When it is reporting “war on terrorism”, Al-Jazeera uses the phrase “so-called terrorism”. Ahmad Sheikh, deputy editor for Al-Jazeera, 
discusses how the network uses the term of terrorism, “When it is an American official or someone is saying it, we keep it as terrorism right? 
But when we are quoting one of them, we say ‘what he called terrorism’. We do not use the word ourselves, because (...) this controversial. 
Can we agree, first of all, on a definition of what a terrorist act is?” (Japerson & El-Kikhia, 2003, p.125).  

This issue of reporting terrorism, where there is no common global definition of terrorism, had been discussed by some 
academics. Dobkin (1992, p. 30) argues that, “The process of defining and labelling terrorists is central to representations of terrorism and 
can be explored in the encoding of terrorist events in news accounts.” 

Adopting a definition of terrorism is crucial for media outlets to know their limits when they report terrorist acts. In the case of 
absence of a definition, media outlets are not free in reporting about terrorist organizations, because they may unwittingly support terrorism. 
It could be observed clearly that the Al-Jazeera is not a terrorist media outlet. Terrorist outlets are formed by terrorists themselves.  
Meanwhile, Al-Jazeera is called bin Ladin’s ‘mouthpiece’ in the West (Miles, 2005, p. 112). Also, on some Western talk shows, Al-Jazeera 
was condemned as a mouthpiece of terror. For example, CBS’s celebrity news anchor Dan Rather wondered whether perhaps bin Ladin 
might be behind Al-Jazeera (ibid, p. 149).  

Meanwhile, Al-Jazeera denies supporting terrorism. It has its own policy in reporting Al-Qaida and its leaders, where the motto of 
the channel is ‘The Opinion and the other Opinion’. Under this policy, Al-Jazeera transmits Al-Qaida messages. The Emir of Qatar, Sheikh 
Hamad bin Khalifa Al-Thani argues that, “Bin Ladin is a part of the conflict and his opinions must be heard” (Miles, 2005, p. 123). Also, Al-
Jazeera news editor Ahmad Sheikh explains this media policy saying, “We believe in objectivity, integrity and presenting all points of view – 
including both bin Ladin and George W. Bush” (ibid, p. 124). 

In his interview with the daily Washington Times on October 15, 2001, Al-Jazeera’s chief news editor Ibrahim Helal said, “…Even 
the politicians in the West need to know him [bin Ladin]; they need to know what Al-Qaida thinks. We are going to know the other side of the 
story” (El-Nawawy & Iskander, 2002, p. 148). 

On the other hand, Al-Qaida and bin Ladin are benefiting well from Al-Jazeera to transmit their messages. For the first man of Al-
Qaida, Ayman Al-Zawahiri, two thirds of Al-Qaida’s war is through media (Qureshi, 2009, p. 238). 

The size of Al-Jazeera’s audience is tempting any messages’ senders, where terrorists are among them. This issue has been 
observed by Rushing (2007, p.154) who points out that, “The myth that Al-Jazeera is a tool for the terrorists thrives to this day, probably 
because the network remains the best method for reaching a widespread Arab audience.” 

By airing Al-Qaida’s leaders, Al-Jazeera has created bin Ladin’s image in the minds of people around the globe. 
In fact, bin Ladin was willing to be screened by Al-Jazeera (Jacquard, 2002, p. 163). Without Al-Jazeera he was to be described as a 
“cranky guy in a cave” (Seib, 2008, p. 188).  

Reporting terrorists’ messages, especially bin Ladin’s ones, has generate accusations against Al-Jazeera of supporting terrorism. 
Carney (2006, p. 8) attributes these accusations against Al-Jazeera to the fact that this media outlet is the only network to exclusively 
receive Osama bin Ladin tapes.  

Also, Kumashiro (2005, p. vii) argues that Al-Jazeera is inhibiting the American strategy in its “War on Terrorism.” 
However, Miles (2006, p. 20) argues that Al-Jazeera is not supporting terrorism. He states:  
 
“When Al-Jazeera offers its estimated 50 million viewers exclusive interviews of Osama bin Ladin, it’s easy to confuse access with 
endorsement. And when a journalist who conducts those interviews is jailed for collaboration with al Qaida, as Tayseer Alluni..., 
the line between impartial observer and impassioned supporter is certainly blurred... The network has never supported violence 
against the United States. Not once have its correspondents praised attacks on coalition forces in Iraq. The network has never 
captured an attack on the coalition ‘live,’ and there’s no evidence Al-Jazeera has known about any attack beforehand. Despite 
claims to the contrary, the network has never aired footage of a beheading... Allegations of supporting terrorism remain just that—
allegations.” 
 

Miles’s argument that Al-Jazeera does not praise terrorists’ attacks seems as a paralogism. Al-Jazeera by opening its air to 
terrorists, and their supporters, gives indirect praise to terrorism. Such indirect praise may have a bad influence on the audience. 
Meanwhile, Mohamed Zayani, who wrote a book “Al Jazeera phenomenon: critical perspectives on new Arab media”, does not blame Al-
Jazeera for its airing terrorists’ messages. He blames the Arabs political institutions arguing: 
 
“If Al-Jazeera gives the impression sometimes that it is ‘the bin Ladin channel’ it is not because it broadcasts Al-Qaida tapes or 
toes an anti-Western line, but primarily because the political institutions in the Arab World are largely deficient and do not allow 
for real participation or promote a governing system based on checks and balances. Not surprisingly then, media democracy in 
the Arab autocracies often results in a media mobocracy. To ignore this point is to risk treating the problem as the symptom of the 
problem as the problem itself and, in the process, reduce a complex institutional political problem to a purely ‘media effects 
issue’” (Poole & Richardson, 2006, p. 187). 
 

It could be observed that Zayani does not deny that Al-Jazeera is supporting terrorism.  
By comparing Miles and Zayani’s arguments, it can be argued that Al-Jazeera gains viewers and doing “scoop” through airing Al-Qaida 
tapes and messages. The intersection of interests in the absence of a global definition of terrorism gives terrorists a unique access to the 
world and Al-Jazeera a controversial global fame. Al-Jazeera is likely supporting terrorism, because it transmits Al-Qaida messages freely, 
refusing to call it a terrorist organization. 
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Conclusion 
This paper discussed the case of al-Jazeera TV channel, which built its glory on the unprecedented reporting of Al-Qaida, especially in the 
world of the “war on terror” following the September attacks in 2001 on the United States. 
 
The paper presented discussions from researchers, academics, politicians and journalists about the reasons of Al-Jazeera’s reporting of Al-
Qaida tapes, namely the videotapes of the late Osama bin Ladin. 

Al-Jazeera has benefited from the absence of a global consensus of the definition of terrorism to transmit Al-Qaida messages. It 
uses the term ‘what so called terrorism’ instead of ‘terrorism” and reports Al-Qaida messages for many reasons. Some of these reasons are 
giving speech for both sides of the conflict and making a ‘scoop.’ 

The paper alluded that the mutual needs of Al-Jazeera and Al-Qaida leads to transmitting terrorists’ messages. This means that 
Al-Jazeera has supported Al-Qaida which knows the importance of media in its war.  
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Abstract 
The leads in newspaper articles and readers’ perceptions of these, in terms of length, have been studied and analyzed in related literatures.  

The reason for this study is to study the relationships between the lead sentence and the body in newspaper articles considering 
reader satisfaction then formulizing it into mathematical equations.   

In the study, daily Turkish online newspapers have merely been used to measure the degree of reader-satisfaction attained by the 
lead and body sections of the articles in online newspapers, considering their length. 

After applying statistical methods, correlation and regression, to the findings, the study revealed that reader satisfaction could be 
measured, that certain mathematical formulas can be derived at from the body length using the lead length, and from thereon, using both 
body and lead lengths, we can thereon formulize reader -satisfaction.  
Keywords: Lead, body, online newspapers, readers’ satisfaction 
 
Introduction 
In the preparation of the news on any event, it is immensely essential to consider the length of the lead and the body sections in order to 
occupy the optimum space thus give maximum satisfaction to the readers. 

The lead length should not be less than twenty or greater than forty words or it becomes very difficult and carries the risk of not 
being understood completely by the readers. According to Fedler F., et all (1997) “A better average would be 18 to 20 words”. However, 
Lorenz, A. L., Vivian, J. (1996) said that it should be less than or equal to 40. Therefore; the 5W+1H rule (Who, When, Where, What, Why 
and How) should not be overlooked, and the lead section should summarize the news-related information. 

The detailed section of the news (body) should also have an optimal length. Short body sections that give the same information, 
as the lead section, or that are far longer than the required, do not contribute towards a better understanding of the readers’. On the 
contrary, they completely waste time and recourses. It is, therefore, of utmost importance, to form a relationship between the lead and the 
body sections, in terms of length and reader- satisfaction, in the quest for optimal length and satisfaction of the news before it has ever been 
published. 
 
Aim of the study 
The study searches the relationships between the lead and the body sections of the news published in the online daily newspapers, taking 
their word count and the degree of the reader- satisfaction into consideration. 

Based on these relationships, the study aims at searching for a mathematical relationship between the lead and the body lengths 
and the degree of reader- satisfaction related with the news. 
 
Literature Review 
Mainly, a news story comprises two sections: the lead and the body. According to the American Heritage Dictionary of the English 
Language, the lead or the lede is the introductory part of a news story, in other words, the first sentence. Similarly, the lead is the opening 
paragraph of an article, essay, news story or book chapter as defined in Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.  

The lead, which gives the main idea, usually originates with the headline or the title and precedes the main body of the article. 
Since the most important part of the news story is grabbing the attention of readers, the lead then is the most important sentence in the 
news. It is essential that the lead sentence(s) should answer who, what, where, when, why, and how (5W and H) questions almost to a full 
extend. 

According to Aram, the lead sentence(s) should be effective, short and appropriate, in other words, to the point; otherwise, the 
readers skip it. He further states that the lead should reflect the mood of the story in essence.  He categorizes the lead into 12 types:  
 
i. Straight lead (Summary lead)  
ii. Descriptive lead  
iii. Quotation lead  
iv. Question lead  
v. Personal lead  
vi. You' lead (Direct Address lead) 
vii. Contrast lead  
viii. Delayed lead (suspended interest lead) 
ix. Blind identification lead  
x. Anecdotal lead  
xi. Gag (funny) lead  
xii. Literary allusion lead 
 
Straight lead (or Summary lead) is essential that the lead is creative and tell the reader what they are looking for. A good lead usually 
combines the inverted pyramid style with the most important facts. The reader should be able to get the insight of the story solely by reading 
the lead only. 

 Journalists who are pressing for time usually use this lead. Here the attention is attracted by concentrating on a brief, to-the-point 
lead sentence and developing details later in the story.  
Cartridge lead, which is another variation of summary lead, is short and contains a single news incident which will expand later in the story. 
This lead has action and color, and makes the lead fast moving.  
 
Descriptive lead describes the event rather than telling what the event is about.  
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Quotation lead adds drama, pathos, humor, astonishment, or other factors to the lead.  It is the documentation for a lead and should be 
used immediately after a paraphrase that summarizes them. Here paraphrasing the verbatim quotation permits the removal of unnecessary 
words. But if a verbatim quotation itself is very important or interesting, it can be the lead itself.  
 
Question lead is usually not favored by many editors because people read newspapers to get answers, not to be asked questions. 
However, the level of provocation of the question may make it a lead.  
 
Personal lead requires the use of the first person singular in the lead, which is discouraged except for a columnist or such, privileged 
writers.  
 
'You' lead (or Direct Address lead is for making a personal appeal to the reader involved in a complicated situation. The second-person 
approach helps involve the reader and capture his/her attention.  
Contrast lead divides the lead into two sentences and the first refers to the humble beginning and the second to the hero's latest triumph. 
The aim is to break the monotony.  
 
Delayed lead (suspended interest lead) is presenting the news info in an interesting way so that an ordinary item stands out. The reader 
must read until the end of the story to get the whole picture.  
 
Blind identification lead is used when the person in concerned is not well known and the other salient facts that identify the person are 
more important. eg. Saying" An 80-year-old woman" instead of giving her name.  
Anecdotal lead is used when the anecdote is bright and applicable. It attracts the readers’ attention that might not do so if it were routinely 
written.  
 
Gag (funny) lead is when a journalist writes a funny story while putting up the saddest face in a newsroom. Journalistic humor requires the 
skilled and practice.  
 
Literary allusion lead is similar to the construction of a nursery rhyme. The body gives the important information while educating and 
entertaining. It ties the audience to the subject emotionally. The ending wraps up the story and comes back to the lead, usually with a 
quotation or a surprising climax. (I. Arul Aram http://www.angelfire.com/nd/nirmaldasan/journalismonline/tol.html) 

The body provides vital information while it educates, entertains, and emotionally ties an audience to the subject. The ending will 
wrap up the story and come back to the lead, often with a quotation or a surprising climax. Important components of the body of a feature 
story are background information, the thread of the story, transition, dialogue, and voice. (http://www.media-studies.ca/articles/feature.htm) 

 
Length and strength of a News Story 
The length and the strength of the news story should not be confused. Length and strength do not necessarily indicate corresponding news 
information. For example, some stories on major issues may have leads written in a few sentences, while very minor stories may have leads 
occupying a lot of space. However, it is usual for stronger stories to be given in more detail.  
(http://www.thenewsmanual.net/Manuals%20Volume%201/volume1_06.htm) 
 
Lead Length 
There has been a lot of research made regarding the lead length and many conclusions attained, revealing different outcomes with slight 
differences.  
 Stone, G. (2000), in his research, stated the lead length as ≤ 32.2, and taking this as basis, in a similar study, Itule B. D., et all 
(1997), Lanson J., Fought, C. B. (1994), Mencher, M. (1997) and Rich (2000) gave lead length as ≤35.  
 Stone, G. (1992) and Keeble, R. (1998), however, defined lead length as ≤ 30 words.  
 Others defined the lead length as ≤ 25 for Brooks B. S., and Pinson, J. L., (1999), 20-25 for Metz (1991), ≤ 30 for Stone, G. (1992) 
and ≤ 40 for Lorenz A L., Vivian J. (1996).  
 Other studies on lead length suggest that the lead length should be kept short and only summarize the news. For example, 
Flesch, R. (1962) and Gunning, R. (1952) said that the lead should not exceed an average of 19 words.   
 Danielson, W. A., Lasorsa, D. L. & Im, D. S. (1992) identified lead length as an average of 25 words based on their research on 
multitude of newspapers.  
 Stapler, H. (1985), on the other hand, recommended that the lead should not be more than a sentence and based on his research 
on varied news in different newspapers, he concluded it to be 26.1 words.  He further stated that long Lead sections make it difficult for the 
reader to comprehend it fully. 
 Collins, S. J., (2003) in their research predefined Lead length as 27.3. 
 In all these studies, the Inverted Pyramid Structure was used in giving the news and the lead section had some or all of the 
5W+1H   components. 
 It has been observed that many approaches exist in the researches made on the lead length. Some studies supported the 
maximum number of words used in the lead whereas others supported it to be kept at a minimum. Nevertheless, some others stated it to be 
kept in between certain values. For example, Fedler, F., et al (1997) recommended a good value to be as 18-20 words. 
 
Limitations of the study 
All the news comes from the online newspapers only 
The online newspapers are only Turkish online newspapers 
All the news has the 5W+1H rule 
All the news consists of the Lead and Body sections 
All participants used in this study are from the Faculty of Communication in the Eastern Mediterranean University 
 
Population and Sample 
In this study, 200 different news articles, published throughout the year 2011, from 5 most popular daily Turkish online newspapers, were 
randomly selected. 
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Methodology 
Aiming to measure reader- satisfaction and perception of the news, each article, is read by a random sample of twenty students selected 
from different departments and different classes of the Communication Faculty in the Eastern Mediterranean University.  
 After reading the news, each student is asked to rate, his/her own satisfaction on a scale of one to ten based on the lead and 
body sections of the news separately.  
 The correlation technique is used to find the type and the degree of the relationship between the following: 
 
 Lead length and body length (LL & BL), 
 Lead satisfaction and body satisfaction (LS & BS), 
 Lead satisfaction and body length (LS & BL), and 
 Lead length and body satisfaction (LL & BS).  

Moreover, the linear regression technique is then applied to find the possible mathematical formula between the above-mentioned 
relationships. 
 
Analysis and Findings 
Based on the data collected from the students, the following average figures are obtained; 
 

Table 1: The averages & standard deviations of the collected data 
 Average Standard Deviation 
Lead Length (LL) 34.38 words 13.72 
Body Length (BL) 227.23 words 31.32 
Lead Satisfaction (LS) 89.05 % 2.69 
Body Satisfaction (BS) 29.53 % 3.48 

 
As shown in the above table, the lead sentence of the Turkish online news satisfies the readers by (LS = 89.05%). 
 According to the lead satisfaction, the maximum expected satisfaction rate (BES) is obtained from the body can be calculated as 
 
BES = 100 – LS = 100 – 89.05 = 10.95 % ………...…………………………………. (1) 
 
 According to the readers’ satisfaction obtained from the body, which is 29.53%, the actual satisfaction obtained from the body 
(BAS) is calculated as  
 
BAS = BES * BS / 100 = 10.95 * 29.53 / 100 = 3.23 % …………………………………………………... (2) 
 
 So actual body satisfaction (BAS) ranges from 0% to 3.23% 
 In this study, therefore, the full satisfaction (FS) realized by the readers about the news revealed from the perspective of both the 
lead and body satisfactions 
 
FS = LS + BAS = 89.05 + 3.23 = 92.28 % …………………………………………………………………… (3) 
 
 Then the correlation coefficients calculated for each of the combinations of the lead length (LL), body length (BL), lead satisfaction 
(LS) and actual body satisfactions (BAS) is  as  follows; 
 

Table 2: The Correlation Coefficients between variables 
 Correlation Coefficient (r) 
Lead length & lead satisfaction (LL& LS) 0.51 
Lead length & actual body satisfaction (LL & BAS) -0.48 
Body length & actual body satisfaction (BL & BAS) 0.18 

 
 As shown in the table above, there is an inverse correlation between the lead length & the actual body satisfaction with a 
correlation coefficient value of -0.48. This value indicates that the more words used in the lead section the lower is the actual satisfaction 
obtained from the body section, or vice versa. 
 Furthermore, there is a direct correlation between the lead length & lead satisfaction with a correlation coefficient value of 0.51. 
This value indicates that the more words used in the lead section, the higher the satisfaction is, or vice versa. 
 Similarly, there is a direct correlation between the body length & body satisfaction with a correlation coefficient value of 0.18. This 
value indicates that the more words in body section the higher satisfaction provided, or vice versa. 
 Using the collected data and the above-mentioned figures, we can establish the regression line formulas for the following as; 
 
Lead length (LL) and lead satisfaction (LS)  LS = 0.10 * LL + 85.61 ………………………………… (4) 
 
 
Lead length (LL) & actual body satisfaction (BAS) BAS = -0.12 * LL + 7.72 ………………………………… (5) 

 
 
Body length (BL) & actual body satisfaction (BAS) BAS = 0.02 * BL - 1.26 ………………………………… 6) 
 
Conclusion 
Taking into consideration the equations (5) and (6), and applying them to body length (number of words) (BL) in terms of the lead length (LL), 
the result for the body length (BL) equation will be as follows; 
 

BL = -6 * LL + 449 
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Using equation (6), with respect to that actual body satisfaction (BAS) ranges from the minimum value of 0% to the maximum value of 
expected body satisfaction (BES) 10.95% which is calculated in the equation (1), the body length (BL) ranges from a minimum value of 63 
words to a maximum of 610.5 words. 
 However, according to the related literature, the lead length (LL) should be a maximum of 32.2 words; therefore, the 
recommended maximum body length for the online newspapers news can be calculated by using the above equation as 255.8 words. 
 The body length, therefore, should range from a minimum of 61 to a maximum of 256 words. The reader satisfaction from the lead 
section is calculated using equation (4), the satisfaction from the body section is calculated by using the equation (6), and the full 
satisfaction (FS) (in percent) obtained from both sections (Lead and Body) is calculated by summing up the results of the two equations in 
terms of lead length (LL) and body length (BL). 

 
FS = 0.10 * LL + 0.02 * BL + 84.35 

 
 Finally, to maximize the readers’ satisfaction and writing the optimal word length in the body section of the Turkish online 
newspapers, the body word length and the readers’ satisfaction can be calculated and reorganized by simply counting and arranging the 
number of words in the lead sentence. 
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ABSTRACT 
The power of the moving image is such that contemporary history is composed not of events but of pictures.  This power is based in part 
upon the level to which audiences can become enthralled by its content, whether in film, television, video, or other digital formats. Traditional 
moving image research examines how the theories and findings of empirical science can shed light on the power of the art and craft of film, 
television, and other audiovisual media.  

The advent of social media has ushered in a change to the creative process for moving images by allowing audience members to 
become co-creators with the potential to alter the nature of the power relationship between the creator and audience thus giving rise to 
spaces where the audience becomes essential participants in the narrative creative process. To further this research we examine how this 
power has shifted as the moving image has found it’s way onto social media platforms. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Changes have begun to occur in the power relationship between creator and audience of the moving image as social media platforms allow 
the audience to become co-creators of the narrative process. 

In the past audiences of the moving image were for the most part passive receivers.  However trends towards participatory 
culture, media convergence, and the rise of the Internet have created an intersection where audiences/consumers of moving images can 
take a more interactive role in its creation. These resulting spaces can be observed in “Fan Films” in particular, and interactive video games 
in general, constituting the first waves of this new day. 
 
Traditional Theories of The Power of The Moving Image 
Traditional theories that explain the power of the moving is galvanized between two dominate notions. 
 
Cinema of Attractions ~ Tom Gunning 
Influenced by Fernand Leger, Tom Gunning (2000) strongly believed that the “harnessing of visibility, this act of showing and exhibition was 
the strongest, most powerful characteristic of cinema before 1906. Gunning contended that cinema had the quality and ability to show 
something - to directly solicit the spectator’s attention, inciting curiosity and supplying pleasure through an exciting spectacle of unique 
event. 

Gunning contends that the history of early cinema has been written and theorized under the hegemony of narrative films. He 
argues instead that early cinema (pre-1906) was not dominated by narrative conventions. One particular theory derived by pioneer 
filmmakers, Luminere and Melies, saw cinema as a “series of views,” fascinating because of its illusionary power, its realistic illusion of 
motion and its magical illusion.  

Cinema’s relation to the spectator setup by the films of Luminere and Melies differs from primary relations that were setup by 
narrative cinema post 1906. Other theories by early modernist including theories by Futurists, Dadaists, and Surrealists follow patterns 
similar to Leger.  Similarly, Gunning suggests that the fascination and power of early cinema was held captive by traditional art forms, 
particularly theater and literature. Gunning believed the relation to the spectator set up by many of the filmmakers pre 1906 had a common 
basis, one that differed from the primary spectator relations set up by narrative after 1906. Gunning coined the earlier conception of cinema, 
the “cinema of attractions.” 
 
The Power of Movies ~ Noel Carroll  
Noel Carroll (1996) attempted to answer the question, “What makes motion pictures our dominant mass art?  One that is so widespread, 
internationally pervasive, and accessible across boundaries of class and culture, and what makes the response to movies so intense for so 
many, especially when compared to other art forms such as opera and theater?” Early film theories presumed that the power of movies was 
due to film’s realism and power to disseminate ideology. Presumably this intense engagement was attributed to film’s realism and narrative 
features within the stylistic choices in film genres.  

Carroll attributed the power of movies to two factors: Wide spread engagement and intense engagement. According to Carroll, 
wide spread engagement was described as features of movies that make them “highly accessible to broad audiences.” His notion was that 
these features consisted of pictorial representations that are picked up quicker than language. He further posits that: 
 
  . . . pictorial recognition that does not require any special  
  learning process would also explain how movies, whose  
  basic constituent symbols are pictures, are immediately  
  accessible to untutored audiences in every corner of the 
  world. These audiences do not need any special training  
  to deal with the basic images in movies, for the capacity  
  to recognize what these images are about has evolved part  
  and parcel with the viewer’s capacity to recognize objects  
  and events (1996). 
 

Intense engagement consists of features of movies to depict a “very high degree of clarity.” Carroll’s notion is that movies 
“reorganize and construct” through actions, events and variable framing with legibility and economy.  He contends that the power of movies 
is derived from realism, the narrative, and the features within the stylistic choices that distinguish one genre from the other.  
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Contemporary Modes of Spectatorship and the Moving Image Content 
Innovations in Social Media/Digital Storytelling 

Social Media is aptly defined as a social instrument of communication, which allows for interaction with information while 
disseminating information.  
 

The advent of the Internet and the social instrument of communication called social media has ushered in interactive digital 
storytelling (IDS), allowing opportunities for readers of content to interact with information through the ability to alter the telling and outcome 
of an interactive story. This interactive digital storytelling lends itself to an interactive moving image form that requires a new aesthetic 
approach that includes a new way of spatial-temporal construction and a new role for audience members as physically active during 
viewing.  
 
New Modes of Moving Image Content 
Interactive Storytelling 
 
1. Fan Fiction: The Audience contributes to existing intellectual properties of moving  images.  Fans take characters and write/tell 
alternate stories, sometimes  taking themselves out of the story world and creating alternative  universes. The experimentation of 
these Fan writers in this alternative  environment can serve as a training ground for those wishing to become  professional 
writers of moving image content. Fan creations never get  officially acknowledged or branded but producers have been known to  hire 
some of these individuals. 
2. Fan Films:  Fan filmmakers create independent films based on original moving  image content and popular characters by source’s 
creators. 
3. Social TV:  Content creators conduct surveys, polls and games during TV broadcast  for audience engagement.  For example, the 
Oscar’s telecast engages  audience while show airs live. 
 
Four Levels of Audience Engagement by the Creator 
1. Broadcast: The creator of the content says to the audience, “I’m sending you my show.” The creator does not interact with the audience. 
 
2. I’m Listening: The creator of the content says to the audience, “I’m watching you.  I may make changes, I might not but it’s still my story 
world.”  Creator watches audience response to their moving image content on Facebook, Twitter, etc. 
 
3. Welcome to My World: The creator of the content welcomes audience in but still maintains control of moving image content. 
 
4. Here Take It – It’s Yours:  Creator is no longer in control.  Audience free to alter the story world.  Included are Fan Fiction, Fan Films, and 
Fan Wikis.  Examples:  The L Word (where show’s producers produced fan fictions), and Supernatural (Here fans wrote and altered the 
shows cannon.  The creator incorporated their alterations). 
 
The Five New Jobs of the Audience 
1. Audience as Collaborator:  
The Creator uses the audience to solve story challenges; audience can play in an alternate reality games; Creator gets feedback from 
audience. 
 
2. Audience as Guardian (Super Fans):   
Audience/Fans help maintain authenticity of the moving image content thereby maintaining the show’s integrity. 
 
3. Audience as Storyteller:   
Fans work within the cannon of the creator’s well-defined story world. 
 
4. Audience as Influencer:  
Super Fans influence the community and often have direct contact with the Creator of the moving image.  For example, the “behind the 
scenes” content where any Fan can get into the Creator’s story world. 
 
5. Audience as Marketer:  
Fans become Brand ambassadors  (flag bearers/standard bearers) for the moving image content.  These Fans love what the Creator is 
doing as long as the creator allows them to carry the standard for the show. 
 
CONCLUSION 
At the same time as creators of moving image content have found new ways to tell their stories and engage their audiences, consumers of 
moving image content, the here-to-fore spectator, have become empowered in their ability to share in the creation of moving image content 
whether as super fans and flag bearers, interactive collaborators, and/or storytellers themselves in the never-ending story.  

When attracted to moving image content within social media, the attraction is to some sort of spectacle or attraction. So we seem 
to have come full circle back to Gunning’s theory ~ the power of moving image content is now based on a “cinema of attraction.” 
This power shift is democratizing media and communications. The genie can’t be put back into the bottle; therefore moving image 
storytellers will have to   accommodate these collaborative participatory experiences for their audiences.  We are now on the frontier of new 
discoveries and theories that will explore the power of convergent and interactive media.  
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Abstract 
By content analyzing 430 existing Chinese laws and regulations on internet, some salient features of Chinese internet governance are 
identified. First, multiple administrative departments are involved resulting in severe overlapping of functions and inefficiency. Second� due 
to the dynamic nature of internet whereas many issues of focal concern have shifted throughout the years, content regulations have 
remained a priority, and political and ideological correctness have overridden issues of other importance. For instance, while online children 
protection topped the agenda in many other countries, it doesn’t get enough attention in China. Third, although Chinese internet governance 
was initially controlled by administrative authorities, and the regulations issued were dominantly restrictive in nature, supportive and 
protective measures have become more and more visible since 2000. Finally, China’s internet governance is marked by an incidence-based 
approach, and most of the regulatory measures are provisional and fragmental, often biased toward the particular functions and thus special 
interests of different regulators. Chinese authorities have yet to recognize the complexity of the Internet as a new technology, new media 
and new industry, which needs an integrated, systematic and strategic approach in drawing and adopting regulations.  
Keywords: China, laws and regulations, Internet Governance,  
 
Introduction 
Chinese internet governance can be generally divided into 3 stages: free growth (1987-1995); unique governmental regulating (1995-2000) 
and governance of stakeholders with governmental dominance (2001-now) since China Internet Society’s establishment in 2001.   

 
Table 1  numbers of Chinese internet laws and rules 

 
 With cluster sampling, we collected 430 Chinese internet laws and rules in total, including laws adopted by the National People's 
Congress, national administrative regulations promulgated by the State Council , judicial interpretations by the Supreme Court, and 
Departmental Rules and Regulations promulgated by the various ministries of the country since 1987 to 2010. With content analysis of 
these 430 laws and regulations, some salient features of Chinese internet governance are identified as follows.  
 
1. The Rule-making Bodies 
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Figure 1  bodies of internet rule-making 
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 How many rule-making bodies of Chinese internet governance? The answer is 85, including 74 ministries and 6 “the third party” 
which refer to NGO(GNGO in fact) service agents, such as China Youth Association for Network, Internet Society of China, the China 
Copyright Protection Center, the China Next Generation Working Committee, the National Youth Federation, and the National Student 
Federation, etc.  

Among those 430 laws and regulations, 383(89.1%) were promulgated by national ministries, 17(4%)were promulgated by State 
Council, 15(3.5%) by Supreme Court, 13(3%) by the third parties, and 2 by NPC(National People’s Congress) and its standing committee, 
which are the only two highest level laws till now.   

Since China Internet Information Office �IIO�was established in May 2011, the problem of functional overlapping with decentralized 
management may be solved by centralized and integrated management at all.  

 
2 Priorities of Chinese Internet Governance 
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Figure 2: 8 aspects of internet laws and rules 

 
We devided all those laws and regulations into 8 aspects. Among them, infrastructure (30.9%), content regulation (23.0%) and E-

government (16.0%) are the top 3 dominant aspects. Since internet was first of all a kind of technology, laws and regulations on 
infrustructure are by nature increased much more than others, especially at the very beginning.  

 

 
Figure 3:  trends of  laws on infrustructure, content and E-government 

 
The above figure can tell us the trends of laws and regulatons on infrastructure, content issue and E-government.the number of 

infrustructure laws reached to the peak in 2001 and then declinced sharply because all the construction were almost completed in 2004. 
Content regulations and policies keep growing. E-government has been a major focus of concern since 1990. The project of government 
online was officially launched and 60% of authorities at all levels established their website In 1999. In 2005, since construction of websites 
for E-government were almost finished, the number of related laws and regulations decreased naturally.   

Although the number of content regulations is second to that of infrastructure in total, it is in fact the most attention and has kept 
rapid growth. Since it is hard for China to learn from other countries in this aspect, many laws and regulations were made according to the 
then situation. As to China’s special political and social situation, content regulation will become the biggest problem for China.  

 
3. Weakness of Chinese Internet Laws and Rules 
Among the above mentioned 8 aspects, E-commerce rules need  to be improved.  Since 1995 the first rule on E-commerce by Chinese 
national bank, 31 related laws and regulations have be promulgated. But most of them focus on specific areas such as network lottery sales, 
virtual currency, online publishing, network commodity trading and electronic signature. What we need is a package of laws systematically 
covering the general principles of electronic commerce, online taxation, electronic payment systems, privacy, security, and technical 
standards, etc.  

Compared with other countries, Chinese legal protection for minors has been taken very lightly. Among those 430 laws and 
regulations, there are only 7 related to protection for minors, which mainly on education and technical means to prevent minors from cyber 
harm. We really need high-level legislations to guide parents of minors and to regulate directly ICPs and ISPs related to the minor 
protection. 
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4. Obligations & Rights of the Governed 
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Figure 4: 5 categories of the governed 

 
 From figure 4 we can find that ICPs are imposed the most restrictions, then the ISPs and the public service sectors. There are 
very few laws related to civil rights protection. That’s the result of administrative-oriented specification of Chinese internet governance which 
facilitates governmental management and control while with the lack of support and promotion of industrial development.   
 
5. Goals & Measures of Internet Governance  

 
Figure 5: goals & measures of internet governance 

 
All those 430 laws and rules were timely made with various goals and measures which can be categorized into nine in this research. 

From the above figure we can find that both S& R(support & reward) and P & S(punishment & sections  are practiced the most. CR (content 
regulation) and SR(self regulation) keep rising while other five measure gradually decline. It shows that the function of Chinese government 
has been changed from control to guidance and service step by step. 

 
Conclusion 
How to define internet? Technology? Media? Industry? Or public goods? What kind of laws and rules we really need? Technical laws? 
Media laws and policies? Industrial laws? Or Public laws?  We need to define nature of Internet because different definitions may lead to 
different laws and rules. 

In my opinion, contrast to the physical living space, internet is another living space, a digital living space. We need internet 
governance but it cannot be controlled only by the government. Governance refers to a process of interaction, cooperation and partnership 
between public and private. Besides laws and rules, we also need alternative choices, such as market competition and self-regulation.   

In 2005, WSIS (the World Summit on the Information Society) adopted the following working definition of Internet Governance:  
Internet governance is the development and application by Governments, the private sector, and civil society, in their respective roles, of 
shared principles, norms, rules, decision-making procedures, and programs that shape the evolution and use of the Internet.”i In China, 
there is a long way to go. 
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THE PRODUCT PLACEMENTS ON LATE TURKISH TV SERIALS 
 

 Umut Ayman  
Anıl Kemal Kaya  

 
 ABSTRACT 
In recent years, product placement seems as a new trend for marketing communicators to create brand awareness, brand recall or other 
purposes as a promotional tool  in integrated marketing communication as a vehicle to reach maximum exposure.  The advertisers, marketers or 
marketing communicators use product placement for their branded products on mass media via films, television series and programs. There is 
not any specific study or research about product placement on Turkish TV serials as content analysis. People in North Cyprus highly prefer to 
watch Turkish television channels instead of amateur programs and series on local channels. The purpose of the study is to focus on the product 
placement on recent television series on Turkish channels to investigate the profiles of these product placements on TV scenes. The Content 
Analysis was used to analyze the top five product placement integration  on Turkish TV serials. In this research, the five Turkish TV serials with 
the most product placement availability on TV were selected and content analysis conducted to profile the product placement on TV serials in 
one month period. The most product placement focused Turkish TV serials are Çocuklar Duymasın, Öyle bir Geçer  Zaman ki, Yalan Dünya, 
Kuzey Güney and Adını Feriha Koydum. The descriptive statistics were used to profıle the product placement situation analysis.  
 
Introduction 
In this century, the highly competitive business environments, the companies use  advertisements  as a vital tool in their marketing 
communications efforts. The large amount of marketing communication budget expenses go to advertisements. Also, the advertisements are 
seen inevitable for the brands to support marketing communication efforts. The product placement is a kind of marketing communication tool for 
supportive communication of  the  advertisements. Recently, the brand or product placement became popular in Turkey via TV serials, TV 
programs and fims. TV audiences watch  Turkish TV serials in their daily lives. The audiences are exposed to  the  product  placements on TV 
serial scenes.   
 
Literature Review 
The notion of product placement covers   " intentional and compensated inclusion of a product or a service (product, package, logo, 
trademark,verbal mentioning or an advertisement of a product) in an  entertainment production." (Vollmers in Immonen 1998)    

Balasubramanian (1994) explained the product placement  “as a hybrid message – a paid message aimed at influencing movie (or 
television) audiences via the planned and unobtrusive entry of a branded product into a movie.” The “hybrid message” was seen as advertising 
as hidden advertising and publicity of the brands. 
Gupta and Gould emphazised that, the new media technologies has changed the way of product placement availability exposure for people. 
They explained that, its not only  movies oriented anymore, its olso available on TV, internet and games and other media  as well. (Gupta ve 
Gould, 1997). 

Product placement is a type of advertising tool which is recently popular in Turkey and support  the marketing communication planning 
and effectiveness in recent years. Its a kind of power to create affection on consumers’ minds with the product placement availability on TV 
programs specially TV serials. In recent days, the product placement have become very popular  especially with  the “RTUK law” which  has let 
the brands and TV programs and serials to bring the product placement into our lives.  

According to SMG LiquidThread Report (June-December 2011) about product placement integration of the companies, 1349 product 
placements were applied and the ratios were 31% TV serials 11% women programs and 58% others. Also, Kanal D with %63 was seen as the 
first top product placement used channel in second half year of 2011 with following channels of 12% Show TV and 10% ATV and the rest 
belonged to others. Also, visual product placement were  highly used by the channels with 43%, 17% hands-on and 3% verbal product 
placement was available, the rest percentages were product promotions and senario integrations.  (http://smgconnected.com/en-cok-urun-
yerlestirme-yapilan-dizi-kuzey-guney-infografik) 
According to the statistics, the mostly product placement applications were used by the below Turkish TV serials. 
1 - Çocuklar Duymasın 
2 - Öyle Bir Geçer Zaman Ki 
3 - Kuzey Güney 
4 - Adını Feriha Koydum 
5 - Yalan Dünya 
( http://ref5.net/tv-dunyasi-forum222/urun-yerlestirerek-gizli-reklam-yapan-ilk-5-dizi-belli-oldu-konu66059/#ixzz1rclcRgah) 
(http://www.gazeteciler.com/oyle-bir-reklam-alinir-ki-0-47572p.html) 
 
Research Methodology 
The top 5 TV serials that have highly used the product placement in their serials were selected. The content analysis was used to analyze the 
type and the frequency of the brands which focused on the product placement.  The duration of the analysis was one month (22 February 2012- 
22 March 2012) and the researchers watched  each serial for 4 weeks. The SPSS program was used to analyze and categorize the analysis to 
reach the descriptive profiles for product placement. The number of the goods and services were counted for each serial time on TV for each 
serial at each week for one month. Each product placement counted as frequency however tabulated with one time entry for each serial in a 
week. 

The Analysis and categorization of product placements based on visual placement, verbal placement and hands-on placement. 
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Analysis and Findings 

 
The 5 top product placement oriented serials’ channels were Kanal D, ATV and Show TV. Three of the serials as  Öyle bir Geçer  

Zaman ki, Yalan Dünya and Kuzey Güney showed on Kanal D. On the other hand, Çocuklar Duymasın showed on ATV and Adını Feriha 
Koydum on Show TV. According to descriptive  analysis, 42% of product placements  appeared on Kanal D within three serials, 40% of product 
placements  appeared on ATV with only one serial (within social life contents) and 18% of them  appeared on Show TV within one serial.    

 
Three of the serials as Kuzey Güney with 19%, Adını Feriha Koydum  with 18% and Yalan Dünya with 19% had nearly similar ratios for 

the product placements. However, Çocuklar Duymasın was 39% with product placements within highly social life contents. The social life 
contents covers painting courses, the importance of education as state schools and private schools, paying the taxes, mentioning writers and 
books with the product placement integrated with the social life contents. 
  According to the brands for each product placement, the social life content was seen with 20% and Hyundai was seen with 7%, 4% 
Renault, 3% of  Mercedes, Social Media, Saray Halı, Deniz Bank and KFC within 133 product placement practices.  

 
According to the type of product placement, 55% of the product placements were visual placement, 27% of them were verbal 

placement and 18% of them were hands-on placement. 

 

Channel

56 42,1 42,1 42,1
53 39,8 39,8 82,0

24 18,0 18,0 100,0

133 100,0 100,0

Kanal D
ATV
Show TV

Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

TV Serials

53 39,8 39,8 39,8
6 4,5 4,5 44,4

25 18,8 18,8 63,2
24 18,0 18,0 81,2
25 18,8 18,8 100,0

133 100,0 100,0

Cocuklar Duymasýn
Oyle Bir Gecer Zaman Ki
Kuzey Guney
Adini Feriha Koydum
Yalan Dunya
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

Product Placement Type

73 54,9 54,9 54,9
36 27,1 27,1 82,0
24 18,0 18,0 100,0

133 100,0 100,0

Visual Placement
Verbal Placement
Hands-on Placement
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative

Percent

Channel * Product Placement Type Crosstabulation

46 1 9 56
82,1% 1,8% 16,1% 100,0%

12 33 8 53
22,6% 62,3% 15,1% 100,0%

15 2 7 24
62,5% 8,3% 29,2% 100,0%

73 36 24 133
54,9% 27,1% 18,0% 100,0%

Count
% within Channel
Count
% within Channel
Count
% within Channel
Count
% within Channel

Kanal D

ATV

Show TV

Channel

Total

Visual
Placement

Verbal
Placement

Hands-on
Placement

Product Placement Type

Total
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According  to the type of product placement and the channel ratios; 82% of product placements on Kanal D were visual placement, 
16% of them were hands-on placement and only 2% of them were verbal placement.  23% of product placements on ATV were visual 
placement, 63% of them were verbal placement and 15% of them were hands-on placement.  63% of product placements on Show TV were 
visual placement, 29% of them were hands-on placement and 8% of them were verbal placement. Visual placements were highly used in Kanal 
D serials and Verbal placements were highly used in ATV serials.  

 
 

According to the type of product placement and the TV serial ratios; 23% of product placements on Çocuklar Duymasın were visual 
placement, 62% of the product placements were verbal placement covering with social life content,  15% of them were hands-on placement.  
100% of product placements on Öyle Bir Geçer Zaman Ki  were visual placement. 64% of the product placements on Kuzey Güney serial were 
visual placement, 32% of them were hands-on placement and only 4% of them were verbal placement. 

63% of product placements on Adını Feriha Koydum were visual placement, 29% of them were hands-on placement and only  8% of 
the product placements were verbal placement. Lastly,  96% of product placements were visual placement  on Yalan Dünya Serial and only 4% 
of them hands-on placement. Also, there was no any verbal placement on Yalan Dunya serial.    

Also, the highest ratio of visual placement on TV serials belong to Yalan Dunya with 33% and the highest ratio of verbal placement 
belong to Çocuklar Duymasın with 91% among five TV serials. 
 

TV Serials * Product Placement Type Crosstabulation

12 33 8 53
22,6% 62,3% 15,1% 100,0%
16,4% 91,7% 33,3% 39,8%

9,0% 24,8% 6,0% 39,8%
6 6

100,0% 100,0%
8,2% 4,5%
4,5% 4,5%

16 1 8 25
64,0% 4,0% 32,0% 100,0%
21,9% 2,8% 33,3% 18,8%
12,0% ,8% 6,0% 18,8%

15 2 7 24
62,5% 8,3% 29,2% 100,0%
20,5% 5,6% 29,2% 18,0%

11,3% 1,5% 5,3% 18,0%

24 1 25
96,0% 4,0% 100,0%
32,9% 4,2% 18,8%
18,0% ,8% 18,8%

73 36 24 133
54,9% 27,1% 18,0% 100,0%

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%
54,9% 27,1% 18,0% 100,0%

Count
% within TV Serials
%within Product P
% of Total
Count
% within TV Serials
%within Product P
% of Total
Count
% within TV Serials
%within Product P
% of Total
Count
% within TV Serials
%within Product P
% of Total

Count
% within TV Serials
%within Product P
% of Total
Count
% within TV Serials
%within Product P
% of Total

Cocuklar
Duymasýn

Oyle Bir
Gecer Zaman
Ki

Kuzey Guney

Adini Feriha
Koydum

Yalan Dunya

TV
Serials

Total

Visual
P.

Verbal    
P.

Hands-on
P.

Product Placement Type

Total
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According to the comparison of product category and product placement types, 25% of FMCS (fast moving consumer goods) had the 

highest visual placement, respectively 23% Automobile category, 14% home oriented furniture and technology and 19% others as banking 
industry, education, fast food restaurants etc. 
 

product category * Product Placement Type Crosstabulation

17 15 32
53,1% 46,9% 100,0%
23,3% 62,5% 24,1%

2 1 6 9
22,2% 11,1% 66,7% 100,0%

2,7% 2,8% 25,0% 6,8%
18 1 2 21

85,7% 4,8% 9,5% 100,0%
24,7% 2,8% 8,3% 15,8%

5 2 7
71,4% 28,6% 100,0%

6,8% 5,6% 5,3%
6 29 1 36

16,7% 80,6% 2,8% 100,0%
8,2% 80,6% 4,2% 27,1%

1 3 4
25,0% 75,0% 100,0%

1,4% 8,3% 3,0%
14 14

100,0% 100,0%
19,2% 10,5%

10 10
100,0% 100,0%

13,7% 7,5%
73 36 24 133

54,9% 27,1% 18,0% 100,0%
100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%

Count
% within product cat.
%within Product P.T.
Count
% within product cat.
%within Product P.T.
Count
% within product cat.
%within Product P.T.
Count
% within product cat.
%within Product P.T.
Count
% within product cat.
%within Product P.T.
Count
% within product cat.
%within Product P.T.
Count
% within product cat.
%within Product P.T.
Count
% within product cat.
%within Product P.T.
Count
% within product cat.
%within Product P.T.

Automobile

Textile

FMCG

Communication

Social Content

social media

other

home kitchen
furn tech

product
category

Total

Visual     
P.

Verbal
P.

Hands-on
P.

Product Placement Type

Total
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Automobile product placements took place as  66% in Kuzey Güney and 34% in Adını Feriha Koydum serials. 78% of Textile product 
placement took place on Cocuklar Duymasın serial. 42% of FMCG product placements took place in Çocuklar Duymasın serial.  89% of Social 
Content and 75% of Social Media took place on Çocuklar Duymasın serial. 
Furthermore, the frequency of product categories, 39% of the product placements were repeated only one time. 11% of them were repeated two 
times and 15% of them were repeated three times.  
 
Conclusion: 
Turkish audiences highly prefer to watch Turkish serials and this study shed a light on the product placement practices on highly watched 
Turksih TV serials with the product placement practices. 

This study  profiled and identified the types of product placement practices on the top five product  placements  used in Turkish TV 
serials. This study focused on previous  month (22 February 2012- 22 March 12) product placement practices on five Turkish TV serials.The 
Analysis and categorization of product placements were based on visual placement, verbal placement and hands-on placement. ATV with 
Çocuklar Duymasın serial showed  the importance of social life content to the audiences with verbal placement. On the other hand, Kuzey Güney 
serial of Kanal D mostly focused on automobile product placements with visual and hands-on placements. FMCG product placement were 
available on each serial except Öyle Bir Geçer Zaman Ki serial of Kanal D. Home furnitue, technology, fast food and banking industry oriented 
product placements were availble on Yalan Dünya Serial of ATV with repitations on each week.  

product category * TV Serials Crosstabulation

21 11 32
65,6% 34,4% 100,0%
84,0% 45,8% 24,1%

7 2 9
77,8% 22,2% 100,0%
13,2% 33,3% 6,8%

9 3 5 4 21
42,9% 14,3% 23,8% 19,0% 100,0%
17,0% 12,0% 20,8% 16,0% 15,8%

2 2 3 7
28,6% 28,6% 42,9% 100,0%

3,8% 8,3% 12,0% 5,3%
32 1 1 1 1 36

88,9% 2,8% 2,8% 2,8% 2,8% 100,0%
60,4% 16,7% 4,0% 4,2% 4,0% 27,1%

3 1 4
75,0% 25,0% 100,0%

5,7% 4,0% 3,0%
1 4 9 14

7,1% 28,6% 64,3% 100,0%
16,7% 16,7% 36,0% 10,5%

2 1 7 10
20,0% 10,0% 70,0% 100,0%
33,3% 4,2% 28,0% 7,5%

53 6 25 24 25 133
39,8% 4,5% 18,8% 18,0% 18,8% 100,0%

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%

Count
% prod.cat.
% TV Serials
Count
% prod.cat.
% TV Serials
Count
% prod.cat.
% TV Serials
Count
% prod.cat.
% TV Serials
Count
% prod.cat.
% TV Serials
Count
% prod.cat.
% TV Serials
Count
% prod.cat.
% TV Serials
Count
% prod.cat.
% TV Serials
Count
% prod.cat.
% TV Serials

Automobile

Textile

FMCG

Communication

Social Content

social media

other

home kitchen
furn tech
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Total
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Duymasýn

Oyle Bir
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Zaman Ki
Kuzey
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As a conclusion, the companies are becoming  increasingly  aware of the hidden advertising practices as a product placement within 
marketing communication practices. Within this context, the companies create  brand awareness, brand recall and try to increase their sales 
among their rivals within the competitive environment. 

The use of product placement within the harmonization of marketing communication tools, the companies effectively and successfully 
have the chances to reach the ultimate goals.   
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THE REDUCTIVE NATURE OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS: DEGRADING DEBATES REGARDING THE OTTOMAN-ARMENIAN 
‘GENOCIDE’ 

 
Nukte Ogun 

University of Western Sydney 
 
ABSTRACT 
The struggle to label the deaths of Ottoman-Armenians in the early twentieth century as “genocide” has spread across the globe. The label 
“genocide” has emerged even in geographically distant Australian parliamentary discussions. Using and refusing such terms raises tension 
between Australians of Armenian and Turkish backgrounds. This feat is achieved with the development of Web 2.0, which supports the 
dissemination of emotive exchanges that ignore empirical evidence and have the potential to create an “other” – an enemy. Arguably, such 
naive and ill-informed discourses spread to parliamentary debates, which often mirror constituent concerns. This study analyses interactions 
across three online platforms – Australian mainstream press, Australian-Armenian local ethnic press and Australian-Turkish local ethnic 
press – in order to consider how the removal of barriers to allow for citizen journalism can form barriers in political communication. It will 
examine how social media platforms can degrade contentious debates and stigmatise the “other”, decreasing their sense of belonging and 
social cohesion.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of Web 2.0 has changed the manner in which information is disseminated. The removal of barriers to restrictive 
communication is not, however, without consequences. With no restraints on communication, language can be used to undermine regimes 
and create conflict between groups. Words can, and are, used to reframe history and even justify war. Technology and media 
advancements have altered cultural and social relations, affecting the construction of national identities and decreasing sense of belonging 
in predominantly multicultural nations.    

Australia is merely one example of a nation where online developments have inadvertently decreased sense of belonging. Jupp 
(2003) explains Australia was formerly “immune” to international influences due to its geographically remote location, however, globalisation 
has increased the media’s presence in politics. Events which take place in Australia are broadcast internationally, allowing heavy criticism of 
Australian politics; “nothing done here at the ends of the earth can remain immune from instant international comment” (p.202). In contrast, 
international agendas can also make their way into the Australian domain and influence political narratives.  

Web 2.0 has created a new form of democracy. Blogs, social networking sites and video sharing sites, amongst a whole host of 
other virtual communities, facilitate participatory information sharing at an unprecedented capacity; everyone can find or create a forum on 
which to have their say. Web 2.0 is not necessarily a new technical version of the web, but rather a development of the old to support a 
user-centred design (Laningham, 2006, August 22). Still, it has led to a vast increase in user generated content, and consequently, a vast 
increase in biased, emotive exchanges that ignore empirical evidence. Arguably, such ill-informed discourses spread to parliamentary 
debates, decreasing social cohesion 

Words are a powerful tool to say the least, they can be employed to frame and re-frame historical events. Language devices have 
played a substantial role in shaping debates surrounding the deaths of Ottoman-Armenians from 1915 to 1916. The term “facts speak for 
themselves” is not uncommon. It is, however, inaccurate; it is the historian, or in this case, the political actor or media member, who gives 
them life. Facts are chosen, analysed and interpreted. Moreover, “individual interpretations, unavoidably, are fated to be biased,” explains 
Hallett (1961, p.25). Such biased arguments are capable of creating conflicting and reductive arguments between those of differing cultural 
backgrounds. These arguments shirk social responsibility, affect national identity, and are a barrier to reconciliation processes. 

Many contentious labels have been assigned to describe the deaths; genocide, civil war, tragedy, issue, holocaust, calamity, 
event and massacre are merely a few. Conflicting narratives surround the events of this period, and it is not the purpose of this thesis to 
determine whether the date in question marks “genocide”, “civil war”, or any other label. As such, throughout this paper, the deaths from 
1915 to 1916 will be referred to simply as “X”.  

Throughout this paper, the term “political actors” will be in reference to politically active “agents” capable of sculpting messages 
and communicating themes to audiences. This includes lobbyists and government spokespeople, alongside elected members of parliament.  
Interactions across three online media platforms were analysed in order to consider how the removal of barriers to online communication 
can form barriers in political communication, and if contentious debates are degraded in an online presence. Empirical data was collected 
from mainstream Australian newspapers, The Australian, The Age and Sydney Morning Herald, as well as Australian-Turkish local 
newspaper Yeni Vatan, and Australian-Armenian local newspaper Armenia Online. Items in these publications were deemed relevant if they 
contained the necessary key words and phrases, including “genocide”, “civil war”, “1915 to 1916” and “genocide recognition”. The 
communication tools used to disseminate key messages have been identified, and the presence and frequency of key words noted. 

The analysed content was restricted from January 1, 2011 to February 29, 2012. This 14 month period encapsulates the Sarkozy 
Government’s attempts to make denial of the alleged “Armenian genocide” a criminal offence. It covers the passing of the bill in the French 
Senate, followed by the quashing of the bill by the Constitutional Court for restricting freedom of speech. This period heightened tensions in 
regards to debates surrounding “X”. The findings provide a summary of the disseminated tense narratives, and the resulting effects of said 
narratives on migrant communities.  

This paper assesses how the removal of barriers to allow for citizen journalism results in barriers in political communication. 
Journalists are not commonly expected to dig through archives or dedicate themselves to scholarly research, citizen journalists even less 
so; that is normally considered to be the role of the historian. Media members instead often quote political actors, who use the opportunity to 
disseminate their reductive arguments, structured around simplistic labels. Consequently, off-the-cuff comments are broadcast as “absolute 
reality”. 

“Journalists must always consider the possibility that they are wrong.” (Waterford, 2002, p.40). A seemingly honest source is quite 
capable of unknowingly communicating biased or even inaccurate “fact” (Ibid), particularly if they are taken in by their own performance 
(Goffman, 1959; Meyrowitz, 1986). “The selves we project are not simply the masks we slip on...but personalities we become attached to. 
The longer we play a given role, the more the role comes to seem real, not only to our audiences, but also ourselves,” Meyrowitz (1986, 
p.31) claims. This level of self-awareness, however, is rare amongst journalists, and even rarer amongst citizen journalists. As such, it is not 
uncommon for biased, emotive exchanges to make their way into political discourses, which arguably mirror constituent discussions.   
 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Literature regarding “X” is vastly contradictory, and this paper will not hazard an opinion as to what may or may not be a just label; such 
formal definitions require extensive archival research and informed debate, which is beyond the scope of this paper. This paper instead 
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examines how the development of Web 2.0 platforms is hastening the spread of the “genocide” label in contemporary media representations 
of “X”, degrading contentious debates and drawing other nations into the vicious political cycle Armenia and Turkey are already trapped in.  
It should be noted that, despite having many contradictory aspects, the majority of narratives agree on the fundamentals—that many 
Ottoman-Armenians were relocated during World War I amidst fears of revolutionaries cooperating with the Russian invaders of Eastern 
Anatolia to seize Ottoman cities, and that it was the civilians who perished in the crossfire and during relocation. Yet, there are great 
discrepancies between the final labels assigned (Suny, 2009; McCarthy, 2005). For decades, political actors from the Armenian and Turkish 
Governments have used the media to frame “X” in a light favourable to their agendas, effectively declaring an “information war”, which 
continues to this day. Said actors have spun nationalistic tales, neither tale complimentary to reconciliation. 

Debates surrounding “X” often have a national undertow present; “X” is considered to form a part of each concerned nation’s 
cultural identity. Undoubtedly, those involved feel a strong affinity towards the respective arguments. As Hall (1994) observes, the 
development of each individual’s cultural identity is reliant on the past as much as it is the future. “Cultural identity is constantly negotiated 
between the retelling of history and an ongoing struggle about power and knowledge,” argues Madmoni-Berber (2009, p. 181). 
Unfortunately, retellings of “X”, and the differing opinions surrounding it, result in conflict, which is only further intensified by media coverage 
(Tichenor, Donohue & Olien, 1999).  

The continued “X” debate on Web 2.0 platforms fuels exclusion and prejudice, leaving Australians feeling like outsiders. According 
to the Special Broadcasting Service report titled Connecting Diversity: Paradoxes of Multicultural Australia, “many Australians have 
experienced or observed instances of prejudice, discrimination and intolerance firsthand” (Ang, Brand, Noble & Sternberg, 2006, p.7), 
leaving numerous Australians from ethnic backgrounds not feeling a “complete sense of belonging” (Ang, Brand, Noble & Wilding, 2002, 
p.7). Young citizens from diverse backgrounds, who identify themselves as “Australian”, feel disconnected to their Australian heritage when 
faced with instances of ignorance and prejudice.  

Calls to assign a label to “X” have been increasing in Australian parliaments. Australian relations with Turkey and Armenia were 
ushered into a new era in 1997, following the New South Wales Parliament’s recognition of “X” as “genocide”; the first such 
acknowledgement by an Australian legislative body (Armenian National Committee of Australia, 2007; New South Wales Parliament, Record 
of Proceedings, April 17, 1997 and May 13, 1999). The term “genocide” was also later recognised by the South Australian Parliament in 
2009 (Armenian Genocide Resource Centre, 2009; South Australian Parliament, Record of Proceedings, April 30, 2009). Both State 
Parliaments passed a motion designating 24 April as a day of remembrance (Armenian Genocide Resource Centre, 2009; Armenian 
National Committee of Australia, 2007).  

The first reference to “X” in an Australian Parliament was in 1985, “X” was then discussed 13 more times till the end of the 1980s. 
In the 1990s, there were 15 references to “X” in the Australian Parliament. In the first decade of the new millennium, that number jumped to 
256; that is an average of over 25 references per year, which is clearly much higher than the number of references per decade in the past. 
Since 2010 there have been 90 references to “X”, which is average of over 40 references per year (ParlInfo Document Repository, February 
29, 2012). There is a clear increase of discussion regarding “X” in Australian Parliaments. While it cannot be said for certain that this upward 
trend is a result of online developments, the increase in discussions does mirror the increasing social networking capabilities of the web, 
and so it may be assumed the increase in parliamentary discussions is a result of increased constituent discussions across user-centred 
platforms.   

Political actors wishing to maintain power must be attentive to the petitions and lobbies presented by their constituents. If not, the 
loss of support is almost guaranteed (Laswell, 1976). Still, the Sarkozy Government has received heavy criticism for its raising of the 
“genocide denial bill”. Critics claim the bill is merely a ploy to secure the votes of the 500,000 Armenians residing in France. Interestingly, 
the claims that their party politics are being moulded around constituent discussions is not being denied. “That is democracy”, said Valerie 
Boyle, the Sarkozy Government senator who wrote the bill. Boyle explained it is the duty of politicians to pass the bills their constituents 
lobby for (Dilorenzo, 2012, January 24).   

Constant lobbying of an issue, from a decided angle, makes that perspective accessible and easier to commit to memory; 
increasing the chances of that issue surfacing to the public agenda. Lobbying is one of the most effective techniques an interest group can 
employ. However, providing all constituents with a voice is impossible; opposing groups will undoubtedly have differing opinions. Frequently, 
it is the quieter minorities who are left unheard, though their opinion may be just as valid (Laswell, 1976).  
Migrant citizens constitute a large portion of quieter minorities in Australia, as explained by Jupp (1984). “The political dilemma of the 
‘ethnic’...is that while he or she may be legally a citizen...his or her access to power is restricted by majority prejudice and the preservation 
of long-established elites.” (p.5) Consequently, a barrier is created in political communication and underrepresentation of certain Australian 
migrant communities, in political environments, becomes unavoidable. 

One-sided representations in political forums and the media can decrease sense of belonging. “Media can create a sense of 
sharing and belonging or a feeling of exclusion and isolation. Media can reinforce a “them vs. us” feeling or they can undermine it.” 
(Meyrowitz, 1986, p.7). With the use of a few carefully selected terms, political actors are able to present those with opposing views as the 
“other”—an enemy (Hamelink, 1997; Meyrowitz, 1986; Terzis 2008). Actors suggest to the target audience that the “other” threatens 
security, cannot be reasoned with, and requires elimination (Hamelink, 1997; Terzis 2008). The justification of war requires framing the 
“other” as inhuman, opposed to “our” liberal views (Butler, 2009).  This same technique was employed by the Nazi German media to 
influence public opinion towards the “evil” Jewish people (Goldhagen, 1996). “In order to disseminate hatred on a massive scale, the Nazis 
constructed a tightly-controlled and carefully organized propaganda machine,” explain Freedman and Freedman (1995, p. 78). This included 
labelling the Jewish populace as “villains” and the Nazis as “heroes” (Ibid, p. 54). Simplistic and constricting descriptions, in turn, can create 
conflict between nations and communities, particularly in a multicultural environment such as Australia.   
 
SETTING AGENDAS AND PRIMING AUDIENCES 
Political actors can employ a host of tools to create a dominant view. Agenda-setting, the process of using news stories to form public 
agendas, is one such tool (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). However agenda-setting does not have a life of its own. If it is used to raise 
issues, it is done so because there are journalists, political actors and social networks which deem these issues to be significant (Gamson & 
Modigliani, 1987). “The activities of interest groups, policymakers, journalists, and other groups interested in shaping media agendas and 
frames can have an impact on both the volume and character of news messages about a particular issue” (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007, p. 
12). While the media does not tell citizens what to think, it does influence what they think about (Mackey, 2000). The constant barrage of 
images and sound-bites communicated to media audiences results in “strong, long-term effects” (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007, p. 10). High 
volumes of coverage increase attention and can lead to the subsequent creation of an agenda (Ibid.). 

The development of Web 2.0 platforms has arguably increased the capabilities of agenda-setting. The Australian-Armenian press’ 
interactive media presence is a noteworthy example. Armenia Weekly launched the internet version of its weekly newspaper in 2009. 
Armenian Online publishes articles regarding “Australia, Armenia and the greater Diaspora” (Armenia Online, 2011). The website claims to 
deliver news to more Armenian-Australians than any other publication. However, as the articles are published in both English and Armenian, 
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the site is also accessible to the wider Australian public; critical to agenda-setting. The website publishes its own content, as well as content 
from other sources. It also loads audio and video files, delivers an e-newsletter, hosts an Armenian-Australian business directory and 
announcements page, facilitates petitions, uses tags and provides readers with the means to comment on articles. Armenia Online 
published 228 articles referring specifically to the “Armenian genocide” in this study’s data collection period. Not a single one of the articles 
described “X” as anything other than “genocide”. Of these articles, more than 10 percent covered the Sarkozy Government’s “genocide 
denial bill”. Armenia Online presented a clear message; it considers “X” to be an act of “genocide”.  

During the same time period, a total of 27 articles regarding “X” were written in the reviewed Australian mainstream publications; 
six in the Sydney Morning Herald, five in the Age, and 16 in The Australian. Of the Sydney Morning Herald articles, 50 percent described “X” 
as “genocide”; of the Age articles, over 30 percent described “X” as “genocide”, and 40 percent of the articles in The Australian described 
“X” as “genocide”. Of the stories that described “X” as “genocide”, three were profile features, five were opinion pieces, and only one was a 
news story. It can be assumed that the writers who described “X” as “genocide” were doing so based on their personal biases or those of 
their interviewees.  

In comparison, during the same period, Turkish weekly newspaper, Yeni Vatan, published only 28 articles. Attempts to label “X” 
were not prominent; the focal point of the articles instead was the denial of “genocide” accusations. Of these articles, 19 were reactions to 
the Sarkozy Government’s “genocide denial bill”. Yeni Vatan also presented a clear message; it does not consider “X” to be an act of 
“genocide”. However, due to sheer numbers alone, Armenia Online has a much stronger agenda-setting capability. Butler (1993) highlights 
the importance of repetition in the acceptance of a performance; referring to the theory of iterability – “a regularized and constrained 
repetition of norms” (p.95) – as developed by Derrida (1981). “‘[P]erformance’ is not a singular ‘act’ or event, but a ritualised production.” 
(Butler, 1993, p.95) Constant repetition of this ritual allows the actor to maintain a position of power (Ibid).  

Yeni Vatan’s agenda-setting capability is also weaker in comparison because the newspaper does not utilise the Web 2.0 
functions Armenia Online does. Yeni Vatan is uploaded as a pdf, making the process of accessing articles of interest a laborious task. The 
website is not search engine optimised, and articles cannot be commented on. The only way for a reader to be heard is to write a column or 
to submit an announcement. Most importantly, Yeni Vatan is published only in Turkish and is not accessible to the wider Australia 
community.  
Constant coverage can work for and against political actors. While constant coverage does have the ability to set agendas, frequent 
coverage of a political actor can also wear away the mysticism surrounding said actor, leaving citizens underwhelmed by the ordinary 
individual on their screen. To successfully communicate their message, political actors require the correct balance of media exposure 
(Meyrowitz, 1986). The frequent coverage of “X” by Armenia Online is not, however, detrimental to agenda-setting. The coverage does not 
focus merely on one political actor, but rather on scores. For example, the “genocide denial bill” could potentially become one of the greatest 
victories in the efforts to label “X” as “genocide”, however it is only covered in 10 percent of the 228 article referring to “X”. Thereby, 
individual political actors are not excessively covered and maintain an element of mysticism. Armenia Online successfully communicates the 
messages of the Armenian diaspora.  

Priming is another key political communication tool; political actors can “suggest” news audiences use “specific issues as 
benchmarks for evaluating the performance of leaders and governments” (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007, p. 11). Essentially, priming 
changes the way in which the general public evaluates political actors. Like agenda-setting, priming is a memory-based model which 
assumes information at the forefront of an individual’s memory will be used to form decisions (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007; Tversky & 
Kahneman, 1973). Political actors can prime constituents to take certain factors into account by disseminating agenda-setting messages via 
the media, which outline the aspects to be considered when evaluating a political issue (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007).  The Armenian 
National Committee did so rather blatantly when it provided Armenia Online with “The ANC Australia Guide to Federal Election 2010” 
(Meguerditchian, 2010, August 12) and the “ANC Australia Guide to NSW State Election 2011” (Meguerditchian, 2011, March 22) to post on 
their website. Other instances of priming may be more subtle. For example, an article in Yeni Vatan titled “Bu Ulusal Sorunu Birlikte 
Savunal�m” (“This is a National Problem Let’s Defend Against it Together”) describes how Turkish Federal Opposition Leader, Kemal 
Kilicdaroglu, believes the “French genocide bill” is a “national problem”. Kilicdaroglu “invites” the Turkish Federal Government to “duty” in 
order to together protect the legacy of Turkey and the nation’s grandfathers (Yeni Vatan, 2012, January 24). Essentially, he is priming 
audiences to assume the Government is not fulfilling its duties; an attack, veiled as an invitation to work together. Furthermore, he identifies 
an “enemy” against which the public and Government must work together.  

The listed language tools, while evidently influential if wielded correctly, would possess merely minute clout if not for the media 
and its use of Web 2.0 platforms. Members of the media play a key role in persuading societies to “negotiate” in a specific manner (Allan & 
Zelitzer, 2004; Bond, 2005; Terzis, 2003, 2008). “Media forms become tools for translating the unknown, the abstruse into the understood, 
and the strange into the familiar” (Mander, 1999, p. 3). The media becomes what Fredric Jameson recognised as the “political unconscious”; 
building an individual’s “understanding” of events, on a national and international scale, and influencing the parameters of discussions 
surrounding social change (Ibid.).  

The successful use of agenda-setting and priming also requires the precise employment of labels. This precision is often applied 
in the United States to manage perceptions and “manufacture consent” through the media (Chomsky & Herman, 2002). The opening lines of 
a paper by Andrew Garfield, a Senior Fellow at the Foreign Policy Research Institute and US Director of the Royal United Services Institute 
(RUSI) for Defence and Security Studies, clearly indicates the US stance towards perception management. “In the ongoing ‘War against 
Terrorism’, it is absolutely vital that the Perception Management campaign of the United States and its allies be coordinated at the highest 
possible level... such a campaign could be a war-winning capability... Even a poorly chosen word, used in the heat of the moment (e.g. 
‘crusade’), can have significant negative consequences,” writes Garfield (2002, p. 30). 

Unlike Garfield, Turkish Prime Minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, is less precise in the selection of his words; an attributing factor to 
the country’s shortcomings in internationally distributing labels. Erdogan lacks the gentle art of persuasion. Following resolutions in the 
United States and Sweden to describe the deaths of Ottoman-Armenians as “genocide”, Erdogan stated that Turkey was turning a “blind 
eye” to 100,000 illegal Armenian immigrants. “Tomorrow, I may tell these 100,000 to go back to their country, if it becomes necessary." 
(BBC, 2010) The reactive statement merely exemplified how the Prime Minister employs empty intimidation techniques, which is a common 
theme in Turkish media and politics. Of the articles published in Yeni Vatan referring to “X”, 75 percent were written in reaction to an 
organised event or a comment made by the Armenian Government, Armenian diaspora, or other “genocide recognisers”. In comparison, 
more than 50 percent of the articles published by Armenia Online were pre-emptive stories that showed “support” for “genocide recognition”.  

Pre-emptive messages are crucial to perception management; yet the Turkish Government has a long history of neglecting to do 
so, which to an extent explains their inability to create a dominant label for “X” today, despite access to Web 2.0 platforms. By seizing the 
initiative, political actors can sculpt messages to suit their own agenda; forcing their opposition into a reactive position, where they are 
forced to defend their actions. Arguably, once the seeds of an idea have been planted in a timely manner, herd mentality takes over. With 
Web 2.0, ideas spread instantly, infecting the masses and manipulating social outcomes.  
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In regards to managing perceptions regarding “X”, Turkey has been on the back foot since day one. Following World War I, 
Turkey was preoccupied with post-war reconstruction and the assembly of the new republic. Consequently, the administration was not the 
first to set forth a label describing “X”. Furthermore, it was slow in responding to genocide accusations. The result was a simplification of the 
issue into “victims and villains” (McCarthy, 1996). Responding in a timely manner is critical to effective crisis and perception management. 
“Audiences tend to accept the self projected by the individual performer during any current performance as a responsible representative,” 
explains Goffman (1959, p. 235). Consequently, a political actor who seizes the initiative, and supplies the first acceptable representation, is 
capable of swaying swinging audiences to a particular side (Huang & Su, 2009). It is apparent from the collected data that the Turkish 
Government is still not practicing strategic political communication. Had it not been for factors such as timeliness and herd mentality, the 
framing of “X” may have greatly differed, as would the popularly accepted version of events. This, however, is not to say the differing version 
would not again have been a simplification of “X” into “victims” and “villains”. In the case of “X”, both sides use Web 2.0 platforms to set forth 
labels relieving their people and governments of any guilt.  

In terms of crisis management, had the political actors accepted some level of responsibility, then the debate may not have lasted 
this long (Johnston & Zawawi, 2000), and reconciliation may have already been grasped. Instead, tension continues to filter through 
community groups who continue to see the “other” as a “villain”.  
 
SHATTERING OF THE CULTURAL MOSAIC  
Narratives surrounding “X” produce no small amount of stigma. The term “stigma” refers to “an attribute that is deeply discrediting” 
(Goffman, 1963, p. 3). As a result of “X”, Turks and Armenians across the world are stigmatised for merely belonging to a family which 
descended from “X”. The stigmatised person is seen as less than human and discriminated against, which can effectively endanger their life 
(Ibid). Numerous Turks and Armenians have been threatened, and even killed, for voicing their opinions too loudly; the murder of journalist 
Hrant Dink by a fanatical Turkish national is only one example (Christensen, 2007).  

It is important to note that the stigmatised individual does not see him or herself as any different from other members of the 
populace. They too are “normal” and deserve a “chance”. Yet, more often than not, this chance is long-awaited. The “other” does not 
“accept” the stigmatised as an “equal” (Goffman, 1963, p. 7). Such unacceptance pushes these individuals to the outskirts of society and 
subsequently influences group alignments. The individuals form their “own group” (Ibid, p. 114; Mander, 1999), wherein group members will 
have lived through “similar learning experiences” and “similar changes in conception of self” (Goffman, 1963, p. 32). In doing so, the 
stigmatised may establish a sense of belonging; however, they also prime their minds for the entry of the herd’s separatist mentality.  

The stigma that occurs as a product of debates surrounding “X” results in protests, the defacement of monuments and even 
threats of deportation ( The Australian, 2011, December 23;Armenia Online, 2011, June 28; BBC, 2010, March 17). Ten such instances of 
disruptions to social cohesion were reported by Armenia Online within the data collection period, two were reported by the Sydney Morning 
Herald and three were reported by The Australian. As previously mentioned, the majority of articles in Yeni Vatan were reactive and 
consequently did not cover outbursts resulting from instances of stigma.  

Instances where a lack of social cohesion is reported can be attributed to irresponsible journalism. There are two methods of 
investigative political journalism. The first is to speak to the key source or sources at the centre of an issue. The second is to interview 
everyone who had some involvement or knowledge of the issue and to then report the “consensus view” (Richardson, 2002, p.181). It is 
difficult to obtain an accurate assessment with the first approach, as it could easily be coming from a biased perspective. The second, 
however, requires time, resources and access to interviewees who may be reluctant to share information (Ibid.). It is rare for journalists to 
undertake the second approach due to strict deadlines, however, that is the approach least likely to produce biased coverage. Citizen 
journalists are even less likely to take the second approach as they do not have to adhere to the Journalism Code of Ethics (MEAA, 1999). 
Rarely do journalists utilise archives and the Freedom of Information Act, according to a study conducted by the University of Tasmania. 
Instead, other sources are used, such as political actors and activists, to pick up stories and sound bites. “This undermines not only their 
own interests but their responsibility to society,” argue Ricketson and Snell (2002, p.154).  

The spread of naive and ill-informed discourses on Web 2.0 platforms can arguably create a decreased sense of belonging and 
become a detriment to multiculturalism as a normative concept. During the data collection period, 63 comments were posted in response to 
Armenia Online articles on “X”. Of these comments, 29 were identified to be disparaging as they contained derogatory words. Two of these 
derogatory comments were posted by members of the Australian-Turkish community and were directed at the Australian-Armenian 
community. The rest were written by members of the  Australian-Armenian community and directed at the Australian-Turkish community. 
Such negative discussions serve only to sever social cohesion.  

Similar discussions took place in the Australian mainstream press, though on a much smaller scale. Two comments were made in 
response to an article in the Sydney Morning Herald and one was made in response to an article in The Australian. All three comments were 
made by members of the Australian-Armenian community towards members of the Australian-Turkish community; all three were disparaging 
remarks. Comments were not made in response to Yeni Vatan articles as the newspaper’s site does not support such a function. Instead, 
members of the Australian-Turkish community were able to express their opinions by way of columns. Of the 28 articles written, nine were 
columns which served this purpose. The columns were not disparaging as such, however, they did call upon members of the Australian-
Turkish community to defend themselves. The columnists wrote under the assumption that their view of “X” was definitive and did not leave 
room for other considerations.  

The history the Australian-Turkish and Australian-Armenian communities shared may have been the same, however they now 
have vastly different interpretations of “X”. The resulting reductive arguments prevent the acceptance of multiculturalism as a normative 
concept. By moving beyond “confrontation and reductive hostility”, Edward Said (2005, p. 595) believed individuals could learn to respect 
the details of human experiences, gain understanding which stems from compassion, alongside moral and intellectual knowledge. “[I]n the 
process we can dispose finally of both residual hatred and the offensive generality of labels like ‘the Muslim’, ‘the Persian’, ‘the Turk’, ‘the 
Arab’ or ‘the Westerner’...” Multiculturalism cannot be truly embraced until the frames and labels, which oversimplify complex discourses, 
and tense narratives, are understood. However, such an occurrence does not appear likely in the near future.    
 
SUMMARY 
Web 2.0 environments are spreading the “X” debate and increasing the rate at which it is dispersed. The contentious labels used to describe 
“X” are travelling as far as Australia and entering its political sphere. It can be assumed increased media coverage, whether it is prepared by 
political actors or citizen journalists, increases constituent awareness and affects parliamentary discourses. However, with few barriers to 
online communication, the exchanges can be emotive and absent of empirical evidence. As such, at times, debates regarding contentious 
international issues are degraded. Such naive and ill-informed discourses can create an “other”, an outside who is seen as an enemy and 
someone to be despised. In reality, they are all members of the same multicultural community, and heeding such discourses serves only to 
decrease sense of belonging and social cohesion.   
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Abstract 
With the starting of the usage of advertising as an influence and persuasion tool in mass communication, the role of it become more 
important and advertisers use different persuasion techniques to stick advertising messages to the mind of their target audiences. In this 
process, visual elements become important tools of advertisements and especially with using visual figures as rhetorical devices, 
advertisers try to communicate much more accurately and effectively. Therefore, present study will focus on the role and usage of visual 
rhetoric in print advertising and it will show the analysis of two print advertisements which use the artwork images as a rhetorical figure. 
Keywords: print advertising, visual rhetoric, artwork images.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Advertising and Visual Rhetoric  
In recent years, with the increase of the variety of product and consumer awareness, marketing activities have increased dramatically, too, 
and the role of advertisements becomes more important. When we look the historical background of advertisements, at the beginning its 
aim was to inform the people about any product or service. However, today the aim of advertisements which are used as an influence and 
persuasion tool in mass communication, to create the desired changes in behaviors of target market and by this way to sell the product. For 
this purpose, advertisers try to use various persuasion techniques and one of them is create a rhetorical language by using the 
effectiveness of visualization. Therefore, this study explores the meta-language of advertisement exposed through the case of visual 
rhetoric and it shows the analysis of two print advertisements which use the images of artworks as a visual rhetorical item. 

With the starting of the usage of advertisements for the convincing the consumers, and the increasing role of visual 
communication in this process, direct to the advertisers for the usage of the power of visualization. “When Aristo define the five senses 
approximately 2500 years ago, the first thing he had said was vision. After 2500 years later, we can say that vision has been replaced by 
visuality. Visuality perceived as a form, shade, color, saturation, depth, motion, but all of them are coordinated in brain.” (Trans.: F.N.K., 
Batı, p34). All of these items come together in advertising design and create a connotative meaning in the mind of receivers. However, 
although the product does not have any meaning on its own, the meaning interchange created by the advertisers through visual figures 
makes the product meaningful for the consumers. “In the process of signification, the product which is being advertised replaced with an 
image or emotion, and it appropriates the meaning of them to itself. (Trans.:F.N.K., Batı, p264).Therefore, advertisers use visual rhetorical 
figures as a way of expression to aestheticize the visuality and by this way they increase the effectiveness of the process of meaning 
exchange and reinforce their communication process.  

 “Traditionally, rhetoric was considered ‘the exclusive province of verbal language’ (Kenney and Scott, 2003, p19) where 
presentation of an argument was manipulated so as to be most impacting.” (Bulmer&Oliver, p55). However, today every kind of figurative 
element that is realized by visual text is also accepted as a kind rhetoric and it is called as a “visual rhetoric”.    
 

  “Visual rhetoric can be described as a form of communication that uses images for creating meaning or constructing an 
argument. Hence, an analysis of visual rhetoric considers how images work alone and collaborate with other elements to create 
an argument designed for moving a specific audience.”(Bulmer&Oliver, p.55). 

 
From the perspective of these two definitions, the close relationship between the advertisement and visual rhetoric, and the 

requirement of advertisement to the persuasive language which is constructed by rhetorical figures is clearly seen. Because, the aim of 
advertisement is to present the most persuasive selling message to the right prospect and so, the usage of visual rhetorical figures by 
advertisers for enhances the persuasive expression of advertisement is not a random situation.  

Furthermore, one of the visual rhetorical figure is using the artwork images in advertisements. “Art and advertising exchange 
forms of expression one with the other.” (Hetsroni, p59), and advertisers “(…) transfer of cultural, social and aesthetic value from the 
appropriated art work to the advertised product.” (Lucian, p8).  By this way, they mask their selling purpose and they added an additional 
value to their product which comes from work of art.  
 
ANALYSIS   
Usage of Artwork Images in Visual Rhetoric 
Especially well known artwork image, such as “Mona Lisa has been used to sell almost anything, from hair-dye to alcoholic beverages (…).” 
(Gombrich, p6). For example, Shop&Miles credit card uses the artwork images, Mona Lisa, for advertise its campaign and collaboration with 
Turkish Airlines.  
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Leonardo da Vinci, Mona Lisa, 

Musee du Louvre, Paris 
        (1503-1506). 

Avertisement for Garanti Bank, 
Shop&Miles credit card, by Alametifarika 

Advertising Agency, (2004). 
Figure 1: Appropriation and Quotation of painting 

 
 “The advertisement transfer da Vinci’s painting from its original environment (the museum) to a new location, which loads it with a 

new commercial meaning.” (Hetsroni, p64). In the ad, there is both appropriation and quotation of painting but, there are several changes 
have been made to the original of artwork image according to purposes of the message of advertisement.  

First of all, in terms of the usage of artwork images in advertising, according to researches;  
“A formal relationship between the work of art and the product can only be found in %8 of the cases. However, in %42 a semantic 
relationship was found. This leads to the assumption that a connection is mainly made through the content of a work of art rather 
than through its form.” (Dietzman, p25).    

In figure 1, we see the semantic relationship between work of art and advertisement. Advertisers transfer the meaning of Mona Lisa to the 
advertised product and this meaning exchange constitute a meta-language for advertisement. Here, the prestige of da Vinci’s work is given 
to the product which is advertised and by this way people who use this product gain a status. Because, “prestige signifies status. Advertising 
aim to make consumers believe that by consuming prestigious products they enhance their self-esteem, communicate themselves to others 
as people who are socially desirable, and gain a membership in respected clubs (Deeter, Schmelz, et.al., 2000; Garfein 1989).” (Hetsroni, 
p64) 

In this advertisement, there is both visual and verbal text. The portrait of Mona Lisa and plane of Turkish Airlines represent the 
visual figures and written text is used as a supporter of the semantic composition of visual items.  
This artwork of da Vinci is a portrait and during the process of portray, model should stand without moving according to request of painter. 
Already in the original picture, the figure of Mona Lisa is directly looking to the painter, and she is being viewed. However, in the ad she 
changed to her view direction and her eyes are looking to the plane and this time, the plane is viewed and Mona Lisa is viewer. Here, the 
message is that because of the attractiveness of the campaign which is advertised, even Mona Lisa, as a portrait wants to view to the plane 
of Turkish Airlines.   

Furthermore, in this advertisement visuality is supported by verbal text and it creates a reference for product which is advertised. 
Text says that; 
“Shop&miles.the original 
Started the free flight trend 
Attracted considerable interest from the frequency flying people 
Recently, the campaign and points were attempted to be imitated 
In the last 4 years, it is inimitable with its speciality which makes you win while you are flying.” (Trans.: F.N.K.) 
In the main headline the word of “the original” represent the uniqueness of Mona Lisa and “in art, it is the aura of ‘one original’ that makes 
people interested (…) (Imesch 2006, 16)”. (Dietzmann, p11). In this process, advertisers transfer the originality of Mona Lisa to the 
advertised product. In the continuous part of the text, the phrase of “attempted to be imitated” and the word of “inimitable” create a parallel 
relationship between the work of art and product. The message of advertisement is clear: although there are many reproduction of Mona 
Lisa, there is one original and still its unique. There are many reproduction of this product, but it is also unique, too. Therefore, in this 
advertisement both visual power and semantic structure of Mona Lisa is supported by verbal text and all of these figures create a rhetorical 
expression.    

Another example for the using of artwork images of da Vinci which is called “Last Supper” as rhetorical item is the advertisement 
against the dog abandonment by International Organization for Animal Protection (IPA).         
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Leonardo da Vinci, Last Supper, 
Santa Maris delle Grazie, Milan 

(1495-1498). 

Advertisement AgainstDog Abandonment 
by Remember + Milan advertising agency, 

(2008). 
Figure 2: Appropriation and Quotation of Painting 

 
This fresco which is drawn to the wall of Santa Maria delle Grazie during 1495-1498 years, describes the moment of betrayal of 

Jesus. In this artwork, Jesus and his 12 apostles sit four different locations in group of threes behind a long dining table, and this sequence 
of them remind a theatrical posture, as if they know that people are looking them. In this picture, “Leonardo concentrated on the moment 
when Jesus sits down whit his disciples and declares: ‘verily I say unto you, that one of you shall betray me’” (Zöllner, p50). In the artwork, 
the impact and confusion of the declare of Jesus is described both in facial and body expression of each apostle. Jesus is also drawn with 
his award for the betrayal of him. 

Last supper is the second best known work of da Vinci and again both the visuality and story of his artwork is used by advertisers 
to give the desired message. In the ad, the figure of Isa and his apostles replaced with dogs, but only Judas stay as a human figure. Their 
stand positions are exactly same with the original artwork. 

Also, in original artwork Jesus sits in the middle of his apostles and this position represents to his guiding feature. In the ad, the 
figure of Jesus is replaced with a sheepdog which represents the same role. So, the selection of the kind of dog is not a random situation.   
Furthermore, in this advertisement visual figures are supported by verbal text, like the figure 1, Mona Lisa. The headline is “UNO DI VOI CI 
TRADIRA, 150.000 volte I’ anno” which is centered and on the top of the figure of dog which represent the Jesus, and it means that “one of 
you betray to us, 150.000 in a year.” Here Judas (as a betrayer) represents whole people who abandon the dogs and so, the message of 
advertisement is that although people seem like friendly to the dogs, in fact, again they who betray to the dogs. 

In addition to these, the aim of advertisements to give the right message to the target audiences and in this point, the choosing of 
the artwork for appropriation is critical. Because, during the appropriation process, “(…) companies also tried to reach the higher educated 
people who are interested in the arts (high involvement with arts) to recognize and appreciate their products.” (Dietzman, p33-34). 
Therefore, the quotes of figures from artwork require a pre-establish knowledge in the mind of audiences to give the message accurately 
and effectively. (Dietzman, p37). However, sometimes the opposite situation can occur. “To reach target groups have only little or no 
interest in the art world as well as less educated people, art can still be appropriated. It just has to be either less dominant, serving mainly 
decorative purposes or be world famous like e.g. the “Mona Lisa.” (Dietzman, p37).      
 
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, with the increase of the variety of product, the physical differences between them began to disappear and they started to 
resemble each other. This situation enhances the role and importance of advertisements as a persuasive communicational tool, and 
advertisers start to add an additional value to themselves and they mask their selling message. In this point, advertisers use some 
persuasion techniques and one of them is using the visual rhetoric in their communicational process.  
This study emphasizes the role of visual rhetoric as one of the persuasion technique in advertising communication and it shows the usage of 
it on two different print advertisements one including social content. These advertisements use the well known artwork images as a visual 
rhetorical item for inspiring and influencing the consumers. They use both aesthetical and semantic structure and by this way they constitute 
a visual rhetorical expression. Also, the aim of the rhetoric is already to implement aesthetical expression to persuade the audiences 
effectively, so the usage of artwork images in advertisement is the revelation of the main idea which already in artwork. In this point, the 
usage of artwork images in advertising to create a visual rhetorical language can be an advantage for advertisers.  
As a recommendation future research can focus on the effect of the usage of visual rhetoric in advertising on the audiences, it also may 
include the comparison of the advertisements which are using visual rhetoric with the ones which don’t.    
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ABSTRACT  
This research aims to understand the factors that lead to exclusion among foreign wives in Singapore and the role that Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICTs) plays in inclusion and empowerment. Increasingly, there has been a trend of migration through 
marriage in Singapore, especially between foreign brides and Singaporean men. Present literature show that ICTs can be a source of social 
support to help migrants adapt to life in their host country (Choi & Chen, 2006). We conducted in-depth interviews with 27 foreign wives in 
Singapore and found that although not a direct cause of empowerment, ICTs act as an agent to enhance social, political and economic 
inclusion. We also found out how respondents adopted ICTs differently to achieve inclusion, yet the very same benefits ICTs bring could 
have negative impacts too.  
Keywords: Foreign wives, ICTs, Singapore, empowerment, social exclusion 
 
INTRODUCTION  
Singapore has seen a growing number of female migrants who have moved to Singapore for the purpose of marriage. The number of 
foreign women who are married to Singaporean men has increased by about 10% in the last ten years, from 20% of total marriages in 
Singapore in 1998 to 30% in 2008 (National Population Secretariat, 2009). The National Population Secretariat (2009) also reported that in 
2008, 97% of these foreign brides came from other parts of Asia, who may have met their husbands overseas or in Singapore through the 
help of match-making agencies (Tan, 2011).  

Many foreign wives face a myriad of problems upon their arrival in Singapore. According to AWARE (2006), language is one of 
the biggest barriers for these women. Most of them do not speak the same language as their spouses, and are not familiar with English, the 
working language of Singapore. Integration into the local society thus becomes a huge challenge for them. The lack of cross-cultural 
understanding between the couple also creates strain on their marriage (Ng, 2011).  

Furthermore, as many of these wives are relocating to a new country to be with their spouses, they often do not have a solid 
support network in Singapore. They face several social problems adjusting to their new host country, such as having to endure 
discrimination and disparities in culture.  

With regards to legal status, the Immigration Checkpoint Authority (ICA) maintains that foreign spouses of Singaporeans do not 
automatically become permanent residents (PR). Applications are reviewed on a case-by-case basis, and the rules for approval remain 
vague. Most of these wives are only granted a long-term visit pass, which allow them to stay up to a maximum of five years. Even so, their 
long-term social pass hinges on their relationship between them and their husbands, making them vulnerable and heavily dependent on 
their husbands. In the event of divorce, or death of the husband, these foreign wives will be legally required to return to their home 
countries.  

In addition, due to Singapore’s labour regulations, employers are restricted in their ability to hire foreign workers. This makes it 
extremely difficult for these foreign wives without a PR status to land a job. Holders of the long-term visit pass are entitled to remain in 
Singapore but are not granted health or education subsidies. Foreign wives who wish to work would have to convert their long-term visit 
pass to a work permit upon confirmation of an employment opportunity. However, should their work permit be annulled, they would have to 
leave the country immediately. A number of foreign wives also fear that holding a work permit would hinder their chances of a successful 
application to be a PR in Singapore. Fearing this, most wives would rather hold on to their long-term visit pass and miss out on economic 
opportunities to bring in more income for the family. In addition, financial assistance for these wives is scarce as priority goes to Singapore 
citizens or permanent residents. These obstacles to gaining employment may amount to great financial difficulty for this group, especially 
the lower-income ones.  

The problems listed above signify the lack of ability to change their situations and the constant entrapment by the various 
roadblocks in their lives, namely the lack of PR status, language barrier and reliance on the marriage relationship. While there is extensive 
literature on foreign wives in other parts of Asia, such as South Korea and Taiwan, there is little research done on foreign wives in 
Singapore. Conversely, our paper seeks to explore how ICTs could improve the lives of these foreign wives in Singapore by mitigating 
exclusion and empowering them.  

ICTs are slowly becoming more widespread in both the developing and developed world (International Telecommunication Union, 
2011). Singapore in particular has a high level of ICTs usage, with a penetration rate of 143% for mobile phone and 191% for household 
broadband (Info-Communication Development Authority [IDA], 2011). This suggests that Singapore is highly connected and thus ICTs could 
be a potential avenue foreign wives can tap on to reduce the severity of their problems.  

Literature has shown that ICTs allowed for the empowerment of individuals both in the personal and professional spheres. In the 
area of migration, ICTs offer significant progress for the marginalised community (Chib & Aricat, 2012). ICTs allow migrants to maintain 
relations with their family and friends back home and sustain ties with their local co-ethnic community. Within the professional sphere, 
foreign domestic workers were empowered by the use of ICTs as a form of liberalisation from the watchful eye of their employers (Lin & 
Sun, 2010).  

In this study we seek to examine the different types of problems faced by these wives, which are broadly categorised into three 
forms of exclusion, namely social, political and economic. We will also study how ICTs can play a part in solving the problems that they face, 
through the process of empowerment. In the next section we explain the theoretical frameworks used in this study. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW EXCLUSION AND MIGRATION  
Exclusion is a term used to describe the different forms of social disadvantage, which can hinder groups or individuals from participating 
fully in social, political and economic activities. The term, narrowly defined, refers to financial deprivation, whereby the individuals cannot 
enjoy activities falling within the social norm. A broader definition takes on a more multi-faceted approach, including factors such as quality 
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of education, unemployment, inadequately paid jobs, lack of community inclusion, information deficiency and poor access to facilities 
(Peace, 2001; Silver & Miller, 2003; Cass, Shove & Urry, 2003). Most studies have divided the concept of exclusion into three distinct 
dimensions: the social, political and economic (Chigona, Beukes, Vally, & Tanner, 2009; Selwyn, 2002; Peace, 2001; Van Winden, 2001). It 
is useful to do so, as it allows us to target each aspect systematically to reduce the exclusion foreign wives face. While they may be distinct 
aspects, each is very much interrelated with another. Selwyn (2002) gave an example of how long-term unemployment, a form of economic 
exclusion, can lead to a poorer social life, where individuals were demoralised and turned to a life of crime or drugs. Sen (2000) also argued 
that exclusion has been in part responsible for capability poverty, where individuals are unable to take part in the social communal life due to 
their inability to interact freely with others. This then limits the individual’s living opportunities, such as the opportunity to be employed or 
receive credit that in turn lead to economic impoverishment. This cycle could go on, potentially leading to inter-generational exclusion 
(Verner & Alda, 2004; Harper, Marcus, & Moore, 2003). Exclusion is thus a delicate and complex state, and it is important to recognise it as 
an inherent social problem (Phipps, 2000).  

Migration can exacerbate exclusion, where migrants face problems in adapting and acculturating into the society they are in. 
These problems include financial exploitation at work, a lack of social support, language barrier and the inability to obtain independence 
(Tastsoglou & Hadjicostandi, 2003; Levitt, Lane, & Levitt, 2005). This leaves them in a state of exclusion, void of the social communal life 
and economic well being an average citizen enjoys. Foreign wives are no exception within the broader group of migrants, only perhaps 
more vulnerable. Being married to a Singaporean entails a commitment to remain in Singapore and thus integration into the host society is 
of paramount importance, more so than, for instance, a foreign student, who has the liberty to return to his homeland once his study ends. 
These wives could end up being in a prolonged stage of exclusion should they fail to adapt. There have been various news reports 
documenting the plight of these wives who migrated in hopes of escaping a life of poverty in their home countries or to gain a more 
comfortable life in Singapore. However, they found themselves in unfavourable situations after migration (Mulchand, 2005; Tan, 2009; Ng, 
2010). These reports also described the discrimination they face inside and outside of the home, the economic desperation they are in and 
their lack of social support. The situation after migration was a stark contrast from what most have expected out of the marriage. This 
phenomenon is parallel to the social exclusion framework developed by Kothari (2002) that seeks to explain the links between chronic 
poverty and migration. According to Kothari (2002), migration is both a cause and consequence of poverty. The lack of resources, capital 
and discrimination within one’s homeland could cause individuals to move to other lands, which are perceived to have more opportunities. 
Migration thus becomes a livelihood strategy to improve their current condition. However, the outcome of such a livelihood strategy could 
result in greater exclusion, as illustrated by the various news reports. The purpose of this study is thus to examine the different forms of 
exclusion foreign wives in Singapore face upon migration.  

Upon the elimination of all these forms of exclusion comes empowerment, where the marginalised groups and individuals carry 
out more participative action in the community and society, thereby becoming empowered and gaining agency and autonomy. Perkins and 
Zimmerman (1995) argued that empowerment is the process by which individuals gain control over their lives, through an enhancement of 
their well-being coupled with the amelioration of problems. In concrete terms, this means that individuals gain opportunities to develop 
knowledge and skills, as well as engage professionals as collaborators rather than authoritative experts. The activities described closely 
resemble that of exclusion reduction, and therefore we defined empowerment to be the alleviation of the various forms of exclusion.  

ICTs could provide a solution to exclusion, empowering the foreign wives. Existing literature has documented the tangible benefits 
that can be derived from the usage of ICTs, which are beneficial and crucial in helping migrants to fit in with their host country (Lin & Sun, 
2010; Thomas & Lim, 2010, Thomas, 2008; Roldan, 2009). These studies highlighted how the usage of mobile phones had been a key 
mode of communication by allowing the social group to establish and maintain connections back home, while also extending out to other 
fellow migrant co-nationals to build up their local social networks (Thompson, 2009). Thompson (2009) also examined the strategies used 
by migrant workers to maintain their social networks via mobile phones, with effective cost control, whilst maintaining relationships and 
trying to improve access.  

ICTs such as the Internet can also be a source of social support for immigrants (Choi & Chen, 2006). Other studies focus on ICTs 
as a means of learning a language in order to help migrants grasp the language of their host country. Webb (2006) found that after taking 
into account social aspects of learning, ICTs had the potential to increase migrants’ motivation and enable them to take greater control of 
their learning. This is further substantiated by another study by Fisher, Durrance and Hinton (2004) about the confidence gained by high 
participation rates in English by Second Language (ESL) learners in Community Technology Centres in the USA.  

With the adoption of ICTs, exclusion can be alleviated by enabling communication across time and spatial dimensions which 
permits migrants to maintain relations with their families and friends back home (Paragas, 2009). ICTs facilitate instantaneous and 
simultaneous communication, despite trans-geographical boundaries, making communication more convenient and accessible. Through 
using the Internet, migrants are given the opportunity to form virtual communities with fellow countrymen whom are geographically divided 
(Law & Chu, 2008). With wireless communication, information and communication has also been reconciled into physical space. (Castells, 
Fernandez-Ardevol, Qiu, & Sey, 2004). The literature only examined mobile usage. These benefits should similarly, if not more so, be 
derived from the usage of ICTs by the foreign wives in Singapore.  

Specific to empowerment, García-Montes, Caballero-Muñoz and Pérez-Álvarez (2006) discovered that mobiles were able to 
provide everyday empowerment for individuals, highlighting how new power was attained and how a sense of control was maintained over 
their communications without the interference of the organisations to which they belong to. Another study by Adams, Blandford and Lunt 
(2005) found that when users discovered how ICTs could enhance and support their daily work practices, there was also a purported 
increase in empowerment. ICTs could therefore be a facilitating and empowering tool in helping foreign wives counter exclusion by helping 
them to achieve a perceived sense of empowerment through obtaining control. In addition, Chib and Chen (2011), in their study on 
midwives’ ICTs use, argued that agency and autonomy could be acquired through the use of ICTs. They asserted that ICTs allow the 
midwives to realise the power struggle within their society and negotiate this power relation to achieve greater gender equality. This, in 
essence, refers to empowerment. The following will explain in detail how ICTs can play a part in reducing each aspect of exclusion, thus 
achieving empowerment.  
Social Exclusion  

The social aspect of exclusion refers to the extent that an individual is excluded from society in terms of social interaction and 
participation, and is also known as social marginalisation (Peace, 2001). Online communities may enable more diverse contact between 
people. By enabling social integration, ICTs are also said to enhance and promote the integration and participation of ethnic minorities, 
through the Internet (Van Winden, 2001). ICTs have an enormous potential for enhancing networking and communication at a local level 
(National Working Party on Social Inclusion in the Information Society [INSINC], 1997).  

In addition, Kothari (2002) included another aspect of social inclusion, namely culture and identity. The cultural aspect of social 
exclusion refers to the lack of, or minimal language skills, which make it difficult for migrants to adapt to the local culture, thereby hindering 
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social inclusion. Yang and Wang (2003) noted that language barriers may force foreign wives to live in isolation, where they are unable to 
leave the house alone, or seek help when needed. The primary communication within the family unit may also be hindered, thereby 
frustrating family relations (Yang & Wang, 2003). Language empowers one and facilitates social contact, while helping one to reduce 
dependency on others. It also helps one to achieve a sense of control over one’s life (Cakir & Guneri, 2011). On the other hand, cultural and 
identity exclusion can manifest in the state of foreign wives being unable to express their cultural identity. These wives need to abide by 
rules and norms of the host society, or of their spouses’ family, which may be vastly different from that of the rules back home (Yang & 
Wang, 2003). In Yang & Wang’s study (2003) on Indonesian foreign wives in Taiwan, they discovered that some of these wives were forced 
to stay at home for their spouses feared them running away. Similarly, some foreign wives in Singapore face the same plight (Tan, 2011).  

Gender would also have a part to play in social exclusion. Singapore is a relatively conservative Asian society that still has a 
strong emphasis on the domestic household roles of females as the nurturer and caregiver. Many of these wives come from a more 
conservative Asian society where breadwinner roles are dominated by males, which may colour their perspective on their gender role. Such 
perceived structured gender roles would possibly affect the way their new host families or their spouses view the roles of these foreign 
wives. Some Singaporean spouses expect their wives to be a “maid”, to clean and look after the family including their elderly parents (Tan, 
2011). Furthermore, given that employment opportunities in Singapore are scarcer for these foreign wives due to the lack of a proper legal 
status, these wives may find it befitting to remain in their role as a mother. Over time, they may find it even more difficult to overcome social 
exclusion.  

The many aspects of socio-cultural exclusion these wives face in adjusting to their new host country, including the lack of social 
support, could potentially be mitigated by the use of ICTs, which help in the building of community connectedness (Phipps, 2000). The 
telephone plays an important social role in building and maintaining relationships while fulfilling certain significant care-giving and receiving 
functions (Rakow, 1992). This gives individuals a sense of self-worth and identity, particularly in a situation where family and friends are 
absent (Thompson, 2009). Even though Thompson’s (2009) study focuses on foreign domestic workers in Singapore, similar situations 
could arise in the lives of foreign wives given that both groups are far away from their home countries and are therefore bound to share 
similar psychological responses (i.e. lack of self-worth and identity). However, this same benefit may or may not materialise in the case of 
foreign wives, as this group of women is essentially different from other migrant groups. Being married to a Singaporean and permanently 
situated in Singapore may mean a different criterion for independence (i.e. being socially integrated into Singapore’s society in this case). 
Overall, mobile phones, or ICTs in general, can become a valuable tool in sustaining close relationships with family members and friends, 
thereby reestablishing their self-worth and identity (Thompson, 2009).  

The availability of mobile telephony has allowed users to communicate globally and locally, as and when they want (Castells, et 
al., 2004). Similarly, the usage of ICTs has allowed communication to flourish, enabling individuals to choose when, where, with whom to 
communicate. As such they are no longer restricted by social structure, such as family units, and are able to create their social network 
according to their interest, values and priorities. For example, instead of being restricted to only communicate with their in-laws, they could 
have an additional avenue of social support through the use of ICTs, by joining online communities who share the same interest (Castells, 
2007).  
 
Political Exclusion  
The political form of exclusion relates to the individual’s inability to participate in political activities (e.g. voting), where they are unable to 
exert their political and human rights (Selwyn, 2002; Peace, 2001). This form of discrimination usually results in a sense of helplessness, 
particularly in the area of influencing political decision-making processes (Chigona et al., 2009). For foreign wives in Singapore, achieving a 
PR status is considered to be attractive as it would mean obtaining rights that will optimise the migrant’s lifestyle in Singapore, such as 
gaining subsidies for medical care, employment opportunities, government-subsidised housing, and so on (Zhou, 2010). However, the 
process to obtain the desired legal status is often grey and ambiguous. ICTs have the potential to reduce the political exclusion experienced 
by migrants by providing a channel for dialogue between the authority and themselves (Chigona et al., 2009). Cachia, Kluzer, Cabrera, 
Centeno and Punie (2007) added that ICTs enable individuals to organise themselves in order to participate in political debates. This 
presents a platform for their voice to be heard. Such a dialogue contributes to empowerment, as individuals are able to engage 
professionals as collaborators rather than authoritative experts (Perkins & Zimmerman, 1995). Although the political climate of Singapore 
allows for little citizen participation, this research hopes to uncover ways in which foreign wives in Singapore have used ICTs to gain political 
inclusion, namely obtaining PR status and reaching out to authority for help.  
 
Economic Exclusion  
The economic aspect of exclusion refers to poverty, including the lack of employment opportunities, inability to accumulate funds, thereby 
leading to a potential loss of income (Chigona et al., 2009). Chigona et al. (2009) suggest that ICTs could provide a solution for the 
alleviation of economic exclusion if the economically excluded individuals have the appropriate knowledge to make use of the technology to 
propel themselves up the socioeconomic ladder. Those who do not, however, get propelled downward. This concept is similar to that of the 
digital divide, which is the gap between those who have the opportunity to access ICTs and those who do not (Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development [OECD], 2001). Individuals who lack the access to, or the knowledge on how to use such technologies, 
which are skills essential in today’s job market, will then remain in low-paying jobs, continuing their cycle of poverty (Hall, 1998).  

ICTs have been shown to assist the migrant in looking for employment. In Thomas’ study (2008), she found that ICTs helped 
migrant workers to find and take advantage of better job opportunities. Thompson (2009) found that ICTs also confer a certain degree of 
autonomy to foreign domestic workers, because it allows them to connect with their social network even while being under supervision of 
their employers. In this sense, they are enabled to have some control over their lives. In addition, Foley (2004) highlighted the benefits ICTs 
bring in terms of learning. It encourages learning by motivating individuals, particularly those with a lower education level, to start learning 
again. Extending this to the situation of the foreign wives, such a benefit could spur them to take on new skills, which will then improve their 
employability. This way, ICTs can lead the economic excluded to economic inclusion. Chigona et al. (2009) noted that having personal 
access to ICTs has helped migrants reduce the cost of contacting loved ones back home, look for jobs online, and start their personal 
businesses. However, to gain economic independence and economic inclusion in Singapore does not only encompass having the relevant 
skill set for the economy, but also the legal status for work. About 40% of the foreign wives in Singapore have a secondary education, while 
another 26% have received up to post-secondary education (National Population Secretariat, 2009). Thus, most of these foreign wives, with 
some education, have the potential to contribute economically, but due to the lack of a Permanent Resident status, find it hard to get a job. 
Given the unique circumstance in Singapore, this research aims to examine the possible economic exclusion faced by foreign wives here, 
and if and how their use of ICTs has helped them to overcome economic exclusion.  
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In conclusion, this body of literature suggests that ICTs can empower women in a socioeconomic and political sense, because 
ICTs create a comfortable and welcoming environment for women, as well as address certain needs and provide necessary skills for 
women. It has been suggested that it is a woman’s prerogative to ICTs (Bonder, 2002). ICTs can be a means to help with the development 
needs and priorities of women and hence all types of ICTs should be considered to determine the types of ICTs that would be more useful 
at a particular setting (Jorge, 2002). Studies have also shown that ICTs can help in the problems migrants face. However, there is a lack of 
literature suggesting that ICTs can do the same for foreign wives. This study seeks to explore if ICTs does help them achieve the 
aforementioned empowerment. Therefore, we post the following research question:  
RQ1: How does the usage of ICTs lead to empowerment by alleviation of social, political, and economic exclusion?  
 
BARRIERS OF ICTS  
Foreign wives may not have the necessary skills and training in using more complex ICTs like the computer and thus may not be fully able 
to take full advantage of the benefits of ICTs to achieve empowerment, and consequently, reduce exclusion. Foley’s (2004) study found that 
socially excluded people expressed a need for assistance when faced with the challenge of using ICTs, for they do not have support to 
overcome ICTs problems. Most of them seek for help at online centers. It has also been argued that not having access to electronic 
communications can exacerbate the position of those that feel excluded (Christie & Perry, 1997; Phipps, 2000).  

However, there remain existing barriers that can hinder the adoption of ICTs by foreign wives as outlined by Ballabio (1998), 
which are namely 1) Availability, 2) Accessibility, 3) Affordability, 4) Awareness and 5) Appropriateness.  

The unavailability of technology and the inconvenience in accessing this technology can hinder the take-up of ICTs. However, the 
situation in Singapore is different. Singapore has a developed technological infrastructure and an estimated 92% of Singaporeans own a 
computer at home, with an estimated 7 million mobile subscriptions. With the widespread availability of mobile phones and subscriptions, it 
is not difficult for foreign wives to own a mobile phone and have a subscription. The statistics suggest that many foreign wives in Singapore 
have access to the computer and Internet, and possess a mobile phone.  

Although affordability was not highlighted as a significant barrier to obtaining a phone, it recurred as a significant element in the 
purchasing of computers or laptops. According to Kivunike, Ekenberg, Danielson and Tusubira (2011) in their study on ICT adoption in the 
rural areas of Uganda, poverty is one of the major factors inhibiting the use of ICTs in the rural communities. The lack of disposable income 
to purchase a perceived luxury item (computer) in this regard appears to be of a considerable threat to ICT adoption.  

Being unaware about the tangible benefits that could be brought about with the usage of ICTs could also prevent the adoption of 
ICTs. Kabbar and Crump (2007) also wrote that many respondents who used ICTs were not using them to its fullest potential. For example, 
many only used the Internet to connect with their social network, and did not know about other uses the Internet can offer such as “learning 
English, Internet banking, paying bills, applying for jobs, dealing with local and central government online, children’s education.” Recognition 
of opportunities that could be attained from the usage of ICTs is also important in increasing the take-up of ICTs. Furthermore, this uptake 
rate will be improved when users are able to weigh the tangible benefits versus the cost of using ICTs and realise that the benefits far 
outweigh the cost.  

Lastly, appropriateness could be a significant barrier to ICT adoption for users would need to see the relevance that ICT usage 
would have on their lives. If they do not find ICTs useful or relevant for themselves, the chance of them using it would naturally be lower. 
Goodall, Ward and Newman (2010) noted in their research on ICT adoption amongst older Australian migrants that those who perceive 
computers to be only for young people tend not to be interested in learning how to use them. This illustrates how the personal perception of 
the appropriateness of a particular communication tool affects its adoption.  

All these barriers could then limit the extent to which empowerment can take place in the lives of the foreign wives. Thus 
examining the barriers to ICT adoption is important to gain a holistic understanding of how ICTs can help these foreign wives. We therefore 
pose the following research question:  
RQ2: What are the barriers that hinder ICT adoption by foreign wives? 
 
METHODOLOGY RESEARCH DESIGN  
This study utilised a qualitative approach whereby in-depth interviews with 27 foreign wives were conducted. A qualitative approach is 
normally adopted when there is considerably little research in an area of study, and is most suited in studying the attitudes and behaviors of 
subjects within their natural settings (York, 1998; Babbie, 2011). We adopted a semi-structured instrument because it allows us to gather 
unanticipated views and issues that would be raised by respondents, while allowing for further probing. This is particularly important, as our 
research is exploratory in nature.  

Our interviews were categorised into six sections, which sought to find out the perspectives and experiences of the foreign wives 
with regards to different subject areas. These specific areas are derived from our literature review, each aiming to answer a part of our 
research questions.  

The first area of focus was to find out more about the respondent’s initial period of settling down in Singapore and their opinions of 
Singaporean culture. The second area of focus zoomed in on the respondents’ support group in Singapore, how and where they had made 
friends in Singapore, and if they spent time with their friends besides their family. The purpose of these two areas of study was to compare 
the respondents’ experiences in Singapore to their experiences back home, and thereby suggest if they faced social exclusion outside of 
their home  

The third area of focus sought to examine the respondent’s relationship with her family and husband in Singapore as well her 
perspectives pertaining to her in-laws. This was to find out the relationship within the respondents’ immediate family unit and if it offers any 
social support to the wives. This will then be an indication of whether the respondents face social exclusion at home.  

The fourth section of the interview focused on the respondents’ views of their personal identity. This is to examine if the 
respondents are aware of discrimination against them and if they have personally experienced it. Questions were also crafted to see 
whether this affected their sense of belonging in spite of such knowledge. This might possibly have an implication on their assimilation into 
Singapore.  

The next section centered on the economic aspect, and examined the respondent’s perspectives on working and being financially 
dependent. This was to find out how empowered the wives are in making personal and financial decisions. At the same time, these 
questions sought to find out their motivations and goals in the near future and if they have taken any practical steps toward these goals.  

Lastly, the interview touched on the respondents’ ICT usage as well as their opinions towards the benefits of ICTs. This will help 
us find out the usage pattern of the respondents and how ICTs have helped them thus far. In addition, it allows for comparison between 
those who are frequent users of ICTs and those who are not. In turn, this could generate ideas on how foreign wives can leverage on the 
benefits of ICTs, allowing for greater assimilation and empowerment in their lives.  
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SAMPLING PROCEDURE  
We selected participants based on predetermined criteria according to our research objective (Guest, Bunce, & Johnson, 2006). The team 
set a number of qualifiers for the respondents, namely, the foreign wives have to come from other parts Asia, particularly Southeast Asia. 
Furthermore, their main purpose of migrating to Singapore should be because of their marriage to a Singaporean man. Snowball sampling 
was used as members of our target population are difficult to locate (Babbie, 2011). The first tier of sampling was done through voluntary 
welfare organizations (VWOs), namely the Archdiocesan Commission for the Pastoral Care of Migrants and Itinerant People (ACMI) and 
Yong-En Care Centre, both of which offer help to foreign wives through counseling and classes. The second tier of sampling was by way of 
the references of our first few participants. In addition, we recruited foreign wives who are within our social circle. Through our personal 
contacts and snowball sampling, we managed to gather a sufficient number of interview participants.  

We worked with a fellow Nanyang Technological University student, Dorcas Koh, from the School of Humanities and Social 
Studies, to interview the respondents from Yong-En. As Dorcas was also conducting a similar study with the same set of respondents, we 
decided to combine our interviews with hers, as both teams’ area of focus was similar enough to have overlapping questions. This way, we 
did not need to take up too much of their time by requesting them to come down twice for the interviews. 
 
PARTICIPANTS  
A total of 27 foreign wives between the ages of 25 – 51, were interviewed for this study. The respondents were originally from Thailand, the 
Philippines, Vietnam, China and Indonesia. The table below shows the breakdown of the respondents’ demographics in terms of age, 
nationality, education level and PR status.  
 

Table 1: Interviewees’ Demographics 
Demographics  Number 
Gender Female 27 
Age Groups  20-30 

31-40 
41-50 
51-60 

10 
12 
4 
1  

Educational Attainment  Primary School 
Secondary 
School University 
Others  

3 
10 
6 
8  

Nationalities  China  4  
 
 

Demographics   Number 
Gender  Female  27  
Age Groups  20-30 

31-40  
41-50  
Indonesia  
Philippines 
Thailand  
Vietnam  

10 
12  
4  
12  
2 
6  
3  

PR Status  PR/Citizen 
Non PR  
Others  

13 
11  
3  

 
DATA COLLECTION AND TRANSCRIPTION  
Conducting interviews  
The in-depth interviews were audio recorded for transcribing and accurate data analysis purposes. Language barriers was one of our initial 
hurdles, as English was not many of the interviewees’ first language. We employed translators through personal contacts for the Indonesian 
interviewees, who spoke Bahasa Melayu, and spoke in Mandarin to the Chinese and Vietnamese interviewees as many of them were also 
comfortable with the language. Although the Thai and Filipino wives have a better grasp of the English language, we simplified our interview 
questions so that they could best understand them, and hence give more accurate answers. In general, the interviews were conducted in 
three languages, namely English, Mandarin and Bahasa Melayu.  
 
Transcribing  
As English is not the first language for these wives, Singlish (a unique blend of the English language and local dialects) was prevalent in the 
interviews, Thus, the interviews were transcribed in verbatim to capture the responses of the wives more accurately and to preserve the 
integrity of the original statements. This would ensure that the research analysis could be done based on the actual phrasing of the 
respondents. Transcribers were hired, and where the interviews were conducted in a language other than English, a translation was 
included.  
 
Data analysis  
The data analysis was done by first coding the transcripts according to the conceptual framework that was listed out in the literature review, 
and then categorised into specific themes. The process of coding includes dividing up the transcripts into meaningful units according to 
themes. In situations where the themes were unclear, we constructed new categories to fit these codes in them. In this way we do not lose 
important data because we do not have prior categories for them, but are able to retain information that may help in explaining certain 
phenomenon.  
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The theoretical framework earlier identified in our literature review was that of the modified social exclusion framework by Kothari 
(2002), which included the three distinct themes of exclusion: namely social, political and economic, how ICTs can aid in these three 
aspects, as well as the barriers to the usage of ICTs along with the theme of empowerment.  

To ensure consistency, transcripts were repeatedly read and coded by all of the members of the group. Relevant data from the 
transcripts that resonated with the themes were then put into the coding sheet. Names of participants were also changed for confidentiality 
purposes

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS  
The adopted and modified framework of social exclusion from Kothari (2002) reveals and highlights the current situation that foreign wives in 
Singapore find themselves in. According to the framework, migrants more often find themselves facing social exclusion, political exclusion 
and economic exclusion that hinder their smooth integration into their host country. Our findings support the existence of such factors of 
exclusion.  

*All names in this section have been changed to preserve the respondents’ anonymity.  
 
EXCLUSION  
Social Exclusion  
Kothari’s (2002) framework defines the social aspect of social exclusion as the degree to which an individual experiences social 
marginalisation where they are socially excluded due to a lack of social interaction and participation (Peace, 2001 as cited in Chigona et al., 
2009).  

Findings of the study revealed that many of the foreign wives found it a challenge when communicating with other Singaporeans. 
They felt it was difficult for other Singaporeans to understand them and often, they felt that the Singaporeans looked down on them upon 
finding out that they were unable to converse in proper English. Some of the foreign wives also reported that they felt excluded when their 
immediate family members in Singapore started conversing in a language foreign to them. Penny reported that her husband’s family 

communicated in Mandarin or in a dialect, for instance Cantonese
i

, so that she could not understand them.  
Furthermore, the participants also felt that discrimination of foreign wives in Singapore was prevalent. They often heard stories or 

experienced some form of discrimination from their husband’s family and friends initially, or even from other Singaporeans. Tina noted that 
she experienced first-hand discrimination from her spouse’s immediate family members previously. Tina’s mother-in-law treated her 
inferiorly, and made off-hand remarks about her being in Singapore so that she could stay in their house to leech off them. She also added 
on that her mother-in-law stereotyped foreign wives, and expected her to fulfill her traditional domestic role as a homemaker. She expected 
Tina to be like a housewife of the past, for instance, by cleaning the house.  

Respondents also reported receiving condescending looks from passers-by, being regarded as a domestic helper, a person out to 
cheat Singaporean men, to break marriages up or even as a social escort. They often were labeled and discriminated against.  

I don't like it when you know every time take taxi, then the taxi driver will ask us  
like where are you from? Then we say we are from Vietnam... and then they  
mention that a lot of Vietnamese girls come here. Not only me but a lot of my friend  
also encounter this. So normally in the taxi they say you just keep your mouth shut  
or say you don't understand English. [laughs] -Adele  

Respondents also felt that the disparity in cultures between their home country and that of Singapore’s also posed difficulties in 
adapting to Singapore’s lifestyle. The mannerism and cultural norms of their country were different from that of Singapore and it took some 
time for them to grow accustomed to the Singapore way of living. Some had difficulties in navigating around Singapore initially. Fiona, an 
Indonesian wife, pointed out that she faced difficulties even while ordering in a food court as she was unable to distinguish between the 

halal
ii 

and non-halal food. Having not been exposed to a non-Muslim environment, Fiona found it hard to adapt to the cultural mish-mash in 
Singapore. She said: “A lot of things were different. For food, the cooking and eating is very different. It was difficult to differentiate halal and 
non-halal food. Even at the food court, I did not know what stall sells what.”  

The findings also revealed that many of the respondents felt that Singapore was their second home. They felt that their first home 
was their hometowns, where their immediate family members were. Penny shared: “Because my first home still the place where my mom 
stay... Right now it does not feel like family yet because of... once house finish, she come here, she will become first home already.”  

Because I’m born in Thailand, I open my eyes and Thailand is the first right. So I  
feel that the second home, you should understand me, I born in Thailand, I got a lot  
of Thai friends there, so I came here I need to start first step you know. – Rita  

However, those whom reported that Singapore was their primary home usually were respondents whom bore children in 
Singapore, or had already been living in Singapore for extended periods of time. They cited reasons such as hoping to see their children 
study and work in Singapore due to the better education system in Singapore compared to that of their home country. Nancy said: “First 
home. Because here, the schooling for the children is like good, guaranteed. The education is more successful. At the root of it, it's more 
developed.”  

Besides language, cultural and discriminatory factors, respondents faced other aspects in the social context that contributed to 
them being socially excluded. When asked to depict their daily routine, many of them shared that they did not have time to participate in 
social activities as they were too focused on taking care of their family, cleaning the house, etc. Therefore, they often had “no time”. Jamie 
said: “Sometimes la [nonchalant tone]. If they call, I answer. If they message, I reply them. But I don't go find them, because they are busy, 
got a lot of children, must look after the house.”  

A lack of a supportive network would also lead to social exclusion. Not having the support or encouragement from a trusted friend 
or family member could in turn, exacerbate the pressure and stress of migrants as they adjust to living in a new host country. Having a 
supportive network would relieve and negate the pressures of fitting into a new society. Respondents from our study reported experiencing 
intense feelings of loneliness and fear when arriving in Singapore initially and thereafter not having a supportive network of friends/family. 
Nancy said: “I did not like. I did not like staying here, I had no friends, I was lonely, I was bored because there was nothing to do.”  

However, we found that having the immediate support of family members in Singapore, in particular, where good relationships are 
forged with their mothers-in-law, could also help with the smooth transitioning into their new lives at their host country. Mary explained that 
she did not experience any problems interacting with her mother-in-law, unlike many other foreign wives, and goes on to explain that one 
possible reason why such relationships sour is the lack of open communication.  

I see many people come here to like have the problem with the mother-in-law.  
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Many. But as long as you never talk out, what you not comfortable, my mother in  
law we talk out one. What she don't like and what she like. And I also say. What I  
can eat and what I cannot eat. We... everyday together whole day whole night. We  
always talk one. I starting I come here.... Ya. My mother-in-law friend is become  

my friend. Ah, at the 'market'. I go 'market' every morning. I go drink ’Teh O’
iii 

with  
them then I come back. [Enthusiastic] -Mary  

The findings seem to be congruent; not having a lack of supportive network was usually the cause of social exclusion even if the 
other factors of social exclusion were not present. Without friends and family they felt close to, it was usually difficult for the respondents to 
participate actively. Most of them also found it hard to keep up with their social networks had it not been for the usage of ICTs.  

The use of ICTs allowed these foreign wives to keep in contact with their families and friends back home, as well as in Singapore. 
Mobile phones and computers allow the foreign wives to build up a support system that can be reached at their own convenience. Findings 
also revealed that the usage of ICTs allowed participants to strengthen and maintain their social connections, thereby reducing social 
exclusion. Particularly among the Thai and Vietnamese groups, online support networks were found to provide them with a form of social 
support. Singtip.com, a website for Thais in Singapore, and vnas.org, a website for Vietnamese residing in Singapore, have forums through 
which the respondents formed their own social support networks with other Thai and Vietnamese nationals in Singapore. Some of the 
respondents who made use of such websites made friends through the forums. Mary, a Thai national, explained how she made friends 
through Singtip by first sending messages, then meeting them in person: “Then you talk in the message first (on Singtip) then you get the 
number then we call, eh! Which block you stay!? Come out, come out and drink coffee like that.”  

ICTs were used as a tool to keep up to date with their friends’ and families’ lives and vice versa. Mary uses Facebook to keep 
updated with her friends’ lives. She said: “Sometimes. Sometimes only. I just see what happened to their life. How it's going to be like that.” 
Susan also used ICTs for this purpose: “Just say, how are you, and then, say what happened there, like that la. Then they also SMS me, 
how are you in Singapore, I say okay in Singapore, like that.”  

Respondents also reported that they felt a sense of connection with family members back home through the phone and increased 
frequency of contact. Mary said: “Oh I talk to my mother every day. I call back her every day.” Many of the respondents called home at least 
once a week, and several also sent SMS-es, used Internet Video services such as Skype, and social networking sites beyond their phones 
to stay in contact with their family. Valerie, from China, said: “Using QQ online is one important tool.”  

They also reported that without the usage of ICTs, they would have most definitely felt lonely and hence experienced some form 
of social exclusion. The mobile phone and computer helped them to sustain their social network back home and aided them in keeping 
contact with their families, with some respondents calling them almost every day. Respondents also revealed that the usage of ICTs was a 
great platform for keeping in touch with their friends back home. Penny said: “Without phone, I cannot contact, I cannot call, I cannot talk 
every day. Without Internet I cannot contact, means I can lost contact with them and be really lonely, no friend.”  

ICTs were found to have played a definite part in navigating time and space for the foreign wives in their social exclusion. ICTs act 
also as dis-embedding mechanisms, powerfully granting individuals the ability to escape imaginatively despite being bounded by 
geographical constraints (Morley, 2000). All the foreign wives we interviewed shared that they used ICTs, albeit at different levels, to stay 
connected with their family in their home country. The borderless characteristic of ICTs has allowed these wives to maintain a sense of 
control and autonomy in managing when they want to call/message/email home and the duration or length of these connections. Nancy 
shared: “It makes communication a lot faster, should there be problems at home, you can just telephone to tell the news.” Advancements in 
ICTs and lower cost options, such as special international rates for phone calls, have also allowed the foreign wives to dictate their own 
timings of connecting with family back home, which gives them a sense of control and autonomy.  

Besides keeping connected with family back home, ICTs also allow foreign wives to stay afloat of current news in their home 
country even though they may not be physically there. Mary shared that she can check on her Thai stocks and read the news on social 
networks. She said: “Singtip I last time I always go see. But now I only seldom see. I read the news. Thailand news... Ya I see the stock. 
Thai stock.”  

The wives also shared that ICTs helped them connect with family back home instantaneously, allowing them to find out first hand 
information and news. In Gergen’s study (2002), he also reported that the mobile phone enables people to maintain an absent presence. 
ICTs also allow these wives to act as a source of support for their families back home and live out their responsibilities and roles vicariously 
as a daughter or as a mother through the usage of ICTs. Michelle explained how she uses ICTs to continue her role as a mother to her two 
older children currently still living in the Philippines:  

Actually its like three times a week, four times a week to find out how they are  
doing, because they are schooling, like you have to monitor their studies… It  
depends if lecturing time of course longer, but if just want to find out if they are  
okay, then it's a very short conversation like ten minutes like that.  

ICTs therefore play a significant role in combating social exclusion by helping the foreign wives to maintain their support network 
while allowing them to continuously forge and foster bonds with their family and friends from their hometown. Foreign wives will be more 
socially included when they are also able to have an active social life and are more participative in society. ICTs can be a powerful facilitator 
in negating social exclusion by providing opportunities for the foreign wives to keep connected with their networks despite the context of 
time and space. This in turn makes it comfortable for them knowing that their support system is in safe reach and can be accessed at 
anytime, anywhere.  
Political Exclusion  

According to Kothari (2002), political exclusion refers to the individual’s lack of participation in political activities, resulting in the 
inability to exercise their political and human rights (Selwyn, 2002; Peace, 2011). This renders them helpless when faced with unfavourable 
policies, for they lack the means to present their views for political consideration. In the case of our interviewees, using Kothari’s definition of 
political exclusion, it would appear that those who do not possess a PR status are considered politically excluded for they are not entitled to 
the same benefits and rights as that of a PR, which are in many ways similar to that of a citizen, short of the fact that they may not vote. As 
a by-product of their political exclusion, they face various limitations in bureaucratic processes. For instance, in Singapore, foreign spouses 
are only granted a maximum stay of three months for short term visit pass (STVP) holders and 12 months for long term visit pass (LTVP) 
holders. As such, the strategy that most foreign wives employed was to leave the country after the maximum period of stay and re-enter 
Singapore to extend their stay. Yvonne, a STVP holder, described the burdensome task of maintaining her legal status in Singapore as a 
STVP holder: “Every 3, 4 months, yah I have to leave. Sometimes I go to Malaysia, or maybe go Batam then come back here again.” 
Rachel, who has since received her PR status, recalled the time when she was a STVP holder and expressed similar sentiment on the issue 
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of retaining her legal status previously:  
Last time, one month, two weeks only, I can stay. How many days already finish my  
job. Want to go Indonesia. But I money cannot. So expensive so I go back to Batam.  
Stay one night. How much I spend money? There and come back, two weeks. In the quote above, Rachel described how 

she needed to return to Indonesia once every two weeks in order to maintain her legal status in Singapore. This hindered her working 
schedule and added to her financial burden. In order to keep the cost low, she traveled to Batam, an island near Singapore instead of where 
she was originally from.  

Political exclusion is not an end to itself; it has implications in the other realms of exclusion. Because of their legal status in 
Singapore, many in turn face economic exclusion and social exclusion as well. In terms of economic exclusion, many of our interviewees 
expressed a desire to work, which will confer a certain degree of financial independence, but could not due to their lack of a PR status. 
Susan explained her reasons for desiring a PR status:  

Mm… and I want to get PR! Cos if get PR next time can work and got CPF
iv 

right?  
Let's say if any time, my husband don't have then I have money then can keep for  
them [her children], study. Ah, that's why I need PR. Like that la. [Resigned tone] Here Susan expressed her longing for a 

PR status so that she would be able to work, both for an immediate income and pension for old age. She would then have the means to 
support herself and her children should her husband die.  

Sally faced a similar situation, after the death of her husband, who was the sole breadwinner of the household, the family plunged 
into financial difficulty. Thus, obtaining PR and subsequently finding a job is crucial for her and her family to escape economic exclusion. 
Currently, she survives on her late  
husband’s savings and is planning to get a job after obtaining her PR status. She said:  

I don't have a PR. I want to work, to take care of the children, but there's no  
opportunity. … My money. My husband was smart, told me, before he passed away,  

he planned how two people could live off the savings. The money can probably last  
for 5 to 10 years, but after which, I would probably really have to work. But I should  
be able to get my PR by then.  

The single biggest hindrance to economic inclusion (i.e. being employed), in the opinion of the foreign wives, is political exclusion 
(i.e. lack of a PR status). Mary said: “We no chance, we no choice. Like me, I don't have PR. Then I cannot find job. Because all the job 
right, welcome only PR and Singaporean only.” The ostensible solution to alleviate economic exclusion among foreign wives in Singapore, 
therefore, is to offer them a legal status to both stay and work for a substantial period of time. In a very recent policy change in Singapore, 
measures have been taken to address this issue faced by foreign spouses. The newly introduced Long Term Visit Pass plus (LTVP+) allows 
for a longer period of stay of three years, compared to one year previously (Teo & Ong, 2012). In addition, these foreign spouses will 
receive health-care subsidies and are able to work upon obtaining a Letter of Consent from the Ministry of Manpower. This seems to be a 
viable solution to the economic problems these foreign wives face, but it remains to be seen how, if at all, this policy change will help to 
reduce economic exclusion among foreign wives.  

With regard to social exclusion, the lack of a PR status limits the foreign wives’ movement and opportunities for empowerment. 
Mary revealed the difficulty she faced in returning to her home country because of her legal status in Singapore:  

The quota of the PR is more less every year. Every year less and less. Maybe stay  
longer then can. It's very difficult you know, because you cannot go back Thailand  
too long. They will check. I cannot go over 15 day. I cannot go back home over 15  
day. Last time I go only four days I must come back already. Mary’s quote revealed the insecurity she felt when returning to 

her hometown. She said that because the number of PR applications that gets approved decreases each year, her chance of obtaining one 
is slimmer too. She opined that perhaps with a longer stay in Singapore would she then be able to get the issuance. In addition, she 
believed that the authorities check on an individual’s movement in and out of Singapore as a determinant for the approval of their PR 
application. A stay of 15 days away from Singapore will diminish one’s chance of getting PR.  

This inevitably leads to greater feeling of loneliness and detachment from one’s culture and homeland, which exacerbates their 
social exclusion. Moreover, having to constantly move in and out of Singapore, particularly for those with a STVP, disrupts any plans they 
may have to improve themselves. For instance, Yvonne spoke of wanting to attend English language classes but was unable to do so 
because she needed to exit and re-enter Singapore every other month:  

Actually I would like to, I want to learn more, I saw that day I go to Bishan, I  
checking about the course right, I like to search to take the course in the Mandarin  
and English also. But still cannot because I cannot get my long term pass yet, so  
wait for next month lah see how. So I can go like continue follow the class.  

In spite of the lack of a PR status, these foreign wives are not entirely excluded from political activities in Singapore, contrary to 
what Kothari (2002) argued for. In many of our interviews, the foreign wives had actively sought help from political actors, namely the 
Ministers of Parliament (MPs), particularly for their PR application. Jamie said:  

Yes. Go ask for help to the MP, last time I not stay here, I stay at Kampong Bahru  
there, so I have to meet MP there. Here also I have to meet MP, every what ah, after  
I meet already I wait for the letter, if I never get I have to go again ask for the PR. Jamie recounted her experience in 

meeting the MP at her previous home. She met the MP frequently with regard to her PR application and should there be no progress, 
signified by the absence of letter from the MP, she would again return to seek help. This demonstrates the active political participation of the 
foreign wives, they are in fact less politically excluded than most would have imagined.  

Tying in with the concept of empowerment, it appears that the personally meaningful goal (i.e. obtaining a PR status) drives these 
foreign wives to take action in achieving it. Besides looking for help from the political figures, foreign wives also look to online forums for 
guides on how to better their chances of gaining a PR status. Mary said:  

They will… Check, check like the passport ah. Come in and out, how long, like that  

ah. But I know most information from Singtip
vi

. Singtip ah, is many case ah. Why cannot come in. Now the Singtip is really 
important to Thai people here, because  
every event they will do, they will put, all Thai people will know from this one will  
go. If you have a problem, if have anything to share, the second hand thing, or the  
people want to come here study... got the study one, where to go, what things to eat  
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nice, they will put one. This one is the our society. Mary highlighted the importance of the online forum Singtip, which 
contains useful information for Thais who are coming to or who currently reside in Singapore. She said that the information she has 
gathered on how the authority monitors movement of individuals in and out of Singapore to determine their PR application came from this 
online forum. In addition to that, Singtip, a peer-to-peer network, offers help in various situations, whether you are someone looking for 
second-hand items or a student who hopes to study in Singapore. She concluded that Singtip has become an online society for the Thais in 
Singapore.  

Such is the role ICTs play, allowing for control over one’s life by providing information for foreign wives, helping them to navigate 
in the new society they now live in. Fitting into the empowerment literature, ICTs become a channel where individuals can take concrete 
action toward their goal, by enhancing their knowledge of how to achieve the goal.  
Economic Exclusion  

Our findings showed that most of the wives were not economically excluded in the home setting when it came to making financial 
decisions. Most of them make financial decisions with regards to domestic expenses together with their husbands, which demonstrates the 
equality between husband and wife, where the wife’s needs, embedded in the wife’s suggestions, are taken into consideration. Lisa said, 
“We usually discuss it between the both of us. There is no 'one-person' who makes the decision. We usually discuss and if we agree, we'll 
buy; if not, we won't buy.”  

However, there were also some, who although seem to have equal power with their husbands when it comes to making financial 
decisions, held some restraint when it comes to buying the things they want. This happened more among wives who did not hold jobs, 
possibly because they were unable to find work and were thus financially dependent on their husbands. Mary shared: “I can say I spend his 
money. He work and he give me money. But I also help some my budget like that.” Lily shared a similar sentiment to Mary, in that she did 
want to burden her husband by being extravagant. She said:  

Expensive things… There will be considerations. I will come up with the money  
myself or else I wouldn't want them. I wouldn't ask from my husband. He needs to  
sustain the family; I won't give him a heavy burden. […] Between me and him I  
wouldn't ask for too much as long as we can get by peacefully.  

These wives, like Mary and Lily, may seem to be economically included as they make decisions together with their husbands, but 
they admitted that their lack of financial contributions made them more careful with their spending, and often sought their husbands’ opinion 
before making personal purchases.  

There was also the instance of Valerie, who although she held her own job, could not afford to spend on courses to upgrade 
herself. For example, she was interested in driving classes, as well as a human resources course. However, she had to stagger the skills 
that she wanted to learn, as her husband would not contribute to funding her courses. She said: “My husband doesn’t pay for me. He says 
that I'm working [and so will be able to afford the expenses]."  

With regards to employment, there were two main groups: those who held jobs, and those who do not. In the case whereby legal 
status was not a problem for the wives in obtaining employment, education was one factor in affecting economic exclusion. Education 
affected the type of jobs, and subsequently income, that the wives could get, and thus influenced the level of economic exclusion they face. 
For instance, Alice, an O level certificate holder, holds a low-skilled job at a shop, and hence faces economic exclusion due to the her small 
income. On the other hand, Adele, a degree holder, works as a business executive. Adele and her husband are moving into their new home 
and have plans to travel in the next two years with their two children. This shows that they have some sort of disposable income.  

The other group who remain unemployed expressed the desire to work and contribute financially to the family, but said that it was 
difficult or impossible to do so due to the lack of legal documents. Susan said: “Very important, because PR at least can work, if not PR ah, 
difficult to find job.”  

For wives belonging to the lower income group, financial issues presented a significant obstacle, and thus they wished to help 
ease this burden. Jess expressed her desire to work, because: “Firstly, to help my family. And secondly, it is boring at home, and while 
you're young, you should work.” As for the wives who belong to the higher income group, they still wanted to be economically active. 
Michelle, whose husband earns between $3000-$4000 a month as a sales manager, used to work as a singer prior to getting married. She 
mentioned that, having worked all her life since young, she had to adjust to not being able to work. She said: “For me, practically I think 
even though I’m married to a Singaporean guy and we have a daughter, nowadays it is not practical that a woman stay at home and not 
work.”  

ICTs have allowed Michelle to gain some form of control over her economic exclusion. As a former singer, she decided to offer 
voice training lessons at her home, giving her a source of income. She acknowledged that although the amount she can earn from giving 
singing classes is not a huge sum, it still enabled her to contribute financially, in whatever small way, to the family. She said:  

Maybe teaching is not my passion, but at least its more concerned about singing, so  
instead of just sitting at home doing nothing, I decided to teach you know. I decided  
to save up my money. Not much, but you know can help.  

Michelle’s students were all recruited through putting advertisements on various websites For her, YouTube is also essential as it 
helps her to learn new songs to teach her students, who are from a younger generation. To Michelle, the use of ICTs is important in 
achieving economic inclusion, as it helps her to overcome the time and space constraint in searching for her students, and keeps her 
updated and relevant as a singing teacher.  

A fair number of the wives interviewed were aware that ICTs can serve as an avenue for job hunting. Rita said: “I think now very 
easy, because I see from the website, like jobstreet.com, you can post your profile, your resume.” However, the lack of legal documents 
prevented them from actually securing employment. ICTs also helped Mary to monitor her Thai stocks, conquering the time and space 
constraint. As it can be seen from our findings, political exclusion (i.e. the lack of a PR status) and education levels are factors affecting 
economic exclusion. 
 
BARRIERS RESULTING FROM ICT USAGE  
Availability  
Availability refers to whether ICTs are within reach of the individual. It also refers to whether the individual has the ICT device, and a mobile 
network subscription in order to use the device. Often, this is subject to the individual’s economic background and whether the individual 
knows how to make use of ICTs. Availability is hence linked to affordability and awareness. We found that although availability was not a big 
barrier to mobile phone usage among the wives (as all of them owned a mobile phone), it did present a barrier to computer and Internet 
usage.  

However, availability was found to be one of the least significant barriers. For example, in Lily’s case, although she does not have 
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a mobile Internet subscription plan, she uses alternative methods to access the Internet on her mobile phone. She said: “Now I will use 

Wi-Fi, WhatsApp.
vii

” Although a mobile Internet subscription plan was not made available to her, she still managed to counter this barrier. 
Hence, other factors played a bigger role in presenting a barrier to ICT usage.  
Accessibility  

Accessibility describes the extent of the telecommunication infrastructure of a country, which allows for timely communication to 
take place. Chigona et.al. (2009) found that where more socially excluded people tended to live, there was a lack of internet availability. 
Accessibility in Singapore remains high as the country is highly connected and every individual is able to stay in touch with others. The 
situation in many of the foreign wives’ hometowns however varies according to the connectivity of the country. For instance, Nancy, an 
Indonesian wife, whose family resides in the rural area of Indonesia, described the irrelevance of Internet as a means of communication with 
her family as they do not have access to the Internet. She said: “Because it’s kampong [village in rural Indonesia], how to use email email.” 
Zoe, a Chinese wife from a developed city in China cited the bad connection in her hometown as a reason for not using the Internet as the 
main tool for communicating with her family back home. She said: “The Internet at my house (in China) isn’t very good to use, so more often 
than not, I’d use the phone or handphone.” Similarly for Rita, the difference in the speed of the Internet between her hometown in Thailand 
and Singapore makes it difficult to have a smooth conversation should Internet be the mode of communication. She explained:  

Sometimes I use my computer, and then their side the Internet the speed is different  
right? Sometime the blur blur the photo you know. Because down here is high speed  
right, but down there quite slow. So I feel like ah “wait wait wait wait for me first I  
need to start my computer” So I feel like aiyah, just on the phone okay, no problem.  

The limited knowledge of ICT usage among the family members in hometowns of the foreign wives is another restriction for 
communication with their family back home. Mary, a Thai wife, whose family comes from a suburban part of Thailand, described the 
problem she faced in having video calls with her parents: “Actually I want to put the Skype at home the webcam at home. But they don't 
know how to do. Then so troublesome for them. Then sometimes the signal no good. Call better.” The lack of knowledge on how to use 
Skype on the part of her parents, coupled with the weak Internet connection in her hometown leads to the Mary’s inability to use such 
communication tools with her family.  

In addition to the above causes of inaccessibility, countries with restrictions on certain communication platforms also pose a 
significant threat to accessibility. Carol, a foreign wife from China, described her inaccessibility to Facebook as a means of communication 
with friends and family back home because the social networking platform is not available there. She said: “My friends in my hometown in 
China cannot use Facebook, so whatever I post on Facebook, people in China can't see at all.” Zoe, also from China, echoed the same 
point: “No one from my hometown, because we can’t use Facebook in China.” Likewise, Mabel, a Vietnamese wife, explained how her 
family members do not have access to Facebook due to restrictions imposed by the Vietnamese authority: “Family, no one use Facebook. 
The Facebook only Singapore can. Now Vietnam, sometimes they stop people log in to Facebook.” Instead, these wives resorted to other 
channels of communication with those back home.  

Accessibility hence appears to be a significant barrier to ICT usage as the infrastructure of a country determines to a large extent 
whether or not the foreign wives would consider certain types of ICTs over others. However, this barrier does not stop them from 
communicating altogether. Instead, it only acts as a condition for the discrimination of one ICT tool over another.  
Affordability  

For many of the wives, the cost of sending text messages and calling was a significant factor in preventing them from contacting 
their families back home as often as they wanted to. Jess talks to her Indonesian family on the phone for only ten minutes at a time as she 
found it expensive to make longer phone calls. When asked if she would contact her family more often, she said: “Yes, if I had more money, 
I would.” For others, cost was a barrier to using their mobile phones to a greater degree here in Singapore. For example, Sally, whose 
mobile phone has mobile Internet capabilities, said that she does not want to use this function due to affordability issues: “My phone might 
have Internet, but if I use it, I'm afraid my bill will skyrocket.”  

Many respondents also would rather use money that can be spent on ICT usage on other things, such as on their children’s 
needs. Sally said: No point spending on a phone, since newer models will come out. I can use the money on my children.”  
Awareness  

The lack of awareness of the benefits of ICT usage as well as the lack of knowledge on how to use ICTs can present a barrier. 
This led to a low level of ICT usage among some of the wives. For example, Cindy, who does not use ICTs very often, said: “Computer very 
troublesome.” This lack of awareness of the benefits of ICTs hinders her from fully enjoying the advantages of ICTs.  

In Nancy’s case, she had no avenues from which to learn how to use the Internet. She said: “Ya I want to learn but no people, but 
nobody wants to try to teach me.” The language barrier also prevented her from using the Internet. Nancy said: “Because I don't know how 
to use. The Internet so many, the English. Sometimes I can read la, but I don't know what the meaning this one.”  
Appropriateness  

Several foreign wives highlighted that they did not want to spend a large proportion of their time on their phones or computers, 
particularly on social networking sites like Facebook. Zoe highlighted that “You would keep wanting to look at your phone, to see who’s 
emailing you, or if there are any updates on Facebook, these would occupy one portion of my life, so I try my best not to use this kind of 
things so much.” Amy said: “I feel that playing Facebook is a waste of time.”  

Another foreign wife, Mary noted that she did not have the luxury of time to engage in ICTs all day. A few of them echoed the 
point of having to care for their children or tend to housework which sharply reduced the time they had to use the computer to surf the 
internet.  

“Yaya, I’ve been there (Singtip, a Thai online forum), but seldom. Because like I  
say, I busy with housework… I got time, but not to play. You know when I use  
computer, one hour already fast, you feel that? One hour, I tell my mother I spend  
time with the computer 2 hour already ah, I feel like I need to do other things…  
Facebook have. But now I don't use it, cos I don't have time.” -Fiona.  

Even though the foreign wives may be actively engaged in using the phone as a means to keep in touch and communicate with 
their friends and families, many felt that using the computer and the Internet were not a priority. Hence, some were not interested in learning 
how to operate a computer or the programs that would allow them to contact their friends and families. “I know how to buy but I'm so used to 
using the phone, using phone to call Philippines,” Michelle said, when asked if she knew of any programs such as Skype to keep in contact 
with her family in Philippines. 
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DISCUSSIONS  
Transnational marriages or marriage migration often require one partner to move, and more often the one making the shift would 

be the foreign bride (Zhou, 2010). Once migrated, the mobility of the foreign brides is often restricted due to fears of their husbands, that the 
foreign brides might run back to their home country (Yang & Wang, 2003). They might also be obstructed by financial difficulties that make it 
difficult for them to return to their hometown to visit their families. Space therefore becomes a barrier for foreign wives.  

Based on our findings, the foreign wives experience economic, political and social exclusion. Although each of these aspects of 
exclusion has their own symptomatic manifestation, they do not operate apart from one another in the lives of the foreign wives. Each 
aspect intertwines with another, exacerbating the problem of exclusion and thus making it a complex issue where one aspect of exclusion 
cannot be solved without solving another. On the other hand, when one aspect of exclusion is alleviated, it results in a positive effect on the 
other aspects as well. This is particularly the case for economic and political exclusion, which are intricately linked. For example, when one 
receives a PR status, one can qualify for jobs, and hence start earning an income, thereby countering economic exclusion. Without 
obtaining a legal status, these wives usually found it a challenge to secure suitable jobs (due to the stringent regulations on the hiring of 
foreigners) and they often were afraid that this might affect their chances of gaining the permanent residency status in Singapore. In 
addition, when social exclusion is reduced, economic exclusion can also be mitigated. This is especially so in the case of language. 
Assuming one already holds a PR status, having knowledge of one of Singapore’s four national languages (English, Mandarin, Malay, 
Tamil) will better one’s chances of finding a job. This situation is more likely to aid the Indonesians and Chinese nationals who, although 
may not speak English well, still have knowledge of one of Singapore's national languages. This will then improve their employability, as 
language is a crucial asset.  

The usage of ICTs was also found to be an empowering tool in countering exclusion. Our study found that the benefits of ICTs 
aided the migrant wives in their integration and adaption to Singapore society by granting them control, providing them the opportunity to 
foster a network and support group unbridled by time and space. ICTs, and especially the portability of mobile phones, made it easier for 
these foreign wives to continue to maintain and build connections with their families and friends back home and in Singapore, which aids 
them in feeling more included.  

Consistent with previous literature, this research found that ICT usage has helped to reduce social exclusion, as well as economic 
and political exclusion to a certain degree. However, the flipside to ICT usage, i.e. barriers to integration, has emerged. ICTs can act as a 
double-edged sword, creating tension in the foreign wives’ goals to become empowered and counter exclusion. While ICTs help them to 
stay in touch with family and friends back home, as well as with their co-ethnic networks in Singapore, it can also hinder their social 
integration into Singapore society. This is similar to what Granovetter (1973) found, which was that strong social ties breed local cohesion, 
but lead to overall fragmentation. This makes it likely that they may still be trapped in the same social, language, and economic networks. 
The availability and usage of ICTs enables these wives to keep in contact with fellow nationals in Singapore, which enabled them to build up 
their own supportive network. However, ICTs may also reduce the incentive for these foreign wives to make Singaporean friends, given that 
they have already built up their own network comprised of their own nationalities and they feel comfortable within their own social network. 
Most found their friends through forums. For example, Mary, a foreign wife, found fellow Thai wives residing in Singapore married to 
Singaporean spouses through a popular Thai forum in Singapore called Singtip. Hence, she was able spread out her social network, which 
composed of mainly Thai nationals. Having constructed a supportive network, this might have possibly been a reason why Mary did not 
engage in other forms of ICTs to find new Singapore friends, as she already felt comfortable with her fellow Thai national friends. She listed 
her family, particularly her mother-in-law as her closest Singaporean companion.  
 
IMPLICATIONS  
In our study, ICTs have shown to be beneficial in helping the foreign wives to overcome social exclusion while empowering them. Similarly, 
our study has also highlighted the barriers to adoption of ICTs. It would be ideal to take into consideration the implications this study would 
have for stakeholders such as policy makers, network providers, VWOs, society and even the foreign wives themselves. Implications for 
Academic Research  

This research adds to the growing literature on foreign wives, describing the different aspects of exclusion they face, namely 
political, economic and social. These forms of exclusion have impeded their smooth transitioning into their new lives in their host country, 
Singapore. As highlighted earlier, the different aspects are very much interrelated and the solving of one aspect requires the elimination of 
another. This is consistent with previous literature (Chigona et al. 2009; Selwyn, 2002; Peace, 2001; Van Winden, 2001), emphasising the 
point that these aspects are intricately linked. In addition, this research sieved out the benefits ICTs bring in the alleviation of exclusion, and 
underscored how the very same benefits can become a disadvantage for them. This confirmed the findings of previous literature (Chigona 
et al., 2009; Thomas, 2008), which contended that although ICTs do bring about inclusion, it is not without its negative impact. As such, 
appropriate usage of the technology is crucial to reap the intended benefits.  
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS  
Presently, foreign wives face discrimination on top of experiencing exclusion and are often made to feel inferior compared to Singaporeans. 
Many of the foreign wives are holders of Long Term Visit Pass (LTVP), instead of being Permanent Residents (PR). Despite new changes in 
the system with the LTVP being revised to a LTVP plus (LTVP+), allowing the foreign wives to stay for lengths of up to 8 years and making 
them eligible for medical subsidies, the challenge comes in the form of securing employment. The foreign wives have to apply for a letter of 
consent (LOC) if they are a LTVP holder. In the eyes of the employer, it is a hassle to go through the bureaucratic red tape in helping the 
foreign wives to apply for the LOC, as compared to hiring Singaporean citizens or PRs. It is also with good reason why foreign wives view 
the Permanent Residence (PR) status as the most ideal tier in the legal status system for it opens up many doors and opportunities for 
them. They are able to stay for a longer term and gain rightful employment without any worries and are also automatically granted education 
and medical subsidies. However, it has become more difficult over the recent years to obtain PR and many of these wives could have spent 
years applying for one with their efforts coming to naught. Perhaps a viable solution could be attained, which would be a tier below PR but a 
tier above the LTVP+. This solution would essentially retain some of the elements of the LTVP+ but at the same time, remove the need to 
obtain a pass of employment before the foreign wives can work legally in Singapore.  

Furthermore, the government or government associations like the People’s Association could also help to match these foreign 
wives to a suitable job with their current skills. They could tie up with employers to come up with mini job fairs to expose the foreign wives to 
possible jobs that they could take on to contribute to their household income. In addition, employers and foreign wives are dogged by the 
stigma that hiring of foreign wives is illegal. However, it is only considered illegal if they do not possess the proper work passes. Policy 
Makers could possibly educate employers and foreign wives on the possibilities of foreign wives attaining proper work passes. They could 
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also consider helping to make it easier for both employees and foreign wives in obtaining the work passes by bringing the application 
processes online instead of offline. 
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR NETWORK PROVIDERS  
Quite a few of the respondents noted that the cost of sending text messages and calling family members back home were a barrier to their 
usage of ICTs. They had to limit calling family members to avoid high phone bills. Thus, network providers can tap onto this segment of the 
market to provide alternative subscription plans for these foreign wives, such as special rates for contacting their family in their home 
countries. While this group of foreign wives may not be a substantial number, network providers can consider combining this group of 
people with other migrants in Singapore who share similar characteristics to offer special subscription packages. 
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR VWOS  
Voluntary welfare organizations (VWOs) can raise their awareness of this group of people (i.e. foreign wives) who may approach them and 
are in need of assistance, and thus tailor their resources accordingly to support programmes for them. Knowing that foreign wives face 
certain cultural problems in their integration into Singapore society, they can offer language classes, as well as other classes that may 
interest them, such as parenting classes. Social workers at Yong-en Care Centre are also looking into starting lessons on Singapore culture, 
which can be very helpful in the foreign wives’ assimilation into Singapore. As the study found some cases of wives who either did not know 
how to use ICTs, or how to make full use of their ICT devices, VWOs can conduct lessons to educate them on this. VWOs can also make 
use of ICTs to reach out to them when providing information on their programmes, thus reinforcing the use of ICTs among the foreign wives.  

Since VWOs are in frequent contact with some of these foreign wives, they can play a vital role as a communicator in the relaying 
of information from government agencies to the foreign wives. This would be especially helpful when new changes to policy are made, such 
as the recent implementation of the LTVP+, to ensure that all foreign wives who are affected by new changes will be informed.  

In addition, this study has found that there is still a very strong stereotype against foreign wives amongst the locals, and this 
stereotype has led to discrimination and in turn social exclusion. Efforts need to be taken to educate the public on the inaccuracy of these 
stereotypes, and to raise understanding and awareness of the social exclusion foreign wives faced. Such educational campaigns can be 
spearheaded by VWOs, and supported by the government. 
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR FOREIGN WIVES  
This study uncovered several benefits of ICTs amongst foreign wives to alleviate social exclusion, particularly in providing a social support 
network for these women. Foreign wives should be made aware of such benefits, and hence use it as a starting point for them. However, 
through our research, it was found that many wives still were unaware of further benefits that ICTs can provide them. Besides just keeping 
in touch, they should also see the importance of utilizing the connectivity aspect of ICTs to share information and knowledge so that they 
can engage in a higher level of ICT adoption which in turn can empower them.  

Foreign wives were also found to be more docile towards the social exclusion that they face. They seemed to almost be resigned 
to their current situation rather than actively seeking to change it. This suggests a lack of empowerment, and there should be efforts to help 
boost their personal value. It is also important to note that the adoption of ICTs is not a solo effort, and it is all the more vital that foreign 
wives can do so with the support of their family, friends and potentially VWOs as well. 
 
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH  
One limitation of this research is the potential bias that may occur in the process of translation. As translators search for cultural equivalent 
of certain words or phrases during translation, interpretation is inevitable, and meanings could be lost or altered in the midst of it (Temple & 
Young, 2004). Temple and Young (2004) provided some suggestions with regards to this problem. In the case where the researcher is the 
translator (i.e. when the interviews were held in Mandarin), and where meanings of the phrase or sentence required further interpretation, 
the thought process or dilemmas of the researcher were detailed in the report. Where a translator was hired, the meanings of the translated 
phrases or sentences were clarified during the interviews, hence giving the respondents a chance to correct the misinterpretation, should it 
arise. With the precautionary measures in place, misinterpretations are kept to the minimum, allowing for accuracy in the research. Our 
research has attempted to take these suggestions into consideration, but the total elimination of biases was, in reality, not possible. As such, 
this could be a limiting factor of our research.  

The researchers being outsiders (i.e. not being foreign wives themselves) may pose potential threat to the research. The 
personhood of the researcher in a qualitative study, including his or her membership status in relation to those participating in the research, 
is ever-present in the research (Dwyer & Buckle, 2009). While there are benefits in being an outsider, such as having greater neutrality with 
fewer preconceived notions of the group, there are also considerable hindrances that could affect the process of data collection. For 
instance, the respondents may be inclined to give politically correct answers so as to not offend the researchers. To reduce the possibility of 
that, we constantly assured the respondents that they could present their most honest views and probed further when necessary.  

As our study employed qualitative interviews, future studies could consider adopting field research on top of qualitative interviews 
to gain a more comprehensive understanding of these foreign wives in their natural setting. As our research sets the precedence on using 
ICTs to alleviate exclusion, thus gaining empowerment, among foreign wives in Singapore, future exploratory studies could also seek to 
investigate whether the same can take place for other female migrant groups in other countries.  

Since the 2011 watershed elections in Singapore, the Singapore government has amended measures by raising the levy for hiring 
foreign workers, and tightened the influx of immigrants (Adam, 2011). In order to not marginalise the foreign wives in policy schemes that 
were originally meant for foreign workers, the government introduced a new visit pass in early 2012 for the foreign wives named the Long 
Term Visit Pass plus (LTVP+). This new pass grants them a longer period of stay of three years instead of one year, as well as a longer stay 
of 5 years upon renewal. The pass would also entitle foreign spouses to certain health subsidies and provide them with economic 
opportunities. This new implementation would seem like a viable solution for these foreign wives. The pass also encourages employers to 
hire foreign spouses, as they are no longer required to pay a foreign workers’ levy. Future research could target this new development, 
exploring how this new policy change and the present political climate implicate migrants in Singapore. 
 
CONCLUSION  
There has been extensive research on the adoption of ICTs to address problems of exclusion. This research capitalises on the benefits 
ICTs bring for foreign wives in particular, but the very same benefits could be extended to other migrant groups, especially female migrants, 
as well. While each of the migrant groups may have its unique characteristics and face unique problems, they still do share certain common 
issues, such as loneliness during the initial stage of migration, language barriers, financial woes, as well as subjection to a country’s policy 
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regulation of foreigners. These issues put the migrants in a vulnerable position, where exclusion occurs. This research emphasises that 
exclusion in its various forms ought to be looked at collectively, rather than as individual entities. This is not only true for the lives of foreign 
wives in Singapore, but also for other cases of exclusion, as each aspect is intricately linked with another. The mitigation of different aspects 
of exclusion which increased the participative action of the foreign wives in society also led to empowerment. ICTs were also an effective 
communication tool in bridging the time-space difference. They are empowering devices for gaining control over one’s life, where the 
individual could exercise autonomy in deciding how, when and with whom he communicates, or which information he seeks. The benefits to 
be reaped from the usage of ICTs become even more pronounced and significant especially in the initial stage of migration, given the alien 
environment that the migrant has to face. Despite this, ICT usage must be managed appropriately to avoid negative effects of over-reliance 
on these communication technologies. ICTs could potentially contribute to inclusion for migrants, but misuse of it could bring about 
exclusion, exacerbating the very problem it meant to solve. 
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NOTES  
i 

Cantonese -Dialect  
ii 

Halal: A term describing an object or action that one is permissible to use or engage in, according to Islamic Law.  
iii 

Teh O: A colloquial term for Tea.  
iv 

CPF refers to Central Provident Fund, a compulsory savings scheme for both Singapore citizens and Permanent Residents who are 
working, for the purpose of funding housing, healthcare, insurance, education, and most importantly, their retirement.  

v 

Residents in Singapore are given the chance to talk with the Minister of Parliament (MP) in charge of their living area once every week in 
the meet-the-people session, where concerns of the residents are raised.  

vi 

An online community for Thais living in Singapore.  
vii 

WhatsApp is a mobile messaging service that replaces SMS by utilizing the current internet data plan on the users’ devices, and hence 
allowing users to send messages without incurring additional SMS charges by their Telcos. 
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ABSTRACT 

The single most dynamic ICT development in recent years has been the worldwide surge in mobile phone subscriptions. This 
“mobile miracle” has been continued in the developing world and particularly in Africa. In a time when discourses on the information society 
have focused on the internet, the mobile phone has been providing access to electronic communication to  people at the bottom of the 
income pyramid – often for the first time in their lives. Mobile broadband internet has furthermore raised hopes that mobile phones can allow 
Africa to leapfrog across the digital divide to be integrated into the information society. This paper addresses issues related to Africa’s 
position in the information society pertaining to access to mobile phones and mobile-broadband; pricing, ICT skills and readiness, usage 
patterns and impact on the lives of Africans. Conclusions are drawn on the potential role of mobile phones as information highways to the 
information society.  
 
INTRODUCTION 

Since the 1990s – and particularly since academics and analysts have started to take note of the far-reaching changes brought 
about by the explosive growth of information and communication technologies (ICTs)  – the concept of the “information society” has gained 
popularity (Van Oudenhove, 2003). Although various definitions of an information society has been forwarded, the concept is generally 
associated with the proliferation of ICTs – the so-called “information highways” of our times – and beliefs that the new possibilities to create, 
store and distribute information created by ICTs have fostered a new kind of society, that is an information society.  
 Closely associated with notions of the information society is the conceptualisation of information in economic terms (Madikiza & 
Bornman, 2007).  Information is regarded as a commodity that can be bought and sold on world markets. The power and status of nation 
states, collectivities, organisations and/or individuals is furthermore determined by their access to and their ability to dominate and/or control 
information highways of which the internet is regarded as the most important. Economic growth and development is thus associated with the 
spread of as well as usage of ICTs within a particular nation state or society (International Telecommunication Union (ITU), 2011; Van 
Audenhove, 2003). Thus information has created both a new social and economic order. 
 It is furthermore widely believed that the proliferation of ICTs within a nation state or a society and the concomitant integration with 
the information society will have positive social and economic consequences as it will, among others, raise productivity, increase work 
opportunities, contribute towards the spread of information and knowledge, and in general raise the quality of life of the population (Van 
Audenhove, 2003). It is furthermore believed that the proliferation of ICTs could help developing countries to “leapfrog” stages of 
development towards becoming advanced information societies (Hyde-Clark & Van Tonder, 2011). Manuel Castells (2000, 2001) represents 
one of the most prolific adherents to the viewpoint  that a society’s  economic growth and development is dependent  on the spread of ICTs 
throughout the society. In contrast to this optimistic view of the impact of ICTs – also known as the technophilic view – there is, however, 
also a pessimistic or technophobic viewpoint within which technophilics  are accused of technological determinism. Technophobes such as 
Van Dijk (1999) believe that ICTs could also have wide-ranging negative effects for a society as it can lead, among others, to a decrease in 
work opportunities and can increase the gap between the rich and the poor.  
 Concomitant with the technophobic role of the impact of ICTs are discourses on the so-called “digital divide” (Madikiza  & 
Bornman, 2011). Within these discourses it is pointed out that disparities between developed and developing countries with regard to 
access to and control of the information highways  make it more difficult for developing countries to compete in the global economy  and in 
other fields and to become full players in the information society. Technophilics nevertheless believe that the spread, uptake and use of 
ICTs remains the only way to bridge the digital divide,  also known as the “North-South” divide. 
 The digital divide and its dire consequences for the developing world is nowhere more conspicuous than within the African 
continent and in particular in Sub-Saharan Africa. Africa is by far the least computerised region of the world (Castells, 2000; Jensen, 2006). 
With the exception of a few major cities, ICT infrastructure on the continent is scarce at best and nonexistent at worst (Kamalipour, 2007). 
African countries also rank relatively low – below the top 50 − in most indices of globalisation and the information society (Dutta & Mia, 
2009; ITU, 2011). In an era where other developing countries such as those in East-Asia have been making major strides towards becoming 
modern economies and full members of the information society, Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa have furthermore experienced a noteworthy 
deterioration in their relative position with regard to trade, investment, production and consumption in comparison with other areas of the 
world – including other developing areas. According to Castells (2000), this state of affairs can predominantly be ascribed to the region’s 
social exclusion from the information highways of the information society. 
 Thus the question can be posed: What does Africa – and Sub-Saharan Africa in particular – need to do to change its exclusion 
from the information society and its lack of competitiveness in the global economy? Can the  mobile phone play a role in helping the 
continent to leapfrog towards becoming a full member of the information society and being globally competitive? These and other questions 
will be addressed in the sections that follow. 
 
CHARACTERISTICS OF AND PROCESSES TOWARDS BECOMING AN INFORMATION SOCIETY 
The first issues that need to be considered are the developmental fundamentals for any country or region for being integrated into the 
information society and the global economy. 
 As already mentioned, Castells (2000, 2001) regards the proliferation of ICTs, and the ability to adapt to and make use of the 
opportunities created by ICTs, as the first critical factor in accessing wealth, power and knowledge within the current global order. The 
establishment of technological infrastructure, which includes advanced telecommunication networks, internet connectivity, the infrastructure 
to make use of computers and advanced computer systems (including electrification), are mentioned as vital factors in this regard.  

There is, however, also a second factor − the proportion of knowledgeable labour in a country – that has become an important 
factor in determining the degree of social inclusion or exclusion of a particular country or region (Muller, Cloete & Badat 2001). Self-
programmable labour is those people in a society that can become producers of knowledge and information (Castells, 2000). Self-
programmable labour represents people with high educational qualifications and exceptional skills levels. Non-self-programmable or generic 
labour, on the other hand, do not have the capacity to generate productivity in a similar way than self-programmable labour. The most 
important factor that distinguishes the two groups  is not only education but also the quality of education. Thus it is not only the availability of 
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information infrastructure, but also the quality of the educational systems of a country and the proportion of the population that achieves a 
high level of education (secondary and tertiary levels) that determine its inclusion of exclusion from the information society and the 
information economy.  

 
The ITU (2011) identifies a three stage model that countries or regions follow – or should follow – in becoming an information 

society. The three stages are the following: 
1. The first phase represents network-readiness as reflected by the proliferation of networked ICT infrastructure within a society or 

country and the degree of access that individuals,  businesses and institutions have to this infrastructure. In short, the emphasis in 
the first phase falls on access to ICTs. This first phase as distinguished by the ITU (2011) closely coincides with Castells (2000) 
notion of the proliferation of ICT infrastructure within a region or society. 

2. The second level involves ICT intensity, namely the degree of uptake and use of  ICTs by individuals and other role-players within 
a society. Thus the second phase represents the actual use of ICTs. The ITU (2011) mentions in this regard the ICT and other 
skills of a population that enable the effective use of ICTs. Thus the ITU (2011) – similar to Castells (2000) – emphasises the 
“knowledgeable labour” or levels of education in a society. 

3. The third and final stage represents the actual impact or results of access to and the effective use of ICTs for a particular society 
or region.  

 
Reaching the final stage, thus becoming an information society and a competitive role-player in the information economy, depends 
according to the ITU (2011) on the first two stages. In the absence of information highways as represented by networked ICT infrastructure 
no participation in the information society  is possible. However, a society can also not reap the advantages of becoming an information 
society  without  a large percentage of people who have both the skills and the knowledge to use ICTs maximally. Thus economic growth 
and development will remain below potential and a country or region will remain socially excluded from the information society if it does not 
fulfil both criteria, namely access to ICTs  as well as having a population with the skills and knowledge to enable the full and efficient use of 
ICTs.  
 
THE POSITION OF AFRICA – AND SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA SPECIFICALLY – IN THE INFORMATION SOCIETY 
Africa is by far the least computerised region of the world (Castells, 2000; Jensen, 2006). With the exception of a few major cities, ICT 
infrastructure is scarce at best and nonexistent at worst (Kamalipour, 2007). Firstly, Africa often lacks the minimum infrastructure required 
for using computers. Computers are, for example, dependent on reliable electricity supplies. Where electricity supplies are nonexistent or 
unreliable, efforts to supply electronic equipment to African countries and organisations become futile. The critical aspect of computer usage 
is, however, networking capability to link to the internet and other global communication networks. Networking capability requires 
telecommunications infrastructure and network connectivity. However, many schools, universities and research centres on the African 
continent have no internet access at all. Where basic ICT infrastructure does exist, networks are mostly meagre and fragile in comparison 
with world standards. The consequence is that, although 14.1% of the world’s population live in Africa, Africa houses only 2.1% of the 
internet users in the world (Hyde-Clark & Van Tonder, 2011). Furthermore, in South Africa – one of the most connected countries in Sub-
Saharan Africa – only 15% of households have a working computer and only 5% of households have access to the internet. Sub-Saharan 
Africa furthermore has the lowest teledensity (number of telephones for a particular portion of the population) in the world and a large unmet 
demand for telecommunication services. 

It is furthermore not only a problem of basic connectivity, but also of bandwidth. The reality is that even Africa’s most well-
equipped centres of excellence have less bandwidth than a home broadband user in Europe and North America (Jensen, 2006). Most 
African internet connections do not have a bandwidth larger than 80bps that may be sufficient to sustain basic email communication, but 
makes it difficult – if not impossible – to offload large files such as academic articles and scientific reports. The most important reason for the 
lack of sufficient bandwidth in Sub-Saharan Africa is the low penetration of fibre optic cables that have a vast capability of transferring data 
(Song, 2005). North Africa is however in a better position as the rest of Africa as it has access to a web of cables criss-crossing the 
Mediterranean. 
 Another major problem brought about by the lack of fibre optic infrastructure is the exorbitant prices of internet connectivity, in 
particular broadband connectivity, in Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa (Cherlin, 2009; ITU, 2011). The costs of internet connectivity are in 
some cases literally a thousand times higher than for broadband users in the developed world. According to Jensen (2006), the most 
important reason for high broadband costs is the fact that the few fibre optic links with the developed world have been operated by 
ineffective state-owned operators which have been charging monopoly prices. In 2006 there were still very little signs that prices have been 
coming down after additional links have been established. Research by the ITU (2011) furthermore indicates that countries with relatively 
high ICT prices have relatively low levels of  ICT access, uptake and use. The opposite is also true. People have more access and use ICTs 
more in countries where prices are more affordable and cost a relatively small portion of their income. Thus prices and affordability 
represent major factors determining access to and use of ICTs and thus in bringing people into the information age. 
 Discussions on the position of Africa in the information society has, however, been dominated by discourses on internet access. 
However, according to the ITU (2011), the single most dynamic development with regard to ICT access and use in recent years has been 
the worldwide surge in mobile phone (cellphone) subscriptions. Whereas fixed line telecommunication has been declining all over the world, 
the worldwide growth in mobile-cellular technology is depicted by the ITU (2011) as a “mobile miracle”. In fact, the mobile-cellular market 
has become the fastest growing telecommunications industry in history. By the end of 2010 there were, for example, 5.3 mobile phone 
subscriptions worldwide, in comparison with 4 billion in 2004. Whereas the growth in mobile telephony has now also reached a point of 
saturation with penetration rates of over a 100 per cent  of the population in the developed world, the “mobile miracle” has been continued in 
the developing world by spectacular growth rates of over 20 per cent per annum. With the advent of mobile broadband internet the question 
arises whether the mobile phone can play a significant role in promoting growth and development in Africa and in  integrating the continent 
with the information society. 
 
THE PROLIFERATION OF MOBILE PHONES, MOBILE INTERNET AND ICT SKILLS IN AFRICA 
In the developed world, the mobile phone represents an extension of pre-existing landline (or fixed) networks (Ling & Horst, 2011). 
However, people in the developing world have had only limited access to telecommunications – often only by means of payphones. As 
recently as 2000 the subscription rates to fixed line networks in Africa was as low as 3 per cent (Bailard, 2009). It was initially reasoned that 
the lack of interest in fixed line telephony – whether due to financial limitations or a simple lack of interest – would also apply to mobile 
phones. Thus the possibilities of the African market have been overlooked by most. However, despite the fact that fixed line subscriptions 
have continued to stagnate at less than 4 per cent, mobile phone penetration rates soared from lower than 2 per cent in 2000 to above 90 
percent in a number of African countries (Calandro et al., 2010).  Thus, in a time when discourses on the information society has 
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predominantly been focusing  on the internet , the mobile phone has quietly come to provide access to electronically mediated 
communication to  people at the bottom of the income pyramid – often for the first time in their lives. 
 
Access to Mobile Telephony in Africa 
The tremendous growth in the uptake of mobile telephony is particularly noteworthy for African and Sub-Saharan countries. Calandro et al. 
(2010) provides statistics for the number of  SIM cards sold as a percentage of the population for a number of Africa countries (see table 1).  
 

Table 1: Mobile cards sold as a percentage of the population 
 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Botswana 44.10 60.86 77.34 96.12 
Tunisia 73.60 77.89 84.59 94.96 
South Africa 81.54 86.02 90.60 92.67 
Ghana 23.30 33.25 49.55 63.38 
Cote d’Ivoire 20.70 37.11 50.74 63.33 
Benin 13.00 24.45 41.85 56.33 
Namibia 29.73 38.31 49.39 56.05 
Senegal 25.75 30.53 44.13 55.06 
Kenya 19.96 30.06 42.06 48.65 
Nigeria 22.40 27.35 41.66 47.24 
Tanzania 14.37 20.16 30.62 39.94 
Cameroon 17.20 24.31 32.28 37.89 
Zambia 13.84 21.43 28.04 34.07 
Uganda 6.77 13.69 27.02 28.69 
Mozambique 11.00 14.08 19.68 26.08 
Rwanda 3.41 6.72 13.61 24.30 
Burkina Faso 7.10 10.94 16.76 20.94 
Ethiopia 1.10 1.54 2.42 4.89 

Source: Calandro et al (2010) 
 
Calandro et al. (2010) warn that the data reported in table 1 could represent an over-calculation (even by millions) of penetration 

rates as most markets are characterised by multi-SIM usage. However, even when taking over-counting into account, the conclusion can be 
drawn that there has been a rapid growth in the uptake of mobile services as indicated by vast differences between the figures for 2006 and 
2009. Whereas South Africa and Tunisia maintained a leadership position between 2006 and 2008, these two countries were overtaken by 
Botswana in 2009 to become the African country with the highest mobile penetration. In Botswana, Tunisia and South Africa mobile 
penetration has nearly reached a saturated rate of 100 per cent – similar to many developed countries. Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana and Senegal 
have also seen tremendous growth rates. Even countries at the bottom of the index such as Burkina Faso and Rwanda have experienced 
significant growth rates – albeit from very low baselines. However, in a large number of African countries mobile penetration is still below 50 
per cent and in a country such as Ethiopia as low as 4.89 per cent. 

 The conclusion can however be drawn that the lack of fixed-line subscriptions in Africa cannot be ascribed to a lack of interest in 
telephony and access to the information society (Bailard, 2009). The real reasons for the lack of demand for fixed-line services is the fact 
that, due to the high costs of fixed-line infrastructure, it has not been available in many rural areas and customers often have to bear a large 
percentage of the installation costs when it does become available. People furthermore often have to wait  long times for the infrastructure 
to be installed in their homes. Moreover, the lines frequently go down due to poor maintenance, floods and the theft of copper cables. In 
contrast, due to  the privatisation of telecommunication industries since the mid-1990s, most mobile phone markets have been 
characterised by competitive industries due to the presence of more than one operator (Bailard, 2009; ITU, 2011). The result is more 
affordable and reliable mobile services. People also do not have to wait for long periods of time to have a mobile phone installed. The can 
nowadays buy it over the counter from a multitude of dealers. The advent of pre-paid or “pay-as you-go” (or rather “pay-as-you-use”) 
services have furthermore helped poorer users to control telecommunications costs.  

 
Mobile Broadband in Africa 
The impact of the mobile phone is however not restricted to basic telecommunication services. Wireless broadband access via mobile 
technology has also become a significant growth sector and the growth in mobile broadband subscriptions had been the single most 
dynamic aspect of the ICT sector in the past years (ITU, 2011). Even in developed countries people are shifting more and more to wireless 
broadband access via wireless devices such as mobile phone and tablets. In developing countries, in particular, the growing access to 
mobile-broadband technology and devices hold the promise of bringing people in developing countries online. Thus the mobile revolution – 
which includes access to wireless internet via mobile phones – holds the promise of being a key enabler to help developing countries to 
leapfrog stages of development and to experience the many benefits associated with being integrated into the information society (Castells, 
2000, 2001).  Thus wireless internet access has already been successful in providing health and business information to people in poorer 
countries and specifically in far-off rural areas and in facilitating e-learning and e-governance (ITU, 2011).  

However, despite these promising developments, more than 70 per cent of the world’s population – and more than 80 per cent of 
people living in developing countries – do not have internet access  yet and much fewer has access to broadband internet (ITU, 2011). Thus 
in many developing countries schools, hospitals, other institutions and other households located outside major urban centres do not have 
access to high-speed internet services. Table 2 gives an overview of access to mobile broadband access as well as internet access in 
general in a number of African countries as reported by Calandro et al. (2010). The statistics are based on the results of a household survey 
conducted by Research ICT Africa. 
Thus, despite the spectacular growth in mobile access in Africa, the data in table 2 indicate that  levels of access to wireless broadband 
internet via mobile phones has remained extremely limited notwithstanding the fact that most mobile operators in Africa have introduced 
mobile broadband services including 3G and 3.5G (Calandro et al., 2010). It is only in South Africa, one of the first countries to introduce 
mobile broadband services, where ADSL connections have been overtaken by mobile internet subscriptions. However, it is not only the 
case that mobile internet subscriptions have been low. The low levels of subscription to mobile broadband services are merely another 
reflection of the overall low levels of internet subscription, internet access and internet use in African countries. 
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Table 2: Mobile cellular broadband subscriptions and other forms of internet access for a number of African countries in 2009 
Statistics reported per 100 of the population 

 Internet 
subscriptions 

Internet 
users 

Fixed broadband 
Internet 
subscriptions 

Mobile cellular 
 internet subscriptions 

Tunisia 4.03 34.07 3.63  
South Africa Not available 8.82 0.96 10.52 
Botswana Not available 6.15 0.77 2.97 
Senegal 0.47 7.36 0.47  
Ghana 0.38 5.44 0.11 0.24 

Rwanda 1.47 4.50 0.08 0.15 
Zambia Not available 6.31 0.06 0.03 

Mozambique 0.059 2.68 0.05 0.40 
Nigeria 0.58 28.43 0.05 4.89 
Cote 
d’Ivoire 

Not available 4.59 0.05  

Burkina 
Faso 

Not available 1.13 0.04  

Kenya 2.11 10.04 0.02 4.98 
Benin 0.21 2.24 0.02  
Namibia Not available 5.87 0.02 1.48 
Uganda 0.91 9.78 0.02 1.10 
Tanzania Not available 1.55 0.02 1.37 
Cameroon 0.13 3.84 0.00 0.49 
Ethiopia 0.58 0.54 3.498 0.10 

Source: Calandro et al (2010) 
 
The low levels of internet access in most African countries as reported by Callandro et al. (2010) are confirmed by the ITU (2011). Only 
three African countries ranked among the top 100 countries with regard to their composite measure (IDI index) for ICT access and use: 
Mauritius (69), the Seychelles (71) and South Africa (97). The IDI values for these three countries vary between 3 and 4 in comparison with 
the 8 of the Republic of Korea Korea at the top of the list.  
 
Pricing Structures in Africa 
It is, however, not only the availability of infrastructure that determines its use. As is indicated by the low penetration of fixed-line telephone 
access in Africa, people are sensitive to price structures (ITU, 2011). The price of a mobile phone call, a sms or a mobile broadband 
connection will determine how many people will subscribe to a particular service and how often and for what purposes they will use it. The 
period from 2008 to 2010 has not only been characterised by a tremendous growth in mobile phone subscriptions, but also by a 21.8 per 
cent drop in prices of mobile phone services worldwide. This drop in prices was however higher in developed than in developing countries, 

As already indicated in the introductory sections, the prices of ICT services remain high in most African countries in comparison 
with the rest of the world. In a comparison of the overall price basket for ICT services only six African countries fall under the 100 cheapest 
countries: Mauritius (47); Tunisia (65); Algeria (71); Egypt (78); Botswana (85) and South Africa (99). The results furthermore confirm that 
countries with relatively high ICT prices have relative low ICT access and use.  
 Similar to the overall drop in prices for ICT services, the prices  for a basket of mobile services (30 outgoing calls and 100 sms’s) 
also dropped worldwide by 21.8 per cent (ITU, 2011). However, the ten countries with the highest prices for a basket of mobile services are 
all in Africa: Malawi, Niger, Zimbabwe, Togo, Burkina Faso, Mozambique, Madagascar and Chad. The only light in this dark tunnel is the 
fact that five countries mentioned last had also seen the largest decrease in prices in the last two years in absolute terms. Similar to the 
price structures for ICT services in general, only six African countries ranked among the 100 cheapest countries in the world with regard to 
the mobile price basket: Mauritius (37); Botswana (67); Tunisia (82); Algeria (86); Tonga (93) and Egypt (96). Thus, although there are 
positive indications that the prices of mobile services are coming down in some African countries, the overall price structures for mobile 
services remain high.  
 
ICT skills and the Readiness of the Population to Use ICTs 
Whereas data on ICT penetration rates, and particularly those for mobile subscriptions, are more readily available from household surveys 
as well as data provided by operators, it is much more difficult to obtain data for and to compare levels of education and ICT skills for 
different countries. Research by the ITU (2011) nevertheless emphasises the importance of these variables. The ITU found that internet 
usage tends to be much higher among people with higher levels of education. Higher levels of education also correlated with a higher 
income and a higher degree of computer literacy – both important factors that determine people’s internet subscriptions as well as internet 
usage.  
 The relationship between income and internet usage is much stronger for Africa than for the developed world (ITU, 2011). 
Whereas hardly any Africans with only primary education were using the internet, large percentages of  individuals with tertiary qualifications 
were online. There were, however, noteworthy differences between countries regarding internet access among the highly educated, ranging 
from 90 percent in Rwanda to less than 20 per cent in Uganda. As already mentioned, income was another important variable determining 
internet usage. In most African countries a strong relationship was found between income and internet access. In Botswana, for example, 
only 2 per cent of people in the lowest three income quartiles accessed the internet. In contrast, the concomitant figure for the highest 
income quartile was 19 per cent. Interestingly, the relationships between education levels and internet access are much less conspicuous 
for developed countries. One of the reasons might be that internet subscription is much cheaper in the developed than in the developing 
world. In Africa, however, it appears that internet access remains the preserve of the highly educated and wealthy elite, namely those who 
can afford internet subscription and those who have the necessary skills to use it. Thus a digital divide also exists within African countries – 
between the wealthy educated and the poor uneducated. 
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  The ITU (2011) nevertheless voices the opinion that the advent of mobile internet – including mobile broadband – will not only 
alleviate problems with ICT infrastructure, but will also play an important role in enhancing ICT skills in Africa. The skills for using a mobile 
phone are relatively simple. The fact that many Africans are already using mobile phones, implies that they have already mastered some 
basic ICT skills which could make it easier for them to go online. Furthermore, the availability of prepaid mobile broadband could serve to 
lower the income barrier and allow low-income customers to buy small amounts of data volumes to access the internet whenever they have 
money available. Electricity also forms less of a barrier as minimal facilities are needed to load the battery of a mobile phone. Thus it 
appears that the mobile phone is already serving and could in future serve to be the first step for many Africans to access the information 
highways of the information society. 
 
USAGE OF MOBILE PHONES IN AFRICA 
The impact of mobile phones on development will, however, in the end be determined not only by the number of owners of SIM cards and 
subscription rates, but also by the actual ways in which mobile phones are used and the benefits that Africans derive from using mobile 
phones (ITU, 2011; James & Versteeg, 2007).  
 The proliferation of mobile phones in Africa have influenced micro, meso and macro contexts. Mobile phones have in the first 
place been enhancing friendships and family interaction and has resulted in the tightening of social cohesion among close friends and family 
members (Ling & Horst, 2011). It has however been found that mobile phones do not expand social networks – as is often the case with 
internet platforms such as Facebook and Twitter – but rather serve to intensify existing social networks. Ample evidence furthermore exists 
of the use of mobile phones for business and governance purposes and the ways that it is changing daily life in Africa (Bailard, 2009). For 
example, buyers and sellers can connect more readily creating more efficient markets in the process; small business owners and vendors 
are less dependent on middlemen thus reducing their susceptibility to extortion and bad information; mobile banking has given poor people 
access to basic banking services, made payments easier and have simplified the payment of remittances; while access to government 
services and e-education have been streamlined. 
 James and Versteeg (2007) suggest, however, that both the quality and quantity of mobile phone usage will be lower in 
developing than in developed countries. As far as quantity is concerned, the lower levels of mobile penetration imply that people in 
developing regions such as Africa will use mobile phones less frequently. However, James and Versteeg warn that the fact that many 
people in Africa do not subscribe to mobile telephony do not mean that they do not make use of a mobile phone at all. Sharing of mobile 
phones is a common practise in Africa. In Tanzania, for example, household surveys indicate that there is at least one additional user for 
each owner of a mobile phone. However, people sharing a mobile phone will often buy their own SIM card which will be reflected in SIM 
card data for various countries. Facilities for commercial sharing, namely mobile services that are available after payment, are also  
widespread in Africa (Sey, 2007). It can nevertheless be assumed that people who share a mobile phone with other people or make use of 
commercial mobile services will use the phone less than the owners of a mobile phone. Household surveys in Tanzania and South Africa 
indicate, for example, that approximately 76 per cent of mobile owners use their phones four times or more per week (James & Versteeg, 
2007). However, only 24 per cent in South Africa and 16 per cent  in Tanzania of non-owning users use a mobile phone four times per week 
or more. It is furthermore assumed that users in developing countries make shorter calls than in developed countries. Owning users will 
furthermore have a longer calling time than non-owning users. These tendencies are furthermore aggravated by the relative higher prices of 
mobile services in Africa as discussed in a previous section (ITU, 2011).  
 It is furthermore expected, as already mentioned, that also the quality of mobile usage will be lower in developing than in 
developed countries (James & Versteeg, 2007). In developed countries mobile phones have been developing in multi-media devices used 
for receiving and sending emails, photographs and real-time exchange of information. The reality is probably very different in developing 
countries where the costs of services are much higher. Methods of saving costs such as “beeping signals” (to notify a recipient of a missed 
call so that he/she could call back) and cost-effective ways of texting such as MXit in South Africa have been developed. According to 
Gillwald (2005), African users have been using multiple communication strategies in which they use whatever medium is available in 
different ways depending on two key factors, namely convenience and disposable income. Thus they will make alternative use of public 
access phones, mobile phones, mobile phone kiosks and traditional landlines depending on the circumstances. It is, for example, unlikely 
that they will make a mobile phone call costing about 30 US cents in the middle of the month. In such a case it is more likely that a limited 
amount of airtime will be bought from a mobile kiosk.  

Different types of usage are furthermore characterised by various levels of quality and complexity (Hyde-Clark & Van Tonder, 
2011; James & Versteeg, 2007). If somebody borrows, for example, a mobile phone to make a call or make use of a mobile phone kiosk, 
that means that  this person can make a call, but cannot receive a call at any time. The research by Hyde-Clark and Van Tonder (2011) 
furthermore indicates that the activities performed via mobile internet are also qualitatively different from those performed via computer-
based broadband access. A sample of youth in the Johannesburg-area indicated that they use broadband access via their mobile phones 
primarily to check their email and to interact with friends on Facebook and other social networks. This finding is in accordance with the 
results reported by Ling and Horst (2011) that mobile phones play an important role in intensifying social relations. However, a third of the 
respondents did not believe that mobile phones can replace computers. Some of the reasons forwarded for this opinion were the limited 
storage and memory capacity of mobile phones; the fact that more complex functions can be performed on computers; the fact that is more 
convenient to browse the internet via a computer; the possibility to play more complex games and the option to use several programs at the 
same time. One of the respondents commented: “A computer has an ability of its own. It’s more sophisticated, smarter and has better 
functions and a wide variety of programs. Some functions just can’t be replaced by a phone e.g. Microsoft Word, Excel, Powerpoint, etc” 
(Hyde-Clark & Van Tonder, 2011:271).  

Hyde-Clark and Van Tonder (2011) draw the conclusion that the mobile phone is predominantly used in Africa for voice 
communication, sms’s and limited access to and use of social networks. Overall, the mobile phone can however not replace the complexity 
of functions offered by broadband access via a computer. 

 
THE IMPACT OF THE MOBILE PHONE IN AFRICA 
According to the ITU (2011) the final stage in becoming an information society entails reaping the benefits and implications of increased 
access and use of ICTs. The final issue that therefore needs to be considered is whether and to what extent the mobile phone fosters 
growth and development on the African continent and whether it can become a key factor in helping the continent to leapfrog stages of 
development to become an information society. 
  As already mentioned, ample evidence exists that the mobile phone fosters wide-ranging changes in the lives of African people 
(Bailard, 2009). Research has indeed  indicated that mobile phones are contributing towards the reduction of price discrepancies; lead to 
increasing  consumer and producer welfare; facilitate improved productivity; assist people in finding employment; and reduce corruption on 
the continent. However, the most recent data of the ITU (2011) indicate that most African countries are still ranked low on most indices of 
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the information society. It can therefore be concluded that the mobile phone has not (yet) succeeded to bridge the digital divide between 
Africa and the rest of the world (Hyde-Clark & Van Tonder, 2011).  
 The most important reason is most probably that internet access via mobile-broadband (and probably also other wireless devices) 
cannot replace broadband access via computers. It is therefore not only a question of access to and use of ICTs. It is in the end the 
complexity of functions offered by  particular devices that makes all the difference. As mobile phones cannot offer the full range of complex 
functions offered by broadband internet access via computers, they cannot serve as a shortcut towards becoming an information society. 
Making use of complex devices furthermore requires a highly educated population who has developed advanced ICT skills. 
  There is consequently no short cut for Africa to become an information society. Bridging the digital divide between Africa and the 
rest of the world will require the roll-out of the infrastructure for the use of computers (e.g. electrification) and for fixed-line broadband access 
(fibre optic cables); the implementation of policies to bring down costs; and the advancement of the quality of education on the African 
continent.  
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Abstract 
In The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, Habermas described the bourgeois public spheres of the 18th and 19th century in 
England, France, and Germany. These spheres arose as arenas of cultural critique often arising from reading societies that focused on 
novels and the like. Cultural critique became political critique as these groups turned to issues of public concern fighting policies of 
censorship and for freedom of opinion. The public sphere is in the work of Jürgen Habermas conceived as a neutral social space for critical 
debate among private persons who gather to discuss matters of common concern in a free and rational way. This public sphere is open and 
accessed for public. Habermas pointed out that media has contributed to the decay of the rational-critical discourse and causing the decline 
of the public sphere. 

Political public spheres include social movements, media that monitor and criticize the state, and groups that take political action. 
In recent times have seen an explosion of debate, blogging, theorising and hype around the role of the internet in today’s social movements. 
Social media -internet applications such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube which facilitate the creation and exchange of user-created 
content- have been identified as key to events as diverse as the rise of student protests in Britain at the end of 2010, the outbreak of 
revolution in the Arab world - the role that social media played in the Egyptian uprising is striking- and the protests of the Wall Street against 
the global capitalism in the USA.  

Discussion of the political impact of social media has focused on the power of mass protests. Social media’s real potential lies in 
supporting civil society and the public sphere. The social media has become contested terrain, a new form of class struggle, national 
liberation and pro-democracy movements. In this study, the role of social media in a democratic society, the power of social media on 
creating a public sphere and the rise of social opposition through social media have been debated on latest examples of global social 
opposition.  
Key Words: Public sphere, social media, democracy, social opposition.    
 
Introduction 
The idea of "the public sphere" in Habermas's designates a theater in modern societies in which political participation is enacted through the 
medium of talk. It is the space in which citizens deliberate about their common affairs, hence, an institutionalized arena of discursive 
interaction. This arena is conceptually distinct from the state; it a site for the production and circulation of discourses that can in principle be 
critical of the state. Habermas’s the "liberal model of the bourgeois public sphere” is the rise and decline of a historically specific and limited 
form of the public sphere. It is believed that new form of public sphere is required to salvage this arena's critical function and to 
institutionalize democracy (Fraser, 1990). Deliberative democratic public sphere theory has become increasingly popular in Internet-
democracy research and commentary. In terms of informal civic practices, advocates of this theory see the internet as a means for the 
expansion of citizen deliberation leading to the formation of rational public opinion. According to many internet-democracy commentators, 
researchers and practitioners, internet is a deliberative public sphere as the ideal for citizen participation in politics. In contrast to the mass 
media, the Internet is seen as a force for ‘radical democracy’. The Internet is seen as helping marginalized groups – those groups 
associated with discourses excluded from the mainstream public sphere – develop their own deliberative forums, link up, and subsequently 
contest dominant meanings and practices.   

Before the advent of new media, the earlier mass media of press and broadcasting were seen as adequate and beneficial for the 
conduct of democratic politics and the sustainment of public opinion in the public sphere. These forms of media enabled the information 
about public events to be passed to all citizens and politicians and governments were able to be criticised by the society. However, 
information flow was predominantly vertical or unedirectional and the heightened commercialisation of the media market lead to the neglect 
of democratic communication roles between the public itself and the leaders, institutions and organisations within mass media. Thus, earlier 
forms of mass communication limited access and discouraged active political participation and deliberative dialogue within the public 
sphere. The new media have been hailed as a potential way to break away from the vertical information flow and ‘top down’ politics where 
most political decisions are made without negotiation or input from grassroots support. Instead, new media provide means for the provision 
of political information and in this way almost unlimited access to different voices and feedback between leaders and followers are 
established. New media promise new forums for the development of interest groups as well as the formation of public opinion. New media 
also allow dialogue between politicians and active citizens and thus it provides an arena where public discourse can take place and public 
opinion, as its function, can be formed (McQuail, 2005: 150-151). 

Internet’s expansion in access to information and exchanges of ideas as enhancing political participation, civil society, and 
democracy have provided the rise of social movements. In our era, communication to hundreds of people has been easy and cheap in the 
social media. Social media have played a significant role in the movement in spite of the mass media ignoring the protester´s subject. In the 
Arab world, the majority of opinion leaders are male, since traditionally women are expected not to engage in the political discourse. 
However, the Internet provides women the opportunity to express their opinions more freely. There are bloggers and Facebook activists who 
enthusiastically engage in online activism, but do not speak up publically in the real world. This co-existence of different public spaces 
(offline and online) allows more people to speak out and disseminate ideas to influence their networks – in other words to become opinion 
leaders. For social movements this means that their ideals can be spread faster and to more people, which in turn widens the opportunity for 
social and political change. The horizontal communication structure, which is provided by social media, can thus foster social movements 
and as a result social change. Social media provide activists from all over the world the means to coordinate activities, exchange best 
practice examples and gain attention for their cause. 

Last year (2011) started with revolutions in the Arab World; and political uprisings in Spain, Israel and Greece followed. Inspired 
by these social movements the Occupy Wall Street movement began to take off in September and by mid-October the protests went global. 
The root causes for these protests are similar; high unemployment, especially among young people, frustration over political corruption, 
corporate greed and the financial sector as well as general dissatisfaction with the political situation. In order to organize protests, provide 
views alternative to those of the mainstream media and spread their message social movements have made use of social media tools. 
Social media tools will continue to play a pivotal role for social movements, especially for the global democracy movement that is unfolding. 
The protesters are demanding from the political system; they allow for the participation of all and represent the views of the people, not 
those of economic elites. But social networking technologies will neither overthrow tyrannical regimes nor create a “real democracy” 
themselves, but under certain circumstances, they create a communication environment which is favorable for the emergence of social 
movements. 
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In the last several years, we have witnessed the power of the Internet help citizens change the regimes that govern them. From 
the 2008 presidential campaign to the revolutions now sweeping the Arab world, organizers have used online tools to gather support, 
disseminate information, raise money, and mobilize citizens on a massive scale (Leighninger, 2011). Debates about the role of the Internet 
in political mobilisation became increasingly polarised in the wake of the online element of Barak Obama’s presidential election campaign in 
2008 and the supposed “Twitter rebellion” in Iran in 2009. Increasingly, the proponents of new technologies were labelled “cyber utopians”, 
arguing against the dinosaurs that still held to outmoded forms of organisation. In Britain the emergence of the student movement saw a 
proliferation of online campaigning in order to mobilise for street protests. Alongside this came a renewed preoccupation with the notion of 
“networks” when discussing political organisation (Jones, 2011). 

Social media provides rapid flow of information to mobilize the social opposition. For the social opposition the internet is first and 
foremost a vital source of alternative critical information to educate and mobilize the “public” – especially among progressive opinion- 
leaders, professionals, trade unionists and peasant leaders, militants and activists. The internet is the alternative to the capitalist mass 
media and its propaganda, a source of news and information that relays manifestos and informs activists of sites for public action. The 
internet has played a vital role in publicizing and mobilizing “spontaneous protests” like the ‘indignados’ (the indignant protestors) mostly 
unaffiliated unemployed youth in Spain and the protestors involved in the US “Occupy Wall Street”. In other instances, for example, the 
mass general strikes in Italy, Portugal, Greece and elsewhere the organized trade union confederations played a central role and the 
internet had a secondary impact (Petras, 2011). 

To deepen our understanding of the relationship between social media and political change during the last events -Egyptian 
uprising of early 2011 in Tahrir Square, Occupy Wall Street, the Spanish Movement 15 M- must be situated in a larger context of media use 
and recent history of online activism. In this study, the power of social media on creating a public sphere and the rise of social opposition 
through social media have been debated. To understand this social opposition that emerged by social media, a literature review and 
theoretical debate methods have been used.   

 
The Review of Theoritical Framework    
The public sphere is in the work of Jürgen Habermas conceived as a social space for the ‘rational-critical debate about public issues 
conducted by private persons willing to let arguments and not statuses determine decisions’. Directed against the absolute will of monarchs, 
the bourgeois public sphere emerged in the 18th century as a neutral social space independent of the public authority and ‘made up of 
private people gathering together as a public and articulating the needs of society with the state’ (Calhoun, 1992: 1, 21). The public sphere 
is in the work of Jürgen Habermas conceived as a neutral social space for critical debate among private persons who gather to discuss 
matters of common concern in a free, rational and in principle disinterested way. Praised as a normative ideal – especially by the advocates 
of participatory democracy – and criticised as a working model, the concept of the public sphere has triggered many controversies. 
Habermas's account of the bourgeois conception of the public sphere stresses its claim to be open and accessible to all. Although 
Habermas himself saw the media as contributing to the decay of the rational-critical discourse and causing the decline of the public sphere, 
numerous revisions of the concept, quite the contrary, have recognized the capacity of the media to initiate public discussion and give it a 
constructive spin. Habermas defines and discusses the rise and fall of the bourgeois public sphere, noting the problematic effects of 
commercialization, capitalism, and the rise of mass media on rational-critical debate. Although undoubtedly influential, Habermas' argument 
has been subject to many critiques, particularly since his idealized conception of the public sphere centers on the principle of universal 
access. It is essential to outline the idea of the public sphere. Here the concept of the public sphere is used in a very general manner, as a 
synonym for the processes of public opinion or for the news media themselves.  

Habermas recognised three institutional criteria which act as the preconditions for a public sphere to exist. The first precondition 
refers to the disregard of status. If status is disregarded, the influence of rank is absent and thus the better argument will uphold against the 
hierarchy imposed by the society. In this way, the uniformity of “common humanity” is asserted. The idea of the public sphere became 
established as an objective forum independent from the authority of rank and status The second precondition for a public sphere to emerge 
is that it needs to be a domain of common concern. Before the development of the public sphere, authority of interpretation lay in the hands 
of the state and the church. These two institutions had a monopoly of interpretation in the fields of literature, philosophy and art. The 
monopoly persisted even at the time that specific spheres adhered to the rational thinking which flowed from the development of capitalism 
where more information was required. During this time philosophy and literature works as well as works of art became commercialised and 
were accessible to private citizens. These items no longer remained components of the churches’ and courts’ publicity of representation. 
Thus the private individuals, for whom these cultural products became available, determined meaning to it by the use of rational 
communication with others, verbalised it and stated the implicitness for so long they could assert its authority. Cultural products and 
information thus became the common concern of private citizens and this paved the way for other issues of common concern to be 
introduced as topics of deliberation (Habermas, 1989: 36). The final precondition is the idea of inclusivity. The process that commercialised 
cultural products and information, made it inclusive. Even at times when the public strengthened its boundaries to exclude people, it was 
never able to fully close itself to disallow participation. The public sphere has always been immersed within a more inclusive public of 
privateindividuals. These private individuals could gain from this process. Issues discussed, which were previously confined to the debates 
amongst secluded groups now became general in their significance and accessibility. Thus everybody had to be and was able to participate. 
The public sphere was not necessarily founded on an institution which constituted a stable group of discussants. It did however equate itself 
with being the mouth piece and to form the bourgeoisie representation. Even when the first public spheres developed as specific groups of 
people, it was ever conscious of being part of a larger part and acting as a representative group of that larger public. The potential of it being 
a publicist body was evident as its discussions did not merely remain internal but could be directed to the outside world (Habermas, 1989: 
37).  

In contrast to Habermas’s idealistic notion of the bourgeois public sphere and the critical view of the declined and distorted 
contemporary public sphere. Some scholars have attempted to extend or reimagine this concept of the public sphere. In Vernacular Voices: 
The Rhetoric of Publics and Public Spheres, Hauser (1999: 11) offers a uniquely rhetorical take on the public sphere by “explor[ing] the 
discursive dimensions of publics, public spheres, and public opinions”, the result being a model of the public sphere that is discourse-based. 
Rhetoric, then, is central to this concept of the public sphere, and, in contrast to the idealized public sphere posited by Habermas, Hauser 
suggests a “vernacular rhetorical model” that allows for partisan rhetoric; therefore, this model does not attempt to conceal multiple publics 
and marginalized voices. Fraser pointed out that concept of Habermas’s public sphere excluded plebeian men, women of all classes and 
ethnicities. It is a necessary condition for participatory parity that systemic social inequalities be eliminated. Political democracy requires 
substantive social equality. Fraser argued the bourgeois conception of the public sphere is inadequate insofar as it supposes that social 
equality is not a necessary condition for participatory parity in public spheres (1990). 

  
To explain the internet as public sphere, the institutional criteria as set forth by Habermas (1989: 36-37) is recalled: disregard of status, 
common concern and inclusivity. Within the internet, these three criteria are, at least, to some extent adhered to. People access the internet 
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via virtual identities similar to their own. If individuals’ socio-economic status allows it, he or she has the skills needed to access and use the 
internet and when individuals have access to the necessary network infrastructure, all people can use the internet. The internet does not 
only allow for private individuals to access it. The mass communication medium is used by online journalists, web-based interest groups and 
other organisations to explore and use the information available on the internet. These groups are often ignored by mainstream media and 
the internet thus reinforces the idea that new media can open up new channels of communication and instigate new forms of public 
discourse and ultimately public opinion (Debatim, 2008: 65-66). Social media has the potential to form a public sphere for the dissemination 
of counter hegemonic discourses, or to mobilize public opinion outside the centralized authoritative state control. 

The classical liberal theory sees the media as vertical channels of communication between private citizens and the government. In 
contrast, the radical democratic approach recognises the media as a complex articulation of vertical, horizontal and diagonal channels of 
communication which occurs between individuals, groups as well as power structures. The role of the media is thus extended so that it 
includes the facilitation of the systems of representation and democracies it by exposing the decisions made by the organisations to public 
disclosure and debate (Curran, 1991: 32-35). In relation to the Internet, these deliberative public sphere advocates are interested in the 
extent and quality of argumentation being facilitated online, particularly given claims that the Internet’s two-way, relatively low cost, semi-
decentralized and global communications, combined with evolving interactive software and moderation techniques, offer the ideal basis 
(particularly when compared to the mass media) for rational deliberation. A general public sphere norm can be identified. This norm involves 
rational-critical deliberation over disputed validity claims, aimed at reaching understanding and agreement. This rational-critical 
communication is ideally inclusive (formally); free (non-coercive, including autonomy from state and corporate interests); equal 
(communicatively); sincere (as far as this is possible), respectful (putting oneself in the position of the other); reasoned (framing arguments 
in terms of why particular claims ought to be accepted) and reflexive (identity re-constituting). It is important to note that here ‘public’ refers 
to the form and not a particular content or place of communication: the public sphere comes into existence whenever people engage in 
argumentation over problematized validity claims (Dahlberg, 2007: 49). 

In contrast to the mass media, the internet is seen as a force for radical democracy. The Internet is seen as helping marginalized 
groups –those groups associated with discourses excluded from the mainstream public sphere– develop their own deliberative forums, link 
up, and subsequently contest dominant meanings and practices. There are three parts to this argument. First, the Internet provides 
communication spaces for members of groups associated with marginalized discourses to develop counter-publics– ‘alternative’ discursive 
arenas constituted by a number of participants engaging in debate and criticism that strengthens and develops oppositional discourses 
(identities, interpretations, social imaginaries and languages) to those dominating the mainstream public sphere. Second, the Internet’s 
interactivity and reach assists politically diverse and geographically dispersed counter-publics in finding shared points of identity and forming 
counter-public networks and coalitions (or articulations) of radical discourses, leading to the development of more powerful oppositional 
discourses. Identification is particularly found through common experiences of exclusion and domination. This articulation of identity and 
discourse gives strength to marginalized publics weakened by isolation. Third, the Internet supports online and offline counter-public 
contestation of dominant discourses, and hence the contestation of the deliberations of the mainstream public sphere (Dahlberg, 2007:56). 

Castells (2009: 55) defines mass self-communication as “a new form of interactive communication (…), characterized by the 
capacity of sending messages from many to many, in real time or chosen time, and with the possibility of using point-to-point 
communication, narrowcasting or broadcasting, depending on the purpose and characteristics of the intended communication practice. He 
argues that it is a form of mass communication, since it has the ability to reach a global audience, but also self-communication, because 
“the definition of the potential receiver(s) is self-directed, and the retrieval of specific messages or content from the World Wide Web and 
electronic communication networks is self-selected.”  Castells argues that in the society we live in today, which he calls the network society, 
social movements have a greater chance to enter the public sphere. By means of mass self-communication, their images and messages 
can be disseminated via multiple outlets, ranging from social media to the mainstream media. This way, social movements and insurgent 
politics can endorse social and political change, even “if they start from a subordinate position in institutional power, financial resources, or 
symbolic legitimacy” (2009: 302). Castells has presented some explanations for the potency of social media. His analysis of communication 
in the network society suggests that mass self-communication can foster social movements, due to its autonomy from the mainstream 
media and its horizontal structure. 

 
The Use of Social Media in Social Movements   
The growth of the Internet and its rapid expansion has led to extensive researches of the possible implications it might have for democracy. 
The bulk of it has been addressing interactivity as the main element to change the nature of citizens’ participation in politics and public life in 
general. The advocates of the so-called ‘electronic democracy’(Street, 2001: 214) argue that the Internet may either improve the existing 
form of democracy or revive the ancient form of direct democracy. Internet may offer solutions for the problems that have been obstructing 
political participation – ‘time, size, knowledge and access’. The Internet has overcome the boundaries of time and space and it is no longer 
necessary for citizens to be physically present to contribute to a discussion. The limited political knowledge of ordinary citizens and the 
unequal distribution of resources, which has been hampering their capacity to get involved in the process of deliberation may no longer be a 
problem. The Internet has been recognized as a platform for public deliberation and the solution for other problems modern democracy may 
encounter: ‘The net seems to provide a way around the practical problems posed by democracy, whatever its form; citizens can exercise 
their vote, deliberate on public policy or participate directly’ (Street, 2001: 217- 218). Social media may be viewed both as technology and 
space for expanding and sustaining the networks upon which social movements depend. The Arab revolts exemplify how online social 
networks facilitated by social media have become a key ingredient of contemporary populist movements. Social media are not simply 
neutral tools to be used or adopted by social movements, but rather influence how activists form and shape the social movements (Lim, 
2012).  

Since the ‘‘Arab Spring’’ burst forth in uprisings in Tunisia and in Egypt in early 2011, scholars have sought to understand how the 
Internet and social media contribute to political change in authoritarian regimes. Social media are just one portion of a new system of 
political communication that has evolved in North Africa and the Middle East. News coverage of the recent uprisings tends to concentrate on 
catchphrases like ‘‘Twitter Revolution’’ or ‘‘Facebook Revolution.’’ However, the connectivity infrastructure should be analyzed as a complex 
ecology rather than in terms of any specific platform or device. This new system involves three broad, interrelated components. First, 
satellite TV channels such as Al-Jazeera contributed to the formation of a new kind of public sphere in the Arab world. Second, the rapid 
diffusion of the Internet and the rise of dedicated platforms such as Facebook and Twitter dramatically changed the infrastructure of social 
connectivity. Third, the falling costs and expanding capabilities of mobile phones have enriched dispersed communication with picture and 
video capabilities. In the span of a decade, societies in which it had long been difficult to access information were transformed into massive 
social experiments fueled by a explosion in channels of information (Tufekci and Wilson, 2012).   
 
The story of social media in developing nations so far is one of individual empowerment. Social media not only connects deprived nations to 
the outside world, but provide the power to shape the Internet in a way that is relevant to their peoples' lives, the power to organize in scale, 
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and the power to speak. These features make social media incredible tools that should be embraced by anyone with an eye towards 
development. The democratizing impact of social media is particularly relevant in nations with authoritarian regimes because state 
censorship of social media is a particularly difficult task. It is for this reason that Egypt was initially forced to take more indirect and 
ineffective routes, such as discouraging the use of social media, arresting activists, and banning mobile phones in police stations and 
ultimately to take the drastic step of shutting down the internet (Ali, 2011). The social media have been an integral part of political activism of 
the Egyptian for years, showing, for instance that 54 out of 70 recorded street protests from 2004 to 2011 substantially involved online 
activism. Hence, the power of networked individuals and groups who toppled Mubarak presidency cannot be separated from the power of 
social media that facilitated the formation and the expansion of the networks themselves. The genesis of online activism in Egypt can be 
traced to the rise of the Kefaya movement in 2004, followed by the emergence of oppositional activists in the Egyptian blogosphere. 
inequalities, looming unemployment, and the rising cost of living were the roots for contention in the region. With comparatively lower 
political rights and civil liberties ratings, widespread perception of corruption, a quarter of the youth unemployed, and consumer price 
inflation running over 10%, most Egyptians shared common grievances. Unemployed youth to participate in an oppositional movement 
against Mubarak, she or he first needed to recognize that many other individuals shared the same grievances, the same goals, and a 
common identity in opposition to Mubarak (Lim, 2012: 2-4). This emerging communication system has profoundly transformed the Arab 
public sphere by increasing citizens’ ability to document and share, by greatly increasing the odds that misconduct by authorities will 
become widely known, and by overcoming barriers to individual political participation and the coordination of collective action (Tufekci and 
Wilson, 2012).     

On 15 May 2011 thousands of people, mainly young, demonstrated all over the Spanish state under the slogans “For real 
democracy now” and “We are not commodities in the hands of politicians and bankers”. Young people make up the overwhelming majority 
of the activists of the 15-M. The core activists tend to be university or ex-university students, often unemployed or under-employed, in their 
mid to late twenties. However, the movement is much broader than just this sector. Claims that it is “middle class”, apart from 
misunderstanding class as such, ignore the fact that most of the youth involved have little hope of finding anything but badly paid temporary 
jobs (Durgan and Sans, 2011). The new, networked activists have revealed a side of Spain few thought existed: a politicised public eager 
for real change. "Spanish spring" of 2011, it has been seen how what started as a small, inarticulate and youth-centred movement has 
transformed itself into what some here call the most interesting political development since the death of Franco in 1975. A hybrid and novel 
experiment of online and offline activism that has steered clear of the traditional and weary avenues of political engagement, the 15-M 
movement was the harbinger of the massive Israeli protests in the last year and the Occupy Wall Street movement taking shape in the US. 
The movement has studiously avoided engaging with ideological agendas, unions and, most importantly, professional politicians. It has filled 
city squares, co-ordinated online actions and targeted specific topics like banking and electoral reform. It has experimented with bottom-up 
networked approaches to challenge the rigid, top-down, party driven system that has dominated Spanish political life since 1978. Most of the 
actions pop up spontaneously after information is exchanged on Twitter and then co-ordinated through the use of hashtags. The actions 
such as these have been started to change the perception and the dynamics between citizens, government regulators and economic 
interests. Furthermore, they have been forced politicians to reconsider how they take part in the policy-making process – a growing trend 
here is public officials voluntarily disclosing assets. It is possible to say that this is a networked public sphere (Beas, 2011). 

Disciplined and coordinated groups, whether businesses or governments, have always had an advantage over undisciplined 
ones: they have an easier time engaging in collective action because they have an orderly way of directing the action of their members. 
Social media can compensate for the disadvantages of undisciplined groups by reducing the costs of coordination. The anti-Estrada 
movement in the Philippines used the ease of sending and forwarding text messages to organize a massive group with no need (and no 
time) for standard managerial control. As a result, larger, looser groups can now take on some kinds of coordinated action, such as protest 
movements and public media campaigns, that were previously reserved for formal organizations. For political movements, one of the main 
forms of coordination is what the military calls “shared awareness,” the ability of each member of a group to not only understand the 
situation at hand but also understand that everyone else does, too. Social media increase shared awareness by propagating messages 
through social networks. The anti-Aznar protests in Spain gained momentum so quickly precisely because the millions of people spreading 
the message were not part of a hierarchical organization (Shirky, 2011: 7).  

Similarly, the occupation of Millbank Tower in London on 10 November 2010 marked a significant turning point in the battle 
against the Tory-led coalition. The return of radical student protests transformed the nature of the debate around resistance to the cuts. 
What is of particular interest in this context is the way in which the failure of the National Union of Students (NUS) to support the occupation 
saw subsequent demonstrations organised outside the structures of the NUS. The 10 November protest—organised by the NUS and the 
University and College Union under the name “Demolition”—saw over 50,000 protesters take to the streets. This turnout could not have 
been achieved without the structures of the NUS, which invested time and money promoting the demonstration and laying on coaches. In an 
echo of the G20 mobilisations, there was a reciprocal relationship between the bourgeois media, student activists and social media. In the 
absence of official NUS structures (or, indeed, of left wing student organisation in many parts of the country), Facebook became a way for 
students in disparate areas of the country to find out about what was going on, who in their area was going to protest. It was able to give 
school students with little or no experience of protest the confidence to get large numbers to walk out of school. The student revolt shows 
that social media can play a real role in solidifying the confidence of potential protesters in areas where the structures of the left are weakest 
(Jones, 2011).  

    
Conclusion   
The public sphere is an ideal model that has probably never existed. As Calhoun (1992: 39) remarks: ‘Habermas constitutes historical 
category of the public sphere and attempts to draw from it a normative ideal’. This normative ideal of an independent social space where 
private citizens join in a rational-critical debate to discuss matters of common interest has been scrutinized as a working model. Doubts has 
been raised about its singular and homogenous nature, rationality of arguments, quality of discourse and the probability that debate will 
reach a consensus. In modern democracies the media do have the potential to initiate public debate and provide a forum for it. The features 
of this mediated public sphere and the role of journalism, lay public and experts within that sphere, depend on the notion of the role of the 
media in democracy. A significant contribution to the public sphere lies in the capacity of the media to structure public discussion and give it 
a constructive spin. The concept of the public sphere and the model of deliberative democracy are inseparable What underlies them is the 
rational-critical debate. Its biggest value lies in the procedure itself. Each decision is a subject of a critical debate, which is a value in itself, 
and the results are justified by the procedure. Habermas’s notion of the public sphere, despite all its features that simply lack the sense of 
reality, is a wonderful contribution to the theory of the human society: people are encouraged to participate in a process of deliberation and 
access is guaranteed to everybody; they are respected as equals and are expected to behave in a disinterested way contributing to the 
common good; power elites are held accountable to the independent public body (Grbeša, 2003).  
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In the contemporary context, the modern public sphere and public discourse cannot be separated from the mass media. Public opinion has 
been facilitated by various forms of media including newspapers, magazines, television talk programs as well as the internet. The internet 
has been heralded as a new potential public sphere as it opened new channels for political communication and public discourse. Within the 
internet, SNSs are seen as a potential development which could act as a new narrower form of this public sphere. Social media helped 
organize massive protests demanding justice and an end to violence. The role of social media in the Egypt revolt can be understood through 
its relation to social networks and mobilization mechanisms. In Egypt’s oppositional movements, social media provided space and tool for 
the formation and the expansion of networks that the authoritarian government could not easily control. Social media helped a popular 
movement for political change to expand the sphere of participation. Facebook and Twitter activities of high-frequency posters also 
translated into offline participation. In the case of protests in Egypt, it appears that social networks, often mediated through the new online 
platforms in the emergent networked public sphere, played a crucial role.  

The events demonstrate in Europe, ABD, North Africa and the Middle East are now being shaped by a new system of political 
communication which sets into sharp relief the importance of digitally mediated interpersonal communication. This system is characterized 
by the increasingly interrelated use of satellite television, the Internet (particularly social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter), 
and the widespread use of Internet-enabled cellphones capable of transmitting photos and video. This study was pursued in the attempt to 
discover whether Facebook, as a SNS, can be seen as a possible forum where public discourse takes place and public opinion, as function 
of the public discourse, is facilitated. The possibility for a modern public sphere has also been realised. In the contemporary context, the 
modern public sphere and public discourse cannot be separated from the mass media. Public opinion has been facilitated by various forms 
of media – including newspapers, magazines, television talk programs and, most recently the internet and the internet has been heralded a 
new public sphere which opened new channels for political communication and public discourse. In this study, the internet and SNS were 
discussed. The notion of the internet as a public sphere has explained. Social media has been a basis for a more democratic, participatory 
public sphere.  
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This study investigated the understanding and usage of students regarding the use of Facebook for educational purposes. The study was 
conducted to test the hypothesis stating that “The students, who are more related to computers and online activities, are looking positively to 
the use of Facebook for educational purposes.” 
 
The data were gathered through a semi- structured interview to get concept from students of the Faculty of Communication Sciences at 
Anadolu University in Turkey. It is expected that students of communication faculty should have more expertise and interest in social media 
including social networks. 

There were a total of 52 students from 4 departments of the Faculty of Communication Sciences at Anadolu University. The semi- 
structured interview was carried out to all 52 participants. Analysis of data was performed both by methods of qualitative data analysis 
methods. 

The semi- structured interview is configured in order to collect information about demographics of the participants, adoption level 
of social networks and the most popular networks, and views on educational uses of Facebook. The validation of the questions was 
checked through a pilot study implemented in the same faculty before the actual implementation. 

Due to the nature of the study, descriptive statistical techniques were used in analyzing and reporting data. The findings were 
presented in relevant tables or figures and corresponding interpretations followed right after them. 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA VERSUS CONVENTIONAL MEDIA A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Social media is a common concept which gained its position and popularity in our life as a recent consequence of Web 2.0. It refers to the 
locations with highly accessible and sharable content. It has become more widespread through social interaction using Internet and Web 
based technologies. In other words, the concept of social media refers to platforms such as social networks, blogs, micro-blogs, and forums 
where self-generated contents of users are shared by the user like a publisher. The possibility to make shared content reach more people 
may be increased when they are shared with popular individuals or if the shared content gains good interest. People share any and all types 
of personal experiences ranging from life stories to usefulness of a product or service purchased through social media such as Facebook, 
Friendfeed, Myspace, Twitter, and Youtube. Social media differs from conventional media. In general, particular resources are required for 
publishing information in conventional media; while social media is relatively without cost, and access devices are open to everybody. User 
is defined as a consumer-producer. He/she  has active position as defined in the uses and gratifications approach. He/she both generates 
and consumes the content. The common characteristic of social media and conventional media is the ability to reach small or large 
audience. The content may reach nobody or to millions of people. After the entry of social media into our life, many issues in human life 
started to change; since content is produced by the user, creativity gained importance and participation took center stage. The strict 
differentiation between producer and audience of the content in conventional media is gone (http://www.asiamedia.ucla. edu/article). 
Features providing support in determining differences between social media and conventional media may vary depending on the method 
used. Those features may be; access, accessibility, availability, novelty and permanence. 
 
SOCIAL NETWORKS 
In general, social network can be defined as an online service, platform, or area where social communication and relations can be 
established, and also individuals share information. Social networks offer the user ability to share online their views, feelings, activities, 
events, and fields of interest. 

Today, many social network sites emerged, which reshaped communication, interaction, collaboration, and efforts of people. 
Degree of participation to social networks also constantly increases. Individuals may define themselves over Internet in the social life and 
they become a member of social networks in order to reach and communicate with friends of similar cultural level, field of interest, common 
background, and mutual friends. Thus, a group of friends can be enlarged and information exchange is enabled (Jordan, 1999, p.191). 
 
Facebook 
Facebook is a social network which aims to enable people communicate with friends and exchange information. Being developed by Mark 
Zuckerberg, a student at Harvard University, in 4 February 2004, for enabling communication between Harvard students. Later, it covered 
schools located around Boston and it started to accept membership of all students and graduates from all schools in the United States of 
America within one year. While individuals may become member using only e-mail address of the relevant school high schools and some 
large companies were added to the network and Facebook was opened to all e-mail addresses with some age constraints in 11 September 
2006 (http://www.Facebook.com). 
Facebook is an online social network software which enables users connect to each other via private or public correspondences based on 
different authorization levels in networks and join other groups and share contents with other users. Similar to other online social network 
sites (i.e. Friendster, MySpace), users define themselves via online profile, gain friendships, and write comments or information to profiles of 
others or the social content. 

Since social communication networks are new, studies on their uses in education are very scarce. Based on several studies, a 
substantial proportion of students spend non- negligible time in such social networks (Jones, Blackey, Fitzgibbon, & Chew, 2010, p.776). 
This trend shows that educational environments constructed in social networks will better attract attention of students. When this is done 
successfully, it is often stated that educational experiences will be more effective. 
 
Social Networks in Educational Environments 
Social network sites offer several possibilities such as socialization of individuals, ability to communicate with people living worldwide, ability 
to be a member of group which cannot be possible in real life due to geographical and physical constraints, self-expression and ability to 
receive information and share it. Problems pertaining to confidentiality, misuse of information and social network dependence are also 
undeniable facts. However, it is possible to make social networks advantageous through positive uses. 

Social networks can also be successfully used in the field of education. Seguin and Seguin (1995, p.30) recommends educators 
that they may gain benefits such as program exchanges, job announcements, creating relief funds or searching such funds, arranging 
concurrent or non-concurrent conferences, and publishing studies conducted by themselves or their students. Moreover, studies such as 
course plans, activities etc. can be more efficiently used by a larger number of educators over a database. An interesting example in this 
area was presented by Heather Rogers of the Haversack Towson University. She used the Facebook Group titled “Female of 324 Reading 
Methods Group” for meeting teacher candidates in a reading class. The group functioned as a platform where class works were discussed, 
questions were asked, opinions were criticized, information was sent, and views were supported. The researcher recommended the 
construction of book clubs for supporting students read, performing book discussion, and using social networks for sharing readings. She 
also mentioned that these social networks might be used in courses like history and literature, preparing cultural guides and programming 
applications (Gulbahar et al., 2010: 3). 
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statement.  
In contrast with a general thought 39 participants are disagree with the statement that Facebook meets need to go to places of 
entertainment. 

When we asked that if the Facebook makes them rest or not the number of the participants who are agree, disagree and neutral 
are almost  equal.  

Participants are disagree with the statement that Facebook takes his/her mind from troubles and difficulties, and they are also 
disagree that Facebook helps to shape their angel of view to the life.  
When it comes to passing time 45 of the participants are agree that Facebook is a good medium.  
Participants are mostly ( 34 of the participants) agree on that Facebook is not enthusiastic.  
Forty three out of all participants think that Facebook makes time pass  amusing. 

To the statement, it allows me to be aware of the newly released products,  43 participants are agree, they think seeing an ad or 
getting a recommendation from facebook or friends effect their opinions. 
All of the participants agree that it contains information about their interests, actually this comes from the nature of the medium.  
Participants are nearly equal percentages about the Facebook helps the participation in community life statement.  

Forty participants are agree to the, I can learn what is happening in my country from Facebook statement.  
When the participants asked whether the facebook is used for courses 26 of them mentioned that it is used for sharing the course materials. 
They ( 45 of them) mentioned that there are  facebook groups of some courses and the announcements are made from this group which 
thay have to be member of. Three of the participants told that they do the course process completely over Facebook. And just one 
participant said he does not think that Facebook is used for the educational purpose.  
  Participants were asked if the age and title of the professor effects the use of Facebook as an eductional tool; 38 of them said that 
it is not important, only the interest is important about this issue. If we lend an ear to their words; 
“No it is not important. If a proffersor decies to use Facebook, he/ she has prepared the infrastructure.” 
“ Age and title is not important for  academicians, like all occupational groups. If the professor self educated him/ her self about the 
technology it is enough.” 
“I think they are important because of conversange and the space of communication.” 
“ The age and the title is not important. If someone knows how to use he/she can use. But the share’s of the professor  from Facebook page 
can change my thoughts about the professor.” 
“ Age and title is important because youngsters use technology much more effectively.” 
“Age and title is important for the communication over Facebook. Young proffersors are more active on social networks.” 

Participants asked their thoughts about the Facebook use for their courses:  
“I don’t find such medium serious, I don’ think they are mature enough.” 
“By using social media proffesor can draw students' interest about the course.” 
“Because of my classes  and current faculty,  use of social networks effectively for the courses improves me.” 
“Use of Facebook for the courses siplify the communication process. The things that the proffessors want to announce, notes and ideas can 
be shared and reach to many people easily. Also forming group and doing group work becomes easy.” 
“ I don’t find realistic and sincere when a professor does not use formal student message system but the social networks for 
announcements. But  I am agree that social networks shoul used because they are fast and reaching information is easy.” 
“ If the courses can be all nd interactively over social media it will be good, but the students should routed correclty and they should learn to 
provide their self control.” 
“ Usage of social media for the courses make student more active and the students can express themselves more freely.” 
“ Social media is accelerating study to be done and ensures the participation of all by providing a common share.” 
“ In the mean of our courses, feed backs, course instructions and sharing activities of the group makes understanding the course much 
better.” 
“ In the mean of courses I find usage of Facebook very positive. We can also get answer to our questions very quickly” 
“ Communication is very easy for us. When we miss a course, we can get information what was done at the class and our home work 
shortly information about the course.” 
“ If the courses will be held live and interactive it can be nice. But if the professor will prepare a video, and share this video as a course 
material this won’t be a beneficial way for us.” 
“ Social media is the most important medium nowadays, because of this usage of Facebook for the courses can increase the attendance, 
productivity and participation to the course.” 
“Fulfills the need of age, and eliminates the limitations of time.” 
“ Groups can get together eliminates the limitations of time and space; notes, ideas and requests can be shared easily.” 
“ Easy and fast reach to the information.” 
“ Looking to the course material several times consolidates the knowledge.” 
“Comments and ideas can be taken  on the Facebook and students can see different perspectives” 
“Being more active is possible.” 
“ Communication with the professors is easy and this has a good impact on the course.” 
“It is possible to join to the course from any where and any environment. You don’t need to go a specific place for the course.” 
“Reduces the waste of paper, and from this point of view we can save the ecosystem.” 
“ Students who can not show their reaction in daily life are expressing themselves easily on the Facebook.” 
“ Everyone can share his/her opinion freely.” 
“Social media is a medium which is used by students frequently, so the professor can easily reach to the students. Finding a student who 
does not come to school is easy.” 

There are also negative opinions about  usage of Facebook as an educational environment. 
“I don’t think Facebook and similar networks are healthy. First of all the professors shoul learn the other sharing mediums ( like Sakai) 
actively.” 
“ First of all there is no social media course or courses about dijital world. Because of this social media use is superficial.” 
“ I agree announcements over Facebook is efficient but doing courses over Facebook is not a healthy method.” 
We use Facebook to organize the studies, from point of view it is useful . Except this I am negative about taking the course over Facebook. 
It won’t be productive.” 
“ Professors open course groups and do their sharings and announcements from these mediums, because we are at the Facebook and 
Twitter. But there is a point which is forgotton sometimes, that is we sometimes don’t want to share our private -non-school-  times by these 
content. This bothers students.” 
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“ I use social media just to look at the announcements an rarely use for complain about the courses ( especially during the final exams) and 
criticize them.” 
“ Face to face communication at the courses is important.” 
“Lack of motivation can occur.” 
“ It weakens the social relations and doing the courses over Facebook makes us addicted to computer and results in still life.” 
“ Student can lie as ‘I haven’t seen’ ‘ I haven’t heard’.” 
“ We won’t have chance to say ‘I haven’t seen, I haven’t heard’.” 
“ Lack of attention can occur because we have to be active in more than one groups for the courses.” 
“It causes non-sociability.” 
“I don’t think it will be effective. There are many distractions and it is har to get students attention in this environment.” 
“ We can have communication problems. This makes us robots. Face to face communication increases  the warmth. Social media doesn’t 
cover it.” 

When overall approach to Facebook is considered, it was revealed out that students have positive attitudes and they are using the 
network particularly for communicating and sharing. The use for getting announcement to and sharing with friends in the profile list is 
widespread. It is also used for learning reactions of others to events and messages shared and for forming an opinion. The interactivity 
which always increases due to the improving technology laid the ground for new information and communication environments. Social 
networks are one of these new communication environments. Individuals communicate, interact, cooperate, and even carry out their 
learning activities through these networks. People are connected to social networks almost every day and they spend some time there, 
which increases day by day. Many people from different age groups join social networks for different purposes and the number of users 
joining the social networks is gradually increasing. As mentioned before, the total number of Facebook users in the world is above 800 
million. The incredible development of the social networks are mainly due to the ability of sharing of personal lives with different individuals, 
learning of daily news and events, and exchanging information. All these are happening in social networks with remarkable speed and 
precision. It appears that the use of this environment by more instructors for educational purposes is not a distant future because almost all 
instructors participating in the study somehow use Facebook in their courses; even the instructor with the lowest frequency of using this 
technology makes announcement about the course by creating a group. It should be noted, on the other hand, that instructors are neutral 
about efficiency of this environment on intra-class discussions. The students are also showing positive attitude to using Facebook as an 
educational environment.  
 
CONCLUSION 
Social networks have affected the modern society positively and have changed some of people’s habits. Effective use of features and 
opportunities of social networks supports instructors' empowering of the educational process with active learning, creativity, problem- 
solving, cooperation, and multifaceted interactions as well as students' using and improving their academic performance, inquiry, and 
alternative thinking skills. 

It develops communication skills, extends participation and social commitment, strengthens peer support, and enables the 
realization of cooperation-based learning. In addition, social network sites can be used easily and conveniently, they can be integrated into 
the educational practices successfully and such utilizations are becoming widespread rapidly. Social networks, represented as Facebook in 
this study, provide the users a communication environment which is not limited with space and time because they are online tools that 
generate interaction by allowing new opportunities for more information, interest, and data sharing. 
Based on the results of this study, social networks are used actively by the instructors in the Faculty of Communication Sciences for mostly 
announcements and sharing the courses documents. The present study shows that students in the Faculty of Communication Sciences 
have adopted Facebook and they are using it intensively. A large proportion of the students are able to use social media anytime and 
anywhere via mobile Internet. Hence, utilization of Facebook to support learning also becomes meaningful and widespread. The students 
mostly use Facebook   as a medium to make contact with classmates and professors; for sharing information, documents and homework. 
Facebook is used in the delivery of information, reference books, group assignments, and course sessions. Instructors and students can 
send materials, addresses of web sites, and videos regarding courses on Facebook and presentations, assignments, and other products of 
the students that can be shared by forming links to Google documents, students are positive at the point of sharing but they are not positive 
about taking whole course over Facebook.   

Social networking sites are becoming more involved in our daily life day by day. As of today, instructors can neither conduct a 
course completely through Facebook nor they can ignore this development comfortably, also students are too. None of the students 
participate to the study denies that Facebook is an effective medium; they all agree that they should benefit from its tools. The students think 
that the younger faculty members use Facebook and similar technologies more in their courses compared to senior faculty members.  
It should be noted that this study is limited with the findings of a certain academic organization’s students, namely a faculty of 
communication in Turkey. Both the national and institutional cultures might have affected the results. Future studies may compare 
experiences of instructors and students regarding the use of social networks in educational practices after they have enough experience on 
conducting courses over the social networks. Furthermore, new studies may look at how communicational uses of social networks have 
influenced educational uses. Finally, possible interactions between alternative uses of social networks and individual differences of learners 
should be investigated. 
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Abstract 
When the era of Web 2.0 started, long established PR and marketing professionals failed to understand the change that the society was 
undergoing. They were slow to adapt newly emerged technologies and social media platforms to their communication strategies. Meanwhile 
new technology geeks came onto the scene as social media professionals in the area of marketing. Some have established their own 
agencies or been employed by well known companies to conduct marketing campaigns specially tailored for social media platforms such as 
Facebook, Twitter etc. Soon creative campaigns proved that these new communicators in Turkey knew how to interact with the new 
generation of users. However, the Internet still continues its transformation in the form of a mobile web. In recent years, the proliferation of 
better internet services and, smaller and cheaper mobile devices has led to an explosive growth of mobile technology. According to statistics 
revealed by GSM companies in Turkey, mobile internet usage has reached 31% exceeding the EU average of 30%. This study aims to 
demonstrate the degree of awareness of the mobile web that social media professionals have, the rate of mobile applications they 
implement, and how they see the future of the mobile web in Turkey.  
 
Introduction 
From telegraph to the Internet, each information and communication technology has brought about dramatic and radical transformations in 
society, and as a result new lifestyles and work models have emerged. For many professions these technologies have become the core 
asset of their existance and contiunity. Public relations is one of them. Describing, indeed defining public relations has been problematic 
since its inception.  

In an article published in 1977 by Rex Harlow, one of pioneers in PR, stated that, even then, there were 472 definitions of public 
relations (Harlow, 1977) but all that 472 definitions had one element in common: Communication. Public Relations is based on 
communication. It uses every avaliable medium, especially means of mass communication to convey carefully planned messages to desired 
target audience. As a result it has always been expected of PR practitioners to monitor the developments in communication technologies. 
Indeed, it is an essential requirement if one is to take the lead in building successful company and brand reputation campaigns tailored for 
newly emerging technologies.  

At the beginning PR practitioners used web as another publishing tool for disseminating information that they could have control 
over. The only difference they could see was the speed and the easy globalization of the message. They didn’t have to worry much about 
the competition of attracting attention, either. The motto was “If you build, they will come.” which was true for the era. The users who were 
mesmerised by the ability of reaching different information sources in other parts of the world without leaving their desks were keen on 
visiting almost every web presence provided by different bodies related to their areas of interest. However this was just the beginning of a 
big transformation. By the late 90s Internet technologies had empowered Tim Berners Lee’s dream when he invented World Wide Web: 
“Read/Write Web” (Gilmor, 2004). With the advent of Internet 2.O technologies, 21th century has turned into the age of participation and 
collaboration of users. Prior to the Internet none of mass communication technologies served individuals as a base where they could 
disseminate their knowledge without the control of a corporate body. Today’s digital natives are active creators of media content, unlike 
previous generations who used to be passive viewers and receivers of messages. Participation, interactivity, socialising, engagement, 
connectivity, sharing and social networking have become key patterns of their expectations. This is where PR professionals failed to 
understand the change and the evolution of both users and the web. 

The new nature of social media had brought up the issue of control. PR practitoners preferred to have control over the message 
wherever and whenever they could. However with the advent of social media to reach and hold an audience meant giving them a voice 
(Lordan, 2006). A case study presented in a doctorate dissertation that aimed to demonstrate the effects of Internet technologies on PR and 
target audience(s) clearly reflects the anxiety caused by the stress of losing control (Karabulut, 2008). When Richard Dennison from British 
Telecom who was just a user of social media and working in IT department first introduced his plan to have an internal communication 
platform like MySpace where employees could create profiles and weblogs, people from communication department objected since they 
thought it would be difficult to have control over what was shared and written. The demand from young employees who used social media in 
their private lives was a strong driving force in adapting social media within the company (Karabulut, 2008). 

The situation outside wasn’t different, either. Increasing number of social media users extended their expectations in terms of 
having communication with companies and brands which became another driving force for companies to employ Internet 2.0 technologies. 
Users even discovered how to use social media to pressure companies to get what they wanted. The story of Kulüp Vaio Türkiye founded 
by Ercüment Büyükşener who widely recognised as one of first social media professionals, is a good example. Ercüment Büyükşener was 
only a technology geek and loved his Vaio and wanted to have contact with other Vaio users in Turkey. So, he decided to initiate Kulüp Vaio 
Türkiye. The club was founded as an independent structure contrary to the other three Vaio Clubs in different countries that formed under 
the roof of Sonny. Through Büyükşener’s weblog and the web page of the club, the members organised meetings, came together, shared 
experiences, provided solutions. They were functioning like brand ambassadors and filling a gap that Sony failed to fill. Kulüp Vaio Türkiye’s 
well organised community events made Sonny pay attention to the community. Büyükşener (then 23 years old) was offered employment as 
Sonny Vaio Türkiye’s Local Strategies Specialist in 2007 improve and apply communication strategies with online users. His case was used 
as an example in 23 other countries where Sonny operated (Basusta, 2009). In 2010, one of Turkey’s well established PR agency, Zarakol 
İletişim Hizmetleri, formed its Zarakol 2.0 division and asked Büyükşener to be their consultant in this area. In 2011, He became a lecturer in 
one  of Turkey’s prestigious foundation universities, Bilgi Universitiy, and still continues his job in Sonny, and to consult companies and PR 
agencies through his agency called Hayal Akademisi (www.ercument.org).  

Promoqube is another social media agency worth mentioning. Since its foundation by two young university graduates in 2010, the 
agency has become one of most preferred agencies by brands to develop social media communication strategies. The agency, today, 
serves 35 important brands in Turkey like TTNet, Starbucks, Ülker, Vakko, Danone, Pfizer, Efes Pilsen etc. (Media Cat Online, 2012). 

Companies that realised the importance of social media environments didn’t only start to seek for help from social/digital media 
agencies, they have also created job positions for this purpose. Job postings for social media specialists has notably increased in the last 
two years. The general manager of Kariyer.net, Yusuf Azoz, states that the first job posting advertised for a social media specialist was first 
published in 2010 which was followed by nine others the same year. The number went up to 66 in 2011, not including postings for SEO,  e-
commerce, adwords and digital marketing specialists. “If we add these, the number goes up to 200. As of January 25, 2012 there are almost 
30 companies that are looking for social media specialist through our database.”  (Kösedağı, 2012).  
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The term “social media specialist” has also taken its place in Turkish Dictionary of Occupational Titles 
(http://www.ntvmsnbc.com/id/25292523/). The two requirements that stand out are to be a good user of social media and creativity. Being 
an active Facebook or Twitter user, writing a blog, having a good network help candidates to get the job they want (Kösedağı, 2012).  

The Internet still continues its transformation in the form of a mobile internet. In recent years, the proliferation of better internet 
services and, smaller and cheaper mobile devices has led to an explosive growth of mobile technology which, again, has created new 
challenges for communicators. This paper aims to demonstrate the degree of awareness and acceptance of the mobile web that social 
media specialists have; if they are as successful at adapting mobile communication strategies as they were at adapting social media.The 
starting point of this study was to find out if these young specialists were making the same mistake of failing to understand the change PR 
professionals made since mobile devices require different strategy. The sample for the study was chosen from Social Bakers web site which 
provides social media specialists and managers with the most relevant summaries on social media performance of local Facebook brand 
pages and YouTube channels in each country that the site covers. There were many brands listed in statistics related to Turkey. Although 
the ranking in the list was based on brands, the author decided to take the first 25 companies as a sample since some companies had more 
than two brands in the first 25. It was believed that this would provide more relevant information. The top 25 companies which act like the 
leaders and are followed and imitated by the others, were contacted for the study, and asked to participate in a web-based online survey.  
 
The Change in the Form of The Fourth Screen 
With the rise of smartphones and tablet PCs, the concept of “the screen” and consumers’ digital media consumption has changed again. 
Every transformation in the screen –from cinema screen to TV, from TV screen to computer, from computer to mobile devices) has had 
great influence on the society. Each generation that witnessed these changes formed new models of social and work life. Consequently 
different terms have been used to describe them. Today is the age of digital omnivores. The term is used for consumers who access content 
through several touch points during the course of their daily digital lives. In 2011, the majority of all mobile phone owners consumed mobile 
media on their device (comScore, 2011).  

Mobile industry, especially smartphones, outpaced many technology related markets in 2011. According to Gartner Inc.’s report, 
worldwide communication device sales to end users totalled 427.8 million units in the first quarter of 2011, an increase of 19 percent from 
the first quarter of 2010. Smartphones accounted for 23.6 percent of overall sales in the first quarter of 2011, an increase of 85 percent 
year-on-year (Press Release by Gartner, 2011). Roberta Cozza, principal research analyst at Gartner, believes that this share could have 
been even higher but manufacturers announced a number of high-profile devices during the first quarter of 2011 that would not be shipped 
until the second quarter of 2011 (Gartner, 2011).  

The development of mobile devices and mobile technologies in the market have also led to new formations in education. New 
teaching programmes have been opened dedicated to mobile technologies. Beykoz Vocational of Logistics, for intance will have its first 
students for the programme called “Programming Mobile Technologies”.  
 

Table 1: Worldwide Mobile Terminal Sales to End Users in 1Q 11 (Thousands of Units) 

Company 
1Q 11 
Units 1Q11 Market Share (%)

1Q 10 
Units 1Q10 Market Share (%)

Nokia 107,556.1 25.1 110,105.4 30.6 
Samsung 68,782.0 16.1 64,897.1 18.0 
LG 23,997.2 5.6 27,190.1 7.6 
Apple 16,883.2 3.9 8,270.1 2.3 
RIM 13,004.0 3.0 10,752.5 3.0 
ZTE 9,826.8 2.3 6,104.3 1.7 
HTC 9,313.5 2.2 3,378.4 0.9 
Motorola 8,789.7 2.1 9,574.5 2.7 
Sony Ericsson 7,919.4 1.9 9,865.7 2.7 
Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. 7,002.9 1.6 5,236.1 1.5 
Others 154,770.9 36.2 104,230.3 29.0 
Total 427,846 100.0 359,605 100.0 

Source: Gartner (May 2011) 
 

Table 2: Worldwide Smartphone Sales to End Users by Operating System in 1Q 11 (Thousands of Units) 

Company 
1Q 11 
Units 1Q11 Market Share (%)

1Q 10 
Units 1Q10 Market Share (%) 

Android 36,267.8 36.0 5,226.6 9.6 
Symbian 27,598.5 27.4 24,067.7 44.2 
iOS 16,883.2 16.8 8,359.7 15.3 
Research In Motion 13,004.0 12.9 10,752.5 19.7 
Microsoft 3,658.7 3.6 3,696.2 6.8 
Other OS 3,357.2 3.3 2,402.9 4.4 
Total 100,769.3 100.0 54,505.5 100.0 

Source: Gartner (May 2011) 
 
Mobile device  technology nowadays includes everything from the very basic mobile phone to the full featured telephones with web access 
and multimedia capabilities, and more and more content is being developed for this medium which has led to huge increase in mobile data 
traffic parallel to the sales of units.  The Cisco Visual Networking Index (VNI) Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update maintained by 
Cisco aims to track and forecast the impact of visual networking applications. According to the report released on February 14, 2012 mobile 
data traffic grew 2.3 fold in 2011, more than doubling for the fourth year in a row. The forecast projected for the growth in 2011 was about 
131 percent which, in reality, went up to 133 percent, higher than anticipated (Cisco, 2012). 
Other findings that the report includes:  

• Last year’s data traffic was eight times the site of the entire global internet in 2000. 
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• By the end of 2011 the mobile video traffic was 52 percent of the general online traffic.  
• Mobile network connection speeds grew 66 percent. Globally, the average mobile network downstream speed in 2011 was 315 

kilobits per second (kbps), up from 189 kbps in 2010. The average mobile network connection speer for smart phones in 2011 
was 1344 kbps up from 968 kbps in 2010. 

•  In 2011, a fourth generation (4G) connection generated 28 times more traffic on average than a non-4G connection. Although 4G 
connections represent only 0.2 percent of mobile connections today, they already account for 6 6 percent of mobile data traffic.  

• Average smartphone usage nearly tripled in 2011. The average amount of traffic per smartphone in 2011 was 150 MB per month, 
up from 55 MB per month in 2010.  

• Smartphones represent only 12 percent of total global handsets in use today but they represent 82 percent of total handset traffic.  
• In 2011, the number of mobile connected tablets tripled to 34 million, and each tablet generated 3.4 times more traffic than 

average smartphone.  
• Non-smartphone usage increased 2.3 fold to 4.3 MB per month in 2011 compared to 1.9 MB per month in 2010. Basic handsets 

still make up the vast majority of devices of the network (88 percent) 
 

The report also compares the growth of  the Internet and mobile data traffic. The current growth rates of mobile data traffic resemble 
those of the fixed network from 1997 through 2001 when the average yearly growth was 150 percent (Table 3) (Cisco, 2012).  
 

Table 3. Global Mobile Data Growth Today is Similar to Global Internet Growth in the Late 1990s 

Global Internet Traffic 
Growth (Fixed) 

 Global Mobile Data Traffic 
Growth 

1997 178%  2009 140% 

1998 124%  2010 159% 

1999 128%  2011 133% 

2000 195%  2012 (estimate) 110% 

2001 133%  2013 (estimate) 90% 

2002 103%  2014 (estimate) 78% 

Source: Cisco VNI Mobile, 2012 
 
The growth rate of mobile usage in Turkey is also high,. According to recent statistics the number of mobile phone subscribers has 
increased from 50 million in 2006 to 80 million in 2011 including more than 20 million 3G subscribers (Isbecer, 2011) which represents 31 
percent of cellular network market exceeding the European Union average of 30 percent (Invest in Turkey, 2011). With the completion of 
mobile revolution in the country, the overall mobile penetration rate is expected to reach 95 percent in 2013 (İşbecer, 2011). Availability of 
3G has also increased the smartphone usage. The number of smartphone users in Turkey has already outpaced many developed countries 
in the world. Research firm GFK Turkey declares that although smartphones were 14 percent of global device sales in the first three 
quarters of 2010, they were already 16 percent in Turkey (Luna, 2011).  
Like the numbers for the Internet growth told us that it would  become a major communication medium for everybody, the same is the same 
for mobile devices. The mobile telephone has become social media in a box that includes nearly every social media tool in one device 
(Safko and Brake, 2009). Mobile users use their device for several activities. ComScores’ recent report titled comScore 2012 Mobile Future 
in Focus, gives a list of activities done by users in USA, EU5 (United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, Spain), Canada and Japan 
(comScore, 2012).  
 

Selected Mobile Activities by Share of Total Mobile Audience 
 U.S. EU5 Canada Japan 
Sent text message 74.3% 84.4% 69.2% 44.4% 
Took photos 60.3% 59.8% 55.1% 63.9% 
Used email 40.8% 30.0% 35.9% 57.3% 
Accessed social networking/blog     
Accessed weather 35.2% 23.2% 29.8% 35.1% 
Played games 31.4% 27.5% 30.8% 15.3% 
Accessed search 29.5% 20.4% 25.8% 30.8% 
Accessed maps 26.5% 18.2% 21.9% 19.4% 
Accessed news 25.5% 20.0% 20.1% 24.3% 
Listened to music 23.8% 27.4% 23.0% 13.3% 
Accessed sports info 21.8% 16.5% 16.0% 19.7% 
Accessed financial news or stock 
quotes 

15.1% 11.3% 11.4% 17.9% 

Accessed online retail 12.2% 8.2% 6.1% 10.0% 
comScore Mobilens, 3 mon. avg. ending Dec-2011 

As mobile devices, especially smartphones, continue to develop and become part of everyone’s “remote controls for life,” more and more 
companies will understand how to better serve their target audiences with demographically specific, geo targeted, trusted network, 
permission-based information and advertising (Safko and Brake, 2009). 
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Research Objectives and Methodology  
In order to investigate social media professionals’ approach and adaptation of mobile internet the following research objectives were 
defined: 

1. To identify the degree of awareness and adaption of mobile internet by social media professionals who work for successful brands 
that have been listed in Social Bakers’ top 25 brands.  

2. To define the approach those companies’ managements when a mobile internet communication project is proposed. 
3. To identify how social media professionals see the future of mobile internet in Turkey.  

 
The data for the survey were collected through an online questionnaire made available by Google Documents in March 2012. First, 
companies were contacted by phone and explained the aim of the survey, later an e-mail message containing an explanation and the web 
address of the questionnaire was sent to the social media specialists of the companies that were ranked in the first 25 of the list of Social 
Bakers. The ranking on the list depending on daily activities of users on Facebook brand pages changes very frequently. The ranking used 
for this study belonged to the second week of February. The response rate which has been subject to many academic studies related to 
public relations research done by Kent, Taylor and Turcilo (2006), Van Ruler and Lange de (2003),  (as cited in Alikilic, Atabek, 2011) was 
quite low at the earlier stage. Additional follow up calls were made to increase the response rate. At the end of a month the number of 
companies that responded to the survey went up to more than half of the research population targeted at the beginning.  

Apart from the first few questions that aimed to picture the profile of the social media professionals participated, 20 open-ended 
questions were  asked which designed to serve the objectives of the study.  
 
Sample 
The sample was chosen from a resource that was directly related to the subject of this study. Social Bakers –as explained on its web site- is 
a global social media and digital analytics company with customers in 75 countries representing every continent. Social Bakers help 
companies measure the effectiveness of their social marketing campaigns across all major networks like Facebook, YouTube etc. It 
provides social media professionals and managers with the most relevant summaries on social media performance of local Facebook brand 
pages and Youtube channels in each country. For this study the statistics of Facebook were chosen since Facebook is the most preferred 
social media environment in Turkey. There are currently 31.315.860 Facebook users in Turkey which makes it number six in the ranking of 
all Facebook statistics by country.   

The rankings in Social Bakers’ list are based on name of the brands. However the author decided not to use name of brands as 
criteria therefore it was concluded to select a sample population of top 25 companies that owned the brands in the list since some 
companies had more than two brands in the top 25. The author believed that that would mean reaching more social media specialists. The 
top 25 companies which act like leaders are followed and imitated by the others. These companies were contacted for the study, and asked 
to participate in a web-based online survey. The companies that formed the top 25 in the list, in the second week of February were as the 
following: 

Avea, Turkcell, Nikefootball, TTNet, Nokia Türkiye, Ülker, Garanti Bankası, Valkswagen Türkiye, OXXO, Akbank, Fiat Türkiye, 
Renault Türkiye, Kayra Tekstil, Vodafone, Unilever, Avon Türkiye, Teknosa, Samsung, Starbucks Türkiye, Efes Pilsen, Greenpeace 
Akdeniz, Zühre Pardesü, Frito Lay, Armine,  
 
Limitations 

The first limitation encountered was the difficulty of getting through to the right person. Telephone numbers of the companies were 
collected from the web and first people who were spoken to were the switchboard operators. In some cases the author even couldn’t get 
hold of operators, either. Several attempts had to be made to contact the same person, sometimes for about two weeks. The author could 
not have direct contact with only two social media specialists even though she was given their external and direct office numbers.  
The second difficulty was to get some social media specialists answer questions by the time that they promised. Because of their busy 
schedule several phone calls had to be made to remind about the survey. Unfortunately seven of the social media specialists who were 
contacted personally several times ended up not replying the survey in needed time for this study.  

“Company policy” as they put it, was another source of limitation. One specialist after consulting with her manager, did not reply 
the questions at all. Two of the respondents preferred not to respond to some questions because of the same reason. The questions that 
caused hesitation were mostly related to the approach of the management to the use of mobile internet. Interestingly one of Turkey’s 
leading GSM companies’ social media professional even refused to answer the question that was designed to find out the percentage of 
mobile internet campaigns they ran besides the management related questions. 
 
Findings 

Findings related to the degree of awareness and adaption of mobile internet. 
• Search results that are drawn from the answers of 15 respondents show that the companies that have taken the lead on 

Facebook, do not support mobile internet strategies and practises as desired even though the mobile internet projects are 
proposed by social media specialists. Only one respondent stated that he/she did not make any suggestions for mobile internet 
communication plans which represents only 6.6% of the respondents.  

• The adaption rate of mobile internet use in the whole communication efforts does not usually total up to 40% in companies. 26% 
of the respondents declared that mobile internet usage forms less than 10% of the whole. Only 4 (26%) participants 
acknowledged 50% and over adaption rate in the whole.  

• Despite being keen on using mobile internet for contacting target audience(s) the participants didn’t actually know the rate of 
smartphones and 3G penetration in Turkey. Merely one respondent who is working for a GSM company gave the right percentage 
which is cited above.   

• Participants were asked to identify what kind of expectations of brands were met by the use of mobile internet. 26% of participants 
(4 respondents) didn’t answer the question. The answers that were given can be categorised under nine features (usually more 
than one expectation were named by the same respondent):  
 

Interactivity  54% 
Ease of access 27.2% 
Specific segmentation of target audience(s) 18.18% 
Rapid communication 18.%18 
Increased visibility and positive image 18.%18 
Transferring information 9% 
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Instant sharing  18.18% 
Creating brand loyalty  
Location based marketing 27.2% 

 
• One question was designed to identify what participants thought about the needs of mobile internet users. This question aimed to 

demonstrate the degree of awareness that participants had about users.  Again, 4 participants didn’t answer the question. The 
given answers covered the followings:  

o Easy and fast access 
o Rich content 
o Low cost 
o Connecting social networks 
o Listening to music and watching videos 
o Instant messaging and sharing 
o Playing games 
o Being informed about promotions 
o Getting info about traffic (mostly), sports and news 
o User friendly devices 
o Web content that is specially designed for mobile devices  

 
• The table below reflects what participants think  of advantages and disadvantages of mobile internet which resembles to the list 

above: 
 

Advantages Disadvantages 
Ease of use (anywhere, anytime) Not having enough capacity that provides speed (that causes connection 

problems) 
Rich media content (when provided) Inadequate security measurements 
Specific segmentation (narrowcasting) Inadequate content (because of users’ fast consumption of content) 
Location based marketing Low perception of advertiser 
Rapid communication The constant expectation of novelties of users 
Being able to have the medium all the time High cost 
Instant messaging and sharing Not having standarts about the technology  
Wide availability of mobile service Users’ inadequate knowledge about the technology.  

 
• The most preferred mobile apps by the participants. (12 responses were given in order from mostly used to less frequently used) 

o Social media apps (Facebook, Twitter) 
o Traffic apps 
o Game apps 
o Photo sharing apps (Instagram) 
o News feeds apps 
o Shopping 
o HootSuite (It allows users to connect to multiple social networking sites from one website) 

• Social media specialists were also asked about what kind of characteristics that PR, marketing and advertising messages and 
practises should have. According to received 11 responses (each participant gave more than one characteristics) messages and 
practises should;  

o be user friendly -easy to use and understand- (stated six times) 
o meet the needs of users (stated three times) 
o not contain direct advertising and marketing messages (stated twice) 
o be fun (stated twice) 
o be updated regulary (stated once) 
o not contain misleading content (stated once) 
o have secure software (stated once) 
o be location based –which according to the respondent, provide personalisation and customization of the message- 

(stated once) 
 

• Findings show that 14 of the participants reads/follows digital media and marketing related sources on the net. Mashable being  
the most pereferred one (by five participants) is followed by Webrazzi and TechCrunch (by 3 participants). The others are as 
follows: Mediacat, Marketing Türkiye, Sosyalmedyahaber.com, sosyalmedyatv.com, The Next Web, Wired, Contagious, 
DigitalBuzz, The Verge, Fast Company, Bigumigu, Engadget, Gizmodo, E-Marketer, Digital Age and, blogs and forums.  

Findings related to the approach of companies’ management when a mobile internet communication practise is proposed. 
• According to responses received from 14 participants the approach of company’s management to mobile practises is highly 

positive (85.7%). None of the respondents declared negative approach but two of them emphasised sceptical approach (14.2%).  
• The participants were asked to define what concerns that the management had about mobile practises. 12 responses were 

received. The most common concern is about the effectiveness of the medium. Managements would also like to have certain data 
about the penetration of smartphones in the population and in their target audience(s) and customers. The quality of the 
connectivity is another issue that managers care for. Interestingly these are the facts that social media professionals use to 
persuade the management to accept the use of mobile internet. 10 respondents gave similar responses to the question which was 
about what convincing facts they used to management.  

Findings related to how they see the future of mobile internet 
• The question related to the future of mobile internet were replied by 12 respondents all of whom think that mobile internet and 

mobile devices will become major communication medium and will provide more and more opportunities to design better personal 
and customised messages. One respondent highlights his concern about the risk of rapid change of technology and thinks that 
users might get bored with this rapidness. .   
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Conclusion 
The Internet still continues its change in the form of the fourth screen. The numbers tell us that the mobile internet and devices will overtake 
existing communication mediums. We are already familiar with this scene that we witnessed through the development of the Internet. Fast 
changing technologies is making the competition harsh and taking the lead is only possible with the early adaption of these changes. PR 
practitioners failed at the first wave of the shift and had to bear having new practitioners in the field of communication. Now social media 
practitioners are facing a similar challenge. It is normal to expect them to monitor and adapt new technologies immediately but this study 
finds that the adaptation process is not only in their hands. Although some of them would like to employ new strategies tailored for mobile 
internet, managements prefer to see what is going to happen. A small percentage of the practitioners chose to stay where they are. Even 
though they manage to run successful Facebook brand pages that are listed in the top 25 brands they don’t have any intentions of using the 
mobile internet. That approach, sooner or later will cost them losing their target audience and their brands.  
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UNIVERSITY EDUCATED JOURNALIST VERSUS SELF-TAUGHT JOURNALIST OR... 
 

Mehmet Sagnak 
 

Introduction 
For long years, education in communication wasn’t accepted as a necessary element to become a journalist by newspaper editors and 
managers. Furthermore, such an education was considered as detrimental to the profession. They also insisted that the practice was the 
best way of learning journalism. Instead of spending long hours to learn theory in classes, general knowledge, the ability to write and the 
willingness to work for long hours would be enough to become a journalist. Universities should not function as vocational schools was also 
the dominant opinion during those days. 

Despite such opinions, attempts were made to start formal education in communication and the first communication school with a 
fixed program was founded within the Missouri University of Columbia in 1908. After four years, this school was followed by Columbia 
University Communication School in New York, with the support of Pulitzer. The following years would witness the emergence of academic 
literature on journalism and radio broadcasting. Especially after World War II, the foundation and the increase in the number of 
communication schools would be seen in many countries.  

Although this attempt was approached by precaution in the sector, the defenders of communication schools claimed that the 
image of “drunken journalists” would be replaced by an image of “thoughtful, educated journalists in the newsrooms”  through such training 
(Medsger, 205: 207). While the arguments continued, the increase in the number of communication schools and faculties led to the 
emergence of other problems: the first being the excess in the number of communication schools. In Turkey, except the ones that are still in 
the planning phase; there are 17 communication faculties in the state universities and 17 in the foundation (private) universities. In those 
schools, over 26 thousand students are presently taking classes and the number of graduates is over 3 thousand per year. 

Especially starting from 1980’s, even taking into consideration the growth of media sector, the increase in the number of 
newspapers, radio and television channels and improvement in the technology; it seems that the sector would not be able to provide 
employment to such a great number of graduates. However, the graduates of communications schools who get training through almost 
similar curricula are slowly getting a bigger share among the employees of the media sector under highly competitive conditions.  

In this paper, while mentioning the general problems and developments in the education of communications on a world scale, we 
mainly deal with the problems of the graduates of communications schools in Turkey and propose possible solutions for the improvement 
and solution of these problems. 
 
A profession: Journalism 
Journalists working as paid professionals date back to the 1830s. The struggle for the acceptance of journalism as a profession emerged 
with the establishment of journalists organizations. In the USA, the main aim of the National Journalist Association, which was founded on 
1884, was “to achieve professional status for journalists by promoting the interests of journalists, raising their status and qualifications, 
supervising their professional duties and testing qualifications for membership.” An alternative description of professionalism in journalism 
stemmed from unionism which was brought to life in 1907. National Union of Journalists (NUJ) was the first union organization of journalists 
in the world, which gave priority to improve the life standards of journalists. The union also fought for minimum wages, which was achieved 
in 1919 (Allan, 2004: 19-20)     

In the Ottoman Empire, during the same period, similar developments were observed. The first attempt was the Ottoman 
Reporters Association (Muharrin-i Osmaniye Cemiyeti) which was founded in 1908. Although the association was short-lived, the main 
concern of it was getting recognition for journalism as a profession. The Ottoman Press Association (Cemiyet-i Matbuat-i Osmaniye) which 
was founded in the same year, beside the main problems of the press like freedom, censorship and ethics, it also made a point in its 
statutes that the Ottoman Press should safeguard the honor and self-respect within the country and abroad. In the statutes, it is also 
stipulated that all the founding and honorary members should be professionals, so that they would be recognized as ‘reporters’ by the 
Ottoman government (Aydın, 2010: 553-569). 

In the Ottoman Empire, even before these initiatives, journalists were working as professionals. The Basiret newspaper which was 
published by Mr. Ali (Ali Efendi) between the years 1868-1878 with a circulation around 10 thousand daily was a publication which employed 
professional journalists instead of journalists working as government employees. Basiret, in its columns was also criticizing the position of 
journalists in the Ottoman Empire: “In Europe, the journalists are so much respected that they can have the possibility to be a Minister of 
Foreign Affairs. But in the Ottoman Empire, they have are no more respected than a police officer.” (Kologlu, 1992: 37). The earliest 
description of journalism was done by Mr. Cenap Şahabeddin, in his book named Evraki Eyyam (Documents of the Day) in 1911. Mr. 
Şahabeddin pointed out that the journalists get their training through the course of their work at the newspapers. (Kologlu, 2010a: 234). He 
claimed that members of the profession are self-taught journalists learning the trade in a master-apprentice system. The profession was 
learned from the masters (ağabey), who were also the newspaper managers rising to their present position passing through the same 
process. Mr. Halil Lütfü Dördüncü, mentions this subject in his memoirs: 
 

Yunus Nadi founded the Yeni Gün (New Day) daily in 1908. Mr. Yusuf Osman was the editor in chief. Kemal Salih and I 
were the reporters. As we were going about doing our job we were taught the things we didn’t know about the 
profession as if we were attending classes. Yusuf Osman was skilled in newspaper techniques; he would gather facts 
and news stories, write columns, because of his good knowledge in Turkish and French make translations, write novels 
and stories and he would fill the four-page daily more or less by himself working like a machine methodically and 
continuously. This man, who was the best master of the profession on those days, would take the news stories written 
by us, read and edit them and put headlines, assign the stories to pages and send them to the type-setters. The next 
day, he would call  Kemal and me, with his smiling and cheerful face and poking some fun at us, he would show the 
texts which were written by us the day before and compare them with what was published in the newspaper, point to the 
corrections and what we have missed. But at the same time, he would praise our good and powerful sides in the stories 
(Kologlu, 2010b: 205-206). 
       

Newspapers, for a long time, acted as a school for the journalists: 
 

İstanbul Ekspres (Istanbul Express) was one of those newspapers acting as a school for the journalists… In the newspapers, 
training of new candidates were undertaken by master journalists. Every candidate who was assigned to a master journalist was 
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sent to cover the stories with them. The candidates never accompanied their masters all the day long. Wherever the master went, 
they did the same… With patience, the masters guided and also explained what should be done and how, to those willing 
candidates. When back in the office they both wrote the stories. By examining and editing both stories, the news editor, showed 
the mistakes in candidate’s story and explained him how should it be written. There were also some editors who used to tear up 
the text of the candidate in front of him, shouting like, ‘This is no good! Write it again’. That candidate wrote the same news again 
and again for three or five times. In this way, the young candidate would mature, become experienced and progress on the road 
to be a good news writer without even being aware of it himself. (Tunçkol, 2000: 22-23). 

 
It is possible to give more examples of such cases. The journalists were learning how to write the news from their editors: “Mr. Mehmet Ali 
Yalçın who was the editor in chief spent his effort to educate me, beginning from the first day” (Bergin, 2004: 20). 
 
The education of a journalist 
Following the recognition of journalism as a profession, the question of training journalists was somewhat put on the agenda. In the First 
Press Congress which was held to discuss the problems of the press on 25th May 1935. While describing journalism as “primarily, a national 
profession in Turkey” (BYGM, 1935: 29), the Ethics Commission put forward a proposal within an educational framework to increase the 
“ethical knowledge” of journalists and underlined the necessity of an academic degree for journalists: 
 

We consider that it will be necessary and advantageous that all the journalists should be obliged to follow the programs of an 
academy of journalism for two or maximum three years followed by examinations to obtain a degree. By this… the cultural level of 
journalists will be enhanced and the deprivations they face because of the narrow framework which the Press Law has defined 
their acquired rights will be extenuated. (1935: 32). 

 
In the same meeting, Mr. Ziya Gevher Etili, representative of Halk Evleri (Institution for Public Education) brought forward the idea 

of opening a journalism institute for the first time. Claiming that the journalists, who have dropped out of their formal education for reasons 
like war, have become “ignorant,” Mr. Etili said: “Let us enable them to complete their education in a short time and hand them a scholar’s 
certificate. What I propose is; to open the Journalism Institute as soon as possible and oblige them to follow the courses whether they want 
to be either secondary school or college degree journalist.” (135: 43) Mr. Şükrü Kaya, the chairman of the Congress mentioned that there 
should not be any defect in journalists’ knowledge and in his closing speech said: “There is a necessity to fill in the gaps in their knowledge. 
This is a subject to be solved by courses, conferences, or through inspiring each other and writing articles.” (1935: 62) 

Similar wishes would be on the agenda later on. Second Turkish Press Congress was held in 1975. Although there were schools 
for communication by now, training of journalists was again discussed during the course of this congress too. 
 In the report of The Commission on Employee and Employers Problems in the Press Sector, the necessity of providing a position to 
vocational school graduates suitable with their situation was emphasized. (BYGM, 1976: 94). The report of the Commission of 
Communication Institutions proposed providing scholarships to the students of journalism schools (1976: 98). During the debates at the 
Commission on the Problems of Press in the towns outside of Ankara, Istanbul and Izmir, it was pointed out that although a formal 
education on journalism was not obligatory for the journalists entering the profession  in provincial towns, nonetheless such journalists would 
be required to have a certain degree of education.(1976: 113). Mr. Alaaddin Asna, the President of the Public Relations Association, pointed 
out that graduates of journalism schools are not allowed to enter this field on the pretext that public relations is a profession that could be 
done by anybody, proposed a new law: “In order to ensure the working of only professional journalists or journalism graduates in this field, 
some legal stipulations should be enacted. The initiative on this subject should be taken up in the parliament and it should be legislated.” 
(1976: 177) Despite all these proposals, no mention of education was made in the final communiqué of the General Assembly. 

In the following years the General Assembly could not be reconvened. However, on 19th of June, 1992, with the initiative of the 
Contemporary Journalists Association (Çağdaş Gazeteciler Derneği), General Assembly of the Press was organized. While the meetings 
mainly covered attacks on journalists, censorship and similar subjects The Economics Committee emphasized the need for the employment 
of qualified journalists in order to fulfill the requirements of the press sector. (ÇGD, 1993: 197).  Compared to the previous assemblies, 
education didn’t get the desired attention either in this General Assembly which was attended by 108 representatives from the sector and 
other fields like universities (1993: 17-18). The final declaration of the General Assembly merely mentioned the need “to increase the 
facilities for training in foreign languages and the education within the profession. (1993: 229). 

The first initiative for journalism education came from journalists. In 1947, Sedat Simavi, the Chairman of the Turkish Journalists’ 
Association (Istanbul) applied in writing to Prof. Sıddık Sami Onar, the Rector of the Istanbul University asking for the establishment of an 
institute of journalism. He wrote: 
 

“Better training of the members of the press is in the benefit of the country which cannot be neglected. Only an Institute of 
Journalism can enhance the level of general culture, impart a notion of fairness and give social and judiciary information to the 
candidates who want to become journalists… In our country, members of the press are self-taught journalists. Most of them have 
started as a reporter then distinguished themselves by their work and skill to become editors-in-chief. Some used opportunities to 
publish newspapers to become a publisher themselves… The increase of literacy and the rise of democracy opened the way of 
freedom to journalism. This improvement can only be achieved by the addition of valuable staff in the profession. That’s why the 
proposed institute would have a great service in this direction.” 
 
In his letter Mr. Simavi also presented his proposals on a possible academic program. These proposals also drew the profile of 

journalists demanded by editors and publishers. According to Mr. Simavi, the curriculum of the institute should cover practical courses like 
typesetting, typography, page layout, news and feature writing, photography, stenography and history of the press alongside courses like 
sociology, economics, law, finance and foreign languages. Mr. Simavi proposed that a certificate should be given to those who attend these 
courses for two years. Individuals who have worked at least two years as a journalist regardless of their past education, as well as students 
who are attending other schools at the university and high school (lycee) graduates would be eligible to attend these courses and get a 
certificate. But these certificates would not be equivalent to a university degree. Three years after Simavi’s letter, the Journalism Institute as 
a department affiliated with Istanbul University’s School of Economics was founded in 1950 as the first official institution of higher education 
in journalism in Turkey. The aim of the Institute was described as; “to research the problems of journalism, to make scientific and 
professional studies on matters related to journalism, to cooperate with the journalism institutes of foreign universities, to participate in 
international congresses and conferences (Fakültemizin..., 2004).  
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Cumhuriyet, daily newspaper, announced the founding of the Institute in its news story as: 
 

Until today, we did not have any center for journalism education affiliated with a university as in western countries. Under real 
difficult and hard conditions the journalists have been trained by private methods of their masters in the profession. In addition to 
the Babiali (where most of the newspapers were located at the time) school, a new professional education center was founded 
following two years of efforts by the Journalists Association. In the Journalism Institute of Istanbul University, Ahmed Emin 
Yalman, Cevat Fehmi Başkut, Burhan Felek, Ercüment Ekrem Talu, Server İskit, Peyami Safa, Reşat Feyzi Yüzüncü are going to 
give courses on professional topics besides the academicians of the Faculty of Economics (Evsal and the others 1987: 92). 

 
Preparing courses according to the sector 
The academic program was fixed in accordance with the proposals of Mr. Simavi. The main difficulties faced at the institute, which had 670 
students, were about finding lecturers who would give courses on professional topics. According to Topuz (2003, 375), there were two 
journalists who had a university degree at the time: Zerkeriya Sertel and Ahmed Emin Yalman. But both of them were living abroad. 
Graduated from the sociology department of Sorbonne University in 1913, Mr. Sertel was working as a journalist and also attending the 
courses on journalism in Columbia University (Sertel, 1968: 30-88). Mr. Sertel had left Turkey in 1951, a year after the opening of the 
institute, because of political reasons. (1968: 298). Mr. Ahmed Emin Yalman who went to the USA in 1911, had registered at Columbia 
University’s Faculty of Political Sciences. Mr. Yalman, while sending articles under the title “Letters from America” to Istanbul newspapers, 
had also prepared a thesis on Turkish press history called “A Review of the Development of Modern Turkey through Turkish Press.” He was 
accepted to the Pulitzer School of Journalism in 1912. (Yalman, 1997: 137-169, 176-179). Because of low salaries, some of the journalists 
invited to give professional courses did not attend. The main lecturers from the sector were Burhan Felek, Cevat Fehmi Başkut, Şevket 
Rado ve Enis Tahsin Til. The first course at the Institute was given by Mr. Burhan Felek, the chairman of Journalists Association (İnuğur, 
1988: 128). Cevat Fehmi Başkut wrote one of the first books on journalism titled “Journalism Courses”. 

The Institute gave its first graduates in 1952. In 1954 the certificate given to the students was changed from a document merely 
saying that they have taken the courses to a graduation diploma. The education period was extended to three from two years in 1967-1968. 
The Institute added more courses on press, radio, television, and public relations to its curriculum and was renamed as Journalism and 
Public Relations Institute and started to give a university degree. In 1992, Institute was named as Istanbul Faculty of Communication. 
     During this period other journalism schools were also founded. Even before the Journalism Institute of the Istanbul University, a 
private Journalism School was founded by Muderris (lecturer) Fehmi Yahya in 1948 in Istanbul. Having an education period of three years 
this school was considered as the first journalism school in the country. The school was closed in 1963. Besides the general subjects like 
literature, sociology, psychology, logic, history, economy, foreign languages, national security, the courses covered professional subjects 
such as composition, stenography, journalism and techniques, press history, printing techniques and photography. Other private schools 
during the 1960s consist of; Istanbul Private Journalism College (1966), Ankara Başkent Private Journalism College (1967) and Izmir 
Karataş Private Journalism College (1968). In 1971 following the legislation banning private higher education institutions, these three-year 
schools were affiliated with the academies run by the Education Ministry. (Toksöz, 2006: 4).  

Starting education in 1965, the Press and Broadcasting College (PBC) as part of Ankara University’s Faculty of Political Sciences 
was also an institution for educating journalists launched by initiatives coming from professional journalists. 1990s were the years when the 
number of communication faculties increased reaching eight. (Tilic, 2009: 333-334; Topuz, 2003: 376-377).  

At the beginning of 2000s private universities run by non-profit foundations started offering education in journalism.  
 
The number of faculties and students 
In Turkey, according to the data provided by The Council of Higher Education (YÖK – Yükseköğretim Kurulu) for the academic year 2008-
2009, out of 102 state universities 17 have communication schools. Communication faculties at 10 other universities are either at their 
foundation stage or in their first years of education. At 10 universities schools of arts and sciences have departments like photography 
related to communication. At presently active communication faculties the number of students under education was 16 thousand and 908 
during the above mentioned period. The number of graduates during the same period was 2.160. The Marmara University Faculty of 
Communication has the highest student number with 2,999.  

Marmara Faculty of Communication is followed by Kocaeli Faculty of Communication with 2,237 students and Selçuk University 
Faculty of Communication with 1993 students. The maximum number in graduates given came from Marmara Faculty of Communication 
with 322 students. There are also 17 schools of communication affiliated with foundation universities. Two other communication schools 
have not started registration yet. In six schools of arts and sciences, there are departments dealing with communication. In communication 
schools affiliated with17 universities the student body numbers 9,608. In the above mentioned period, 1,218 students graduated from these 
schools.Istanbul Bilgi University Faculty of Communication has the highest student number with 2,065. Bilgi was followed by Yedi Tepe 
Faculty of Communication with 1,339 students and Bahçeşehir Faculty of Communication with 1,335 students. The maximum number in 
graduates was Bilgi Faculty of Communication with 308 students again during the above mentioned period. 

Including the ones in the stage of founding the number of communication faculties is 46 with students totaling 26,516 at state and 
foundation universities. The total number of graduates was 3.378 in the 2008-2009 academic year (YÖK, 2011). Foundation universities 
insist on giving at least the theoretical courses in English. In the 1992-93 academic year a total of 5,945 students were studying at the state 
communication faculties. In the same period the number of graduates was 792 (Topuz, 2003: 337). Besides, there are 57 vocational schools 
offering lower education in communication. In some universities, such vocational schools number more than one specializing in particular 
branches of communication. (Uzun, 2007: 130). 

In England over100 organizations including universities are offering education in communication. In Germany over 200 institutions 
engaged in some kind of communication education. In France there are 60 active journalism schools. Poland has 80 institutions of various 
types. In Spain, there are 30 journalism schools having over 17 thousand students in addition to which over 26 thousand who are enrolled in 
other communication programs in broadcasting, advertising and public relations (Nordenstreng, 2009: 514). 

If we compare the courses given in the communication faculties of state and foundation universities, it is seen that they have 
almost the same programs. The similar basic courses are: journalism, public relations and advertising, radio-cinema and television. Here, 
the courses of two state faculties, Istanbul University (IU) Faculty of Communication, Ankara University (AU) Faculty of Communication and 
foundation university Yeditepe University Faculty of Communication (YU) will be examined. In all three faculties, besides journalism basic 
subjects like; politics, sociology, law, international relations, economy, literature, history of civilization are given between the first and fourth 
semesters. Professional courses include the same subjects no matter what the difference in the titles. In the IU Faculty of Communication 
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the course “Theories of Communication” is named in AU as “Basic Concepts of Communication.” While at the YU Faculty of Communication 
the same course is taught as “An Introduction to Communication.” The subjects as the basic principles of journalism, communication law, 
the press history, ethics, news gathering and writing, Internet and broadcasting journalism, photography are offered as common 
professional courses in above mentioned faculties. Core courses in one faculty are given as electives in others. As an example; in AU 
Faculty of Communication the course named “political communication” is an elective at YU Faculty of Communication. 

In the state communication faculties there are mainly three departments: journalism, broadcasting and public relations. 14 
faculties have Journalism and Radio- Television-Cinema departments, 11 faculties have Public Relations and Publicity departments. This 
number increases to 15 by adding the Advertising and Public Relations departments in other faculties. Two faculties have programs in 
Advertising. Apart from these departments, in different faculties, Press and Broadcasting, Communication, Communication Sciences 
programs are established. In two schools there are departments named as Visual Communication Design, a course mostly preferred by 
foundation universities. In the communications schools of foundation universities the total number of faculty departments could be listed as 
following: Visual Communication Design (with the Communication Design Department) 10 faculties, (Radio)-Television-Cinema departments 
(with the TV Broadcasting and Programming) 11 faculties, Public Relations and Publicity (with the Public Relations, Public Relations and 
Advertising) 13 faculties, only Advertising 3, Journalism 4, Photography and Video 2 faculties. Apart from these units, two New Media, one 
Media and Communication Systems, Stage and Performing Arts, Art Management, Culture Management, Information and Document 
Management departments exist. 

Worldwide, there are similarities in the education programs of communication faculties and one gets the impression that some 
courses are imported from abroad. A research comparing education in communication in Turkey and Germany shows that the academic 
programs of Journalism department of IU Faculty of Communication and Technical Journalism department of Fachhochschule Bonn-Rhein-
Seig University are not only similar in courses but also in their educational targets. In both universities, the students also have practical 
journalism courses (Kandemir, 2007: 99-100). 

The progress in radio, television and internet technology and production variety shows that journalism education is changing 
parallel to the progress in the media. Taking into consideration that education is not only a matter of professional skill but also to understand 
the way how each individual medium functions.  Increased computerization of the editorial process and expansion of online journalism 
makes more practical training and also further education to understand new concepts a must for the journalists. (Weibull, 2009: 76).  
Stenography and typewriting courses are not given any more.  Although the basics are the same, computerized printing of newspapers 
diverted page layouts from pencils or layout papers to computer screens in the journalism schools. Photography has passed from the 
analog or developing technique to digital applications. And the darkroom knowledge could be considered as a hobby.  
 
The three basic discussions 

The progress in technology did not put an end to the main discussions. There are three main discussions on journalism education. 
The first one is whether there is a necessity for having a university degree in journalism. Although it coincides with the first, the second 
discussion is on its methodology, whether the education in journalism schools is to be theoretical or practical. The third one is about the 
number of graduates in excess of market needs.     

In most countries there is no requirement to graduate from a journalism school to work as a journalist. Journalism is an open 
profession. So anyone could learn the profession while working in the sector. By the very beginning of 21st Century, a typical American 
journalist is a college graduate but he or she probably did not study journalism at school. In Canada, hostility against journalism graduates is 
widespread. In England, both of these phenomena are observed. Although, out of five journalists, four are from journalism schools, their 
academic quality is never taken into consideration. But in Ireland education in journalism is seen as a necessity for practicing the profession. 
(Bromley, 2009:  27). In Germany also the ratio of communication faculty members is 40 per cent (Fröhlich and Holtz-Bacha, 2009: 137). In 
the south European countries, such as Greece, Italy and Turkey, there are two different ways to start the profession: directly entering a 
media organization as a graduate from a faculty or as a candidate of journalism. In Southern Europe, it is not necessary for the candidates 
entering the profession to be a graduate of a journalism school (Papathnasspoulos, 2009: 224). In East European countries there is no such 
requirement either. In Slovenia owners of media institutions and editors believe that the candidates should not be a graduate of 
communication schools, furthermore, they are against their employees to join meetings, seminars and workshops about 
journalism.(Jakubowicz, 2009: 354). In Japan, known for the highest circulation newspapers, news organizations only accept graduates 
from political science and economics schools and they insist that the journalists must receive on-the-job training (Josephi, 2009: 43). 

In Turkey, too, there is no requirement to graduate from a school of journalism in order to practice the profession. For example, 
graduating from any license program is enough to enter  a test for presenters done by the Turkish Radio and Television Corporation (TRT) 
(TRT, 2009). The condition is the same for the employment of candidate journalists in TRT (TR-Security, 2011). But, Mr. İbrahim Şahin, 
General Manager of TRT, is complaining about the small number of communication faculty graduates among the 8 thousand TRT 
employees (Yayın kuruluşlarının…, 2008a). The candidates and journalists starting the profession without education on journalism is called 
self-taught journalists, trained in a master-apprentice relationship. On the other hand, the graduates of journalism schools are called 
university educated. Media managers say that the graduates of journalism schools are not educated enough practically. Mr. Timuçin 
Tüzecan, the broadcasting manager of Inter Star television channel, in a discussion panel on the problems of press says, “We find 
ourselves in a position where not only  we have to teach news writing but also explain what news is and what is not [to communication 
faculty graduates].” (TGC, 1996: 165). Although 14 years have passed since then, similar complaints still persist in the sector. Prof. Dr. 
Haluk Gürgen, the Dean of Bahcesehir Faculty of Communication shares this opinion: “The sector says, you are not sending me the correct 
person… In Istanbul I visited newspapers and TV channels. Everybody gave me a piece of their mind. I listened like a polite and unhappy 
student. They are demanding a lot but we can do nothing. . . The sector does not take us seriously.” In the same panel, Prof. Dr. Hamza 
Çakır, the Dean of Erciyes Faculty of Communication, emphasized that journalism schools were in a disappointing situation on the subject 
of training students in professional skills (GC 2010 a: 104). Mr. Yılmaz Tunçkol, an experienced journalist, pointed out that there is a lack of 
applied methods in universities and said: “Young people of eagerness and enthusiasm get confused when they start professional work. 
They cannot put in practice the things that they have learned… The youths who get education at communication faculties are devoid of 
practical training. Some of the schools have weekly or monthly newspapers and magazines but it is not enough” (Tunçkol, 2000: 26-27). 

In 2005 during a meeting in the USA with 40 sector representatives consisting of different levels of professionals as anchormen, 
magazine editors, newspaper reporters and big news institution managers, the need for preparing an education program targeted on 
creating an independent press for informing the public was voiced. Although, no unity of opinion was reached, the sector representatives 
agreed on the necessity of journalism school to teach basic writing and reporting techniques. The sector representatives also emphasized 
the need to develop analytical thinking in journalism schools. They also asked that the students should have an awareness of being 
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objective even when they are following the most difficult news. Finally, pointing out that news gathering is a 24-hour marathon during which 
the consumers have other alternatives, they said the students should be prepared for such a race. (Lewis, 2009: 1976). 

In Turkey, besides the arguments on the inadequateness of education between the sector and communication faculties, another 
topic is about the attitude of the graduates towards the sector. Mr. Ertuğrul Özkök, the former editor in chief of Hürriyet, one of the highest 
circulation dailies in Turkey whom we can consider as an employer, is insisting that the communication faculties are educating the students 
as an enemy of the sector and he demands this approach should be changed:  

“Today in Turkey, in a lot of communication faculties, the fact that the communication sector is an economic business field is 
ignored. Even an attitude that sees the sector antagonistically dominates. This attitude is reflected on the education in those 
schools. As a result, the students that graduate from these schools view the realities of the market antagonistically…The holders 
of this understanding are very enthusiastic to Because of the understanding against communication market, they are interested in 
to spread their dead, tasteless, narrow and antagonistic ideas as the only communications concept in the world to everybody. The 
young people, who graduate with these ideas, will be unhappy in the first 10 years of their professional life. But instead of 
producing enemies to the market, if the students are educated with an objective to improve the sector, both the students will be 
happy and the sector will benefit from this attitude.” (Bir Kokteylin…, 2001). 
Despite such reaction we see that the number of graduates from jornalism schools is increasing in the media sector. According to 

the information given by Human Resources of the Hürriyet Group, in Hürriyet newspaper, the percentage of communication faculty 
graduates working is 49. Because of company principles no details are given. (Sagnak, 2011). According to the data of 2009, in Hürriyet, an 
affiliate of Dogan Yayın Holding, the breakdown of the personnel according to their education is as follows: university graduates 48% and 
high school graduates 43% (DYH, 2009: 47). But it is not possible to see this situation elsewhere. The graduates from communication 
schools who are employed in national radios are 0.5% while those working at national television channels represent only 23%. (“Yayin 
kuruluşlarının…, 2008b). 

If we look at the member structure of the Turkish Journalists Association, it is seen that the number of university graduates and 
high school graduates are more or less equal. According to the records of 1984 of Journalists Association (Istanbul-later Turkish) (GC, 
1984), had 1201 members. Of those members, 20.7 per cent, (that is 255 members) were from Journalism Institute, College of Press and 
Broadcasting, Journalism and Public Relations College and private journalism schools. 39 per cent of graduates of journalism schools were 
from the Journalism Institute. 424 journalists were from high school graduates, 81 were from secondary schools, and six with only a primary 
schools education. Other members are mainly from faculties of law and literature. The employment figures show a development parallel to 
the improvement of Istanbul Faculty of Communication. These figures cover only those who are employed under legislation number 212 that 
regulates the relations between the employers and the employees in the media sector. The figures show the situation of the Istanbul press. 
In 1996 the Journalists Association (Istanbul), took the decision to integrate with the journalists associations of other cities leading to an 
increase in the membership. The association also changed its name to Turkish Journalists Association. This change gave us the opportunity 
to see the membership structure not only in Istanbul but in the whole of the country. In order to be a member of the association, it is required 
that the candidate should be employed by a media establishment according to the legislation number 212.  The figures of 2002 show that 
the number of the members of TGC increased to 3010; but without changing the breakdown ratio according to education. The graduates of 
journalism schools representing 27.4 per cent of the membership. (820 members) (TGC, 2002). The increase is only seven per cent 
compared to 1984. In 2010, TGC membership increased to 3380 (TGC, 2010). 1055 members (31.2 per cent) were graduates from 
journalism schools. The increase when compared with eight years earlier is only 4 percent. Although, this figure shows an increase in 
journalism faculty graduates among the employed journalists in the sector, it is understood that the graduates of other schools still maintain 
their majority since the profession is open to everybody. 
  The other point that the discussions are focused on is about the education in communication faculties. The argument centers on 
whether the communication faculties be theoretical or practical. Could journalism really be taught? Then who is going to teach and what? 
Those are the basic three questions in journalism education. Different answers are given in different ways by groups according to their 
understanding throughout years (Weibull, 2009: 71). As Bromley claims “formal journalism may be viewed as being ‘only a step away from 
the licensing of journalists’ or as a form of domestication of an otherwise ‘unruly class’ of radical ‘itinerant scribbles’”. The education, as 
being partially autonomous, may support journalism or in the contrary for the benefit of government or media institutions may weaken it. So, 
the journalism training in liberal systems, improves relatively in an unstable way, sometimes quickly and sometimes slowly. Paradoxically, in 
England, when professionalism through education began to be accepted in the 1980’s the movement to neo-liberalism weakened this 
structure (Bromley, 2009: 27). In university education generally in the world, after the World War II, until 50-60s the theoretical education 
was important. But starting by the 1980s theory and practice were given together. Parallel to the improvements in the media sector, radio 
and television, public relations, visual display were added as departments to the faculties. But, the suspicion that practical lessons may turn 
university faculties to vocational schools is still on the agenda (GC, 2010b: 92). According to the university lecturers in Turkey, “faculties are 
not supposed to teach profession, and should not”. University faculties should not be limited to provide the professional skills (GC, 2010c: 
98). 60 per cent of the public are not satisfied with the communication education (GC, 2010: 102). According to a research, the students are 
mainly asking for an increase in the number of courses related with professional experience, receiving support from sector representatives 
and professional institutions for practical applications, supplying the facilities to enable them to use the latest technologies (GC, 2009: 98). 

The level of the education is seen inadequate by members of the sector as mentioned above, with the examples. Generally, the 
education provided, should also be discussed from the view of its contribution to democracy. It is known that there are problems regarding 
press freedom in at least half of the world. Even in democratic nations, although there are no problems concerning press freedom, there is a 
discussion that a shift is taking place away from objective ideology to an ideology of loyalty. Also, whether this loyalty is voluntary or not is 
important. In the USA, according to a research about text books on journalism, the books are approaching the practice of journalism from 
similar ideological perspectives. Basic attitude of these books is based on liberalism and the hypothesis of press being the fourth estate. 
Journalism education, in a lot of countries, mainly has the twin objectives of both preparing the candidates for the profession and also 
improving the profession itself. Having this double purpose brings with itself both strength and weakness. Journalism education, while trying 
to be close to the sector, also sows distrust between the academia and the sector. As mentioned before, media owners and editors are not 
happy with this situation. Notwithstanding all this criticism, it is an obvious fact that journalism education is dependent on the media sector. 
(Josephi, 2009, 51-53). In Turkey, parallel to global politics, training of the middle classes in communication education is in question. (GC, 
2010: 92). Media managers are also asking for a change in the role models of journalism candidates:  
 

They were the late Abdi İpekçi and Uğur Mumcu. The new generation of Turkish journalists should place these two idols in the 
museums, in their deserved, right places and start to look for new role models... With sorrow, I see that some young journalists 
react negatively to new trends. Although, it is the easiest way to become famous, we should not teach the new journalists to call 
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names, to slander, to insult and to lynch. We should teach them that the professional popularity built on hate is the most immoral 
trade in the world… I believe that this new attitude should be established in the journalism schools (“Yeni Gazetecilik…, 2004). 

 
The third discussion is on the number of students and the graduates in communication faculties which are in excess of the 

sector’s needs. During the 2008-2009 academic year a total of 3,378 students graduated from the different departments of communication 
faculties of state and foundation universities. While giving examples for the 2003-2004 academic year, Prof. Dr. Suat Gezgin, the former 
dean of IU Faculty of Communication, pointed out that 207 students graduated from his faculty whom only 10 to 20 percent might find a job 
in the sector (2005: 69).  Güneri Civaoğlu, a well known journalist and columnist, says that it is impossible to find desks to sit all those 
graduates (Civaoğlu, 1984: 256). Ekrem Dumanlı, the editor in chief of Zaman newspaper, prefers the graduates from Boğaziçi University 
and Middle East Technical University rather then communication faculties (İletişim Fakultesi…, 2006). Aydin Dogan, who owns a big part of 
the Turkish media sector and operates a vocational school for communication, gave this reply to the questions of Investigation Commission 
of parliament on media: 
 

“In Turkey, communication faculties are over numbered. Our sector is not big enough to employ all of them. We cannot employ 
such a big number of communication faculty graduates as television and press. To my mind, communication faculties should be 
reorganized, quality should be improved and the number should be reduced.” (Dogan, 2002: 153). 
 
Communication graduates use their personal relations in order to be employed or find jobs in different fields. The ones who have 

the chance to find a job are also under the risk of losing it. The sector also prefers graduates from different faculties (Uzun, 2007: 119). The 
graduates of communication faculties in order to be employed should either wait in a line or use their personal relations (Tokgoz, 2006: 21). 
As for Nezih Demirkent, the former president of TGC and owner of Dunya newspaper, university education can not go further than giving 
enough basic information on the branch: 

 
“It is not easy to find a job for our new friends. Besides, without being familiar with the profession the students choose the 
communication faculties just out of sympathy. The other important point is, some of the students who prefer communication 
faculties are just doing it with no particular motive than to have a university degree. (1982: 253-254). 
 
Pointing out that the communication education in Turkey in the last 50 years had a significant function Prof. Dr. Oya Tokgöz 

claims the sector’s attitude is: 
 

Education, no matter to what extent it is functional; its productivity is questionable in the media the sector. This situation is stems 
from the sector itself. Although the sector expects its employees to be educated, they do not want to cooperate with the 
communication faculties and use pretexts to shun them because they don’t have a human resources policy. (2006: 21). 

 
Proposals 
As mentioned above, the three basic discussions are the necessity of having faculty degree in the field, the education methodology and the 
arguments on the excess number of graduates. Communication education is having both the power and weakness within itself and other 
difficulties in connection with it. For the solution of these problems I will try put forward some proposals. 

The number of journalism faculties: Although journalism schools represent a small percentage of 3.07 percent (Uzun, 2007: 123) 
among the existing undergraduate license programs, it is accepted that the number of communication faculties and students are high. 
Decreasing the number of communication faculties will not be possible. But to give up the planned but not yet active faculties is possible. 
Freezing the number of communication faculties and limiting the student contingents and gradually lowering them can be considered as a 
palliative measure for the long run. 

The methodology: Programs of communication faculties as Prof. Dr. Aysel Aziz’s puts it, is “copy-paste” (GC, 2011: 106) type and 
similar to each other. Even the faculties that do not want to copy-paste, they are affected by the others and under conditions of competition 
they resort to similar methods in order not to be left behind. Also according to the Bologna process, the transparency of courses is applied 
as a rule. Although no problem is encountered in the distribution of theoretical and practical lessons, to pay attention to practical lessons is 
essential. But on this point, the lecturers should be free from the feeling that the faculties will become vocational schools (GC, 2011: 99). 

The lecturers: In some faculties the academic year has started without having lecturers. Transfers of teaching staff from state 
universities to foundation universities lead to a deficiency of lecturers in state universities (GC, 2011: 107). In communication faculties the 
number of professors and associate professors is insufficient and the education is mainly carried out by assistant professors (GC, 2011: 
101). But because of the rigidity in the hierarchy, assistants cannot enter in the system. No progress has been recorded in basic working 
rights of the teaching staff. (GC, 2011: 109). 

Students education: Despite the wish and intention to give special emphasis to applied practical courses within teaching 
methodology, it is claimed that the students do not have sufficient facilities and tools for practicing. (GC, 2011: 104). In some universities in 
order to backup practical training, radio-television studios are established, agencies are founded, newspapers are published. Every year 
students enter the contests by the projects they produce for this kind of school media. Especially in the foundation universities, it is not 
possible to say that the students are taking part in such practical projects voluntarily. In state universities voluntary work is replaced by 
obligatory under the pressure of grades. In fact, it is understood that the heavy academic program presents a handicap for the students to 
do continuous work in studios, agencies and newspapers. The last issue of the newspaper (GazeteYeditepe) of Yeditepe Faculty of 
Communication which is prepared by the students carries the date of 2010 April. The newspaper has been in publication for six years, yet 
the April edition is the 12th    issue. Faculty of Communication of the Galatasaray University’s students’ magazine Detay, is published 3 or 4 
editions in a year. Legal restrictions on communication faculty’s radio and television broadcasting should be removed. In addition to the 
practical training, students should be encouraged to have double majors in similar departments. Learning foreign languages is also 
important. Not only the universal language English, but also because of the developing regional dynamics of Turkey, they should speak 
regional languages as Greek, Kurdish and Arabic. The other proposal is in order to increase quality, is to give special emphasis to post 
graduate courses and select suitable students.(GC, 2011: 105). In this way, the students while doing their profession will not be limited to 
report the facts but also will have an opportunity to analyze all the aspects of the subject they are dealing with.  Above all the students 
should examine the course programs while deciding to choose the faculties. The attendance of the students to the courses will not be 
enough. The students should follow up the publications in all fields, not only the ones that they are interested in. 
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Practice: In the third year of education, summer internship at a media organization is a requirement. But, it is argued that this 
practice generally does not achieve the results expected from it.  
 

The students sit at the desks shown to them. And that’s all. Neither have they asked for covering an incident nor are they 
assigned. Both for the media institution and for the young student the internship period is drudgery. When the practice period 
ends, the students will be given the documents sealed and signed proving that they have attended and they hand in these their 
schools. The formality is finished and practice has been done. Some students never go to the institutions that they are supposed 
to work as interns.. They will show up one or two days and then go at the end of the internship period to get his certificate, that’s 
all. The number is even less than the total of fingers in both hands who really do the practice. The objectives of the practice 
cannot be achieved in this way. (Tunçkol, 2000: 28). 

 
For this reason, to follow up the summer training strictly is necessary. Although it might seem as a burden for media institutions, at 

the end of every shift and training period the job that was done should be documented and should be posted to the academic personnel. 
Final success report should be prepared by communication faculty, according to the reports and documents received. In order to achieve 
this, there should be coordination between media institutions and the communication faculties. Also duration of obligatory practice period 
should be extended. 

Coordination between the school and the sector: As mentioned above, media managers and communication faculty members 
should periodically come together to exchange their ideas on education. Through such a dialogue points of progress and possible bottle-
necks can be identified. Also the prejudices kindled by the members of the sector would be dispelled and taking joint action would be easier. 
In England, organizations as National Union of Journalists control courses and check whether they are convenient or not. It is argued that 
this coordination will help increase quality of journalism programs and will contribute to the improvement of editorial freedom (Bromley, 
2009:28). In the USA, The Accrediting Council on Education in Journalism and Mass Communications accredits nearly a quarter of the 
journalism programs (Shaw, 2009:4). A similar structure could be set up by the coordination of journalism associations and unions with the 
willingness of communication faculties in Turkey. This will be prestigious in two ways.  

Media managers are expecting fresh graduates of communication schools to show the same performance as a journalist with a 
five-year experience. Managers should be advised that this is not a realistic expectation. 

Employment difficulties: In Turkey, employment difficulty is not valid only for the communication faculty graduates. As it is 
mentioned before, students with a prejudice towards the sector are concerned that they would not be employed by a media institution. This 
is somewhat true not only because of the sector’s attitude towards the communication school graduates but also because of the excess in 
such manpower. To solve the problem employment policy should be reviewed by the government. Against the call of Prime Minister Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan to families to have at least three children, a realistic population policy should be created.  The problems of students to find 
employment do not stem only from the number of communication schools. The vocational schools opened by media owners for the need of 
middle level personnel (Dogan, 2002: 153), have increased competition for the faculty graduates. The programs of those private schools are 
not different than communication faculties (GC, 2011: 96). Another problem about employment is the lack of job guarantees. In the media 
sector, because of subcontracting, the power of the unions has become negligible. For the beginners, the wages are way below satisfactory. 
The cooperation between foundation universities and the sector to find jobs for their graduates is far from solving the employment problem. 
Throughout years, the right given to communication faculty graduates to get a yellow press card in a 18 months, shorter than applicants 
from other schools, has been abolished. In a recent amendment to the Radio and Television Supreme Council Law, media institutions have 
been set free of the obligation to employ a certain number of yellow press card holders. Initiatives should be undertaken to reverse this 
practice. The arrangement for allowing communication faculty graduates to be lecturers in professional schools (İletişim Fakultesi 
mezunlarina.,., 2009) will not be enough to solve the unemployment problems, but will divert the problem. In order to protect communication 
faculty graduates, the example of Germany could be used. In Germany, under legal arrangements, graduates of schools other than 
journalism are obliged to attend one or two-year journalism programs strictly controlled by media organizations in order to get employment 
in the media. A similar scheme would be to the benefit of communication faculty graduates in Turkey. 

Private courses: Apart from professional schools, different associations open journalism courses. For example, Municipality of 
Antalya opened courses for people who are interested in the profession (“Antalya…, 2011). The Federation of Karadeniz Businessmen’s 
Association announced that 50 per cent of the people who attend the courses would be employed in the media sector in Samsun and 
Trabzon (“Kasif’in…, 2011). Such courses which are different than in job training should be banned or put under the control of 
communication faculties. 
 
Conclusion 
In the declaration of World Journalism Education Congress which was held for the first time in Singapore in 2007, it was declared that, 
journalism is a global field of endeavor; journalism students should learn that despite their political and cultural differences, they share 
important values and professional goals with their peers in other nations. Cross border practical journalism education provides students with 
the first-hand experience of the way that journalism is practiced in other nations. It is also underlined that journalism educators have an 
obligation to collaborate with colleagues worldwide to provide assistance and support so that journalism education can gain strength as an 
academic discipline and play a more effective role in helping journalism to reach its full potential (Principles…, 2007). In the second 
congress held in South Africa in 2010, principles mentioned in the first congress were repeated.  

Throughout years journalism education shows a trend that sometimes marked with stability and expanding in big leaps forward. In 
the beginning the courses were on writing news, feature, photography and layout. But with the progress in television broadcasting, public 
relations and advertisement, the education programs changed according to the needs of new media. In other words, the technological 
improvements in the media sector, diverts the education programs accordingly. According to the requirements of the sector, practical 
courses were introduced in the programs alongside the importance given to the subjects as sociology, politics and economics. Despite the 
arguments on the subject, it could be said that the programs are organized to fit both the theoretical and practical fields. Unlike the 
disciplines as political sciences and history, communication education can be considered as an inter-disciplinary field. Although in a limited 
way, communication faculty students have the opportunity to transform theory into practice using facilities like publishing newspapers, 
producing internet web pages, working at news agencies and involving in radio and television broadcasting. 

With such improvements in the background, the discussion how to achieve the best education programs continues. Theory and 
practice or educated versus self-taught journalists come face to face. Maybe the communication faculties cannot give enough information in 
every field. No school is able to give qualities that come by birth such as imagination power, initiative taking, making clever remarks. 
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Schools can only improve and strengthen these qualities by education. Education aims at improving rather then creating. Through education 
the creative process for gathering and writing news, producing radio and television programs is developed. 

As mentioned before, journalism in most of the countries is an open profession. Anybody who likes may enter to profession and 
continue working. Journalists are in a position to deal with the problems of others, employed or unemployed, more than their own problems. 
Training on the values of journalism at specialized institutions will help gain time for professional perfection and maintain it for the benefit of 
a more democratic society. 
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MANIFESTATION OF ‘CLICK’ ACTION TO POLITICAL ACTION: CIVIC PRACTICE IN SOCIAL MEDIA AND THE DYNAMIC OF 
DEMOCRACY IN INDONESIA 

 
Desideria C. W. Murti  

University of Atma Jaya Yogyakarta, Indonesia  
 
Abstract 
The development of social media has created enthusiasm for democracy. The networked citizen-centered perspectives provide opportunities for 
the democratic innovations through self-actualized networking and interaction. To examine the implementation of social media in democracy, 
I offer a case study from Indonesia. The movement started from clicking the ‘like’ button of Facebook Group to support marginalized individual in 
the political arena then it evolved into provincial social activism. Next, this group decided to build a political party to support their main figure in 
the forecast Presidential candidacy. I will analyze the idea of citizenship, civic practice, and the Internet as democratic infrastructure. Finally, by 
using Breese’s (2011) quadrant in public spheres continuum, I argue that the movements evolve from ‘click’ action to ‘real’ action 
and develop from civic sphere to the political sphere.  
Keyword: public advocacy, social media, citizenship, social movement, democracy, civic practice, politics  
 

The development of digital media has created optimistic argumentations about democratic participation. The arguments are: digital 
media enable the citizen to participate in campaigns while enjoying their private activity at their own home (Papacharissi, 2010), social media 
able to cut the ‘transaction costs’ for groups and activists organizing, mobilizing and contributing in collective action (Bonchek 1995; Naughton 
2001). As a democratic infrastructure, the Internet opens networks to a various range of activists, groups, and social movements, 
to intertwine together and amalgamate in synchronized actions (Loader, 2011). Communication as a key to endure the interaction in social 
movements is assisted by the Internet’s magnetism as an instrument to overcome the insufficient resources (van de Donk et al. 2004). 

Indonesia is the circumstantial reference issue in this paper. Although, World Bank (2011) still implies that Indonesia is included as 
“Lower Middle Income Country” with a Gross National Income of $ 2,500 per year, this economic circumstance did not encumber Indonesia from 
penetrating the social media. In 2011, the numbers of Facebook users in Indonesia have gone to the top two in the world behind the United 
States. There are nearly 16.68 (%) of Indonesia’s total population are on Facebook (Socialbakers, 2011). Andy Zain the founders of 
MobileMonday Indonesia, a networking forum, in The Economist (Wilson, 2011) points out, “Everything is about friends and location,” (p. 2) he 
also pointed out how people in Indonesia like publicity and do not worry about confidentiality and joyfully tail the trends.  Thus, Indonesia can 
postulate a nation illustration exclusively on its responsive refinement to virtual socialization (Pringle, 2011).  

The movements, as the major attention in this paper, commenced from clicking the ‘like’ button of a Facebook Group to back up 
an individual who is perceived by the members of a Facebook group as a excluded figure in the Indonesian political arena. It then established 
into provincial communal activism, which directed at engaging more people in political education primarily through Facebook. Next, this group of 
people decided to build a political party to support their foremost figure in the forecast Presidential candidacy in 2014. I contend that the 
movement involves citizens in interactive way, permit the progress of both self-actualized and dutiful citizenship, enlarge the crescendos of public 
spheres, and also endow the function of Facebook as communication infrastructure.  

The agenda of this paper has three segments. First, I examine the idea of citizenship and how public advocacy to support marginalized 
group or individual become one of the citizen practice in democracy. Second, I review the digital media-based movement, especially connected 
with the positive and negative arguments on the Internet as democratic infrastructure. Third, I focus to the social movement in Indonesia by 
mapping the movements using Bresse’s (2011) public spheres continuum and I discuss the dynamics of the movement with the concept of 
citizenship and media usage. Here, I argue that the movement, which evolved from ‘click’ action to ‘political’ action and developed from the 
civic sphere to the political sphere in context to a developing country (especially with its technological disparity), will face dynamics in the 
development of movements.  

  
Public Advocacy as Civic Practice 
The notion of citizenship concentrated in the participatory concept. Ward (2011) argues that the orthodox concept in citizenship frequently 
defines by joining in pre-existing democratic participation such as voting, assembling in political parties, denoting the community as leaders or 
legislator, and appearing civic deliberation. Bennett (2008) identified that participation by calling it DC or the dutiful citizen. Conversely, Bennett 
(2008) also proposed larger characterization of citizen due to the advancement of participation through digital media with self-actualization 
citizenship (AC). AC signifies to members of groups who generate individual engagement with peer 
networks, consolidate community action using technologies, and promote the manifestation of individual creation. While Ward (2011) identified 
AC as unconventional citizenship, it has more vibrant and prospect for emancipation. 

There are numerous activities as civic practice. For example, Eliasoph (1996) argued that political conversation could be appreciated 
as a civic practice. Another example of civic practice is the public advocacy. Samuel (2007) argued that public advocacy is a “value-driven 
political process” (p. 616) because the publics raise questions upon inequality in power relations that they intend to change. In public advocacy, 
publics generally have positive perception on the issue, group, and individual they advocate. Thus, the publics recognize the existence of the 
domination to the marginalized groups of people or individuals. Samuel (2007) also identified that in public advocacy, public assembly happens 
because of the solidarity feeling and networking coalition. Therefore, public advocacy in various media for political purpose can be included as 
citizen engagement and civic practice in the spirit of democratic participation. The citizen participation can be supported from the communication 
media. One of the latest media development, which could be nominated as supporter of democratic participation is the social media. In this very 
case, I focus on the use of Facebook. 
 
Social Media and Democracy 
There are many affirmative argumentations to support the advantage of social media especially Facebook in democracy. McCombs (2004) 
argued that Facebook Groups could support the agenda setting of conventional media by providing similar topics and discourse. Conversely, 
Wooley (2010) argued that dominant discourse could be counter through Facebook. Thus Facebook can be the place for the counter public 
argumentation assembly. Tanis and Postmes (2003, see also Wooley et al, 2010) also mentioned that Facebook groups provide individuals 
spaces to produce alternative information about political issues or candidate. Gibson et al (2003) argued that social media could be informative, 
interactive, and open to any discussion. Norris (2003) mentioned it as ‘interactive linkage between citizens and parties’ (p. 23). 
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However, opposition arguments show a pessimistic tone in terms of democratic manipulation and even social media can be a 
‘counterproductive infrastructure’ in democracy. Wooley et al (2010) argued that Internet communication technologies were subordinate to face-
to-face communication because it limit people to communicate their non verbal message and other signals in habitual social context (look also 
Rice, 1993). Other disadvantages of Internet for example according to Coleman and Blumer (2009) are the potential of social media to be used 
as negative campaign to other candidate. Positive information about political figure could be easily disseminated as well as the negative 
information, fraud, and gossip. Other than that, candidate who can find supporter who master the digital media may create self-publication and 
create celebrity politics in digital media (Coleman&Blumer, 2009). 

Facebook has the strength to easily gather people who have the same opinion or interest by collecting signature, virtual vote, or 
petition in a relatively short time. However, fast and instant virtual public collective action could not guarantee the long-term commitment or 
further actions. Meikle (2002) argued that people in governmental position or authority might disbelieve that those people who collectively click 
Facebook group or virtually sign petition would have the same commitment as the number of people who engage in old-fashioned political 
participation. Loader (2010) also tried to compare the level of commitment between “keyboard” activism and “real” activism. Obviously, keyboard 
activism is easier for individual as they can just click button and do it through their save and private area, such as home, bedroom, anywhere 
(Papacharissi, 2010), while “real” action require more effort such as attending the meetings or rendezvous in public area which sometime push 
people to leave their comfort and private zone. Kavanaugh et al (2005) also questioned the sustainability of the Facebook group by arguing that 
the Internet has a ‘weak-tie instrument’ even though they can be easily invited and gathered. In a popular term, digital bonding is ‘easy come 
easy go’, means that the public assembly in digital media for example Facebook Group cannot guarantee the same commitment with real action. 
Even more, because of the easy access to join, it is also offer easy access to leave the group. Earl and Shussman (2003) also pointed out that 
‘members’ tend to be ‘users’, which means that individuals may leave the group once they can fulfill their needs or consume their interest through 
the group. They pointed out through their research that many individuals prefer to disengage permanently after the action they support virtually, 
chose to develop into the real action.  
 
Mapping the Movement 
I use the Breese (2011) map to comprehend the development of the movements through their different objection, mode of engagement, and 
media. Breese (2011) offered a system of mapping various public spheres and placed them along two axes, media and content. She argued Y-
axis represent the use of media, which is from face to face interaction to mediated public sphere. Breese explained that pubic sphere might be 
happened through ‘face to face’ communication as it is mentioned in traditional view of public sphere by Habermas. While, due to the 
development of mediated communication and the acknowledgement of effectiveness in information dissemination through mass media, Breese 
stretched the Y to mediated communication pole. For horizontal line (x axis), she argued that the public spheres range from political (which 
go exceedingly to state sphere), to civic public spheres (which go exceedingly to the pole of the private sphere). This line is actually based on her 
assumption on the objective of public spheres. People might gather for the sake of political decision-making or political engagement such as 
participating in existing democratic system, representing people in house of representative, building political party, etc. Otherwise, public sphere 
will be aimed in civil purpose such as creating awareness in publics, supporting individuals, etc. 

Breese (2011) argued that the benefit of mapping the public sphere is to help scholars to understand “the incarnation of movement in 
contemporary social world” (p. 133), means that the changing and dynamics of movements can be detect through the map. Using the mapping of 
the public sphere will help me to indicate “the interconnectedness, and the relevant divergences, of what have been considered distinct objects 
of study and forms of social interaction and action” (p. 133). 

 
Graphic. 1.1. Breese Map on Public Spheres 
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Indonesian Social Movement Case: ‘Click’ Action to Political Action 
 
Facebook Group “We Believe in the Integrity of Sri Mulyani Indrawati” 

The Facebook Group started gaining support after the issue of Century Bank brought the name of Sri Mulyani Indrawati (currently 
works as Managing Director of World Bank in Washington D.C) in the House of Representative judgment in 2010. Sri Mulyani was the 
coordinator of the team to decide whether or not the government needed to give bail out to Century Bank. In 2009 when Sri Mulyani became the 
finance minister of Indonesia, the House of Representative start to question the decision of giving bail out to Century Bank. The members of the 
house questioned the legitimation, procedure, and system of bail out. In the television such as TV One and Metro TV, people could watch 
dozens of parliament members judged Sri Mulyani as the one who should be responsible for creating disadvantage to the country by giving bail 
out to bankrupt and corrupt bank for 731 million dollar US. Thus, during the process of interrogation of the member of house of representative, 
the Facebook supporters for Sri Mulyani started to appear. The supporters press the “like” button in the Facebook Group and give comment 
about the issue on the Facebook wall.  
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Public participation on the Facebook Group "We believe in the Integrity of Sri Mulyani Indrawati" reached over 131,000 members in 
only one month. This number of people is only 0.3% of Facebook users population in Indonesia which is now up to 31,784,080 Users 
(Socialbakers.com, 2010) or only 0.05% of total population in Indonesia. However, this public support reached more than 100.429 members in 
just a month according to Detik.com (Wednesday, 24/02/10). This Facebook group become a public advocacy from the members to Sri Mulyani 
as an individual in political problem. 
 
From the case above, I argue that the Facebook Group to support SMI goes characterized in mediated and civic ends of the continua. The 
reason is because (1) this Facebook movement and consequently create public attention through social media. (2) This movement concerns to 
support individual, not to change a political system or policy. However the civic engagement on a political issue or public advocacy still means 
that democracy is growing under the facilitation of Facebook. I also argue that the Facebook supporter group is more a “virtual” action than a 
“real” action, due to the high intensity of virtual conversation.  

 
SMI-Keadilan (Solidarity of Indonesian Sociaty for Justice) Movement 

The group support continued further by building the social movement of SMI Keadilan (Solidaritas Masyarakat Indonesia untuk 
Keadilan) or SMI Justice (Solidarity of Indonesian Society for Justice). It is also the abbreviation of the inspired figure of this movement, Sri 
Mulyani Indrawati (SMI). The social movement uses social media mainly to mobilize their activities in every province. Their activities include 
(a) create declaration event by inviting online members or other people who interested to support Sri Mulyani (Rosemarie, 2011) (b) Small 
meeting for the committee to coordinate the event and disseminate information about the movement of SMI Keadilan per province. Thus, 
they utilize Facebook with the name of SMI Keadilan and the province name, such as SMI Keadilan Jakarta Province, SMI Keadilan Yogyakarta 
Province, SMI Keadilan East Java Province, and many other provinces. 

The movement existed per province and had own their own base camp, leaders, and activity. Before going further, I would like 
to address the definition of social movement, to indicate the relevant of the case study with the conversation on social movement. Diani (1992) 
defined social movement as “networks of informal interaction between a plurality of individuals, groups and/or organizations, engaged in a 
political or cultural conflict on the basis of a shared collective identity” (p. 13). Thus, SMI-K Movement, could be define as a 
social movement since it consists of interaction between various individual, and share the same identity as the supporter of Sri Mulyani. In the 
case of SRI Party and SMI Keadilan Facebook Group or movement, the social media become the database for the party to organize their 
members for the verification process (Ward, 2011). I also argue that SMI Keadilan is a “real” movement which majorly using the combination 
of virtual connection and real connection to facilitate their interaction. 
 
SRI Party  

The next phase after Facebook group in provincial-based was they have the intention to build political party.  The objective is 
to support their inspired figure to enter the presidential candidacy in 2014. The requirement to be a candidate of the president is each candidate 
should have a political party to bring his or her name in the presidential election. According to the constitution or UU Number two the year of 
2008 about the requirement to build political party, every political party must have representative in minimum 75% regency, in every 
province, and 50% sub-district, in every regency. The founders of the party should also consist of 30 people in every province and 10 people in 
the central government or Jakarta (Pemiluindonesia.com). They need to go through the verification phase to make them registered as a political 
party. This movement started from ‘like’ and now are a political party called SRI (Serikat Rakyat Independen-Union of Independent People), the 
name of Sri Mulyani Indrawati also inspired the party's name. 

The Party was built in May 2nd, 2011 and registered their name in Ministry of Law and Human Right Republic of Indonesia in August 
3rd, 2011. The party’s movement used publication through conventional mass media, digital media, face to face, small/large group meeting. 
However, until 27 November 2011, the members of SRI Party in their official Facebook are still around 753 members. The goal of a political party 
is clear, that it goes to the political sphere for political purpose. The activities of this party will follow the established political participation such as 
ask the signature and copy ID of members (for verification) and community or cultural engagement such as giving ‘qurban’ (animal) in Islamic 
celebration (Cakrawala News, 2011). They also have a meeting in The House of Integrity or branch office (Republika, 2011) and produce press 
releases or press conferences, website news update for political publication (Detik, 2011), etc. Thus, I argue that the political party goes to the 
pole of the political sphere. I also argue that political party could be “real” action, which is supported by virtual media but concern majorly to 
political membership, engage in political action such as campaign, voting, and actions. 

 
The Dynamics of the Movement in Indonesia 

From the map it is obvious that the movement have tendency to go further to political sphere and dominantly use symbolic or mediated 
sphere. I argue that political sphere has become one of the solutions to gain their objective and social media has become the main way to 
organize the movement. Therefore, here is the map of ‘All about Sri’ Movement. 
 

Graphic. 1.2. The mapping of “SRI Movement” 
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click in FB) 

symbolic/mediated 
 

According to the movement map, I argue that the movement was evolved from virtual- based action to real-based action and from civic sphere to 
political sphere. Here I found there are two dynamics according to the phase or development of this movement, which are the dynamics of 
citizenship and media. 

The idea of Self Actualization Citizen is a new forms of citizenship in regards to response the development of digital media, and 
accessibility to the public (Bennett, 2008). While, the dutiful citizenship has developed as the longest-running citizenship paradigm for the last 
century (Schudson, 1998). However, if a virtual-based movement wants to have an impact in political decision making, especially in formalized 
system, such as in Indonesian presidential election, or house of representative membership, then the movement has to evolve backward 
and involve citizen in re-existing democratic engagement. It means that the idea of non-conventional citizenship in the beginning of this 
movement has to convert to conventional citizenship (Ward, 2011).  

In a developing country especially in Indonesia, with high disparity of Internet penetration 16% and 80% who did not get Internet or 
social media will force this movement to go back to conventional communication such as face to face, small group, direct public communication, 
and traditional media (TV, Radio, Newspaper). The non-internet user public as the dominant public need to get information and interaction due to 
the battle of political campaign. Besides, virtual political participation is a new phenomenon compare to the traditional political participation such 
as attending the political figure campaign and oration. 

The interesting point from the map is the decreasing amount of Facebook members. Even though, SRI Party is still new; however, it 
goes to further question on Earl and Shussman (2003) point of view on the ‘members’ convert to ‘users’, that people tend to disengage after 
the action they support in digital media develop further. The enthusiasm of membership who want to join the party need longer time to be gained 
members in Facebook, especially when we compare with the beginning of this movement in “We believe in the Integrity of Sri Mulyani Indrawati” 
Facebook Group. This situation challenges the commitment of members, since virtual members have weak-tie bonding (Kavanaugh et al, 2005). 
Thus, the commitment of virtual supporter cannot guarantee the “real” support (Loader, 2010; Diani 2000; Clark & Themudo 2003). Going back 
to find support in “real” action require double burdens. First, using conventional way will reach non Internet users will be more challenging due to 
the transactional cost and cultural condition, plus they also have to reach the commitment and trust from 
their prospective ‘real’ public to reach their objective.   

 
Conclusion 
In Indonesian case, the social media especially Facebook has several senses in facilitating democracy. (1) Facebook is 
used to counter information which negatively exposed in conventional media. From the empowerment of personal co-production, members are 
able to create their own meaning making process through interaction with other members. (2) Facebook facilitates the group or 
organization authority, in this case is admin, or group committee, to disseminate the message about group. (3) Facebook also can be used to 
create a new connection from solidarity and the same interest group of people, and database information for group or organization. 
 
However, the challenges and dynamics also exist due to the problem of ‘digital divide’ in a developing country, political system, 
and public mindset. The “go backward” developments such as from conventional citizenship go back to non-conventional citizenship and from 
Self-Actualizing Citizenship back to Dutiful Citizenship. Not to mention, the advance used of digital media or social media go back 
to conventional communication, and gaining low level of commitment with easy and fast way go back to gaining high level 
of commitment with challenging and long term way. It is not impossible for the movement to create a history of successful virtual movement, 
which manifested to ‘real’ commitment; however, the challenges are waiting. Further research on the quantitative findings in commitment, trust, 
and motivation in the manifestation of virtual action to ‘real’ action can be the prospective call for research. 
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Abstract 
Visualizing or digitization of the real world is one of the major goals of Computer Graphics. To facilitate this visualization, a number of 
techniques have been proposed that capture the shape, appearance and many other attributes of real world objects. This visualization leads 
to a number of benefits in a number of areas, e.g. interactive media, digital art, multimedia systems, education, mass communications etc. If 
one needs to visualize dynamic real-world objects, it is required to capture not only the shape and appearance but also the motion of the 
objects. This is normally achieved using video cameras but the captured attributes are not coherent over time as each frame of the video is 
independent of the other. In this paper, we present a new method for capturing coherent features of a three-dimensional representation of a 
real-world dynamic object that is recorded from standard one or more color or Microsoft Kinect cameras. We show that using both color and 
depth information of a real world object, it is not only possible to capture the dynamic real world objects but it is also possible to visualize the 
dynamic data in a time-coherent manner by acquiring the coherence information directly from the data. Our work can be employed in a 
number of scenarios to enhance the visual representation of a dynamic real-world scene. 
Keywords: Multi-view video, dynamic scene reconstruction, three-dimensional scene geometry. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
We present a new method to estimate time-coherent information from a moving three-dimensional point cloud of a real world object. This three-
dimensional content can be obtained by either directly through one or more Microsoft Kinect cameras or using a multi-view color acquisition 
system. We show that both image and depth information obtained from one or more Microsoft Kinect cameras or a multi-view color acquisition 
system can be utilized to construct a temporal structure between time-varying dynamic scene geometry.  A three-dimensional representation of 
a dynamic object is used in a number of applications, e.g. motion capture, free-viewpoint video, dynamic scene reconstruction, scene analysis 
etc.  Traditionally the multi-view video recordings are acquired using synchronized color cameras that are placed around a moving object. These 
multi-view recordings were then used to reconstruct three-dimensional information of the dynamic real-world scene. 

One of the earlier works in this area was presented by Carranza et al. [6], who used eight multi-view recordings to reconstruct the 
motion and shape of a moving subject and applied it in the area of free-viewpoint video reconstruction. In the following years this work was 
extended by Theobalt et al. [15] so that in addition to capturing the shape and motion they also captured surface reflectance properties of a 
dynamic object. Starck et al. [14] presented a high quality surface reconstruction method that could capture detailed moving geometry from 
multi-view video recordings. Later de Aguiar et al. [7] and Vlasic et al. [16] presented new method for reconstructing really high quality of 
dynamic scene using multi-view video recordings. Both of their methods first obtained the shape of the real world object using a laser scanner 
and then deformed the shape to reconstruct the 3D animation. Ahmed et al. [1] presented a method of dynamic scene reconstruction with time 
coherent information without the use of any template geometry, but unlike our method they did not explicitly include multiple matching criteria for 
extracting time coherence in their method. 

Recently, acquiring dynamic three-dimensional content is even easier with the arrival of low cost depth cameras, esp. Microsoft Kinect 
[13].  A number of new methods are proposed that make use of these depth sensors to reconstruct three-dimensional scene geometry. One of 
the main benefit of using Microsoft Kinect is that it gives both color and depth information of the scene, whereas with only color cameras the 
depth information has to be obtained by means of finding some correspondence between the cameras. One of the applications of this is the 
reconstruction of visual hulls which was exploited by [1]. The depth information can also be obtained by means of other type of sensors, e.g. 
Time of Flight sensors [11]. 

One or more depth sensors are used for the reconstruction of both static and dynamic objects.  Kim et al. [10] and Castaneda et al. [5] 
presented method of reconstructing a three-dimensional representation of a static object using depth cameras. Berger et al. [3], Girshich et al. 
[8], Weiss et al. [17], and Baak et al. [2] used depth cameras for reconstructing three-dimensional shape, pose and motion. They demonstrate 
that it is possible to get good quality results by employing both depth and color cameras. 

For capturing the dynamic scene data using depth sensors, two methods were recently presented by Kim et al. [11] and Berger et al. 
[3]. The former work employs RGB cameras along with Time of Flight sensors to get both depth and color information while the latter method 
employs four Microsoft Kinect cameras to reconstruct the motion of a real world human actor. Both of these methods do not try to extract any 
time coherence information from the captured depth and color data. 

The main motivation of our work is to present a system which can use both depth and color information and extract time coherence 
information from the dynamic three-dimensional content. The dynamic three-dimensional content is assumed to be in the form of a three-
dimensional point cloud with color information associated with every point at every frame. We will show that we can obtain this information very 
easily using one or more Microsoft Kinect cameras which provide us not only the depth information of real world scene but also its color 
information. Our work is not limited to the data obtained by the Microsoft Kinect cameras but we will also show that our work is equally suitable 
for the three-dimensional content obtained using a traditional acquisition setup of multi-view color cameras. Main benefit of using Microsoft 
Kinect cameras is that unlike the requirement of employing eight or more color cameras only one Microsoft Kinect camera can be employed to 
get meaningful depth and color information of a real world dynamic scene. The main contributions of our work are: 

 
1) Acquisition of data using one or more Microsoft Kinect camera and organize it in a form of a three-dimensional dynamic point cloud 

with color information. 
2) A new method of finding time coherent information from three-dimensional point cloud data using both color and depth information. 

This data can either be acquired from Microsoft Kinect cameras as described in step 1 or a traditional setup of multi-view video acquisition 
using color cameras. 
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II. COLOR AND DEPTH VIDEOS ACQUISITION 
We record a real-world actor using multiple Microsoft Kinect cameras. We employ four Microsoft Kinect cameras  
to capture both depth and color information of a real-world actor as shown in Fig. 1 and 2. We also make use of the data from Ahmed et al. [1] 
which were recorded using eight color cameras for validating our results. Our acquisition system to obtain three-dimensional dynamic point 
cloud with color information is only through four Microsoft Kinect cameras. 

To record the moving person we place four Kinect cameras around the person each with the angle of 90 degrees with respect to their 
adjacent cameras. Since the Kinect projects an infra-red pattern on the real-world object to capture its depth, this can lead to interference with 
other cameras if multiple Kinects are recording the object at the same time. In an ideal situation the angular different between Kinects should be 
180 degrees so that the pattern from one camera does not interfere with the other.  In our work the maximum angular separation is 90 degrees 
which though causes the interference but does not negatively affects the acquisition as the depth information which is not visible from one 
camera is filled by one of its adjacent cameras. 

The Kinect provide two data streams, one color stream and the other depth stream. Both streams have the resolution of 640x480 
pixels and the frame rate of 30 frames per second. For recording the streams and minimizing any overheads the streams are captured in a 
memory buffer and once the recording is finished they are written to the disk. The placement of the four cameras around the objet allows 
capturing a dynamic scene within an area of 2m x 2.5m. 

 
After the acquisition step we have a sequence of images of a real world person performing some motion. For each frame both the color 

information and the depth information is recorded. Thus we end up with 8 images for each frame of the video, two for each camera. 
 

 
Figure 1: One color frame captured from four Kinect cameras is shown. 

 

 
Figure 2: One depth frame captured from four Kinect cameras is shown. 

 
CAMERA CALIBRATION AND SEGMENTATION 

A Microsoft Kinect camera needs two types of camera calibrations. In each camera, there are two sensors, one depth and one color. 
Both sensors are needed to be calibrated individually for their intrinsic camera parameters.  Similarly, an extrinsic calibration is required between 
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the depth and color sensor to map the color information to the three-dimensional point cloud. Furthermore the depth data is represented in a 
relative distance from the camera which must be converted to real world meter system. 

We use standard calibration method using Matlab camera calibration toolkit for the camera calibration. We record checkerboard 
patterns using the color sensor and the infrared sensor to find the intrinsic parameters of both sensors. Similarly same checkerboard patterns 
from both sensors are used to estimate the extrinsic transformation between the two sensors. This extrinsic transformation allows mapping the 
depth data to the color data. A point cloud and the mapping of depth data to color is shown in Fig. 3. 

To convert the depth data to meters we employ the method proposed by Nicolas Burrus [4]. We use the Kinect RGB Demo software 
to do the full internal calibration. 

Final step before getting a dynamic 3D point cloud is to segment the scene so that the real-world actor can be separated from the 
background. We do the background subtraction using the depth data. First the acquisition room is recorded without the human actor and later 
the depth information of the background is used to subtract the real-world actor from the background. 
  
DYNAMIC 3D POINT CLOUD 
The final step for getting a dynamic 3D point cloud is to merge all the cameras together in a global unified coordinate system. This global 
registration is an important step because without it each point cloud would be in its own coordinate frame. To achieve this global registration we 
first need to find out correspondences between different cameras. This is achieved by recording the checkerboard pattern at different locations 
for each pair of adjacent camera. The corners of the checkerboard provide the correspondences between two cameras. 

Once the correspondences between all adjacent cameras are found one camera is selected as a reference camera and the 
correspondences are used as the starting point for the iterative closest point algorithm to find the rotation and translation transformations that 
maps one point cloud to the other. This transformation is found for each of two adjacent pairs and all cameras are mapped to a unified global 
coordinate system which is coordinate frame of the reference camera. 

Global registration gives a unique pair of rotation and translation transformations for each camera and it is applied to the 
corresponding depth data. The final result of the global registration is a 3D point cloud for each frame of the animation. Additionally, using the 
mapping between color and depth cameras we also associate the color value with each point. Thus we obtain a dynamic 3D representation of a 
real world scene. This representation is not time coherent because each frame is independent of the other. 

We also use data from Ahmed et al. [1], which have a 3D visual hull representation at every time step and a corresponding color 
information. We extract the point cloud from the visual hull representation and also extract the time-coherent representation of dynamic 3D 
content from the data as explained in the next section. 

 
Figure 3: (a) One frame of dynamic 3D point cloud. (b) A full dynamic 3D point cloud from one camera fused with the color information. 
 
EXTRACTING TIME COHERENCE 
As explained in the previous section, the dynamic three-dimensional content obtained through either one or more Microsoft Kinects or traditional 
multi-view video acquisition completely lacks any temporal coherence. There is no connectivity from one point cloud to the next for each 
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consecutive frame of the video. Thus the data is not very useful in extracting any meaningful information about the scene other than simple 
visualization. Even for the visualization the results do not appear good because the position of the points change so quickly from frame to frame 
that it distracts the viewer from the actual animation. We therefore propose a new method to extract time coherence information from this 
dynamic 3D point cloud using both geometric and color information.  This time coherence will be found between two consecutive frames for the 
complete animation. Using the coherence information the point cloud at the first frame will be tracked over the whole sequence. 

The first step in this method is to extract the orientation or the normal of every point of all 3D point clouds. To approximate the normal 
we find the normal to the plane that is tangent to the surface at that point. Since we have a point cloud there is no actual surface, rather we 
choose 10 nearest points to fit a plane and then find normal to that plane to find out the orientation for each point. We treat normal at each point 
as one of the feature of that point. 

One way to match one point cloud to the next would be to just match the two points that have similar normal. This will mostly hold true 
as our animation is not very fast and at each frame we do not have a strong motion. But this relies on the assumption that each point has a 
completely unique orientation and therefore mapping from one frame to the next is trivial. In practice this is a false assumption because for every 
three dimensional object there are planar regions where the orientation of all the points are the same and only using the orientation information 
to match two 3D point clouds can never work because of the ambiguity in one to many mapping from one frame to the next. 

To circumvent this ambiguity we propose to use another set of features using the color information. Since we know the mapping of the 
depth data to the color data each point in the point cloud has some specific color. Thus when matching two point clouds, in addition to the 
orientation the color information is also matched to ensure that there is no obvious incorrect mapping of the point clouds. 

The color and orientation information can give us partial matching but it is still ambiguous because the actor can wear the clothes of 
uniform color. Therefore we introduce two more criteria of distance to make sure that a point is not mapped to another point of same color and 
same orientation but at farther distance. Our data has two notions of distance; one obvious notion is the three-space distance between two 
three-dimensional points. This can be trivially found by finding the 3D Euclidian distance between two points. The second novel notion of the 
distance which is one of the major contributions of our algorithm is to use SIFT to find out the feature points in the point cloud. SIFT is one of 
most well knows feature descriptor in image space which is invariant under transformation and varying lighting conditions. Using SIFT we find 
feature points in the color image and consequently using the mapping between depth and RGB images we find the feature 3D points for each 
frame. The SIFT matching is then used to find out the correspondences between the feature points at each frame. 

Once we have feature point matches identified, we associate a distance to each point with respect to its nearest feature point. 
Assuming we are finding a match between two consecutive frames, e.g. 1 and 2, for all the points at frame #1 our matching function takes the 
following form: 

 
 (1) 

 
Where x is the 3D point at the next frame, i.e. frame #2, which is used to evaluate the equation 1. M(x) is the matching distance, N(x) 

is the difference in orientation of x, C(x) is the difference in color of x, F(x) is the difference in feature distance of x and D(x) is the 3D Euclidean 
distance of x and the point at frame #1. The four parameters , , , are weighting parameters resulting in a convex combination of four terms, 
i.e. their sum is equal to 1 and their value is between 0 and 1. For our method we set 0.25, 0.2, 0.5, 0.05. These values are 
chosen because of the reliability criteria for each of the term as the feature matching is the most accurate it has maximum weight, followed by 
the orientation, then color and finally the 3D Euclidean distance. We choose the matching point as the one with the minimum value of the convex 
combination. If two points result in the same value of M(x) then point with smaller D(x) is chosen as the matching point. 

 
RESULTS 
To reconstruct three-dimensional dynamic point clouds and test our time coherence extraction method we use two types of data sets. For the 
first type, we recorded two sequences using four Kinect cameras where an actor is performing slow and fast motions. Each of the sequence is 
250 frames long. Fig. 1 and 2 show one frame of color and depth images from all four cameras.  Fig. 3 shows that we can not only capture the 
color and depth information using Kinects but also map them reliably to get a 3D point cloud. 

We also use data from Ahmed et al. [1] to validate the time coherence extraction method. Fig. 4a shows two consecutive frames 
without time coherence, whereas Fig. 4b shows the same two frames with time coherence. As can be seen in Fig. 4a there is no connectivity 
between the two frames, e.g. feet of the actor have different shape. Using time coherence we can visualize the animation with a single 3D point 
cloud tracked over the sequence which can be seen in Fig. 4b. It can be observed that our method can reliably track the point cloud from one 
frame to the next and consequently over the course of the animation. 

Our method is subject to some limitations. Most notably, we only employ one feature point in our matching function. This matching 
point is only the nearest matching point and it should be close enough to the point to be matched so that it approximates the geodesic distance 
on the surface rather than the 3D Euclidean distance. This is a very important assumption because assuming that we are tracking a point on the 
hand and the nearest feature point is on the leg then their distance will not be a true approximation of the geodesic distance and using this 
distance to match points can be erroneous if either the hand or the leg goes under some deformation. We circumvent this issue by only using 
the nearest feature point, which given high number of feature points does not pose any issues for our method. Ideally, one should get the 
geodesic distance but that is not possible given we do not have any surface data. Other possibility would be to find the body segments and use 
multiple feature points from the nearest segments. 

Despite the limitations we show that using multiple Microsoft Kinect cameras it is possible to create dynamic 3D point clouds with the color 
information. We also show that given a three-dimensional content representation like this it is possible to extract time coherent information form 
this data and track a single 3D point cloud over the whole animation sequence. 
 
CONCLUSION 
We presented a method to extract time coherence information from a dynamic three-dimensional representation of a real-world scene. We 
showed that such a representation can be reconstructed using one or more Microsoft Kinect cameras. Microsoft Kinect provides both color and 
depth information of a scene. We combine multiple Kinect cameras and capture a complete three-dimensional dynamic scene. Our system is 
scalable and can be used to data obtained from any number of cameras. Our time coherence extraction method can be applied to any three-
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dimensional representation of the data as long it is comprised of 3D point clouds with color information. We demonstrated this by applying our 
method on the data obtained using only eight color cameras. In future we would like to extend our work to increase the robustness of our 
tracking method and explore the possibilities in the area of scene analysis and dynamic surface reconstruction. 
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Figure 4: (a) Shows two consecutive frames from a dynamic 3D point cloud without any time coherence. (b) Show same two frames tracked 
using the time coherence. It can be observed, e.g. in the feet that the point cloud changes dramatically from one frame to the next without the 
time coherence, whereas in (b) the point cloud remains consistent. 
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ABSTRACT 
The issue of website usability has attracted the attention of researchers, website developers, evaluators and companies that 
are using websites as a communication media as well as a critical marketing tool in the recent years. In order to characterize 
and ensure the usability of websites from the perspective of end users, international organizations have developed international 
standards and guidelines to determine the factors that ensure usability. However, usability has also culture-related elements 
and effective communication relies on recognizing and incorporating such elements. Hence, the present study compares the 
usability of websites as defined by two sets of international standards namely ISO 9241-151:2008(E) and HHS guidelines 
developed by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (2006) on one hand, with usability as perceived by local 
(Iranian) end users on the other hand. The result of the study leads to two significant observations: firstly, the international 
standards address some factors that do facilitate effective communication on a cross-cultural basis and secondly, there is 
indeed a cultural element to usability leading to a meaningful difference between the concept of usability as defined by the 
guidelines and the perceived usability by local users. 
 
Key Words: Website Usability, Standards and Guidelines, User Perception 
 
Introduction 
Internet is the largest and one of the most comprehensive networks covering people from all around the world, and web sites 
are the key communication media used on the Internet. Like any other medium, in order for a websites to be successful, 
customers must be satisfied with their experience with the websites and they must find the website usable and easy to 
communicate with. Given the importance of usability for websites, various methods and criteria are developed to assess 
whether a particular user interface is usable or not. Among these methods, international guidelines and standards have recently 
attracted the attention of website developers and evaluators and they are being widely used during the design and the 
evaluation processes as the basis to evaluate the usability of website. Two examples of prominent standards in the area of 
website usability are HHS - developed by department of Health and Human Services in US- and ISO 9241-151(2006) 
standards-provided by the world's largest developer of International Standards. The general question addressed in the present 
paper is whether international guidelines cater for all users in all countries and cultures and if they can be defined or followed 
regardless of users’ culture or context of use.  

More particularly, the purpose of the present study is to compare the usability of websites as defined by the 
standards on one hand, with usability as perceived by Iranian users on the other hand, and to check the international guidelines 
against the perception of the Iranian users. It also intends to examine if the issues highlighted by the standards and guidelines 
are considered significant by Iranian users, or in other words, if the international guidelines can be applied to the websites 
being used by Iranian users. Hence, we examine whether there is any particular issue perceived important by the users which 
is not rated that important in international standards.  
 
Methodology 
The sample groups in this research are classified into three groups: the sample group of websites, the sample group of end 
users and the sample of international guidelines. The two websites chosen for this research are Kish University and Harvard 
Business School website, because the research intended to select and compare an Iranian designer’s work (who has the same 
cultural background with the sample group of users) with a non-Iranian website to highlight the cultural differences. The sample 
of participants chosen as representative of Iranian users for the above mentioned websites, were Iranian university students or 
graduates with different educational background who were familiar with English language to some extent. Regarding the 
international guidelines and standards, two dominant sets of guidelines have been selected to represent the usability guidelines 
in the area of website usability: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) guidelines (HHS, 2006) and ISO CD 
9241-151:2008 usability guidelines (ISO 9241-151, 2008). 
 
Design of Checklist and Questionnaire 
In order to assess the usability of websites based on international standards, a checklist was developed based on the above 
two sets of international usability guidelines. Using the content analysis method, the websites were examined to check their 
compliance with the guidelines mentioned in the checklist. Then a simple averaging method was used to arrive at a score 
indicating the usability of each website based on international guidelines. 
In the next stage, a usability questionnaire was utilized to assess the users’ idea regarding the usability of the above-mentioned 
websites. We asked the participants to refer to the two websites and find the tuition fees for the MBA program in each of them, 
and subsequently, fill in the questionnaire regarding their idea about the usability of the two websites separately. Each question 
was a statement with a rating on a five-point scale (from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) that enabled us to compute the 
average usability score given by the Iranian users to each websites. We also included two open questions in our questionnaire 
to capture the users’ idea regarding the most important strengths and weaknesses of the two websites. The participants’ 
answers to these two questions were later compared with the top priorities identified in international standards to determine if 
the guidelines which are rated high in relative importance to the success of website are perceived highly important for Iranian 
end users, as well.  

In the final stage, the statistical method of one-sample T-test was applied to compare the score computed from the 
results of the checklist with the mean score given by end users (the result of the questionnaire).  
 
Results 
According to the international standards and guidelines, the usability scores  of the Kish University and the Harvard Business 
School websites were, respectively, 2.4 out of 5 (or 49%)  and 3.6 out of 5 (or 73%). After applying the one sample T-test 
method, to compare the above mentioned scores (as the test value) with the average usability scores given by the Iranian 
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users in the questionnaire, the following results were established: In the case of the Harvard Business School website, the 
results showed a significant difference between the international guidelines usability scores with that of Iranian users (t(30) = 
3.05, p = .00). With regard to the Kish University website, there was also a meaningful difference between the users’ perception 
and the international guidelines evaluation on the usability of the website (t(30) = 3.48, p =.00).   
Concerning the comparison of the most significant weaknesses and strengths of the two websites, from the perspective of the 
Iranian users, simplicity and clear organization of content were the most significant strengths of the Kish University website. 
These aspects are not fully covered by the guidelines rated five (highly important) in the HHS set. In addition, according to the 
Iranian users the complexity of organization and design and linking and categorization of the homepage are considered as the 
most significant disadvantages, and effective search facilities and comprehensiveness of information are regarded as the most 
important strengths of the Harvard Business School website. The former is covered to some extent by the guidelines related to 
search, while the latter is not fully covered by those guidelines rated five in the HHS set.  
 
Conclusions 
Based on the findings of the present study, the priorities set by the international guidelines are not irrelevant to the preferences 
of local users, but they only partially reflect local users’ interests and it seems that they need to be adopted according to the 
local cultural preferences. Iranian end-users stress more on the simplicity and clear organization of the content of a websites 
rather than its comprehensiveness and technical advancement. Simplicity is regarded as both the major strength of the Kish 
University websites and the major weakness of the Harvard University website. Moreover, a poor locally-designed website 
based on the international guidelines and standards is perceived more usable than a relatively good and advanced foreign 
designed website. Therefore website developers are suggested to include people from the target cultures and use their 
preferences in their design team .The results indicated a meaningful difference between the concept of usability defined by the 
guidelines and the perceived usability by local users. Further research has to be carried out to indicate the sources of this 
difference in more details and find out which elements affect the perception of users, language-related elements or cultural 
elements. For instance, the perception of users can be assessed on a website designed by foreigners while its text is 
composed by local people and vice versa. Also, similar research can be done with larger population of users and different 
genres of website to investigate whether similar results are reached when repeating the study.  
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ABSTRACT  
This paper discusses the process of evaluation in bLearning courses, namely the objects of evaluation, discussing their relevance according 
to the opinion of international experts in Online Teaching and Learning, taking into account the curricular proposals of the three cycles of 
Higher Education (HE). The question ‘what should be evaluated?’ is one puzzle piece of the whole process of evaluation. The other pieces 
should be articulated among themselves and combined, namely ‘who should evaluate?’, ‘how and when to evaluate?’ and ‘what is 
evaluation for?’ Those questions were asked in a survey conducted with 35 international experts with an average experience in the area of 
13 years, from international HE institutions (HEIs) that offer this kind of courses. The study highlights the need of HEIs to reassess their 
approach to the quality assurance of bLearning courses, and brings some contributions to those who are in charge of bLearning courses, 
providing a useful framework for evaluation. 
Keywords: evaluation objects, process, bLearning courses, Higher Education. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, blended Learning (bLearning) is widely used in many Higher Education Institutions (HEIs), especially those that have embraced 
distance education and any other form of eLearning as one of their major institutional and teaching efforts (Mortera-Gutierrez, 2004). The 
term bLearning can be interpreted in various ways. Blend is to mix or combine things together, depending on the focus; for instance, a blend 
of: (i) pedagogical strategies, combining problem solving activities and debates, as proposed by Donnelly (2006); (ii) supporting 
technologies, using different tools, such as forum, podcast, wiki, blog, and twitter, as referred by Walker & Beats (2008); or (iii) delivery 
modes in which f2f and online activities are organized taking the strengths of both approaches into play (Garrison & Vaughan, 2008; Stacey 
& Gerbic, 2008). In this paper, we adopt Graham’s (2004) definition because bLearning is taken as the integration of f2f activities with 
technology-supported activities at a distance (Graham, 2004; Conole et al., 2007). Theoretically, by practicing bLearning the conveniences 
of online courses are gained without the loss of f2f contact. Thus, a learning environment is created which is richer than either a traditional 
f2f environment or a fully online environment (Harding, Kaczynski & Wood, 2005).  

Mixing technology-enhanced learning experiences with other, more traditional, learning experiences would have been seen as a 
normal practice in the mainstream of developments in computer-assisted learning in HE during the last 30 years of the 20th century (Bliuc, 
Goodyear & Ellis, 2007). Thus, bLearning is pervading HE, compelling educators to confront existing assumptions of teaching and learning. 
Lecturers adopt bLearning for several reasons: i) they recognize that students may not be able to deal with a fully online course; ii) they wish 
to introduce students to technology; iii) they propose to offer extra support to weaker students; iv) they intend to reduce the f2f component of 
the teaching so that part time students and those with family responsibilities have better access to learning, or v) for many universities the 
move to bLearning occurs for financial and staff management reasons (Harding, Kaczynski & Wood, 2005).  

Independently of the above-mentioned reasons as to why bLearning is more and more used in HE, the imperative for quality 
assurance (QA) initiatives for eLearning, and particularly for bLearning in HE, is highly acknowledged (Weaver, Spratt & Nair, 2008; Ireland, 
Correia, & Griffin, 2009). HEIs are looking for QA for their e- or bLearning offerings. For example, the European Association of Distance 
Teaching Universities (EADTU) is a Europe’s institutional network for open and flexible HE. At present its membership comprises the open 
and distance teaching universities, national consortia which connect conventional universities and associate members from non-European 
countries. Its membership covers over 200 universities and around three million students across Europe. E-xcellence, EADTU, is leading a 
European movement on QA in e-learning, more specifically, the building of an e-learning benchmarking community of Associates in Quality. 
The E-xcellence Associates are focusing on the improvement of four priority elements of progressive HE: Accessibility, Flexibility, 
Interactiveness and Personalization (http://www.eadtu.nl/e-xcellencelabel/default.asp?mMid=1). The EADTU strategies fit into the European 
Area of HE (Bologna Declaration) and the Lisbon Strategy of the EU, the national and European policies with regard to lifelong learning, and 
into institutional strategies for the lifelong development of high quality competences for European citizens. Another example is the Open & 
Distance Learning Quality Council (ODL QC), which is the UK guardian of quality in open and distance learning as it guarantees quality in all 
open or distance learning, including home study, correspondence courses, e-learning, blended and work-based learning 
(http://www.odlqc.org.uk/index.htm). 

But, what should be evaluated? What should be the benchmarks for QA? Is it cost effectiveness? Is it the practical benefits for 
particular groups of students? Is it the attitude of students? Is it the improvement in learning? And how can we assure the quality of those 
particular courses? In this paper we will look at the four components of the puzzle that constitute our evaluation framework (Pombo & 
Moreira, 2011b), looking further at a single piece, which encloses the evaluation objects, trying to answer the question “What should be 
evaluated in bLearning courses?”, consulting international experts in the area. This study is related to previous ones that examined the 
evaluation practices of teaching and learning, concerning the perceptions of national course directors (Pombo & Moreira, 2010), and 
national lecturers (Pombo & Moreira, 2011a).   
 
EVALUATION OBJECTS AND QUALITY BENCHMARKS 
Evaluation is a procedure that involves the comparison between a real situation and what is (highly) expected; and it is guided by a 
theoretical referential (Hadji, 2001) about what is expected of the evaluation object. An analogy that we can visualise is a cat that looks at a 
mirror and what it actually sees is a strong lion; this means that evaluation is highly related to improvement or getting better. Evaluation is 
therefore taken as a process of finding ways to improve the quality of the object under evaluation, i.e., quality enhancement.  
It seems paradoxical to talk about the quality of bLearning as quality is often linked with checking against externally imposed standards. 
However, quality can also be understood from a development-oriented perspective, which means enabling learners to develop themselves 
in their own learning process and consequently produce better results as far as quality is concerned.  

Growing experience and analysis of online learning are revealing that new forms of teaching require new quality criteria. Most of 
our standards for the delivery of instruction never included these new technologies and communication tools. Standards and methods that 
have been studiously crafted to teach in f2f sessions cannot simply be doubled-clicked into an online environment. Although online learning 
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exhibits many benefits in terms of flexible interaction, availability of various media and tools, etc., there are still some obstacles to the design 
of online learning solutions (Karadeniz, 2009). While online learning ensures flexibility and the development of competences that are difficult 
to ensure in a real class setting, f2f education enables social interaction that is required as guidance for students (Ugur, Akkoyunly & 
Kurbanogly, 2009). The key contribution of the present paper is a discussion around the main benchmarks that have to be taken into 
account for the evaluation of the quality of bLearning courses to ensure effective, efficient and flexible learning for the learner. Little is known 
about the practices related to the evaluation of teaching and learning in bLearning contexts, namely answers to questions like who should 
evaluate?, how and when to evaluate?, what should be evaluated?, and what to evaluate for? 

In our point of view these four pieces should be articulated in order to 
provide a practical tool to help students, parents, educators and 
policymakers to create, use and evaluate bLearning courses (see Figure 1). 
Each puzzle piece includes several factors that are fully explained in the 
model proposed by Pombo & Moreira (2011a). This paper will focus 
especially on the piece “what should be evaluated?” e.g., what should be 
the evaluation benchmarks or the evaluation criteria in order to assure and 
enhance the quality of teaching and learning. In this piece the model 
includes three main categories: (i) Teaching (which includes teaching but 
also the lecturers), (ii) Learning and (iii) Resources. These three categories 
should be connected together, working as an engine (see figure 2), e.g., if 
one category is not working well, it will affect the functioning of the whole 
process. 

In the ‘Teaching’ category, we include the following criteria: i) the 
relevance of the proposed activities/tasks; ii) the quality of the teaching 
materials provided; iii) the communication tools used; iv) the organization of 
the curricular units (e.g. if the activities meet the objectives, etc.), among 
others. Concerning specifically the ‘Lecturers’ sub-category we include: i) 
scientific or pedagogical competence; ii) dynamism and monitoring in 
conducting f2f and online activities; (iii) skills at motivating students; (iv) 
quality of feedback given to students, etc. In the ‘Learning’ category, we 
may evaluate: i) the interactions (communication between students) within 
groups; ii) the interactions (communication between students) among 
groups; iii) the assessment strategies adopted; iv) the development of 
specific competences defined for the curricular unit; v) the development of 
transversal competences defined for the curricular unit (e.g. development 
of values and attitudes, autonomy, capacity for research and group work, 

etc.); vi) type and adequacy of assessment tools/tasks/products (if the literature tools are appropriate to the proposed tasks), etc. As to the 
‘Resources’ category we may evaluate: i) support provided by non-teaching staff; ii) the support structure (LMS, network, bandwidth, help 
desk); iii) logistics (availability of computers, wireless access, adequate rooms...), etc. 

In this contribution, international researchers/senior teachers/lecturers with experience in bLearning were asked about their 
understanding of the evaluation criteria of a course, and the whole processes, obtaining a wider spectrum of specialized opinions about the 
importance of each factor of the three categories comprised in the puzzle piece “What should be evaluated?”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The study had an exploratory and descriptive nature. The research method is mixed, using mainly quantitative techniques of data collection 
and analysis (Creswell, 2003). The aim was to gather international experts with a wide experience in bLearning about the objects or 
benchmarks that should be taken into account for the bLearning evaluation. The data used in the study was collected through the 
administration of an online questionnaire to experts (researchers/lecturers) with experience in bLearning at international level. The selection 
of experts had into account their experience and expertise in bLearning courses, comprising three different criteria: i) with publications or 
participation in projects related to bLearning; ii) from different countries involving the five continents; and iii) with availability to participate in 
the study by answering the questionnaire. The instrument was sent directly using the institutional email of each respondent, personalising 
the request and raising the importance of filling in the form, exposing the main aims of the study. The questionnaire was answered by 35 of 
50 contacted experts. The experts who participated in the study had an average of experience in bLearning of 13 years, (between 3 and 35 
years of experience) and their main function in his/her institution was: professor, researcher, technology director, department head, director 
of distance education, and coordinator of ICT. Their major research interests were all related to Distance Education, such as, specifically: 
online learning, e-learning, social networking, Information and Communication Technologies, integration of technology in the curriculum, 

 
Figure 1 - Four puzzle pieces of Evaluation. 

 
Figure 2 – The engine for “what should be 
evaluated” puzzle piece, with the three 
categories functioning together: Teaching, 
Learning and Resources. 
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evaluation of educational technology, e-learning and TEL (Technology Enhanced Learning), computer-supported collaborative learning, 
monitoring of students, feedback, evaluation, design and development of learning environments, among others. 
The questionnaire designed for the above-mentioned purpose included 4 main topics in a total of 54 closed questions, except for the items 
where other topics that were not considered in the questionnaire (a total of 7 open questions) were required from respondents if they so 
wished. The data presented here only show the analysis of the closed questions about their perceptions of what should be changed in the 
evaluation in order to improve the quality of the course. The specific question was: ‘what should be evaluated?’. The data were analysed 
using quantitative techniques, namely descriptive statistics, using ‘Paws Statistics 18’ and ‘Microsoft Excel’.  
   
RESULTS 
International experts were asked about the evaluation benchmarks that they think relevant to be implemented in their courses, i.e. what 
should be evaluated? (Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3. Lecturers’ opinions about ‘what should be evaluated?’ in order to assure and enhance their teaching and learning quality. 

 
When experts were asked about what should be changed in the evaluation in order to improve the quality of the course, i.e. which 

evaluation objects should be adopted in HEIs, most experts (26 respondents, 74%), in the ‘Teaching’ category, mentioned the “pertinence 
of the tasks” and the “organization of modules” (25 respondents, 71%) as very relevant. More respondents (21 respondents, 60%) think that 
the “organization of online sessions” is ‘very relevant’, when compared to “organization of f2f sessions” (18 respondents, 51%). When asked 
about the lecturers’ evaluation, most respondents mentioned their “quality feedback” (27 respondents, 77%) as very relevant. Moreover, a 
higher number of experts (23 respondents, 66%) considered very relevant the “pedagogical competence” when compared to the “scientific 
competence” of lecturers (13 respondents, 37%). 

With respect to the ‘Learning’ category, small differences were pointed out concerning the high relevance of benchmarks. For 
example, 22 experts (63%) mentioned the “students’ communication within groups” and 20 experts (57%) declared the “students’ 
communication between groups” as very relevant. 21 respondents (60%) mentioned the “development of specific competences” and 20 
respondents (57%) referred the “development of transversal competences” as very relevant categories. Moreover, 21 respondents pointed 
out also the “type and adequacy of assessment instruments” as very relevant. Finally, concerning the ‘Resources’ category, “support 
structures” and “logistic resources” were mentioned by 17 and 16 respondents (46 and 49%), respectively, as very relevant, while only 8 
respondents (23%) mentioned the “assistance from non-teaching staff” as very relevant. So, these kinds of benchmarks seem to have less 
relevance when compared with the other benchmarks mentioned above. 
 
CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS 
HEIs are increasingly making use of technology to support the delivery of their courses and, in particular, expanding their eLearning 
provision through the use of web-based technologies for delivering online and bLearning courses. As so, governments, QA agencies and 
other professional bodies are becoming interested in identifying the appropriate ways to assure the quality of this provision (Parker, 2008). 
The need for determining and maintaining quality in the process of designing, developing and delivering bLearning courses is becoming an 
important issue for HEIs worldwide. Course leaders and the other directly involved entities need to distribute responsibilities explicitly and 
collect feedback to be used for the enhancement of the quality of the course. Online learning evaluation should be implemented to serve a 
variety of functions, such as to explore the potential effectiveness of online courses, compare online courses, and also as a formative tool to 
guide and inform the development of online learning materials.  

This paper reports on a questionnaire that aimed to gather the opinion of experienced experts in the area of distance education 
around the evaluation benchmarks in bLearning courses so that this could be helpful to decision makers when planning criteria for quality 
bLearning courses. As the main results, for the most part, bLearning not only centres the learners as receivers but also as active actors 
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which take part in the definition and evaluation of the quality of learning resources and processes (Pombo & Moreira, 2011a). The experts 
agree that bLearning requires a stronger definition of planning strategies, namely the organization of the modules. It is also noted that they 
emphasise the coordination of online sessions as more relevant than the f2f sessions, which is in accordance with Jara & Mellar (2009) who 
mentioned that in eLearning courses, whether fully online or blended, the risk of a lack of ownership, and a shifting of responsibilities 
between parties may affect the quality of the course. 

Moreover it is also highlighted that communication between the people involved (within and between students and among 
students and lecturers) has to be considered when evaluating the course, as the opportunities to directly interact with students become 
more limited and tutors increasingly have to depend on the students’ willingness to login and respond in order to establish communication 
with them (Walmsley, 2004). 

Experts also gave special attention to the pedagogical competence of lecturers rather than their scientific competence, which 
could be related to the fact that, in this mode of teaching, academics work in less isolated ways than in traditional provision and the 
development of courses usually relies on the collaboration of a group of people, of different specialisations, which runs against the normal 
practices of vertical units of organization traditional of HEIs. The quality of feedback is also largely mentioned as a very relevant criterion, 
which is in accordance with Hummel (2006) who defends that feedback can be considered an important, if not the most important, support 
mechanism in a variety of educational contexts, as bLearning calls for individualized support to reach the learner’s needs of heterogeneous 
groups. 
The type and adequacy of assessment instruments is also considered very important, because of the particularities of this kind of provision 
that can allow a more in-depth, continuous and accurate monitoring of activities, when compared to more traditional provision, as content, 
resources and communication among participants are mainly text-based and usually automatically saved in the online environment (Fielding 
et al., 2004), so the assessment strategies to adopt in bLearning should also take that into consideration. 

In addition, our evaluation framework recommends, also considering results from previous studies (Pombo et al., 2009; Pombo, 
Loureiro & Moreira, 2009; Pombo & Moreira, 2010), that quality evaluation of bLearning should be focused on the learning process, during 
the development of the tasks, and not only at the end. When it comes to evaluation, subjectivity decreases when there are several 
evaluators; evaluation should be made not only by the lecturer but also by students and teaching peers. Using more than one instrument 
allowing for triangulation of data and using several different quality benchmarks having in mind the improvement of teaching and learning 
quality, also guarantees the quality of the course.  

The purpose of this case study was to bring some contributions to those who are in charge of bLearning courses, providing a 
useful framework that covers all aspects of quality assurance of teaching and learning. The challenge was to identify those benchmarks that 
are essential for quality in bLearning courses, in contrast to those benchmarks that contribute to support the teaching/learning process, but 
are not necessary or required to ensure quality, such as the assistance of non-teaching staff, or support structures.  

The work could be improved adding and comparing the opinion of academic staff, tutors, administrators, students, support staff 
and developers/designers. Their opinion could also be complemented to what really happens in the field comparing the way evaluation is 
made with the way evaluation should be made in order to enhance the quality of the courses, and consequently improve the quality of 
teaching and learning in HEIs. 
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FRIEND-ING FACEBOOK: REVISITING FACEBOOK AND COLLEGE STUDENTS’ SOCIAL CAPITAL 
 

Arina Hidayatul Chasanah, University of Indonesia 
 

Abstract 
With the facts of recent movements that brought by the use of social networking sites, recently some researchers show that Facebook has 
positive impacts that is referred to social capital. However, the concept of social capital itself is still debatable. Through elaboration to 
various range and definitions, this study examined the proposed causal model of Facebook use towards five elaborated variables of social 
capital; collective action and cooperation, life satisfaction, trust, group and networks, and political participation. Random sampling was taken 
using statistical software from the lists of 2010-2011 University of Indonesia’s undergraduate students. Sample responses were obtained 
through online survey and measured using path analysis. The results show that intensity of Facebook use has direct effect to collective 
action and cooperation; and indirect effects to the rest of social capital variables. While intensity of Facebook group use has direct effect to 
group and networks; and also indirect effects to political participation. 
Keywords: Facebook, Facebook Group, Social Capital 
 
Introduction 
Frequently, the Middle East and North Africa uprising that came out through global news media coverage in early of 2011 has been linked 
with the use of social media, such as Facebook and Twitter. The Israel Project (2011) also wrote that the use of those social media has 
been shifted from social to political context. With the high population of young people, Middle East countries have been mobilized through 
the use of those social media sites. Features like photos and videos could lead the global opinion that resulted international pressures to 
support the demonstrants. Egypt Revolution that was successfully overthrew the regime of its previous president is oftenly named as 
“Facebook Revolution” while the similar revolution in Tunisia is famous as “Twitter Revolution” (Ingersoll, 2011). Before the 2011 Revoultion 
happened, Faris (2008) had been observed the role of Facebook in conforming Egypt youth’s Social Capital. Facebook can reduce 
transaction cost that has been the barriers of individual social capital conformation. Faris (2008) cited Putnam (2000) that internet, 
particularly social networking sites, have the role in connecting people with same ideas and bond them under the bustle of their workdays.  

Sheng (2011) mentioned that population boom without sufficient employement is the main factor that aroused those uprisings. 
Sheng (2011) also expressed that social capital is software in social life development. It needs to be developed together with the 
development physical capital (hardware) within a country, so that it will not be arousing discrepancy as the result of physical capital 
accumulation by elites of urban cities. Sheng (2011) cited social capital tipology by Putnam (1993); bonding social capital, as social capital 
among people who has similiarities (race, ethnic, religion, interest, hobbies, etc); and bridging social capital, as social capital among 
different people. Differences and similarities within a society will be resulting social capital complexity. 

It is an interesting point that Indonesia has been proposed as an example (role model) for those countries to manage and 
maintain complex social capital within their society. Indonesia has been going through economical crises and the imposition of the regime of 
its second president in 1998. Furthermore, Indonesia is also representing variety of people in race, ethnic, and religion. Sheng (2011) 
argued that with the most population is Moslem (88%), the social narration spirit among ethnics and religions in Indonesia is impressive. 

Indonesia is one of the country which has big population joined Facebook. In a previous year, Facebook users in Indonesia triplet 
and put it as the second biggest number of users after United States (Russel, 2010). Despite of moral panic arose from the use of internet 
and social networking sites (SNSs), some scholars conclude that SNSs are medium to establish online community to encourage people to 
take social action (Rheingold, 2000). It’s simply because SNSs mediating people to communicate and interact based on the similarity of 
interest and activity (Boroughs, 2010). 

Huysman and Wulf (2004) cited the work of Quaan-Haase and Wellman (2004) that summarize three approach in defining the 
relation between internet use and social capital based on the previous researches. The first one is internet transforming social capital. 
Internet becoming cheap and ease medium to communicate between individuals with similar interest. This contributes to social contact 
transformation and civic participation, from local solidarity to social networks that is dispersed in location but being bonded by those interest 
similarity. The second is internet degrading social capital. Internet ability to come with information and entertainment drawn the users from 
their families and friends. Internet also allowing the user to cope with geographical barriers so that they can communicate globally. This, 
makes them more unattracted to local matters around them. The third is internet enriching social capital. Internet is a part of human life and 
facilitate the existing social connection. It is proven to shape civic participation and socialization among people. Furthermore, people also 
channeling their hobbies and interests through internet. 

Social capital is established through interaction among people in a network. As mentioned before, Facebook allows the users to 
socially interact with other users. Through the interaction, people establishing social networks, group norms, and trust among them. 
Networks, norms, and trusts, are the basic elements social capital that encourage people to work together towards shared-expected goals. 
Social network is closely related to social capital. People with broader and various social network is perceived to have bigger social capital 
accumulation to those who has narrower and more homogenous social networks (Valenzuela, Park, & Kee, 2009). The use of Facebook is 
not only allowing people to create new social networks, but also maintaining the existing offline social networks (Ellison, Steinfeild, & Lampe, 
2007). 

In the tranditional social networks, a person accumulates resources from information flow and their interaction with other people in 
the network. Those embedded resources are the social capital that is believed to be able to encourage people doing social action, including 
political action. The resources are; information, opportunity (Lin, 1999), civic skills, working skills, religion skills, and organization skills (Bode, 
2009). Facebook facilitates the accumulation of those resources through information exchange and users interaction within provided 
features. 

In particular, social networking sites have been growing to be prominent areas for relationship establishment. In features, 
Facebook has two types of messaging; private messaging (similar to email messaging) and public messaging through “timeline” or 
previously known as “wall”, the homepage of someone’s account where users can leave messages and comment on them. Facebook also 
equipped with “News-Feed” to display story/status updates of friends from the current time and “Mini-Feed” or activity log to display the 
activities of a single user. Users are able to control the visibility of their acitivities by controlling privacy. 

Users also are able to communicate intensively with other users through a system that named as “Group”. Through this feature, 
users can establish particular community or bring their offline ones to Facebook. Facebook also allows the users to meet up with others who 
have similar interest, hobbies, or ideas to be the ‘Fan’ of particular ‘Page’. The ‘Page’ feature is often being utilized to market products, 
services, or even a cause to open networks with millions of Facebook users. 
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Literature Review 
Defining Social Capital 
The concept of social capital is introduced by two social scientist; Bourdieu in 1983 and Coleman in 1988. Other scientists eventually use 
the term of social capital far earlier than Bourdieu and Coleman. Hanidan, Jacobs and Loury used the term in 1920, 1961, and 1977. 
However, it remained obscured until Bourdieu and Coleman popularize it (Paxton, 1999). Paxton (1999) cited Bourdieu’s definit ion of social 
capital: "Social capital is the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or 
less instituonalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition-or in other words, to membership in a group." Social capital is also 
defined by Putnam as a set of social life (networks, norms, and trust) that allow the participant to work together more effectively to achieve 
the shared-goal (Bode, 2009). Social capital itself is defined variously through discipline of Sociology and Economics. The difference in 
defining social capital brings another variety in operationalization of the concept.  

Valenzuela, Park, dan Kee (2009) explaining social capital as social networks construction that will be resulting norms of trust and 
reciprocity which are essential in one’s engagement sucession towards collective action. Researchers attempted to establish social capital’s 
theoretical framework, which accommodates and integrates various dimension of social capital coherently. Scheufele and Shah (2000) 
clustered social capital in to three categories; intrapersonal (life satisfaction-related social capital), interpersonal (trust-related social capital), 
and behavioral. Intrapersonal social capital is life satisfaction-related social capital. Social capital is also heavily related in how people build 
trust to other people, which is put into interpersonal social capital. While, behavioral social capital is referred to both active civic participation 
and political participation. Paxton (1999) and Letki (2003) also show that social capital is a predictor which facilitates political participation.  

From several research with different background and contexts, Claridge (2004) concluded social capital into the following 
dimensions; trust (Cox and Caldwell 2000; Falk and Guenther 1999; Glaeser et al. 2000; Guenther and Falk 1999; Kolankiewicz 1996); 
Membership (Baum and Ziersch 2003; O'Connell 2003; Price 2002; Warde et al. 2003; Wollebaek and Selle 2003); Membership and trust 
(Lappe et al. 1997; Lochner et al. 2003; Veenstra 2002); Membership, trust and norms of reciprocity (Isham et al. 2002; Skrabski et al. 2003; 
Staveren 2003); and Network Resources (Zhao 2002). Grootaert, Narayan, Jones, dan Woolcock (2004) conforming social capital 
dimensions based on five different social capital research; The Tanzania Social Capital Survey, The Local Institutions Study, The Social 
Capital Initiative, The Social Capital Survey (in Ghana and Uganda), and The Guatemala Poverty Assessment. The dimensions are 
summarized in The Integrated Questionnaire of SocialCapital (SC-IQ’s) Six Dimensions as the World Bank Working Paper 18 about social 
capital measurement. 

After reviewing various dimensions of social capital in previous researches, this study made an elaboration of those dimensions 
and concluded that social capital is a set of resources that is embedded in one’ group involvement and networks that is including trust, 
collective action and cooperation, and also life satisfaction are likely to endorse one’s political participation. 
Social Capital and Facebook 

Ellison, Steinfield, dan Lampe (2007); Steinfeild, Ellison, dan Lampe (2008) examined effect of intensity of Facebook use to social 
capital in the Putnam’s typhology (2000); bridging and bonding social capital. The study found that students tend to experience positive 
effect of intense Facebook use to social capital, both bridging (weak ties such as being member of a club) and bonding (strong ties such as 
friends and family member). The research’s subject is undergraduate student that is also found using Facebook to maintain their social 
networks with their current and high school friend. This finding endorsed the researcher to construct the third typology of social capital, 
maintained social capital. The study also came to a conclusion that people with lower self-esteem and life satisfaction are tend to get more 
benefit from the their Facebook use. 

Valenzuela, Park, and Kee (2009) have also done a research to undergraduate student in two United States universities. In the 
study, they found positive relations between intensity of Facebook use towards life satisfaction, trust, and participation. Those three aspects 
of social capital are in resemblance with the three typology of social capital; life satisfaction refers to intrapersonal social capital, trust refers 
to interpersonal social capital, and participation referes to behavioral social capital. 

In terms of behavioral, participation is one crucial aspect of social capital in a society, either socially or politically. Shah, Cho, 
Eveland, dan Kwak (2005) found that various types of online communication have positive impact to civic participation. Bode (2009) also 
strengthen this finding, particularly in significancy of Facebook use in elevating civic participation by the use of blog. Facebook is similar to 
blog in terms of connecting people with similar cultural unit, and constructing sense of community. Facebook, again, share the same role to 
blog as Facebook enable public issues transmission to a group of people and at the same time giving the parameter of how far the issue is 
related to someone’s life. 

Pasek, More, and Romer (2008) also found that intensity of Facebook use positively related to civic participation. The participation 
is manifested in doing activities together, cooperation and volunteerism. In Valenzuela, Park, and Kee (2009); Ellison, Steinfield, and Lampe 
(2007) and their longitudinal study in 2008 (Steinfield, Ellison, & Lampe, 2008), they found that intensity of Facebook use is positively 
related to students’ level of life satisfaction. Intensity of Facebook use and level of trust has also proven to have positive relationship 
(Valenzuela, Park, & Kee, 2009; Pasek, More & Romer, 2008). 
H1: Intensity of Facebook use has direct effect to the level of collective action and cooperation (H1a), life satisfaction (H1b), and trust (H1c). 

Acquisiti and Gross (2006) introduced the concept of imagined community to explain community and networking that is 
established through Facebook. The concept is manifested in the creation of Facebook Group by Egyptian’s opposition to gather people with 
similar ides, establish a network, and mobilize the mass. Valenzuela, Park and Kee (2009); Feezell, Conroy, and Guerrero (2009); Bode 
(2009) found that intensity of Facebook use has a positive relation with students’ political participation. 
H2: Intensity of Facebook Group use has direct effect to level of group and networking (H2a), and political participation (H2b). 

Civic participation, particularly for volunteering activity, is mostly endorsed by the motivation to get happy feeling and self-esteem 
(Omoto&Snyder in Scheufele and Shah, 2000). In general, it reflects that civic participation like collective action and cooperation resulting 
life satisfaction. Furthermore, Putnam (1995a) and Letki (2003) proposed that the more people civically engaged, the more bigger their 
social trust.  
H3: Level of collective action and cooperation mediating the effect of intensity of facebook use to level of life satisfaction (H3a) and level of 
trust (H3b). 

Scheufele and Shah (2000) cited Anderson’s work (1985) that life unsatisfaction in oneself may encourage him/her to ask others’ 
motives and honesty. On the other hand, people with better life satisfaction tend to have positive evaluation towards their surroundings.  
H4: Level of life satisfaction mediating the effect of intensity of Facebook use to level of trust (H4a) and level of political participation (H4a). 

Eventhough the World Bank counts political action as one of social capital dimensions, some scholars argue that political 
participation is predicted by social capital instead of the part of social capital itself. Organization skills are also having positive and consistent 
effect to political participation, even after being controlled by political interest and attention (Verba in Bode, 2009). Feezell, Conroy, and 
Guerrero (2009) explained that Intensity of Facebook Group use encourages both online and offline political participation. Putnam (1995a) in 
Letki mentioned that social trust and civic engagement are two main factors in social capital. Coleman (1998) and Verba (1995) in Letki 
(2003) found that people with higher membership in groups or organizations built more skills that made they tend to politically more engaged.  
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H5: Level of group and networking mediating the effect of intensity of Facebook use to political participation.  
 
Methodology 
Path Analysis is used to examine direct and indirect relationship among variables and to test causal relationshp in the hypothesis. Path 
analysis is actually one of the two techniques in causal modelling, despite of Strucutral Equation Modelling (SEM). Causal modelling test if 
intercorelation pattern among variables is fit to the theory. 

The proposed model is tested by path analysis and examined through multiple regression. From the proposed model, there are 
three endogenous variables; intensity of Facbook use, intensity of Facebook Group use, and social capital level. Inter-correlation among 
variables can be identified through the significancy score; for 95% confidence level, correlation is significant if the score is less than 0.05. 
Furthermore, the strength of the correlation is identified through the R score; 0.4-0.7 for mild relations, 0.7-0.9 for strong relationship, and 
above 0.9 for very strong realtionship. The model legends are z1  = Intensity of  Facebook use; z2  = Intensity of Facebook Group use; z3  = 
Level of Collective action and cooperation; z4  = Level of Life Satisfaction; z5  = Level of trust; z6  = Level of group and networking; z7  = Level 
of Political Participation.        

 
Picture 1. Proposed Path Model 

 
      

Measures 
Sampling from is obtained from the campus bursary and it contains of 18.218 names of University of Indonesia Undergraduate students 
(regular program/ non vocational program, non international program). Regular program is sampling frame is taken as it is the main program 
for undergraduate/bachelor degree in University of Indonesia and it covers majority of undergraduate population. Simple random sampling is 
used to get 182 names as the sample and it represents 1% of the population. Respondents were contacted through Facebook to fill in the 
online survey with small credits given for completed survey. 77 completed and eligible questionnaire was obtained with overall response 
rate is 42.3%. 

Respondents are consisted of 45 female (58%) and 32 male (42%). The students’ year is dispersed from 19 senior students 
(24.7%), 26 junior students (33.8%), and 16 students each for freshmen and sophomore (20.8%). From the taken pre-test, variables is 
measured in interval scale and divided in to three categories; low, medium (moderate), and high. 1 to 5 Likert Scale in the survey is 
converted to low (1.00-2.33), medium (2.34-3.67), and high (3.68-5.00) score. 
Measures of Intensity of Facebook and Facebook Group use 

Ellison, Steinfield, and Lampe (2007) measured intensity of Facebook use through The Facebook Intensity Scale. They measured 
average time that is used to access Facebook in a day and numbers of Facebook “friends” obtained by a user. They also measured 
intensity of Facebook use by asking respondents’ self assessment to the following statements: “Facebook is part of my daily life”, “I am 
happy to tell people that I am on Facebook”, “Facebook has been part of my daily routines”, “I feel out of touch if in a day I do not access my 
Facebook”, “I feel like I am being a member of Facebook community”, “I will be upset if Facebook is shut down”. This study use all those 
aspects measured by Facebook Intensity Scale. 

Bode (2009) measured intensity of Facebook use with four separated variables; how often respondent visiting/checking their 
Facebook account, how often he/she updating their account, how many friends does the respondent have, and how many group he/she 
joined in. Engagement in Facebook Group is significant identification in order to measure networking and group ownership as an element of 
social capital. While Bode (2009), Feezell, Conroy, and Guerrero (2009) see that number of Group which respondent joined in is 
representing respondent’s engagement in Facebook, Valenzuela, Park, and Kee (2009) had different opinion about it. 

Valenzuela, Park, and Kee (2009) argue that people can easily click on a Page/Group and being the member without having any 
significant activity within the Group. Thus, rather than identifying from the number of the group, it is better to measure respondents’ actual 
activity within any number of group they joined in, with measurement; how often the respondents reading and posting messages on Group’s 
wall, posting discussion topics, how much time do they spend to read and post on the Group profile, and ask them to describe their 
participation in the groups they join in. 

Questions that are used to measure intensity of Facebook Group are: how much time that the respondents spend to read and 
post in particular group; how often respondent; read postings in the group, post new discussion topics, in the last one week; and which from 
the following statements representing the respondent the most (seldom in accessing the group, reading post(s) or discussion board, mostly 
read but sometimes write, read and write on the group’s profile,  read, write, and start new topic(s) on the group’s profile). Questions asking 
frequencies (time) are open ended questions with the answers are, then, encoded to particular scale, regarding to the answers range.  
Measures of Collective Action and Cooperation 

Collective action and cooperation is a variable to explore what and how respondents work with others in their community, in 
particular projects, and or their response towards crisis. This category also examine how is individual participation distorted from community 
expectation (Grootaert, Nayaran, Jones, & Woolcock, 2004). Questions derived from this measurement are asking whether in the following 
year respondents have been done something useful for their community, friends and colleagues will remind them if they are invited in an 
event, respondents will discuss problem within organization(s) they join in, and respondents will discuss with their friends if something bad is 
happened to one of them.  
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Measures of Life Satisfaction 
From several existing tools to measure life satisfaction, this study using life satisfaction scale written by Diener, Emmons, Learsen, 

and Griffin (1985). The scale consisted of five statements; “In most ways my life is close to my ideal”, “The conditions of my life are 
excellent”, “Iam satisfied with life”, “So far I have gotten the important things I want in life”, “If Icould live my life over, I would change almost 
nothing.” The statements are measured using Likert scale with five answer choices ranging from completely disagree to definitely agree. Life 
satisfaction scale also supplemented with level of control question that ask the respondent to choose the closest statement about self-
authority in making decision in their daily activities. The options are: not having any control, having control to small numbers of decision, 
having control to several decisions, having control to almost all decisions, and having absolute control to all decisions. Total score as the 
sum of each question’s score is reflected the level life satisfaction. 
Measures of Trust 

To measure level of trust, this study adopting faith in people scale by Rosenberg (Rosenberg in Stark, 2009; Valenzuela, Park, & 
Kee, 2009). The scale asking if the respondents think that; in general people can be trusted, people can make use the trust given to them, 
people try to be honest; and help others; and people should be warn themselves when interact with others. The question are also measured 
in Likert Scale with five answer choices ranging from never to always (valenzuela, et al, 2009; Stark, 2009) 
Measures of Group and Networking 
 In measuring group level of the respondents, this study using the following questions: how the respondents describe their 
participation in group and organization within and outside of campus (leader, very active, active, not so active, or never be involved) 
(Grootaert, Nayaran, Jones, & Woolcock, 2004); if their answer is not never be involved, they will be asked whether their involvement in 
organization or group is intensely and variously elevating over the time (completely disagree to definitely agree, five options range). To 
measure the networking level, the questions used are open ended questions, asking the number of friends the respondents have to; tell 
private stories or asking for help, borrow some money in urgent and sudden needs (as much as a week expenses), left valuable belongings 
when leaving room/house, tell information (about job, scholarships, etc)  or give recommendation that critically valuable to respondents, help 
the respondents in study, and how many friends in the past year that asking for help about personal problem to the respondents. The 
answers scale is developed in regards to the range of the answers.  
Measures of Political Participation 

In studying the relationship of Facebook use to students’ political behavior, Bode (2009) identified political action as online and 
offline. Some online political behavior are; using email to contact politician; online donation for politician, social group or ‘cause’; forwarding 
political email news or stories to friends; signing online petition; visiting political campaign or politician’s websites; sending comments or 
questions to particular political news or blog. Offline political behavior including voluntary work in a community, attending political meeting, 
rally or speech; wearing campaigning attributes such as sticker or any other particular signs; working for any candidate or political party; 
contacting politician through telephone or snail mail; donating money to candidate, social group, or particular “cause”, signing on paper 
petition, voting in national and regional election. 
 
Results  
The result shows that 12 respondents (15.6%) using Facebook with low intensity, 49 respondents (63.6%) having moderate intensity, and 
the rest 16 respondents (20.8%) heavily using Facebook. For Group intensity, as much as 35.06% of the respondents accessing in low 
intensity, 48.06% of them moderately accessing it and 16.88% having high intensity. In terms of collective action and cooperation, as much 
as 2.6% of the respondents answered to have low collective action and cooperation. Most of the respondents have moderate level of 
collective action and cooperation (59.7%) while high level score is obtained by 37.7% of the respondents. Mean score for life satisfaction is 
3.38 (moderate) with one respondent on low life satisfaction level (1.3%) while 27.3% having high level of life satisfaction. More than a half 
of the respondents (71.4%) have moderate life satisfaction.  

For trust level, most of the respondents (72.7%) are on moderate level. Low trust is shown by 5.2%of the respondents while more 
people having high level of trust (22.1%). In measuring group and networking ownership, the results show that more people in low level than 
high level (23.4% compared to 9.1%). However, most of the respondents are in moderate level (67.5%) with overall mean score is 2.78. 
Political participation score of the respondents is tend to be low (with the mean is 1.64). Most of the respondent (92.38%) having low 
political participation, while 6.4% is in moderate and 1.3% in high level. Hoewever, after going through variable consistency and reliability 
test, all online political participation indicators has been removed. Thus, the remaining indicators in the variable are offline political 
participation. To examine path coefficient of the model, there were five linear regressions condu cted with the following results; 

 
Picture 2. The result of multi-regression test to the proposed model 
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From the results, it shows that some relationships are not significant; intensity of Facebook use with level of life satisfaction, 

intensity of Facebook use with level of trust, level of life satisfaction with political participation, level of group and networking with political 
participation, intensity of Facebook Group with political participation. All insignificant relationship –except of level of group and networking 
with political participation, will be tested against the new model’s path—is removed from the model. To developthe new adjusted model, 
potential relationships between variables will also be examined. The new adjusted model with path coefficient and significance score is as 
follows; 

 
Picture 3. Adjusted Model with Relationship Coefficients 

 
Direct and Indirect Effects 
From path coefficient, the score of direct and indirect effects on each endogen variables can be calculated. Total effects on trust is 0.890. It 
means that 89% of the respondent trust is emerged from the relationship pattern of trust with collective action and cooperation and life 
satisfaction. The rest 11% is caused by another variables that is not explained in this study. For the pattern of intensity of Facebook use, 
collective action and cooperation, life satisfaction, trust, and group and networking, it has 1.5% of effect to political participation. The pattern 
of intensity of Facebook use, collective action and cooperation, trust, and group and networking has 3.5% of effect to political participation. 
However, intensity of Facebook grup with group and networking, making the path that has 12.3% of effect to political participation. In total, 
the path has 50.3 % effect to political participation. It means that the rest 49.7% causes of political participation is outer variables that is not 
explained in this study. 
 
Discussion 
Moderate mean score of Facebook use indicates that Facebook is moderately part of daily activity to connect with friends and community. 
However, various features of Facebook explains how intensity of Facebook Group is lower than intensity of Facebook use itself. Group 
might be not the main feature for the users, Facebook is more as a bridge to connect and maintain network (Boyd dan Ellison, 2007). 

Claridge (2004) cited Inglehart (1997) explanation about social capital; as a culture of trust and tolerance in which extensive 
network and volunteerism are emerged. The study shows high result on trust, that is implicitly explains  that the students of Universitas 
Indonesia has those trust and tolerance culture. It again strenghten Sheng (2011) arguments that social narration in diversity of ethnic, race, 
and religion in Indonesia is the impressive one. 

In political participation, online political behavior is eliminated from measurement instruments. It explains political characteristics of 
Indonesian students (and Indonesian, in general) that online political behavior has not been a common. It can be understood that the 
instruments were adopted from researches which were mostly taking place in United States of America, where, online political behavior as 
online donation, or online political dicusssion are more than common. While in Indonesia, most of political activities take place in offline 
world, due to disparity in technological availability and slow internet connection. 

From all social capital variables, political participation is the only one with low mean score. The other four variables have 
moderate mean score. It explains that except of their political participation, students of Universitas Indonesia have moderate social capital. It 
also arousing the probability of separating political participation from social capital. Blomkvist (2003), Teorell (2000), Letki (2003), Paxton 
(1999), separated political participation from social capital’s dimensions, Putnam (1995a) in Letki (2003) also said that political participation 
is a behavioral component that is predicted by high level of social capital. Letki (2003) also cited Krishna’s argument (2002) that original idea 
of social capital claimed that it is translating to political participation.  

If the model can precisely represents the reality, the results show that intensity of Facebook and Facebook Group use have direct 
and indirect effects to social capital, particularly on collective action and cooperation, life satisfaction, trust, group and network, and political 
participation. Direct effect of intensity of Facebook use to collective action and cooperation is consistent with previous study in which 
Facebook use is proven to have positive relations with user involvement in activities that is conducted together or in general is known as 
civic engagement (Valenzuela, Park, & Kee, 2009). It explains that Facebook features enables the users to organize activities. People can 
invite and ask the others to come and join in an activity. Simply, Facebook reduces transactional cost by eliminating distance barriers and 
allows people to interact, planning an event or activity without having face-to-face or physical interaction (Sheng, 2011).  

Intensity of Facebook use also has indirect effect to life satisfaction. Ellison, Steinfield, and Lampe (2007) found that Facebook 
use has positive relations with students’ life satisfaction, after controlled with self-esteem. It shows that life satisfaction have many factors as 
determinants. From this study, the effect of intensity of Facebook use to life satisfaction is mediated by collective action and cooperation. As 
Scheufele and Shah (2000) cited the finding of Omoto and Snyder (2000) that people generally doing collective action and cooperation to 
obtain life satisfaction, both personal or shared life satisfaction. Thus, Facebook se may facilitates students’ life satisfaction after they are 
encouraged to do some collective actions and cooperations by accessing Facebook. 
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Pasek, More, and Romer (2008); Valenzuela, Park, and Kee (2009) found that intensity of Facebook use has positive relations 
with social trust. However, this study does not find that intensity of Facebook use has direct effect to trust. Effect of intensity of Facebook 
use to trust is mediated by collective and cooperation and life satisfaction. It is consistent to Anderson (1985) who showed that life 
satisfaction has positive effect to one’s trust to his/her surrounding (Scheufele dan Shah, 2000). In this study, change on intensity of 
Facebook use may cause change on students’ trust if they do collective action and cooperation, either they satisfied or not with what they do. 
Letki (2003) said that only under democratic governance, volunteerism will create trust. Volunteerism is also a part of collective action and 
cooperation, thus, this study is also consistent with Letki (2003) by showing that in this democratic nuance, collective action and cooperation 
of the students, have positive direct effect to their trust.  

Students’ trust to their surrounding, has direct effect to their membership in groups and their networking ownership. The 
explanation is students with higher social trust are tend to be more open to create networks and involve in organizations and groups. Trust 
and membership are also two main factors of social capital (Cox & Caldwell 2000; Falk & Guenther 1999; Glaeser et al. 2000; Guenther & 
Falk 1999; Kolankiewicz 1996; Baum and Ziersch 2003; O'Connell 2003; Price 2002; Warde et al. 2003; Wollebaek and Selle 2003; Lappe 
et al. 1997; Lochner et al. 2003; Veenstra 2002; Isham et al. 2002; Skrabski et al. 2003; Staveren 2003; in Claridge, 2004). Finding on 
tested missing path in the adjusted model, reconfirm the relationship between the two variables by showing that trust has direct effect to 
group and networking.  Although some researches show that life satisfaction has direct effect to political participation, this study does not 
show the same thing. Life satisfaction does not has direct effect to political participation because in Indonesia political participation is more 
mobilized than autonom. Thus, external factors such as social pressure or incentive may be a greater influence to political participation than 
life satisfaction. However, life satisfaction has indirect effect to political participation, after mediated by trust and group and networking.  

Intensity of Facebook group also have direct effect to group and networking. This is consistent with characteristic of Facebook 
group, that is used to find people with similar interest and ideas to develop offline group and networks as happened in Egypt Revolution. 
The significane of Facebook group to students’ engagement in group and networks strengthening the concept of imagined community 
(Acquisiti and Gross, 2006). Facebook use  also providing expectation to form stable network and community because it is also based on 
similarity of area in the students’ offline world. In this study, the life area is campus life as the network that is mostly extended to online 
networks and vice versa.Facebook, in this case, is transforming social capital and also affecting students’ daily activity. With similarity and 
existing offline activity, students having imagined community in Facebook with people from their offline life. In this online community 
students can discuss, exchange information, or keep updating to imprtant information they needs (Feezell, Conroy, dan Guerrero, 2009). It 
also explains why intensity of Facebook group also having indirect effect to political participation. 

Asosiational membership (group or organizations) relations to political participation has been proven long before concept of social 
capital is introduced in political sciences. Letki (2003) argued that skills and attitude developed by people in their participation within a group 
and exposure to political democracy has been valued as the more important factors in forming ”civicness’ of a community, regardless of 
trust among individuals. It’s also consistent with adjusted model that trust does not have direct effect to political participation. Trust only 
mediating the effect through engagement in group and networks.  
 
Conclusion 
In accordance to the pre-test results, it is concluded that social capital dimensions that is approximately reflecting the context of this 
research is collective action and cooperation, life satisfaction, trust, group and networking, and also political participation. Furthermore, 
political participation in this context is more focused on offline political participation, as reflected by the condition in Indonesia, that most of 
political channel is provided offline.  
 The result shows that intensity of Facebook use can predict students’ collective action and cooperation in mild relation. Changes 
on collective action and cooperation are further able to change their life satisfaction and trust also in mild relations. As explained 
psychologically that people with low life satisfaction are tend to question the honesty of others around them, this research shows that trust is 
also predicted by life satisfaction. Change on trust will also have effect on students’ level of group and networking ownership. This group 
and networking is also directly influenced by intensity of Facebook group. At the end, group and networking has direct effect to political 
participation.  
 In accordance to ”Facebook Revolution” thesis, Facebook and Facebook group use can activate a person’s social capital, thus, 
will have indirect effect to his/her political participation. However, the difference between the context of this study to previous researches is 
most of political participation is conducted in offline world. Particularly, students in University of Indonesia mostly use day to day interactions, 
long march, campaign, orations, and other offline medium as their means of political participation. Despite of that, there are two indicators of 
online political behavior that scored somewhat higher than other indicators: giving comments to political news, stories, or notes; and signing 
online petition. For further research, quantitative research can be combined with qualitative research. Content analysis can be conducted to 
examine students’ talk or discussions in particular Facebook group. Moreover, in-depth interview is also a good instrument to better convey 
individual use of Facebook and the benefits they obtained through it. 

Social capital construction in Facebook is accumulative, started from having activities with other people. The activities will create 
better life satisfaction and trust to others. Having better trust will make an individual more open to groups and organizations, and also having 
more friends, relatives, and in general, broader social networks. Thus, Facebook use may not cause exclusion to social life as ever be 
worried. Facebook use is able to increase students’ engagement in groups and organizations, as many students talking about campus life 
and share their daily activities in Facebook. These will encourage students to be involved in the dialoge by also joining groups and 
organizations inside or outside the campus. It means that to be socially bold in online world, students need to be also bold in offline world. 
To confirm it, content analysis through students’ activity in Facebook use is again encouraged for further research. 
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Abstract 
Bimal Roy, one of India’s most revered directors, left behind films that featured female protagonists who were not pushed to the back as 
secondary characters, but took centre stage. Starting from his 1953 Hindi film Parineeta, the critically acclaimed Biraj Bahu (1954), the 
immensely popular Madhumati (1955) to Bandini (1963), Roy’s central characters were women.  
Roy’s version of Devdas, too, focuses on the two women that are bound to the love of the namesake, Devdas. While Devdas becomes the 
doomed hero, Paro the woman he loves and Chandramukhi, the courtesan who is in love with him turn out to be the ones making their own 
choices. Several of Roy’s female protagonists are social outcasts, spurned by society; whether it is Chandramukhi in Devdas; Sujata, the Dalit 
girl raised by a Brahmin family in the film Sujata or Kalyani in Bandini- the woman who does the unthinkable both in real life as well as in 
cinematic spaces.  

This paper focuses on three such women from three of Roy’s in the 1950s and 1960s: Devdas (1955), Sujata (1959) and Bandini 
(1963). Using semiotic tools, including narrative, music, dialogue, cinematography and characterisation, the paper studies the representation of 
women in Bimal Roy’s films while paying particular attention to the women who can be seen as social outcasts.  
Keywords: Indian cinema, Bimal Roy, women in cinema, Bandini, Devdas (1955), Sujata, semiotics 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Bimal Roy was one of India’s most revered directors. Having started his career in films as a cameraman, Roy’s directorial debut was the Bengali 
film Udayer Pathey (Towards the Light, 1944), remade in Hindi as Hamrahi (1945). Roy is reputed to have addressed many social issues in his 
films, which have ranged from criticisms of the feudal system, caste prejudices and women’s place in society. Roy adapted three of the famous 
Bengali writer, Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay’s novels into films, namely Parineeta (The Fiancee, 1953), Biraj Bahu (1954) and Devdas (1955).  

Biraj Bahu “continued Parineeta’s effort to transplant themes from Bengali reform literature into the Hindi cinema” (Rajadhyaksha and 
Willemen, 1999). Roy’s 1953 film Do Bigha Zameen (Two Acres of Land), won the International Prize at Cannes Film Festival and is an early 
neo-realist attempt through its portrayal of a small farmer and his struggles against feudal society and a rapidly industrialising India. Satyajit Ray 
considered Bimal Roy’s Do Bigha Zameen to be a “landmark” and said that it “encouraged him” in proceeding with his debut masterpiece, Pather 
Panchali (Song of the Road, 1955) (Robinson, 1989). 

Between 1952 and by the time of his death in 1966, Bimal Roy had concentrated several of his films on women and his films dealt with 
issues concerning them. Parineeta [The Fiancee] (1953) was centred on the story of Lalita, while the tragedy Biraj Bahu (1954) it is about a 
woman whose faithfulness is questioned by her own husband and is eventually told by her husband to leave his house. Barring Devdas in 1955, 
Roy’s films all focused on women, though many have argued that Devdas itself is essentially about Parvati, the childhood love interest of the 
film’s namesake Devdas. Madhumati (1958), Yahudi (The Jew, 1958), Sujata (The Well-born, 1959), Parakh (1960) and Roy’s last film Bandini 
(The Imprisoned, 1963) all tell the stories of different women. Of these, Sujata and Bandini focus on two unlikely protagonists, the Harijan

1
/Dalit 

namesake Sujata and the murder-committing Kalyani, respectively. 
Devdas, based on Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay’s novel of the same, was remade by Roy in 1955, close to twenty years after he had 

worked as a cameraman for P. C. Barua’s 1936 version of the film, as the story was close to his heart (Bhattacharya, 1994). Bimal Roy’s 
Devdas, Rajadhyaksha and Willemen (1999) suggest, is “presented as a formal/technical representation of the famous legend, allowing for an 
extensive use of deep focus and naturalist underacting from both Dilip Kumar and Motilal.” Mishra (2002) believes that Devdas (1955) shows 
Bimal Roy’s “cinematic fidelity to the earlier text [P. C. Barua’s Devdas, for which Roy himself was cameraman] verges on adulation: after all the 
film is dedicated to both P. C. Barua and K. L. Saigal.” In Roy’s Devdas, as in the original story, Devdas, the protagonist is unable to marry 
Parbati against his parents’ wishes and societal pressures. While Parbati accepts marriage to an old man, Devdas withers away in alcohol, his 
only company being the courtesan Chandramukhi. Chandramukhi falls in love with Devdas, who cannot love her in return. 

Sujata (1959) is the story of an orphaned Achut (Untouchable) girl, raised by Brahmin parents who are never unable to entirely accept 
her as their own daughter due to her “lowly” birth. Sujata ends up craving for their love and to be identified as their daughter and not “like their 
daughter.” She grows up, scarcely educated by her family. Adhir, a young Brahmin man, who was supposed to marry her foster sister, instead 
falls in love with Sujata, despite knowing her caste. Where inter-caste marriages were taboo in India then (they still are a major issue even 
today), the film deals with an important social issue. Rajadhyaksha and Willemen (1999) state that “unfortunately, the weak Adhir has to bear the 
burden of being the only representative of the progressive forces ranged against oppressive tradition.”  

Bimal Roy’s last film, Bandini (The Imprisoned, 1963) is the story of Kalyani, a woman who falls in love with a freedom fighter and later, 
upon discovering that the latter’s marriage has ruined her and her father’s life, escapes to the city only to end up in a miserable job, and upon the 
news of her father’s death she murders her lover’s wife. She is imprisoned for murder and “appears determined to serve her fu ll sentence, 
resisting the kind overtures of the prison doctor” (Rajadhyaksha and Willemen, 1999). Vijay Mishra (2002) says that the film “acts as a moral 
reminder of the need of sacrifice in the wake of the Indo-China War.” Rajadhyaksha and Willemen (1999) state that the film “suggests a straight 
line between terrorism and patricide” and that the film remains “the only consistent expression in Indian film of female guilt.” 

                                                           
1
 Harijan translates to ‘’Children of God’’ and was a term used by India’ Mahatma Gandhi to refer to the Untouchables, the lowest in the 

Hindu caste ladder.  
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This paper focuses on the female protagonists in Bimal Roy’s Devdas (1955), Sujata (1959) and Bandini (1963). Given the 
understanding of women’s roles in mainstream Indian society and perceptions of gender in Indian cinema, we argue that Roy’s films present 
some interesting digressions from the norm. Upon a closer look, it appears that both literally and figuratively, many of Roy’s women were social 
outcasts. This paper focuses on the above three films, and specifically three female characters who were clearly social outsiders: Chandramukhi, 
the courtesan in Devdas, Kalyani, the protagonist who kills her lover’s wife in Bandini and Sujata, the Untouchable protagonist in Sujata (1959). 
This paper uses semiotic tools, including music and dialogue analysis, characterisation and cinematography to study the representation of 
women in Bimal Roy’s films. We first draw from some brief discourses on women in India and women in Indian cinema.  
 
WOMEN IN CINEMA 
Hinduism’s views on women are generally polarised in nature, with some sources comparing the woman to the Sudra (lowest Hindu caste) and 
other rare sources uplifting women’s positions and identities to those of a goddess. Women are seen to be both physically and emotionally weak, 
and their inferiority to men is stressed in several Hindu scriptures. Hindu Aryan society, patriarchal in nature, assumed women to be subservient 
to women; the 200 BC lawgiver Manu stating that women must always be under the control of a man, firstly under the guardianship of the father, 
then the husband and after the husband’s death the woman’s sons.  

The distinction between the moral and immoral woman are therefore stark: the moral woman is self-effacing, self-sacrificing, soft-
spoken, limits herself to the house, is obedient and worships her husband as if he were god even if he were “vicious and void of any 
merit”(Altekar, 1999). The immoral woman is none of those- she is outspoken and is not self-sacrificing. The Manusmriti regards the nature of 
women with suspicion, stating “it is the nature of women to seduce men in this world” and that they can reduce even “the learned man…to…a 
slave of desire and anger.”  The codes for the ‘good’ woman were clearly one who married and entered her husband’s household to provide him 
with a male heir, a morbid reminder of why Hindu women remained submissive through centuries, internalising their self-worth.  

If social stratification in the form of the caste system denigrated the lower castes, specifically the Sudras, considered to be the lowest 
in the caste ladder and the Untouchables, then the conditions for Untouchable women were even more stringent. Manusmriti stresses that there 
can be no marriages between a Sudra woman and a higher caste man, stating that “twice-born men, who in their folly wed wives of the low 
(Sudra) caste, soon degrade their children to the state of Sudras” and therefore “he who weds a Sudra woman becomes an outcast.” 

If the ideal ‘good’ woman was the silent, self-sacrificing married woman, bound to a lifetime of service to her husband and his family, 
without meeting with other men or construing her own needs, then the ‘bad’ and the immoral woman was the prostitute, limited to the figurative 
outskirts of society.    
Historically speaking, the origin of prostitution in India may have been for a number of reasons. Bhattacharji (1999) states that “either because 
they could not find suitable husbands, or because of early widowhood, unsatisfactory married life or other social pressures, especially if they had 
been violated, abducted or forcibly enjoyed and so denied an honourable status in society, or had been given away as gifts in religious or secular 
– such women were frequently forced to take up prostitution as a profession.”  
In ancient India prostitution became a social institution by the later Vedic age (eight or seventh century BC), a period which marked the decline of 
women’s statuses, with loss of  “social mobility” having become the man’s “ward, possession, object of enjoyment” (Bhattachar ji, 1999). 
Bhattacharji (1999) points out that girls were given away as “sacrificial fees to officiating priests;” such girls eventually ended up socially 
ostracised and with no other option but to take up prostitution.  

Bhattacharji (1999) cites the Manusamhita which states that “’the sacrament of marriage is to a female what initiation with the sacred 
thread is to a male,” a “series of neat equations that deprive the woman of education, dooming her to household chores only, especially service 
of her husband and in-laws, but also thereby indirectly doom her to the loss of her husband’s attention.” With decline in women’s education in the 
early centuries AD, the “unaccomplished wife at home” did not attract men, who instead “cared for cultured female company” and hence the 
brothels, where courtesans were well-versed in the arts, flourished (Bhattacharji, 1999). 

The other category of the woman who is removed from society is the jogan (woman saint). Wadley (1977) observes that “although both 
male and female yogis are sanctioned by various textual traditions they are removed from family ties and considered outside of the caste system 
and outside of society and its structure.” 
 
WOMEN IN INDIAN CINEMA 
Indian cinema is in no ways separated from society. Its discourses have continually reflected societal norms and deeply-held beliefs regarding 
gender roles. A woman’s space in early Indian cinema, reflected notions of women’s roles in Hindu society. Many film makers have tried to show 
women in dimensions not explored earlier. 

The woman as an oppressed figure does appear in many forms in Indian cinematic history. Achut Kanya (The Untouchable Girl, 1935) 
was the one of the early attempts at a filmic caste discourse, with an Untouchable girl falling in love with a Brahmin boy. V. Shantaram’s Duniya 
Na Mane (1937) challenges the traditional status bestowed on women and upheld by cinema in general.  
Singh (2007) observes, “the portrayal of a woman even in subtle ways, usually presents her as the guardian of culture and rel igion or 
embodiment of purity and spiritual power, yet constantly requiring the protection of man as her lord and master.” This element of purity is long 
held within the realm of Indian cinema. The “ideal wife must be sexually pure and the epitome of sexual fidelity” (Gokulsing and Dissanayake, 
1998). The figure of Sita from the Indian epic Ramayana, who despite the years of separation from her husband, Rama remains devoted to him 
and passes safely through the purity test of fire, then forms the “symbol of the devoted wife…the ideal towards which all women should strive” 
(Wadley, 1977). Women who have committed sati are also revered and “acclaimed as goddesses and honoured with shrines and rituals” 
(Wadley, 1977).  

Cinema too, has long held these values. In Mehboob Khan’s Mother India (1957), for instance, Radha’s total devotion to her husband, 
even after he abandons her is well-understood within the context of Indian society, and she is therefore, as a character revered.  Butalia (1984) 
argues that cinematic treatment of women is paradoxical, where reverence given to the mother is considered the most sacred and a “mother’s 
strength and power in the household is seen as absolute.” Wadley (1977) believes that the wife dominates Hindu thought more than the mother, 
though it is the mother who is worshipped as a goddess.  

Datta (2000) says, “women do not inhabit a space of the state as home, women rather inhabit a space of their family as home, a space 
of much more local relations.” This is true of most cinematic spaces, which place the woman in a secondary position in the context of the state. In 
Indian cinema, Gokulsing and Dissanaye (1998) observe, “a woman who “chooses to identify herself with modernity”, however, despite Indian 
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cinema’s acceleration of modernity in India, “is almost always portrayed as decadent and punished for it”. ‘Bad women’ apart from “being modern 
are often single, sometimes widowed” (Butalia, 1984). Butalia (1984) points out, such bad women “may be westernised (synonymous with being 
fast and ‘loose’; independent (a male preserve); aggressive (male quality) and they may even smoke and drink.” These women, dressed in 
western clothes will “reform their ways” if they “suffer a change”, thus becoming sari-clad and covering their heads (Butalia, 1984).  

Butalia (1984) provides the example of the film Insaaf Ka Tarazu (Scales of Justice) in which Bharti, a modern woman in Bombay who 
works as a model and supports her younger sister, is raped and takes the rapist to court. Whereas the film appears to address the problem of 
rape, it “insidiously manages to project Bharti in a bad light because of her lifestyle, her way of dressing (and) her profession” (Butalia, 1984).  

The following sections attempt to look at Bimal Roy’s films within the context of women who are social outcasts or outsiders in society. 
We look at devotional or spiritual love as an embodiment of the jogan (female saint) image; the jogan herself being outside society. We also look 
at the paradox of the insider-outsider woman (married versus not-married); physical distance as a figurative distance in Roy’s film; and the image 
of the city as the creation of the outsider.     
 
DEVOTIONAL LOVE IN DEVDAS 
Bimal Roy makes several references to the devotional love Paro and Chandramukhi have for Devdas. Paro, having known Devdas for all her life, 
is aware that she cannot think of anyone else as her husband. But as fate would have it, Devdas’s inability to stand up for h imself results in her 
marriage to someone else. However, that does not stop Paro’s love for Devdas. On the other hand, Chandramukhi, who has constantly caught 
the attention of so many men, cannot see past her love for Devdas. Arora (1995) believes that “Chandramukhi falls in love with Devdas precisely 
because she idealizes his chastity.” Chandramukhi therefore hopes that by giving up her lifestyle and profession as a prostitute she would 
“become acceptable to Devdas” (Arora, 1995). 

Roy uses many symbols to show the devotional aspect in both Paro and Chandramukhi’s love. Though most love stories deal with 
worldly love, which culminates in marriage and union, Devdas is a doomed love story and its female characters are spiritually attached to their 
lover. Their devotional attachment to the man they love results in their ‘removal’ from ordinary society.  

In a way, both women in Devdas transcend boundaries to embrace their love in a spiritual manner. They renounce their material 
possessions and adornments in the pursuit of platonic love. This is very much like some female saints in Hinduism, who said that “worldly 
marriages represent both the lure and the bondage of the world, while their relationship with God (sometimes spoken of as a spiritual marriage) 
represents a renunciation of the world and traditional roles” (Kinsley, 1981). 

During their first meeting as adults, Paro lights a ‘diya’ or a lamp, something that Hindus do while performing prayers. In Hindu 
households “a traditional oil lamp is lit daily before the altar of the Lord” (Chary, 2009). Immediately after that, Devdas is shown from his feet 
upwards, elevating his status from mere mortal to spiritual lover. Vasudevan (2010) applies the concept of darshan to this scene, where the 
“lighting of the devotional lamp and the extra-diegetic sound of the kirtan and conch shells underline the devotional nature of the woman’s 
relationship to the male image.” Vasudevan (2010, p 117) observes: 

“This setting of certain limiting coordinates for the woman’s look also significantly institutes a division between the incipient formation of 
a new domesticity and the wider external world: Devdas’ enshrinement in the doorway converts the public space beyond the door into 
his domain, restricting the woman to domestic space.”    
 

Chandramukhi’s love for Devdas is also devotional. She is slowly seen stripping herself of elegance to be more ‘revered’ by Devdas. In the 
process, she sells her courtesan clothes and jewellery only to wear a simple saree and free herself from any extravagance. In a way, this 
transformation is much like that of Paro, who abandons the “customary ornaments of a married woman” (Wilkinson-Weber, 2010) after she is 
forced to wed a rich but much older man. Having found true platonic love, Chandramukhi decides to go to the village and help in the service of 
the needy. This is unlike the traditional married woman, who is expected to stick to the household and her family. However, having been a social 
outcast previously, Chandramukhi remains independent and her charity work is an extension of her ‘removal from society’. She serves society by 
being on its fringes, in a secluded village hut.   

Chandramuki sacrifices her material life in the pursuit of a saintly one, devoted to the service of others. Though both extremes of 
courtesan and sainthood are not considered to be a part of traditional society, saints are revered by those who are a part of society, but 
courtesans are loathed. Thus Chandramukhi moves from a person loathed in society and not a part of it, to someone revered by society, but still 
not a part of it. 

Let us take the example of the scene where Devdas, comes to meet Chandramukhi at her kothaI (brothel/dancing house) after his 
father’s death. Chandramukhi is seen dressed in simple clothes, covering her head and wearing little jewellery, causing Devdas not to recognise 
her immediately. Devdas looks around her kotha and observes that the place has changed. The extra-diegetic sound of the kirtan (prayer 
instruments) are heard. The kotha itself has converted into a place of worship. Chandramukhi’s falling in love with Devdas, again devotional love, 
makes her give up her profession as a courtesan. 

As she is speaking her external and internal change, there is a cutaway shot of a place of worship and we see incense burning in front 
of the idol of Radha-Krishna. Her devotion itself is alight. She tells Devdas that she has become self-respecting after he told her “they” (the 
courtesans) bear so much and have so much patience.   

A close up of Chandramukhi’s gentle and loving face is juxtaposed with the image of a burning diya (devotional flame/lamp). Again, 
she touches Devdas’s feet before he leaves, another symbol of (Godly) devotion.  

The film stresses on the two women (one respected, the other a prostitute and therefore despised) being mirror images of the other. 
Arora (1995) observes that in every film version of Devdas “physical resemblances between the actresses playing the role” of Parbati and 
Chandramukhi “are unmistakable.” Not only, do they look similar, but at several points in several points of the film, they resemble the other, their 
identities merging. In the song sequence “Manzil ki chah mein,” while Mohammed Rafi’s extra-diegetic voice provides a commentary, Paro and 
Chandramukhi cross paths. Paro is returning, in a palanquin, from Devdas’s house in search for him, and Chandramukhi, who has moved to the 
village and has not received a letter from Devdas, walks to Devdas’s village hoping to get some news of him. In this sequence, Rafi’s voice 
sings: 
 Somewhere there is the harsh sun, somewhere there is shade 

Both women are inherently being compared, one (Chandramukhi) is on foot, walking past the streams under the strong sun, and the 
other (Paro) is being carried in a palanquin, protected by its shade.  
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In another scene, Paro’s husband asks her why she does not wear any jewellery and is dressed in simple clothes, to which she says 
that she does not like jewellery. This scene cuts to Chandramukhi putting on some jewellery, back in her kotha and in her previous avatar. 
Diegetic sounds of dance music in nearby kothas can be heard.  
Chandramukhi picks Devdas up from the gutter and brings him home. He does not, however, in a severely drunken state, recognise her. As he is 
leaving, she sings: 
 
That which you will accept, how do I get that charm,  
As they part, a diegetic song (sung by another prostitute) is heard: “he will not return again, how much ever I call to him.” 
Valicha (1988) likens Parbati to Meerabai (in the Radha-Krishna-Meerabai allegory) as she “submissively” accepts marriage with another person, 
whereas Chandramukhi, “who responds to (Devdas’s) moods and also to his singing” is symbolic of Radha’s “unrequited love.” A closer look at 
the two women, however, not only highlights their similarities, but also their interchanging roles. The child Parbati listens to the two performers 
sing of the love of Radha and Krishna. Parbati herself, like the Radha in the song, is entangled in that web of love for Devdas and pines away 
due to their separation. Indeed both Devdas and Parbati share the love, and for this reason, Parbati is like Radha. Upon her marriage, though, 
Parbati becomes more of the Meerabai image- still in love with her God, Devdas. She embodies both the Radha (by being the object of Krishna’s 
affection) and the Meerbai image in the film (by abandoning the marital roles assigned to her). Chandramukhi, on the other hand, is not Devdas’s 
love, though like Meerabai, her love is also not requited. However, she too embodies both the Radha and Meerabai image. For one, she cares 
for him when he is ill. During the last part of the film, when he stays at her place, she is physically present to nurse him, much like a dasi (female 
servant), perhaps a moment in the film where she embodies the Radha image. For the rest of the film, she is the self-sacrificing, world-denying 
Meerabai.    
 Before Devdas leaves to travel through India, Chandramukhi touches his feet, an act that symbolises her reverence and complete 
devotion for him. She also calls him “Devta”, which is coincidentally what Paro had done in the past.  

While Chandramukhi abandons her profession as a courtesan brought upon her by society, to ironically become more acceptable in 
society, Paro gets married (an act that is given importance by society) to move into a more simple existence, looking like what her husband 
refers to as the  appearance of a ‘jogan’ (or saint). In Hinduism, saints are those who have moved away from marital bliss into a life of solitude 
and introspection. They are those who have abandoned “a settled family life and the traditional work of one’s class or caste in favour of a 
homeless, wandering existence.”  Therefore Parbati’s transformation from a more traditional young unwed woman to that of an untraditional 
married woman stripped of any adornment reflects her move from societal convention to societal defiance. The jogan image is reiterated 
throughout the film and both Parbati and Chandramukhi are referred to being dressed as a jogan.  

 
DEVOTIONAL LOVE IN BANDINI 

In Bandini, Kalyani’s love for Bikas can also be said to be devotional. Kalyani goes to deliver a secret letter to Bikas on the pretext of 
picking prayer flowers. The first person she sees after her flower-picking is Bikas, her spiritual lover. It is almost as if she has picked flowers and 
soon after that she is blessed with the appearance of her ‘Lord’. 

In the song ‘Jogi jab se tu aaya mere dwaare’, Kalyani likens Bikas to a ‘jogi’ or saint. Fully aware of the fact that Bikas’s first love is his 
service to the nation, Kalyani compares him to selfless saints who have sacrificed their material lives and loves in the pursuit of spiritual 
enlightenment.  

Kalyani’s reverence for Bikas is so pronounced that she finds herself drawn to him in spite of various warnings by the villagers. Before 
Bikas is taken away by the police after promising marriage to Kalyani, Kalyani stops him for a second, stoops down, and touches his feet. 

Kalyani’s final decision of returning to Bikas also stems partly from this devotion. After she runs to the sailing ship in the last scene, 
she falls at Bikas’s feet again, expressing her complete devotion to him. 
 
MARRIAGE AND IMPRISONMENT 
In both Devdas and Bandini, parallels are drawn between marriage and imprisonment. 
In the song ‘Ab ke baras bhej bhaiya ko babul’, a song revealing a young bride’s socially imposed estrangement from her own family, perfectly 
mirrors the isolation and imprisonment of prison inmates: 

When spring arrives, send brother to come and fetch me, father, 
When my childhood friends return, give them the message I had sent. 

The prison inmate who sings the words works away at a grinding stone, a symbol associated with one of the common household chores of a 
married woman. However, the woman is not in her marital home, but in prison, an image that emphasises the comparison between marriage and 
bondage. 
Though in the song the bride asks her father to send her brother so she can see him, the prisoners face a very similar situation where they 
cannot meet their families. This song likens marriage to imprisonment with its rigid rules and societal expectations.  

My eyes swell up with tears, when I remember the days of my childhood, 
Ruthless youth snatched away my toys and stole my dolls. 

The married girl (and the prisoners in turn), yearn for the freedom of childhood. Bimal Roy cuts away from the inmate singing, to Kalyani looking 
above the boundary wall, thirsting for freedom. The subsequent shots act as a montage, with images of a woman sitting near a tree with sadness 
in her eyes, and two women standing in a prison room, looking outdoors. 

Father, you cherished me above all others, 
So how did I then become a stranger to you? 

In Hindu custom, women are forced leave to the house of their husband and in-laws, facing estrangement from their own families, thus becoming 
outsiders or ‘paraya’ to their own parents. Similarly, prisoners are forced into estrangement, away from their own families, which makes them 
outcasts to those they love the most.  

Kalyani shows her disregard for these societal rules when her brother dies, and she understands that she is the only emotional support 
her father has. Once when her father tells her that the villagers are discussing that Kalyani should be married off and made ‘paraya’, Kalyani 
says that she will not marry but study. She even asks her father if he would have worried so much had she been a boy. 
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Kalyani voices a similar opinion when Bikas visits her house and her father tells her to bring some sweets for him. Kalyani jokingly 
asks her father if cooking for men is the only thing women are expected to do. She asks the same question to Bikas, who replies with a rather 
ambiguous answer.  

This image of marriage and bondage being similar to one another is also reinforced when Kalyani is released from jail and is expected 
to marry Deven. Just before Kalyani walks out of prison, the kindly jailor who had helped in her release tells her that though she is now leaving 
jail, she will forever be imprisoned in her marital household. 

Due to such a strong parallel being drawn between marriage and imprisonment, perhaps Kalyani chooses to sacrifice a life of marital 
‘bliss’ in order to return to her freedom fighter ex-lover. She chooses her own freedom over the rules of society. Her impulsive last-minute 
decision shows her indifference toward social obligations and expectations. 

In Devdas, the case of Parbati is worth noting. Here, marriage becomes a societal obligation that Parbati cannot escape; yet she 
largely avoids its entrapment. After her marriage, she fulfils her household duties but says that she does that only because she is a ‘dasi’ or a 
slave. Thus Parbati compares her marriage, which is loveless and material, to slavery.  

However, unlike the ever-faithful Hindu wife who does not know any other love than that for her husband, Parbati does not forget her 
devotion to Devdas. Her husband is only her worldly soul mate, but Devdas is her perennial spiritual companion, and she never forgets that. 
Parbati’s inner conflict with her normal married life causes her to become a simple jyogan, donating generously to villagers and showing 
indifference towards material possessions such as jewellery.  

When Devdas’s father dies and Parbati is in the village, she enters Devdas’s room in a similar manner she had done when she 
revealed her love for him before marriage. Here she expresses her love again, not in a way that would make her unfaithful to her husband, but in 
the manner of a Meera-Sri Krishna metaphor.  

During this short meeting, Parbati calls Devdas her ‘Devta’ again, saying that she feels suffocated and would fulfil her life’s purpose if 
she could take care of him. She also tells him to come to her house so that she can look after him. Devdas promises that he will definitely come 
to her house, once before he dies. Despite Parbati’s marriage to another man, her unwavering love for Devdas is evident in her ‘suffocation’ as a 
result of not being able to take care of him. The burden of not marrying Devdas makes Parbati feel strangled and imprisoned.  

When Parbati says that her union is not fixed with Devdas and she will ask him about it, her friend is taken aback and asks her if she 
will not be ashamed to ask Devdas if he will marry her.  

In traditional Hindu society, women will not dare to ask such a question to their fiancés or even their husbands, as it is considered 
shameful. However, Parbati asks the quintessential question that confirms her spiritual bond with Devdas, a bond that joins them by souls, not by 
body. She asks her friend why she would feel ashamed to ask her husband such a question. “You are my friend and you are my own, but is 
Devdas a stranger to me?” she asks. Parbati further goes on to conclude that her friend does not know the real meaning of marriage. She says 
“He is my husband, who is all my modesty and shame. How can I be ashamed in front of him?”  

In spite of Parbati’s relentless love for Devdas, which causes her to rush outside in the second last scene where Devdas lies dying, her 
societal apathy is punished as the gates close in upon her, forbidding the last reunion with her spiritual beloved. Thus with the closing of the 
gates, Parbati, who was once free from the bonds of societal expectations, becomes a prisoner of her love for Devdas by not being permitted to 
see him by her worldly marital family. Coincidentally, Chandramukhi’s position as a social outcast puts her outside the domains of marital 
bondage.  
 
PHYSICAL DISTANCE IN BANDINI AND SUJATA 
Physical distance is used as a key element in putting forth the idea of social ‘difference’ in Bimal Roy’s films. Roy uses space to highlight the 
distance of characters from conventional society as well as the differing ideas of people. Space is also used as a psychological barrier between 
characters.  

In Bandini, Kalyani being in jail is in itself an obvious physical distance from the rest of society. Kalyani spends her time in jail partly as 
a recluse and partly as a prisoner who has openly embraced the other inmates. The guilt of her crime haunts her and her idea of penance 
includes thinking that she deserves to be hated. This results in her choice of being physically distant from all other people apart from the other 
prisoners. An additional reason for her being physically distant from everyone else is that she has no family or home to go back to.  

Deven enters Kalyani’s life when a prisoner falls ill with tuberculosis and he asks if someone would like to volunteer to take care of the 
sick inmate. Kalyani volunteers to help the inmate, which causes Deven to be in awe of her selflessness. As he comes to visit the sick inmate 
daily, he notices Kalyani’s withdrawal from the rest of the outside world. Though she is sympathetic and altruistic, she is d istant and secluded. 
During one such visit, while Kalyani passes a syringe to Deven, their fingers touch for a split second. Kalyani does not flinch for even a second, 
but this momentary lapse in her physically distant personal space results in Deven falling in love with her.  

Deven’s visits to the prison soon catch the attention of other jailors and prisoners and rumour starts that he has fallen in love with 
Kalyani. Inmates mock Kalyani, telling her that she has trapped Deven with her sweet talk. For Kalyani, this is very much like the time when the 
villagers taunted her after Bikas’s disappearance. Unable to bear a similar situation again, Kalyani confronts Deven, who hints at his love for her. 
After this revelation, Kalyani physically avoids Deven, even to the extent of hiding during his visits and sending another inmate in her stead.  

In Bandini, the use of bars, grills, walls, barbed wire, and other barriers are representative of physical distance. Bimal Roy uses these 
physical barriers to show the physical as well as mental confinement of characters. Such barriers are also used as a foreshadowing technique, 
symbolic of what is to come. 

During the song ‘O panchi pyaare’, all the inmates look at a bird from their prison bars. Though the prison Kalyani lives in is an open 
one and Bimal Roy could have chosen to show the bird in simple shots, he chooses instead to use the ‘bars’ metaphor. This is one of the 
introductions of the recurring use of bars and other barriers to represent physical distance.  

When Deven proposes marriage to Kalyani, Deven is on one side of the door and Kalyani on another. They are not even able to see 
each other. This physical distance is indicative of Kalyani’s unwillingness to accept the offer. 

Once Deven resigns and leaves for his hometown, his cart is seen crossing the prison boundary wall, and Kalyani listens to the sound 
of the cart moving away from the other side of the wall.   

In the flashback sequence, bars and barriers are used as tools to foreshadow what comes later in Kalyani’s life. When Kalyani goes to 
deliver a letter to Bikas for the first time, a shot of her behind barbed wire symbolises the thorny path, which she takes after falling in love with the 
freedom fighter. Additionally, when Bikas receives the letter from the gap in the wall, he immediately looks outside to find its deliverer, and for the 
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first time, he sees Kalyani. Their first meeting is through a window with bars on it. The bars meant to keep Bikas imprisoned soon become the 
same bars to imprison Kalyani, and a role-reversal takes place.  

In the last sequence, Kalyani and Bikas sit at opposite ends, with a divider separating the space between them. They cannot see each 
other through it, and after Kalyani’s sufferings, she prefers to maintain distance from her former lover. Here Bikas narrates his reasons for 
abandoning her, and asks for her forgiveness. Once he leaves that space to board the ship, and Kalyani moves away from him as well to board 
the train, realisation dawns on her, and she runs toward the ship, deciding to eliminate that physical space forever. 

In Sujata, physical distance between the characters plays a highly important role in reflecting prevalent thoughts and attitudes of that 
time. From the first moment Sujata is brought in by some workers to Upen (her foster father), the difference of ‘her kind’ is highlighted. The 
workers stand far away from where Rama’s birthday party is taking place. Their distance from the ‘well-off’ crowd is made clearer with shots of 
affluent people smoking, speaking English, eating ice-cream, and wearing modern clothing. 
During the lullaby ‘Nanhi pari sone chali’, Charu touches Rama affectionately, reinforcing their mother-daughter bond. There is no such motherly 
touch for Sujata, who lies crying in another room. However, as Charu cares for the child, she sings to Sujata through the window, but because of 
Sujata’s caste, Charu maintains a very obvious physical distance from her. 

Sujata and Rama are first introduced as older children in a sequence where they are on a see-saw. The foster sisters have grown up 
together at this point and Rama remains rather oblivious to Sujata’s difference in society. Therefore both Sujata and Rama are on equal ends of 
the see-saw. However, the branch of a tree divides the frame into two, splitting the equal ends of the see-saw into two unequal parts. Whereas it 
is possible to see the Chowdhury residence from Rama’s side of the see-saw, Sujata’s side is empty, much like her own existence, which at this 
point is a balance between her love for her foster family and her realisation that she is treated differently and is in many ways, an outsider. 

Sujata’s first introduction as an adult takes place outside the house, an indication of her removal from her house, or her society. The 
first shot of Sujata is behind a drying sari. Her face is not seen, but her silhouette is symbolic of her underdeveloped existence. She lives 
comfortably with her foster family but she is still an outsider. Her existence becomes almost like a shadow. When Rama is introduced however, 
she is sitting in front of the piano playing music. While Sujata is outside the house drying clothes (which is a common household chore), Rama is 
shown indulging in a hobby can that was usually reserved for rich people at the time. Their obvious physical distance as well as difference in 
activities reinforces the idea of physical distance representing mindsets. 

While Rama finds comfort indoors, Sujata is most herself outside the house, in the garden. It is in the garden where Sujata f inds true 
happiness. The garden is physically distant from the rest of the house, but it is one place where Sujata does not have to feel like an outcast. It is 
in the garden that Adhir first tells Sujata that he comes to her house only to see her.  

During Rama’s birthday party as an adult, Sujata stays in another room, far away from the rest of the crowd. Adhir sees her through 
the window and notices her sadness. Even while she is under the same roof, Sujata avoids contact with people who are not a part of her foster 
family. After hearing her parents calling her ‘like a daughter’ and not ‘daughter’, she goes to the garden for solace. She finds solace when Adhir 
tells her that no matter what people say, he thinks that Sujata is Upen’s daughter. 

It is also in this garden that Sujata tells Adhir that he must stop loving her. She is not able to put her words together coherently when 
he phones her previously. In the garden, she finds her voice and reveals her true identity of being an untouchable woman.  

In the song ‘Jalte hain jiske liye’, Adhir expresses his love for Sujata. However, her true emotions are veiled as a result of the real 
physical distance the phone represents. Though she can hear Adhir’s voice, she cannot see him and he cannot see her. She then tells him to 
forget all about her. Her strange response on the phone leaves Adhir perplexed, and though he tries to reduce this ‘distance’ by cal ling again, 
Sujata does not receive the phone but retreats into the adjacent room and locks the door, thus distancing herself from him completely. 

During the climax, with Charu in a fragile state, physical distance, both literally and figuratively, is reduced. The physical distance, 
which represents psychological barriers, is eliminated with the insertion of the blood transfusion tube that connects Sujata to her foster mother by 
blood. After Charu discovers that her life has been saved thanks to Sujata, she sets aside previous physical distance, calls Sujata to sit beside 
her, and embraces her, thus removing all kinds of physical distance existing previously. 
 
THE CITY AS A SYMBOL OF CHANGE IN DEVDAS, BANDINI AND SUJATA 
Cities in Bimal Roy’s films foreshadow unexpected changes for the characters. This can be seen especially in Bandini, where Kalyani’s life 
changes completely once she leaves her village to go to the city. The song ‘O jaanewale ho sake to laut ke aana’ in Bandini shares a 
commonness with ‘Mausam beeta jaaye’ in Do Bigha Zameen in the respect that both songs play in the background as the protagonists leave 
their villages behind to go to the cities. Both songs call for their protagonists not to forget the place they are leaving in the pursuit of a new life. 
While Shambu loses his land after going to the city to earn a living, Kalyani loses her father, her freedom, and in the process, her identity. 

In Bandini, Kalyani decides to leave her village once the villagers taunt her and her father regarding the disappearance of Bikas. 
Unable to bear her father being abused, Kalyani decides to leave to the city. This movement signifies Kalyani’s severance from her roots, the 
place she was born in, to a life in the unknown world. Kalyani, who was once the postmaster’s daughter, known by everyone in the village, 
suddenly becomes the outsider. 

Once Kalyani is in the city, she desperately seeks a job so that she does not have to depend on anyone. However, due to a lack of 
jobs, she has to make do with the job of a servant in a hospital. The work is considered to be too lowly by Kalyani’s female friend. However, 
Kalyani does not care about the kind of work at this point and accepts the offer. Seeing her hard work, she is soon asked to take care of a 
paranoid woman, but this has severe repercussions.  

Just as Kalyani begins settling down in the hospital, news reaches her that her father died in an accident as he was coming to search 
for her in the city. Shocked and saddened beyond words, Kalyani returns to the hospital, only to be ordered about and shouted at by the 
paranoid patient. After she discovers that the patient is actually Bikas’s wife, Kalyani loses all sense of stability and in a fit of rage, serves poison 
to Bikas’s wife in a cup of tea, thus committing murder in a city that changes her life drastically.  

After the deed, Kalyani surrenders to the police and seeks penance for her guilt in prison, which becomes the only place she now 
has. Her bonds with her own village are completely cut.  
In Devdas, the city is a metaphor for Devdas’s change in personality, which directly affects both of the women in his life. Devdas is sent away to 
Calcutta when he is a child, and in spite of the distance that tests the endurance of love of the two childhood friends, Paro secretly accepts 
Devdas as her soulmate.  
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After Paro defies society’s conventions to enter Devdas’s room in the night, Devdas too decides to talk to his family about a future with 
Paro. However, he is snubbed. Without fighting back, Devdas flees to Calcutta once more, with each of his returns to the city heralding his 
descent into depression and self-destruction.   

When Paro is married off, Devdas returns to Calcutta once more, this time going to a courtesan’s (Chandramukhi) dance hall for the 
first time in his life. What follows suit is his dangerous addiction to alcohol and his money wasting habits. 

Devdas’s change from a young, intelligent man to a depressed alcoholic has a profound impact on Paro, who still harbours love for her 
childhood friend, and Chandramukhi, who changes completely because of her love. 
His death knell finally rings when Devdas’s old city friend Chunnibabu passes him a glass of alcohol, finally ending an addiction that had started 
in the city.  

In Sujata, Upen and Charu take Sujata in when they are ‘in the mountains’ and outside the city. It is in this set up that Upen and Charu 
treat Sujata very well, not giving her complete parental love, but not revealing her true birth status either. However, once Sujata becomes an 
adult, and the Chowdhury’s return to the city, Buaji tells Charu and Upen that they must live by the ‘rules of society’ now that they are back in the 
city. 

The city not only changes her foster parents’ treatment toward her, but also brings a revelation that changes Sujata’s perspective of 
her self. Sujata starts understanding a difference in treatment, and starts retreating into a shell of low esteem. However, Adhir’s entry (also from 
the city) changes this once and for all. 

 
A CONCLUSION: PERCEPTION OF SELF IN BANDINI, DEVDAS AND SUJATA 
Bimal Roy asks important questions through his characters, often highlighting the dichotomy of traditional societal norms. In Bandini, Kalyani 
accepts her difference from society after she poisons a woman, and therefore chooses to abandon a happy life in penance of her guilt. When 
she becomes aware of Deven’s affections for her, she has to refuse his love ‘for his own sake’. Though Deven offers her a chance to come back 
into society by proposing marriage to her, Kalyani thinks she is not deserving of going back to a normal life. Her guilt, though apparently 
lessened by the sharing of her life story, seems to return at the very end of the film, when Kalyani makes her ultimate choice. 

This guilt remains a part of Kalyani’s identity until the end of the film, where she makes her choice to go back to Bikas. Knowing about 
his decision to go back to his village even though he has no one to take care of him and treat his tuberculosis, Kalyani cannot see the man she 
once loved withering away in pain. Guilty that she will be the reason for his death if she ignores him, Kalyani makes her decision to return.  

In Devdas, both women are mirrors of each other, but are completely different as well. Whereas Chandramukhi is loathed by society 
and therefore loathes herself, Paro is unafraid of society and holds her self-esteem in high regard. Chandramukhi rejects the material world and 
a profession that earns her money to ‘cleanse’ herself and return her chastity and innocence. From a courtesan surrounded by unknown men, 
she completely rejects other male companionship and devotes herself to the worship of the lord and the service of less fortunate people. She 
also waits for Devdas to return and expresses her spiritual and devotional love for him. 

Sujata’s low birth and differential treatment from her foster parents engrains a sense of low-esteem in her. She accepts her 
‘subservient’ position in society by being physically distant from other people belonging to higher castes. She also believes that she is 
undeserving of the affections of a man who is from a higher caste than her. Having internalised much of her self-worth the way society dictates it, 
Sujata even decides to go to the extent of forfeiting her love for the greater happiness of her family. She thinks that by being an untouchable 
woman, she is less deserving of a happy life and the affections of a Brahmin man. 

Bimal Roy reinforces the idea of social difference through his characters, who represent not only very varied women, but also very 
distinct mindsets. His characters are mainly those who have voluntarily chosen the life of an outsider, as in the case of Paro, who in spite of 
being married, rejects its materialism. Chandramukhi on the other hand is a courtesan not by choice, but by compulsion. However, her decision 
to be an unmarried devotional lover is her own choice. Similarly Kalyani, though imprisoned due to an unfortunate incident, chooses to repent her 
crime by being in jail. Her last decision to leave the promise of a married life to return to the man she loves is also not forced upon her. 
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